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SPECIAL
FRESHMAN

ISSUE

Excitement,

confusion,

expectations,

apprehensions,

curiosity,

isolation,

bewilderment.

Queen's ...A new en-

vironment. New possi-

bilities, new demands.

Many of you will en-

counter hitherto un-

seen situations and
problems, and very like-

ly the most significant

of your university ex-

periences will take place

outside the classroom.

(SEE PAGE 4)

J
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Campus Comment
By JACQUI COCKS

Photos by CHRIS BOON

Question:

DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT FROM QUEENS?

TUESDAY
7:30-8:45-

9-11:30-

10:30-1-

1-1:45-

1-4:30-

1-5-

2-2:30-

5-6:30-

6:30-11-

6:30-11-

SEPTEMEER 10

ARTS frosh break-

fast with vigs

ARTS frosh course

counselling

ENG trosh sign in

(Ellis)

ARTS frosh intro-

duction to student

government

MEDS frosh scaven-

ger hunt

ENG frosh instruc-

tions

ARTS frosh prof

talks

Red, blue and gold

banquet (ARTS,

ENG, MEDS frosh)

ENG frosh scavenger

hunt

MEDS Kingston tours

. -AMS executive meet-

ing (McLaughlin

Room)

7:15-8:30- ARTS trosh Hello

Kingston Parade

9-12- ARTS frosh resi-

dence parties

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

9.10- ARTS frosh course

counselling

9-10:30- ENG frosh sliderule

class

10:30-11:30-ARTS frosh senior

student groups

12:30-5:30- ARTS frosh Slave

Day

7:30-8:45- ARTS frosh v i t

groups

9-11:30- ARTS frosh Mind

Grind

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

-ARTS frosh course

authorization

1-2:30- ARTS frosh campus

tours

2:45-5:30- ARTS current events

seminar

8-11:30- ARTS frosh athletic

night

9 12_ ARTS freshettes,

MEDS and ENG

frosh dance

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

9-12-

1-5-

7- 11-

8- 10-

Gome on in

and order
your

ARTS Jacket
We would like to have you

browse around our upstairs at

109 Princess Street - - have a

i

Coke and take a look at the

new Fall clothes for young men

...We carry the largest selec-

tion of LEES and LEVIS in

this part of the country - - - plus

a large collection of American

shirts and British sweaters - -
-

and the best of Canadian as

well.

!

But most of all we

have a tradition

of friendly service.

We like Queens students

We hope you'll

like us.

109 PRINCESS ST. and THE SHOPPING CENTRE

ENG frosh lecture

(Dunning)

10-11:30- ARTS frosh coffee

with vigs

ARTS frosh Exercise

Gael Frosh (mock

disaster)

"The Sky", Kingston

Fall Fair

ARTS frosh Sobriety

'68 (Grant)

GSS play "The Caretaker",

Grand Theatre

SATURDAY, SEPTEMEER 14

9-30-12- MEDS Hell Day

(Shopping Centre)

12-30-1:30-ARTS frosh Pep Ral-

ly

Football game, Gaels

vs. Old Boys

ENG frosh grease

pole climb

MED frosh court

(Ellis)

"The Sky" Kingston

Fall Fair

Frosh Dance (Grant

Hall)

9_12- MEDS Party (Polish

Hall)

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

•I haven't a clue what to do,

and assume that after four years,

I will. I hope."

-Cathy Eurns, Arts '72.

'University should be turning

out human beings, not techni-

cians. It should expand their

humanist activities."

-Stefan Mlchalskl. Arts "

2-4-

4:30-

6-8-

7- 11-

9-12-

An education because it's

necessary. You don't learn how

to live with other people and work

as a team if you just live in a

small town and drive a fast car

around."

-Peter Earton, Meds 74

"Vig # 12."

-Bill Buxton, Arts '72

7:30-

International Centre

tour train of King-

ston

Tradition Ceremony

(Grant)

international Centre

"Helicopter Can-

"So I can get a better paying

job, more security, something

to fall back on."

-Derek Orr, Applied Science

"I want the responsibility of

being on my own and meeting

different people. I want to get an

education so I can know what's

going on."

-Earb Chandler, Arts '72

10% . . . DISCOUNT . . .
15%

University Texts

Paper Backs - Stationery
Free delivery in Kingston

K. & W. BOOKS
BARRIE NEAR PRINCESS

THE INVADERS

Phone The Invaders a?' Trenton 3921367

Applications for

AMS HOUSING CHAIRMAN

Being received in AMS office

until September 16th
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No motel subsidy

Emergency Committee negotiators issuing statement:

from left, A.M.S. President Chuck Edwards, Michael Car-

ley, and Tom Good.

Principal John J. Deuteeh has

apparently rejected the lemand

for a Motel subsidy made by the

Emergency OommaUtee for Stu-

dent Housing.
The Committee insists tlhart

(the costs to students laving in

Motels designated by the Uni-

versity should be no higher

than on campus residence.

It is wrong to expect students

to pay up to $25 a week for in-

adequate accommodation miles

from campus," said Tom Good,

Chairman of the 'Committee.

"The subsidy is crucial for sta-

bdlisinig rents in the Kingston

area, by estaWishing a ceiling

<afbove which prices cannot rise."

"The influx of 7,000 students

in a city of only 50,000 creates

a situation of excessive demand,

and allows landlords to raise

rents almost at will."

Students strike back
Claims by the university ad-

mitiMvaftion that there is no

serious housing crisis in the

Kingston area sparked a vigor-

ous reaction from students Late

last night. .

AiMS President Chuck Ed -

wards denounced as "a deliber-

ate distortion of the facts" the

dlaim put forward by Queen's

on CKWS News last night that

"600 more beds listed by a

special committee headed by

the AMS" had be-n obtained.

The Emeiiiency OomnvMee

for Student Housing issued a

statement calling "prepoterous

and contrived" the administra

tion's charge that there is only

"-a supposed shortage of housing

for students."

The Committee called for a

tent-in to begin Friday on the

Lower Campus in the vicinity

of Dr. Deuitsch's lawn, to press

its demands to university of -

ficiaHs.

It claimed these demands "are

neither excessive nor unreason-

able, but the University had

dhosen to compromise its in -

tegriity by making fallacious

statements on the nature of the

crisis."

The Emergency Committee for

Student Housing was formed

last month by a group of stu-

dents concerned about the grow-

ing bousing crisis in Kingston.

The Committee identified the

basic problems as:

— A serious housing shortage

due to increased eiurotlsnent.

— Soaring rents in the King-

ston area. Twenty percent in -

creases this year in many in-

stances.
— Substandard housing wihich

many students are being forced

to live in.

— Eviction of low income ten-

ants in order to replace them

with higher density student oc-

cupancy.

The group elected a three man
negotiating team: Tom Good,

Chairman; AMS President

Chuck Edwards; and Michael

Carley, who have been negotiat-

ing with the administration

since late August.

They have made the following

four demands:
1. Overnight accommodation

should be provided for students

seeking housing.

2. It should be insured that

the cost to students living in

motels designated by the Uni-

versity is no higher than on

campus residences.

3. Control of the Housing Ser-

vice should be turned over to

the AMS, together with a yearly

supporting grant.

4. $50,000 slhould be invested

in debentures to help the Stu-

dent Co-op. construct 40 apart-

ment units to accommodate 150

&

By John Maskell

Choice offered freshmen
By MARK ELLIOTT

An alternative to the present

system of initiations is being

offered to the freshmen this

year. Instead of being forced

down on their knees to eat grass

and submit to similar indigni-

ties, members of the incoming

class will be invited to take

part in activities that are some-

what more intellectual.

Lome Carter, chairman of

the counter orientation commit-

tee, feels that the current haz-

ing program is unnecessary and

that many students aire dissatis-

fied with it.

"Counter orientation as to

provide an alternative to the

authoritarian menltality of the

present orientation programme ,

he said.

"The problem is one of tradi-

tion. In the past students who

have been leaders have been the

social elite. What (his program-

me is attempting to do is to

place the emphasis on that as-

pect of university life which is

most important, the intellectual

and academic. Hence the leaders

who will hopefully emerge will

be those who are oriented in

this direction."

Ohuck Edwards, AMS Presi-

dent, said in his personal opin-

ion the plan was great.

Centre of operations will be

a table in the Student's Union

Coffee Shop where students will

be invited to get together and

discuss matters relevant to their

education here with professors

and resource people. Posters

will be distributed to freshmen

discouraging them from taking

part in early-morning exercises,

together with copies of the ar-

ticle "The Student as Nigger",

and buttons with initials S.N.U.

(Students for a New Univer -

sity). .„ .

A series of films will be

shown, including one made by

the National Liberation Front

and Peter Watkins' war docu-

mentary "Culloden", for which

no charge will be made.

Carter claims that many pro-

fessors have expressed their dis-

appointoient with the initiation

programme, and although the

AMS tried to get the faculties

to change them for something

'less trite" little has been done

to alter the existing structure.

He concedes that certain as-

pects of traditional system, such

as slave day, have their uses and

will not be interfered wit*.

Nevertheless the counter or-

ientations will run their own

activities distinct from the of-

ficial programme^ ,

"What color contact lenses?"

MOTEL PRICES

Housing officials at Queen's University stated yesterday

in a press release that "they were disturbed at misleading

information concerning the prices being charge^byjnotel

owners and the supposed shortage of housmg accommodation

for students".

They stated that "it might be necessary to put some

students in motels in the far west end. If this came about

no student would be forced to spend $25 a week or anything

approaching it".

The Emergency Committee released las, night

in. orices for motel accommodation based on the list as

TrfbuUedt MacArthur College of Education and on a survey

taken Sept. 2nd.

Motel

Siesta
Green Acres

Mayfadr
Kingston

La Salle -

Walnut Grove
Hilltop

Royal
Capri
Welcome Traveler

Blue Spruce
Shamrock -

Princess

Le Roi

Price for Single

.... $ 25

22

.. 20

22

... 22

.. 20

20

25

... 25

. 25
20

.. 19

. 18

For Double

$17.50

What color coniacv isi.av*. _

Overnight beds granted^

Counter Orientation

Programme

TUESDAY, 10th SEPTEMBER Humanities Building.

2:00 4:30-Edueational films in room 217 in the nunwu

Summerhill.

T^OcJ^" of theH—s
BuUding.

Culloden, directed by Peter Watkins.

Neighbours, N. F. B. Short

Toys, N. F. B. Short

WEDNESDAY, 11th SEP™ Ê* m Ellis Hall with Prof.

2:30-5:00—Discussion of Student as nigger

Charles.P"^"
seXi euthanasia and so y" for

1:3M: 00—Discussion on Doctors, x.-,

Meds students.

professors and resource people.

The Emergency Committee on

Student housing has succeeded

in securing overnight accommo-

dation for student seeking per-

manent lodgings prior to the

gtart of classes.

Graduate and undergraduate

women may obtain overnight ac-

romirtodatton In the Womenls

Residence at a charge of $3.uu

per night. Those wishing accom-

modation should contact the

Dean of Women, Victoria Hall.

Graduate and undergraduate

men may obtain similar accom-

modation in the Men's Re -

sidence at the same price. Cots

are available for these wishing

to share a room in residence.

Those are available at $1.00 per

night. The Desk Clerk at Gordon

Brockington Hall will arrange

accommodations. -

.

Should these measures prove

inadequate, emergency acoom -

modations will be provided in

the Student's Union and in the

Student Co-ops.

CINDERELLA

MARRIED FOR

MONEY.

A.M.S. briefs

The Alma Mater Society will

have "a detailed discussion" at

tonight's meeting about tihe pro-

posed takeover of the housing

service by the AMS. The AMS
meeting is open to all students.

The recent C.U.S. congress

will be discussed at to-night's

meeting of the AMS outer

council. AMS president Chuck

Edwards does not expect too

much adverse reaction. "The

newspaper reports bear no re-

semblance at all to what really

happened" Edwards said. "Once

they know what really happened

at GueJph 111 have no worries

at all about discussing it with

them".

<l>
CANADIAN IMPERIAL.

BANK OF COMMERCE
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"If it helps, Jry to think

of your professors simply as

older students who have
taken more courses than

you have ..."

—Photos by MacD and Desmond
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we going to do with it "?

with

vir-

rbid-

light

de-

path

and

ines

Or,

'Hen

ince

be-

ere,

Some of you will leave us because

you will find university incapable of pro-

viding meaningful answers to the ques-

tions you seek resolved. Others, approxi-

mately 40% of you, will depart because

your professors will have found you in-

capable of providing answers to the ques-

tions they wish you to resolve.

Some of you may soon decide that

all your professors are asses. Most of them

are not, although there is a certain amount
of deadwood to be found, and there are

still some around who will fail an essay

because you did not fold it properly and

put your name in the right place in the

top left hand corner. Only the most in-

secure among your teachers demand slav-

ish acceptance of their ideas. If it helps,

try to think of your professors simply as

older students who have taken more cour-

ses than you have ....

The problems you face here are no
greater, in relation to yourselves, than the

problems you have faced at any other

time in your existence. You will not, for

example, find the task of passing your

English course any harsher than you found

the task of keeping your underwear clean

at the aae of three,

You will find many things that frus-

trate and annoy you, e.g. large classes with

tedious lecturers, staff elevators, vigilantes

who would have been a credit to Himmler,

residence rules that prevent you from

sleeping with your girlfriends/boyfriends.

You may react against an examination sys-

tem that compels you to work like a slave

and then attempt to write in a large sweaty

auditorium for three impossible hours. So

what are you going to do about it?

By GABOR MATE and MARK ELLIOTT

"Before you leave here, ladies, some of you will become wives, or

mothers, or both".
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A ludicrous statement

The administration of Queen's ^X^Se**
released a statement in effect denying the shortage 01

hoS° accommodation for students in Kingston.

. i"§?J?sVn*S,
S
m^nrandum of August 16. 1968.

. ^wisC^dlSliXlaf^ present vacancy

rate in Kingston is .12 ol one percent.

• The President of Dacon Construction reported that

rents rose 20% - 25% from January 1965 to January

MS In this year alone rents have risen a further

• Snts™7bSng"packed three to a room in make-

shift Accommodation in the women s residences.

• go^ns TstaZts are booking into motels miles from

campus and paving outrageous rent.

There is a housing crisis. Dr. Deutsch. And its

The students demand action. NOW.

First-year students who want ^nething to
.

say at»ut

S*«K« ^taroi^Science than in the

SSTof Arts as the year begins.

^ *±3. WefTScTof Ar^ent^
ments, supposedly .the duef v

""fjrs are two thirds non-

Ucipation in their mteUectual ^kjSng incidents last

existent following a !^.M
D^n

raiMd about their ef-

SU^^of^MTrms of reference

and methods of operation.

* APPU^cience. however, me

Fo^tlTlf^oCittiMy' the first-year pro-

gramme.

Caging that "an »£^H£ )£
B«E Tgrade

bored; and at the end he^ doesn jeany
f

K^ti'^TcapaSe^le fail"

'

The positive attitude of the Engineering Sxjdbr to-

wards participation by
freshmen to involve

2£&&232i Xr°n"e:
0
committee. Headed

* isv^rwS«su
months.

TWs new activity of h%*Sji&S
ai, the more^ruUM m light f *e ve^

being evolved in the r£°W5™
basis, increased student-

3^ -^inter-^fSSact should be achieved.

Throughout Queen's intact this g
year when ^if^pSy Association will lead to

ciet
?. v^ti™ of*S new Senate cccnrnittees and begin

progresTtcZi-d real Tmocratization of our university.

* *iS
dent T^edVarn^t^fristaeTncS

of Arts Society F"*1,,™ S,'^committees.
"

not be involved in ?™*nV a^mng within the next

wouldn't think this would be happenmg
unffl

couple of months. Maybe ? >f^.f^^h knowledge

2Tu«r.re
y^ woraJTbeA a crucial

year with.

Many freshmen may heedjnstead^Uie advice of AMS

President Chuck Edwards: Look a your cou

a student-faculty committee an^onem^
„, refer-

^^S^SStrt'^ -1 decision-making

power."

'Hey, fresh...'

"Hev Frosh - * - you stupid ..."

'•Fresh wipe that smile off your face .
.

-

KJu^lSS" ^5 **««»« -liviUes designed by

the V
First

a

y

d
ear Students now have a chance to ,-eject

aJaJtatfEfc a rs&ws a
to do their own thing.

The sound ofwelcome

PHONE US

The Journal is particularly concerned

about reports that some students accepted

by the university are leaving Kingston be-

cause they are unable to find adequate ac-

commodation. If you know of a case

where this has_ happened, please contact

the Journal at ext. 598.

Freshmen were warned, chal-

lenged and smiled upon this week

as many of them left home for an

almost unknown world.

In welcoming statements to the

new members of Queen's Uni-

versity, three prominent mem-

bers of our community showed

the different viewpoints freshmen

will soon become familiar with.

New Principal J.J. Deutsch

set the tone of his term early:

"As we begin this term to-

gether I welcomeyou most heart-

ily. We have a fine past to offer

you here. ..traditions that will

soon catch you up and make you

feel a part of this compact cam-

pus."

AMS President Chuck Edwards

lent a more skeptical note to the

proceedings:

"I hope that you are not ex-

pecting this university to be a

place of freedom and light, un-

encumbered by the regimentat-

ion and pettiness of highschool

days—because that's not the wai-

st is. University is simply the

icing on a school system which

makes learning drudgery instead

of fun and stultifies the native

creativity of the young."

Dr. John Downie, professor of

chemical engineering and head of

the Queen's Faculty Association

added the new sound of faculty in-

volvement:

"To many freshmen the first

concern is survival. But the de-

velopment of Queen's University

is your other major concern. You

will influence this development

strongly in the next three or four

years. Student judgement has

been respected at Queen's for a

long time, and this is an import-

ant reason for confidence in the

future of this university."

by WILF DAY

Chuck Edwards echoed this

call: "The students andthe faculty

are the university, you see. And

the two groups must co-exist,

criticizing one another frankly

and freely, for this is the es-

sence, the very life force, of a

university."

CHUCK EDWARDS

"Recent changes in university

government have expanded the

role of the student," said Dr.

Downie. "You will beabletooffer

more effective criticism of the

curriculum and teaching through

departmental committees. More

general matters can be raised in

the Senate by your representat-

ives."

"Many students are coming to

realize that if situations are to

be changed they themselves must

do the changing," Chuck Edwards

said.

"The changing must start in

the classroom. If you think your

lecturer is talking rubbish, say

so—no one else will. If the ad-

ministration's bureaucracy (like

registration) strikes you as shit,

say so--no one else will. If you

think the Alma Mater Society ex-

ecutive are a batch of moronic

boobs playing silly games, for

god's sake say so--because no

one else will."

Principal Deutsch added apos-

itive note: "Whatever interest and

effort you put into your studies,

athletics, or into the work of

stu

student self-government, will

enhance your own sense of pur-

pose and accomplishment. They

will enhance also the future worth

and progress of the university."

A final challenge was sounded

by Dr. Downie:

"You are expected to help break

down artificial barriers between

years and between disciplines.

Arts students will live in a

society critically influenced by

technology; engineers will

become more active in planning

society, and need an awareness

and appreciation of the cultural

values of the arts.

'Communication should begin

here. It is tempting to cling to

the old slogans and partisanship,

but the price paid by society will

be too high,"

Does Kingston

welcome you?
By JOHN MASKELL

Kingston is a fairly small city .

The presence of Queen's has a

considerable effect on Kings-

tonian society. Queen's and its

students pump some 530,000,000

into the local economy each year.

But make no mistake; we at

Queen's are not God's gift to

Kingston. Some of us are inclined

to raise hell. Many of us do not

keep up our rented premises;

we leave behind us at the end of

term, mess and damage for the

land-lord to clean up. We are

heard to complain, "Kingston is

a small town, nothing much hap-

pens here!" Residents complain

that their taxes would be 17%

lower if Queen's properties were

not tax exempt.

Queen's tends to be a seg-

regated community within Kings-

ton. Remember when you venture

out, we are guests here. Youwill

find Kingston is a delightful com-

QUOTES

munity, a pretty city which is

steeped in history.

The choir at St. George's
Cathedral is heralded as one of

the finest in the country. The

Kingston Symphony Orchestra is

perhaps the best amateur or-

chestra in the province. Three

major industries have plants in

the Kingston area; Dupont.C.I.L.,

and Alcan.

There's a secret we should all

know. "It's not the size of the

town that counts. ..it's the calibre

of the people who live in it!"

Many fine people can be found

in Kingston.

Don't go out looking for Tor-

onto, or Ottawa, or Montreal;

look for Kingston. If you're ar-

rogant, inconsiderate, and sup-

erior, you may not get a wel-

come from Kingston. If you are

polite, considerate, and inter-

ested, you will find Kingston will

quickly become your home.

PAUSE FOR LAUGHTER

"I keep seeing tittle black

spots before my eyes."

"Have you seen an opthamol-

ogist?"

"No, just the little black

spots."

Human history becomes more and

more a race between education and cat-

astrophe. — H. G. Wells

How many ages hence shall this

lofty scene be acted o'er in states un-

born and accents yet unknown!
—Shakespeare

Necessity knowns no law.

—Publilius Syrus
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Blues shatter Gaels 'rating in 1967
by JOHN MABLE

Sports Editor

Queen's Golden Gaels finished

a year of disappointment last

year on a wet note, sloshing

through mud and rain to a 10-5

victory over the Western Mus-
tangs.

The win brought the Gaels a

final league record of 4-2, 7-2

over all, and earned them a re-

spectable second place in the

SIFL.

1967 was to be "The Year of

the Tricolour." The Gaels had

everything; size, speed, ex-

perience, the coaching, a fine

quarterback and they were com-
ing off a grand 66 season in which

they won the Yates Cup, beating

Varsity etc., etc.

Loyola went down 42-13, then

Ottawa by 19-6 and West Island

Juniors 45-2.

Then the Gaels sailed into

the regular league schedule co-

ming from behind twice to bury

McGill 41-22 in Montreal. A

week later, Queen's had no

trouble stopping a weak West-

ern squad 42-14. It seemed in-

conceivable that the Gaels could

do less than win the Yates.

Non-believer

Eut there was this conjurer

in Toronto named Murphy, who

also happened to coach a certain

football team. One week before

they were to come to Kingston to

play Queen's, the Varsity Blues

had lost seven first string play-

ers in a brutal game against

Western, including the team's

first string quarterback.

Rematch
That Saturday afternoon i n

Varsity Stadium, the Gaels put

on a beautiful display of foot-

ball on both offence and de-
fence, outplaying the Blues all

over the field.

Queen's defence was superb,

and the offence compiled over

300 total yards, with a crush-

ing running attack.

Put they lost.

Throughout the game, the

Gaels had been blessed with one

scoring opportunity after an-

other. But time after time, they

slammed the door in their own
faces with a collection of

miscues that would give a coach
an ulcer.

In spite of the determined but

ill-fated efforts oftheir offensive

team-mates, the Gaels defence

almost saved the game. But the

Flues were able to scrape to-

gether just enough points to win,

16-13.

The season was over when
the Blues dashed the hopes of

dreamers from London to

Montreal by tieing Western, th-

ereby clinching the title.

Final wins
It was a deflated Queen's team

which went through the last two
weeks of the season. But It is

a credit to themselves that
the Gaels put down fighting Mc-
Gill and Western squads in two
successive mud bowls.

As it had been against U. of
T., it was the defence which
carried the Gaels to their fine

showing. An offence which early

in the season had practically

scored at will was now strugg-

ling to produce two touchdowns
per game.

Bv*t l. r«Q^ tht script c\ndt «t

sa\6 t OA5 to tovrv/

* tloybe you. read

Against Varsity, the Gaels of-

fence had merely been accident

prone. Against McGill and West-

ern, the last two games of the

season, they were a twelve-man

disaster looking for a place to

happen.

They found lots ofplaces, most
of them within 30 yards of either

goal line. But their defensive

mates kept setting them up.

Queen's beat McGill 15-10 and

the Mustangs 10-5.

How did ;t all happen? Over-

confidence? Injuries during the

last weeks of the season. Several

key players, especially on of-

fence were unavailable or ham-
pered due to injury.

However
But before you shed any tears,

you remember: several return-

ing all-stars; a starting quarter-

back who had been the league's

MVP; Heino Lilies; 'a defensive

front four averaging 6'2" and

225 lbs; veteran backfields both

ways; Jamie Johnston; and the

fine coaching staff. You re-

member all these things.

And then you really want to

cry.

A new girl hired in a furni-

ture manufacturing company was
taken on a guided tour of the

plant "Is there anything in par-
ticular you'd like to see?" the

guide asked.

"Yes," said the not-too-bright

steno. "I'd like to see how they

make the beautiful furniture out

of those crinkly little walnuts."

You're Wasting Your Time at this University!

Your brain is capable of absorbing
and comprehending written material

at a fantastic rate of speed ... a

thousand, two thousand, even beyond
10 thousand words a minute. The
fact that the average person is able

to feed in information at only 250 to

350 words per minute is one of the

greatest wastes in human history.

But it's not your fault. You were
taught to read word by word—prob-

ably aloud in front of a class. You
were taught to sound the words, you

were taught to "sub-vocalize", to read

with your "ears' instead of your brain.

And in so doing, you tied a gigan-

tic anchor to your reading speed . .

.

to your intellectual growth . . . your
ability to learn . . . and your ability to

enjoy.

To those people who care to loosen

the anchor rope ... to those people
who care to grow, Evelyn Wood Read-

ing Dynamics offers a dramatic op-

portunity.

A word of caution. Reading Dy-

namics is not a course for lazy people.

It offers no "magic" formulas. It

teaches a sound and proven educa-

tional principle that is absolutely

guaranteed to yield results when the

student applies his natural abilities.

Results frorn over 500,000 graduates

indicate that the average student can

expect to increase his reading effi-

ciency (speed and comprehension)

4.7 times.

Free
Demonstration

and Lecture at our

Institute

Thursday,
Sept. 12 at 8 p.m.

Friday,

Sept. 13 at 8 p.m.

For Information Dial

542-7672 or Visit Our

New Enlarged Institute

at 844 Princess St.

SEPTEMBER
CLASSES

Monday, Sept. 23

Tuesday, Sept. 24

Wed., Sept. 25

Thursday. Sept. 26

Saturday, Sept. 28

EVELYN WOOD READING INSTITUTE
844 PRINCESS ST.

DIAL 542-7672

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111U~rU U FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE ** 1W
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HEY!
HERE
ISHERE

Kingston students unite!

Fight the high cost of learn-

ing! Live a little . . . save a lot

... with VISA, your very own
special passport to student sav-

ings.

Save in Canada and in the

U.S.

VISA offers you the opportun-

ity to save from 107« to 50 /•

on everything from clothing and

entertainment, stationery and

persona* services to travel on

major railways and airlines and

accommodations in the top hotels

on the continent.

Take advantage of these pow-

er packed specials offered only

to VISA members:

Fly Vi fare on Air Canada,

TWA, Braniff, National, Ameri-

can, Northwest, Western, East-

ern, United, Continental and

Canadian Pacific airlines;

..Go the CN Escape Route on

Red or White days and save

25V.1

-Join Canuck's, Canada's only

all Canadian travel club for

carefree pleasure travel and

vacations;

—Enjoy outstanding sayings in

magazine purchases including

SPORT, SKIING, McCALLS, ES-

QUIRE! LOOK, SATURDAY

EVENING POST, and others;

-join the Record Club of Can-

ada and get an additional

VISA discount;

—Join in the action at the City's

best night clubs and save

while you play . •

VISA is the only TOTAL stu-

dent savings P^"™^^
the millions of card carrying

VISA members on over 700 Am-

erican campuses and save wh.le

you swing.

Hundreds of stores, restaur-

ants, clubs and services in Can-

ada and the U.S. offer you tre-

mendous VISA savings. Look for

the identifying VISA emblem in

shop windows.

Get your VISA Colleqe Guide

and check the outstanding list of

sKJoNAL STUDENT SAV-

INGS!

Ttart your savings .... MJJ
COUP

°^,X^0/50 CLUB
CN YOUTH TRAVEL CLUB VISA TWA
OIN

Membership Application

(pleas* print)

NAME -

HOME ADDRESS

'

«itt

SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION...

SCHOOL OR BUSINESS

eStf

DATE OF BIRTH

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP

V SA car' must b. P~.n« »— «- " °" '

ill?: of cash, register.

s. . m «*m«—- "»m ,M V,SA

eU«— - «*~ V,SA
°
a,d T '

Re,., .0 each .pomo* *» •»» l"'™"*™
,

customers.

cmcKom.
UISA/TW& 13.00 VISA/CN/TWA *J»

VISA/CN ».00 VISA/1WA »J.<"

'Cheque In the amount ol w*1"-

Bill me later

SIGNATURE Metrleteo on Certain MlttW tK—-

Make cheque pajeble to VISA.HMR COLOUR EYE COLOUR
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Member of Canadian University Press

TENT-IN

TODAY

. tent-in activities
... P 5

AMS endorses

tent-in
...p3

the issues
• rising rents

• eviction of tenants

• substandard housing

• university neglect of housing

the proposals
• rent control

• student control of Housing Service

• new student-run housing project

• motel subsidy
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NOTICE
AIL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

YOUR
QUEEN'S IDENTIFICATION CARD

WHEN PRESENTED AT . .

.

ABRAMSKY'S 259 Princess St.

ALLOWS YOU

10% OFF ! ALL MERCHANDISE

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER M
,.» ENG frosh lecture. Dunning

Hall

Book Exchange. Kingston

Hall, until 3:00 p.m.

1-00 ARTS frosh exercise Gael

Frosh (mock djsaster)

4:30 Thunderannapolis Toilet

Bowl

7:00 -The Sky" Kingston Fall

Fair

,:00 Dinner for Frank Tindall

following cocktails at l.w

8:00 Sobriety '68, Grant Hall

10-30 Coffee with Vies

GSS play "The Caretaker ,

Grand Theater, then Wine &

Cheese Party, Grad House

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

9:30 MEDS Hell Day, Slopping

Centre

10:00 Book Exchange, Kingston

Hall, until 3:00 p.m.

12:30 Pep rally

1:00 Football game

4:30 ENG Grease Pole

6:00 MED frosh court, Ellis Hall

7:00 "The Sky". Kingston Fall

Fair

9:00 Dance. Grant Hall

9:00 MEDS party, Polish Hall

"The Caretaker", Grant

Theatre

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

10:00 Book Exchange. Kingston

Hall, until 3:00 p.m.

2:00 Tour Train of Kingston. In-

ternational Centre

7-30 Tradition Ceremony, Grant

Hall

8:00 "Helicopter Canada", Inter

national Centre

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

10-00 Book Exchange, Kingston

Hall, until 3:00 p.m.

7-30 Arts '72 election. Dunning

Hall

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

10-00 Book Exchange. Kingston

Hall, until 3:00 pm.

5:00 Meds elections, Upper Com-

mon Room

7:00 Soph-Frosh Banquet. Mc-

Laughlin Room

7:00 Clubs Night, Gym. until

11:00 p.m.

1:00 Art Centre print rental

INSERTIONS FOR THIS COL-

UMN MUST BE HANDED IN TO

THE JOURNAL OFFICE BY 6:00

P.M. WEDNESDAYS AND SUN-

DAYS.

10% . . . DISCOUNT . . .
15%

ON^° ALL ^GOOdT IN°^TOCK

University Texts

Paper Backs - Stationery
Free delivery in Kingston

K. & W. BOOKS
BARRIE NEAR PRINCESS

546-2746

ODOOODOOOOODOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOg

S MOCK TURTLE!

O GlenayrGlenayr ^ .

MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY WOOL
SWEATERS

This unusual pullover has

special appeal to girls

who are fashion-con-

scious, yet like the

"individual" touch. It is

machine-washable
English Botany wool,

with long sleeves, neck

zipper, Continental band

and cuffs. The fashion-

able mock-turtle neck-

line has an added bonus

—an attractive ribbed V-

insert. For complete co-

ordination, choose a

dyed-to-perfectly-match

pure wool worsted skirt

—sheath, A-line or mini,

or pure wool worsted

slims in the same beauti-

ful new colours. At good

shops everywhere 1

GQOOQOOGQQO 1

QUEEN'S DEPT.

OF DRAMA

Auditions
for

a November production

of

VIET ROCK
September 16, 17, 18, 19.

Phone 3327 or visit Dept. of Drama

in Old Arts Building for an audition

time.

Any Queen's student welcome.

STUDENTS'
TYPING
SERVICE

The Arts and Science Under-

craduate Society operates the Stu-

dents' Typing Service (STS) for the

benefit of ALL students and ALL

student organizations on Queen s

campus.

Whether you have an essay,

term paper or thesis you want

typed, minutes of a group meet-

ing or club announcement* you

want mimeographed, or a few

pages of an important book you

want reproduced on our Xerox 914

Copier, STS is equipped to assist

you.

The STS office is located near

the east entrance of the Students'

Union on the bottom floor. We are

open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Monday to Friday for your conveni-

ence. Drop your assignment off

when you visit the Union for cof-

fee.

OOOOOOQOCSQOaOOOOOOQOOQOQQOOOO
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No place to stay
A] Steven has no place to stay.

Last night he slept on the floor of tine Co-op; the night be-
fore he Stayed with a public school teacher he happened to
know.

Al, a second year engineering student, began looking for a
place to stay in August. Any kind of a place would do: an
apantment, a single room or a double. He wen* to the hous-
ing service and then phoned 120 listings. Only six were not
taken; three were out past Aunt Lucy's and Al has no oar.

The most piomising was a room on Montreal Street, but
the landlady didn't really wanlt to rent it.

When Al came back to Queen's this week he went back to
'this place, but then found it had been rented to a student
from Winnipeg.

He went back to his old landlady hoping she might have
some contacts. She phoned several other landlords for him
but no luck, One refused to rent to students because of past
experience with them, the others had no vacancy.

Al then found a place with an "apartment to let" sign.
However the lady seemed reluotant to rent. "The place is too
big for you." Finally she said that the lease didn't expire
until November and Bhat the apartment had already been let

'to a married couple. "Why", asked Al, "was the sign up?"

He contacted David Brown, a local artist, who had offered
-to rent some rooms to students. But he had no more space.

One lady offered him a room in the basement of her house
if he rebuilt it himself. He contacted a lumber merchant who
said it would cost $400 and take at least three weeks work.

Last night he went through the latest list from the hous-
ing office. The rooms were either a long way out, or already
rented, or else he got evasive replies.
"AM the la-sit resorts I thought I had have fallen through",

he said. "The best I can hope for now is a nwtel at $14 a
week for <a double on Highway 2, or emergency accommoda-
tion in the basement of the Co-op. I've heard there's an apart-
ment at WeSitlake and Park corning available November 1. .

."

Derek White, Arts 71, has no place to Stay. He has been
looking for an apartment since July. The Housing S-rvice
•has one listed: it is 15 miles out of town.

John Wetlard has no place to stay. Neither has Lionel
Crotin, nor Brian Harkness, nor Paul Summedin.

HOUSING

SURVEY
JON RUBIACK

MARTE HARDING

Thursday, the Emergency
Committee for Student Housing
took a survey of registering Ap-
plied Science students. The re-

sults of this survey regarding
housing are as follows:

Residence: 50
OoOp: 4
At Home: S
Hotel: S
Apartments and Rooms: 81
NOTHING 6

TOTAL 1S2

Spot check on grants

Toronto-- Ontario Department

of University Affairs is intro-

ducing a spot-check on indiv-

idual applications for provincial

grants, in response to charges

that some students are cheating

on the programme.

University Affairs Minister Wil-

liam Davis said yesterday that

only a few people attempt to ob-

tain loans unfairly. He said how-
ever, that any person who makes
false statements on a loan appli-

cation will be liable to a fine

not exceeding $1,000.

In addition, false statements

could result in the recall of the

grant portions of a student's

award and a suspension of fur-

ther grants for a minimum of

two years.

The Toronto Globe and Mail sees

the announcement as recognition

"that there is some truth in re-

ports that some students have

secured more money from the

Province than they need for ed-

ucational purposes."

Last month Dr. Richard Potter,

Conservative MLA for Quinte

charged students used grants to

buy cars and to pay for Euro-

pean travel.

The spot-check system was ar

rived at after consultation with

the provincial auditor, said de-

puty minister, E. E. Stewart,

but "We don't have to worry

about 99,9 percent of the stu-

dents."

This year there are 55,000 ap-

plications for grants expected by

the October 31 deadline.

*Camp at Queen's

Dalton Camp, national presi-

dent of the Progressive Concer-

vative Association, will be at

Queen's this year as theSkelton-

Clark Fellow for 1963-9. The

fellowship was set up to allow

eminent civil servants, acad-

emics and Politicians a year at

Queen's, in order to free them

-to write about problems of Can-

adian public life.

Mr. Camp, defeated in the

Federal election in the Toronto

riding of Don Mills, will be

working in the Department of

Political Studies on a book on

Canadian politics. He said that

he was "very happy and hon-

ored to have such an oppor-

tunity."

ALMA MATER SOCIETY

Co-Chairman:

A.M.S. Housing; Development

3 Delegates

Committee Con ferenee on Drugs

October 31-November 3

Members
Users Committee
Finance Committee
Housing Development Committee

Apply A. U. S. Office.

Up your tent

DR. J. J. DEUTSCH

The Emergency Committee for

Student Housing decided Wednes-
day night to continue witn the

tent-in as planned in spite of
statements by I mcipal Deutsch
that their action were "ridicu-

lous", and that he would not be

influenced by such "stunts".

Tom Good, Chairman of the

Emergency Committee said that

he was surprised by these re-

marks.

Dr. Deutsch is perfectly aware

of the grave housing shortage and

its implications for higher ed-

ucation. I am shocked that the

Principal would slander the stu-

dents' efforts in this way," he

continued.

The project, which receivedthe

approval of the AMS executive at

Tuesday night's meeting will get

under way this afternoon in order

to draw attention to the housing

crisis.

Tents will be erected in the

area in front of Dr. Deutsch's

residence and students will be
sleeping in over the weekend.
Speakers have been invited to

address those who attend and

entertainment is being arranged

for by the organizers.

/Students take over

By HERMAN BAKVIS

The Alma Mater Society voted its approval

of the proposed takeover of the Housing Ser-

vice by the AMS at its meeting Tuesday nighlt.

Ohuck Edwards, President of the AMS, edited

general inefreciency and fisting of unfair land-

lords by the present housing service as being

the prime factors leading to proposed take-

over.

Jack Hunden, President of the Engineering

Society, was the only person to vote against

the proposal. He U also the Vice-president of

Queen's University Engineering Society Ser-

vices Incorporated, a non-profit organization

which runs the present housing service.

"The AMS would agree in principle to take

over the Housing Service as long as facilities

are aiwaMatfle from the University and a grant

is forthcoming", Edwards said. Running the

Student Housing Service "Includes bickering

with motels," he added.

The AMS would ask for a grant of $10,000

to pay for a fulltime director, four students

and other expenses. "An active search for ac-

commodation '

' would be undertaken, an infor-

mation pamphlet printed and emergency
housing for overnight stays provided by this

proposed Housing Service. A "no discrimina-

tion pledge" would have to be signed by all

Landlords listed.

The AMS also set up a "development com-
mittee", to study the idea of a student built

and financed Housing project. The building,
in an unnamed area would be five to six stor-

ies hash and house about 160 students.

Lome Musselman was appointed oo-ciiaJr-

man of the committee. Another co-chaarman,

from outside the AMS will be appointed. asxt

ALL SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

If you have applied

for a Dunning Hall ,

MOVIE, pick up your

approval form at the

AM.S. Office Now ,
v

And
Phone Ray Barry 542-9369

or
Gord Oeeks 546-3931
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Privacy, isolation in motels
By FRED BEUEMARE

Who says motel living is so

bad? Certainly not Brian Herbert,

first-year law student and resi-

dent of the Shamrock Motel on

upper Princess Street.

To alleviate the housingcrisis,

the university arranged fora

number of motels to provide

rooms at special rates for the

coming school year. About 130

students have already booked into

motels, according to G.O.

Saunders, housing service direc-

tor. .

Herbert, who is enthusiastic

about living away from campus,

reported that his accommoda-

tions suited his needs well. He

mentioned several advantages of

motel life: the sense of isolation,

the quiet, and the privacy. He did

admit, though, that he would like

to be more "where it's at".

Particularly a freshman, who

would want to meet people, would

not be satisfied in a motel, he

said. "There's no was'. A frosh

would be lost out here."

Although the motels are pre-

sumably intended to serve as

substitutes for the usual resi

dences, many of the students think

they fall far short of that ideal.

But, in spite of the disadvantages

of living tar from the campus (in

some cases, as far as eight miles

away), some of the residents

seem to like motel living anyway.

The city is to blame, Herbert

says, for the problem that sends

Queensmen out to "lose them-

selves".

"In Ottawa, around Carleton

University, the city has started

programs to increase student

housing space. Why can't King-

ston do the same?"

The mind boggled

TORONTO (CUPVThe student

union of Glendon College has or-

ganized a boycott of registration

with plans to replace the forma)

curriculum with "people gener-

ated classes"-informal semin-

ars with faculty serving as re-

source people.

The program follows, Liber-

action '68, calls for abolition of

Boycott at Glendon
students council. Faculty council,

and residence council, in favour

of a single government, and the

abolition of examinations.

Dean Harris calls the plan

"very specific and very rad-

ical". He said that the university

cannot meet the wishes of stu-

dents without adequate notice. He

is also afraid that the boycott

would hinder government grants.

PROKOP'S
Vagabond

Mon.-Tues. Lunch 12-2:30

Dinner 5-9:30

Wed.-Fri. Lunch 12-2:30

Dinner 5-2:00 a.m.

Saturday 12:00-2:00 a.m.

Sunday 5:00-8:30

CLUB 477

Opening soon

with entertainment

on weekends

60c min

coloured lights covered the walls,

ceiling, and audience. Voices out

of the past-Chamberlain, Hitler,

Kennedy-rose and fell against a

driving musical beat.

Initiated by AMS executive

members Ross McGregor and

Dan Burns, the project included

Andy Pipe, Lome Carter, and a

dozen dedicated workers. The

happening presented Frosh with

a challenge-"Our school system

fails todevelopastudent'sunder-

standing of the complex reality

of our universe."

Moderate ideals of progress

and pragmatic change within the

present system were met by both

^ Thatcher would ma*e ment

By MART JONES

Then Mind Grind '68 began to

happen. Films and images, sta-

tionary and moving; strobes and

Riot Threat
SASKATOON (CUP)-Eric Olson,

student president of the Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan campus

here, says Premier Ross That-

cher threatened to close the U of

S in the event of student demon-

strations. Olson says Thatcher

talked of the events at Simon

Frase'r and Columbia this spring

and said he would "close it down

just like that, if there were sim-

the other, a blind acceptance of

fact within the present system.

Next a professor, obsessed

with rules and formalities, ap-

peared. Contrast was obvious-

the psychedelic effect of the films

and lights represented the com-

plex nature of the universe, but

the professor would only attempt

to teach within his banal inter-

pretation of the universe.

Students were invited to join

the team members for discussion

in the Donald Gordon common

room at 11:00 p.m. Popular de-

mand required a third showing

and the meeting did not begin

until after midnight. The gather-

ing was lively, informal, and late.

One design poster

PERSONALIZED
PERSONALITY

POSTERS 30" x 40"

$7.69 COMPLETE

CALL

TOM EVANS
Arts '71

546-9744

Stammer-Stutter-Lisp-No More.

Fantastic New Invention Aids

People With These Impediments.

SEND $10 00 TO.

The Micro Wave Voice Corp.
P.O. Box 691

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201

Journal

Needs

NEWS REPORTERS SPORTS REPORTERS

TYPISTS AD SALESMEN

PHOTOGRAPHERS FEATURE WRITERS

LAYOUT MEN DARKROOM MEN

RESEARCHERS TELEPHONERS

RECEPTIONISTS GIRL FRIDAYS

Drop in and browse around;

in the baiement of the Union

Fantastic New Invention Enables

You To Sing Like The Profession-

als. No One Need Know Your

Hidden Talent. Send $10.00 to:

The New Singing Voice Co.
P.O. Box 547

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201

Free Franchise. Profit Potential

Is Fantastic. Product Is A Must

And Necessity For Countless

Millions. Repeat Orders.

Write to:

The Micro Wave Voice Corp.
P.O. Box 691

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS

OCTOBER 31, 1968

Any application submitted between November 1,

1968 and January 31, 1969 will be assessed dur-

ing the winter term and the award based upon

one-half the assessed need for the full academic

year.



TENT IN ACTIVITIES
The purpose of the tent-in is to drama-

tize the present housing shortage, to dis-
cuss its implications for the Kingston com-
munity and for Queen's, to work on plans
to ease the shortage including discussion
of the new housing project to be develop-
ed by the Alma Mater Society, and to press
for rent control to limit soaring rents.

The tent-in will also relate the housing
crisis to the broader questions of univer-
sity government and student power.

The programme is deliberately loose in

structure to encourage groups to talk about
anything they want to, from eugenics to
Leonard Cohen. A bulletin board will be
available where individuals can post sub-
jects they would like to discuss.

Friday

2:00-5:00 pitch tents

8:00-9:30 the Housing Cris-
is—its implications for
the Kingston commun-
ity and for Queen's.
Joan Newman and Tom
Good, followed by dis-

cussions.

9:30 Folk sing. Bring your
own guitar.

12:00 Bring your own
sleeping bag.

Saturday
10:00 Circulate petition for

rent control in Kingston
area.

7:00 Student Power—a dis-

cussion of how stu-

dents could participate

in the decision-making
of the university, and
why they can't now.
Bob Smith, followed
by discussions.

9:00 A Happening

Sunday
1:00 The Alternatives to

Paternalism and Au-
thoritarianism — Klass
Blysma, followed by
discussion.

4:00 Discussion

plans.

of further

—SCHWIER
Many students are now living in substandard ac-

commodation like this one at 166 University Ave. own-

ed by Queen's University where the roof has been

leaking for over a year. The University is planning to

repair it.

Tent-in at U of T

TORONTO (CUP) The Un -

iversity of Toronto students
council erected a tent city Mon-
day to publicize the student

housing crisis there. By Tues-

day afternoon, two marquees
were up and electric power was
running to the side.

Fifty students expect to sleep

there for the next two weeks.

Spokesman Andy Wernick, a

council member, says the de-

monstration operating on un -

iversity property across from

Hart House, dramatized the

orisds as it affects the student

and the community. There is too

little residence space and the

university charges too much for

it says Wernick.
The council announced plans

last August to build a $4.5 mil-

lion residence to house 750

people. It will be co-educational

with a rental of $60 - $65 a

month. U of T currently pro-

vides rooms for 2,700 students.

"I kind of had a bird"

By CHRIS REDMOND

Tripled-up freshetites in Vic-

toria Hall say they don't really

mind the cramped conditions

there, but they'ire looking for-

ward to moving into their own
rooms soon.

The bop four floors of Vic-

toria Hall's E Wing, which will

house 134 girls still aren't ready.

They were scheduled for com-

pletion at the beginning of

this month, but a 43«Iay elec-

tricians' strike caused delays.

"We all have lots of fun —
it's sometimes, hilarious", Val-

erie Jacobsen commented. She

is shoring a first • floor room

Oronk until the wing's third

floor is finished.

"Evidently in another week

or so I might be able to move

out. I'm kind of living out of

a suitcase," she said.

Assistant dean of women Shir-

ley Mason said Victoria Hall

staff were already reducing trip-

les as rooms became available.

All floors of E Wing should be

ready in October.

"We thought the problem was

going to be much worse," Mass

Mason said. "We (looked at

everything and decided the

Students force out

low-income tenants
By GEORGE GRUMOND

When students move in, tow-income tenants are
,the first to suffer. Fixed incomes, and large fami-
lies put these tenants in a position where they
cannot possibly compete with the ability of stu-

dents bo double up on accommodation or to put
up with bad housing conditions for the short
period of time they are at college.

• a woman on Mothers' Allowance with four
Children has to vacate her aparbment on the 15th.,

to make room for students Who can pay a higher
rent.

• a landlord at 223 Nelson Street asked all his

tenants to vacate during the summer so that he
could rent their apartments to students and in-

crease his income by $80. to $100 per apart-
ment.

• .two and three bedroom apartments in a build-

ing on Oolborne Street which used to be occupied
by families, are now solely occupied by students
and student nurses.

• Limited dividend housing on Princess Street,
which was subsized by OMKC for the purpose of
bousing families, now has only four families liv-

ing there. Its fihree bedroom apartments are en-
tirely rented to students. A month ago a family
with four children was asked to leave, because
they had "too many ohildren".

• A landlord on Connaughit Street has just ask-

ed a large family to get out by the end of the
month ... he feels he can make more money with
a "different kind of tenant."

• a young woman with a small child is staying

with another family, because she has been un-

able to find anywhere else to live. Her landlord

forced her out when he raised the rent from $85.

rto $100. She couldn't afford it — but two students

could.

Crisis pushes up rents

By GEORGE GRUMOND
If you are wondering why

Kingstonians don't like students,

you haven't tried to rent an

apartment on an income of $250.

a month.
Students are privileged when

it comes to finding housing be-

cause they can crowd in three

or four different people, all

of whom can share the rent.

A man with a family can only

afford a fixed amount, which is

generally taken to be a quarter

of his income. Many Kingston-

ians are putting out more than

happier if they began in the re-

sidence they would be living

in."

She pointed out some pro -

blems — "not 'having quite

enough cupboard space". Miss

Oronk agreed: "It might be

hard if we were studying."

•Miss Jacobsen said she really

had not expected to be tripled

up. "I was on holidays. I came in

on my way back and asked if I

could see my room. They said

it wasn't build yet, and I kind

of had a bird !"

'But she didnt consider can-

celling her room (reservation.

Only one student did so, Miss

Mason said, and even she has

changed her mind and is living

in Victoria Hall now.

% Oheir income on accommoda-
tions.

• Dacon construction estim-

ates that rents have increased

25% in the last three years in

Kingston. However, Dacon in-

creased many of their rents 35%
this year alone.

• A woman with two children

on Mothers Allowance makes
$182., a month. Her rent is $100.

• A man with 7 children

pays $65,, a month for an old

farm house. He has to pay heat

of $40., a month and hydro of

$15., a month. His income is

. a month.

• A family with five children

is currently paying $100., a

month for four rooms. Last year

the rent was $85. Their income
is $320., a month.
• A row of apartments on

Montreal Street two years ago
rented for $75 each (unhealed)
two years ago, now they rent

for $90. each (still unhealed).

And these economic statistics

do not say anything about the

cost in human suffering exacted

by living in overcrowded condi-

tions at prices one cannot af-

ford.
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A History Of Waffling And Inaction

Principal Deutsch, unfortunately, has add-

ed himsel? to the list ^9««™^d^
university officials who have hesitated to

admit the extent of the housing crisis.be-

cause they have no plans to cope with it.

On Wednesday night Dr. Deutsch told

cation.

But only last Monday he told the Whig,

Standard that there was only a supposed

shortage", and yesterday morning his officials

claimed "there is no housing crisis .

This waffling has gone on for years,

Last September, the university

But it was stated then that overflow

accommodation would not be needed ,f the

Victoria Hall addition was completed.

This September the 386 new beds are

installed in Victoria Hall, and already the

« tow ™»el accommodation has been hea-

vily called upon. The university has lined up

and much higher for singles.

Ifi-tt September real estate agents com-

mented'th^they never had never seen such

a shortage of apartments and houses.

This year the shortage is obviously

worse.

Faced with such a history of inaction

and obftca'on, students <»f Qu««ns have

no choice but to act themselves.

The best example of such direct action,

of course, had been the opening of the seven

student-owned houses of the Co-op.

But the rest of the students and the

Alma Mater Society Executive which acts to

them, can go no further on their own until

others act also.

The tent-in action, and the AMS en-

dorsation of it, is the reasonable and fore-

seeable result of this sorry situation.

,o cnoice oui iu

"What's the best year, Frosh?"

"We kept wishing some of them would

answer 'Arts '72', even while we were mak-

'n9
'tC £mm

A
en, 'from a hoarse, exhausted

Vig shows clearly the paradox of frosh hazing.

The tradition at many universities is that

fresnmtn soon revolt, ^PJ^
f

ing their tormentors — all in iu ,

But at Queen's, this week, it was dif-

^When one girl tried to play the game by

-^^'vlrt^^W"
ap0l

So'

Z

Arts 72'. instead of emerging suc-

continue to fight for tneir y ^ou1
rituals provded for the purpose

m

they wil!

,ake
^ess

e
me

n

y

9e
decide in the meantime to

put their spirit to better use.

Lectures: a study in futility

A study of the reaction of students in a

first-year psychology class

By WAYNE BURNS

Reprinted from The Gateway

-'"Tea-: TrTs^^as vou

!ry*to ^Sch the lone seat in the middle.

There's hardly room to get by so you squeeze

past murmuring apologies.

Humm, buzz* ™tter
ta 2££

e^'tlnake time in a lecture ball.
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In the far back comer, in an ivory tower, sets

The Redhead.

She had to arrive first to get that seat

th* hark are two girls making small talk.

she says.

Brack. The bell shatters the atmosphere and

the prof enters.

Like Pavlov's dogs, trained to reaction, some

students automatically swing their attention to Hie

front and sit waiting silently.

The prof's opening gambit is strained humor and

it gets afew nervous titters and polite smiles.

Ho hum. The prof starts to dictate and pens

move, burning up paper. Nearly everyone writes at

first.

Over in the corner sits Alienation. He stares

straight ahead, not responding to the jokes or tak-

ing notes.

The frenzy of iiote-taking last five
;.
rrtotes

In the corner closest to the aisle sits the Quiet

Man.

Hte hand is on his chin in The Thinker's potion

Not too far away sits Ecstasy. Long blade nair

flowing down her back, she tosses it like a young

colt and waves flow backward.

The Quiet Man thinks the thoughts of wishful

thinkers.

"^"Torn
9^. Bron Dyson-Bonter, Viv Ludlow. John

Mable, Jacqui Cocks

, , ,),,. ,, niversity community by the

Published Wi~ » <"Si SnM in 181S. Mem-
Aim. DM Society fl 0»«"»« ,2 3 n-l opinion, are those ol

be, o, Mi» «.»•» Pr
„f";„fSn Xatcr takfe of U»

the editorial '~'d
. ""1,' &„„J Ota» Mail »d lor the payment

S-'^ei^'tSe P»t"0«ice Department, OtU,™.

"hone NUg. or Oocen, 1^1 « «

Printed by loot Island. Publlahar. Ltd., G.nanooju,.

And thanks to Cathy Stinson, Marte Hard-

inq Charles Schwier, Terry Flah.ff, Tim Bates,

John Mclntyre, Shirley Mason, Barb Wisby,

Jon Rublack, George Grumond, various other

interlopers, and Larry Moore.

Prof cracks a joke. Even Quiet Man
it was a sex joke.

Half-way back sit Adam ^d.Eva. aouk^
J«m,Xwa and she leans toward him slightly. His lin

MrfoareS tbTsofthair on her arm ana she looks

up from her note-taking and smiles.

Then his attention wanders again he has a lump

in ml throk He can't swaHow. He looks anguished.

Front row center, a sequined »toc»i«jj a cossack

boot is bobbing and swaying hypnotically.

They gaze at the long blonde hair wfciiih obscures

(the swinger's face.

She yawns and stretches full profile. The spec*.-

tors sigh and look pained.

Ten "minutes are gone. Basic boredom sete in. Try

to stay awake.

There are 3*0 in the hall and it a »"*>»**»*«[•

Hereare there wwatals on The Thinker^ position.

A few HsSM dgareSe&JBd someone coughs.

to shoulder and their hands are locked.

%?g«?S& off into space/ g*.

X bS and hands grab for pens.

Heads boh like syncopated ducks. A girl looks at

the boy's notes beside her.

What does it mean ?

I don't know. Write it down and memorize it

The^uirTd stockings pull another Profile - the

gpeotators groan.

Time again. Wake up. Fight it off. A chain reac-

tion^ motion and everyone changes position.

Here and there a girl strokes her hair-and legs

Jfng hypnotically The voice drones on and several

people leem asleep, gazing down at the floor.

Doodlens doodle and The Thinkers think.

Thirty minutes are gone.

Another joke. "What is rattle snake potion go,

for" A laugh. Boredom returns.

Foot swingers, and all over gum chewers, eye rub-

bers and hair strokers.

A cute blonde gives me side glances and flicks her

head like a gopher. Not a pen is moving.

He writes on the board and hands move. Bob, dip,

bob, dip.

The conservative in white jeans and Chicago Boxer

haircut. His fingers beat a silent tatoo on his brief

case. Five minutes left and he inches his foot closer

.to the girl's.

The Redhead is putting her ring on. A girl in the

back is gazing at the ring on her left hand.

The Quiet Man is sucking his pen and fondling hie

head. Impatience sweeps the spectators with anar-

chistic frenzy. Like the second coming.

'Braaaaaaaaaack ! The Bell ! Oblivion !

The Quiet Mian leaves in a rush. The lovers leave

Rawing each other. Congested humanity stampedes.

The door.

Here and there are questioning looks. Byes lost in

blankness.
Nothing. . -
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TRICOLOR '69

We Need Staff for

PHOTOGRAPHY BUSINESS

DARK ROOM ART
LAYOUT OFFICE

COPY TYPING

SEE US AT CLUBS NITE

BARB BROWN
548-8439

CHRIS BOON
546-9456
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WEEK END

POSTERS
It's too bad that the current

collection of posters at the Art

Centre is so pitifully scant.

Such POP luminaries as Lieht-

enstein, Dine. Oldenburg. Jasper

Johns, Warhol, and Rauschenberg

are represented by only a few

shop-worn pieces each; while

Elchard Lindner, le Corbuss.er

and Miro are featured as well

along with a handful of Kingston

artists like David Holmes, Grant

MacDonald, and David Brown.

It is easy enough to discuss

the work displayed here as art:

the work displayed here as art:

it's a star-studded collection for

sure. And the posters for the most

artists themselves, but I really

wished that there had been more,

and that 1 had not seen it all be-

However, any showing of this

type is interesting ifyou consider

the character of the poster itself,

for it really has one all its own.

For one thing, it imposes spe-

cific demands on the artist who

must accommodate his talents

accordingly, for if it is to func-

tion properly as a communica-

tion device, it has to create a

forceful impact on the beho der.

And competition in this field of

graphic art is keen to say the

least, so that the work gets bet-

ter all the time.er ail tne un>e.

The commercial artisthas

been around for about ninety

years, in fact ever since artists

of the Post-Impressionist Period

-notably Lautrec-chose to ex-

plore this obviously commercial

area, and acquired a lively ap-

preciation for lithography as a

technique with endless possibili-

ties. Plainly, the clean, uncom-

plicated lines, bold colours, and

large flat shapes obtained by the

lithographic process, and that

distinguished the International

Art Nouveau Movement have had

an unquestioned and continuing

influence on the evolution of the

poster as art.

Again, it's too bad thatthegal-

lery did not adopt this historical

point of view. Something like that

would have been absolutely fas-

cinating.

The poster is a fascinating

object. Most are bright, kinky,

environmental, and at stores ev 7

erywhere; and they are dis-

posable the word "disposable",

however, as it relates to paper

dresses or kleenex, a kind of

industrial vernacular. Dispos-

ability then is a quality that this

art-form shares with television,

newspapers, and radio-media

that are disposable by their very

nature: Today they have today's

news and today's experience; to-

morrow, tomorrow's news and

tomorrow's experience. Like

yesterday's late edition, aposter

dated 1967 is a curiously anti-

quated phenomenon: the immed-

iacy in the message is lost; and

only by virtue of its design qual-

ity does the poster become a

gallery piece. You either like it

or you don't.

And a dated poster seldom

hangs easy in a gallery unless,

as in this case, the function is

more refined, the design absol-

utely first-rate, and the artist

big-name.

For the most part, these mass

produced, bright graphic come-

ohs pass a happier retirement

with the people who buy them-

because they like them.

VIV LUDLOW

Ellen didritknowwho shewas orwhat she was.,

ith Jill shewas one thing...

SANDY DENNIS •KEIR DULLEA
ANNE HEYWOOD

WEEKDAYS AT
7:00 AND 9:00

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
2:40 4:40 6:50 9:00

AS ELLEN MARCH

IN D. H. LAWRENCE'S
THE 1!

TvoMMNCCKsmit •mom mi-»««

itnoStt

RICHARD PARTINGTON



THE

FOX
Surely everyone would agree

that love is a many-splendored

thing. Except anyone who has

seen D.H. Lawrence's, The Fox.

In fact, such an individual might

prove slightly reluctant even to

discuss the topic. Have patience:

he is confused, and with good

reason.

Our Puritan heritage is being

subtly rocked on its ankle-length

foundations, and strangely en-

ough, the waves responsible for

this were created many years ago-

by a man whose sexual attitudes

were, to say the least, varied.

And the film industry has finally

seen fit to direct our attention

to what might be an unsettling

consideration: are we ready to

admit that we share his beliefs?

Just how many, and to what de-

gree are questions being asked

with unmistakeable directness.

If we care to look, the answers

are within us.

Gone are the days of maudlin

moralizing and sledge-hammer

messages; gone are the days

when the villain wore a black

hat. Film-makers have taken up

the torch from the shaky hands

of the live theatre, and are be-

ginning to ask embarrassing so-

cial questions-now that the cam-

paign against racial prejudice is

well underway, isn't it time we

started paying attention to our

sexual prejudices?

The Fox is a violent story

gently told. It explores the re-

lationship between two young wo-

men bound together by complex

forces. March (Anne Heywood)

is a mature woman who has ex-

perienced childbirth and hungers

Good Clean Fun

for sexual gratification, although

for reasons which are not made

clear she nurtures a crippling

combination of fear and hatred

of men. Jill (Sandy Dennis) car-

ries with a nightmare of harsh

sexual violation which, because

of her innocent sensitive nature,

has caused her to seek refuge in

the companionship of another wo-

man. And into this scene comes

the fox, the intruder, the man

(Keir Dullea). What he accom-

plishes can be accepted as the

only 'proper' thing. Or it can be

carefully and critically examined

as an act within a framework of

morality higher than mere sexual

morality. Those who chose the

latter course run the risk of

undergoing an uncomfortable

period of growth.

From a purely aesthetic point

of view, the film is an exciting

bit of art, faintly reminiscent of

the master of Mike Nichols. The

violent contrast between the

bleakness of the outdoors andthe

almost gastronomical warmth of

the indoors is deftly exploited by

the camera, and but for the sym-

bolism which tends toward the

overwhelming at times, the tech-

nical elements leave very little

to be desired. The actors play

their roles with honesty and res-

traint, and nowhere does the

director, Mark Rydell, succumb

to the temptations of prurient

titillation or poetic pedantry cur-

rently being flaunted on the

screen.

In short, it succeeds. It is a

film to see. See it. What happens

then is entirely up to you. No

one ever needs to know.

MOE BUCK

If you don't feel quite up to

the agonizing examination ofyour

sexual inhibitions that"The Fox"
presently playing at the Hyland,

demands, well, there's lots of

light cinematic fare about.

At the Odeon, there's a toothy

Tommy Steele bouncing through

an otherwise immemorable

"Half a Sixpence". Sired by an

H.G. Wells novel, out of the

Disney family-type musical, the_

movie takes a long time to go

a very little distance. Bat itfs

good clean fun.

Down the street, the Capital

is presently showing "The Sweet

Ride"-you've never heard- of It?

Well, it's got teenagers mdltm
orcycles and good times: soft

of a "Hell's Angels Beach Par-

ty". On Sunday, the bill changes

to "Bye Bye Braverman". Like

the man at the box office said.

"It's just one of those weeks".

N.T.C.

Kingston has a new theatre lege, and who is one ofthedirec-

company that is called just that-
tors ot the Rochdale Theatre

The New Theatre Company. It all

started when Nancy Helwig and Project.

Rob Wallace, both with consid- Tnese three are againfeatured

erable background in local ^ the second production, "Clear-

,.„.,„ .h™,t way", a modern British play by

theatre, started talking *>»ut
Welbur „, along with

producing plays in a co-operative s 0 m e relatively inexperienced

fashion using the communityteen-agers. This play is dealing
fashion, usine

specifically with questions of un-

theatre of the Grand.
p0rtance of youth, and it is hoped

The first product of this early that both actors and audience will

. „ win he seengain from the experience. One of

summer discussion will be seenf^ ^ of ^ ^ ^
on the 12, 13, 14th when Harold

reach peopIe who would not nor-

Pinter's absurdist play, "The maUy attend the theatre through

Caretaker" opens at the Grand.
choice Gf productions and through

Actually, this is more a "Star" reduce t| group prices.

Theatre School in Montreal, and s

°™t7he ca^mX a
Jin. Jerrard is » ^ ££l contribution to

uate, now a resource person at new m™"
the controversial Rochdale Col- local theatre.

THE CARETAKER

Mike Mawson— the caretaker



STUDENT PRICES

DRY CLEANING

SHIRT LAUNDERING

AVAILABLE ONLY AT

McNEIL HOUSE

MORRIS HALL

Fundui's Ltd.
SHIRT LAUNDERERS - CLEANERS

851 PRINCESS - 314 BARRIE - 173 PRINCESS

1 Hour Service Available at 173 Princess

DIAL 548-4407
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expenses,

Phone The Invaders at Trenton 392-1367
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REGULAR AND KINGS

A Poke in

the fye

*y Biii Martin

There has been some dispute
over the usefulness and the effec-
tiveness of the present initiation

program. Are our freshmen real-

ly getting a full introduction to the
benefits of Queen's and especially
to life in Kingston? Not likely.

So here is a special back to cam-
pus issue to help fill in the gaps

—

a sort of how, what, where and
why to dress, eat, drink, study,
play and generally get the most
out of what is truly a depressing-
ly miserable little town.

First to dress. This is always
a problem when entering a totally

new environment, unique for its

whole-hearted espousal of poor
taste and ill-conceived modes of
dress. Some freshmen will be ad-
vised to emulate their vigs or even
their vigettes depending on how
fay they wish to be. Girls will no-

tice that leather is big this year and
because a lot of people will be
wearing it, it will lose much of its

impact. Formerly it exuded an
aura of the perverse and the faint-

ly sinful. Now this excitement is

gone. Personally, I would suggest

that enterprizing young ladies, who
wish to recapture this essence, see

about sheep skin dresses, skirts,

sweaters, stockings, even under-

wear. For the girl who wishes to

be the centre of attention wherever
she goes, I would suggest wearing

a dress of loosely woven onion

rings over body paint. The econ-

omically minded freshette may for

the body paint substitute a thin

veneer of the famous coffee shop

hunter soup.

To eat. Knowing the best places

to eat is know problem if you live

in Kingston. There are some ex-

cellent restaurants in Toronto or

Montreal. Those who cannot af-

ford to commute to these centres

may supplement their residence or

Students' Union fare with nourish-

ing roots, barks, herbs and berries.

If you are renting an apartment in

Kingston you likely can't a fford

food anyway.

To drink. First of all, you CAN
drink the local water thanks to an

enlightened city council which fer-

reted out the Communists who had

advocated fluoridation. As for
beer and other potables, the town
is always nervous for the first few
months of the term. Carry or ob-
tain proof of age. If the worst does
happen, be cordial to the Kingston
Police; they have always been kind
in the past. Also, the bars of the
jail are made of bronze, the most
advanced metal known when it was
built.

To study. The library is fairly

roomy but rumour has it that there
is a pack of over 150 starving wol-
ves at large on the fourth stack.

More seclusion may be found on
the third floor of the Students'

Union.

To play. There are three mov-
ing picture theatres in Kingston
which handle fairly recent talkies,

The Phantom of the Opera, The
Great Train Robbery and Birth of

a Nation are now snowing. There
are also two live theatres, the
Grand and the less obtrusive Do-
mino at the foot of Princess St.

The Kingston night clubs are some-
what pretentious and even after

you get used to the smell of the

cow dung tracked in by the regu-

lar weekend clientelle, you will

probably try to blot out the entire

experience through drink.

But some of the best things in

Kingston are free. Almost any eve-

ning you can be attacked by the

deviates operating out of Mac-

Donald Park. This applies to both

sexes as Kingston's perverts are

prized not only for their speed,

agility and savoir faire, but also for

their versatility.

Most absorbing, however, is a

detached examination of the pon-

derous Queen's social machinery as

it is once again clanked into gear.

Many young and hopeful freshet-

tes will desperately involve them-

selves in this operation. After all,

it's really for them. For the aspir-

ing Don Juans on campus, prepare

carefully for the long cold winter

nights and buy a woolly blanket or

a good dog.

Next Tuesday, your Journal Cor-

respondent road tests the fantastic

new Merino IV Gran Turisimo

Sheep.

SETO'S
CHOP SUEY

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable

price, meal ticket avail-

able. Special T - Bone
steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10% off.

Call 542-7431

Amateur Groups - Bands - Singers

International Organization Needs

Immediately.

Will Promote Those Qualified.
Write to:

The New Singing Voice Co.
P.O. Box 547

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111UTU I I I FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
w
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Gaels camp 1968; 'we try harder'
j &r\» G'V 215 lbs., will probably 1

By ALEX BtNKLEY

In the words of Queen's foot-

ball coach, Prank Tindall. "We

were No. 2 last year — this year

we plan to try harder.

The incentives for the Gaels

to try harder are many this

year. They are playing in an ex-

panded league (Waterloo and

Mac Master being the new ad -

ditions) and the new teams will

>be oult to beat Queen's to prove

«hat they belong in the league.

The Gaels will not want the dub-

ious honour of obliging them.

Also the Gaels remember the

disappointments of last year;

of being ranked No. 1 at the

start of the season and after

'the successive losses to Varsity

seeing their ranking slip badly.

The Gaels will have their pro-

blems this year. Graduation, the

ever present nemesis of college

coaches has taken its toll. Gone

to pro football are AH-Qtars

Flanker Larry Planke and Po-

wer Bayne Norrie. Also gone

are All-Stars Linebacker Oarl

Di Giacomo HB Mike Hartley,

HD Doug Cowan 6 Jim Shea,

Bill McCarthy, All-Star Guy

OHB Potvin, DHB Jerry Lawg-

lois, and Terry OB Macauloy.

It will be difficult to replace

the ballplayers but there are

many determined players at-

tempting to do that.

A quick perusal of the Gaels

indicates a strong off-nee and

the potential for an equally ef-

fective defence. Some 70 play-

ers have turned out for football:

35 veterans and as many rook-

ies. Several of the rookies have

been good and are making some

of the veterans work for their

jobs.

"An additional year's exper-

ience and, hopefully a few ad-

ditional pounds should increase

,the potential of our offensive

line." When Coach Tindall ut-

tered flhese words he must have

.been thinking of the return of

Cam Innes the 6' 2" 230 lb cen-

tre who will anchor the offen

sive line. Lining up beside him

alt Guards are co-captain AH-

Star Bob Climie 5'11" 210 and

returning former All-Star Brain

Parnega 5'11' 190 lbs. At Tack-

le spots are John Gordon 6'3"

230 lbs., and Terry Haggerty

6'3" 230 lbs. The Ends are Kick

Van Buskirk 5'11" 200 lbs and

Don Maclntyre 6'3" 215 lbs. This

new line should create many

holes for the back to run

through.

The offensive bacWield is li-

terally stacked with talent. At

Quarterback is Don Bayne 5'11"

190 lbs and probably the most

talented college Quarterback in

the country. Backing him is the

versatile and sometimes flanker

Bill McNeill 61" 195 lbs., vfho

could play first string except

for the presence of Bayne.

The Fullback spot is the scene

of a big fight for the starring

job. Heino Lilies 511" 190 lbs.,

has had many good seasons for

Queen's- and has appeared to

have recovered from the knee

injury that has plagued him for

years. If he is ready the op-

position will be in for some long

afternoons. However Hon Clark

who has held down the job for

the last couple of years will not

give up easily.

At halfback are several con-

tenders, Jamie Johnston, two

time All-Star, will be one of the

backs, Keith Eaman 510" 185

lbs and Glen Penwarden 6'0'

190 lbs are fighting for the other

slJt. Tom Chowan 6'2" 185 lbs.,

who filled for Larry Planoke

when the laltter was hurt last

year will be the flankar this

year.

"Defensively," says Coach Tin-

dale "our success will depend

upon how well we can fill the

several important vacancies that

have occurred as a result of

Graduation." The defensive

line will have the- same person-

nel as last year. Theron Craig

Who lives for the days when he

can mangle opposition ball car-

riers will be at one defensive

end. Another nice fellow, Joel

Anderson, will anchor the otlier

end of Queen's fearsome four

some. The tackle spots will be

manned- by George McKenzie

6'0" 230 lbs., and towering Doug

Walker 6'7" 240 lbs. This out

fit, the coaches hope, will wreak

endless damage in opposition

backfields. The prospects would

seem rather high.

The two cornerbacks are also

from last year's team; John

Stirling 6'0" 205 lbs and Jim

Tait 6'0" 205 lbs. The areas of

concern arise with the r of

the defensive squad. The ab-

sence of Norrie and Di Giacomo

presents some problems in the

tine baoker spot. Jim Sherrit

61' 215 lbs., will probably be

one of the line backers. The

Other spot is up for grabs with

Steve Davis 511" 190 lbs., Kees
Kort 61" 210 lbs., and rookie

Derek Orr 6'0" 220 lbs all fight-

ing for the job.

The defence halfback ranks

are somewhat thin. Co-captain

Ron Brooks 510" 180 lbs leads

the corp. The others backs are

Jim McKeen 511" 190 lbs who

also does the punting, Jim Turn-

bull 510" 175, lbs., and Al

Strader 5'9" 170 lbs. However

Hie depth of defensive halfbacks

ends there.

Thus the problems confront-

ing the Gaels can be seen. The

offence will have to score high-

ly in every game and the de-

fensive team will have to be

very sharp and hardworking to

protect the softspots. The Gaels

have one reassuring thing in

.their favor and that is the

number of ballplayers around

who want to play and could fill

the gap if given the opportunity.

Amongst these are Chris Bren-

nan a 5'2" 180 lb half back,

Doug Ooaac a 5'8" 165 lb., Quar-

terback, Dan McCarthy 511" 185

lb. halfback, Rod Sanderson
6'2" 200 halfback, Brian War-

render a 6'0" 170 lbs., halfback

to help in the backfield.

Hitting, catching and run-

ning, the Gaels are pre-

paring themselves for

another campaign.

A spectator's guide to rugger

Every year it only takes a

short time for Queen's students

to get to know of Rugger. The

crowd of open-mouthed spectat-

ors grinning at the frontier battle

of the Gaels Rugger squad gets

larger every season. There is

something fascinating about the

sight of non-stop tackling, pass-

ing, running, kicking, mauling,

falling, and shoving by homicidal

individuals. It is a sport requiring

a high degree of fitness, courage,

the enjoyment of body contact, and

a disdain for being.

For those who haven't seen

this regular Fall Spectacle

matched only in bygone days by

the Roman lion feedings, here

are a few useful facts to aidyour

appreciation.

No pads. No helmets. No for-

ward passing. No blocking. One

referee (usually blind, but al-

ways respected and called "Sir"

by the players). No substitutions.

It looks like more butthere are

only 15 per team with a tactical

division of each into forwards and

backs. Cor three quarters). The

forwards are classically sup-

posed to do all the work (like

the linemen), they love to grovel

,

in the mud and don't shave for

2 days before the game. The

backs are supposed to do most

of the scoring, remain spotless

throughout the game, and look

fast and dainty on their feet.

The object of the game is to

score more points than the op-

position in a legal manner. Scor-

ing is as follows: Touehdown-3

points. One literally has to touch

the ball down. Conversion-2
points. Kick taken anywhere per-

pendicular to where the ball was

touched down. Penalty kicks and

Drop goals-3 points apiece. Yar-

dage is not as precious a com-

modity in Rugger as is posses-

sion of the ball, This is prim-

arily determined by the ability

of the forwards who get posses-

sion via the scrums and lineouts

as well as from kick-offs. Scrums

are either organized ("set"

scrums) or on the spur of the

moment with no stoppage ofplay,

called "loose" scrums.

T.H.E. Eagle: On Sports
Well, I was a little disappointed by the

first turnout of the year for basketball. Not

one frosh oame out for my 7' and over prac-

tice so it looks like we are still a year away

from glory.

While weighted down with football pro-

blems the administration still found tame

,to make a bold move that will have far

reaching effects on Basketbail at Q^een^

'Fared with such a renegade as T.rl.^. uagie

amongst the "athletes" Frank was in

proverable quandry. Everywhere the word

of the Eagle was springing up. Small tads

quoting pet Eagle maxims, players practi<*

in Eagle ofMhe-backboard passes and dribb-

les, billboards, signs and even Eagle duidd-

le gum cards. The AB of C was powerless in

the grips of this new fact and siteps had t»

be taken completely. Already la^t year s.'fufilt

string were talking of boycotting basketball,

unless they got equal press coverage. One,

Pete Scobie, even graduated, rather then

come back tu humiliation ot playing while

the Eagle Corps got the headlines. Eagle

coups meetings over the summer had pro-

duced an even more vigourous program for

1969. Shaven heads with numbers painted

on them was approved unanimously and
'there were even rumours that the Corps
would paint themselves black in sympathy
of the American Negroe who has spoken out

strongly in Sports Illustrated of the pre-

judices in the States. Apparently Negroes
aren't good enough to be second string

down there.

We had them on the run, up against the

wall even, before they hit on the one Shat-

tering move that could have saved them.
Play the Eagle first string , No, my raw
talent argued against so drastic a move. An
lanrti-Eagle movement backed with a free

candy - for kids - campaign ? Too expensive.

What one simple step did they take to make
people stop listening to me ? How could
tthey crush this champion of the downtro-
dden?

They made me a coach. One of the God-
damned establishment. I supose that the
God-damned protesters will be after me
neat.

The set scrum looks like a

short centipede trying to get

shorter. It takes place at the

whim of the referee with a min-

or infringement of the rules oc-

curs or when he gets out of

breath.

The loose scrum resembles

a beer house brawl and eventu-

ates whenever the ball is dropped

or a tackle is made. The omni-

potent forwards gather round and

vainly try to get the ball back to

the three quarters.

The lineout is a common scene

and is just another way ofgetting

the ball into play when it goes

into the spectators. (Please give

it back, we only have one.)

The referee is supposed to be

heard but not seen and never

talked back to.

The players are seen but not

heard. (That is not always the

case and tender young freshettes

have often left the sidelines

blushing at some of the muffled

language eminating from the

heaving sweaty scrum.)

The coach is supposedto assist

the spectators in knowing what

the referee is doing wrong.

Finally the spectators are

meant to keep off the field and

yet be heard, very loudly.
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Frank Tindall
head coach

Frank Tindall attended Syracuse University where he played basketball and foot-

ball, and graduated in 1933.

In football, he played a guard position and was named to the All Eastern team,

and received Honourable Mention for the All American team in 1931 and 1932.

He was voted the team's most In the Call of 1933 he came to for the Grey Cup Champions

valuable player in his final year Canada as the first import line- Toronto Argonauts as well as

at Syracuse University. man and was playing line coach line coach for the Toronto Var-

sity Elues, Intercollegiate Cham-
pions.

In 1939, Frank came to Queen's

as football coach, returning to

Syracuse when intercollegiate

sports were suspended during

the war years. He returned to

Queen's in 1948 as head football

and basketball coach, and has

been in that capacity ever since.

During that period, Queen's

have won football championships

in 1955, 1956, 1961, 1963, 1964

and 1966. The basketball team

were co-champions with Windsor

in 1956-57.

Record: 21 years as head football

and basketball coach. Won 68

Lost 58, Tied 2.

Points for: 1,979, Points against

1,746.

(This does not include the Mc-

Master playoff 1964 Queen's 63

McMaster 6)

Old Boys take on

Gaels tomorrow afternoon
Tomorrow's game and a testimonial dinner be-

ing held this evening it the LaSalle Hotel are tihe

major events in a weekend programme to do hon-

our to Gads 'head coach Frank Tindall.

The Grads have been training for several weeks

in three separate "camps". Large groups have

been training in Ottawa and Toronto, and a smal-

ler contingent has been working here in Kingston.

Their efforts in preparation were culminated

last Saturday when the entire squad met at RM.C.
for a weekend's braining as a complete team. The

team will be coached by Pete Thompson and Andy
Shaw, both of whom will also play, and Gaels line

coach Hal "Moose" MeOarney.

The Grads will be playing a Gaels squad which

will be minus the services of three starters. Of-

fensive tackle Terry Haggerty fullback Ron Clark,

and defensive end Theron Craig are all away on

programmes connected with their courses in phy-

sical education.

For tomorrow the team in gold will belong to

the alumnae as the Old Boys will do battle with a

white-shinted 68 edition of Queen's Golden Gaels.

"This will be more than just an Old Boy game",
un the opinion of Gael coach Al Lenard. The Gael
Grads promise to be in good shape and among
the list of players are many former all stars and
former pros.

Tomorrow afternoon in Richardson Stadium,

when the gold Clad team pours out of the locker

room, the roar from the always enthusiastic stu-

dent section may well be drowned out by the

grandstand.

Gary Schrieder. Lou Bruce, Andy Shaw, Ca'l

Conner, Marv Daub, BiW Miklas, and Pete Thomp-
son are just a few of the names of former greats

who will be out to show this year's Gaels how tihe

game is played.

Tindall to be honoured

with testimonial dinner

Frank Tindall, Queen's Uni-

versity's head coach in football

for twenty-one years, is being

honoured tonight at a testimonial

dinner at the LaSalle Hotel.

The dinner is being given by

the Gael Grads, the players who

have performed for Queen's un-

der Frank since 1946.

The dinner was conceived and

largely initiated by several for-

mer Gaels and scheduled to co-

incide with the weekend of the

Old Eoys exhibition game to he

played tomorrow in Richardson
Stadium.

Many of the arrangements have
been handled by former Gael

great, Andy Shaw. Queen's Alum-
nae secretary. Herb Hamilton,

has also assisted with arrange-

ments.

The dinner and the game prom-

ise to produce one of the great-

est ever congregations of Canv
dian football talent, past and

present.
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HEY!
HERE
IS HERE

Kingston students unite!

Fight the high cost of learn-

ing! Live a little . . . save a lot

. . . with VISA, your very own
special passport to student sav-

ings.

Save in Canada and in the

U.S.

VISA offers you the opportun-

ity to save from 10% to 50%
on everything from clothing and
entertainment, stationery and
personal services to travel on

major railways and airlines and
accommodations in the top hotels

on the continent.

Take advantage of these pow-

er packed specials offered only

to VISA members:

—Fly V4 fare on Air Canada,

TWA, Braniff, National, Ameri-

can, Northwest, Western, East-

ern, United, Continental and

Canadian Pacific airlines;

—Go the CN Escape Route on

Red or White days and save

25%!

—Join Canuck's, Canada's only

all Canadian travel club for

carefree pleasure travel and

vacations;

—Enjoy outstanding savings in

magazine purchases, including

SPORT, SKIING, McCALLS, ES-

QUIRE, LOOK, SATURDAY
EVENING POST, and others;

^-Join the Record Club of Can-

ada and get an additional

VISA discount;

—Join in the action at the City s

best night clubs and save

while you play . . .

VISA is the only TOTAL stu-

dent savings programme. Join

,he millions of card carrying

VISA members on over 700 Am-

erican campuses and save while

you swing.

Hundreds of stores, restaur-

ants, clubs and services in Can-

ada and the U.S. offer you tre-

mendous VISA savings. Look for

the identifying VISA emblem in

shop windows.

Get your VISA Colleqe Guide

and check the outstandina list of

sponsoring companies. Ifs youf

PASSPORT TO YEAR-ROUND
SENSATIONAL STUDENT SAV-

INGS!

'

START YOU, SAVINGS .... . - COUPON^JJ ^
CN -YOUTH TRAVEL CLUB VISA I wm o /

Membership Application

[please print)

NAME.

HOME ADDRESS...

SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION...

SCHOOL OR BUSINESS

city

DATE OF BIRTH

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP

All college and university students ere eligible.

visa cerd must be present* before the pu.cb.se I. wwd«l on . Mies

slip or cash register.

sale and Fair trade items are excluded from tbe VISA ret. offer.

Coupons must be present* with the VISA card for bonus savings.

Refer to each sponsor's listing to avoid misunderstanding.

^se^SmM
customars.

°cTvisa7cn s.00 visa/twa »•» visa/cn/twa »m
month «•» >"

MALE.
FEMALE. a

HAIR COLOUR - EYE COLOUR

» ~*— " <"' *^T^W ^re .r* spec.*. sAy,Nas.

Bill m. later O •<*•«'» '" « •M""<

SIGNATURE
fr.iiT'Rei'tr^

Hake chaqua peyicle to VISA.
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Ms- wht CLUBS' NIGHT

Is this the year for you to get a bit more in-

volved? .

Most of the 50-odd clubs on campus will be

represented at Clubs' Night tonight at Grant Hall

and from 7:30 onwards they will be waiting for

your inquiries.

With activities traditionally ranging from Can-

adian University Students Overseas, to the Ski

Club, this year's Clubs' Night will have several

new features.

The most visible will be the Alma Mater So-

ciety centre, a large area of tables chairs and cof-

fee cups for people to sit and talk about any of

the different programmes of student government.

Students can join committees on many topics:

one is evolving a student role in planning the

university's future, another is planning a housing

development, while a third is organizing an Open

House expected to draw 15,000 guests.

Two open-ended committees hope to contact

large numbers of students. The Academic Round

Table committee is organizing student-run "coun-

ter-courses" on whatever topics people may want,

while the Communications Committee will organ-

ize debates, issue bulletins and otherwise provoke

discussion. Both these groups will likely give high

priority to topics discussed at the Canadian Union

of Students' national congress.

Another new feature this year will be dis-

senting groups: an ad hoc anti-C.U.S. group may

be present, and the fledgling Students for a New
University is planning a booth.

The religious activists are also breaking new

ground with an ecumenical emphasis in the co-

operating booths of the Student Christian Move-

ment, Newman Club and Student Lutheran Move-

ment.

MacArthur College opens See page 6
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SETO'S
CHOP SUEY

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable

price, meal ticket avail-

able. Special T - Bone

steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10% off.

Call 542-7431

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th

10:00 ASUS Book Exchange—Red

Room. Used books up to

40% off.

3:00 Ontario History and Econo-

mic Teachers' Association,

Watson Lounge

5:00 MEDS Elections — Upper

Common Room—Union
7:00 Clubs Night—Gym

Someday
I'll be an actress

PROKOP'S
Vagabond

Mon-Tues. Lunch 12-2:30

Dinner 5-9:30

Wed.-Fri. Lunch 12-2:30

Dinner 5-2:00 a.m.

Saturday 12:00-2:00 a.m.

Sunday 5:00-8:30

CLUB 477

Opening Wed.>

Sept. 18

WITH ENTERTAINMENT
60c Min.

7:00 McLaughlin Room — Soph-

Frosh Banquet

8:00 Art Centre—Print Rental

8:00 Association for Tenants Ac-

tion (ATAK)—Calvary Unit-

ed Church, Bagot and Char-

les Streets.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 18th

10:00 ASUS Book exchange—Red

Room
4:00 Meeting of AMS Develop-

ment Committee for New
Housing Project -- Poison

Room—Student's Union

7:00 Emergency Committee for

Student Housing — 2nd floor

Common Room — Student's

Union

7:00 AMS Meeting—Donald Gor-

don Common Room
8:00 International Centre — Re-

ception Programme. Orien-

tation Panel—Dr. Luther,

Dr. Wan, Frank Sampson,

Ngelese Mwangulu

THURSDAY, SEPT. 19th

2:00 Art Rental and exchange

7:00..Art Rental and exchange

7:30 ASUS Meeting— 2nd floor-

Student's Union

7:30 Organization meeting for

course critique of 1st and

2nd year Arts—3rd floor.

Union
8:00 International Centre— What

is Canada? Economics: Dr.

Chant

9:00 "Clearway" — Grand Thea-

tre

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20th

3:30 Collins Room — Faculty of

Arts

7:15 International Centre— What

is Canada? Politics: Dr.

Black

8:30 Gallery Association Film

Programme
9:00 "Clearway" - The Grand

Theatre

Insertions for this column must

be handed in to the Journal of-

fice by 6:00 p.m. Wednesdays and

Sundays.

A calendar of events In October

will be printed in the issue of

October 1. All clubs should hand

in their schedule of events for

October by Sunday, September 29.

Before you take Broadway

by storm, you'll have to

learn to be an actress. Thai's

common sense. It also stands

to reason that becoming

a mature and graceful woman
will be easier if you learn

certain things now, like proper

posture, speech and manners.

There are some other things,

too, that'll make femininity

easier. Like Tampax tampons.

The sanitary protection that

was developed by a doctor

to be worn internally. Tampax
tampons are made of pure

surgical cotton. The silken-

smooth container-applicator

assures hygienic insertion

and easy disposal. Your

hands need never touch the

tampon. And there'll be no

more pins, pads and belts to

limit what you can wear. Try

Tampax tampons. They're

one of the little things that

just might make it easier

to become a famous woman.

TAMPAX
t&mponA

«mWRV PROTECTION WORN INTERNALLY

MADE ONLY BT CANA01AN TAMPAX CORPORATION

LIMITED, CARRIE, ONTARIO.

isyOur^kind ofcaf
Our continuing survey of Peugeot

t

buyers.prove, cons£en,ly th* ^ ^st^rnber of Peugeo,

are purchased by co j^?"^S "
."andfTut iTnSny ways such a

9
s at international car

^l^ZSe"^ stainless
V
s,ee, bumper and trim,

and for yo^ comfort fully reclining seats, fresh air ventilators, and many more.

If you are a college graduate, chances are you already own a Peugeot, If not, fill in the attached

coupon and literature will be sent to you . . . for the future.

To: ALLEN'S SALES & SERVICE
848 Portsmouth Ave.,

Kingston, Ontario.

Please send me literature on the remarkable 204 series

—

NAME — ;

ADDRESS - --

-

C

Model of Car you are presently driving

- 404 series-
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To debate Senate representation
Fy HERMAN BAKVIS

The crucial issue of student

representation on the Senate of

the University will be discussed

by the Alma Mater Society to-

morrow night.

The Senate has proposed a

four page document outlining

terms of reference for the eleven

new Senate committees. It deter-

mines on which of these com-

mittees the students will sit and

what these committees will or

will not discuss.

The A. M.S. has had no say in

formulating these terms of re-

ference.

The decision that the A.M.S.

must make is whether to accept

these positions for the student

Senators or to ask the Senate to

revise its terms of reference for

the individual committees.

One faction in the A.M.S. would

like to accept the seats "and

see what the attitude is like be-

fore we do anything."

Chuck Edwards, President of

the A.M.S., has pointed out the

fallacy in that argument. "The

terms of reference should be dis-

cussed by the A.M.S. and if

necessary, modified to ensure
that the various committees can
fulfill their roles of academic
planning and research

"Sitting on a committee which

has a 'good attitude' but bad

terms of reference frustrates

the members and severely hurts

the possibility of meaningful

action".

The following is a partial list

of Senate committees, and the

type of representation on them:

1) Committee on Academic Dev-

elopment; one student out of ten

members.

2) Committee on Promotion, Ten-

ure and Leave; ten members, no

students.

3) BudgetCommittee; eight mem-
bers, no students.

4) Committee on Campus Plan-

ning; one student out often mem-
bers.

5) Committee on Fine Arts and

Public Lectures; two students out

of ten members.

6) Library Committee; one

student out of sixteen members.

7) Committee on Scholarship and

Student Aid; thirteen members

and no students.

8) Committee on Student Affairs;

two students out of eleven mem-
bers.

No students are seated on the

most important committees;
those on budget, scholarship, and

student aid.

"I would like to see parity

between students and faculty on

all of these committees", Ed-
wards said. "Students may not

be as experienced as the pro-

fessors but intrinsically, they

are just as intelligent. Students

should even sit on the Committee
for Promotion, Tenure and

Leave. We should have just as

demands for grants from the pro-

vince in lieu of taxes from the

University.

Taxes to be revised

TORONTO - A select committee Last year several city council

of the Ontario Legislature yes- members favoured cutting off

terday recommended a revised sewer services to the University

system of taxation and collection to put muscle behind the city s

J
. c , . . i. e n-«nic <Vr>m this nrfl-

which includes taxation of ed-

ucation and church property.

The report to be tabled at

Queen's Park today, recom-

mends that costs of the tax be

born by provincial grants to such

institutions.

"An equitible property tax

structure must be devoid of an

unstructured system of exempt-

ions,* says the report. "Any

exemption erodes the tax base

and causes heavier burdens to

be borne by the holders of non-

exempt property.*

The report may not solve the

problem regarding Kingston and

Queen's however. W.M. Nickle,

chairman of the Mayor's com-

mittee on tax-exemption said he

opposes the method of taxing

university property.

He pointed out that Queen's

L diversity and other institutions

are exempt from municipal taxes

by statute. He favours a method

whereby the city would be reim-

bursed by the province for the

loss of tax revenue.

"If a grant were made to the

city in lieu of taxes, then the

taxpayer would find himself in

the happy position that municipal

taxes would be substantially re-

duced," he said.

Queen's Public Relations

Director Larry Moore said, "I

think that would be welcome news

to the University." He said that

the University is in sympathy

with local tax conditions.

The City of Kingston contains

nearly 34 percent non-taxable

property. Of this Queen's and

the several hospitals account for

26.05%.

much say on the hiring andfiring

of professors."

Edwards could not say exactly

how the term of reference should

be changed. "I want to have a

closer look at them first, but

all this will be discussed at the

A.M.S. meeting on Wednesday."

If the A.M.S. were to accept

the conditions laid down by the

administration and depend on the

haphazard benevolence of the

faculty members of these com-

mittees, the situation would be

difficult to change once the com-

mittees are in operation. The

only alternative would be mass

resignation although this is con-

sidered highly unlikely.

It would be imperative,
Edwards feels, to ensure that the

terms of reference are accept-

able to the A.M.S. "The admin-

istration isgetting'uptight' about

the delay. They're trying to

dictate the terms to us and get

the committees moving before

we can say anything."

Asked if he anticipated any

trouble from, the administration

Edwards said, "I don't think so,

we're not asking anything ridic-

ulous.*

Quis dolor qui dottum

Tent town erected
Members of SNU (Students for a New Univer-

sity) tried to meet the public this weekend with

only partial success. The celebrated Tent-In on

Dr. Deutsch's front lawn was publicised both re-

gionally and nationally, but the turn-out was re-

latively small

In the seminar held on Friday night attendance

was approximately 70, including 15-20 members

of SNU and a small delegation from HUSK (High-

school Union of Students in Kingston). The key-

note speakers were Tom Good, chairman of the

Emergency Housing Oommittee, and Joan New-
.

man of the Association for Tennants Action in

Kingston. They outlined the housing problem at

Queen's and in Kingston and the lack of univer-

sity planning on more than a stop-gap to meet the

problem.

Miss Newman recommended that renteontrol

be introduced in Kingston to stop landlords charg-

ing exorbitant prices, and emphasised the pro-

blem of low-income tennants being driven out by

students who can afford to pay higher rents.

Saturday night Bob Smith, another SNU mem-

ber indicated an alternative to the present univer-

sity structure, speaking to a much smaller au-

dience. He recommended a free university organis-

ed democratically and dealing mainly with the

liberal arts. Both sessions were oonsiderafbly late

in starting and were followed by folk-singing and

dicussions around a fire until the early hours of

rthe morning.

About 15-20 people slept out each night in the

seven tents provided, including A.M.S. President,

Chuck Edwards and Vice President Jan Liohty.

One .tent, half set up carried a sign reading "Re-

served for Dr. Deutech".

Tents were struck on Sunday rather than Mon-

day due -to lack of response on Sunday afternoon's

—MacD.

—SCHWIER

seminar. The Emergency Committee plan to meet

Wednesday night to discuss further lines of ac-

tion.

Michael Carley of its negotiating committee

said, "I thought the Tent-In was effective in that

dt focused attention on a very serious problem in

the academic community of Queen's and in the

non-academic community of Kingston as a whole."

''It also provoked serious debate in the news

media and served an educational purpose with re-

gard to the students and population of Kingston

as a Whole."

News Briefs

AMS
proposed high rise student hous-

ing project. McGill

Priorities and strategies of the

AMS will be the major topic of

discussion at tomorrow night's

AMS meeting, including senate

participation, student discipline,

and housing.

The housing crisis and what to

do about it will also be discussed

and a detailed proposal for the

takeover of the Housing Service

will be outlined. The proposal

was accepted in principle last

week. Also to be discussed is

last weekend's tent-in and the

Braiv*
BRANDON (CUP 1 - Slu of

'Brandon Universit.. picketed

senior registration last week to

protest the denial of "freedomof

speech by the administration."

The picketing arose from the

expulson of a student, George

Armstrong, for his 'abnormal

behavour* - there was a bomb

scare in which Armstrong was to

throw a fake explosive at Laurier

Lapierre.

MONTREAL (CUP) - H. Rocke

Robertson, principal of McGill,

urged freshmen to push their

elders into reform.

"The push students have given

their elders will result in things

happening that would not other-

wise have happened", he said

and "in the speeding up of re-

forms."

Roberston warned, however,

that "hostilities" would slow down

changes.

69'er no. 1
Polish Hall

Thurs., Sept. 19
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And thanks to the AMS for taking over our office

to put out their own rag; to innumerable typists for

wXg long and diligently; to all the staffers who

volurSred to show up at Clubs' night to man our

booth; to Christine and friend for coining to the res-

cue; forgot to get a list of the people who put this

issue to bed.

Time to work on reform

Pack into the lecture hall and copy down

the words of the man at the f . ont. Cram

for the mid-terms; cram for the Christmas

exams; cram for the finals. Write that essay

that's due tomorrow.

For too many students this is their uni-

versity education.

Queen's has expanded greatly in the past

five years, but it has drifted without a long-

range plan for academic development.

There is a real need for a comprehen-

sive review of education at Queen's by stu-

dents and faculty, along the lines of the

Macpherson Committee which reported to

the University of Toronto last year.

This review should be done by a com-

mittee made up of students appointed by the

AMS and faculty members appointed by the

Queen's Faculty Association; the committee

to be approved and sponsored by the Senate.

The terms of reference of the committee

should include general matters of university

Sue tion relevant to all faculties, rafter than

soecific concerns of a single faculty or de-

partment (which can be considered more

dfrecTly by student-faculty course evaluation

committees!

Such a review should be concerned with

new departures in course content. Interdis-

ciplinary studies and theme courses, like those

now being planned by the AMS, and reading

courses planned by the individual student

and professor should be explored.

It should also seek ways to raise the

quality of General Arts education to that of

more specialized courses.

It should look at the whole position of

the university in socity, and judge to what

extent it is good to fit the university to it.

It should consider permanent means for

students and faculty to evaluate all courses

and programmes.

Finally, it should explore changes in our

methods of instruction: fewer lectures, small-

er tutorials, more library facilities, a more

meaningful exam system.

The Macpherson Committee at U„ of T

received hundreds of briefs and stimulated

widespread discussion on campus about uni-

versity education. A study here could have

at least as much effect, and would give stu-

dents and faculty an opportunity to work

together to develop a long range policy to-

ward acedemic reform of Queen's.

Arts students starting to seek voice

by WILF day

Do Arts students really care a-

bout abolishing Christmas exams?

Are they demanding changes in

their courses?

Should the grading system be

replaced with simple A's, B's and

C's?

Are student-written course cri-

tiques a priority?

An open meeting of the Arts

and Science Society Executive, to-

gether with its representatives on

the Arts and Science Student-Facul-

ty Committee, will start to work

on these questions and others this

Thursday evening.

The outcome may well deter-

mine the extent of student involve-

ment in academic matters in Arts

and Science this year. ASUS presi-

dent Ted Parnell hopes interested

students will attend and participate

in the debate.

The first roadblock may be a

dispute over the role of the Stu-

dent-Faculty Committee.
"I'm extremely disappointed in

the Committee's past work - - it

hasn't gotten off the ground", Ted

Parnell says.

The Committee is a joint organ

of A.S.U.S. and the Arts and Science

Faculty Board, with power only to

make recommendations to its two

parent bodies.

"I think this committee, and

corresponding committees at t h e

department level, should be one of

the main ways in which students

participate in department decision-

making" says Parnell.

"Its recommendations should

normally be accepted, and it should

definitely be consulted before de-

cisions are made."

Student co-chairman of the

committee Peter Eddison agrees that

"the committee has been insuffici-

ently aggressive in finding out

what the faculty board is doing".

The committee has been ask-

ed to outline a concrete proposal

of action and priorities for the com-

ing year, so that the executive can

set a definite course of action. But

the committee is unlikely to do so;

it has not met since last spring.

"The A.S.U.S. could decide on

some issue and send it to us, but

I don't think this is the wisest way.

I think the committee should be

left alone to do what it wants

—

what it thinks is relevant", says

Peter Eddison.
"Ultimately students can get

more out of their education only if

they take it themselves.

"Our job is to remove any bar-

riers that prevent students from do-

ing this, any factors that reduce

student-professor contact. Classes

may be too large, perhaps we
should have fewer hours of lec-

tures.

"This is more important than

worrying about the content of what

is taught. If we improve contact,

the content will look after itself.

"I don't see the committee hav-

ing a direct role in university gov-

ernment and the democratization of

the university", Eddison says.

"I sort of agree that in com-

parison with other committees it

has produced very few concrete re-

sults, but this is partly inherent in

its nature" he claims.

The A.S.U.S. Executive may
take a different view.

"Most people say student-fac-

ulty relations is one of our top

priorities this year; I think it should

be the very top", says Parnell.

Campers?

Last weekend's tent-in proved,

if nothing else, that even the

student government types at

Queen's are Hired by outdoor

sport. The south campus has

been the habitat of intramural

athletics for a long time, but

probably never before have the

intellectuals frolicked in its

open air.

Things are ohsanginig down on

(bat green. It has been the

pride of the university for de-

cades, eternal and unohange -

able; even when the medical

centre threatened last year, the

university promised falthfuBUy

that the south campus would

survive untouched. The impend-

ing parking garage would be an

underground affair. Then, mys-

teriously and during the sum -

mer vacation, tennis courts ap-

peared, grim and asphalt on its

affronted surface.

Students who don't find touch

football and other organized

games much to their liking can

play tennis on campus again.

But what about the individual-

ists to whom tennis is simply

fuzzy pingpong ? Alha, said an

hoc committee, seeing its chance

and organized a camping trip

to satisfy their lust for the out

of doors. Sitting around a camp-

fare, plotting revolution and set-

tling the affairs of the world —
there could hardly be a neater

combination of intellect and ad-

venture.

What's needed now is for

somebody to discover a sport

which even the timid can play

in the common room of Victoria

Hall.

CHRIS REDMOND



Treasure Van dropped
EDMONTON (CUP)-World University Service ir> Can-

ada has dropped Share Week and Treasure Van—or at least

promised to do so In the name of the Revolution.

Delegates to the WUSC national assembly, held this

year at the University of Alberta, voted 32 to 28 o remove
the national charity programs from WUSC plans,

"This is going to mean that in the next couple of years

the national, secretariat will become quite a bit smaller",

said WUSC general secretary David Hoye.

The process will take some time, as $200,000 worth of

Treasure Van invetnory is still on the WUSC books.

Abolition of the programs was the only one of the

points contained In a resolution sponsored by the Universities

of Montreal, Toronto, Western Ontario, and York, which

created an uproar in the assembly and dragged initial plen-

ary four hours overtime.

The resolution also calls on WUSC to take "public

stands on matters of domestic and international political

importance", and resolves that WUSC "act as a pressure

group on the governemnt and the community" to raise

public concern over problems of domestic and international

development.

First priority for MU SC, the motion said, should be

development of an "international political consciousness in

the university community".

Simon Fraser

battle

BURNABY (CUP)-Students at

Simon Fraser University de-

manded action from the admin-
istration on seven issues and have

received a request for "white

papers on university problems"
from university president Ken-

neth Strand as a response.

The demands included calls

for a ban on war supply com-
pany recruitment on campus and

the resignation of the SFU board

of governors.

Strand made the appeal in an

address to students packed into

SFU'S main mall to hear whenhe
billed a "state of the university"

address.

Student president Martin

Loney charged that Strand's
speech was rhetorical, did not

deal with the problems of the

university and was something

everyone had heard before.

Strand told students he wel-

comed their ideas but "confron-

tations at this university have

been those of power, not ideas."

"Power confrontations are

corrosive. 1 would prefer those

of ideas."

Commerce secedes

"The Commerce Society plans to be an independent society

before the first of the year," says Doug Rombough, president

of the group.

"We are going to make or break with the Arts and Science

Undergraduate Society, but we are not proposing radical changes,"

he said. "We want to set up a society which will fulfil the needs

of the commerce student. The ASUS does not do this."

The Commerce Society was formed last year, but was refused

club status by AMS. All it takes now is to make the necessary

changes in the constitution of the Commerce Society and secure

approval from the AMS and the ASUS.

Rombough said that the AMS has agreed that the Society should

be separate and has allowed them to use the new name. He does

expect some trouble from the ASUS because they stand to lose

$2.50 in student interest fees from each commerce student and

a lot of good Bews players.

"I can't see how they can block it. Our student body is behind

us. Of 300 students, 247 have already bought Commerce cards."

"This support is entirely voluntary," continued Rombough.

"No one was forced to join the society."

""I would like, however, to stress the fact that we are not out

just for separation. The faculty is separate. We are just following

a natural process. We want to build a closely knit professional

society."

People-generated" classes

TORONTO (CU P)-Academic

Dean H.S. Harris and Glendon

College student union president,

Jim Park debated while over 350

students and professors argued

whether the formal course struc-

ture really helps students learn.

It was part of Glendon' s new

approach to freshman orientation

"Liber'action '68", a program-

me of "people generated" clas-

. ses.

They would be open seminars

for any member of the college,

administration, faculty or stu-

dent.

They would not be evaluated

and their content would be con-

trolled by class members.

These "people generated"

classes were offered as an al-

ternative to the stricter system

of courses at the three year old

liberal arts college.

The union has suggested Glen-

don undergraduates, especially

freshman, delaying enrollment

in courses until they had ex-

perimented with the union spon-

sored people-generated classes

and also the variety of straight

courses in the Glendon curric-

ulum. According to university

regulations it is possible to

change courses until October 15,

and the union officers reason that

it would be safe for students to

delay enrollment also until that

date.

"We're not urging people to

boycott classes or walk out of

classes", said Park. "We're

asking people to question the

way they are being taught, and

to be prepared to participate in

a freer environment.

Approximately half of the col-

lege's 70-man faculty partic-

ipated in the meeting, in some

cases, they seemed more favor-

able to the students union pro-

posals than some of the students.

At one point, MlchaelGregory,

chairman of the English depart-

ment lashed out at a freshman

who had sarcastically questioned

the ^difference between courses

laid down by the administration

and people-generated classes.

Gregory replied angrily, "If

people here-students and fac-

ulty-want to set up an alternative

to what we have, the idea has to

come from some people. In this,

the officers of the union have

been the ones who have started

to generate ideas for viable al-

ternatives first."

At the close of the meeting,

union president Jim Park said the

union had achieved the main part

of what they had set out to do in

"Liber'action" week.

Registrations started Wednes-

day and although Park has been

trying to get students to delay this

act he did not sound disappointed

when he said he expected most

students to enroll in courses

according to schedule and tradi-

tion.

"We have accomplished the

most important thing," said

Park. "We are now starting to

think, really think, about educa-

tion and its role in corporate

society."

Journal

Needs

NEWS REPORTERS SPORTS REPORTERS

TYPISTS AD SALESMEN

PHOTOGRAPHERS FEATURE WRITERS

LAYOUT MEN DARKROOM MEN

RESEARCHERS TELEPHONERS

RECEPTIONISTS GIRL FRIDAYS

Drop in and browse around;

In the basement of the Union

AM.S. CLUB GRANT POLICY

As stated in the constitution it is one of the fuctions of the A.M.S. to provide financia, assist-

ance to official Clubs who are not able to fully support themselves.

The following statements shall outline this policy:

, AH Cubs must submit quests for assistance as well as projected financia, statements to the Bud^

Z and Finance Committee before October ,0, each year in accordance w,th Art.cie XI, Sect,on

6 of the A M.S. constitution. Any request received after October 10, will no, be cons.de.ed.

2 . All Cubs receiving assistance must keep financia, records in the manner se, down by the Business

Administrator.

the second half of their financial assistance.

, u I pii' all clubs receiving assistance must submit their books to the Busi-

4. At the end of the school year-II c ub re« g ^ ^ ^ ^
ness Administrator for audmng. Th,s ,s the duty

assistance for the next school

failing to comply wil, NOT be allowed to subm.t a request for ass.stance for

year.

oted that it is the duty of each club to attempt to be as financially independent

D. H. PAKRUL,

Chairman, Budget & Finance Cmmittee
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McArthur produces teachers t

How do you get to he a

teacher?

Traditionally in Ontario,

a grade 13 graduate who
wants to teach attends a pro-

vincial teachers college for

a year and then gets a cer-

tificate to teach.

But the pattern is chang-

ing. More and more teach-

ers want their B.A. first, and

attend Colleges of Education

instead. McArthur College at

Queen's, the third such col-

lege, opened yesterday. It

has 200 students this year.

. Text by CHRIS REDMOND

Photos by CHARLES SCHWIER

New McArthur College Building

A total environment learning programme

Strapped with red tape

It urged that, especially in advanced years of the school
system, children be allowed to choose many of their own
subjects of study and be free from arbitrarily imposed
rules.

Ready said he felt the Report would eventually be imple-

mented in Ontario. "Enough of the things that it recom-
mends are already being actively tried — in a sense It was
a consensus of new trends."

Teachers colleges are not

keeping up with the changes

in education according to

Barb Sweet, a teacher at

largely ungraded Centennial

Public School in western

Kingston. "You iearn abso-

lutely nothing about this

(nongrading) in teachers col-

lege."

Art present most teachers

college students have just

graduated from Grade 13. A
few have taken *heir B.A.'s

before entering teachers col-

lege, particularly those who

plan to be principals or to

make a lifetime career of

education. Some university

graduates especially those

who want to teach secondary school, attend Ontario Col-

lege of Education in Toronto or Althaus College of Educa-

tion in London. And beginning this fall, they can also

choose to attend McArthur College of Education at

Queen's. Of the 200 who will do so, about a quarter will

teach elementary school; the rest, high school.

"The teachers colleges right now are strapped with red
(tape," commented R. A. Dodds, principal of Centennial There were some good points to teachers college, she
School. They offer no options or alternatives in their cur- gajd; "They teach you how to set up a classroom — it

riculum, except at Ottawa Teachers College, which has an gives you an idea how to manage crdldren. It teaches you
experimental course for those of its students who have ihow to give seatwork. Of course, we donU have too much
taken B. A. degrees. Df that any more."

Teachers colleges are changing, Dodds admitted. But:
'Not fast enough !"

Can't avoid student power

Very behind the times

- Centennial School in Kingston is already blowing a

programme much like that the Report recommended. A
(traditional type of programme can become a very comfort-

Cable type of programme," Dodds commented. "Once we

brought in our total experience programme we found we
were really confined by the grades."

"I think this programme's great !" Miss Sweet comment-

ed. "The teacher down (the hall said it was the first time

she's wanted to come back to school after the summer
holidays."

But teachers college does not prepare a student tea-

cher for such a situation, she said. "Teachers college is

very behind the times."

That course is not as flexible as the McArithur course

will be, said McArthur College Dean Vernon S. Ready.

"The experimental course is largely that they have group-

ed the degree people together and are teaching the same
programme but are teaching it a little more maturely."

Ooty one compulsory course Ready said he strongly favours the "learning continuum
which would abolish grades and streams in the schools. 1
really (think we must group and regroup children. I dont

Ontario's two other colleges of education, OCE and Al- think you can create homogeneous classes. Certainly the
bhaus College, "are much more prescriptive", Ready said, ungraded school is going to contribute to this kind of re-

At McArthur, "In almost every category there is a choice." grouping."

Only one course will be compulsory, a weekly 2-foour

seminar on "professional issues in contemporary educa-

tion". A key seminar in this course will be led, some time

in November, by Iioyd A. Dennis, co-chairman of tfhe com-
mission -winch produced last June's Hall-Dennis Report
on Ontario education. The Report's philosophy is largely

also that of the college, Ready said.

The Report urged, as its central recommendation, "the

responsibility of every school authority to provide a dhdld-

oeratred learning conltinuum that invites learning by in-

dividual discovery and inquiry".

ithei

The Report will also influence teaching methods in Mc-
Arthur College itself, Ready said. "Our teachers will be
there more in a resource capacity than in a learning cap-
acity."

He added, "You can't avoid student power; it's all
around, We're hoping to involve our students in policy-
making within the college -r- through committees, through
their help in assessment of what we're doing — because
'three months after they leave us, (these people will all be
in authoritative positions in the classrooms

ION S.
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total environment schools

catering to the individual

ither theory nor practice

The emphasis at McArthur
College will be in neither

theory nor practice, Ready

said. "Of course it will in-

clude both. It has to, I

think. Our hope is that we

don't become too rigidly tied

to methodology. We are go-

ing to examine educational

(theory and hopefully make
en application. We don't

want to put up methods as

sort of abstyluftes."

The flexibility is based on
the "McAtfthur' Point Sys-

tem", developed by the Col-

lege's staff. It prescribes 135

points as the year's require-

iments for a graduate, and
allots a certain number of

points to various courses

•and activities.

r
ON S. READY

ice teaching is a major fadtor in the curriculum;
weeks are allotted to it. Students will be teaching,
n higih schools, in the whole western Ontario area.

Jem will spend at least three of those weeks in

(teaching".

Practice teaching, except that it's contrived," prac-

tohing director P. H. Hennessey explained. "It's all

down. You can conduct a large number of these

passes in a relatively shof t period of time and con-
" on one segment of the teaching art."

Microteaching

Hennessey said, "we anticipate expedient arrangements as

the months go on, whereby a teacher may go off for a

short period — a day, a half day — anywhere in the K to

13 (kindergarten to Grade 13) range, for a particular pur-

pose."

Radical changes possible

A lesser emphasis in the McArthur curriculum is aca-

demic content. "We don't look upon our role as the tea-

ching of academic content," Ready pointed out, though

he added that if a student had only two university courses

in a subject in which he wanted to concentrate, -remedial

work would be offered. The emphasis, he said, will be on
"the philosophical position of each subject within the total

school curriculum", and on methods of teaching.

"^w, tem.porairy College building, on Union Street
from John A. Macdonald Hall, will be equipped

fecial miniature classrooms where students will
abl>reviated lessons to small groups of school -chiQ-
r to other college Students playing the role of pupils.

Students will be required, in addition to their practice

teaching and microteaohing, to do at least 20 hours of

Seal and field studies" - tutoring, coaching work

with handicapped children, and the like. They must also

take two courses in such "educational foundations areas

as psychology and the philosophy of education.

The fifth area of the curriculum consists of Arts and

Science courses in areas the students may later want toS a short courses, some of them offered several

SS during the year, in peripheral fields - counting,

outdoor education, computers in education, and others.

"We're likely to be talking this Winter about radical

chafes in our Programme," Hennessey said. He pointed

St that an important position in modern education is that

of the non-teaching specialist. But, he added such specia-

? =tiii wri to teach "The formal teaching ex-

Serfce s onlyS 't°o tatod of .a realistic backdrop

forS They can't help having gamed in wisdom and

understanding from practice teaching."

fining colleges where microteaching has been tried
!| Pupils from neighbouring schools have been used,"

said. McArthur will be the first education school

to use the idea, developed at Stanford Unaver-
* Amherst University.

Pe agreed that we're not going to be too concerned
Numerical marks in practice teaching," he said. "I
lhe student teacher himself is an important person
^valuative process. One of the purposes of the rmcro-

I
s programme is to develop in the student teacher

* of self-evaluation."

" be more informal practice teaching as well,

with the firmly scheduled practice teaching weeks,

May become four years

Alt present McArthur is for students who already have

a BAM wi 1 grant a Bachelor of Education degree the

?irst OnLrio college to do so, and its graduates will be

eligible for teacher certification by the provincial depart-

ment of education.

Miss Sweet said she found the one-year teachers college

course long enough, however. "I honestly don't know what
a B.A. would do for you. You're three years older; maybe
this would make you more competent — I don't know."

Eventually 'the course may become a four-year under-

graduate programme, as recommended by two government

reports, including the HalMtennis report, Ready said; "We
have no plans for that, but it certainly is something we
will take a careful look at."

What the Hall-Dennis Report

says

While most Western countries, and a number of the

Canadian provinces, have come to require twoor more

years of education beyond secondary school for pros-

pective teachers, Ontario has continuedtodemand,for

elementary teachers, only one such year after Grade

1.3. For teaching academic subjects at the secondary

school level the traditional requirement has been one

year of professional education beyond the attaining of a

bachelor's pass degree or honors degree. However, for

several years the majority of teachers entering the

secondary schools have not hadtheyearof professional

education but have had only two summers of profes-

sional preparation. This alternative, originally intro-

duced because of an extreme shortage of teachers, has

meant severe limitations in classroom observation and

practice teaching, in the study of methods and of the

foundations of education, and in other experiences

considered essential to a sound program of teacher

education. Plans are now under way for terminating

this limited program of teacher education . . .

The quality of the programs ofteacher education has

also faced considerable criticism, often well founded.
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The Centennial School staff

RECOMMENDATIONS

Implement with all possible speed the basic rec-

ommendations of the Report of the Minister's Com-

mittee on the Training of ElementarySchool Teachers:

(a) that teacher education be conducted within the

university;

(b) that the program be of four years' duration

leading to the baccalaureate degree and certifi-

cation; and

(.c) that teachers for all levels of schooling be

educated within any one university.

Give priority to the establishment of the Implemen-

tation Committee, as described in the Report of the

Minister's Committee on the Training of Elementary

School Teachers.

Establish a target date of 1972 when all candidates

for teaching must either have a university degree or

become enrolled in a degree program.

At this particular time, recognize the values which

lie within both the concurrent and consecutive paths of

teacher education.

Recognize for basic certification the graduates of

the Faculty of Education of the University of Ottawa.

Establish an Advisory Board on Teacher Certifica-

tion made up of representatives from the teachers

colleges and colleges of education and the teaching

profession, to review the presentprocesses ofteacher

certification, the proliferation of certificatespresent-

ly in vogue, and related matters; the Board to serve as

an interim body pending theformation of the College of

Teachers and the Teachers' Association.
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A.S.U.S.

Open Meeting

Thursday. Sept. 7 p.m. McNeil House Common Room

The following appointments will be made:

(1) RED ROOM CHAIRMAN

(2) CONCERTS CHAIRMAN

(3) CULTURAL CHAIRMAN

Submit applications to Brigette Berman, Adelaid Hall

544-8207 or hand it in at the meeting

Meeting will include proposals from Student Faculty

committee

Book price war

Introducing

Kingston's only club just for

Students

CLUB 477
Cafe d'echees

477 Princess St. on premises

of Vagabond Restaurant

OPENING
Wednesday, Sept. 18

Entertainment

Refreshments 60c Min.

By HERMAN BAKVIS

Technical Supplies has reduc-

ed its prices by 10% on text

books and other items in an ap-

parent attempt to counteract the

Sect of a rival bookstore, K
and W Books on 329% Battle

St The old 5% coupon system

used in previous years has been

scrapped.
-Called "a major policy

change" by Dean Brown, the

10% discount still does not mat-

ch the 15% discount offered by

K and W Books. The manager

of Tech Supplies, A. M. Brad-

ford in spite of a "notice to

our customers" -bearing his sign-

ature announcing -the 10% cash

discount, said "I don't know

anything, see Dean Brown. He

-has all the information." Dean

Brown is the president of

Queen's University Engineering

Society Services Incorporated

(QUESSI), a non-profit organi-

zation which owns and operates

Technical Supplies.

When contacted Dean Brown

sai dth-at the opening of K and

W Books was not "the ultimate

reason" for the newly instituted

10% cash discount at Tech Sup-

plies. "K and W maybe -in -

fluenced our timing a bit but

that's all." He would have liked

to defer the price reduction for

another year.

Asked what effect K and W
would have on future sales by

Tech Supplies Dean Brown rep-

lied ,"I wouldn't estimate."

He was anxious however -that

the Journal not over publicize

K and W Books. "We don't

want to get kicked in -the teeth"

-he said "I think what we're do-

ing is far more important than

this K ad W place" he added,

forcefully waving his arm in

the general direction of Barrie

Street
Questions concerning the pos-

sibility of financial accounts of

QUESSI ever being released

yielded a curt "we don't have

to". „ .

Dean Brown explained "It is

not to our benefit, financially

for us to release accounts." "An

expensive public relations job"

would be necessary he said, so

that the accounts would not be

misread.

Dean Brown was equally

vague concerning QUESSI and

its substantial bank account.

QUESSI had presented a pro-

posal to the Alma Mater Society

to build and operate a variety

store and coffee shop on the

new West campus.
"Unfortunately" Dean Brown

said "we got such a stupid and

snotttsh answer from the A.M.S.

that we said the hell with it".

Apparently the A.M-S. wanted

too much say in the plans and

operation of such a project.

However, Brown offered a

hopeful portent for the future:

"Hell, you know yourself when

you get 20 engineers together

you're bound to get a few good

ideas."

He refused though to divulge

the nature of these new ideas.

New student bookstore
Tech Supplies monopoly on selling

tuxl books to Queen's students has been

broken this year by the new K and W
bookstore, located at 32Q,/2 Barrie St.

(just above Princess).

As a result Queen's students will be

able to purchase books for 10% to 15%
below list price this year.

K and W intends to cater partially to

Queen's students, and has ordered the

texts for most undergraduate courses.

The new bookstore began in July by

offering a 10°/° discounl on all the texts.

Following Ihis Tech Supplies dropped its

15% coupon discount and introduced a

cross-the-board 10% reduction.

K and W books escalated the price

war by offering an additional 5% dis-

count. In order to take advantage of

the full 15% discount, students must

purchase a K and W Book Voucher for

$1.00. The Book Vouchers are being

sold by the Graduate Student Society

and at K and W Books.

K and W also offers free delivery

of all books in Kingston.

Another service of K and W is prompt

handling of special orders. Tech Sup-

plies orders for special books has been

opened to criticism. AMS President

Chuck Edwards, a graduate engineer,

has had a book on order from Tech Sup-

plies for 18 months.

K and W Books has been set up by

Davie Ward, a graduate student at

Queen's

BUY AND SELL

49 Princess St.

USED

—FURNITURE

—ANTIQUES

542-8136

POSTERS BY PA1NTEKS until September ffl

TO EVERYTHING THERE IS A SEASON

until September 19

eallerv hours: students welcome anytime

durina day except when lectures in progress.

Ato open 7 to 9 p.m., Monday to Thursday; 2 to 5 Sunday

(closed Saturday).
INHIBITIONS AT THE ART CENTRE

,

AMERICAN FILM SERIES

EUROPEAN FILM SERIES

OVER 20 FILMS

IN EACH SERIES
f7.00 and $9.00

Tickets in Humanities Bldg. (English Dept.)

or

Student Union

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111UTU I I I FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
t# 1W
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Local talent makes good
By IAIN CALOER

Queen's Arts Frosh received their introduc-
tion to campus talent Friday night with the live-
ly presentation of Sobriety '68, this year' edition
of the annual variety show.

As usual, the programme relied havily on
comedy routines and folk artists. Arts 72 has
more than its share of fine performers in the
latter category with such standouts as Sue
Magee and her beautifully haunting rendition
of "Suzanne".

As well as being co-producer with Vig
number 12, Chris Corry distinguished himself
in a number of comedy roles, notably as Bun-
goli, the ape man, in a hilarious sketch with Jim
Wilson... A white hunter, after losing his arms
to a tigress, has hired Bungoli to take their

place while he talked. The native's dexterity
in this capacity hinted that he must be at least

half French. Although few people have play-
ed a pair of arms, kudos for the most unusual

role have to go to Bill Buxton as a basketball
net.

The major complaint against this year's pro-

.

duction was its length, due in part to its late
start and similarity of acts, and in part to the
experimental inclusion this year of the Drama
Guild production of "Bertha, the Bartender's
Beautiful Baby". Although the play was writ-
ten as a spoof of the typical "temperance mel-
lowdraymah", the cast sometimes lost sight of
this and the attention of the audience each time
they lapsed into taking their sermonizing too
seriously. A bit of script-cutting would have
gone a long way. The second half of the play-
let picked up immeasurably, especially with the
appearance of Trulie MacLeod as Bertha and
Lucinda Bray as Dainty Daisy Dashleigh, "star".

The Guild did make a genuine contribu-
tion to the evening, and hopefully something of
this sort will be included in next year's pro-
duction. After all, this was probably the first

time in history that anyone has tried to put
some sobriety into Sobriety.

The papers that prove who I am

" The New Theatre Company
opened its first season this

weekend with Harold Pinter's

The Caretaker, and thhe success

of (this initial effort would seem

to indicate that «he N.T.C. has

something unique and interest-

ing to con-tribute to local drama.

Davies (Mike Mawson) is an

old man, all but beaten by life,

who stubbornly and perhaps de-

sperately clings to his last

sforeds of identity — 'his is al-

ways just about to go down to

Sidcup to get the papers that

"prove Who I am !"

A quiet and gentle man, As-

(ton (Jim Gerrard) has saved

Davies from a beating and gives

him refuge in a dilapidated

shaok. 'He too is trying to find

some meaning for himself, and

talis of building a work shop.

A lonely man, he offers Davies
the position of Caretaker.

But Davies is easily controlled

and when offered the same job

by the young brother (Richard

Partington), he deserts the first

befriender, only to 'be dropped

himself. Once more alone, he

begs for the chance to get bis

papers, to be a real person.

Pinter has an incredibly ac-

curate ear for dialogue: the men
speak, while failing to say any-

thing, with a commanding real-

ity, and more than that, the act-

ors have learned to speak "in

Pinter".

Partington's skills have matur-

ed since his former Pinter por-

traits at Queen's and Mick is

credible, if not brilliant. Mike
Mawson turns in his usually

competent performance as the

old man — be moves well, he
speaks well, although at times

once was too aware that this

was indeed a performance. Yet,

somehow, in his quiet way, Ger
rard's Aston was the most com-
pelling of all — (his 'long recita-

tion of his experience in a men-
tal home held the audience
more effectively that more ob-
vious histrionics.

This study of fear and disil-

lusionment has been carefully

approached by the director,

Nancy Helwig, but there was a
tendency for the production to

be overly studied — the pauses
between lines threatened for a

time to take over the first act.

"The Caretaker", however, is an
excellent play, and with all that

young talent and energy, 4be

N.T.C. just can't fail.

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS

OCTOBER 31, 1968

Any application submitted between November 1,

1968 and January 31, 1969 will be assessed dur-

ing the winter term and the award based upon

onihalf the assessed need for the full academic

year.

Bertha, the Beautiful Baby

A. Y. and the kids

There are presently two art displays of interest

on view in Kingston — one is a series of A J. Jackson
drawings, and the other, of Children's Art. And
strangely enough the kids come off a lot better than
A Y.

Jackson is, of course, a member of the illustrious

albeit, a trifle dated. Group of Seven — those painters

of great energy who made over the Canadian land-

scape. The best of Jackson's painting reflect The bar-

ren strength of the country he well knew. However,
scape. The best of Jackson's paintings reflect the bar-

Grand Theatre. It is, instead, a number of preliminary

pencil sketches torn from the artist's sketchbook. The
paintings there eventually developed might have been

very good indeed, but the sketches are little more than

exploratory scribbles that could have better been left

in the sketchbook. As it is now, the show is more a

slur on Jackson's talent than anything else.

On the other hand, the children's art gathered

,from various Kingston Public Schools has all the vital-

ity and freedom of expression that the Jackson sketch-

es lack. The bright and smiling faced world of the

child is charmingly revealed in their own paintings, and

crayon drawings. You can remember what it is like

to be a kid at the show at the Sydenham Public School

on Clergy Street—Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

until the 20th.

WANTED

A STUDENT TO HANDLE

TRAVEL INFORMATION FOR FLIGHTS^

TOURS, AND STUDENT DISCOUNTS."

APPLY TO THE A. M.S. OFFICE.
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DO YOU FAINT AT THt SKHT Of MCHUP

By

BRENDA

MAYBEE

Blood was gushing out of a deep wound in the young man s

chest He wasbreathingwithdifflculty.Aslowred trickle appeared

at this lips and formed a pool on the stretcher. His shirt was torn

and stained with soot and blood. He lay quietly, fainting.

Beside him, on another stretcher, lay agirl who would have been

pretty had one eye not been wrenched loose by a piece of glass. As

it was, her face was covered in blood, and the loose eye stared

unseeingly, revealing a bloody socket behind it. She made no

sound.

The sun beat mercilessly on these two, and the other injured.

There would have been hysteria and panic. People would have

screamed in horror. There would have been more injuries; some

even fatal. But this disaster was different. It was faked.

The purpose of this mock disaster was toensure that Kingston s

six hospitals could accommodate and care for a sudden influx of

emergency cases efficiently and satisfactorily.

The 200 odd casualties; anxious relatives, newspaper reporters

and onlookers were freshmen at Queen's University, who volun-

teered to take part in a simulated disaster on Friday, September

13, at Richardson Stadium.

The little tag 1 was issued read "Injury; crushed left hand.

Disposition; Ongwanada. No. 204". I arrived at the Stadium

at eleven o'clock and was given an old shirt to change into so I

wouldn't spoil my own clothes. 1 sat down with a group of students,

dressed in torn old jeans and similar rags, and waited my turn in

the make-up room. We amused ourselves by reading each other s

injury tags. One flustered freshette was frantically trying to trade

tags before her number was called. Hertag read "chest injuries .

In the next room a crew of make-up experts from the army were

busily preparing casualties. Flesh coloured putty was applied with

palate knives and then artfully sliced or torn to look like deep

wounds. Glycerin was poured on a girl's hand and let dry. When

blackened and peeled back it had an appalling resemblance to

severe first degree burns. Pieces of "bone" jutted out from great

blue swellings on one fellow's arm, while another young man had

a metal rod going in one side of his arm and out the other.

My left hand displayed a pink and blue lump that matched my

blouse quite nicely. My fingernails were coloured blue and my face

was made-up to look pale from shock. As my make-up man applied

more blue around my eyes and on my lips, someone said "that's

make-up? Gee 1 always look like that!"

We made a strange spectacle as a mob of severe burns, frac-

tured arms, punctured lungs, and lacerated faces happUy lined up

at a mobile canteen for hot-dogs anddonuts, chatting and exclaim-

ing at each other's wounds.

In the afternoon, students who were not to be made-up-those who

were "hysteria" cases, "dead on arrival", "newsmen" or "rel-

atives"-began to arrive. Their reaction to the various injured

persons was more severe, as they had not seen the dismembered

fingers and eyeballs- neatly stored in little boxes downstairs.

There was much exclaiming and clutching of stomachs.

When we were all assembled, the procedure was explained. As

part of the Orientation programme, we were told, a group of 500

freshmen had gathered at Richardson Stadium to be taught school

songs. Early in the programme the stadium roof fell in, almost

deleting the year of Arts '721

Two students with acting experience were delegated to make

hysterical phone calls to one or two hospitals, and the exercise

began. Casualties were called on by number and we assembled

outside to wait for ambulances. I was to go to Ongwanada San-

itorium-a TB clinic that is now being converted into a more

general kind of hospital. We were told that in a real situation

such as this, we would probably have waited many hours before

getting treatment of any kind.

Already there were onlookers in the street. Kingston television

statiops had announced the exercise so no one would panic if

they saw the crowd of bloody disaster victims at the Stadium.

Newspaper photographers-real ones- had arrived on the scene

and were getting victims to pose for the cameras. Ambulances

began to arrive, and stretcher cases were driven off.

When I arrived at Ongwanada Sanitorium, I mustered all my

dramatic experience and put on a real act. Nurses and doctors

who were suppressing smiles and feeling a bit foolish began to

react. I was placed in a wheelchair. I asked, between pants, for

water. I really was thirsty and my blue lips were cracked and dry.

I complained of nausea. (These instructions had been given at the

Stadium.) A nurse thrust a metal pan in my face. I didn't feel like

putting on a throwing act, so I just clutched my stomach.

I was then wheeled into a large dining room, where a doctor

looked at the large pink lump of putty on my hand and decided it

was a burn. Feeling a bit indignant, but refusing to display the tag

around my neck saying "crushed left hand", I groaned that a

beam had fallen on it. The doctor decided I should go to be X-

lyed, so off I went
While other X-ray patients walked, I was wheeled back to the

entrance, and I trundled into the dining room for banana bread

and coffee with other fellow disaster victims, and we discussed

our experiences.

It was decided that there were too many nurses and not

enough doctors. Priorities were mixed up; a pair of black eyes

were treated while first degree burns lay quietly oozing nearby,

unnoticed. People were misinformed. A "newspaper reporter"

after asking how many victims had been announced dead on

arrival, was answered "none at all" and "at least thirty" with

equal assurance by two nurses. One young man-a stretcher case-

was put into an ambulance and almost had the door slammed on

his feet. Ambulance attendants carried stretchers into hospitals

and left them there, and returned for more casualties only to

find there weren't enough stretchers to carry them on.

But this was the object of the exercise-to enable all those

concerned to make mistakes when it didn't matter, so that if a

real disaster did occur, all would run smoothly and efficiently.

APPLICATIONS

FOR

A.M.S. CONSTABLES

ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED

IN THE A. M.S. OFFICE
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Grads not bad
but Gaels prevail

Pin-point passing by veteran
Cai Conner and a stunning 80

yard touchdown run from scrim-
mage by Jamie Johnston were the
highlights in last Saturday's Old
Boy exhibition game in Richard-

son Stadium.

The Grads put on quite a show.
Were it not for Johnston and a

dropped touchdown pass, the Old
Boys may well have led 8-7 at

halftime.

But the gods were smiling on
youth that day. The '68 Gaels led

14-1 at the half, opened the fourth

quarter with a third touchdown

By JOHN MABLE
Sports Editor

and closed it with another to win
.rather easily, 27-8.

The Gael Grads finally put a
touchdown on the board with 2:43
left in the game as halfback Bill

Edwards swept the left side un-
touched from the Gaels seven
yard line.

But if Cai Conner could have
played more than one position
they certainly would have scored
more often. In the first half, he
simply couldn't miss. As well, he
mixed his aerial attack with a
potent ground game; PeteBroacj-
hurst, Gord Simester, Robin Rit-
chie and Mike Pettit ran around,

over and through a lot of white
jerseys.

The Old Boys were hurt by
inconsistency though. They often
could put together an impressive
series of plays but they couldn't
finish it off in the end zone.

They were also hurt by some
bad positioning early in the sec-
ond quarter the Grads were bot-
tled on their own eight yard line.

A short punt and no yards penalty
on the play gave the Gaels the

ball on the 13 yard line.

The Gaels wasted little time in

cashing the opportunity in for
their first touchdown. Keith
Eaman swept the left side behind

some nice blocking on the Gaels
second try to give the youngsters

a 7-1 lead.

The Grads hadbeaten the Gaels

to the scoreboard. Midway
through the first quarter Gary
Schreider attempted a field goal

which missed but went for a con-

ceded single.

Soon after the Gaels touchdown

the Old Boys had a chance to

regain the lead. The Grads took

the ensuing kickoff and drove to

the Gaels three yard line with a

Cai Connor, No. 1?, Hill the master

jamie Johnston here demon-
strates how to score from your
own 30 yard line. Just beat Gary
Schreider going around right end
(above), beat two more defend-

ers with one move (right), beat
a few more with another mow
and then just put It In overdrive.

Pictures by Chris Boon.

well balanced drive. PeteThomp-
son made two fine receptions of

Conner passes to highlight the

march.

But with third and goal on th*

three, a well thrown pass to an

open receiver in the near gith

hand corner of the end zone was
dropped.

Shortly after Jamie Johnston

got the Gaels out of a potential

jam by carrying a second and

nine, screen pass 13 yards to the

Gaels 30.

On the very next play, James
cruised around right end behind

good blocking, beat the pursuing

defensive secondary with great

Rugger camp opens;

many vets gone 8ft?
The 1968 version of the Gol-

den Gael's rugger squad hit the

practice turf a week ago. Im-

mediately it became evident that

the boys were lacking size.

Sizable holes had been left in the

scrum with the departure of

Bruce Pappas, Bob Common,

John Rook, Larry McCurdy, and

Dave Johnson. Finding suitable

replacements for such outstand-

ing players is coach Gavin Reid's

greatest challenge. Their aver-

age weight was a fair bit over 200

pounds:-their speed, experience,

and savageness were trem-

endous.

Behind the scrum however, in

the three-quarter line, and at

scrum half and fullback the

strength is looking really good.

All the players for those posi-

tions from last year are back

and there are some excellent

rookies who might well nose them

out. So the backs have to be better

than last year no matter how their

line-up when finally settled.

Right now that line-up is no-

where near even "possible line-

up".' Everyone trying out has a

chance of playing on either the

first or second team. That means

that a total of thirty players will

play every week-end, and with

.changes and alterations, very

likely 45 or 50 boys will have the

opportunity of playing Intercol-

legiate Rugger sometime this

Fall.

With so much up for grabs it

was no wonder that so many

showed up in the pouring rain

of last week to suffer through a

wet and soggy field. On Friday

'we scrimmaged with 7-aside rug-

ger and at times the ball was

moving fairly adequately. Some

moves and disappeared in a cloud

of dust.

The touchdown gave the Gaels

their 14-1 halftime lead.

The second halfproduced some
good football but the game was
close. Both teams substituted

freely which cut the sharpness of
Hay a bit The Gaels faded a?
Conner couldn't quite throw the
strikes he was consistent!; pro-
ducing in the first half.

But it was hard to tell if Cai

was off or if, after 30 minutes of

unaccustomed exertion, his re-

ceivers were a step slower.

Don Bayne hit Lome McCon-
nery from the Grads seven yard

line on the first play of the fourth

quarter.

Bill Edwards scored the grads

only touchdown with less than

three minutes to go and the Gaels

retaliated one minute later when

sub-quarterback, Bill McNeill hit

rookie Ron Cunningham with a

touchdown pass, the play from

the Grads 53.

The Grads had picked up an-

other single earlier as the ref-

eree, former Gael "Tip" Logan

missed a field goal for a single.

of the newcomers were a little

shy when introduced to full body

contact without equipment, but

they will soon learn as all rugger

players learn, that the name of

the game is "Hit Him Hard".

This week practice begins in

earnest. Last night we had a real

training session for getting in

shape. Tonight we will be prac-

ticing moves. Tomorrow we

scrimmage and that should sep-

arate the men from the boys.

Thursday, we polish our play a

tittle in preparation for Satur-

day's encounter with McMaster

in an exhibition test.
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DO YOU READ

AS WELL AS OUR GRADUATES ?

HERE ARE SOME KINGSTON INSTITUTE RESULTS

Name Occupation
Beginning

Rate

Compre-

hension

Ending

Rate

Compre-i

hension

Andy
Macdonald

Staff

Queen's
584 75% 2525 75%

Heino
Lilies

Grad. Student

Queen's
590 63% 2259 72%

Ted

Passmore

Student

Queen's
340 65% 1385 69%"

Brian

Barrie

Student
RMC

618
j

62% 2344 71%

IF YOU DO NOT
Take These Positive Steps To Self-Improvement

TELEPHONE 542-7672 FOR FREE BROCHURES AND SCHEDULE

COME TO ONE OF OUR FREE DEMONSTRATIONS^ AT^

ENROLL IF YOU WISH IN ONE OF OUR SEPTEMBER COURSES

NOW REGISTERING FOR SEPTEMBER CLASSES

CLASSES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 23-28

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS

VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
(Across from Richardson Stadium) UNION ST. WEST

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 18 AT 7:30 P.M.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 19 AT 7:30 P.M.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 20 AT 7:30

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute of Kingston
844 PRINCESS STREET
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Confusion

Ignorance

Doubt

Inaction •••

-SCHWIER

r YOUR SENATORS

. . . this sums up the issue of the

senate at the present time. At Wed-

nesday night's AMS executive meet-

ing some of our student senators said

that they are not going to make rep-

resentations for the AMS in the sen-

ate, in theory the most powerful body

in the university. They had little idea

about what they were going to do

and seemingly even less about to

whom they were responsible.

If our student senators are

going to be at all effective it is essen-

tial that they work closely with the

AMS executive to articulate forcefully

students' demands. Otherwise they

are irrelevant.

CRAIG ATKINS, Ph.D., Candidate BARRY LEROY, Commerce JOHN GRAY, Medicine 71 JOHN BI'tt««c m.Mogv 70
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FOR SALE

iOOO Arts '72 Year Cards. Will

release lo highest bidder. Con

tact Commerce Society at 542-

4223.

Minolta 16 11 deluxe with

case, close-up lenses and 60 rolls

of film. Only 5 months old - still

7 months left on warranty - only

$18.00. Terry J. Wood - 546-

4828.

Refrigerator Best offer over

S25.00. Phone Dave 542-6628.

COMMERCE
TELLERS

MAKE GOOD
FRIENDS

Arts '65 Jacket in good condi-

tion. Best offer. 542-6682.

HELP WANTED

Wanted - students to work at

Science Formal (Nov. 8.) Ap-

ply now at 544-4340. Remunera-

tion involved.

Part time waitress required

for Cocktail Lounge at Hotel

BMnkbonnie, Oananoque. For
further particulars phone 382-

2144 and ask for manager.

ROOM TO SHARE

Roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom apartment with kit-

chen. 1,4 miles from campus -

preferably '70 or '71 student.

546-6484.

MISCELLANEOUS

Just a reminder that Fran,

Nancy, Roz, and Zosia are at

335 Earl, 5464618.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

3:30 Faculty of Arts meeting-

Collins Room, first Floor

Union.

7:15 What is Canada? address by

Dr. Black—lounge of the In-

ternational Centre

8:15 Queen's Chinese Club—wel

coming party—lower lounge

of International Centre

6:30 "Clearway" at the Grand

Theatre

8:30 "A Film Thing"—an expert-

. m e n t in communication

BUY AND SELL

49 Princess St.

USED

—FURNITURE

—ANTIQUES

542-8136

through the medium of film

—Agnes Etherington Art

Centre

9:00 Dance—Grant Hall

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

8:30 "Clearway"—Grand Theatre

9:00 Dance—Arts '70—Grant Hall

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

1 :00 Trip to the Thousand Islands

$2.00—International Centre

7:30 AMS Development Commit-

tee for the new housing pro-

ject — Brockington Common
Room

8:00 Open House for Internation-

al Students — International

Centre

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

7:00 Students, for a New Univer-

sity . (SNU) discussion of

principles, constitution, nom-

ination of officers, second

floor Common Room Stu-

dents Union

7:00 Queen's Pistol Club—Arm-
ouries — transportation from

Student Union front door

8:00 Drama Guild—general meet-

ing-Old Arts Building (Con-

vocation Hall)

NOTICE
ALL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

YOUR
QUEEN'S IDENTIFICATION CARD

WHEN PRESENTED AT . .

.

ABRAMSKY'S 259 Princess St:

ALLOWS YOU

10% OFF ! ALL MERCHANDISE

Dover's has everything

that's happening

with Lees and Levis

l ;:

::.l::s.;ft:; :

;::-. 1

1

1,1

\

The whole jean scene is covered at Dover's.

You get what you want when you want it.

Denim, stretch, hopsack, corduroy, you name
it. And colors are outa sight. Jeans are

Dover's bag. See for yourself. And remem-
ber, you're welcome to charge it at Dover's.

DOWNTOWN AT 109 PRINCESS STREET — UPTOWN AT THE SHOPPING CENTRE

HELP
STAMP OUT
OVERDRAFTS.
lSEND MONEYJ

CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE ,

MEET ME
AT

PRINCESS
&

ALFRED

<y>
CANADIAN IMPERIAL-

BANK OF COMMERCE ,

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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"Students not equipped to make declLSLOnS
ft

By MARK ELLIOTT

A heated debate broke out at
Wednesday night's AMS execu-
tive meeting over the Senate is-

sue, in particular over the terms
of referenca for the senate Com-
mittees.

AMS Vice-President Jan Li-ehty opened Ihe discussion by
stating that, •-the faculty group
has set up the terms of refer
ence and handed us this thing "

.

If we are serious about tak-
ing part in the decision mak-
ing process, this must not be al.

lowed to happen again", she
continued, pointing out that the
Budget and Student Aid Com-
mittees have no sudent repre
sentation and that students are
not able to voice their views
on financial affairs.

The primary function of the

Freshettes still coy
Most first-year girls don't want men First year .

17*
allowed to visit them in residences; (28%)
most second-year girls do. This result °ther years 7was determined in a Journal random- (28%)
sample poll this week. The results: Total 24

'
'

(49%)
'

QUESTION: Do you think

riliFSTiriM n
Righ cafeteria food is better

UUcIjIIUN: Do you think residence was lasl year"?
rules should be changed so men No Yes Nowould be allowed to visit girls in their 1 23
residence rooms? (4%) (92%)

Yes
7

(72%)
18

(72%)
25
(51%)

the Ban
than it

opinion

1

(4%)

Housing takeover deferred

Budget Committee is to exam-
ine the elements of 'the univer-
sity operating budget and to
present a review of it in order
that the senate can advise the
Principal on -the budget's consis-
tency with the general needs
and interests of the university.
The AMS was not consulted
when terms of reference exclud-
ing students from vital Commit-
tees on Budget, Promotion Ten-
ure and Leave, Computing and
Scholarships and Student Aid
were drawn up.

-In asking the Senate to revise
its term of reference for the
Senate Committees, Miss Lichty
Stressed that it would be essen-
tial to press for parity on Sen-
ate Committees. Otherwise it

would not be possible for one
student on a committee of 17 to
make important decisions.
The AMS executive as a

whole seemed to feel that this
revision would be going too far.

Even the so-called progressives
seemed to :be afraid of a con-
frontation. Arts rep., Ross Mac-
gregor stated "we cannot get
parity on all committees. We
will get the door slamed in our
faces."

Ted Parnell, President of Arts
and Science, presented what he

termed a "conservative" motion
to ensure more student repre-
sentation. H was decided how-
ever to table this motion to al-
low the executive more time to
determine some form of policy.
Arguments developed between

the executive and the student
senators. Senator Craig Atkins
stated that he would not make
representations for the AMS.
He seemed somewhat doubtful
as to exactly whom he was to
represent.

"All I am is a student," he
said, "we are students, equally
senators. Whether it requires
a democratic process to say I am
a student and a senator I don't
know." Later he also said that
he felt he was out of touch
with the AMS, In addition he
opposed a proposal that open
senate meetings be held.
When interviewed, he stated

that he did not know exaotly
what he could achieve in the
Senate. He claimed that while
.the faculty senators might be
biased and cold, they were more
intelligent.

"It boils down to the adequ-
acy of students to make the
decisions," he continued, "here
and now they are certainly not
equipped to make them."

In a surprise move the Alma
Mater Society 'has abandoned its

attempt to take over the Hous-
ing Service. Instead the AMS
will carry out negotiations with
the Housing Service to insure
implementation of the pro-

cedures set out in the proposal
for the intended AMS takeover.

However the proposal to aban-

don the takeover of the hous-

ing Service did not take place

until after a vigorous discus-

sion. In the opinion of Meds rep.

AlMaloney, "we are responsible

enough to take over the Hous-

ing Service." Maloney also took

Hunden to task for his claims

that "the majority of 'the Emer-

gency Housing Committee's

charges are at best .gross mis-

representations."

Chuck Edwards, president of

the AMS said that the Housing
Service suddenly improved

By HERMAN BAKVIS

when the emergency committee
made its charges. "I think we
can equate th° lack of rooms
with the Housing Service not
searching enough."

Edwards also questioned Hun
den's statement that the admin-
istration was against the take-

over. "Just a few days ago Dr.

Deutsoh told me that he agreed
to the takeover in principle

"

Hunden said thai some other

members of the administration

were against the idea, but re-

fused to say who these members
were.

The AMS finally passed a

motion to negotiate with the

Housing Service for the imple-

mentation of certain proce-

dures. The negotiations would
include discussions of AMS con-

trol of policy and procedures
for the Housing Service.

Graham Taylor made the last

comment on the motion, "That
sort of sounds like a threat
doesn't it ?" Retorted Edwards,
"You're just too sensitive, G-ra

ham !"

Counter-courses get priority

Counter-courses received (op

billing as the AMS settled the

issue of priorities at its Wed-
nesday meeting.

The issues were divided into

areas of importance. Counter
courses, relations with the city,

the. AMS residence, the senate,

and the review of the judicial

system on campus received top
priority. The west campus, ath-

letics, parking facilities, rela-

By HERMAN BAKVIS

lions with the htghschools, Col-
lege of applied Arts and Tech
nology, and city unions received
secondary importance.
Some of the engineering re*

presentatives charged that the
counter courses would appeal
only to arts students and that

the engineering faculty would
be left out. AMS president
Chuck Edwards, himself a post
graduate engineer, emphasized

that the counter courses were
available to all Queen's stu-

dents to help broaden their out-

look on the world.

To be run by the AMS acade-
mic round table the courses are

planned to cover a wide area,

from th* study of revolutions to
Eastern religions. Open to stu-

dents of all faculties, they will

be organised by them with facul-

ty acting as advisors.

Around the campus
BULLETIN

IAW IOBBYISTS

AT WORK

The law students' society is

taking a hand in the selection

of the new Dean of the Law
School.

Following the resignation of

Dean Lederman this summer due

to ill health, Principal Deutsch

asked all members of the law

faculty to make submissions to

him about the appointment, which

will likely be made within four

or five weeks.

Bob Boxma, chairman of a

committee appointed last week by

the students' executive, says the

students will also write to

Deutsch about the qualifications

the new Dean should have, "We
may recommend an individual,"

he says.

Quiet lobbying has been under-

way for weeks in support of a

few "leading candidates", all

from outside Queen's.

A selection committee of six

faculty members has also been

set up.

DRAMA THINK-IN

NEXT WEEK

G. R. Euringer, head of the

drama department is trying an

experiment next week that will

be new at least to Queen's. He

plans to take a class or two out

of the regular programme in

order to discuss with students

questions that are worrying

them.
"What we are after are prac-

tical answers from the kids",

he said.

Mr Eurginer, who has just re-

turned from a sabbatical spent

in Europe, hopes that in this

way he can find out want the

students expect to get from tak-

ing groupings of his depart-

ment's courses.

He is interested in finding

out what they thank about how
they are assessed and open
things like open-ended courses.

By finding out about what the

studfnts want he feels that the

can work with them constructive-

ly to help change things that

he feels should be different.

ORGANIZERS

ORGANIZE
Wednesday night, a group of

students concerned with the hous-

ing situation and other aspects

of student life at Queen's met in

the Student's Union to discuss

the formal organization of Stu-

dents for a New University, SNU.

It was decided to form a com-

mittee to draft a tentative state-

ment of principles for the new

society. The draft will be pre-

sented to a general meeting on

Monday night at 7:30 p.m. at

the second floor lounge of the

Student's Union.

It was also decided that the

Emergency Committee for Stu-

dent Housing was to be merged

into SNU as a sub-committee.

Discussion at the meeting will

include the constitution, a state-

ment of principles, and a pos-

sible election.

Issues such as rent control,

eviction of low income tenants

to make room for students, free

university and an anti-calender

will be discussed. All students

are invited to the meeting.

NEW YORK—Sever-

al hundred students

have taken over a

campus building at

Columbia University

To hold an unauthor-
ized meeting climax-

ed by a noisy march
around campus.
The Students for a

Democratic Society

and their leader,

Mark Rudd, pushed
aside a guard who
pleaded, "I'll lose

my job!"

The students had
been previously

beaten back by cam-
pus police after at-

tempting to register

2 8 students sus-

pended last spring.
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Is this ever -a fly-by-night operation — like three

in the morning. Thanks to Donna McPhail; Charlie

Schwier; Cathy Stinson; Helen Walsh; Stuart Ryan;

Allaine Armstrong; Chris Boon; Murray Aepden and
all the people who signed up at Clubs' Night, especi-

ally the heroine who found a coke machine still load-

ed; the Liberal Club for the free booze; the cat Chuck
threw out of the meeting; Vig 12, -again; CUP for all

the Telex; various and sundry friends, enemies,
nymphomaniacs, and hangers-on, And Congratula-
tions, Baa-hie.

Practically nothing anybody can do will

provide very many more beds for students

this year.

And sooner or later everybody will either

find somewhere to stay, or give up and go

home. Eventually people will stop talking

about the housing crisis, and the football

crisis or the Christmas exam crisis will loom

far more important.

But the same thing is going to happen
next year, as if happened last year and the

year before, unless a great many more beds
are made available.

That can't be done overnight, and it*

should be started right away. The AIMS is

appointing a housing chairman, who will rep-

resent the student point of view. This is the

first step; and it would be a refreshing

change if, after he was appointed, he did

something.
He and his committee, and the students

they represent, should decide sensibly what
they want. Then they should go to see the

university administration and ask for it. Of
course the administration has done plenty of

waffling, bur even they realize there is a

probrem, and if somebody suggests a solu-

tion they will consider it carefully.

They should ask the university what res-

idences it intends to build, and when. And
if the answer doesn't seem to be enough,
they should ask for more. Somebody has to

pay: they should ask the university to make
this a priority, they should ask the govern-
ment and CMHC to fork out more, and they

should volunteer a substantial chunk of the

money the AMS has tucked away.
They should ask for a substantial voice

in planning residences, so that no more Vic-

toria Halls are put up.

In the wishy-washy way which has be-

come traditional, the administration will say
yes if they are asked nicely enough. None
of these proposals are so disturbing that they
should have to be screamed from the house-
tops or rioted for in the streets.

A test of leadership
The paralysis that seems to be overcom-

ing the AMS executive on the Senate issue

is typical of the kind of indecision that has

plagued this body for years. Faced with

terms of reference for senate committees that

were drawn up without their consultation

and which exclude students from having

power to make decisions on them, the ex-

ecutive is aT a loss to know what to do.

So-called progressives are scared that if

they demand parity the door will be slam-

med in their faces. Others simply acquiesce
to the tokenism we have been handed with
the attitude that father Deutsch knows best.

If students are going to have rea) influ-

ence on the decision making process at this

university we must have parity on these
committees. If the AMS executive tries to
dodge the issue without fighting for increas-
ed representation they will show themselves
as irrelevant now as other executives have
been.

SPEAK EASY by Redmond
There is always loud complaint

that a number like 044-6600

seems more important to the

university administration than a

student's name or even his very

existence. Without it, it seems,
a talented, well-rounded, unique

and individual human being is

an unperson.

At least there is a different

number for each person. The
computer may not know your
talents or your curves, but at

least it can never confuse you
with anybody else.

But maybe that is because un-
iversity makes at least a token

effort at recognizing the indiv-

idual. The syndrome has a more
diabolical side in high school,

where a name simply does not
exist unless the form number
is tacked onto it. When "Bob

Letters

Jones" becomes "Bob Jones

12 D", Bobby is classified, stig-

matized and disposed of. Be
knows the slot he, fits in, and
he'll never have the temerity to

try to step out.

And when Bobby gets to univer-
sity, he has thoroughly absorbed
the idea. No individualism for

him -- and he is dumbfounded
when it turns out that here he
doesn't have a form number.
What does he do to provide the

docket, to classify himself com-
fortably in this frightening world?
He goes outandpaints"Meds74"
on every fence in sight.

You know what a horror regis-
tration is, don't you. How long it

takes; how many meaningless

forms have to be filled in (Who
was your grandfather? What did

he die of? How long did you serve

for it? ); how many people have
to verify your existence and en-
sure that the almighty IBM 360
approves of you.

Registration this year was
something of a shock. It only took
fifteen or twenty minutes! But
this new efficiency is not simply
the result of the effervescent
brain of the highly original Ralfe
J. Clench, Jr. And now the real
story can be told.

It all hinges on Who's Where,
that notorious directory of inac-
curate telephone numbers. I n
past years its worthy staff hired
a vast number of otherwise job-
less students to write out each
copy of the book by hand. Thus,
the reason why you had to r^"

your name and address five thou-

sand times at registration is

obvious. Five thousand copies of

Who's Where are produced each

year.

This year Who's Where dis-

covered the computer. This will

have several practical effects.

First, obviously, the book will be

printed by computer. Second, it

will take less time — anybody

knows computers are smarter

than people, especially univer-

sity students. Finally, the staff

will no longer have to compile

the book in the registration line.

The abolition of this pleasant

custom has had one adverse ef-

fect, however. Students can no

longer obtain these clerical jobs,

and so the unemployment sit-

uation is worse than ever.

What do you do about a pro-
fessor who starts your first mor-
ning of the year by announcing
that he wants no talking of any
kind in the classroom?
And then says that the final

exam will be worth thirty-seven

and a half percent of the year's
mark?
And then remarks that he

doesn't really care whether you
come to class or not?

And then warns that he thinks

he will give ten unannounced
quizzes during the year to make
sure your doing your reading
assignments? And then explains
that they'll each count exactly
one percent of the final mark?
And has the audacity to be

young and wear a beard?
It makes you wonder how mixed

up this place really is.

Letters
BREAD AND CIRCUSES

Bread circuses—and now foot-

ball 'matches. Temporal institu-

tions perform eternal functions,

Caligula would be tickled pink.

I was profoundly disturbed,

disenchanted and disheartened

to discover at last Saturday's

"Frosh Football Game" that

mass idiocy at athletic exhibi-

tions is a universal phenomenon,
extending even—perhaps especi-

ally—to the colleges of the land.

This is my first year at uni-

versity, and in my grammar
school days in England, I was
under the impression that the
universities of the New World
represented a bastion of individ-

ualism, comparatively secure
from the encroaching conform
ism of this affluent age. Now
I see that impression was an
illusion arising from insufficient

information.

How many of these asses pur-
porting to call themselves stu-
dents ask themselves—why.

i

To me. The Great Saturday
Afternoon Reversion to/Reaffir-

mation of Inanity and Insanity-

appears to be a reflection of

the self-conscious and (too
often) mindless adoption of the
Swashbuckling College Student
image, assiduously fostered in
the freshman class by the sec-
ond-year men and epitomized
by "Your Old Queen's Sweater".

It represents a rather sorry
collective effort by the—reputed— 'best young brains in the coun-
try, alert and perceptive, ques-
tioning and debunking, flexible
and adventurous.

The lone rationalization for
this juvenile display. "Good
Clean Fun !" A Saturday after-
noon of jollity, merriment and
gaiety.

Pinch someone at the next
Episode. He/She won't feel a
thing, and you'll discover ticky-
tacky.

Come to Kingston, Charles de
Gaulle — revolt will never pen-
etrate to Queen's, for football

games offer more fun and a bet-
ter spectacle. Besides, they've
got a better public image.

Finally, some lines composed
in a moment of reflection amid
the calculated lunacy of a re-
sidence weekend:

ODE TO A HBRSHEY BAR
Hieronymous Bosch, an impud-

ent frosh,

Finding Queen's U. a bit dreary
Put to his vig, in a fit of disdain,
A seeming-impossible query
' What the Helll's going on

here."

Quoth the vig in scathing
riposte:

"You're a boor, you're a sod,
i m suave, I'm a god,
And though you be presently

lost,

Remember:

SU
,T

her
f

t0 procure a Pa«To the ranks of the Great Mid-
dle Class

Where I'm sure you"U redeem
the cost.

Beside
f-

d<^'t ask bloody silly
questions!"

Letters
Thus raced by this cogent dir-

ective,

Of polished, refined invective,
Though booted, bewhiskered,'

and belted,

Hieronymous—melted. Sic tran-
sit gloria.

Moral: people who live in glass
houses don't like others trying
to disrobe them.

NICK ORWOOD
DISASTER ?

Everyone agrees that the dis-
aster exercise was a tremendous
success. Perhaps it was even
more successful than many of
us realize.

The efficiency displayed by
Kingston City Police is parti-
cularly heartening. It is com-
forting to know that Kingston's
finest will be able to anticipate
any future disaster by at least
three hours. This faculty gives
them ample opportunity to post
the area around the site with
"emergency no parking" signs
to facilitate coping' with the

disaster when it arrives.
It will aiso give them ample

opportunity to raise money (pre-
sumably to aid in disaster re-
lief) by ticketing the oars whose
owners (probably in a secret

plot to promote chaos) had
parked them there, before the
signs were erected, in a vain
attempt to elude the long arm of
fine law.

H is good to know that the
exercise gave the police ample
time to praotice these subtleties.

TERRY O'HARA

GRAFFITI

I suggest that you should ask
the following questions: —

1. Why has the Medical Facul-
ty admitted a 10 year old into
Meds '74?

2. Why hasn't the Administra-
tion given him enough lavatory
wall space to write on ?

STUART RYAN

1
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Simon Fraser: a history of a revolution
by CHRIS REDMOND

Canada's most dramatic univer-

sity crisis resulted in fhe dismissal

of three presidents at t rion Fraser

Lmvdrsity this rummer;

The crisis erupted May 27 when
the Canadian Association of Univer-

sity Teachers censured the univer-

sity for administrative interference

in faculty affairs. The CAUT report

said SFU president Patrick McTag-

gart-Cowan often neglected griev-

ances and headed "a somewhat

feudal structure". He had failed,

they said, "to carry on appropriate

administration of the university".

And the board of governors had in-

terfered too often in the day-to-day

running of the university, produc-

ing as a result "a Byzantine sch-

mozzle".

CAUT also said chancellor Gor-

don Shrum, co-chairman of British

Columbia Hydro, had too much

power in the university. "Dr.

Shrum is the most powerful man in

the university", former student

president Arthur Weeks agreed.

Shrum was largely responsible for

the creation and rapid opening of

SFU.

The following day a faculty meet-

ing also demanded that McTaggart-

Cowan resign.

A student meeting the same day
also demanded his resignation and
stated minimum student demands
for drastic reforms in the univer-

sity's structure. They called for

reorganization of the board of gov-

ernors, giving faculty and students

majority control; reorganizing the

senate to be a student-faculty body
only and making it the chief de-

cision-making body; regular elec-

tion of the president and chancel-

lor; and "democratization of the

department structures". The meet-

ing threatened a strike "to liberate

the classrooms".

Almost the full usual number of

students were attending the univer-

sity in the summer term of SFU's

three-semester schedule.

McTaggart-Cowan said he would
not be "intimidated" and said he
would not resign unless the board
of governors asked him to. That
evening the board, at its regular

meeting, fired him. Officially he
was placed on extended leave of
absence. "In view of all the cir-

cumstances", said chancellor Gor-
don Shrum, "we thought he should
take some time off".

John F. Ellis, an associate dean
of the faculty of education, was
named interim president.

A mass student meeting debated

a one-week class boycott. A stu-

dent council decision that a 50%
majority would be necessary to call

the boycott was overruled and a

two-thirds majority substituted; the

vote was 58% in favour and there-

fore no strike was held.

The elected slate advocated con-
frontation with the power structure,

a bargaining approach to any meet-
ings with the administration, de-
centralization of the administration,

and wider democracy in the student
government.

Loney criticized MacPherson's
stand against drastic reform of the
board of governors. "These cor-

porate businessmen are the root of

the trouble", he stated.

Two joint student-faculty commit-
tees were formed: one to select a

new president, the other to discuss

changes in university government.
Committees were also set up to

consider academic changes in de-

partments, most conspicuously in

the department of politics, socio-

logy and anthropology, in which
most of the activities are centred;

it will discuss teaching methods,

course planning, and similar issues.

More letters...

"A civilizing influence"

During time away from my regular

studies 1 had occasion to read and re-

tlpot on non technical literature. I think

the following excerpt from Aldous Hux-

ley's "Censorship and Literature" is very

perilinent to Humanities and Social

Science courses as given to engineers

and others.
. . .the heads of most umver

silies and technical schools have insisted

that specialist training be accompanied

and preceded by a course in the humani-

ties The intentions here are excellent but

what are the results ? Not, I would guess

from casual observations, entirely satis-

factory And the reason, it seems to me,

is tJiat the humanities, in so far as the-y

are genuinely humane, do not lend them-

selves to being taught with an eye to fu-

ture examinations and the accumulation

of credits. If specialists are to be civiliz-

ed — and it is imperative that they

should be civilized, and civilized, what

is more, on every I« :l of the hierarchy,

from garage- median :e up to atomic pn>-

siniol — some thine less formal, less for

midable and above all, less silly than

credit - gaining courses in insight, eval-

uation and life wisdom should be offered

If marks are to be given, a great deal of

time will have to be wasted on the ques-

tion, so dear to pedants, but so totally

beside the point: Who influenced whom
to say what and when ? Whereas the only

question that really matters, the only

question whose anwser can, exert a civ-

ilizing influence on the future specialist

is the question asked by Buddha and

Jesus, by Lao-tsu and Socrates, by Job

and Aeschylus, by Chaucer, Shakespeare

and Dostoevsky, by every philosopher,

every mvstic, every great artist: WHO
AM I AND WHAT IF ANYTHING, CAN
I DO ABOUT IT ?

Oh well back to Philosophy. Let s see

now where was I ? Ah yes — Duns Scotus

on the logic of the doctrinal develop-

menl. "I could be; it ought to be; there-

fore it is."

VIJAY BHARGAVA
SCIENCE '70

On August 1, Dr. Kenneth Strand,
an economics professor, was ap-
proved as president by the board
after he was suggested by faculty

vote and grudgingly agreed to by
a student committee. The students

had acquired veto power over the
faculty nomination, and agreed to

it only on condition that he accept
certain student demands.

These included a requirement
that he serve for no longer than
twelve months, and that he resign

immediately if the faculty passes a

vote of no confidence in him.

The students said the compromise
would prevent a deadlock in which
the board of governors could make
its own selection.

Strand said he would attempt to

have the CAUT censure of the uni-

versity removed.

Ellis maintained that he was "a

revolutionary and an old Berkeley

man", but resigned three days later

in the face of a faculty demand to

be allowed to elect the university

president.

The faculty selected Archibald

MacPherson, dean of arts, who was
accepted by the board. MacPher-

son said he would emphasize facul-

ty demands rather than student

wishes, but added that the student

demands must be discussed. In

particular, he said he opposed re-

organization of the board of gover-

nors.

A student power faction won the

student government elections; Mar-

tin Loney, president of SFU's chap-

ter of Students for a Democratic

University, was elected student

president. (In March 1967, Loney

and four other teaching assistants

had been fired for their involve-

ment in a Vancouver high school

dispute, They were reinstated af-

1er a threatened student strike.

Loney was chosen president-elect

of the Canadian Union of Students

at the CUS congress late last

month).

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM
By ALLEN GARR

Canadian University Press

Simon Fraser University, the

Bethlehem of student revolt,

reached another golden mile-

stone in the revolution when
last week they/ynveiled a plaque
to commemorate the reinstate-

ment of five teaching assistants

fired in March, 1967.

The young radicals did not

wait all this time to order the

"Freedom Square" plaque; in-

deed, it was ordered in March,

1967. But the battle to install

the piece of metal which cost the

students the equivalent of 150

copies of "The Quotations of

Chairman Mao" took more man
hours than the actual revolt it

celebrates.

When the students announced

they were going to order a pla-

que to be placed in Freedom

Square dedicated to those "who
gave of themselves in the cause

of academic freedom", the ad-

ministration balked.

Simon Fraser is primarily a So-

cial Credit government tourist at-

traction which, on free days, is

used by students. To mar the

landscape of that memorial to

free enterprise with gibberish

would be, you must admit, some-

how wrong. A reply was sent

to the students.

"Dear students; We have

checked the plans of SFU and

can nowhere find an area desig-

nated Freedom Square. lf„how-

ever, you do insist on making

this plaque a gift to the u/iiver-

sity, it must be approved by the

aesthetics committee.

Your servants, The Boys in the

Front Office".

The student council saw this

as a right-wing ploy. But, just

as they were about to act, some-
one noted that the plaque had

been mis-placed.

Arguments were presented by

the left wing fringe that 150 cop-

ies of "The Quotations of Chair-

man Mao" would not have been

as easily mis-placed and, besides,

they would give the students

something to read until the pla-

que was located.

Some months later a tyoung

frosh, while busily looking, for

poster material to make up so*r*$e

welcome signs for the Canadian

Legion Pincher Creek Ladies Aux-
iliary who were about to visit,

SFU, stubbed his toe on what he

thought was a very hip door

jam.
His burning investigative fer-

vour, given to him at registra-

tion, drove him onward.
.
He

flipped the jam over and there,

for God and everyone to see,

was the plaque.

That nite SFU saw merriment

and pizza eating it had never

dreamed of. Another student

had consciously and adamantly

given of himself.

But what to do with the pla-

que now re-discovered? The ad-

ministration . . . they must have

a safe. And so, before another

student could lift a beer glass in

the name of freedom, the plaque

was dropped into the bottomless

pit of the bursar's safe.

Student newsmen immediate-

ly picked up the trail and went

camera in hand, to snap a pix

of the plaque. The administra-

tion balked: "If the students

want a picture, the plaque must

be important".

The newspaper received a

communication via the Dean of

Student Affairs. "Dear students:

We have noted your request and

shall look into the matter. A
brief call to the aesthetics com-

mittee, however, indicates that

no plaque has ever been approv-

ed. Further, we have checked

the plans of the university and

can find no space allocation for

freedom. Bearing in mind that

students are our most important

product, we remain yours, The

Dean etc".

MM
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PALOM. R PICIdRES INTERNATIONAL

SSdiveyPoUiei'
all out for love.

Movies:

The secret Life of

an American Wife
Take a "Midnight" front

page story with a "True

Confession ' approach of in-

timate secrecy — blast it

across the fact of a movie
screen and what have you
got. (?)
George Axelrod's little

epic, written, produced and
directed by himself, plunges

his audience into the crumb-
ling private life of Victoria,

wife of Tom, slave-agent to

a big-time movie star. Her
problem? She feels that

her husband no longer finds

her sex-ually attractive, pre-

ferring instead Susie Stein-

burgh (the girl next door)
who has bigger ahem-hems

than she has. Driven to

desperation, she enrolls as

call girl to the big star him-

self, pouring out her heart

to him (mingled with tears

and neurotic ravings) and
receives from him . . . conso-

lation.

In the course of events,

she discovers that the big

bad star conceals a heart of

gold, that her husband

nc

9

MUSIC

AOULT ENTERTAINMENT

especially wh

MONTREAL AT PRINCESS ST.

TELEPHONE 546-5395

Need a break ? Queen's music

department has a comprehensive

library of light and classical

music, plus full listening facil-

ities. These are available to stu-

dent use, without cost, upstairs

in ihe Music Department dur-

ing the school day, and from

ten until noon on Saturdays,

and two until four Saturdays.

It's a great chance to enjoy

tranquility for a change. .

ALSO Short subject by NORMAN McLAREN

"PAS DE DEUX"

390 PRINCESS STREET - PHONE 50-U2I

1X)X

// you ma
The Fox is still at the Hylam

weekend and if you haven
ready seen it, it's certainly wc

your time. It even has a mora
like my Grannie used to say

"Girts, trust no man,
Not even your brother

If you must love,

Love one another".

Bill's back!

He's back! Bill Bosworth
and his group will be hold-

ing forth into the early

hours (10-2) at the stu-

dents' own Bitter Grounds
coffee shop.

The sound will be the

bluesy dixie - land stuff

that's been so popular on
campus, as any habitue of

the or even the Levana for-

mal can tell you.

It's the act to catch this

Friday and Saturday as you

rest after the mad evertions

of yet another Grant dance.
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New Theatre Company

p on the girl

nd that she is

attractive after

2 drama ends
Tom's self-lib-

the tyranical

biz, and final-

ion of the two,
n the declar-

ove and — of
iss.

idemn this film

ook trash would,
unjust and

ts plainly recog-

city, in its pa-

: honesty — it

Jeep nerve in a

and embar-

U

World Premiere
It s a new play and new companyme New Theatre Company is pre-

senting its second production at the
isrand Theatre this weekend. The
play is Clearway by Vivienne Mel-
bourne and the director, Nancy Hel-
wig, thinks that this will be its world
premiere.

Clearway is concerned with a group
of working-class high school dropouts
in the

: British Midlands. They spend
their life around the local cafe and
never question their existence until
the arrival of a man from the out-
side.

Through him they become conscious
of the futility and clausmophobia of
heir small town living, and the once
tightly knit group rapidly unravels
Ihere s a knife fight, an accident, and
dissatisfaction.

The young cast— Michael Mawson,
James Gerrard, and Richard Parting-
ton from last week's Caretaker aug-
mented by three local amateurs, Ther-
esa Sears, Chris Cunningham, and Lor-
raine Behnan — hopes to create an
authentic atmosphere of dissent.

This sort of play would seem to be
another indication of the current trend
that seeks to examine the anxiety, the
homelessness, the pathic restlessness
of our generation.

Clearway may be said to have its

antecedents in plays and films like
The Ernie Game, Owen's Nobody
Waved Goodbye, You're a Big Boy
Now, and organized off Broadway
and especially the West End produc-
tion of Scruggs last year.

Clearway offers a new slant on a
contemporary and universal dilemma
and here it is in Kingston, surprise!

Radio de la Reine

Up tight ? Hung up ? Bored ?

No desire to see the local chil-

dren's art display ? Well then,

all you Queeney-boppers and
campus groovies, this is where'
it's at. I mean it's happening
here, this weekend and every
following one at C.F.R.C., your
"non - profit, non - commercial
station". This station's gonna
blow your mind. We've got a

programme guaranteed to make
your weekend groove.

Keep reading . . . dinner 'a

deux" with "Candalabra", a
•show designed to set the desired
mood . . . follow it up with Folk
Programme or better yet, Jazz
Forever

. . . keep reading, man
. . . Saturday's the FOOTBALL
GAME, and an evening of con
tinuous music (well until 2:00
a.m.) . . . and Sunday ! —
classics by request. Excited ? —
tune in, turn on ( (he radio,

too !) — Vig No. 12

VTE HANBRIDGE

ove . .

.

The other movie in town is For
Love of Ivy at the Capitol in

ich we are treated to the spec-
ie of the new hip-image Sidney
itier indulging in a sophisticated
stick a la Doris Day.

If you're tired of frag-

menting, analyzing and re-

assembling everything that's

being thrown at you in

classes, you might drop in-

to the Agnes Etherington

Art Centre and experience
the Kinetic Light Composi-
tion Show.

Designed by Paul C. Ham-
ilton, a former assistant cur-

In case you haven't caught
Ihe bulletin "Art on Cam-
pus", the Agnes Etherington

Art Centre is offering a

worthwhile and exciting

program of extension class-

es in painting, sculpture and
the craft of BATIK. The
workshop for university stu-

dents is directed by Stan
Swain and the sessions are

on Monday evenings, 7:00
to 9:00 p.m. starting Oct.

7th. Registration is in per-

son on Monday evenings In

Person, Sept. 23 at the Art

Centre- Interested students
can pick up relevant folders

at the Art Centre.

The Ohosen Few are doing
their thing at The Pub, 686 Prin-

cess Street. Then, the 401 has a

Miss Dianne Merritt.

For the rest of you, there's

The Manor.

ator, it is a visual show that

will give you a sense of

peace rather than exhilira-

tion. But it is just this rest-

ful quality that makes it

worth seeing- Murky ima-

ges in extremely beautiful

colours, weave patterns on

a translucent screen; the

mood is one of timeless-

ness. One is invited to sim-

Besides this, the centre is

offering an ambitious pro-

gramme of illustrated lec-

tures entitled "A Survey of

the History of Modern
Painting", to be given by
George Keyes of the De-

partment of Art History.

These lectures will be at

4:30 p.m. in the art centre

on Sept. 23, 30, Oct. 7, 16,

21, 28.

ply appreciate without in-

tellectual strain, a rare treat

nowadays.
The Light Show will be

seen starting Monday, Sept.

23 and will be here for an

indefinite period of time.

Go and see it— it is like

stumbling through a door in

the wall, into 25 minutes of

magic. —VIRGINA CLESSE

Above and beyond this

long-term programme the
Gallery Association is hold-

ing an open event— "A
Film Thing", an experiment
in Communication through
the medium of Film. This is

Friday, Sept. 20th at 8:30

p.m. (refreshments are ser-

ved). Visit the Art Centre

and do take advantage of

the Art Centre— you won't

be disaoDointed.
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Freshmen seek communication, challenge

By ALEX BINKLEY

Dave Willmot the newly

elected president of Arts

72 said that he deplored

the "disturbing" lack of

communication around
Queen's especially between

the various forms of student

government and the gen-

eral body of students. Will-

mot and another presiden-

tial aspirant Fred Monkman
spoke out about the hous-

ing crisis. Monkman stated

that he "would like to go on

record as actively displeas-

ed with the housing situa-

tion and supporting the

Emergency Committee on

Housing".
Mary Cornish, the Vice-

President told her fellows

that Arts 72 had to make

its influence felt at Queen's.

Steve Cutway, a blind

student from Kingston elect-

ed to the post of Asst. Sec-

retary-Treasurer, was easily

the most dynamic speaker

of the evening.

The reaction of the fresh-

men who attended the 2V4

hour session was varied.

Some sat through the

whole evening fanning their

faces almost indifferent to

what was going on around

them. Others followed the

speeches with varying de-

grees of interest—laughing

and clapping in appropriate

places.

A few, disgusted with

everything, walked out. As

one left he muttered under

his breath that the whole

thing was a big establish-

ment put-on.

However most freshmen

seemed satisfied with things

as they were.

One idea that came out ot

the evening was that the

first year elections should

be held weeks later so that

the candidates could dis-

cuss the issues with a little

more understanding.

When Andy Pipe ad-

dressed the assembly to ex-

hort the students to push

for academic reforms, one

co-ed asked for his name so

she could vote for him. She

seemed very disappointed

when told that he was in

Arts 71.
Some of the freshmen

would like to have seen
- more of the counter-orien-

tation program. One stu-

dent would like to have

seen the program better or-

ganized so that the fresh-

men would know what was

going on before they got

here.

One freshette was disap-

pointed with the counter-

orientation programmes she

attended because those

who did come would never

have been challenged any-

where.

She hoped that in the fu-

ture the counter-orientation

program, which she thought

was a good idea, would be

better organized.

Another freshette was dis-

appointed because she fe t

that to most kids the week

was nothing more than a

-big social bag". Little was

presented to the freshmen

to make them aware of

the challenges present at

Queen's for those who
wanted to look for them.

However most of the

freshmen seemed to enjoy

the week very much. They
enjoyed meeting all sorts of

people and felt that their

year was now a cohesive

unit.

On other campuses

UBC OPENS SENATE

VANCOUVER (CUP)—The
University of British Colum-
bia has become the second
Canadian school to open its

Senate meetings to the pub-
lic. Simon Fraser University

has been doing this for

some time.

The decision, passed by a

35-24 vote, climaxed a year

long fight which started

when UBC first elected stu-

dent senators. One of them,
Kirsten Emmott resigned be-

cause she felt she was frus-

trated with students inabil-

ity to influence university

Arts '72 executive
I President: DAVE WILLMOT
I Vice-President: MARY CORNISH

I Treasurer: PAUL BARRON
; Secretary: ROBERT AMOS

! Male Social Convener: MAC GERVAN
• Female Social Convener: JO ROGERS

Male Constable: ROBERT ANNIS

Female Constable: MARTHA McKIVER

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Male:

STEVE CUTWAY .

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Female:

PEG PARNELl

Athletic Stick: GREG THOMPSON

policies.

Before accepting the de-

cision, the Senate defeated

a motion to bar newsmen
and non-students, but size

restrictions will limit the au-

dience to thirty.

TORONTO LANDLORD
PICKETED

TORONTO ( CUP) —
Twelve University of Toron-

to students picketed an

apartment building whose
landlord, they say, IS FORC-
ING FAMILIES TO move in

order to rent to student ten-

ants.

Fifteen families were for-

ced to move when Arnold

Blundell raised rents by

$100— they could not af-

ford the increase. Now a

number of Ryerson students

paying $65 a month have

moved in four or five to an

apartment.
The protestors. Students

Organization for Fair Ac-

commodation, have written

Toronto Mayor Dennison

and Ontario Attorney-Gen-

eral Wishart asking for

forms of rent control.

The group's spokesman,
Sherry Brydson, says Blun-

ders operation reflects the

general student housing sit-

uation in Toronto. "All the

student gets is over-crowd-

ing and ever-charging", she

said. "Blundell is not the

only landlord doing this—

he is typical. A landord is

entitled to make a profit,

but he has gone past that

point".
Blundell has kept out of

sight and was unavailable

for comment.

ANOTHER COLUMBIA
AVOIDED

URBANA, ILL. (CPS) —
Three hundred negro stu-

dents were arrested at a

tent-in at the University of

Illinois. The students were
protesting overcrowded
conditions in their univer-

sity owned housing.

The Illinois administration

claimed it avoided another

Columbia by calling the po-

lice to break up the demon-
stration. They said that the

negros misinterpreted the

conditions as discrimination.

The students feel differ-

ently. They say they are

being given second - class

housing because the univer-

sity considers them to be

second-class citizens.

POSTERS BY PAINTERS
until September 29

Selections from the Permanent Collection

until October 6

AT THE ART CENTRE

St. Thomas More)

R.C. CAMPUS PARISH

MASSES

Sundays:

Dunning Hall Auditorium

10:30 a.m.

4:30 p.m.

Weekdays:

Newman Centre

164 University Ave.

4:30 p.m.

VAN'S GIFT &

SMOKE CENTRE

290V2 Princess, down
from Clergy

PERSONALITY POSTERS

JOKES & NOVELTIES

CARDS WITH A SMILE

3mmtal
Needs

NEWS REPORTERS SPORTS REPORTERS

TYPISTS AD SALESMEN

PHOTOGRAPHERS FEATURE WRITERS

LAYOUT MEN DARKROOM MEN

RESEARCHERS TELEPHONERS

RECEPTIONISTS GIRL FRIDAYS

Drop In and browse around;

In the basement of the Union

ANY ONE INTERESTED IN PREPARING

PAPERS OR RESOLUTIONS IN ANY AREA

(e.g. HOUSING, EDUCATION) TO BE DIS-

CUSSED AT THE ONTARIO UNION OF

STUDENTS CONGRESS SHOULD SUBMIT

T^ESE TO THE A.M.S. OFFICE BY TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER 24th OR PRESENT THEM AT

THE A M.S. MEETING ON THAT NIGHT.

MASS
COMMUNICATIONS

Faculty and students are cordially invited to attend

the first of the Dunning Trust Lectures, "Mass
Communications: The Argument About Effect".

Prof. Richard Hoggart, Director, Center For Con-
temporary Cultural Studies, The University of Bir-

mingham, will deliver the lecture on Monday,
September 23, in Dunning Hall, at 8:15 p.m. Title

of the lecture series is "Dimensions of Freedom".

Dunning Trust Lecture Series

TINY TIM
SAY:

TIP TOE
TO THE

COMMERCE,

<l>
CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE

1
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National News
STUDENTS NOT VIOLENT

OTTAWA (CUP) — The Canadian Union of Students
charged last night that violence in the student move-
ment has been initiated by the state and the police
and that the "brutal repression of the student move-
ment by the police and army has been matched only
by the skill with which the media has blamed the
violence on the students."

In a strongly worded statement, CUS said the image
of the student movement as a conspiratorial elite dedi-
cated to chaos and violence is one created by the
media and is false.

CUS finds it "ironic that the present labels—
'violence', 'anarchist," 'saboteur' — should be applied
to a movement which has its roots deep in the struggle
for peace".

Charges of violence, says the student organization,
began as soon as the protest moved beyond the level
of academic debate and began to "threaten establish-
ed interests and attempted real change".

In talking about the coming year, CUS said, "We
may see theory linked with action. We may see students
demanding changes in the university and using their

power to see them occur. But we need see no violence
unless administrators decide to use police against stu-

dent action and student demands."

BRANDON
BRANDON (CUP) — The Brandon University boycott
died yesterday when students voted to accept a com-
promise administration proposal which will stall action
on democratization of -trie university for over a month.

At a late night meeting yesterday, well over half

of the school's students accepted the settlement of an
ad hoc committee to review all existing senate com-
mittees and recommended possible changes.

Student leaders had earlier called a boycott if the
Senate did not grant student representation on the
discipline committee and the adult admission committee,

Canadian Union of Students field secretary, Don
Kissick told the students to strike. "This is a favorite

administration tacfic — put everything into a committee.
If students are going to do anything, they must stop
playing administrative games-"

CUS Referendums
OTTAWA (CUP) — The Universities of Windsor and
Alberta have joined the growing list of campuses to
hold referendums on Canadian Union of Students
membership.

Alberta, out of CUS since fall of 1966, has been
a long time opponent of CUS's political stands. It claims
that student councils have no right to make decisions
for individual students and should concentrate on pro-
viding student services.

At Windsor a petition from 250 anti-CUS students
forced the referendum two days after the student's
council had defeated a similar motion.

Carleton, Memorial, Mount Saint Vincent and Leth-

bridge Universities will all hold CUS referendums this

fall.

Freshmen want representation

MONTREAL
MONTREAL (CUP)—More chips fell off the crumbling

wall of Canadian University secrecy Wednesday as the .

McGill University Senare voted to open its meetings.

After a year and a half of bitter debate, the Senate

decided to allow members of the University community
and accredited press representatives to observe the
meetings.

Although the Senate is withholding its university

legislation pending Board of Governors approval, it is

expected that eight students will be added to the sen-

ate and that faculty representation will be tripled.

WINNIPEG
WINNIPEG (CUP)—The University of Manitoba

student's union refused to send seven student sena-

tors to the school's 70-man Senate. The administration,

on the other hand, refused to accept the students' right

to reject the seats.

The students are demanding that students be guar-

anteed seats on the board of governors, the meetings

be open, and students decide the method of selection

of their senators.

By STUART RYAN

Approxiamtely 70 members of f» AMS executive, the SNU and
Arts 72 appeared at the Arts and the Journal to aspects of orien-
Science Undergraduate Society tation such as hazing, and said
meeting last night to express
their approval of this year's
orientation programme.
The freshmen also demanded

representation on the AMS since
they make up one third of the
student body. Chuck Edwards,
AMS president, expressed his
agreement on this point after-
wards and stated that he would
be amenable to seating one rep-
resentative for each freshman
year.

They stated that they were
shocked at the "opposition" of

that the present system was a
good introduction to university

life. Their spokesmen talked a-

bout the "generation gap" be-
tween freshmen and more senior
students who criticise the bad
parts of university life whilst
ignoring the good.

The group expressed their

views in a song set to the tune

of "Your Old Queen's Sweater."

"They took away our frosh

courts

New look to CFRC
By ALLAINE ARMSTRONG

Queen's radio station CFRC, the party sounds of uptempo and
the second oldest station in Can- variety listening. On Saturday
ada, has a new manager. He is nights at 8:00 "Campus Talent"
Andrew Marshall, Arts 66, anc will present a pre-recordedpro-

'

has six years experience on the gram of student performances,
station. Would be performers are asked

Along with a new manager, to drop- in anytime at the station.

CFRC also has a new look. "In

previous years, students have felt

that the kind of music they enjoy,

like rock and folk-rock, has not

been adequately represented on
CFRC," Mr. Marshall explains.

This year's agenda includes sev-

eral new programs.

"Candelabra", a dinner hour

easy-listening show features a

new concept, high quality pops.

Towards twelve, "TheNowSound
of Nocturne," will switch in with

PARIS
PARIS ( CUPI ) — The French

student rebellion flared briefly

again Wednesday when police

were called in to evict students

from the Paris School of Fine

Arts.

About twenty students had

taken over the building and raised

the red flag to protest continued

closure of the school.

CFRC will also be broadcasting

all Gael games.

Those interested in helping

with the student-run station are

invited to meet at 7:30 p.m.,

Monday, September 23 in room
102 Carruther's Hall. As Mr.

Marshall points out, CFRC is

the only university station in

Canada broadcasting AM and FM
radio, with future plans for sep-

arate FM programming and

sterio.

Founded in 1922 as a public

relations wing of the university,

CFRC is on the air everyThurs-

day to Sunday.

And almost took our tarns

And they took away our early

morning rise.

Bat we'll fight the faculty abase

us

For all those who will foUnrw
And the frosh spirit will never

die."

Student

Calendar

First priority in a report

submitted to the Arts andScience

Undergraduate Society as to lines

of action this year was the for-

mation of student calendar. Sub-

mitted at last night's ASUS meet-

ing the proposal suggested that

a calendar be formed to give

students' assessmenents of their

courses and their professors, ft

was reported that professors

consulted held some reservations

but agreed in principle.

Other ideas discussed at the

meeting included suggestions

that ASUS set up informal liaison

with orientation groups and that

inter-faculty communications be

established.

Spokesman Peter Eddison ex-

pressed interest in the Carleton

undergraduate teaching report, a

scheme to analyse the exam
system in order to improve it,

and the formation of arts courses

on such topics as freedom and

authority, the psychological so-

cial and economic consequences

of war, and related topics.

QUEEN'S DEPT.

OF DRAMA

AUDITIONS
for

a November production

of

VIET

ROCK
September 16. 17, 18, 19

Phcne 3327 or visit Depart-

ment of Drama in Old Arts

Building for an audition time.

Any Queen's Student

Welcome

Bitter
Grounds
AUDITIONS

Main Lounge
Clarke Hall

7:00 p.m. on

Tuesday, September 24

Requests For

A.M.S.

CLUB GRANTS
Being received in

AM.S. Offiee

until October 10

I
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Telephones, new atmosphere in residence
, =,„ ,„ irfmrove- and will iih

By ALEX BINKLEY

Chandeliers in the Leon-

ard Hall Cafeteria seem un-

believable! However this

novelty is only a part of the

improvements undertaken

on Leonard. Field.

The walls of the cafeteria

have been painted and blue,

fancy gold, curtains have

been hung. The ceiling

beams have been painted a

flat brown. The wood pan-

els are to be stained and

there is consideration being

given to painting the backs

of the chairs.

Prof G. R. McGrath, Di-

rector of Men's Residences,

explains the improvements

this way, "In the past the

dining hall has suffered

from the excesses of its in-,

hafaifarits and also from its

own decorum.

"It is hoped that the new

atmosphere will improve

the habits and conduct of

•he residents of Leonard

Field The old barn has

thankfully gone and in the

future should be more in-

viting for non-residents^

"The P.A. system, which

is notorious for its ineffici-

ency has been completely

revamped and has come to

be operated in two separate

sections".

While the cafeteria ap-

pears to be the main area

of concentration, 'other

areas of the field have also

had work done on them.

Morris Hall-has been com-

pletely repainted. The col-

ours for the residence were

chosen by the students and

are quite a change from the

Da
New turnnure was pur-

chased for McNeill House as

well for Leonard Hall. New

tile drain was put down

and the centre field was re-

turfed. Also improving the

exterior has been the pav-

ing of the rest of the walks,

thus, cutting down on the

mud to be tracked into the

residences.

The other major addition

to the residences has been

the installation of 765 tele-

phones.
Each double room has a

phone of its own and two

single rooms share a party

line A telephone book has

been put out by the Mens,

Womens and Graduate res-

idences with all the num-

bers listed in them.

The convenience of these

personal phones is tremen-

dous as line-ups and frayed

temps are avoided. These

765 phones are an imp

ment over the previous 63.

The major jctivity in the

women's residence has been

the construction of the two

new wings on Victoria Hall

Dean Bryce is very hopeful

that by the end of the

month most of the problems

will be cleared away and

the girls will be in their

rooms. . .

Another major project is

the construction of Levana

Court behind Ban Righ and

Adelaide Hall. The Dean is

hopeful that this area will

be an attraction to the girls

and will improve the land-

scape around that area.

Connected with this pro-

ject is the construction of a

new dining hall in the base-

ment of Ban Righ Hall.

. in the' usual cycle of re-

pairs and maintenance, Ban

Righ Hall was painted and

Adelaide Hall- was refur-

nished. .'•.;'--

The .
Women's residences

also had telephones install-

ed in them along the same

program as the men's resid-

ences. There were 743

phones installed in the vari-

ous residences.

"t" - I

Who's Where to be ready early
»» "v " . . „ „„j;* around

Who's Where will be

ready on October 25th this

year, almost a month earlier

than last year, Editor Scott

Wilson, second year law,

claims that the offset print-

ing method- now being used
'

will bring a saving in cost

The Campus Activities Committee

announces

of 15% and in time of two

weeks. However he added

that he was puzzled by the

fact that the administration

will not run the available

material through the com-

puter until .
October 2nd al-

though the lists will be

available September 23rd.

Wilson hopes ' that the

publication

make a profit around $200

as against a loss of $800 last

year. He added that it was
important that students who
want names, addresses or

phone numbers corrected

fill in an information sheet

to that effect in Ralfe

Clench's office in the base-

ment of Richardson Hall by

September 23rd.

QUEEN'S ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY

which

will handle all your entertainment bookings for

FREE
we have experienced people

— wide price lists on all groups

— personal contact with booking agents

AVAIL YOURSELF OF THIS SERVICE

IT'S FREE ATM) SUCCESSFUL
Contact BOYD SIMPSON or GORD DEEKS

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. —Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.L.U. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
_ ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

BEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO /ESTABLISHED 1889

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

(Corner Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Cleigy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam.
B.A., Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT. RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.— Morning Worship

7:03 p.m. Evening Worship

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"
CKLC

lt;15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

Introducing
Kingston's only club just for

Students

Cafe

d'echecs
477 Princess St. on premises

of Vagabond Restaurant

Entertainment

Friday & Saturday

PRESBYTERIAN?
COME TO A SUNDAY SUPPER

SEPT. 22nd

;t. ANDREW'S

5:00 P.M.

PRINCESS & CLERGY

Refreshments 60c Min.

LISTEN
DID YOU KNOW THAT RIGHT HERE ON CAM-

PUS IS A STUDENT WITH SIX YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

WITH MONTREAL'S LEADING AND MOST RESPECT-

ABLE STEREO COMPONENT DEALER? HE'LL GIVE

YOU HIS EXPERIENCE. FREE. JUST ASK HIM. AND

HE'S HONEST. NO GUFF. J. J. WOOD 546-4828.

IUDI0SH0P

ONE FULL YEAR'S GUARANTEE.
PARTS & LABOUR. UNCONDITIONAL.

AND, ON KITS, TOO!
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Final Tune-up in

Ottawa Sunday
By ALEX BINKLEY

Lansdowne Park in Ottawa
will be the scene of an import-

ant pre season football this Sun-
day. The Queen's Golden Gaels
will be playing the Ottawa Uni-

versity Gee-Gees. This game is

especially significant to The
Ottawa team because they would
very much like to enter the

S.I.F.L. A victory over Queen's
would be very impressive cre-

dentials to present for admis-

sion to the league. However the

Gaels will not want to be very

accomodating in that regard.

Coach Tindall was satisfied

with the Gaels performance last

Saturday against the old timers.

What the old Gaels lacked in

youth they had in experience.

They made the present Gaels

work and it was a good test for

the team. The offence seemed

good and with the return of

Terry Haggerty and Ron Clark

it should be in fine shape. The

real concern for the coach is

still the defense. A couple of

times on Saturday assignments,

were confused. However as the

defensive backfield continues

to work together conditions will

improve. The coach is hoping no
fatal errors will be made in the

meantime. He is continuing to

experiment with the linebakers,

Jim Tait has worked at both
corner and rover. End Theron
Craig has also tried corner back.

The Ottawa is reputed to be a

first rate team. They beat Aca-
dia University last week. They
have lost few players from last

years powerhouse squad and
have added several players with

experience in American college

football. They are considered to

be a rough sometimes dirty

team. In the words of Joel An-

derson who spent a couple of

days in their training camp
"They are characterized not by

finesse but by brutality". De-

spite their 19 to 6 loss to the

Gaels last year they feel they

should have won -the game;

They are going to be really be

up for the game this Sunday.

The Gaels are going to have to

work hard to bring a victory

back to Queen's.

Soccer Gaels boast

12 returning players Quarterback Don Bayne, No. 18, will lead the Gaels offence this weekend.

Twelve members of last year's

Eastern OQAA champion have

returned to the 1968 Soccer

Gaels. Three Of the team were

lost.

Clem Nwakwesi, one of the

strongest shooters and most ag-

gressive forwards has gone to

the University of Toronto;

Frank Dessombes. the backbone

of the defense and one of the

biggest men in the League is

out with bad knees; and Nyron

Devenish, an excellent play -

maker at halfback, has returned

to Trinidad. These three spots

will be extremely hard to fill.

The returnees, however, pre-

sent a strong team, at least on

paper. Positions have not yet

been set but Bob Shoniker, Joe

Janota, Hao Ho, Ian Jones. Stan

Taylor, Bob Moysey, Gord Mait-

land. and Mike Bassey have re-

turned to the field. Other pos-,

sible starters are Jim Pirie,

Fred Hansen, Pat Crean, Ade

Ojo, and Keith Storey.

Coach Calvin Greaves has

mentioned two of the remaining

twenty try-outs as being good

prospects, with the remainder

challenging for reserve and pos-

sibly starting spots. Greaves al-

so mentioned the possibility of a

second team that would pre-

pare future Intercollegiate play-

League play begins Sept. 28

against Universite de Montreal.

Ibaawa University and Carleton

University join Queen's, McGill,

Laval and Montreal in the Eas-

tern Division and Waterloo,

Western, Toronto, Guelph, and

McMaster make up the Western

Division. In the West each team

plays each team twice. In the

East there is a further division.

Queen's, Carleton, and Ottawa

are in one half and play each

other twice and each of Laval,

Montreal, and McGill once.

There is an Eastern Division

playoff followed by the League

Championship.

In recent years Queen's has

enjoyed a good deal of succes

in the East, as have Toronto in

the West, but with expansion of

the League and a longer sea-

son this may change. In any

situation the team looks" like a

strong one and after the first

game there should be more to

say in this respect.

H Sept. 28

H Oot. 5

A Oot. 11

A Oot. 12

A Oct. 19

H Oot. 26

H No. 2

Nov. 9

H Nov. 16

Montreal

Ottawa

Ottawa

Carleton

Laval

McGill

Carleton

Playoffs

Finals

Women's Athletic Council

promises expanded program

Women's athletics get under-

way at Queen's' next week with

the start of intramurals. A full

list of intramurals and their ten-

tative dates are posted in the

gymnasium. Other information

will be posted there and in re-

sidences throughout the year.

The Women's Athletic Coun-
cil, which organizes athletic

activities at Queen's is under
the able and enthusiastic leader-

ship this year of Sue Mason
and it is hoped that new and

more athletics for girls as weli

a= co-ed activities will bring in-

creased interest to the women's
program.

Next Wednesday night, Sep-

tember 25th., at 7:00 p.m. 'is

Girls' Athletics Night in the

gym to which all Queen's wo-

men are invited. They will see

demonstrations of various ath-

letic activities available at

Queen's, meet the members of

this year's Athletic Council, and
will be given an opportunity to

ask questions and hopefully,

sign up for some of the intra-

mural or intercollegiate learns.

This is a tremendous opporlun-

ity for interested girls to find

out exactly what is going on

and whom to blame if the athle-

tic program is not run properly.

At this time also, girls will be

asked to apply for -the position of

athletic representative for their

residence, a job which requires

By ANNE CARSWELL

poster-making and keeping in-

formed about women's athletics

in general. It is helpfuil, of
course, if the girl is enthusiastic
about the program.
One sport which is becoming

a big thing among the boys at

Queen's and has a good possibil-
ity of entering the women's cur-

riculum, is jogging, one of the

newest and most effective meth-
ods of physical fitness. Watch
for more information about this.

In the meantime, girls, get

caught up on your studie*»«o
that you can attend Atfiletic

Night next Wednesday.

SPORTS BRIEFS
ATHLETICS STICKS

The first meeting of the In-

tramural Athletic Council will
.be next Tuesday, September 24
at 7:30 p.m. in room 105, Gym.

All Year and Faculty Sticks
are urged to attend in order to
get the program off to a Hying
start.

Entries for Flag Football, Tug-
O-War, and Golf, close on Sep-
tember 26.

HOCKEY GAELS

There will be a meeting Thurs-

day, September 26, at 7:30 -

9:30 in the main Gymnasium.

After introduction, a Stanley
Cup, 1968, Movie will be shown.
There will be light conditioning.

Dress-jocks, shorts, and sneak-

ers.

AM former and prospective

Gaels are welcome.

TENNIS FACILITIES AT ,

QUEEN'S

Both the men's and women's
intercollegiate tennis teams will

practice daily from 4:30 until

6:00 at the Kingston Tennis
Club, Earl and Napier Streets.

The general students body
will be allowed to play tennis

on the three backcourts at the

Kingston Tennis Club, up to

4:30 weekdays, and all week -

ends. Tennis whites must be

The long awaited courts on

lower campus are expected to be

ready by next Tuesday.



DO YOU READ AND STUDY

AS WELL AS OUR GRADUATES?
HERE ARE SOME KINGSTON INSTITUTE RESULTS

Name Occupation
Beginning

Rate

Compre-

hension

Ending

Rate

1

Compre-I

hension

Andy
Macdonald

Staff

Queen's
584 75% 2525 75%

Heino
Lillet

Grad. Student

Queen's
590 63% 2259 72%

Ted

Pasimore

Student

Queen's
340 65% 1385 69%"

Brian

Barrie

Student ...

RMC |

418 62% 2344 71%

IF YOU DO NOT!
Take These Positive Steps To Self-Improvement

•| TELEPHONE 542-7672 FOR FREE BROCHURES AND SCHEDULE

•| COME TO ONE OF OUR FREE DEMONSTRATION AT
TrstAinur

VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOL ,AT 7:30 TONIGHT

• ENROLL IN ONE OF OUR SEPTEMBER COURSES

FREE PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION

VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
(Across from Richardson Stadium) UNION ST. WEST

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, SEPT. 20 AT 7:30 P.M.

CLASSES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 23-28

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute of Kingston

'Where the emphasis is on efficiency and comprehension'
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High school union wants AMS support

by

TERRY O'HARA

An organisation of high-school

students pians to ask the AMS

for grants total I ins approxi mate-

ly five hundred dollars. Logan

Murray, a spokesman for High-

school Union of Students or King-

ston, said he plans to submit a

brief to the AMS at to-night's

meeting. The money is tote used

to finance a newspaper.

The expected cost of this pub-

lication, which is to be distrib-

I.OtMN Ml 'KitAY

uted without charge, is one hun-

dred and thirty dollars per issue.

Mr. Murraj hopes that the AMS
will subsidise the entire cost of

the first issue, "to gel the paper

off (lie ground."

Later, "after we gain the con-

fidence of the merchants", Mr.

Murrav expects to rccei\c aboul

eight\-five dollars per issue in

advertising revenue. "The rest

we will make b.\ other means-

like an AMS grant of fifty dollars

a month," he continued.

A certain amount of dissent,

however, is noticeable in the

II. U.S. K, ranks. Another prom-

inent member, Ted Pidgeon,

said, "I think the newspaper idea

is ridiculous and impractical. It

was thought up b> Logan Murray

and he tried to push it through

with a bunch of his rriends."

Despite his reservations about

the feasibility of the project, lie

added, "I think we should take

five hundred off the A MS if we

can get it."

Il.U.S.K. wasori^inalh formed

to interest the secondary "school

students indemanding some voice

in the matter of their own ed-

ucation. Through working in co-

operation with high-school offi-

cials it hoped to increase par-

ticipation b\ the student todies

in forming policies directb af-

fecting students. It was able to

get representation in all sec-

ondary high-schools in Kingston

plus two schools in the county,

Irontenac Secondary School and

I. a Salle secondary school.

Some, however, feel that or-

iginal aims have been lost. Hon

Baxter, a founding member, said,

"they tried to do too much be-

fore they could back it up. The

first thing they did was to trj

to use the Whig -Standard as a

weapon. This put everybody's

back up and the whole situation

became impossible."

"In fact the first time I heard

of Logan Murray was when 1

saw his picture in the paper with

a story on H.U.S.K. I had neve)

seen him before," he continued.

Ted Pidgeon reported that when

a meeting was called to vote

on the newspaper onl.v twelve

people showed up. Of these six

were for and six against the

proposal.

AMS President Chuck Edwards

said that the brief would be con-

sidered if presented. lie stated,

however, that, "II.L'.S.K. will

have a hell of a time getting out

anything meaningful even if the.\

did receive a grant."

"A journalistic enterprise of

such magnitude is a major under-

taking even for the Journal with

all its equipment and solid

financial backing. Anyway a

gestetner type paper would be

more practical for them and

more in keeping with their
struggling high school student

Military research at Queen's
KLAAS BYLSMA

A new program of mili-

tary and strategic studies is

being slarted at Queen's

[his year. The Department

of National Defense has

made available a grant of

up to $250,000 annually to

five Canadian Universities

including Queen's. Under

the program the universities

ore free to appoint a profes-

sor and to star! new pro-

grams in military strategy.

Mr. Albert Legault, a Can-

adian who formerly worked
with the Peace Research

Committee in Paris, has

been appointed at Queen's

and is teaching both an un-

der-graduare course. dealing

with the military aspects of

international politics includ-

ing such questions as the

effect of war on society and

a graduate course relating
• to foreign policy and de-

fense.

Mr. Legault's graduate

thesis dealt with the strate-

. gic value of deterrents in

NATO policy. At present

AMERICAN FILM SERIES

EUROPEAN FILM SERIES

OVER 20 FILMS

IN EACH SERIES
$7.00 and $9.00

Tickets in Humanities Bhlg. (English Dept.)

or

Student Union

The Campus Activities Committee
announces

QUEEN'S ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY
which

will handle all your entertainment bookings for

FREE
we have experienced people

— wide price lists on all groups

— personal contact with booking agents

AVAIL YOURSELF OF THIS SERVICE
IT'S FREE AM) SUCCESSFUL

Contact BOYD SIMPSON or GORD DEEKS

he. is studying the strategic

problems connected with

major- powers engaged on

opposite sides in small wars

in the roles of military ad-

visors, technical advisors

and arms salesmen.

Mr. Legault is convinced

that the studies he is con-

cluding are of little value to

the military. They can be

useful, however, to the pol-

iticians and civil servants

who form Canadian foreign

policy. Mr. Legault claims

that "politicians need to

know something about mil-

itary strategy", a need

which can be satisfied by

university people who study

these problems.

In this sense, such studies

would compare with gov-

ernment commissions and
councils on which university

professors sit. The purpose
of these institutions is to ad-

vise the civil service on pol-

icy in a variety of areas.

But as Mr. Legault points

out, the primary purpose of

the program, at Queen's is

to make "students and the

Canadian people aware of

the problems of strategy".

Tho Canadian Union of Stu-

dents earlier this month took a

hard line in response to the new

program, It has condemned any

military research quirted < n in

universities iii the following

terms: "Canada's absorption into

the American empire has virtu-

ally ended the possibiIit> of an in .

dependent Foreign policy. Within

Hit- homework Rf organizations

such as NATO and' NOHAD. Can-

adian foreign policy is subordin-

ated to thai of the United States".

Because of defense sharing

agreements between the U.S., the

U.K. and Canada, "much Can-

adian Rest arch may itself be

harmless, but When integrated in-

to other programmes becomes

much of the basic- research For

chemical and biological warfare".

The CUS resolution reflects

both a desire to keep the univer-

sity free from military and gov-

ernment entanglement and Form

an alliance with the American

Empire and its purposes.

POSTERS BY PAINTERS
until Septembe 29

Sele tions from the Permanent Collection

until October 6

AT THE ART CENTRE

Introducing
Kingston's only club just for

Students

,

Caf

d'ech

e

ecs
477 Princess St. on premises

of Vagabond Restaurant

Open Wednesday 9:00 to closing

Entertainment

Friday & Saturday

Refreshments 60c Min.
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'To change the university'

You might as well stop holding your
breath. She's from the University of Water-
loo, where this picture first ran in The
Chevron. And they don't know who she is

either.

By STUART RYAN

SNU (Students for a New Un-
iversity) got off the ground at

its first general meeting held
last night. The group agreed in

principle to a statement dedi-

cating it "to changing the role

of the university as it relates to

students and to the community."

The statement which was a-

greed upon in principle by the
forty members that were pre-

sent stated that modern univer-
sities are instruments of the
political and economic establi-

shment.

"In Canada our universities

faithfully serve not only our
domestic power elite but their

collaborators, in fact their mani
pulators, at the very heart of the
American Empire," he .said.

"Our aim is to destroy the

existing authoritarian structures

of society and the university

and replace them with institu-

tions which are democratic, ded-

icated to humanistic values and
fit for a free people," it con-

tinued.

SNU stated that it would try

and convince the academic com-
munity to work with other con-

cerned people outside it to

build a new society. Some ob-

jections were raised to the word-

ing of certain sections of the
statement, however, and these
were sent back to a styles com-
mittee to be revised.

A consitution was drafted and
passed establishing a purely ad-
ministrative executive which
would enforce policies recom-
mended by the whole group.

Provision was also made to form
action committees to deal with
specific issues.

Elections for an executive
will take place next Monday
night at 7:30 p.m. in <the second
floor common room of the Stu-

dents Union. It will be open to

all students.

$155 million project gone
The funeral cf the ING project was

held in the Niccl Hall coffee-rocm

yesterday morning.

The deceased, a $155 million dollar

federal science project, passed away
Friday as a result of government cul

backs.

Two Queen's researchers, Dr. Gordon

Rosenblatt and a technical assistant,

have been investigating the corrosive

properties cf a lead-bismuth alloy which

would be used as a target material in

the proposed Intense Neutrcn Gener-

ator project; The research at Queen's

involves a §27,000 project which was not

entirely subsidized by ING funds. On

Monday morning, eight metallurgy pro-

fessors discussed the cutback end its

effect on research at Queen's,

SOCIAL RESEARCH NEEDED THIRD ACT OF THE SENATE
TONIGHT AT AMS SHOWDuring his lecture o

Communications: The
ment about the Effect'

sor Richard Hogarth

i "Mass
Argu -

Profes-

stressed

the need for considerably more

research before the drawing of

definite conclusions about soc-

iety in general and culture in

particular.

Prof. Hogarth pointed out

that people, while condoning

or condeming the mass media,

failed to investigate the actual

effects f the media on society.

. Referring to Marshall McLu-
han, Hogart said that Meluhan's

main contribution was his con-

tention that the various media

do affect the message being

transmitted.

Hogart discussed the role of

T.V. as a catalytic agent within

society. T.V., he feels, except

in exceptional circumstances,

serves mainly to reinforce

people's opinions.

Though Prof. Hogart rejects

censorship, he voiced the need

for more selective editorial con-

tents. In addition, Mr. Hogart

feels that the question of mono-

poly in the local mass media is

one that should be carefully ex-

amined.

ONTARIO FOOTS BILLS

Almost three - quarters of

Queen's University's income

comes from the provincial gov-

ernment according to a report

issued last week.

The income figure cited was

$12,769,000, which was 73.7 per-

cent of the total operating rev-

enue for the past school year.

The figures were contained in

the annual report of William G,

Davis, Ontario Minister of Uni-

versity Affairs.

This income percentage is

much higher than the previous

academic year when it was ap-

proximately 66 percent. Most of

the rest of the university's in-

come comes from tuition fees

(about 26 percent) and invest-

ment income.

The AMS executive will con-

tinue to debate the senate issue

at tonight's meeting. In addition

a report will be submitted on

the takeover of the housing ser-

vice and the possibility of the

taking over the C.O.T.C. lounge

will be discussed.

AMS president Chuck Ed -

wards also plans to produce a

list of AMS priorities for action

this year.

ID CARDS - POLICE STATE?

FREDERICTON ( CUP)—The
University of New Brunswick
closed its library three hours
early Friday in response to a

student protest of the use of ID
cards.

The excitment began when
Mobilization SDS, a group "ded-

icated to radical action", publi-

shed a pamphlet, "Fuck ID

Cards", which suggested that

ID cards were the begi n ni ng
of a police state atmosphere on
campus.

THREATENS TO

EXPEL COUNCIL

ST. JOHN'S NFLD. (CUP) —
A boycott of the Formal Ad-

mission Ceremony at Memorial

University has led President

Lord Stephen Taylor to threaten

all 16 members of the student

council with "(he gravest per-

sonal consequences" — inter-

preted by the council as expul-

son.

New Journal staffer

are invited to come to u

seminar tonight at 7.00

in the Journal office to

learn news writing,

layout, sports writing,

and feature writing.

Rosenblatt's project will be continued

for at least another year according to

J. R. Wilson of the department. After

that, he said, another body — perhaps

the United States Atomic Energy Com-

mission - might be willing to pick up

the tab.

"It had been obvious for some time

that ING was going to be cancelled,'"

Wilson said. "I personally don't think

there were very sound reasons for do-

ing research in this area. This is a

rather expensive, relatively unimporl-

ant unproductive toy."

Wilson said, however, that the pro-

ject at Queen's might be more valuable

than the overall generator project.

Knowledge about the corrosion of

liquid metals would be valuable in

a great many other fields, he pointed

out.

"The general area of liquid metal

technology has been neglected," Wil-

son added. "It's now under very active

investigation."

Rosenblatt said the investigation at

Queen's would continue even without

an outside sponsor. Graduate students

might do the research, he suggested,

pointing out that Queen's now has the

necessary machinery and a larger

stock of raw materials.

LON DRY'S DRUGS
LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up ond delivery

on student prescriptions

at student rates.

CALL 546-65tT
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Senators
Most students' must find that the debate about stu-

dent senators has been irrelevant so far.

decisions are very important to all students.

cisions that the Senate ,s all about.

Obviously, if ^*n,s are
^

voice^he^ opinions

through 'he student senators we mus^
hat

9 ^
^e

S
an
6
d^^m«ey sit on. M^rly^

ment in them is a fraud.

But the debate has no point in the^absence of a

tion of the university in society.

u .h» AMS executive is to initiate such a review

i, would be w^se to start soon before we all get turned

off the whole question of student participation.

Initiations
Some freshman are complaining that the traditional

initiations have been weakened too much already to be

fun. They have a point.

Others object to being dragooned into activities they

find meaningless. They also have a point.

If people want to play games they ought to be al-

lowed 1o.

But there are also other ways of making friends and

learning your way around the university.

If freshmen are td be given a free choice, the spirit

of compulsory group hazings must disappear.

Throw out the old buggers
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By I UBOR J. KINK

People seemed to be frightened

at the prospect of the government

cutting off funds from the uni-

versity, i would suggest that there

would be very great advantages

if they were to do this. It would

mean that there would be no need

for students here to do a Colum-

bia and storm the administration

buildings.

Our so-called administrators

would not get paid and then would

simply leave. The students could

take over Richardson Hall quite

peacefully, assume control over

the university, and at the same

time solve the housing crisis by

installing beds in Dr. Deutsch's

office and other such sanctums.

As for the necessary tasks of

administration, I would suggest

that students can keep ash-trays

clean every bit as well as Vice-

Principal Conn, and take up less

space in doing so.

Next step would be to deal

with the faculty. First it would

be essential to set up the posi-

tion of Dean of Faculty Affairs,

a postgraduate student perhaps

who would be installed in a cer-

tain beautiful house in the left

wing of Summerhill. If professors

love teaching as much as they are

supposed to they would surely

accept a cut in salary. They can

still make money by writing and

doing research into harmless

government schemes on the side.

They would be quite free to leave

if they want to, in which case

students could get down to the

serious taks of educating them-

selvus together with any pro-

fessors who wish to co-operate,

Students would, of course, take

over the residences. No longer

will mandates be sent out from

the bowels of Richardson Hall,

murmuring about regulations and

stipulations laid down by the

founders. No longer will the sin-

ful sexes be segregated. Students

will be free to live as and where

and with whoever they choose. I

would suggest that this would be

much healthier than making stu-

dents live in block-like cells,

submitting to regulations
dreamed up by a regime that has

evidently read non of the re-

search that has been made about

communal living in the last

twenty years.

At last we will be liberated

from the whims of gnarled ad-

ministrators who lost touch with

reality a long time ago. No vio-

lence, no co-ericion, no blood-

shed. Just a free university in

our hands.

Parity if necessary, but. .

.

At the risk of being labelled

a reactionary, I would like to

take exception to the Journal

stand concerning Senate repre-

sentation. Certainly we should

feel angry when asked to ratify

terms of reference and repre-

sentation for Senate Committees

which were drawn up without

student consulation. However, I

feel that it is irresponsible and

unnecessary to react by immed-
iately demanding parity on all

Senate Committees. Such a de-

mand would constitute mis tim-

ing, poor strategy, and misplaced

priority.

First, thereconstructedSenate

has not yet convened and we are

Letters

unsure of the workings of the

new body. Moreover, the abor-

tive AMS meeting of last Tues-

day evening aptly demonstrated

the confusion in the lines of re-

sponsibility between the AMS ex-

ecutive, the studentSenators, and

the AMS at large; surely we must

define our own aims and struc-

tures before demanding blanket

parity on the Senate.

Obviously a demand for open

Senate committee meetings
should have top priority. Parity

is valueless unless we are aware

of the actions of our student

representatives while they sit on

these bodies, Perhaps parity

should be our ultimate goal, but

such a demand at this stage is

SPEAK EASY
Macy's Bargain Basement has

had its day as the standard meta-

phor for commercial chaos. Tech

Supplies makes Macy's look like

Dunning Hall Auditorium on a

Saturday. It also reminds you

of a zoo.

Actually Tech Supplies looks

like nothing so much as a field

in the clutch of a particularly

ravenous horde of locusts. The

chief difference is that locusts

can usually find something to

eat in a field. In Tech Supplies,

on the other hand, the lucky

locust is one who can find as

many as two of the thirty to

fifty texitbooks he is expected

to have for his courses.

Or maybe the effect is more

like lemmings as they advance

suicidal to the sea. The move-

ment is quite as impressive

(just try to resist the tide, or

indeed escape its flow), and —
considering the state of Tech

Supplies these days — every

bit as futile.

And then on the other hand

there's a certain resemblance

to sheep. People will stand pati-

ently in line for hours, the

unconfirmed record, so far this

strategically preposterous. Why

intimidate the Administration by

demanding equal representation

on all bodies when there are

Senate committees which do not

substantially affect the students

at large. We must immediately

demand parity on the committees

for Academic Development and

Student Affairs, and representa-

tion on the other bodies. After

this demand has been met and

we are more certain of the terms

of reference and the inner work-

ings of the Senate groups then

we can responsibly pursue in-

creased representation culmin-

ating in parity.

Ross McGregor

A. M.S. Rep.

by REDMOND
year, is three and a half days,

but that may not stand for long

— they're still discovering ske-

letons which have slipped under

the shelves.

When you listen to -the noises

coming from Tech Supplies, if

you're rash enough to do so, you

reali2£ that the effect is an ex-

cellent rendition of the monkey

house, and again, quite as use-

ful. The chirps, growls, cheeps

and chatters which emerge from

Clark Hall make small animals

quite nervous and have been

known to reduce coeds to tears.

But then, so do the prices.
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CO-OP OUT
OF CHAOS

By BARBARA F1NDLAY

Who in his right mind would .move into
a house w^er? the floors aren't laid,
there is no hot water, the wal's are cov-
ered with six layers of ugly wallpaper
over cracked plastic, and bedrooms lack
beds ? Twenty-five of the sixty-eight
members of the co-op did, and they are
presently shuffling around to accom-
modate the carpenters, plumbers and
electricians still working on their rooms.

The Co-op was formed early last spring
by a group of interested students, and
it has been entirely developed by stu-
dents, some of whom stayed over the
summer to work on the project. The Co-
op has purchased seven 'houses in a space
of four blocks 208 and 210 Bagot; 126,
128. and 130 Earl St.; and 13 and 15
Sydenham St, Members have stayed up
long nights painting with lons^handled
rollers; spent many hours arguing over
the relative merits of polyurethane and
glo-ceat wax: moved 1500 bricks (a spe-
cial deal if the lumber yard doesn't have
to deliver them); and discussed bureau-
cratic structure and the value of not hav-
ing it. Meanwhile people kept returning,
bag and baggage, and in ii.any cases had
(o set up temporary quarters until their
room was habitable. At one time we had
twenty people back; only two of them
were in their own rooms.

Originally the Co-op had planned to
serve meals twice a day, six days a week.
Right now, however, people are falling
over one another and camping out in

small kitchenettes. Last night for the
first time, everyone in the Co-op ate to-

gether in the elegance of Robin Hood
Cafeteria. But it is a poor substitute for
the community dining that was originally

envisioned. Next mon'h the Co-op plans

to have its centra! dining area, in the two
houses on Earl St. Central dining is es-

sential to the Co-op. as it brings every-
one together and greatly increases the in-,

teraction among the members.

The reasons that the Co-op doesn't

have the dining room facilities already

are many and varied. Mostly it is be-

cause of determined opposition by the
city, and a bylaw known as the freeze by-

law which forbids any renovations to

any structures in Sydenham Ward, and
forbids the conversion of use of any
structures. Because of the way the city

interprets the -bylaw, the Co-op was or-
dered to close up the archway that had
been put between 128 and 130 Earl to
create the dining hail.

One alderman accused the Co-op of
acting in "open defiance of the bylaw",
even though a building permit for the
archway had been obtained before the
work was begun. Right now the Co-op is

waiting — has been waiting for five
weeks — for a decision from the On-
tario Municipal Board as to whether the
bylaw is itself legal. If the bylaw is rul-

ed legal, then the Co-op must apply to
the Committee of Adjustment for a "min-
or variance" ruling which will permit
them to go ahead with the dining hall.

The Committee of Adjustment, a body
set up by the city, accepts applications
only on Tuesdays.

For all its problems the Co-op has
many advantages. For one thing, it is

considerably cheaper than living in re-
sidence. For another, it offers a chance
for the type of relationships to develop
which are stimulating and personal, and
based on a wide variety of interests.
There are members from almost every
faculty in the Cok>p, and, contrary to
popular myth, engineers and lawyers get
along very well. Every house has both
men and women. The atmospheric condi-
tions of living together — The girls in
rollers, the guys in striped terry towel
robes, before they've shaved, makes for a
mirdh more realistic attitude rewards' the
opposite sex. Many of the members are
people already involved in many other
campus activities, and there is a great
resource of information and skills. There
are rabid conservatives, stauoh left- wing-
ers, an anarchist or two, and various
people of other stripes in between,

The Co-op also gives people a chance
ta participate actively in positions of re-

sponsibility. There are concrete results
to show for the effort students have put
forth — a $215,000 -loan from Central
Mortgage and Housing, and seven
houses.

Some members are thinking of expand-
ing to accommodate up to 225 students
next year. In a university setting which
is for many people devoid of all respon-
sibility except perhaps, to pass, the Co-
op demands involvement.
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"Our committment is t

By MARK ELLIOTT

Al the beginning of the 32nd annual CUS congress

held from August 28-Sept. 4th at Guelph the Union

seemed to be in grave danger of falling apart. Many

campus delegations, including cur own nad crave res-

ervations about the direction in which the union was

goinq if indeed it was going in any direction at all, -

and the raising of Ihe fee levy to one dollar per stu-

dent was resented by people who felt lhat CUS was

too expensive already.

For the congress lo succeed it was essemtal t.-.ai

some sort of consensus be reached in order to produce

guidelines for action as well as an analysis of the prob-

lems of the university seen in the perspective of so-

ciety as a whole today. If CUS was going to succeed

in doing anything this year some kind of firm policy

statements had to be produced which would have the

support of the majority of delegations.

At the outsel this seemed to be impossible. After

all it takes a miracle to get a group of "Communists,

internationalists, neo - revisionists, revisionists post-

revisionists, radical revolutionaries, radical radicals, radi-

cal moderates, liberal bourgeoise, bourgeois, petty bour-

geois conservatives, reactionaries, bureaucrats, fascists

and "CO YOUR own thingers" to agree. The first three

days were spent in a flurry of ideological battles, poli-

tical intrigues, accusations of blackmail and long argu-

ments lasting until dawn, which seemed to be getting

no-one anywhere except into a state of total drunken-

ness.
,

The amazing thing was that the miracle happened.

True some of Ihe smaller campuses withdrew, but in

the midst of disavowals and commitments to the union

delegates were able to work out an anti-capitalist and

anti-imperialist critique of society. Although a four

square stand for socialism was objected to, corporate

capitalism was labelled the chief cause for repressive

instincts in Canadian universities and the demand^ put

forward that student unions have control over^ "the

learning process and university decision making".

By the time the deadline came tor universities to

commit themselves, at the end of the third day, it was

fairly obvious that the congress was going in this direc-

tion and as such The Queen's delegation decided to

stay in CUS Our commitment was made after a long

caucus that was held while a plenary session was in

progress, and the decision announced only one hour

before the deadline. The only member of the delega-

tion who was against making it was ASUS President

Ted Parnell who felt whilst he was personally in fav-

our of staying in CUS did not think that the majority

of students on this campus would be in favour of mak-

inq the commitment.
With the commitments behind them and struc-

tural changes worked out which placed a greater em-

phasis on decentralision delegates divided into three

commissions on The Student in Society, Student Power

and Education, major resolutions emerging from each.

STUDENT IN SOCIETY
The anti-imperialist resolution emerging from the

student in society group stated that "Canadian society

is not self-determined; our cultural, political and econ-

omic lives are dominated by giant American corpora-

tions" It continued that "self-determination can only

be found in a society that is self-determined .
and

that the roots of authoritarianism and repression are

found in imperialist and capitalist economies ,
calling

for a "non-exploitative" alternative.

The commission produced another resolution call-

ing for "radical constitutional revision" in Canada which

would end the fragmentation of Canada into a "coHec-

tion of city-states strung out along the American bor-

der" It also stated that the English national commun-

ity has continually exploited the French national com-

munity and called upon the citizens of Quebec to de-

cide as to whether they wanted to establish a bi-

national government with English Canada Queens

deleqate Ross Macgregor spoke out strongly against

?he '"solution, feeling that while Fr-ch-Canad,an

should be allowed self-determination, CUS should not

encourage separatism.

By JANET LICHTY

tlie

he t

SCAN MAGAZINE
JANET LICHTY and MARK ELLIOTT

So. just how rational and effective can social
criticism be at five o'clock in the morning—after no
less than 18 hours of debate?
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t

STl fOWERw
.solution on student power was produced after three

report and wrangling. In calling fcr control over

,rocess and the decision making process the state-

"the operating principles cf cur apprcach to bar-

those cf parity^ mass pai ticipaticn (instead of rep-

irfels of demccratizatlcn) in cpen structures, and

inn-making with a veto vested in autonomous student

thi

niti

•es P

create a socially just society"

for the establishment of student course unions and

ttees parallel to all departmental faculty cr.m-

.jertrrine course content. It recommended that The

as presently constituted be abolished, and re-

student-faculty decisicii-making bcdies which

leparately and bcth ratify legislation, or else a

senate with equal numbers of faculty and students.

,ld be directly responsible to the student union.

ONEY, president-elect of Canadian Union

of Students.

ne of accentuated conflict between generations,

especl for inherited wi:dom, and greater insis-

part of many young people that they want a

haping their own future. The old adage that grey

Slated to superior knowledge was demolished quite

ifocn an opponent retorted that "a sheep does not

when he grows old. He just grows more sheepish."

Sg of fingers against greed and corruption in our

lean society has become almost a continuous pastime
nil conservative editorialists. But strangely, it al!

d up to a kind of complacency about how basically

mi- society is, b, cause it is able to tolerate and
e such persistent criticism. Someone has des-

involved in this occupation: "You start out

your many faults: and end up in 'breathless

^ your own merciless honesty with yourseli."

. il is one of the crucial functions of education, and
educational institutions, to promote rational and
lal criticism. Rational criticism here meaning the

lalysis of existing institutions and behaviour in the
fully explicated, consistent and humane moral and
ive standards; ePfedtive criticism, here meaning the
I' 1 usually pointless parlour games of shaking ling-

""mcly criticism adding up to recommendations for

Political criticism that includes attention to ways
obstacles to structural change.

"iporary university is not a community of scholars.
" the function of which is the production of infor-

Personnel. On one side, the university is locked into

educational system. It is from here that it receives
eri a 1 in the form of colonized minds. On the other

Wrsity is harnessed to the productive system. It is

hine that it deploys the finished product in the

"nistrators, managers, and apologists, all of whom
same lime, as consumers.

fsity is basically chained in this way because of its

upon governmental bureaucracies and prosperous

"nds and facilities. This subordination is reinforced
f of faculty and bureaucrats between the university
lfporations.

function of the university today is the processing

h of personnel.

fek then is to transform the university, in eonjunc-

''isforming society, in such a way as to make it of

fiance to Ihe vital issues and problems confronting
Bs will best be accomplished through the re-creation

EDUCATION

The education commission backed the anti-capitalist anti-

imperialist stand with a seiies cf resolutions criticizing the Can-
adian university as an •imperialist institution"'. Military re-
search en universities was strongly attacked and it was demand-
ed that campuses refuse money intended for this purpose. Mem-
ber unions were urged to oppose financial gifts to their universi-
ties if they contradicted CUS policy

Other resolutions were adopted redefining universal acces-
sibility to open universities to non-students and calling for cur-

riculum centre] by students and faculty concerned.

Included in the resolutions passed at an eighteen hour plenary

held cn the final night of the congress, were:

BULLETS

• A Vietnam lesoluticn which "condemned the imperialist and

genocidal war waged against Vietnam by the United States

of America and its allies", and demanded Ihe withdrawal of

all U.S. and allied troops fighting there.

• it was resolved to continue summer travel plans and to ex-

pand them to include flights to Cuba and to Asia.

• Marijuana should be legalized and persons presently held on

marijuana offences should be released.

• it was resolved that ISSUE, the national student magazine of

CUS should be published regularly.

• a research programme should be established to examine the

financing, governing and philosrphy of university athletics.

• a communications resolution called for the publication of

pamphlets cn education and student affairs, the establishment

of student action journals and the publication of a list of films

and tapes of interest to students.

of the university as an environment for the raising of social con-

sciousness, for the mutual and reciprocal education of its mem-
bers. So that, as a complement to necessary skills they acquire,

they become increasingly aware of their society.

The immediate issue becomes that of full and free participa-

tion in the life of ihe university by all its members. Partcipa-

tion is both the means and the ends of transformation. In the

process of attaining that 'transfornvaion the following areas

are crucial:

(1) Plan — the establishment, maintenance,, and expansion
of the physical facilities of the university along with the results

of university expansion on the neighbourhood.

(2) Funds — The raising of money and its allocation within

the university. The quality of faculty, the range of courses avail-

able the library facilities in different -areas of inquiry, and the

amount and conditions of fellowships depend on the distribution

of funds.

(3) Academic Freedom — This issue arises both within the

university itself and within the government. The most common
violations of academic freedom in Canada involve the attempts

by university administrators to suppress the student press and
otherwise control student intellectual and political activity.

(4) In Loco Parentis — Whil? this should by now be a dead

issue, we still have university administratons intruding themsel-

ves into the personal lives and 'behaviour of other mem'bers of the

university — particularly students but sometimes faculty as well.

(5) The Curriculum — The range of courses, their quality,

content, and arrangement, the pracLice of grading, the institu-

tion of exams, the role of faculty, library facilities, lectures and
seminars, size of classes, etc. The transformation of the quality

of education is vital to this generation.

(6) The Power Structure — The overt, as well as the tacit

relationship between the university on one side and the corpora-

Lions, military, police, and bureaucracy on the other.

These are areas in which students and faculty mostly actively

participate in making decisions.

Let me conclude on ihe same theme with which I started—

sheep. I happen to like sheep; they tend to be good-natured cau-

Qous but curious, non-violent; but I would never rely on them

for Protection Neither would I rely on so-called democratic gov-

ernments to protect my rights and interests, or anyone else s, as

long as so-called citizens in fact behave as apolitical, irrespon-

From even a cursory look at these resolutions it is evider,

that Ted Parnell's attitude that the majority of students on thi

campus would not be sympathetic to the policy statements out

lined in the Congress has some validity. CUS is supposed t

represent students all over Canada and yet its views are not

on the whole, representative of the students who are its merr.

bers.

On the other hand it is equally valid to say the Unioi
represents the views of the politically active students in thi

country. The fact that these are only a minarity is a reflectiot

on the low level of political interest or awareness that exists a
Queen's as much as on other campuses in this country. Thi

issues that were discussed at the Congress are not discussei

enough at Queen's.

A referendum will be held over Queen's membership U
CUS in February shortly before the next AMS elections. Thi;

will be an ideal opportunity to debate the questions that wen
raised al the Congress and the policies that emerged from it

Hopefully some form of political education will take place am
a higher level of awareness will be attained. Those student*

who disagree with the ideas of CUS will have the epportunitj

to vote for withdrawal. Should Queen's stay in the Union thost

l>eople who are elected in the AMS executive next year will rur

on broader and more fundamental issues than has been th(

case before. Then the delegates at next yar's Congress wil

have some kind of mandate, to speak for the students of thu

university.

When making his acceptance speech on being elected pre:

ident-elect at the Congress, Martin Loney, the man who ei

gineered the Simon Fraser revolt, talked about the air of ui

reality that pervaded an atmosphere of constant debate.

"If we got to know what the real problems are, we hav

achieved nothing", he said, "what will happen depends on wte

happens from the resolutions we made and our commitment t

create a socially just society".

This is what CUS is about It is up to the students of thi

university to decide whether they want to be part of it

sible subjects, ready to obey any and every law, unable to stanc

up even for their own right to be wishy-washy (if I may quofc

Charlie Brown). "You may believe as I do," the English drama

,tist, J. B. Priestley has said, "that if citizens of Great Power

were more sharply militant, less like sheep, then States wouli

be less like wolves." Unless we succeed in transforming ou:

schools and universities, so as to produce good numbers o

men and women of intellect, conscience, and guts, instead of jus

skills, crewcuts, and good manners, then the human experimen

may soon be doomed to oblivion.

For the modern stales behave like wolves only in the Senst

that they frequentlv are at each others throats. Instead of jus

teeth they have nuclear bombs and bacteriological — chemica

arsenals. If we get into another world war, chances are that nc

the white man or the yellow or black man, nor the communisl

will win, but the cockroaches and other relatively radiation-resit

tant insects shall inherit the earth.
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, I x 546-7676

Cameras, Lenses, Projectors, Tape Recorders,

AH popular makes. Wide selection.

Radio.
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MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL -

SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in vour wardrobe . It

"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"

with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for C3sual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washable
100% English Bot3ny,

with lull-fa

raglan shoulder, mock-

turtle neckline with

zipper closing, long

sleeves, and Continental

band and cults. At good
shops everywhere
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

4:30-6:00 Faculty of Medicine

meeting, Collins Room

7:00 Journal Seminar for new

new staffers. Journal Office.

7-00 Queen's Chorus, weekly re-

hearsal. Second Floor, Con-

vocation Hall.

7:00 Queen's Pistol Club, Armour-

ies. Transportation from

Student Union front door.

7:00 Judo Meeting. All those in

terested report to Room 107,

Gym.
7:30 Fencing Club meeting. Small

Gymnasium.

Meeting and
Convocation

8:00 Drama Guild

entertainment.

Hall.

8:00 Q.C.F. frosh reception. Don-

ald Gordon Common Room.

Upperclassmen, come and

welcome frosh to Queen's.

9:30 Queen's Scuba Club, general

meeting. Dunning Auditor-

ium.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25

7:00 Queen's Camera Club, Ko-

dak show: How to Make
Better Pictures. Dunning

Hall, Rm. 104. Free coffee

following show.

7:00 Tom Jones' rehearsal—there

are still openings: St. An-

drew's Church, comer of

Clergy & Princess. To be

presented in January.

7:30 A.I.E.S.E.C. meeting (an in-

ternational association of

.

Commerce and Economics

students). Rm. 11, Dunning

7:30 Science '71 Year Meeting.

Stirling "D".

8:00 Hillel House Opening Pro-

gramme. Hillel House, 26

Bariie.

8:00 W.U.S.C. General Meeting.

Downstairs in the Interna-

tional Centre. An outline of

the exciting programme for

19689.

FOR SALE
1 SET BUNK BEDS, practically

new. Best offer. 1 kitchen

table set. with table and 4

chairs. $40. 1 spacious desk,

$25. 1 bookcase, $12. Call 544-

G686 beforr 1:00 p.m.

FOUND
1000 ARTS '72 Year Cards. Will

r elease to highest bidder. Con-

tact Commerce Society at 542-

4223,

HELP WANTED
WANTED—students to work at

Science Formal (Nov. 8). Ap-

ply now at 544-4340. Remunera-

tion involved.

PART TIME WAITRESS required

for Cocktail Lounge at Hotel

Blinkbonnte, Gananoque. For

further particulars phone 382-

^144 and ask fur manager.

ROOMS
ROOMMATE WANTED to share

2 bedroom apartment with kit-

chen. 1.4 miles from campus—
preferaly '70 or '71 student.

54G-6484
.

1 WARM QUIET ROOM. $10,

block and a half from Queen's,

parking in yard. 196 Union

Street. 546-5048.

.

8:00 Meeting of those interested

in helping with Open House

'69. Poison Room of Students

Union. All committee mem-

bers please.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

2:00-9:00 Trustees Meeting, Col-

lins Room.
3:30-6:00 Senate,

7:00 Dunning Hall movie. Flirm

Flam Man, a comedy west-

ern. 50c admission.

8:00 Tricolour Autosport Club.

Stifling "D".

10:00 Firm Flam Man, movie at

Dunning Hall. Second show-

ing. 10:00 a.m.

6-00 p.m. Book Fair—Uns. Cm.

K. Sym. Assoc. 69 Princess

Street.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Book Fair at

69 Princess. (Also on the

28tM.

8:30 Grant Hall dance sponsored

by the band.

OPPORTUNITIES
FREE—Canada Careers Direc-

tory-For Class of 1969 ONLY.
Packed with career opportuni-

ties in Industry and Govern-

ment. Also information on

School Boards and Graduate

Schools. Call at the Placement

Office for your copy now.

PERSONALS
CAROL: Youse mugs was terrif

for not touching your box of

goodies before 12 : 01 Sunday.

THE STNDICKATE.

SCOUT LEADERS WANTED
THE KINGSTON District Council

Bov Scouts is anxious to secure

the" help of Queen's students

who are willing to volunteer

part time leadership in the vari-

ous Cub Packs and Scout

Troops in Kingston. Anyone

wishing to offer assistance is

asked to phone Mr. Wally Sel-

by, District Commissioner at

548-7558.

Insertions for this column must

be handed In to Hie Journal of-

fice by 6:00 p.m. Wednesdays and

Sundays.

A calendar of events in October

will be printed in the issue of

October 1. All clubs should hand
in their schedule of events for

October by Sunday, September 29.

HILLEL IS ALIVE
B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation EXISTS! Grant-

ed it has not been too active in the past year (s?7

but there's no better time to reactivate lhan now.

May I extend a cordial invitation to the Jew-

ish student body to attend the Hillel opening pro-

gram this Wednesday evening, Sept. 25 at 8:00

p.m. at Hillel House, 26 Barrie Street.

The purpose of this meeting is to see the

newly redecorated house, meet students and

faculty members and, above ail, "size up" the

new director, me.

Refreshments on the "HOUSE".
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STUDENT

FIGHT

WORLD-

WIDE

RUDD

DUTSCHKE

COHN-BENDIT

Stolen from the Globe

Student unrest has been

with us for a long time. It

has been a factor in European

and Latin American politics.

Students have brought down

governments. This article is

part of a series in which the

JOURNAL will examine all as-

pects of student unrest. This

week Wire Editor Charles

Schwier looks at the overall

student revolt this spring.

Students all over the world are turning

to marches, sit-ins and outright violence

to force action onawide range of demands.

The common theme is that the establish-

ment must be challenged. The common ob-

jective-more student power.

In Italy youths clash with police over

academic reform. In Poland students bat-

tle militiamen to gain more freedom. In

the United Kingdom students shout down

government leaders and press for a great-

er voice inpolitics. In Japan it is the same.

In Belgium students force the division of a

university and may even force a division of

the country. Even in countries with strong

central control, police power has failed to

prevent student unrest.

In Western and neutral countries, most

protesters proclaim themselves leftists.

Marxism, Castroism, Maoism, and an-

archy are their ideologies. Paul Goodman,

Herbert Marcuse, Ho Chi Min, Che Guev-

ara, and Stokeley Carmichael are their

heroes. Still many students oppose all

political parties.

Since universities are not in business to

make a profit, nor are students employed
for wages, their demands are different

from those of labour unions. They demand
a share in running the Universities, since

they claim they are among those who
should decide whether the university is

fulfilling its role as an educator.

The students' rebellion cannot be under-

stood as only a manifestation of discon-

tent with their exclusion from university

power, however, for it is also linked to

political and social issues. They ask what

a minority is to do when it feels the de-

cisions of the majority are unjust.

A RIGHT TO REVOLT
Following John Locke's lead, they say

they have the right to revolt. They have

protested, evaded, and violated the Am-
erican draft laws, setting a precedent for '

their fellows throughout the world.

This is a television age-and student

radicals know it. Whenever they throw

bricks at police, or occupy buildings, tens

of millions of people-entire nations-im-

mediately see the incident and hear the

issues.

The struggle has crossed national boun-

daries and communications and contact

between student groups is on the increase.

Former French Premier Georges Pompi-

dou sees this communication as part of a

widespread international plot. He says the

student revolt "involves individuals

backed by important financial means and

belonging to an international organization

whose aim is to create subversion in the

West".

Probably only a minority of students

throughout the world are militantly in-

volved. London blames its trouble on a

hard core of 1,000. To militants, the way

to reform is disobedience. As one Italian

student put it-"We must first create

chaos. Then we will take the question of

what kind of a university and society we

want".

The greatest area of student unrest was

France where this spring's riots brought

that country to a standstill. Student-in-

spired strikes idled more than ten million

workers; nearly ail public transportation

and communication was curtailed; manu-

facturing ceased; and even banks faced

panic conditions.

NO VISITING

The underlying grievances which kicked

off the rebellion were the rules of the

"cites universitaires"-no women's visit-

ing privileges, and strict control of ac-

tivities. On March 14 a National Day of

Action brought on a massive invasion of

women's residences. The London Obser-

ver said of the day ofthe invasions-"They

foreshadow trouble to come."

The revolt started in the Nanterie

Centre southwest of Paris, to which parts

of the Sorbonne had been transferred. Un-

fortunately, the move was ill-conceived.

Nanterre is a grim, dilapidated, indus-

trial section. The campus site had been

a military base. Living conditions were

impossible. Communications with the main

campus was difficult. There was no li-

brary.

The situation was made to order for

activists. The insurrection started with an

anti-Viet Nam demonstration. Clumsy
moves by police and administrators crea-

ted new grievances and the revolt spread

to the Latin Quarter and throughout

France. Under the leadership of a red-

haired, West German, 23-year oldsoci-.

ology student Daniel Cohn-Bendit, stu-

dents took a hard Maoist line. They seem-
ed to pattern themselves after the Red
Guards of China as they fanned into

other sectors of national life.

The young Frenchman heavingpavement

blocks at Gendarmes has a lot more to

complain about than his Canadian counter-

parts and he is likely-because of the

justice of his cause-to get more from the

establishment with which he is warring.

The French educational system pro-

vides superb training for the few bril-

liant students-most of whom are absorbed

by the government -but it does not take

care of the rest. Nor does it worry

whether they learn anything with which to

make a living.

|

While in North America there is a wide

diversity of university control, France's

universities are run by the Government.

Thus, when a French student moves

against his school, he is moving against

the government.

As has been the case elsewhere, re-

volting French students have not been

clear as to what they are trying to achieve.

Motivation and goals are complex. Elders

have been left stupefied and indignant

There were communist and anarchial

overtones, but as far as the students are

concerned they had solid basis for dis-

content and the government has admitted

that reform was overdue.

TWO MAIN GRIPES

The two maingripes of the students were

-the government has failed to take the

necessary steps to enlarge the schools as

the number of students has more than

trebled; and the curriculum and teaching

methods have not been altered to meet the

conditions of the twentieth century.

Students at first enjoyed the support of

the Communist Party, but later it branded

the students "adventurers and provoca-

teurs". The switch came because the

students moved to pass the flame of re-

volt to the workers. The communist paper,

L'Humanite accused Cohn-Bendit of stir-

ring up workers against the unions. "What

has this so-called revolutionary done for

the workers?" it asked. "The black flag of

anarchy will never get us anywhere. He be-

littles the aims of the workers".

Cohn-Bendit said, "We bumped into the

whole system in trying to change the uni-

versity. We cannot change the university

without changing society and vice versa".

"We never dreamed of launching the

command: 'Everyone in the streets and

fight!' Nobody would have followed it. We
thought the situation would be the same at

the beginning of the next academic year.

The stupidity of those in power created it

in May-we had nothing to do with it.

"Each time we denounced something and

a test of force took place, we sawa greater

number of students wererangingtoour

side. Our programme now that we have

been successful at first is simple: not to let

the movement fall back, to continue toex-

plain, to denounce, and to act."

I AM A REVOLUTIONARY

One of his close friends said, "I am a

revolutionary. I have helped to change the

Face of France forever. What I and my
contemporaries have done cannot be un-

done by foolish old men, frightened women,

cowards, or fascists."

Cohn-Bendit was later barred from re-

entering France. He eventually turned up

in London where he intended toseekpolit-

ical asylum and lay the foundations of a

resistance movement as General de Gaulle

did in 1940. "The conditions in France are

the same now as they were then," he said.

"The country is in the hands of fascists.

The only^ thing the French government has

to fear from me is real democracy."

He quit as leader of the French student

movement later. "Power corrupts," he

told the Sunday Times. "I think I'm cor-

rupted. It's time I left my position and

went back down into the movement."

The rebellion lasted well over a month-

the students occupied the Sorbonne on the

13th of May. French police retook it on the

16th of June.

COLUMBIA

There were 720 arrests and at least 148

persons injured. Outraged by this, the

student council called a strike. At this

point the revolt ceased to be a protest by

a small group of extremists. All students

did not support the sit in-two groups of

moderates battled the leftists. Meanwhile

student leaders called for Kirk's resigna-

tion and for Columbia to stop all govern-

ment research.

Rudd, a 20-year old history major,

charged that Kirk was responsible for the

troubles. "If I were Kirk, I would have

said amnesty and admitted I was wrong

instead of calling in police to arrest

students forcibly.

Throughout the US there were students

demonstrating against conditions, deman-

ding power, and halting recruitment. But

whatever the school, the louder and more

violent protests were a result of adminis-

tration reactions.

(Continued on page 10)
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Student Fight

(Continued from page 9)

At Columbia, students were protesting

social conditions rather than educational

problems in the university. It started with

a protest against the construction of anew

gymnasium in Harlem. Mark Rudd's Stu-

dents for a Democratic Society and the

Students Afro-American Society pro-

ceeded to halt construction.

They said the university was racist in

its policy of buying land near the already

crowded campus. When the university of-

fered to let residents use the first floor

of the structure, they complained that the

facilities were "Separate but unequal".

The protest spilled over intoclassroom

buildings and eventually students occupied

the whole campus. At that time the uni-

versity officials presented the dissidents

with two alternatives-vacate the buildings

or be suspended. The students demanded

total amnesty. Finally Columbia Presi-

dent Grayson Kirk called the police to

ovict the protestors.

THEY WANTED SEGREGATION

At Chicago's Northwestern University,

negroes occupied the administration build-

ing until their demands were met: separ-

ate facilities for the 125 negroes on cam-

pus, while other students protested until

there was more integration at their

schools.

At Wisconsin State students demanded

that the school divest itself of stock in

Chase Manhatten Bank because that bank

has holdings in South Africa.

At Southern Illinois University students

set off a bomb and sat-in to dramatize

their demands-women's visiting privi-

leges, student control of the security sys-

tem and campus paper, and extension of

library hours.

In West Germany, students rioted ag-

ainst newspaper magnate Axel Springer.

They see him as a symbol of authoritar-

ianism, hypocrisy, and manipulation by

the mass media. When a policeman ac-

cused of killing a student was set free,

students saw proof of the conspiracy of

the system.

SPEINGER LIKE DOW

West German SDS leader RudiDutschke

says the Springer demonstrations were

like the Dow demonstrations in the US. "In

the German SDS we found the same polit-

ical attitudes; the same style and spirit.

We're alienated for the same reasons."

Red Rudi believes in "permanent revo-

lution". He sees students as the only true

revolutionary class today and their task

as radicalizing the whole society. He also

complains that German universities are

run as feudal baronies where students are

treated as vassals.

In London, a demonstration against the

Labour Government's Viet Nam policygot

out of hand and led to the most violent

riots Londoners have ever seen. Student

unrest in the United Kingdom began two

years ago at the London School of Econ-

omics. Very few other universities have

escaped their demonstration, strike, or -

sit-in. Their cause changes from month

to month. There is a hard core bent on

disrupting society, who will seize on any

issue at any time.

THE RESULTS

In France, President de Gaulle prom-

ised students a say in running the schools

and planned to increase university spend-

ing by 12.4 per cent. But some French

schools have not yet reopened.

In New York, Grayson Kirk finally re-

signed, but the university is still build-

ing its gym and doing research. MarkRudd

is still suspended and was arrested last

week for holding an unauthorized campus

meeting.

In the United Kingdom, a spokesman

for the Wilson government predicted a

revolt among taxpayers against spending

monev on students who riot. The same

thing is happening in the States-the House

of Representatives is considering legis-

lation barring dissidents from receiving

aid.

Almost everywhere, college rules have

been relaxed. Policies have been liberal-

ized on campus speakers. Rules on campus

publications have been altered. Students

have been given some voice in running tiie

university. But the demonstrations still

continue.
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Ottawa push Gaels to 27-22 win
By ALEX BtNKLEY

exf week to prepare for the

This was 1

game in Oil

Ottawa's Gc

The bost i

to use the

was in a la

"We will have lots of work to tlo i

Western game !"

clion of the Queen's coaching staff to Sunday's

'he Gaels had just defeated the University of

27-22 in a very poorly played game.

2 way to describe the Queen's performance is

elhargic. The team's uninspired performance

L'i due fo many of the Gaels being uncertain

of their responsibilities according lo coach Frenk Tindall.

The offense playe<l adequately enough lo win but not much
belter. The line blocking was good on pass rushes and adequate

on straight ahead plays. However on the sweeps and wide plays

blocking assignments were being missed,

Tlie backs sevmed slow in making llieir cuts and picking their

holes. Added to this problem the ends were having a hard lime

holding on to Bayne's passes. Though he called a good game, Q.

B. Bayne seemed to have a hard time finding his receivers in

the first ball' As the game progressed, he began finding the

mark.

The defence also had their problems. The backs again got

their assignments confused. Twice Ottawa players got behind

them for touchdowns.

The defensive line put a good rush on but were often caught

OUl of position on running plays. They also did little to hold the

Ottawa liiu on punts. The way Ottawa was kicking, a little more

blocking might have helped produce more points for the Gaels.

The linebackers pun in an adequate performance and managed

to keep the pressure on Uhe Ottawa Q. B. They also managed to

wipe out several sweeps.

The Gaels opened ihe scoring with a single on a missed Cozac

field goal attempt. After Ihe teams exchanged Ihe ball, Doug

Walker and Theron Craig forced an Ottawa fumble. Another

field goal attempt several plays later went wide. Later in the

second quarter Bill McNeil intercepted a pass after Craig and

John Stirling put a strong rush on the OUawa Q.B. As he quar-

ter dragged on, the learns continued to exchange the ball with

neither team moving the ball well. At -the end of the first Quar-

ter Ihe Gaels lead 1-0, Early in 'the second quarter, Keith Famen

scored on a pass and run play from Don Bayne. Doug Cozac sue

cessl'ully converted the T.D. and the Gael's were on lop 8-0.

The OUawa learn then marched the ball down the Held but

the drive was broken up when Stirling knocked down an OUawa

pass. The Gacls's ol fence then stalled and the ball was punted

to Ottawa's Ted Evanclz who ran from the 53 to Ihe 37 yard line.

After two more plays, Ottawa and Bob Dowlan broke into the

Queen's end zone and hauled in a pass for a touchdown. A suc-

cessful convert made the score 8-7 Before Lhe end of the half

Queen's managed another drive which was broken up by an Ot-

tawa interception. However time ran out on the Ottawa team and

heir drive was ended by lhe clock.

Queen's kicked oft o start lhe second half. Several good runs

by Evanetz got the ball to the Queen's twelve. Ottawa then kick-

ed a single lying lhe score 8-8. A prolonged Queen's drive capped

off by a 52 yd. pass anil run play from Bayne to end Rick Van

Buskirk resulicd in a Queen's touchdown! The convert was wide.

Queen's led 14-8. After the kickorf the blal changed hands again.

George MacKeiizie and Paul Lindros dumped the Ottawa Q.B.

on their 2 yd. line. lion Brooks relumed the punl to the Ottawa

39.

Several plays later with 4:36 left in the third quarter Bayne

passed lo Jamie Johnston for a touchdown. The convert was good

and Queen's led 21-8. Ottawa worked the ball deep into the

Queen's end, but lhe drive was stopped. Queen's was unable to

move the ball. Queen's punted and Evanetz returned it to the

Queen's 13. Sillye tarried Lhe ball to lhe Gael's one yd. line.

Evanetz carried it over and a successful convert made the score

21 15. Alter Ihe kickoff lhe ball was traded around several

times. Queen's then moved lhe ball from the 54 lo the 17. Eaman

then carried the ball off lackle for a touchdown and Queen's

led 27-15. A fine punt return by Lavalle laic in the fourth quar

tor carried the ball lo the Queen's 25. Three plays Sillye scored

and the convert was good. The game ended with the score 27-22.

The game saw several inovations. Heino Lilies played at flan-

ker and though he dropped a couple of passes, his blocking

ability and knowledge should make him effective at Lhis posi-

tion. Theron Craig played middle line-backer in place of the in-

jured Jim Tail. Tough it was a new position for him, he played

well. The three best C-a.ls on the field Graig, Turnbull, and

Eaman. The primary quality the Gaels should be striving for is

to gel the kind ol morale and team spirit that characterized the

squad that won the Yales Cup in 1966. Combining that kind of

spirit and the lakn present on his squad, lhe Gaels would

be difficult lo beal.

CHRIS BOON

Gee-Gea's inside linebacker, Bill Sherwood, 55, waits open-armed for Ron Clark's

onslaught.

Queens Rugger Firsts and

Seconds mutilate McMaster
By IAN BROWN

In the exhibition game in Ham-
ilton on Saturday, between
Queen's first XV and McMaster
first XV, the teams were more
evenly matched than the score
might suggest. The game was
marked by hard play in both

the forward and back divisions.

Tries usually resulted from ex-

ceptionally good moves.

Queen's backs were fast both

in defense, where McMaster had

little scope for running, and in

attack, where the penetration of

Chip Drury and Jim Eby was

especially noticeable. It was
Drury who showed his calibre

early in the game with a mag-

nificent 50 yard run that ended

in a try. Andy Page converted

successfully. Next, the forwards

showed their mettle in a rush-

over try, the scorer being Rick

Courts with no conversion, the

score remained 8-nil. The next

ten minutes were marked by

good tackling from Eby, stong

backing up from Steve Shelley,

and hard running on the part of

Brian Currah and Larry Thorn-

stein. The score was raised to 11

points when Drury picked up a

loose ball and ran forty yards to

score. Before half time, the for-

wards, noticeably Grizelle, ex-

hibited some excellent loose

play.

The beginning of the second
half saw superior play by Mc-
Master in the line-outs and
rather too many unnecessary off-

sides by Queen's. However, the

game came to life again with a

beautiful Penelope (for expiation

see Ian Brown) carried out by

Thornstein, Daly, Shelley, and

Parker...... Posterity's robe fal-

ling on Barker. Currah added

two points to make the score

16-niI. Two further tries, both

of merit, were added before the

final whistle by Hichard Thomas
(conversion:Currah) and Jim
Eby, Overall, a fine showing and

a promising start to the season.

Second XV: Exciting Play by

Seconds.

Although admittedly playing a

early in the game when hooker
Ben Brown, linked with fly-half

Ron Estall and Fraser Barrill,

the latter running thirty yards

for a good try. Estall narrowly

missed the conversion leavingthe

their magnificent paly. One of
the most outstanding and some-
what unusual featuresof thegame
was the co-operation and co-

ordination between backs and
forwards. This was exhibited

score 3-nil. Five minutes later,

centre Gord Stevenson ran
strongly to put Don Sykes over

in the corner. Estall failed to

convert G-nil. The forwards then

showed their power in supporting

MacCarvan as he charged through

the opposing team to score...

9-nil. At half time the score

stood at 14-nil due to a solo

effort from Estall who non-

chalantly swerved inside his man

to score and later to convert.

The oppressive heat could not

have been too repressive as the

team like Prometheus unbound,

went on to score five more tries,

these coming from Barrill (2),

Estall, MaWhinney, and Steven-

son; three further conversions

being added by Estall. Final score

35-nil.

Applications for

the position of

Sports Editor,

Queen's Journal

will be accepted

at the Journal office

until Friday, Sept. 27

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111UTU FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Wonderful things (hat can

happen to you... any day!

With Tampax tampons there's

no such thing as "off days."

You are cool, comfortable and

poised every day. Because

Tampax tampons are the

modern sanitary protection

developed by a doctor for all

women—married or single.

They're made of pure white

surgical cotton and worn

internally-nothing need show.

There's never any chafing or

odor. Never any pins, pads or

belts to spoil the fit of your

clothes. And Tampax tampons

are completely disposable.

The silken-smooth applicator

—and tampon too—can be

flushed right away.

Why don't you try Tampax

tampons? Month after month

without inconvenience. It's

one of the best things that

could happen to you.

A Poke in

the fye

MERINO GT-IV by BUI Martin

'It does a lot of things nicely'
SPECIFICATIONS

p^ce $65.00 poe

Starting.; hand or foot

Displacement 174 CCo

Fuel premium sheep food

Clutch excellent

Horn .two nice ones

Length 41 in*

Seat height 25 in.

Curb wt.(w/itank fuel). 65 lb.

Test wt 225 lb.

Top speed lS mP"»
Acceleration, zero to:

3moh,sec 4*1

4.moh,sec

5mDh, sec 7.3

rVnnh.sec 31.5

Standing 1^8 mile, min.. 1.6

terminal soeed ,mnh. . . 11 -4-

Standing \fU mile, min. .3 .2

terminal soeed,moh.

.

.17.

A

GHAPH OF EXHAUST IN MPH -

(Movements per Second)

Recent bestiality buffs must bs con-

fused by the vast numbers of anm.a i

presently on the market. Especially

notable are the Japanese imports of

small displacement chickens, dog;, fish,

and everyone has seen the scores of

Siamese cats now on the streets. The

clever orientals have something for

everytaste — word is out that they are

developing a woman for the American

pervert market. Even the helmet legis-

lation cannot hope to stem this grow-

ing tide.

No one will deny that these sophis-

ticated creatures are hot performers,

but I think every 'true animal lover has

a soft spot for the big British stogie

sheep. The Journal had the opportunity

to lest one of these classics, the Merino

IV Gran Turismo sheep, and we found

it quite to our liking.

Our model was a real sweet perfor-

mer, combining the spriteliness of a

twin with the endurance and reliability

of a single. Starling up was no pro-

blem — we just turned her over a

couple of times an dshe was raring to

go. In colder weather, however, more

elaborate starting procedures would be

recommended. Once underway, every-

thing was satisfactory. The acceleration

though a bit irregular, was exhilarating.

The suspension is fair although the hind

trotters could be dampened a bit to

handle the bumps. We might as well

admit that the Merino IV is a brute

in a corner and her brakes aren't really

adequate to the searing acceleration.

The Merino IV G. T. is one of the best

finished animals to come out of the

British fields. Two tone fleece is avail-

able, although ou rmodel was the stan-

dard BUG (British Romping Grey).

Much attention has been paid to the

rider's comfort and onec aboard you

feel right on top of 'the world. Hanlling

rider's comfort are such that the owner

of this 'prize won't hesitate to attempt

a 'trip' of some magnitude, nor will he

stay away from the cow trails. The Mer-

ino G. T. IV is just right for a slow

gambol through the fall dusk, or a fast

spring lark to the lake.

It may not be the 'biggest or the fast-

est (it certainly isn't the slowest) ani-

mal on the market, but the Merino G.T.

IV will do a lot of things for a lot of

people — very nicely.

Who is Vig 12 ? Is she available for a

road 'test ?

AX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
D1AN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO

St. Thomas Wore)

R.C. CAM?U$ PARISH

MASSES

Sundays:

Dunning Hall Auditorium

10:30 a.m.

4:30 p.m.

Weekdays:

Newman Centre

164 University Ave.

4:30 p.m.

10%. . .DISCOUNT. . .15%
(15% TO VOUCHER HOLDERS)
ON ALL GOODS IN STOCK

University Texts

Paper Backs - Stationery
Free delivery in Kingston

K. & W. BOOKS
BARK IE NEAR PRINCESS 546-2746

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed '

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

Ask for your "Golden Fifty" book
($5 for $10 Value)

A WEEKEND

OF EXPERIMENTATION

The Church is too big for Christianity ?-

Can we create small Christian communities ?

Sponsored by NEWMAN and St. Thomas More Parish

International Centre, Friday, September 27,

7:30 through Sunday

Rev. Peter Sheehan, S.T.D.

Newman Chaplain—University of Toronto

WORKSHOPS—SONG FESTIVAL



SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

ARENA SOON
By MURRAY ASPDEN

The long-awaited arena and phy-

sical education complex will start

to rise early next year in the block

next to the present gymnasium.

The university announced Wed-

nesday that tenders for the $4.79

million project would be called in

November.

"Until now it has not been pos-

sible for the university to provide

the desired facilities because of dif-

ficulties in obtaining capital for pro-

jects of this sort", a university state-

ment said. "However, I am pleas-

ed to say that it is now possible to

place this project at the top of the

university's list of priorities".

Government money will be avail-

able to build the 1800-seat arena as

a result of a policy change last

spring. Physical education build-

ings could not previously be erect-

ed with government funds.

Besides the hockey arena, the

complex will have an indoor prac-

tice track, rooftop tennis courts,

squash and handball courts, and an

underground parking area for 75

cars. "The new complex will pro-

vide Queen's University with one

of the most comprehensive physical

education buildings in Canada to-

day", Dr. Donald Macintosh, direc-

tor of the school of physical educa-

tion, commented.

The complex is scheduled to be

completed by the spring of 1970;

the arena portion should be ready

by next fall.

Two new gymnasiums will be

added to the existing one. The

largest one will seat 1800 specta-

tors, and roll-out bleachers will pro-

vide a larger gym floor when few-

er spectators are to be seated. The

mezzanine will also have such roll-

out bleachers.

A new swimming pool will form

part of the complex; it will have

room for about 400 spectators and

will have two one-metre and one

three-metre diving boards... A mov-

able floating boom will divide the

pool to make possible water polo

and synchronized swimming, or to

permit two activities to take place

at once.

In the arena, a six-foot wide

practice track will circle the build-

ing at the top level of spectator

seating. That area will also be

available

to stand.

for overflow spectators

The ice surface will be specially

designed so that it can be removed

and replaced within 48 hours, in

order that the arena can be used

for other student functions. A por-

table stage will be provided later.

The area could also be used as an

exam hall.

The university said that the gym-

nasium would be in use during the

construction of the new complex,

adding that "every effort" would

be made to prevent inconvenience;

but the swimming pool will not be

available for overflow spectators

The complex was planned by a

university committee including, four

students.
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Senate policy decided

one day ou-r
X&phuaxy frierui was
frusy making a "Short
hop acrc^s campus

She espied, .a
truck- fe-aiusportos^
Copious quantities or
carrot cupcakes.

lut such, culinary
Gon/su-mmaHons call

for capital.

and capital} kiddies,
means like &nks.

funny we &ovM.
„ „ men-Hoiv that.

surprising: because
we wou-ki j>e wxrd .

put to advertise Wis
way if She Weren't?

. . So slie romped over
to -Hie Campus jBaiuc,

Srocity afciiitsmanxtr. ^Adi,, and, gtoiered
a few T&ttni^p
tflerefrom.

and sJie-atHUiadtime
to catch- the cupcake
vendor and Mow the
lot iefore was
out of sigflt-.

so we "have, a
Happy lajpy.

but one praMe-m-.

at this rate -we'll soon
have tJ* fattest
raHAt in- town.

a property *Sf

jjankof montreal

a capital place.

A.M.S.

(1

(2}

(3)

[4)

Chairman and two members
Brockington Visitors Commiltee
Apply by Monday, October 7th

Conference on Student Affairs

November 7-8-9 Macdonald College
Delegates

Conference on Indian Affairs

October 25-26-27 Glendon College
Delegates

Conference on Drugs October 31-November 3
3 Delegates Loyola College

Delegates to Conferences are chosen by the External Af-
fairs Committee from among applications submitted to the
AMS office.

(5) Members for the AMS Housing Development
Committee:
Co-Chairmen Lome Mussellman 544-7618

John Wiggan 544-6618
The student body is planning to construct its own building,

it is already under way.

(7) Pub Committee—Arts and Science Rep.

(6) The AMS Executive now has a formal question
period

.at. -the beginning of eaoh meeting. Any and all questions
are encouraged from anyone.

All applications to "be tended in to the AMS Office.

AMS. demands parity
By HERMAN BAKVIS

The Alma Mater Society has

demanded parity on two univer-

sity senate committees and also

open senate meetings. If these

demands are not met, the A.M.S.

may refuse to find representa-

tives for senate committees.

In a strongly worded resolution

passed at Tuesday night's meet-

ing, It asked for parity on the

Committee on Academic Devel-

opment and the Committee on Stu-

dent Affairs, which directly affect

students. The A.M.S. asked for

increased representation on

other committees also.

The resolution passed 19 to 5

after a heated debate in commit-

tee of the whole.

The four student senators in

general were opposed to the idea

of open senate meetings. John

Gray said he wouldn't have the

courage to say things at an open

meeting that he wuuld have at a

closed meeting.

He also cautioned that if senate

meetings were open, "decisions

could take place elsewhere

rather than at meetings."

"I'm sorry to hear that" re-

plied Chuck Edwards, A.M.S.

president. "This executive body

has always operated in the open

and we don't seem to have suf-

fered any for it, why must this

undemocratic means (closed sen-

ate meetings) be used," he con-

tinued,
'

'to run a supposedly dem-

ocratic university coiiunuiyty?

This is not a proper way to run a

university."

Gray pointed outthatthe senate

meetings were no longer com-

pletely closed since minutes of

meetings would be readily avail-

able for anyone. He added that he

did not want to say things at an

open meeting and then "see them

misquoted in a paper".

Edwards retorted by saying

that ser e minutes were usually

a vague abstract of what really

went on.

Barry Leroy, another student

senator, noted a further danger of

open senate meetings. "It's anew

deal; everybody will want to go."

He voiced a fear that hundreds of

students would want to attend such

a novel happening as an open sen-

ate meeting.

The motion asked that a student

be seated on the budget committee

and that two students be seated

on the committee on tenure, pro-

motion and leave.

On committees where there is

presently student representation

the executive wants representa-

tion increased by one student per

committee.

The four student senators, ap-

pointed last spring, are not af-

fected by the resolution. They

will be able to decide for them-

selves whether they want to be

members of a closed senate.

Co-op pans pot
The student co-op at Queen's

passed a motion at its general

meeting Monday night which com-

pels the members of its board

of directors to report immed-

iately any violation of the Nar-

cotics Control Act of Canada.

This in effect means that if a

member of the board comes upon

someone smoking pot in the co-op

he is bound to phone the police

immediately and report it.

The action was taken because

under the Narcotics Control Act

the members of the board of

directors are automatically ac-

complices after the fact if pot

is found, it being assumed that

they had knowledge of it and did

not report it. If a board member
were to be convicted ofthe charge

he would be liable to be sentenced

to up to fourteen years in prison.

POSTERS BY PAINTERS
jjntil September 29

Selections from the Permanent Collection

until October 6

AT THE ART CENTRE

QUEEN'S DEBATING UNION

First General Meeting

Tuesday, October 1, 7:30 p.m.

2nd Floor Common Room, Students' Union

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Cleigy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director el Praise,

Glenn George. ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

"Outlaw ir
Grant Hall, Sat., Sept. 28

8:30 - 11:00

featuring

"The Magic Cycle"

"The Fifth Column"

"Happenings"

BUY AND SELL

49 Princess St.

USED

—FURNITURE

—ANTIQUES

542-8136

STUDENTS' RECEPTION
you are invited to

SUNDAY EVENING - CHALMERS CHURCH
N0.1

Sept. 29 at 7:00 p.m.

"Some People Say It's Worth It!"

involving

Douglas Crichton (Dept. of Religion, Queen's)

5 other students and professional people

Coffee and Conversation Following

Minister Director of Christian Education
Robt. K. N. McLean Virginia Dobson

Corner Barrie & Clergy Sts.
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New Senate starts work
The first meeting of the new,

expanded Senate of Queen's Uni-
versity gave a warm welcome
yesterday to the four student

senators, and moved to add mort
students to Senate committees.

With no disagreement, the Sen-
,,* r, accepted a motion by Barrj
erpy and Craig Atkins to re-

1 :iw its original proposal, which
ajypi. ently would have allowec

only four additional student re-

presentatives besides the pre-

sent four students.

Although the Alma Mater
Society's request for open meet-
ings of the Senate and its com-
mittees and for a further 2<>

student seats on committees wat
not received in time to be placed

on the agenda, it was discussed

together with the motion for re-

view. An "operations review
committee" with three faculty

members and two students was
asked to bring in new recom-
mendations to the next Senate

meeting, one month from now.

"It was understood that the

question of openness would be

discussed by this committee"
student senator John Buttars said

after the meeting.

A. M.S. president Chuck Ed-
wards greeted these develop-

ments with caution last night.

"I trust that this committee will

meet in public and move rather

quickly," he said, "since under

the terms of the A. M.S. motion

the question of openess must be

decided before we can appoint

additional members."
The principle of equal student

representation also won some
acceptance. At an informal meet-

ing of the Student Affairs com-
mittee, on which students are

seeking parity with the faculty,

its members were "all in favour

of parity" student senator John

Gray said.

The new Senate committees are

already getting down to work.

Barry Leroy, member of the

Campus Planning committee,

says the need for student housing

and the priorities for expansion

of university facilities will be

his main concern.

Craig Atkins was appointed tc

the powerful Academic Develop-

ment committee, whose report

took up a large portion ofyester-

day's closed meeting, while John

Buttars is seeking appointment

to the committee on Schlarships

and Student Aid although there

is currently no provision for a

student member.
"I think we're really going to

see some action", said Barry

Leroy, and John Buttars added

that "it looks hopeful", but John

(Jray pointed out that "by nature,

the Senate is not a quickly-mov-

ing body."

tho- I" ?
Se

?ators John Buttars and John Gray attendhe r first meeting of the Senate yesterday, aboL Beow, an umdentif ed member of the Board of Trusteesleaves the executive committee meeting

,t hl
rUStee

!-
r8fUS

^d f° comment what was discusseH
at the meeting. One went as far as to say "Nominawas d.scussed". Another one talked with JOURNAL re?

c^Z\lI™*
f 'V
!
m
j
n
X
teS

^
ab° Ut lhe P° litIcal consequen-

ces of the death of Quebec Premier Daniel Johnson, butfound he had a train to catch when the conversationmoved to the subject of the board. It seemed as if they

^eM^,W,

arned abouf ^porters beforehand.
JOURNAL reporters were not allowed into eithermeeting but the photographer who took these pictures

heard Queens Principal John Deutsch telling the Senate
that this is one of the most important times in the his-
tory of the university. He said that the Senate and its
committees have to take a leading role in runninq the
university.

Earlier a new faculty member of the Senate told one
of the reporters that JOURNAL editorials were good this
year, especially Lubor J. Kink's column on Tuesday en-
titled "Throw out the old buggers".

news briefs

ARTS '71 BY-ELECTIONS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1968 8:30 p.m. STIRLING THEATRE D

The ARTS '71 Executive positions of Female Constable and Male Social Convenor are

now vancant.

A member of ARTS '71 wishing to run jot one of these positions should submit his/

her nomination with the signatures of five co-signers (all of them members of ARTS '71)

to JOHN MURRAY - McNeill 217 or to MEREDITH MORRIS - Chown 222 before

midnight Monday September 30, 1968 .

SUPPORT ARTS '71 COME OUT ON TUESDAY

DRUG CONFERENCE

Unless the student representa-
tive attending a drug conference
at Loyola College is chosen by
the AM.S., he cannot expect
to have 'his expenses paid by it,

The conference, running from
October 31 to November 3 is

to discuss drug usage on cam-
pus and ways to discipline drug
users.

Three delegates heve been in-
vited, one of which is to be a
Student chosen by the adminis-
tration.

As a result, the A.M.S. passed
a motion which said "anyone
who is not chosen by the A.M.S.
will not get their expenses paid
by the A. M. S. " the motion
was passed unanimously.
Dean Webster, dean of student

affairs is in charge of appoint-
ing the student representative.

"Technically, I will be respon-
sible for choosing him," Dean
Webster said. He did not elabor-
ate on what he meant by this

statment except to say 'Til talk

to Edwards about it."

When asked who would pay
the expenses of the student
representative in case the
A.M.S. did not, Webster said,

"I don't know who would."

WORLD PROGRAMMES

The Queen's Committee for

World University Services of

Canada (W.U.S.'C.) held its

first general meeting of the

year Wednesday night.

The club serves to aid the

development of universities in

some sixty countries through a

variety of medical, social and
political programmes. It tries to

stimulate interest in its mem-
bers by providing accurate in-

formation about current inter-

national political affairs.

At the meeting, Jill Stooker,

the national secretary from Tor-

onto, briefly described the struc-

ture, resources and programmes
of W.U.S.C.

The current Queen's execu-

tive, led by chairman Bob
Black, was introduced and ten-

tative programmes for the com-
ing year were discussed. One
programme in the planning
stage is the sale of international

handicrafts at the Treasure Van
to be held on campus from Nov-
ember 29 to 29.

Programmes will be conduct-

ed throughout (he year concern-

ing such crucial problems as
Africa today, Red China and
the French-Canadian situation.

In January, a symposium con-
cerning with "Human Relation-

ship" will be conducted. Speak-
ers Alan Watts and Eric Lincoln

a light show, rock groups and
various other media will be pre-

Other programmes for the
year will include the annual
Miles for Millions Walk, an
International Supper (held in

conjunction with the Interna-
tional Club) and assorted fauns.

NEW ASSOCIATION

The AMS inner council has
granted the Physical Health and
Education Club the same status

as the Commerce Club. The
new club, officially called the

Physical and Health Education

Students' Association, has de-

finite plans eventually to be-

come an official campus society

with the expected expansion

of the School of Physical Educa-
tion. Such a move will be fea-

sible when the club gains solid

financial footing.

One of the main purposes of

forming the Association is to

promote professional athletics

and recreation at Queen's. An-
other is to make P. H. E. stu-

dents more aware of physical

education subjects which is the

past took second place to tlheir

work towards their B. A.

OTTAWA (CUP) — Hansard

has joined the growing list of

progressive publications to re-

print the article "Student as

Niggar."
Independantt liberal Sena/tor

Donald Cameron asked that the

article be appended to Hansard

to warn senators how "neurotic

anarchists" were trying to take

over Canadian campuses.

He referred to the story as an

'indoctrinary paper" of C.U.S.,

"a revolutionary minority" who
were gaining power by the use

of "commando tactics common to

anarchists."

Cameron said he was hesitant

to introduce the article, which

he described as the worst piece

of writing in a moral sense that

has gone into Senate Hansard.

He said student activists were
being aided by "hippie pro-

fessors and the also rans of

the academic world."

In the House of Commons, On-

tario Conservative Mac T. Mc-

Cutcheon said such literature

should not be distributed in the

universities. He asked Post-

master-General Eric Kierans if

the mails could be barred to

the senders of such literature.

The closing of the mails to

the publishers of "Student aft

Niggar" could present quite a

probbsn to the Queen% Printer.
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Up pops Ramse
"Pianist Ramsey Lewis is

not only in, he is the hottest

jazz artist going", reported

Time Magazine. "The young-
er generation has adopted
Lewis as purveyor of a new
and wondrous sound".

The new sound of Ram-
sey Lewis, first heard on his

Cadet recording of "The In

Crowd" won virtual over-

night success for the tall

academic-looking Chicagoan
who has led his own trio

since 1955.

The "In Crowd" which
has sold over a million cop-

ies, (followed by the equal-

ly successful recordings of

"Hang on Sloopy" and

"Wade in the Water") has

resulted in TV and concert

appearances across the

country. The trio has play-

ed more than one S.R.O.

show at Carnegie Hall as

well as receiving top billing

in every corner of the

world. He is appearing at

Queen's after a highly suc-

cessful European tour.

Lewis' recognition was
capped when the National

Academy of Recording Arts

and Sciences awarded him

a Grammy (The record in-

dustry's Oscar) for "The In

Crowd".
In 1955, Ramsey formed

his own trio. A Chicago

policeman heard the group

and introduced them to

Leonard and Phil Chess of

Argo Records. A Chicago

disc jockey heard their first

recording, introduced it to

his audience, and the group

began to move.

Today, 13 years later,

Ramsey Lewis enjoys the

success of hearing his uni-

que style imitated by other

groups. It's a style that

Time Magazine said is "free-

wheeling, come - join - the-

party feeling that, Ramsey

candidly admits, is the only

way to make jazz a saleable

item that people will under-

stand, enjoy and pay for".

Without question, Ramsey
Lewis has become the num-
ber one jazz attraction in

colleges and universities

and continues to receive top
rating in all national music
polls.

Success in the entertain-

ment business is difficult to

achieve and more difficult

to hold on to, and for a jazz-

oriented group this is doub-

Film clubs

proliferate
If you're in a dilemma over what to

do any week night during the year, the
numerous film clubs would only be too
giad to accommodate you.

The week's activities start with the
Cine Guild on Monday nights. A two
dollar membership tee enables you to

join this club whose purpose is to teach
members movie techniques. besides
learning to snoot film, the members will

also view their colleagues' works to aug-
ment tne learning process. Meetings
are in Room. 417 in Watson Hall, at 7:JU.

Tuesday night hosts the American Film
series. I his series brings out such Am-
erican classics ranging from Citizen Caine
to Ford's My Darling Clementine. The
membership for this series is seven dol-
lars, and further information can be ob-
tained in the English Dept., fourth floor

Watson Hall.

On Wednesday, in various locations,

the Kingston Film Society presents films
in three categories: 35mm, 16mm, and a
classic series. Membership is seven dol-
lars and fifty cents for the 16 and 35mm
series, which includes movies such as
Cul du Sac by Roman Polanski, and nine
fifty for the 35, 16, and classic series.

Further information and membership
cards are available at the Pickwick Book-
shop, 14 Montreal St.

The European Film series will be show-
ing films such as Vivre Sa Vie by Godard
on Thursday nights. Sub-titles will en-
able full comprehension of foreign lan-

guages to further your appreciation of
this series. Membership is nine dollars
and information concerning times and
places, as is that for the Cine Guild and
American Film series, is available at the
English Dept., fourth floor John Watson
Kail.

Starting Oct. 4th, selected European
and North American films are being
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shown by the Grad Film club. The

membership fee of three dollars, en-

ables admission to the regular Friday

night showings. Additional information

is available from the Grad Society.

To satisfy the eager movie goer, who
wishes to splurge after a hard week's

viewing, a second series is scheduled for

Friday nights. Every Friday night, in

Dunning Hall, you will be able to see

movies such as Bonnie and Clyde, Irma

la Douce, and Goldfinger. These films

start on the 26, with the comedy west-

ern Flim Flan Man, and run right through

every Friday night until March 27th.

There are two showings, at seven and

ten p.m. Admission is 50c.

For the still unsatisfied fan, Kingston's

commercial theatres will offer you a

delightful change for the weekend.

Light fare
"For Love of Ivy" is a disappointment

—from several points of view.
The plot evolves around the efforts

of two teenagers to liven up the life of

their coloured household maid with a

boyfriend. On to the scene bounds
Sidney Poiter, this time as the suave
heartbreaker rather than the semi-god
we were getting used to from his prev-
ious movie roles. The situations are un-

realistic, the humour hackney, and the
ending, inevitably, happy.

With Sidney in the lead, the acting

—

is, of course, plausible, although there

are instances of sheer dramatics. Abbey
Lincoln as Ivy is good and so are the
teenagers.

It's an interesting movie if you want
a break and a little light entertainment,
but don't take it to heart.

Remember your high-school hang-

outs? You know, the small and dark

rooms, with a flickering candle on

every red-checkered table-top. And
at the front of the room ,a fellow

played guitar and sang all the songs

you knew—like "San Francisco Bay"

and "Changes". And you all sang

along and drank coffee, and it was
great.

Remember? Well, if you'd like to

recapture some of that atmosphere,

b» cur-. t0 go to the Cafe d'Echecs this

weekend.
It's quite an adventure just finding

this rendezvous—down a side alley,

pusi u Pii»ni3 ioi 10 the rear of Pro-

kop's Vagabond Steak House, or

through the main restaurant and the

kitchen. And there it is, just as you
remembered it. Your old coffee shop.

University students might find it

rather unsophisticated (with juke-box

music in intermissions and all), where-

as thj high idents

the more loc rners ar

be intimidat
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This weekend — Bitter

Grounds present instrumen-
tal guitarist RON PARKER,
the comedy of BRAD RE ID,

singing freshette SUE Mc-

GILL on Friday night and
the talents of singing-guitar

playing, entertainment co-

ordinator INEZ PIATINIUS
Saturday night.
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Film Review

A clue to the

nature of man
By FRED BELLEMARE

Pas De Deux is one of the

finest short - subject films

ever made, a definitive ex-

position in a new art form,

and a definite triumph for

producer Norman McClaren

and the National Film Board

of Canada. If rioting had

not interrupted the judging

at this year's Cannes Rim
Festival, it might have won
a first prize in its category.

Pas De Deux represents

som ething of a depa r tu re

from McClaren's usual style

of film-making; it is not an-

other of his famous abstract

cartoons, nor is it another

humorous social satire along

the lines of his Neighbours.

Instead, it is simply a film

of two ballet dancers as

they move with their music

From such a simple theme,

through the imaginative use

of a stroboscopic camera ef-

fect and a very real sensitiv-

ity to beauty, McClaren

transforms what .might have

been an uninspired docu-

mentary into an aesthetic

masterpiece. Viewing Pas De

Deux, one does not merely

see, one experiences; from

the beginning, the viewer is

caught up in the sweep of

the music coupled with the

grace of the dancing figur-

es. He loses himself in the

movemen t ; the sw i r I ing
dancers hypnotize him. Like

all true art forms, Pas De
Deux is a personal thing, a

communication between the

exposition and the interpre-

tation.

Pas De Deux is a strange

film; to some, it will mean
little, while others will find

in its movement some clue

to the nature of man. If

nothing else, it is a confir-

mation of Canada's promin-

ent position in the field of

short-subject film making.

Theatre

:

Capsule

comments

Your 'cultah' editor strongly

suggests that you, dear reader,

do avail yourself of the oppor-

tunity to see the beautiful movie

at the Hyland. Elvira Madigan is

a sumptuous retelling of an old

Swedish story about the love

affair, one magic summer, be-

tween a cavalry officer and a

circus acrobat.

The Domino Theatre opens its Expo last year by Sir Laurence

16th season tonight with a pres- Olivier and the National Theatre

entation of French author George Co. Sounds like a wonderful way

Feydeau's "A Flea in Her Ear", to spend an evening. Tickets are

directed by John Spurr. The play 0n sale right now.

is the same that was brought to

"Perhaps the most beautiful movie in history."

-Brtntu GiD, Tie New Yorker.

From Lyric love to the hard

facts of life-this weekend The

Doctor Speaks Out at the Odeon

Theatre. It's all there, for those

who want to know, sex and child-

birth and abortions and VD and

stuff. Yes, the talkies have come

to Kingston.

Next Thursday's movie in Dun-

ning Hall is "Two for the Road"

rather than the previously an-

nounced "Tony Rome". Features

at 7:00 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Coffee Stall-in the square be-

hind GRANT HALL, operating

from 11:30-2:30 every day. The

Building Fund is sponsoring it,

hopes to provide entertainment

of varied types-music, soapbox

speakers, one act plays, etc.

GirL
lired of the Queen's social scene?

"'e slump getting you down?
j common room at the end of Ban

RiS '"ay, September 27 from 8:30 on.

TW '"Ik singing and a briefing of foot-

bal Reparation for the Queen's-Western

gaifl'day.
'e any questions, please phone Joan

BRYAN FORBES'
"f^£JJ){>4LL" color t» oe luxe starts Today!

Daily at: 1:00 3:00
5:00 7:15 9:30I Si»"'r<*>Y

Elvira
£111

continuous
3:00

7:05,
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Modernization

s u^ents are demonstrating a real depth of contemplate

K*3- to

h
:^n^W^

Lll years the^Tofessors, and those in related disciplines.

e?s w"l biome increasingly involved in social and pohti-

'^engineer who seeks to integrate will be more

than welcome and tremendously valuable tc
,
sc* ety

.

Th»

modern kind of thinking is surely the key to real student

effeCt

^?dir Words, the engineering newspaper which

will publish its first issue next Monday^romises tc
.

re-

flect the new spirit in the Engineering Soc ety. Pr°d u"d

to engineer* about engineers, and by engineers^s goal

is to promote intelligent discussion and avoid misguided

Pr0t
1t

t

'is hoped that artsmen, medsmen, commercemen

and all othenT who care to, will read Golden Words

their expectations are realized, the whole campus will

benefit.

Power now
Those who govern our university are obviously tak-

ing note of the growing student demand for a share ot

the ' r

&? granting a few seats in private meetings to stu-

dents before more was even asked for, the Senate may

have thought it was making an adequate response.

Faced with the unusually broad consensus in the

Alma Mater Society executive meeting which demanded

open meetings and parity on key committees with only

4 or five dissenting votes, the Senate has already begun

to move further. .

Those. who feared that "the door will be slammed

in our fads" should soon realize that a united and reason-

able student demand cannot be ignored.

The job facing the Alma Mater Society executive

now is to press its requests, already scaled down, with-

out further compromise.
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Brave new world?
By DAVE GREASON

Upon re-examination of a novel of

social consequence thirty years after

it was published one is struck by the

new interpretations which the inter-

vening years force one to make. Such

is the case with Aldous Huxley s

Brave New World. Written in 1932,

this novel was interpreted as a damp-

ened-down prophesy by an inveterate

social critic from whom much more

vitriol was to be expected. Reviewers

of the day grasped upon the more

obvious analogies, drawing them to

ridiculous lengths. Often overooked

was what I
consider the major theme

of the work, social continuity.

Huxley's fear or the brave new
world lay in its growing dependence

upon continuity, social immobility and

social systematization. The mechanized

socity, he writes, demands a regulari-

ty which can only be achieved in the

absolute sense by the production of

human beings engineered to a mach-

ined-oriented specificity. In other

words, machines demanding and re-

ceiving men whose heredity is so con-

trolled that their one purpose in life

is to operate those machines. Does this

strike a recognizable note?

It damn well should. Although we
have nothing as immediate and ob-

vious as a "Central Hatchery and Con-

ditioning Centre" to direct the indivi-

dual's development through biologi-

cal interference, nor as obvious a

state motto as "Community, Identity,

Stability", we have one institution in

this society which could well become

such a conditioning centre—the uni-

versity. Mark Rudd, now awaiting trial

for his part in the Columbia rebellion,

views the university as a "factory

whose goal is to produce: 1) trained

personnel f o r corporations, govern-

ment, and more universities, and, 2)

knowledge of the uses of business

and government to perpetrate the
present system". In many respects an

overstatement, his ideas smack of a

frightening reality.

Modern economics and its catch-

word "efficiency" demand a regular-

• ity of approach, a continuity of inter-

pretation and a socio-political stability

which today's universities seem only

too willing to propagate. Although

many liberal-minded educators recog-

nize the problem and are attempting

to find solutions, the threat remains.

I am not offering rapid radical

change as the panacea for society's

ills. On the contrary, for too rapid

change can be as dangerous, if not

more so, than stifling continuity. Con-

trolled change is perhaps the most

opportune phrase to describe the least

difficult manner of advancing.

The university is the most able in-

stitution through which change can

be offered to society. I say offered,

for change imposed by any institu-

tion is undesireable. Universities have

the means through which new ideas

can be presented to the public at large.

And, with all the inequities of the

present system, it must still be the

people who make the final decisions,

regardless of how idealistic it may

sound. The university must not be al-

lowed to degenerate into a carbon

paper which reproduces exact dupli-

cates of existing individuals to per-

form the same tasks. Hence the inco-

herent babblings of many campus

radicals, activists and New Leftists

contain a glimmer of need for change.

Aldous Huxley fears that the state

will be the initiator of human genetics

control. We have nothing as concrete

to grasp. Rather, fear the university,

which, through systematic control of

the intellect, may become the "Con-

ditioning Centre for Society" of the

future. Let's not find ourselves listen-

ing to some Chancellor of Queen's in

1984 saying:

". . . and here is the essence of

the social stability which we en-

joy today: the systematic educa-

tion o f individuals t o perform

specific tasks i n society. I a m
proud to say that the purpose

of this university is the protect-

ion of that stability."
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HUSK replies

Dear Sir,

In reply to your article "High

school union wants AMS support"

in the Journal for Tuesday, Sept-

ember 24, I would like to clear

up a misconception which your

article raised, that being that

the HUSK paper is not being

published in the cheapest manner
suitable. Consider these figures:

The cost of paper for Gestetner-

ing would be $5.00 per 1000

sheets. At eight pages per issue,

5000 copies would mean 40,000

pages per issue, or a cost of

$200 per issue. If done by off-

set press, as intended, the cost

would be only $137.50 per Issue,

including plates and tax. Offset

also allows greater flexibility

in regard to photographs, draw-
ings, etc. Therefore I believe

the people handling the HUSK
newspaper know the facts and

have made the right decision.

Jj:tters

When you consider Chuck Ed-
wards' comment, "HUSK" will

have a hell of a time getting out

anything meaningful even if they

did receive a grant," it seems
he has slipped back into the

"Student as Nigger' ' attitude.

The whole purpose of the paper

is to prove to educators and

students that students are cap-

able of thinking about the issues

and coming up with meaningful

opinions.

Also, I would like to comment
on the slant of the article. It

was written by a person who
knows very little about HUSK
and who, incidentally, has per-
sonal affiliations with the two
gentlemen (Ted Pidgeon and Ron
Baxter) who condemned the union
and its paper, I would like to

state that Ted Pidgeon is not on
the executive of the union, and
therefore has no right to make
statements about HUSK financial

policy. Also, Ron Baxter has no

affiliation with HUSK and has at-

tended only one meeting. Such

comments as "tried to use the

Whig-Standard as a weapon",

and "the whole situation became

impossible" are completely us-

true and cannot be justified.

In fact, the whole article was

written in a sensational manner,

by a reporter who evidently has

a personal beef about HUSK and

is trying to destroy us. In rea-

lity the High school Union of

Students is functioning very

smoothly, has its aims clearly

defined and is acting towardtheir

fulfilment.

LOGAN MURRAY
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FRIDAY, SEPT. 27 7 t
9:00-9:00 Book Fair by Kingston

Symphony Assc., 69 Princess
St.

2:00-5:00 "Posters by Painters"—
Exhibition—Agnes Bthering-
ton Art Centre

9:00-1:00 Oil Thigh H— Magic
Cycle, Grant Hall

9:00-2:00 Cafe d'Eehecs Coffee-

house, 477 Princess St.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28

9:00-1:00 Book Fair by Kingston
Symphony Assoc., 69 Prin-
cess St.

2:00-5:00 "Posters by Painters"
Exhibition: Etherington Art
Centre

4:00-6:00 Commerce Tea Dance,
2St, Grant Hall

8:30 Outlaw n, Dance, features

"The Magic Cycle" and
"The Fifth Column", Grant
Hall

9:00-2:00 Cafe d'Eehecs Coffee-

house, 477 Princess St.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 29 7
9:00 a.m.—Upper Canada Village

Tour. International Centre
1:45 Presbyterian Young People's

Cookout, Swimming, Fellow-
ship. St. Andrew's Church
(Princess and Clergy)

2:00-5:00 "Posters by Painters"
Exhibition, Etherington Art
Centre

MONDAY, SEPT. 30

7:30 Meeting of "Students Tor a

New University" Common
Room, 2nd floor Students

Union.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1

7:30 General Meeting, Queen's
Debating Union, Students

Union, Common Room, 2nd

floor,

A WEEKEND

OF EXPERIMENTATION

The Church is too big for Christianity ?

Can we create small Christian communities ?

Sponsored by NEWMAN and St. Thomas More Parish

International Centre, Friday, September 27,

7:30 through Sunday

Rev. Peter Sheehan, S.T.D.

Newman Chaplain—University of Toronto

WORKSHOPS—SONG FESTIVAL

Cafe d'Eehecs
Kingston's club just for

Students

477 Princess St.

Entrance at rear of

Vagabond Steak House

Free Parking

Open Wednesday to Saturday

9 p.m. to closing

WITH

ON FRIDAY
YOUR OWN

BILL BOSWORTH TRIO
FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

ON SATURDAY
QUEEN'S

DIANNE TUCKER
FOLK SINGING

R«fr*thm*nt and Snacka 60' min.

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

free pick-up and delivery

on siudent prescription*

or student rates

CALL 546-6517

SETO'S
CHOP SUET

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable
price, meal ticket avail-

able. Special T-Bone
steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over
$2.50 or pick-up 10% off.

Call 542-7431

FOUND

Ladies wrist watch found on

campus. Apply at desk at Ban

High for reclaimation.

FOR SALE

1967 Yamaha Twin Jet 100.

Like new, only 2500 miles. It's

not a Merino IV GT but it is a

good 'buy. Phone 544-6686 after

ROOMS

Roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom apartment with kit-

chen. 1.4 miles from campus

—

preferably '70 or '71 student.

54^6484,

Simon Fraser

Modified
By ALLEN GARR

Canadian University Press

BURNABY — Bob Walsh and
has moderate slate polled a con-
vincing victory over student
power opponents in Simon
Fraser student society elections

held last Friday, a victory which
may boll the death 'bell of stu-

dent power at SFU.

WaLslh, who garnered 1842
votes to activist .John Conway's
859, captured the presidence
and the chance to put his mod-
erate plans into action.

It is ironic that the student
body which received praise from
universities across Canada for

its effective and democratic
student government, spawned
by Martin Loney (CUS presi-

dent-elect) and his summer 1968
council, is now aborting its own
creation.

Although Loney and Conway
(summer vice-president) consis-

tently received support from the
studen'ts this summer for their

proposed tactics vis a vis demo-
cratizing the university, they
did anticipate a right wing back-

lash in the fall.

But forewarning does not al-

ways enable forearming.

The majority of the students

voting in .the fall election were
beyond the communications net-

work emanating from the stu-

dent power council this summer.
As a result, they were left to the

influences of the often incorrect,

sensationalistic commer cdal

press.

Attempits by the right bo over-

flow council this summer fell to

defeat, often midst peals of

laughter. The right, despite

evidence to the contrary such

as referenda, adamantly insisted
the activist council did not re-
present the views of -the stu-
dents.

This myth became a rallying
point for the right <&as fall.

Walsh, after hearing of his
victory said, '1 am personally
concerned with the accurate re-
presentation of student interest.
My main priorities at this mo-
ment are the search for a per-
manent president (SFU admin,
president p. D. McTaggart -

Sowan was dismissed last sum-
mer as the result of faculty de-
mands following a CAUT cen-
sure) and -the revisal of the un-
iversities act." >

Also-ran John Conway ap -

pears to be optimistic about the
future iof student power at
SFU, in spite of the election re-

suite.

He said, "Since our position in
the campaign was a clear and
uncompromising one, and the
fact that over 800 students voted
for us, I am not pessimistic a-
bout the results. I don't think
anyone voted for us who wasnt
prepared to act. On the other
hand, the vote for Walsh was
one of inaotion, apathy, suspic-
ion and fear which suggests to
me .that support for Walsh is

like a morning mist and it will
evaporate as rapidly as it

crystallized."

Only half of the council has
now voted in at SFU. The re-

mainder will be decided today.
But if history is an indicator,

the second slate will follow in
the conservative footsteps of

the first and SFU will not be as
volatile as it was 42ms past sum-
mer.

LOST

1 Small plastic maroon folder

— I. D. Cards, Gym, Library.

Robert Black. Return to A.M.S.

Office, please.

1 brown suede jacket in the

coffee shop on Thursday. Please

phone 542-9468. Reward,

HELP WANTED

Part time waitress required for

Cocktail Lounge at Hotel Blink-

bonnie, Gananoque. For further

particulars phone 382-2144 and

ask for the manager.

Insertion* for this column (jural

be handed In to the Journal of-

fice by 6:00 p.m. Wednesday* and

Sundays.

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. Steve Amey
Proprietor

COMMERCE SOCIETY
Tuesday, October 1 3:45 p.m.

Deadline for nominations /or Commerce Society freshmen year representative and

class (.section) organizers. Each nomination must be signed by three freshmen society

members and submitted to the A. M. S. office.

7
Commerce Society Elections for freshmen year representative and class (.section)

organizers.
DUNNING HALL AUDITORIUM
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Double Header Football...

Wtat happens when (he "Spoiler comes

Do you wan! to find out ? Then come to Richardson

Stadium Saturday afternoon.

The "Sooner" alias the University of Western 0„-

football games of the year.

twice. Western has to play Toronto and HsGHl only

once The learns that would present formidable W
„ „, th, .tangs are Toronto -d Qu

;
.A Th sj

Mustangs win hrrc. Toronto (whom Western beat in a

~o„ game) is the only other team that could beat

Western.

The Gaels also need the win. Playing in the older

division of the league, they encounter Toronto.and Mc-

GiU twice The Gads have only the game with McMas-

Tand Waterloo. Though the Gaels should handle Mc-

Gill the nation's number one ranked team will be a dif-

ficult team to beat. Queen's needs to win all its games

against the other teams to slay in contention.

Why is Western the "Spoiler" ? That is the name ap-

plied to il bv Western's head coach John Metras. He

feels *hat his team is very much improved from last

year and though it may nol win the championship.

Western may will spoil anolhei team's chance for it.

By ALEX BINKLEY

Last week against Toronto, Western was down 21-0

iZ .the fourth quarter when Mustangs came a-

Uve and scored 29 points to win the game. Any team

that can score 29 points against Toronto in one game,

L, a^onVone quarh-r, has an effective offense.

The Western offensive line, Metras feels, is better this

vear than last despite the addition of several rookies.

IZ £ urday Western threw a lot, something they are

"ItaL for. One reason is undoubtedly the

two fine ends Western has in Carl Lindros (Who may

not play Saturday) and Dennis Walker.

Another reason for the increased use of passing.in

the Western offence is the two fine quarterbacks the,

have in Joe Cipparone and Kevin St. Michael. To com

pliment this passing is the usual 'slang running game

lead by Stu Behie and Bruce Hough.

Defensively the Western team is in good shape. Al-

though their line is composed of freshmen. Mustangs

have two good returning linebackers-Ottavio Colosimo

and Bob Marlin. Their defensive backfield is composed

of veterans including one tall ^basketball player Bob

Lerose.

The Gaels fully aware of what they ore up against go

into the game suffering from a rift of minor injuries

that may restrict the performance of several players.

Quarterback Don Bayne has been having trouble with

a sore foot but will be fil for the game. The other backs

Ron Clark, Keith Eaman, Jamie Johnston and Heino

Lilies are all ready for the game. With Cam lnnes and

Don Mclntyre recovering from minor injuries, the of-

fensive line will be the same as last Sunday.

Defensively the Gaels coaches indicate some worry

Paul Lindros is recovering from a shoulder injury and

should be able lo play on Saturday. Jim Tail wi be

ready for Saturday and Joel Anderson should be fit A

big question mark is Jim Sherrit who is having trouble

with his neck hurt in Sunday's game in Ottawa.

The rest of the linebackers - John Stirling,

on Craig - and halfbacks Ron Brooks, Jim Tuinbull,

j"m McKeen, Bill McNeil and Alan Strader are all fit.

This game has all the ingredients of a good, hard

fou-%1 and exciting game. If you want to find out whe-

ther or not the spoiler is os good as some people say

then come to the Stadium Salurday afternoon.

This game, which features two good offences, should

be a fairly high scoring game that the Gaels will win

by 10 points.

Track By LILLICO
Rugger

Queen's sends a 24-man team under coach Roll Lund

to Hamilton today to compete in, the McMaster Invita-

tional Track Meet.

The team, which finished second in the 0. Q. A. A.

(Ontario Quebec Athletic Association) championships

in 1967, is led by many of the standout performers of

that team in some promising newcomers. Dave Ellis,

last year's winner of the Alfie Pierce Trophy as Queen's

outstanding athlete, will be entered in the mile Ellis

was winner of the annual Queen's Track Road Race held

^st Saturday, Sept. 21, covering the 3 mile course in a

slow time of 15 min. 20.

Brian Donnelly will be competing in the 120 yd. hurd-

les and the 440 yd. hurdles. Donnelly competed last

month at the Canadian Olympic Trials held in Toronto

where he placed first in the 120 yd., hurdles in a time

of 14.6 sec. This time fell short of the Olympic qualify-

ing time so Donnelly barely missed the Canadian team.

Tim Baker is a contender in the 440 yd. hurdles, fin-

ishing second in the 0. Q. A. A, championships last

year.

Brian Wilson and Brian MacDonald will be entered

in the 3 mile run. Brian Wilson's fifth place perfor-

mance in the Toronto Marathon last Saturday and Mac-
Donald's third in the Queen's Track Club Road Race
shows they are in good shape

Jane Hyde demonstrates modern dance

Women's Night
Women's athletic night brought more than 300 girls

to the gym on Wednesday night to see a full program

of demonstrations, discussion, and sports activities, spon

sored by <bhe Women's Athletic Coundl.

Under the convenership of Pam Ellison, PHE '71, the

evening got underway with "Hundred Years War Plus

One", a rather humorous broomball game which started

between the P. H E. staff and the W. A. C. but includ-

ed other girls as they arrived. The team that began as

the W. A. C. were the winners, Following this game,

W. A. C. chairman. Sue Mason introduced the members

of the Council and outlined the sports program as it

will be offered this year. Details of the recreation pro-

gram which begins with "Tour to Nowhere" tihis Sun-

day, were given in 'the form of a skit by Nancy Wilson,

recreation representative on the Council, and by Judy

Wilkins, Junior recreation rep.

Displays of various sports were presented beginning

with a modern dance demonstration, and followed by

a musical basketball display, synchronized swimming,

diving and .gymnastics. The sports reps., each had a

desk set up at which they discussed their sport with any

interested girls and gave them a chance to sign up for

intramural or intercollegiate teams.

Bob Lingwood, the O. Q. A. A. shot put champion in

1967, will be leading the field team, with the gradua-
tion of Vorma Salmikivi a specialist in the triple jump,
high jump and long jump field team will not be as

strong as last year's team. Coach Lund said he hopes
that some of the new men will take up the slack.

• • • i% ©O By DALY

This weekend Queensmen will (have the opportunity

of catching the two rugger teams in action at 4:30 Sat-

urday following the football game. The first XV will

play against Guelph's first in Richardson Stadium and

the second team will play GueLph seconds on the "Outer

Field".

Rugger is different this year. The 1968 version of the

Rugger Gaels is small, fast and mobile. They lack size

and brute strength, especially on the scrum, but they

have finessse. They lack some of the traditional foreign

pre-game and ipost*game antics, tout they ipossess their

own version of spirit and determination.

There are several reasons for the differences. The size

is down because many of the big boys are no longer

here. The team's speed end agility is due to a tremen-

dous influx of Canadian personnel from high schools

and local rugger clubs.

The team is moving with poise and aggressiveness be-

cause the rookies this year are unbelievably good. The
"Old Pros" are looking aghast at the moves of the new
fellows.

While the teams are looking good this year not every-

thing is coming up roses. Captain Ian Brown broke his

arm in practice and is through for the year.

This year ihe team must move the ball — smartly

and quickly, and they must run hard when they get it.

The scrum must really work in the loose scrums and
the Gaels cannot let the game get bogged down,

Fortunately a new rule will help their style. The ball

cannot be kicked for touch unless the kicker is inside

his own 25 yd. line. There will be fewer delays. The sup-

erior conditioning of the Queen's players should make
itself felt.

Tour to nowhere
A big event coming up on campus is the "Tour to No-

where" which will take place this Sunday, September

29. beginning at the gy,m at 3.00 p.m. This is a co-ed

event and every one is encouraged to come stag. Groups

of four, two girls and two guys, will be given a clue

which they decipher to find a code letter or word. Upon
completion of the competition, points will be tallied

on the basis of the number of controls reached, the time

and difficulty of figuring out the clues, and the finish-

ing time.

Photos by

Students who wish to get into Saturday's foot-

ball game will have to go to the Athletic Board of

Control Office to pick up tickets, if they have not

done so already. These are available free on pro-

duction of student I.D. cards.

An official at the A.B. of C. office explained

that the new system was introduced to control the

size of the crowd. He explained that in the past

students had been throwing athletic cards down

from the stands to friends below.

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111** FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
**



I'm just^i

student sir...
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. . . And I only want to learn

But ifs hard to read through the rising smoke . . . p 4

Of the books you'd like to bum.
So I'd like to make a promise

And I'd like to make a vow
And when I've got something to say, sir,

I'm going to say it now.

Well you've given me a number , .
. p 5

And you've taken off my name
And to get around this campus
Well you almost need a plane

And you're supporting Chiang Kai Chek

And I'm supporting Mao
And when I've got something to say, sir,

I'm going to say it now.

I wish that you'd make up your mind

I wish that you'd decide

That I should live as freely

As those who live outside ... p 10

'Cause we also are entitled

To the rights to be endowed
When I got something to say, sir,

I'm going to say it now.

Well I've read of. other countries

Where the students take a stand

They've even helped to overthrow

The leaders of the land

Now I wouldn't go so far to say

We're also learning how
But when we've got something to say, sir,

We're going to say it now.

Oh you'd like to be my father

You'd like to be my dad
And give me kisses when I'm good

And spank me when I'm bad. • • P s

But since I've left my parents

I've forgotten how to bow.
And when I've got something to say, sir,

I'm going to say it now.

And things they might be different

If I were here alone

But I've got a friend or two ...•pi

Who no longer lives at home
And we'll respect our elders

Just as long as they allow

That when I've got something to say, sir,

I'm going to say it now.

So keep right on a talking

And tell us what to do
And if nobody listens

My apologies to you
And I know that you were younger once

But you sure are older now
And when I've got something to say, sir,

I'm going to say it now. P

PHIL OCHS
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'Faculty and students co-equals -Carleton

From our wire services

Carleton University in Ottawa

is the most recent university to

put students on governing bodies.

Last week Carleton announced

that its faculty boards, which

correspond to departmental

committees at Queen's must

have at least 15 percent student

membership in future.

There are no students on such

committees Ik -e, although some

departments have student-faculty

consultation committees.

Queen's has four students as

members of the senate, the ac-

ademic governing body of theen-

tire university. Carleton, under

the new plan, will have none

unless they are elected as rep-

resentatives from a faculty

board. There Is npguaranteethat

this will happen.

Students for a Democratic Un-

iversity at Carleton organized a

protest against the plan, calling

it tokenistic.

No students knew about the

plan until it was presented at a

student council meeting Wednes-

day by student president Jerry

Lampert, who demanded that it

be approved immediately with-

out change. A series of amend-

ments were defeated after Lamp-

ert threatened to resign, saying

any change would force the sen-

ate to reconsider the entire plan.

Student councillor Gail Roach

said Lampert had had the bmt-

What did she think of ^initiations ?

riefs

McNeill bash

An exciting experiment was
held at McNeil House this week-

end — the oldest of the men's

residences housed a party open

to all, as long as the person

had a date and a tie.

The purpose of the party, sub-

sidized completely by McNeil

House, was to check the repu-

tation that the building's res-

idents have gotten over the years,

explained a Central Committee
member.

"For years girls would not

come to parties at McNeil be-

cause of the rumors they have

heard about it," he said. "The
purpose of the party was to

change this."

AMS briefs

for over a week, but had not

shown it to councillors in ad-

vance because he expected strong

opposition. SDU spokesman said

Lampert had railroaded the plan

through the council.

Thursday afternoon Lampert

and university president A. Dav-

idson Duton, also president of the

Ontario Council of University

Presidents, presented the plan

at a press conference. About

50 SDU members, led by student

councillor Hans Brown, demon-

strated against Dunton's "New

University Government" pro-

gramme.
What students will be on the

faculty boards is decided by the

boards themselves, which co-

opt their entire membership. At

present one faculty board has

40 percent student membership,

an SDU statement said, adding

that the English department board

included only 10 percent studei

Lampert stated, "Our univer-

sity government must be com-

posed of the people most able

to bring information and direc-

tion to the work of that govern-

ment. And there would be no

other qualifications — neither

of age nor level of learning. We
think that the faculty should look

at the students as coequals."

The SDU demanded a student

referendum on the system. Lam-
pert said Wednesday a referen-

dum would slow things down, but

later said privately that he

thought one would take place.

SDU spokesman Brown said he

would organize an education cam-

paign on the faults of the pro-

posal and then push for a re-

ferendum.

McArthur students organize
By ALEX BINKLEY

160 students of McArthur Col-

lege formed an eight member
steering committee Friday, to

draw up a provisional constitu-

tion for a students association

and arrange for the elections of

its executive.

Staff member, Peter Watson,

temporary chairman ofthe meet-

ing was pleased with the more

than 75 percent of the 210 Mc-

Arthur students who turned out.

Earlier, Dean Vernon Ready

told the students that he and the

faculty hope students will par-

ticipate in the faculty committees

which are being set up. He said

that the student executive and

faculty will meet together as

soon as they are functioning to

arrange the student participa-

tion.

Ready feels that students
should be involved in policy-

making within the college, be-

cause three months after they

leave McArthur, they will be in

positions of authority in class-

rooms.

Watson said that the student

involvement on the faculty com-
mittees is "an exciting experi-

ment in participatory democ-

racy."

Members of the steering com-
mittee are: Shirley Wessel, Janet

Macintosh, Ian McKercher,
Chuck Robbing, Doug Thorn, Bob

Butler, Bill Jennings and Mike

Chatland.

Students seek to choose dean

Al Maloney, Student Health

Representative, will be asked

some questions pertaining to the

operation of the Health Service

at tonight's meeting of the Alma
Mater Society: What is the in-

crease in Student Health fees over

last year? What additional cov-

erage of Tsciliti^ have been add-

ed for this year? How the aO-

ministration of the Health Ser-

vices justifies this raise in fees?

A group of high school students

wil lask the AMS tonight to sub-

sidize its proposed newspaper

with student money. The High-

school Union of Students of King-

ston will request an initial grant

of $123 plus a regular monthly

grant of $50 thereafter.

Representatives of the co-op

will discuss with the AMS the

purchase of a large amount of

land for a student residence.

Careers

The 1969 CANADA CAREERS
DIRECTORY FOR UNIVERSITY
GRADUATES is now available

free of charge at the Placement

Office to finalyear students. The
Directory is distributed to more
than 30,000 graduatesthroughthe

cooperation of Counsellors and

Placement Officers. It is used

by leading industrial andgovern-

mental organizations to outline

their opportunities for graduates.

hits alienation
TORONTO (CUP)

CUS President Peter Warrian
rejected what he termed the uni-

versity's divine right to rule

without critique at the University

of Toronto Friday, and lashed
out at people who believe an in-

stitution must continue at any
cost without replying to a criti-

que of it.

Returning to the violence theme
that has beeii £0 troublesome to

CUS in the last few weeks, -War-
rian said violence was the result
of alienation.

"Students see the university

situation as foreign to them where
rules are stagnant and can't be
molded to the direct, present

needs of the students," he said.

REGINA (CUP)—Dean Alwyn

Borland resigned as Dean of

Arts and Science at the Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan here Fri-

day because he "lost confidence

• in the University's Administra-

tion and the future of the Univer-

sity."

Now students want to make

sure the next dean will be sel-

ected without interference from

the Administration Berland could

not work with.

Well over 850 students voted

Wednesday to seek creation of

a Student Faculty Committee to

select the dean.

John Gallagher, Student Coun-
cillor who drew up the plan,

said the only way a dean could

function was if he were res-

ponsible to students and faculty

rather than Adminstration. The
means of selection, he continued,

must be a co-operative effort

of those two groups.

Campus Comment
§ my By MARGQ FRALING

Pictures by CHRIS BOON

THIS WEEK, STUDENTS AROUND THE CAMPUS WERE ASKED FOR THEIR

EVALUATION OF FROSH WEEK.

Frosh week was a very
big success in most
ways; the barbeque at
Lake Ontario Park was
the only exception —
there was not enough
food. Next year it

•night be an idea )o
reduce the uniform,
possibly just tarns and
buttons.
Joanna Daams, Arts '72

The best result of in-

itiation week was that
it helped to draw out
people who would not
ordinarily have met
many others. In future
there should be a big-
ger attempt made to
acquaint students with
the academic side of

Gussn's; by* not at the
expense of the sociai

half.

Andy Piotrowski,
Science '72

The official policy

year was to have less

individual hazing and
to play down inter-

faculty rivalry. Appar-
ently many frosh did

not think this was a

good idea. They d i d
seem to enjoy Mind
Grind very much; the
dance with the engin-

eers wouid have been

better 'f more guys

had turned Kit
Andy Scheii,,

N
Arts'71,Vig.
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Peter White

Peter White, a fourth-

year civil engineering stu-

dent, has been missing for

three days and is presumed
drowned in Lake Ontaru.

after a boating accident

early Friday evening.

White had been sailing

with two friends and fell

into 80 feet of water north

of Amherst Island. He had

been leaning over the side

of the boat to balance it

when his safety harness

snapped.

White was vice-presi-

dent of Science 69 in his

first year, and the follow-

ing year was a member of

the engineering society ex

ecutive representing h i s

year.

Police, naval frogmen

and the RCMP searched

fruitlessly in the murky

water Saturday until the

search was called off a-

bout 4p.m. Periodic checks

will be made until the body

is found.

Two life jackets were

found in the boat. Police

said they did not know

whether White had been

wearing a life jacket.

White, 24, was from

London.

Elections planned

SNU to support strikers
By ALISTER SMITH

What does an organization like

SNU hope to accomplish at

Qulvii's? Fifty people attended.

i,ast night's meeting of the

Students for a New University to

decide. At least eight resolutions

were passed in the space of two

and a half hours. The most note-

worthy motion passed was one

which supported the strike at the

Procter Silex Plant in Picton.

Thirty-two dollars and forty-two

cents were collected for the strik-

ers' funds and at least eight SNU
members are journeying to Pic-

ton to lend support to the picket-

ing factory-workers.

Four major sub-committees

were formed to carry out the

activist program set up by the

SNU members. Projected Hous

ing Services reform has prompt-

ed the evolution of the Housing

Committee. The other three com-

mittees are less well-defined as

yet but they are anticipated to

handle matters concerned with

internal education of relevant is-

sues within the group, with liai-

son with outside groups (such as

picketing strikers and thirdly

with activism within the univer-

sity itself.

Committee heads were elected

immediately and the group divid-

ed into the four committees pro-

posed. Last night nominations

were accepted for the executive

posts of the fledgling organiza

tion and the election will be held

on 'Monday in the second floor

common room of the Student

Union, at 7:30 p.m. The election

cf officers next Monday will pro-

vide SNU with the backbone up-

on which to build its activist re-

.forms.

The question remains as to how
valuable SNU will be.

According to AMS president.

Chuck Edwards, "SNU is a 'good
thing' because it provides a basis

for discussion and collective ac-

tion by people who sincerely de-

sire changes in the university and
society and who are willing to

work for these changes rather

than just talk about them".

'Free classes' in drama
BY BRIDGET B1RMAN

Professors in the Queen's De-

partment of Drama will consider

a suggestion that examinations

be dropped in courses in which

'The official voice'
BY ANNE BOODY

TORONTO (CUP) — Two members of the Ontario Union of

Students and three students Monday crashed a topJseeret meeting

of the Provincial Government Committee on University Affairs to

protest "Unfair Representation" of Universities on the Commit-

te

The C U. A. is officially "an advisory body to the Minister of

University Affairs and the Government on matters of higher edu-

cation" In fact it acts as a buffer, mainly on financial matters, be-

tween the Minister and Ontario's 14 Universities.

The five were protesting the C. U. A.'s recognition of the Com-

mittee of Presidents of Universities of Ontario (CPUO) as the 01-

ficial voice of the academic community.
.

To speak to the secret committee, the intruders slipped into an

elevator and headed for the tenth floor board room of a University

Avenue building.
, t, „_

The stop light went on and the doors opened on the seventh floor.

They Stood face t face with C. U. A. members.

There was blank stare from both sides and an embarrassed sil-

^Finally: "We're going up, what about you?" asked Ken Stone,

Vice President of O. U. S. .

The visitors received a big surprise at the top. Not only was w

a meeting of the C. U. A. — it was a joint meeting of the CUA and

CPUO. . . . .

"We'll kill two birds with one stone," one visitor joked.

The presidents and their academic colleagues sipped coffee and

caught up on the latest news, casting curious glances at the five stu-

dents seated at the back of the room.
„„,i,„ k>

"Mr. Ken Stone from Che OUS wants to make a few remarks^

fore the meeting gets underway," CUA Chairman Dr. Douglas

W
St*e

S
safa: "We don't think the CommStee of Presidents should

be the official voice of the academe community on this Q»oy.

Wright replied that matters such as salaries were to Be discussed,

and felt that this wasn't really a matter of public concern.

"As members of he academic community, I don t think wis in-

formation should be private," said Stone. "I make $75.00 a week

m
ini%t

d

vou're
S

'„verpaid," said U of T President Claude Bissell

"The University belongs to the students and the faculty as well as

The Administrators, and we Should have fair representations on

these committees," Stone called out.

"Each President here has an academic colleague with him eieoxeo

by the Senate," Wright replied. "I'd say that is fairly representa-

'""H you consider the Senate a true representative body of the

University," Stone shot back.

There was another embrassing silence.

In exasperation, Wright finally asked the group if theyd like to

be excused.
"No," replied Stone.

"Pardon ?" answered Wright.

"No, thank you," said Stone.
......M

Wright told the group if they didnlt leave the meeting would

ibe adjourned. At this the five students stood up and left without

a fuss.

And the joint meeting began.

students and professors agree

that an exam would be ineffective

provided that there is a better

alternative.

The suggestion came out of a

series of 'free classes' held in

the drama department last week.

Over two hundred attended the

classes in place of their regular

classes, in order to air their

'beefs'.

The major complaint came

from students pursuing a Gen-

eral Degree. They disliked hav-

ing some classes only open to

students in Honours. Others stu-

dents were dissatisfied because

they could not take all the courses

in which they were interested

because of the year-long pro-

gramme.

Others found the system 'far

too democratic' because it aimed

at educating the normal and not

the intellectual.

Some students expressed a

dislike for lectures because they

gave no opportunity for discus-

sion, whereas others thoughtthat

seminars had too much discus-

sion between students.

Windsor quits CUS
WINDSOR (CUP) — Studenits

at the University of Windsor

pulled out of the Canadian

Union of Students by a margin

of almost two to one Friday.

The referendum was the sec-

ond in two years at Windsor

—

last year CUS squeaked in with

a slim margin.

The vote, 1184 to 675, was in-

terpreted by Bob Raski, student

council treasurer and leader of

«he anti-CUS group as a rejec-

tion of 'confrontation." Baski

seeks 'to substitute "conciliation"

for confrontation and says the

vote proves Windsor students

don't warat their student govern-

ments "to make statements a-

ibout international affairs."

CUS Ontario field worker Ted

.Richmond, on the Windsor

campus for the whole campaign,

vi o le nt ly disagrees with this

analysis. He says the campaign

was won by "red baiting" and

statements saying "CUS supports

Communism and separatism."

The two charges, called "lies"

by Richmond, refer to OUS re-

solutions supporting the Nation-

al Liberation Front in Viet Nam
and self-determination for the

people of Quebec.

A CUS referendum is also

being held today at Waterloo

Lutheran University.

Mexico students winning

MEXICO CITY (CUP) — The

week-long student rioting in

Mexico City seems to be over.

Organizers of anti-government

action called for an end to viol-

ence late last week, and uni-

versity rector (president) Jav-

ier Barros Sierra was reinstat-

ed. He resigned last week in

protest of army occupation of

Che University of Mexico camp-

us.

The army moved in Septem-

ber 18 to ward off a student

threat to disrupt next month's

Olympic Games, about two miles

from the campus. Several thou-

sand troops, equipped for bat-

tle, settled into the campus.

There were few students; ab-

out 88,000 students have been

on Strike since July to protest

government "repression" of

ttheir protests.

Rarros Sierra said the occupa-

tion was an "excessive act of

force which our house of study

does not deserve". He threaten-

ed to resign and the entire fac-

ulty said they would wallc off

their jobs if the governing

iboard of the university ac-

cepted the resignation.

At least 17 people were killed

and over 500 arrested during the

week of violence after the army
moved in. After student demon-

strations riot police moved in;

ithe battle began with students

(throwing rocks and bottles,

some filled with gasoline, into

a barrage of police tear gas and

bullets. There were also isolated

incidents of sniper fire.

Student strike leaders said

they were ready bo begin talks

with the government to settle

ttheir demands — release of

political prisoners, elimination

of "repressive" sections of the

criminal code, elimination of the

Mexico City riot police, and in-

vestigation of police brutality,

and a greater voice in running

the University of Mexico,

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

free piek-up and d«tiv«ry
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High School

Roulette

. . . it's hard to read through the

rising smoke

Of the hooks you'd like to burn.

By RAY PECK

If a student is fortunate enough to be well liked

toy his 'teachers, he arrives in grade nine at age

thirteen. The student is looking forward to ins

first year in high school and his mixed feelings of

excitement and prestige incite enthusiasm in his

first few days. Soon however, he is asked to fill

out his option sheet and to decide which course

he wishes to take: technical, commercial, arts

and science. This is a crucial decision which de-

termined the entire direction of the high school

program. Some students make it immediately;

others go into the arts and science five year

course until they can make up their minds.

But, many first year students, although they

have the ability to absorb the feeble quantity

of material given them in grade nine, fail to

achieve. It is at this point that the student meets

the famous and supposedly infallible guidance in-

ervaewer.

The initial act of the guidance interviewer is to

produce and examine the records. The student as

astounded .by the wealth of information concern-

ing his past difficulties and forgotten acts. All of

these have been carefully recorded and are retain-

ed by the office as a species of
lhate literature' to

be used as evidence against 'the student whenever

the need arises.

The interviewer also displays various tests. The

value .of these cannot be estimated. At the time

they were written the student was probably con-

centrating on how to evade a week of detentions

which were the result of being late for a detention

gdven for being Late. However, the guidance^in-

terviewer looks upon them as scripture.

Eventually, the inevitable question arises "What
do you plan on doing when you leave school ?" To
this the student invariably replies" I don't know
yet." This sacrilege initiates a discussion of in-

estimable damage to the student.

K he has some particular aptitude which is

evident in the results of the tests, he is told that

there are a wealth of new courses designed to

develop this hidden talent to glorious heights. Re-

gardless of his interests, the student is told that

it would be a crime to see such talent wasted.

,
Now the game of roulette begins.

A poor mark in French is enough to stream a

student into a four year course which allows him

to drop the subject, but which also closes the

doors to university. At worst, he will be streamed

into the dead - end two year course. But in all

oases the basic assumption is that the marks from

test indicate interest and aptitude whereas they

only indicate ability to memorize.

If at the completion of grade ten, the student

should decide that the four year course is not for

him, he is told that transition back to the five

year stream is difficult. What he is not told is that

if he does not go now, he cannot go later. For the

pi^nt high school structure assumes that a thir-

tftwijyeiar old is ready and able to decide what he

wishes to do with his life. It makes Ittle allowance

for the fact that some students may develop

later than others. Worse yet, it narrows the alter-

natives to such an extent that a student may be
forced to lose a year or two before he finally finds

the course that. interests him. The psychological

damage and the loss of initiative that may result

from such a program never seems to be consider-

ed. High school roulette is like Russian roulette.

It leaves too much to chance and does not allow

for many false moves.

THE DOG

By STEPHEN BEROFE

When first born, his ears were too long

But his master was only concerned with company

Quick to learn, he mastered the dog house and he proudly
explored every corner.

He loved to stroll down the long street searching for the
world and he soon realized that it was enormous and

He was buJt a speck of dust in the air, but he resolved to find
the answers and he did try. . .

But then his masters changed —
They ohained him and choked him and starved him.

The dog fought back for human treatment and he was finally
put to sleep,

As an' ignorant dog' (that knew too much).

LOADED ?

If you think that the arti-

cles in this magazine are
'loaded' you're probably
right. Most of them are cri-

ticisms of the present high-
school system. No one, it

seems, has anythini, ^ood to

say about it. Ai-wially. the
students who agreed to

work on this issue, tried to
get other points of view.
Students who seeimed to be
happy with the present set-

up were asked to write arti-

cles. At least three teachers
were approached to present
their views. One principal
was invited to write some-
thing, The result nothing.
So . . . if the articles here are
weighted toward one point of
view, it appears that this as

bwause the 'other side' did
not see fit to speak up.

Selections from the Permanent Collection

until October 8

AT THE ART CENTRE

Students of Queen's:

Your oum bookstore can supply you

with all your requirements m Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf suppUes, pens, and

Queen's pennants.
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TPeM you've given me a number
And you've taken off my name

ACADEMIC

EGG-GRADING

Living and Learning: A report of the Provincial
Committee on Aims and Objective of Education in Hie
Schools of Ontario (1968) upheld the aims of education
put forward by the Report of the Royal Commission
of Education in Ontario (1950). Some of these are:

a) To develop a capacity <to apprehend and practice

basic virtues.

b) To develop the power to think clearly, independently
and courageously.

c) To develop the talent to understand the views of

others and expre-ss ones views effectively.

d) To develop competence for a suitable occupation.

e) To develop characteristics for happy family relations.

f) To develop good citizenship.

g) To develop the concept that education is a continu-

ing process after school.

It can be seen from this that ideally school is sup-
posed to develop good moral character. The student is

supposed to leave school with a well developed per-
sonality. It is unfortunate that the school system, in
actual fact, is not accomplishing these aims. This is due
in part, to the atmosphere created by the administra-
tion in its attempts to keep the system running smooth-
ly. In effect, the school is not unlike a well-run prison.
There are long barren corridors, classroom after class-

By MIKE EDWARDS

room with little or no variation in their content, and
a system of bells which dictate when you move This

We to study
SSUreS ^ dbudent an *ta»<>spnere conduc-

ta such an environment, tfche student is not taught; he
is processed. To be taught implies learning through con-
tact wth other people. In high schools today, human re-
Jationships are lost in a maze of grades, reports, direc-
tives, public address systems, large elassrooms and stan-
dard course structure.

The aims are defeated by the means.

"To develop a capacity to apprehend and practice
basic virtues. ."

These basic virtues must be developed, it seems, by
implication in the course structure or by example from
the teacher. But as yet this has never been made clear.

To develop the power to think clearly, independently
and courageously. . .

This aim has been rejected entirely because if it were
to be implemented it would be difficult to fit it into the
system. It's hard enough to keep the students memoriz-
ing tihe same thoughts already. How would one grade a
courageous thought ?

To develop the talent to understand the views of
others. ... A student is encouraged to do this — that is
understand other views — that is think as the teacher
does. It would not be advisable to express one's own
views, however. You don't get marks for them anyway.

To develop competence for a suitable occupation
Most employers retrain their new employees to do
things 'their way. Any competence that is -learned at
school must be relearned and greatly added to. But then
learning is 'continuous after school. . .

."

'To develop characteristics for happy family rela-

tions. • The administration has seen fit to follow
through tins aim. They have managed to produce well
diciphned students through a system of rewards and
punishments; mainly punishment, for' virtue is its ownreward.

To develop good citizenship. .
.'

Citizenship is developed by the 'saturation technique'You hear God Save the Queen every morning so that

sleep
50"105 d on yoUT brain 10 repeated in your

'To develop the concept that education is a continuinfi
process after school.

.
.'

This concept is developed by means of homework so
«tot the student may suitably employ his leisure time
the subject may be something which is of little interest

1 i?
m

;
M mU earn Wm a S°°d grade. What will the

student do with his leisure time when he leaves school
and nas no more homework ?

Through careful analysis it can be seen that the aims
of education have been sacrificed for a smooth - run-
ning system. If the aim does not fit into the means it
must be bent, watered-down or forgotten.

The large school of today lends itself well to this
train of .thought. Because of the size of the school a
tight rein must be kept on the students. This means that
the administration must depersonalize the system give
people a number, keep a file of them, make them a
statistic to be dealt with as a group, not as individuals
The atms of education outlined in the report above are
specific about creating a human being of good charac-
ter. The administration is intent on having a smooth -

running system which is similar to an egg-grading
process and whadh has surprising similar results

And spank me when I'm bad
On Monday, September 23, a high school student

attempted to get permission from his principal to take
pictures of the school for this issue of the Journal.

That permission was not granted. The following is

the student's account of the interview with his prin-

cipal:

"Sir . . .

balk to you.

sir, I would like to

"I'll be right with you. Just

sit down .... alright what is it?

I only have a short time.

"I'm here for the Queen's

Journal. We are writing an

issue on the high school sys •

tern."

"1 can't see why you people

don't stay with your own busi-

ness and we'll stay with ours.

Well, what exactly do you

want ?"

"I'm here to take some pic-

tures."

"Why do you come here ?

There are other high schools. I

can't see why the Queen's Jour-

nal would be interested in high

schools. After all, universities

are different. Why do you want
to take pictures ? What could

be interesting about classrooms

and halls ?"

"They can show atmosphere

which would be hard to illustr-

ate anyway else. I just want to

take some pictures, maybe four.

All I want is permission. I don't

want to cause any trouble. It is

a simple request"

"I can't see this at all. Ex-

actly why do you want pictures

of ? What type of articles are

you putting in the Journal ....
I don't understand the need for

an article. Why would Queen's

be interested in high schools ?

Most of them have gone through

five years of a decent high

school already. I cant see this. .

"Sir, Itm sorry. All I want is

permission to take a few pic-

tures. I'm not here to sell the

Journal: If the situation in the

school is good, the pictures will

show it. If, however, the situa-

tion is bad, it will show this al-

so. I do not want to distort the

facts. Can you give permission?''

"I'll have to phone the Board

of Education." .... Alright, if

you are writing an article as a

representative of this school, it

will have to go tlirough the of-

fice. I want it on my desk. We
cant have anything that might

hinder the reputation of the

school. This school has a good

tradition and reputation. If you

take some pictures, I will send

someone around with you to

make sure you don't take pic-

tures of 'the wrong thongs.''

"Thank you, sir."
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A Poke in

the fye

Ay Bill Martin

Al first I thought, "I actually know nothing about

teaching", would b3 an ideal opening sentence. Then

I had my doubts. "I know nothing about teaching

actually", seemed to suggest more of the arrogance

and sell-assured pretention which makes for a com-

petent teacher or a superior principal or a near-per-

fect head ol a hoard of education. But then I really

don't know that much about teaching. 1 spent only

one year fumbling about with young minds under the

dismayed coaching of a dismayed principal.

I remember one little 'we can work it out, you in-

competent' sessions, in his inner office. He 'was

tossing about the value of a professional teaching

attitude in creating a healthy and work-oriented

classroom atmosphere or some such intellectual fns

bee. I sal there rather sheepishly, silting on my hands

which were sweating, and vaguely guaged the pos

sibilities of getting hemorrhoids. My mind swayed

from his droning and I privately reviewed this morn-

ing's class. . .

A quick shoulder roll put me behind my desk as

the abusive comment sizzled through the air above

my head. As I came out ol the roll 1 freed my auto-

matic from its shoulder holster 1 pumped all eight

shots Hopadoppadopolis ir.no howled in his Greek

frustration. The second comment died with the

breath on his lips.

Now 1 was in for it — An ugly class, an empty

gun and three feet away from my ammunition dump

in my desk drawer. The silence seemed deafening.

Larry Greet, his eyes gleaming with malevolence,

began to slide out from behind his desk. I inched to-

ward the drawer. 1 knew I couldn't get to the am-

munition and get my second clip into the automatic

before Creel would be on me. Think fast . . this

is it . . . {EYE CONTROL 1 ! ! that's it — O.C.E. had

not been in vain.

Slowly I raised myself on one knee, levelling my
cold sinister cow-brown eyes at every one of them. I

eyed the scene easily, but with a glitted behind my
iris which spoke authority. There were the desks

strewn with paper darts, broken chalk and obscene

sayings the complacent faces of the girls, the hard

faces of the boi/s; Hopadoppadopolis' bullet lorn

body heaped over his desk, and Greet slowly mov-

ing forward. 1 found the drawer and grabbed a clip.

I blinked ... OH NO ! ! ! With a blood curdling

cry, Grcel was in the air. Iron discipline prevented

my blood from curdling. 1 slammed the clip home.

He was on me. 1 snapped out my left palm, catching

Greel just under the nose and stuffed the barrel of

the gun into his gut. J squeezed the trigger. Four

shots. The second, third and fourth followed the

path of the first and ended up smashing, one-two-

three into Shirley Mutton's left shoulder . . . I

pulled my automatic free from under Greel's body.

Taking my third and final round out of my
drawer, I faced the remainder of the class. My voice,

low, cool, without a hint of compassion, broke the

silence, "Twelve shots say I can control this class."

A hand went up. Jean Smith, a shy, timid girl,

whispered something about the back bulletin hoard.

Sure enough. There were seven bullet holes in it.

I had destroyed school property. I slumped into my
chair in defeat. "School property", I moaned, I

willfully destroyed school property. How can 1 ever

hope to regain the respect of this class ?"

I slowly came back, my eyes focusing on the lea-

ther bound copy of How To Win Friends and Influ-

ence People on his desk.
.

".
. . .so you see my position, Mr. Martin.

I didn't know quite what to say, having missed the

bulk of his argument. His ingratiating smile and

casual wink assured me that I had just slept through

a searing indictment of my teaching abilities, t

thanked him cordially, appreciating his concern and

rose to go, but as I reached the door I was stopped by

his magnificent eye control.

'Oh, Mr. Martin

Sir?"

I turned. We faced each other for a moment and

then he winked again. 1 didn't say, You should do

something aboul that twitch, sir," I didn't say any-

t)h ig. Outside, in the hall, I wished 'I had.

TO FOLK SONG ENTHUSIASTS
Jfiacdonald College of McGM University, in Ste. Anne

de Bellevue, Quebec will be holding its fifth annual Folk

Festival, October 18th and 19th, 1968

One entry per College or University is permitted. The

entry may be male or female, from one to four students

including accompanists, and attending the College or Univer-

sity the fall of 1968. Each entry is asked to prepare two

numbers or a fifteen minute programme including an intro-

duction of his own songs.

An entry fee of five dollars must be sent with the ap-

plication xvhich will be returned on arrival at Macdonald

College.

If you wish further information please contact:

KIM WHITEHEAD
Brittain Hall

Macdonald College

Quebec, Canada

Applications have been sent to your Students' Council.

Department

of

Drama

rounded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

is coming

Nov. 15

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT .. . THE "CASK and BASKET"

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
• Drop-in centres

• Big Brother, Big Sister programmes

• Tutorial programmes

• Scouts and Guide leaders

NORTH KINGSTON PARISH

548-7872

PROKOP'S

Vagabond Steak House

Mon. Filet Mignon $1.95

Choice of 1 of 3 Styles

Tues. Sirloin Steak $1.95

Choice of 1 0/ 3 Styles

Full Course Dinners

CLUB 477

open

Wed. to Sat.

9 to closing

Entertainment

Weekends

Refreshments 60c mln.

CORDUROY JEANS

BY

DAYS
IN STOCK-

93 PRINCESS ST.

Phone 546-6381

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Bow tie daddy doncha blow your top
Everything's under control.
Bow tie daddy doncha blow your top
'Cause you think you're getting too old.
Don't try to do no thinkin'
Just go on with your drinkin'
Just have your fun, you old son of a gun
Then drive home in your Lincoln.

—from the Mother's album. We're Only
In It For the Money

Dy

By Bron

son Bonter

Not too long ago, the NFB made a film about a bright student
who dropped out of high school. They called it No Reason to Slav
and m many ways the title said as much as the film itself about
the present high school system. Christopher Wood (the boy in the
film) left high school simply because the system offered him no
reason to stay. But the outside world offered nothing better to
drop out for. Eleven odd years of an educational process had
taught Christopher to know what he did not want; it had not de-
veloped in him the critical faculty or the imagination necessary
to devise a creative alternative It offered him one choice and one
choice only: stay in school and you'll get a job. Security Leave
and you're an outcast ,a nobody. Take it or leave it. Christopher
was being blackmailed and he knew it.

But the evils of the present high school system go deeper than
blackmail alone — and many of the students know it. The articles
for this issue were written by students who are aware that there
is a vast difference between the values of the educators and those
who are trying unsuccessfully to become educated. The student
who wanis to learn today is forced to accept a set of assumptions
and values which can neither make him an educated person nor
help him to live as a human being.

If there is such a thing as "security" in today's society, it is
certainly not a job and training for one is no education. The forces
at work in a competitive, acquisitive society such as ours can only
destroy the individual who is not capable of analysing them and
not free enough to choose the human value in spite of them. Yet
the present school system not only does not develop these qualities

in. ua students, but rather fosters the exact opposite. Jk seems
satisfied to mass produce a class of computer prtigrammens, forexample; it gives these people nothing which will enable than tolive meaningful Uvea in a cybernetic kaety

This is only cne aspect of the problem, however. A system
where progress is measured in dollars can only maintain itself on
the backs of citizens who believe that life is all split levels and
Lincolns. The educational system attempts to see that this is
aH that is produced. In No Reason to Stay Christopher dreams that
his quitting is reported to the Cabinet. One of the ministers, in
hushed, worried tones, comments, "It'll be bad for the country"
By implication he is saying that high schools ought not to produce
too many people who think Like Christopher Wood. Or to put
it another way — too many people that mink. Better that high
school students memorize in their geography class the staple ex-
ports of Latin America than learn that tliese are produced by peas-
ants who are victims of a feudal economy perpetrated in their
country by the capitalist system under which those students live.

High school students are aware that no amount of modem
architecture or new audio-visual aids - or experimental class-room
set ups can hide the fundamental errors in the present philosophy
of education. The growing strength of the student power move-
ment on all levels is not simply a desperate reaction to the in-

creasing rigidity of the present system. It is rather an attempt
to assert the human value in an inhuman society and to pressure
the ability of the human being to think, choose and act freely.

HUSK And things they might be different

If I were here alone

But Vve got a friend or two . .

.

By LOGAN MURRAY

In April of 1968 a group
of High School students in-

terested in education got to-

gether to discuss the cur-

rent educational system.

The students were concern-

ed about the quality of edu-
cation in Canada and King-

ston. They realized that the

school system does not

teach students to think; it

only wants them to absorb.

In an attempt to find a solu-

tion to these problems, the

students, realizing that in-

dividual appeals have littie

effect, decided to form a

united body of students. So
the High School Union of

Students, Kingston (HUSK)
was formed. Since that time

HUSK has initiated contacts

with other students and
teachers. It has held policy

discussions and figured

greatly in the forming of a

provincial newsletter.

Because the Union was
not organized before May,
operations had to be cut

just when the work of the

union began to show re-

sults. However HUSK is or-
ganizing again now that the
school year has begun. The
first actions of HUSK this

year were an attempt to
start HUSK clubs in each
high school and the presen-
tation of a brief to the Cau-
cus of the NOP asking for
support. The NDP pledged,
agreeing to act as a voice in

the Provincial Legislature

for HUSK.
HUSK's most current pro-

ject is a newspaper design-
ed to further its foremost
aim which is to give stu-

dents an influential voice in

the policies which affect

them.

A new executive has
been elected by the Gen-
eral Membership of HUSK
and will soon initiate a set

of resolutions. These will

deal with the specific issues

which HUSK sees as priori-

ties in the coming year.

From the articles in this

magazine you will surely
gain the impression that
there are problems in our

educational system. HUSK
believes that the greatest

problem is lack of student

participation.

If you are interested in

encouraging students to

take part in the education-

al process, then HUSK is the
organization for you. It is

not an organization which
tells you the solution to the

problems. Rather if invites

you to participate in decid-

ing how the problems
should be solved.

I wish that you'd make up your mind bv dennis crossfield

I wish that you'd decide

That I should live as freely

As those who live outside

Know place. Mini Art

School, Saturna Island Free

School, The New School,

Everdale Place, Super School

—the list goes on and every

year more parents take their

children out of 'he Public

School System a< 'j put them

into Free Schools or Non-
Schools.

In B.C. the teachers do
not need a degree to teach

( in Ontario a degree is com-

pulsory), and as a result, al-

ternatives to the System

have been springing up

each year.

The teachers are experi-

menting, the students are

experimenting, and the pa-

rents are worrying. For the

kind of society we live in,

even cne year wasted can

mean a lot.

I have talked to a lot of

students in and around Van-

couver and found that no

years are being wasted and

no lives are being warped
at these new schools. I talk-

ed to fourteen and fifteen

year old (kids?) who were

so sharp, so alert to what

was going on around them,

that no one treated them

any way but as adults. They

didn't know much math,

they couldn't synthesize ma-

rijuana if they wanted to,

but they could function in

an adult world much more

competently than most
adults I know and, at the

age of fifteen, they still

have the time to learn the

math and the chemistry, if

they wanted to.

Why are they like this? I

found the answer very sim-

ple—bright, educated, con-

cerned parents, and one

year in an atmosphere

where dishonesty didn t

work, where lies and cheat-

ing were not needed, and

where the kids respect the

adults, and more important,

the adults respect the kids.

In fact the students were

the most important part ol

the school; the school was

Ihere for their benefit and il

was concluded that the

school must satisfy their

needs and wants.

The attitudes of many ol

the free-school students car

be summed up in a state

ment by a fifteen year olc

student from Know place ir

Vancouver, who said, "Why

should the Government

have the monopoly on edu

cation. What makes then

think they've got the onlv

way?"
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8:00 A.M. This is school hall. The

hall is empty. The walls were

cleaned during the night. They

are spotless . . . sterile and com-

pletely boring. When the stu-

dents arrive, they stand in the

halls and talk. They talk about

the War in Vietnam or maybe
about student power. In class

they will memorize the history

of Jacques Carrier — for the

fourth time since grade four.

turgid,

8:55 A.M. This is a teacher. He is

telling students to clear the halls

and get into their home-form

classes. "All students should be

in their home-form classes be-

fore the five minute bell". In his

home-form class the student list-

ens to the morning announce-

ments. He also listens to the

Lord's Prayer and the National

Anthem and a Bible reading.

Every morning the principal

checks the Bible reading to make

sure it is all right for students

to hear. Some parts of the Bible

are very smutty.
9:05 AM. History Class. This is a

history class, it is distinguish-

able from the other classes only
because the teacher at the front

of the class is dictating the his-

tory course.

Photos by

Ralph Shaw

11:45 A.M. These are students. They
are standing in the halls, again.

They are on their lunch break.
They have just finished eating in

the students cafeteria, which is

separate from the staff dining
room. Students are considered
separate and unequal.

Geo)

"»apli
'able f

becau

<* th«

"phy
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odious trivia

9:45 A.M. French Class. This is a

french class. II is distinguish-

able from the other classes only

because the teacher at the front

of the class is dictating the

french course.

Geography Class. This is

°9raphy class. It is distin-

'Jole from the other classes
because the teacher at the
of the class is dictating the
sPhy course.

The Detention: This is a student.

He is serving a detention. The teach-

er is not in the room and the student

has nothing to do, but he still has to

sit in the class until 4:15. Sometimes

the student must write lines. The

lines are supposed to improve his at-

titude.

Lines like, "I must not talk in class"

"I must not talk in class"

"I must not talk in class"

"I must not talk in class" "I must not think".
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More than
halfway

By BRAD LUCAS

Each year on the Queen's oanipus there is a group of

students usually identified by colour of skin or manner

of dress For many tJiey remain simply "those foreign

students". For a few, whether through the International

Centre or individual effort, the anonymous black and

brown figures turn into friends.

At eighteen, this is Swee Meng Chong's first venture

out of South-East Asia. In near-perfect English she de-

scribes her life in Singapore, the island nation at the

foot of the Malaysian peninsula. She contrasts the open-

ness and lack of formality in Canadian society with the

inlricalely-slruolursd Chinese community in Singapore.

In relation to Singapore, she finds that "Canadian girls

are definitely more forward".

With an interest in politics that ranges from Vietnam

to Canada, Swii Mcng is concerned that the government

in her country is discouraging political activity in the

student community.

For Warren Chan, adapting to the Canadian way-of-

life may not pose much of a problem. He landed in Toro-

nto and was immediately impressed by the lack of activ-

ity in the oity — a view shared even by some of the

Toronto residents. The problem of over-crowding in

Hong Kong aggravates the usual inter-personal frictions

within a community and the feeling of physical freedom

was one of the first things Warren sensed in Canada.

In Hong Kong gaining entrance to a university is a

major problem and Warren believes that 'this imposes

considerable pressure on the students to produce. More-

over he feels that "the great disparity between the

upper and lower economic groups evident in Hong Kong

is not as noticeable in Canada".

In speaking with Mahender Khurana from India, it

was inevitable that tile conversation turn to the ques-

tion of starvation. Mr. Khurana felt thai the matter had

been "exaggerated" here in Canada though he did point

out that agricultural success is highly dependent on

rainfall. For this reason, the welfare of many Indians

is presently tied to the whims of nature.

In the tradition of GREAT
Scandinavian films!

Curiosity

\Kills

Cats...

Recalling his preconeeptions, Mr. Khurana had im-

agined Canada as an industri»feed Mltton wrth less ra-

cial prejudice and-internal strife than the U S.A_and

with a tendency towards non-interference in the afflairs

of other states.

Viiai Desai, a teaching assistant in the department

of Electrical Engineering, comes to Queen's from cen-

tral Inda where his father is a universMy professor.

After graduation, Mr. Desai worked for three years as

an assistant professor in order to save enough money

for the air fare to Canada. He intends to return to India

even though he feels that "job opportunities are limited

for educated Indians". In 1967 Mr. Desai said that there

were approximately 30,000 unemployed engineers in In-

dia, thus forcing the universities to curtail admissions.

Both Mr. Desai and Mr. Khurana expressed the opin-

ion that Indians, despite their proximity to China, do

not fear Communism. As Mr. Desai points out — "India

seeks a peaceful co-existence" and is willing to co-oper-

ate wSth both the U.S.A. and the U.S.SJI.

While none of the students had experienced any hos-

tility on the part of Canadians, several did express dis-

appointment that the most frequently asked questions

deal with more superficial aspects of their societies.

All of them demonstrated a desire to acquaint them-

selves with Canada and to exchange ideas on just about

any subject.

That's more than half - way.

6HITA NORBY OLE SOLTOFT

OBBfl
548-4126

APM1ITAHCE _

_ IOI1UOM

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER 2nd

REVOLUTION
You are cordially invited to attend an eye-witness

account of the "May Revolution" in Paris and an
analysis of the causes and outcome, given in a lec-

ture by Dr. James A. Leith, chairman, Department
of History, Queen's University. Entitled "The French
Revolution of 1968", it will be the second in the
Dunning Trust Lecture Series and will be held at

8:15 p.m. on Wednesday, October 2, in Dunning
Hall, Queen's University.

Dunning Trust Lecture Series 1968-69

flSrlS GStEEZj

PitHQ WOK<S

Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

1181 Princess St. r-i

No. 2 H»y West U|

Dial M2-SJ33 fit

jV=nt=ll-T.IL-lL=lESl

SETO'S
CHOP SUEY

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable
price, meal ticket avail-

able. Special T - Bone
steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over
$2.50 or pick-up 10% off.

Call 542-7431

Why Do You
Have A Poor

Memory?
A noted publisher in Chicago

reports there is a simple techni-

que for acquiring a powerful

memory which can pay you real

dividends in both business and

social advancement and works

like magic to give you added

poise, necessary self-confidence

and greater popularity.

According to this publisher,

many people do not realize how
much they could influence others

simply by remembering accurate-

ly everything they see, hear, or

read. Whether in business, at

social functions or even in casual

conversations with new acquaint-

ances, there are ways in which

you can dominate each situation

by your ability to remember.

To acquaint the readers of this

paper with the easy-to-follow

rules for dsvelrping skill in re-

membering anything you choose

to remember, the publishers have
printed full details of their self-

training method in a new booklet,

"Adventures in Memory", which

will be mailed free to anyone who
requests it. No obligation. Send
your name, address, and zip code

to: MEMORY STUDIES, 815 Di-

versey Pkwy., Dept. 157-319, Chi-

cago, III. 60614. A postcard will

do. .

SPORTSWEAR FASHIONS...
take on a shiny new look...

THE LEATHER LOOK
...wild leather.. .styled into

Skirts - Vests - Jumpers - Slims
Coats - Jackets - Hats

ABRAMSKY'S
LADIES WEAR DEPT. 259 PRINCESS ST.

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CU1SI1SE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. Sieve Amey
Proprietor
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By GIANEGGER

The major factor that contri-

buted to the creation of the inde-

pendent and sovereign state of

Biafra was the inability of the

different ethnic groups within the

Nigerian Federation to live to-

gether. Nigeria includes more

than fifty tribes, tribes meaning

ethnic gruups, each with its own
distinctive culture, language and

religion. Three major tribes

mak? up by far the largest pro-

portion of Nigeria; the Yorubas

in the west, the Hausa, who are

Moslem, in the north, and the Ibo,

who are predominantly Chris-

tian, in the east. It was the mu-

tual suspicions, jealousies and

hatreds among the three that

caused the eastern region, home-

land of the Ibos, to break away

from Nigeria and declare itself

the independent Republic of Bi-

afra.

The tribal antagonisms that

brought about the Ibo secession

began to harden in 1960, when

Nigeria attained independence. In

1963, it changed status from that

of a dominion to a republic within

the commonwealth. From the

start, the Hausas, dominating the

north, controlled the vote, the

purse strings, the patronage, and

the Federal Government.

Nigeria's first prime minister,

a northerner, was assassinated in

a coup d' etat staged in January

1966, by a group ofyoung, mostly

Ibo army officers. The govern-

ment had been corrupt and to the

army's young officers, the Prime

Minister personified the Moslem

north's regressive domination

over the rest of the federation.

The conspirators hoped to install

not an Ibo, but a Yoruba, as

Prime Minister. But to many

Hausa tribesmen, the coup clear-

ly seemed a plot to establish an

Ibo stranglehold on the nation.

The result was a counter-coup

in July 1966, in which the north-

ern elements of the army killed

some 200 Ibo officers and in-

stalled their man, Genera! Yak-
ubu Gowon as Prime Minister.

Then, in September, the Hausas
staged a mass slaughter of Ibo

civilians living in the north.

Thirty thousand men, women, and

children were systematically kil-

led in what was surely a well-

planned effort. A million surviv-

ors fled to the East and Lt. Col.

Chukuemeka Ojukwu announced

the secession of the eastern re-

gion to form the State of Biafra.

With nearly fourteen million

people, mostly Ibos, Biafra is no

small country. It is bigger than

Bulgaria, more populous than

Sweden, and within Africa, has

more people than Algeria, Mor-
occo, Ghana or the Congo. Left

alone, free of bloodshed and war,

Biafra could become a stable

nation. It has untapped quantities

of oil, timber and palm oil to

export, and a growing number of

basic industries.

Any nation's greatest asset,

however, is the quality of its

people. The Ibos of Biafra are its

most important and controver-

sial resource, Outside his re-

gion, the Ibo is variously hated,

mildly resented, grudgingly res-

pected, and seldom loved. Like

the biblical Israelites, with whom

the Ibos share striking cultural

parallels, Biafra's predominate

tribe is individualistic, clannish

and enterprising, with an unbend-

ing will that some describe as

arrogance and that others equate

with the modern-day, do-it-

yourself Israelis; a people whom

the Ibos greatly admire.

Nigeria's first prime min-

ister, a northerner, was as-

sassinated in a coup d' etat

staged in January 1966, by

a group of young, mostly

Independence

or

genocide?

Ibo army officers. The gov-

ernment had been corrupt

and to the army's young of-

ficers, the Prime Minister

personified the Moslem
north's regressive domina-

tion over the rest of the fed-

eration. The conspirators

hoped to install not an Ibo,

but a Yoruba, as Prime Min-

ister. But to many Hausa

tribesmen, the coup clearly

seemed a plot to establish

an Ibo stranglehold on the

nation.

In two generations, Ibolandhas

produced skilled statesmen, doc-

tors, writers, scholars, and mil-

lionaire entrepeneurs at a pace

and with a determination that can

only be described as breath-

taking. In contrast the Hausas of

the north have a centuries-old

heritage rooted in the Arab

world. Their ruling families are

drawn from the Fulani, who can

trace their lineage back to the

Prophet Mohammed. When the

British subdued the north at the

turn of the century, they found a

political system so efficient that

they decided to leave it intact

and adopted a control called"in-

direct rule." The British agreed

to the Hausa demand to keep

Christian missionaries out of

Moslem territory. The Islamic

north, then, was protected from

new religious ideas. But it was

also left to stagnate while mis-

sion education in the rest of

Nigeria produced the country's

first lawyers, doctors, techni-

cians and civil servants.

Meanwhile, the Ibos were com-
ing up fast. They easily accepted

Christianity and the religious

pioneer was welcome as long as

he promised to build a school as

well as a church. By 1945, more

Ibos were studying in American

Universities than all other Ni-

gerian tribes puttogether. Within

the space of one generation, the

Ibo had emerged as an economic

as well as a political threat out-

side his homeland. Yorubas, the

first beneficiaries of the Euro-

pean presence, could no longer

command the best jobs in Lagos

or in the rapidly expanding civil

service.

As independence approached,

Hausa tribal leaders in the nor-

thern region suddenly realized

the price they had paid for liv-

ing in an educational vacuum.

The jobs available in administer-

ing the 20th century side of the

region's economy had been taken

by the enterprising Ibos. This

situation permeated all the region

of Nigeria and was such at the

time of the September 1966 mas-

sacre.

Whoever is to blame for Ni-

geria's breakup, it could be said

that, from the very start, Nigeria

never really had a chance to make

it. Perhaps Nigeria always should

have been recognized for what

it was when the British first

arrived; at least three countries

and perhaps four, five, or six,

instead of one.

The west may recoil from the

prospect, but Africa may be in

for a period of more viole.ice

and uncertainty as its new nations

sort themselves out. To expect

Africans to conform to nation-

making decisions they were nev-

er consulted on, is to deny post-

colonial Africa its right to risk

failure as well as success in re-

shaping its own destiny.

Biafran

students

in

Kingston

There are three Biafrans in

Kingston. Two of these are grad-

uate students at Queen's and the

third is a Medical Technician at

Hotel Dieu Hospital.

E. Chukuemeka Igbokwe, a

Ph.D. candidate in the Biology

Department, is outspoken about

his country's future. He was al-

ready in North America when

news of the declaration of in-

dependence came. "We welcom-

ed the announcement. It is the

only way to assure safety for

our people. We had planned to

return home and even collected

money to charter a plane but an

advisor to Ojukwu told us to stay

in school."

J. Emeka Nduaguba is a Ph.D.

candidate in Biochemistry. He

too Is optimistic of the future of

Biafra. "There is no doubt in

my mind that our people are

going to get the autonomy we

want. I do strongly believe In

se If-d e t e r m i n a t i o n for all

people."

These two students, along with

N. Nwosu Achonu, the Medical

Technician at Hotel Dieu, have

heard no news of their families

in over a year. They have no

idea whether they are alive or

dead. As Mr. Igbokwe says, "We
are not as concerned for our

respective families as we are

for the welfare of the people

of Biafra."
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Editorials

Participation

In setting up a number ot "free classes" last week

to allow students to talk about their beefs the Drama de-

partment has set a precedent which should be followed.

These are faculty members in every department ot

the university who feel that students should have a

qreater say in the decision-making process They are

calling for students' opinion and ideas about their courses,

the ironic thing being that they are in many ways more

progressive than the students themselves, many of whom

feel decisions should be made for them.

Professor Euringer of the Drama Department is not

alone. At the beginning of the year Miss Herman asked

the students in her Sociology course about how they

would like to restructure it. The feedback was consider-

able and the course content and structure corresponding-

' y
^"students are allowed to make decisions about the

formation of their courses their commitment to them will

be greater. They are more likely to be turned on to them

and a valuable kind of learning process will follow.

If the faculty in more departments can pick up me

thread that exists between them and the students, the

system can change for the better, turning out more in-

dividual and interested people, rather than sheep unable

to think for themselves because they have never had

the chance to.
, , .

Once this process has taken hold, students and facul-

ty can start lo talk about the real problems that concern

us all, instead of talking about the structure of courses

and how to change them.
.

In the meantime, however, the efforts of both stu-

dents and faculty lo set up counter courses and tree

classes, limited though they are, provide our only avenue

forward.

Student courses

This issue

With this issue the Journal begins its policy of running

theme feature issues. These will not always be intended

as objective or impartial analysis. They will, hopefully,

spark a good deal of controversy and feedback.

As signed articles, of course, they will not represent

the unanimous view of the Journal staff. Students with

a viewpoint different from those already expressed are

urged to submit their views for publication.
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Well, tihe revolution came and went this week. Thanks
to the hoppers and others, Rick Rynasko, Cam Walliace,

IjOgan Murray, Dennis Crossfield, Ron Baioter, Bob
Saunders, Craig Hinchey, Ray Peck, Mike Edwards,
John Davidson, and Ralph Shaw who did the magazine.
Thanks to Brian at the Whig who used our studs' ( Sorry,
we couldn't use yours.) and Ken at the pilot's service

and the officer with us, and special thanks to Arledgh
land to Donna (at least we got her home before break-
fast) who typed aU tihe news.

They have fhem at Berlin; they

had them at the Sorbonne and Colum-

bia; they're really big in California;

the Canadian Union of Students is for

them and they're catching on in Can-

ada. ,,

"They" are "counter or stu-

dent" courses—courses established by

students for themselves. They are a

new fad brought on by the tendency

of academicians faced with the grow-

ing mass of knowledge, to specialize

and to remove their studies from the

context of any values.

No longer are the general ques-

tions being asked and total answers

must be pieced together discipline by

discipline—thus, an overall perspec-

tive of society and where it is heading

seems to be lost in a maze of ex-

perimentation, data collection and in-

conclusiveness.

They have also been brought on

by the slowness of institutions, edu-

cational ones being no exception, to

change, to bring their curriculum up

to date in methods and in sub|ect

matter With the new consciousness

created by the war in Viet Nam among

other events and the new questioning

of the world's political and economic

systems there has been a return to

the basic questions and students have

been making the return on their own.

"Student courses" are now being

subtly introduced at Queen's—a few

this year and hopefully a whole range

By Bran Rogers

for next year. These will be done, by

and large, in seminar groups on a sub-

ject of the group's own choosing in

a manner of the group's own choos-

'n9
'Beyond the historical context these

courses could have many other effects

on Queen's: the creation of a greater

inter-faculty homogeneity and under-

standing, a development of a contin-

uing learning process and of personal

involvement for the individual, some-

thing which will be with him all his

life, and a greater interest in our

world and what's going on in it.

But none of this will come about

if the students don't want it—the

program will be as good as those

involved want to make it, with organi-

zation coming from within, not with-

out.

If it sounds good to you, come

to a meeting on Wednesday at 7:00

p.m (in the small 2nd floor common .

room of the Student's Union) to plan

for the future, this year and next; or

actually attend one of the courses tor

this year on World Development, led

by Tony Carpi (546-1942) at the

same time at 410 Johnson St. If you

can't do either phone Brian Rogers,

chairman of the Academic Round

Table (544-7708) or leave your name

in at the A.M.S. office in the Students

Union.
These are for everyone regard-

less of age and of faculty.

SPEAK EASY
Fed up with taking licks from

everybody, the AMS has decided

to dispense with stamps and get a

postage meter. But acquiring one

of these bureaucratic gems
means a major decision must be

made-something at which the

AMS has never been particularly

good.

The question is, what is to be

the wording of the little red ad

beside the postage? Chuck Ed-

wards, stalwart AMS president,

moved at Tuesday's meeting that

it read STUDENT POWER. The

motion was tabled, presumably so

a committee can decide whether

student power is really what the

AMS wants to advertise.

That depends, of course, on

whether the AMS still knows what

students are. And that is open to

debate. The AMS minutes reveal

its real concerns-the executive

retreat (which would have cost

the students plenty if apathy

hadn't killed it), a dinner in hon-

our of its retiring administrator

Dot Williams, its expenditures,

and so on. A few items of student

concern get squeezed in with a

rather embarrassed air.

There really isn't any reason

to run an ad saying STUDENT

ARE WE BLACK ?

It seems there is some skull-

duggery afoot in our hallowed
halls, or shall we say, hollowed
halls, depending on whichever
side of the fence one is sitting

on.

Word has it that McArthur
College, a newly formed faculty
of Queen's University, has for
some reason been ostracized
from participation in Varsity

POWER. BUREAUCRACY POW-
ER would be much more appro-

priate.

A highly inaccurate statistical

estimate says that by noon yes-

terday, more than half the stu-

dents here had broken their res-

olution not to skip any classes

this year. This does not indicate,

of course, that the others had

attended their classes; they just
,

hadn't made any resolution in the

first place.

Face it: not very many people

go to class around here. Of

course they ought to, and they

solemnly tell you so as they

head off to the coffee shop. But

not even the professors take them
seriously. At least one lecturer

this fall decided not to move
her class into a larger room,

even though there weren't en-

ough seats for the whole enrol-

lment. "It doesn't seem very

likely that you will all be here

at once." she said.

But those students who aren't

crowding lecture halls must be

doing something. Most of them
seem to be haunting the union

coffee shop-the lines there lately

are worse than registration. This

obviously destroys the illusion

sports, i.e., representing this Uni-
versity in athletics in competition
with other Universities in the
league.

It is certainly true that coach-
es like to see new blood on (he
lines but what of the old war-
horses in fourth year or post-grad
who are still interested and still

want to be an active part of var-
sity athletics.

If McArthur, or "the Faculty

by Redmond

with which professors (and wor-

ried parents) console them-

selves: that students only skip

class when they feel they can

study better on their own. What-

ever those people in the coffee

shop are doing, they aren't study-

ing.

Most of them, oddly enough,

are drinking coffee. Besides

showing a complete lack of taste

'(or a strong streak of mas-
ochism), this provides a basis

for reflection. Most -oi those

students will, somehow or other,

manage to pass next spring. (And

those who pass only because of

latenight cramming will stay a-

wake for it only with the aid of

still more, still viler coffee.)

The coffee must be what does

it. There's some sort of magic

elixir in coffee shop coffee, which

enables the student who drinks it

religiously to understand his

courses without attending them,

to pass his exams without study-

ing for them, and to become an

educated adult merely by drink-

ing coffee. The coffee shop staff

puts something strange, some-
thing besides coffee, into those

giant urns.

But then we already knew that.

of Education" as noted in the
calendar, is banned from par-
ticipation then why not also the

faculties of Law. Science. Engin-
eering or Medicine? If they can
do it, why can't we?
Are we black or what?
Yours respectfully and expect-

ing immediate action cn this pe-

diculous, state of affairs ....
ROUGE

MacArthur '69
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JjITTERS

Initiations

We are all a rather frustrated

mass, perhaps lost in the pur-

suit of truth. There never seem
to be any satisfactory answers or

any original responses. We have

become snared in the apparent

complexities of life. I strongly

believe that we should keep in

mind the "simple" and above all

retain the socalledhumanfactor.

Orientation has recently been

subjected 10 a rather melodram-

atic controversy. There are pro-

bably many ways in which the

program can be improved; how-
ever the basic structure of the

present system of orientation is,

in my opinion, excellent. I think

too many have taken a rather ex-

istenhalistic view of that which

appears to be the ridiculous such

as the frush outfit and the hazing.

I think factors such as these pro-

mote an individualism in aperson

even though throughout the week

they were rather collective. The

new spident rapidly realizes that

how he appears to others does not

really matter. The individual

must always face embarrass-

ment. This past week helped to

tear down the barriers created

by huriiliation.

Socially, little improvement

can be made on the present sys-

tem. The dividing up of all frosh

into small congenial vig groups

was a perfect method of acquain-

ting the new each other. The

horror of the vastness of the un-

iversity was temporarily smoth-

Human Respect

The current incitements to

throw off my apathy and take a

stand on Vietnam andBiafrahave

led me to wonder what I could do

to help.

Put I have been unable to find

any solution to either Vietnam or

Biafra. Like many students, I

recognize that a feeling of uni-

versalism and some form of

world government would enable

different peoples to live with

each other in peace. However I

do not see how my saying so will

help the Vietnamese or Biafrans

when we are unwilling to permit

this same philosophy to work

right here in Canada.

If we really wish to do some-

thing to make our world a better

place to live in, surely we should

do something which offers some

hope of success. Canada is head-

ing towards either separation or a

bloody civil war because we insist

on practising in French Canada

the economic, political, and cul-

tural colonialism which we con-

demn in Vietnam and elsewhere.

I suspect that we could best con-

tribute to world peace by showing

the world how two peoples can

reconcile such antagonisms.

ered. though the frosh were all

kept aware of its existence by

such animal shows as section-

ing.

Academically, theprogramhad
few faults. Perhaps a few more
course counselling sessions

could be introduced in order to

familiarize the student with a
wider variety of fields. The sen-

ior students were good in that

they provided unbiased informa-

tion about the courses with which

they were acquainted. Perhaps

the groups could be made slightly

larger so that two senior students

of different disciplines could be

assigned to each, in orderto pro-

vide a wider source of informa-

tion.

Programs such as the current

events seminar and mindgrlnd

were rather good entertainment,

and in a few cases mentally stim-

ulating; however I don't think

that they were pertinent in intro-

ducing the frosh to university

life. Perhaps they were meant to

keep us aware that there was an

educational side and even a cer-

tain type of creativity to this

university,

I strongly think the present

should undergo only very minor

changes. The fraternity and

spirit recently evoked by the

orientation program impressed

me greatly, and it was only

through the ridiculous that it

could have possibly beencreated.

Frosh Breakey.

The scope for such an activist

student program is beyond imag-

ination: In Kingston there are

many federal institutions atten-

ded by French Canadians, rang-

ing from military universities to

prisons. They all practise the

most insidious form of cultural

colonialism, that of forced as-

similation. There are "national"

industries in Kingston which con-

duct no research in French Can-

ada. The Provincial govern-

ment's road signs and tourist

facilities are conspicuously uni-

lingual, in contrast with the

friendly bilingualism of Maine,

Vermont, New Hampshire and

even New York. The Kingston

Whig-Standard is a model of

ethnic bigotry. Even Queen's Un-

iversity, only 200 miles from

Montreal, finds it distasteful to

consider having French Cana-

dians in the French Department.

Surely the most useful contri-

bution to world peace would be

an activist program designed to

establish, right here in Kingston,

those conditions of human respect

which we advocate for the other

side of the globe.

Terry Liston.

Twenty Minutes For Crap
-CJB

By STUART RYAN

God, was I starved! After sitting on the

floor during one lecture and reading for
two gruesome hours, I longed for food, for

any food. "Any food" was exactly what I

got.

I joined the line at the coffee shop at

11:40 a.m.; it was already at the back

door. After ten minutes, I arrived at the

front of the cafeteria line: great, no forks

nor knives, just teaspoons. Although slight-

ly despondent, I resolutely pressed on. Two
minutes later, I reached the first coffee

machine. Ahahl I grabbed a cup and pulled

down the lever: empty.

It began to look like the world was against

me. Damn it, I'll fight on to the finishl This

determined approach drove me on to the

first cashier:

"Next."
' 'Hot Beef with chips and coffee, please."

"HOT BEEF!.."

Slightly deafened, I finally reached my

destination, the place where you obtain the

food.

"What do you want, please?"

"Hot beef and chips."

"You'll have to wait; the chips aren't

ready. Move to the end of the line."

At last, as my knees wobbled from lack

of nutrition, the chefs masterpiece, grizzle

stuck between two stale pieces of bread,

was placed on my tray.

It took twenty minutes for that? "What

do you expect for seventy-five cents, any-

way?" you ask.

Remember when it used to be Sixty-five

cents?

— BARRY

TUESDAY, OCT. 1

7:00 Queen's Chorus rehearsal.

2nd Floor of Convocation

Hall

7:00 Queen's Pistol Club at Arm-

ories. Transportation from

front door of Student Union.

7:30 First General Meeting of

Queen's Debating Union.

Speakers will discuss initia-

tions. 2nd floor Cornrnon

Room, Student's Union.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2

12:30 Professor Chi lectures on

"Viet Nam. Possible Solu-

tions" at International Cen-

tre Lounge.

6:30 General Meeting of Queen's

Bands. Room 301, Kingston

Hall.

7:00 Ramsey Lewis Trio concert,

"3's a Crowd", Grant Hall.

7:00 Meeting of those interested

in "Student Courses". Small

common room, 2nd floor,

Student Union.

7:00 Queen's Camera Club. Film,
"Basic Printing and Develop-

ing", Room 104, Dunning
Hall.

7:30 Queen's Camera Club, Course
Organizational Meeting. 3rd
floor Common Room, Student

Union.

9:30 Ramsey Lewis Trio concert,

"3's a Crowd", Grant Hall.

9:00-2:00 Coffee House, Cafe
d'Ecbecs, 477 Princess Street

THURSDAY, OCT. 3

7:00 Movie, "Two For the Road",

Dunning Auditorium

9:00-2:00 Coffee House, Cafe
d'Ecnecs, 477 Princess Street

10:00 Movie, 'Two for the Road",

Dunning Auditorium

FRIDAY, OCT. 4

1:00 Movie, "Loneliness of the

Long Distance Runner",

Dunning Auditorium

9:00-2:00 Coffee House, Cafe
d'Ecnecs, 477 Princess Street

HELP WANTED SITUATIONS

HELP WANTED

Part time waitress required

for Cocktail Lounge at Hotel

Blinkbonnie, Gananoque. For

further particulars phone 382-2144

and ask for manager.

Nude models for art classes,

female. ?2.0O per hour. Phone

David Brown 542-0721 or 542-7579.

No experience necessary.

Wanted Guiders—Anyone inter-

ested in working with Girl Guides

or Brownies in Kingston, please

call Mrs. Hall, 542-1252-

Baby sitter wanted for child

while roomer attends classes 5

hours weekly in mornings. Area

Johnson - Mowat Streets. Prefer

to exchange with mother in sim-

ilar situation. Phone: 544-2573

University student will teach

piano in home. Experienced with

small children. Please call

(Miss) Jolene Goodier at 544-1196

for information.

FOR RENT

Large comfortable room for one

male—$10. 2 blocks from Queen's.

486 Johnson street. Call Mrs.

Woodcock, 542-2592.

1967 Yamaha Twin X Jet 100.

Like new, only 2500 miles. It's

not a Merino GT/TV but it is a
good buy. Phone 544-6686 after

6.

35mm Minolta single lens reflex

camera. Excellent condition.

Best offer. 544-2947.

LOST AND FOUND

Lost—one brown track bag near

King and Albert. Call Tim 546-

9544.

Lost—one small plastic maroon

folder with ED cards. Gym or

Library. Return to Robert Black

c/o AMS uffice-^ilease. %

found—Ladies wrist watch on
campus. Apply at desk of Ban
Righ for reclamation.
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Rugger

vs

Guelph

By IAN BROWN

Queen's first XV followed up

their recent 24-0 victory over

McMaster with a crushing 29-0

win over Guelph last Saturday in

Richardson stadium. The exhib-

ition game was played immed-

iately after the football game,

and it was encouraging to see

that not all the Queen's spirit

drained away prematurely. The

scoring was opened, after five

minutes, with swift Steve Shelley

seizing his chance from a short

penalty and charging unaided over

the line for a impressive try.

3-0 for Queen's. Five minutes

later the score stood at 6-0

thanks to a blind side break

from the scrum by Bryan Cur-

rah. Again in the conversion

was missed. The third try was

magnificent and merits some

description. From a set scrum

the ball moved out quickly along

the line to the winger Frazer

Earrill, who, after running hard,

gave a beautiful return pass to

Chip Drury, whereupon Drury

pulled out all the stops and ran

60 yards for a copybook try.

Easteal converted making the

score 11-0. Further trys ware

added before half time byCurrah

and Drury, the former diving

over from a set scrum, and the

latter beating his man with an

inside swerve. Easteal added one

conversion, and the score at the

half-way mark was 19-0.

Although Queen's maintained

the upper hand in the second

half, the penetration of the backs

lost some of its pep. The for-

wards, however, continued to

provide the greater shove in the

scrums, a marvelous perfor-

mance considering Guelph held a

weight superiority. Currah

scored his third try of the game

in a joint push-over effort with

the forwards. Easteal converted

making the score 24-0. Near

the end of the match, Larry

Thorsteinson, a fine fullback who

has demonstrated his ability both

in attack and defence, broke thr-

ough several tackles but lost

hold of the ball just as he was

about to touch-down, however,

Jim Eby came to the rescue and

dived on the ball to score Queen's

seventh try. Easteal made the

score 29-0 with a splendid kick

from the touchline.

Though this was another fine

performance by Queen's, itwould

be unwise to offer any over-

confident predictions at this

stage. As yet the opposition has

not been up to much—York Uni-

versity will provide stiffer op-

position next week.

Track and Field
By WAYNE LILLICO

It looks like a hard season ahead for the Queen's Track

Team if the McMaster Invitational Track Meet held on Friday

was any indication.

Eleven University teams took part in the meet, with Mc-
Master proving a strong contender for the O.Q.A.A. champion-

ship this year.

There were some fine performances by Queen's usually

reliable athletes. However some of the other men will have

to improve if Queen's Track Team is goint to better last

year's second place finish at the O.Q.A.A. championship.

Brian Donnelly and Dave Ellis both had first place finishes,

Donnelly winning the 440 yd. hurdles in a time of 57.1 Jerry

Krist from Waterloo, his closest rival, finished in 58.1.

Ellis crossed the line first in the mile run in a time of 4:22.7

with Randy Allan of Ryerson next in 4:25.8.

Queen's only second place finish was by their relay team
in the mile relay. The team of Donnelly, TimBaker, Rob
Milne and Dave Ellis covered the distance in 3:22.8. Mc-
Master's relay team finished first in 3:21.9.

Queen's had four thirds; Bill Houston in the 880 yd. run

(1:56.4), Brian Wilson in the 3,000 meter steeplechase (10:34.3),

Bob Lingwood in the shot put (44' 33/4") and Tim Baker in

the 440 yd. hurdles (58.7).

Rob Milne in the 440 Yd. days (52.1), and Wayne Savigney

in the high jump (5*8") compiled Queen's only fourth place

finishes.

Scrum half Currah passes out the ball and Queen's scrum grinds on

Second
Queen's seconds had a merry

romp againstGuelphseconds Sat-

urday afternoon, winning 25-0„

With Guelph lacking several play-

ers, Queen's furnished them with

some of our men and both teams

played thirteen aside, instead of

the usual fifteen. Queen's student

Alan Jeffries was especially ef-

fective for Guelph getting off

numerous kicks for good yard-

age. However, Queen's do-

minated the scoring from the

start with fly half Rich Thomas

scoring before the teams had

properly warmed up. Play then

became fairly even for the rest

of the half. Winger Lome Mus-

selman scored for Queen's fol-

lowed by Tony Clemson's try.

Neither converts were success-

ful.

Shortly after the opening kick-

off of the second half, Mussel-

man made a dazzling dash down
the sidelines and then cut to the

inside, where prop TomMawhin-
ney, who had followed up, deftly

took the ball over for a try. Brian

Intramurals are the major item

in women's athletics now, with

a full schedule of fall sports

already underway or soon to be

started. At last Wednesday's

Athletic Night, girls were given

an opportunity to sign up for

instramural but anyone else who

wishes to participate can sign

the lists which will be posted in

all women's residences.

Field hockey is underway in

Macdonald Park and will continue

until O c tobe r 11. Interschool

competitions begin October 19th

when Loyola meets Queen's at

Kingston. Part 1 of the Inter-

collegiate Tournament is at

Guelph on October 25 and 26,

Part II is on November 1 and 2

at Toronto. Cheryl Thackeray is

the representative for this act-

ivity.

Intramural bow 1 1 ng begins

October 7 while Ice Hockey is

scheduled for this Tuesday, Oct-

ober 1. The representatives to

contact for these sports are Cathy

Rogers skillfully converted. By

this time, the forwards wer do-

minating their opponents,, espec-

ially in the loose play and wing

forward MacGervan finished off

a good push for a try. Jim Croz-

ier, showing brilliant speed in

the three-quarter line, added an-

other try which was successfully

converted by Bill McNeil. The

scoring was completed by

Thomas who made a long kick

at midfield, scooped up the loose

ball and outran his nearest op-

ponents.

The game was surprisingly

clean, with none of the usual bad

tempers on either side. Queen's

was very well conditioned and co-

ordinated. As a result, the scrum
usually succeeded in getting the

ball even though it was Pat Hol-

land's first time as hooker. Much
credit must also go to scrum,

half Tom Beckett, who in spite

of an injured hand, always got

the ball out swiftly to the backs

and played an excellent game.

Harrier
By WAYNE LILLICO

The Harrier team did well in

Ottawa at the Eastern Ontario

Inter-Clue Race by winning the

team championship. The best in-

dividual runner over the gruelling

6 mile course was John Park

of the UplandHarriers, an Ottawa

team. His time was 33 mia,

19 sec.

Craig Lennox led the Queen's

team as he finished third with

a time of 34:40. Brian Wilson

(fifth), Robert MacLeod (eighth),

Chris Stapples (ninth), and Bob
Hazen (tenth) also ranfine races.

Women's Athletics

Stinson and Mary Beth Warren,
respectively.

Linda Vallery is in charge

of archery. Practices are held at

Richardson Statium with the in-

tercollegiate tournament to take

place at McGill October 18 and

19.

Tennis and basketball are two
other fall sports which are about

to get underway. Cinday Carr-
Harris is the tennis rep and she

will operate a ladder tournament
in this sport. Practices for the

intercollegiate team are held

Monday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day at 4:30. Susan Pickard is

organizing basketball intra-

murals which will begin today
and will be ehld each Tuesday
from 7:30 to 9:30 for the next

two months. Intermediate and
intercollegiate basketball pract-

ices begin toniight with trans-

portation leaving the gym at 8:45.

Track and field for which Pam
Ellison is the rep, has been

By ANNE CARSWELL

underway for some time now with

practices every evening, Mon-
day-Thursday.

Intercollegiate volleyball

began last night and will cont-

inue in preparation for the first

away game at McGill on Nov,

23. On January 25, Queen's is

at home to Western and Mc-
Gill, and on Februa* .xh ahd~15,

the games are .'
i oronto.

EUine Farrell is in charge

of gymnastics and practices are

each evening and Saturday mura-
ings in the gym.

Any girl interested in any as-

pect of women's athletics should

find out who the representative is

for her residence or faculty and

watch for signs in the residences

or the gym.

It is important that everyone

realizes that skill is not nec-

essary for participation in intra-

murals; they are for fun and

exercise.

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111W FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
BW »
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By ALEX BINKLEY

"We played a good ball team
and we are glad that we won/'

Coach Tindall said after Queen's

Golden Gaels defeated the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario Mus-
tangs 22-17.

The game was hard fought and

the exciting play keptthe Queen's

fans extremely vocal all after-

noon. Hopefully the fans will

continue this type of support as it

provided great incentive for the

team.

The players worked hard

against the scrappy Mustangs for

the victory. A common feeling in

the dressing room after the game
was that the team spirit had

jelled tremendously during the

^game as the Gaels were forced

to come from behind and then to

stave off a Western rally to win

the game.

The Gaels defenco played well

with a number of players moved

to new positions as a result of

injuries. The work of the de-

fensive line espec ial ly taekle

Doug Walker and linebacker The-

ron Craig greatly demoralized

the Western attack.

Watch tfut Bluest

Queen's denies Western
By ALEX BINKLEY

The Gaels offence, which had
a hard time getting untracked in
the first half, came suddenly
alive in the second half. The
Mustangs had the Gaels well
scouted and the Western team
played a very inspired game on
defence. However, the Queen's
offence became a cohesive unit

as the game went on, and will

give the Toronto Varsity Blues
a hard time next Saturday.

The Western team had several

players who turned in outstanding
performances including Bruce
Hough, Bill McTeer.Peter Werry,
Jeff Hilton, Ottavio Colosimoand
Bill Martin.

Western used the short pass

with great effect on the Gaels

and gained 225 yards in the air.

Their defensive backs also

knocked down many of Don Bay-

nes's passes as well as picking

off four of them.

The first Queen's point came
when Eaman quick kicked from
the Western 53 yard line for a

single point. Later in the first

Eaman again kicked a single

point to put Queen's ahead 2-0.

Queen's had the ball on the

forty yard line where Jamie
IJohnston fumbled a pitch out and

Western recovered. A passto

Tom Connelly and run by Mus-
tang's wingback half back Bruce

Hough got the ball within field

goal range and Ottavio Collisimo

kicked a field goal toputWest-

lern on top 3-2.

Bad luck again struckJohnston

and he fumbled the ball on a

sweep. Western capitalized and

worked the ball to the 8 yard

line. Cipparone then passed to

Bruce Hough who ran the ball

into the end zone. Collisimo's

convert made the score 10-2.

Late in the second quarter

Johnston redeemed himself by

carrying the ball from Queen's

Eamon breaks loose as Western gets the message
BOON

12 to the Western 42. A pass
attempt to Lilies went incomplete

and the score at half-time was
10-2.

After the kickoff the ball

changed hands several times and

Queen's was forced into a punt-

ing situation. However Eaman
faked the punt and passed to Jim

Tait who carried the ball to the

Western 34. Fullback Ron Clark

carried the ball to the twenty.

After a couple of good runs by

Eaman and Johnson, the ball

was on the four yard line.

Quarterback Bayne then sent all

the motion left and threw back

across the field to end Rick Van

Buskirk for a touchdown. Doug

Cozac kicked the extra point to

put Queen's close 10-9.

In the first minutes of the

fourth quarter, neither team
could move the ball consistently.

Craig blocked a Western punt

and Queen's moved the ball to

the Western one yard line. Bayne

ran the ball over. The convert

was missed and Queen's took the

lead 15-10.

Keith Eaman then received a

,punt and ran it back 70 yards

for aspectaculartouchdown aided

by excellent downfield blocking

by the Gaels. Cozac converted

and Queen's led 22-10

Mustang quarterback St. Mich-

ael then passed to Walker to

put Western on the Queen's 33.

Two plays later Cipparone
passed to Jeff Hilton for atouch-

down. Collisimo's conversion

made the score 22-17.

The Mustang's final threat

came late in the 4th quarter. A
determined Western rally moved
the ball deep into Queen's
territory and close to a possible

touchdown, but a tenacious Gaels

defense held onto the precious

5 point lead.

Statistics

Queen's Western

First Downs 12 16

Yards Rushing 130 122

Yards Passing 85 225

Pass Completions 6/20 22/41

Interceptions 1 4

THERON CRAIG

Tennis
By PETE POLLOCK

"We don't have a strong team but a determined

one," says coach Norm Macintosh about this

year's Golden Gael tennis team. The new coach

has sparked a gallant spirit in this year's team,

and has made many innovations such as setting

up the Inaugural Kingston Area Fall Tennis

Tournament held Saturday, which pitted Queen's

players against players from R.M.C. and the

Kingston tennis club.

This Thursday and Friday the team will be

at the Mount Royal Tennis Club in Montreal

to enter the Ontario Quebec Athletic Association

tennis tournament. Six teams are entered this

year: Laval, McGill, University of Montreal,

University of Ottawa, Carleton and Queen's.

The outlook is definitely better than lastyear's,

according to John Stankievicz, who returns for

his third year on the team. Also returning are

last year's other top ranked players—Bruce

Grindley and Neil Longhurst Rounding out the

team are Andy Lumsden, Barry James, Pete

Roe and Doug Treylor. Neil and John should be

back on next year's team. Other positions may

become vacant due to graduation.

The general feeling among the players is

that the University of Montreal will be the

toughest team to beat, since their players came

up through the junior ranks and their team has

more bench strength. Carleton will also play

well. However, Queen's is expected to beat

Laval and Ottawa and perhaps finish fourth out

of six. The players may not win all of their

singles and doubles matches In Montreal, but

judging by the camaraderie and friendly spirit

shown at practices, even losing will be fun.

Sailing
By BRUCE McLEOD

Two crews from the Queen's

Sailing Team took first and sec-

ond places in the RMC Invitat-

ional Regatta held off RMC this

weekend. Sandy Riley (skipper)

and Jay Hansen finished in first

place overall, with 12 1/2 points

against them, and Peter Hall and

Phil Kerrigan finished second

with 13 1/4 points.

Teams from RMC, Queen's,

V of T, and Lakefield College

took part in the two-day series
of six races, sailed in a fairly

new class of racing dinghy, the

16-foot "420's", in medium,
shifty winds.

A crew from Lakefield College

provided the closest competition

for Queen's, finishing with 20

points, 6 3/4 back. A Lakefield

crew also finished fourth, with

RMC crews in fifth, and in a

sixth-place tie with the lone U

of T crew.

The next big event for the sail-

ing team will be the Canadian

Intercollegiate Sailing Champ-

ionships, to be held off RMC
over Thanksgiving weekend. Last

year, Peter Hall was the Nation-

al Intercollegiate Champion.

After their favourable showing

this weekend, Queen's must be

considered as having a strong

chance to retain the Champion-

ship this year,
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We didn't lose our cool,

When the printer said he was out of big type.

We know YOU, a bright, quick-witted Queen's bird

(If you're a man, go away)
Would find your way to our message about COIETTE'S,

The store for mode and mod in Kingston.

We have wild (and tame) . .

.

Suits, dresses, pant-suits and leathers,

And oodles of those savage, bulky knit sweaters
And other odds and ends.

So now, do your thing.

Swing your way to Colette's, 231 Princess Street,

Like, you know, near the Capital theatre.

We've even been known to give,

(Would you believe it?)

Discounts . .

.

To bright, quick-witted Queen's birds like you.
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CommunrtyT^henation and Revolution
By HAMAR FOSTER

The name of a new book by Herbert
Marcuse? The academic's "turn on,
tune in, drop out"? An advertising slo-

gan for the Yippies? All wrong. Com-
munity, Alienation and Revolution is the
name of Queen's first 'Free University"
Inter-disciplinary Seminar, the first ses-
sion of which will be held Monday eve-
ning, October 7, 7:30 p.m. in the Physics
building, Lecture theatre A.

Organized by a group of faculty
members, this seminar will be an un-
structured, issue-oriented inquiry into

the urgent needs and problems of twen-
tieth century society. But more impor-
tant, it will try to avoid the tiresome
cliches of the preceding sentence and
the traditional teacher VERSUS student

lecture atmosphere... In the words of

Miss Kathleen Herman of the Sociology
Department, one of the instigators of the

seminar, it will be neither "an emotion-

al call to arms" nor "a collection of peo-

ple who think they know it all talking

to those who think they know nothing";

that is, it will not be teachers talking to

students, but "a community of scholars

in which each member has the respon-

sibility of making it work".
Thus all are welcome, from frosh to

prof., and all viewpoints are valid and
desired. Miss Herman stressed, how-
ever that the effort will be a scholarly

one requiring preparatory reading and

papers (albeit- short ones) by those who
wish to initiate discussion. But above

all, the group will decide what it wants

to do, not just the faculty members, and

the seminar will proceed from there.

The seminar was originally intended

as a credit course, but for various reas-

ons—the desire for a relatively un-

structured approach being one of them

has become an extra-curricular effort

instead. Nonetheless, Miss Herman ex-

pressed a hope that it will be a credit

course next year, and even spoke of

the possibility of "a student eventually

getting his degree in Revolution rather

than History"! (Establishment take

heed). She feels, as no doubt most of

us feel, that too little use is made of

the inter-disciplinary approach and that

too often higher education consists of

freshmen talking to freshmen, physicists

to physicists, sociologists to sociologists,

etc.

In short, this seminar will be a very

real chance to make that over-worked

old term, 'dialogue', mean something

productive.

The topic for the year, Community,

Alienation and Revolution, was not ar-

bitrarily selected or chosen because of

its current fashionability, but because

"revolution seems to be man's response

to the alienation he encounters in his

search for community". A sociologist's

definition? Yes— but you will also

hear those of a political scientist, a psy-

chologist, a philosopher, and an histor-

ian in Monday's session, and they will

hear yours.

So bring along your alienated self

to Stirling Hall on the 7th and start a

revolution with Kathleen Herman, John

Meisel, Rudy Kalin, Ted Bond and Jim

Leith, the people behind this new com-

munity. And come as a person, not as

a reluctant member of Arts '72 or a par-

tisan of the importance of Etruscan pot-

tery, and contribute your bit to the

group: for what will happen AFTER the

first meeting depends ON the first meet-

ing.

Later this term and next term, coun-

ter-courses will also be offered at

Queen's, though (obviously) not offi-

cially; and there will also be a series of

exciting people coming to lecture, sing,

purr and harangue. (Read about all

this in the October 15 edition of the

JOURNAL). In the meantime, prepare

yourself for all this by taking part in

the first extra-curricular learning experi-

ence of the year. Ifs what university is

all about.

...believe

•We are defining new areas off ignorance'

By ALEX BINKLEY

Would you believe that

there is a new and exciting

post at Queen's? Would
you believe that it is the of-

fice of Academic Planning

and Research?

Mr. Bernard Trotter, the

head of this new office, will

supply the Senate Commit-

tee on Academic Planning

with information on a wide

ranqe of academic matters

which would enable the

Committee to decide on

plans of action to pursue in

the future.

Mr. Trotter feels that with

the never-ending increase

in knowledge, it is essential

that university planners de-

sign policies sufficiently

flexible to include innova-

tions. "One characteristic

of planninq is that we are

constantly defining new

areas of ignorance about
ourselves. We have to sup-

ply flexibility as we plan on
certain assumptions", he
continued.

Trotter feels that the I

broad terms of reference

given to his office will per-
[

mit him to conduct some in-

teresting investigations in

the field of academic plan-

ning.

Planning to Trotter is a

very complex matter.
.
w-

tention needs to be given

to the philosophy behind

university development. Ihe

school must serve both the

individual and society, bo-

ciety has certain manpower
needs to be taken into ac-

S, while the individual

demands not only »IW
education receptive to.new

ideas. Professional training

must teach a concern tor

consequences and not pro-

duce a dosed mind.

Besides the philosophical

considerations, there are

other problems that concern

the planner.

"Critical mass" is of maior

concern in planning. A
tool must have enough

BERNARD TROTTER

staff to conduct its academic
responsibilities as well as

enough students for this

staff "to instruct.

Money— its source, use,

and control — is a touchy

area in planning. As most

of the monev coming into

the university is from the

provincial government, it is

essential that the schools be
careful to protect their au-

tonomy. Thouqh the gov-

ernment does not define

how the money is to be
spent, there are several re-

straints placed on the

schools. The government
sets priorities on spending

which may curtail university

plans. No school can pro-

ceed with building plans

without the approval of the

government.

Another problem is to

strike an enrollment balance

between undergraduate and
postgraduate "students
Though undergraduate stu-

dents have received major
emphasis, Queen's accepts

its responsibility to expand

its postgraduate proqrarp.

This means that there aro

enough underqraduates go-

ing into postgraduate stu-

dies.

'Trotter hopes that there

will be more student in-

volvement in planning at

Queen's... He also hopes

that postgraduate students

may want to conduct re-

search in conjunction with

his office.

At present the office is

staffed only by Trotter and

his secretary, but he tropes

that the rest of his staff wi

soon be available. He will

also do research for any de-

partment which is curious, as

to what other schools are

doing in their particular

field".

Trotter's experience
fifteen years as

supervisor of CBC
pudiic affairs department

and five years as executive

assistant to former. princirwi

Dr. Corry. He Willi-eport

directly to Principal Deutscn-

Mr.
include,
general
public
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Senate meetings to be opened?
By

HERMAN BAKVIS

The Alma Mater Society has

appointed a student representa-

tive to a closed senate commit-

tee, Ironically enough in orderto

see whether the senate will oper-

ate in the open.

However Ted Parnell, the stu-

dent appointed to the operations

and review committee of the sen-

ate will resign within a month if

the question of openness on the

senate is not resolved.

This dilemma came about when

the student senators at the last

meeting of the senate passed a

motion asking that student rep-

resentation on senate commit-

tees be reviewed, without speci-

fying that meetings of the com-

mittees and the senate must first

be open before student represen-

tatives can be seated.

As a result the motion was

tabled and passed on to the oper-

ations and review committee of

the senate. This committee con-

sists of Dr. Deutsch, Dr. But-

terill. Dr. Thorburn and Barry

Leroy, a student senator. This

committee has asked that a rep-

resentative of the A.M.S. be seat-

ed on this committee.

According to Chuck Edwards,

A.M.S. president, the A.M.S.

would be repudiating a previous

motion stating that no students

can be seated on closed senate

committees.

Barry Leroy said definitely

that the committee would be clo-

sed. "They are afraid of setting

a precedent by holding open

meetings" he noted.

"Wouldn't the A.M.S. be set-

ting a precedent by attending a

closed senate committee meet-

ing" asked Brian Rogers. "Yes

I suppose I'll concede you that"

replied Leroy.

Ted Parnell, who drafted the

motion that a student be appoint-

ed for one month to this commit-

tee said, "We must be realistic

about this situation. The only

thing we can do is to seat a

student on this committee".

Al Maloney, Mod's represen-

tative, reiterated Edward's argu-

ment and noted that since the

situation was the fault of the

student senators that they should

Co-op plans to expand

At the Wednesday night meet-

ing of the Co-op Board of Di-

rectors, an expansion committee

whose terms of reference include

the participation of Queen's stu-

dents not already living in the

Co-op was created.

The Co-op wished to expand to

some 225 students fromapresent

enrollment of seventy. President

Dan Burns said that expansion is

anticipated for many reasons.

Queen's is largeenoughandthere

is an increasing demand for the

student co-operative life style

on campus.

With the expected 225 student

membership, the Co-op could

support a full-time business

manager. As the Co-op increases

housing density, it helps, at least

UNB gets injunction

FREDERICTON (CUP)-A court

Injunction requested by the Ad-

ministration of the University of

New Brunswick has shut off a

five day sit-in in the office of

Professor Norman Strax.

The sit-in has been protest-

ing Strax early Monday in his

office in the Physics building

which he and fifty students have

been occupying since early

Thursday morning.

Strax, a nuclear physicist, was

suspended Tuesday by President

Colin MacKay and told to vacate

his office by Thursday morning.

The sit-in began on Thursday to

forestall Strax's eviction.

Strax has been active in the

formation of struggle for a dem-

ocratic society at UNB, the or-

ganization which led demonstra-

tions against the use of ID cards

at the University Library.

At a press conference Thurs-

day, MacKay said the dismissal

In the tradition of GREAT
Scandinavian films!

Curiosity

Kills

Cats...

ENTIRELY IN ENGLISH

GHITA NORBY OLE SOLTOFT

OBION g§

solve the dilemma, "Chuck Is

right, I feel we can tell our

student senators to solve the

problem".

The motion to seat a student

on the committee was narrowly

passed 11 to 10. Chuck Edwards,

apparently frustrated and angry

by the whole situation got up to

leave the meeting but was phy-

sically restrained by A.M.S.

vice-president Jan Lichty who

grabbed him by the arm and

asked him to sit down.

in a small way, to accommodate

the burgeoning student population

of Kingston.

The first regular meeting of

this group will be held at 6:30

p.m. on Thursday, October 10,

at 128 Earl St. Inquiries should be

directed to Dan~Burns (544-6618)

Sandy Soles and Diane Fulton

(544-4860) or Blayne Murphy

(546-6812).

was for "obvious" reasons. He

refused to elaborate.

The injunction, believed un-

precedented in administration-

students relations, prevents

Strax from "trespassing upon

the plaintiffs (UNB) lands and

premises" and restrains him

from "causing, inciting or coun-

selling university students to dis-

obey and/or disregard rules,

regulations and ordinances" of

the University.

Grant postponed for

high school paper
By

HERMAN BAKVIS

The High school Union of Stu-

dents of Kingston H.U.S.K. did

not get §500 from the Alma

Mater Society last Tuesday night

and chances of doing so seem

rather slim.

H.U.S.K. presented a brief to

the A.M.S. meeting asking for

more than $500 to help with the

financing of a newspaper to be

edited by K.C.V.I. student, Derek

Redmond. This money was to be

paid out in a first instalment of

$137.00 and then in monthly in-

stalments of $50.00 after that

After a lengthy argument Rose-

mary Leese finally moved that

the A.M.S. pay them the $137.00

and the monthly instalments un-

til Christmas at which point the

A.M.S. would review the opera-

tions of H.U.S.K.

This motion however was

tabled until next week's meeting.

Many people in the A.M.S. felt

that H.U.S.K. should try some

other sources for money before

coming to the A.M.S., especially

the local student councils.

Logan Murray, spokesman for

H.U.S.K. termed the idea of ob-

taining money from the High

school student councils as "un-

realistic". He claimed that the

people who sat on student coun-

cils were "mostly administra-

tion flunkies" and the principals

of the schools would veto any

proposals of giving money to

H.U.S.K.

However later in the evening

Murray claimed that H.U.S.K.

clubs had been established
through the student councils in

all three high schools. These

clubs, presumably, would be un-

der the jurisdiction and possible

veto power of the principals.

Ted Parnell noted that out of

7,000 high school students only

88 were members of H.U.S.K.

He felt that a newspaper was not

going to solve any problems.

Logan Murray replied that a

newspaper was the only way of

reaching the high school students.

He noted that all other avenues

of communication were closed to

them.

A former member of H.U.S.K.

Ron Baxter, now a Queen's stu-

dent seemed happy with the re-

sults of the meeting. Referring

to Logan Murray, he said, "they

put him through the meat grinder

and he came out in little pieces."

OCTOBER 9

Starting at 4 p.m. on the Math Building Fence

Advertise your

.club's function .residence spiril

• artistic talent -immaginalion

$2.00 per panel to cover cost of paint and equipment

Reservations or Sponsored by the

544-8397 Other Events Committee
544-8578 A. 'S. U. S.

S4M126
WEDNESDAY

OCTOMt 2nd

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. Sieve Amey
Proprietor
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AMS votes support of Picton strik*
(From our wire services)

The Queen's Alma Mater Soc-

iety executive voted Tuesday to

support striking workers at the

Proctor-Silex plant in Picton,

Ontario.

Accompanies by chants of 'so-

lidarity' from AMS vice-pre-

sident Jan Lichty, the executive

passed a motion affirming the

right of workers at the plant to
unionize, affirming the right of
workers to strike, andcondemm-
ing the strike-breaking tactics
being employed by the company.
The original motion called for

giving the union $100 of student
money, but it was replaced by a
decision to take up a collection
in the Coffee Shop in aid of the
strikers. A motion also con-
demmed the use of violence by
any body to achieve their ends.
AMS president Chuck EdwardB

asked that his negative vote be

recorded against this motion.

George Hutchens, District

President of the International

Union of Electrical, Radio, and

Machine Workers Union saidthat

the union deeply appreciated the

interest and concern of the stud-

Move out?
"One of us 'has 'got to go,"

Alderman Kenneth Mathews
told Queen's Principal John J.

Deutsch at a meeting of the

City Council Finance Committee
Wednesday.

Mathews said that 'the Univer-

sity is growing too fast for the

city. "That's the reason for the

housing shortage. Every time

students band together and 'bed

down in an apartment," he con-

tinued, "one of our families is

out."

"Queen's must either slow down
its building programme or move
outside of town," Mathews de-

clared.

Deutsoh told the committee
that It is "an absoluate neces-

sity" for Queen's and the oilty

to embark on a joint planning

system for expansion of the

university. This, he said, would
begin within a few months.

Mayor Robert Fray opened the

meeting by asking Queen's to

produce its master plan for ex-

pansion. Deutsch denied that

such a plan exists. He said that

since the proposed Royal Com-
mission on universities has been
scrapped, each institution has
been preparing forecasts of its

needs. "We've always made
plans up to a point, but there

has never been a master plan,"

said Deutsch.

He rejected the idea of build
ing residences away from the
core campus. Residences must
be close to commercial areas
and such facilities which can-
not be duplicated like libraries.

He said the university would put
what it can on satellite cam-
puses.

With the main campus short
on space, new buildings may
be higher and less sprawling
than present ones, the principal

said. He dismissed any chance
that another complete campus
would be built at Kingston.

Deutsch did offer two consola-
tion prizes to the city. He said
that the ratio of university

housing to students —already

the highest in the province —
would rise during the next few
years. The university already

provides 2250 beds out of 6800
students.

He also said that future in-

creases in enrollment at Queen's
will not match the province's

phenonemal rate of expansion

—

it has been doubling nearly

every seven years,

ATTENTION TO ALL QUEEN5MEN ATTENDING
THE TORONTO GAME THIS WEEKEND

There will be an informal pre-game gathering on
Toronto's Centre Island at about 11:00 a.m. on Sat-
urday. Bring your guitars, scarves and Queen's spirit
for the warm-up of the season. Let's all get together
and show Varsity how to swing.

Lichty favours SNU

APPLICATIONS
FOR THE POSITION OF

DESIGN EDITOR

will be received

in the Journal office

until 6:00 p.m. Sunday

Queen's AMS Vice-president
Jan Lichty said last night that

Students for a New University

(SNU) held "the only hoDe for
meaningful change in the uni-

versity,"

In an interview on CFRC, Miss

Lichty went on to say that in

the past organizations like Arts

and Science Undergraduate Soc-

iety have spent too much of their

time inspecting their own navels.

She felt that the AMS was not

relevent to students at the pre-

sent time. "SNU will be," she

continued.

Miss Lichty suggested
campus-wide elections for AMS
executives as a method of making

it relevant. The elections would

be based on electoral districts

irrespective of faculty rather

than the present system of hav-

ing faculty societies represented.

In critizing the AMS executive

Miss Lichty said representatives

should come prepared, rather
than talking off the top of their

heads. At present it is hard to

get anything started. "Because

of the structure, we have people

who are interested in running

dances on the AMS," she ex-

plained.

'Violence is the orgasm of youth'
By ANNE DUNCAN

In such terms. Dr. James Le-

ith of Queen's History De-

partment, described the attitudes

of striking workers and revolt-

ing students in the French Re-

volution of 1968. Dr. Leith's

lecture, the second in the Dun-

ning Trust Lecture Series, ex-

plained the General Strike as a

reaction to intolerably poor fact-

ory work conditions and to the

dehumanizing process of aut-

omation. French students, in turn

were rebelling against the sup-

pressions and frustrations of an

antiquated and inadequate edu-

cational system.

The failure of the revolution,

according to Dr. Leith, was

largely due to a lack of co-

operation among students,
workers and peasants on the basic

means and aims of revolutionary

change. Due to this conflict, it

was difficult to establish an ef-

fective network through which to

organize the populace against De
Gaulle.

Dr. Leith concluded with a

warning to both sides of the

generation gap (even at Queen's)

to "resolve to re-examine the

present institutions to see ifthey

meet with the deepest educational

needs of the rising generation,"

ents. "They really gave us a
lift."

Hutchens said the students have
given them about the only sup-

port they have gotten. "Our main
resource Is students who re-

cognize an Injustice."

Last week, four Queen's stud-

ents, Robin Ryan, Stuart Ryan,

Michelle LaEarrle, and Richard

Hall, marched on the picket line

in support of the strikers. Of-

ficials at the company refused

to comment on the student action.

Hutchens said that the unions

are in sympathy with the student

movement "Some of the old ad-

ministration policies are pretty

archaic. Something Is wrong In

the universities," he continued,

"and the students are on the

right track,"

As of press time (1 a.m, to-

day) none of the executive had

attempted to collect any money.
Edwards said that this was ex-

tremly disappointing. "They (the

executive) voted for the motion

but when it comes to actually

doing something, they won't do

it."

Waterloo L.

out of CUS
WATERLOO (CUP) - The Can-

adian Union of Students lost an-

other round of a multi-round re-

ferendum fight Tuesday, when
Waterloo Lutheran University

voted 722-222 to stay out of the

union.

"The result at Waterloo wasn't

unexpected," CUS president
Peter Warrian said. "An un-

fortunate 'we-they' situation

which made discussion of the

issues Impossible. In fact there

was little mention of the con-

crete Issues which affect CUS."

Students rejected CUS prim-
arily because of the Viet Nam
and Quebec resolutions passed

at the CUS congress In Sept-

ember.

At lease twelve universities

are having referendums to decide

whether to withdraw, join, stay

out, or remain In CUS.

GRANT BLEED
OCTOBER 7, 8, 9

12:30 - 3:30 p.m.

5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
RED CROSS BLOOD

DONOR CLINIC

Borne & Princess Sts.

FULL COURSE MEALS

CHINESE FOOD

TAKE-OUT ORDERS

548-8162

(10% off for Visa Members)

AM.S. CLUB GRANT POLICY

As stated in the constitution It Is one of the functions of the A.M.S. to provide financial assistance to official

Clubs who are not able to fully support themselves.

The following statements shall outline this policy:

1 All clubs must submit requests for assistance as well as projected financial statements lo the Budget and Finance

Committee before October 10. each year in accordance with Article XI, Section 6 of the A.M.S. constitution. Any

request received after October 10, will not be considered.

2. All clubs receiving assistance must keep financial records In the manner set down by the Business Administrator.

3 All clubs receiving assistance must submit their books for checking to the Business Administrator before Jan-

uary 10, each year. If this Is not done, the club in question will NOT receive the second half of their financial

assistance.

4 At the end of the school year all chibs receiving assistance must submit their books to the Business Admintstra-

tor for auditing. This Is the duly of both old and new executives. Any club falling to comply will NOT be

allowed to submit a request for assistance for the next school year.

It is to be noted that It Is the duty of each club to attempt to be as financially Independent as possible and

to comply with Article XI, Section 5 and t of the A.M.S. constitution.

Assistance will be delegated to the clubs on the basis of need and attempted self-tuffldeney.

D. H. PAKRUU
Chairman, Budget & Finance Committee

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division 4 Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus 'High Dividends

it will pay you to see or caB

STEPHEN ROUGHTON. B.A, C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

B R. ROUOHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

K.. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

M IMMETT' ADAM, C.L.U.

—Res. 548-4552

-Res. 546-0032

-Res. 5*2-6782

The Mutual Life
_ ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: .IVATERI.OO, ONTAi*lO/B8TABLJBHKD 18fl»

1 91 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

fGbrntr Montreal St.)

Brunch Manager: R. H. WiWman

Did you get a

CANADA STUDENT LOAN

before July 1. 1968?

Are you again enrolled as a

full-time student?

If the answer is Yes to both questions, you should contact

your Bank Manager before November 30, 1966.

REMEMBER it is your responsibility to confirm your interest-

free status at your bank, to ensure that you are not charged

interest on your continuing loans.

GUARANTEED LOANS ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA

Prokop's

Vagabond Steak House

Place-^77 Princess 544-6164

Atmosphere—a place, not too fancy but rustic and

pleasantly informal

Prices— -Full course dinner $1.95

designed Tornado (small filet mignon for coeds)

for you Sirloin Steak (for guys)

+ other items available

Open—Sunday 5-8:30

Monday & Tuesday 'til 9:30

Wed. to Sat.—after-show snacks available on

the dates after 9:00 'til 1:30

Cafe d'Echecs
.Friday—Dance to the Bill Bosworth Trio

Saturday—Listen to Dianne Tucker and a Comedy

Act

CLASSIC

The Search.

For A Star
Queen's Cine Guild is working now on the pro-

duction of a very ambitious full length feature

film.

The film has no name yet — it is a simple story,

a bare bones story about the involvement of a girl

with three men.

The idea was originally that of director Mike

Easton but the script is developing into more of a

community effort now that others are gaining

•interest.

The prinoipal parts have all been cast with the

exception of one of the male leads. "We want

to find someone who can do it naturally—just be

himself", said Mr. Easton. The man they want

is of medium height and build, not necessarily

handsome, but possessed of an easy, natural ele-

gance. He moves gracefully with the ease of an

aU^ound athlete and enjoys outdoor sports, ski-

ing, swimming, tennis. He has a special aloofness

with women which is maddeningly enticing and

he probably comes from an upper class back-

ground. Mastroianni in the film "La Dolce Vita"

is the perfect image of the man they are trying

to find. So far they have had no success.

The first two minutes have already been filmed

but the other part must be oast within the next

few days if the Oine Guild is to continue shoot-

ing.

Director Easton has great confidence in the

project. ,

"If it's good," he said, there's no end to where
it can go." Truly McLeod, of "Tis a Pity She's A
Whore" feme, is the girl and is "beautifully natur-

al" in tjhe part.

If you want to act and think the part sounds
like you, contact Ellie Epp at 546-3871, est. 242 or
Mike Easton at 546-2490 or 389-0848 or go to 41
Union St. for an audition or further information.

Review

A thing

of beauty
By GORDON VOGT

Elvira Madigan is a golden butterfly captured in

mdd-ilight

Elvira Madigan is the disturbing image of red

wine spilling on a white cloth

Elvira Madigan is a Wordswonthian idyll tainted

with reality

Elvira Madigan is the delicate strains of Mozart;

a foreboding passage from Vivaldi

Elvira Madigan is a lover's gentle embrace at

dawn; a sunset, beautifuQ but final; feminine

sexuality in all its tenderness and mystery
Elvira Madigan is a treasured photograph perman

eat in its distant nearness.

Elvira Madigan is a film by Bo Widerberg
Ht is playing at the Hyland Theatre.

Kingston's resident musie^
the Vaghy Quartet will make th .

ri tcx ol

initial public appearance
hf

October 6 when the Klngy

Symphony Orchestra opens

1968-69 season with a conci

at the Grand Theatre.

Szymon Goldberg, foundei

conductor of the Netherlaj
r

'

c h. The

:30 p.m.Chamber Orchestra is the c<

cert's guest soloist Sunday afte j,e
Kings

noon at 2:30 p.m. Mr. Goldbe jicanadii

has been acclaimed as "one

the foremost violinists of

time" by the New York Hei

SZYMON GOLDBERG The programme includes g|

ections from the works of Hay<

Mozart, Handel, and Brahan

The Baroque programme

been prepared by conductor

Alexander Brott.

Beat tl

Ickets an
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, Monday,
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at Sydei

No tickf

idlon wli
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Geogh

extensi

rlcan Cor
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ist of thj

Back the

G.S.S. FILM CLUB
Memberships $3.00

(12 Films)

Tickets available at

"Loneliness of ttlie

Lang Distance Runner"

Dunning Hall 7:45 Friday

thai,

chain

1 ) Brockington visitors co/n"11 '

2) AMS Housing committee "

3) AMS Court for junior jus
||tS

ApP 1 K
offi<

Next meetM Jlin Rc
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!
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CORNER
jekets are available at the

box office 12:30 - 5:30

Sunday.»

Ingst

n
Monday, October 7, Queen's

C0Ita pnte will have the opportunity

}ar the noted Canadian organ-

Frederick Geoghegan, per-

Sydenham Street United

e h. The recital which begins

:30 p.m. is being sponsored

vafteljie Kingston Centre of the

oldbe j Canadian College of Organ-

No tickets are required; a

jetion will be taken for the

of the local Centre.

,
Geoghegan has concer-

extensively both on the

rican Continent and in Euro-

music centres. During 1967

seven recitals at the

idian pavilion at Expo. In

ist of this year he had the

eriai

of

Hei

les

:Ha

ahan

ime

:tor

\\ Blues

engineers
-DESMOND

honour of performing in Denver,
Colorado, for the American Guild

of Organists' convention.

Monday night's program will

include works by Bach, Handel,
Liszt, Vaughan Williams, Louis
Vierne and Marcel Dupre,

The Kingston Centre of the
Royal Canadian College of Or-
ganists brings together Kingston
area organists, both professional

and amateur. The present chair-

man of the Kingston Centre is

C.D. Cameron, organist of Chal-

mers Church, and director of the

Queen's Chorus. Interested
Queen's students are welcome
at the regular monthly meetings
of the Kingston Centre. Contact
Mr. Cameron for further infor-

mation

Domino scores
By JACQUI COCKS

Feydeau is for fun. Georges Feydeau that witty

Frenchman, wrote sparkling 'bedroom farces'

with unequalled flair, and an evening spent witih

one of his plays is just that — fun.

The Domino Players are presenting the Feydeau
masterpiece. A Flea in Her Ear. this weekend and
next. You know the type of thing amorous liaisons

(all partner married to someone else, of course),

mistaken identities, and five doors swinging in

unison as the characters run, pursued or in pur-

suit, from one room to the nexit. There are plenty

of double enlendres and the action is virtually

non-stop.

To be more specific, Mme Chandebise falsely be-
lieves that her husband has been unfaithful and
calls in her good friend, Lucienne Homidfis de
Histangua to aid her in trapping him. The friend
writes a passionate, perfume — drenched and
anonymous letter arranging a rendezvous at the
infamous Coq d'Or hotel.

The second act, which takes place at this hotel,

displays all the confusions at their most confus-
ing, A jealous husband waves his gun, the hall
porter just happens to look exactly like the pro-
per M. Chandebise, and all the wrong people
meet at precisely the wrong moments. The act

ends in complete chaos.

But fear not, for the third act resolves all the
problems and explains all the confusions— this

is not boring for anyone but. the audience which
has, after all. been in on all the plots since the
beginning.

Even though nothing very profound or even
very witty is said, and the characterizations are
glib, John Spurr has directed a fast-paced show
«that is great fun. It is a single joke extended over
three acts, but before one can tire of it a new
twist is added to the situation. For here, plot is

everything and Feydeau knew well how to con-

struct a convoluted plot that reaMy worked.

The Domino players make it work and the plea-

sure generated by A Flea in Her Ear is warm and
genuine. No one minded when I tripped over their

feet while clambering back to a seat in the cramp-
ed theatre — no one minded that the shortage
of room meant that you sat five rows away from
your escort. On the contrary, we all left smiling
and satisfied that we'd received our money
worth.

A Few Asides:
Humble and abject apologies to Mr. Ray Barry

for the mistake in last Friday's JOURNAL. The

film "Two for the Road" in place of "Tony Rome"

is being shown this Tuesday coming October 8 not

Thursdiayvin Dunning Hall. With the exception of

next week, movies are regularly scheduled every

Tuesday and Thursday with showings at 7:00 and

10:00 p.m.

Again tonight at CAFE d'ECHECS 477 Princess

St., the fabulous BLLL BOSWORTH and his TRIO.

BITTER GROUNDS is closing down this Friday

and Saturday so that everybody can partake of the

excitement and thrills of Toronto Football Week-

end.

thai,

jOSNl

W 1 15
Off,

irman, 2 members,

^airman Bill Farley, 546-4860

Room, Union

I,
OC 1968 AT 7 P.M.

nda * 'Vtor-Slex strike

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
• Drop-in centres

• Big Brother. Big Sister programmes

• Tutorial programmes

• Scouts and Guide leaders

NORTH KINGSTON PARISH

548-7872

Selections from

the

Permanent Collection

until October 8

AT THE
ART CENTRE

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Cleigy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A.. Minister

Director ct Praise,

Glenn George. ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Wcrsfup

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

7:20 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

11:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

Feel lost m
the crowd?

You can find yourWay
out. By getting to know

God as the source of

your existence, you find

your real identity, and

your distinct purpose

and value in life.

Young people are find-

ing theirway in the

Christian Science

Sunday School. You're

welcome to come, loo.

Up to age 20

FIRST CHURCH OF
CHRIST, SCIENTIST

216 Mowat Ave.
Kingston

SPORTSWEAR FASHIONS...
take on a shiny new look...

THE LEATHER LOOK
...wild leather.. .styled into

Skirts - Vests - Jumpers - Slims
Coats- Jackets-Hats

ABRAMSKY'S
LADIES WEAR DEPT. 259 PRINCESS ST.

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 FOR $10 VALUE)

BUY AND SELL

USED

—FURNITURE

—ANTIQUES

49 Princess St.
542-8136

Barrie and Union Streets

Relevant Preaching

A Warm Welcome

A Church concerned about

meeting your problems

Services: 9 a.m., 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.

Coffee Hour: 8:30 p.m.
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Student-citizens &pi>ak ~£m
What are the concerns of students today?

^ this question is in danger of being debated to

death new ways to discuss it must be found, because

H»le meaningful action is possible until some progress

has been made towards answering it.

h6S
Student experience in attempting to reform our edu-

cational institutions has shown us that education is in eg

ra Iv linked to society. We see that self-determination

"
educaton will be possible only in a society which ,s

* lf-d
4r^adian student has the right and duty to

improve himself as a social being and to contribute to

the development of society by:

• expanding knowledge through research and the

objective analysis of existing hypotheses and ideas and

'he Wft bl his perceptions, and thoughts

or in a group to confront society with discoveries and

,o promote consequent action to bring reforms into prac-

"Ce;
-. playing a full part in the life of the community

35 3

ThesT'are some of the answers, in their most general

form arrived at by the elected student leaders of most

campuses ifCanada at congresses of the Canadian Union

of Students.

Does anyone argue with these >

Let's hope not. Then we can get down to discussion

and action on a host of specific problems-, academic re-

form our role in Kingsron s problems the technological

socSy and the American Empire, French Canada women s

Iteration, prisons, mental health, Eastern thought . .
.

YOU
rZnV people at Queen's are already doing remark-

able VeTearch into such matters. The Alma Mater Society,

at last may be moving towards action on a few
•

of them

The Journal's job, presumably, is to let students and

Small change
On Tuesday the Alma Mater Society voted over-

whelmingly to take up a collection in the coffee shop to

support the Proctor-Silex strikers.

The theory was that this would finally give the stu-

dent bureaucrats — sorry, leaders — a chance to test

the feeling of the grass-roots.

Has anyone seen them doing it yet?

Maybe they'll try it after the game tomorrow, while

we're out of tne sober Kingston atmosphere.

Editor: Associate Editor:

Will Day Tom Good

Managing Editor: News Editor:

John Maskell Mark Elliott

Interim Sports: Assistant News Editor:

Muiray Aspden Mister Smith

Arts: Weekend:

jacgui Cocks Cathy Acton

Business Manager: Office Manager:

Bill Stilwell Patty Walker

Photo Editor: Advertising:

Chris Boon George Heale

Research: Wire Editor:

£ Chris Redmond Charles Sehwier

Magazine group:

Tom Good, Bron Dysan-Bonter, Jacqui Cocks, Bar-

bara Findlay, Hamar Foster, Brad Lucas, Glen Mac-

donelll, Brenda Maybee, Paul Barron.

Assistant!.

Gian Eggar (News Copy); Cathy Stinson (Photo)

Paul Barron (Design)

Published twi« « w«k (or the ui.lv4r.ity ""f""
1** b» **

Alma Mater Society of Queen'e University, founded In i»7S.

ber of Canadian University Press. Editorial opinions we tbow. of

the editorial board end not of the Alma Mater Society or the

University. Authorised as Second Class Hell end for the payment

of postage in ceeh by the Post Offloe Department, Ottawa.

Phone HtwmO or Queen's Local 698 or 229. Telex 02S-2M

(DOUGLAS XGTN). The Journal offices are located In the base-

ment of the International Centre on Union Street,

Printed by LO00 Islands Publishers Ltd., Ganenoaoe.

It's ithe calm before itihe Storm (and before the oorcus

and the Think-In). Special credits and .thanks to Vivian-

ne Young- Gloria Greeniaus; Jon Rirblack; Marte Hard-

ing who finally got the book; Maureen Kelly; Andrew

Weeks- Myrna Fuller; Miarybeth Warren; Arleigh Tiers;

Charlie, Who wrote an arm's length of copy; about ten

operatore all over eastern Ontario; Oathy who finally

found the guy; Ian who broke the scissors; UWO who

are planning Orcup tone 12th., McGill who didn't take us

seriously about the 401; and who ever discovered Sock

Tt Tn nhftm rtvoe. And ovuieh love to MfacD.

Nobody realizes the problems

faced by students who live at

home.

From time to time there's talk

about it People observe, oh, you

can't get Involved in campus ac-

tivities when you live at home.

The best thing is to live in resi-

dence, but failing that an apart-

ment or at least a room is essen-

tial. Living at home is for

squares.

Unfortunately some of us

haven't much choice. We hasten

home for meals and listen to

squabbly siblings (actually it pro-

bably beats listening to grumpy

roommates, whose exams are at

the same time yours are). We

totter home late at night, disturb-

ing, the whole family as we lum-

ber in. And we get chided if we

try to sleep through an eight-

thirty.

Certainty there are all these

disadvantages. It seems a bit

strange that no one has tried to

organize a special club for stu-

dents who have tolive at home.

But then again, maybe it isn't so

surprising. It may just prove

that students who live at home
don't get involved in campus ac-

tivities.

And of course they don't They

"an't gripe about residence
rooms or residence food, for

example, the commonest activity

of all on this campus. They're

really out of things.

And worst of all, they can't

gripe about the housing shortage.

bg 2Ki?bm0tti.

The only problem is that by

the time you've taken thirty hikes

across the campus, you're pro-

bably too tired to take notes.

TIME TO AGE

Your October 1, 1968 edition,

which devotes a great number
of columns to the Secondary

Schools both in pictures and

articles indicates at least con-

cern, but even more so a lack

of a thorough research of the

subject. There appears to be

more expression of emotion

than reason.

Let us begin with guidance.

Consider the term's meaning.
Consider the counsellor's re -

sponsibility to the student. H
is true many people are coun-

selling who should not be be-

cause the administration is not

familiar enough with what is

involved and does not assign

the right individual to the task.

The true counsellor has but one
objective, to attempt to meet
tthe needs of the student.

Time is something everyone
needs to develop into a mature
individual. Some people require

more than others. On this very

campus are people who had to

learn of their capacities through
experience before settling on a

final course. If a student in

high school does not know what
path he wants to follow in life,

how many university students

are there in the same situation?

How many are in university be-

cause it "is the thing to do"
rather than to get on education?

The objectives of the 1950
Royal Commission Report are
certainly a lofty goal. Remem-
ber, today every child who
leaves elementary school goes
on to tine secondary school in

some stream or other. Some
have untapped potential, and
other unfortunates don't To try
to do all that we aim to is fine

You can tell the humanities are

behind the times just from the

clocks in Kingston Hall. They're

running six minutes behind the

rest of the world this week, and

the results are surprising.

It is about a four-minute walk

to Kingston Hall from the Union

coffee shop (God rest its soul).

Obviously, therefore, the student

who makes that walk will arrive

for class two minutes before he

left Two golden minutes gained,

and the fellow who was late for

class has suddenly become early

instead.

This has possibilities. Making

that walk moved you back two

minutes. Making it twice, obv-

iously gains four minutes. And

so on. One has only to make

fifteen round trips between the

Union and Kingston Hall, and a

beautiful hour, which had already

passed still lies ahead.

So what happens if, sitting

in the coffee shop, you have

missed a class? You just wait

until the hour is over; then make

the rapid fifteen round trips,

and behold, the period you lost

is ready to begin. No need to

worry about skipping classes

when you can make time go back-

wards!

JITTERS

but try this on 35-40 "shining"

faces yourself before you "sell

the system down the river". The

Department of Education deter-

mines the scripture which shall

be read in school and the

prayers that will be repeated.

The Queen is no longer manda-
tory, O'Canada may now be

substituted.

The question "Why should the

government have the monopoly

on Education ? What makes
them think they've got the only

way?" deserves examination.

Who is the government? Who
pays the bills? Who sends re-

presentatives to Queen's Park
whose responsibility it is to pro-

vide education? You do. If you

don't like the system, start

now to have it Changed.

The picture story "Turgid,

Tedious, Trivia" suggested seg-

regation and inequality. The
school exists for the student.

The teacher may face a sea of

immaturity forty two-forty-fifths

of the week. Is it asking too

much to be allowed to have din-

ner with his fellow workers and
then get a chance to recharge

for the afternoon session? All

schools do not have these means
of segregation or amenities

(You choose).

Quebec separatism is begin-

ning to give a few Queen's men

some ideas. If French Canada

can separate from English Can-

ada with unanimous blessings,

why should Gaelic Canada have

to remain a junior and unnoticed

partner?

Avant-garde theorists now

recognize that Queen's should

separate and take its rightful

place as a separate nation. Of

course the Canadian heritage will

not be ignored; that great symbol

of the unique Canadian culture,

Senator Grattan O'Leary will be

hailed at each meeting of the

Cabinet (formerly Board of Trus-

tees) as he emerges from his

tomb.

But the distinctive Gaelic-Can-

adian will predominate. No longer

will the proud native anthem,

quaintly known as the Oil Thigh,

be embarrassingly subordinated

to the anthem of an outside cul-

ture which imposes its will. No

longer will the maple leaf fly

as the national flag. Instead, the

new banner will symbolize the

virtue recognized as truly sym-

bolizing Queen' s-apathy. It will

be a blank white sheet.

Life* is far from perfect

Schools and University, the
creations of men, are therefore

not without their shortcomings
because they can be but as good
as the people who staff them
and the "product" they turn out

is the one society is prepared to

pay for.

Before you condemn Second-
ary Schools to Hades, have a
second look. How many people
who simply graduated from a
flour year program are not
doing ^ useful job often in a
hdglhily skilled area and are fine

citizens besides? The evaluation

school cannot be done the day
you leave. It must like cheese,

of the efforts of the secondary
lumber, spirits and people, have
time to age a bit,

GORDON SNYDER

YOUR VOICE

The A.M.S. executive has

finally jumped on the band-

wagon. We've decided to follow

the lead of C. U. S. and U of

T and start speaking out. At
Tuesday night's meeting we
passed motions of sympathy and
support for the strikers at the

Prootor-Sdlex Plant in Ficton.

Personally, I quite agree with

what was said in those motions,

but I cannot agree with the

A .M. S. executive in passing

them. Except for the one mo-
tion I supported, to take up a

collection to help aid the famd-

.ldes of the strikers, we were
voicing our own individual opin-

ions and setting this up as the

voice for Queen's students.

Although I agree that as

human beings we should be
concerned about other people in

the world outside of Queen's I

feel that this is an issue where
an individual takes his own
stand, without committing any-

one else. The A. M. S. execu-

tive has committed you to its

stand.

If you feel the executive can-

not speak for the Alma Mater
Society at large on an issue

like this, I strongly urge you
to come out to the neat AjM. S.

meeting Tuesday night in the

Union and do something about
it. We are supposed to represent

you. Do we ?

—JOAN BECKETT
-A.M.S. REP.
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Everyone in student govern-

ments across Canda Is crying for

democracy in the university.

They want students (who they say

know best) to have a bigger voice

in running the university- Some

have gone as far as to say that

students should have all the pow-

er in the university.

All these ideas seem to be im-

practical to many, but we have

the ultimate Idea for democratiza-

tion — a parliamentary univer-

sity.

Sounds silly, doesn't it; but

wait, it makes sense, Nigeria,

Iceland, and Thailand all have

parliaments. Even England has

had a parliament for over six

hundred years. And, as every-

one knows. If It was (Is) good

enough for Merry 01' England, It

is good enough for Queen's.

The procedure Is easy. You get

Ralfe Clench to divide the univer-

sity community into ridings, get

his monkeys and the computer

going and poof — instant election;

instant parliament. Dividing a

campus into electoral districts

can be no harder than dividing it

into examination districts.

There would be all sorts of odd

ridings and political affiliations—

undoubtedly there would be a

member from the riding of Mc-

Neill 3rd South representing the

Free Water Party, and a member

from Victoria 3A running on the

extra doors policy or a member

for the Co-Op from the Open
Archway Party.

Once members are elected.

Chancellor Stirling (who has been

renamed Governor General, or if

you are a strong monarchist.

King), would choose the leader of

the party in the majority to form

a government. Immediate sug-

gestions which come to mind for

cabinet members: Ralfe Clench

for Minister of Red Tape and

Punch Cards; Vig 12 for Minister

of Social Reconstruction; Dot

Williams for Minister of Govern-

ment Structure; George Rawlyk,

Minister for the Radical Right;

Larry Moore, Minister of Infor-

mation Services; Frank Tindall,

Minister of Athletics; H. G. Conn,

Minister of Misinformation.

(What a coalition that would

make!).

Queen's

itoutfe of Commons; Befcates

Volume 1 Number 1 1st Session { 1stparliament

OFFICIAL REPORT

Speaker: The Honourable William Martin

THRONE SPEECH

Right Hon. J. J- Deutsch (Interim prime minister):

No comment. See my Minister of Information.

Hon. L. Moore: (Minister of Information): Don't

quote me. but ....

DEBATES

Mr Edwards (Member for the A.M.S.); Would the

Hon. Prime Minister tell us if he intends to open

met tings of the Senate.

Some Hon. Members: Hear. Hear.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Would the Hon. Prime Min-

ister please answer the question.

Mr Deutsch: Oil thigh na Ban-rig hinn a Ban-rig-

hinn gu-bragh. (No translation)

An Hon. Member: The McGill government is do-

ing it.

Mr J Gray (Senate): In general I would be op

pVd to the idea. I would not have the courage

o say things at an open meeting that I
.

would

sav at a closed one. Some of my honourable col-

leagues fear that the meetings might become a

iree-for-all.

An Hon. Member: Might 1 suggest that we table

this talk.

Mr. Speaker: Ml those for, against, earned.

An Hon. Member: Might I ask the minister for the

Union why the Rick Stern Memorial Drinking Foun-

tain has not been installed?

Minister for the Union: A drinking fountain is

against the policy of the union as it provides some-

thing to the students for rwthing, and would be

unfair competition for the coffee shop, in that it

might force them to provide some service, which.

I repeat, is against the policy of this department

in that it would make us do a little work.

Mr. R. B. Mennonhall (member from the stadium):

Might I point out to this body that at the football

game in my riding last week, there was a line of

constituents running from the entrance of the build-

ing, to the end of the law building, while the fear-

less A.M.S. constables ,no\v known as the R.C.M.P.)

let them through one bv one. checking for alco-

holic beverages. The game had been going for

nearly twenty minutes before the line had been

finally let into the game. Now my friends in the

press gallery inform me that a number of fresh-

ly expended "mickevs and twelve ouncers were dis-

covered behind the stands. I think something

should be done to allow those who like to drink

in the stadium, to also see the whole game.

An Hon. Member from the press: I would like to

ask if someone in the body knows about the pub-

lication known as The Other Journal.

Mr Speaker: The Other Journal is out of order.

HELP WANTED

Nude model? for ail classes,

female. $2.00 per hour. Phone

David Brown 542 0721 or 542-7579,

No experience necessary.

Wanted Guiders—Anyone inter-

ested in working with Girl Guides

or Brownies in Kingston, please

call Mrs. Hail, 542-1252.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
11:30-2:30 "Ram & Ewe", coffee-

house between Grant k On-
tario Halls

8:00 Movie: ''Loneliness of the

Long Distance Runner"
Dunning Hail

9:00-12:00 Coffeehouse Cafe
d'Echecs, 477 Princess St.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5

2:00 Soccer Ottawa at Queen's,

Lowerfield
9:00-2:00 Coffeehouse "Cafe

d'Echecs" 477 Princess St.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6

7:30 Open House, International

Centre

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7

11:30-2:30 "Ram & Ewe" Coffee-

house between Grant & On-
tario Halls.

8:30 Organ Recital by Frederick

Googhegan, Sydenham St.

United Church

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8

11:30-2:30 "Ram & Ewe" Coffee-

house, between Grant & On-

tario Hails.

4:30 Men's Intermural Track &
Field Meet, Outer Athletic

Field

7:00 Movie: Albert Finney and
Audrey Hepburn "Two For
the Road", Dunning Hall

7:00 Queen':, Chorus Rehearsal

2nd Floor, Convocation Hall

10:00 Movie: Albert Finney and
Audrey Hepburn "Two For

the Road", Dunning Hall

Brown wallet belonging to Rudy

Glaser (Western). If found please

contact Mary at 544-8476.

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

Tape Recorder—RCA Victor, 8

months old, solid state, see-thru

dust cover, upright or horizontal

operation, perfect condition—$1 15.

Phone 524-6244.

LOST

allet, In

Lower Albeit. Papers are impor-

tant; name answers loser's. —

Robert Gee. 529 Johnson Street,

Dhone 542-6632,

Contrary to popular belief, the

football warm-up held at 50 Col-

lingwood last Saturday was an

annual rather than a bi-weekly

event.—R.M., T.P., A.P.. props.,

the "50 Club".

Fans m Chickeni:i: n lake hub?,

the "Fantastic Feathered Fight-

er" will henceforth be known as

"El Magnifico".

Celebrities: C.D.'s Twentieth

Sunday not Monday.

LYN J.: Louse mugs is herewit

dismembered. Youse is a dis-

vouse is maken with the cheers

for da Bell-Boys what lives in the

tun down hotel across da bridge.

HISSSSSSSSSSS ! ! ! The Sindic-

kate.

JjjTTERS

IMAGINARY ?

If the circulation of the jour-

nal went beyond the immediate

vicinity of Queen's campus,

Brad Lucas' article "More than

half way" would have everyone

thinking Queen's students pran-

ced down University Avenue

with an African in one hand and

a Jap in the other singing "We

can work ft out".

ft isn't that way and he knows

it.

"Those foreign students" sit

together in class, eat together

in residence, study together in

the library and even room to-

gether in residence. It is very

seldom they make an attempt to

give to Queen's or Canada soci-

ally, what they take from either.

Their hit and run attitude of

'I'm going back home in three

cation Oanada can offer me"

cation Canada can offer me

disgusts me and a hell of a lot

of other Canadian University

students.

In the future if the Journal

has a blank to fill, a blank

would be far better than an

article which tries to make

people believe something ima-

ginary really exists.

—DEEKS

ILLUSIONS

The CUS Statement condemning

Mr Legault's courses dealing

with the military aspects of in-

ternational politics, on the

grounds that they may contribute

U> the military knowledge of UK-

American Empire, seems to me
unrealistic. How can our future

politicians and electorate hope to

remove military action from in

ternational politics unless they

be»in to understand the problem.

It should be apparent that ignor-

ing military action does not moke

."ifSTdoubtful that Mr. I*-

gault and professors in similar

positions at other un'™«Jties can

appreciably expand NATO stra

tegic policy. However, he may
Sfable'members of 'he Canadian

public to view mternattonal poli-

tics with fewer illusions,
tics wim

omiUlS MONK

brilliant new colourings

from England

and Scotland

Add colour to your life

with one or two of these

fine Lamb's Wool Sweaters.

From England and Scot

land in V-neck and turtles

this is part of what's

happening at Dover's.

12.95 to 16.95

109 Princess Street

and
The Shopping Centre
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Bews Action
By JANINA VANOERPOST

Mea's intramural sports go tunderwry tWs week wit* com-

petition in football, tugof-war, and golf.
, , „

The football league, comprised of 15 teams, has played 6

games so far, 2 every day since Monday.

13 teams participated in a tag-of-war. be held

Thursday wHft Science '71 vs. Commerce and fraence 72 vs.

McCaiiUiur. The winners of these contests will raval for the

olrampionslhip. . , . ,

A Qualifying round of golf was held Monday, and individual

competition will take place this weekend.

Entries for the team sports of 5-pin bowling, rugger norse-

.hSfand track and field are closed. Contests begin Monday

inbiwling .rugger and horse-shoes, with track starting on

T
lTthe'race for the Bews Trophy, no points have been com-

puted yet. Points gained so far in football and tug^of^war will

be posted on Friday.

Hord is around that strong contenders in this year's trophy

battle are Commerce, McCatthur, Phys. Ed., Arts 70, Science

'71, and Law II and EI.

Why not no. 1?

Soccer
The Queen's soccer Gaela lost went ahead 2-1. Montreal tied the

their first match In two years to score at the forty-minute mark

the Unlverslte de Montreal last on a slow shot which spun past

Saturday. The Gaels shone in the Queen's goalie Hansen. Both

first half but played poorly lnthe teams played well for shortperl-

second. ods In the first half.

Queen's dominated the first
Twelve minutes lntothe second

quarter with fine ball control and "»"> Montreal scored on a pen-

defense, however, their passing «"y shot This gave Montreal a

was weak. Durlngthlsquarterthe 3-2 lead, and they held on to

Montreal goalie made two excel- win the game 4-2 as they scored

lent saves. or, one more cross goal Jhot

Montreal scored at the twenty Generally, the Gaels' play de-

nitaite mark on a corner kick, to terlorated In the second half,

make the 1-0. Three minutes despite some exceptional play by

later, Ian Jones, of Queen's, captain Stan Taylor, Joe Janota,

scored on an indirect penalty

kick, and two minutes after that,

the Gaels found the range as Mike

Bassey tied the score. Five min-

utes later Bassey scoredagalnon

a pass from Jones and the Gaels

and rookie Joe Day. Fred Han-

sen was adequate at goal.

Next Saturday the Gaels play

Ottawa In a home game and

Queen's will doubtless give a

good effort

Needed: Oodles and oodles

of Queen's fans goin-3 nuts in

Varsity Stadium Saturday after-

noon to help cheer the Gaels

on to victory over the University

of Toronto Blues.

This game is crucial to bo'h

squads as it may well determine

who goes to the College Bowl.

Both teams won last weekend

and viotory this Saturday could

give a team the incentive and

the championship. Toronto and

Queen's won't meet again until

November 9th. By then, one

team could have built too great

momentum to go all the way to

a winning margin for the other

to catch. Also, one team could

be too badly riddled with injur-

ies to stop the other. Thus it is

very important for both teams

to win.

Varsity poses a well balanced

attack. Their ground game cen-

tres around rookie Walt Sehr

and Mike Ratal. Both gained

over a 100 yards against McGill.

They have an effective passing

combination in quarterback Vic

Aiboini throwing the long pass

to split end Eric Walter. The

Blues offensive line is big do-

ing a good job blocking on

sweeps, on straight ahead plays

and also on passing plays.

The Blues defensive squad is

also in good shape. Their big

defensive line did an effective

job muffling the MeGiU running

game. Their linebackers also are

a big threat both on the pass

and on the run. The main play-

ers here are defensive Tackle

Doug Dempster and cornerback

Mike Bukovac. The defensive

halfbacks are also an essentia1!

ingredient in the Toronto de-

fence.

The Gaels, despite their not

too convincing show last week,

are ready for this game. Despite

the Blues' number one ranking,

the Gaels who are number two

team in the national ratings

this week feel that they can

take this game from Toronto.

They have been working hard

this week at practice trying to

strengthen their weak points.

Offensively the Gaels main

problem are the sweei plays

and the short pass. The clocking

will be better this week and

the Gaels should be able to

bitter exploit the short passes

to their ends and halfbacks.

There is a lot of potential power

in the Gaels offence and it will

be bard for the Blues to contain

it. The offence squad will be the

same personnel at last week.

Now with several games under

their belts, they will be a lot

more devastating this week.

The Jock's Padre
By MURRAY ASPDEN

How else would you break
the stereotype of a theology
student who sticks has nose

into the realm of the athlete

at Queen's University. Really

I do not mean to knock the cali-

bre of the Golden Gaels. On
the contrary, I have been im-

pressed wi!th their calibre es-

pecially after comparing them
with a few of my dorm friends

across the border.

As this is my first year at

Queen's, I have found being
interm sports editor very hectic.

For my first sermon I wild

preach on the compile Kity of tile

new physical education complex.
After pouring over the prelimin-

ary drawing, the best way to

describe it is COMPLEX. It will

he comparable with the best

in North America for a Univer-
sity of our size. This will be
the first in a series describing

this project.

all those people and the horse-

shoe pits wiH have to be re-

located.

The School of Physical Educa-
tion will form a horse shoe
around the present ivy-covered

gym with the trophy hall of
fame remaining its main en-

trance. Below this will be the
locker rooms, weight training,

grunt-and-groan, and training

rooms. This means the present
pool will be torn down next
spring to make way for this part
of the new structure. Swimming
practices next year . . . Lake
Ontario. BOB CLIME

By ALEX BINKLEY

the Gaels. But then so was Wes-
tern. However the team spirit

that develops on the Gaels is

seldom matched by any

other team. The Gaels know
what they are up against. They

feel that if they can take the

running game away from the

Blues then they can win.

Where do all those oodiles and

oodles of fans come in. Varsity

Stadium is a rather large edifice

and needs lots of people with

lung power in it to bake an'

impression on the players. Two
years ago the Gaels went to

Varsity Stadium to play a real

must ball game to force the

playoff for the Yates Oup. Well

there were a lot of extremely

partisan and vocal Queen's fans

who showed up for the game.

Though they were outnumbered :

by Blue supporters, they were

not outcheered. Their unending

support helped the Gaels win the

game and go on to win the

Yates Cup. Last week the Gaels

were helped by the fans sup-

port.

Since Queen's has a reputation

for having rowdy football fans,

why not show up at Varsity

Stadium, help the Gaels win and

live up to the name. The Gaels

will need lots of encouragement

to win the game. The players

agree that fan support will help

them very much. So take over

.Lhe Myna Bird on Friday night

and the Stadium on Saturday.

The Gaels will win the game
by a touchdown and good fans

will not want to miss that.

The defensive team has a

tremendous job to do. However
they did just that last weekend m
against Western. Tomorrow W
they will have to stop the I

Blues running game as well as I
harrassing .the quarterback.

Judging on performances from I
last week, the line and line

backers who are now used tc

playing in their new positions

should be ready for the Blues'

offence. However Queen's will

be withou t end Pau 1 L indros

and possibly without Joel An-,

derson. While the Queen's de-

fensive halfbacks had a dif-

ficult time containing short'

passes, they were able to keep
the Mustangs from completing
any long bombs. Coach Tindale

feels that considering their lack

of experience they did quite

well.

How do the two teams match
up ? The Blues are bigger than RON BROOKS

The arena's main entrance
will be facing Union Street but
this section will run along the
length of Division back to
Clergy. I know that the peycho-
,4bgy building, the homes with

ORA1NTBLEED
OCTOBER 7, 8, 9
12:30 - 3:30 p.m.

5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
RED CROSS BLOOD
DONOR CLINIC

Susie-Q's Gals
By ANNE CARSWELL

AM mteroollegialte teams this year hope to make this the year
of the Gals — the Queen's Golden Gals. Am all-out effort is being
put into the various sports, both intramurally and at the intercol-
legiate level, so that Queen's can bring back a substantial number
of ohampionships.

Ice Hockey: Conditioning started this week for all girls interested
in intercollegiate ice hookey. Practices will be three nigihrts a week
in the gym until November, then ice practice begins. Watch the
notice boards for the times. The season opens with a game against
Gueiph on November 16th. Requirements are a little skating and a
lot of enthusia-jn. Marybeth Warren is the WAC member in charge
of the sport and any exftna information can be obtained from her

Basketball: Intercollegiate and intermediate practices are under-
way three days a week under the direction of Miss Tuinibull Final
cuts will be made by mid-October. The first intercollegiate game is

on November 16th at Gueiph followed by one at McGill on Novem-
ber 23rd. OUher games and the league tournaments will take place

aiflter Christmas. Games in the intermediate league begin in Novem-
ber against obher city teams with the chance of an out-of-town tonn>

nament early in the new year. Times for practices are posted in the

girls' dressing room in the gym. There are positions open on both

teams and everyone is welcome to come out. Intramural basketball

is on now also with games Tuesday evenings.
Bowling: Intramural bowling will not begin October 7th as an-

nounced in Tuesday's Journal but rather it will begin after Thanks-
giving. Oathy Sbinson is in charge of this activity and notices will

be posted in the near future as to actual dates.

Swimming: Cathy Gaby is organizing a different and very enjoy-
able swimming program this year. It will include relay races, free
swimming, and demonstrations. In intercollegiate swimming, Nov-
ember 22nd and 23rd are the dates of the competition at Gueiph.
Mrs. Thompson is the staff instructor for this sport.

Information about these and other activities offered such as vol-

leyball, archery, tennis, badminton, paddlebali and gymnastics is

available from residence reps., and on residence and gym bulletin
boards.

548-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE IW
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GRANT BIJ5ED
OCTOBER 7, 8, 9

12:30

5:00

. 3:30 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

RED CROSS BLOOD

DONOR CLINIC

Freeze up in Vic
WMIe Queen's students to Tor-

onto enjoyed the heat of bulky

sweaters, blankets, and other

body warmers in liquid form,

those unfortunate few in Vic-

toria Hall who stayed behind

nearly froze in the eomfortC?) of

their own rooms.

In Victoria Hall's E Wing,

there was no heat all weekend.

While temperatures dropped to

35 degrees outside, girls inside

were hardly better off. Fortu-

nately most of the residents had

gone to Toronto for the football

game, leaving only a few to court

pneumonia.

Some ingenious girls spread

pillows on the floor of the main

common room and spent the night

there. On the second floor the

doors to the E wing were propped

open in hopes of catching some

heat from the core of the build-

ing.

"On Friday night my room

thermometer read 40 degrees."

"I wore everything to bed, bur-

ied myself in blankets and still

froze." So ran the reports —
one girl had 7 layers of blankets

on her bed — if the cold didn't

keep her awake the weight must

have.

By BRENDA MAYBEE

She's off. With the crowd.

An all-day excursion.

Doesn't matter what day it is.

It could be any day of the

month. Because the modern

internal sanitary protection—

Tampax tampons-are part

of this active girl's life.

She's free, unhampered,

comfortable and secure.

That's the great part about

Tampax tampons. She can carry

"spares" in her pocket or

purse.The container-applicatoi

and the Tampax tampon

can be disposed of

easily-they just flush

away. Be as active as you like.

Get Tampax tampons now.

ODOOOOOOODOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOO

1 M ILAN0 STRIPES! §

Glenayr

0fa
DOUBLE-KNIT

SWEATERS,

SKIRTS,

SLIMS

"We warmed our hands with

our coffee mugs and listened to

the Queen's-Toronto game on the

radio. We did Oil Thighs at each

touchdown partly because we
were glad, but mostly to get

warm."
"I went outside to warm up",

said one girl. Many blankets were

borrowed from absent room-

mates, and sweaters, socks and

even gloves were put to good use.

The heat came on in the halls

Sunday afternoon, but as of yet

there is no heat in the rooms.

Most of the girls have left their

doors open, but studying becomes

difficult with regular distur-

bances in the halls to compete

with.

McGill

Follows

Suit
Montreal (CUP)—McGill stu-

dents, following Queen's lead,

have begun to organize at the de-

partment level for participation

in decision-making, processes.

The first indication of the new

front in the student battle for

participation in academic decis-

ions came when the historical

society, usually a group that

arranges speakers and museum

visits, last week named itself

the History Students Association

and demanded changes in depart-

mental structures allowing them

a voice in curriculum and teach-

ing techniques.

A few days later, the Political

Science Association held it's

founding meeting and made sim-

ilar demands.

Since then, things have been

busting out all over.

Thursday's McGill Daily, car-

ried notices for sociology stu-

dents to attend the founding meet-

ing of the Sociology Student's

Association, for French students

to attend a founding meeting of

Comite d'Action pour la partici-

pation des Etudiantes de Fran-

cais, and for graduate English

students to attend a meeting to

discuss restructuring of course

content

Thursday', Professor Donald

Theall, head of the English de-

partment, said three students

would be asked to sit on the de-

partment's steering committee.

He's in trouble, though, be-

cause he stipulated graduate stu-

dents. The English Literature

Association is being encom-

passed to include both graduate

and undergraduate students to

show a united front.

Ennnon (Mp

Barrie & Princess Sts.

FULL COURSE MEALS

CHINESE FOOD

TAKE-OUT ORDERS

548-8162

(10% off for Visa Members)

QUEEN'S
JOURNAL
MEETING

Tues. Oct. 8

Journal Office

7:30 p.m.

All those interested

with CUP Field Secretary

Bob Parkins

Fashion loves the Italian look, and you will too,

with this chic double-knit long-sleeved pull-

over in 100% pure wool. It comes in rich,

exciting new colours, and the clever touch is

the accentuating Milano stripes in a contrasting

shade. A neckline zipper prevents spoiled hair-

dos. Team it with a Kitten pure wool Wevenit
skirt or tapered slims, dyed-to-perfectly-match

the new Fall colours. At good shops every-

where !

PURE VIRGIN WOOl

PAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY E

AOIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.,

BARRIE, ONTARIO

Without thitluhel xau-.^i it Sbnot* genuine KITTEN.

OQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQOQQQQQQQQOQQ00QQQOQQQOOQ

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. Steve Amey

'

Proprietor
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Pierre's Coming
Prime Minister Pierre hlliott irudeau

heads the list of nine distinguished
people — six of them Canadians —
to receive honourary degrees at the
November 8 installation of Dr, John
J. Duetsch as Principal and Vice-Chan-
cel lor.

The eight men and one women to

be honoured come from the fields of

education, medicine and journalism.

Prime Minister Trudeau spans two of

these areas, having been a professor

in the Faculty of Law at the University

of Montreal, a founder in 1950 of Cite*

Libre, a progressive intellectual-politi-

cal review, and author of four books
and about 30 articles.

Other degree recipients are:

By LARRY MOORE AND BRIAN FLYNN

• Miss Jean I. Royce, who will re-

tire on February 1, 1969, after 35
years as registrar of Queen's Univer-
sity.

• Hon. William Grenville Davis, On-
tario Minister of Education and Uni-
versity Affairs.

• Dr. Matthew Bullock Dymond,
Ontario Minister of Health.

• Rt. Rev. Monsignor Louis-Albert

Vachon, French Canadian author and
since 1960, rector of Laval University,

Quebec.
• George Victor Ferguson, Editor-

in-Chief of the Montreal Star.

• Arthur Koestler, London-based
novelist, polical essayist and philoso-

pher.

• Dr. Rene Jules Dubos of the
Rockefeller University, New York; an
antibiotics pioneer best known for his

fight against pneumonia and tuber-

culosis.

• Martin Meyerson, president of

the State University of New York at

Buffalo, outstanding urban planner,

and architect of the recent reforms at

the University of California at Berke-

ley.

The formal installation of Dr. Duet-

sch and the conferring of honourary

degrees will be held in Grant Hall

the following afternoon, November 8.

Peek-a-boo

f"\ AA.S. Teacher Candidate Assembly

Briefs

iViat's

happening

witli lees

and Levis.

•

Leading Canadian

makes spike

the selection.

The question cf open meetings

of the Senate, to be discussed

again at tonight's A.M.S. meet-

ing, is bogged down in a com-
mittee that may not even discuss

it.

Dean Botteiall, chairman of the

Senate committee reviewing Sen-

ate operations and student repre-

sentation, told A.M.S. president

Chuck Edwards Friday that "he

came away with the idea that

(he committee would not discuss

the question cf openness, and that

tliis could be discussed only by

ttie whole Senate". However, Bot-

terall later said that the commit-

tee itself would make the deci-

sion as to what to discuss.

Dr. H. G. Thorburn. another

member of the committee, when

asked Sunday whether openness

was to be discussed by the com-

mittee, said, "that was the im-

pression I had, yes".

The two student members on

the five-man committee h a v e

made it clear that openness will

definitely have to be discussed.

"Shit is going to be raised"

also tonight during the AMS ques-

tion period says Ross McGregor,

Publications Chairman. He refus-

ed to say why or what about.

HUSK, will be back asking for

S500 00 from the AMS for publi-

cation of a newspaper. They are

not expected to get it all-

A report will be made on the

Financing of the Students Unwn

and the extent of control by stu-

dents.

Election of the Honourary Pre-

sident of the AMS is to be made

tonight. Ralfe Clench seems to

& a prime candidate at the mo-

ment.

The McArthur College students

steering committee wants equal

faculty and student representa-

tion on the committee which will

make all the important decisions

at McArthur.

The committee decided it want-

ed a constitution for the student

society at McArthur "which is

as unrestrictive as possible, and

that will guide rather than bind

the executive while protecting the

interests of faculty and stu-

dents".

Fill Jennings said the com-

mittee hope to incorporate the

principles of McArthur College

into the constitution. The form

of government suggested to Mc-

Arthur students must consider

the fact that McArthur may well

grow to 600 and even 900 students,

he added.

In other courses the faculty

boards make all the important

decisions about courses and pro-

fessors, Jennings said. The stu-

dent government resembled a

service station crew looking after

the social and athletic require-

ments of students.

The committee proposed that

all the McArthur students make

up a "TeacherCandidate Assem-

bly" which would elect members

to a eight-man, unstructured ex-

ecutive. The assembly would also

put members on committees re-

sponsible for student affairs such

as athletics and social events.

The faculty would set up a

corresponding body to regulate

its own affairs. A "Faculty -
Student College Board" would

consist of the executives of both

faculty and students, meeting to-

gether to make all important de-

cisions about courses, staff, and

other McArthur College matters.

This board would be the most im-

portant decision making body in

the college. Joint standing com-

mittees would also be formed

to deal with such topics as cur-

riculum andfacilities. A Faculty-

Student Assembly of the whole

would provide a forum for major

complaints and ideas from both

faculty and students.

So far the faculty organization

is not as far advanced as the

students, and the Steering Com-

mittee is not as surehowthe fac-

ulty will react to the plan.

The constitution must fulfill the

academic and professional needs

of students and faculty as well as

social and athletic needs, the

committee pointed out. It must

encourage co-operation and in-

teraction between students and

faculty, and establish a medium

for continuous assessment of the

teaching and learning program.

It must actively involve all

students and faculty members in

process of self government, the

committee concluded, and must

be flexible enough to accomodate

future change and represent the

interests of McArthur students

on the A.M.S.

United Scalp International

Uptown: Shopping Centre

Downtown: 109 Princess St

Steve Oiitowsy, a Mind

freshman doesn't like spe-

cial attention because of

his blindness, but this is

different. His Queen's

jacket, was taken from

Dunning Hall last Thurs-

day. Steve oan't identify

his jacket but it is unus-

ual. It was a deep red and

said QUEEN'S ARTS on

the back. There is a lost

and found in the Union;

A forty dollar jacket is a-

bove pride; RETURN IT!

Students Select

Their Senators

MONTREAL — (CUP) —
The student council at McGill

University, like that at Mani-

toba, has won the right to de-

termine the qualifications and

method of selection of student

senators.

McGill has accepted eight sen-

ate seats (of 50) while Manitoba

rejected seven (of 90). Mani-

toba has demanded open senate

and board meetings before they

send senators, McGill has al-

ready opened its meetings.

Defeats Free School

TORONTO (CUP) — A pro-

posal to turn Ryerson Polytech-

nical Institute into a free school

with an abolition of all bureau-

oraoy" was defeated by referen-

dum Wednesday.
Students voted 2-1 against

council president Dave Max-

well's proposal for totally free

atmosphere for study and re-

placement of the board of gover-

nors and student council by

mass meetings to get major de-

cisions.

Maxwell has said he would
resign if Ryerson students did

not accept the "democratiaa-

tion of Ryerson concept", and

predicted mass resignations of

council members after the refer-

endum defeat.

U.N.B. sits-in

FREDERICTON (CUP)—The
sit-in at the University of New
Brunswick goes into its thir-

teenth day today as Dr. Norman

Strax awaits sentencing for con-

tempt of court due October 18.

Strax's battery of lawyers

Thursday failed to have the con-

tempt of court charge dismissed

on procedural grounds and the

UNB nuclear physicist stand

guilty on the charge.

On Saturday, six studente

broke into a closed meeting of

the faculty, and urged staff

members to put pressure on the

board for a fair hearing and

changes in UNB's suspension

procedures.
Everything was quiet at lib-

eration 120 last night. There

were no counter demonstrations

all weekend, and no rumors of

student or police action.

Dr. Colin B. MaoKay, UNB

president issued a statement ex-

plaining the action. Strax was

suspended for "disrupting the

normal work and activity of the

university, specificaUy the op-

eration of the library."

Meanwhile, concern of some

UNB faculty members over the

case has led to the establish-

ment of a legal aid fund for

Canadian students and faculty

members whose academic rights

have been violarted.

Meets in open

Toronto — (CUP) — A meet-

ing of the University of Toronto

faculty council decided students

should be allowed free choice

of courses leading to a degree.

The meeting was the first ever

opened to spectators and also

She first with students sitting to

council. ,

However, if U of T studeST

president Steven Langdon has

his way there will be more his-

toric meetings in the near fu-

tore. , .

Langdon said 16 students on

the 1,000 member council re-

flected "the obscene situation

that exists in this university."

Changes in the university, Lang-

don said, should be devised by a

joint committee of 10 atudente

and 10 faculty.
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life

Since

Quiet revolution
A quiet, seldom-voiced assumption at Queen's, that

womenare at University only to become better w.ves,

is being challenged - so far with equal quietness.

Those who set the tone of this campus from above

have gent1y*et it be known, for years, that women should

aim to be educated, intelligent compan.ons for the, r
hus-

bands, able to play some small role in community

in short to make nice pets.

This is hardly he university's fault, of course,

their early yea s most girls are expected to speak quietly

If at X t° lose gracefully, to play the traditional games

whose by-product is women's minor role.

Thus at Queen's, women are expected to set the

"moral standards" of the university. From curfew hours

to residence structures, reliance is placed on the 9 Is

upbringing to stop them saying even if they would like

to "I want to sleep with my boy friend

Assumptions on women's roles also colour our aca-

demictfe Few women become professors and then only

when male professors are in short supply.

If women are not achvely discouraged from higher

studies there is no encouragement such as a university

day-c?re centre would provide. While men continue t°

orjen doors for pretty co-eds, there is no meaningful

Terence paid to the married female student who wants

*°
this canncTlast forever. As more anc

I

more

women become educated - frequently daughters of wo-

men who gained new, studies when^they were^needed

control their

A teacher talks back

in'"government and industry during" World War Two and

as The Pi I
increases women's freedom to

own lives, the expectations of women cannot but rise.

No one should be surprised if women here, as else-

where, start speaking up.

Again and again and...
Some students who didn't feel intellectual enough

for the unstructured seminar organized a weekend field

trip to Toronto instead, and practically tore the Lord

Simcoe Hotel apart.

This of course, was to prove they were from Uueen s.

They certainly succeeded in doing that. Every hotel

manager in Toronto knows it by now. In fact, most of

them know it all too well.

But the lesson will probably be repeated again next

year.

And the year after that.

It gets almost as boring and repetitive as some ot

the courses around here.

Unalienated
The capacity attendance at last night's faculty-spon-

sored seminar on Community, Alienation and Revolution,

shows how eager many Queen's students are to start

getting down to work on real problems.
The next meeting will in fact be the crucial test.

There will likely be fewer people, more participation,

and real responsibility for a successful beginning. Hope-
fully, the Rubicon will be crossed.

It looks like a good thing.
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By GILBERT BAKER
As a former high school teach-

er, 1 find myself in agreement
with many of the criticisms ex-

pressed in your articles on the

high school system. However. I

think .the problem of the high

school needs to be viewed in a

somewhat larger perspective.

To 'begin with, your articles

ignore completely the attitude

of many students. By the time
they reach high school many
students have become so mark
oriented that they resist ener-

getically teachers who strive to

encourage .them to develop the

power to think clearly, inde-

pendently, and indeed, many
students almost seem to resent

being asked to study a .topic on
their own, let us say, by means
of a 'three week reading period

in the school library.

Paced with such a prospect,

many of them inquire rather

pathetically: "Aren't you (i.e.

the teacher) going to TELL us

what's important about this top-

ic?" The unpalatable but unde-

niable fact is that many students

strongly prefer to be told by the

teacher rather than to explore a
topic for themselves.

In addition, many students

simply arent interested in so-

cial, economic and political

problems because they are so
wrapped up in themselves. Last

year I showed my grade (en stu-

dents several film strips pro-

duced by the TELEGRAM on
contemporary world problems.

I then asked whether they

thought today's high school stu-

dents were more concerned a-

bout social issues and problems
than past students.

The answer I received is, in

my opinion illustrative of the

attitude of many students: "Sir,

we're not interested in all these

problems; all we want to do is

just 'Hack around' and have a
good time." Indeed, it does not
seem to me to be too rash a gen-

eralisation to say that many (if

not most) high school students

are more conservative am)
materialistic than their teach-

ers. For an amusing commen-
tary on .this fact, see the article

in THE NEW REPUBLIC (May
10, 1967) entitled "The Mind of
High School Seniors.''

Such student attitudes can
undoubtedly be explained in
part by the "education" and so-

cial conditioning to which they
have been exposed. IX this ex-
planation is valid, then any rad-

ical! restructuring of our school
system is dependent upon
changes in both public attitudes

and m the public schools. For
the time being, nevertheless, the
conservatism of high school

students must be recognized as

an important factor limiting

change.

Your articles also ignore the

larger social and political con-

text in which the high school

system operates. Theoretically,

practically everyone seems to be
in favour of motherhood, qual-

ity education and smaller class-

es (not necessarily in that or-

der). Pragmatically, however,

we know that our financial re-

sources are limited and that we
must decide upon spending pri-

orities

We also know that the kind of

educational system outlined in

the Hall Commission Report will

be considerably more expensive

than our present educational

system. On the other hand,

many taxpayers we already, to

put it mildly, rather irritated

by the rapidly increasing cost of

education.

Businessmen are calling for

retrenchment in educational

spending. Given such a climate

of opinion, it is not surprising

that the requests of teachers or-

ganizations for significant re-

ductions in class size are not ex-

actly welcomed with warm en-

thusiasm by the public and by
school boards.

It needs .to be emphasized

most emphatically however, that

money alone will not solve the

problems of the high school. To
say that the quality of education

in the high schools will be in

large part determined by the

quality of the teachers is to state

the obvious. Yet working condi-

tions often mitigate against

quality teaching. At present,

many people are expected to

iteach" eight or nine classes a
day when these classes frequent-

ly contain thirty to forty stu-

dents. The effect that these con-

ditions have upon the quality of
teaching should be glaringly

selfevident
Unfortunately, moreover, high

school teaching attracts many
second rate people. For one

.thing, the relatively low status

and (compared to other "pro-

fessional" groups) low pay in-

fluence people not to enter

teaching. I personally became
very weary of the 'knowing look

people at cocktail parties used

to give me when I told them I

was a high school teacher. Im-

plicitly, this look said, '.Oh. you
couldn't make it at anything

else, eh?" For another thing,

too many members of the public

look upon the high school teach-

er as an overpaid, overprotected

money-grubber who works from
nine to three Monday to Friday

and has two months off in the

'summer.

The correspondence between

this stereotype and the reality

of what a good teacher does is

nil. Furthermore, relex denigra-

tion of iihe high school system

and the high school teacher will

only serve to drive *w»y from

teaching the very people most
badly needed in the educational
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JITTERS
SELF-DENIAL?

Mr. Deeks in his 'letter print-

ed in your esteemed columns
has brought out some of the un-
fortunate realities in regard (bo

some foreign students at

Queen's — a little harshly
though.

'Many foreign students during
their first days in a new place
tend to ilook for the companion
ship of some of their country-
men in order to overcome their

so called 'home -sickness. How-
ever, when they succeed to find
a suitable homely group of their
own countrymen they tend to
make their association with that
Croup a pattern of living not far
different from that back at
home. It is a pity that many for-

eign students come here for
only academic degrees and as
such remain indifferent to Che
extra-academic values of the
new society they live in and al-

so lose amy opportunity to bring
out the values of bhek native
culture.

Finally, I believe that the

kind of blanket condemnation

of the high school system made
in your articles is far too sweep-

ing. The monolithie negativism

of your articles indicates quite

clearly that you .
simply don't

know what is happening in

many 'high schools in Ontario.

Among other things, the JOUR-
NAL tells us that in school a

student memorizes the history

of Jacques Cartier four times,

but does not learn about Viet

Nam,
Strangely enough, when my

grade eleven history class eval-

uated the merits and demerits

of the year's history course, sev-

eral of them complained rather

sharply that we devoted too

much time to current events

(including numerous discuss-

ions on Viet Nam) and not

enough time on classical Greece

and Rome!
What irritates me most about

your articles is the implication

that there Is not one high school

in Ontario where anything of

true educational value is happ-
ening. My experience may not
be representative, but I taught
in a high school (Humbersdde
Collegiate in Toronto) in which
many of the staff did their ut-

most to induce students to think

for themselves.

•Strangely enough, the princi-

pal at this school was not an
ogre with a neolithic mentality

who saw his primary responsi-

bilities as public relations and
the preservation of the status

quo; Indeed, he was actually in-

terested in trying to promote
learning and to make the
school a more human place.

Stranger still, there were sever-

al people on our staff who were
excellent teachers and the stu-

dents recognized this.

There is certainly a great deal
about the present high school
system that deserves to be criti-

cized. However, I doubt whether
unbalanced diatribes which
focus exclusively on deficiencies

are the best way to achieve re-

form. 'Before our cleaner than
clean educational crusaders
mount their ultra-white steeds
and charge off wildly in all four
directions, I suggest they con-
sider the question of whether or
not the public and many stu-

dents do not in fact support the
kind of educational system we
now have. 'It may be trite, -but it

is nevertheless true to say that
the public gets only the educa-
tional system it wants and de-

Moat foreign students have a
fair level of intelligence and
their attempts to have social and
cultural dialogues with the al-

ways friendly Canadians could
be very enlightening. Such a
dialogue would also help them '

to go back with a broader out-

took. The attempts of the Inter-

national Center in this regard
deserve appreciation. However,'
their efforts would be more
fruitful if they made it a point
to arrange the first few days of
stay of a foreign student with a
host not belonging to the same
nationality as the student.

. Though the 'home-sick' for-

eign student may need and de-
serve a little encouragement in
the beginning, nothing can drive
him out of his closed cell except
his own consciousness of the
abundant social end cultural

values of his new environment
that he would ha denying him-

A BLANK
Dear Sir:

If we arent "prancing down
University Avenue" hand-fln-

hand, much of the credit (?)
must go to the "Deecks" on
campus If foreign students seem
mute, is it perhaps because the
"Deecks" are deaf? Not recog-

nizing the contribution of forc-

ing students in a growing het-

erocuLtural society would seem
indicative of ilimited vision, too.

And isn't the voicing of sweep-
ing, ill-founded conclusions such
as "their hit and run attitude"

rather a big bite for such a
small mouth? (Though I recall

an esteemed neighbour in the

South recently used the words
'Jap', and 'PoLack', too! Inspira-

tion, Mr. Deecks?)
I am a foreign student Would

Mr. Deecks (or you) dike to
meet me? It seems to me that

he. and not the JOURNAL, "has
a blank to fill."

PMtap Gupta
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The Kingdom
of Heaven is

Within

The following is a discussion

on Transcendental Meditation

held in the heme of Joe Barr,

an Ontario Instructor of the

Students' International Medita-

tion Society. It was recorded es-

pecially for the Journal.

Mr. Barr will be cowing down

from Toronto this Thursday to

show a film of the Maharshi at

the Harvard Law Forum and to

give a talk on Transcendental

Meditation. Later this term he

will be giving instruction to

any-one who wishes to learn

how to meditate under this sys-

tem.

The Students' International

Meditation Society has branches

in most of the major universi-

ties in the United States as well

as many colleges m the West of

Canada. Queen's will be one of

the first Eastern Canadian Coll-

eges to be visited by it.

Any-one who is interested in

the concept of meditation and

who wishes to hear Mr. Barr is

invited to come to room 14 on

the bottom floor of Dunnino

Hal! at 8.00 Thurs. Oct. 10.

To the Students of Queen's

—

The following is a discussion on Trans-

cendental Meditation held in the home of

Joe Barr, an Ontario Instructor of the Stu-

dents' International Meditation Society.

We both felt that to simply answer the

typical questions about Transcendental Me-

ditation or write an essay would be a little

impersonal, so we decided to simply dis-

cuss some of the aspects you might be in-

terested in. So instead of dropping out ot

the sky with quote — "The answer for

sale cheap, here is what happened.

DON BELL

D Basically what we are going to deal

with is what role meditation has in the

life of a student, particularly the student

living in a western culture. Some con-

ditions are going to be the same for aM

students no matter where they are. I he

common aspects are that they are in

school, want to learn

—

J to be prepared for something in

life.

D. Right.
. ,_ ,

J I suppose we could put it in these words;

it is a period in one's life to gain know-

ledge and develop potentialities. The

role of meditation is that it supplies an

element which has been missing in edu-

cation, in all branches of learning, be-

cause if we look at the life of the stu-

dent and especially University students

who are at that time of life when they

should be feeling fulfilled frorr, the
:

ac-

tivity of learning, we discover that there

is qreat discontentment, students are not

being satisfied, something is lacking,

and if one looks at the life of educated

people we see that there is something

lacking there, because they are^ not

happy, what we notice is that they are

noFffnding fulfillment in life and even

in this society which is so highly edu

cated we don't see evidence of fulfill-

ment. The present day system of edu-

cation has the ability to excite the thirst

for knowledge but not to satisfy that

thirst.

D. So it is an imbalance.

J. It is an imbalance. So what is it then

that is missing whereby man does not

find his fulfillment in life? Regardless

of what branch of learning one is en-

gaged in, the more he investigates that

field of learning, the more aware he be-

comes that the knowledge has increased

but in proportion, the field of the un-

known in that subject increases more.

Maharishi says it is a terrible way to

look at the field of education but this is

what's happening. Transcendental Med-

itation provides that element which has

been missing in every branch of learn-

D Because, actually the branch, apart from
'

the decision of which branch they want

to involve themselves with, which is a

matter of individual taste, is not really

where the problem lies. The prob-

lem lies then with the individ-

ual and the individual's capacity be-

cause the imbalance is not an inte -

lectual imbalance, it is a basic imbal-

ance. Take the reality of tension here

this is a world-wide condition that

comes as a result of living in an age

where an atomic weapon capable of

of destroying the world has existed and

this is bound to create a high degree of

tension, and this is only one factor. So

here is a particular basis of tension in

he world now that is a little different

San other periods of time— so you

have a Mgher degree of the basic ten-

sion apart from an individuals personal

tension from their own immediate sur-

roundings I think this is often over-

ooked by many students and young

oeopTe. This tension is a symptom of

imbalance. This condition ,s why

we look around to find some solution

^thfprablam and I
think that ,s the

mportant point in the meditation hat

Te meditation is not an institution

which claims to have the truth, or s,m-

X propagate dogma, but through the

technique of meditation you turn to

yourself for the solution. You can t live

bv someone else's answers anyway, and

^feel-and ,nis is the '"nportan

l^nf-or really experience a degree of

oeace because that way there wou d al-

5,ay? bT a certain amount of, ' what

stout this, maybe they are right and

maybe they are wrong", if you experi-

ence it, is is beyond the point of right or

,

Wr°n
|n7thL

i

'becomes the basis of your
J

'

understanding. Your ""derstanding^s

Hon is a simple technique which takes

the attention naturally from the ordin-

ary thinking level to the source of

thought, the inner Being, the reservoir

of energy and intelligence. This auto-

matically results in the expansion of the

conscious mind and full mental poten-

tial begins to be used in thought and
action. When fullness of Being or bliss

consciousness is naturally maintained in

all dynamic activity of daily life, then

integration of personality is gained".

He speaks of a most ancient wisdom.
D. Also, to add to that, it allows the in-

dividual to develop his ability to see the
harmony of life and to live the harmony
of life and this is what is important be-

cause this then becomes, or allows, a

more unified perspective

J. This would result from — well, I sup-

pose there are two things which are

basic to this meditation. One, that it

raises the level of ability of the individ-

ual and at the same time brings about

a release of tension. Man is not using

his full potentiality and through this

simple system the conscious capacity of

the mind increases automatically bring-

ing about a release of tension. Maha-
rishi says that stress and tension is due
to a weak mind and it is found that

when one meditates the tension is re-

leased. This is brought about by the

expansion of the conscious mind.

D. I think this is particularly the focal point.

It is easy for a person to go to school

for years and years and attain an

amount of knowledge and to be able to

tell you a great number of facts, but not

have the perspective of how those facts

relate. The only way to be able to re-

late those facts would be to strengthen

yourself as an individual and the way
to strengthen yourself as an individual

is to use this process, one of the best

ways I have been involved with. I be-

lieve Christ talked about it when he

said, "The kingdom of heaven is with-

in", but at the same time-, if you go

through an organized religion, and I'm

not saying they are bad, I am simply

saying that Christ said, "Seek ye ... the

kingdom of heaven . .
.", and I think

that's what he meant.

J . To discover the true nature of the

Self.

D. Right. To discover the true nature of

the self and this is not a point that is

heavily enough stressed by the "Church

on your block, when you go there Sun-

day" It brings it to a focus point to sit

down and to meditate for a period of

time and actually experience the self

and come to know what it is

J. Of course, it is pretty difficult to experi-

ence the self unless there is some pro-

cess to reach the self, one obviously

can't arrive at it by a process of intel-

lectualizing, otherwise everyone would

know what the Self is Obviously some-

thing is missing. Even missing in the

life of religion today whereby the de-

votees are unable to experience what

the teaching points to.

continued on matt p*g>
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Beyond the Barriers We Have Built!'

By BRAD LUCAS

Why do they do it? Why do

they leave their warm suburban

.homes to wander homeless and

penniless somewhere in the East?

Drugs, freedom, or something

that just can't be put into words-

whatever the reasons, more and

more young Westerners are opt-

ing out and going East

They come from the most af-

fluent nations in the world-par-

ticularly Australia, France, Ger-

many, Swederu the U.S.A. and

Canada. Considering proximity

and relative population, Canada's

Eastern delegation is probably

one of the largest.

Loosely-defined communities

of Westerners may be found in

Southeast Asia, or in Japan, In-

donesia, India, Afghanistan or the

state of Nepal.

Most of the Westerners get

there the hard way-by land, often

hitch-hiking, and with little mon-

ey. Usually grubby, unshaven,

and carrying all their posses-

sions on their backs they look

like refugees, which is, in away,

what some of them are.

It would be unfair to label any

of them "hippies"; for they are

a different breed from the wes-

tern variety. Some are even close

to being "straight"-like ex-

Peace-Corp volunteers, dischar-

ged G.L's from Vietnam, globe-

trotters, or recent university

drop-outs, They have probably

severed ties with "home" that

lies 10,000 miles away, and have

willingly taken up this eemi-

nomadic existence where friends

are made one day and left be-

hind the next.

In the cities, like Vientiane,

Bangkok, Penang, Katmanduour,

Kabul, the western community is

usually centred in one hotel or

district. In Bangkok, where one

of the relatively stable commun-
ities exists, the Thai Son Greet

Hotel is the meeting-place for

occidentals. The turn -over here

is considerable, for many of the

regulars commute between Bang-

kok and Vientiane, the Laotian

capital about 300 miles away.

With well over one hundred opium

dens in Vientiane the time passes

quickly. After visiting with

friends in Vientiane the Bang-

kok regulars will return, prob-

ably because, with virtually no

drug laws in Thailand, they can

readily purchase amphetemines

or nearly any of the synthetic

drugs. A few will go on repeat-

ing the cycle for months, maybe

years, before they move on to

Penang or Katmandu. Some will

eventually return home after tir-

ing of this; others will not

Perhaps the city in the East

most frequented by Western opt-

outs is Katmandu, the capital

of Nepal. While it is one of the

few states that condones the sale

of drugs, the situation is not

unlike that in many Eastern coun-

tries, where there is little res-

triction on drug usage. After

purchasing hashish in outlets

regulated by the Nepalese gov-

ernment, the foreign residents

are free to smoke It in the res-

taurants or in the streets or

smuggle it (with little difficulty)

into India.

Certainly not all Westerners go

to the East in search of drugs.

The East offers freedom from,

social pressure and responsibil-

ity, for here one can do virtually

as he pleases with little chance

of censure by his fellow Wester-

ners. The opinions of the natives

are not usually taken into con-

sideration.

On the edge of the Western

community as a whole, is the

small group of individuals look-

ing for something more enduring.

The East obliges them also, but

the conditions are more exacting.

For those wishing to investi-

gate Buddhism, monasteries in

some of the countries, partic-

ularly Japan, offer retreats to

introduce non-Buddhists to the

fundamentals of the religion. In

South East Asia, some of the

monasteries willingly accept

Westerners, as non-novitiates,

merely in exchange for instruc-

tion in English. However if one

wishes to pursue the Buddhist

way, as a novice, he must assume
the ascetic life characteristic

of the Buddhist order.

In the non-Buddhist areas, op-

portunities exist for study of the

Islam and Hindu religions, and

sects such as yoga or lamaism.

There is no limit to what the

East has to offer to the enquir-

ing Western mind.

It would be virtually impos-
sible to assess what enduring

effects "the East" might haveon
expatriates from the West. Some
may end their lives as drug

addicts in Vientiane or Katman-
du, others may return to Wes-
tern society where they are faced

with the task of reconciling the

two worlds, a few will remain

in the East, finally committed,

perhaps entering aBuddhistmon-
astery to spend a lifetime in

study, meditation and service.

The Kingdom of Heaven is Within

(Continued from page 5)

D. Well they have no direct technique or

method.
J. Right. No direct technique, and that is

why in this scientific age people are not

being satisfied by that, I think that the

concept of know thyself has been

brought out by every great teacher so

there must be some great significance

to that statement that Christ brought

out, that the kingdom of heaven is with-

in and if it is within and if it is beyond

our ordinary experience then some pro-

cess would be necessary whereby one
could go within and arrive at the self

and of course this is what Transcendent-

al Meditation is and why it has been so

widely accepted.

D. Another aspect of why it is important

to know yourself, is that you can for-

ever be looking for answers outside

yourself or taking someone else's an-

swers and lead yourself in a lot of cir-

cles. To take on a certain aspect of

someone you enjoy being with or you
think they are a great person, doesn't

bring any real satisfaction. For exam-
ple, to buy a car just because someone
you like drives the same car, doesn't

bring you any closer to knowing what
makes that person tick. What brings

real satisfaction is becoming more and

more what you know you are.

J. First we would have to know that there

was a potentiality latent within us, we
would have to realize we weren't using

it and then to discover the means to

unfold it. This is where the ancient wis-

dom and modern psychology would tell

us that we are only using a small por-

tion of our mental potential, twenty per-

cent say, plus, this ancient wisdom of

the integration of life suggests that there

is within us an inexhaustible reservoir

or energy, creative intelligence and hap-

piness. What has been missing is the

contact with that field and the know-
ledge that it can be located within. The
process for locating and contacting it is

Transcendental Meditation which is a

mechanical technique, systematic, which
relates very well to this scientific age
because this is not an age of belief.

People want to know for themselves

and it is not good enough to say that

there is this area within, that doesn't

prove it. The platform of the scientific

age is direct experience and it is the

one element which has allowed this age
to advance so rapidly. And this of

course is what Transcendental Medita-

tion is all about, it is a process of direct

experience and also a preparation for

activity.

D. And that is what separates it from a

philosophy.

J. Right. Because it is not an intellectual

conception, it is an experience and
when one meditates and fathoms the

deeper levels of thought, he goes be-

yond the ordinary conscious thinking
level — goes to those levels of the mind
which have been unknown to us. We
fathom the deeper levels of thought and
arrive at the source of thought and the
source of thought is this reservoir of
energy, intelligence and happiness. In

the process of locating this field, and
as the conscious mind is moving toward
this field—the conscious mind expands.

. I think this is true of any endavour we
embark on — it's the same thing. In

meditation you begin to experience
more and more of the self and you learn

more and more of the nature of the ex-

perience. And if you haven't meditated

before it will start to lessen a certain

amount of fear that you have had about
yourself to begin with, you find that it

is something that is an ever increasing

process— like anything else. The result

of the meditation brings the true nature

of the Self to the conscious level of the
mind.
This is the whole purpose of the Stu-

dents' International Meditation Society,

to make this technique available where-
by anyone, no matter who he is, or

where he is, can contact the deepest
level of his own personality and begin
to utilize his full mental potential and to

tap this reservoir of energy, creative in-

telligence and happiness which lies

within and it is within the scope of

everyone, it is not beyond the scope
of life, it is within the scope of life.

ARTS '72
Design Your

Year Crest
- Vic Common Room
- Queen's Jacket or
$40 Clothes Voucher

Ends Fri. Oct. 11

Entries
Win

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Spaghetti Cflicfcen

Free

Delivery

Department

of

Drama

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
• Drop-in centres

• Big Brother, Big Sister programmes

• Tutorial programmes

• Scouts and Guide leaders

NORTH KINGSTON PARISH

BUY AND SELL

IS

OBSCENE 49 Princess St.

USED

—FURNITURE

—ANTIQUES

542-8136
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'The Buddhas who have been, are,

and will be, are more numerous than

the grains of sand on the banks

of the Ganges.'

Our world of materia! things is illusion

and our sense* delude us. life, yoked to

the wheel of rebirth, is subject lo the

Law of Karma, and hence, our future re-

birth is dependent on the quality of our

present existence. These two beliefs are

basic to the Buddhist world-view. And,

in order to enter into Buddhism, we
must suspend our disbelief at this point.

But before we delve further into Budd-

hism, let's examine the profound impli-

cations of such a different orientation

towards the world.

In the West, with its Judaeo-Christian

heritage, we have a worldly attitude

which finds its sanotification in the Old

Testament Scriptures. The Genesis myths

tell us (that God found his creation good,

and gave man the responsibility of nam-

ing the animals. Here we discover two

basic tenets of our culture: That the

world is real; and that man shares in cre-

ation i.e. he is to use the things of the

world. It is this affirmation of the world

Which underlies scientific inquiry, and

which has produced our technological

society.

The Eastern belief that the world is

illusion (-created in play) leads in a diff-

erent direction. Scientific questions have
ito do with the world of appearances ac-

cording to Buddhists, and thus, are of no
more than superficial interest. In order

to answer ultimate questions, we must go
beyond the sensory level. And this of

course, produces a basically antipathetic

attitude towards 'the growth of science

—

a fact which the slow technological ad-

vance of the Eastern world verifies. A
long with this fundamentally anti-world-

ly approach to life, the Buddhist also

conceives of time in a way different from
ithe Judaeo-Christian understanding of

time. For us, time is linear — the past

and the present are not the same; death
does not lead to rebirth on any but the
spiritual plane. However, the Eastern
world has long held that time is circular

(and hence history in an empirical sense
is unimportant). The belief in reincarna-

tion is inexorably tied to Buddhist atti-

tudes towards time, and this world. Be-

cause that which is real is beyond the

world of the senses (and the world of
appearances with its death and rebirth
have man in its grip) man must attempt
lo extricate himself from it. And, this
leads us directly into Buddhism.

Why, we might ask, ought we to at-
tempt .to escape from this world, illusion
or not?. After all, this existence is pleas-
urable. The Buddhist would answer that
in the short run, the world may appear
to give us pleasure, however in ultimate
terms these pleasures are transitory and
of little significance. When the Buddha
achieved his enlightenment, he realized:

1. That birth, decay, sickness, and death
are 111.

2. That III originates in thai craving
which seeks after sensuous experience,
perpetuating oneself and so on.

3. That the 111 can only be stopped by the
complete stopping of the craving.

4. That the steps which lead lo the stop-
ping of the Hi are: Right views, right
intentions, right speech, right conduct,
right livelihood, right effort, right
mindfulness, right concentration.

Hence Gautama's (the Buddha's) insight
into life led him to the conclusion held
by so many that life is but a vale of

tears. His Four Noble Truths, not only
presented a sensitive and realistic under-
standing of life in the world of appear-
ances (and thus a valid rationale for at-

tempting to pierce through to reality),

but also offered an analysis of life which
explained 'where tlhe root of the problem
lay, and how it could be overcome. From
his analysis then, he developed a method
which may be simply characterized as
pragmatic. For, as Conze in BUDDHISM:
IT'S ESSENCE AND DEVELOPMENT,
states: "Thought is no more than a tool
and its justification lies in Lis products."
And .this is where -we find the emphasis
in Gautama's teaching:

"Of whatever teachings you can assure
yourself that they conduce to dispassion,

and not to covetousness; to content and
not to discontent; to solitude and not to

company; to energy and not to sluggish-

ness; to delight in good and not to de-

light in evil, of such teachings you may
with certainty affirm; This is the Norim.
This is the Discipline. This is the Mas-
ter's Message."

The

Fasting

Buddha

While Gautama is not interested in
metaphysical speculation, we should not
conclude from this that he does not be-
lieve in metaphysics. Undoubtedly, he
like Jesus, was a product of his society,
and probably held the same metaphys-
ical beliefs as those around him. The
point is, -that the Buddha did not think
these beliefs important to the working
out of a man's salvation. Yet, in spite of
Gautama's pragmatic approach, and his
stress on the need for each individual to

work out his own salvation, an elaborate
system of Buddhas, Bodhdsattvas and so
on were developed to act as saviours for
those incapable of making Nirvana on
their own. This growth and development
of Buddhism beyond the teachings of its

founder led to a split into two main
schools — Mahayana and Theravada —
a schism not unlike that which occurred
in tlhe West between the Roman Catho-
lics and the 'Protestants. And, it was out
of the Mahayana School that the Ch'an,
or Zen Sec developed.

In Zen, a novice who makes a respect-

ful allusion to the Buddha is ordered to
rinse his mouth out and never utter that
dirty word again. Someone claiming lo
understand Buddhism in its purity writes
the following:

The body is the Bodhi (True Wisdom)
Tree;

The mind is like the mirror bright

Take heed to keep it always dlean,

And let no dust collect upon it-

He is at once corrected by a very differ-

ent quatrain which becomes accepted as

(the true Zen position:

Bodhi is not a tree;

The mind is not a mirror shining.

As there is nothing from the first,

Why talk of wiping off the dust?

These non-rational and contradictory
'tactics are used in Zen to achieve Satori
or Enlightenment. Long hours of medita-
tion on koans (puzzles with no logical
answers e.g. What sound does one hand,
clapping make?) only result in Satori af-
ter all the rational dead-ends have been
exhausted, and the answer is left to come
intuitively. In many ways, Zen resembles
the Buddhism of Gautama — in its stress
on each monk being a light unto him-
self, and so on. But most interesting for
us, I think, is the belief that reason is a
ihindrance to the appropriation of real
knowledge (this too is a 'throw-hack 'to
Gautama and his enlightenment). Un-
doubtedly we still have a great deal to
find out about how learning takes place,
and It seems to me that this more direct
way of learning, this ability to internal-
ize an understanding of something such
that is no longer theory but becomes a
part of the person, so that in effect the
person becomes enlightened and acts
according to his beliefs is one of the
things which Zen has to offer us. Per-
haps .it is time that we also began to re-
alize that reason is very often a barrier
to learning.

Buddhism has .profound ithings to say to
us, both as a religion, complete in itself,
and as a jumping off point for a critical
evaluation of our own beliefs. But the
more we work at understanding Budd-
hism, the moie we begin to realize that
it is so fundamentally pragmatic that it
is difficult to describe, and deal with in
theory. Finally we arrive at the conclu-
sion that: "Those who say do not know;
those who know do not say."
taf a-self,

In Victory

Arrogance

in Defeat

Disgrace

These words hang on the wall of the judo

practice room, and to it the students bow

in reverence before each lesson.

What wears 13 pairs of but-

tonless white pyjamas, two pairs

of stretch pants and a bathing

suit, and struggles enthusiastic-

ally on a piece of yellow rubber

for two hours twice a week?

Answer:-the Queen's Judo Club.

The first impression an uni-

nitiate gets is one of white pyj-

amas flopping endlessly on an

enormous yellow thing accom-

panied by loud slaps and grunts.

This turns out, in fact, to be

the more advanced members lim-

bering up for a session. Through

the flashes of white can be seen

two girls In stretch pants trying

ineffectively to flip one another

on the other side of the gym,

(and trying desperately to retain

their dignity by primping between

throes).

A few minutes later the class

begins. The instructor barks at

his pupils who then genuflect in

unison. Everyone then finds a

space and exercises intently with

the Japanese pushups defeating

the girls entirely. At this point

a number of faces begin to wear

sublime expressions of Buddha-

like satisfaction.

The class then proceeds to the

next section with people parting

off to practice their throes and

holds. As the two girls were

writhing on the yellow thing, a

boy leant over engagingly: "Are

you from Queen's?" "Unghh. .

.yeah." "Arts and Science?"

"Unghh!" He wandered off dis-

couraged. While not a predom-

inantly social organization the

Queen's Judo Club does foster

a certain basic contact among
its members.
The club has been set up by

the university to provide free

training in judo for personal

satisfaction and also to supply

the OQAA with a team for its

annual meet The instructor,

James Heron, works full time

at the Kingston Psychiatric Hos-

pital coaching the club members
two nights a week. He is a like-

able young man whose quiet and

unassuming exterior belies the

monogrammed black belt around

his waist.

All too soon the class breaks

up and its members pad softly

away with the grim determined

look of people who know that

no one but no one will ever kick

sand In their faces again.

GRANT BLEED
OCTOBER 7, 8, »
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5:00
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RED CROSS BLOOD
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Selections from
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1 Permanent Collection
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"The Tao", said the master, "be-
longs neither to knowing or not know-
ing. Knowing is false understanding;
not knowing is blind ignorance. If

you really understand the Tao beyond
doubt, it's like the empty sky. Why
drag in right and wrong?"

Like ante t

As rivers run and ln 4
Lose name and for

ni

appear.
So goes, from name

released,

The wise man to the

Just so, Subhuti, I obtained not the
least thing from unexcelled, complete
awakening, and for this very reason
it., is., called., "unexcelled, complete
awakening".

Suffering alone exists, none
who suffer;

The deed there is, but no
doer thereof;

Nirvana is, but no one seek-
ing it;

The Path there is, but none
who travel it. .

The thief

..Left it behind—
The moon at the window.
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ie
that sees, but cannot see itself

in
||
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he
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From unreality lead me
to the real, from dark-
ness to the light, from
death to immortality.

—Tagore

If you have the least desire to be
better than you actually are, if you
hurry up to the slightest degree in

search of something, you are already
going against the Unborn.

The long night;

The sound of the water
Says what I think.

My self of long ago,
In nature non-existent
Nowhere to go when dead
Nothing at all.

A mind to search elsewhere
For the Buddha
Is foolishness

In the very centre of foolishness.

5
Whatever runs counter

To the mind and will of ordinary

people
Hinders the Law of Men
And the Law of Buddha.

We eat, excrete, sleep, and get

"P.
This is our world.
All we have to do after that

—

Is to die.
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A friend of mine said he had some drugs

that would blow my mind. I admit that

I was enticed by such an abstract perver-

sion, but I turned him down. He walked

off in a clatter of hookahs.

I
went home sadly and brewed a cup

of conventional tea. Then I tucked in my

pet sheep, Lefty, and read to her from The

Table Talk of Martin Luther. I
brooded as

I gave my plant, Enos, a haircut. Why

shouldn't I try a drug?" I
asked myself.

"Why should I be so darned straight.' i

had trouble sleeping that nighl. Enos the

leafy little devil, was restless and kept

wanting a glass of water. Lefty's trotters

felt cold on my back.

The next day I went downtown and

bought a hookah from the United Cigar

Store This was il I phoned my friend

and told him whal I had in mind and he

eagerly consented to be my guide on my

first trip. .

Later lhat evening we went lo my room

and locked the door. Our stuff was a po-

tent mixture of marijuana, henbane and

garlic liberally spiked wilh Midol. Loving-

ly we tamped it into the hookah. We had

to suck pretty hard to keep the hookah

alive and soon the room was filled with

the acrid smoke. Nothing seemed to be

happening until I went to the phonograph

to put on a record. Just as Ricky Nelson s

voice was coming on strong I went into

a dream

A Poke in

the fye

Ay Biff Martin

It must have been like transcendental medita-

Hon Suddenly 1 Sound myself standing in my

ZJ, 7, "tongue hot and wet aganstmylmnds™
about me were uarious objects. I easily

S*tS one as being the left buttock of a mos-

Srfhen 1 mas lining low and fast oyer miles

h invent on Al.j eyes seemed aflame. My friend

was lost in a world of his own. He made some

X Mrrectton as 1 recited the vast perfect of the

verb Pontine. We broke into laughter as he beat

me the best two out of three leg wrestling with

the toilet Hot lime sherbet gushed from his nos-

rel. Eves aglow, he told me of his hopeless love

affair with the adrenals of a late ^S^JwarS
stor / smrpolMad. remembering howl had been

smitten by a cute little girl in my grade nine art

class Thii struck him as odd. Uy friend became

agitated and asked me what had become of the

Queen Mary. I had to laugh as '^ked over my

shoulder just in time to see the .mghty liner

safety shunted into my anus by five strings of

diabetic pearls. We went outside lo walk it off. I

shrugged off my urge to fondle the follicles of a

pregnant andiron. J shrugged it off because it

had no concrete spatial conteit. 1 ran because 1

liked the feel of the wind m my face. I looked

over my right thigh as Green Bay Packer Quarter-

back Bart Starr, passed a pair of antlers through

the eye of a rotting hearth rug. Mj friend sat

doicn using his pencil to pick gelatin out of his

bark while 1 telephoned a post-hypnotic meat-

loaf I ">os informed that it was in the bath. The

rhinestonc chastity belt of a randy enzyme streak-

ed off into a sky erupting with ycttotu anti-

helium molars

Things went on like this for a little while

and then I found myself back in my room.

When I look back on this experience, it

strikes me as bizarre. It kind of makes

you wonder.

rr m "

ExportA

REGULAR AND KINGS

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

(ElasBtftrii Afofi

HELP WANTED

$t.02 for .'! hours. Weekly clean-

ing of a medium sized apt. on

Queen's campus. Materials sup-

plied. For further information

call Dr. .lunek at 546-2480 or en

quire at Apt. t). 41 Union Street.

WANTED:

MAJJSS to sing in chorus for

Queen's Musical Theatre. Abso-

lutely no experience necessary.

Next rehearsal. Wednesday at

7:0(1. Room 208. Kingston Hall.

We need you desperately and

guarantee you'll have a great

time.

LOST

A. S. U. S.
OPEN MEETING THURSDAY 7 p.m.
STUDENTS UNION CO-ED LOUNGE

APPOINTMENTS
(1) One position on the Student-

Faculty Committee is vacant.

(2) Red Room Chairman.

Anyone interested in these positions,give name
to Brigette Berman, Ban High or submit

nomination at the meeting

Suggestions for constitutional revisions may be
handed to Dale Tinkham, Donald Gordon House
or any member of the executive.

1 Science '70 "Civil" jacket.

Removed from Grant Hall. Satur-

day night. September 28. Re-

ward. No questions asked. Con-

tact John. 324 Collingwood, 542-

5293.

Blind student has lost Arts '72

jacket on October 3 in Dunning

Hall cloakroom. Reward. Any-

one having information regarding

this jacket dial 544-7142 or 546-

5070.

FOR SALE

For Sale—1962 Consul 315. 4-

door deluxe, under 34,000 miles.

$450. Phone local 434 days or

546-6262 evenings and weekends.

For Sale—Suzuki 250 cc. (T-10).

Windshield and tools. Call John.

544-6618 from 5:45-6:15 p.m.

ROOMS

Room for rent for one man in

new home with postgrad and

family on his route to campus.

Phone 544-2427.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A.S.U.S. Book Exchange. Fin-

al day to pick up books at Red
Room. Kingston Hall. Wednesday.

October 9. between 11 a.m. and 2

p.m.

PERSONALS

where is the first church of

alice.

snar

Buy a ticket on a 69 Firebird and get a chance on "A Millionaire's

Weekend" from any Engineering student.

First Prize—69 Firebird

Second Prize—A Millionaire's Weekend

1) Men's formal outfit 10)

2) Lady's Queen's gold ring ^
3) Lady's formal outfit 12>

4) Lady's evening shoes ^
5) Men's dress shoes ! i

6) Book of taxi tickets 1S>

7) Corsage and boutonniere ****

8) Complete dinner for two ^
9) Weekend accommodation

Lady's choice of hair treatment

Three haircuts

Airplane tour of Kingston area

Two Science Formal photographs

Science Formal ticket

Double pass to Bitter Grounds for one year

Two concert tickets for Rich Little. Nov. 9

Men's suit

Two bottles Of champagne
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Once upon a time there was a
little girl named Alice who follow-
ed a talking rabbit into Wonder-
land- Your mother probably told
you about Alice when you were a -

child and you no doubt still remem-
ber the blue caterpillar and the
Cheshire cat. When you got older,
you found that adults read Alice)
too; they seemed to enjoy translat-
ing it into Latin. Politicians and
professors were always quoting
from it; everyone seemed to find
something in it to support his point
of view, although, when pressed,
most would admit that it was all

marvellous nonsense and no one
really understood a bit of it. When
the hippies got a hold of it they
told you quite seriously that Lewis
Carroll was obviously a head and
that the mushroom and the hookah-
smoking caterpillar indicate that the
book is a daring expose of the Vic-
torian drug scene.
Most children today find Alice a

bore. This is quite understandable.
If you've read nothing but Dick and
Jane for three or four years, you
have no idea what a pun is and
Alice is loaded with puns. The
brighter ones of course may catch
the allusion to "new math" —
"four times five is twelve, four
times six is thirteen, four times sev-

en is— oh dear, I'll never get to

twenty at that rate". (Note; use
base 18 for the 5 and increase the
base by 3 each time— you won't
get to twenty either). All this

proves of course is that the Ontario
Education system is about one hun-
dred years behind the times. No
startling revelation.

Carroll, however, really intended
the book for adults and most of

them don't get it either. About the

only people who seem to have
caught on to what it's all about are

the Jefferson Airplane. In their

albumn The Surrealistic Pillow, they
have a song called "The White Rab-

bit" which uses Alice to describe an

acid trip. This is fairly close to the

mark. (No, it does not prove that

Carroll really was a head after all)..

Acid is supposedly a short-cut to

nirvana, a fast way to discover

what life is all about, by getting rid

of all the old forms and labels

which prevent you from seeing

things as they really are:

One pill makes you larger.

One pill makes you small,

And the ones that your mother
gives you

Don't do anything at all.

Go ask Alice when she was ten feet

tall.

What happens to Alice of course
is that she finds that in the world
of Wonderland all the things her
mother had taught her were of no
use. The poem about the busy
bees for instance— the one telling
you that Satan will find mischief
for idle hands—came out all wrong
when she tried to recite it in Won-
derland. The one she recites there
is all about crocodiles devouring
little fishes. The only trouble is

that Alice doesn't see that the sec-
ond poem is a better description of
the world than the first, which
should have given her a hint about
the old truisms which she believed
so fervently.

In fact Wonderland itself is a
fairly accurate representation of the
world Alice comes from. Alice's
adventures there are really a de-
scription of the journey which
every society and every individual
must make. It is a journey which
forces a confrontation with the real

nature of the self, the society and
the possible consequences of opin-
ions and goals which we accept
without thinking. Part of Alice's

problem is that she is not sure who
she is and where she wants to go.
When the blue caterpillar asks her
what size she wants to be, she tells

him, "Oh, I'm not particular as to
size . .

." and once she has the
magic mushroom, she uses it to

change to fit the proportions of the
world around her.

The problem of changing size so
often, however goes deeper than
Alice expected; she nearly drowns
in her own tears, a pigeon mistakes

her for a serpent, a puppy nearly

tramples her to death. She is never

able to make any comments about

the world around her because her

identity and therefore her values

are always determined by someone

else. All of which happens in other

worlds besides Wonderland where
institutions which were once com-

munities of free thinking scholars

become merely the appendages of

status quo because they worried

too much about public opinion and

were not too particular as to size

so long as it suited everyone. Or

nations who look more and more
like crocodiles devouring Asiatic

fishes because they worried about

saving face and were not too par-

ticular about the size of their em-

pires so long as they were big and

prosperous. Of course Alice was
big only part of the time; in a

world like Wonderland, you always

run the risk of drowning in your

own tears.

Not only identity, but direction.

Alice tells the Cheshire Cat that she

doesn't much care where she goes,

so long as she gets somewhere. To

which he wisely replies, "Oh,

you're sure to do that if you only

walk far enough". Alice does end

up somewhere of course— in the

mad garden of the Queen of Hearts

where everyone is under sentence

of execution, and at the trial where
the absolute pronouncement is

"Sentence first, verdict afterwards".

At this point it is too late to deter-

mine values and decide goals. The

goal has been decided for her be-

cause Alice was unable to deter-

mine her own and a verdict is ir-

relevant because she has not as-

serted any of her own values which

can be judged.

Of course with Alice it was all

a dream. In this world we have

our values and our goals. We miss

the obvious parallel between the

croquet game in the Queen's gar-

den and the Democratic convention
because we believe that law and
order as a value worth asserting.

Alice clung to the useless nursery

values because she did not under-

stand the new world she had en-

tered; she wanted desperately to

visit the lovely garden, although

she had no idea how to get there.

It may be the same with Law and

Order or Just societies; Alice could

tell you that ill-considered values

may have unforseen consequences

and dreams can easily become

nightmares.

In the movie Planet of the Apes

three astronauts make an Alice-

type journey to a space-age Won-

derland, and their adventures end-

ed much the way Alice's did. They

were forced to confront the results

of lightly-held values and ill-con-

sidered goals which belonged to

the world they had left. The new

world they so eagerly sought was

really the old world gone mad.

Both Alice and Planet to the Ap«
force us to face the fact that the

world where we seem to be so

wide awake and in control can

easily become a Wonderland ot

chaos and nightmare. Of course

we can ignore what they tell us;

one is only a movie; the other is

a child's book.
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Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna

Dr. Rosette Fenshaw is a lead-

ing authority on the subject of

Indian muslc-formerly of McGill

University and now at the State

University of New York. The

following is from a paper Indian

and Western Music: Fact Versus

Fancy, delivered to the Society

for Ethnomusicology at Albuque-

que, New Mexico.

India's age-old mystery has a

strange fascination for so many

Westerners who try toescapethe

drabness of their own lives by

flights of fancy into a land of

make believe dotted all over with

golden palaces gleaming in aper-

petuai moonlight. Yet in the Unes-

co publication, "East & West",

Georges Fradier points out that

"no country has a monopoly of

reinforced concrete, colossal

hotels, traffic jams, neon signs

or industrial suburbs". Cities

like Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay, he

adds, are "as proudly. . . some-

times as sadly modern" as Lon-

don, New York, Montreal.

In the realm of music also, a

number of myths persist. In the

West, for example, far too many

people still cling to the delusion

that all of India's music is inti-

mately linked with religion and

meant exclusively forthe temple.

Granted, much of it is since the

Indian people, being deeply relig-

ious, have a soft spot for sacred

music.

-

In the realm of classical music,

however, as opposed to the every-

day hymns anyone can hum, Sans-

krit scholars sometimes associ-

ate various ragaswithHindugods

and goddesses. Such association

often means agreat deal to Hindus

just as religious work like the

Passion according to St Matthew

appeals strongly to Christians

although musically, Bach's mas-

terpiece is appreciated in the

West just as much by non Chris-

tians.

With respect to the classical

music of India, the fact remains

that because a number of Hindu

scholars Insist on considering

various ragas as the imperson-

ation of some of the deities of

their mythology, the claim la

often made that no Western lis-

tener can possibly enjoy Indian

music unless he knows all about

the philosophy, the gods and god-

desses of India.

Does one of North India's out-

standing musicologists who is at

present Head of the Department

of Music at the Banasthali Vid-

yapith. Professor B.H. Deodhar,

agree with that claim?

"I don't agree at all", says he

most emphatically, and adds: "In

India, according to our oldtradi-

tions, almost all the sciences are

written in verse, and stories have

been constructed with gods and

goddesses so that it is very easy

to remember these sciences."

When did that happen?, he was

asked:

"At the outset; but the signifi-

cance of all that is now forgotten,

By Or. Rosette Renshaw

or it is lessened", he replied

and went on to say:

"Still, people who are not edu-

cated or enlightened speak a lot

of gods and goddesses and ragas

in their purity and all that Yet

many of these ragas have under-

gone many changes during the

last 400 or 500 years. And I

personally don't believe that if

a Westerner does not know any-

thing about the gods and goddes-

ses he will fail to enjoy (our

music), provided he studies the

principles and understands how to

listen to it"

To a further question about

what the Western listener should

try to grasp, the Hindu scholar

replied: "The musical construc-

tion".

Exclusively? came the final

A Shot in the Arm
As a special introductory offer, I plan to review

three records for the price of one. If, within

•twelve days, you are not completely satisfied,

drop me a line and a donation will be made, in

your name, to the Mungo Park Fan Club of AI-

burquerque, New Mexico.

Enough. Today, or whatever, I'd like to talk a-

bou-L rock and blues, and in particular, the Cream

who are reviving this musical form just as the

Beatles did in 1964. Since then, however, rock

has been submerged by a brand of music that can

only be described as a large-scale put on. Among
these is a number by the West Coast Pop Art Ex-

perimental Band called "Prelude to World War
Three" which is nothing more than several min-

utes of deathly silence,

On WHEELS OF FIRE, their besit album to dafte

the Cream offer a variety of driving, funky rock

and urban blues. "Spoonful", and Old Willie Dix-

on number, performed Live at the Fillmore, is a

tribute to the musicianship of Mssr. Clapton,

Bruce and Baker. The whole thing is held togeth-

er by Baker's solid bass drum, allowing Clapton

and Bruce to improvize for any length of time.

The song is mostly done in double Lime and the

return to the original rhythm is done so perfectly

smoothly that it takes several seconds to realize

that the change has been made.
"Toad", also performed live, was written by

Ginger Baker for Ginger Baker. Any drummers
out there could listen for the smooth flam be-

tween Baker's snare and bass pedal. For those

who know nothing about flams, there are some
other interesting features to be heard. Baker not
only keeps the beat and effectively shows off, but
manages to keep the melody. By tuning his drums
differently he is able to reproduce the recurring
guitar-bass phrase. Listen for it.

DISRAELI GEARS is the poorest of the Cream
albums. It contains more than its share of trash

and there are a few that are only mediocre. Then-

hit single "Sunshine of Your Love", with its

simple chromatic run that lingers in your mand,

is on this album. There is also "Ouitside Woman
Blues", a traditional blues number done in a

poor fashion. The Cream do show, however, that

somewhere inside their bluesy, funky exteriors

(somewhere near the left ventricle) there is a

pant of them that is truly English and steeped in

the tradition of English music hall. "Mothers

Lament" is the manifestation of this organ and

is the only Cream song my daddy liked.

FRESH OREAM was the first offering by the

Cream. On it, we get a shortened version of

"Spoonful". It is different in that it was produc-

ed in a sludio and contains the not too spectacu-

lar harp (harmonica!) playing of Jack Bruce.

"Four Until Late", written by Robert Johnson

(my hero) is somewhere between soft rock and

country and western, and is actually quite a pleas-

ant sound. I couldn't talk about this album prop-

erly without mentioning the diabological "1 m So

Glad" Don't pjay this one too many times in suc-

cession for Polydor is not responsible for its ef-

fee.s on the central nervous system.

Throughout all of these albums, the musician-

ship of Mr. Claplon is quite evident. He is, with-

out doubt, one of the greatest White blues guatar-

pists today. Jack Bruce relies mostly on the con-

ventional chromatic bass run with the effect of

unifying the Cream's sounds. In the live perform-

ances Bruce shows hi= stuff throwing in off beats

and even ohords which is different but hard on

the speakers.
. , . .......

All of these albums are worth buying ]ust for

the sheer talent of this trio. Blues fans can only

rave about WHEELS OF FIRE. The Cream are,

without doubt, the shot in the arm that pop

music needs.

TUESPAY
'
007 8 A

11:30-2:30 "Ram & Ewe" Coffee-

house. Between Grant and
Ontario Halls. Every day.

4:30 Men's Intermural Track

and Field Meet. Outer Ath-

letic Field.

7:00 C.U.S.O. returning volunteer

from Africa will give talk

and show slides. All wel-

come. International Centre.

7:00 Movie. Albert Finney and
Audrey Hepburn in "Two
For the Road". Dunning

Hall.

7:00 Queen's Chorus Rehearsal.

2nd Floor, Convocation

Hall.

10:00 Movie. Albert Finney and

Audrey Hepburn in "Two
For the Road". Dunning

Hail.

| WEDNESDAY, OCT. 9
^

12:30 Professor Legault of Politic-

al Studies will speak on the

"Principles of Peace Keep-

ing". All are welcome to

attend at the International

Centre.

7:00 Queen's Camera Club. Lec-

ture on Darkroom Techni-

que by a visiting profession-

al from Toronto. Room 1W
of I>inning Hall.

7:30 Open meeting of Student-

Faculty sub-conandttees on

Student Calendar, Liaison

with Departments, and
Orientation. Red Room of

Kingston Hall.

7:30 Organizational meeting for

all (male and female) in-

terested in Queen's Orien-

teering and Jogging club.

Room 7 of gymnasium.

9:00-12:00 Folk singing on the

Terrace of Library

query, that is to say the musical

construction completely dissoci-

ated from any philosophical or

religious connotation? "Yes"
answered Professor Deodhar.

Another Hindu authority, the

virtuoso of the sitar who needs

no introduction in America, Ravi

Shankar, was also asked how he

felt about the oft repeated state-

ment that no Western listener can

possibly enjoy I n d i ah music un-

less he is well acquainted with

the philosophy and the mythology

of India, Thoroughly familiar with

the reaction of Western audiences

to his performances, Ravi Shan-

kar put it in a nutshell:

"The beautiful, the good, the

real in music go straight home,

and all these philosophical and

mythological frills are unneces-

sary."

THURSDAY, OCT. 10

7:00 Movie. James Cobum in

"The President's Analyst".

Dunning Hall.

7:30 Students interested in or-

ganizing a "Noon Hour Con-

cert" series, featuring local

talent, are invited to a
meeting at the Division of

Concerts in the Old Arts

Building.

The Strength of the
University

Claude T. Bissell

University of Toronto Press

$1.95

Education: Act or process of

educating; the impartBiion or

acquisition of knowledge, shall

or development of character, as

by study or discipline.

Education is a bag thing at

the moment. Cocktail party-go-

ers are already abandoning Sar-

tre for Hall-Dennis. Here at

Queen's the multiversity is re-

putedly a topic of conversation

more popular even than Ban
Righ food.

Once a person is admitted to

university he is automatically

assumed to be deeply interested

in education and dedicated to

bettering it. More often than not,

what the student is truly com-
mitted to is the football team.

However, anybody interested,

even on the surface level, in

education and where it's going

is directed to two fairly new
books, Claude Bissell's The
Strength of the University and
The University Game, edited by
Howard Adelman and Dennis
Lee.

Education is what these books

purport to be about. Don't be-

lieve a word of it To some ex-

tent they are concerned with
university education which, as
Adelman and Lee make clear, is

a different thing altogether.

Mostly, though, they're about
university structure and admin-
istration.

The University Game, a coll-

ection of ten essays, is a critical

8:00 Meeting of Graduate Wives

Club. Guest speaker will

be Mrs. Margaret Angus,

who will talk about Histor-

ical Buildings in Kingston.

Graduate House, 211 Stuart

St.

8:00 Film of the Maharishi at

Harvard followed by Joe

Barr, instructor of The Stu-

dents International Medita-

tion Society on Transcen-

dental Meditation. Dunning

Hall basement.

8:00 Lecture "Why Not Think

For Yourself" by Martin

Heafer, Theatre D, Mac-

Donald Hall,

10:00 Movie,

lyst",

bourn.

"President's Ana-
starring James Co
Dunning Hall.

The University Game
edited Adelman & Lee

Anansi $2.50

analysis of the modern univers-

ity, contending basically that

Education and University are

never seen in each other's com-
pany any more. Universities are

now the slaves of the national

economy and have been reduced

to the assembly-line production

of B-A.'s.

A fascinating, deliberately

provocative book, The Univers-

ity Game is hampered only by
the faulty logic and narrow
opinions of some of the contrib-

utors. There is a general tend-

ency to demand that people who
want to study acting, set-design-

ing, ceramics, or basket-weaving
be given the status of a degree
and then turn around to con-

demn the university for doing

so. Similarly, The University

Game essays attack modern uni-

versities for not being centres

of theoretic knowledge as they

were of Old and damn research

professors and the university as

a whole for being out of touch
with the world.

Are the universities really to

blame for giving degrees to in-

surance salesmen and car deal-

ers or is the fault that of an Es-

tablishment which demands
them?

Nevertheless, The University

Game is well worth reading and
especiaflly noteworthy are "The

Community of the University",

a coaopeHing study by Donald J.

McCulloch of administration-

professor - student relation-

ships, Dennis Lee's "Getting to

to Rochdale" and Howard Adel-

man's "In Search of the Univer-

sity."

Claude Bissell, has not been
so foolhardy as to reply to the

criticism directly. The Strength

of the University offers eigh-

teen speeches, rational in tone,

Uterafcely and lucidly writ/ten

and printed in the large type of

a Grade Two reading book.

Despite the preoccupation

with the multiversity in The
University Game and The
Strength of the University the

points raised are just as applic-

able and interesting to people

on smaller campuses. Read
them both for a good back-

ground in the debate of the

year.
.
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Yay, Toronto (weekend)

!

By JOHN MAfllE

It was just lovely.

The whole thing.

The Lord Simcoe; Yorkville;

the game; everything.

But especially all the kids,

Must have been half the campus.
They sold out 2,500 tickets here

by Friday night and there was a
line-up outside varsity stadium

from ten o'clock Saturday morn-
ing.

Hey, who burnt the 'Q' in the

grass in the end zone? Nice

job.

Yorkville looked like Queen's

Campus West Friday night Ad-
riane would have felt at home.
Think of the excitingnew courses
that could be offered at the Mynah
Bird, It would probably do a lot

of Queen's girls good to take

a half course In, say, Topless

Olo.

A lot of guys were pretty

well snapped. The cops were all

right, though. No motor cycles

of billy clubs this year.

I guess everybody got back

to the hotel without any unsched-

uled stopovers at the precinct

house. But some managed a

visit later on.

They say the sixth floor was
as bad as the King Eddie last

year. The boys in blue had to

be called in to salvage the walls.

The place was wall-to-wall in

broken glass. Well, anyway, there

were a lot of broken bottles.

Did anybody get over to Cen-

tre Island in the morning? Was
anybody in any condition to find

Centre Island in the morning?

But what a gamel What ateaml

I mean, It would have been great

just to win in a close game.

But 35-01

It was a joke by halftime.

27-0. We had 16 first downs,

they had 4. We had 230 yards

in total offense, they had 76.

We were 9-15 passing, they were

0-4.

And the defense. Theron Craig,

Derek Orr, Jimmy Talt, the back-

field. All great.

But Doug Walker. The poor
Blues looked like they were try-
ing to move a tree. He was
living in their backfield.

The offense was perfection,

They were all great. But how
about Alan Strader replacing
Jamie Johnston for such an im-
portant game and scoring two
touchdowns. Fantastic.

The coolest thing was when
the score was 33-0 and Don
Bayne tried to set up that rookie
halfback for a touchdown. Could
have sworn he was over that

first time.

The crowd, though. From the

opening kickoff all that could be
heard from the press box was
'Oil Thigh Na Banrigan...* They
were beautiful, a huge mass of

jumping, screaming, living col-

our, red, blue and gold.

I think they set some kind of

record for getting the goalposts.

The first one looked like It was
grabbed by a giant hand and

crushed.

But why wasn't there a par-
ade?

Everybody back to the hotel.

What were all those high school

fraternity and sorority kids doing

on the fourth floor? It looked

like a teeny-boppers' convention.

What a laugh when that engin-

eer told one she'd be all right,

she just needed a dry diaper.

Everybody had their own way
of celebrating. One fine son of

Queen's stood up his regular

babe and hustled a young Lola

from U of T, who happened to be

from his home town and for

whom he's had the hots ever

since the third grade.

And then there was the tad

who sat In his room with a bunch
of his buddies, calling them all

drunken bums as he practically

drank himself Into a coma.

Somebody tried to bounce a
tray full of bottles off of the
wall at the end of the hall on
fourth floor, with predictable re-
sults.

One of the cheerleaders (male)
tried surfing down the hall. Some-
body would count down (4. .look
out! 3 . . .hang ten GordI 2. . .)

and he'd sprint about twenty
yards, skid maybe ten-fifteen
feet, and wipe out. FunI

One engineer quick-hustled in-

to a room and slammed thedoor.
He grinned and after Introduc-

tions all around he explained that

the boys In blue had arrived at

the sixth floor and were working

their way down.

Things were pretty quiet after

midnight. But in general it would

have to be said that another hotel

bit the dust. But, in a way. Queen's
students bit the dust, too. It will

probably have to be a new hotel

again next year.

But how can they complain?At

least no T.V. sets went out the

window. That assistant manager
was over doing it when he asked

some kids to quiet down Satur-

day night so they wouldn't have

another riot like Friday,

So everybody staggered back

into dear old Kingston on Sun-

day, withvislons of College Bowls

dancing in their heads. Which Is

excusable, even tho' there are a

lot of tough games to play, ?roal

posts to collect and hotels to

conquer.

Especially away at McGlll, aye

fans?

Photos by

CHRIS CLARKE

and

STEVE MULHALL
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Rugger 'Firsts' sweep York

On a cold Saturday's morning

in Toronto, Queen'6 Rugger first

XV made their debut of the offi-

cial season by achieving a re-

sounding 36-0 victory over

York's firsts. The magnitude of

the score is a reflection not so

much of the relative difference in

strength of the two teams, but of

Queen's ability to make the most

of their chances. After a few

near scores, Andy Page scored

the first try by picking up a

loose ball and diving over the

line; Ron Eastall converted mak-

ing the score 5-0. After twenty

minutes a series of quick passes

among the backs resulted inatry

by Rick Thomas in the corner.

Eastall converted with a magni-

ficent kick from the touchline.

Ten minutes later the Thomas-

Eastal) combination againproved

effective as another good try by

Thomas was converted by

Eastall. This third goal left the

score at half time 15-0.

Early in the second half Chip

Dury, who up until this point

had not shown up much, broke

through a tackle on the half-way

line, swerved inside and outpaced

his opponents to the line; so far

this season Dury has produced

one such dazzling run per game.

(Consistency is a virtue. Chip,

but two would be nice!) Eastall

raised the score to 20 points

with his fourth successive con-

version. Ten minutes later the

dutiful Thomas scored his third

try after an excellent move among

the backs. This time Eastall's

charmed foot failed him, leaving

the score at 23-0.

By this point in the game,

Queen's had well and truly got

the measure of their opponents

and from here on the scores came

thick and fast. The sixth try of

the game was scored whenBryan

Currah charged through half the

opposing team before throwing

an overhead pass to Eastall who

scored between the posts, and

then proceeded to convert his

own try thus making the scort

28-0. Larry Thorsteinson scorec

the next try after a cale of "ma
aux doigts" conversion. The final

try was the result of supert

efforts on the parts of Shelley

and Currah. Seeing the opposing

wing-forwards coming up quick-

ly, Currah wisely held on to the

ball, before letting it out to Shel-

ley who did not encounter much
opposition in his 30 yard sprint

for the line; it appeared that

by this time the York players

felt that they had gone through

quite enough without adding sui-

cide to injury by attempting to

stop the charging Shelley. Page

made it 36-0 with a good kick.

The forwards did some sterling

work both in the line-outs and

scrums; the front row combina-

tion of Pete Taylor, Mike Dollack

and Dave Cook looked particu-

larly good. Next week Queen's

will face their toughest opposi-

tion of the season when they play

McGill in Kingston.

Rugger 'Seconds' lose

Queen's Rugger Seconds were

unfortunate in losing their first

game of the season to Toronto

Seconds XV on Saturday. After

a mostpromising showing in their

two exhibition gamas, the team

did not click quite well in this

game. The main reason for the

defeat lay in the fact that Toronto

was much tougher meat than

either McMaster or Guelph.

Toronto opened the scoring

after twenty minutes with a fine

try and conversion. A few minutes

before halftime Queen's made the

score 5-5 through a good try by

Gervan, and a conversion by Mc-
Neill.

The second half was marked
by some excellent running and

tackling on the part of Crozier

and Smith. In the forwards, the

second row of Davis and Davidson

are proving themselves to be

outstanding players, the former

in his loose work and the latter

in his line-out jumping. After

twenty minutes
k Toronto made the

score 8-5 through a penalty kick,

the final outcome of the game,
however, remained the the bal-

ance until the final whistle.

DEATH

At the Varsity Stadium in

Toronto on Saturday, Octo-

ber 6, 1968, Varsity Blues,

100 St. George St., Toronto.
Ontario, in its 75m year.

Death came suddenly and
without warning. Funeral
services were held on the
sixth floor of the Lord Sim-
coe Hotel on Saturday eve-

ning, the Jock's Padre pre-

siding. Surviving are Mc-
Gill Redmen, McMaster
Maurader, and Waterloo
Warrior.

MH.GR, DAVE ELLIS —Mulhall

Harriers

The Queen's Harrier teams
placed second and fifth at the

RMC Invitational Harrier meet
held Saturday afternoon.

A strong team from the Uni-

versity of Guelph swept the first

three individual places to give

UG the team title. Guelph'sGrant

McLaren set a course record of

22:11 over the 4 1/2 mile hilly

course. Gael's Brian Wilson
placed fourth with a time of

23:32 in a very close race behind
the second and third runners who
out sprinted Wilson at the finish-

Queen's A team placed Dave
Ellis, 8th; Bill Houston, 9th;

Craig Lennox, 10; and B. Mac-
Donald, 11th.

Queen's B team settled for

fifth behind Guelph's B and RMC
but ahead of CMR, RMC "B",
Lakeshore Track Club andBrock
University.

Sailing victory for Sandy and Pet*?

CHRIS CLARKE

Hockey
By BRUCE McLEOD

After twopractices.CoachBob

Carnegie made his preliminary

appraisals of this year's huge

crop of prospects for the Hockey

Gaels. "Some of the first-year

players have been especially im-

pressive", Coach Carnegie after

a strenuous Wednesday night

workout.

Another aspect of the first

two practices has been the tre-

mendous spirit shown by all the

players. In skating and shooting

drills, they go all out, ending

up gasping for breath, only to

throw themselves grimly into

the next exercise. They have

been hitting hard, and tempers

sometimes flare, against them-
selves or against other players.

Coach Carnegie will have a

difficult time choosing his final

team. There were 83 players out

for the first practice on Mondav
night, and more than 60 on Wed-
nesday. Fifteen players, those

who obviously would not make the

team, were cut after the first

practice, in order to try to reduce

the mob down to a manageable

size. Before the actual league

season starts, there will be sev-

eral exhibition games, the first

one against Trenton Jr. B*s in

one week.

Swimmers to Gananoque
By ANNE CARSWELL

Feel up to a swim to Gan-
anoque? This is the latest event

which has been organized in wom-
en's swimming. But in order to

avoid congestion in the St. Law-
rence River the distance (which
is twenty-seven miles) will be
covered in the gym pool. Each
girl in residence is encouraged to

swim a few lengths of the pool

during any women's or co-ed free

swimming time, marking her dis-
tance on a chart in the residence.
A running colour chart of the

distances covered by each resi-

dence will be posted in the pool.

The residences will thus be com-
peting to reach Gananoque (or

swim 1900 lengths of the pool).

It sounds like a lot but with

lots of girls from each resi-

dence participating, the task will

be minimized, and besides the

enjoyment of swimming, there's

the added attraction that swim-
ming takes off inches. Any further

information may be obtained from
Cathy Goby or Mrs. Gwynne
Thompson.

Golf By JANINA VANDERPOST

The members of the Queen's
Golf Team qualified last Fri-

day and Saturday in rounds play-

ed at the Cataraqul Golf Club.

The qualifying scores of the

team were: Nick Wright (Cap-

tain) 76-73-74 for a total of 223;

Joe Qulnn 73-77-78-228; Doug.

Bowie 74-77-78-229; Mike Fore-
man 78-75-79-232; and John Lyon
79-79-75-233.

The first four members were
on last year's Ontario-Quebec

Athletic Association champion-

ship team-a team which beat its

nearest rival by more than 20

strokes. The qualifying rounds

of this year produced much bet-

ter scores than those of last

year, and chances of Queen's

bringing back another OQAA
championship are very good In-

deed.

Last year, Queen's hosted the

OQAA Tournament at the Cat-

araqul Golf Club. This year it

will be held at the Richelieu

Valley Golf Club In Montreal on

Oct 10 and 11.
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CRIPES,
WHAT A BALL TEAM
After the 35-0 Gael's slaughter

of Varsity Blues, the Waterloo

coach who had been scouting the

game simply shook his head, mut-
tering as he started out of the

press box, "Cripes, what a ball

team".
This coach exclaimed earlier

In the game, "If the Gaels keep

playing like this, no college team
in the country will be able totouch

them". He felt before the game
started that the Blues would win

by at least two touchdowns, As the

game progressed he sat there In

wonder and, disbelief. The Gaels

were cutting the Blues apart

with the skill of a surgeon.

For the Gaels, the game topped

weeks of hard practice. They

knew what they had to overcome

and concentrated on those weak

spots that had prevented them
from showing their potential in

their first three games. Saturday

they looked like pros. The Gaels

knew that they had a good team

and that they could beat Toronto.j

Queen's went out determined to

deprive the Blues oftheir number

1 ranking.They succeeded beyond

anyone's imagination.

Last week against Western,

the defensive squad won the game.

This weekthe defence playedeven

better than last week. The real

difference, however, was in the

offensive squad. The displaythey

put on while rolling up 451 yards

in total offence was a sight to

see. The offensive line tore gap-

ing holes in the heavier Blues

defensive line. They gave quar-

terback Don Bayne excellent

blocking enabling him to com-

plete 16 of his 25 pass attempts.

On their famous sweep plays,

the Gaels went for long yardage

with guards BobClimie and Brian

Parega leading the way for Alan

Strader and Keith Eaman. Full-

back Ron Clark went through the

centre line for good yardage.

The defence was outstanding

restricting the Blues to 174yards

total offence. The line destroyed

many Blues* rushes. Tackle Doug

Walker had another great game,

breaking through on a number of

occasions to ruinplays. The line-

backers too, played another out-

standing game. Linebackers Jim

Tait and Theron Craig blitzed

the Blues' wide plays.

The defensive backs were on

top of Blues receivers all day.

The Blues were only able to com-
plete two of their passes and the
Gaels picked off two. The few
times that- the Toronto offence

was able to get itself within

scoring range the defence rallied

to stifle their efforts. The fans

sporadic chants, "Toronto's got

a zero" reflectedthe inner satis-

faction of the Gaels as they left

the field at the end of the game.
It is typical of Queen's teams,

that when they lose a player

through injuries, they always

seem to find some one who can

fill in at this spot. On Saturday

Alan Strader was given the oppor-

tunity to play for Jamie Johnston

who was injured. He gained 133

yards for the Gaels and scoring

two touchdowns. Keith Eaman
also scored two touchdowns for

the Gaels and end Don Mclntyre

scored one.

The game started off slowly,

going through what CoachTindall

calls the probingperiod, A crush-

ing tackle by Jim Tait forced

Toronto into a punting situation

giving the ball to the Gaels on

the Queen's 35. From there, the

Gaels marched downfield on the

strength of Alan Strader's fine

running and pass receiving. Then

quarterback Don Bayne com-

pleted a 32 yard pass and run play

to Don Mclntyre for Queen's

first touchdown. Cozac converted

and Gaels led 7-0.

After the kickoff, the ball chan-

ged hands several times. The

Gaels ail this time were gaining

the upper hand over the Blues.

The offensive line was opening

crevasses in the Blues' line.

The Queen's defensive squad was

also doing its best to ruin Var-

sity's afternoon.

Varsity had a first down on

their own 47. As quarterback

Alboini went back to pass, he was

blitzed hard by Theron Craig and

Jim Tait, causing him to fumble,

and George MacKenzie recovered

it on the Biues 11 yard line.

On an unsuccessful sweep

Bayne lost his contact lens. Bill

McNeill came in for a play and

completed a pass to AlanStrader

on the Toronto 1 yard line. Bayne

then passed to Eaman in the end

zone and the Gaels went ahead

13-0. •

After the kickoff Alboini trieda

little bit of Fran Tarkenton in Ms

backfleld. Unsuccessful, Toronto

By ALEX SINKLEY

had to give up the ball. A partially

blocked punt gave the ball to the

Gaels on the Varsity 39. Strader

carried the ball for 18 yards.

Eaman added four, and a Bayne
to Heino Lilies pass was com-
pleted putting Queen's on the

Toronto 6. Strader then followed

Climie and Parnega into the end

zone. Cozac converted and

Queen's led 20-0.

Late in the first half a short

Toronto punt and a no yards

penalty gave the ball to the Gaels

on the Toronto 36. From there,

Bayne passed to Strader and a

successful convert made the half

time score 27-0.

Early in the second half John

Chapman intercepted a pass for

Varsity and returned it to the

Queen's 33 yard line. Walt Sehr

then carried It to the 24. Two
more runs got the ball to the

Gael's 17. Doug Walker then

broke in to knock down a pass.

On the ensuing key third down

play, a pass to Alboini was in-

complete thanks to a fine rush

and a good defensive job on the

receiver.

The teams then changed pos-

session of the ball several times.

A poor Varsity puntgave Queen's

the ball on the Varsity 51. Eaman
and Clark then worked the ball

to the 35 yard line, Dan Mc-

Carthy, coming in for the in-

jured Alan Strader, was caught

behind but on the next play,

Clark ran a drawplay to the 15,

Lilies then carried the ball to

the Blue's 9 on a counter play.

Bayne then passed to Eaman who

ran the ball into the end zone

after entertaining the crowd with

his tackle-evading gymnastics.

Queen's 33-0.

Toronto fumbled the ball on

the second play from scrimmage
after the kickoff, and Derek Orr

recovered. After good carries by

Eaman and McCarthy and a fine

pass reception by Rick Van

Buskirk the Gaels got the ball

to the Toronto 4, McCarthy, try-

ing to score his first touchdown,

had the misfortune of running

into a Toronto defence which was

trying to preserve a little bit of

dignity.

After three unsuccessful at-

tempts, the Blues took over the

ball. However, Doug Walker

caught Alboini in the end zone

forcing him to fumble. The loose

You can't ham It

ball was dropped by a Varsity

player and he was pinned for a

rouge. Queen's went ahead 35-0.

Queen's took the ball from

Varsity after a punt and Eaman,

again demonstrating his open-

field running, carried the ball

from the Varsity 53 to the Queen's

36. Bayne then passed to Van
Buskirk who outfought adefender

for the ball and carried the ball

to the 33 yard line. However, a

Bayne pass to Tom Chown was

intercepted by Bill Stanovic and

he carried It to the Queen's 37.

A Varsity attempt to get on

the scoreboard before the end of

the game was thwarted by an

Interception by Ron Brooks. This

play seemed to finish the game.

The only exciting plays in the

CHRIS CLARKE

last few minutes were a quick

kick by Eaman and a pass inter-

ception by Tumbull.

As the game was coming to Its

conclusion the activities In the

Queen's stands picked up. The
chants of "We are Number 1",

"We want more", and"Toronto's

got a zero" became more dis-

tinct Cherry bombs went off.

And as the last few seconds I

ticked off the Queen's fans pre-

pared for the assault on the

Toronto goal posts which only

lasted a couple of minutes after

the final gun.

The game seemed like a mass

programme of participation as

both the players and the fans did

their share In beating Toronto.

JOCK'S PADRE

—CHR5 CLARKE

The reports of the Toronto

Weekend are filtering into the

Journal office early on press

night Bits and pieces of the

Lord Slmcoe are floating in with

the returning students. Even
though most of them look slightly

hung over, broad grins beam ac-

ross their faces-35-0, 35-0, 35-0

... .1 guess the best thing that

the Jock's Padre could do now
would be to send a condolence

card and pronounce a eulogy for

the Varsity Blues.

Then there are the Toronto

sport's writers who had made

the Blues the dream team to

beat for the Yates Cup In their

preseason write-ups. I wonder

how they will get themselves out

of this one. Actually, the real

contest In Toronto was between

the Golden Gaels rugger lit XV
and the Golden Gaels football

By MURRAY ASPDEN

team In the new game-Who can

score the most against their

opponents? The winner this week-

end by one point Is the Gaels 1st

. XV over the Gaels football team

36-35.

I know that the College Bowl

game seems a long way off and

Frank Tlndall's gentlemen play

their games one at a time, I know

that the otherteams will be trying

to spell Queen's attempts for a

perfect season. I know that Tor-

onto will probably storm into

Richardson Stadium on November

9th trying to reverse their humJjif

iation of this past weekend. I know

it sounds like a dream. . .like the

recently announced plans for the

physical education complex. I

KNOW that If the team continues

to show the spirit and determina-

tion like it did In Toronto, we will

be Number ONE at the end of the

season.
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546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

Pass It On
Would you believe it? A lot of people

aren't aware of the fact that there are more
Xerox photo-copying machines around than

the one in the library. For instance, the

Student's Typing Service has one. You don't

have to pump dimes into it to make it work,

either. And we supply paper, operating in-

structions (which are easy) and even a secre-

tary to help you (if you need it).

What's more, we're the only place on cam-

pus where you can drop off an essay to be
typed and be confident that the job will be

done well by an experienced and careful typist.

Because we're specialists. And our secretary

is just dying to mimeograph your club an*

nouncements and minutes on our Gestetner

machine.

But a lot of people don't even know that

the Student's Typing Service exists. So pass

it on. And while you're at it, drop in your-

self. We're open 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m., Mon-
day - Friday, in the basement of the Student's

Union.

READ FASTER and

STUDY MORE EFFICIENTLY

NEXT CLASS BEGINS OCTOBER 16th

Come to the Free Public Demonstration

Tomorrow, Wednesday, October 9 7:30 p.m.

at

VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
(across from Richardson Memorial Stadium)

($iu>rn's Irhatittn Union

Tuesday, October 8,

7:30 p.m.

First Coaching Session

Theater C, Law Building

PROKOP'S

Vagabond Steak House srlp
Mon. Filet Mignon $195

Choice 0/ 1 of 3 Styles

Tubs. Sirloin Steak $1.95

Choice of 1 o/ 3 Styles

Full Course Dinners

CLUB 477

One design poster

PERSONALIZED
PERSONALITY

POSTERS 30" x 40"

open
$7.69 COMPLETE

Wed. to Sat. CALL

9 to closing

Entertainment

Weekends
|

TOM EVANS
Arts '71

Refreshments 60c mln. 546-9744

ARTS '71

BY-ELECTION RESULTS

New Female Constable Pattie Merrill

New Mole Social Convenor Tim WllSOn

Evelyn Wood Reading Institute

844 Princess Street! Dial 542-7672
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66They are Alive, Vigorous, Interesting"

V — r J _''J

A Point to

Consider

by Tom Estall

One of Che most persistent in

truders into the lives of stu-

dents is .the battery of questions

that comprise the process of

self examination. It invades ev-

ery territory of our existence,

judges the past, dictates to the

present, and challenges the fu-

ture. The challenge thrust in our

faces is rarely, if ever, one-sided

— hence -the conflict. Making a

choice, from a position of rela-

tive inexperience, is a risk,

sometimes calculated, but al-

ways something of a gamble..

There are attractive features

to every alternative and fre-

quently the appeal of a rejected

course increases in retrospect.

Distressing as this situation

may be, the world we inhabit

demands our commitment to a

life of ever^increasing speciali-

zation. To rationalize our posi-

tion and to derive more than a

normal measure of pleasure

from our lives we may tend to

feign uncommon pride in what

we do. Let us be honest enough

to admit, even to ourselves, that

the choice we made stall exists,

and that the lure of alternatives

still distract our fancies at

times. Students of other disci-

plines are not .the forsaken chil-

dren of Fate we like to think

tihey are Whale we follow our

course they do theirs. The result

is the integrated map we call

society.

The Road Not Taken

I\fir w0 roads diverged in a yellow wood,

And sorry I could not .travel both

And 'be one traveller, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,

And having perhaps the better claim,

Because art was grassy and wanted wear;

Though as for that the passing there

Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay

In leaves no step had trodden black.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

1 doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be tolling ithis with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I —
I took the one less travelled by,

And that has made all the difference.

ROBERT FROST

It is difficult to display

In four short pages the

mosaic that the students

of Medicine compose. This

paper Is like noother Med-

ical Faculty Journal before

It. I hope you will find it

entertaining, interesting,

informative and contro-

versial I would like to

extend a special thanks to

the Journal Staff for their

vital help and to the people

whose articles help paint

this mosaic.

Harold Grossman (Editor)

A Psychiatrist

Looks at Students

"There is a strong awareness among students of a feeling of

alienation from their parents Brttiirudes and standard of values.

There is a parent-student tolerance but also an inability to com-

municate" says Dr. S. Ramesar. assistant professor of psychiatry

at Queen's. He feels, nonetheless, that university students are con-

cerned about what is 'happening and where they are going.

"They are alive, vigorous and interested. Not everyone need

be an activist nor an agitator to show his concern! For example,

we are not all politicians or canvassers .but we still are interested

in exercising our franchise."

Dr. Ramesar compares inter-faculty competition to "sibling

rivalry." "it is a healthy competition, but should not be carried to

such extremes that one's interests are limited." He feels that stu-

dents experience a primary identification with their university

and a secondary one with their own particular faculty. His opinion

of cooperative residences is that .they will provide students with an

opportunity to assume responsibilities as adults.

"Maturation is a long gradual process; restricting one's expo-

sure to their opportunities for developing a sense of adult hetero-

sexual responsibility predicted on or lack trust in the students

ability to respect the privileges given bo them is unaware and

detrimental to a sound relationship with anthonitz figurets". He

feels that at our age we are prepared to race the inter-personal re-

lations involved in cooperative living both between the sexes as

well as between students and administration,

"Students have a sound and healthy approach to the necessity

of erecting social institutions to encompass .technological develop-

ments". Fr. Ramesar exemplifies this statement by stating that the'

student must accept the challenge ithat the Pill presents: his elders

have given no sound answer to this dilemma. "The decision to use

the Pill should be up to the two individuals providing they are

capable of being responsible for their actions". Similarly he feels

ithat it is ridiculous to restrict the experiencing of alcohol until

age twenty-one, with complete prohibition before that age. The
acquisition of cultivated tastes is a gradual process — it should

be begun when the person is ready for it and should be started in

an atmosphere where necessary controls against abuse prevail.

Along the same line or reasoning, he feels that "prevailing attitudes

at Queens' towards sex aren't so bad. Absolute rules are unrealistic

for their interpretation .changes with time and circumstances. Mor-

ality is not heading dn the wrong direction despite the opinions of

some. One always finds a minority of people who will abuse any
privilege; since they are <a minority it is unfair to punish the ma^
jority by abolishing the privilege."

Concerning the education of women at the university, Dr. Ram-
esar believes that "ithe educated, informed female is important for

the well-being and progress of society. Ideally, all women should
be educated to the fullesit of their abilities in any field of endea^
vour. Yet they should be allowed to take time out from their public

careers for fulfilling their biological fundtion (bearing and raising

children) adequately, even if this means taking twelve or twenty
years ito do so. Society needs them for this function and there 'ore

must .be prepared to pay for it; we are rich enough for that arent
we?"

"People fascinate me" says Dr. Ramesar. As he indicated to

us throughout the course of the interview, his fascination has led

to a genuine belief in today's youth striving for integrity in the
search for itruth and 'beauty and an optimistic outlook for the
future of today's youth.

Dr. Ramesar was born in Trinidad where he received his
primary and secondary sckool educaion. After pre-medical
studies at McGill, he .studied medicine in Sheffield, England.
Returning to Trinidad he ran a general practice for nine years.
His longtime interest in psychiatry then led him back to Mc-
Gill for specialist studies in that field. At Queens' since 1965,
he teaches medical students, internes, and residents as well
as nurses and physical and occupation therapists. He also has
a small private practice.
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CHALAZA
S. WATSON
Meds 73

chala

my friend

the night is low

chala

my friend

the night is long

chala

my friend

we walk along

our path
with moist fog

silence of our breath

before the air

darkest transparency

of all

we see

chala

my friend
1 we walk along

dreaming
different dreams
together

on the same star

we see

chala

my friend

some night

our dreams
and ways
speed and motion

may touch again

completing
by chance
our vast dream
unfolding matrix

of no destinies

together

chala

my friend

my friend

chala

WHY GET PREGNANT?
In spite of the supposed sophistics ion

of our modern coKege students, women
are still getting pregnant. Why? I don't

pretend bo understand women. Lord

knows life wou'd be teoribly boring if i

ddd. However, like moot writers, not un

derstanding a topic is no reason not to

write about it. And there are a few medi

cal facts I would like to sneak over.

One reason women acquire unsched-

uled pregnancies may be due to misinfor-

mation or lack of informattion. This is

inexcusable. Books, articles, pamphlet,

and seminars are 'constantly available for

those willing to look for them. The
Planned Parenthood Associatfon in Ot-

Hawa, Toronto, and other large centres

provide contraceptive information freely

on request; though admittedly illegally

under our present antiquated laws. Most
doctors will willingly discuss the topic

wish interested students and indeed -re-

spect the mature responsibility demon-
strated by a woman Who has reasoned

out her situation and decided to seek as-

sistance.

However, all college students are at

least aware of the Pill, yet for any num-

ber of reasons will not procure a pre-

scription. Embarrassment may be one

reason. Single girls are embarrassed to

request the Pill and may be afraid of

friends or relatives discovering that they

are taking them. Indeed she may first

come upon a doctor who is unwilling to

^prescribe the Pill and feels it is his duty

to moralize instead. Surely a woman
should have her attitude well enough es-

tablished so that by the time she se;s

her doctor he would be able to defend
her position, -to avoid this prohlem, some
judicious inquiry amongst her friends

before-hand could probably find the

name of a doctor who accepts her point

of view. At any rate any possible em
barrassmenl she may have to bear while

seeking the Pill will obviously be noth-

ing compared to the problems and em
barrassmenl of an unwanted pregnancy.

Many women still fear unknown physi-

cal effects of the Pill. Without specific

A. E. Knight

cohtra-lndioations and with periodic

cheok-oips permanent physical damage is

almost unknown. Though studies of the

effects over many years are sparse, long

term negative effects are not appearing.

Admittedly minor complaints such as

nausea and vomiting are relatively com-

mon, but these tend to disappear after

the first month. As with most drugs, cer-

tain women are intolerant of the Pill

and are therefore taken off them by their

doctor. The Pill is the sure:t nuthod of

contraception. There are two basic types,

'combined'* and "sequential". The com
bined pills contain both female hor-

mones, estrogen and progesterone in

varying quantities throughout the men-

strual period. To my knowledge there

have been no confirmed pregnancies on

ibhe combined pill, and it appears doubt-

ful that a woman can get pregnant as a

tresulit of missing one of a series of com-

bined pills. However, undesirable side

effects are common wihh the combined
type and the milder sequential may be

preferred in certain women. The sequen-

tial consists of a series of estrogen-con-

taining pills followed by a series of com-
bined pills in the second half of the

period. There have been a few "break-

through pregnancies" reported on the se-

quential type. If a woman finds she can-

not take the Pill there are many other

methods of contraception which with
care and the guidance of a doctor are

almost infallible.

Another factor in woman's hesitancy to

take the Pill is a feeling of premedita-
tion. It is easy to rationalize one nigh;
in bed Well, it was a romantic
evening, I was pretty stoned, he took ad-

vantage of me, il won"t happen again. If

you can't respect your own morals in ih$
harsh light of the morning should you
be sleeping with him? Some women fear

that on the Pill they will lose all inhi-

bitions. What's to stop them from sleep-
ing with every Irving, Bt.rnie and Horace
lihat comes along? Nothing — except
their own well thought-out moral code.

As soldiers at war have an Illusion of
Immortality, woman in love have an Il-

lusion of Impregnability. It's always the

other one who's unlucky and yet, it's

only the toss of a coin that she's not

pregnant. Without any regard to contra-

ception you have approximately one
chance in ten of getting pregnant. In

ithe fertile period as low as one in two.

With the rhythm method, if you're lucky,

maybe one chance in a hundred. Would
you bet those odds for one evening ot

fun against a future of a shotgun wed-
ding ,an illegal abortion or a child given

up for adoption? Perhaps there are few
women who consciously or subconscious-

ly want to become pregnant — to catch

a man, to hurt their parents and so on
into the Freudian underworld. They are

the great minority.

Perhaps the saddest pregnancy of all

is the woman who depended on the boy-

friend who couldn't be depended on. A
man who allows his girlfriend to get

pregnant as a result of lack of contracep-

tion must have little respect or consider-

ation for her future welfare. It is a man's

duty to protect her as much as possible.

Coitus interruptus is unreliable, sperm
can escape without ejaculation and with-

out his awareness. The rhythm method
is unreliable; environmental stress can

vary a woman's ovulation time by two
weeks. Orgasm may possibly stimulate

the release of an ovum prematurely. If

the rhythm method must be used it

should be studied in detail and applied

with a second precaution such as vaginal

creams or foams; fairly reliable devices

which can be acquired without prescrip-

tion. Condoms break or slip and in any
case .markedly decrease the pleasure of

either or both partners. (Though they

are still far better than nothing).

There is no excuse for an unwanted
pregnancy. Immaturity and irresponsibil-

ity of students living only within the

framework of the moment is the com-
mon cause. Examine your own moral
standards. If your conclusions call for
birth control, accept your responsibilities,

seek out medical assistance and acquire
the best possible method for your own

(

circumstances.

Unlocking the Door The Medsman is an Artsman

How can a little plastic coil act as a contraceptive?

Have you ever held a human heart in your hands or

gazed in wonder at that mass of white tissue, the brain?

Soon you will have the chance to see and ask. Whether
you have particular interests in contraception, how your

body functions, or even if you were in Yorkville during

the summer's hepatitis outbreak, there will be some-

thing new and interesting to see. What we are really

trying to say is that we've begun working on Open
House for 1969 so we can both stir up your curiosity and
give you something to remember.

What's Going On?
It is my opinion that the AMS and the Queen's Jour-

nal are making a lot of noise about student demands—
parity on university senate committees, open Senate meet-
ings, etc., without much in the way of concrete proposals
about what they hope to accomplish.

It seems to me that such demands at present repre-
sent the views of a very limited number of students.
If the AMS wants to involve a majority of the students
they are supposed to represent, they are going to have
to spend less time demanding and more time planning
and explaining.

Even the existing student senators don't seem to know
what their role is. Doesn't it make sense to define that
role (if in fact there is one) before pushing for more
representation? Demanding open Senate meetings seems
to be the popular thing to do at Canadian Universities
just now but beyond the obvious advantage is another
opportunity for the Queen's Journal staff to practise their
"Misquotation Technique" what exactly will this accom-
plish?

Perhaps it would not be too much to ask the AMS
to put down on paper exactly what it hopes to achieve
by parity and open Senate meetings. Maybe if asked
nicely and if they used smaller print the Queen's Journal
could squeeze this report into some corner not taken up
by woeful tales of High School Students or other equal-
ly pertinent concerns.

LINDA MAYHEW,
Meds '71

Against arguments that doctors

of medicine are but highly train-

ed technicians, lacking com-

passion, narrow-minded, self-

centered etc., we take this op-

portunity to emphasize their

social awareness and varied hu-

manitarian interests, both past

and present Mercenaries exist

as in all social strata but the

profession of medicine still holds

the elimination of disease in all

its aspects as its ideal, and it

is realized that the health of

Man is not restricted to the body

per se. Modern medicine now

views the human organism in

relation to his social, cultural

and psychological environment

Each of us had a right to pur-

sue our capabilities and plea-

sures In harmony with others,

and medicine, in this age, is

allowing us to do so.

The achievements of medical

science are well known and in

technologically advanced areas

Man Is living longer and with

fewer diseases. All people do

not share this fortune, and many
doctors and para- medical per-

sonnel are seeking to distribute

the health-wealthofthe Twen-
tieth Century. Among these, Dr.

Richard Stack has formed a

college of surgery In Saigon (un-

til recently, living at his own
expense) despite the 3,000 dollar

price tag the Viet Cong put upon

his life. Also, Dr. Wayne Mc-
Kinny is carrying on the work
of Dr. Tom Dooley, on a medical

houseboat In Laos.

Many doctors work unnoticed

In research on the sophisticated

ailments still plaguing us. They

strive to advance medical science

for Man's benefit, continuing the^

discoveries of mensuchasLeeu-
wenhoek, von Helmholtz, Harvey,

Lord Lister, Pasteur, Banting

and Best

The application of this know-

ledge has also required pioneers

such as Florence Nightingale in

the Crimea, Dr. Norman Be-

thune in Spain and China, and

Dr. Wilfred Grenfell in New-

foundland and Labrador.

The medical man's contri-

bution directly to the arts and

social progress has been sign-

ificant and we mention doctors

John Locke, Oliver Wendell Hol-

mes, Sigmund Freud, Jean Paul-

Marat, Francois Rabelais, Have-

lock Ellis and Che Guevara as

well-known examples,

Today, the doctor of medicine

is aided by social workers, psy,-

chologists and laboratory tech-

nicians in maintaining our pro-

per interaction with our envir-

onment
Medicine is a study of Man

and those involved in this have

contributed more than biological

knowledge.

In this time of social unrest,

the doctor needs an appreciation

of his profession's contributions

in the arts and sciences, their

examples of the balance of hu-

manity and science in his work,

the social sensitivity and tech-

nical skill demanded.

"Medicine Is an art, science

was added out of necessity."

DOUG HAMM
MEDS '72
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Micro-Macro Vision

T. DE JAGER,

Meds 71

Through the fens of the domestic
threshold,'

, focused,
dog eat dog,
big fish eat little fish,

and the class pecking order.

Singed at my natal hearth
I wended wearily, warily
away
to the world.

Where my pubescent nightmare
was
projected
in supercarnal panavision.

So now,
I'm a bit

withdrawn,
if not
Solitudinous.

Today, in intensive-care units across

Canada patients are being kept alive

by machines which breathe, pump blood,

treat body fluids, evacuate waste and

administer food and drugs. In many cases,

the unconscious patient is little more
than an embryo in a million-dollar womb
of glittering apparatus. He may fall in

and out of consciousness and unable to

communicate for weeks.

There are many times when the doctor

remembers that this is not merely a

"patient" but another human being plugged

into impersonal machinery. In conscious

patients, suffering may be very evident,

although they are mute and artificially

ventilated. Even In unconscious patients,

there may be signs of suffering as treat-

ment continues.

In the face of such obvious physical

and mental trauma, should the doctor

continue an apparently hopeless struggle?

Is he justified in experimenting with new

treatments? Can he stop a course of

treatment knowing that in all probability,

it will end the patient's life? Does he

have the right to pull the plug, a phrase

familiar to most doctors.

The doctor's classic code is the Hippo-

cratic Oath, a code of medical ethics

written 400 years BX. by practising

physicians. In adhering to its principles,

doctors are sworn to preserve life above

all.

But, do the straightforward absolutes

of the Hippocratic Oath answer all

questions created for today's doctors by

rapid development in medical technology.

The question is not only philosophical

but practical for the doctor who has to

deal with an actual situation. Even if

he consults the patient's relatives, he

is looked to for guidance. The very way

he presents a case almost dictates the

layman's response. In actuality then,

"no matter what opinions clerics or lay

people may have the doctor Is in charge

and his decision prevails".

Leaving the decision up to the patient

is no solution at all. One can argue that

to give the patient a chance often is not

in his best interest. Faith in the doctor

is a potent psychological factor In in-

creasing the patient's chances of sur-

vival. The latter Is amply demonstrated

by the "placebo" effect. However, if the

power of suggestion plays such a sign-

ificant role in the response of a patient,

to present him with a choice of treat-

ment could have a negative effectl Thus,

confidence In the doctor is essential.

This inadvertently places the doctor in

the role of a deity, but If it prolongs a

patient's useful life, thlsfaithlnadoctor's

ability has served a useful functionl

A major problem with leaving the choice

of treatment up to the patient Is that

ability to judge objectively Is affected

by serious illness, thus Invalidating his

decision. The Inescapable conclusion

therefore is to leave the decision up to

Inside Comment

it sure is a

tight squeeze in here, luv.

no, i never thought

for The two of us
in the limited expanse
of my wrangler pants . . .

s. d. watson, meds '73

Sharing the Decision

the doctor who then considers all factors

carefully, but, - where can the doctor

look for guidance?

The law provides few answers to the

dilemma. In past medico-legal cases,

"good" medical practice has been equ-

ated with traditional treatment However,

advances in medicine have been so rapid

in recent years that many treatments

based on sound medical principles are so

new that they can hardly be described as

traditional. Thus a new treatment that has

not received widespread acceptance leaves

a physician open to a law-suit. If the case

came to court, how can a judge and jury

determine whether a particular treatment

Is or Is not justified.

The law, as It now stands not only

places the doctor in a difficult position;

it Is so out-dated it conceivably could be

applied in any area of medical science

where there Is experimentation. Experi-

mentation, by its very definition, involves

the use of new drugs and new therapy

where there is no generally accepted

practice could open new avenues of

therapy. However, experimentation Is bur-

dened with uncertainties.

Experimental development of much new

treatment also requires that only certain

patients should receive it Which ones?

Which patients are to be used to prove

the effectiveness of the new treatment If

neople die as a result of experimentation,

everyone would be quick to denounce the

investigators. The criticism of heart

transplants supports the latter view. Since

new techniques are used in emergency

situations where It Is impossible toobtain

the consent of patients, these attempts

are in a certain sense, unethical.

Some authorities argue that the progress

of science demands that patients

kept alive as long as possible Even if

the patient eventually and often Inevitably

dies these authorities would claim the

knowledge gained during the treatment

justifies the basic decision. There are

pitfalls In this line of thinking. In the

interest of science, human beings come to

be regarded as means, not endB In thelr

own rlghtl Here, the impersonal nature

of science - science itself contains no

inherent compassionate values - comes

into conflict with the moral objective of

medicine. Thus, there is a risk that

prolonging the life of a critically 111,

unconscious patient might amount to little

more than an exercise in science.

It would be misleading to overempha-

size the importance that doctors place

on the progress of medical science. The

doctors foremost concern should be and is

the preservation of the patient's life so

that he may be restored to a reasonably

healthful and useful existence. The road

to treatment Is often not clear; the treat-

ment Itself may be traumatic, or the use-

fulness of the treatment is in doubt It is

my opinion that doctors are keenly aware

of these problems.

"Good" doctors respond by sayingthat,

to them, the patient Is a living one, not

a dying one. It is most difficult to predict

with accuracy which patient will survive.

The latter Is further complexed by the

multitude of unknown and unpredictable

factors In human disease. In actual pract-

ice, the question of turning off the machine

does not often arise; either the patient

Improves or complications Intervene. Dis-

eases usually don't remain stable. They

get better or worse.

Even a doctor with such a clear-cut

approach might run into problems If he Is

confronted with two critically 111 patients

and the equipment to treat only one.

Decisions are being made In hospitals

every day on such questions as who will

use the limited number of artificial kidney

machines. The great tragedy is that
doctors are having to decide these cases

In Isolation, usually without the benefit

of guidance from the law or religion, or

the possibility of guidance arising from

active debate in society In general.

Achievements of medicine In the pro-

longation of human life are reported

dally through the mass communication

media. Of equal importance, buttheobject

of far less attention, are the moral and

ethical issues raised by these advances.

Even in medical literature, the above con-

siderations have not yet been fully dis-

cussed!

The responsibility of the mass media

and the population as a whole is to ask

the question: What is life? An embryo

nourished outside its mother's body - Is,

this life? Is permitting it to die murder?

At the other end of the continuum, Is a

person existing in an almost similar

condition, a person being kept alive art-

ificially (with a respirator) - Is that

life? Is mere "vital" existence or brea-

thing an adequate definition?

Some clinicians privately feel that any-

thing which destroys one's integrity, self-

possession and personality could provide

sufficient grounds for not wanting to

continue living. These concepts signify

intangible poorly defined human values,

but they point out that the mere fact of

breathing, for example, is not living.

Often, the quality of a person's life Is

forgotten In the debate about prolonging

life only quantitatively, in time.

Public attention has recently focused

on these very questions. On the subject

of experimentation, Dr. A. Freud of the

Harvard Law School, In a speech to the

Harvard Medical School criticized doctors

for containing these questions within their

profession. "It behooves the medicalpro-

fesslon to take the public Into its con-

fidence and to educate public opinion

rather than to risk the shock and ex-

plosion of pent-up revulsion if the lid Is

pressed down on information and then

blown up by a melodramatic case

The primary step is to recognize that

difficult moral problems do exist of which

help and guidance should be sought from

many sources".

The American Medical Association In

1961 established a department of Medicine

and Religion to foster discussions on

"machlne-medlclne" problems. That was

almost eight years ago, but to this day,

there is still no real dialogue between

clerics and doctors; the church and society

simply have no awareness of the new

problems facing doctors and unfortunately,

doctors appear to be doing little to Inform

them.

If there is ever to be an intelligent

debate in this area, society as a whole,

witY the help of the medical profession

must be made aware of the real problem

at hand. Each Individual must realize

that some day, at any moment, the

questions might be of crucial Importance

to HIM.
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Medsman At Queen's

By J. Eric Watfi

MEDS *71

In the course of a recent

conversation a friend of mine

told me "As far as I'm con-

cerned, Queen's University is

something I pass by twice daily

on my way to and from the

hospital." While admittedly

over-simplifying the sit-

uation, this comment pinpoint-

ed the fact that by the time

he reaches second medical

year, the medical student has

crossed a definite boundary in

his relationship with the uni-

versity community. His sense

of belonging Is markedly re-

duced as It becomes increas-

ingly difficult to identify with

students in other faculties.

From this position, the med-

ical student looks back upon

years of boring basic science,

and ahead with a sense of ex-

citement and expectation to

applying this science in a

clinical situation. No other

university course has this ad-

vantage to the same degree,

but then, no undergraduate

course is as long. We see two

generations of general Arts

students arrive and graduate

during our stay at Queen's.

The medical student is not

just an older, more mature

premedical student; his sense

of direction has been altered.

This sense of isolation

builds slowly from the very

beginning of his university

education, and begins subtly.

The medical student is here

to learn the tools of his pro-

fession, and is reminded of

this fact constantly. As

a group, medical students are

motivated towards a more

clearly defined goal than other

students. It Is atangible some-

thing beyond the mere letters,

M.D. Long hours in the class-

room, and more of rigorous

study are self-enforced.

What he picks up outside

his immediate focus of Inter-

est along the way is up to the

individual student He Is, as

is everyone else, ultimately

a unique person, but he Is

also part of an insular and

close-knit group learning to

be doctors. This is one pro-

fession which Intimately com-

bines science with human re-

lationships.

In premedical years, he

should make a determined ef-

fort to form an appreciation

for these relationships while

he is still a layman. It is a

tremendous opportunity for

seeing himself as others see

him, and If he Is not care-

ful, It may be Mb last He
should avail himself of the

opportunity for Integrating

into the university community,

seeking what it has to offer,

and carrying his discoveries

Into his future medical years.

It will be very easy later

to regard a patient not as a

suffering individual being who
needs his comfort, but as a

case which presents a chal-

lenge to his scientific thought

processes.

We are very definitely iso-

lated. The Medical Quadrangle

and the Etherington-Richard-

son complex are not frequent-

ed by any other students. The

isolation, begun surreptit-

iously, is continued phys-

ically, and gradually enforced

intellectually. Medical stud-

ents are just not equipped

to discuss the logic of Plato's

Republic, or the literary mer-

its of John Updike's latest

novel, intelligently. Students

In other faculties cannot ap-

preciate in the Bame way the

responsibility we have to-

wards the patients we see In

hospital, or the microscopic

changes observed in a certain

pathological condition.

Yet, we are not without

meaningful contacts In other

faculties, both male and fe-

male. (Most Medsmen do not

marry nurses). It Is through

these relationships that we

must strive to seek a balance

In our lives, and a greater

understanding of the uni-

versity and of, ultimately, the

world. We do make efforts to

join other student activities.

Those of you who attend the

Queen's University Concerts

could, if you bothered, re-

cognize a good number of

medical students In the

audience. We attend many pro-

ductions of the Drama Club,

although we wonder If some of

the bearded long-hairs In the

audience are for real.

Our fierce Faculty pride

iB evident in athletics. We

were Bews Champions in

waterpolo last year. Our

faculty is well represented

on the Intercollegiate hockey,

basketball and football Gaels.

Some of our members are

active In student government,

representing our unique view-

point on the A.M.S., and the

interest of the whole student

body on the Senate. Our small

size has the advantage of close

student-faculty co-operation.

Meaningful Improvements and

tangible progress in mutual

understanding have occurred,

and are continuing to occur.

So in our sense of having

left the mainstream of the

University community, we do

not feel any particular sense

of loss. After all, the com-

munity Is often just a group

of houses whose Inhabitants

use the same streets, and

sometimes say hello. We have

our own group, and we under-

stand each other better than

anyone else possibly could.

Yet we acknowledge by our

concern that this Is not

necessarily the best situation.

While it suits like a com-

fortable glove,, we have things

to share with the university

community as you do with us.

All of us here at university

are, after all, students, and

this is a common denominator

for communication. We would

like to hear from youl

AESCULAPIAN PRESIDENT

SPEAKS
I would like to take this opportunity to

thank our Formal Convener, David Allison,

for all his work through the past mon:hs.

As a result of his efforts I am sure tonight

will remain in our minds as one of the

memorable occasions of the year.

In aotual fact, the entire year could be

(thought of as memorable. For example, the

Aesculapian Society for the first time is

having full student representation on Fac-

ulty committees, and as well we are now on
'the eve of the 'full 12 month-final year".

In such a period of progressive changes, the

time has come for a revision of student at-

titude. I do not tihink we can afford to sit

back and wait for a degree with relaxed

complacency. Instead, we must take an ac-

tive interest in our education, its content,

methods and aims. With representation such
Faculty committees as the Curriculum Com-
mittee and the Faculty Board, as we now
have an open line of communlotion for ex-

pression of such matters and it is our duty
to ourselves to use it. This requires the
adoption of a mature and responsible ap-

proach to the issues which will concern us,

both this year and in years to come. I liope

you will consider these remarks and think
•of how you may contribute to the Aescu-
lapian Society and Medicine at Queen's
Undvemsity.

Increase Your Medical Word Power

Words used properly are vital

tools; useful organs in expres-

sing your thoughts. Try using

a few of the SoUowing in con-

versation sometime. Check the

phrase you consider nearest in

meaning to the given word.

1. Mammae
(a) Sabeceous glands with delu-

sions of grandeur.

(b) Benign, tumourous pim-

ples.

(c) A sensuous artefact found

in foreign films.

(d) Keeping abreast of the

times.

2. Syphilis

(a) The title of a poem by

Fracastonous, "Syphilis"

being the name of a shep-

herd, the principal char-

acter of the poem.

(b) An infectious venereal di-

sease passed by sheep, a

general sympton being a
sheepish look.

(c) "Cupid's Itch?

(d) A sound symptomatic of

post-nasal drip.

3. Gynaecology

(a) A disease characterized by
abnormally long digits.

(b) The scientific union of.

playtex and tampax.

(c) A disease induced by an

excessive consumption of

gyn-

(d) A fertile ground for future

research.

4. Lesbian

(a) A dedicated female gyne-

cologist (see Gynecology).

(b) The science of doing the

right job with the wrong

tool.

(c) An elf-like creature in Irish

folklore.

(d) A small town situated

south of Fagotville, Onta-

rio, along Route 69.

5. Phallus

(a) The Greek god of Love

(b) A medical screwdriver

(c) A" conduit for nitrogenous

wastes.

(d) A piece of equipment, es-

sential for a good bedside

manner, which should be

carried with every medical

student's bag.

6. Streptococcus

(a) A naked phallus

(b) A curved berry

(c) A political rally of sore

throat enthusiasts

(d) A "streptomaniac infected

with nymphococcus bacte-

7. Flatus

(a) The answer is blowing in

the wind.

(b) A utensil needed in cheese

cutting and rose picking.

(c) The absence of round-us.

(d) An open letter from the

Secretary of the Interior.

8. Necrophilia

(a) Deadly concern carried to

absurd extremes.

(b) A special service provided

by perverted undertakers.

(c) A virgin's Last Chance.

(d) A final peace in death.

Answers:

I—(a); 2—(a);

-(b); 5—(c);

3—(c);

6-(b)

(Greek); 7—(a); 8—(take

your pick)

Score: *

8-6— you're one of the m-

crowd. and eligible to

apply for a crest from

the International League

of Lechers.

5-3 — There's hope for you

yet, read some good por-

nography.

2-0 — belter have a heart to

heart talk with a medical

student.

Funny Farm.

There was a young lady with

Who went on a date without

parities.

She let herself go
For an hour or so,

And now all her sisters are

aunties.

An eskdmo on his vacation

Took a night off to succumb to

'temptation.

Though the night was half

through
The eskimo was too,

For their nights are of six

months duration.

WEIGHTY QUESTION
Would you say that a buxom
beauty who's wearing a strap-

less bra is not shouldering her
responsibility?

LUCKY STRIKE
"Et has recently been found

that the human ibody contains

sulphur,", said the professor.

"Sulphur!", exclaimed a girl.

"And how much sulphur in a

girl's body?"
"The amount varies", replied

the prof.

"Oh", said liihe girl. "I supp-
ose .(hat's why some of us make
better raatehes than others."

Mary: Did you hear that Louise
had twins? The doctor told her
twins occur only once dn 17,963
times.

Betty: Good heavens! How does
she find time to do her house-
work?

Sack dresses are in again.
Now you can't tell if a girl is

in style or in trouble.

Patient: Will the operation be

dangerous?
Doctor: Don't worry about that.

You can't buy a dangerous op-

eration for $50.

Doctor : Your husband must
have absolute rest, Mrs- Lud-
wdek.

Mrs. Ludwick: But doctor, he

won't listen to me!
Doctor: A very good beginning,

a very good beginning indeed.

A prominent physician in his

mid-seventies was seen one day
by one of his colleagues reading
the Bible. Having never seen
him reading ithe Bible before,

his colleague asked him why.
Looking somewhat contented,

the physician replied, "Just

cramming for my (finals."
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Sit-in planned
Students for a New Univer-

sity want some action. Spec-

ifically, they want an open
senate.

Tbe eighty members of SNU
gave its Action Committee a
mandate at 'Monday's general

meeting to draft a plan of at-

tack to obtain senate open-

ness.

The Alma Mater Society ex-

ecutive have set a precedent

with a motion demanding that

the Senate and its committees

be open just as the AMS is

open — that is, with students

and faculty able to make, sec-

ond and discuss motions.

In accordance with this mo-

tion and with the SNU's prin-

ciples of democratizing uni-

versity structures, the action

committee sent a letter to

Prirripal Deutsch yesterday.

SNU members and other stu-

dents interested in seeing Sen-

ate openness intend to be wait-

ing outside the Collins Room
in Richardson Hall when the

Senate meets on October 24.

They will stay as long as ne-

cessary — until a decision is

made on the question of open-

ing the Senate.

They say that if necessary

they may refuse to let Sena-

tors leave until the decision

has been made.

Deutsch refused to comment

on the letter, saying that as

chairman of the Senate, k

would be "quite improper'' for

him to do so. He said he

would bring it to the attention

of the Senate, and added that

it would be a matter for them

to decide.

,1

OCTOBER 10, 1968

Dr. J. J. Deutsch, Principal

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Dear Dr. Deutsch:

In view of the fact that the senate Is the governing body

of the University In academic matters, and since me Senate

presently operates behind closed doors, we the STUDENTS
FOR A NEW UNIVERSITY, demand that the meetings of the

Senate be made open to the general student and faculty body

In the same manner that the Alma Mater Society meetings

are open. We quote:

"Be it resolved that the AMS definition of open Senate

and Senate committee meetings be meetings which any per-

son may attend, and members of Queen's University (that is,

students, staff and administrators) may move and second

motions and speak to motions, but only members of the

Senate or the Senate committee in question may vote on

motions."

We remind you that this motion was passed overwhelm-

ingly by members of the AMS Executive.

Since the motion for openness will appear on the agenda

of the ne«t meeting of the Senate on October 24, 1968, please

advise us Immediately that the decision Is ma* so that we

can participate Hie rest of the meeting. We will be waiting

outside the Collins Room.
Yours Sincerely,

J. R. S. Ryan, President, SNU

M. N. Elliott, Co-chairman,

Senate Openness Action Committee.

Are you of tbe opinion that the present ffstem of dosed decHon-

uCktug at Board of Trustees, Senate and Faculty Board meeting,

ought to be changed In order that the meeting, be open to the

students and faculty of Queen's Unfrersny?

Rob Ryan Lord, hot, long?

By CHRIS REDMOND

Queen's is considering setting

up a school of urban and region-

al planning.

The new school would con-

solidate courses In city and area

planning presently given In the

departments of geography, polit-

ics, economics, sociology and
civil engineering, as well as

giving new courses In similar

fields.

A proposal for the course,

presented by a committee of

faculty members. Is currently

being considered by a senate

committee.

No official announcement of

the plans has been made, and

the University's public relations

office denied any knowledge of

them.

"Planning now Is way beyond

the physical thing/* Dr. A. Breb-

ner, head of the civil engineering

department and chairman of tbe

committee which made the pro-

posal, pointed out "You don't

plan unless you know what the

hell you're planning for.

"This is one of the problems

In planning we have today.

There's not enough interface bet-

ween the various disciplines."

Graham Andrews, civil engin-

eering professor and committee

member, said, "There are a

number of courses already in

existence which could be adapted

to the programme."

They Include politics courses

In local government administ-

ration and clvli engineering
courses in town planning, he

said.

New subjects offered by the

school would be available to all

students, Andrews said. Ex-

amples of such courses are ur-

ban geography, transportation

planning, the history of planning,

planning law, and architectural

history. They could be given by

various departments, Andrews

added—economics, politics, and

even art history.

The university's expertise
would be available to cities for

their planning, Brebner said. He

pointed out that on a small scale,

civil engineering classes already

do field studies on actual
problems.

"We already have some of the

people in this field active in

the city," Andrews said. He

mentioned politics professorSte-

wart Fyfe, a member of Kings-

ton's planning board, who teaches

a course in local government

administration.

Fyfe said Kingston was an ex-

cellent city for planning studies.

"It's a size of municipality that

you can comprehend. It's an old

city, and yet it has a lot of new

development"

Several faculty members In

similar fields are involved In

planning for university ex-

pansion. Andrews himself is a

member of a committee making
plans for future student resid-

ences.

Martin Meyerson, president of

the State University of New York
at Buffalo, woo will receive an
honorary degree at Queen's next

month, Is • recognised expert

on town planning. While at
Queen's he will lead a seminar
on ethical Issues Involved in
changing the physical environ-
ment

An expert like Meyerson will

be sought to head the new school
If It is approved, Brebner said,

Once senate approval Is given
to the plan it must be considered
by department officials in Tor-
onto, who will decide whether
another programme In this area
should be financed.

Similar programmes exist at

the University ofWaterloo, where
urban planning developed from
the department of geography, and

at the University of Toronto,

where the new school of urban

planning has just separated from
the school of architecture. Breb-
ner said this Illustrates the Inter-

disciplinary feature of urban

planning, the reason for the pro-

posal that an entirely independent

school be formed.

The school would provide a
graduate course, like M.A. and
M.Sc. programmes, leading to

a degree of Master of Urban
and Regional Planning (M.U.
R.P.). Brebner said he hopes the

school will be ready to begin

operation by next fall, with about

15 students In the first year.

The new school's emphasis
will not be as specialized as

those at other universities, Fyfe

said. Graduates of other Canadian

planning schools, he said, "are

so specialized that a number

Dr. S. Fyfe

of planning people are not pre-

pared to hire them."

The school at Queen's will not

require a professional degree

for admission as the other

schools do, he emphasized—the

entrance requirement will simply

be three years of undergraduate

work.

"This would give greater p -o-

spect of developing people who

are oriented toward the social

side," Fyfe said.

He added that urban planning

Is more than simply designing

buildings. "A good deal of what

you're doing with a planner Is

making him sensitive to bis en-

vironment"

Fyfe also pointed out that a
planner must be Involved with

the community, not simply tell

It what to do. "Planners have

been particularly prone at time*

to what I call ts* Jehovah com-
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AMS won't pay $5000 T.O. damage
Queen's students, who report-

edly caused several thousand dol-

lars damage to the Lord Slmcoe

Hotel in Toronto, will not be

disciplined by the Alma Mater

Society, president Chuck Ed-

wards said,

"I do not think the AMS should

get involved in disciplining people

who have breached the civil or

criminal code," Edwards said.

"The present system of AMS
court and AMS constables puts

Queen's students above the law,

which engenders social irrespon-

sibility."

Edwards spoke with Grant Mc-

Carthy, manager of the Lord

Slmcoe, and will visit him some-

time this weekend to discuss the

damage, estimated at $4,000 to

$5,000, produced following the

victory of the Golden Gaels last

Saturday.

At Tuesday's AMS meeting,

Edwards read a list of damages-

doors smashed, signs torn off

walls, numbers torn off room

doors, bathroom fixtures ruined,

telephones ripped off walls, and

rugs ruined by fire extinguisher

fluid.

He said that the AMS could

not be held responsible for the

acts of individuals, but "If we

had chartered the hotel, I would

feel somewhat responsible."

Seven AMS constables were

paid to go to Toronto to protect

the Queen's band, which stayed

Health costs money
The student health fee is bigger this year and so are the benefits,

medical respresentative Al Maloney told the AMS executive Tuesday

night.

The fee is $26 this year; last year it was only $19.

Of this amount $12.60 goes for Insurance; $3 is for life Insurance,

the rest for medical- surgical benefits. A student who opts out of

the plan gets only the $9.60 back.

Student Health Service benefits, which take up the rest of the fee,

are available to all students whether they opt out or not.

The service has Increased its psychiatric staff this year and

added a nurse, a secretary and a doctor. It Is also open 7 1/2 hours

more per week this year.

THIGH-HIGH
Grant Hall, Sat. Oct. 12,

8:30-12:00

Varmits and Soul-Mine

$1.00 p«r person.

3< off for every Inch obove the knee

Prokop's

Vagabond Steak House

Place—477 Princess 544-6164

Atmosphere— a place, not too fancy but rustic and

pleasantly informal

Prices— Full course dinners from $1.75

+ other items available

Open—Sunday 5 - 8:30

Monday & Tuesday 'til 9:30

Wed. to Sat.—after-show snacks available on

these dates after 9:00 'til 1:30

Cafe d'Echecs
Back of Vagabond Steak House

Friday —Dance to the
Bill Bosworth Trio

Saturday! —The Sky
- Rock & Roll

Admission according to entertainment

No admission on Wed. & Thurs.

in a different hotel. Chief con-

stable L.A, Hutchinson said he

knew nothing about what happened

at the Lord Slmcoe, ' 'Some guys

said the Slmcoe was ready for

us and had the rooms stripped of

breakable things," he added.

Edwards said, "I think it would

be a good idea if the AMS helped

the Lord Slmcoe find the people

who did a lot of the damage, by

supplying names and addresses."

Last year Queen's students

were reportedly responsible for

a great deal of damage to Tor-

onto's King Edward-Sheraton Ho-

tel, following a Queen's defeat

The King Edward manager said

he was planning to make everyone

pay In advance and require a

deposit to cover possible dam-
ages,, All reservations from

Kingston were transferred from

the King Edward to the Lord

Simcoe this year, however.

Last year's AMS president,

George Carson, said then that

the body would take no action

on the damage. "Even If we
wanted to pay," he said, "we
just do not have the $2,400."

inttk
leer
PROKOP'S
Vagabond Steak House

477 Princess St.

SPECIAL
TURKEY DINNER
(for Students

lefl in the City)

Soup or Juice

Bread & Butter

Turkey with 2 Vegetables

Mashed Potatoes

Coffee or Tea

Pastry or Ice Cream
42.50

AMS scolded
-Carolyn Peliletaer, senior

medical representative, lash-

ed out at (the Alma Miater So-

ciety and the Queen's Journ-

al alt Tuesday night's A.M.S.

meeting,

Carolyn Peltettier

Members of the A.M.S. "do
not truly represent the

people who put you here,"

she said, adding that, "re-

porting in -the Journal covers

only those views of the 5 or

6 most outspoken on the
A.M.S. and does not truly

represent .the student opinion

at large."

She listed other grievances,

which she said were repre-

sentative of all medical stu-

dents.

On HUSK: "The AMS
should not finance HUSK
and its newspaper if HUSK
cannot support itself."

On an open senate: "We
have spent a lot of time argu-
ing about something of little

consequence."

On priorities: "The priori-

ties chosen do not satisfy im-
mediate needs and do not

realize the whole university

population including minor-
ities must be considered."

"Carolyn, why did you
wait till now?", asked Jan
Licbty, AMS vice-president.

Miss Lichty said Mrs. Pel-

letier should have spoken
up when the issues she men-
tioned were being discussed

at previous AMS meetings.

Mrs. Peliletler said this was
an "Irrelevant question."

Chuck Edwards AMS presi-

dent, said, "I think we faced

the question of priorities

some weeks 'ago
"

Xafaoizw VftarufL
HOTEL

EXCELLENT CVISI1SE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. Steve Amey
Proprietor

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
EXAM
7:00 p.m. Tues-
day, October

22, 1968

Room 222
Ellis hall

Queen's U.

Kingston
-career openings in a variety of functional spec-
ialties

-excellent training opportunities

-information booklet available at your university
placement office or the appropriate office of the
Public Service Commission of Canada.

FOREIGN SERVICE

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Lichty rapped for SNU stress

By HERMAN BAKVtS
Jan [Lichty came close to resigning as Vice-presi-

de ret of the Aima Mater Society Tuesday after
publications "chairman Ross MaoGregor asked her
to ohoose between the AMS and Students for t
New University.

MacGregor said Miss UioHty had made state-
ments over OFRC which were ,

'<ybvw>uisly distfunc-
Bional and harmful to the effectiveness of «hu
body."

Miss Uiohty said 'last Thursday in a CFRC inter-
view that the AMS and the faculty societies were
irrelevant ito Students, but SNU was. In his five
minute speech MacGregor quoted Miss lichty as
toying over CFRC, "I bave to decide as an indi-
vidual where to spend any time 'best — whether
to sit around -the table every Tuesday night for
five hours, or whether <x> get down to the businen
of looking at education."

MacGregor said, "I question the riglht of the
ViceiM-esident of this body to Label the efforts
of the AMS and the f&cuiLfcy societies as irrelevant

to students. If Mies lichty feels the* SNU tholdfe

the key to our future then 1 suggest she relocate

iter efforts."

Miss Lichty, confronted by MacGregoiJB
lion asked for a vote of confidence on which'|p
base her decision. No one made such a motion,
and Mass Lichty and (he rest of the AMS exeouV

'tive were left in an awkward silence.

MacGregor then asked for a clarification of her
position. Ted Parnelil, ASUS president, broke In*

"1 think a lot of gut issues have been discussed

here in the last half 'hour." He said that dn the

future Miss lichty would work more within, the

AMS and that the goals of both the AMS and SNU
were basically similar. He suggested that the issue

he dropped.

MacGregor said after She meeting that he did

not want Miss Lichty's resignation, merely a
clarification of her position. Miss lichty refused

to comment after the meeting.

Edwards new SNU officer
AMS President Chuck Edwards was elected

Treasurer of Students for a New Uraversity at a

general meeting Monday. Edwards commented,
"Thanks '.to my new position, I will be able to keep
in touch with the relevant issues on campus."

Robin Ryan was elected President of SNU and
Michelle Labarre Vice-president.

SNlTs bousing committee presented a motion

at the meeting requesting the administration to

make a long-range plan for student faculty co-ops

and for apartment buildings designed to bring

students and faculty closer together, lit also asked

for shopt^ange planning to cope with the year's .

housing crisis, such" as building temporary quon-

set houses on the west campus and buying motel

reservations in block quantities.

The external relation* committee suggested

SNU make contacts with AiTAK, MoArthur Coll-

ege, The Highschool Union of Students and Ihe

Workers' Education Association.

Suggesting trason with local bade unions, SNU
member Lome Brown said, "I would like to neve

mutual SNU-union support in the event of police

attack against either of our actions."

The internal education committee plans to set

up seminars to study the university power

structure, particularly the Board of Trustees and

its links with the "national power elite."

News briefs from all over

Is Vig '12 coming ... to Thigh High ?

Clench gets title

Ralfe J. Clench Jr., Chief Ex-
amination Proctor, is this year's

Honorary President of the Alma
Mater Society.

Clench said he had not receiv-

ed confirmation of the title and

said he had "no knowledge cf

what the position entailed .

No UGEQ strike yet

BULLETIN

MONTREAL—Militant students

have seized control or are boy-

cotting classes at 16 post-second-

ary schools from Chicouiimi to

Quebec City today. Nine other

colleges and the social science

faculty at the University of Mont-
real are affected as students boy-

cott classes to hold study ses-

sions.

From United Scalp International

The central committee of la

Union General des Btudients

du Quebec voted 'last night not

to call a province-wide student

Strike to support a student oc-

cupation at Lionel Grouilx Coll-

ege in suburban Montreal.

The students were demanding
immediate action on demands

for a second French-language

university in Montreal; reversal

of a $5 million cut in money

available for government aid;

and a return of the interest rate

on student loans to 5^ percent

from 7 5-8 percent.

Lionel Groulx is one of the 25

colleges which was established

in Quebec last year. The colleges

offer an undergraduate studies

programme — either university

preparation or vocational train-

ing. Students say there are noi

enough places in the universit-

ies or labour force to accomo-

date the colleges' graduates.

Louis Falardeau, seoretary-

generail of the UGEQ, warned

Wednesday that the takeover

could trigger similar sit-ins at

other post-secondary schools

throughout Quebec.
~"

UGEQ did vote moral support

for the Post-Secondary Colleges

association (OEGEPS ) . Faltar

deau said he had planned to pro-

pose to representatives of the

25 CEGEPS that their students

not attend classes next Tuesday,

but siUn on study sessions in-

stead.

Quebec Minister of Education,

Jean-Guy Cardinal last night

said he was prepared to talk to

the students, but that he would

not 'be forced into anything by

strikers. He reaffirmed bisin-

tention of opening a second

French University in Montreal oy

September.

Clench added, "in fact, since

I've been connected with this uni-

versity, first as an undergraduate,

later as a post-graduate, and now

as an instructor — the AMS has

been a great Oriental mystery.
'

Meditator speaks

An audience of about 150 last

night heard Joe Ban- of Toronto,

trained in India by the Mahari-
shi, outline plans for a course

on meditation to be given at

Queen's this fall and winter.

Barr said a meditation society

would also be set up on campus.
He will give a second lecture

October 30 to explain further the

basics of meditation.

Phys Ed Club approved

The AMS inner council has

approved the Physical and

Hea'lth Education Students As-

sociation with the same status

as the commerce club. The new

club plans to become a student

government society when this is

financially possible and when

rthe expected expansion of tire

school of physical education

takes place.

Co-op will expand

At its Wednesday night meeting
the Co-op Board o f Directors

created an expansion committee

which is to include participation

by Queen's students not already

living in the Co-op.

The co-op wishes to expand to

some 225 students -it presently

has 70. President Dan Burns

said demand for the co-operative

life-style is great enough to sup-

port this large an operation.

With 225 members, the coop

could hire a full-time business

manager.
Inquiries should be directed to

Dan Burns (546^618).Sandy
Soles and Diane Fulton (546-4860)

or Blayne Murphy (546^812).

Head for OUS meeting

The Alma Mater Society will

send five representatives to me
Ontario Union of Students meet-

ing this weekend at Victoria Col-

lege in Toronto. They are Jan
Lichty, AMS Vicei>resjdent; Lix

Ramsay (Arts); Stuart Ryan
(Arts); David Walker (Me*);
Steve Trosber (Law).

Peggy Morton, travelling secre-

tary of O.UJ3. and a Quetafc

graduate, said, "The conference

hopes to involve more students

from the professional faculties,

and by doing so, spread the so-

cial revolution from nwery the

realm of the Sberal arts".

Committee studies the real problems

By BRAD LUCAS

One of Uk few opportunities far students to work

%sas Bybma, a
eat "CommWee for aj^Hear stuSTin-tend-
posed questionnaire for

f^' SrJSs fihey have
edto permit them to evaluate the

finished. In response M *W°ne ^/^i'^S-
resenMjves stated that he "does .not pay W amen

ition to first-year students" in their evaluation OS the

w°U5ht distribution in his course. He feels students

are amply incapable of a meaningful evotuatton at

the end of tine first year.
. ....

federation of a Student Calendar is only tn the

initial stages, but .there was a consensus that the

resent calendar is inadequate.

Another issue being considered by the comnuttee

k freshman orientation. Student representative

Peter Eddison suggested trial the wrnmittM study

the rxrobteni of what groundwork the Orientation

Week toys for the future relationship between stu-

*TO|
!

teadto
1

?ne of the major issues facing the

Committee: Liason hatween each department and

iU students and, in turn, between Acuity and

81
MfficW in establishing a tiason does not appear

to be «Tacute in smaBer.depeJtments, but in behe-

moths like Economies, Pontic^IStudies or EnjhA
the problem is a complex one. The quandary ofthe

general student also arises here, for in ma

meats there is a much «]c«er<«ssoc*ion *Z2£Z
honours studente and the l«If*f.t"lSn
Students feel that the operation of departments

designed primarily to accommodate Honours

^dtrlying .the whole disMrsston was the more

general debate on -what is, or should be, fhephUos-

Sphy of education. Should there be MmPulMr>

courses? What distinction, if any, -should be oMe
between General and Honours studente? Vffliere

rtoes a ftacnUy member's prune responsibility ue —
with his students or with his research?

The «*nmittee decided to get in

department formally to see how ">W *JJ«*nmw
committees are functioning, snd how they were

appointed. —

^

rt^*>
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exhibition

three Toronto painters

COUGHTRY
MARKLE
RAYNER

October 11 to November 3

AT THE ART CENTRE

It's Homecoming again — that marvel-

ous time of year when old and not-so-old

Queen's graduates flood the city and the

campus, eager to revisit old haunts and see

again those friends who shared all the ups

and down of their university days with

them. It's a time of nostalgia, a time of

"remember-whens" and it's so infectious.

Even for us because we all know that no

matter how far away it may seem now, it

won't really be all that long before we're

out in the world, too, clutching our little

piece of paper. It's a strange time, too,

with everybody looking at everybody else

in a curious sort of way — none of us can

actually imagine a Queen's without us.

Alumni director, Mr. Herb Hamilton, said

HANG EM HIGH

Ho

way down the line to Dr. W. P. Ferguson,
the sole expected representative of the
class of 1908. Besides the organized func-
tions— Principal's Receptions and such —
half the classes arrange their own dinners
and parties. "They're all over the place",
said Mr. Hamilton. "Only about one third
ever get around to registering in the Union
and some only come out of the hotel for
the football game, then go back for more
parties".

It promises to be a special kind of
weekend for we haven't been left hang,
ing with nothing to do just because the
alumni are here.

The Holiday Inn is opening its doors
tonight to the first of this year's formal
dances— all the magic and- long-gowned
elegance of the Medical Formal. For the

meco

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
I Daily—1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:10, 9:2
ISun.—1:30, 3:30, 5 :2P,_ 7:20, 9:3p|

That "the older graduates like to think the

clocks stopped with them" when they left

university. These are the ones you're most

likely to see cornering present aiudents on

The library steps and finding ou :

, to their

amazement, that people don't really change

that much.

Homecoming has always taken the form

of a "fun weekend", ever since its begin-

ning in 1926 when the Alumni Association

was first formed. It is ideally set for the

third weekend in October with Toronto as

the traditional football rival. This year, the

format has been changed somewhat. To-

ronto won't be here until November but

the excitement should be just as high in

the stadium Saturday afternoon because

McGill is the second favourite among the

graduates.

The university is anticipating the arriv-

al of about 1500 alumni and their wives

by Friday. Most of them are, according

to Mr. Hamilton, quite the swingers all the

-mmmm

?j f:

SIR LANCELOT KING ARTHUR SIR GALAHAD

SAT., SUN., MON.
at 2:00, 5:00, 8:00

WEEKDAYS
at 8:00 p.m. Daily

others, Meds 73 is throwing a Sock Hop
in the gym from 8:30-1.

Saturday is THE day— before all the
pre-game parties, the game itself and the

post-game parties, don't anybody fail to at-

tend the Homecoming Parade. The evenl
has been organized in the past by a com-
mittee set up by the A.M.S. but this year
the Queen's Band is running ihe show.
A.M.S. president Chuck Edwards said thai

the Band was asked to handle the parade
last spring when it was learned that Home-
coming and Thanksgiving coincided. The
committee is actually intended to organize
University Day— usually today but it is

now a defunct institution as of this -year.
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„arade is fdrrfeig in front of the

I

9:30 tomorrow morning and ex-

lead off at 10. Applications for

aVe
been open for the last few

So far, eleven floats are in the

stages but it won't be known un-
|j
ay how many are actually able

ororized.
The floats are all along

^n's 2068 '
I leme lines, including

lions from MacArthur College and
Science. The parade will take

n
hour and a half, leaving every-

U of time to get loaded up for the

name. Don't miss this event if you

sibly
help it— it's going to be a

usual
thing. The cheerleaders are

the show, followed by the major-

. Highland dancers, the pipe band
brass band with the floats stuck

^here- It's following quite close-

ootball victory parades and there's

float judging at the end.

, it's the football game— the high-

any weekend. It's going to be a

stadium — the alumni tickets have
Id out for days already.

the game, Nursing Science is hav-
a dance in Grant Hall from 4-6 for

interested in that type of thing.

day night, the Commerce Society

ing a "Thigh-High" dance in Grant
10-12—$1.00 admission and 5 cents
svery inch a skirt is up above the

"I don't worry loo much about these campus rebels. We
found ourselves, and they too."

Drawing by Donald Reilly

Copyright 1968 The New Yorker Magazine, Inc.

Julian Bream here Tuesday
The celebrated English guit-

arist and lutenist Julian Bream
will give a concert In GrantHall,

Queen's University, next Tuesday

evening, 15 October. This con-

cert will be the first in this

year's series of Grant Hall

events, and will make a return

engagement for Mr. Bream who

played here a decade ago In joint

recital with Peter Pears. The
concert on Tuesday evening will

A Few Asides:
Tonight at the Cafe d'Echec Bill Bosworth and

trio again. Saturday night The Sky, Kingston's hot-

test rock 'n' roll (a bit much) group.

Last chance to see Domino Theatre's smash hit

A Flea in Her Ear. If you haven't seen it yet—go.

It's beautiful.

Irrelevancy Did you see that fantastic baseball

game last Tuesday? I was so impressed I just had

to say something about if.

•

Besides Camelot and Hang 'Em High, you can

always see 17 at the Odeon.

•

Funniest thing about the Five Bells is that there

are six of them. But they're a fantastic group, worth

catching at the 401. The Lakeview Manor Hotel, on

me'other hand, offers the Hal Lone P,ne-Jeann.e

Ward quartet, and they're terrible.

•

Back to flicks, Presley and Nancy Sinatra do it

in Speedway at the Kingston dr.ve-in and Sinatra^

the rnaTsaid, is groovy, whatever that means. He

hadn't seen the movie, though.

be part of his thirteenth tour to

major centres in North America.

The noted artist, described by

Time Magazine as "the undis-

puted successor to the grand

master of the classical guitar,

Andres Segovia," will be heard

in a program of contemporary

and classic works for the guitar,

and the rarer music for the lute.

Julian Bream uses an instru-

ment with fourteen strings, mod-

eled on one created by the great

16th century Paduan Wendelin

Tleffenbrucker. His library of

lute music contains several thou-

sand compositions on microfilm

even after discarding 95 percent

of the materials he found in his

many researches in libraries

around the globe. He has also

transcribed a number of piano

pieces for the lute including Ra-

vel's "Pavanne for a Dead In-

fant."

Since his New York Town Hall

debut In 1958, Mr. Bream has

continued to increase his inter-

national public to an Impressive

stature with an over-all press

reaction that ranks his concerts

among the mostfascinatingofour

time. His last three tours of North

America were completely sold-

out in advance, with audiences

equally between young people of

college age and older devotees of

great music.

Born in London, Mr. Bream

made his first public appearance

at the age of twelve. His unusual

gifts resulted In a vital interest

from Segovia who not only gave

him a few lessons but encouraged

his future career. His pioneer

work on the lute is credited with

having revived an interest in

Elizabethan music which has cur-

rently reached significant pro-

portions throughout the world.

Mr. Bream has become a well-

known figure even in outlying

areas through his many appear-

ances on television and his num-

erous highly-praised recordings

for RCA Victor. The great pop-

ularity of these records have

mad* him an international star,

playing to sold oat houses across

the country.

This isn't

"Camelot," the Warner Bros,

epic musical romance, as a
motion picture extravaganza Is

assuredly destined to become one

of the acclaimed screen enter-

tainments. Designed to add anew
dimension to the cinema, It effer-

vesces with tuneful and exciting

adventure, legendary love, joust-

ing knights and courageous
musts.

Jack L. Warner produced

"Camelot," as he did "My Fair

Lady." Joshua Logan directed

"Camelot" Alan Jay Lerner and

Frederick Loewe, the gifted com-
posers, provided the book, lyrics

and music. "Camelot" is based

on the acclaimed musical stage

success by Lerner and Loewe,

In turn derived from the novel,

"The Once and Future King," by

T.H. White.

"Camelot," moreover, maybe
traced back In legend to Alfred

Lord Tennyson's "Idylls of the

King," Sir Thomas Malory's

"Morte d'Arthur," Nennius*
"Hlstorla Brittonum" ofthe year

830, and Innumerable medieval

minstrels.

"Camelot" elaborates the re-

nowned, beloved legend of King

Arthur, his lovely Queen Guen-

evere, the heroic Sir Lancelot,

the Knights of the Round Table,

and their romantic, embattled

exploits In the wondrous court

and castle of Camelot.

Portraying King Arthur is

Richard Harris, the multi-talen-

ted Irish actor, who has secured

a special place as an International

star with his performances in

such pictures as "This Sporting

Life," "Mutiny on the Bounty"

and "Hawaii."

Vanessa Redgrave, the bril-

liant English actress and

daughter of Sir Michael Red-

grave, portrays Queen Guene-

vere. Her first major picture,

"Morgan!" earned ecstatic re-

views, with one writer predicting

that "...she seems set to con-

quer the movie world."

John TruBCott, the noted Aus-

tralian stage designer, who ser-

ved as production designer for

the London and Australian pres-

entations of "Camelot," reports

that assignment on the film. Des-

cribing his intent, Truscottsays:

"We have made a calculated

effort to create our own 'Cam-

elot' period-one which draws

from the medieval past of

course, but is styled from our

own resources of invention and

Imagination."

Since it is patently impossible

to re-create accurately the per-

iod of Arthur's legendary, misty

past, Truscott noted, "Camelot"

has a mystic aura of a period

unknown to all but identifiable In

the audience's view as of a col-

orful past In architectural de-

tails, for example, the motion

picture sets are partly Gothic,

partly Saxon and somewhat Nor-

man. Decorative touches, bearing

a resemblance to modern ab-

stract art, are executed with a

distinct medieval look.

Truscott

s»m» 3,500 c

«450 (
ooo to make, toe **Cj*jr*

elot." Included were a $12,006

wedding gown for Miss Redgrave

varied peasants* dress and royal

finery, and all the knights* ar-

mor, of which the Studio crafts

department hammered out 161

suits.
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Student power

begins at home
Jan Lichty's comments on the futility of Alma Mater

iety executive meetings, and the resulting furor Tues-

ay night, are only the tip of the iceberg.

A crisis of confidence in the ability of the Executive

to undertake meaningful action on the students' behalf

has been growing week by week.
Before condenming the lack of student involvement

in the University, the A.M.S. Executive should look to

the degree of democracy and relevance in its own oper-

ation.

With little advance planning or co-ordination among
executive members, its action often represents only the

off-the-cuff opinions of a few people. Naturally, they

seldom have the guts to follow through on them.

Even the day-to-day operations of the Executive are

in trouble. Some members attend irregularly, and the

"inner council" — an 8-man committee deaiing with ad-

ministrative details — has sometimes ceased to function,

throwing a larger load of trivia onto the whole executive.

The basic structure of the A.M.S. is in transition. Last

year's changes produced a somewhat more representa-

tive body, with two members having a cross-campus

mandate, but it is still weighted against Arts and Science

students, and the two chief officers have been unable

to exercise as much leadership as their mandate deserves.

The results has been a power vacuum. Disputes over

accountability of student senators, complaints that many
A.M.S. executive members have functions unrelated to

overall student concerns, and the rise of the Students for

ja New University as an alternative body for student ac-

tion, are the symptoms of this.

The one vehicle remaining for co-ordinated student

decisions is the referendum.
a -\ one hundred students may, by petition, require

tie -g of a cross-campus vote on any questibn.

jvcn in normal years, it has been usual for several

feferenuums !o b3 held. This year, if students are to have

ry - ova- 'heir own Society, they are likely to become
" :-.raclice.

The blood drive is the best oppor-

tunity for hustling that comes round in

the course of the school year. Slightly

high on the strongest coke ever brew-

ed, you lie down on a couch and are

instantly immobilized for at least ten

minutes. About three inches from you,

similarly horizontal and similarly im-

mobilized, is a profile that seems to be

a beautiful doll whom you've never seen

before.

The only conversation that comes to

mind is likely to be slightly grim hu-

mour and vampire jokes. Fortunately,

she's just as giddy as you are, and quite

apt to be amused by them. By the time

you are unstrapped, bandaged, and sent

downstairs for cookies and quite palat-

able coffee, you've undoubtedly em-

barked on eager conversation.

If the powers that be want a really

useful event for initia - - oops, orienta-

tion — they should put the blood drive

in that week. Besides providing a pub-

lic service (and probably a new record

for the number of pints donated) it

would be a marvellous opportunity for

freshmen to get acquainted. It's ver/

hard to be stuffy with a pipeline stuck

in your arm.

A man hasn't lived until an unannoun-

ced class test at 8:30 on a grey and
leaden winter morning has reduced him

Violence
It is ironic that, while the Alms Mater Society is

eady io condemn the use of violence by the strikers in

PiEton, nothing was said in this regard concerning that

orgy of destruction in the Lord Simcoe Hotel.

The strikers were at least using violence as a means
to an end, to gain for themselves and their families a

wage which would bring them above the poverty level.

The motion condemning the use of violence passed
by the AMS could perhaps be applied equally-well to

those high-spirited Queen's students in Toronto. Unfor-

tunately, the general attitude of the AMS was "as long

as we don't get stuck with the bill". . - .

The T.V. smashing and door removing was violence

for its own sake. The most despicable type of violence is

not violence as a means to an end but violence as an
end in itself.

($wtn'B Journal
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from sleepyoptomism to wide-awake
despair.

By that grim definition, most Queen's
students have lived, and lived abundant-
ly-

Eight-thirtys are a fact around here;

and life around here is a serious and
somewhat unpleasant business at times.

Early morning, under normal conditions

as described above ,is not exactly the

time for undampened gaiety.

The class which assembles under

these circumstances has as many gaps

as the teeth of an old crone— the one
who designed the Victoria . Hall closing

hours, to t>e exact. Those students who
are present slouch in unusual postures,

leaning to one side, eyes closed, mouths
half open, with gentle snores emerging.

The usual token attempt to take notes

has vanished as utterly as has the hope
of further sleep, sweet sleep.

Then in walks the professor, cheery

and bright, brimming full of fun; he's

obviously been up and active since his

usual arising hour of six o'clock. And
he has an idea that the students in his

class are in the mood for an intellectual

workout.
They don't really want a workout.

A working-over would get a much better

reception— provided that somebody
other than the students is the recipient.

But the professor, blithely writing ques-

tions on the board, is not aware of the

precise victim they have in mind.
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Special credits and fthanks to Vivianne
Young; Jon Ruiblack; Arleagh Tiers; Marte
Harding; Sandra Deathe; I>oug Gerwin; Joan

Yeas; Keith Walden; MaeD .the indispensable;

Nancy Carr who stayed longer itihan she had
4o, and typed and typed; Brenda, who ertfill

(blushed; Warren Kiazor, the bearded wonder;
Charlie, who lost the news copy; Paul, the Cas-

anova; Ian, who gave back our scissors so we
could eat; Lome Cantor and Matt Smith, whose
bylines were forgotten on Buddhism and judo
dttoraes; Wendy, who phoned to say hello;

(George, who borrowed the layout rulers to out

tbhe pizza; and friendly Bob Parkins the lay-

out expert's friend, who slept fourteen and a

half hours.

"WE KNOW IT"

I hope, that you know how
glad I was when I found out a

Queen-sman had noticed Brad
•Lucas' "More than half way"
was quite misleading, super-

ficial and rather imaginary!

I happen Ito be one of "those

foreign students" who have been
in Queen's long enough to agree

with you. "it isn't that way, and
we know it."

Yet I would like (do say some-
thing on the points about for-

eign students as outlined in your
article which said "those for

eign students";

(1) Sit together dn class: —
Personally, I don't care who I

am sitting with. There isn't

much opportunity for us to have
a "friendly chart" in <flass any-

way. But don't you prefer sitt-

ing with someone you know
better ito a Hi^acquaintance.
Let's imagine that by any
chance you will become a for-

eign student in the country
where I come from (I am from
Red China) and you meet anoth-

er Canadian student in your
class, would you deliberately

avoid to stit with him, In my
class, two fellows from Tren-
ton sit together, so do another
couple from Kitchener. They
are Canadians.

(2) Eat together in Resi-

dence : — This is even more na-
tural. Dont you see a guy from
Stirling Hall joins his physios
friends while a fellow from Gor-
don Hall looks around for chem-
ists? I dine in Wallace Hall side
by side with Canadian students
every day. And I get the idea
that the Canadian students are
either too shy or bored or lack
of materials to start a conversa-
tion with that foreign chap sit-

ting opposite. What good is it to
share a tale with somebody and
we all swallow silently?

(3) Room together in Resi-
dence; — I doubt if this is not
the goodwill arrangement of the
residence board, (because when :

we came we did not know we
were going to room with another
foreign student. On the con-
trary, we expected our room-
mates would be Canadians.

(4) Very seldom they make
an attempt to give to Queen's or

Canada socially: —^Hhe fact is,

we fail to notice tny campus-

wide activity in Queen's except

football games. Should we join

the Golden Gaels? Hockey
Gaels? Or Drama Guild per-

haps? Most of us are in Applied

Science. Is it practical for us to

throw away 'the slide-rules and
take part in activities in History

Club, Philosophy Club or Chris-

tian Science Club . . . etc?

Among Student groups, inter-

faculty (social) activity is so

rare that even a Canadian en-

,

gineering student feels reluctant
.

to communicate with an Arts-

man (because he does not know
how to do it) Yes, iihere is an
international centre in Queen's.

But just passing by the Centre,

you will find in there foreigners

always outnumber Canadians. 1

wonder if most Canadians think
of the Centre as a social place

for "those foreign students" on-

ly.

"Apathetic", said Miss Janet

Lichty (AMS vice-president

)

when she described the current

campus sentiment. Obviously

Miss Lichty was referring to par-

ticipation of Queensmen in all

kinds of activities as a whole.
Is it not disconcerting for the

International Club, Indian Club,
or Chinese Club (etc.) So spon-

sor any social activities just to

expect one or two Canadian
friends to come? With a Can-
adian "attempt" as such, dont
you think we are expecting too
much for an "earth-shaking so-

cial attempt" from those foreign
students who are having lang-

uage problems, under psycho-
logical, academic as well as en-
vironmental pressures?

We are all young people. We
like to be sociable. But should

I join my engineering neighbors

and demolish "forty" beers dn a

victory party in the back yard

when Golden Gaels toppled

Mustange? In the name of God,

I kept a record of demolishing
"50" beers back home but I

didn't join them. Is it not a bad
diplomacy to make Canadians
think that those chaps from XX
are "all" 'beer maniacs? Then
should I go to Bitter Grounds
alone, sitting next to a murmur-
ing couple and hope to get so-

ciable with them? How about
Grant) Hall dances, Cafe d'Ech-

ecs? My friend. 1 have been

there. But the range of a per-

son's interest is limited, wheth-

er he is foreign or native. What

"attempt" do you suggest we

could make to give Queen's so

dally, "Decks"? How could we

foreign chaps run around and

get ourselves involved?

What do you expect a micro-

minority group like us to give

to Canada socially without the

support and initiative of the na-

tives? Could we join the CYC
and work with David DePoe in

Yorkville. or organize, a sit-in to

cry for social reform in Canada?

While some brilliant Canadian

brains are ready to "hit and

run" to the south, should we
accuse a foreign student who is

obliged to government plans and

whose family is thousands of

miles away of saying "I'm go-

ing home . .
"?

I have chosen to stay in Can-

ada and sincerely hope one day
I can return the "'best educa-

tion" Canada offers me to a Ca-

nadian institution. But Canada
is not my first foreign host and
Queen's is not my only Canadian
campus. Therefore if I may
compare, I would say Canada is

such a bleak (socially speaking,

and Church groups are not

counted ) society that a foreign-

er finds no way to be inspired

to make any "attempt" to give

her anything socially.

Queen's is such a conservative

campus .that only those "good
students" of the '40's might find

it socially exciting. Unfortun-
ately, the foreign students Brad
Lucas interviewed are new-
comers who somehow just try to

say something nice. (They are

too new to contribute any con-
structive criticism).

It isn't that .way, and we know
it! But, my fellow foreign stu-

dents, are we not ready to sing
along with the Canadians "We
can work it out"?

B.S.S.

"DEEKS"
In this column in the last few

issues of the journal there has

been discussion of a letter writ-

ten by one "Decks". I would

like to make it clear that I did

not write this interesting letter

and I in no way agree with what
was said in it. As far as I know
there are no other male students,

on campus with the name Decks*

If there are I would ask them to

more clearly identify themselves

and if there aren't would the per-

son who wrote it please use bis

own name in future.
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FRIDAY, OCT. 1

1

3 £
SUNDAY, OCT. 13

AT

8:30-1 :(K»—"Poor Man's Sock Hop"
for AESC Building Fund.
"Sedimentary Rock Band"
playing. $1.00 per person.
Gym.

TUESDAY, OCT. 15

10:00 Homecoming Paiade.
Floats, Bands, and Beauti-
ful Girls for mthe parade
whtih s'.arts from Union
and University end heads
east on Union, north on Bar-
lie and east cn Princess.

11:30 Rugger against McGill.

2:00 Fcctball game against Mc-
Gill.

4:00-6:00 "Dys-Joint"—Tea Dance
spT.sortd by Nursing Sci-

ence at Grant Hall.

8:30-12:00 "Thigh-High" Dance
featuring the Varmits and
the Soul Mine. §1.00 per

person (75c for Ccmmeice
men). Girls 5c reduction

per inch that skirt is above
the knee.

11:00 Picnic at Adolphus Park
sponsored by the Chinese
Club begins at International

Centre. Meet at Lower
Lounge.

2:30-5:00 Tne Fall Art Rental and
Sales Collection opens today
at the Art Centre. Is to con-

tinue until Oct. 17.

7:30 Open House at Internation-

al Centre. All invited.

SATURDAY, OCT. 12

7:00 Rehearsal, Queen's Chorus.
Second floor of Convocation
Hall.

8:30 Julian Bream, English Gui-
tarist and Lutenist, Concert.
Tickets: $3.50 and $4.00.

Grant Hall,

All organizations desiring free
publicity for any social function
(meeting, dance, er cetera)

should have notes on this event
given to the Journal office by
6:00 p.m. the Wednesday or Sun-
day preceding publication.

(ttlaaaifwi Atoi !^!L
Room to Let—large rosm in

lovely home near campus. Wom-
en only. Must like children. 544-

Leather Jacket, size 40, Queen's

Arts '71—as new ccndition, 546-

6247.

1 Fender Mustsng Guiijir vvivh

case and stand plus an Ampeg
Jet Amplifier. Contact Mike, 544-

7562.

FOUND

Found—Ladies ring in front cf

Chown Hall, Phcnt Ca« at 548-

letters to the editor

FRENCH-CANADIANS

In the October 1 issue of the

Queen's Journal you publish a

letter from Mr. Terry Listen in

which he writes: "Even Queens
University, only 200 miles from

Montreal, finds it distasteful to

consider having French - Cana-

dians in the French Department' .

May I be allowed to refute this

statement and to protest his use

of the word "distasteful"? There

have been several French-Cana-

dian members of the staff of the

French Department at Queens:

for the past eight years Dr Ge-

rard Bessette, D. es L. (Mont-

real), F.R.S.C.. and a most dis-

tinguished French-Canadian nov-

elist, poet and critic, has been a

very valuable senior member of

the Department. When he was

lured away to Laval University

he was replaced by Francois

Herbal, another distinguished

French-Canadian writer. Profes-

sor Bessette preferred Queen s to

Laval and we are very pleased

to have him back with us again.

It is unfortunately true that it

is difficult to attract French-Can-

adian graduates to Queen s. One

reason is that they find it impos-

sible to have their children edu-

cated in French in Kingston. It

is also true that French-Canadian

universities do not turn out suf-

ficient graduates to supply afl the

demands of the Province of Que-

bec and their own needs, (or

Sample, the Head of the French

Department at the Universityof

Montreal is a Frenchman from

France and so is the Head of the

Department of English £La™'
Ithink an apology W*.

Listen for his unsubstantiated at-

Jack on the

is called for. I realize ftat he

writes from igl^^,^!^
tact with the French Dg*£""»
is limited to one elementary

coui^aod that taken extramur-

W. H. Evans,

Head of the Department of

French

LOST

Lost—Small navy leather puise

—containing valuable papers and

contact lens. Phone 544-8371.

Reward offered.

Lost—Pair cf grey rimmed
glasses. Lost Friday, October 4

in East Ycrkville. Phone 544-

7515.

THE PARADE

I would like to bring to your

attention an error in the Queen's

Journal of October 7. Mr. John

Mable asks on page 13 "But why
wasn't there a parade?"

The answer is. "There was; but

he wasn't looking!" Let me de-

scribe it to you.

Soon after the goal posts fell

and everybody was pouring out

onto Bloor ,a courageous group

led by a Wild (Gray) Savage and

followed by equally courageous

followers formed up on Bloor.

With the goal posts in front we
oil-thighed down Bloor to Univer-

sity, where we stopped for a red

light. Signalling a right turn, we

moved off down University to-

wards Queen's Park. Suddenly

Wildman Weeks screamed On to

Queen's Park, we'll barricade m
the legislature". After reaching

the parliament buildings we lost

some of our crowd of followers

but putting the goal posts to good

use barricaded up the front door

of the parliament buildings sud-

denly we realized the legislature

wasn't sitting. Were we stymied^

No 1 With a shout "We are

marching to Mayor r^roson

the group moved on Throughout

the 8 blocks or so to qty Hall,

we kept up a lively fusdlade of

cheers, catcalls and oil thighs.

Finally, we stood silently in

front of City Hall while the

strains of Last Post floated over

the fountain. Then with a splash

the Varsity's goal paste were

committed to the deep. Bursting

into an oil thigh, we all moved

off to the Lord Simcoe for a well

deserved post game warmup.

Clive MaoGregor

Xianoon (Me

Borne & Princess Sts.

FULL COURSE MEA1S

CHINESE FOOD

TAKE-OUT ORDERS

548-8162

(10% oft lor Visa Members)

Have
a coke
on us
while we
sewon
your crest.

Downtown: 109 Princess St

Uptown; Shopping Centre

Tricolor '68 will arrive in

Kingston on Tuesday and

distribution starts Thurs-

day. Watch bulletin
boards for details.

Letters to the editor must
be submitted, preferably

typewritten, bearing the

name of the writer. The
Journal reserves the right

to abridge lengthy sub-

missions where necessary.

booklon
YOUR BOOKS* FROM
ANYTHING!...

PROTECTS

Van's GIFT fr SMOKE CENTRE

Largest Assortment

Black & White & Coloured

Travel & Personality Posters

$1.00 & UP .Sun'doys"

SAVE 50%
...and be 100% informed

Canada's mining industry continues to grow

at a hectic rate and outpaces all other indus-

trial groups. The future calls for accelerated

expansion.

By knowing the facts, and they appear each

Thursday in The Northern Miner, you can

keep abreast of the mining industry and what

it means to Canada. Read all the news of

all the mines — all the metals.

A special $5.00 per year subscription rate

(regular price $10.00 per year) is offered to

University students.

Take advantage of this special student offer.

Complete the coupon below and mail it today

or write for a specimen copy.

Canada's National Mining Nbwspaper

77 RIVER STREET — TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

Please send me one year's subscription to The

Northern Miner at the special student subscription

rate of $5.00. Remittance enclosed.

Nam*

Addres!

Clly-

Univoriity

Faculty _.Yoaf of Graduation-
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Beat McGill!
By ALEX tlNKLEY

The Queen's Golden Gaels,

having crushed the Varsity Blues

35-0 ire now In an envious posi-

tion In the S.LF.L. They have

beaten their major opponents and

now have four games with teams

that the Gaels should beat, start-

ing with the University of McGill

Redman, tomorrow afternoon In

Richardson Stadium.

Varsity has one more game

with the Gaels and that is at the

end of the season. In the mean

time, Toronto has to play Wes-

tern and the Mustangs may well

beat the Blues. The Gaels have

only to win the rest of the ball

games and they are the playoffs

for the College Bowl. Even If

Varsity wins the rest of their

games they would have to defeat

the Gaels by 36 points, to take

the Yates Cup and proceed to the

College Bowl.

The Gaels go into the McGill

game with their offence in good

shape. Jamie Johnston who mis-

sed last week's game Is back.

Alan Strader who took his place

is now on the injured list. If

this offensive squad plays like

they did against Toronto, they

may well bum out the score-

board.

Defensively the Gaels have re-

placement problems. Theron

Craig and Jim Tait are both out

for several weeks, JimSherritt

and Bill McNeill will replace

them. Joel Anderson will return

to his defensive end position and

Doug Cozac will move into the

backfield. However the Gaels

have had great success with their

shifting around of personnel and

will be ready for the Redmen.

McGill despite their one and

one record have a good bail team.

Their offensive squad has a good

passing attack with quarterback

George Wall passing to flanker

Peter Bender. They also have a

good running game with full-

back Dane Fleirszer and half-

back Dave Dorthy carrying the

ball. Defensively the Redmen are

also strong with a solid line,

mobile linebackers and good

backs.

McGill Is notorious for the

rough time that they give the

Gaels each game. Coach Tindall

says "McGill has a real good,

tough ball club and they always

give our team a real hard time."

The "Quote of the Week A-

ward" goes to Blues Coach Ron
Murphy. After the disaster in

Varsity Stadium, he told repor-

ters, "It is not the end of the

world." A quick-witted reporter

fired back, "No not the end ofthe

world but the end of the season."

Hunt and run
By LIZ MAXWELL

Queen's athletes will be com-

peting in the Second Annual Ont-

ario Orienteering Championships

to be held in Kingston on Monday,

October 14.

Orienteering is a relatively

new sport in Canada. Basically,

the game is a cross between a

treasure hunt and cross country

running, or like a car rally on

foot The course is five to seven

miles In length, traversing a

foreBted-hilly area Runners
check in at various control sta-

tions, navigating by a compass

and map.

Last year Kingston sponsored

an open orienteering competition

for university and high school

students. Mike Whittlngton, rep-

resenting Queen's skiers was the

individual open winner and Nan-

cy Wilson, Queen's P.H.E., fin-

ished first in the women's divi-

sion. Both runners will be com-

peting in this year's competition.

In conjunction with the Cham-
pionship event, a two-day orien-

teering clinic will be held this

Saturday and Sunday In the

Queen's gym.

InPerson

QKcfoeQ ten QaJLOto

GALS

MUIH ALL

Anyone seen my Triumph?

Track
PHE convincingly clobberedits

opposition to win the Intramural

track and field meet last Tuesday

night with 63.5 points. In a close

race for the runner-up, Sc. 71

nosed out Arts 70 and SC. 70

with 23.5, 22 and 21 points res-

pectively with Pre-Meds trailing

with 13. While weather conditions

prevented any records being bro-

ken, Bob Warner and Gord Ellis

produced double wins for PHE as

well as running on their winning

Paarlauf team.

Pre-Med's. Taylor andSc.7rs
G. Harness also won double

firsts. Added to the meet, the

Queen's Track Squad beat RMC
In the open 220, 440 and 880

yard events.

Representatives of competing

groups in women's intramurals

have been chosen and questions

about the intramuralprogram can

be directed to them. They are as

follows: Chown Hall and 168

Stuart, Ruth McGuirter and Kim

Stewart; Adelaide and Ban Righ,

Laura Scott; Victoria Hall, 1st

floor, Kaiva Celdona and Gwen

Edwards; 2nd floor, Dianne
Jameson; 3rd floor, Sharon Flori;

4th floor, Betty Johnston; 5th

floor, Maureen Bouris; 6th floor,

Anna Duncan; Nursing Science*

Gilalne Belair; Mc Arthur Col-

ege, Anne Ellwood; and P.H.E.

out of residence, Norma Broad-

bear and Brenda Berndt, Rep-

resentathas are still needed for

Medicine and Arts out of resi-

dence.

Two new members of the WAC
are Joan Whelan who is the ski-

ing rep and Jeannle Lemoire who

will occupy a new position on the

council as dance rep.

Archery: Intramural and Inter-

collegiate practices and instruc-

tion have been underway for some

time now at the stadium. Times

are 2:30-4:30 on Monday and

Wednesday; 9:30-11:30 p.m. on

Tuesday and Friday; and 1:00-

2:30 p.m. onThursday. The intra-

By ANNE CARSWELL

mural tournament takes place

October 20-29. Linda Vallery Is

the WAC member in charge of

this sport and staff advisor is

Miss Ross.

Gymnastics: This is aclub rath-

er than an intramural sport.

Practice and instruction on all

apparatus take place from 4:00-

6:00 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday

and Friday; 6:00-7:30 on Tues-

day and Thursday; and 9:00-11:00

a.m. on Saturday. There are sign-

up sheets in residences or inter-

ested girls may simply come to

the gym at these times. The in-

tercollegiate tournament is at

York University on February 8th,

Elaine Farrell and Mrs. Thomp-
son are the instructors.

Orienteering and Jogging: Re-
sults are in from the "Tour to

Nowhere" on September 29. The

team captained by C. West were

the winners with 910 points. Cap-

tains of other teams in order of

placing were: B. Cazes, 860; N.

Longhurst, 835; W. Olsson, 780;

W. Hassan, 770; B. Lotta and B.

Bonisteel, 760 (tie); R. McGillls,

750; P. Milthorp, 730; and J.

Danch, 720. The first three teams

were the only ones to reach all

40 stations and so were awarded

bonus points.

JOCK'S PADRE
By MURRAY ASPDEN

The Jock's Padre overheard on

campus this week that the soccer

team beat Ottawa V. 2-1 last

Saturday afternoon. However, no

one would co-operate with the

Padre to tell me who scored or

what. I did learn tnat the team

will take on Ottawa U. again

Friday and Carleton Saturday

morning inthe capital city. Susle-

Q just bounced in here-"Pierre's

comingl Pierre's comingl" That

will teach me to mention anything

about Ottawa when Susie-Q is

hanging around the sports desk.

For those that may be interes-

ted in rugger instead of parading

down Princess St., this Satur-

day's rugger match will be held

before the football game at

11 a.m. instead of after the game.

The rumours have itthatMcGill's

rugger fifteens will give our

guys their roughest games of the

season. Incidentally, Mike Dol-

lack was elected that new rugger

captain to replace injured Ian

Brown who is working for the

Jock's Padre now.

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Cleigy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A.. Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

THIGH-HIGH
' Grant Hall. Sat. Oct. 12,

8:30-12:00

Varmits and Soul-Mine
Si. 00 per person.

5C off for every inch above the knee.

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division St Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Cfticken

542-2632

Delivery

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICEI
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Tanks Crush Student Riot

Tanks were required to crush a student rebell-

ion this weekend in London. Ontario, as some two

thousand student radicals occupied the administ-

ration building of a university there.

The rebellion started Thursday morning when

three hundred students were demanding the abo-

lition of the University Senate. Board of Governors

and all administrative positions, to be replaced

by an elected council Other demands included

abolition of exams and free tuition.

The rebellion was peaceful until Friday morn-

ing when city police, ordered onto the campus by

municipal officials, caused the death of a maintain-

ence worker in a scuffle.

By late Friday, all service personnel were on

strike, half of the junior faculty had joined the

hit in. and the student council had endorsed the

rebellion.

The army was finally called in to break the

joint strike action Saturday after citizens' commit-

tees had been formed complaining that their taxes

were being wasted and that the students' action was

leading to anarchy. In a strongly worded front-

page editorial, the local press had condemned

the university administration for not stopping the

rebellion and had urged the army occupation.

Sounds real? Sure; all summer and fall, stu-

dents at Columbia, Simon Fraser, and European

campuses were demanding the same things, with

similar results. The only difference is that they

were spread out all over campuses for weeks burn-

ing real buildings, not sitting around tables at the

Holiday Inn in London for three hours.

The situation previously described was the re-

sult of a simulated student revolt held at the

annual conference of the Ontario Region of Cana-

dian University Press this weekend at the Holiday

Inn in London, Ontario. Its purpose — to analyze

the reactions of various groups to such action so

that student papers can better understand the prob-

lems involved there in.

The "student radicals" conmmented that they

were unbelievably isolated and uninformed in

their self-made prison, while the "administration"

said they had never realized the speed with

which a very broad range of decisions would
have to be made.

The "senior faculty" group said they felt power-
less, and had no choice but to throw in with the
administration. The administration, in turn, said

that their president had no option but to side with
tih eBoard of Governors, while some of the junior
deans were plotting to fire him.
The "staff" — caretakers and secretaries — Said

they were amazed how inept the administration
was al labour relations and at the lack of any
bid for their support by the student radicals. Ign-

ored, they decided it was a perfect moment for a

wildcat strike for wage parity with industry.

The "junior faculty" said they had a lot of

difficulty finding out what was happening, but
felt called upon to take a stand.

The "cops" said that once someone (they were
never sure who) had made a complaint, they were
bound lo be on the secen in ever-increasing num-
bers no matter what some university official

might want, to preserve order.

The "commercial press" found it very easy to

slant the news in the opposite direction than the

"student press" since both relied heavily on rum-
ours, being rushed and understaffed,

The "student body" reported that one-third had
joined the demonstrators, one-third had gone
home to watch the riot on TV, and the rest were

in the pub
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LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & An Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Piz'a Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

Export'X'

LAR AND KINGS I

Sitting, Standing, Creeping
People. Hordes of them. Sitting, stand-

ing, creeping, crawling, overflowing into

the streets. All of them looking for a better

place to live next year. The occasion:

First open meeting of the Science '44 Co-

op's new Expansion Committee.

Interim Chairman Dan Burns brought

the meeting to order, and regurgitated a

condensed history of the last twenty-four

years of Co-op experiences in Kingston,

then introduced his committee members

Blayne Murphy, Finance; needed:

people willing to raise $50-65 grand for

down payments Call him at 546MJ812.

Chuck Corregan, Real Estate; needed:

three storey, brick, cheap houses close to

campus, suitable for renovating Ever buy

a home? Call at 544-6618.

Cannon QMe

Barrie & Princess Sts.

FULL COURSE MEALS

CHINESE FOOD

TAKE-OUT ORDERS

548-8162

( 10% off for Visa Members)

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. Steve Amey
Proprietor
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news briefs

Info '68 Begins

The Union Programme Com-
mittee will start its Info '69

lecture series this week with a

•talk by Dr. Basmajian, head of

the Department of Anatomy, on
"life in Artificial Limbs." The
committee made of faculty and
students was set up to provide

students with a regular program-

me of events in the Union
throughout the school year, and
will be running as series of

four lectues.

Dr. Basmajian, who will be
speaking ait 8:30 in Wallace
Hall on Thursday night, has lec-

tured at several U. S. Universi-

ties and in 1963 was an ex-

change scientist and Hecturer

with the Soviet Academy of

Sciences. He is a noted research

scientist, particularly in the

field of muscle research.

Vote for Kingston

Queen's students have until

October 25 to register for voting

in Kingston municipal elections.

Any student 21 years or over

and a British subject may
register if he considers him-
self a Kingston resident. Ac
cording to one definition, you
are a Kingston resident unless

you have a permanent residence

elsewhere which you have tem-

porarily left and to which you
intend to return.

Students can register by tele-

phoning City Hall or an alder-

man for their ward. Ontario

Ward alderman John Meister

has volunteered to help stu-

dents get on the voting list.

Coles Opening

Kingston will scon have another

burkstore- Coles, the world's lar-

gest retail bookstore chain, will

upen its thirtieth outlet here this

week The store, located at Prin-

cess and Wellington, will carry

about 30,000 books initially and

wdl sell stationery, prints, records

and art supplies. About sixty

percent of the titles will be paper-

back.

Ryerson Pres. resigns

TORONTO (CUP) — Dave
Maxwell, student president at

Ryerson Polytechnical Institute,

resigned Wednesday after bis

proposal to turn Ryerson into a
free school was defeated by re-

ferendum. Wednesday night
anti-Maxwell forces on the stu-

dent council rammed through
acceptance of 'his resignation,

which he ihad promised if the
proposal was defeated. Vice-pre-

sident Gary Brumwetl, also re-

signed.

Students strike out

WINDSOR (CUP)-The W. D.
Lowe Technical Institute strike
ended Saturday when expected
support from students of other
schools failed to materialize. A
protest march to the Windsor
Board of Education was a flop,

and student leaders decided to

end the one-week strike after a
conference with education of-

ficials.

Lord Simcoe bitter

TORONTO (USD — General

Manager E. A. McEachern of the

Lord Simco Hotel here still ex-

pects someone in Kingston will

pay for the estimated $5,000

damage done to his hotel over

the Queen's-Varsity weekend.

He could not be reached to

elaborate on his statements.

When AMS President Chuck Ed-

wards was here over the week-

end, McEachern was unable to

discuss the damages with him.

Grant McCarthy, hotel man-

ager, says that Queen's students

will never be allowed in the

hotel again. "We cannot risk a

repetition," he said.

Only ten percent of the

Queen's students were causing

trouble, says McCarthy. He also

said that there were a number

of University of Toronto stu-

dents milling around the -hotel

after the 35-0 Queen's victory.

BOON
Is VIG 12 on the Frosh Power Float?

Wider student control urged
Absolute equality of students and faculty in

departmental decision making is the new
policy of the Ontario Union of Students.

At a meeting in Torono of delegates from
all Ontario universities last weekend, a paper
advocatine creation of course unions and stu-

dent faculty committees, giving each group
veto power, was adopted.

"Generally it was a very conservative con-

ference" AMS vice-president Jan Lichty com-
mented, last night. "I think some of the dele-

gates hadn't read that paper."

However, lUhe conference also drafted strong

resolutions on housing and women's liberation,

but refused to discuss international affairs.

Complaining that subordination of women to

men is maintained by the educational system

as well as by the social and economic system,

the conference ducided to foster "women's
libtraction groups'' to promote research, discus-

sion and action on women's problems.

II defined these problems as paternalistic at-

titudes, restrictive rules, lack of day-care facil-

ities discriminatory academic practiaes, dower

wages unequal job roles and a socialization

process that leads both men and women to

believe that women's proper role is to be sup-

portive towards and dependent upon men ra-

ther than to be a creative and self-sustaining

person."

The specific problems of students in en-

gineering, nursing, medicine, social sciences

and community colleges, received a good deal

o£ attention at the conference as well as co-ops

and student aid.

Student councils were also asked to work

with high school students and provide re-

sources for thek projects.

Course oritiques and counter-calendars were

discussed but there was a consensus that these

were of lower priority than course unions.

The resolution on housing complained of

both the housing shortage and expensive univer-

.itv-run residences not designed to fit stu-

dent needs Councils were asked to oppose new

Ontario Student Housing CorporaUon projects

and support co-ops instead.

SNU and labour vs Proctor-Silex

No charges pressed

There is a bit of confusion in

reports of an attack on a McGill

co-ed at the football game Satur-

day. Ellen Wisenfeld is either a

majorette or a cheerleader, or a

flagbearer. She was either punch-

ed, or hit over the head with her

baton by an unidentified assail-

ant who tried to grab a flag.

She was treated only for a

sprained finger and does not plan

to press any charges.
"

was a little drunk"

feld said

Senate reform

The guy-

Miss Wisen

MONTREAL ( CUP )
- Students

at Sir George Williams Univer-

sity will be granted 11 seats on

the university's 5li-man senate if

an administration committee re-

port is approved. According to

the new structure, which must

still be approved by students, fac-

ulty and administration, students

and faculty- together would have

a majority on the senate Queen s

has 4 students on its 50-member

senate; faculty and students form

a clear majority.

The Students for a New Univer-

sity and the Kingston and Dis-

trict Labor Council are sponsor-

ing a public meeting to-night to

discuss the strike atthe Proctor-

Silex plant in Picton. The meet-

ing, to be held atthe Steelworkers

Hall (206 Concession Street) at

8:30 has been called, according

to SNU member Lome Brown,

"to talk about the strike and lines

of action. We could start a boy-

cott of their products."

The strike at Picton has

stretched on for over 12 weeks

and has been exceptionally bitter

with occasional outbreaks of vio-

lence. There have been a series

of demonstrations and public

meetings which have divided the

town over the issue. The Mayor

and a faction of town council

support the company; Dr. Lionel

Dockrill, also a town councillor,

has done picket duty and

addressed public meetings on be-

half of the strikers.

The reasons for the bitterness

are plain to see. The basic rate

for women had been only 93c per

hour and for men $1.25. Cliff

Pilkey, NDP labor critic in the

Ontario Legislature, has stated,

"they could earn more by staying

home and by doing nothing." Un-

employed people in Canada can

collect a maximum of $54 aweek

whereas many Protor-Silex
workers earn only $40 and $45 a

week. The Union is asking $1,60

per hour for women and $1.80

for men, still only $72 a week

for a man with a family.

Plant manager J.V.Findlayhas

vowed to break the strike and

has used every device from court

injunctions to police intervention

and flying in scabs by helicopter.

Federation of Labor President

David Archer has said that there

sometimes developes a stitatlon

where the law must be disre-

garded.

SNU has previously contributed

to the strike fund and done duty

on the picket lines. U ofT students

have also contributed money, SNU

members will be collecting

money to-day to be presented to

a strikers' representative to-

night.

Quebec college strike into second week
, ,. i«™„ it. ana- One of the underlying problems, how-

From United Scalp International
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One of the underlying problems, how
ever, isone of economics. Students say

the OEGEPS are training them for posi

tions that do not exist in the colleges

or indnsry. They demand guarantees that

there will be places. Even if college

places are found many can not afford to

go. Most CEGEPS students attend be-

cause they have to pay only a small fee

Students see the establishment of a

second French University in Mo'JjyJ
as one way of allowing more CEGEPS
students a chance to go to college, ana

man
trade
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or three t-radosUnder private admuusl.
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UNB sit-in
continues
iPREDHRICTON (CUP) —

The University of New Bruns-

wick sit-in took an ugfiy turn

Wednesday when eleven coun-

ter-demonstrators dragged three

protestors out of ithe office

where, headed by physics pro-

fessor Norman Strax, 4hey have

held out for /three weete. An
hour later, scuffles brotoe out

between a group ol 20 counber-

protetftors and proStraz

group. Members of (be eWo
have pledged to stay if "libera-

tion 130" — Strax'e office —
until Strax is rtiirtrfwL
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It's our business
It's time to get down to specifics on academic reform.

Last year a presidential commission at the University

of Toronto produced the Macpherson Report a detailed

indictment of the arts undergraduate educat.on offered

'^Although no Queen's body has yet produced a de-

tailed programme of changes, there is a wide consensus

on fundamentals. ,

The general arts courses are overcrowded and inade-

q "a,

The honours courses force specialization too early.

Inter-disciplinary barriers, far from being lowered

are growing more rigid as each specify builds its own

empire and its own building.
. .

The lecture system predates the printing press as^a

means of communication of ideas, and hinders student-

faculty contact. ^ ,

s arbitrary ,.mH. d coercive .

All of these problems, and more detailed ones, were

undoubtedly discussed by the Senate last year, bu ^ew
proposals "tend to get rather whittled down Dr. H. M.

Estall told the Journal last year.

A maior reason why students have not pressed for

changes is that they do not know how. They do no

know what matters are being discussed, and they do not

know how reforms are accomplished. ...
They cannot know how, as long as decisions are

made in private. ' „-
Whose fault is it that proposals get whittled down .

There is some doubt that the new school of urban

planning will be open next fall.
.

Where is the bottleneck? Are the "whittlers in Dr.

Duetsch's office, the Senate, the Board, or in Queens

Park 7

A desire to reinstate the General Honours Programme

— in which a student concentrated in three subjects, tak-

ing small honours classes in each for four years, with a

number of free options besides — has been stalled.

Where?
Many students complain that their courses are not

related to the real world, that real problems are not tack-

led that possibilities for field work are ignored.

Where do they go to seek changes?

For years, not only students but even the Dean of

Women have urged that co-educational residences be built.

Who is "whittling" at this idea?

The university is a place for the confrontation of

ideas. Out of the confrontation should come decisions,

and action. ... < „

How can students take part in this process from a

position of total ignorance?

Last year, over 80 percent of students voted that

meetings of the Senate, Board of Trustees and Faculty

Boards should be open to all students and faculty ot

Queen's University.

Who is opposed to this, and why?
None of these questions can be answered as long

as decisions are made in secret.

Luckily there is a tradition that many matters dis-

cussed in private may be spoken of afterwards If you

know the right people, they may tell you — after the

fact — something of the discussion.

How long would the citizens of Canada put up with

Parliament making decisions in this way?
|

Students of Queen's, and of most other universities,

will no longer tolerate their lives being run by private
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The Tedium of the Medium
By DAVE GREASON

Modern society faces an increasing threat

inherent in the mass media communicaitions it

has developed. We are aware of the dangers

of a cone—sided viewpoint on indivadual is-

sues; journalists are well capable of slanting

tacts to favor an individual, party or cause. In

fact, they must of necessity do so, as language,

semantics and inescapable subjectivity make

totally objective accounts impossible. This is a

relatively unimportant difficulty as the indivi-

dual reading or watching such an account can

approach it with the proverbial "grain of salt",

modifying it by other reports he has seem and

his own evaluations.

The threat does not lie in the recording of an

individual event. Rather, it is to be found in

the world view which modern journalism crea-

tes. Each of us has a world view or picture of

our environment, physical and intellectual,

which vary little from individual to individual.

Prior to 1900 ths world vew, for the majority

of the population, included little more than the

individual's immediate physical and intellectual

environment. Today, however, our environment

has been extended to the ends of the earth,

largely due to; the mass media. We live in

McLuhan's "Global Village" with instantaneous

communication of events. This is all well and

good, but the unfortunate fact is that our en-

vironment is now partly composed of news-

papers and television; subjective accounts of

that environment. The world we experience is

increasingly transcendental, the "truth" to be

found behind the "paper curtain".

Two examples would probably clarify the

point- To the majority of non-students, univer-

sities have become radical breeding grounds

in constant physical ferment. This is due large-

ly to one-sided reporting such as the recent

Saturday Night headline "1968: the Year of the

Radical Student." In point of fact, very few
students are activists and even fewer propose

violent acts. The second is example Pierre Tru
deau who recognizes himself that the pubEc
figure "Trudeau" was the creation of a favor-

able press. These are world view facts, part of

our environment created by the mass media
and not wholly confronting to the existant envi-

ronment. Unfortunately, one makes decisions

based upon criteria supplied by the paper envir-
onment just as one does upon information sup-
plied by the existent environment.

Our environment, rather than being only one
stage subjective, in that we experience all

things subjectively, is becoming doubly sub-

jective, being three steps removed from actual

experience (the event, the event perceived by

some journalist, the event as presented by that

journalist, our experiencing his account). We
are making enough errors of fact through the

single subjective experience; we have no need
of a doubly-subjective environment.

In addition, the growing dependence upon
this paper environment has allowed for the in-

corporation of another intellect-controlling

weapon into the arsenal of modern journalism

—

bredom. Repeated contact with accounts of

events dulls the reader's sensibilities. Think
back on the shock you experienced from the

Vietnam war films and casualty reports in the

early phases of that war. Are you as shocked
by accounts you read today? Probably not. The
Chicago riots enflamed many students, but the
repeated reports and analyses of reports have
resulted in what one may call outright apathy.
Are you as bothered by reports of starvation in

Biafra ? I doubt it. Repetition leads to a lessen-

ing of sensitivity and increasing apathy towards
the issue. What better way to destroy Trudeau
(Conservatives, are you listening?) than to

maintain the level of flattering coverage he has
enjoyed to the point of boredom! In McLuhane-
sque this could be termed: "the tedium of the
medium is the message."

Can man exist when his world view does not

correspond to reality ? It is unlikely. Over -

dramatization, perhaps, but the paper environ-

ment we create may lead to an inconsistent

world view and the resultant loss of the ability

to correctly react to and with the existant en-

vironment. The solution lies in the formulation

of a coherent philosophy of journalism which

will attempt to evaluate the coverage of events

so as to present a valid paper environment. But

this implies the destruction of a much-cheri-

shed tradition, the free press. Perhaps that's

not such a bad idea.
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's 'about six this ihorning and we are just finishing — where the hell

is our loyal staff — same two people keep doing the work all the

time. We're just back from ORCUP and still feeling the trip. Maybe
this one wit lbe on time — last wasn't. Thanx to John Mclntyre,
Hamar Foster, Charles Pullen, Klaas Bylsma, Doug Gerwin, the

same two people, Marte who couldn't find anything to drink, George
the » * * * who loaded the car, himself and . . .; the Daily who work-
ed; CUP OTT who didn't; the cops; the meese; the Whig who scalp-

ed; the Varsity for not watching their beer; and Arleigh who did
more than anyone else although she couldn't read it. PS — thanx
far the wine luv.

LET US WORK TOGETHER

Ideally, students from over •

seas with a different culture

should contribute a lot socially

or otherwise to the university

atmosphnre. Unfortunately, this

doesn't seem to be the case.

-There is a communication break-

down between Canadian stu-

dents and foreign students. The

fault is due partly to the foreign

student and partly to the Can-

adian student.

It should (be remembered thai

students from overseas have to

overcome cultural, educational

and emotional barriers. They
are placed in a totally new en-

vironment hundreds of miles

away from home. As a result.

they tend to stick together.

However, it is not uncommon
for Canadians to stick together

and form their own little group.

For example members of each

house in the residence complex

tend to form a separate group;

so do the members of each floor

in every house.

Furthermore, there seems to

be a general apathy, a lack of

initiative on the part of Can -

adians to go out of their way to

meet foreign students. This ap-

plies equally well to the foreign

student I would like to remind

readers that the International

Centre is not a meeting place

for foreign students only. There

is at the moment a lack of

participation by Canadians at

the International Centre.

However, the situation is not

as gloomy as it sounds. If the

presence of foreign students in

the classroom in the residences

and in the Co-op has reminded

Canadians that we are also hu-

man beings and individuals with

different personalities, then we

have accomplished a great deal.

I am pleased to hear that Can-

adian and overseas students are

dissatisfied with the present

situation. Let us not blame each

other for the past, but let us

work together, let us strive to-

gether, to build a new relation-

ship.

STEPHEN CHIN

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

We are delighted to note that

this year the Queen's Journal

has finally come of age. We
might add, it's about time.

For years now, the commun-
ity at Queen's has chosen to

seal itself off from the rest of

the real world — we have lived

in the half light of football

games, do — nothing student

councils, and subservience to

"the admin istraition". And the

Journal with its die hard, mid-

dle-of-the-road formula, has

served only to perpetuate this

myth.
Strange as it may seem, not

all Queen's students are charter

members of the I. 0. D. E. or

carry pictures of Mackenzie

King next to their hearts. More

and more of us (including the

much maligned first year stu-

dents) are disgusted with this

apathy, this indifference to any-

thing that is not specifically a

campus event.

And so, it is gratifying to see

the Journal taking a responsible

stand on issues of importance lo

all students. We are reassured

to see that some intelligence,

some enlightenment has gone

into features and editorials. We
look forward to your new mag-

azine section and a continuation

of this welcome trend.

GORD VOGT '70

LUC1NDA BRAY '69

DAVID BARLOW '69

BILL BUXTON '72

KATE HANBIDGE '70

MICHELLE LaBARRE '70

TRULIE MACLEOD '71

COMMUNICATIONS
Why does the A. M. S, (Execu-

tive) have a question period if

it does not intend to answer the

question put before it ?

Last Tuesday night a series of

about eleven questions were
asked both by members of the

Executive and by constituents.

Only one of the questions was
1 directly and then only

after extreme pressure.

Perhaps the members of the

Executive need to be reminded
that they are serving and re-

presenting the campus as a

whole and that the individual

student is their sole reason for

being. I find it very ironic tthait

the main campaign issue last

spring of Mr. Edwards and Mass
Lichty and most of the other

members was the improvement
of communications with the stu-

dent body. The casual and off-

hand manner in which the ques-

tions were dismissed unanswer-

ed belies these grandiose cam-

paign statements. I hope this

situation is alleviated very soon

before the few students who still

have confidence in the A. M. S.

are alienated.

PETER GRIFFITH'S
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the time moulder
Article by HAMAR FOSTER

DRAWING BY JOHN MclNTYRE

Absorption or Challenge?
"One repays a teacher badly if one remains

only a pupil". Thus spake Zarathustra, and the

true spirit of education speaks through him, and

and through the many generations of teachers and

students who look upon the learning process as a

challenge. But somewhere along the line, educa-

tion as challenge often becomes education as absorp-

tion, and ends up just as one writer described it

three centuries ago: that which remains after we

have forgotten all we have been taught.

What is education? Looking at the universities

of his own day, Mark Twain said that it is what

you must acquire without any interference from

your schooling ... a discouraging definition for

those of us who are paying $2,000 a year to sit

through televised sociology classes. But Twain s

remark is a challenge to Queen's and as such, fits

aptly into our definition of education as challenge.

Before someone screams that I am in the grip

of the Protestant ethic, however, I hasten to add

that by challenge I don't mean solving a difficult

problem in physics. The co-efficient of linear ex-

pansion is not a threat to my personal values, or

yours (unless perhaps you are trying to lose weight

by frequenting steam baths). Rather I mean that

education should be an unsettling process; or, as

one writer put it, it should "create difficulties every-

where" -not technical ones (1 still shudder at the

sight of log tables) but personal ones. Example.

Rilke ends one of his sonnets with the words,

"You must change your life".

How much has education changed yours?

Equally important as change is the broadening

aspects of a good education. An illustration of the

failure of this process is the history student who

condemns as ridiculous (he Hegelian theory of His-

tory. Under the yoke of the Liberal and Scientific

Assumptions (capitalizing a concept makes it easier

to hate, don't you agree?), he not only is unable

to sympathize with the outlook in question but also

has not considered that truth may be only a re-

flection of what satisfies and is coherent with the

needs of a particular people, time, and place. I

think it was Bernard Shaw who said that medieval

theologians arguing over the number of angels

that could dance on the head of a pin is no more

ridiculous than modem scientists counting the num-

ber of electrons in a freckle. In fact, it had to

be Bernard Shaw.

Obviously, education as challenge is a difficult

task. I am reminded of a sociology tutor last year

who suggested that nationalizing the basic indus-

tries was a possible solution for economic ills. A

timid co-ed squealed with horror: "But, but, that's

socialism!" As weU. at least she was being

challenged (and for all I know may even now be

running about in a loincloth with a volume of

Lenin in her hand, screaming: "Man is a bour-

geois compromise!"). Then again, she may not.

But what, you ask. about the engineers? Are

thev being educated. The stock answer is no; they

are being trained: a slide rule, a transit, an arts

notion, and a one-way ticket to the upper middle

M thigh na banrighinn. etc., etc. Yet mis

is surely as it should be. For to be an engineer.

e.g. to build a bridge, you must have already as-

sumed that your society is worth building bridges

for. This is presumably why Jean Paul Sartre is

a phiiosopher. not an engineer, and why Qie Gue-

vara left his medical practice to become a revo-

lutionary. They were unable to assume that ttdr

societies should be supported by them.

Thus we are left with the arts student, not the

engineer, who should be seeking challenge, be-

cause his subjects deal with challenge: afferent

social values, political systems, philosophies, re-

ligions and the like. But it is also the art student

who is all too often guilty of avoiding challenge,

of illegally making the engineer's assumption. He

may not be aware of it, but it descends like "a

thunderclap of Halt" whenever his values are

threatened by Hegelian historians or socialist tu-

tors.

This issue of the Journal, then will deal with

education, both as challenge and response—response

in the form of course reviews, counter-courses, stu-

dents for a New University, the anti-calendar, intar-

disciplinarian seminars and so on. To rehtro to

Zarathustra, we should note that its author stated

that no one should claim to know the i««*wto

had not been both deeply wounded and deeptf

delighted by its teachings. So with every Do*

every philosophy, and every couree in

as challenge.
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TUESDAY, OCT. 15

7:00 p.m.—Queen's Chorus re-

hearsal, Second Floor. Con-

vocation Hall.

7:30 p.m.-Chess Club Speed
Tournament Entries for

Queen's Championship, Wal-

lace Hal).

7:30 p.m.—German Club Organ-

izational Meeting. Interna-

tional Centre. Refresh-

ments. A.I.E.S.E.C. Meeting

—interested in jobs abroad?

Stirling, Theatre A. Films

will be shown. Sailing dub
general meeting, Stirling.

Theatre C.

9:00 pm—Kingston Film So-

ciety, Treasure of Sierra

Madre, Ellis Auditorium.

WEDNESDAY, OCT.3 £
THURSDAY, OCT. 17

5:15 p.m.—Credit Union general

meeting, voting on divid-

ends: open to public, Room
210, Kingston Hall.

7:00 p.m.—Camera Club meet-

ing, Kodak show, "advan-

ced Picture Taking", Dun-

ning, 104. "Treasure of

Sierra Madre", Kingston

Film Society, Ellis Auditor-

ium.

PROKOP'S

Vagabond Staak Homo]

Mon. Filet Mignon $1.95

Choice of 1 of 3 Styles

Tues. Sirloin Steak $1.95

Choice o/lo/3 Stales

Full Course Dinners

Cafe d'Echecs
open

Wed. to Sat.

9 to closing

Entertainment

Weekends

Refreshments 60< m'n -

6:30 pm—Science 44 Co-op, ex-

pansion meeting, 128 Earl

Street.

7:00 p.m.—ALFIE. IXinning Hall.

C.U.S.O., films on Ethiopia

and Latin America, -Inter-

national Centre.

10:( ) p.m.—Dunning Hall Movies,

Alfie—Michael Caine.

FOR SALE WANTED

TV. set, Admiral portable, 1962,

excellent condition, $50.00. Call

542-5231.

Baby sitter wanted for Tuesday

and Thursday afternoons near the

university. Call 542-4268.

Books: W. Durant, Story of
I

FOR RENT

Ctvlllratton, Vols. 1 to 10, retail

$150.00, sell for $80.00. Call 542-

5231.

Two girls in big. beautiful

apartment near the university are

looking for one or two more girls

to share the rent. Phone 546-7746

weekdays after 6:00.

LOST

1 Brown Italian Butane Lighter

in the Union pool room. Reward

of $4.00. Phone 542-0721.

Room for rent in home of grad

student on bus route to campus.

Dial 544-2427.

FOUND

1 "Cross" ball-point pen, gold-

filled, with engraved initials. Call

Terry at 54&4561.

All organizations, desiring frM
publicity for any social function

(meeting, dance, et cetera)

should have notes on this event

given to the Journal office by

6:00 p.m. the Wednesday or Sun-

day preceding publication.

COLES
COLES THE BOOK PEOPLE

COME TO KINGSTON

On Thursday, October 17, Coles

Bookstores, the largest book

chain in North America, will

open their first store in Kingston,

carrying thousands of books

in all subjects. There is no doubt

that Queen's was a major factor

in making this decision. We want

to take this opportunity to welcome

each one of you to come and join

in our grand opening celebration.

Watch for our unbelievable bargains

in educational and reference

material, too!
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Presuming

we have enough orange juice

by CHARLES POLLEN

Associate Professor,

Dept. of English

I was advised that I might speak about any aspect of the educa-

tional question that interested me, but it was obvious that the real

intention was to catch me in the indiscretions and excesses which

seem to be coming out of everyone's mouth this year. The point is

that the heat is on and the three elements of the university scene

who should be working together are waiting for each other to

slip. When I speak of three, I mean the students, the staff and

the administration, ail of whom, it is only fair to say, are caught in

the swamp of good intentions and have a bad habit of stepping on

each other's heads in their attempt to get out of the morass.

One of the great problems is that everyone wants to provide the

best education possible, but without giving away too much in the

process; everyone wants to do the best they can, but they also want

to be proven right. The administration realizes that it is now big

business, but, I suspect, would rather not be so big or so business,

particularly since so many administrators were, or are still in the

profession of teaching and research.

Many educators think it is our function to turn out well-

trained professionals who can contribute to the middle-

class life of this country and receive the rewards thereof.

(SjSIEEaiBJEISIfflSiaafflSIEIaVSBMEVSIS^^

I don't like the role of apologizing or explaining the administra-

tion; I'm happily not involved in it, and it is becoming a nightmare

of self-taeeding paper, a constant searoh for money, a suspicious

academic staff which feels it may be gouged and sometimes is,

and now a student body (that's an ugly cliche) which reviles every-

thing that moves with the stately gait of a thirty-year-old. I dont

think it is unfair to say that; you do it, and I can't think for the

life of me what peculiar virtue lies in being twenty years of age

since it comes to all of us automatically (presuming we have

enough orange juice); the real trick is getting through the next

twenty years (which some of us have managed to do with the

requisite number of successes and disasters).

The point is that no one is seriously interested in conspiracy.

There is, no doubt, some serious disagreement about the function of

the university. Many educators think it is out function to turn out

weli-tnained professionais who can contribute to the middle-class

life of this oountry and receive the rewards thereof. I suspect that

a great number of students, particularly in the professional courses,

would agree with their teachers, with the administration and with

the government (which provides most of the money) in espousing

this position.

is socially useful to the c<^'«^S^ ŵifSl„Te
S£J£ atetfnWthi JS3K ST^nfuch of the

protest among Students lies here.

... the function of th. university is (to) . .
.
make you

aware, skeptical, capable of deciding whether the

middle-class Utopia is what you want

.

There ten* any real reasonwhy £ ^"tate*
which will do both things, prepare you

.

for ajo ^

iives, both communal! and personal.

Queen's seems to many teachers an excellent place for such a
'thing to happen. Indeed, many teachers have been involved in the

process for years and are surprised by student dissatisfaction. The
classes are a reasonable size, few students go through without some
contact with senior professors (and that's a problem even at Har-
vard), and if the traffic in the English department is any proof,

students are not loath to invade the ivory tower.

OUARILES PU11EN

Associate Professor Department of English

K-s perfectly true that physically Queen's is a shocker.and

each new building seems to suggest that education and aesthe&cs

are mutually offensive; it is true that the Students' Union.is inadeq-

Se and ugly, that the book Store is useless for much of the year,

and that there is no adequate middle ground, no place for theM anf staff to mingle informally ... what we need is a

good pub close to the campus.

But there is good will which should not be wasted. I under

stand that the Philosophy department has already held itself out

S surprising success offering to "make it new; I know History

is thinking of the problem, as is English.

ISHHBEle

The administration ... is becoming a nitemare

of self- breeding paper, a constant search for

money . .

.

Boccaccio has a description ™"Ja stop, but
pertinent today. Which *^p

m™n^ JTwhaTyou think is

orSnX. £~%?W£ carefu*

before you criticize.

Th. irreatest weakness of all is a bad brief, and many of your

tgSSttStSS* with inconsjte>^«- ™*£?S
Yon are not wrong. There are problems; they can get wo™. ™

"

l

not because aw Academic wants to hammer you, or^umore yoj

WtatSkes the academic as alarming is your serious PJ*fe.

rt^S indiiuafen on a campus WMchis sobew goring.

hrasbuf surely not insensitive to the needs of ?
tudei*':,Y°t^oK So Sis bytalf. It may be bad in Southern ^Mo™F

Paris, but it's not bad here .. . and this is the. gut.of. the wMW
Sing ... it doesnU have to be miserable or a""^J^A

_JE
mod will less dog's — dinner ranting, even a Uttle grace mfl

we caVinake i!t7ogeiher. Your best friend is the academic; hes atoo

in the bag.

3*r T~
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"What's the point of a revolution

without general copulation...
Whoever wants to know

a thing has no way of do-

ing so except by coming

into contact with it, that
i

is, by living (practising)

in its environment ... If

you want knowledge,

you must take part in the
'

practice of changing real-

ity. If you want to know
_

the taste of a pear, you

must change the pear by

eating it yourself ... If

you want to know the

theory and methods of

revolution, you must take

part in revolution. All

genuine knowledge orig-

inates in direct experi-

ence.

WANT

Stop fighting the war
Give the land to the peas-

ants. Give

food. Peace. Land

Bread.

-the bolsheviks

Mao Tse Tung

Wherever death may
surprise us, let it be wel-

come if our battle cry has

reached even one recep-

tive ear and another hand

reaches out to take up
our arms . .

.

—Che Guevara

We should support

whatever the enemy op-

poses and oppose what
ever the enemy supports

—Mao Tse Tung

Long live independent

Viet Nam!

—Ho Chi Minh

The

the mosi

force in s

the most I

and the lei

five in thai

This is especial

era of social

course, the youl

should learn frol

and other adul

should strive as i

possible to engage!

sorts of useful actrj

with their agreement

—Mao Tse fl

The press heaps sand m
blind their eyes,

The TV sand is gray;

But there are signs a ris-

ing storm

May blow the sand away!

—American Opinion

everyone

RE VOL
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^The ostrich is a foolish

bird

' That hides its head

sand;

And "Liberals"

like this

In Our Great

land.

As far as our o

sire is concern

don't want to ft

for a single day

circumstances f

1/
fight, we can fi

finish.

—Mao T« Tung

//.

Sabotage should

retted by the civil org)

lization in the external!

Uctor in co-ordination

Lith the central corn-

land. In special circum-

Ices, after careful ana-

I assaults on persons

e used.

—Che Guevara

I struggle rather

lony—"natural"

Ise—is the nor-

Ivitable condi-

flist society.

—Marx

We hold these truths to

be self-evident, that all

men are created equal,

that they are endowed
by their Creator with cer-

tain inalienable rights,

that among these are Life,

Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness — That to se-
cure these rights, Gov-
ernments are instituted
among men, deriving
their just powers from
the consent of the gov-
erned. — That whenever
any form of Government
becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the Right
of the People to alter or
to abolish it, and to insti-

tute new Government,
laying its foundation on
such principles and or
ganizing its powers in

such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to
effect their Safety and
Happiness.
—American Constitution

The masses have
' less creative power,

can organize themselv

and concentrate on places
' and branches of work
where they can give full

f play to their energy; they
can concentrate on pro-

duction in breadth and
depth and create more

' and more welfare under-
' takings for themselves.

—Mao Tse Tung

theWe're gonna sail

Constitution right.

—George Wallace

The problem today,
however, is that Rightist

conservative thinking is

causing mischief in many
spheres and preventing
the work in these spheres
from keeping pace with
the development of the
objective situation. The
present problem is that

many people consider it

impossible to accomplish
things which could be ac-

complished if they exert-

ed themselves.
—Mao Tse Tung

It's not my fault if real-

ity is Marxist.

—Che Guevara

The opportunity for re-

volution exists only when
objective conditions and
subjective readiness coin-

cide.

—Marx

We can learn what we
' did not know, vie are

' not only good at djjnWoy
' ing the old world, we are

! also good at building the
' new.

—Mao Tse Tung

A school of a hundred
people certainly cannot
be run well if it does not

have a leading group of

several people ... and is

composed of the most
ACTIVE, upright and aler

of the teachers, the other

staff AND THE STUDENTS.

—Mao Tse Tung

We think that it

harmful to the growth of I

art and science if admin-
' istrative measures are/

' used to impose one par-

ticular style of art

school of thought and to /

I ban another.

—Mao Tse Tung
j

In order to build

f great socialist society, it is

J
of the utmost importance ;

' to arouse the broad mass-

,

I
es of women to join

productive activity.

—Mao Tse Tung
I

Violence is the orgasm
j

f
of youth.

—Dr. Leith ,

-MARAT/SAME
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A Poke in

the fye

by BUI Martin

Later that very same night, my friend broached

the subject of Student Power, as we sat in the

Union Coffee Shop, sharpening our knives on the

edge of a hamburger. He asked If I would like

some coffee and I said that I would and he asked

If I wanted sugar and cream and I said that 1

did and he said that he would go and get these

things and I said that I was grateful for his

efforts. Our meaningful dialogue went on this

way for a while and I was truly sorry to see him

leave for the coffee. "Godl, it's been weeks

since I've enjoyed a dialogue as meaningful as

this one," I thought while eavesdropping on the

structured and hence meaningless trialogue going

on among three immature students at the next

table. They were discussing only jobs and money

and girls, not the revolution. Probably Engineers.

Then my friend returned. With the coffee he

brought three more concerned people and after

brief introductions we launched into an unstructured

polylogue on the relevant ways and means of

achieving Student Power. First of all we agreed

that the administration was bad and that bureau-
^

cratic structures eliminated meaningful and re-

'

levant dialogue between the alienated student and

his more environmentally oriented colleague. This

was fostered, of course, by the Initiation program.

Then we scorned those 'administration flunkies'

who had adapted to the system. They spoke only

in meaningless cliches.

A chap sat down at the next table and I happened

to notice that he was a negro. I was just about

to invite him over when my friend grabbed my

arm. "No tokenism," he cautioned. "We're true

liberals", he added earnestly. I blushed inwardly.

I had a lot to learn.

Well, along about closing time the five of us

had managed to draw up a few pretty relevant

proposals as meaningful alternatives to the pre-

sent bureaucratic educational structure. After the

coloured negro had left, I scored a dazzling

point by mentioning that students are niggers in

the present educational system. Everyone agreed

that this was a new way of looking at the problem

even if it seemed slightly dysfunctional to achieving

ultimate harmony with our black brothers.

After the Coffee Shop closed, we had to find a

meeting place suitable for the formulation of our

revolutionary proposals. We cleverly selected the

fourth cubicle of the mens washroom in the base-

ment of the Students' Union. The meeting was

still unstructured but now we had to have a

chairman.

We decided that educators and students should be

considered equals. Accordingly, professors should

share their knowledge, wisdom, experience, cars,

food, books, money, wives, with their students.

This is only just.

We decided that the administration should give

the students of Queen's control over the university's

finances. This way Queen's can get such badly

needed items as a stadium for revolutionary games

or even an international airport for the newly

formed Airborne Revolutionary Students Expedition

or the ARSE.

We decided to legalize drugs, abortions, euth-

anasia, vivisection, and onomatopoeia and while

we're at it nationalize General Motors, Coca Cola,

Hershey Bar, the United Fruit Co. and then bomb

Washington, New York, Chicago, San Francisco

and Salt Lake City.

TeetR barred, eyes glazed, we prepared to put

our proposals before the entertainment branch of

SNU, the AMS. This was to be our moment of

triumph! The Revolution was here I As we piled out

of the cubicle we paused only long enough to voice

the new cry of the Revolution, "FlushBaby Flush",

and then in a flash, we were away.

HrapffsiBisiaBisiajBisifflSEiaiaiaaEJHSE^

ATTENTION ALL CLUB EXECUTIVE

A.M.S.CLUB GRANT INTERVIEWS

WED. OCT. 16, A.M.S. OFFICE

TIME CLUB

7:00 p.m. Liberal Club

7:15 p.m. Art History Club

7:30 p.m. Camera Club

7:45 p.m. Pistol Club

8:00 p.m. Bridge Club

8:15 p.m. Queen's Musical Theatre

8:30 p.m. A.I.E.S.E.C.

8:45 p.m. Chinese Club

9:00 p.m. International Club

9:15 p.m. C.U.S.O.

9:30 p.m. Chess Club

9:45 p.m. S.N.U.

10:00 p.m.
' S.C.M.

10:15 p.m. Queen's Chorus

10:30 p.m. Curling Club

10:45 p.m. -
. . W.U.S.C

11:00 p.m. - .Ski Club

11:15 p.m. Math Club

11:30 p.m. Geography Club

11:45 p.m. Debating Club

12:00 p.m.. CF.R.C

12:15 p.m. - Classics Club

12:30 p.m. P.HE.S.A.

D. H. PAKRUL

CHAIRMAN, BUDGET & FINANCE

SAVE 50%
..and be 100% informed

Canada's mining industry continues to grow

at a hectic rate and outpaces all other indus-

trial groups. The future calls for accelerated

expansion.

By knowing the facts, and they appear each

Thursday in The Northern Miner, you can

keep abreast of the mining industry and what

it means to Canada. Read all the news of

all the mines — all the metals.

A special $5.00 per year subscription rate

(regular price $10.00 per year) is offered to

University students.

Take advantage of this special student offer.

Complete the coupon below and mail it today

or write for a specimen copy.

^btTRortbernfflliner*
Canada's National Mining Newspaper

77 RIVER STREET — TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

Please send me one year's subscription to The

Northern Miner at the special student subscription

rate of $5.00. Remittance enclosed.

University

Faculty —Year of Graduation...
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the Engineer

By DOUG PARSONS

Probably the best unbiased Indication of the

calibre of education received at an engineering

school is the ease with which graduates of that

school get the jobs that they want, for contrary

to a common belief, every graduating engineer

does not have half-a-dozen companies begging

him to sign with them-some people don't have any
prospective employers at final exam time. In the

past decades, Queen's engineers have fared well

in this regard but the competition they are meeting

in the job market is becoming increasingly keen

as Queen's old rivals such as Toronto and McGill

and her new ones such as Waterloo develop facil-

ities and staff in both quantity and quality.

The Faculty of Applied Science has, perhaps

a little belatedly, joined this trend to bigger and

better things. The teaching and support staffs are

rapidly Increasing in size, many of the new mem-
bers bringing with them not only good instructing

and research ability, but also youth, vitality, and

a definite interest in helping to mould an engin-

eering school that will be in the forefront for

years to come. In addition, new and modern

equipment is being introduced, some of it to re-

place relics that have been used to "make do"

in the past four years, the remainder to be used

in new fields of instruction and research. New

buildings are in the works for most departments

(e.g. Mining, Metallurgy) and Chemical Engin-

eering already has a new home in Dupuis Hall.

At the same time, the undergraduate and graduate

populations are increasing (800 undergrads in

1962, now 1200).

The preceding paragraphs tend to give the im-

pression that Queen's Engineering is, if not in

the best of health, at least not flat on its back.

This, it must be granted, is the picture that is

seen from the outside. To get the whole story,

one must ask the students-the people who see the

picture from the inside-how they feel about the

education they are receiving.

Off to a bad start

As a start, ask what is right or wrong with the

first year. A lot of students feel it Is mostly

wrong: the profs are generally inexperienced and/

or uninterestedi they stress the theoretical rath-

er than the practical; many of the courses
.

are

merely a glorified re-hash of grade 13; Engta-

eering Drawing which is alloted one-fifth of *e

clasTtime is often tedious and boring and the

benefits to be derived from many <*<>rcl"e"''ue
!;

Enable, yet It 1. the on*

in the first year of engineering; Geology te a

waste of time and has been retained only for

tradition's sake; the work load is too heavy. A.

, result of the above conditions, many freshmen

become disenchanted with Engineer^ and eHher

fail or switch faculties at the end of the year.

The above complaints were

open letter endorsed by the

Executive and sent to Dean Brown hist spring,

^sequent*, a committee of the Socu£ >»»

been studying these problems and to about »

table a report with some proposed »0l"u<™

Sore the "Lcutive. Hopefully, U»^oortwm

he forwarded to the Dean and be used to bus

that the Faculty ha. been carrying

out In the same problems.

What's he doing?

Where's he going?

Along comes the second year. Those that have
survived first year academically and psychologic-
ally choose one of ten disciplines and usually take
heart as they are given courses taught by engin-
eers on engineering topics and in ways that

clearly indicate the engineering approach to prob-
lems. The maths and physics and chemistry still

remain in most departments but the calibre of

instruction improves.

Girls and the Option
Two new dimensions are added to the pic-

ture In second year: the Arts option and the

smoker. The requirement of passing two courses

given by the Arts Faculty (one to be a humanity,

the other to be a humanity or social science) was

introduced, among other things, to force the

budding engineer to learn to communicate with

non-engineers on a non-technical subject and In

a non-technical language. In some cases this

object Is achieved, the students welcoming the

break from equations and experiments. For the

majority of students however, the Arts option

Is regarded as a bind, a frill that cuts unneces-

arily into their time with the only benefit being

the opportunity to communicate with the opposite

sex.

On the other hand, most students are enthusi-

astic about the student-faculty smokers and other

affairs that are organized within the departments.

These get-togethers give the students a chance

to meet their instructors in non-academic sur-

roundings and so get to know them on a more

personal basis-often before the night is out,

professors and their courses will have been

raked over the coals openly. The feeling of be-

longing to the Engineering Fraternity is also en-

hanced by the presence of upperclassmen who are

always willing to give advice (good or otherwise).

As third and fourth year come and go the degree

of satisfaction with courses and Instructors in

general rises. Most complaints lie with courses

that are tedious and amount to mere formula

plugging and with those that are extremely theor-

etical. Instructors who are too busy with their own

research or with administration to prepare lec-

tures properly are brought under fire as are labs

which UBe antiquated equipment, the students feel-

ing that they won't be capable of using modern

instruments and machines when they start working.

Courses which center on projects and open-ended

problems find great favour since they challenge

the student to bring together and apply the know-

ledge he has been accumulating. Field trips are

organized to give people a chance to see indus-

try at first hand.

A Five-Year Degree
By the time final exams are in the offing,

seniors are often heard making two comments:

"Boy, I'm glad It's almost overl" and "I wonder

when it will take five years to get an engineering,

degree?" The first comment is standard in any

graduating class in any faculty; the second Is

given not just because the preceding four years

have been heavy but also because the student has

realized how much there is to learn in his chosen

field-often he feels ill-prepsred for the world of

industry and business where his educated judg-

ment may mean loss of millions of dollars or,

even worse, the loss of lives.

It is. In fact, now possible to take five or even

six years (passing every year) to get a B. Sc in

Engineering. A completely new set of Academic

Regulations for use in tha Faculty were Intro-,

duced this year. The Regulations are based on

the "Unit System" used in many universities al-

ready and among the details of the system is an

allowance for the student who wishes to spend more

than four successful years in obtaining his degree.

This means that a person may spend extra time

on non-prescribed courses in engineering, in arts,

or In medicine, the last combination of engineering

and medicine becoming Increasingly popular and

moreover. Increasingly important

Apathetic Industry

One set of complaints shared by students in

engineering (from first year undergrads to doc-

toral candidates) and staff alike concerns the

lack of interest shown by Canadian industry in

engineering education in Canada. The criticisms

are many and varied: summer jobs that will give

engineering students the opportunity to gain the

practical experience so necessary to a good grad-

uate are few and far between; many tours given

during field trips are merely the normal "Public

School once-over-lightly"; and show nothing of

what engineers do In the company being visited;

most important of all, the amount of money given

by industry to support undergraduate Instruction

and graduate research is minimal. As more and

more politicians and business-men start talking

about a "New Canada"-one that is no longer under

the "all-Canadian" industries must expand and

that new ones must be founded to compete with the

branches of non-Canadian companies In Canada

and also to tackle specific Canadian problems

(e.g. opening up the North). Seldom do they realize

however, that if we are to be self-sufficient in any

appreciable degree, we must use Canadian brains

in these companies and we must be willing to pay

to keep these brains in Canada.

In conclusion, consider the title of this article

Are engineers at Queen's really being educated or

are they just being trained to plug into formulas

and draw pretty graphs' The capabilities of some

graduates are limited to "looktog-tt-up" In hand-

books and catalogues and for these people, the

time spent here has been just a training period.

But for the majority, those who have kept thelr

ears and eyes open, for more has been learned

than "the ways of things toanlmate" to quota

Kipling. A whole way ef life has been learaaat-e

life centered around the logical solution of all

problems (scientific or otherwise) through the

application of knowledge. They have learned how

to deal with people, not because they have read

about It in a book, but because they have been

forced to work with their classmates to common

ends and under pressure. They have, to short,

learned how to think on their feet and it is for

this reason that staff and students of the Faculty

of Applied Science adamantly claim that there is

an Engineering Education to ba had at Queen a.
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By MARK ELLIOTT

Queen's will be having a teach-in with a <^«w«*

next term It will be held from January 24th to 27ft

and the emphasis will be on unstructured seminars

rather than lectures and on an atmosphere of total in-

volvement. The programme, sponsored by the World

University Service of Canada and by the Other Events,

committee will include a light show, an art show, rock,

and folk concerts, and hopefully a concert of Indian

music. The intention is to get every one to blow lus

mind.

Key speaker will be Alan Watts who is flying in

especially from the West Coast. Watte, the a^hor of

oveTeighteen books, is regarded as the foremost inter-

preter of Zen in the Western world. Born in England

he came to the United States in 1938 and during has

career has been an editor, minister and college profes-

sor lecturing at Cambridge, Cornell and Hawaii una-

veretoies In his books he deals with questions such as

the West's hostility to nature Which he feels is the root

of our personal anxiety and loneliness and the cause

of our inability to understand the difference between

sacred and profane love.

Other speakers who are intended to fit in with the

overall theme of human relationships wild include

Dr Erie Lincoln, an expert on the black power ques-

tion from New York and John Rich, a psychoatrost

from U of T Also coming will be assorted communists,

hippies, anarchists, yippies, conservatives, John Bdr-

ohers etcetera from Montreal, New York and Toronto.

Hard rock and folic aots are now in the process of

being booked, together with a light-show from New
York Set lectures will be at minimum as the organi-

zers feel thalt they aire an unsattisfaotory way to get

people involved. Rather they will be encouraged to

take part in seminars and discussions with the resource

people based on any topics they want.

In addition to the teaeflnin the Other events Commit-

tee plans to organise a Quebec seminar on November

4-5th to which Rene Levesque and Pierre Bourgauilt

will be coming, a film festival with Arthur Upset and

a Racial Affairs in Canada seminar November 11th-13th

with negro M. P. Lincoln Alexander and Indian M. P.

Len Mardhand. On March 1st a Student Affairs sym-

posium will be held to which Yippy leader Jerry Rub-

in and CUS president-elect Martin Loney have been

invited.

Have you been reading about

student sit-ins at Berkeley, Mex-

ico, Quebec? Student demands,

student power, student action. .?

Now Queen's has its own activist

group on campus. The group calls

Itself SNU, Students for a New

University. They are going to

demand changes in university

curriculum, demand changes in

university structure, demand
changes in housing facilities, de-

mand change ....
The group, whose president is

Robin Ryan, and which has about

sixty student members, recently

issued a Statement of Principles,

which said in part "Our almi6to

replace the existing authoritar-

ian structures of society and the

university with institutions which

are democratic, dedicated to hu-

manistic values, and fit for a

free people." To this end the

Action Committee, one of the

sub-committees of SNU, is plan-

ning a sit-in at the October 24

meeting of the Senate. The stu-

dents have asked that Senate

meetings, which are now closed,

be made open to students. If

this is done at the Senate meet-

ing, says SNU, there will be no

demonstration. SNU eventually

wants to see equal representa-

tion of students and faculty on
the Senate.

The Board of Trustees has

financial control over the dis-

bursement of funds in the uni-

versity. Mark Elliott, a member

of the Action Committee, saidthat

it was time that the group "laid

down a hard line. It's time we

stopped messing around with the

liberals."

Besides the Action Committee,

there are three other committees

within SNU-the Internal Educa-

tion Committee, the External Ed-

ucation Committee, and the Hous-

ing Committee. These commit-

tees together intend to attack

the broad range of social ills that

beset the community. They plan

to back a specific alderman for

the civic election, investigate the

housing crisis, and examine the

ways in which the university com-

munity can be democratized and

destructured. They are vague

about how a free university would

work, though they point to Roch-

dale College in Toronto as apos-

sible model. They want to elim-

inate such things as course re-

quirements, rigid lecture sys-

tems, etc.

One of SNU's largestproblems

is enlisting the support of wide

sectors of the campus, because

at present only about 1% of the

campus Is actively involved inthe

movement

5Q MtABB
OF STRUGGU
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Student Courses

Counter-education has produced

free universities, inter-disciplinary

semi nails and Student courses, among

other things. And while Queen's is

certainly not a free university, it does

now have such a seminar and student

or "counter-courses" to boot.

Under the direction of Brian Rogers,

Chairman of the Academic Round

Table, one such course had already

had two meetings and others are in

the planning stages, These courses,

incidentally, are the top priority of the

Academic Round Table.

Tony Craipi, a graduate student in

Mathematics, has led a seminar on

world development through two ses-

sions so far, and was the original

force behind the idea last year. The

group meets at 7:00 p.m. Wednesday.

410 Johnston St., for those interested.

Also in the works are seminars on

Eastern Philosophy, and one on the

topics bo be discused by the guest

speakers at next month's installation

of Dr. Deutsch. Rogers hopes that

more seminars will be inspired by

coming events at Queen's, and has or-

ganization will keep students advised

through the Journal,

A course critique of all first year

Arts and Science courses may be

ready next Fall, if financial support is

forthcoming from the Arts and

Science Undergraduate Society and

the AMS. Based on questionaire re -

suits from each class, it will include

a discussion of the teaching ability

and areas of special interest of the

professor, and the relative difficulty

and amount of work required for the

course.

The professor will also be asked to

give an account of the course content

and of what he is attempting to do in

ibhe course. The critique and the pro-

fessor's account will be part of what

will be called the "Students' Course

Guide", to be published by the Stu-

dent-Faculty Committee of the Arts

and Science Faculty. '

The purpose of the Guide will be

to help students to decide which

courses could be improved. The Guide

will probably be most useful to fresh-

men Who have little idea of what

many courses involve and to upper -

classmen who have to take introduc-

tory courses as options. The Guide

will thus fill the gap left by the de-

partmental Calendar, which usually

offers little discussion about a course
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Do you faint at the sight of blood? By

For some people it was too

much. One poor engineer lay

trembling and clenching his

fists while a nurse mopped his

pale brow wfth a cold wet cloth.

It was his first, and possibly last

time.

But the bulk of blood donors

that filed through Grant Hall

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-

day managed to enjoy them -

selves. It was my first donation,

and I 'reacted favorably — if

you call getting the giggles fav-

orable. Actually I found the

whole experience rather an anti-

climax to my expectations. I 'had

imagined rows and rows of

bodies all quietly bleeding into

bottles that dangled by the

head of the bed, and nurses

scurrying about their duties,

calmly treating the occasional

faint and administering instruc-

tions and reassurances.

The atmosphere in Grant

Hall was quite relaxed after 'the

initial formalities were over.

Like an assembly line, we shunt-

ed from table to table, filling

out cards, consulting files and

being tested for blood types.

This was intriguing. The nurse

plunged a pin point into the

pad of my finger and squeezed

until a little red bead of blood

appeared. This she carefully col-

lected in a glass tube, kneading

my finger and finding out if I

had "had hepatitis — or —
malaria — and — had — I —
been — under — a — doctor's

— care — in — the — last —
six — months?" at the same

time. She then let one drop fall

into a test tube full of a blue

solution and with fascination I

watched it form a dark blob and

descend slowly to the bottom,

taking on a doughnut shape just

before landing. U was all the

more fascinating as I had no

idea what crucial information

the nurse was gathering from

this particular test, and I was

sure my blob was different

from the fellow's beside me. Re-

turning to my senses, I realized

she had hardly glanced at that

test and was busily preparing

for the next. Two more precious

offerings from my circulatory

system found themselves on a

porcelain plate and the nurse

put two drops of solution onto

them. Intently mixing these to-

gether she then rotated the

plate (which by now was spot-

ted with previous donors' tests)

and came to the conclusion chat

I was 0 type. As I recalled from

my biology course from way
back when, this meant 1 was a

universal donor, so 1 felt that

the Red Cross should indeed be

pleased with my donation.

When my turn came, I ginger -

>ly climbed on a bed and bared

my arm. The needle stung a bit

at the beginning from the solu-

tion it was stored in, but soon I

was blissfully comfontable and
happily bleeding into a plastic

bag by the bedside. No Florence

Nightingale bottles to watch —
as a matter of fact I never saw
my own donation. From time

to time the Red Cross Volunteer

would knead the bag so the

blood would mix in with the

anti-coagulant solution in the

bag. The atmosphere was most

relaxing — a friend would
come up and exchange such

pleasantries as 'your blood is

bluer than mine" or " I outbled

that poor fellow over there by

at least ten minutes". One young
man was quite indignant be-

cause two girls had come and

gone while he made his dona-

tion. It was a blow to his mas-

culinity to learn that bis veins

were smaller than (theirs.

When I was finally drained of

380 c.c.s. of blood, the volunteer

called "off please" and a regis-

tered niurse removed the needle,

and pressed some gauze onto

the spot where it had been. This

was my supreme moment : I

have low blood pressure which

causes me to black out some -

times if I stand up too quickly,

so if I was to faint, it would be

now. I got to my feet from a

horizontal position minus a pint

of blood, and no blackout. The

one Lime I would be able to

make a dramatic scene . . . !

I was ushered over to a re-

covery bed and told to lie down
and apply pressure to the gauze

with three fingers. This I obedi-

ently did. I found it necessary to

admonish thL> chatty engineer

in the plaid shirt beside me to

put on THREE fingers — he

cheated and only had two. The

volunteer was pleased to that

I was such an enthusiastic donor

My pi nit of blood had mean -

While been processed, labelled

and put on a tray to go into tihe

refrigerated truck outside. Its

destination was to one of King-

ston's hospitals or even farther

afield, wherever there was need.

After twenty-one days, when the

blood in that form is "out-dat-

ed", it is converted into blood

factions — gamma globulin,

serum albinum, fibrinogen, etc.

BRENDA MAYBEE

Photos by MacD.

which lasts indefinitely.

Five minutes pressing on tihe

gauze and five minutes on the

bandaid they gave me, and once
more I was on my feet, heading
for the assembly line. Here
there was a spread of antioles

ranging from plastic lapel pins

in the shape of a drop of blood

to pamphlets about the whole
procedure of blood donation.

They even had little stickers

that read "BE nice to me — I

gave blood today."

Nexlt stop was perhaps the

one that gave blood donors the

greatest impetus — free re -

ireshmenits. Coke, orange juice,

tomato juice, hot coffee, and
.four or five types of cookies,

there for the taking. And were

they being taken. The plaid -

shirted engineer had demolished

half the plate of cookies before

I arrived, and when a new one

had been brought, it proceeded

to disappear in the same way.

What (the Red Gross gets in one

way it pays for in another.

For some people it may have

been too much, But altogether

928 Queen's studemts Wed,

Brenda's vein Maybee?
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Queen's Rugger Firsts remain unbeaten

'By ANDREW PAGE and

IAN BROWN

The Gaels' rugger first XV

maintained its unblemished rec-

ord with a 9-0 win over a rough

and ready McOill squad. The

victorj' boosted its total points to

93 for and 0 against.

The game developed rapidly in-

to a pitched battle, with hard un-

compromising play from both

hides. Queen's scored after 10

minutes on a penalty kick from

the talented toe of Ron Eastall

that made it 3-0. McGill came

right back into the play, but were

stopped cold by the aggressive

tackling of Peter Taylor, Rick

Coutts and Dave Cooke.

Queen's held the upper hand in

the first half, though McGill was

superior in the line-outs. Fast

breaking by Queen' swing forward

Peter Barker prevented McGUl's

backs from getting far, as did

hard tackling by backs Kraser

Barrill and Jim Eby. When

Queen's got the ball, they were

dangerous-Chip Drury narrowly

missed a try in the dying minutes

of the first half.

The second half featured brisk

action with rather too much kick-

ing on the part of McGill. Queen's

scored 20 minutes into the second

half when Steve Shelley stoutly

blocked a kick, picked up the

loose ball and swiftly somer-

saulted into the end zone to make

it 6-0.

Nor did the Gaels stop here.

Bryan Currah, Queen's fiery

scrum half broke around the blind

side, crashed by several tacklers

and planted leather beyond the

posts.

.1 f

Above: Desperately in need of glasses, Queen's forward Rick

Coutts tries to pass out the ball.

Right: The ball has just been thrown into the line-out from the

sideline and a battle for possession is going on. Shortly afterwards,

McGill gets the ball.

The despondent Redmen tried

to rally and got off on a long

run late in the game, but some

staggering tackling by Captain

Mike Dollack and Peter "Ante-

lope" Grozelle doomed the re-

surgence.

Before the game ended,

Queen's threatened again when

Richie Rugger dazzled the oppo-

sition> dancing down the sideline

only to be stopped inches short,

not for lack of effort.

Special credit must go to full-

back Larry Thorsteinson and to

Captain Mike Dollack who did a

fine job of leading the team

Rugger Seconds

lose to Trent
By ANDREW PAGE and

IAN BROWN
A promising but careless

Queen's second XVgaveTrentall

the breaks it needed to post a

16-5 victory here Saturday.

The game started slowly with

neither team outplaying the other

until the Trent scrum-half ran

around the blind side of his scrum

and passed to his wing who dashed

down the sideline for a try that

put his team ahead 3-0.

Queen's came back a few min-

utes later with a determined run

by Eryan "the rambler" Rogers.

His try, next to the posts, made

the score 3-3, and a fine conver-

sion by Bilr"metatarsal" McNeil

out Queen's ahead for the first

The rest of the first half was a

see-saw defensive battle punc-

tuated CD by some brutal tack-

exhibition

three Toronto painters
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ling by Jim "the shoulder" Cro-

zier. One decked and bewildered

Trent player who spent half-

time on his back was heard to

ask, "What was the number of

that truck?"

In the second half the Rugger

Gaels, by a tremendous team

effort, not only shut themselves

out but offered Trent a chance at

13 more points And kindly en-

ough, Trent accepted and scored

all 13; 3 on a penalty kick, and

10 more on two converted tries.

The Queen's forwards took a

scientific approach to the game

of rugger, for in the second half

they were inclined to stand and

watch. Unfortunately, direct and

learned observation cannot sub-

stitute for participation,

On the positive side of the

ledger, however, the Queen's

seconds have a lot of talent,

though it has often been hidden

so far this season. In the intra-

squad scrimmage this last Wed-

nesday, they lost by only 1 point

to the first XV. When they find

themselves, the boys will be

murder on the opposition, and will

provide the fans with some first-

class rugby action inthe remain-

der of the season to come. They

play Macl>onold College here next

weekend,, so let's getout and sup-

port them.

THE JOCK'S PADRE
—CLARK

by MURRAY ASPDEN

guiding lest alumni who had meandered hepe-

several games.This weekend kept the Padre busy. Along with.

« J££dl^XZ" I the rugger field and on the football turf. ^Xetl'tZ"
„a£hing the T~ -s, nr«e n outplay Mc: G, „ a gasp o a ga-^ Queen s^players^

St^c" P e a run-t wS„ !he Redmen near their goai line. Against the ad-

v"ce of thf team doctor, back he weni into the game. I just heard by way of the rugger vtctory party

that Mike is in the hospital overnight.

In rugger there are no substitutiens. and judging by the way W****™" L?^
der that any are walking after the game. However injuries seem of little concern

players are dragged off the field, the trainer grabs the water bucket and splashes mei

some tape on them if needed, and back in they go for more.

I talked with one cf the football staff last week, and the worry over injury was written across

his wrinkled brow. Key men r,n our defence were missing after the Toronto game. Word had just

gotten back tr, the Padre that Gordon is in the Hospital tonight after jet ting banged on the head in

the game against the Redmen. ,, '

1

Walker, too. saw limited action

out there. He was heading to the

trainer's room the last time I saw

him.

The injured

heads, puts

The McGill Quarterback gave

the credit to his frontline that

opened up the holes in our de-

fence. Yet one of their offensive

guards said that our defence was

tough . . . one of the best they

will face. However. McGill-the-

spoilers—wanted this game more
than we did and as they said,

"We were fired up more in the

second half".

If this brutal game seemed bad

enough, then I must certainly

point out one shameful incident

that doesn't make me happy.

Some spineless clown sent one of

the -McGill Flag bearers to the

hospital after he attempted to

grab her flag. In the fight that

followed, she had her hand step-

ped on and was severely hit in

the stomach. Someone knows who

did it. someone knows why she

was taken to hospital after being

struck, Athletes know they risk

serious injury . . It's part of the

game", they say. But why this

senseless attack on third year

Occupational Therapy student-

Ellen Wiesenfeld?

Maybe some of the students

around here will find this a laugh-

ing matter. If this is the case,

then I will invite anyone of you

who laugh to join me to smile

with my rriends—the patients, as

I walk the wards at KGH.

Soccer Gaels

split a pair

By PETER POLLOCK and

HUGH CONNOLLY

The Queen's Soccer Gaels split

a pair of games over the weekend

in Ottawa. On Friday afternoon,

they defeated Ottawa University

4-2 having blanked them 2-0 on

the week before. However, Car-

leton capitalized on the tired

Gaels condition on the Saturday

morning defeating Queen's 3-1.

Playing one of their better

games. Queen's was led against

Ottawa C. by inside left Ian Jones

who booted in three points. The

fourth Gaels score against Ot-

tawa came from Ade Ojo, who

booted the first point of thegame.

After Ojo's initial score,

Our good fortunes soon chang-

ed; Saturday morning Carleton

clearly outplayed the tired Gaels

Ln the first half. Carleton pressed

strongly from the start gaining

the lead at the fifteen minute

mark on a corner kick. Queen's

tightened up in the remainder of

the first half only to have two

quick goals scored in the early

minutes of the second half.

Queen's showed their offensive

strength only at the ends of the

halves but failed to score while

in close as their passing did not

click. The Gael's only scoring

put Queen's into a 2-0 lead. Be

fore the half was over. OU

tied the game up with two quick

points.

In the secondhalf, Queen's ral-

lied to take the lead once more.

On the key playofthegame.Jones

Jones P1&y came at the 35 minute marlt

Be _ in the second period. It came on

had a passing sequence with Tony

Louwman heading the ball behind

the Carleton Goalie. Me Ojo and

Bob Watson came through with

hard offensive games along with

Gord Maitland on defence.

This gives the Soccer Gaels

2-2 win-loss
took a pus on his right fromJim «" «™>" *e"°"

'

.

Plrie ind went toto .core. Jones Ne* «^
then added

Inspired sec

Gs*ln.

final goal to cap an travels to Quebec City to take

on Laval University ln an im-

portant game.
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Irresistible Redmen down Gaels
By ALEX BINKLEY

The Queen's golden Gaels, In

losing to the McGill Redmen

28-21 Saturday, added much con-

fusion to football season that

had once appeared to be quite

simple. They demolished the U of

T Blues 35-0 last week, and would

hopefully have disposed of Mc-

Gill, McMaster and Waterloo in

quick order, before the Vanier
Cup playoff In Edmonton.
But this one short week of sim-

plicity ended when the Gaels ran
into a determined McGill team
that simply never gave up. The
Redmen blocked well and played a
solid ball-control game. The
Gaels' defensive team, with sev-
eral people playing In new posi-
tions, had a hard time with the

Redmen's offensive line, which

opened large holes for fullback

Dave Fleiszer and halfback Dave

Doherty. Queen's offensive unit

dominated the first half, but was

sadly stymied in the second.

Much of the credit for the Mc-
Gill win has to go to Fleiszer,

who gained 167 yards, most of

them on very successful pitch

out plays from QB George Wall,

and to Doherty, who got 114

yards rushing. Wall called a fine

game in the second half, mixing

his running plays with Doherty

and Fleiszer well, switching from

sweeps to centre plays all too

effectively.

While the Gaels played some-

what less than inspired football,

they suffered several setbacks in

the game. Tackle John Gordon

suffered a concussion early in

Doing their best in all ill-

fated effort are Tom Chown
(left), Norm Van Buskirk

(below) and Bill McNeil
(bottom). Photos by Des-

mond and Boon.

Donnelly comes through

By MURRAY ASPDEN

McMaster's 3:28.2 time.

B, Warner fifth. Roh Laubman

took two fourths in the discus

In the Royal Military College's and javelin The
:

Queen's mile

Invitational Track Meet held last relay team (3:31.0sec)wasedged

Saturday, Queen's finished behind out

Waterloo and McMaster in third

place in the warn standings.

Queen's Brian Donnelly turned

in the only wins for the Golden

Gaels track and field team, After

a summer of international track

meets, Donnelly came through

with a 15.2 sec. 120 yard hurdle

win coupled with a 58.0 sec. first

place showing in the tough 440

hurdles. Unfortunately Donnelly

will be sitting out the Mexico

Olympic games this week as his

times did not qualify him for the

Canadian Olympic team even

though our track star placed first

at the trials.

In a meet of slow times,

Queen's collected several third

and fourth places. Dave Ellis took

the game, while defensive tackle

Doug Walker was lost with an in-

jured shoulder for part of the

game.

Several good performances

were turned In on Saturday, des-

pite the losing effort. Halfback
Keith Eaman scored two touch-

downs and played a good game
that left many McGill players

clutching thin air. Fullback Ron

Clarke rushed for 52 yards. QB
Don Bayne looked sharp in the

first half, even though things did

not go as well in the second.
George MacKenzIe, getting accli-

matized as defensive end, put

the pressure on Wall and made
some big tackles, while Jim
Turnbull did a fine job returning

punts.

McGill's first touchdown was

set up after Queen's Jim McKeen
fumbled a low third down snap

and threw an incomplete pass,

giving the ball to the Redmen on

the Queen's 36. Fleiszer worked

the ball in close and Wall ran

for a touchdown. Springate's con-

version made the score 7-0.

Queen's bounced back a minute

later when Eaman took a short

swing pass and ran 80 yards for

the touchdown; Cozacs convert

was wide, making the score 7-6.

Jim Turnbull later ran a punt

back to the McGill 40. Several

plays afterward Bayne passed to

Tom Chown in the end zone and

Cozac's conversion madethe

score 13-7 for the Gaels.

McGill then worked the ball

into the 20 yard line and George

Springate scored a field goal

making the score 13-10.

Gaels got a poor McGill punt
on the Redmen 40 and Eaman re-

ceived a screen pass, ran off-

tackle, and caught a flare pais
for a touchdown In three plays,

Cozacs then passed to Mclntyre
for a two point convert and tte
Gaels led at halftlme 21-10.

Late in the third quarter, Mc-
Gill cut Queen's lead to 21-17

when Doherty scored a touchdown

after a good McGill march.
Springate converted.

McGill again moved down the

field on Fleiszer's hard running.

Then Wall threw a pass to Wayne

By

ANNE

CARSWELL

In the trophy case at Queen's gym, there

stands proudly a large, blende, raggedy-Ann

doll, the mascot of all women's athletic teams

at Queen's. Although she does not travel with

the teams (apparently some less than peaceful

quarrelling over her with a Toronto basketball

team brought about the banning by the W.I.A.U.

of mascots from all women's intercollegiate ath-

letics), she still represents much fun and spirit,

and much hard training. Susie is seen on all

third in the 880. R. Kimberlyand women -

s athlet ic posters; so when you see the

W. Savieny were the big surprise
bi

..
ght sjgi) wjth OUJ , Susie-Q in the corner, stop

for the coach placing third and ^ read; (.nances are the information will be

fourth in the high jump. In the
flbout fl sport jn yotl are particularly in-

440, Bill Houston took third with
terested

Commeford for the touchdown and

Springate converted, putting Mc-

Gill ahead 24-21 at 6:54 seconds

of the fourth quarter.

Heine Lilies caught, then fum-

bled a pass which the Redmen

carried to the Gaels' ten yard

line. The Gaels put up a stubborn

goal line defence and held the

Redmen on the Queen's one. How-

ever the offense was unable to get

moving and Bayne conceded a

safety toueh making the score

26-21 for McGill.

The Gaels wer^ still In pos-

session on the 2.".. In the dying

minutes of the fame, Rich Van

Buskirk carried a pass to the

40 yard line. Then a screen pass

to Eaman was nullified by a pen-

alty and Eric Holden intercepted

Bayne's long pass. The defence

stalled the McGill attack and

got the ball on the Queen's two

yard line. Bayne wasthentackled

in the end zone for a safety touch

and McGill won the game 28-2L

While the loss was a definite

setback to the Gaels, It may also,

fire them up to try harder. The

Gaels may not be number one in

the national rankings anymore but

they will be heard from again.

Remember 10661

STATISTICS

Rushing - 88

Passing 206

First downs 9

Passes attempted .. 17

completed 12

Penalties 42 yds.

i McGill

301

SO

22

20

4

20 yds.

Houston took third wun terestedi
I • I / X

Queen's last hope collapsed wdh the mast
.* u«v1 riwinfl this tt

By GOKD PEN1EY

Sailing at R.M.C. this weekend Queen's

participated in the Canadian Intercollegiate

Championships. As defending champions,

much was expected from the Queen's team.

Representing Queen's in the seven race

series were skipper Peter Hall and Phil

Kerrigan. Fourteen other universities

competed, and among them U. of T., Mc-

Master, and U.B.C. had to be considered

favourites. Hie teams were racing for-the

Grant Cup, a large brass bell donated by

Col. Grant before the First World War.

This year the bell was not ringing for

Queen's.

^'L^of^^eX^^ Peter Just stood up and lookedIon ^"^^Mc^ster "aS^ 11 theflre not al- ***** as me_ remaining boats Passed
Next year

left swimming behind the boat. good racing this weekend, and the com-

petitors this year were far better than

(ore the first gun and they were i

lowed to start. In the second and third

races Queen's sailed poorly. The highlight

of the weekend came in the fourth race.

Queen's got stuck below the starting on

Aboard tack, and therefore crossed the

in last place on port tack. TBiey man-

aged to work their way up to second place

Za were hiking hard in the 25 mph
wind, ^^.^i^z^m
ing plane Queen s

^1 their mast fell down and Phi was
looked good !

Ms- shipwreck. Queen's last hope had just

fallen with the mast.

Quean's, well behind McMaster and

Lakehead sailed reasonably well on Sun-

day in light, shifty winds, and ended the

series with a second place in the last

race. Due to various protests among the

leading boats, the official results are pres-

ently unavailable.

When asked about the series, Peter

had the following to say: "We saw some

Lakehead sailed I

we just hope to come back and
^

race

against these great sailors, it's fun".

H.M.C., host for the event, ran it very

efficiently wnsidering the amount of dam-

age done by the heavy weather conditions

on the first day. Repairs were made

quickly and efficiently and everything pro-

ceeded according to schedule all weekend.

All regattas held at R.M.C are run by

the cadets themselves, and they do an

excellent job.
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lapinette
i&eihe happy
Wile ra&>ik

happy happy happy.

lapinette debars her

ditcmnia with her

Wtmanly worm.

faiikoFtHOHireal

io'iireeVman bath'.

ims I music \ fo»!

oh, oh..

see the unhappy
little taWto-

Soh.eob.

no one ha* tusked her.

^iriewrteteaj-s!

fast as lightning
Super-manager donee

lappy's KattatA

Chet^uin^ ekeaueixv*.

m^, please? She ASks
in a singda*' tnaamev.

gee the earsj^*"

gee heipiut
feitiK manager.

the home of Hie friendly Supertnsm^r.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
EXAM
7:00 p.m. Tues-
day, October

22, 1968
Room 222

Ellis hall

Queen's U.

Kingston
—career openings in a variety of functional spec-

ialties

—excellent training opportunities

—information booklet available at your university
placement office or the appropriate office of the
Public Service Commission of Canada.

FOREIGN SERVICE

A. M.S.
THE TOWN & GOWN COMMITTEE
REQUIRES THE FOLLOWING:

1. Chairman; Speaker's Bureau

—>to inaugurate & administer a bureau of student speakers, who would be avail-

able for service elubs, etc.

2. Chairman; Tutorial Committee

—to inaugurate & administer a programme of academic assistance for Kingston

High and Public School students.

3. Volunteers to work with

emotionally disturbed children at

the Sunnyside School & Home.

(1) Lifeguard (Bronze or Equivalent)—Thursday afternoons, 1-3 p.m.
(2) Volunteers interested in general work with the children—hours to be arranged.

(3) Volunteers interested in club work with the children—1 afternoon a week.

Please contact: Andrew Pipe

S44-1S97

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment
reps when they visit your
campus on

DATE
GRADS-TO-BE-IIM

:

ENGINEERING- SCIENCE •

COMMERCE • ARTS •

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ask at your Placement Office

for informative booklets and

arrange for an interview now!

Bell Canada

booklon PROTECTS
YOUR BOOKS* FROM
ANYTHING!...

SELFADHESIVE

clear

plastic'

film
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Choose one or both

there's no

PARKING OR HOUSING?C 196a

FROM QUEEN'S JOURNAL NEWSSERVICE
Queen's University may or may not provide parkingm its campus development plans. A report to the uni-

versity by an Ottawa consulting firm presented Twelve
proposals for campus parking providing space for 800
to 3,400 cars.

The report was prepared for the University last April
by De Luew, Cather and Company of Canada from inter-
views done last year and information from the University
Planning Office.

The recommended plan involves a $9.2 million capital
cost and a $1.2 million annual upkeep cost. It will pro-
vide 2,390 parking spaces on the main campus and 1 000
places on the West Campus.

Two hundred less parkers served in the
winter.

Implicid in this plan is the assumption that "two hun-
dred of those persons wishing to park on the main camp-
us during the summer months would be forced to park
on the west campus," three miles west of Union Street.

In this way the total summer demand will be satis-
fied, although not as conveniently, but two hundred less
parkers would be provided for during the winter.
An alternative plan would involve the possible ex-

propriation of nearly 35 houses on the Clergy-University
and Queen's Crescent-Albert areas. Parking facilities under
this plan would involve surface parking lots and would
not likely occur.

Other plan to involve expropriation
of thirty-five or more houses.

Another plan calls for 800 parking spaces on me main

campus and some two thousand on the West Campus.
Neither this plan nor the recommended plan would re-
quire existing housing to be demolished.
The report states that the parking facilities are onty

provided as a necessary service to the satisfactory oper-
ation of the campus and as such, "they must compliment,

I
ra 'her than detract from the overall a campus develop-
ment plan".

Technologies will be located north of
Union Street.

In general, this means that the technologies will be
located north of Union Street; Medicine will be located
to the Kingston General Hospital Complex; and the Hu-
manities will be accommodated in a large proposed com-
plex on the site of the Outer Field and Richardson Sta-
dium. As new buildings are completed, several of the
older buildings will be subject to removal.

It is intended that the ground coverage ratio of 20
percent or less will be utilized- A 120 percent or less
ratio of floor space to ground area will preserve the
present pattern of low buildings well spaced on grass
and treed landscape.

Criteria used in planning included — parker convenience,
traffic condiitons, economics, and campatability with ex-
istlng plans. -

Parking facilities serve own campus
and no shuttle bus.

The recommended plan Is fundamentally designed to

satisfy the total summer school demand for parking.
Parking facilities on each campus will serve then respec-
tive camp! and no shuttle bus service will be provided.

MAIN CAMPUS

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT J*
c

! LCfCND

J^J FHTIME OeWLOMIiMT UWViMfTV

| 1 FWTUM MVCLOPMCWT NMMTAL

MILLER HALL
47. HUMANITIES BLOG.
49. PSYCHOLOGY BLOG.
54. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
55. COMPUTER CENTRE
56. MINING
57. METALLURGY
58. HUMANITIES COMPLEX

On the main campus, .he nine current surface lots would
be retained, all street parking would be removed, and
1,600 places would be provided under the new humani-
ties complex. An additional 505 spaces would be pro-
vided underneath the Medical and Engineering Drawing
Buildings.

Operation would be handled either by parking stickers
or by use of gates and keys. Monthly rates will be ap-
proximately $9 in structures and $35 on lots.

At present, a total of 976 off-street spaces are supplied
on campus. Fourteen meetered spaces are supplied at
the curb. An additional 393 spaces are supplied on streets
within the University area.

Curb parking hinders traffic and is
aesthetically undesirable.

Curb parking, however, declares the report, hinders the
movement of traffic and is aesthetically undesirable and
many of the off-street lots are fucked in inconvenient
corners.

Thus, the report continued, there will be a winter de-
ficiency of 1173 spaces if undergraduate demand is met.
If undergraduates are prohibited from parking, an ade-
quate number of spaces exists at present.

Undergraduates find they are left out
of the parking problem.

In conducting the surveys for determining parking de-
mand, the firm omitted undergraduates for a great part.
They felt that since the undergraduate is discouraged
from bringing a car to University, measured demand
would have little meaning. Undergraduate demand wh
concluded from observations at other universities — on*
space per two commuters, and one space per four resi-
dents-

Population of Queen's by 1975 will be
well over eight thousand.

The projected population of Queen's, excluding those in
Medicine, will be 8,330 by 1975. At that time, there will

be a demand for 4,283 parking spaces— .81 spaces per
academic staff member; .59, per non-academic staff mem-
ber; .63, per graduate commuter; .67, per graduate stu-

dent in residence; somewhere between .50 and .32, per
undergraduate commuter; and .25, per undergraduate In -

residence.

The report says that a significant portion of the stu-

dent body in residence will have to be housed on the
West Campus and would be forced to commute to class-

es. Presumably bus service would be provided between
campi.

in conclusion, the report urged that parking facilities

for commuters be provided within walking distance of

campus.
It is up to the administration.

Quebec student

strike continues

MONTREAL (CUP) — Defiant students
continued to hold six Quebec colleges, and
occupied two new ones, despite threats

from administrators to cancel the semester
if they don't return to school immediately.

Other sit-ins were continuing yesterday
in the social science department of the
Universite de Montreal, the rector's office

at Laval University and four other institu-

tions.

Meanwhile Education Minister Jean-

Guy Cardinal moved closer to a dialogue

with students as he gave further details of

the new Universite de Quebec which will

open a campus at Montreal next fall, with
three other campuses to follow later.

He also announced the creation of com-
mittees designed to bring students closer to

the centre of decision-making. A "student

programme of socio-economic action" will

be created to bring students into studies

on economic, educational, employment and
vocational problems.

The revolt spread to the University of

Ottawa yesterday when social science stu-

dents walked out of classes to demand a

better library, student representation, in

decision-making, promotion by subject

rather than by year, discussion techniques

of teaching, and a new definition of the

role of the university in society.
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Prokop's

Vagabond Steak House

477 Princess
544-6164

open 5 till 9:30

Ahor the movies we ore still open

with lis,"" 'nocks ,or your ton,,ni"n"-

Monday * Tuesday: Student Night

Shishkebab and other specials

$1.75 and up

Full Course Dinners

CAFE d'ECHEC

open 9 till closing

Folk Singing on Weekends

Come in and relax. Entrance at rear of Vagabond

AMS Tells Students to Boycott

Landlords who evict locals
The Alma Mater Society will

ask Queen's students to boycott

landlords who evict local re-

sidents in order to rent to stu-

dents.
. , „

The proposal was part ol a

four part motion passed by

the AMS Tuesday night in re-

sponse to a brief presented

by the Association for Tenants

Action of Kingston.

The executive also urged the

university administration to pro-

vide more student housing as

soon as possible; and public of-

ficials to provide more public

housing and institute rent con-

trol' and asked thai university-

owned houses be used for emer-

gency housing.

Joan Newman and Robin Ryan

both of ATAK, presented the

seven-page brief outlining the

housing crisis in Kingston and

presenting six proposals for ac-

Miss Newman blamed the

housing shortage particularly on

the Viet Nam War. She said

that investors were more inter-

ested in putting their money

into short term investments,

rather than long-term ones like

housing.

She said that there are 400

families in Kingston looking for

housing and it might take S20

million to provide it.

AMS President Chuck Ed-

wards said there was no point

in not endorsing the brief and

proposals since 'it would hold

the AMS and ATAK together."

Miss Newman said that the

AMS could do a lot to help the

housing problem since it is such

a large body and makes up ten

percent of the winter popula-

tion of Kingston.

One graduate student said that

it had even more power in that

students could hold up one

month's rent.

Edwards and Jan Lichty

moved that the AMS urge the

housing service not to list land-

lords who evict tenants to

rent to students and to urge

students not to deal with such

landlords.

At this point, Arts rep. Andy
Pipe declared "We are wasting

our time here." He said that

the executive was doing the

work that the housing and other

committees should be doing.

Senior Arts Rep. Ross Mc-

Gregor asked whether this mo-

tion will be implemented, or

will it be like the rest, "moved
and passed".

... but not

who to

vote for

Department

of

Drama

'GROSS

IRREVERENCE'

Will fight student protesters

"S vcar
r
'enSering students at a number of schools including

UBC had to' Sin order to go to interviews with representatives

0f
.

U
Th"rcwin1v\o,,v

n

S?o
d
ken noses and broken heads if

.

they
.

<,tu
;

,i„Jr»nir-»kl r- il this n»," nsinccrlnj society president Fraser

Iloto told' a panel on student p°arlicipa.ion in university affairs

'UVZu :

.h Hodge wiil no, us, violence himself,

engineers who are fed no and won't stop at anything to get into that

office " Prcsumab'y he'was referring to the placement office.

At the same time the AMS
executive defeated an ATAK
proposal that it endorse and

financially support the candi-

dates in this winter's local elec-

tions that ATAK selects.

Edwards said since the AMS
is doing a number of things

with the city and makes up a

large part of Kingston, it should

endorse candidates, make drives

for registration, and have polls

set up on campus.
"You are way out of line en-

dorsing candidates," said Arts

Rep. Ross McGregor.

Arts President Ted Parnell

called the proposal a "moral

issue" and not part of the man-

didate of the executive. To
this SNU President Robin Ryan
replied "students are tenants

and therefore directly involv-

ed."

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Cleigy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George. ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Wcrship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

7-30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

6:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

:

i

, It you're hung up on your holiday break, without enough cash

•CMvmL 10 s el away in style
'
llslen 10 lhis: Anyone unde ' 22 can ,ly

SfSsS&k ,or half lare ~ on a standt,y basis— to any Air Canada
1 fllll ' destination in North America All you do is get an I D. card

($3) that says you're a member of Air Canada's Swing-Air Club.

(Your I.D. card will also be honoured tor fare discounts by

other airlines in North America, and for co-operative rates with many hotels.)

Get the details from your Swing-Air campus representative. For (light arrange-

ments eoo >
'r

call

;

;ampUS representative, rui liiyni auaiiyo

AIR CANADA®
VUmC HltU HVMI I

,

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111W W
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Take your tricolor or a whole box. They can be collected from the Tricolor Office
Friday 12:00—5:00, Monday and Tuesday 10:00—12:00.

Stadium Collapsing?
by HERMAN BAKVIS

George Richardson Stadium collapsing? Killing

and maiming hundreds of people? Last Septem-

ber's mock disaster could ibecome a reality.

The Alma Mater Society has become sufficiently

alarmed at the Conditions of the student stands

that it has asked the Athletic Board of Control to

inspect the safeness of the stands.

'^1 think ithey should get a professional opin-

ion" said Chuck Edwards, President of the A.M.S.

"The stands move about five to six feet after every

touchdown", he continued.

The AMS have asked their representatives on

the Athletic Board of Control to make sure "that

tests be carried out this weekend, or before, and
that a report be presented to the next meeting."

So far the A.B. of C has not heard anything per-

taining to the unsafeness of the structure. "We
haventt been approached", said Mr. Allan adminis-

trative officer of the AB of C. Mr. Alflan suggested

"that the responsibility for the stadium lay with

the department of physical plant.

The Building Inspector of Kingston when con-
tacted was out of town. His assistant said "i

wouldn't know off hand", when asked if approa-
ches had been made by the AMS concerning the
safety of the stadium. He did say however that an
inspection had recently 'been made. If a request
came through they would definitely inspect the
stands again.

Chuck Edwards refused to comment Thursday
afternoon when asked if the Building Inspector

had ibeen approached.

The condition of the students stands of the 35-

year stadium is especially apparent during oil

thighs. At this time the press box moves back and
forth in time to the music. "I keep worrying that
(;he press box is going to flip right back over the
wall.", says John Mable ex-sports editor of the
Journal

About five seats are broken after every game,
"they're breaking like match sticks", said Ross
McGregor, publications chairman, after the AMS
meeting.

AMS condems
sit-in

by HERMAN BAKVIS

The AMS has officially dis-

associated Itself from the pro-

posed SNU sit-in outside the

Collins Room when the senate

meets October 31.

In a motion by Ross McGregor,
publications chairman, the AMS
condemned "the SNU action as

being premature and irrespon-

sible In light of present negoti-
ations with the senate/*

McGregor said that the sit-in

was "Ill-timed** and that the

strategies behind it was question-
able.

Ted Parnell noted that by ser-

ving on a Senate committee which

is discussing openness a sit-in

would not help matters. "It is

going to put me In a very bad

position." He said that the com-
mittee "is extremely reasonable

and chances are good that some
version of openess will be ac-

cepted."

The AMS instructed the Pre-

sident of the AMS to convey to

Dr. Deutsch the feelings of the

AMS on the proposed sit-in. Ed-

wards had voted agalns the motion

concerning the sit-in.

"Doesn't that put you in an

awkward position" asked Andy

Pipe. "No", responded Edwards,

He went on to cite a similar

situation two years previous when

Ed Chown, the president of the

AMS, conveyed to the principal

a message with which Chown dis-

agreed on the instruction of the

AMS.
Ted Parnell then moved a

motion that the AMS not support

any clubs financially whose ex-

ecutive contained members who

were not members of the Alma

Mater Society. It was generally

felt that this was directed at

SNU, an AMS club whose pre

sldent, Robin Ryan, is not a

student at Queen's. The motion

was heavily defeated. After the

meeting Parnell denied that this

motion was directed at SNU. He

said that the motion pertained

to "all organizations on cam-

pus". He added that "SNU has

a few good things going,

don't agree with some of their

methods however.**

After this motion was defeat-

ed, Ross McGregor moved an-

other motion concerning SNU.

"I move that we instruct Chuck

Edwards to resign from his pos-

ition in SNU." There was some

vehement opposition to this by

persons who felt that this action

would be interfering in Edward's

rights as an individual. Edwards

noted that his position as trea-

surer in SNU was purely funct-

ional one. "I just keep a cheque

book seeing that I've had some

experience in this before." The

motion was defeated with only

two persons voting for it.

Kf

news briefs

Conn rejects AMS proposal '"•<•'» •«* *«•"«•

The university administration

has refused to help In finding

emergency housing for homeless

Kingston families.

Eabs Robson, Andy Pipe, and

David Walker were directed by

the Alma Mater Society to ap-

proach Vice-Principle Conn and

present him with the A.T.A.K.

brief on housing and to discuss

the recommendation therein.

According to the brief, Queen's

has a house on 92 Clergy Street

presently not being used which

would be suitable for emergency

housing for homeless Kingston

families. A math building, soon

to be vacated, was also mentioned

as a possible emergency site.

H.G. Conn gave two reasons

why the university could not be

of any assistance.

First Mr. Conn said that to

his knowledge there were no

available buildings. Secondly he

claims that from previous ex-

perience It is very difficult to

give temporary homes to families

and then evict them at a later

date.

He noted that the administrat-

ive staff was doubled up at this

time and that all available build-

ings were being used for the

university.

• What's SNU?
by SHEILA WATTS

Wednesday night saw a battle develop in SNU

over openness in the senate. The Action Commit-

tee of S. N. U. last week drew up proposals for a

sit-in on the senate meeting to force a decision

on openness to the students and faculty. This

group felt that openness in the senate was a man-

datory first step to help educate themselves and

the student body to the workings of this univer-

sity.

This motion stirred up much controversy. Some

of the members felt that the proposal «asn«

stratgically good for the overall goal of S. w. u.

which is a democratic university.

A number of different proposals were made.

One was to make a dear Statement of overall

S. N. U. policies and then decide on a course of

action. Another was to first get openness and

they decide on a course of action. Still another

was that any action such as this would alienate

the senators to the whole S. N. U. programme.

President Robin Ryan livened up the meeting

by suggesting that some of the senators seemed

to feel (that submitting to S. N. U.'s sit-in would

be a blow to their masculinity : "K we let Hhese

students push us around like this how could we

make love to our wives tonight?"

Finally the motion was passed to have itihe sit-in

and push for a decision on openness at the next

senate meeting. The opinion was put forward by

Tom Good, Chairman of the Action Committee,

that "there will be no manhandling of the sena-

tors". It will 'be a peaceful sit4n and senators

won't get out, unless they trample over bodies,

until they make a decision.

The Board of Trustees was another issue

brought up by the Action Committee. One pro-

posal was to select a delegation to go to the board
meeting and bring up first the issue of better

housing and second, the issue of openness in the

Board meetings.

A committee composed of Robin Ryan, Chuck
Edwards, and Lorne Brown, was chosen to lobby

the senators for openness.

Last night, Sir John Eccles,

a Nobel Peace Prize winning

scientist delivered the second

lecture of the Dunning Trust

Series.

He spoke of the necessity of

freedom, both political and per-

sonal for the flowering of true

scientific advancements.

"If the way In which truth is

found 'In* science Is any guide

as to how truth Is to be found

'about' science, then the society

in which this process can be

properly conducted must be based

on freedom."

Dr. Eccles carefully pointed

out the distinction between the

creativity of true science as

opposed to the application and

refinement of technology.

Due to the rigidity of learn-

ing and highly structured way

of life, the Russians have

achieved peaks of technological

advances (i.e. space programme)

but have inspired remarkably few

true scientific breakthroughs.

STUDENTS BARRED
The student-faculty counter-

1 course on Community, Alienation

and Revolution has been refused

permission to hold its next

seminar in the Fifth Floor
Common Room of Watson Hall.

Organisers were told that the
room was not available to stud-
ents, and the seminar which is

being introduced by Dr. KajJn

will have to meet elsewhere.

Dr. Caldwell of the English

department explained to the Jour-

nal that the room was intended

for staff that they intended to

use it as such. Students would

only be admitted on invitation.

Chairman of the House Com-
mittee Dr. George Whalley em-
phasised that "tfBfc-oom Is de-

signated as nnsFcommon
room."

SNU meets labour

The Kingston Labour Council

iand the students for a new
University will call a public

meeting in support ofthe Proctor

Silex strikers if tne strike at

Picton is not settled on Friday.

Five SNU members travelled

to the Proctor-Silex plant in

Kingston yesterday to join the

picket lines and to donate $125

that had been collected by the

group in support of the strike.

AMS rotr«qt _
The AMS executive will be

having a retreat at the Inn on

Wolfe Island this weekend,1 ft

plans to discuss such as edu-

cation, housing, university
government, discipline and AMS
structures amongst other things.

The purpose will be to try and

work out these problems amongst

members of the executive and

any other interested people. IB-

formation on the retreat can be

obtained from the AMS office

to-day.
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If pubic hairs < 't )

Super-groovy-boss -cool
too. A
he is i

death of

THIRSTY-FRIDAY

Arts '70 plans to progress—

from apt. to apt. for $3.50 per

couple starting at 8 p.m. Music

will be supplied by The Sky, and

an added punch, by 'the punch.

All Arts '70 members are in-

vited to come Thirsty — Friday,

October 18.

IOOF

Saturday October 19, dance at

the I.O.O.F. Hall, Princess St.,

near Division St., sponsored by

the Kingston Cerebral Palsy

Council. Prizes and (refresh-

ments. Admission: $3 per cou-

ple.

STACCATOS

Science '71 presents the Stac-

catos, Saturday October 19 in

Grant Hall. The beat goes on

from 9 to 12 p.m. — $2 per

person.

Any movie that can cause Playboy magazine to ask n

direotor about the significance to the plot of the apm

ante of pubic hairs has to be worth seeing, even if puU
^ppenjn!

hairs aren't your thing. The Dunning Hall Movie Series
he play:

presenting Amtonioni's Blow Up on Oct. 24. at 7:00 an
dl he d,

10:00; and all for 50c.

Antonioni has a reputation for worrying about how

roundings cause the alienation of human beings from eai

other to such a degree that the dreariness induced in h

characters by these surroundings impinge upon you

you empathize character you must inevitably share i|

sensation that you can't empathize almost nothing in li

is worth very much; if you can't empathize, a series of

interesting people float past. But as Antonioni says in

interview, "this is why I make movies and not ice-boxet

His movies almost always make it quite clear how

real world warps people's personalities; only in the case

Blow-up, it's super*ip London doing the warping, not

industrial Italy. In Blow-up he has not put emotional re

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call.

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A, C.L.U. -Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. —Res. 548-4552

K. C KENNEDY, C.L.U. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.L.U. -Res. 542-6782

The MutuaJ Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD 0FFICB:JWATKR1X>0, ONTAJttO/ESTABIJBHKD 18»

191 Trineess Street Telephone 546-3671

fCbnwr Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. WtMman

A Cool

Hang 'Em High

Hang 'Em High at the Capital is

another in the Clint Eastwood school

of violent (and Italian) western mov-

ies. For the shoot-em-up fans only.

And it gets worse. The bill changes

on Sunday, so those who don't go to

ohurch can catch a super double-fea-

ture, Mndigon— a hard-hitting detec-

tive story and Kino Kong Escapes

(the mind boggles).

But not for long. Luke runs ai

again and again, and becomes a spa

hero to the other prisoners. They

his experiences vicariously — so much

that Luke feels his soul is no longer

own "Quit eating off me!" cries

martyr and his final act of defiance _-.

ing in destruction is an indelible un

of the lone harried man beaten by

world that he is too cool to hate.

TYPEWRITERS
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL

Manuals — Electrics — Portables

Remington — Smith-Corona

MILLS OFFICE SUPPLIES

"EDUCATION
Is Someone Screwing

Your Mind??"
- it's coming!!
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L
Dial: 546-1195 Bagot & Brock Sts.

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed.

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

St. Samps'

©hurrlj
Kingston. Ontario

Sector:

Ben. Jtsmonu JJuni

Arcr[beacon of 'Kingston

aljc ^Rectory

156 Varrit 3i\.

A warm welcome is

extended to you to be with

us at one of our services

9-00, 11.00, 7.30

Coffee hour in the Rectoryl

at 8.30 p.m.

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. Slav* Amey
Proprietor

ents a

«ith ci

'""net
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The Producers
The Producers, at the Hyland, is a movie

about a very bad play that becomes the biggest
hit of the Broadway season, just because it's novel
in its badness. The con men who have fast-talked

money out of bankers for this fiasco stand with
their mouths agape as the critics rave about the
play's "new aesthetic".

Some movie critics have insinuated that Th«
Producers parallels the play it talks about — that it's

a very bad movie which has received far too much
praise. That's a neat parallel, but not a fair one.

Mel Brooks, the director-writer, is something
like a comic genius and manages to keep upbeat

the almost sordid story of con artists who fulfil

the sexual fantasies of rich old ladies for money.

The mammoth Zero Mostei is a swindler along
with Gene Wilder and they make a comedy team,
not exactly Crosby and Hope, but admirable

They leer and camp and scheme with skill,

Their coup is a production of Springtime for Hitler
which sets out to vindicate our Nazi friend.

The movie turns into the spectacle of Holly-
wood thumbing its nose at Broadway, and except
for the sloppy sentimentalism of the conversion end-
ing, the nose is thumbed in an engaging way.

; ( i't your thing

isk tt

Pubi

iries

00 an

,thip at the centre of the movie. Instead, he shows us a

son in the middle of creating this mod life — a photo-
pher who has left himself pretty uninvolved with what

,a
pperting around him. This is David Hemming's part,

he pl'ays it well: he merely records. The one thing in

ich he does get involved, a murder, soon leaves him
too. After discovering the murder of an unknown
he is unable to convince any of his hip friends that

death of an unknown has any significance. Eventually,

agrees.

he movie is in color, which Antonioni freely tints and

k ito suit his purposes. His film technique is getting

ler, although this time he has used a somewhat stilted

ogue, probably because he has worked in English.
, 'stilted' is what the movie is about in a sense, and who
ds dialogue when mime troops exist ? They appear at

end playing an imaginary game of tennis, with a non-

.
Hemming, after he has doubted away the existence

he muni; r finds fielding that ball irresistible.

a ne=r flawless movie.

ins ai

a spft

Hiey

much
onger

cries

ance

)le im have a problem of communication*' and
ies, punishes and even breaks this rebel
a while.

is great
And there's another movie in Dunning
1

next week — Cool Hand Luke, on the
Paul Newman is at his brooding

on a prison farm. He's a non-con-
fiist, a man who won't or maybe can't
d to (he will of the system.
The sadistic warden shouts that "here

Kick 'Em Low
There are other movies in town, but

then maybe you dont want to hear a-

bout them. The Odeon has the intrepid

"carry on" gang back once again by

popular demand and visibly faltering

in Carry On Doctor. Like all the rest,

its a loose string of dirty jokes, but
they just don't seem funny any more.
This may well be the last in the batty
British series — after alii when they
have to advertise it as "a hospital

Bedoanorama of frantic fun" . . ,

FITBALL FANS:
Because of the gross animalism of Queen's

'8 "ts at recent football games it has become

necessary to employ Kingston City Police to

*'lri crowd control at the game this Saturday.

Unlike A.M.S. Constables, City Police will ARREST

you if you break liquor laws or assault other people.

0ried, and please behave.
Chuck Edwards

Sm Letter to Editor, Page 6.

This weekend there will be
a home football game. That

means that we wdill once again

have some place to go late Fri-

day and Saturday nights for

entertainment of sorts. That's

right, Bitter Grounds is running

again (this weekend.

It seems that every time there
is an away game, Bitter Grounds
closes its doors, but Whenever
there is a game at Queen's -the

coffee shop is open for business
no matter where the student
population may >be.

Who's Behind

Bitter Grounds?

That was why the 3400 stu-

dents who stayed here found
"this place was dike a morgue"
during Toronto weekend, !Last
week, when five-sixths of all

Queensmen went home for
Thanksgiving and one - sixth
went to the home game. Bitter
Grounds opened again.

This week Tom Jones and

Inez Platenius will appear at

the Bitter Grounds. Enjoy it

while you can, next week is Mc-

GILL FOOTBALL WEEKEND !

The comedy everyone's talking about is — " jflff* |

a hospital BEDPANORAMA of frantic fun

!

THE RANK ORGANIZATION PRESENTS IS^ M
i PETER RIMSpwm

TXGfor
IN COLOR

DISTRIBUTE0 BY COLUMBIA PICTURES -y
<-~

ADUU

J

ENTfRTAIN'V.Fl.;

three Toronto paintersexhibition

COUGHTRY MARKLE ' RAYNER
"The Face of Early Canada" also museum exhibit:

19th Century Ontario Pottery

all until November 3

_,AT TH E ART CENT

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

National

Film

Board

Film Festival

ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM

1

Sunday, October 20

|

2:00 p.m.

! ADMISSION FREE



tditorial

Choosers can't

be beggars

iS

"SnThas been the traditional method used by

"^T."^ rs'b

a

a?ed
d
on

,h

,he
f

nbe
U
ra, myth that every-

thing^wUI vTk out'eventually; things are changing, things

is that the administration's interests

^
Those whoReject this approach do so because it ,s

humfe and because it is unable by its very nature

,0effThraSt
r

t»nfron,ation. Confrontation is a

tactic of the powerless. Power to make decisions lies else-

where but by direct action students can exert pressure

to f^e the powers-that-be to make a decision.

It Ts a truism that there is no such thing as evolu-

tion here is only a series of revolutions. Every decision

to change whethe^ it be to open the Senate or to abolish

Christmas exams is a minor revolution
issue»—

The tactics of confrontation are to cut the issue

to define*! issue and the proposals precisely to ' free e

the issue"—to isolate the decision-making body, and to

"force the decision"-to get the authorities to stop the

name of procrastination and indecision
9

The confrontation approach must be used
I

«i* re-

straint and care. The danger exists that direct action

minhr deaenerate from a confrontation over issues to a

cont'd « pe nalities, breeding hostility .
and violence^

ftU Imperative that confrontations over university reform

^TtS essential that, when confrontations
.

ocojr

students maintain communications and expand the drogue

with reformers in the faculty and administration so that

«Te isVco^rnon understanding of long range ob,ect,ves.

"First, a big welcome to two representatives of the student body to

our governing board.

i

One of the most useless objects imagin

able, next to an ivory tower, is a gate with

°Ut
There Is,' for example, such a gate "eat

You have to have a great love for some-

are certainly some loyal tennis addicts on
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The time has come the Walnns said to get the hell out of here

-

this is an incitement to strike, it is the ftttta " nxtt day w
have had night shift to get the rag out, and this Utile Wendy had

one of same two occupied tonite or rather this morning by the

dock Thanks to Debbie Sandoz; Gisel Verdun; Pat Stubbs who

read board" Doug Gerwin; Rublack (again for what?); Cathy who

didn't like her pictures but will, oh hell never mind about her

Andy Weeks; Nanev Carr; Donna who had her hair up; Arhegh who

is jit one of the boys and wouldn't go all the way; Paul who

struck out; Ann Duncan; McGill, I hope, who calls; Jane who

posed but never got her tiycolour; the Whig who we scooped again

and has to credit this one; and whoever brings the booze. — xxx.

>at- are certainly n-'"=
f the foulest

|y -Sioned "between Dunning Hall and «mpus for |t^ $r^ |ov6.fif.E^^^^^^l we,, that somebody at

the new math building make access toward It s us
^ , fond of something

the west all but impossib e.
because H's clear there is no widespread

It's hardly a welcoming gate, though because it:
s

ci ^ucationa | reform

not as forbidding as it might be if any- ^^™tt

^Jernment. People re-

thing actually swung (on creaking hinges, andynivers^ry
»he way they respond

of course) from the wrought-iron frame- spend
I

to,mem an unannounced

work. Atop the opening, where one might to a
,ennis addicts take the

reasonably expect an inscription such as ^^rc^ardSi if not the WorW Cup
"Abandon hope, all ye who enter here eagerness^

k cou |d be put to

there is a decoration which might be an- Maybe^suc:

problems in which

alysed as an ornate Q. t%T\s no particular interest Given an

This at least makes some sense. If exciting student proposal
' l^TaTof'seT-

vou
!

re going to build a totally useless gate,
, ^ open , for 'Stance; instead ot set

you mig^t as well put a symbol on top to ,,8 the issue throughJ-fe
%°'

w2
noint out where you are. Anybody who

jt.]n a5 ar present, let them serrie i

Ss the gate may just be vague enough b a few bracing sets of tennis

to wonder whether he's at Waterloo, Ryer- Can you
j
us, imagine it? N^ejtobm

sonorGuelph. And Q makes it clear- at r^an agai nst spry Colone
I

Harkness

east until Bertrand starts his long-promis- Jaceful Jan Lichty agamsj awesome
,

J

ed University of Quebec. (Slugger Deutsch. The courts on i

It does serve as a landmark, too If ^. c^mpus would never be vacant at all

you have a date for coffee with some lu£ And _ ^ yet here wc^d ^ a a,

atic for whom meeting in the coffee shop d of spectators— a pleasant c

fs painfully everyday, you blithely caM out, m attendance at such current^"s

^
"I'll meet you after class, by the kooky AMS exeCutive meetings, which to say tne

9a
%'ut seXt^y did they build the '«* \^te two courts now available

things Tc"make expenses as high as.the
( aise the Board) would soor

i

not be

const uction tender? To provide the skele- ^ h Observing the linkups

ton for a barricade in case the university 0eMdn ld be force Itc
^

propose tn

is invaded? To prevent rapid traffic flow?
h remainder of the lower campus

Perhaps, of course, they put it in the
T ^ to ovide add.ttonal tennis.courts,

wrong place. It may really be the rail for ^^t saying that Chuck Ecfwards

Z coiL shop counter- or protection for
fo
9 Qnce on „ sut>ject he know^something

the Collins Room in case of sit-ins--or about, would raise violent o^ition^
sclnery for The Gondoliers— or a replace-

, f onder the new system, there wouiq

m^nrbedspring for McNeill House. But ,t
aT

' of settling the argument

obviously doesn't belong where it is now.
Provided, that is, that Edwards and

There it sits, just ... a gate Deutsch can get a court.

letters
Why does it seem that hall

the assholes in the country are

students at Queen's ? What kind

of a superior intellect is it ne-

cessary for a student to have

to compel him to throw an

empty beer bottle over the wall ^Q^-JidSl. have
of Bdcbardson Stadium What that Queens

^

souvenir of the .big game It

would seem that the reputation
of

mental justification can a stu

dent have for setting fire to

a wad of paper in a football sta-

dium crowded with 400 people?

These are the type of brilliant

stunts pulled by typical drunken

Queen's students ait the Queen's

_ McGill football game last

Saturday.
These so-called mature, intelli-

gent, adults scream "geStapo"

at the A. M. S. Constables from

the stands but within the hour

are beating up a majorette on

the field in an attempt to get a

being the biggest assemblage

of drunken vandals in the coun-

try is both well deserved and

well earned.

Many students around here

seem to think that just because

they are drunk, they are no

longer responsible for their ac-

tions. This is not true. If any-

thing, they are even more re-

sponsible for what they do. The

type of behaviour exhibited Sat-

urday at the .game must stop be-

fore 'someone is seriously or

permanently injured.

1 now give fair warning to all

Queen's students that if anyone

is caught committing 'any viola-

tion of the A. M. S. Constitu-

tion or civil law, while under

the jurisdiction of the A. M. S.

he will be prosecuted to the

fullest extent of A. M. S. and

civil law.

There will be no warnings and

no leniency. The stupid, ridi-

culous, moronic behaviour of

certain students at Queen's will

S">P
'

L. A. HOTOHLNSON

Mr. Hutchinson is the "Chief

oj Police" appointed by the

Alma Mater Society to ad as

the head oi the AMS constable

crew.
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Queenom of Commons Bebates
Volume 1 Number 2

_ 1st Session

OFFICIAL REPORT
Speaker: The Honourable William Martin

1st Parliament

SNU
An Hon. Member: Oh. where is The Other
«n non. Member: Oh. where i

An Hon. Member: I note with interest that a
Journal now that we really need it?

nber cf the mpmhprc nt th» I—number ct the members of this body are mem
bers of the executive of a body on this campus
dedicated to changing the university — The Students
For a New University. I do not mean this as a
personal attack on these people or as a powerK-«t"^ vi » a power
play, but I Uunk we should not think that this Hon
should be allowed. There is too much of a con-
flict of interests here in terms of money and in ^aiZv TZZl*terms of they being opposed to some of the things

Agmnst
-
^WW™

we do and vice-versa.

Some Hon. Members: Here, Here, Boo, etc.

Mr. Speaker: Order. What you mean is what
is the Queen's Journal doing when it isn't.

Miss unhon. Member: Move we put the ques-

Mr. Speaker: For, Against? CARRIED. For?

An Hon. Member: I would like to add to my
An unhon. Member ot Both: I object! This

colieae"«s P0*" play and attack and ask that
Dower Dlan and a nerennal atta^irt r a . SNU not be granted Club statue dnm it •> j~is a power plan and a personal attack! I do not

see any conflict of interests, in fact, I see this as
the only way of doing things around here. This
group is not radical enough. One conservative here
is not radical enough. Do not you know that the
thing to do these days is to be a radical and raise fk

"y
.

'? men*ers are students. Don't

shit? (Trans, from Giberish).
that students *>" t matter around here(Trans, from Giberish)

Mr. Speaker: Strike the word shit from the

record. This is a family type report). Go on
Mr. unhon. Member.

Mr. unhon. Member: I have nothing more to

say except that if I leave here, I will go work for Hon.

SNU not be granted Club status since it is not do-
ing what the local conservatives like; woods, I
mean since its executive is not made of students.

An unhon. Member: I don't give a damn if
any of its members are students. Don't you know

. . . We do
not pretend to represent them except at election
time and maybe when we're drunk.

Some Hon. Members: True, true.

Miss unhon. Member: Move we put the ques-

a local campus publication as official SNU public-

ity manager.
Mr. Speaker: For? Against? Carried. For?

Against? Carried.

9:00 Graduate Society party.
"Foiled Again". Adm. 75c.

Music bv The Chateaux.
Grad House. 211 Stuart
Street.

9-12 Science '71 dance. The Stac-

catos. Adm 52.00 pei- per-

son. Grant Hall.

SUNDAY, OCT. 20 I

2:00 Beginning of Print Exhibit

"The Face of Early Can
ada" to run until Novem-
ber 3. Art Centre.

MONDAY, OCT. 21 1
7:30 Free University Course

•'Community, Alienation

and Revolution", 3rd floor

Common room of Students

Union. Reading is Kenneth
Keniston, The Uncommitted
Appendix.

8:00 La Section Francais de
Queen's presentera 2 confer-
ences illustrees dans la serie
La CIVILISATION VUE A
TRAVERS LES ARTS, Salle

101, Kingston Hall,

a) Louis David et la periode
revolutionnaire

b) La vie et les arts sous le

Directoire, le Consulat et

l'Empire.

^
TUESDAY, OCT. 22

7.00 Movie "Cool Hand Luke"
starring Paul Newman,
Dunning Hall.

10:00 Movie "Cool Hand Luke"
starring Paul Newman.

2:00 Beginning of "19th Century

Ontario Pottery" exhibit at

Art Centre, to run until Nov.

3.

10:30-1:30—Bitter Grounds Coffee

House features Roger Jones

and Inez Platenius. At Stu-

dents' Union. Also on Sat-

urday.

|
SATURDAY, OCT. 19

j

11:00 Rugger game against

R.M.C.
. , „,

2:00 Football game against Wa-

terloo.

5:00 Queen's Christian Fellow-

ship Football supper. 75c.

All welcome. McGillvary-

Brown Hall, corner of Bar-

rie and Earl streets.

AMS BOX
CONFERENCE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

Delegates: Glendon College Oct. 25-6-7

Apply: AMS office by Tuesday, Oct. 23

CONFERENCE ON THE LIMITS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF U.S. POWER

University of Texas Dec. 4-7

Two Delegates: apply AMS office

AMS PUS COMMITTEE:

One Arts & Sciences rep.

Apply: AMS office or Chairman Bob Leavies

AMS HOUSING COMMITTEE:

members subjects covered

Housing Service, rents, general housing

market, new buildings, co-ops,and residences

Contact Chairman Bill Farley: 544-6618

or the AMS office, Student's Union

AMS RETREAT: this weekend-Wolfe Island. If you

are interested in attending all or part of this,

at the AMS office.
I
gove your name

Don Burns

(Slaafliftfii Aita

1963 CHEVY TWO, exceptionally
good gas mileage; also 1965 COR-
VAIR SUPER CHARGER -both
cars in excellent condition. We
are going to England and will ac-
cept any reasonable offer. Dial
542-0320 anytime.

Viclri—sorry from third South
McNeilL

1 Fender "Mustang" Guitar
with case and stand. Plus an
Ampeg "Jet" Amplifier. Contact
Mike at 544-7562 between 5:45 and

Would me guy who was running
around the track in the rain
Thursday, Oct. 10th about 5
o'clock please call the girl he
waved to and identify himself
soon. 544-8325.

Must Sell: 1966 Honda 150 with
windshield and other
Phone Dave.

thetirneriascomethewalnjssaidtD
talkofrruuiythingsofshc^andships
andseaungwaxofcaboagesandthe
firstchurchofalice.

FOR RENT

Quiet room. Non abstainers
542-2571.

All organization, desiring free
jHiblldty Cor any social fmmm
(meeting, dance, et cetera)
should have notes on tfck event
then to the Journal office by

p.m. the Wednesday or Sun-
day preceding publication.

USE. THE JOURNAL
CLASSIFIEDS

They're only 50< (cheap)

AND THEY WORK
Bring the ads to the Journal Office or phone

546-5730

If you are interested

in seeking employment upon graduation with

a large organization, having well developed
training programs for management and pro-

fessional staff, you might like to read some of

the detailed information which Ontario Hydro
has on file in your Placement Office. We are

engaged in an expansion, through which our

present capacity of 10 million kilowatts will be

doubled in less than 10 years through the use

of very large nuclear and coal-fired thermal

plants. This program will provide a continuing

challenge in a wide range of professional

careers.

You will find that we have almost every kind

of engineering opportunity including design,

planning, research, construction and opera-

tions. There are opportunities for computer
careers both in the area of business systems

and mathematical analysis. Training based

upon rotational work assignments is available

in each of these areas before the selection of

a first regular position. We are looking forward

to meeting you.
"October 30 31

INTERVIEWING DATES—
and ,,.

Employment Officer

Professional and Management Staff
Ontario Hydro

620 University Avenue
Toronto 2, Ontario

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB S05 Albert
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Eamen Leads SIFL Stats
By ALEX BINKLEY

If there are any good jugglers at Queen's they should report to

Coach Tindall and help him set up a starting team. Though it is one

of the oldest excuses on record and sounds like the proverbial cry

o •wolf", injuries are a considerable problemforthe
Gaels. Rumors

have It that if anyone else is hurt, the government is going to close the

stadium and declare it a disaster area.

The defensive team is the main subject of the experiments being

carried out under the watchful eyes of Professors Moose
,
and

I

TindaJa

Players are being moved in and out of positions at a breath-tekmg

pace as the coaches attempt to devise a line up to prepare for to-

morrow's game against the University of Waterloo Warrrors

"The"™ Cr£ and Jim Tait out and Jim Sherritt a doubtful

starter, the coaches are trying Rick Van Buskirk and MOte Nihmey

atthe rover and linebacker positions. Steve Davis will return to the

corner position. Doug Walker will be fit for this game an Jo.

Anderson will be back after a three week absence Bill McNeUl w)il

return to the defensive backfield along with Ron Brooks, Jim Turn-

bull and Jim McKeen. The real problemforthe Gaels which was well

demonstrated in the McGill game, is to find an effective middle

combination and hope that they do not get hurt.

The other problem that the Gaels defense has to work on is getting

the ball for the offence team. The McGill team did a fine rob of

ba» «ntrol and kept the Gaels offence from having many oprrortum-

Ues to put the ball into play. The poor offensive execution of the

Gaels only aggravated the problem.

The offensive team should be in good shape for this game. Either

Heino Ulles or Alan Strader will play in Jamie Johnston's place The

rest of the backfield will be intact With Rick Van Buskirk playing

both ways, the offensive line will have to block that much harder The

offensive team had a rather frustrating game last week and will be

out to redeem themselves. .

Waterloo is one of the two new teams in the league and was picked

Golf

O-QAA SECOND
By PETER POLLOCK

The Queen's golf team, defend-

ing champions in the O.Q.A.A.,

finished second in this year's

annual tournament, held last

Thursday and Friday atthe Rich-

elieu Valley Golf and Country

Club in Montreal.

The 36 hole tournament fea-

tured 12 university teams, stret-

ching from the University of

Windsor to Laval University. The

University of Montreal were the

winners with a low team score of

629. The Gaels team was seven

shots behind them at 636. Doug

Painter, a rookie, led Queen's

with (78-71)149. Behind him were

veterans Joe Quinn at (82-77) 159,

Nick Wright with (83-79)162, and

Mike Foreman at (83-83) 166.

In third place was the Univer-

sity of Toronto, eight strokes be-

hind Queen's with 644. McMaster

for fifth or sixth place this year. They lost their first two games of

the season but tied Varsity last week. They will make a good oppon-

ent and should provide excitement for tomorrow's game.

Their offence centres around fullback Gord McLellan who scored

3 touchdowns against Varsity and has a 7.8 yard per carry average

going into the game. Their quarterback is Dave Groves who is a good

passer and conducts a good running attack. Their punter Dave Knill,

has been doing a rather effective job for the Warriors and has kept

them in several games. Defensively the Warriors seem to have a good,

big ball team that gave both Western and Varsity a tough ball game.

The Gaels will win Saturday by at least fifteen points in what will

probably be a high scoring ball game.

Will Stats Count in the End?

Half back Keith Eaman is the top scorer in the S.l.F.L. with 32

po"f oTl? toucVdowns and two singles. AlanStrader with two touch-

downs is tied six other players for ninth spot. Eaman with a 4 8 yard,

average and Ron Clark with a 4.1 yard average are seventh and

eteMh in league running. Eaman is also the top punter. Quarterback

Don Ba^ie Tthe top passer with 55.2% completion average. Eaman

and end Rick Van Buskirk are second and third in pass receiving.

Who am I ?

By ANNE CARSWELL

In the past years the award system at Queen's Jogging and Orienteering: The newly formed Jog-

has been rather complicated and somewhat inad- ging and Orienteering Club held an organizational

equate This year we are initiating a new method meeting In the gym on Wednesday evening. Nancy

consisting of three levels of Individual awards. The Wilson, senior recreation rep on the WAC, out-

first level award is a crest consisting of a "Q" lined the program and the diffe«"t types of

with the word "intramurals" underneath and it orienteering competitions. Mr J Edwards of the

75% participation in six intramurals. Phys. Ed. staff gave some additional information

and Waterloo rounded out the top

five, finishing fourth and fifth

respectively.

Only the four lowest men on

each team had their scores coun-

ted. Low individual score of the

tournament was the 144 shot by

Andre Letter of University of

Montreal, followed by Painter's

149. Scores tended to be higher

on Thursday, since strong winds

bothered the course all day.

Although Queen's slipped from

last year's first place standing,

this year's second place finish

out of twelve teams was defin-

itely impressive. Since all of the

present team expect to return

next year. Queen's can look for-

ward to dominating the collegiate

golf scene for at least another

season.

requires

The second award is a gold pin duplicating the

crest with the word "Athletics" underneath. The

conditions for it are 75% participation in each of

eight intramurals to include four different sports;

member of two intermediate teams or one inter-

collegiate team; completion of two of the following

three categories: administrative, managerial and

officiating.

In all cases the awards are cumulative.

Bowling: Intramural bowling starts Sunday October

20 at Brock Bowling Lanes from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Those girls interested are asked to meet at the

gym at 2:45. For further information, contact

Cathy Stinson at 546-7553.

on the sport An informative film on orienteering

and instructions on the use of a compass was

shown. Watch for notices concerning this sport.

It has great possibilities and promises to be a

lot of fun. Nancy Wilson and Judy Wilkins are

the ones to contact for further information.

Field Hockey: This Friday afternoon at 3:30,

the Golden Gals Field Hockey team will take *v

on Toronto's Lome Park Collegiate. This is

a relatively new sport on the women's agenda

and is one well worth watching. The game is at

the Outer Field at Richardson.

Hockey-on the go

JOCK'S PADRE
By MURRAY ASPDEN

The Jock's Padre finally finished his apprenticeship as in-

terim sports editor. I guess the first job your new sports editor

should do is to explain "The Jock's Padre" as a title of this column.

Some^ people seem a bit confused. AM I frying to revive the spirit

of Jock Harty? Maybe. Or am I playing on fhe connotation of

the word as a colloquialism of the word athlete. If you think fhat

the Padre is going lo give an accurate description of the connota-

tion, then the Padre suggests lhat any such sweet Innocent person

get clued in fast. To the dirty old men who read this column,

you can take any meaning you want.

It just occurred to me as If has probably to others long ago.

By BRUCE McLEOD

Tonight, Queen's Golden Gaels

Hockey Team play their first

exhibition game of the year. They

will be playing the Trenton Jr.

B's in Trenton at 8:30 p.m.

Coach Bob Carnegie has by

now cut the squad to 34 players

-21 forwards, 10 defencemen and

three goalies. Eventually, It will

be reduced to 26, but he wants

to test as many as possible under

game conditions before that. As

of now, there are nine veterans

back.

Coach Carnegie is looking for

a better season this year than

last. As a team, the Gaels are

slightly bigger this season, and

are hitting harder. Furthermore,

there are potentially more scor-

ers on the team, which was a

big weakness last year.

The Gaels have another exhi-

bition game this weekend, Sun-

day night in the Memorial Centre

at 8:00 against the Merchants.

Then they have seven moregames

before the season officially opens

on November 16.

Beat

Waterloo

Track Goes To O-QAA

Why not rename the new arena -The New Jock Harty? Another

mouoM came Into the head of this first year theotog

Jock Harty? Would tome kind person due me In?

-Who Was

By WAYNE LILLICO

Queen's Track Team leaves

Friday for Windsor where they

will compete In the O.Q.A.A.

Track and Field Championships,

This Is the most important track

meet of the year and the placing

of the team in the upper echelons

is a necessity for a successful

year.

Queen's finished second at the

meet last year but will have

trouble duplicating that perfor-

mance this year. The team is

stronger this year but Toronto,

McMaster and Waterloo have all

showed well in the track meets

held this year. It should be a'

very close race for the champ-

ionship.

Top contenders for Queen's

include hurdler Brian Donnelly,

sprinters Bob Milne and Tim
Baker, distance runners Bill

Houston and Dave Ellis and shot

putter Bob Ungwood. Coach Lund

has had the team running double

practices-one in the morning and

again in the late afternoon. This

may give an edge to some of the

men in the tight events. But I like Rugffer?
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EDWARDS, LICHTY

RESIGN - WILL

SEEK NEW VOTE

OF CONFIDENCE
LETTER
October 21, 1968
12:00 Midnight.

To the Alma Mater Society:

A heated debate is going on among
Queen's students over the policies and

actions of the President and Vice-Presi-

dent of the A.M.S. We are pleased by

this fact, since the debate can lead to

much greater awareness of the issues

on campus.
We want to make our policies on the

pertinent issues clear to the campus

We are therefore resigning our positions

and running again. Within a week, we
will present a clear platform setting out

our ideals and policies.

We expect that all candidates will run

an issue-oriented, not a personality cam-

paign.

JAN LICHTY

CHUCK EDWARDS

At midnight last night Chuck Edwards

and Jan Llchty resigned from their

positions as President and Vice-Pres-

ident of the AMS and announced their

Intention to run again.

Edwards later stated, "We want a

positive campaign of policies versus

policies, ideals versus ideals, strat-

egies versus strategies."

The move came about after a series

of personality conflicts on the AMS

executive. Meds representative Al Mai

-

oney said last night, "I don't agree

with the way Chuck is going about

things. He sees things as principles

that are unsacrificeable. There are

some things which you have to sac-

rifice. Compromise is sometimes nec-

essary to achieve one's aims."

"The feeling of many members of

the executive has been that students

have been dissatisfied with Chuck and

Jan, and thatthe issue should be cleared

by a plebiscite," he continued.

It is evident that one of the main

bones of contention has been Edwards'

and Lichty's Involvement In Students

for a New University. Edwards was re-

cently elected Treasurer of SNTJ and

earlier this term Lichty said that the

group was "the only hope for meaning-

ful change in the university". At last

week's AMS meeting they were the only

members of the executive to vote in

favour of SNU'S proposed demonstra-

tion at the next Senate meeting.

Edwards had hoped that some of the

differences could be cleared up at the

AMS retreat this weekend.

However, some of the dissenting

members of the executive heldasecret

meeting Thursday night and only one

of them. Arts, rep Ross MacGregor,

turned up at the retreat Saturday.

After the dissension came into the

open, Edwards and Lichty decided to

resign Saturday night to create a more

positive atmosphere and to seek a new

vote of confidence.

At further meeting Sunday night,

some executive members reportedly

agreed to start a petition to force a

referendum Inpeaching Edwards and

Lichty. Six hundred signatures would

have been neccessary for the r,

since abandoned.

"The consensus was that a i

dum would clear the air on camprittm

let the students decide," ASUS pres-

ident Ted Parnell said laBt night.

An Interim chairman will be ap-

pointed at Tuesday night's Executive

meeting. Nominations are ecpected to

be made at the following week's meet-

ing. To be nominated a student must

have two hundred signatures under his

name.

Students Buy Land For New Housing Project

Last night the Aim. Master Society J£
Dilations to purchase a used-car lot on Princess bt,

at Division St. for a new housing project.

by Queen', students.
completed by September

The housing project will be compw^u

1970, according to the present tlmetaoie.

"Buying the land was the big thing", said Chuck

Edwards, former AMS president "Now that we've

got the land, and the backing in principle from the

Board of Trustees executive, I don't see any more

serious hang-ups from here on in."

The plan for the new development was Initiated

last month by Tom Good, a graduate student to

economics.

The AMS established a Development Commit!** to

.cnulre jand, design and build the complex under co-

chairmen tome Musselman and John Wiggto. The

Development Committee has been meeting regularly

and Interviewing architects. They have also approached

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation for a 90%

mortgage to finace the project

The Development Committee will bold a •P»"a'

open meeting to discuss the design of the new project

at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday In the main common room

of Victoria Hall. There will be discussion groups and

refreshments.
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A Poke to

the fye
fy till Mirth

So there we sat, the six of us, waiting tor the bal-

loon to go up. Ed asked Bob, "Tell me, Bob, when do

we expect this balloon to go up? I mean seriously,

when?" Bob to Ed replied, "Ed, I don't have the fog-

giest", and gave that absorbingly enigmatic grin of

his. So Ed asked Jim, "Jim, this balloon, When can

we expect it to go up?" But Jim was absorbed with

Bob's grin.

Ed didn't bother to ask Balfour LaGrailly or his

identical twin brother, Balfour, who had a very tiny

nose. They were too stupid. They never knew when

any of the balloons went up. They were so stupid, that

I hesitated to bother to try toexplain just what balloon

this was. My train of hesitation was broken by Bob,

who said to me, "Bill, don't bother to try to explain

which balloon it is for which we are waiting. They

shant understand." I said, "Don't be such a wiseass.

Bob, and wipe that silly grin, which 1 personally feel

is a very silly grin, off your face.

I tried in vain to explain to Balfour and Balfour

LaGrailly:

"Now listen to me Balfour, and you too Balfour,

this balloon we are waiting for which will henceforth

be referred to as the balloon, Is really a figure of

speech, so to speak. This balloon we speak of is the

projected purge of the AMS, taking place tonight. You

see, Balfour, Jan Lichty, the Vice-president of the

AMS and Chuck Edwards, the President of the AMS

may be ousted by the rest of, or at least some of,

the other members of the AMS executive.

"Now see the cartoon, Balfour. That man tied up

on the left is Chuck Edwards. Why is he wearing a

Nehru jacket and SNU button? you ask. I don't know.

That's his business isn't it That tall lady in the short

skirt and long legs is Jan Lichty. The fellow in the

army hat is Ross McGregor. He was the editor of

Tricolour last year and this year he has to look after

other things, like the Journal. Even so, the Journal

hasn't lost much money yet, but that's another story.

What's that you say, Balfour? No, he doesn't smell

anything bad. He always looks that way. That person

with his back to us? Well, it might be Ted Parnell.

He's Ross' pal and he's pretty good at repeating and

clarifying whatever Ross has just said. Ross has just

said, 'This is not a power play, now If you wouldn't

mind just turning around . . . .' Ted Parnell will

now say, 'Point of clarification. What Ross meanalsr-

that this is not a power play, if yooiwouldn't mind

just turning around.' They make a pretty good pair,

don't you think?"

"But why do they want to get rid of Chuck Edwards

and Jan Lichty?" asked Balfour, who had close set

eyes and a very tiny nose. I replied, "That's an in-

teresting but a rather complicated question, but we

can take Ross' word for it and hence Ted's word for

it that this is not a power play.

"But if they get rid of the President and Vice-

president they have, what will they get to replace

them?" asked twin brother, Balfour, who had a long

trunk, close set eyes and a very tiny nose. I had to

reply, "I don't know, but we can take Ross' word

for it and after that Ted's word for it that this is not

a power play." .

"Please, somebody tell me when the balloon is

going up?" Ed insisted, pounding the ground with

clenched fists. Somebody replied, "Maybe at to-

night's AMS meeting, Ed." Balfour LaGrailly thought

he understood and slapped his brother, Balfour on

the back. But Balfour LaGrailly was lost in a world

of his own, thinking of their good old dead dog,

Balfour. . . .and his puppies, Balfour.

YOU UNDtWWD THIS wr ft

PoWtH PLAY — BOU) If T0U
WOUL6MT rtlND Ouvr ruu*>ii06

Arts and Science Undergraduate Society

A.S.U.S. OPEN MEETING

on Thursday night. Oct. 24th at 7:00 p.m.

in Stirling Hall, Theatre A.

The Topic of discussion urt'l! be

ORIENTATION
Anyone is welcome

A.S.UM. Retreat mill be held Wed. nioht Oct. 23rd at 7:00 p.m. at 92 Bagot St.

ORIENTATION
No decisions unll be reached

Anyone vnshing to submit constitutional revisions for the A.S.U.S. please submit

evtsions to Da le Tinkham, Gordon House, 544-7516 or to any other member of the

executive.

tyusm's iEutprtatttmpnt Agpntg

SOCIAL CONVENORS PLEASE NOTE

that Q.E.A. now has opened its

office in the old committee Rm. 2

at the fool of the stairs in

the basement of the union Union.

Snowball, Susie Q, and the Arts'

Concert Committee are using it so

why don't you also?

It is a free service.

Goto" Deeks

Camput Activitet Chairman
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This Friday, October 25, the

Quarathon will be run again to

Montreal. Buses will leave the

Union at 12:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.

and will return from the Queen

Elizabeth Hotel at 1:00 p.m. on

Sunday.

Tickets cost $7.00 for the re-

turn trip and will be on sale In

Ban Rlgh and Leonard Halls dur-
ing dinner hours, inVictoriaHall
between 8 and 10 p.m. and in the

Union during the afternoon. Or-
ganizers of the event stated that

unless enough support is shown
by Wednesday, the buses will have
to be cancelled.

news briefs

Club money cut

Clubs on Campus will have

found their requests for money
from the A.M.S. drastically re-

duced when the proposed bud-

get is handed down tonight.

C.U.S.O. will requested $300.

will receive only $125. S.N.U.

which requested $295. will re-

ceive only $100. The amounts
for clubs, as recommended by

Dave Pakrul's Budget and Fi-

nance committee, is even lower

lhan amounts given last year.

The Debating League which is

asking for $1110. received $900.

last year; yet this year, the re-

commended amount for this or-

ganization is only $700.

This $200. cut back reflects

the situation with other clubs.

All olubs have had their allot-

ments reduced in a similar pro-

portion.

Part of the reason for these

cut 'backs is that more clubs

than last year are applying for

grants and/or are receiving

grants. 'Clubs like S.N.U.,

(which did not exist last year)

Chinese Club, and the Camera
CluJb did not receive grants last

year.

The Journal has been unable to

get a copy of the letter.

SNU jeered

One dozen engineers and one

artsman captured the vocal sup-

port of the Queen's cheering

section at the Waterloo-Queen's

football game last Saturday. At

half-time, the group carried a

sign which read "Piss On

S.N.U." The stands rose and

cheered. Said one girl after-

ward, "Oh-h-h, wasn't it beauti-

ful!" Another student comment-

ed, "It made me a little angry.

If ithey feel so strong about it,

why don't they do something a-

bout it." A freshman artsman's

reaction was "Oh boy! I just

wanted to do an oil^high for

the engineers!"

Something IS being done, un-

known to the student who won-

dered why the engineers didn't

do something. The Journail has

learned that the engineers are

circulating a letter for as many
engineers to sign who so wish.

Sweet revenge

Sweet is Revenge! Or so it

was for one Medsman and his

friends last Sunday night. The
person in question had been the

victim of one too many practic-

al jokes, and so took action.

A group of fellovs from his

own floor, 5th Gordon, and 3rd

floor Gordon knidnapped his

tormentor, another Medsman.
and stripped him of all but his

briefs, bound him hand and foot

and wrapped him in a blanket.

He was then carried a la funeral

pyre from Gordon to Victoria

Hall. Despite the late hour, the

shouts of the crowd brought

many female spectators to their

windows.
The "corpse" was then desert-

ed in the main common room
and left to fend for itself. A
kindly iperson from 'behind the

main desk helped release him,

and a few moments later he e-

merged, barefoot and bewilder-

ed, and headed off towards

home.
Derisive laughter from the

windows above moved him to

turn around, throw open his

blanket, bow and retreat. The

feminine expression of shook

echoed into the darkness, and

quiet reigned again.

CUS wins, loses

The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents won one and lost one this

past week. Friday students at

the University of Lethbridge

voted 422-135 not to join the

union.

At 'Laurentian University,

however, students voted 399-235

in favour of staying in CUS.

Laurentian had earlier threat-

ened to pull out because Peter

Wan-ten, CUS president, said

the union should 'be used as an

ideological (vehicle at Universi-

ties.

The next round in the contin-

uing battle is scheduled in Brit-

ish Columbia. Students at Sim-

on Fraser University wili vote

Thursday and Friday on CUS
membership.

Profs may strike

TORONTO (CUP 1—University

of Toronto professors have hit

on an ingenious strike scheme
if the provincial governanent

does not raise salaries. They
would, if a faculty proposal is

accepted, simply refuse to mark
final examinations in the spring.

The professors have two de-

mands—that the minimum sal-

aries for associate professors be

raised from $9,500 to $13,000

and that as the enrollment of

the university increases the re-

sulting revenue be used to raise

salaries.

Strax fined $1.

FRBDERCTON (CUP)-^Mag-
istrate Judge Lloyd <B. Smith
fined former UNB professor

Norman Strax one dollar plus

costs Friday (because Strax was
in contempt of count when he
ignored an injunction forbiding

him from entering TJNB
grounds. When the injunction

was served, Strax was partici-

pating in a sit-in protesting his

suspension.

"What the fine means is that

I'm a criminal, but not a bad

one," Strax said. He has filed

suit against the university to

get the injunction lifted and for

punitive damages.

Fear bilingual loss

SUDBURY — French-speak-

ing students at Laurentian Uni-

versity, one of only two biling-

ual universities in Ontario,

warned that their university's

unique bilingual nature is

threatened with extinction.

The brief accused Laurentian

of a sort of creeping unilingual-

ism. Extracurricular activities

now are conducted entirely in

English, it said, and four pro-

fessional schools added in 1967

are completely English.

Show CEGEP Support

Thousands march in

Montreal, while...
FROM CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS

MONTREAL — Almost 10,000 chanting Quebec students, fed up
with government handling of education, jammed Montreal streets In

a massive show of solidarity with their rebellious colleagues at the

Even as they marched, the Administration of the last CEGEP stfll

wholly occupied, made good its threat and suspended classes in-

definitely at CGEP Eduoard Monoetit. Administrators warned the

defiant students they would lose their term If the occupation went

on much longer.

Edouard Monoetit is the last remaining CEGEP occupied com-

pletely, though oarts of Vieux Montreal CEGEP stilt hold out. Two
classical colleagues, one school of fine arts and two university

social sciences faculties are still in students hands.

The demonstrators strode twenty abreast, brushing shop win-

dows on both sides of the city's wide main street, Ste Catherine.

Traffic was hopelessly jammed for hours as the marchers covered

the entire downtown area in their two hour march along a five mile

route from McGill University 1o the arena at L'Universlte de Montreal.

Police said the march stretched for almost a mile, at times

almost fifteen city blocks long.

The cops led the way.
They cleared the streets and shut off the side roads as the march

came into sight. The students were orderly throughout and obeyed

all police directives.

The students laughed and sang and walked arm in arm. No
leader was apparent at the head of the march. Instead a car equipp-

ed with a loud speaker drove at the head of the mass of people,

leading the various chants.

This is one feature of the CEGEP movement: 'II N y a pas tfautor-

ite" (there is no authority).

Banners floated merrily in the air, bobbing up and down as

arms waved and twirled to swing them around.

"Pouvoir Edtudiant (Student Power)" "Education not Suppress-

'°n
A good deal of Ingenuity went into the chants. One parodied

Ihe Lord's Prayer: "Our Father Cardinal, who art in the Ministry,

degraded be thy name, they retgn be ended, our will be done.

Give us this day our daily bursary. Forgive us our Trespasses as

you have forgiven those who trespass against us. May all evil end.

Still singing and chanting over two hours later, they troopett

Into the U de M arena. Then they filled the stands, the aisles and'

the skating surface. .

They clapped and cheered as Union General des Etudiant du

Quebec, International Vive-President, Claude Charron, lashed Into

the government, tolling the student grievances. After each griev-

ance, the students cheered madly, making it Impossible several

times for Charron to continue. . . .

The grievances were the ones listed by striking CEGEP students.

Charron added the march was not to protest the
f
men like

Cardinal (Jean-Guy, Quebec Education Minister), but ratherJt pro-

tested the system that produced the government and the men.

...others sleep-

in at Waterloo

of the university Campus Centre.
today, but a

The takeover had been scheduled to pl.~ t« V.
f

general student mee ,ng ^J^JZ'^ ^ recently releas-

The general meeting was ci ™ »
Government, which

rraHonTeToWr InabUity »» ^to^denh'h^h. 36-man Board

?=e=o„°'^ wir h"f
p^rved^slngl. governing b*y

dominated by students >"d toulty.
,.„ ,„e takeover of the Campus

cJS wa^eHs a'

as
J^/»P^»rS-» A issues with

r^rth?s"ud«; ssr—<« sa t— «*
legitimate demands.

University Master Plan in the works
_ . _ j Kni Mi no i(\ ihf)

By CHRIS REDMOND
The university is now writing its master plan for

physical development, principal J. J. Deutsch said

la

The
S

asTmp.ions in the preliminary parking study

by De Leuw, Cather and Company which was revealed

last week were made by that company "f.^f
form a university master plan, Deuto.cn added. MW
of these assumptions are wrong and do not represent

Se future development policy of the unlverstty.

That proposal Indicated that techno ogles would be

centred north of Union Street, medicine b tht^GH

complex, and humanities in a complex west of Dunning

"tich a plan Is not final, Deutsch said. Committees

are now formulating the parts of a mastet ptaO*-

eluding development of the
ftatU

:ampus on Palace Road. When the plan Is finished

will be made public, Deutsch said.

He added that the first essential for such a plan Is

to determine planned enrollment. The parking study

predicted a 1975 enrollment of about 8000 excluding

medical students. Enrollment this year is 6700.

Meanwhile, planning and construction of Individual

buildings continues.

• The temporary McArthur College building on Un-

ion Street opened last week. It will house McArth-

ur until the permanent building on Palace Road,

which will house olassrooms, offices and residenc-

es under one roof, is ready at least two years from

• "The mathematics building south of Ellis Hall,

which is largely underground, will be ready for

use before the end of this academic year.

• A psychology building is going up on the site of

the old Jock llarty arena on Arch Street.

• Tllans were announced for a new arena and phys-

ical education complex next to the present gym,

which will begin rising in January.

nainlffl!rafflliraf9lM

• A temporary administration building, to house the

oveSv from Richardson Hall and possiWy> he

politics department, is going up west of Stetog

• ^"medical administration building is rising on

.'SaSsoifludfum will probably 'be demoted
after this football season; a humanities comply

will go up in its place. The new stadium is to *e

buM on the west campus.
iB«k_i

• Construction of the two new wings on Victor*

Hall is almost completed. . .

• A 96 unit -residence for upperclass men is to toe

built on Earl Street north of KCVJ. It will house

Ihe men in single rooms, grouped around

kitchen and lounge areas, and should (be ready tor

occupancy by next fall. . . ...

• A residence for 120 married couples will be built

on Sir John A. Macdonald Boulevard; part of it

miry be ready for next fall.
.

• A 500-occupant mixed residence is the ™tOOUS-

ing planned for the west campus area, and may oe

ready during next school year.
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Wafflers unite!
A new election for the president and vice-president

of the student body will be highly construct,™ - IF rt

leads to action on student problems, with an end to the

Dresent paralysis of the student executive.
P

Last spring, Chuck Edwards and Jan Lichty were

elected by a cr'oss-campus vote on a mandate to further

fhe m1ere
V
sts of Queers students in some very specific

""'i on housing, they demanded .administration «tio"

to solve the housing crisis and promised further action on

student co-op residences. . .

• on student representation in decisionmaking, they

stood for powerful student-faculty committees in each

department and student representation at all leveK

student-faculty "free courses" they Proposed

numerous seminars on issues not covered in the present

curriculum (eg. War and Peace, Social Responsibility, and

^"".'^n' athletic facilities, they were to prod *e Ontario

government for more funds for sports facilities immed.ate-

'V'

A vast number of wafflers are coming out of the

woodwork these days, saying that there ,s no disagree-

ment with these aims, merely differences on methods

The question should be asked: are we serious about

theS
AMhe

?
end of their platform, Edwards and Lichty said

"We believe that these things should happen and that

as President and Vice-President we can make them hap-

pe"
it hasn't been as simple as that.

is the responsibility of all students to tode wh l

our students' association should do, and be willing to fol-

low through on their decision.
.

If the election campaign is fought on issues, not on

personalities or semi-secret power plays the new offers

will have a real mandate for action on their programme^

The students of Queen's will do their leaders and

themselves a great disservice if they tolerate anything

less.

Biases

Campus violence

The Budget and Finance Committee of the Alma Mater

Society seems to be using some strange criteria ,n assess-

ing the financial needs of campus clubs
9

The high support given to non-intellectual and ath

letic activities in the committee's recommendation, tolbe

voted on tonight by the Executive, suggest a narrow

Th^Chess Club and the Art History Club would re-

ceive no grant whatever, on the theory that they cater

to a small select group of dues-paying members- Jet the

same could be said of the Pistol Club and the Camen*.

Club, which are both to receive grants.

Lest one get the impression that Budget and Fin-

ance scrutinizes scrupulously every club budget submitted,

consider the case of the Liberal Club.

This budget was made up the day it was handed

in, "a piece of paper to keep the A.M.S. happy' according

to Liberal Club president Boyd Simpsoiv For their hasty

efforts, the Liberals reaped $150, almost double last years

sum Other political clubs got nothing.

Mr. Simpson's confidence in A.M.S. largesse ,s illumi-

nating. "The great majority of the A.M.S. people have

Liberal sympathies anyway," he says.
. .

Members of the Executive would do well tonight to

keep the biases of Ihe Budget and Finance committee in

mind ... and possibly their own.
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by DAVE GREASON

Does the end justify the means? An
age-old question with, unfortunately, no
age-old answer. What does one do
when one's conscience defines the par-

ticular road to follow but a brick wall

blocks the way? Is one justified to de-

stroy .the wall?
Philosophical justification of violence

runs the gamut of political hues from the

class warfare of Marx and the systemic

revolts of anarchism to the aesthetic ap-

preciation of violence for its own sake.

Psychological explanations, based upon
that nebulous quality we all supposed-
ly exhibit— Human Nature, are conflict-

ing when not in outright opposition.

The unfortunate fact is that violence

works. This is obvious to the student

leader who spends many hours endeav-

oring to reform the university commun-
ity without success, only to see his aims

accomplished by violence or the threat

of violence. History is full of examples,

including frustrated revolts which bore

fruit fifty or a hundred years later.

The problem is essentially a personal

one. If one has consciously and honest-

ly determined his goals he can do noth-

ing else but pursue them with every

means available to him. To do other-

wise is to invite psychological disloca-

tion. The more important the goal is to

the individual, the more difficult it is to

shrink from it, and the more pronoun-

ced the psychological results if he does.

Also, the more socially-oriented the goal

(for this society still has a hang-up on

egotism), the more intense it is.

If it is granted that violence works

and that one cannot shrink from one's

consciously reasoned goals, it must also

be granted that violence is a justifiable

means. The problem now rests upon

the priority which one gives violence

among the other means available. Viol-

ence is the most dangerous agent of

change, dangerous both to the reaction-

aries and the activists as well as to the

cause itself. The liberal riots in the

states which were to comprise Germany
in 1848 lead to the imprisonment of the

protesters, loss of popular opinion for

reform, and cancellation of those liberal

reforms which the existing regime had
instituted prior to the protests. By its

very nature violence is difficult to con-

trol and direct, often resulting in unin-

tended and unnecessary destruction. As

well, violent means have often resulted

in the implementation of exactly the op-

posite of those goals which it was in-

voked to accomplish, as demonstrated

by the French Revolution. If violence

can threaten the very aim for which it

was invoked it must of necessity be giv-

en a very low priority among the means
available. In effect, it must be given the

lowest priority. Hence, violence can be
invoked only when no other means are

available.

Marx wrote that those in power will

never relinquish that power through

their own violation. This statement pre-

supposes two assumptions: first, those

without power desire it to the exclusion

of those presently in power, and, second,

there is a division of society into the

power-haves and the power-have-nots.

Such may have been the case in the

middle of the nineteenth century but is

not necessarily so today. Democratiza-

tion has to a certain extent distributed

power among a greater number of in-

dividuals, reducing the clear distinction

he drew. Also, his statement does not

include the increasing acceptance of co-

operation, or, at least, the growing re-

cognition of the need for co-operation.

Hence, to use Marx's dichotomy, those

in power are not excluding those with-

out and those in power are becoming the

majority of the people, with an ever-

decreasing minority.

To apply this analysis to the univer-

sity community. The university structure

as it did exist conformed, by and large,

to Marx's dichotomy; those with author-

ity and those without. This situation has

been changed through years of dialogue

(monologue in some cases) and months

of violence. Whether or not violence

was necessary is an open question. The

point is that we find ourselves in a dif-

ferent situation, as the administration

has to a certain extent agreed to expand

the power base. We are approaching a

stage of co-operation very similar to that

which western society evolved through.

The confrontation of the individual and

the stone wall no longer exists. Viol-

ence has awakened the monolith and it

has indicated its willingness to co-oper-

ate Hence, what remains is the press-

ing of demands through co-operative

and democratic means.

Violence, as shown above, can legi-

timately be invoked as a means if no

other solutions are available. The situa-

tion in most universities today precludes

further violence, as alternate means are

now available. If one accepts my tenets

on the legitimacy of violence one must

agree that further violence would be un-

defendable.
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Our first party this week and some of us are still recovering

— like George (thanks loads, Cathy), and Phil and Julie who pro-

vided the floor show. Special credits and thanks to Mark Battista,

Margo Fraling, and Barb Findlay who worked hard on the theme;

Nancy Carr; Brenda who made scrambled eggs; Warren Kazor;

Jon Kublack; Alyson Rawes, for services nobly rendered; Marte

Harding who rushed to the Telex; Andy Weeks for another 3:30

am.; Louise Vresinga; Kevin, who may even be reading this (Saxe.

are you?); and three gold stars in Paul's crown. Oh. yes: for the

record, the rings are lovely. P.S.—Arliegh could read her notes

tonite, United Scalp International thanks her very much.

THE FRENCH DEPT.

In the October 11 issue of the

QUEEN'S JOURNAL, Dr. Evans
takes exception to my inclusion

of the Queen's French Depart-

ment among those institutions

which siK'Uld b? reformed if

English-French antagonisms are

lo be reduced

First, Dr. Evans refutes my
claim that he does not have a

French Canadian staff. He men-
tions in particular Dr. Bessette.

To understand my criticism,

perhaps Queen's and RMC couM
be compared, since they both

have approximately the same
size French department. At
Queen's, Dr. Bessette is the only

French Canadian. Over ninety

percent of the staff are neither

French Canadian nor do they

claim degrees from French Can-
adian 'universities. At RMC.
however, the department head
and eighty percent of the staff

ARE French Canadians. (These
figures based on 67-68 calen-

dars).

However, my concern is not
with the ancestry of professors

but rather with the image which
they create in their students.

The staff at Qoeen's, by its very
composition, indicates that
French is a "foreign" language

This is confirmed by the fact

thai French is merely one of sev-

eral language options, Onily stu-

dents doing Honours in French
are exposed to French Canada's
literature. This may be contrast-

ed with 'McGill where all the
elementary courses include sel-

ections from French Canadian
authors ( including, ironically,

Dr. Bessette), or Sir George
Williams where the compulsory
elementary French course con-
sists of "Readings in French
Canadian culture".

This hastily assembled data
(from calendars) seems to justi-

fy the suspicion that -Queen's
isn't exactly infested with
French Canadians nor does it

make any appreciable attempt
to develop an appreciation of

French Canadian culture within
the general student body.

Dr. Evans claims that the lack
of French Canadian professors
is due to the inadequate school
facilities here in Kingston, rath-

er than to any distasteful atti-

tude on the pant of the Universi-

ty. But I wonder how long it

would have taken the University

in conjunction with other inter-

ested bodies, to convince the

,
appropriate "authorities that ade-

quate school facilities were ne-

cessary for its staff. A hasty en-

quiry seems to indicate that

Queen's has not exactly Jed the

fight for schools in Kingston,

although Dr. Shortliffe's per-

sonal public statements are a

notable exception. Nor did I

find any mention of a French

Department brief on this -prob-

lem to the Royal Commission on

Bilingualism and Biculturalism.

i concluded, perhaps hastily,

that the Queen's French Depart-

ment found such activities dis-

tasteful. It is the most charit-

able way of accounting for the

seeming inaction of the Univer-

sity in acquiring the most ibasic

facilities for its staff.

I sincerely regret that this

matter has blown up the way it

has. However, in my ignorance

(well documented 'by Dr. Ev-

ans), I still feel that my re-

marks were justified. If the

mutual respect, essential for a

continued Canada, is to come
about, institutions such as the

Queen's French Department
must be reformed. If Queen's,

situated only 200 miles from
Monti-eat, cannot do better,

what hope is there for Canada?
Terry Liston



NORTH KINGSTON

lliiii ir

by BARBARA FINDLAY

North Kingston. Ah, yes, the area you pass through as

you go to the train station. That is about the extent of

the contact that most Queen's students have had with the

area of Kingston which is north of Princess St and east

of Chatham St. It is known variously as an underprivileged

area, economically depressed center, or, lesseuphemis-

tically, a slum. What's it like to live on $3,000 a year,

when you are supporting a wife and four kids? Stop a

minute and think that you spend about $2,000 In eight

months here, all by yourself, And II you don't have a job,

or can't work, and have to exist on Welfare, you have

even more of a problem. The ways of Welfare Budget

Control are wild. How does the government figure out

exactly how much it costs to live? A report on American

welfare budgets may give some Idea: "A typical subsis-

tence level provides for simple clothing to protect against

the weather and maintain cleanliness. It leaves no room

for Impulse buying or fashion. It barely copes with the

problem of wear. A woman's coat, for instance, must

last five years. Left-over food must be retrieved. There

can be no error. A cup of flour spilled means no thick-

ening that week; a blown bulb, no light for that month;

and a chair broken In anger cannot be replaced for over

a year. The family may listen to the radio an hour a day;

but television Is not included in the budget. There will be

money to buy aspirin but none for "miracle" drugs. The

husband may get a haircut once a month, and the wife a

home permanent once a year. She can use a self-service

launderette. There will be no money to buy the children

candy or Ice cream, or to go to the movies, or to offer

a visitor a cup of coffee."

It Is easy to look at North Kingston and be melo-

dramatic, or self-righteous, or maudlin. It is not easy

to be realistic, because it Is not easy to understand the

problems of the people there In their own terms. It is

very easy to moralize and even, If you are so inclined,

to be a do-gooder; to try to help these poor deprived

people to see the light of the Great Competitive Society

whose goals are money, education (for more money), and

prestige (as a reward for money). It is difficult to decide

what Is being helpful and what Is being merely patroniz-

ing.

To understand the problems of North Kingston involves

adopting a frame of reference entirely different from the

one to which you are accustomed. It Is a mild sort of

culture shock, to encounter values and ways of life dif-

ferent from the Middle-Class Ideal. And It 1b even more

tempting to moralize about these ways of life than it

might be in culture far removed from our own, because

it Is harder to distinguish between varying attitudes to

the same environment Sociology courses are really of

little use In confronting the situation, because It's just

not like they say In the books. The books were written

for the university students.

It's hard to know. If you would like to learn more

about North Kingston, to learn about more than the

genteel life, contact Norma Leblanc, of North Kingston

Parish.

How Four People Live on $2660 a Year

These figures are 1960 American figures based on an "adequate" bud-

get, which is between a "subsistence" budget and a "comfort" budget.

1. Total annual budget

2. Food, $ per year

3. High-protein foods, lbs. per week

4. Farinaceous foods, lbs. per week

5. Tobacco & alcoholic beverages

$ per year

6. Housing: shelter, heat & utilities,

$ per year

7. Electricity, kw. per year

for:

9. Transportation

5 rooms;

$2,660

1,320

54.7

33.9

0
680

960

lights, refrigeration, iron

none
520 carfares
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to

be
a

prophet

—Mark Battista

REV. BRIEN THRASHER

by Mark Birrista

Ever met a minister with long

sideburns, who wears a super-

mod habit and a peace chain,

whose wheels are a bicycle and

who's a really good guy? Meet

Brien Thrasher. He's affiliated

with the Calvary United and Zion

United Congregations, He has ini-

tiated many 'help' programs in

North Kingston. He is vice-presi-

dent of the Social Planning Coun-

cil of Kingston, which assesses

the needs and resources of the

community and gets people to

bring about the necessary

changes. He's also associated

with the Canadian Welfare Pro-

gram, and has many contacts

here at Queen's, being a graduate

himself. This, coupled with the

fact that he's a real thinker and

speaks out honestly and loudly

when necessary, puts him in an

ideal position to push for social

reform in Kingston.

For example, he hopes this

summer to be able to establish a

work project for Kingston teen-

agers, the aim not being to finish

a task and keep the kids busy, but

rather to show them they're cap-

able of doing something creative,

that they're needed by the com-

munity and that they have poten-

tial.

In his own words,, 'We can't

only apply the band-aid, we must

also be a prophet, finding a need

and initiating the appropriate
changes.'

He and several other dedicated

workers comprise the mainstay

of the Social Outreach Program

of the North Kingston Parish. The

basic philosophy ofthis program,

which was started in the summer

of 1965, is to find a need, and fill

it.

There were many youngpeople

on the street with nothing creative

to do. They needed to be given an

awareness of their potential. As a

start, a supervised study pro-

gram was set up. Queen's stu-

dents volunteered to work as tu-

tors. This didn't work too well

because too many younger chil-

dren came to the building with no

homework, just for something to

do. Things got out of hand and the

program had to be scrapped tem-

porarily. This, however, illus-

trated that there was indeed a

basic need to get together in a

warm, relaxed atmosphere; this

was the beginning of the drop-in

centre. There are now two drop-

in centres, and a coffee house

called the Knot-hole.

These drop-in centres are just

that: drop-in centres, A place

where a kid can be himself, and

not have to worry about teachers

and stuff. No sniffing, drinking or

fighting. Those are the only

ground rules: don't spoil a good

thing for others.

Volunteers who work in these

centres have a real challenge on

their hands. Often kids try to

bring in beer, or glue or Cutex.

There's the occasional fight The

Kingston police have co-operated

with the program and perhaps

have given these kids a better

impression of 'the Man' than

,

they once had.

It's neat

The tutorial system has been

re-established under Mrs. Ruth

Guernsey ( and very satisfying

results have been achieved. Even

if only one kid Is helped effec-

tively, It's worth it.

The North Kingston Parish is

operating on a shoe-string bud-

get It is not a wealthy parish by

any means. Yet there's a spirit

of involvement which is astound-

ing. 'Use what is available and

make what isn't*

Research is also being carried

out by the parish on glue snif-

fing in North Kingston, the results

of which will probably be made
ready for publication in the rela-

tively near future.

A clothing depot has been set

up in Zion Hall on Pine Street

Last year 321 children were clo-

thed; the depot only accepts

clothes 'that you'd wear your-

self' and preferably modern ones

at that.

MacArthur College isalsoget-

ting involved in the field work of

the parish in the form of sensi-

tivity groups. Student teachers

will be confronted with kids in

their home environment The
children are told to be honest-

what they like and dislike about

their schools and teachers.

The Parish works hand-in-

hand on a very friendly and co-

operative basis with the various

social welfare agencies in the

city, in particular with the Chil-

dren's Aid Society.

ror Jan. production of John Osborne's

"LOOK BACK IN ANGER"
Please fill out audition sheets ;]t

Drama Dept. before MONDAY. OCT. 28

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart 0/ our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.
ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food)

(§) Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 28 and 29, 1968

TO INTERVIEW 1969 ENGINEERING GRADUATES

ELECTRICAL- MECHANICAL-PHYSICS

A well-defined training program is offered to pre-

pare candidates for positions of responsibility in:

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

FACTORY ENGINEERING

SERVICE ENGINEERING

FIELD INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES

These positions will afford opportunity for career de-

velopment to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on per-

formance as well as excellent employee fringe bene-

fit plans.

Contact the Placement Office for detailed informa-

tion brochures and interview appointment.

by Mark Bittista

Reverend Thrasher feels that

the most valuable volunteer is one

who serves just to serve. He is

responsible for starting the big-

brother, big-sister program, the

importance of which cannot be

over-emphasized. Being a vol-

unteer in this program opens

up a new sector of life to both

the volunteer and his new 'bud-

dy'. Often it introduces to them

a new culture, and helps each to

understand the other. A two-

way relationship must be esta-

blished, though, before anything

can be achieved. Many volun-

teers fall victim to this 'cul-

ture shock.' There's no way for

getting hung up in their social

and environmental set-up. The

idea is to befriend these kids,

not to impose one's moral and

ethical standards on them. An

attempt is always made to show

Like To Help

them that they are citizens and

have the same rights as anyone

else. For example they could

be shown how to use the library

and similar facilities.

They should be encouraged in

whatever skill they excel, par-

ticularly sports. The Y.M.C.A.

is very co-operative in provid-

ing memberships for children

whose family just cannot afford

to buy a membership t

Participation in any team sport

run by schools, churches or the

city are or can be extremely

good for these kids. They should

be taught that they can seek ad-

vice or help from any number of

interested people. It is impor-

tant that the volunteer does not

try to discipline the child;, or

tell him what to do. Advice, if

he asks for it, and always a

willingness to listen, but not

discipline

exhibition

COUGHTRY
three Toronto painters

MARKLE RAYNER
"The Face of Early Canada" also museum exhibit:

19th Century Ontario Pottery

all until November 3

,

AT TH E ART CENTRE.

Thursday Nite Flic

BLOW UP
Thursday, Oct. 24

7 p .m . & 10p.m.

DON'T MISS IT!

The workers of the parish

helped the kids put on two shows

in the Grand Theatre, just to

let them know that this is a

community culture centre. Many

kids seem to know very little

about the huge 'industry' in their

city. Queen's is totally foreign

to most of them. Big brothers

and sisters from Queen's often

find this is one of the first things

their little brothers or sisters

want to know about.

It's been found in many cases

that the best way to get started in

this program is to work in one of

the drop-in centres or the Knot-

hole and meet the kids on their

own ground, then to establish a

relationship with one of them and

proceed from there.

On the other hand, situations

arise where the particular child

in question does not frequent

these centres, and has already

received some attention fromthe

Children's Aid Society. Here a

case worker is usually assigned

to work with the volunteer; reg-

ular meetings are arranged be-

tween the two in order to assess

the progress of the effort and to

discuss new and better ways to

approach the problem. It is hoped

that the big brother or sister will

be accepted by the child as a

friend, someone whom he can

trust and perhaps emulate, be-

cause he or she is in a position

to become a very important fac-

tor in the child's life, a factor

that may alter the course of that

life, for the benefit of the child

and society as a whole. Needless

to say, many more volunteers for

all kinds of projects are needed,

even for projects which haven't

yet been dreamed up. GET IN-

VOLVED.
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It only matters if you live h ere

The lighting is lousy. The heat is poor.

The plumbing is bad. If you live in North King-
ston, chances are your income is low, your rent

is high, your apartment is substandard and over-
crowded.

The North End of Kingston, as it is generally described,

comprises two municipal wards: St. Lawrence to the,-;

south and Cataraqui to the north, St Lawrence Ward
is 27% owner-occupied and has the lowest average

income in the city. It has many over-crowded dwellings

largely owned by absentee landlords, and in a generally

deteriorating condition. Commercial areas are scattered

throughout the ward, and there are large numbers of

neighbourhood stores and other services. There are

two parks in the area.. .one of which is only a small

corner lot, The other park, McBurney park, is well-

used and attractive, but is not easily accessible to a

lot of the children in the area. There are increasingly

large numbers of European families who have settled

here, but they form their own communities and are

generally resented by the rest of the people in the area.

The highest concentration of welfare families is in this

ward, and the unemployment rate is high.

In Cataraqui Ward, many of the same conditions exist,

with the notable exception, that the area is 46% owner
occupied. This means that the inhabitants tend to take

greater interest in the external appearance of their

property, although many homes still need extensive

repairs. There is one park for the downtown part of

the ward.

The entire north end is an identifiable neighbourhood,

and most of the people there know each other at least to

say "hello* 1
. There is a definite "north side" feeling,

which is compounded of a certain amount of pride in

being a "working man" and a real paranoia about

attitudes in the rest of the city. Most of Kingston

regards the area as either the "bad part of town" or,

more liberally, "the place where newcomers can get

their start".

The North Side is heavily trafficked, and is divided

by major thoroughfares like Montreal Street Present

city policy is to increase this traffic flow by an east-

west expressway along Stephen Street, and by the use

of Montreal, Rideau and Division Streets as major

arteries. This attitude has presented great problems to

people living along these streets, as many of their

children have to cross them to get to school. For

example, this year alone there have been eight accidents

at the corner of Ordnance and Montreal Streets.

One major recreation area has been built in the

downtown northend...the Cooke Memorial Centre and

Megaffin Stadium. The facilities are not accessible to

small children and so far have been unable to attract

many area teenagers.

North Kingston is a particularly good investment for

realtors and contractors who want to milk as much

money as they can out of rental property. They are

rarely concerned with the outside appearance of their

property; they over-crowd too small apartments; they

charge high rents. This is not fair to home owners in

the block, or to the rent payers. The number of vacant

apartments in Kingston is so low that the tenant has no

choice but to live in these places, and they are so difficult

to keep clean that tenants soon give up.

In 1961, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics census

found that 50.3% of the population of Kingston was

tenant, mostly concentrated in the old city. The conditions

of the dwellings in the Old City were well documented
in the explanatory text to Amendment 43 to the Official
Plan of the City of Kingston. The 1964 Btudy found,
among other things, that there was a "Seller's Market"
in Kingston, and that the vacancy rate was 1,9%= Since
then, building starts have been minimal, and the popu-
lations of the city has increased. The vacancy rate
is now well under 1%. The fact that about 200 students
are living in hotel and motel accommodation this year
would tend to substantiate this figure. Further it is
estimated by the Kingston Housing Authority that there
are over 350 families presently In need of and seeking
low-rental accommodation.

This housing shortage has forced up rents consider-
ably in the city. In fact, most landlords can charge any
rent they wish and still get It, as there is little If any
alternative accommodation available. The influx of
students aggravates this problem, because students by
sharing quarters can afford higher rents, The pressure
from the students particularly affects low-income
families.

Mrs. A. is 62 years old. Her husband died last year,
intestate. She has very little money in the bank and has
been unable to obtain a job. She has lived in the same
place since 1954, paying $75 a month. This year it was
sold, and the new owner raised the rent on her apart-

ment to $115, forcing her to move downstairs to a
smaller and poorer apartment which rented for $90.

She had no choice but to take it This rent does not

include either heat or utilities. She wonders how she

will eat this winter.

Family B is living in a two bedroom apartment in

a two-bedroom apartment in a Rideau Heights base-

ment Their income is $300 a month. Their rent Is

$110 a month, but their heat and Itydro cost $50 a month

on top of that in the winter. They have three children.

Mrs. C. and her two children live on $197 a month.

She was paying $85 a month for a two bedroom apartment

The house was sold, and the rent was raised to $115.

She has been unable to find anywhere else to live.

The average weekly wage In North Kingston is about

$68.00 and the average cost of a three bedroom apart-

ment is $135. Considering that it is generally estimated

that a fair price for accommodation should be one

week's wages, this is a high rent indeed.

As damaging as the higher rents is the abuses of

tenants which the present Landlord-Tenant law allows,

and the housing shortage makes unavoidable. The lack of

any form of security of tenure, the ability of the land-

lord to seize goods and chattels for non-payment of

rent, the rights of eviction for any reason or no rea-

son, are all archaic laws which make the plight of the

tenant worse.

Ml

-WARREN KAZOR

Mr. D. had been living on Quebec Street for 30 years.

He was a veteran oftwo wars and had raised two children.

The house was sold in January and he was given notice

Cone month) to vacate. He had paid $85 a month. When

the house was sold, it was subdivided into two apart-

ments, renting for $110 and $100. The man is now

paying $125 a month for an unheated and unlighted

apartment He lives on a pension and in the summer

works three days a week as a security guard.

The housing shortage has also resulted In an in-

creasing unwillingness on the part of landlords to

improve their properties. The Housing Standards By-

law, although an excellent idea in principle, is also

ineffective in dealing with the kind of housing conditions

that housing shortages foster. Landlords will not re-

pair their places unless forced to because they can rent

them unrepaired. Also, because the bylaw only pro-

vides one very severe penalty for non-compliance—i.e.

levelling the building or condemning the apartment,

many landlords know that they can get away with not

making necessary but minor repairs. The condemning

of buildings just increases the lack of housing, and no

one has responsibility for relocation displaced tenants.

Tenants always pay the cost of improvements to their

property, even if it is only enough to make the place

habitable.

A house on Charles Street, subdivided into four

apartments, was inspected by the Housing Standards

Officer in April, He condemned two apartments and

suggested repairs to two others. One of the tenants

could find no other place to live, and had to move in

with her family in the country. One of the families

found accommodation in another substandard dwelling.

The other two apartments never have been repaired,

but the landlord raised their rent $10 each to make up

for the lost Income on the other two.

Last winter a tenant on Bay Street, who lived in a

drafty and substandard house, found that her pipes had

frozen and burst during a cold night After many

complaints from his tenant, her landlord had them re-

paired; however, he sent the bill for $53 to her. When

she refused to pay It, he threatened eviction. She paid.

These stories are sens ationallstic. People now are

tired of hearing about the "housing crisis". It only

matters if you live there.

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY

OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career opportunities

with graduating and post-graduate students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical - chemical

electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

November 6th, 7th and 8th

Also, interviews for Summer Employment will be held

with Geology and Geophysics students in 3rd, 4th

and post-graduate years and Engineering students in 3rd

and 4th years

.

November 6th, 7th and 8th

We invite you to arrange an interview through the Office

of Student Personnel Services

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED
Copper Cliff, Ontario, Thompson, Manitoba
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JUST

SAYITSG THAT

A KID IS BAD

IS NOT

ENOUGH REASON

TO IGNORE HIM

Dear Brien:

I am now thirty years of age and from the time that I was

fourteen, have served fifty-seven months in reformatories off and

on and now have five years solid in the penitentiary. During the

last three and a half years or so, I have had reason to look back

into my past and try to come up with some of the answers as to

why I am or was the kind of anti-social person that I was.

We were living in the war-time houses in Toronto when the

news of my father's death came and as I said earlier: it was too

much for my mother. She had to be hospitalized and it was there-

fore necessary for the Protestant Children's Home to step in and

find places for myself and my brothers and sister to live.

My two brothers stayed at the same home together for the

biggest part of their childhood. My sister also remained at the

same home until she was in her teens and just as a point of in-

terest married the son of her foster parents and is still living in

that home. I was moved from place to place. I would be with

my mother for a few months and then back out to a farm with

foster parents. Being the oldest, my mother expected more from

me. She didn't get it!

I was the kind of boy that was very sensitive to not having

a father. I had always been active in sports and was highly com-

petitive I was a skinny kid, and was sensitive to this also, con-

sequently, I did a lot of fighting. I would get in a fight at school,

usually winning and then would come home only to lose the fight

with my mother who was trying hard to raise the kind of boy that

uses reason rather than fists. As most boys are, I was active

and then some. I got along very' well in school with regards to

marks and so on, but did experience some difficulty in getting

along with some of my teachers, especially male teachers. I al-

ways had the feeling that I was not wanted at home with my

mother I was an affectionate boy, but due to being one of four

kids nad due to my mother just not having the time to pay too

kids and due to my mother just not having the time to pay too

that I was just a little different than most kids. I felt that there

must be something wrong with me in that I didn't have a father

like the other kids did and that I wasn't really wanted at home be-

cause every few months I was being sent away again. I was a

pretty self-centfed kid in that I knew pretty much what I wanted,

but not necessarily needed. Because I was active in social rela-

tions with the other kids of my own age, I was particularly con-

scious of my lack of what I considered proper dress. Our family

was living on an army pension, so it only followed that there

would be certain things that we just couldn't afford. But just try

and show this to a kid that doesn't know the first thing about money

and how it must be handled to make ends meet. When I was out

in the various homes that I lived in, I couldn't get myself to call

my foster parents mom and dad. 1 think that this was perfectly

natural although most of my fester parents didn't think so. I was

a sharp enough kid that I knew I had a mother and I knew that

a kid only has one mother in this world and my foster mother

was not it. I also knew that my father was dead and when the

foster parents would press me to call the male, dad, I would get

upset and tell them that my dad was dead. I was in a lot of rela-

tively good homes, but I had much trouble in adjusting, I think

mainly because I was the kind of kid that needed affection from

his own mother and father. Of course this was an impossible sit-

uation for my different fester parents. Most of them were trying

to do right by me, but they couldn't get anywhere near to learning

about me because I wouldn't let them. It must also be remember-

ed that I spent more than a few months in any of these homes

except the very last one where I lived for just about a year. The

last home that I just referred to was the only one that came near

to giving me a home, the kind of home that could get me to re-

spond. When I first arrived at their heme they asked me to call

them by mother and father, but soon learned that I couldn't do

this and they were satisfied to let me go on using their formal

names. I stayed there a year and was doing fine and settling down

to a happv family life, but after a time trouble started to develop

between their young son and myself. We got along fine together,

but with my being almost thirteen I was
i

out and playing with the friends that I had ^
him to his own play. I was sent back to

I will leave my picture of me as a boy

a bit of the scene. During the times that I ^

mother, I ran into all ttie difficulties that ^
family has. But I also had difficulties that •(

have. I always had much trouble with adult
)

grown man when he tried to get next to roe i

what I now call a "father image". This

to my little story.

There were never males in my mother',

step-grandfather. I was not exposed to male !

in fact didn't really know any males other
'

the various foster homes. In the foster homes

most men was that they were the ones thai

Now discipline is a necessary part of a boy's

lieve that it should come from a respected
pj,

point that I am trying to- make is that I dadivj

male adults that I knew except for a very |1

whole didn't resort, to using their hands to sh;

"Just telling him that he

and is going to get in trd

enough".

wrong. A few of the men that I had had

understanding people and consequently they
p:

with me because they sensed that that was

me. Unfortunately for me, when I was in son

wasn't there long enough to really allow the

,

get next to me. In most of the homes, T

quite regularly. These men weren't what 1

Today I can see how hard it must havi

people. I am not blaming them, but what

show that these types are not what was net)

years.

I will call the latter types that I have I

"the authoritarians". By this I mean: the;

that think that all you need do is give ar

order is given to a child, it will be followed,

.

I have experienced more than my share of I

a lot of the "rebel" or anti-social behaviour

this part of my background. It is my feelir

"It is my feeling that Mult

is to successfully woimi a

problem hoy, he must ma •

that boy's confidence",

five kind of people to work with my kind of

|

sets out to win the boy's confidence first and 1

understood and respected by the boy it is pel

set himself up as the man that must or shoj

boy is strapped by a man that is not his par*

not respected, all the boy feels is resentmenll

parent disciplines his son, the boy feels a lilj

ing punished, but he also feels that he has

down. This is what I call the "father image"F

Why do I try to make so much of this
'J

the "authoritarian" image? My reason

should be. It is my feeling that if an adul'l

Clued Out, Glued In
The children who sniff glue

will tell you themselves that

sure, sure, it's going to make
oatmeal of their brains. But
•they continue to sniff,. Each,
year, more and more kids pass

their time sniffing. Sniffing is

very simple: You buy a few
tubes of plastic model airplane

cement, empty it into a plastic

or paper bag, stick your face in,

and inhale the fumes until you
are drunk. At 15c a tube, it is

cheapest kick around.
Model cement contains a high-

ly volatile organic hydrocarbon
solvent called toluene. It is one
of a number of similar hydro-
carbon solvents found in an
enormous range of household
and industrial products. As it

happens, toluene is one of the
least offensive. Others — like

carbon tetrachloride, benzine,

narptha and acetone — may be
in nail polish remover, paint

and lacquer thinner, cleaning
fluids, polishes, and the gaso-

line we put in our cars.

mcaJ ireports of the physi-

cal effects of glue sniffing be-

gan to appear around 1962. The
major effects noted — brain-

wave abnormalities indicating

disturbances in the central ner-

vous; system, malfunction of the

liver, kidneys and blood-form-

ing tissues, irritation of the es-

ophagus and serious congestion

of the trachea and bronchial

tubes — bave so far not 'been
:

shown to be permanent with

persistent sniffing; on the other

hand, they have not been shown
not to be permanent. And, of

course there lhave been the

deaths through violence and
drunken misadventure.

Until recently, there has been
no way to get at the kids who
sniff. The Criminal Code makes
no mention of glue sniffing or

the sale of glue for the pur-

poses of sniffing — although
selling it or using it to produce
intoxication is illegal in three

U.S. states and about 20 U.S.

cities and counties. But in Al-

berta and Ontario, Juvenile

Court judges lhave begun to find

sniffers guilty under section (2)

(h) of the Juvenile Deflinauents

Act, which reads in part: "Ju-

venile delinquent means any

child who ... is guilty of sex-

ual immorality or any similar

form of vice." By finding child-

ren guilty of delinquency in

this way, 'the court is free to di-

rect them to doctors and psy-

chiatrists who may be able to

help them avoid permanent de-

pendency, and also find out

why the children sniff, and what
it is really doing to them.

—Reprinted from the Star
Weekly.

Glue sniffing is indeed a pro-

blem, one which is growing out
of control; in fact, one over
which we have no control. King-
ston 'has not escaped this prob-
lem.

—VIV LUDLOW
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<i in

J*l leaving

WL mother.

I have set

I with my

I boy * *

Lilted a

rjjnpotrtant

fully work with a problem boy, he must first have that boy's conr
fidence. He must first feel mat the adult male is on his side and
has his interests at heart. The boy must feel that he has a friend
that likes him and is man enough to be able to show his interest
in the boy in obvious ways. I have had experience with the Big
Brothers in Toronto: the head Psychologist for the Board of Edu-
cation in Toronto: the social workers of the Protestant Children's
homes in Toronto: counselors of the YMCA in Toronto: and a host
of other social worker types. Not one of these people was able
to establish a relationship with me that was based on mutual
friendliness and respect. This of course wasn't all their fault. They
were desk workers and just didn't have the time to get out into

the "field" where the living of a child's life is. None of them
had the opportunity to get to know me as a child. First of all

because I was a pretty difficult kid to get to know and secondly

because they couldn't be anywhere except in their offices behind

their desks waiting for the problem kids to be sent to them. In

all my experience with what I call the "social worker" types, not

once was I met with outside of the office. Why do I put so much
stress on "the office"?

It is my feeling that if one is to help a difficult child you
must first establish the fact in his mind that you are on his side
and that you are not just concerned with being an extension of

his unhappy home life. I believe very firmly that if I had had
a man around that would have been willing to do a little living

with me, I would have come out on the other side of the coin.

ents were

tile slower

_ I
with
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£ to do is

t childhood

about:
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ecause the
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[ attribute

ult -hood to

ftnost effec-

Just telling him that he is wrong and is going to get in

trouble isn't enough. He gets lots of that at school. You must
get in there and get dirty with him, Let him know that you too

have felt the way he is feeling, but that because it's not in his

best interests to act in an anti-social way, he has got to learn

to channel his aggressiveness or whatever it is that is causing him
his trouble. I don't believe that once a person has gone through

I man that

|ie is being

: him to

ll'ed. If a
i that is

respected

lent as De-

fected one

"/ felt that there must he some-

thing wrong with me in that I

didn't have a father . . .

99

the main formative years you can just step in and change his

basic self. I believe that all you can really do is take his basic

feelings and show him how to achieve satisfaction for them in

a social manner.

Where do you get these people that I call field workers? You

get ''them wherever there are relatively young people that are

motivated towards helping a kid in trouble. The YMCA has them.

The universities, especially Ph. Ed. students and engineering stu-

dents could be asked to help. Anyone with experience and that is

basically an understanding type of individual.

The prime requisite is that they are willing to give up some

of their evenings to take an active part in the kid's life. To me,

this is living with the kid. To me this is what is required espec-

ially with a kid that doesn't have a father or whose father js not

helping to shape the boy into a decent individual. Just saying that

a kid is bad is not enough reason to ignore him. He is bad for

a reason. Find out what the reason is and you can help him

help himself.
Sincerely yours,

The above is a letter written to Reverend Brien Thrasher by

m inmate of a federal penitentiary. We've a lot to learn.

[he Generation Gap
"Nobody gives them . . .

listen,

it's just like pot and LSD. Every-

body keeps advertising it and

well you're goin' to want to

try it, aren't you?"

'"Why are you going to want

"All the other kids . . .
they

say it's a nice feeling".

"What's so special about the

nice feeling, Nancy?"

Nancy flashes a look up from

under her lashes. Oh yeah?

Don't you feel nice when you re

high? When you drink? Why do

parents get drunk?" Her mother

and father just sit there, looking

off to the comers of the room.

"What do you want to do,

Nancy?"
"Just be a secretary .

"And get married, and be a

housewife and have kids", her

mother says.
,

"No kids. They're a pain .

"What do you think you are;

"Okay, okay. I'm gettin' out,

dcn't worry", says Nancy, while

her parents just sit there ...

With profound apologies

to the Star Weekly

; specific.

Jation be-
laud guilty

} sniffer.

15^ I

1 through

says,

^erin'."

1*4 v™,

"Four ... but ya know what
ycu're doin'."

"Y'mean, ya used to", her

father says. "I was sittin' in the

kitchen waitin' for her to come
home when the policewoman

comes in-and says she's been snif-

fin' glue. When the cops left, [

cleaned her clock for her".

"Movies?"
"Who wants to spend all that

much just to sit for two hours?''

"And glue's cehaper than booze".

"I was shocked", says Nancy|s

mother. "I just said wh-a-a-t?"

"Why do the kids do it Nancy?"

"It's a cheap way of gettin'

high, like gettin' drunk. It's

somethin' to do".

"All the things you kids have

to do", her father says.

"It costs so much money. Vno

wants to go to those dances? "

costs a lot and the guys don t

have the clothes".

"Yeah. All the kids say its a

cheap kick". .

"I wish I had a crock right

now", her father mutters. "What

about parties?"

—WARREN RAZOR

The Knot Hole
They were young find restless and

they needed a place ot H'-tir own.

Three years ago on the initiative of

some of the local Kinyston United

Churches, especially the Kairos young

people's group at Princess St. United

Church and Brien Thrasher, the minister

of Zion United Church and Calvary

United Church — the 'Knot Hole" was
started. It was intended to help answer

me ,,eeds of many of the young people

in the area, to give them a hang out for

communications, recreation, and leader-

ship if possible.

At first it was overly-dominated by

Queen's students. But the kids really

started to come when they felt they had

established relationships. The basement

of Zion United Church on Pine St. seem-

ed ideal in some ways for the Knot Hole

coffee house but it posed many prob-

lems as well. The residents in the area

did not appreciate the noise and some

were upset by the possibility of teen-

agers bringing liquor.

The coffee house was designed for

high school students whose environ-
ments are inadequate. They have no
where to spend their spare time except
in the odd park, the billiard room, the
corner store, and the streets. Many of
them don't have a living room or a rec

room in their own homes they can use.

One can't blame them for wanting their

kicks. The petty vandalism and glue
sniffing can't be condoned but it can be
understood. When a boy or girl grows
up in a family of six, living in three
rooms for a house, without adequate
light or heat; when his father is gone
every night boozing; when he wakes up
each morning to face a different man in

the house; how can we expect him to

grow up with normal values and with
a healthy view of life? How can he be
expected to offer real love to his family

or community when he hasn't discover-

ed what it is, through either? How can

he escape boredom when he is kicked

out of the house in the daytime? His

house may be too cramped and lacking

in furniture to work there. Many homes
do not have adequate lighting or table

space for doing homework and few have
an atmosphere at all conducive to study.

In some, it is absolutely impossible. A
child may receive no incentive to stay in

school and instead is urged to become
self-supporting.

The Knot Hole was to give these peo-

ple a place to spend some of their eve-

nigs and a chance to met with other

students in a more creative atmosphere.

A number of individuals were helped

considerably by their communication

with Queen's student workers in the

Knot Hole. The idea that someone was
concerned about them as an individual.

For instance, one person was persuaded

to go back to school because of the con-

tact. The contact also helped several

others who were in trouble with the

police.

But it was still apparently a nuisance

to the neighbours no matter what is of-

fered the community as a whole. Many
people asked how it could possibly do

any good. One alderman questioned its

usefulness if it did not begin with scrip-

fure and end with a prayer. The Knot

Hole was closed down a year ago Christ-

mas because of the pressured situation

the Church was being put in by the

neighbourhood and the city. There

seemed no substitute available, but at

the beginning of the summer the city

conceded to rent the press room of the

Megaffin Stadium to the North Kingston

Parish to be run as a coffee house 6r

drop-in centre for the city's teenagers.

However, it is too "institutional" in ap-

pearance—you can't decorate the walls

and there is little freedom for operation.

Something else might be preferable but

with the help of students and the at-

traction of true relationships, the place

could attract many kids and hopefully

put some meaning and love in their lives.

—DAVE LANDS'
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REGULAR AND KINGS

BOOK EXCHANGE
All uncollected books will be returned on Wed.,

Oct. 23rd from 11:00 a.m. - 2 : 00 p.m. at the A.S.U.S.

office in the Student Union.

All cheques for books sold were sent out Thurs-

day, Oct. 17th.

For further information or questions,

Please contact Rick Williams at 548-3296.

TUESDAY, OCT. 22

4-00 SNU Action Committee to

meet at 2nd Floor Common
Room of Student Union.

7:00 Movie, "Cool Hand Luke",

starring Paul Newman at

Dunning Hall.

7:00 Meeting between McArthur

College students and SNU
sub-committee on external

relations to discuss the sec-

ondary school system. 2nd

Floor Common Room of the

Union.
8:00 Students Wives Club meet

in Science Club Room above

Tech. Supplies. Guest

speaker is Padre Laverty.

10:00 Movie, "Cool Hand Luke"

in Dunning Hall.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 23

12:30 Dr. D. M. Schurman (His-

tory Dept. ) will speak on
N.A.T.O., International Cen-

tre.

7:00 Folk Club will hold first

meeting, 2nd Floor Common
Room, Union. All welcome.

7:00 Informal seminar on some
of Arthur Koestler's ideas

led by Dr. John Meisel,

Conference Room, 2nd floor

Dunning.

\ bluoW
7:30 SNU general meeting. 2nd

floor Coed Lounge, Student

Union.
7:30 Queen's Camera Club. All

members urged to attend—
important decisions to be

. ,. made. Kodak show. Dun-
ning room 104.

8:00 Patrick Reid (Canadian Ex-
ecutive Director, World
Bank) will speak on "Rich
Nations and Poor Nations",

Ellis Auditorium.
8:00 Queen's Geography Assoc.

informal address by Dr, B,

S. Osborne "The Frontier

and Society". Room 310

Ontario. Elections after-

wards.

THURSDAY, OCT. 24

7-00 Movie "Blow-Up" Dunning

Hall
7-00 Seminar on Rene Dubos led

by Basil Arif, 3rd floor,

Common Room, Union.

10:00 Movie "Blow-Up" Dunning

Hall.

Challenging Opportunities

In Mining

Career opportunities

in uranium and base metal

mines in Ontario, Quebec
and Saskatchewan, research

and development lab-

oratories at Elliot Lake,

and exploration throughout

North America. « '<
'

'

111

' liaitt nl noHa

IN MINING:

Mining

trnovi i9tl)o riJJw

«ii lo tew £ el

LOST:

(fllaBfltftru A6h
FOR SALE:

Metallurgy

Electrical

Chemical

Engineering Chemists

Geological Science

Mechanical (summer only)

.... on campus Wednesday, October 30, 1968

See our management team on campus

A recruiting team from our organization will be available to

discuss employment opportunities, answer questions, and interview

prospective graduates in the above-named courses—on campus

on the dates shown. Undergraduates seeking summer

employment are also most welcome.

Company literature and further information on interview timetables

are available at your Placement Office.

Rio Algom

Rio Tinto
Atlas Steels

Ladies' black wallet belonging

to Joy Anderson (McGill student).

Lost last weekend, probably in

the vicinity of Johnson and Albert

Streets. Reward. Please contact

Leah Anderson, 544-8091

1 Zippo lighter. Initials on it

,. R. It was given as a special

gift. Reward. Call 542-8652: Re-

turn to: 160 Stuart Street.

ROOMS:

1 warm, quiet room, $10 per '57 Volkswagen, S100 cheap,

week, m blocks from Queen's. Must seU! Phone 544-2020 be-

Parking yard. 196 Union Street, tween 5:30 and 7.00 p.m.

546-5048.
_ MEETINGS:

DEATHS:

WANTED:

Urgent: Leslie has been going

out with R.M.C. students for 3

years and is now looking for a

prospective boyfriend from

Queen's. Leslie is an alluring

third year student with an ex-

ceedingly feminine personality.

All applicants are subject to a

screening interview. Phone Les-

lie's Business Manager (Monsieur

David) at 544-5574 for an appoint-

ment.

Big "V" Sr. Death came slow-

ly to Big "V" Sr., Friday, Octo-

ber 11, 1968 at Donald Gordon

House after a very long, prolong-

ed and painful illness. He is sur-

vived and fondly remembered by

"T2" and Big "S". Remem-
brance services will be each Fri-

day night at The Manor until the

demise of "T2".

Students' Wives Club meeting.

October 22nd. 8:00 p.m. in the

Science Clubrooms of Clark Hall

(above Technical Supplies). Guest

speaker—Padre Laverty. Re-

freshments to be served.

"twinkletwinklelittlebathowiwon

derwhatyouratupabovetheworldyou

flylikeateatravinthefirstchurchof

alice"

PERSONALS:

Congratulations to Rod and

Mary Beth Falwell upon the ar-

rival of a son, Angus Brogan . . .

from the management & staff of

"The 50 Club". T.P., R.M., A.P.

All organizations desiring free

publicity for any social function

{meeting, dance, et cetera)

should have notes on (his event

given to the Journal office by
6:00 p.m. the Wednesday or Sun'

day preceding publication.

In Specialty Steelmaking

Career opportunities in

Ihe Atlas Steels' steelmaking

operation in Welland,

Ontario, and Tracy, Quebec.

Administration and market-

ing careers are available

in both Canadian, and world-
1 ivlde^rttetfals distribution.

1N,SPECIALTY STEELMAKING

Qhernioal "

Mechanical

Engineering Chemistry

Commerce

Is It Possible?

We wouldn't have thought so, but just ,
in case, thisj^^a, reminder about

r>m >j lasifta Juo'.'.yutdriJ {jiniiJ'tonqo

loubijii^ n33^j3(l otfln Jud ^iif»"U3nu1 ^aorjij

Student Awards

Is it possible you haven't sent in your completed application form yet?

If not do so now. Applications submitted between November 1st, 196b

and January 31, 1969 will be assessed during the winter term and the

award based on one-half the assessed need for the full academic year.
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Would you believe Super Worker?
by MARGO FRALING

Would you believe Superworker? Re-
latableness, sincerity, frankness, pa-

tience, positive attitudes, pragmatism,

adaptability, resiliency. The above are

all necessary qualities which any volun-

teer must have to be of use to the North

Kingston Parish Project. And there is

another equally necessary attribute-the

willingness to be "had", to be used.

Inevitably each worker will find at some

time that he or his organization has been

used, has been deceived by the very

people whom he has been trying to help.

The good volunteer must be able to con-

tinue to help them despite the knowledge

that he may be deceived again at any time

in the future.

The above list of necessary traits

was compiled after almost two hours of

discussion among those present at Zion

United Church on Friday evening, Oct-

ober 18. The occasion was a two-day

seminar being held to acquaint new youth

workers with the programme and aims

of the North Kingston Parish Project.

Intro the discussion for the night was the

Reverend H. Martin, minister of St. Mat-

thew's United Church, and head of the

North Kingston Parish.

The adult volunteer, it was felt may

have an extra problem in trying to relate

to the kids he meets. Because of his dif-

ferent tastes in music, fashions, and dif-

ferent vocabulary, they may seem harder

to approach. The student volunteer in

contrast has a sort of camouflage which

helps him fit Into the atmosphere of the

kids more easily. However it was also

agreed that once the initial meeting has

been accomplished, the merits of the

individual volunteer will determine his

success, an age ceases to be a problem.

There is also the type of volunteer
who approaches his job with too much an
Idealistic attitude, andnotenough realism.
Realism involves aprecarious balance be-
tween an accurate appraisal ofthe situation
and a positive attitude to what can be
done to improve it. The overly idealistic

person may tend to think in abstract ideas
and try to see a change in the attitude

to life of the youngsters he works with,
forgetting that many of them, especially

the younger ones, have no philosophy of
life, they think in terms of day-to-day

events. The result of this idealism is

often frustration, as the volunteer may
not see that he is indeed producing any
changes in the kids he works with. The
overly realistic person may also find frus-

tration but from a different source. Some-
times the situation appears to be hopeless

and the child to be incorrigible. This is

the result of being too impressed with

the negative side of his personality and not

seeing enough of his potential.

On Saturday morning the problem of

relating to someone at a drop-in centre

or to a little brother was vividly presen-

ted by Dr. R.J. Briggs, who specializes

in child psychiatry at Kingston General

Hospital. Some volunteers were asked to

impersonate kids who had come to a drop-

in centre, while others were to play the

role as volunteers and try to establish

some contact with the "kids". After afew

minutes the rest of the group would try

to criticise the tactics of the volunteers

and suggest better methods of relating.

Then several boys who actually did fre-

quent drop-in centres were approached

and asked to help in the demonstrations.

They were very honest in their straight-

forwardness in evaluating the volunteers

and produced much valid criticism. One

of the things they resented most was the

inevitable conversation which goes ap-

prox.-"What grade are you in? What

school do you go to? Do you like the

teachers. If so why, if not why not? Why
do you drink? Why do you sniff glue?"
The most agreeable method of approach
seemed to be the "gimmick". Play cards

with them, shoot darts, generally don't

moralize, just try to get to know the per-

son and have a good time. Eventually the

kids will be attracted to some particular

volunteer and begin to open up once they

can trust the older person. This trust is

an essential preliminary, it is also hard

to develop, and can be easily destroyed by

a false move on the part of the volunteer.

"Child-snatcher" is an epithet often

applied to the Children's Aid Society. On
Saturday afternoon it was the task of Mr.
H. Price to disprove this label when he

gave a talk to the project workers on the

aims, responsibilities, powers and meth-

ods of the C.A.S. here in Kingston. The
basic responsibility of the C.A.S. is out-

lined in the Child Welfare Act and Regu-

lations, 1965 (Ontario). Under this act

the C.A.S, is charged generally with the

prevention of injury and mistreatment

to, and the protection of minors.

This means in practice that any report

of maltreatment of children must be in-

vestigated by the C.A.S. as soon as pos-

sible. If the child is physically injured it

will be examined by a doctor and taken

into protective custody by the C.A.S. But

Mr. Price emphasized that children are

only removed from their natural parents

as a last resort, and this action must be

upheld by the courts. Careful study is made

of the home environmenttodecide whether

the child is a victim of malicious treat-

ment or is simply caught in an undesirable

environment which his parents are not

able to escape. Thenameofanypersonre-

porting a suspected maltreatment is al-

ways confidential so that he is protected

from unpleasant repercussions. Aside

from this almost notorious function of

taking children into protective custody,

the C.A.S. also has a counselling service

designed to help parents who are unable

to solve their children's problems alone.

In this way they often act parallel to the

North Kingston PariBh Project leaders in

referring parents to specialized organi-

zations which can help their child.

Many unwed mothers are able to have

their children adopted through the work of

the C.A.S., but still others are helped if

they want to keep their children. During

the period of pregnancy they are directed

to maternity homes, or given guidance and

encouragement when the situation seems

too discouraging or hopeless. After preg-

nancy they can be referred to day care

centres so that the mother can work and

have the child looked after during the day.

Still other centres will undertake to look

after the child for a few months or weeks
to enable the mother to recuperate, rest,

or locate a new job,

Mr. Price also emphasizes the will-

ingness of the C.A.S. to help volunteers

who need particular information about the

home situation of their little brother or

sister, or who need information concern-

ing the rights of minors.

The final event of the seminar was the

presentation of a film made recently for

the National Film Board of Canada in

Toronto. Producer-director Patricia Wat-

son studies the "Invention of the Ado-

lescent" as seen in the streets of York-

ville, and in the modern school system.

For all those interested In the problems

of youth and their roots in the adult

generation, this film is very provocative;

representing several fresh and challen-

ging theories; some reassuring, some
profoundly disquieting.

CAREERS AT CGE
for

Engineers andScience Majors

Canadian General Electrics GRADUATE ENGI-

NEER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM provides an

avenue of entry into specialized careers among the

many functions in Engineering, Manufactunng and

Marketing, in any of the widely diversified Company

businesses.

There are continuing opportunities for professional

development. The broad diversification of the Com-

pany and its decentralized organization provide a

dynamic environment for self-development and the

opportunity throughout your career to move not only

across functions, but also between product businesses.

Company recruiting officers will visit

your campus to conduct interviews on

:

(A limited number of penultimate year Engineers and Scence

Majors can be interviewed for summer employment.)

October 28 - 2°

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

No Strings Attached

by BETH TROTTER

"To serve without strings attached"-this is

the aim ot Rev. H. Martin, Eev.Brlen Thrasher,

and Mrs. Norma Leblanc and Mrs. Fraser, the

permanent staff associated with North Kingston

Parish. CBrien Thrasher, the minister at North

Kingston Parish United Church) and Henry Mar-

tin, the minister at St Matthews United Church,

and Brien Thrasher, the minister of Zion and

Calvary United Churches, consider the whole

community of North Kingston, from Princess

St north to highway 401 as their parish. They

are concerned with the people outside thechurch,

not just those on their own congregation lists.

Although there Is subsidy for their various

programs through the United Church central

funds In Toronto, the Church has not moved In

as an Institution to deal with social problems

Rather it Is attempting through Its natural

access to young people, old people, parents,

social agencies, the VMCA and the city recrea-

tion department to find the needs of the people

and to fill the gaps.

And so drop-In centres, re-socializing pro-

grams, and big brother associations have been

established Norma Leblanc, the community and

parish worker, who Is Involved with the drop-

in centres feels that they fill a gap by allowing

the young people freedomtoexpressthemselves,

which is so often suppressed In the school and

home. The kids are being met In their own en-

vironment and relationships are more easily

established, and the opportunity to actively par-

ticipate in organizing other activities-athletics,

tutorials, dances-is available to them through

the centres.

Although reaching the young people is im-

portant, for progress or change to occur, the

parents must also find ways of coping. Re-

socializing programs, usually lasting six to

ten weeks, have been set up, especially for

mothers. To live on family benefits, to feel you

do not count, is dehumanizing. To find frus-

tration and meanlnglessness In life is not lim-

ited to these women alone, however. The suc-

cess of this re-sociallzlng program has been

partially due to the assistance of those women

in an affluent church group who were also ex-

periencing frustration in their lives. To be able

to get together with other women, to talk, to do

things, together is a way of finding a sense of

well-being for all those participating.

Both Rev. Thrasher and Rev. H. Martin are

concerning themselves with specific socielpro-

blems in the parish. Rev. Thrasher Is amember

of the Social Planning Council, focusing direct-

ly on youth, and their problems of recreation,

health and education. Rev. Martin is a member

of the Mayor's Committee on Housing and so

is looking at the possibilities and problems of

low rental bousing and pest control in Kingston.

This group of people is attempting to bring

to the attention of the residents of Kingston

and others the needs and possible solutions to

the problems of this area.
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AMS

All students desiring to communicate with the

Mayor or City Council, on issues which relate to

them specifically as student, should be advised that

their requests will be "expedited if they are channel-

led through the Town & Gown Committee. Corres-

pondence, etc., can be submitted to .Andrew P.pe,

BREAM'S

BAG

L

TYPEWRITERS
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL

Manuals - Electrics - Portables

Remington - Smith-Corona

MILLS OFFICE SUPPLIES

Dial: 546-1195 B°8°' & Brock Sts.

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

542-2632

542-2676

Free

Delivery

OOOODOOOOOOOOOOOODDODOOOOOOOOODOODOOOOOD

1 VERSATILE! 1o
0
O Glenayr

MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL
SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe. It

"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"

with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims tor casual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washable
100% English Botany,

with full-fashioned

raglan shoulder, mock-

turtle neckline with

zipper closing, long

sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At good

shops everywhere!

PURf VIRGIN WOOt

Without thli label

by Ron Niemi

Julian Bream gave Queen's a muted bag. He is

a guitarist of note, having as contenders only the

Grand Master, Andres Segovia, and the young

skyrocket, John Williams. He is probably the

greatest lutenist of the era, as well as being al-

most solely responsible for reviving interest in

the instrument in this century. And he gave

Queen's a mixed bag.

Generally, the performance at Grant Hall last

Tuesday was an entertaining cross-section of music

for the lute and classical guitar. There were, how-

ever, two failings on Bream's part which detracted

from his generally acknowledged capacities. First,

it took him about two-thirds of the concert to warm

up to what everyone had expected to be a whole

evening of "untried excellence". He was just not

"with it" or "tight" for most of the performance.

Secondly, he was persistently off his feed during

extended rapid passages, for example, the flouri-

shes in the Fantasias by Johnson and Dowland for

lute, and the allegro of Kohaut's Sonata in A for

shes in the Fantasias by Johnson and Dowland for

lute, and the allegro of Kohaut's Sonata in A for

guitar. These problems of control and tempo were

large enough to undo an otherwise pleasing dis-

play.

However, when Bream played well, he played

superbly. The ability to evoke power and a range

of tone-feeling in both lute and guitar, which is

very evident in his recordings, was sometimes

there In abundance. The rather famous lute dance,

Kemp's Jig, for Instance, was delightful and flaw-

less. And the lute galllarde, Mignarda, by (Bream's

favourite composer) Dowland, came off with con-

siderable panache. Guitar highlights also came

with Bream's personal favourites, notably Sors'

—GEOFF NEWBUR>

Introduction and Allegro, Opus 14, and Sarabande

Lointaine and Fandango by Rodrigo.

It would be tempting to say that Bream gave a

mixed bag by trying to present too big a one; or

that he was entertaining but disappointing. How-

ever, there are a few comments which must be

made to dispel this unfair idea.

First, about the iute. It is an excessively dif-

ficult instrument to play, having an essentially

gentle sound, and fourteen tor morel) strings

which are individually fingered. One must admire

a man who not only has tone mastery of the lute,

but is also capable of impeccably interpreting

lute music in an age much removed from the Ren-

aissance.

Second, about the guitar. As noted earlier,

Bream is in competition only with Segovia and

Williams at a technical level. And in the realm

of interpretation, he is probably unique, injecting

a startling humanity into his music while maintain-

ing his virtuosity. (Interested readers should

certainly hear his recording of Rodrigo's Con-

cierto di' Aranjuez to vouchsafe this point, and

give themselves a musical experience.)

Third, about Bream. (And this directly relates

to the above point) Bream pursues excellence,

but also uses the lute and guitar as methods for

expressing his world-view, which both on record

and stage come off in a most human way. Some

purists may object to the apparent loss of uni-

versality; but one can only reply that a mist of

induced austerity only detracts from the uni-

versality of feeling which music should always

present In this larger context. Bream's concert

was a grand success.

Sometimes you pays your nickel and you takes

your choice. Bream, anyone?

Allons Enfants

OQQQQQQQQQGQOOQOOOOQOQQQOOQQQQQQQQQQQQOO
,

by Jacqui Cocks

Tricolor '68

Ross McGregor, Editor

Published by the AMS, Queen's

University.

Hey, did you know that Grant

Hall Isn't just a buUdlng?-Not

just the place where 1000 per-

sons try to groove at the same

time at one of those Friday night

dances? No sir, rather, "this

limestone edifice 1b an immutable

-entity bridging the natural archi-

tectural and academic diversity

accumulated during 125 years of

existence." And would you be-

lieve, ". . .its golden radiance

permeates the reverent convoca-

tion&l ceremony.*'

Just a little hard to take* you

say? Well, our long-awaitedTri-

color (they do insist on leaving

out that vital "u") is just filled

to the bursting with such literary

gems of purple prose. As a ven-

erable sage would say, "Too
serious by half." A self-cons-

cious seriousness is the book's

biggest fault (but somehow, it

accurately reflects the editorial

personality). Pictures are the

real stuff of any yearbook, and

some of them are very good, al-

though by about page 179 I was
swearing that If there was one

more shot of Grant Hall, one

more taken through a wrought

iron fence, or one more in a.

circle, I'd scream.

And of course there are acres

and acres of mug shots-class

after class in grim array-do we

really need them all? And do we

really need to so carefully div-

ide the book into neat parcels-

"athletics", "group activities"

and so on?

The tedium has a message-

the words by the glossies of the

administration read, "Adminis-

tration aims for Education with

Excellence" -well, maybe it's

an in joke.
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This man's goose is cooked

by HEATHER RtSTO

and CHRIS REDMOND

What kind of birds do you prefer?

Ones who remind yon of your mother?

Snow geese do, according to Dr. F. Cooke of the

biology department

"Males of this polymorphic species select mates

which have plumage patterns similar to those of one

of their parents," an article in Evolution by Cooke

and F.G. Cooch explains. Snow geese, a species native

to northern Canada, may have white or blue colouring,

Cooke explained. For a long time these were thought

to be separate species, but Cooke says his researches

have shown they are no more different than redheads

or brunettes.

Cooke and third-year biology student Ken Ross spent

six weeks this summer near Churchill, Manitoba, living

in a one-room shack and studying the mating habits

of the geese.

"It was so cold we didn't move out of our sleeping

bags for the first three days," Ross said. The shack,

owned by United States National Aeronautics and Space

Administration and built near a NASA target range,

was equipped with a stove, but not with fuel for it.

The cold weather lasted longer than usual this year,

Ross said.

Cooke and Ross had to walk three miles each way
to reach the colony, which had about 2000 pairs of

adult geese. The hike Itself wasn't so bad, Cooke said—
the trouble was the bushy tundra. "Quite often we worked
twelve hours a day," Cooke added.

First the two staked out each nest of eggs, marking
it with the colours of the parent geese—not just whether
a goose is predominantly blue or white, but what the
proportions of each colour are. A goose with a large
amount of white on its belly probably has genes for
both blue and white colouring, Cooke said.

On the average each nest has five eggs to start
with, Cooke said; but they are a favourite food of
polar bears. One morning when the two arrived at the
colony they found polar-bear tracks, and from then on
Ross carried a .16 gauge shotgun all the time.
The gun was more use for morale than for pro-

tection, Cooke commented. "It wouldn't have been
good for anything other than batting them over the head."
Herring gulls are a more serious menace, he said;

they eat the goslings In large numbers.

The snow geese are edible, Robs said, and his

rifle's only use was in shooting a few of them. They
aren't as good as Canada geese, though, Cooke in-

sisted.

After the eggs hatched, Ross and Cooke observed

the colour of the goslings from each nest. This Isn't

easy, Cooke said--within 24 hours after the baby bird

hatches it begins running around, and it becomes

to tell which nest the bird came from.

It Is difficult to tell the colour of a newly -hatched

bird, Cooke said. The feathers are almost the same
pale grey, with a more yellow tinge In birds which

will become white; and geese which will be blue have

black legs, rather than pale ones.

Cooke brought about thirty eggs back to Queen's

to hatch In an incubator. "If you raise them yourself,"

he said, "they will think of you as a goose." Cooke
put a stuffed bird in the pen with the goslings to serve

as a mother-substitute. The thirty hatched birds are

now at the Unlverlsty of Guelph's biology department.

Two blue geese can produce either white or blue

offspring, depending on their exact genetic makeup,

Cooke said; but white colouring Is produced by a

recessive gene, meaning that a pair of white birds

do not carry blue colouring and can only produce white

goslings. About 27% of the geese in the area carry the

blue gene, he said; the rest have only white genes.

A goose tends to mate with one of the same colour

as one of his parents, Cooke explained.

Cooke had been examining earlier studies of snow

geese for two years before applying for a research
grant from the Canadian Wildlife Service.

Cooke hopes to go north again during next summer's

hatch to continue his investigation, and to have students

band the individual birds to identify them and discover

their colour preferences when they mate two years

later.

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment

reps when they visit your

campus on

OCT. 22, 23, 24

GRADS-TO-BE-IN:
ENGINEERING -SCIENCE •

COMMERCE -ARTS-
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ask at your Placement Office

for informative booklets and

arrange for an interview now!

Bell Canada

CDLES
101

PRINCESS

Arts & Science Undergraduate Society

APPOINTMENTS.

I 1 chairman and 2 members for the Student Calendar Committee

II 4 students to be members of the Faculty Board Curriculum Committee. 1 Honours

D. A. student, 1 General B. A. Student, 1 Honours B. Sc. student and one extra-

curriculum student.

Appointments will be made at the A.S.V.S. open meeting Thursday night, Oct. 24th.

ot 7:00 p.m. in Srjrlino Hall, Theatre A.

Submit applications to Br^itte Berman. Adelaide Hall, 54*6207 he/ore 6:00 p.m..

Thursday, Oct. 24th.

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!
Look! Exceptional reference works that will provide ab-

sorbing, entertaining, and enlightening reading. Each

at a fraction of original cost.

• THE UNQUIET GRAVE
Bv Palinurus (Cyril Connolly) Pub at 1.45
y COLES PRICE .95

• A READER'S GUIDE TO WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS
John Unterecker. Pub. at 1.95 ... COLES PRICE .79

• SLAVERY EN THE SOUTH
Ed by Harrey Wish. A collection of first-hand ac-

counts of plantation slavery in the American South-

land before the Civil War, from three different points

of view: the Negro's view, the view of Northerners

and British, and the view of the Southern white Puk
at 2.45 _ COLES PRICE .79

• THE STRUCTURE OF MUSIC ™™ ^
Robert Erickson, Pub at 1.95 COLES PRICE .79

• GREAT THEORIES IN LITERARY CRITICISM

Ed by Karl Beckson. Brings together some of the

most famous works on criticism and the theory of

literature. Includes the writings of Plato, AristoUe,

Dryden and Johnson, Wordsworth, Keats and Arnold.

Pub at 1.95 COLLs rtticr, -iy

• MAN MORALS AND SOCIETY
J C Flugel A well documented discussion of most

psychoanalytic cancepls as they relate to the ques-

tion of ethics. Includes chapters on conscience, taboo-

agression, and the problem of religioa

• INDIRECTIONS FOR THOSE WHO WANT'TO'
TOTTE

Sidney Cox. Pub. at 1.25 COLES PRICE .95

• THORSTEIN VEBLEN: A Critical "r^retatio.i

David Reisman Pub. at 1.25 COLES PHiUs

• THE PORTABLE NIETSCHE
Ed. by Walter Kaufmann. Pub. rtL*. ^

• THE PORTABLE PRESCOTT
Ed. by Irwin R. Blacker. Blacker presents, for the

first time in one volume, the work of Americas fore-

most nineteenth century historian. ar
"j

Isabella, The Conquest of Mexico, The Conquest <*

Peru and Philip II are edited to give a continuous and

highly readable story of the rise and dfechne of the

Spanish Empire 568 Pages. Pub. £ Ug^ l s
• VICTORIAN AND EDWARDIAN POETS
Ed bv W H Auden and Norman Holmes Pearson.

Cental works of Tennyson, ^^•
|i

Bf«
Arnold Whitman. Hopkins, Houseman Kipkng. Yeats

and many others 630 pages. &̂^-%x!B p.*

• S^TLnner COLES PRICK 1.00

CDLES VISIT OUR PAPERBACK BOOKSHOP
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Queens 33 - Waterloo 17

Napoleon Met
His Too!

By ALEX BINKLEY

Bimerl known but

in foot-bail, hit the University of

Waterloo Warriors last Satur-

day and aided the Golden Gaels

to a 33-17 Victory-

Waterloo committed five fum-

bles on Saturday and three of

these led to Gael's touchdowns.

Despite the suspense of fool

balls rolling about the field, the

game was not very exciting and

at times, very poorly played.

The cold weather and muddy

condition of 'the field accounted

for the inconsistency of the play

of both bail teams.

The win which puts Queen's

in a 'tie for first place with Wes-

tern, was highlighted by the

two touchdowns of Heino Lilies,

and 'the pass receiving of ends

Rick Van Buskirk and Don Mc-

lntyre. Also important is the

fact thai no Gael was seriously

hurt.

The offensive team when they

wanted to were able to move

the baJ'l easily. However their

ground game was not very effec-

tive, gaining only 70 yards.

However, the 308 yards picked

up in the air made up for the

ground inefficiency.

The defensive team played

well despite the difficulty 'they

had with the off-tackle plays

and the short passes thrown to

the Waterloo ends. The combin-

ation of Van Buskirk and Mile

Nihmey seemed to work well.

George MacKenzie and Doug
Walker turned in good perform-
ances rushing the Wariior's

quarterback Dave Groves. They
also broke up many Waterloo

ground plays. The defensive

backfield played well, though

ithe Warrior's pass receivers

tested them very little and very

unsuccessfully.

- The Waterloo team put in an

inspired performance against

the Gaels, no doubt fired by

their tie with Toronto. However,

the team is young and inexper-

ienced, and made costly mis-

lakes, including many fumbles.

The team has good potential and

will perhaps be a league pow-

erhouse in the years to come.

Quarterback Dave Groves, full-

back Rich Anderson, and end

Don Manahan sparked the Warr-

iors. Groves appears to be a

really good prospect for the

league. He called a good game,

especially with the absence of

star halfback, Gord McLellan.

SCORING PLAYS

Queen's wasted little time gett-

ing on the scoreboard as Keith

Eaman kicked a 30 yard single

within the first few minutes.

The next score came after

Eaman ran a punt to the Water-

loo 21 yard line, and Van Bus-

kirk caught a pass on the 4 sett-

ing Heino Lilies' touchdown.

The convert was wide and the

Gaels led 7-0.

Tackle Terry Haggenty recov-

ered a Waterloo fumble on the

Waterloo 35. Don Bayne hit

Tom Chown on the 4, and Lilies

scored his second touchdown of

the game. Cozac converted and

Queen's led 14-0.

Eamen Blasts Through Waterloo Line CLARKE

Waterloo scored after quarter-

back Dave Groves, emulating

Fran Tarkenton, scrambled for

a forty yard touchdown. Paul

Knill converted and the score

was 14-7.

A 64 yard pass and run from

Don Bayne to Don Mclntyre

moved the Gaels to the Warr-

ior's 16. The drive stalled there,

and Doug Cozac attempted a

field goal which seemed to be

good, even to the Waterloo play-

ers. The referees finally decid-

ed, after much discussion, that

it was only a single, putting

Queen's ahead 15-7 at half time.

Early in the third quarter

Bayne went to Van Buskirk and

connected for a 66 yard gain,

putting the ball on the Waterloo

12. Again the drive stalled and

this time Cozac's field goal was

good Lo make it 18-10.

Later Doug Walker draped

himself over Groves, forcing

him to fumble, and Nihmey re-

covered. Gaels had to settle for

another single off the toe of Ea-
man, making the score 19-10.

The Gaels offense started

moving as Lilies caught a Bayne
pass on the Waterloo 19. Van

Buskirk grabbed one at the 10

and Alan ('Touchdown") Strad-

er, resplendent in his clean uni-

form, took a Bayne pass into the

end zone for a major. The con-

vert was wide and Queen's led

25- 10.

Waterloo had the ball on their

48 when Doug Pilkington, under
pressure from the defensive

line, fumbled and George Mac-
Kenzie recovered. However, the

offence was unable to get going
and Jim McKeen kicked a forty

yard single making the score
26-10.

Doug Walker pounced on an-

other Waterloo fumble on their

28. Bayne then bounced a pass
off a defender's head into the
arms of Don Mclntyre who carr-

ied the ball 20 yards into the
end zone. Cozac converted and it

was 33-10.

A good Waterloo drive was
broken up when Ron Brooks
intercepted in the end zone.

However, the ball was deep in

the Gaels end and the offence

could not get it out. Don Mana-
han caught a pass on the

Queen's 27. Anderson carried to

the 6. Ron Howse scored from
there, and Knill's conversion

made the score 33-17.

However, Queen's has to play

McGill in Montreal next week-

end. To <beat them, they will

have to improve the consistency

of their offence.

STATISTICS

Queen's Waterloo
First Downs 14 23
Total Offence 378 295
Yds. rushing 70 156
Yds. passing 308 138
Passing attempted/
completed 22/16 29/18

Fumbles 1 6
Lost fumbles 0 55
Penalties 5/40 5/45

Gael s over Laval
This weekend the Gaels soccer team prevailed over both

adverse weather conditions and Ihe Laval soccer team, best-

ing Laval 2-1. Despite Ihe low score. Queen's outplayed Laval

by a far greater margin than the score indicated.

The Queen's goals were scored by Ian Jones on a beautilui

30 foot chip shot inlo the upper corner of the net. and by Joe

Janota on a barreling tine-drive shot from directly m front

of 'the net. Both goals were a result of exceptionally fine

passing between defense and offense. Overall, the team func-

tioned well as a unit and one can easily be assured of another

good performance this Saturday when Queen s plays Mcum
at 2 p-m. on the lower campus.

Walker and Lindros Raise Havoc in warr
-

lors Backfield.
CLARKE

The Jock's Padre Says:

Beat McGill!
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Another Big Hockey?-Brawl

Win
On Saturday Queen's First XV reached lh» hj.liway mark m then- official league se sor. with vanother b,5 Wl „. , his limc lht,

=
c „ ,X? R M fand; he score being 30-3. With a field that was

n ,^ r ,t
the

,

bali around and kept on the

far as fr^rinf '

Pai t
'

This "» day „1 w
r

as c °n <*rned. The first of his

HandlinB"25 n V? ?"1ules whe" S°"K finehandling by Ron Easteal led to Drury beatinshis man on the inside and then ouwin* ti°
R.M.C fullback to the line. IaSffS! thescore 5-0 with a good kick. Sho, Lly a te™ a 3Rich Thomas demonstrated his try-seorin" abilUvby seizing on a loose ball, making a speedy Sdown he touch-line, and sco,-i„g°in he comeEasteal made another fine conversion with heheavy ball thus making the score 10-0 Shortly

SVS"^ ,"r Drur
-V mi E«**i again eon,bincd thoir talents in both the operational andthe numerical sense. Drury bein» the t™ =,„

and Easleal the kicker 15 c1

y SCOTer

The second half started well enough with an exanient try by full-back Larrv Thor°teinson - from
a scrum on R.MX.'s 25 yard line IS put up
f^f,?™!^"' ami from the loose scrumthat followed Thorsleinson emerged with the ba™

and went over the line to score. The conversion

There then followed a spell of attacking rugger
t>y R.MX., which culminated in a penalty goal-™a

f.
especially noticeable in terms of falling

on ithe ball. Often unnecessarily dangerous situa-
tions would arise due to careless fly hacking
where a quick fall would have gained possession
tor Queen s, and halted R.M.C.'s progress The
three points from R.M.C.'s penalty are the first
Points that have been scored against the First XV
this year, and the realization of this seemed to
JOtt Queen s back into fierce counter-attack Mike
Uollaek stimulated his forwards into providing
relentless pressure in both serums and the loose
while among the backs intelligent plav bv Easteal
resulted in a quick break and pass to Drury, who
accelerated past the opposition to score near the
posts, lhe conversion was missed 24-3
Queen's continued to throw the ball around in
tine fashion and after ten minutes Fraser Ben-ill
making his debul on the First XV, scored a good
try following a conventional passing movement
among the backs

. . . 27-3. The last try was truly
magnificent and illustrated Queen's attacking
brand of rugger at its 'best. Eastell picked up a
loose ball ran for a short distance, and passed it
out; Thorsteinson, who had joined the line re-
ceived the pass and made a beautiful break be-
fore giving the ball to Berrill, who sprinted over
the line to score his second itry. A good attemptby tasleal narrowly missed the posts, and the
final score remained at 30-3.

For explanation See Garry Owen.

Rugger 2nds Beat MacDonald
The Rugger Seconds demonstrated the form

they had displayed earlier in the year by tramp-
ling MacDona'd College Firsts 36-0, last Saturday
afternoon.

Tho Gael's scrum outhustleri and out-tackled
them throughout the game, monopolizing lhe
scrums and line-outs.

Allan Jeffreys p".ayed a fine game at scrum-
half, setting lhe ball back to the fly-half Gord

Field Hockey

aevenson. Go d repeatedly set up the other backsJim Croz er, Warren Smith and Lome Mussolman
lor big plays and these boys set each other up as

Scoring the Iries for Queen's were Lome Muss-
ulman t2); Jim Crozier (2); Dave Cook, Warren
Smith, Gord Stevenson and Garry Davis. Billy
"The Toe" McNeill bagged six out of eight con-
verts for a 12-poitit splurge.

Queen's Golden Gals played their first field

hockey exhibition game of the season on Friday

against the Toronto Lome Park Collegiate team.
This is the first year Queen's has had a field

hockey .team and coach Ann Adams was "pleased"

with their performance. The girls played a stren-

uous defensive game against the more-experienc-

ed Lome Park team. In Lhe second half, the off-

ensive squad exhibited good passing and had sev-

eral attempts on goal. The Lome Park goalie,

however, was well skilled and succeeded in
thwarting the attempts. The score? Someone for-
got to designate an official score keeper and esti-
mates r-angc anywhere from 4-0 to -0 in favour of
Lome Park.

This coming weekend Queen's will play in
Guelph, for the first part of the Intercollegiate
tournament. Part II will be played in Toronto,
the weekend of November 2.

Track Wins Third
The Queen's Track Team put forth a fine effort

to finish third in lhe O.Q.A.A. Track and Field
Championships held Saturday in Windsor. Ten
universities competed.

The 18-man team compiled 35 points to finish

behind Waterloo and McMaster. The performance
was especially satisfying to coach Rolf Lund and
the team because they defeated their arch rival

Toronto.

Brian Donnelly was Lhe individual leader on the

team. Donnelly won lhe 440 yd. hurdles in 55.7

sec. with Tim Baker finishing second in 56.4 sec.

Donnelly later won the 120 yd. hurdles, tying his

own record of 14.5 sec.

One of the finest performances of the meet

was Bill Houston's winning of the mile. Houston

ran with a steady pace in third place for three

laps but then pulled away from the pack, finish-

ing in 4 min. 17.8 sec.

Bob Lingwood successfully defended his O.Q.A.A.

shot put championship, putting the shot 46'9".

Dave ISilis and Bob Milne compiled points for
Queen's by linishing fourth and fifth in the 880
yd. run. lup Sumner of Waterloo won the event
with a ume of 1:52.6.

Some pleasant surprises for Queen's were Rob
Laubman and Ron Kimberley's performances.

Laubman finished fifth in the discus, throwing
it 115'6", Lome Johnson of Waterloo, the winner,
threo- it 126'1". Kimberley finished fifth in the

high jump, clearing 5'8". Dave McGuffin of West-

ern, the winner, jumped 6'2".

Queen's 440 relay 'team of Al Robertson. Bob
Warner, George Smith and Rob Stinion finished
fourth behind a recoid setting McJVIaster team who
won the event in 42.8 seconds.

Mine, Ellis, Baker and Donnelly finished sec-
ond in 'the mile relay with a time of 3:24.6. Mc-
Master set a new record winning the event in
3:20.4.

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey team tried out 'their wings for
the first (times this weekend, with mixed results. Although
the scores of the two exhibition games are not flattering,
nevertheless there axe several! very encouraging aspects rto the
two games.
On Friday night in Trenton, the Gaels were tied 'by the

'

Golden Hawks, 6-6. The Trenton team worked hard for the
tie, and got most of their goals by taking advantage of de-
fensive lapses. But outside of these occasional miscues, and
evidences of some disorganization from time to time, this
new edition of the Gaels showed a great deal of promise,
The GaeJls promise to be a more exerting team this year.

For one thing, they have proven they can score more goals,
whioh was the biggest problem last. year. Several rookies,
notably John Harvey and Mark Edwards, stood out over the
weekend, and should add to Queen's attack. Against Trenton,
Harvey got two goals, with singles going to Edwards, Doug
Barton, John Haflidron. and Rod McGillis. As well, the team
was hitting hard and effectively. Newcomers Paul Vetitorazzo
and Karl McLaughlin, among others, were particularly effic-
ient in this regard, and the addition of extra weight"should
make the team as a whole more authoritative physically.

Against the Merchants on Sunday night, it was a somewhat
different story. But the score, 7-1 when Lhe game was ended
after an unseemly brawl after the mid-point of .the third per-
iod, does not reflect the action accurately. The Gaels lost the
game in the second period, when they frequently looked dis-
organized, and the 'Merchants didn't let ihem get away with
any mistakes, pouring in six goals. But in the first period, the
Gaels played them almost evenly. In the 3rd they were press-
ing strongly and were only cheated of more than one goal by
some hesitant and inaccurate shooting. When a couple of the
larger Merchant players started Lhe brawl, as they left ithe
ice, the Light spread to the stands, as a few Queen's students
had been making loud noises, that were not very discreet,
considering their proximity to the Kingston fans and the
Merchants' bench. As the fight continued, Coach Carnegie
made the decision to withdraw, and got his players off the ice.

Girls In Track
Queen's women participated in- an intramural track meet

last Wndniiday and Thursday, October 16 and 17.
Based on a 5-3-1 points system, individual total point winn-

er, were; Maureen Bouris, 23 points, Kaiva Celdoma. 18
points, and Diane Jameson, 10 points.
Group total puinls were calculated from a system of one

point for each i vent entered, five points for reaching a desig-
nated maximum standard in that event, or three points for
reaching (the minimum. Group 'totals were: Addv-Ban Righ
(80), Vic 5 159), Vic 3 (57). PHE out of res. (44), Vic 1
(36). Arts out of res. (30). Vic 4 (25), Vic 2 (21). and
Chown-Stuart (6).

Those placing in the lop three positions in the events held
were; 100 Yd. dash: Diane Jameson 12.1 sec; Betty Johnston;
Karen Howatson. 220 Yd. dash: Maureen Bouris 29 sec;
Betty Johnston; Karen Howalson. 440 Yd. run: Maureen
Bouris 1:10.1; Diane Jameson; Pam Ellison. 880 Yd. run:
Sharon Fiori 2:22,5; Ma-rj Dawson. Hurdles: Kaiva Celdoma
12.8 sec. Pam Robinson; Diane Jameson. High Jump: Kaiva
Celdoma 5': Pam Ellison; Elaine FarreM. Long Jump: Kaiva
Celdoma 15'5": Maureen Bouris: Diane Jameson Javelin:
Maureen Bouris 90'6"; Kaiva Celdoma; Cindy Riach. Discus;
Peggy Monroe 37'2"; Norma Broad-bear; Lyn MacKenzie.
ShoL Pul: Mauieen Bouris 33'10V; Pam Ellison, Lvnn Mac-
Kenzie.

It should be noted that there were no entries from Meds.,
MacCarthur. Nursing Science, or Victoria 6.

The meet was organized under the very capable leadership
of Pam Ellison PHE '71. In all, only 27 women participated— a very poor showing in comparison to the number of wo-
men at Queen's. However, those who did enter showed a great
deal of track and field potential, and most important, a good
competitive spirit.

It's this spirit and ability that will enable our Golden
Gals to do well! in the invitational intercollegiate track meet
to be held this week-end. October 26, at Western.

Eloin* Farrcll clears bar for third

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Queen's University

,

Official Blazers

You get a $55.00 Fashion Craft Blazer

Coat plus Gold Wire Crest, valued at $11.00

and Gilt Buttons $1.50.

$67.50 VALUE FOR $57.50

93 Princess St.
Telephone 546-6381

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St.
Sieve Amey
Proprietor

Wc won't takejust anybody

Only qualified technical and professional

people willing towork for a low salary

under demanding conditions in any of 45

developing countries around the world

To pick up this professional challenge,

you have to be highly motivated. Eager

to put your own talent to work. Aware

of the need of developing countries for

mature, competent people, ready to

lend a hand. You have to decide to

spend two years of your life working

on the world's number one problem-

development.

If we're getting to you, you aren't

just anybody.

You're somebody we need at CUSO.

Tell us what you can do. We'll tell you where you are needed.

I would like to know more about CUSO and the opportunity to work overseas for

two years. My qualifications are as follows:

I (will) hold

in

(degree, diploma, certificate or other verification of skill)

from

(course) (university, college, trade or technical institute, etc.)

Address

Prov.

Send to:

CUSO (Queen's University Committee)

Attention. Mr F. Harland.

International Centre,

Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.

Development

is our business

AL - ASHAR

Beauty tattoos on your hand

and knee. What a with-it

way to have fun!

There's another with-it way,

too. For those so-called

"difficult" days of the month.

They won't be difficult any

longer with Tampax tampons.

They're the modern sanitary

protection. Worn internally they

leave no tell-tale signs. You put

on what you want to wear

with no wrinkles or bulges.

Nothing can show,

no one can know.

Tampax tampons are made of

pure surgical cotton, lightly

compressed. They give you

all the comfort and protection

you want and need. Without

any give-away odor or irritation.

Your hands need never touch

the tampon, and there are no

disposal problems. The Tampax

tampon and its silken-smooth

container-applicator can both

be flushed away.

There's another great thing

about Tampax tampons.

They're small enough to tuck

away in your purse-

along with your extra tattoo.

TAMPAX
SANITARY PBOTSCTIOB W0BN INUMMLLV

C«N«0I»» IMM "cwrMATIOK LTD.. B»«IE. 01".

QUEEN'S SCIENCE FORMAL,

NOVEMBER 8th. 1968 i

$12.00 per couple Dr«s: White Tie

Tickets DOUG. NAYLOR 54+3857

LYNN BROWN 544-2190

RICH LITTLE IN CONCERT

SATURDAY, NOV. 9, 1968

GRANT HALL

GRANT EDGY



Arts course review begins next week
By CHRIS REDMOND

A nine-member committee inclu-

ding four students will spend the

next year studying the arts and
science educational system at

Queen's.
The committee is to study degree

programmes and curriculum, meth-

ods of instruction, grading, organi-

zation, and any other matters "per-

taining to teaching and learning at

the university."

"The continued rapid develop-

ment of Queen's University against

a background of increased wide-

spread concern for higher education

argues for continual review of our

academic goals and methods," prin-

cipal J. J. Deutsch said in a state-

ment Monday.
The first meeting of Ihe commit-

tee will be held Tuesday. Next
month it will begin accepting briefs

and hold hearings. AM students and

faculty have been invited to give

the committee their opinions.

"I hope it will be the sort of

thing that will have students and

faculty thinking about what's hap-

pening to them. I hope we won't

just receive a few reports from the

people who like to write reports",

said one of the student members,

Glen MacDonnell. "I don't plan on

just sitting there."

This committee's report will be

similar to the Macpherson Report

produced last year at the University

of Toronto — but not identical, ac-

cording to the committee's chair-

man, arts and science dean G. A.
Harrower.

The Macpherson Committee re-

commended that U. of T. combine
its general and honours program-
mes and reduce lectures to one per-
iod a week, devoting the rest of the
time to seminars.

Some meetings of the committee
will be open. "The open meetings
will have high priority", Harrower
said. "That will be the essence of
the meeting. But the committee
will have to put in many hours of

analysis, and openness just would-
n't be practical there.

"The substance of our study will

gradually take shape as we hold

open meetings".

The other committee members:
A. R. C. Duncan, chairman of the

philosophy department and former
dean of the faculty of arts and sci-

ence.

Peter Dale, political studies stu-

dent and president of the Graduate
Students Society. "We've got to
find out whether the lecture system
is doing what it is supposed to do".
Dale commented. "This brings up
the question of tutorials. We may
find out that students are quite
happy with the way it is now.

"1 should think that methods of

instruction would receive a very
high priority".

Miss Kate Herman, assistant pro-

fessor of sociology. "I certainly

think it's comparable to the Mac-
pherson Commission", she said.

"For some time now he (Dr. Deut-
sch) had been concerned about the
whole problem of how people
teach and how people learn—also

the serious discontent with respect

to this thing".

Dr. H. M. Good, professor of bio-

logy and chairman of undergradu-
ate studies in the department.

Ruth Derrick, third-year general

B.A. student. "The reason I'm in-

terested in it is that the general stu-

dent is getting a bad deal". Miss
Derrick said.

Dr. J. A. Euringer, associate pro-
fessor of drama and chairman of
undergraduate studies in that de-
partment.

Ted Parneli, president of the Arts
and Science Undergraduate Society-

Glen MacDonnell, graduate phy-
sics student. "There are lots of for-

ces on Queen's to combine to
grow", MacDonnell said. "We real-
ly have to look at the things that
are being done here to see if they
meet the needs of a university of
seven thousand people".

Peter Dare

Teaching and

Learning

VOL. 96
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a Harrowing

Experience

U.B.C. students cavort, drink faculty booze

VANCOUVER (CUP) — "What needs

liberating at the University of British Col-

umbia?" asked Ytppie Jerry Rubin.

"The Faculty Club", someone shouted,

and that was that.

Over 2,000 gleeful U8C students march-

ed the mile and a half to the Faculty

Club yesterday and took it over.

Students, led by Rubin and members

of UBC's Students for a Democratic So-

ciety, paraded a squealing pig into the

faculty-only restaurant and bar.

The takeover was accomplished early

yesterday afternoon and was still going

strong late last night with 1,000 people

holding the building and preparing to spend

the night.

Student leaders say they will not leave

until the administration tells them the

whereabouts of university President Ken-

neth Hare, who went on sick leave early

this month. They also say they want ob-

senlty charges dropped against the Georgia

Straight, a Vancouver underground news-

PaP
Uy late afternoon, observers estimat-

ed that 3,000 students had passed through

the doors ignoring the "Members Only'

^Faculty Club President D. S. Huber-

man a UBC commerce professor, was not

upset by the occupation. "This is just

delightful — there's nothing against your

being here as long as you don't break into

the liquor cabinet or damage the build-

ing".
There has been no damage, but the

occupation forces are working on the li-

quor cabinet. They quickly cleared out

the club's open stock and were, at last

word, trying to get into the well-stocked,

well-locked liquor cabinet.

During the day, many occupiers turn-

ed on with pot, others drank, and politics

discussions buzzed through the building

One student took a skinny-dip in the Fi

culty Club fountain.

Student President Dave Zirnhelt sai

the students had no right to break Iff

private property but said council will fake

no action against them. Neither will the

RCMP who profess to be "unconcerned".

Acting university president Walter

Gage had a terse "no comment".
One person who took the whole thing

like a trooper was Singapore Prime Min-

ister Lee Kuan Yew who is staying In

the Faculty Club's Presidential Suite. "I'm

totally unconcerned", he said. "It takes

a lot worse than this to get me excited.

I can't see the point of it all, but Irs

rather funny".

The JOURNAL through Its wire ser-

vices wa* unable to locate Mr. H. Hare,

at press time.

Entries proliferate in presidential race

Seven teams are reportedly planning to

contest the election for president and vice-

president of the student body.

While one or two of the teams appear

to be satirical candidates, most claim to be

serious and to have a real possibility of wm-

""^The most recent team to declare is seen

by some as the most powerful At a pnvate

meeting last night, a number of A.M.S ex-

ecutive members discussed five possib e can-

didates, and emerged with Dave Pakrul and

Andy Pipe as nominees for president and

vice-president respectively. „-„™-;nn
Bob Hobbs, a fourth year Enginee ng

student and chairman of the Metallurgy C ub

and Roy Mathis, a second-year En^neer, n
J

student active in athletics, had 232 sutures

at midnight last night, two-thi ds of them

from engineering. "I'm defin,tely no.drop-

ping out for Pakrul and Andy Pipe ,
Hoods

says. ,

There has been a strong move to nom-

inate Doug Parsons, a former president of

the Engineering Society, but it was not known

whether he would accept.

With Karl Van Houten as his running

mate Terry Flahiff says "I intend to get the

200 signatures in order to present certain is-

sues The course that S.N.U. is taking is not

feasible for Queen's, but the world around

us as well as our own campus is crying for

involvement. It is our duty to "Seek a new-

er world'."

He added "I feel mutinous action may

set a very dangerous precedent for the A.M.S.

Execu 1 1ve
Doug Meale and Brian Duplante, both in

second year Arts, are said to be running on

"The meal ticket", with a large number of

siqnatures already.

Rounding out the slate of challengers are

the Journal's own Bill Martin and John Mc-

Intyre. With almost two hundred signatures

already, they are promising a "three-pronged

attack on abuse:
"1. To declare a new Golden Age;

2. To commit al Ithe resources of the

A.M.S. to the discovery of a new cure for

Anthrax;
3. To give everybody a new tail .

The seventh team are former president

Chuck Edwards, Ph.D. candidate in Chemical

Engineering, and Jan Lichty, third year Arts.

Further entries are possible until next

Tuesday night, but no new contestants from

the dissident A.M.S. Executive members are

expected. "There was a consensus in our

group to support Dave Pakrul", Ross Mc-

Gregor told the Journal last night.

The team with the largest number of

votes will be elected, even if it does not have

fifty per cent of the votes.
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SETO'S
CHOP SUET

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable

price, meal ticket avail-

abla Special T - Bone

steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10% off.

Call 542-7431

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rotes

CALL 546-651?

TYPEWRITERS
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL

Manuals - Electrics - Portables

Remington — Smith-Corona

MILLS OFFICE SUPPLIES

Dial: 546-1195 Bagot & Brock Sis.

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

(Eooke's

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

V's, crews, mock

and full turtles

Uptown: Shopping Centre

Downtown: 109 Princess St.

-Be Sincere-

THE MAGIC PUMPKIN

coming to the Student's Union

Thursday, October 31, 1968

9:00-12:00

4 Big Bands

$3.00 per couple

—3 Dance Floors

-Bottle Check

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALL GARNETS ARB RBD1

A. False. Garnets, like many other gemstone» of tin

same mineral family, may occur in more than one

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet is a. violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gerastone in the Victorian era,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamonds

and pearls, and best of all, is quite reasonable In price.

MEMBER AMERICAN OEM SOCIETY

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

Jewellers 168 Princess St.

546-2261 Kingston, Ontario

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 54*4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

(§) Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 28 and 29. 1968

TO INTERVIEW 1969 ENGINEERING GRADUATES

ELECTRICAL- MECHANICAL-PHYSICS

A well-defined training program is offered to pre-

pare candidates for positions of responsibility in:

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

FACTORY ENGINEERING

SERVICE ENGINEERING

FIELD INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES

These positions will afford opportunity for career de-

velopment to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on per-

formance as well as excellent employee fringe bene-

fit plans.

Contact the Placement Office for detailed informa-

tion brochures and interview appointment.
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news briefs

Riot Gets Senators

BRANDON (CUP)—The stu-

dent eruption at Brandon in

early September was capped and
sent to committee, standard pro-

cedure at most Canadian uni-

versities. But this committee
was apparently not con-tent with
being a mere coolant.

Last Thursday, it called for 12

student seats on the school's 35

member senate.

One senate member, Profess-

or George F. MacDowell, told

the committee, "I don't think -

you are going to get this motion
through the senate."

The committee was composed
of four senators, one governor,

three faculty members and four

students. The report goes to se-

nate today.

Brandon was hit with massive

student protest last month after

the expulsion of a student for

ab normal behaviour" and the

cancellation of four students'

scholarships in retaliation a-

gainst their activist leanings.

The student was subsequently

reinstated and the four were
given financial support by a stu-

dent fund drive.

Quarathon Canned

The annual Quarathon which

was to run to Montreal this

weekend, has been cancelled. Or-

ganizers said that the decision

was made late Wednesday night

because by that time only 20%
of the available tickets had been

sold, and very little interest

shown in the event,

Murut Reopening?

An open meeting of Murut
will be held Saturday nigihit in

the International Centre, in or-

der to get Murut started again.

Ken (Phillips, one of the organ-

izers said yesterday, "this tame

we will not be bullied. We are

ready to take legal action if the

occasion arises."

"We feel that this is going to
be a final showdown," he con-
tinued, "we don't like getting
pushed around any longer and
if any-one tries to take a new
place away from us we will fight
it with all the support we've got
regardless of whether it's the
fire department or the R.CJM.P.,
and we've got the lawyers to
back us."

Wins $75

No power play for crowd

Bob Amos, above, is rolling in

the green stuff. He just won $75

in the Tricolor '69 "Montreal-

Weekend Raffle" and presum-

ably will use some of it to buy

has Tricolor. But would Vig 12

be impressed?

J
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8:30 "Murder in the Cathedral"
Grand Theatre, National
Shakespeare Co.

9-2 Le Nid, 329 Brock St. Dick
Loney, Folk Singer

10:30-2 Bitter Grounds, Jeff Gam-
blin from Toronto, Dave
Dumoulin and Ross Daily

SATURDAY, OCT. 26

2:00 p.m. —Soccer, McGill at

Queen's

7:30 Murut—A Free Place (meet-

ing) International Centre

9-2 Le Nid, 329 Brock St. Bill

Bosworth Jazz Trio

10:30-2 Bitter Grounds. Jeff Gam-
blin from Toronto, Dave
Dumoulin and Ross Daily

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27

2 p.m. "Gondoliers" Rehearsal
Grant Hall

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28

1-4 Queen's Drama Guild Audi-

tions for "Look Back in An-

ger", directed by Doug
White, Drama Dept. Lounge.

7:30 Films on Art. Ellis Hall

v-2--7:30 Community—Alienation—Re-
All organizations desiring frte volution. "Alienation — A

publicity for any MCial funtftap Dimension of Man?" Senior

(meeting, dance, at ' cere**! Common Room, Watson

should; have notes on iWs eyant) Hall.

gswji to . We Journal office by 8:00 Discussion on French um-

6;* p.m. the Wednesday or Sun-j versities. International Len-

4ty preceding publication^ j
tre.

The smell of blood is pretty
strong. About 250 people came to
the weekly meeting of the Alma
Mater Society last Tuesday to
see Chuck Edwards and Jan
Llchty officially resign from
their positions of President and
Vice-president respectively.

It was standing room only with
people flowing out into the halls.

Members of the executive
shouldered their way through the

human morass and then sat down
feeling somewhat self-conscious

with all the people peering down
at them.

All of them studiously avoided
sitting down in the chair normally
reserved for the president, even
though they had to stand up
through lack of chairs.

Someone asked Ross McGregor
where his hat was. He shrugged
and smiled. "Power play, power
play," someone yelled. There

was some self-conscious laugh-

ter.

It was not quite clear what
all these people expected to hap-

pen In the basement common
room of McNeill House. The
speaker, Stu Kronberg read the
letter of resignation after which
the AMS appointed Dave Pakrul
as acting chairman.

Nevertheless, George Hutch-
ison, chief AMS constable, was
sufficiently concerned to send
'four AMS constables to the meet-

ling purposedly In order to pro-
!tect Chuck Edwarfs.

The crowd stayed long enough
to snigger ataproposaltocharter

a bus for people who wished to

participate in the Anti-Vietnam
march.

But then, like all AMS meet-
ings, a tedious, boring note set

in and people began to drift away
In groups of four and five.

After the fifteen minute coffee

break the attendance had dropped

down to the usual twenty or so

people. The basement common
room with its high narrow
windows peering down, added to

an already gruesome atmos-
phere. At the end of the meeting

there were only about eight peo-

ple left

Waterloo takeover succeeds

WATERLOO (CUP I—The administration at the
University of Waterloo has agreed to student de-
mands to turn the campus centre over to student
control after -a two-day occupation of the build
ing.

The agreement was reached at a meeting be-
tween student council and administration repre-
sentatives on Tuesday and ratified by Waterloo
President Gerry Hagey, Wednesday. Officially,

board of governors approval is still required to
legalize the change in control.

Student president Brian ller called the agree-

ment "completely satisfactory." Students were
granted complete control over the daily operation

of the building.

The occupation was very confusing. Tuesday,
a group of 100 residence students invaded the

student-held building in an attempt to return con-

trol to the administration after a Monday sit-in.

They forcibly returned the centre director's fur-

niture [o his office and then participated in heat-

ed debate with the occupiers and student execu-

tives.

They complained the student council and stu-

dent newspaper (tihe CHEVRON) had been taken

over by "communist-oriented activists" not repre-

sentative of the general student body. After two

hours of debate, a straw vdte went 68-53 in favour

of giving the building back, but occupation forces

refused to recognize the vote and stayed the night.

They then proceeded to move the furniture out

again" but this time took it out of 'the buiflding.

Some 30 engineering students swept into the

building Wednesday to force, once again, return

of the building. When they went to move the fur-

niture back in, they couldn't find it.

Then they found out that students had won

legal control of the building. They stayed an hour

and discussed student council policy with coun-

cil members and went away shaking their heads.

Register and Vote
Today is the deadline for re-

gistration and enumeration for

the coming municipal election.

Queen's students living in apart-

ments or who lease or own houses

may register simply by calling

City Hall at 546-4291. "The only

way to clear this question up

for residence students, who

meet all the other requirements,

is to make official complaints

and wait for the appeal court's

decision," said AMS rep Andy

Pipe.

^ On December 2 the citizens

of Kingston will go to the polls.

Hopefully, as many students as

possible of those eligible will

use their franchise. At present

there are many conflicting re-

ports as to the procedure which

should be followed by students

In order to assure that their

names are on the voters' list.

According to Municipal by-law

all voters must be 21 years of

age or over and a British sub-

ject They must have been a

tenant or owner for two weeks,

but, a roomer (and apparently

this includes residence students)

must have lived continuously In

the city since January 1, 1967.

Therefore students classed as

boarders who leave the city for

the summer months are ineligible

according to present rulings. It

is hoped that as many students

as possible will make a formal

complaint on this issue and ask

for an appeal.

LOST

1 gold-filled "Cross" ball point

with engraved initials. In Mac-
donald Park. Call Terry at 542-

4561.

aUaaaifiro Aba

Set of Psychology 251 notes in

a blue Queen's scribbler—name
on book—Dianne Ducette. Also

lost at same time—text, A. J.

Hadfield "Dreams and Night-

mares". Anyone knowing the

whereabouts of these please call

Lynn at 542-5491.

FOR SALE

1 pair men's glasses, black

frame, in a black case, marked
Superior Optical, Toronto. Lost

between Douglas Library and
Leonard field. Phone 544-7658.

Must Sell-Sacrifice! '59 MGA—
British Racing Green. Wire

wheels, fibre glass hardtop, ton-

neau cover—good condition. BEST
OFFER. Phone 542-0996 between

5 and 7 p.m.

1957 Chev, 6 automatic. Best

offer. 542-7647.

Couch and Desk- Phone 544-

3476.

PETS

Teenage kitten needs good home.
Have you got me? Male, Orange
tiger—HOUSE TRAINED! Phone
542-3837, or 184 Alfred St., Apt. 2.

MEETINGS

Going to McGiU? Post Game
Bash! BAND, BEER. Saturday,

Oct. 26 4 p.m. -00. Delta Sigma
Phi Fraternity, 3592 University.

"tomghtisjumpir^nightinthefirst

churchofaiice"

Notice to Creditors and Others

(U.C.): Mr. Wayne Terry alias

Wayne Clark does not, has not

and NEVER WELL reside at the

home of Messrs. Ian D. Campbell WANTED
and John G. Desmond. Never
again is his name to be associated

with the address 168 DIVISION
ST. or the phone number 544-1415.

R.M., TP.. A.P., The "50" Club

They are a higher form of life.

My dog, my son, and my wife,

Inhabitants of a fourth dimension

Too mystic for my comprehen-

sion. ROD

FOR RENT

The Co-op has 2 rooms avail-

able for immediate occupancy.
1

Although females will be prefer-

red, males are acceptable. Single

;

rooms; furnished; full kitchen fa-

cilities; INSPIRING ATMOS-
PHERE. For further info: Sandy

Soles, 128 Earl, 5464860. Don't i

hesitate to call; leave a message

if necessary.

Would anybody give up HIS full-

length locker in the gym tor ».

Call 548-3361. ext. 415. ,
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CAREERS AT CGE
for

Graduates in Arts,

Business Administration

and Commerce

Canadian General Electrics FINANCIAL MAN-

AGEMENT PROGRAM provides an opportunity to

pursue a challenging and rewarding career. The broad

diversification of the Company and its decentralized

organization provide a dynamic environment for self-

development and an opportunity throughout your

career to move not only across functions but also

amongst product businesses.

Graduates have the opportunity to advance rapidly

through an "on the job" rotation training program

while participating in the Company's formalized

Business Training Course.

A Company, recruiting officer will visit

your campus to conduct interviews on

:

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC
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On Oct. 26th at 2 p.m.

a march will be

held to protest the war

in Vietnam. March

begins at Queen's Park.

The march is held in

connection with

the International Day

of Protest .

Where Is Contemporary Art Going?

an illustrated lecture by

ANDREW HUDSON
Thursday, October 31 at 8:30 p.m.

in Stirling Hall (D)

under the auspices of the National Gallery of Canada

and the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Admission is free

PROKOPS

Vagabond Stoak House

Won. Filet Mignon $1.95

Choice o/lo/3 Styles.

Tues. Sirloin Steak $1.95|

Choice of 1 of 3 Styles

Full Course Dinners

Cafe d'Echecs
open

Wed. to Sat.

9 to closing

Entertainment

Weekends

Refreshments 60{ mln.

Queen's Entertainment Agency

WANTED: Girls to help handle office desk in

A.M.S. information centre (old Committee

Room 2 in Student's Union).

Excellent opportunities to gain experience

in booking dance groups and concerts.

546-6272

548-8559

546-3060

CONTACT: Hugh Popham

Grant Webb

Boyd Simpson

We are saddened to learn that Big Gord (the people's

choice) has decided that he will neither seek nor

accept the Presidential nomination. He would,

however, like to express his gratitude to all his

stalwart supporters.

CTE6BP--GFUC
2nd South Morris

Mooooooo...

Remember when you saw

"Alfie" In Dunning Hall last

week? Well now" AlfieV female

counterpart, Carol White, is here

in Kingston and Terence Stamp

star in "Poor Cow", starting to-

night attheHylandTheatre. Carol

White plays the part of a London

wife and mother who lives in a

back street slum with her husband

and baby son. When her husband is

sent to prison for four years, she

seeks the companionship of one of

her husband's accomplices
(played by Terence Stamp) and

shares an idyllic six months with

him. He, too, is sentencedtopri-

son, for a twelve-year term. She

moves in with her aunt then and in

order to earn a living she gets a

job as a barmaid. Here she is in-

troduced to a new world and since

her income is meagre, she in-

creases it by dating male custom-

ers, and also by posing as a saucy

model for thrill-seeking amateur

photographers.

The movie, based on the novel

of the same name by Nell Dunn

develops into the story of the

girl's compromise between

dreams and reality. This charac-

teristic alone makes It Inviting

for any viewer.

There are two other choices

on the theatre scene this weekend.

For the comedy fans, the Odeon

is showing "Salt and Pepper",

starring Sammy Davis Jr. (Salt)

and Peter Lawford (Pepper). It is

a far-fetched tale of two night-

club owners who become involved

in an International plot to ruin

Great Britain.

Down the street at the Capitol,

dear old Julie Andrews of the

revoltlngly sweet personality

fills
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SOME ASID

The VAGHY STRING QUARTET, now

presenting its first local recital this % ling-that's

October 30-in Dunning Hall. This partici

of this season's Chamber Music Series,

the great Spanish harpist N1CAN0R ZAI Jeder re

d a returr

$2,50 eact

ABTET il

seen then

cital by the American contralto LOUISE

engagement by the DANZI WOODWIND
Tickets to any of these concerts are

at the Division of Concerts, Queen's Uni

I personally, recommend seeing the

this type of music appeals to any of yt

perform and they really are excellent.

This weekend at BITTER GROUNDS: „ .

JEFF GAMBLIN, and the combined talti lUMOULtt

and ROSS DALEY, both of Queen's, who
"

and things.

Queen's is

Bthe first

including

e guita)

GARY PUCKETT AND THE UNION GAP—Bubblegum Rock come igston r.

irtnk
107. - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS
Barrie Near Princess 546-2746

lax
Nominations are open for the positions of

President and Vice-President of the AMS until

Tuesday, Oct. 29th's AMS meeting. 200 names are

required to nominate.

Vietnam Protest March—Toronto— Oct. 26

TO ALL CLUBS

Travel Grants for conferences

Applications in to the AMS office by Nov. 1

By BRIA
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It's McGill Weekend!!!!

QUEEN'S JOURNAL, Friday, October 25, 1968

*^'9^s on La Ronde merry-go-rounds!
"Soap suds in the fountain! Riots in the beer par-

lour"!

"Hell, last year Queen's took over Montreal for the
weekend".

My mad friend laughed as he remembered the wild
days of his youth. Then, munching on his daily cup of
yogurt (it was very hard yogurt) he became thoughtful.

"Of course, things will be different now. Expo is

closed this year, so we won't find any action around
there. Or make any. (Remember that oil thigh down
the main walk!).

"And they'll probably guard the stadium better, so
nobody 'I I have a chance to paint any words on the grass,
like last year".

He smiled
( scratching his nose with the bent swizzle-

stick he was using as a spoon.
(Remember that CFL game on TV the next day, with

the 15 foot pink Q on the playing field? Beauttiful).
"There'll be more fuzz around this year, too, since

there's no bus strike to side track them this time.
Have to be more careful, I guess.
And, of course, with the strike, we'll have to bring

our own, ah, refreshments. (This IS a family paper
you're writing for, isn't it").

My mad friend stood up to leave.

"It ought to be a good weekend, though, if it's any-
thing at all like last year's. There was an awful lot of

Queen's men that came home from a good time last year,

I'll tell you".
"Well, I'd better be leaving if I'm ever going to get

to Montreal. I'm going by Merino, and 1 don't want to

go too fast with her".

You know sometimes I think my friend's a little

strange. I mean, yogurt everyday?
TED JACKMAN

Robbery Tuesday

jme! igston Memorial Centre, Tuesday the 29th at 8:30 p.m.

5RIAI

Id War 11 refought

Dm m series is showing "The
Doi^sday at 7 and 10, as usual.

World War II has carried

^providing Hollywood with
'Dirty Dozen" is a good
Queers have had to root for

^ good guys and bad guys,
*" we had both. You'd think

°t more attention, but I

J
e the U.S. Army disgraced

no room in the U.S. for

Vietnam has no longer got

r %s and anything but a wild

rtion "ets") ^ ^ close to y^ing
r lose

line

J*

1 Hke real war movies or

J
"Dozen" is neither. The
fthat I mean by a good one,

tf * campaign series are real

lk
6e army flics but 13001

theatre vomltted: it adds

f

1 how 12 of the toughest

u^Pe, murder etc.-RAPE?
* to do with relations be-
toine and stuff.) get para-

chuted behind German lines in France to slit

German general staff throats. It's mentioned only

in passing that the Germans will probably shoot

back. The bad guys are at a rest and "recreation"

chalet, while the good guys (he who cuts the throat

of a bad guy) are to train as paratroopers and drop

on their heads some inconvenient night. It's been

awhile since I saw "Dozen" but I swearthat 2/3 of

that bloody movie Is about the training camp, which

I'm told is pretty realistic in Itself, Not too much

happens at the camp, although there's a frantically

funny graduation ceremony. Eleven of the 12 grads

decide that a little female company would be in

order, so the streets of London are scraped. I might

add that these men are not the "Dirty" Dozen for

no good reason: they can't get hot water to shave

in, so they neither wash or shave. The confronta-

tion is indescribably. Telly Salavas is the lone dis-

senter. His religious sensibilities have been deeply

offended because these aren't nice girls.

John Casavettes and Jimmy Brown are credible

thugs, while Salavas is just beautiful. He gets a

chance to even up the score with womanhood at the

chalet when a sensuous German girl inquires if

maybe the knife he Is flashing is merely symbolic

of something he has on his mind. It isn't.

The action lacks any kind of tension and seems

very wooden; but It has Its moments. 1 found It dull.

By BILL REITH

There has been so much wrangling about BON-
NIE AND CLYDE since its release that many

people now believe this movie may, in fact, be

art. Since I presume to know nothing about art

(Whosoever wishes may presume along with me)

>and tend generally towards disbelief in any di-

rection I won't discuss .this possibility (after all,

if it's only a possibility, why worry about it?)

The story line is familiar. The girl gets her man

but the man never gets the girl (how so, you

say? Is it (that complex? ) Of course by the time she

discovers she wont be got, it's too late: she's al-

ready 'been had. Now -they've both got each other.

Naturally enough, at Story's end 'they both get

theirs (good grief!).

So far I have said a good deal about nothing

I and nothing about a good deali. To be sure, Bon-

nie (and Clyde is a good deal; and since it appears

on the Dunndng Hall agenda twice this year (Oct.

29, Feb. 6) at a price (four bits: that's to say it's

not a two bit movie) that most students can

scrounge from their general savings, it will be pos-

sible to view this celluloid wonder on two (per-

haps four) impressive and awful occasions.
,

After dozens of gory spectacles ranging from

Psyche to The Dirty Dozen the crimson tide in this

one did not disturb me terribly. It may be un-

necessary ait several poinits, it may seem unneces-

sary; 'but who is for their Penn? if he wanted
realism, 'he damn well got it. The Red Cross may
cringe to it's 'heart's content.

So far the happening of -the story itself . . .

I say "'Happening" in preference to plot (because
of an apparent lack thereof) and more especially
in preference to ballad, which has become tihe

neat label of so many critics ... it is told with
a natural (if at times incredible) crudity.

Only Pollard among the actors (I had never ac-

tuality thought of Warren Beattty as an actor, so

that demonstrates how naive some people can 'be)

impressed me to any great extent. Faye Dunaway
impressed me, certainly (oh, the thought) but it

was less her acting and more her delightful topog-

raphy (the film's best area of relief) (Some
people claim she gives a meritorious performance,

but then 1 wouldn^t know about that).

Both Hackleman and Parsons lend to their

roles the essential deliberateness that is required.

Parsons tends to overaotion, and her part could

easily sour under a less capable director.

Many claim that this film is Penn's greatest mo-
ment *o date; on this I cannot comment, having
seen nothing of his earlier work. For those in a
similar 'boat however, and who belong to or can in-

vade the carefully secreted nicklelodeons of tlhe

Kingston Film Society or the Queen's CineGuild .— American Classic Series, both 'this year feature

a previous Penn opus; respectively, Mickey One
with this same Warren Beatty, and The Fifth-

Handed Gun, with Paul Newman.

Camera-wise, Burnett Guffey"s work on the
basically insensitive landscape of Texas and tine

Midwest is the finest part of the film. Both the
costuming and the editing are exquisitely done.

Murder tonight

T.S, Eliot Is probably the most influential poet

of the century and when he looks at the problem

of spirituality and conscience in Murder in the

Cathedral, the result Is compelling drama.

The National Shakespeare Company of New

York presents Eliot's finest pity tonight, Oct-

ober 25 at the Grand Theatre-tickets are available

at the box office. It's an exploration in fluid verse

of the temptation, commitment anddeath ofThomas

Becket-tbe saint seen as a man of Christanity, but

more importantly as a man of passion and of prin-

ciple.
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At last
For the future of Arts and Science education at

Queen's, the four most important students will probably

not be those elected last spring to Society Executives, or

elected shortly to the campus-wide executive, but those

appointed this week by Principal Deufscn.

The new Committee on Teaching and Learning has

a vast and vital job on its hands.
_

Its responsibility is comparable to that of a Royal

Commission and its report, like its Toronto precursor the

Macpherson Report, will no doubt be of similar length.

Students have been pressing for such an investiga-

tion into all facets of the educational process at Queen s

for several years. .

In fact, the Committee's appointment could not have

been delayed many months longer without the students

ami faculty's associations taking the matter into their own

hands and appointing a joint committee th
f
m£lv";

The members on the committee appear to be among

the most innovating and creative people in both the stu-

dent body and the faculty. And the acceptance of s u-

dent/faculty parity on the committee with an administrator

. as chairman, should once again silence hose who say

that student demands are going too far to be accepted.

Particularly welcome is the news that the committee,

probably from its first meeting onward, will normally

meetm public^ ^ ^^ of carping, it must

be said that such an important body ought not o appear

out of thin air, with no advance warning and little con

sulfation, as a fait accompli.
,„m„ia in

As it turns out, there seems nothing to complain

about. The committee is representative, with almost un-

limited powers. .

But what if it had been otherwise? . ^

A public paper

The lump in the bed

With campus elections upon us, the Journal should

make its policy clear.

This is a public paper.

Unlike a private or cammercial paper, we are here

to be ujad by our readers — who are also our owners

— whenever they have something to say.

Some people complain that groups such as Students

for a New University are saying too much lately. That's

not our fault.

In this election campaign, everyone should have some-

thing to say.

In the next few issues, the Journal will carry exten-

sive comments from all candidates and other interested

students.
.

We will conduct interviews and polls to bring out

the issues and determine how students are reacting to

the campaign.
We will print analysis and opinions and letters about

particular issues.

We need not only letters but reporters. If we had

one reporter in each of the 743-odd classes at Queen's,

we would certainly cover every viewpoint and every event.

At present, it depends on you. If you have a particular TRICOLOR
beef, tell Queen's. This will aid both the candidates and

your fellow students by bringing all the issues to the fore-

front.

by BRENDA MAYBEE

It's incredible how scheming she is.

She got asked out by this real hunk —
to go to a party on Friday night. She

had just phoned home, long distance, to

say she was coming home Friday after-

noon. I leaned back against the wall,

clasped my knees and grinned.

"Yes George, I'd love to go out with

you. 'Friday night? Thanks a Jot

George "Bye now". Her shriek of |oy

was simultaneous with the bang of the

receiver. In a fit of emotion she cover-

ed every inch of the room, screaming

and dancing, until her weekend plans

dawned on her. She stopped dead in

her tracks, halfway into my cupboard,

and pulled at her hair. Then, in one

decisive movement she bounded to the

phone and dialed the operator. Long

distance.
.

"I can't make it Friday night, so I II

be in on the first bus Saturday morn-

ing". The bus was to leave at 7:15 a.m.

and she would be partying with George

until 2 or 3. But that's my roommate

for you.
You should see her at seven in the

morning. That's when my alarm cheer-

ily breaks the early morning silence. A
groaning lump in the bed across the

room heaves and turns. It remains still.

The rumpled blankets reveal a tousled

blonde head and two black slits. Eyes.

Tight shut. I prance about the room —
bashing about in the darkness — load-

ing up my arms with towels, shower

cap, soap, the whole bit (to skip a few

details) and head for the shower. Ah,

heaven! Hot water pouring out in an

endless, invigorating stream Fifteen

glorious minutes later, reborn and ready

to face the day, I return. A groaning

lump in the bed across the room heaves

and turns. Two black slits. Eyes. Flick

open and shut again. Silence.

Breakfast. Beautiful, delicious, hot

breakfast. A brisk walk along leaf-

strewn paths— squirrels, early morning

faces, falling leaves— back to my room.

The body is still in the bed across the

room. It seems to be struggling be-

tween the world of slumbers and real-

ity. The clock radio goes on. She sits

bolt upright, turns down the volume and

resumes her former position. I turn up

the volume. Loud protests. I turn down

the volume.
When she finally decides to come to

grips with the day, she's off to the races.

She's up and dressed before I can mas-

cara the other eye. It's disgusting —
she can accomplish in two minutes what

I've been doing since seven a.m. Oh
well with her it's a mere reflex. With

me it's an entire ritual. Much less neu-

rotic an experience that way.

Then there's this bit about studying.

She studies! I
come home from a long

2-hour stretch, leave my books strewn

all over the desk and retire happily in

a heap on the bed, warbling a few bars

of the song that's been in my mind all

day Then I notice her. Books open, pa-

pers all around, pen scratching endless

notes. "Hi". Turns the page. Under-

lines Reads. Absorbs. "Hi! Boy, what

a lecture! You wouldn't believe what

he said this time! Remember I was tell-

ing you about his adventures with his

nieces and that old man? Well, this one

tops it aM! What a riot! He said-

She turns the page. With an expression

born of intense interest, she nods her

head and murmurs, "Yeh". Picks up her

pen What a kid! What a kid.

But it's really great when she's in a

qood mood. Like when she's just been

talking to George. That's when we real

l y talk Deep talk. Like about the min-

ute steak at dinner. Of if that sweater

really goes with that skirt.t You know?

Real communication. That's when I start

thinking I'm glad it was her and not the

record-playing, pop-art poster girl wirri

the curly hair down the hall. You can

be friends with Curly. But you cant

communicate. See what I mean?

And it's not just that. I mean, some

nights I'll be home late, and all the

phone messages will be neatly written

and placed on my desk. Or the night

when she knew I'd be in really late and

made my bed with the fresh linen. Or

the chocolate chip cookies I'm welcome

to have any time.

That's a real roommate for you.
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I find the review of Tricolor

'68 in the October 22 issue of the

Journal covers only half the ter-

ritory that any reasonable review

should. I would like therefore to

take this opportunity to round out

the criticism by presenting some
positive and constructive com-
ments.

The Editor and Business Man-
ager were selected not in March
as is customary, but the following

October when the original appoin-

tees failed to return to Queen's.

Considering these circumstances

it would have been far easier for

everyone involved simply to fol-

low the pattern of the past. That

they chose to innovate rather than

merely duplicate is commend-
able. The decision to publish In

October, In order that the prev-

ious school year could be covered the focal point of this university,

in its entirety, was just one of It is perhaps useful to remember

the more profitable innovations, that the Tricolor is, more than

The matching of blank verse anything else, a souvenir, a re-

with particular photographs gave minder of glad times and sad

the opening section a unity and times, of people and places. In

poignancy it had lacked in pre- the future it will undoubtedly

vious years. The attempts made evoke nostalgia, not an altogether

to vary the presentation were undesirable sensation,

commendable as well, particu- Tricolor '68 is by no means

larly with different group poses perfect, if it were, there would be

in the "Organizations" section no enthusiasm to produce a bet-

and with the copy that accom- ter Issue next year. However, I

panied the pictures in the "Year do feel that it is far more than

Activities'* section. I alsoenjoy- Miss Cocks described. Finally,

ed the occasional change to round to make veiled insinuations con-

pictures. When we tire of them, cerning editorial personality and

as seems to be the case already to fling off innuendos concerning

with your reviewer, perhaps we hypocrisy In the aims of the ad-

could have triangular pictures - ministration is, as your title sug-

and rhombic pictures and penta- gests Miss Cocks, infantile,

gonal pictures. As for the ubiquity

of Grant Hall, like it or not, it is DAVID E. BARLOW.

A FREE PLACE
Murut is a Hindu word mean-

ing "storm clouds" which sym-

Thanks to Jamdna Vaoiderpost; Nancy Oarr; bolizes the things that bring

Cathy and Marte who hunted for a coaUtack; change.

Ohrfs Boon who did <£he pix fromjthe parity; Mar- In September, 1&67, a group
vin Flodd, the little dark guy with 'the musitache;

Arledgto Tiers who does Happenings; Andy Weeks;
Doug Gerwin, doesn't say much but does plenty;

Warren Razor; Cathie Adton, who works very

jfeard without much fanfare; Paul; Andy Weeks;
Rrendia, who had almost stopped blushing; Vig 12

who's back; 'Laurie Chault; Kevin, who may read

this and Charlie's leHfljer {we'll gji'vie you three.

chances to answer—aaane tooSaxe); Adelaide Mac- to be, and what they wanted to
Donald, who go tileSt out test time; The Province) do there. As time progressed
and the Daily; and Tricolor who are never open;j Murut took off on a definite

of young people established a

club, and I use the term club

loosely, and ithey named it Mu-
rut. They then set about in a
mature but completely unstruc-

tured manner, making decisions

about what they wanted Murut

though vague structure and
people began to value it for

what it was. One could go to

Murut, pay no admission fee,

participate in group discussion

on running the club or commun-
ications workshops, 'take part in

drama, art and poetry work-
shops, sit and read a book from
the large selection on the book-

shelf, or listen to a record.

Murut in its purest form was

an ideal, embodied in the people

who made the club. These

people did not say "That's the

way it is so it must be right."

They questioned the values of

society, they questioned the as-

sumption implicit in societies'

views of politics, religion, love,

sex, drugs, education, etc.

But they underestimated the

colossal stability of society's

structures where an alternative

to society's way will not be Mod-

erated and where great moral

forces are ever alert, ready to

the evil elements.

Steven J. Anderson

excorcise
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linden-Photo Co.
»» PRINCESS STRUT
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

544-7676

Cameras, Lenses, Projectors, Tape Recorders, Radio.

All popular makes. Wide selection.

"PEOPLE WHO LIKED ALFIE'

WILL LIKE 'POOR COW "!

National General Picture! presents

A Joseph Janrti Production

^rCjj Terence Stamp
CarolWhite i„

POOR COW"
Music |>y Directed b>

Donovan. Kenneth Loaeh

WEEKDAYS SAT. AND SUN.

7:00 9:00 FROM 2:40 P.M.

OAOMITTANCE —

ROW
SHOWING

Weekdays

1.10 3.45,

6.25, 9.00

Sundays

JutiE Andrews
,n ROSS HUNTER'S |

I
production ol 9

thoroughly |

MODERN
MILME

;...T...r.T^i.WW^i^llWl^

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St.
Steve Amey
Proprietor

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A.. Minister

Director cf Praise,
Glenn George. ARCT. RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Wcrship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

k
Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

1191 Princns St. r-l

No. 2 H«y Wot U|

DW 5*2 9313 Jn

«=ll^.lL-Jl=ll=Sl

(SfyaltriprH

Olliunrlf

5:30 p.m. Student Sup-

per (50c)

7:00 p.m. "Modern Is-

sues and Biblical

Symbols"

"What about Pluralism"

Corner Clergy & Barrie Sts.

Minister — R. K. N. McLean

Can we still believe in

a personal God today?

Heor Or. Jacob' Joey at 7:30

an Sunday

We invite you alio to the Coffee Hour

and discussion following.

9t. HattWB*

QUiurrlt

LOVE OF COUNTRY
You are cordially invited to attend the fourth

in the Dunning Trust Lecture Series to be held Mon-

day, October 28 in Stirling Hall, Lecture Theatre D,

Queen's University at 8:15 p.m. Lt.-Col. Irzchak

Itzschaki, head of the Educational Branch of the Gen-

eral Headquarters, Israel Defense Forces, will pre-

sent a lecture entitled "Love of Country: How It Is

Taught in Israel". He visited the United States in

1967 on a special grant from UNESCO, awarded him

for the excellence of his work in adult education.

Dunning Trust Lecture Series

1968-69

FILMS ON ART:

Oct. 28 Canadian Painters

Nov. 4 Expressionists

Nov. 11 Architecture and the city

in Ellis Hall at 7:30 p.m.

sponsored by the Gallery Association of the Agnes

Etherington Art Centre program sheets available at

the Centre and on film evenings

Admis.ion is free

USE THE
J0URNAl

CLASSIFIEDS
They're only 50tf (cheap)

AND THEY WORK
Bring the ads to the Journal Office or phone

546-5730

(SartJ $urk>?ti

anil tljp

Intnn 05ap

Kingston Memorial Centre

Tuesday, October 29. Dancing 8-12

3's A Crowd — Soul Mine

and The Sedentary Rock Band

Advance Priced Tickets $3.50 on sale at Centre Bote Office —
Cleland's Drug Star* — Alford's Record Bar — Embassy

Restaurant — House of Sounds — Lido Grill — Morten's

Record Bar — (Princess St. and Shopping Centre.) — Sharp

and Flat at Frontenac Mall.

Door sale NIGHT OF DANCE $4.00

MPTOMEY'S TAXI 546-1111V IJ V PAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Is McGill THAT Good?
By ALEX BINKLEY

What does a team, recently

bombed 56-2, do for an encore?

The Queen's Golden Gaels, play

ing McGill University's Redmen
tomorrow, will find out. The

Redmen, the victims of a ram-

bunctious Western team, will be

out to prove that they really are

not all that incompetent but on-

ly had a bad day. More impor-

tant, they remember they have

beaten the Gaels already this

year, 28-21.

"This is a must game," says

associate coach A] Lenard, The

Gaels need the game to stay in

first place and a win would set

them up for the year. They have

to play McMaster and Toronto

in the last two games. McMaster

will present few problems but

the Blues are another story.

Varsity have to play Western

this week and if they win they

are very much in contention for

the championship. If they lose

they are, for all intents and pur-

poses, finished for this year.

The Gaels would be then on

their way to the College Bowl

playoffs.

Coach TindaM feels that the

most important thing for the

Gaels tomorrow, outside of win-

ning, is to establish the Queen's

running game as a viable threat.

The Gaels, effective in the air,

are still inconsistent along the

ground. If the Gaels want to be

a serious play ofi threat they

must be able to approach Wes-

tern's feat of 200 yards gained

in rushing against McGill.

The Gaels are relatively heal-

thy for this game. Joe] Ander-

son is the only question mark. If

he is unable to play, Paul Lin-

dros or Jim Sherritt will take

his place. Rick Van Buskirk and

Mike Nihmey will continue as

the linebackers after their out-

standing performance against

Waterloo. The rest of the defen-

sive squad is the same.

Offensively the Gaels are fit,

and will be using the same line

up as last week. Brian DonnelQy,

the Queen's track star, is now

out with Gaels and may see

some action at split end. His

speed would be a definite ad-

vantage for the Gaels.

McGill, despite the disaster

last week, will not be an easy

opponent for the Gaels. Despite

the margin of Western's victory,

McGill was not that badly out-

played. The Mustangs recovered

five fumbles causing them to

score touchdowns as well as one

from a blocked kick. More im-

portant is that the Western de-

fence restricted Pleiszer and Do-

herty to less than 100 yards

rushing. Western was probably

two touchdowns better than Mc-

Gill but the game score was all

out of proportion.

Coach Moose McCarney ex-

pects that McGill will try the

option play and plays up the

middle which were their success-

RMC Downed 7-2
By BRUCE McLEOD

This weekend, the Hockey Gaels play two more exhibition games.

On Friday night at 8:00 p.m. they play St. Lawrence College, and

Saturday afternoon for those of you who won't be in MontreaMhey

will be playing Ryerson at RMC's Constantine arena. Both these

schools are reputed to have creditable teams, and should provide a

good chance for the Gaels to sharpen their game.

Practices continued this week, with the Gaels downing RMC 7-2

on Tuesday night in an exhibition scrimmage. After a few more

games, the Gaels should begin to show what they will be able to

accomplish during the coming season; as the players get used to each

other and as Coach Carnegie makes his final decisions on the lineup,

which is, after all, what exhibition games are for.

ful plays in the earlier games

against Queen's. Rumors have

it that McGi31 quarterback

George Wall was hurt in the

Western game and may well

miss tomorrow's game. If he is

unable to play, the option play

will be less effective.

Trying to assess McGLll's

readiness for the game is an in-

teresting exercise. The McGill

coaching staff has undoubtedly

worked their charges hard this

week. If the Redmen can score

first tomorrow, it would do a lot

to restore their suffering ego.

This would probably lead to an

exciting game. If the Gaels can

score a couple of early touch-

downs, it may completely de-

flate the Redmen and the game
could turn into a massive wipe.

The Gaels have worked hard

this week and have scrimmaged

twice against the "undaunted

Hamburgers". The Ham's have

been running McGill plays a-

gainst the defence. Tuesday they

were rather successful, Wed-
nesday night life was miserable

for the Ham's as the Gaels be-

gan to appreciate the impor-

tance of this weekend's game.
Judging from the teams reac-

tion, the Gaels will win on Sat-

urday by 10 points.

STATISTICS

Halfback Keith Eaman is the

league leading scorer with 32

points. Touchdown Starder is

the next highest Gael with 18

points, tying with 4 others for

sixth place. Eaman is the leag-

ue's 7th best rusher with a 4.2

average, followed by Ron Clark

with a 3.7 average. Eaman is the

top punter with a 38.1 average.

Quarterback Don Bayne is the

league's top passer with a 60%
completion average. End Rick

Van Buskirk is the top receiver

with 15 completions for 251

yards and 2 touchdown's. Don
Mclntyre is third in the league

with 9 receptions for 178 yards.

Bews Action

"Where do we go from here, John?"

Susie-Q-Gals
By ANNE CARSWELL
Marg Closson scored the individual high score in the W.I.A.U.

outdoor archery tournament at McGill last weekend and set a new

scoring record. She scored rounds of 550 and 560 to make a total of

1110 out of a possible 1296. Other members of the Queen's team were

Linda Vallery, Norma Broadbear, and Lynne Neill. Six teams were

entered in the tournament. Toronto placed first, McMaster second,

and Western third.

Intramural bowling has been cancelled this week because of the

McGill weekend, but will continue next week.

The Women's Athletic Council is planning a co-ed night at the gym

in the very near future. Watch for signs of this event and take advan-

tage of this free evening of fun.

Orienteering and jogging are definitely on the agenda at Queen's

with instructions beginning on the use of compasses and map-read-

ing. Next week, the fourth year P.H.E. students are participating in

an orienteering competition attheCataraqui Golf Club. Any interested

persons or potential members of the orienteering club are invited to

join in. For those who want exercise but who do not have the time or

inclination for orienteering, plans are being made to set up a number

of permanent routes in the Kingston area. Distances covered can be

recorded in the gym.

Judo
A regional judo meet in the

Queen's gym will be held Satur-

day, October 26, from 9:30 a.m.

to 10:00 p.m.

Junior Individual competition

begins the agenda of the day, but

Queen's men will not be fighting

until about 11:00a.m. Team com-
petition starts with the conclusion

of the individual contests, prob-

ably around 4 or 5 p.m. Queen's

will be entering two teams.

Amathon
A local golf course was inva-

ded Tuesday afternoon. Thous-

ands of them, poured, streamed,

up hill and down dale (sorry K).

Through mud, over creeks,

across valleys they struggled.

Well, about thirty of them did

anyway-heroines of PHE '72, en-

during the agonies of the cross-

country mile girls in first year

PHE are doomed to run.

Their best time, 11:59, bet-

tered that set last year by PHE
•71.

The Jock's Padre

Rugger Players Heading to McGill —CtARKE

By MURRAY ASPDEN
Gold seems to be occupying Canadian minds

this week. With Hutton's and Tanner's silvers,

golds for Canadians were ever so closely missed

to our neighbours across the river. One has to

admit that our representatives at the Mexico City

Olympics have seemed very disappointed. AH their

years of training and sacrifice has failed to gain

the medals that everyone seems to strive for-

whether they are athletes or arm-chair spectators.

Our national pride seems damaged if the few who

do make the big-time fail to bring anything back

from the Olympics. We admit that our showings at

the Pan-Ams and Commonwealth Games are im-

proving. However, we have very little idea of what

it takes to compete in the Olympics.

Anyone who has competed with athletes of inter-

•national calibre knows the many hours of painful

practice that is needed. They know how their lives

seem to concentrate on the minute details that may
knock off tenths of a second. They know the dedica-

tion of their coaches and parents that enablestheir

charges to take part in the many competitions that

are demanded to obtain this high calibre.

I found last year's experience of managing the

track and cross country teams at Kent State Uni-

versity in Ohio extremely rewarding, even more

so than competing. Working under Coach Doug

Raymond who has coached Olympians like John

Thomas and John Kelly made me realize the dif-

ference In international and national competition.

He stressed at the beginning of the Olympic Year

that nothing could be overlooked in order to pre-

pare our runners for this goal. At this time, I

cautioned the coach aboutthe special considerations

necessitated by high altitudes.

From personal experience in competing at mile-

high altitudes in New Mexico, I learned that many

added months were needed to prepare runners for

competition. It obviously has been proven in Mex-

ico City that those who compete over some distance

are strongly influenced by altitude. While it aided

some events like jumping and sprints, It showed

that those who were born and raised in high alti-

tudes like Kenya scored high in events of 800 m. or

more.
Others who moved to train at high altitudes or

adjusted their breathing with methods recently

developed in the United States could overcome this

altitude disadvantage. Coach Raymond, I think,

didn't appreciate this factor until too late with run-

ner Sammy Bair who was one of the pre-season

favourites with the silver medalist winner, Jim
Ryan.

Canada, too, didn't appreciate the hazards of

altitude in their Olympic preparations. Financial

considerations probably excluded high altitude

training for our team. To those disappointed Cana- .

dians, we realize our potential hasn't sufficiently

been tapped. May I add my cry for continued Im-

provement of faculties, coaching, and top calibre

competitions.
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One-third of Queen's students have been granted

student aid bo far this year.

The deadline for applications to the Student Awards

office In Richardson Hall is this Thursday. A trickle
|

of applications is still coming in, but appeals for higher
1

grants are the main business of the office now.

Last year 313 appeals were processed, and only five

were turned down. The others "were almost invariably

granted as asked" says Mr. EUis, registrar for student

awards.

"It hasn't been difficult to get an adjustment for low

summer savings", he says. The initial grants are made

according to a rigid formula set by a federal-provincial

committee, which assumes fixed costs and a standardized

saving from summer earnings.

The award assumes a cost of $27.60 per week for

board and lodging, only slightly higher than last year's

$25.00 figure. "This is an educated guess, and could

be changed later by an appeal," Mr. Ellis says.

No appeal is possible where the rules call for parents

to make contributions which they are not in fact making.

"This is new this year; we tried six test cases but they

were turned down."

In such cases, loans are available from a Queen's

fund at three per cent interest

A major concern this year Is the interest rate to be

paid on the loans after graduation. It is going up from

the previous 5 3/4 per cent, but the new rate has not

been announced by the federal government, despite

frequent pleas from student aid officers.

Mr. Ellis stresses that he is "an agent of Queen's,

not the government ... we tend to be on the side of the

student."

"Any student who thinks he has a problem will be

given a full half-hour," he says.

Students have taken him at his word; he is booked

up for the next three weeks, and urges students to

make appointments now if they want their appeals

granted by Christmas.

Dollars

for the

asking

Don't be

squeezed

into a mould

Students and faculty from 8 Ontario and Quebec uni-

versities will consider this challenge during a conference

on the weekend of November 8. It is the third of a series

of annual conferences planned jointly by the Queen's

chapter of SCM, LSM and Newman Club to serve the

interests of students in the Ontario-Quebec region.

The first part of the conference will consider the

influences that shape one's thinking and acting, and

explore ways of dealing with them. The second part

of the conference will consider change needed in "the

world around us" and In the people working to change

their surroundings.

A major task of the planning group was to create a

situation in which people could be brought together to

learn and not just undergo another classroom experience.

As a result the conference will be held at Camp Iawah

thirty miles north of Kingston. It will be organized as

an experiment in dialogue education and discussion will

centre around small groups of people who learn from one

another and on another's experiences. Films and tapes

will be used, but only as a stimulus for the discussion

arising from the participant's experience.

A bus will leave the Union at 5 Friday afternoon to

take Queen's students to the conference and it will

return at 2 Sunday. The cost will be about $12 for

registration, room and board. Registration forms are

available in the SCM office near the University Street

entrance of the Union during the week from noon until

1 p.m. and on Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. and

on Friday from 10:30 a.m. to noon. More information

may be obtained in person at the SCM office or by

phoning Queen's extension 180 at these times. The

deadline for registration is November 1.

Who says that metal goal posts and

Montreal riot police can't be beat?

20 Queensmen can and did beat them

Saturday around the witching hour.

A group of twelve sturdy Queen's-

men eluded pursuit and assaulted the

last remnants of McGill's pride. The

first half of the goal post fell quickly.

The second however requiredthe young

men to show that side of the Queen's

character which is often overlooked -

that of a towering intelligence.

When this last rampart refused to

bow before sheer might the Queens-

men, with several engineers among

them, retired to plan a strategy of

assault Finally calling upon their vast

knowledge of physical laws they were

able to vanquish the enemy.

However It remained for another

group of keen enthusiasts to bring

this valued price of hardware from

Molson Stadium to Queen's. This group

consisted of not only sevenhearty young

men but also of four young ladies, two

of whom were recruited by a pair of

Queensmen from the ranks of McGill

ladies(?). This group again showed the

same qualities of the first battalion.

The strength of this commando unit

is proved when it is said thatthey were

able to carry a bar of approximately

450 (?) lbs. from Molson Stadium to

the parking lot of a prominent Montreal

hotel. Bravery and initiative was shown

by these Queensmen and women when

faced with the problem of evading not

only the frats of McGill (no great

trick) but also the Metropolitan Mont-

real police force with such tricky

manoevres as doing an "oil thigh"

to hide the pole while two of Montreal*

s

finest stopped to watch.

To add final insult to injury the

persuasive young Queensmen and wo-

men were able to persuade the girls

from McGill to join us in an "oil

thigh".

So that while It can certainly be said

that Coach Tindall's boys did us proud

on the football field of battle, so also

did a small keen group of students

completely dash the final standards of

McGill University.

Strength,

bravery,

initiative
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'Nominations close tonight
1

Confusion
Reigns
With nine days left, only four teams seem to be certain

entrants in the Alma Mater Society election campaign.
Nominations are to be presented at tonight's A.M.S meet-

ing in the McLaughlin Room in the Student Union at 7:00 p.m
The four teams are Chuck Edwards and Jan Lichty Dave

Pakrul and Andy Pipe, Bill Martin and John Mclntyre, and
Doug Meale and Brian Duplante. It Is not known whether
Doug Parsons and Charles Graham, Secretary of the Engin-
eering Society, will accept nomination.

Bob Hobbes and Ray Mathls have withdrawn, apparently
for academic reasons, and Terry Flahiff has dropped out to
support Edwards and Lichty.

Uncertainty seems to be the dominant factor In the elec-
tion so far, according lo the latest JOURNAL poll. Fifty-one
percent of those polled have no opinion as to what is the major
issue of the campaign.

Twelve percent say university government is the major
issue; ten, the relevance if the A.M.S. and its structures; eight
each for housing and S.N.U., followed by seven percent who
say the Issue Is Chuck Edwards and Jan Lichty.

Feeling runs highest on the Issues of openness, the prob-
lems of Kingston, housing and A.M.S. relevancy. While many
students have no opinion on S.N.U., forty-two percent think

its goals are worthwhile, but only eight percent feel Its pro-

posed methods are proper.

Nearly seventy-one percent think there should be open
meetings of university governing boards and sixty-five per-

cent say we should be concerned with the city's problems.

The continuing absence of Rector Oration O'Leary seemed to

be becoming an issue late yesterday.

Here, in percentages, are the results of a random poll

of fifty-nine students carried out yesterday and Sunday:

Should Queen's University re- university?

main a member of the Canad-

ian Union of Students?

Yes No Dn't kno

44 29 27

Are the goals of the Students

for a New University worth-

while?

Yes No Dn't kno

42 29' 29

Are the methods of SNU pro-

per to attain their goals?

Yes No Dn't kno

13 53 34

Should there be openness on

the governing boards of the

Yes No Dn't kno

71 13 16

Should the Alma Mater Society

and the university administra-

tion be concerned with King-

ston and its problems?

Yes No Dn't kno

(5 30 5

Is the AMS Executive relev-

ant to the student during the

course of ordinary events?

Yes No Dn't kno

32 46 22

The average no opinion rate

Is close to twenty-six percent.

Three questions showed close correlation.

Almost all those who supported S.N.U.'s goats favoured

open meetings of university governing bodies, as did 62 per-

cent of all others.

those opposing S.N.U.'s goals opposed concern with Kingston's

problems also supported S.N.U.'s goals, while the majority of

those opposing S.N.U.'s goals opposed cooncern with Kingston's

problems.
Those opposing open meetings also tended to oppose con-

cern with Kingston's problems.

On all three questions, freshmen tended to be more con-

servative than upperclassmen, but engineers' opinions were

almost the same as artsmen's.

Wednesday night the Progressive Conservative Ciub Is

holding an open debate for the candidates. Students a™*!"-

vlted to take part in the debate and the question period. The

meeting will be held in Ellis Hall at 8:30.

Thursday night the Liberal Club is holding a debate In

k the Law Building in Theatres A and B, starting at 6:30.

news briefs

Magic Pumpkin

Ever heard of a pumpkin
turning into a football ? This

one is going to. The "Magic

Pumpkin" is a dance to be

held on HaMoween and all the

proceeds are 'to go towards buy-
ing sports equipment for Norflh

Kingston. The dance is being

sponsored by both Arts '72 and
the liberal CJuJb, and four

bands 'have agreed (to play free

of charge for the evening. It's

eo£itiimes4f-youjlake, and there

Will be a bottle check. The

tickets are $3.00 per couple.

Hopefully $750.00 will be raised

Chat evening.
.

Student Symposia

November 74th symposia fea-

turing world renouned world

figures will be held ait Queen's.

The partiei'panlts will be Ar-

thur Koedtlep, Rene Dubois,

Martin 'Myerson, and Norttmip

frye. The general Itopic of

the symposia is "The University

and the Etirios of Change."

The AMS. Academic Round-

table has organized seminars to

help prepare students and facul-

ty for meaingful participation

in the four different symposia.

Professor John Meisel of the

polities Department is heading

the seminar on KoestHer which

will meet Wednesday «n title

Dunning Hall Conference Room

at 7:00 p.m. Basil Arif, a Micro-

biology Graduate Student, will

conduct Dubois's Thursday
night in 'the Dunning Hall Con-

ference Room. Dr. Lash, of

Civil Engineering will lead the

seminar on Myerson Wednes-

day night in the second floor

common room in the Union.

Senate Poll

Trustees Loan $50,000
to new co-op

By IAIM PEACH

The Board of Trustees approved a loan of

$50,000.00 Saturday for the new AMS student
co-operative housing project on Princess Street,

Last week, the AMS purchased a site for the

project at a total cost of $178,000. The loan

authorized by the board together with an anticip-

ated Central Mortgage and Housing loan for 90%
of the total cost will finance almost all the

construction cost.

The residential-commercial complex is expected
to accomodate 150 to 200 students and will include

a number of educational and recreational facilities.

The trustees* approval of the loan for $50,000
is conditional upon the completion of a satisfactory

economic feasibility study. John Wiggin, co-chair-

man of the committee, said that this will be

ready by the end of November.

Friday evening. Students for a New University

presented a brief on housing to the Board of

Trustees, containing nine specific proposals for

action by this body. Among these proposals was
the $50,000 loan for the new project as well as

a loan to permit the present student co-operative

to expand. "In general, the university must adopt

a 1:1 policy-one unit for each additional student
enrolled at Queen's," said the brief.

An AMS delegation was invited to meet with the

Board on Saturday morning to make a more de-
tailed presentation on the proposed housing develop-
ment loan.

SNU member, Tom Good, who Initiated the pro-
ject said that "we are glad that student action

on the new housing project has paid off."

Co-Chairman of the AMS Housing Committee,
Lome Mussleman on being Informed of the news,
told the Journal "this is more or less what we
are looking for. We are quite pleased with this

reaction."

Rector misses meeting

By CHRIS REDMOND

Rector Grattan O'Leary did not

attend last weekend's meeting of

the university board of trustees.

O'Leary, 79, the only student-

elected board member, told AMS
acting president Dave Pakrul that

he had previous commitments.

Pakrul had been told last Wed-

nesday that O'Leary would come

to Queen's for the meeting and

would meet students informally

Friday afternoon. On Friday the

rector told dean of student af-

fairs Steward Webster, and than

Pakrul, that he could not come,

Pakrul said he had particularly

wanted O'Leary to attend in order

to present to the board a student

request for a loan to build the

proposed AMS residence on Div-

ision Street at Princess.

"I can present it to the board

meeting in two weeks, can't I?"

O'Leary said to Pakrul.

The next board meeting is

actually scheduled for February.

The event in two weeks is the

installation of Dr. J.J. Deutsch

as principal of Queen's. O'Leary

has confirmed that he will attend

O'Leary has attended only one

of the three Trustees meetings

held since he became rector

December 1, 1967.

Pakrul said the question of the

rectorship would be discussed at

this week's AMS executive meet-

ing along with other matters

related to the trustees meeting.

During the prolonged debate on

the rectorship last year, the AMS,

executive voted to ask for s

change In regulations to require

an annual vote of confidence In

the rector. That suggestion was
not followed through.

Yesterday O'Leary refused to

discuss the rectorship with %'

Journal reporter. said he

would be In Kingston in two weeks

and would answer questlona'then.

AMS Housing Committee

Plans Outlined
By HARRY HAWK

Bill Farley, chairman of the AMS Housing Com-

mittee, released a seven-page statement to the

JOURNAL last night outlining the committee's

plan for the year. These included:

n reform in existing residences, such as things

as integrated dining halls for men and wo-

men in iresidence.

an information committee to look ait existing

Student accommodation ait Queen's and to in-

form students of 'the alternatives.

a survey of student 'housing preferences.

n research into alternative types of student

housing like iRochdale College, the student-

operated residence at U of T which integrates

educational and residential facilities.

A -poll of Senate members last

week indicated that most sena-

tors are not ready to announce

their opinions on openness.

Of the 41 non-student sena-

tors ®t present, 26 were con-

tacted. Eighteen said they 'had

not made up their mands or dud

not want Do make their views

known. Three said they favour-

ed letting students and facuRy

atJtend the meetings.

reform in the Housing Service.

a finance committee to help funds for new

housing developed by students.

work with the city in helping to solve the

city-wide housing crisis.

n work wth the Association for Tenant's Action

Kingston (ATAK) to defend tenant's rights.

n participation in planning new student hous-

ing to 'be constructed by the university.

The statement describes the present housing

crisis in Kingston. "Approximately 180 students

are housed in motels and hotels and an unknown

number of others are living in either rooming or

boarding houses which are restrictive, discriminat-

ing and inadequate."

"Private housing in Kingston is saturated and

many poorer families are being evicted to provide

space for higher rent-paying students."

"Students have been able to find some sort of

roof over their heads, but at the expense of the

city's poor and elderly. This will not do."

Mr. Farley attributed the housing shortage to

the rapid increase in university enrolments across

the province in 'the last five years, not to a "den of

malicious old university officials attempting a

great plot against the Student body."

The statement pointed out that the AMS is taking

direct action on housing by — 1) providing fin-

ancing for the new Student co-op which now owns

7 houses and accommodates 68 students; 2) the

new 150 unit housing project on Princess Street to

be developed by the AMS and 3) greatly increased

Student participation in Ifche workings of the Hous-

ing Service.

Mr. Parley stressed the need for more students

to work on 'the committee. Those interested can

contact him at 546-4860 or come to (he next meet-

ing Wednesday Ootober 30 at 7:30 in the McNeil

House common room.
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Student involvement

needs openness
This Thursday the Senate, the governing body of the

university in academic matters, will vote on whether or

not to open its meetings to the faculty and students of

Queen's. * >

The decision on this question is overdue. A year has

elapsed since the AMS plebiscite on openness of the Sen-

ate; the «oard of Trustees, and the Faculty Board. Further

delay cannot be accepted.
.

The students' position on openness is clear. Over

80% of those who voted in the referendum supported

open meetings. This position has been underlined by a

series of resolutions by the AMS executive. Many faculty

members, too, have been asking for more openness in

university decision-making.

In the past year there has been a trend toward open

Senates at Canadian universities. Senate meetings at Si-

mon Fraser University are now open. The University of

British Columbia and McGill voted last month to open

senate meetings.

The statement on information by McGill s senate

committee may well serve as a national model: All in-

formation regarding the university and its activities should

be regarded as public information unless specifically de-

cided otherwise." . . .

The free flow of information is essential as a basis

for intelligent discussions of academic policies, and uni-

versity reform.

last week, Principal Deutsch set up a committee to

study the whole arts and science programme: curriculum,

methods of instruction, grading, and organization. If this

committee is to work effectively, it will require feedback

from students and faculty. Open senate meetings will fur-

ther such discussion and debate.

The move to an open Senate will be in keeping with

the changing nature of university education. The authori-

tarian method is breaking down. More people are ques-

tioning the lecture system in which students are told

what to learn and an examination system which coerces

them into learning prescribed material. .

But this kind of educational system still predomin-

ates; the decisions are imposed from above and the stu-

dent is alienated.

Student involvement, since it is largely excluded

from academic matters, finds outlets in extra-curricular

activities, residence drunks, and football games.

The direction of academic reform in universities must

be toward a more involving type of education, in which

the student participates in the learning process. It means

that students must become involved in choosing course

content and setting up the appropriate methods of learning.

Self-determination in teaching and learning will give

students and faculty the strength to set their own priori-

ties rather than following those imposed by our corpor-

ate society.

For this new approach of direct student involvement

in the learning process to succeed will require student

participation in decision-making at all levels of the uni-

versity.

Senate openness will be a step in the right direction,

decentralizing the authoritarian power structure of the

university and facilitating this kind of educational change.

The Means of Radical Change
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By JOHN SAXBY

Confrontation, violence, compromise,

negotiation, revolution, evolution — rad-

icals, politicians, administrators, and jour-

nalists bandy about quite freely these

cliches as various fashionable means to

generally accepted ends. These ends or

aims are customarily defined or justified

by criteria reflecting basic norms or prin-

ciples. Broadly, such aims comprise so-

cial democracy: tolerance, egalitarianism,

the elimination of artificially-imposed

barriers among men. They have specific

manifestations, viz., social welfare
schemes, educational reform, democrati-

zation of political parlies, reform of bu-

reaucracies, etc. These plans and schema

usually rest on ethical foundations as-

serting the moral primacy of the individ-

ual, and hence of self-determination, tol-

erance of diversity, etc., etc. Such no-

tions are the vernacular of politics today.

Our urbanity complex has replaced such

shopworn (and imported!) concepts as

motherhood, blah, blah, with the refined,

the sophisticated, the lofty.

All the beasts of the political forest,

apparently, subscribe to similar aims and

values these days. Differences and hence

problems arise from varying perceptions,

however. Without impugning anyone's

sincerity, we can observe rather diver-

gent approaches to (for example) stu-

dent participation in university decision

making. One man's definition of social

democracy is not, it seems, synonymous

with his fellows".

In the recent past student access to the

Senate at Queen's (to take a perhaps

overly-familiar example) has been limit-

ed. Removal of some limitations seems

to have wide acceptance as a good thing.

Just how soon students will gain access,

and in what measure, however, is some-

thing else again — and such questions

foment dissidence, both among students

and between students and administra-

tion.

What to do? ONE answer — that of

CNU (Note: there is no particular reason

for choosing SNU. The statements be-

low could apply just as easily to the en-

gineers at Simon Fraser who warned of

possible broken heads if recruiting com-

panies were picketed. My personal pre-

ference is to favour SNU and damn such

engineers, but persona I
-preferences need

not enter the discussion) — is "confron-

tation". The verb "confront" means

"meet face to face" or "face in hostility

or defiance" but, we are informed by

confronters, it is distinct from violence.

Empirically, squatting in front of Collins

Room and letting senators run all over

you is confrontation; stopping them from

doing so (in self-defence?) is violence.

Rather a dicey distinction, wouldn't

you say? Yes. And one inconsistent

with values asserting tolerance, brother-

hood, etc., as summa bona. Violence,

hostility, potential or actual clashes are

foreign to any notions of the moral re-

lativism that we have suggested is wide-

ly espoused. Non-violence action, it is

true, presupposes that the other side

accepts similar basic values and will act

accordingly (it at least predicates effi-

cacy on this assumption). If that sup-

position is unfounded, then for our actor

to respond in a similar manner— inflex-

ibly— is only to perpetuate infamy

through- duplication. A proclamation of

tolerance as you carefully balance a

whacking great chip on your shoulder,

tends thereby lo sound incongruous at

best and facetious at worst. Hostility, in-

flexibility, confrontation and defiance, a

readiness to prostitute instrumental ly

one's basic values for perceived (not

guaranteed) ends: this is the stuff of

which crusaders (warmongers, if you

wish) are made. The history books

rattle with the bones of their victims.^

If the "principle" argument isn't

enough to exclude violence and extrem-

ism as a means to the end of radical

change (for this indeed is what is need-

ed), then there are others. Infexibihty

or violence can be socially disruptive.

It has its own dynamic; it may become

uncontrollable once loosed, provoking

action and reaction spiralling ever up-

wards in intensity. These considerations

loom all the more important if a brother

human's welfare is at stake. Adamancy
— the need to be right, if you wish

—

is the first sign of a vulgar mind. The

intellectual insensitivity of a "hard line

position should have no place in any ac-

tivism—especially the student variety.

The self-proclaimed paragons of justice

and virtue (this includes, most of lis)

should fulfil their chosen role.

Surely by now man can appreciate his

own overwhelming fallibility, and in this

knowledge, refuse to presume? Pre-

sumptuous, pompous asses of whatever

ilk are the bane of mankind. When they

are siudenis, they abjure their very

raison. Presurnptuousness and intellec-

tual arrogance in the—reputed—elite of

academia hurts all the more, because

that's the last place one expects to find

it, and—potentially at least— it is most

dangerous there.

So the next time you take a hard line

towards radicals, engineers, administra-

tors, librarians, the Maple Leafs, liberals,

Liberals, conservatives, Conservatives,

journalists, Journalists, CKLC, and God,

think a bit. The sight of people set in

their ways at the ripe old age of twenty

or twenty-five would make me burst

with laughter if piteous sobs didn't pre-

empt it.
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McGill Band

A year ago, during the half-

time show of the Redmen Band
at the McGill-Queen's football

game at your university, a num-
ber of Queen's supporters ran

onto the field and tried to make
off with souvenirs, such as flags

and hats, of our visiting band.

The offending parties were rel-

atively severely punished by your

judicial system, however, it Is

apparent that such penalties as

may be Imposed are by no means
a deterrent

Saturday, October 12, of this

year saw the Redmen Band once

again attacked following the

game. In the vicious struggles

that ensued over the private pro-

perty of the band, to wit, hats,

flags and Instruments, at least

three people were sent to hos-

pital for medical treatment, hats,

flags, lyres and music were lost

or stolen, a slide trombone wai
bent, and a clarinet was destroy-

ed. One of those sent to hospital

was a majorette who refused to

surrender her baton to a drunken

student, whereupon the baton was

forced into her stomach.

It should be noted, of course,

that the instigators of these

"pranks" are few in number. It

Is my purpose in writing, how-

ever, to make known to you the

fact that the attitude of the cam-

pus as a whole should be changed

to prevent further scars on the

reputation of Queen's. Theft and

wilful destruction of property by

a few should not be condoned by

the student body as a whole.

The roar of approval and laugh-

ter that met the charge of the

few last year, is symptomatic of

the disease that has seized

Queen's recently. This attack was
a terrible breach of manners and
should have been met with dis-

gust,

The McGill university Redmen
Marching Band, therefore, has

decided to avoid playing at

Queen's next year. This is not

to be interpreted as a threat or

snub in any way, shape or form.

It Is simply that we cannot accept

any longer the costs of property

loss, nor can we accept the toll

of personal injury brought on by

the post-game skirmish.

There once was a time whenthe

trip to Queen's was a highlight of

the season for us, but now, gone

is the hospitality, good will, and

warmth we once found there.

For reasons of personal safety

and protection of private prop-

erty, we have decided that in

future we will be unable to per-

form at Queen's.

Yours sincerely,

D.H. EDMONDS
Drum Major and

Co-Director,

McGill University

Redmen Marching Band

!



By HAMAR FOSTER

"You (Americans) killed women and children in

Bay of Pigs. You bombed the first decent houses, the

first schools, the first hospitals of Cubans who never

before, during the long American protectorate over

Cuba, had a roof, an alphabet, or their health. And

you did it in the name of liberty, democracy, and free

enterprise. What do you want us tothink of these nice-

sounding words when in their names a population 1b

murdered and the first roofs of concrete welfare are

destroyed? We think the same as Simon Bolivar did

150 years ago: 'The U.S.A. seems destined by Prov-

idence to plague us with all kinds of evils in the name
of liberty."

Carlos Fuerites,

Mexican novelist

The above quotation could refer to the Korean war,

the 1954 Guatemala intervention, the Dominican Re-

public fiasco of 1965, and the Viet Nam war today,

among others. To the Third World, the U.S. does In-

deed "bestride the narrow world like a colussus",

fighting a misguided, tragic, and above all danger-

ous battle against-what? Usually It is against "Inter-

national Communism", whether this label can be

reasonably used or not Usually it is fought to save

democracy, protect someone's rights, or honour a

committment invariably made to a dictator like Diem

or Syngman Ehee. Usually the effort ends In divided

countries, empty treaties, and untold misery, bit-

terness, and suffering.

It seems that much of this is because the U.S.

has chosen to ignore two important facts of contem-

porary international affairs: one, the practical inevit-

ability of revolution and two, the power and example

of Communist China. As Segal points out in the race

war, this led, in the Korean war, to "the spectacle of a

United States in military alliance with Portugal, on

excellent diplomatic terms withSouthAfrica, and help-

ing fight a brutal colonialwarinlndo-China. . .raging

sell-righteously against China's disregard for the

liberty and independence of other peoples." This also

explains the embarrassment the U.S. mustfeeltoday to

denouncing Russian intervention to Czechoslovakia, to

light of U.S. intervention in Vietnam. It helps to explain

the farce of Chiang Kai-shek's dictatorship and its

seat on the U.N. Security Council as one of the five

major (!) world powers. Perhaps it even helps to ex-

plain why the Americans talk peace and yet have over

a million soldiers outside their borders. China sur-

rounded by the largest American troop concentration

to the world and staring attheguns of the 7th fleet and

the Polaris nuclear missiles pointed at them, talK

tough; could we expect Nixonto only talk if the Chinese

had an equal amount of hostile troops to Mexico and

patrolled their fleet-such as it isn't--a few miles off

Miami? Again as Segal puts it, "Can the United States

complain with her own long-proclaimed Monroe Doc-

trine of preserving Latin America as a sphere of in-

fluence, that China should want a friendly or neutral

ring around her?" And there is reason to believe that

that Is all China wants. It was in fact U Thant who

pointed out that there has not been a single instance of

outside help to the Burmese communists. Why? Be-

cause, he says, the Burmese government has never

sought outside military assistance against her indigen-

ous communist underground. If it had, said Thant,

"Burma would have experienced one of the two alter-

natives: either the country would be divided in two

parts or the whole country would have become com-

munist long ago." South and North Vietnam, South

and North Korea, and East and West Germany are not

solutions-unless you consider the Vietnam war, the

Pueblo incident, and the several Berlin crises solu-

tions.

The saga of American perversity in foreign affairs

is a long one: the crushing of the arbenz government

of Guatemala to 1954 because it nationalized the Am-

erican United Fruit Company, the Bay of Pigs and the

general hostility of the U.S. toCastro, who threw out a

corrupt regime and who not only was not a communist

but also was opposed by the Cuban communist party;

Johnson's intervention to the Dominican Republic, etc,

etc. And of course, Vietnam.

Vietnam is costing thirty billion dollars ayear-a

sum which, if distributed evenly among the 16,000,000

inhabitants of South Vietnam would give them the Men

-

est peTcapita income in the world. It costs between

S600\000 and a million dollars to Mil one Viet Cong-

„d as Pat Paulson points out, UB.J, and his robber

barons could buy them offforlessthanthat In reality,

of course, It would be no easier to bribe a Viet Cong

in 1968 than a member of the French Renaissance in

1944, both of whom fought and are fighting for their

country and their people. If you doubt it, consider

President Elsenhower's statement that had free elec-

tions been held to the south to 1954-56 as prescribed

in the Geneva accords, 80% of the populace would have

voted for Ho Chi Mtoh, the man who fought to get both

the Japanese and the French out of his homeland, not

to mention the Americans.

Vietnam policy is understandable to part, however,

when you consider who has helped to shape it Secre-

tary of State Dean Rusk understands South East Asia

as poorly as he did China when, as Assistant Secretary

for Far Eastern Affairs (he had never been in the far

east) he announced on May 18, 1951: "The Peking re-

gime (Mao's) may be a colonial Russian government

It is not the government of China. It does not

nass the first test It is not Chinese. It is not entitled

to speak for China. . -the National Government of the

Republic of China (Formosa). . .more authority rep-

resents the views of the great body of the people in

China."

Rusk does not mention the thousands Chiang Kai-

Shek slaughtered to take over Formosa, nor does he

mention Secretary Acheson's 1949 White Paper re-

marks (made when Chiang was still on the mainland)

that the Kuomintang "had lost the confidence of Its

own troops and its own people" and that the Chinese

civil war which ended in a communist victory "was

the product of internal Chinese forces, forces which

this country (U.S.) tried to control and could not"

Reflecting upon how Rusk's remarks concerning "a

colonial Russian government" square with those of

his superior, Acheson, and with the Sine-Sorret split

it is a moot point whether Rusk is as confused now

as he was in 1951 or even more so. In the light of his

testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Com-

mittee earlier this year, the answer seems to be

nearer the latter alternative.

Perhaps another quotation will illustrate what the

United States has bitten off in this post-war world. It

is from the remarks made by a high official of the

Organization of American States to John GerassL

former correspondent for Time and Newsweek, at

Punta del Este, where the alliance for Progress was

initiated in August 196L It complements and Illum-

ines the remarks of Carlos Fuentes quoted atthe head

of this article:

"The United States is trying to stop Castro, nothing

more. That it may do; money andguns can stop a man.

But it will never stop Castroism. True reforms re-

quire planning, state planning at all levels, not to

mention ex-proprlation and nationalisations, which is

exactly what the United States hopes to avoid. That's

why nothing will stop Castroism-except occupation

armies of course. Castroism means getting rid of

all the junk that leads our countries. It means

wholesale reforms. More than that it means a new

life, at least for those who have never seen a doctor,

eaten a chicken, or been inside a school. You and I,

we belong to the bourgeoisie, the unadaptable class.

We shall not survive if Castroism wins, but the

masses of Latin America will not really begin to

live unless it does. And what makes the difference

today Is that even the masses know it"

And finally, the last word goes to U.N. Secretary

General U Thant who has tried so hard to open

western eyes to what Is happening In the Third

World:

"In Asia, Africa, and Latin America, living stand-

ards have remained stationary, or have even de-

clined. Throughout the last decade, the fall in the

price of raw materials, while priming the affluent

societies of the west has not only cancelled out the

sum total of western aid, but In many cases has led

to an absolute drop to national Income. One great

lesson of this phenomenon Is that the world will not

live in harmony so long as two-thirds of its in-

habitants find difficulty to living at all."
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How the University

Serves the

Empire

By D. G. MACDO NELL

Since the Second World War the U.S. government

has been continually attempting to increase inter-

national university co-operation and make it

EFFICIENT. The first involvement was in Europe

(in 1951 a Ford Foundation grant helped to set up

the University of Berlin), and since then there has

been a growing interest in Latin America and Asia.

In 1959 the American State Department called in the

Ford Foundation to see how the university could be

more deeply involved in international affairs. Large

sums of money have been circulated from the Govern-

ment as an aid to this co-operation and some of

the results of this co-operation can be seen in the

following case studies.

In 1951 Michigan State University began work with

the national university in Columbia, later in Okinawa,

and later in Sao Paulo Brazil. The main project

however was work-in Vietnam. A contract was signed

between the U.S. gov't and M.S.U. in 1955 and as a

result as many as fifty M.S.U. professors helped

write a constitution for South Vietnam. They set

up a civil service in Viet Nam, reorganized the old

French Surete into a modern and effective espionage

agency and transformed the police force into an

efficient secret police organization. In all this they

have never questioned U.S. foreignpolicy whichplaced

them there and which thereby they are supporting.

In fact many of the staff were CIA agents. The

Michigan State story is carefully documented in the

April '66 issue of Ramparts magazine.

Project Camelot was a study of the potential for

internal warfare in five selected Latin American

countries sponsored by the Department of Defence.

It came to light after the U.S. intervention in the

Dominican Republic when one of the researchers

was on vacation in Chile. This is much more recent

than the M.S.U. example and an important aspect

of this is that it was not a CIA project It was a

programme in which the university professors tried

to create a theory of stability and revolution. They

were to get 1 1/2 million dollars for the first year

of the project - and It is not essential that they

were paid by the Pentagon. The important fact is

that they assume the structures of the societies

they study and see revolution as a breakdown of the

structure - that is the kind of sociology they teach

at home and will teach abroad when university

co-operation grows. These professors were not

coerced by business men - they were (and many

are) enterpreneurs. The hold of the U.S. in the world

economy is largely supplied by the form of capital

known as Research and Development and professors

are today playing the role of the railroad builders

in the nineteenth century.

As Stanley K. Sheinbaum, the former co-ordlnator

of the Viet Nam project at M.S.U. said, "On every

campus from Harvard to Michigan State, the story

is the same. The social science professor, trained

(not educated) to avoid the bigger problems, is off

campus expertising for his government or industry

client whose assumptions he readily adopts. His

students are mechanically led through the same social

science materials by a less competent instructor or

a graduate assistant, and they will be as little exposed

to questions of judgment and the applications of wisdom

as was the professor In the first place."

To understand the role played by these professors,

and many more at universities all over North America,

we must understand that the imperialist today is

not the greedy capitalist trying to exploit the poor

nations. English imperialism was well intentloned,

organized and run by liberals and social democrats

and appealed to some of the finest people in England.

Today the universities, especially those in North

America are increasingly taking over control of the

cultural and economic life of the poor nations.

Canada's chief involvement so far is with the West

_ Indies. The priorities seem to be set and all of us

will increasingly see the university not as a running

dog, or lap dog but as one of the leading dogs of

imperialism. Most of us will confront these problems

in the internal life of the university. The most

important role of the university Is helping people

to form a consciousness of themselves in relation-

ship to others and the rest of the world - of finding,

as C. Wright Mills says, "the intersection between

biography and history." Our understanding should

be a critical understanding - even more creative,

leading to the formation of an individual culture.

The present situation does not permit this.

In almost every country the university is careeris.

The fact that most students are making careers is

no accident The careerist nature of the university is

directly supported by the structures of imperialism

and of those who dominate the Third World. While

it Is true that many of the greatest social and political

thinkers have been scientists the type of professional

education now holding sway considers the question

once asked by ethical or philosophical thinkers to

be Ideological. While we shouldn't be against good

bridge builders we must be against bridge builders

who don't understand their relation to the rest of

society.

To Go Down Or

Not To Go

By DOUG PARSONS

It is well nigh time that Canadians did something about the state of techno-
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the parson,

trained in them decide to go south to work. Thus, a large percentage of the money

grtteo to ttese schools ($46.6 million in 1967-68 fiscal year) is used to pro-

vide capable personnel for the American system, not ours

Why in fact do Canadian engineers and scientist, go to the "-^MoKy? Maybe

but people also spend more in the States. Living conditions^

^

c^ls

and Florida have better winters than Ontario but-.for «-
"J*^*2

U.S. and Southern Canada have comparable weather. At any rate, the threat ot

the draft tends to offset the above.
r.„.H. in the areas where the training

The real reason i, the lack of challenge in Canada to*^e^e^ destolJ
can be applied. Most industries in Canada are content to mnvlasam goon «

J2U Canar1^^ZTX\ZZZ^

expand industrial research and development In Canada. Such an expansion would not

only create the needed opportunities forexercislngbralns.but also would accelerate

the Canadian economy for the designs and Ideas (and Canadian researchers are a,

capable of producing good ideas in Canada as they have been in the U.S.) could be

sold to interested groups on either side of the border, or oversea, for that matter.

Furthermore, the real challenges for Canadians lie in solving specific Canadian

problems. Thus an expansion In research would mean that we could get to work on

such things as transportation (especially over long distances), telecommunications,

marine sciences, pollution (before it reaches the magnitudes found in theiU.S>.J

energy and power technology, northern development, and a host of other problems

that face us, we would not have to wait until someone In New York or Los Angeles

decides to come to our rescue. .

The problem of course is money. Such an expansion would require large-scale

expenditure. To make the expenditure worthwile, the government should carefuLy

decide what problems are going to be attacked first and then concentrate to deal

In those areas rather than taking the top off many but accomplishing utue. ine

funds presently available are limited but they must be used If the exodus Is to step.

If Canada Is to become economically Independent of the U.S. to any extent, ana u

any of the problems particular to Canada are to be solved.
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Bang Bang We own you

By TOM GOOD

Canada is part of a world - wide industrial empire. The tentacles

of the empire reach out to most of world's far - flung natural re-

sources and pull them in to the industrial centres and consumer

markets of the prosperous nations. The rules of international trade,

foreign investment, political alignments and military power are the

means by which the empire asserts itself.

The industrial empire is an elite group comprising less than a

quarter of the world's population. It is essentially an American em-

pire with Western Europeans, whites in the British Commonwealth,

Japanese, as the junior members. The Communist countries are ex-

cluded for political reasons, and the rest of Dhe world, living on the

margins of subsistence in the rural areas of Asia, Africa and Latin

America, are simply irrelevant ao the industrial empire.

The economic operations of the empire are directed by huge priv-

ately - owned corporations. Most of these corporations are Ameri-

can - dominated and emerged from tube political vacuum and econo-

mic disarray following the Second World War. At the end of the

war the United States found that it owned three - quarters of 'the

world's supply of productive capital, since most of the rest of the

world had never been able to accumulate any. In the last twenty

years the multi-national corporations have grown phenomenally.

Productive capital, once accumulated tends to snowball: capital gen-

erates profits, which are reinvested in capital, which in turn gener-

ates more profits. In 1946 American foreign investment was $17.7

billion; by 1963 it had snowballed to Over $80 billion.

By all the measure of the GNP worshippers Canada has done weld

as a junior partner in the industrial empire. Canada's annual gross

national product (usually capitalized, like God) is over $60 billion,

$3,000 for every man, woman and child, compared with a per capita

income in 'the U.S. of $3,750, and leas than $100 per person in large

parts of the world. Wages in Canada are two to 'three times as high

as western Europe and about thirty times as high as India. And if

Canada entered into a complete economic union with the United

States, it is estimated that she could increase her GNP fay a further

10%.

The government of the United States bears the primary

responsibility for maintaining the industrial empire.

The industrial empire is an elite group compris-

ing less than a quarter of the world's population.

But membership in the industrial empire is not without costs.

Canada pays the economic and political price for foreign ownership

and economic dependence.

Every year foreign companies buy up more of Canada's resources;

every year they ship more profits out of the country. At present an

estimated 1% billion is shipped to the United States each year, a

large portion coming from resource ba^ed industries. Because of

this huge outflow, Canada is now a net exporter of funds to the U.S.

not a net importer (as our politicians would have us believe). But

despite this fact, American ownership continues to grow. Between

1960 and 1965 U. S. gross diredt investment in Canada was $14 bil-

In the industrial empire, the Canadian Parliament

is reduced to a regional government.

Through their control over scarce productive capital, international

corporation? .largely determine the course of economic development

in dozens of countries. It is in the interest of these companies, and

the industrial nations of which they are an extension, to invest in

extracting natural resources, Vast quantities of industrial raw ma-

terials are required to sustain and expand the industrial machine

and the mass consumption economy. The international corporations,

to guarantee their profits, security and expansion, must acquire

ever more raw materials to feed the industrial empire. Forty per

cent of American equity abroad is in mining and petroleum alone.

The government of the United Stales bears the primary political

responsibility for maintaining the industrial empire. In terms of

foreign aid, this mean; investing in social overhead capital (roads,

port facilities, electric power) in foreign countries so that it will be

profitable for the corporate giants to move in. In terms of foreign

policy, it means maintaining in power governments favourable to

American investment, overthrowing governments with intentions to

Canadian resources are being pulled into the Am-
erican orbit through trade and foreign ownership.

lion. Of this, only $2 billion was financed by U. S. capital inflows;

by far the largest part was financed in, Canada through profits and

depreciation and depletion allowances. So Canada pays more and

more to the U.S. and got- deeper in debt at the same time.

The political implications are even more serious. In the industrial

empire, the Canadian Parliament is reduced to a regional govern -

ment. Foreign policy is set in Washington; economic policies are

determined in a rather decentralized manner by the international

corporations and the American government. The regional govern-

ments are essentially administrative units, with the power to make

modest amendments to policy, and to settle domestic quarrels. The

industrial empire not only -affects economic development and politi-

cal sovereignty, it also shapes in large part Canada's values and in-

stitutions. It is reflected in everything from research and technical

change to the organization of human beings by the corporate giants

and international unions.

No assessment of the industrial empire can stop at Canada's bor

ders, No one can close his eyes to the widespread economic depriva-

tion and in many cases the military coercion or suppression of

three quarters of the world's population.

nationalize, and fighting continuous battles on the frontiers of the

empire — both along the borders with Communist countries, and

between the urban and rural areas of the under-developed world.

In the Twentieth Century man has used up more national re-

sources than in all previous centuries combined. Most of these re-

sources have been consumed in the affluent nations, and their

hunger for more is increasing.

Despite the projected world-wide shortage of energy and mineral

supplies, Canada has a projeoted surplus of almost alii natural re-

sources.

Canadian mineral resources are important now and will become

increasingly vital to the functioning of the industrial machine. Be-

cause of their location, they are particularly significant to the

United States, which faces enormous domestic shortages. It is not

surprising, then, that Canadian resources are being pulled into the

American orbit through .trade and foreign ownership.

Since 1946 the Canadian mining industry has been growing at the

remarkable rate of 8.7% per year to satisfy the increasing foreign

demand. Canada now exports about $5 billion a year of raw and

semi-processed materials (8% of GNP); in the last five years ex-

ports to the United Stales have doubled. Canada currently exports

virtually all its gold to the U.S.; jtwo-thirds of its iron, silver, zinc,

asbestos; and one-half of its nickel south of the border. The Can-

adian-American Committee, making projections for 1980, expects

large increases in all mineral resource exports to the United States.

In 1946 American foreign investment was $17.7
billion; by 1963 it had snowballed to over $80 billion.

More and more Canadian resources taken from the ground are

bought on American markets; at the same time, more and more re-

sources still in the ground are sold to American companies. In the
period 1950 to 1965 American equity investment in Canada increas-

ed five-fold to S15.2 billion. In 1961 American owned 54% of the
capital-employed in Canadian mining, 51% in petroleum, and 43%
in palp and paper.

More and more Canadian resources taken from the

ground are bought on American markets; at the same
time, more and more resources still In the ground are

sold to American companies.

The central question of Canadian politics is whether this country

wants to remain part of the industrial empire. Indecision will mean

that Canada will drift into the future as it has drifted in the past.

The decision to withdraw, however, will mean charting a new course

based on different social values than the American Empire.

The withdrawal will be caused by the coincidence of strong econo-

mic and political pressures for change. The central demand will be

repatriation of the economy to give Oanadians economic and politi-

cal control over their country.

It means maintaining in power governments favour-

able to American investment, overthrowing governments

with intentions to nationalize, and fighting continuous

battles on the frontiers of the empire.

In economic terms repatriation will offer an opportunity to ration-

alize economc production, since the present branch-plant economy

of American subsidiaries is inefficient and costly. It will also per-

mit more scientific research in Canada.

Politically, repatriation will give Canada more sovereignty in

foreign and domestic affairs. It will give French Canadians some of

ithe protection they seek from Americanization and cultural destruc-

tion. And by destroying the branch-plant, it will permit the reor-

ganization of Canadian industry toward a more decentralized system

in when employees participate much more in determining the firm's

policies. Economic repatriation, although technically difficult, is

by no means impossible for Canada, to achieve. However, repatria-

tion can only be carried out if Canadians decide to create a society

fundamentally different from the United States.

Economic repatriation is essential to achieve that society.
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are the most obvious

products of war. There are other consequences

that live on; other ruins that cannot be rebuilt.

At 22, he graduated from
an American university and
volunteered to serve with
an international agency do-
ing social work in Vietnam.
Ai 23, he had won the con-
fidence of the people of his

district and was helping
them modernize their agri-

cultural methods and in turn

improve their living condi-

tions. At 24, he was cap-
tured and shot to death by
by the Viet Cong.

The street is active with military vehicles and wan-

dering pedestrians. In the middle of the sidewalk rests

a haggard woman with a baby pulling at a withered

breast. She raises her tin cup in salute to the passersby.

The people are getting fed up with beggars.

The middle of the night;

the neon eyes have closed,

and the city is silent. Along
the river, near the docks,
two small figures approach
me. Fellow vagrants—one
is nine, the other five. In

broken English they manage
to tell me that their parents
were killed and that they
have come to Saigon toget-
her. They sleep here every
night; where else could they
go in a city of three million

strangers? I give them
some newspaper to lie on,
and together we bed down.

The beggar appeared unannounced on
the street corner, a new arrival from the rav-

aged countryside. His shirt was ragged; his

pants ended abruptly, for he had no legs.

His arms were abbreviated stumps, convenient

for sliding across the pavement to block the

way and point with an imaginary hand at his

empty cup.

For two years he gave up the luxuries of America

to work as a teacher in a village in central Vietnam. One
day he expelled the district chief's son from his class-

room. Shortly after, his life was threatened and he was
forced to leave. He returned to the U.S.A. and was draft-

ed.

On this page are some personal im-

pressions by Brad Lucas, a Queens

student who recently spent three

months in Vietnam.

The bed was groaning

and so was the sweating

G.I. Under him lay a fra-

gile 18-year-old girl who,

three months ago, had left

her rural home to work as

a prostitute in Saigon. For

500 piastres (about three

dollars at black market

rates) the G.I. could have

her for a 'short-time". For

1000 piastres he could have

her all night. The syphilis

was free.
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offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

will conduct campus interviews on

November 6, 7 and 8

POST GRADUATES-GRADUATES-
UNDERGRADUATES

Honours Geological Sciences Permanent and summer em-

ployment (Arts and Science)

Geological Sciences Permanent and summer employment

(Applied Science)
Physics and Geology - Permanent and summer employment

Geological Engineering - Permanent and summer employment
Engineering Physics - Permanent and summer employment
(Geophysics Option)
Mathematics and Engineering - Permanent employment

Honours Physics - Permanent employment
Honours Physics and Mathematics - Permanent employment
Mining Engineering - Permanent employment
Chemical Engineer?'";, - Permanent employment

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

MAY BE MADE THROUGH
THE UNIVERSITY'S PLACEMENT OFFICE

PROGRESSIVE

CONSERVATIVE

CLUB

DR. RICHARD POTTER

MLA QUINTE says

OUR "DEMOCRATIC"

SYSTEM IS A SHAM !

ARE YOU CONCERNED ?

ARE YOU SATISFIED

WITH EDUCATION,

HEALTH SERVICES,

ANYTHING . . . ?

— COME AND

TELL HIM —

WED., OCT. 30

7:00 P.M.

ELLIS AUDITORIUM

"The University and the

Ethics of Change"

SYMPOSIUM

Preparation Seminars

Wed., Oct. 30 - 7:00 P.M.

ARTHUR KOESTLER—Con-

ference Room

2nd floor Dunning Hall

The mind and change • led by

Dr. John Meisel

MARTIN MEYERSON — 2nd

floor common room

Student's Union

environmental effects — led

by Dr. S. D. Lash

Thurs., Oct. 31 — 7:00 P.M.

REN DUBOS — Conference

Room

2nd floor Dunning Ball

Biological control — led by

Basil Arif

Using advance copies of Sym-

posium papers, developed dis

cussion leading to a better

appreciation of the Nov. 1th

Symposium.

Charles Craft of Canada

Presents

at

VANS Smoke and Gift

Centre

Mirror Go Lightly (reg. $34.95)

and

ABSOLUTELY FREE

Beauty Mate Electric Comb (reg. $7.95)

all for the SUPER SAVING PRICE OF

$34.95

come in and save

Students have found the Yellow

Pages one of the most useful

reference books around. They

know it's the one sure place to

find everything they need —
quickly and easily. As Confucious

once said, "Orient thyself". Look

first in the Yellow Pages. Wear
out your fingers instead of

yourself.

let your fingers do the walking
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We don't want to burn
"Burning is not something the CAATs want to bother with.

The image that CUS has created is not what we want" Wade
Smith of Mohawk College told delegates at college's studentSs as-
sociation here this weekend.

Smith, head of the priorities

I committee, stressed co-operation

with administrations, "but this

doesn't mean we are going to

knuckle-under. We will try every-

thing possible to get what we
want".

He thought that individually

was the most important thing lo

come out of the conference.

"There is a lot of stress on the

I individual student", commented
^^^C^^HHBI^i^ifl Smith, "In the association and in

the colleges themselves".

Personally he favours a fifty-fifty split of students and
administration-faculty on governing boards of educational in-

stitutes. "It's the coming thing". As for administrators.

Smith , had only the highest praise, "it is just the antiquat-

ed system that holds things back".

"We do not want complete control — we students real-

ize that we are not that smart yet", he said. The CAAT
have a similar governing structure similar to that of the

universities, but there is much more government control.

Smith added.

When asked about student strikes like those at the

junior colleges in Quebec, Smith said he disapproves. "Who
wants to go on strike? This isn't a union is it?" he asked.

OUS Membership Rejected
Delegates to the Colleges of Applied Arts and Tech-

nology Students' Association of Ontario rejected immediate
membership in the Ontario Union of Students at their meet-
ing this weekend.

The priorities committee recommended that the asso-

ciation establish a liaison with OUS and CUS by exchang-

ing observers at meetings, but did not like the idea of

joining en masse.

Northland College in Kirkland Lake had suggested

membership in OUS for all the other colleges, but was
voted down. Most of the other colleges felt that member-
ship is not justified when the philosophies of the two as-

sociations are not similar. Len McGuire of George Brown

College in Toronto, said that the majority of the students

do not have time for solving the world's problems. "They

need to work out their own problems, and not involve them-

selves in polities".

He says that the main purpose of the association should

be to represent the students. "If we represent the students,

we've gone 100 percent as far as we expected to", he said.

CAAT students organize
Public image stressed

One hundred delegates repre-
senting nearly 25,000 community
college students across Ontario
met this weekend at the LaSalle
Hotel to form the Colleges of Ap-
plied Arts and Technology Stu-
dents' Association of Ontario.

All delegations bu< one voted for

approval of a consiiiution which
would set-up a loose association
to improve the public image of

the colleges and their students
and to Improve communications
between them.

The dissenting delegation was
from Niagara College which fav-

oured a strong, centralized fed-

eration, with an emphasis on sol-

ving student problems.

The Association will have no
central organization structure.

Instead, Its work will be carried

out by co-ordinators at each mem-
ber college. There will be a head
co-ordinator In charge of confer-

ences selected from the college to

host the upcoming conference.

The formation of the association

still has to be approved by the

students of the various schools.

"Won't it be a big joke. If we
don't have the association", quip-

ped one delegate from Mohawk
College. "Lots of stress has been

placed on the involvement of the

individual student. We feel that

we should give a complete report

to our students and let them de-

cide".

At the beginning, the associa-

tion will be open only to com-
munity colleges, but the constitu-

tion can be amended so that any

college or university in Ontario

can join.

Gord Goldsworthy, of Centennial
In Toronto, the present Head Co-
ordinator was pleased with the
conference. "If has installed a
new awareness that results can
be achieved by co-operative ef-

forts".

A strong federation will come
when it is desired, said Golds-
worthy, but "It will come grad-
ually as a natural evolution. When
everyone wants one, they will
back it. One cannot put a date on
that time".

He isn't too disturbed about
Niagara who didn't vote for the
association. "Because of the con-
cept, they are members", he said.

Any campus working towards the

betterment of students Is prac-
tically a member.
"The strongest factor of our as-

sociation" says Goldsworthy, "Is
that each college can be Indepen-

dent and maintain Its autonomy.
The concept was adopted whole-
heartedly, while the organization

was questioned by some. It is

student oriented, not a political

oligarchy".

The idea of a community col-

lege student association was first

discussed at a meeting last spring

in Toronto attended by thirteen of

the colleges.

Delegates had trouble
KINGSTON (USI)—Delegates to the CAAT conference here this

weekend had many problems. They were never sure of what they

could do in the way of policy and communications until they knew
what kind of organization they were going to have — and that was
not until Sunday., morning.

During the Priorities Committee meeting, a motion was de-

feated that would have set-up a steering committee to study hous-

ing. "It's not our responsibility", argued one delegate. "In other

words, we aren't going to deal with the housing problem? How
long is this going to go on?" asked another, "Five minutes", was
the reply, as a motion was passed setting up a committee at each

college to study Individual housing needs.

Another delegate came wandering out of the Constitution Com-
mittee. "Neubtus, is that the word?" he asked. "They Just spej*

all day wondering what Ihe purpose of this organization is".

A student from Queen's was commenting later that the asso-

ciation wasn't strong enough. "Everyone here is conservative. You

need a strong secretariat", he said.

"That isn't what we want!" answered a delegate.

One minute there would be arguing, later delegates would be

agreeing. Everyone was basicly interested in the same thing. There

were lots of democratic compromises, and most of the delegates feel

they have accomplished something.

New College Springs From Basement, Old Farm
By RON MASTINE

"A lot of people think we are trade

schools — which we are not", says Jack
Barr, student president at St. Lawrence
College in Kingston.

Scattered between Loyalist Collegiate

and Vocational Institute and a temporary

building on the corner of King and Ports-

mouih streets are several hundred post-

secondary students who are betting their

future on two-year-old St. Lawrence College

of Applied Arts and Technology.

The function of St.

Lawrence, Barr said.

Is "to graduate stu-

dents to fulfill the in-

dustrial needs of the

I community". B. C.

I Short, president of St.

U Lawrence College,

^3 said in a speech Oc-

tober 7 that the col-

U leges "are designed

I to overcome the tra-

|dltfonal obstacles to

post-secondary educa-

tion, which you rec-

ognize as being geo-

graphic, economic,

educational status,

and motivation".

The students are aware of this dif-

ference; but Barr declared the first-year

engineering course he took at Carleton

University is the same as first-year en-

gineering technology at St. Lawrence.

Since community colleges are a new ven-

ture in education, the graduates are un-

tested and the college Is faced with the

problem of creating an image.

St. Lawrence offers a wide range of

courses in engineering technology, com-

puter data, processing, general business,

childhood care, and practical arts. One,

two, and three-year programmes are qIv-

BARR

en, and certificates are awarded to grad-

uates.

Attending a community college does

not mean a student cannot go on to univer-

sity. Assistant registrar H. W. Sterne said

Queen's will admit a graduate of the two-

year programme with high standing to the

first year of a degree course, and three-

year graduates with high standing are al-

lowed to enler second year.

It is the trade-school image which

turns away many prospective students.

"They (the public) refer to us as prod-

ucts", Barr declared.

St. Lawrence College was set up In

May 1967. Established by the Ontario gov-

ernment, it was to serve as a community

college for six counties. Because of the

large area, St. Lawrence was divided be-

tween campuses at Cornwall and King-

ston.

For the first year of operation, the

Kingston campus was situated in the ren-

ovated basement and a first-floor wing of

Loyalist Collegiate and Vocational Institute.

That year, with an enrollment of about

250 in Kingston, was a year of organizing

and founding experiments. This year, with

an enrollment of about 550, the project is

more established, and the college will grad-

uate the first class. The enrollment Is ex-

pected to double annually for a few years,

and the necessary facilities are being built

as quickly as possible.

A 60-acre grant of land, formerly part

of the Kingston Psychiatric Hospital, has

been given to St. Lawrence. A complete

building complex Is under construction;

the first buildings should be ready in 1969.

For this year LCVI is the centre of

the polytechnical division; the applied arts

have moved to a temporary building on the

new campus. An old farmhouse on the

campus houses the offices of the student

government and student newspaper, and a

student-operated snack bar.

Athletics are organized and subsidized

jy the students; the facilities of the King-

ilon YM-YWCA are used for gymnasium

sports. The hockey team Is the college's

pride.

The student government consists of a

Student Administrative Council. Its con-

stitution Is an adaptation of the Queen's

AMS constitution.

"There are a number of areas where

Queen's students and CAAT students could

get together", former AMS president Chuck

Edwards said. Barr said one of the main

problems which will develop in the next

few years for CAAT students, as for

Queen's students. Is housing. Though In-

tended to be a community college, St. Law-

rence now has students coming from Ot-

tawa, Toronto, Hamilton, and northern

New York.

The administration has given the stu-

dent government control of student park-

ing facilities, the bookstore, and lockers

as means of Increasing revenues. Initia-

tion has been banned, but there is an orien-

tation programme. On co-operation be-

tween students and administration, Ban-

said, "There's no problem".

The administration Is under the Ontario

department of education, with a board of

regents and a board of governors chosen

from the surrounding community. The

students are allowed to attend meetings

of the board of governors.

The faculty, for the most part, are In-

dustrial men. Thoy are paid salaries com-

parable to business appointments, so that

the college can attract a very capable fa-

culty. The small size of the college allows

for seminar classes and close student eon-

tact with the Instructors.
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29
1 I

THURSDAY, OCTOBER3
4 p.m.—SNU Action Committee,

2nd Floor Common Room,
Students' Union

7:30 AMS Meeting, McLaughlin

Room. Students' Union

7-30 Queen's Debating Union

General Meeting, Students'

Union
8:00 French Dept., Lecture Km.

101, Kingston Hall

8:00 Committee on Teaching and

learning, Collins Room,
Students' Union

8:00 Costume Hallowe'en Party.

International Centre, Men:

50c. Women: Free

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30

All Day-Art Centre tour of To-

ronto collections

12-30 Prof Simeon (Pol. Studies)

"The U.S. Election", Inter-

national Centre

2-30 Chinese Club movie

& "Travel with a Sword"

5:30 Odeon Theatre

5-30 PHESA General Meeting,

Dunning HalL Rm. 14

7-00 Queen's Camera Quo—
"Colour Photography after

Dark", Dunning Hall 104.

7:00 Koestler Seminar Confer

ence Rm., Dunning
7-00 Meyerson Seminar led by

Dr S. D. Lash, 2nd Floor.

Common Room, Students'

Union
7:00 Folk Club Meeting, Alexan

;

der Poison Room, Students

Union
7:00 Queen's Progressive Conser-

vative dub — Dr. Richard

Potter speaking on health

services in Ontario, educa-

tion, and the "democracy?"

of our system.

7:30 SNU, 2nd floor common
room. Students' Union.

7:30 Dr. Robert Briggs on "Save

the Children Fund", Inter-

national Centre

7-30 AMS Housing Committee,

Initial Meeting, McNeill

; House

OllaB0tftrii Ai»a

All Day—Queen's Liberal Club
poll re Douglas library
hours,

7:00 Dubos Seminar, Conference
Room, Dunning HaM

8:00 Joe Barr of Students Inter-

national Transcendental Me-
ditation Society, Rm. 14,

Dunning Hall

8:30 Andrew Hudson on "Where
is contemporary art going?"

Stirling Hall D
9-12 The Magic Pumpkin (Dance)

Students' Union
9:30 ASUS Open Meeting, Co-Ed

Lounge, Students' Union

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1

AH Day—Art Centre, Life Draw
ing Workshop

8:00 Hockey, York at Queen's

8:30 West Indian Club Annual

Dance, LaSalle Hotel

8-30-1—AESC Dance, Grant Hall

SATURDAY, NOV. 2

2 pm Soccer, Carleton at Queen's
4:30 Party—Diamond Jim's Res-

taurant, Hamilton, for any-

one at the McMaster game.
8:30 Chinese Club Dance, Inter-

national Centre, Lower
Lounge

TYPEWRITERS
SALES| - SERVICE| —

j

RENTAL

Manuals^— Electrics — Portables

Remington — Smith-Corona

MILLS OFFICE SUPPLIES

Dial: 546-1195 Bagot & Brock Sts.

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

542-2632 Free

542-2676 Delivery

|
1961 Corvair Monza, 4-speed,

radio, bucket seats. Must sell!
' 595.00. Call 548-7947.

|FOR RENT

One quiet room, $10. a week.
One and a half blocks from the

1 University. Parking available.

Apply 196 Union. Phone 546-5048.

LOST

1 pr. men's glasses, black
frame, in a black case marked
Superior Optical, Toronto. Lost
between Douglas Library and
Leonard field. Phone 544-7658,

ENTERTAINMENT

Bahamas—Dec. 27 to Jan 2—7
days, $195.00 includes: jet return
transportation, hotel ace, trans-
fers. Contact CUS, 44 St. George
St., Toronto 5. Ontario. Tel 921-

2611.

Tuesday, October 29th, at Dun-
ning Hall BONNIE AND CLYDE,
two showings, at 7:00 p.m. and
10:00 p.m. 50c.

FOUND

SNU backs the Gaels.

PERSONALS

PLAYBOY READERS!
The newsstand and subscription

rates for PLAYBOY are going up
in January. Buy now at special
College Student Subscription
Rates and SAVE!

1 year —$ 6.50
2 years-412.00
3 years-$16.50

The Hate Bunny Brotherhood re-
surrects itself from ChiHiwack,
B.C. due to a pressing need for
scorn and derision. This week's
Hate Mates are ELECTED offi-

cials anywhere who decided to
play Little Jesus and save the col-
lective souls of the people they
represent.

All or«MlzaNenft. dosMng trm
p«bfl«tty for any social taction
(matting, dance, ot »tor«)
ttmM ham notes on tUs Waat
gWoa to ttM Journal office by
•:fff p.m. the Wednesday or Sun-
day Brocading publication.

A funny thing

happened in the

Peruvian

jungle

GRADUATING IN 1969?

ARTS AND COMMERCE STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN

O ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

O ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

O SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT

will be Interviewed at the Placement Office

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4

jvu Metropolitan
^ApL-fe

Some years ago,

an adventurous

individual from

The Coca-Cola

Company pushed

his way a hundred and fifty miles into

the jungle outside Lima, Peru. His

mission, for promotional purposes,

was to introduce Coca-Cola to

the primitive Indians.

Deep in the bush, he flushed

a likely-looking woman, and,

through his interpreter, .

explained his errand, where-
upon the woman reached

into a sack she was carry-

ing and neatly plucked

forth a bottle of Coke,

and offered him a swig.

Strange to think that,

even in the depths of

the Peruvian jungle,

things go better with

the taste of Coke.

Both Coea-Cota and Coke aie legislated trade maiks

which ideniity only lha product of Coca-Cola Lid.

BAHAMAS
Dec. 27-Jcm. 2

7 days

ncludes: Round trip by Jet, Hotel accommodation

and transfers.

APPLY NOW:

Canadian Union of Students,

Travel Department,
44 Saint George Street,

Toronto 5, Ontario. Tel.: 921-2611

Queen's University

Official Blazers
You get a $55.00 Fashion Craft Blazer

Coat plus Gold Wire Crest, valued at $11.00

and Gilt Buttons $1.50.

$67.50 VALUE FOR $57.50

93 Princess St.';
Telephone 546- 6381
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Vqghy Quartet: They Give A Damn
By Doug Gerwin

"We want to get to the young people here ... we
want to show that we're Interested in the same
things they are interested in." These are some of
the hopes held by four young, dynamic, keyed-in
new additions to Queen's faculty of music. They
make up the Vaghy Quartet, Queen's resident quartet
this year who will make their debut in Kingston on
Wednesday, October 30 in Dunning Hall, as part of

the Chamber Music Series (tickets at $2.50). Of-

ficially, they are here to perform two concerts

at Queen's, one this month, and the other tentatively

set in February, and probably to give several dem-
onstration lectures, a la Leonard Bernstein, sponsored

by the Department of Extension and some concert

lectures, where they will play a piece uninterrupted

and then lead a discussion about it. Also the Vaghy
Quartet will give private lessons in violin, viola,

and cello.

Their real interest, however, is to bring serious

music to you>ig people. Says Stephen Kecskemethy,

second violinist of the Quartet, "Music is basically

a total involvement. You see, you hear; there is

something animal in listening to music." In a more
excited tone, "Young people today are more sensual,

and they listen and are absorbed in the sensual sounds

of modern music, and Ifeelthey'regettingthe essence

of this music." Young people are naturally closer to

modern music, Mr. Kecskemethy feels. He likens the

purpose of modern music to the Dionycian music,

which aroused the sensuous instincts of the Ancient

Greeks frollicing around on the hillsides. "We want

to get students interested in this serious music, and

we want to get to know them, too."

Mr, Kecskemethy is a Hungarian-American, born

in Indiana In 1944. He graduated from the Eastman

School of Music with an Honours Bachelor of Music.

He has been soloist with the Rochester Philharmonic,

the National Symphony, as well as concert master

for the /Eastman Philharmonic and the Northeast
Chamber Orchestra. He lives presently with his wife
in Kingston, as do the other members of the Vaghy
Quartet.

Mr. Dezso Vaghy, first violinist, agrees. "We
don't want students to place us onsome high pinnacle .

. . They should have respect for the music, yes, but

—MacD

Dezso Vaghy, first violinist

they shouldn't be afraid to come and talk to us."

He would welcome any student who came to his

house to discuss anything, (not necessarily music),

or to seek advice. "We don't follow just one llne-

music-Iike a dumb goose," he says.

Mr. Vaghy, a Hungarian, founded the Vaghy Quartet

in 1964 with his brother, Mr. Tibor Vaghy, a viollst.

The Vaghy brothers studied at the Bela Bartok Con-

servatory In Budapest until they left the country in

1956. Later they studied In Hamburg, Germany with
a Ford Foundation Scholarship. They have travelled
together in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, and Hol-
land. Both brothers are married; Dezso Vaghy has
two children.

The Quartet is rounded out with Edward Culbreath,
cellist, a native of New York City, and a graduate
of Marines College (B.Sc.) and of Yale University
(Master of Music). He has given recitals In New
York City, Chicago, Washington, D,C., Philadelphia,

and New Orleans. Mr. Culbreath Is also married.
The Quartet has travelled In the United States

Including prolonged stays at Bowdoln, Gorham State,

and Nasson Colleges, and the University of Maine.
But they don't seem to miss a home base. "In a way,
we're internationalists,'' says Mr. Dezso Vaghy.
"We don't mind moving around," says Mr. Cul-

breath. "Wherever we go we have friends - and we
make friends. And then when weplay for any audience,
we have a common friend with it, namely the com-
poser of the music we're playing." Mr. Culbreath,
too, would rather not return home permenantly just
now, even though he enjoys visiting New York,

"This may sould corny," adds Mr. Kecskemethy
slowly, "but the world is our home - really." And
the Quartet Is Its Ambassador; lastsummer they played
at Expo '67 as "Musical Ambassadors" of the United
States. They have also done radio (Including a Voice
of America broadcast), recordings, and a recital on
the National Educational Television netwrok. This
season they plan to tape some concerts for CBC
television.

The Quartet's concert plans for the future are
uncertain; at the moment they are concerned with

this year at Queen's. For their first concert at

Queen's they are preparing a work by Haydn, a
Ravel quartet, and one by Shostakovich,

As a final gesture of their keenness to reach
students, Mr. Culbreath remarked, "Of course we
would like to see the hall sold out, but we would
really like it If the hall were sold out to students."

Natta
Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf suppUes, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

exhibition three Toronto painters

COUGHTRY MARKLE RAYNER
"The Fae^ of Early Canada" also museum exhibit:

lj9th Century Ontario Pottery

all until November 3

AT THE ART CENTRE

HOTEL

EXCELLENT CUISINE

Visit our Centennial Room

28 Yonge St. *™ *™e*
Proprietor

CAREERS AT CGE
for

Graduates in Arts,

Business Administration

and Commerce

Canadian General Electric's FINANCIAL MAN-
AGEMENT PROGRAM provides an opportunity to

pursue a challenging and rewarding career. The broad

diversification of the Company and its decentralized

organization provide a dynamic environment for self-

development and an opportunity throughout your

career to move not only across functions but also

amongst product businesses.

Graduates have the opportunity to advance rapidly

through an "on the job" rotation training program

while participating in the Company's formalized

Business Training Course.

A Company recruiting officer will visit

your campus to conduct interviews on:

OCT. 31 - NOV. i

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

ARTS AND SCIENCE

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY

OPEN MEETING

On Thursday Oct. 31 at 7:30

p.m. in the Co-ed Lounge of

the Student's Union..

.

ORIENTATION AND

CANDLEUGHTING

and appointments of one

chairman and two members

for the Student Calendar

Committee have been post-

poned until this week's meet-

ma

Submit applications to Bri-

gette Berman, Adelaide Hall,

544-8207 before 6:00 p.m.

Thurs. Oct. 31st.
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Soccer Gaels Add to Queen's Sweep

By PETE POLLOCK

The Queen's Soccer Gaels marched a step closer to the Eastern playoffs over the weekend. They

dieted a stro^ McGU. sanad 3-1 here Saturday, putting the icing on the football and rugger

V
'^e

ie

first half of the game was scoreless. However some fine play was shown b, the Queen's

defence who Sad to kfep IZe alert in order to stop the continued offensive drives of the Redmetu

PaScuiaX outstanding^defensively was goalie Fred Hansen, who made many saves, including

one very difficult shot which could have changed the outcome of the game.

to the second half, the Gael's offensive team clicked more as a unrt as they began to outplay

McGi *s offtnT. Uf wing Jim Pirie sparked all three scoring drives for Queen's, as he picked

X 1 =.rfTt« m the fame's opening goal, Pirie passed to inside right Ian Jones, who hit the

TroTZ o" a f uke sh*

6

. CeXe Jo7 J^ota knocked i/the rebound for the goal. Rookie right-wing

To^ Touwman made it 2-0 as he dug the ball out of a melee in front of the net and drove it m

lato to"Than? Jones gave Queen's a comfortable 3-0 lead, with an insurance goal set uj.by

Pirie. feGUl's lone scoring rally came in the dying minutes of the game, ending it with the score

^K^ame^thfLd was wet and muddy, and as a.result, more effort was necessary for

taSTwi^nSl and pass precision. Taking this fact into account, both

outstanding games. Going Into their final regular season game next weekend, the Gae s matotorn

a creditable 4-2 won-lost record. A win on the weekend would assure them of a spot to the eastern

nlayoffs in two weeks' time. The winner in the east meets the west winner in the O.Q.A.A. final

Se weeks ?rom now. Queen's soccer team deserves recognition for their performance ftis

season, and if they continue their present winning streak, then a soccer championship is more than

just a possibility.

Hockey Team Tunes Up

Queen's Bob Watson duels with Redman —CLARK

Track Gals Just Miss

By BRUCE.. MCLEOD

The Golden Gaels hockey team continued its

tune-up for the regular OQAA season with a win

and a tie last weekend. Friday night, the Gaels

snowed under a game but outclassed St. Lawrence

College team, 12-5. On Saturday afternoon, Ryer-

son came from behind to tie Queen's 4-4 with

a third-period goal.

with his team's performance. In this game, the-

Gaels were actually outshot by a small measure,

but only conceded the tie because of defensive

mistakes. This has been their main problem

throughout the exhibition schedule so far. But

the forwards were still skating and checking

well, the passing is much sharper, and once the

final choices are made, the defence should toughen.

Coach Carnegie will start to make his final

cuts this week, now that he has seen all his

Friday's one-sided victory was a team effort, players under game conditions, but he won't

as a total of 34 scoring points were amassed, have any easy decisions. He has at least 15

which means two assists for almost every goal, good forwards to choose from. Once the choices

The total would have been higher if they allowed are made, the team will start to seriously get

more than two assists per goal. Bob Kindon down to work preparing for the upcoming season,

led the way with 5 points on a goal and four one help will be that next week, they expect to

assists. Mark Edwards got a hat trick, while start getting regular practice time at the new

other Queen's goals were scored by Laird Mc- Cook Centre, at Megaffin Stadium. Since the Jock

Convey and John Haflidson with two each, Greg Was torn down, ice time has been a big problem

Clark, Graham Farquharson, Tom Brydon, and for the Gaels, and although RMC has been very

Murray Douglas. While admittedly against sub- generous In giving us ice time, much of it has

par opposition, Friday's game was valuable in been in the late afternoons, which conflicts with

getting the lines working together, and showing classes for many players.

that they could score. The line of Kindon, Edwards Next weekend sees the Gaels playing two games

and Bonn was especially effective, garnering 12 again: one here, against York University on Friday

points altogether. All four lines were working night, and the other in Waterloo against the

hard, and forechecking well, peppering the two Warriors, second-place finishers behind Toronto

St. Lawrence with 39 shots. last year, on Saturday night These two games
Against Ryerson, Queen's was faced with a should do much toward tempering the team. After

bigger, faster team, more of the calibre they that* there are only two more exhibition games
will be playing in the OQAA, and in spite of the before the Gaels open their 1968-69 season on

tie. Coach Bob Carnegie professed hinvelf pleased November 16, against McGill here,

By VANDERPOST
Only three points separated

Queen's track and field girls

from the winning McMaster team.

McMaster had 57 points, Wes-

tern 56, and Queen's 54. Guelph,

Windsor and Waterloo also com-

peted.

Members of our team were

Maureen Bouris, KaivaCeldoma,

Sharon Fiori, Pam Ellison, Karen

Howatson, Peggy Monroe, Lynn

MacKenzie, Diane Jameson,
Betty Johnston, Betty Smith and

Cindy Rlach. Mrs. Thompson,

advisor for the weekend, did a

terrific job in supplying the girls

with encouragement and enthusi-

asm.
Despite the 40 degree damp,

windy weather, the Golden Gaels,

fired with team spirit and enthus-

iasm, collected a total of 40 points

in field events and 14 In track.

Shot Put: Maureen Bouris of PHE
'72 boosted the team

with a first place heave

of 34' l"-a new record.

Pam Ellison gained a

third position*

Discus: Maureen Bouris was

first again setting anew

record of 109' 11 1/2".

Javelin: Maureen Bouris came

fourth.

High

Jump

15'5", and Betty Smith

got a third spot.

Kaiva Celdoma earned a

second place at a height

of 5' 2" with Pam Ellis-

on coming third.

Despite Western's and McMas-

ter's dominance in track, our

girls placed in several events.

Hurdles:

100 Yd
dash:

400 Yd
run:

Kaiva Celdoma-third.

Diane Jameson-sixth

Kaiva Celdoma-fifth

Sharon Fiori-sixth

) Yd.

Long

Jump: Diane Jameson placed

second with a jump of

run: Sharon Fiori gained

fifth position in this

gruelling race.

Queen's relay team, consisting

of Diane Jameson, Betty John-

ston, Kaiva Celdoma, and Mau-

reen Bouris was third behind Mc-

Master and Western,

For the first time, a trophy

was given to the first place team.

This should be a big step toward

encouraging team spirit and ef-

fort, along with the Individual

competition.

Next year we are hoping to have

a bigger and better team, a full-

time track coach, and an inter-

collegiate track trophy at our

University.

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
DF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career opportunities

with graduating and post-graduate students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical chemical

electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

November 6th, 7th and 8th

Also, interviews for Summer Employment will be held

with Geology and Geophysics students in 3rd, 4th

and pOSt-graduate years and Engineering students in 3rd

and 4th years

.

November 6th, 7th and 8th

We invite you to arrange an interview through the Office

of Student Personnel Services

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED
Copper Cliff, Ontario, Thompson, Manitoba

546- 111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Queen's 15-McGill 14

Gaels Head For Yates
By ALEX BINKLEY

As the goalposts toppled, the
Queen's Golden Gaels retired to

their dressing room jubilant

about their 15-14victory overthe
McGlU Redmen.
The Molson Memorial Gladi-

torial Arena had been the scene
of one of the most exciting foot-

ball games of the year. Helno
Lilies, Keith Eaman, and Dave
Fleiszer had dazzled the fans

with devastating running. The
Gaels had racked up 130 yards
in penalties and waited until the

dying seconds of the game be-

fore Eaman booted the ball out

of the end zone to win the game.
Rumor had it in Montreal Satur-

day night that the Gaels would be

nominated for an Academy Award
In dramatics.

It was one of the best perfor-

mances put on by the Gaels this

year. The offence moved the ball

with authority along the ground

and, despite the biting cold and

the wind, were sharp in the air.

Lilies, Eaman, and Ron Clark all

ran well behind the sharp block-

ing of the offensive line. Quar-
terback Don Bayne called and

directed a good game.

For Coach McCarney, the real

satisfaction was the defensive

squad. They put together a good

ball game, especially in the sec-

ond half when they contained the

vaunted running game of Fleiszer

and Dave Doherty. Doug Walker

and George MacKenzie played an

outstanding game, breaking up
running nlavs and harrassine

George Wall whenever he attemp-
ted to throw a pass. Rick Van
Buskirk, a star at offensive end,
was also outstanding at line-
backer. The backfleld contained
the pass receivers and helped
close off the option play.

Anyone whosawlaBtSaturday's
game will understand why
Queen's has such great football
teams. Several thousand Queen's
fans sat through the numbing cold
exhorting the Gaels on. As the
team left the field at half time,
the fans yelled "Go Gaels Go".
As the second half progressed,
the fans cheered louder. When
Eaman scored off the punt, the
stands broke into delirium. By
the end of the game it was be-
coming hard to hear, even on the
other side of the field. John
Stirling exclaimed, "With sup-
port like that, we had to win it

for the fans."

The McGill ball team played
well, even though they were aided

by the penalties incurred by the

Gaels. Fleiszer and Doherty were
great as was end Bob Brodie, The
Redmen never gave up. McGill
was determined to give their all

and they did. Even after the

Gaels had gone ahead, McGill
tried to move down the field.

They put their punter in the end
zone to attempt to return Eaman*

s

punt.

The victory puts the Gaels in

undisputed possession of first

place. All they have to do Is win

their next two games and they

are on their way West

Ron Clark (26) hits for yardage behind Par

£
ee

!,
< 51 );5 ,imie (57), Innes (40) and Paul

Gordon (68).

SCORING PLAYS

McGill fullback Dave Fleiszer

opened the scoring with a 15
yard offtackle run capping a 39
yard drive. George Sprlngate

converted and McGill led 7-0.

Dave Doherty scored late in

the first half on a 12 yard run.

The convert attempt was blocked

and McGill led 13-0.

Halfback Keith Eaman gathered

in a punt and returned It for

fifty yards and six points. Cozac

converted and the score was 13-7.

Flanker Tom Chown made an
impossible catch to put theGaels
on the McGill 30. Van Buskirk
took a Bayne pass to the 25.

Clark took over and got to the

goal line and Lilies spurted
across for six. Cozac converted
and Queen's went ahead 14-13.

A 20 yard field goal attempt by
Sprlngate was wide and only a
single was scored, tying the

game.

With a few minutes left, Eaman
broke for a fifty yard touchdown

run. It was called back because

—BOON

of a clipping penalty. It was first

down on the McGill 35. Van Bus-
kirk took a pass to the 17. Then
Eaman quickly kicked for a single

but it was called back because of

an offside penalty. With 27 sec-

onds lel't, Eaman kicked the single

and Gaels went ahead to stay.

Reid's Ulcer Improves
By BEN BROWN

It was a crisp, windy morning in Montreal last Saturday as the

undefeated rugger Gaels prepared to battle the McGill Redmen. The

Gaels, determined to complete the season withoutaloss, remembered

well the tough McGill team of only afew weeks ago. From the opening

kick-off there was no doubt that the Gaels wanted to score early.

Short fly-kicking by fly half Easteal and some fine broken field run-

ning by the backs placed the Queen's men far into McGill territory.

Then, from a lineout on the McGill twenty-five yard line, Drury

received an Easteal pass to run twenty yards through a bewildered

McGill team to score his first try. . .3-0. On the convert attempt,

"Twinkle-toes" Easteal missed but was given a second attempt

thanks to the obliging Redmen who insisted upon charging exhausted

miner. (For explanation, see the exhausted miner.) The second

attempt was between the posts and the score became 5-0.

Play then became particularly aggressive onthe part of the Queen's

forwards who, despite some difficulties in the set scrums, succeeded

in moving the ball well and excelling in the loose and lineout plays.

The strong wind proved to be a definite advantage for the McGill

team as they narrowly missed a forty-five yard penalty goal attempt

Subsequent rough play on the part of the Queen's forwards gave the

sure-footed McGill kicker another attempt from the thirty yard line.

This time there was no mistake and the score became 5-3, and re-

mained unchanged at the close of the half.

Inspired by captains "Spike" Dollack and "Curly" Curram, the

Gaels opened the concluding half with an onslaught that made this

reporter extremely happy to be on the sidelines. The Redmen ob-

jected strongly and the loose play by theforwards became extremely

ferocious as both packs continued to press for more points. Two

penalty goal kicks by the red team were thwarted by the strong wind

which proved to be a crucial element throughout the game. Then

from a lineout on the McGill eight yard line, a tap of the ball to

scrum-half Curram from the lock forward Coutts, resulted in a try

by wing forward "Bully" Barker as the Queen's forwards united m

a courageous charge over the McGill line. . .8-3. "Twinkle-toes

Easteal again converted for two points, the score was now 1U-3.

Relentlessly, the Queen's forwards pressed and
i

P«s»ea ui an

effort to widen the margin. Flanker "Smelly" Shelley. blocking a

McGill kick, retrieved the ball to make a bash for the llr, -onbrto

be tackled. Again he retrieved the bail, this time opposing
:

thejine^

Snrteks olAppointment emerged from the spectators as his effort

was nullified by a debatable knock-on.

Another piercing drive led by forwards Coutts^
k

c»k™
at the McGill five yard line as they checked into trS
moments of the game, however, from a set scrum the

f»<»^
D™ry

combination proved once again^^^IZZZ

his opponents sufficiently to pass to "Dash" Drury, who did just

that Dashing through the McGill backs and running through the

praying Redmen fullback, he culminated his magnificent twenty-five

yard run with a try near the posts. The score. . .13-3. The convert?
Yes, you guessed, "Twinkle-toes" did it again as the whistle went
to complete the game: 15-3 for the rugger Gaels over the somewhat
shaken McGill team.

Following the game this reporter spoke with an exhausted coach
Gavin "Ulcers" Reld. Elated with the Gaels sixth consecutive win,

he pointed out that the First XV team have only given up six points,

all accruing to penalty goals, and had achieved 142 points in total

offense. With a team like that who wouldn't be elated-but Coach
Reid's milk bill continues to rise.

Eaman — Leader in 5IFL

Seconds Beat Mac o arr : P r«

Easteal with a perfectly thrown pass as

By PETER TAYLOR
Following the First XV 's victory In Montreal on Saturday morning,

the Second XV travelled to Macdonald College for a bitter game
against the vengeful Mac team. Following their 36-0 defeat by the

same Gael squad last weekend, the hosts were determined not to

yield as easily.

In the hard fought battle thatensued amidst scattered snow flurries

and many injuries, the Gaels again proved their superiority. Half

way through the first half winger Lome Musselman plunged through

the Mac line to score. The convert by Alan Jeffreys was good and

Queen's went ahead 5-0. Early In the second half a lovely cross-kick

by fullback Jeffreys was picked up by Eric Daly who ran twenty yards

for the score. Again Jeffreys' kick was good and the Gaels led 10-0.

The bitter wind played an important factor In the game, making

passing among the backs difficult and putting the onus on the forwards.

The latter was led by Ben "the Ripple" Brown (until forcibly re-

moved from the game after suffering a concussion) and Peter Hlg-

glnson, who played extremely well, breaking through in the llneouts

and generally creating havoc among the dangerous Mac backs.

Gradually forcing the Gael backs into their own end, the Mac team

finally managed to end their drought with a hard fought try. The
convert was missed and the score remained 10-3. Following the now

famous "Right Nip" play, Jeffreys again kicked a "sidellner" which

rolled over the Mac line where it was pounced upon by a trio of

Gaels. Unstacking proved that Daly had come up with the balL

Jeffreys' convert was good. . .13-3.

The final ten minutes produced the best rugger of the game and a

now freezing Gael squad was forced to yield another try as the Mac
team put In a desperate bid to overcome their deficit The convert

was good and the game ended 13-8.

The match was a tough one but confirmed the coaching staffs

suspicions that the seconds are full of potential and that with ex-

perience should provide Queen's with top calibre players In the

years to come.

By LIUICO

Queen's harrier teamprepared

for the O.Q.A.A. Harrier Cham-

pionship this weekend by finish-

ing second In the Quebec Cross-

country Championship held in

St Jean Baptiste, Quebec.

Forty-three runners tackled

the 6 mile course on a cold and

windy day, with the Mont Royal

Francis Amis (M.R.F.A.) "A"
team winning the Montreal Star

Trophy. The MJUF.A. "A'»toam

had only 35 points against them

and Queen's "A" team had 43

point8. Queen's "B" team cap-

tured third spot with 105 points.

Guy Monet oftheM.R,F.A."A"

team was the leading Individual

runner with a time of 33 mln,

18 sec.

Rob Hazen, with his best per-

formance of the year, ledQueen'i

placing flftlj with a tfm of 34

mln. 45 sec. Other runner* onthe

"A" team Included Brian Wilson

(6), Brian MacDonald (&)» Craig

Lennox (10), Dave Ellla (13), Rob

Milne and Tim Baker.

Bob McL*od lad tht team

finishing In 14th placa.
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EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
REGULAR EMPLOYMENT

November 6 and 7

Our representative will be interested in interviewing students of the fol-

lowing disciplines:

Chemical Engineering—Bachelor, Master and Ph.D. candidates

Engineering Chemistry—Bachelor candidates only

Mechanical Engineering—Bachelor and Ph.D. candidates

Physics—Ph.D. candidates

Chemistry (Honours)—Bachelor and Ph.D. candidates

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

November 21 and 22

1970 graduates in Chemical and Mechanical Engineering

Students in courses other than those listed above such as Commerce or

Science, are invited to forward applications directly to our Head Office

for consideration.

For further information about the Company, position descriptions and to

make an appointment, kindly contact the Student Placement Office.

DUPONT OF CANADA LIMITED

Employee Relations Department

P. 0. Box 660

Montreal 101, Quebec

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Poper Backs — Stationer!;

K. & W. BOOKS
Barrie Near Princess 546-2746

LECTURE
The Transcendental Meditation of

Maliarishi Mahesh Yogi
by JOE BARR — Instructor

Student International Meditation Society

Admission Free

ROOM 14 - BASEMENT DUNNING HALL

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31 - 8:00 P.M.

Management Careers

with

Procter & Gamble

in

The Product Development Division

for holders of the Bachelor's degree in Chemical Engineer-

ing or in Honours Chemistry as well as for holders of the,

Master's degree in Chemical Engineering or Honours Chem-

istry.

A full outline of the opportunities in these fiejds is given

in our Technical brochure available at the Placement Office-

Interviews: Nov. 5 & 6

Plants in Hamilton, Ontario and Pte. Claire, P.Q.

Product Development Division in Hamilton, Ontario

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALL GAKNEIS ARB RED?

A. False. Garnets, like many other gemstonei of th»

same mineral family, may occur in more than one

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet Is a violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian era,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamond!

and pearls, and best of aU, is quite reasonable in price.

MEMBEfl AMERICAN OEM 'SOCIETY

KIN NEAR D'ESTERRE
Jewellers

546-2261

168 Princess St.

Kingston, Ontario

YEAR CREST DESIGN

CONTEST

WINNER.:

Petra

ScH AUfl 6U RCr



open meetings

Senate calls

special session

NO. 16

KINGSTON, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1968

The Senate of the university voted yesterday to hold
a special session to resolve the question of opening its
meetings to faculty and students.

Chairman of the Senate, Dr. John Deutsch, said the
special meeting would be held "just as soon as possible".

The Senate discussed open meetings for about 45
minutes yesterday. Student senator John Buflars said that
he was discouraged by the discussion. "The senators ex-
pressed both their fears and their hopes about openness",
he said.

Only five senators had an opportunity to speak, ac-
cording to A.M.S. rep. Ted Parnell, who attended the
meeting. There appeared to be little opposition to the
general idea.

The discussion yesterday centered around a detailed
proposal for open meetings of the Senate and its com-
mittees drafted by the Operations Committee. The exact
details of the motion have not been made public, al-

though it was discussed by the A.M.S. at its meeting last

Tuesday.
No decision was reached yesterday because of the

shortage of time and because notice of motion is required
on procedural reforms of this kind, said Buttars.

Sit-in "unnecessary" - - "Vive le Senate Libre'

About 35 members of Students for a New
University held a small demonstration yester-

day prior to the Senate meeting to express their

concern that Senate meetings be opened.
Carrying signs demanding open senate and

quoting as diverse people as Barry Goldwater,
Daniel Cohn-Bendhit, and Snoopy, the members
of SNU stood outside the door and passed out

pamphlets to the on-lookers, and to the sena-

tors as they walked into the meeting. "Vive le

Senat libre" said one sign. After walking through

Richardson Hall, they dispersed.

SNU President Robin Ryan commented: "I

was pleased that some people from outside

SNU joined the demonstration. We shall mea-

sure the success of our action on the basis of

whether or not the Senate open its next meet-

ing".'

At its general meeting Wednesday night

SNU voted to cancel its much-discussed sit-ins

In a letter to Senate chairman John Deut-

sch, SNU said that they were "encouraged by
the developments during the last three weeks
in moving toward a decision on the question

of an open Senate".

"The university community and the Sena-

tors have become increasingly aware of the im-

portance and urgency of open meetings", said

the letter. "A sit-in would be unnecessary at

this time".

Four referenda with A.M.S. election, November 6

• Should the AMS undertake a student housing project?

In September the AMS set up a Development Committee to develop a new student

housing project. Tha AMS subsequently purchased a used car lot pn Princess St

on which to construct the new housing project The project Is expected to include

Commercial Space and accommodation for 150 to 200 students.

The Development Committee is currently studying different types of student

accommodation at other campuses.

The Board of Trustees voted, in principle, last weekend to lend 150,000 toward

the project An anticipated 90% mortgage will come from central Mortgage and

Housing Corporation. .

New student housing is desperately needed. Here are 180 Queen s students

presently living in motels, apartments are almost impossible to rent and Wueen s

is expected to Increase its enrollment again next year.

Shall any Member Society of the A.M.S. be JW^J*
1 *

set the rate of the member society fee which is paid Dy

that society?

This question was put forward by the Engineering Society to enable them, and

all other faculty societies, to raise their fees.

Should joint committees of students and faculty be set

% up in each Queen's Department to set departmental

policy ?

Most A.M.S. Executive members, faculty society executives, and almost everyone

else have indicated a desire for student-faculty consultation in one form or another.

The issue is decision-making power.

Many committees In the past have been consulted, after the fart, about curriculm

changes already decided upon.

If this referendum passes and Is put into effect, departmental committees would

be elected, perhaps with equal numbers of students and faculty, with power to

make new policies and revise old ones.

In effect, these joint committees would replace the present departmental Faculty

Boards as the policy-making organ in the department

The objective of those supporting the referendum is to extend the democratization

of the university, already beginning in the Senate, down to the classroom level.

— Shall Senator G. OLeary be asked to resign his position

• as a students representative on the Board of Trustees?

O'Leary became rector December 1, 1967, after his opponents, students George

Carson and Butch Nelson, withdrew from the contest for personal reasons. His

term is for three years.

Since then the rector, 79-year-old senator and former publisher of the Ottawa

Journal, has attended one meeting of the Board of Trustees, on which he is the

students' only representative.

He did not attend the trustees' meeting in May or the meeting last weekend-

In November last year the AMS executive voted to ask for a change in university

regulations so that the rector would be required to ask for an annual vote of con-/

fldence from the AMS executive. That change was never made. /
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The rape of the university

By CHRIS REDMOND

Th» understanding between universi-

ties and governments: marriage or

rape?

CRUG was set up to find out.

The Commission on Hie Relations

between Universities and Governments

was set up to consider the role of uni-

versities In Canadian society, and par-

ticularly the relationships between gov

||rnm*nts — which have the money and

Lay they represent the public— and

universities — who want the money and

say they have the public's interest at

heart.

The commission Is sponsored by the

Canadian Association of University

Teachers, the Association of Universi-

ties and Colleges of Canada, me Can-

adian Union of Students, and the Union

Generale (TEtudiants de Quebec

The Alma Mater Society will present

a brief to the commission; so will a

committee of the Queen's Faculty Asso-

ciation. Both are concerned with the

government's increasing control over

what the university does and how Its

money is spent.

"Now in Ontario the universities are

public institutions, for all practical pur-

poses". Queen's principal . J. Deutsch

commented. Last year 73.7 percent of

the budget of Queen's came from the

Ontario provincial government.

Government pays for the

research; who's going to call

the tune?

The faculty committee will devote

much of Its attention to the control of

university research, according to its

chairman, Dr. E. R. Black of the poli-

tical studies department. There is a

feeling In governments that because

government pays for the research, they

should be able to specify its purpose.

Black said

"I think this Is a situation that Is not

wholly satisfactory", Deutsch said.

"We have virtually no resources for

completely free research. It should be

available for unstructured uses, so that

you don't get a distortion of the effort

of the university Into particular areas

and particular fields".

Deutsch continued, "We had a long

period of sparslly of resources for re-

search In Canada In recent years". The

situation has improved very recently,

he added.

Deutsch said he thought the govern-

ment should make a much higher per-

centage of its grants available without

strings attached.

Dr. George Whalley, English profes-

sor and member of the faculty asso-

ciation committee, said he agreed.

"The university not only expects gov-

ernment to do this, but has a right to

expect It". If the government does not

want to comply, Whalley said, the uni-

versity "will not see their education

process stopping with their students.

They will try to educate the govern-

ment as well".

If the university acts ex-

pediently, it will fight with

the community around it.

Such grants would be In the public

interest, Whalley said, because the uni-

versity's research should also be In the

public interest. "If it isn't, the univer-

sity should clean house and make It

so". He said, "There's a very real

danger of people putting up defences,

sometimes to the extent of irrespon-

sibility. In the name of detachment —
which means losing contact with life".

Whalley added, "I can't think that

there is any extensive and comprehen-

sive group of people as well equipped

to act in me public interest as the uni-

versities. Their ideals are concentrat-

ed on values, and their attitude Is one

of disinterested concern for individuals

and for the self-development of indiv-

iduals".

"I feel very strongly that a univer-

sity is a unique community", continued

Whalley. "Ifs probably
/

the nearest

thing to a classless society that we're

ever likely to see".

He said, "Ifs one of the responsibil-

ities of government and society not to

damage the uniqueness of the univer-

sity by trying to make It over Into

another pattern.

WALLEY "It r , to be kept under constant

examination by the members of the

university community so that it doesn't

drift into being what it doesn't want to

be".

The faculty committee here will also

emphasize relations between a univer-

sity and the surrounding city, an area

In which Queen's has unusual problems.

Such problems are only a part of the

overall question of the university's rela-

tionship with Its environment, Whalley

said.

"It has to find means of changing

without loss of integrity. And It can

only do that by being extremely sen-

sitive to the whole milieu that it's in".

This subject also concerns the ad-

ministration, Deutsch said. "In dis-

cussing our programmes with the pro-

vincial government, we also discuss our

relationship with the city.

"We stress to them that Queen's

must live harmoniously with the city

of Kingston".

Deutsch expressed optimism that

past conflicts with the city, ;uch as

those over the medical centre, expro-

priation and housing, would not be re-

peated in future. He said, for ex-

ample, that the Queen's master plan

which is now being prepared would be

made available to the city when it is

ready.

"I would hope", Whalley comment-

ed, "that a university could always

prepare and make a very good case

for what it wants to do. A university

is seldom in the position of having to

take quick action for things that are

expedient".

Whalley added that he thought most

university-city conflicts are unneces-

sary. "These tensions arise out of so-

cial uncertainty. Many people who

have never had anything to do with

the university are nervous about com-

ing onto the campus. This nervousness

projects itself into saying the univer-

sity is a snobbish institution. It works

Ihe other way around, too".

The revolution was started

by academics who wanted
to speak for themselves.

Another major concern of the com-

mission will be academic freedom,

which Whalley says has been a major

concern of CAUT for many years.

"I wish most students would realize

that the revolution they're talking about

was not only started, but very largely

resolved by academic people starting

eight to ten years ago", Whalley said.

He said the question of academic

freedom in Canada came to a climax

with the Crowe case at United College

in Winnipeg, In which a mass faculty

resignation followed an administration

attempt to impose censorship on a fa-

culty member.

"Queen's has an excellent record of

nonoppresslon of the right of Individual

members of the university community

to speak In their own rights as private

citizens", Whalley said.

"There have been several cases when

very strong pressure has been brought

to bear for the university to take dis-

ciplinary or punitive action. The prin-

cipal has simply said: If you Insist on

this here is my resignation".

"There are certainly other univer-

sities that couldn't claim that".

The commission's specific mandates

are to consider the role of universities

in Canadian society, to determine the

need, nature and extent of university

autonomy and public control, and to

recommend measures to ensure the

proper relationships.

"I would suppose that this commis-

sion is an extension of Ihe Duff-Berdahl

Commission", Whalley said. The Duff-

Berdhal Report, produced In 1966, rec-

ommended modifications of university

government to give greater control to

faculty members.

"Underlying it (CRUG) is a very

strong and deep feeling lhai the gov-

ernment is not the group to be telling

the university what to do.

"They (the government) are subject

to many ill-informed and ignorant pres-

sures.

"Universities are very responsive to

what they take to be Ihe needs and

wishes of society. The universities

would be ill-advised to say, we refuse

to consult wilh governments.

"Certainly if you invest in some-

thing, you expect to get something out

of it. But this doesn't mean you can

expect to say what you're paying for.

"What is needed Is an agreement

about where discretion ends".

BLACK

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

TYPEWRITERS
SALES

s SERVICE - RENTAL

Manuals — Electrics — Portables

Remington — Smith-Corona

MILLS OFFICE SUPPLIES
Dial: 546-1 1 95 Bagot & Brock Sts.

AA8 Sox

Student tickets for the installation ceremony are now
available in the AMS Office

AMS Court— 4 Junior Justices— one must be from

Law— Apply AMS Office

Club Travel Grants must be applied for by Fri-

day, Nov. 1 at the AMS Office— or no money will

be available.

—EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555
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Would you work

for 93* per hour?

news briefs

Students for a New University will be sponsoring
an open meeting to-night together with the Kingston

'

Labor Council to discuss the Proctor-SUex strike
at Picton. It will be held in the Carpenters Hall at
8. p.m. The meeting will be addressed by rep-
resentatives from SNU, The Labor Council and
the executive members of Local 585 of the Inter-
national Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers from Picton.

The strike, now In Its 14th week, shows no
signs of settlement The Company has turned down

/ a union proposal for voluntary arbitration and re-
mains determined to break the strike by employing
scab labour. Meanwhile the union, supported by
other locals and non-union organisations such as
SNU, has dug in for a long battle and is determined
to fight to the finish. The working conditions at
the Proctor-Silex plant are considered among the

Old Muruf

Imagine a place, a free
place, (completely open—open
all the time. Where tilt doesn't
matter who you are or what you
wear. A place where everyone
has a stake and a say; where
rules are there because itthe

members put them [there;

where you entertain yourself,
where you yourself make it

happen; and where anything
'might happen, including (things

like workshops on poetry, drama
and ant. Anything that's free . .

in a free place.

Right now there are several

local groups who are joining

together and organizing to find

(this free place.

A meeting will he held at 7:00
p.m. on Tuesday, November the
5th in the International Centre
room in the basement of the
Union.

Profs will strike

TORONTO (CUP) — Univer-
sity of Toronto 'Professors will

strike unless demands for a
wage increase are met.

The faculty members voted
133-72 Wednesday night to en-

dorse "the concern, spirit and
resolve" of a strike proposal
present by assistant professor

Peter Seary.

GUIDO PIZZERIA
AND TAKEOUT

217 University Avenue

PIZZA— SPAGHETTI — FRIED CHICKEN

Meal Tickets— $5.50 value for $5.00

FREE DELIVERIES We deliver coffee

Phone 544-6128 (50 cups minimum)

SAVE $ $ SAVE $ $

STUDENT
CHRISTMAS GROUP FLIGHTS

leaving Dec. 14/68, returning Jan. 5/69
to Ft. William Winnipeg

Edmonton Vancouver

Also announcing special
Quebec Winter Carnival weekend
Feb. 14-17, 1969
Price $50.00 per person

Calgary

BOOK NOW— SPACE LIMITED

GRANT'S TRAVEL SERVICE

125 Princess Street 546-5584

worst in Canada and the wages run at a basic rate

of 93C per hour for women and Jl.27 for men.
The Ontario Federation of Labour is planning a

boycott of Proctor-Silex product*. SNU at their

meeting Wednesday night passed a resolution cal-

ling upon students to boycott all Proctor-Silex

products and retail outlets which handle them.

SNU member Lome Brown said that "students

and workers should co-operate againstthe common
enemy, the corporate elite."

Union officials have provided SNU with a list of
Proctor-SUex products and the retail outlets which
handle them. These include, Viking and Kenmore
toasters sold at Eatons and Simpsons.

SNU has already donated *145tothe Picton strike

fund and will have $100 moretogiveto the workers
by to-night.

Sociologists organizing
Seary suggested the profes-

sors refuse to mark final exam-
ination papers unless the wage
for an assistant professor was
raised $13,000 a year from $9,-

500 a year, with comparable in-
creases in other ranks.

Council resigns

WATERLOO (OUP) The stu-
dent Council at the University
of Waterloo lost a confidence
motion at a /general meeting
attended by over 1,000 students.

After losing the vote 550-450
'

the council resigned and called
a general election for Novembei
27.

The present council is expect
ed to run again.

Student President 'Brian Eer
introduced the motion of confid-

ence at the general meeting.

He answered criticisim of rent

council actions such as occupy
irig the campus centre and pro-

testing residence construction by
pointing out that all major decis-

ions had come at general meet-
ings.

Iler explained the rationale

of recent actions to fche meet-

ing; "We seek demoncratization

of the university and of our

society for ondy try elimination

of authoritarian institutions in.

our society can we . . . make the

, world a more humane one.

By ALEX BINKLEY

Queen's students have formed
an Association of Sociologists,
which Includes professors and
students taking sociology cour-
ses.

The association was started at

a meeting last night and pro-
fessors called to improve liaison

between the two groups.

The association's structure
will be flexible and each member
will have an equal voice. The
association is presently run by
a steering committee which will

attempt to organize the Associa-

tion and Insure its success. When
the organization is better arrang-
ed, a permanent executive will be
set up.

The steering committee has set
up two other committees. The
curriculum committee will work
on the academic requirements of
the department as well as the type
and value of courses. The build-

ing committee will present sug-
gestions for the new social
sciences complex.

One of the main concerns ofthe

association was for students and
professors together on an In-

formal basis, to become more
aware of the content of sociology

and Its value to society.

Miss Cathy Wood, a third year
general student, who is the main
driving force behlndthe Associa-
tion says, "We do not want a
student power group but a means
to work in the department to

make sociology interesting."

The Association has formed,
committees to help find student^ j

summer employment as well as?
committees for community pro-
jects and field trips.

IN THE CLASSCCCM
Sadism, suffragettes and the military mind

The twentieth century can be just as ibrutal (as

the sixteenth, Dr. D. F. Crawley commented dur-
ing an English 225 seminar yesterday.

"If you know anything about the Chicago police,

or about Hi Iter and the concentration camps, you
know that things just as bad 'take place dm our
lifetime," Crawley said.

He had been talking about forms of punishment
in Che sixteenth century. The discussion was part
of an analysis of ©en Jonson's play Volpone, in
which two villains are condemned respectively to
tfie galleys and to a rotting jail.

Jonson himself was almost condemned to have
his ear cut off because another play criticized
Queen Elizabeth 1.

Another character in Volpone threatens to hang
his wife naked out the window, tied to a slave and
to a sign accusing them of adultery, if she does
not let him prostitute her.

"This is why you needed suffragette move-
ments," Crawley commented with a laugh. Then
he pointed out that such sadism did not dasappear
with the Elizabethan age, but as still evident A
good example, 'he said, is the military establish-
ment. »

"There has to be something wrong wflth the
military mind, or ithey wouldn't be there," Craw-
ley said, "except in wartime."

Sometimes classes are interesting. If one o f yours was, phone The Journal. Other peop-

le might be interested too.

Publications Committee to Review Journal

Increasing dissatisfaction with the content and orientation of the Queen's Journal has
become evident in past weeks. In response to considerable verbal dis-

enchantment, petitions, letters, and threatened ivalkout by a faction of the Journal staff,

a review of the campus newspaper will be initiated by the AMS Publication Committee.

This is not an in qui s iti on, nor will the review restrict the crea-
tivity, originality, or journalistic rights of your newspaper. The inquiry enjoys the full

support of the members of the Journal Editorial Board, who wish to better serve the in-

terests and desires of their readership.

All Queen's students pay $2.55 towards the financial support of this publication; as
publishers you have the right and responsibility to decide upon the content of your cam-
pus newspaper. The Publications Committee cannot conduct an effective review without
your constructive criticisms and commendations of Journal content and policy:

# Letters and briefs will be accepted in the AMS Office until midnight, Thursday,
November 1th.

# The Committee will consider these comments at an open meeting on Sunday, Nov-
ember 10th, at 7:00 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room of the Students Union.

# In response to these submissions the committee will make specific recommenda-^
Hons. These will be passed do the AMS Outer Council for ratification on Tuesday,
November 12th, and subsequently forwarded to the Journal Editorial Board for
implementation.

To curse the Journal privately every Tuesday and Friday is irresponsible and destruc-
tive. Take advantage of this inquiry and help create a publication which is accurate, ap-
pealing, and provocative to a majority of Queensmen. Ifs up to you.
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Seminars

on Africa

Conscription

de Pelletier

TheWorl^Jniversity Service is a world organization

aimed at expressing and promoting international univer-

sity solidarity and mutual service within and between

universities and other higher centres of learning.

It achieves these aims through several means. Finan-

cial help is provided to universities particularly through

aid to self-help projects. It shares knowledge and ex-

perience gained in attempts to resolve basic university

problems. It uses educational programs aimed at estab-

lishing, through persona' encounter, that basis of inter-

national understanding from which a spirit of international

solidarity may emerge.

The first in this series is "Project Africa" a week-

end seminar to discuss some of the current and continu-

ing problems in Africa. The topic is "The Hole of the

Volunteer in Africa" and will be held Saturday, Nov-

ember 2 at 2:00 p.m. in the International Centre. The

format is a panel discussion by returned volunteers

and African Students studying at Queen's. The panelists

include Sandi Purkis and John Butcher who worked with

Cross Roads Africa last summer and Fred Harland who

MONTREAL (CUP) — Secretary of State Gerard Pel-

Ict'ier in perhaps a glimpse of what is to come from his

department, yesterday praised what he said were stu

dent proposals for a 12 monlh academic year and con

scription of youth to work for a year in civil service

Spcakvn" to Ins Montreal Chambre de Commerce, Pel-

letier evoked everything from the generation gap to we

were-onc- 20 too in a condemnation of the older genera-

tion which refuses "to face the world wide dispute in

which they are the central issue.

"Just because young people are suggesting a world

which seems absurd 'to us." he said, "we react most

often with complete negativity. What is more serious is

that we react by trying to impose on them our conception

of the world and our ideas on life."

Pelletier cautioned against a government youth pro-

gram that might function as a "ploy" to force youths

into statusquo positions. Rather the policy must "help"

spent two years with C.U.S.O. in Ghana.

The second seminar is entitled "Whither South Africa"

and will be held Sunday the 3rd in the International

Centre at 2:00 p.m.

This will be a commentary on Apartheid in South

Africa and the paths open to Canadians. Leading the

discussion will be Professor A.H. Jeeves of the His-

tory Department and Professor C. Tatz of the Soci-

ology Department. Professor Jeeves spent the '66-67

year teaching at the University of Natal and travelling

in South Africa. Professor Tatz lived in South Africa

until eight years ago. Both men are well acquainted

with the political and social conditions in that area.

The third seminar which will be held the same Sunday

at 4:00 p.m. In the International Centre is entitled

"Colony or Nation". This discussion is an examination

of the aims and means of development in African coun-

tries particularly with regard to French West Africa.

Robert Black, co-chairman of Queen's W.U.S.C. Com-

mittee and participant in the 1968 W.U.S. International

Seminar in French Africa. wiU lead the di^c^sion,

young people "give expression to Uieir ideas".

He ca'led the short school years a relic of a middle

class world and an agricultural society where students

had to help in the summer harvest.

He proposed instead a 12-month academic year, but

did not mention free post-secondary education to make

up for lost summer earnings.

The year of service would enable students "to work

wth 'their hands and with their brains to built) their

country . . so they can play 'their part in creating a

more jus; society".
*

The economic consequences of the two programs, of

course, ' are unknown because no one has studied them

in detail vet."

"Frustration and unrest among young people," he con-

eluded, "will persist as long as they have not found,

w'Ah our help, the ways in which they can ncrease their

particpalion in society and the visions of the future

which 'make a new world possible.
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ELECTION SPECIAL

Chuck gets carried away
By HERMAN BAKVB ™?* do «nk *h«r <*an«s of winning

are i I 4tank our chances of winning took good
Thongs are Changing^' according too Chuck Ed- 1™ response at Victoria Hall Monday night was

really great. We spent more than an hour after
wands answering questions." Chuck Edwards said.

For their campaign manager Edwards and Iioh-
ty have chosen a dirst year commerce student, Ron

"We've got some of these things going and we rf"^- AskMi «*y he chose to work for the team

wards presidential candidate, "we've more liberal
residence rules, course unions, and excellent pos-
sibility of an open senate and student control of
the housing service."

aim to 'keep Ithese things going. of Edwards and Ijichty, Baxter said "I thinkj- iU ...0u j-pVJlup,.
t

—-—
i

—--..^i OB1U J

He erapbasized that the chief difference be- change rm c'onLlet'eW JSL^SSf &°£'*s™e

tween their oponents and themselves was "the ,Sn fhev eaU »^J?^S?
turned 'simply because we have an open senate it merce courses He wa« An
to no time to *t tack and say that weVe got a per- £%Z SiJS „f •.Srfi.i^J?.S?^*^i say that we've got a per
feat university." Jan Lichty said "we want a much
more democratic university having students dir-
ecting thsLr own education."

Chuck Edwards and Jan IzCbty also pointed out
that ithe A.M.S. was in need of change, "ft is in- ,,,,, .... .,-

congruous of ithe Alma Mater Society to demand fused by the AJUS
student involvement at all levels of tfhe university
and yet have the A.M.S. remain with an elastic
structure with 30 people making all ithe decis-
ions."

at the charges of "inefficiency" .being thrown at
Edwards, 'fthat guy spent more than 30 hours a
week in that A.M.S. office. I don't think anyone
else can do much better."

Last year a request by Edwards for an execu-
tive assistant, to help with the workload was re

When asked about their resignation from the
A.M.S., Jan Lichty said "we .resigned so that we
can make it very clear about what we aire going
to do with 'the AJH.S." She saffd that the resigna-
ton had stimulated discussion "people are asking
questions which is good." She noted that there
was a marked increase in attendance at A.M.S.
meetings.

Most of Edwards and Lichty's time during (he
campaign will ibe spent talking to people. He will
vdsJt dining areas, residences and various classes.
He has already vitalted McNeil and Leonard
houses. He will go to Morris and Gordon on Sun-
day and Monday respectively at around 9:30 p.m.

Jan Lichty is seen by many people to have an
advantage 'over her opponents. She is the only fe-

male candidate in the election. This allows her
among other 'things to visit the women's residence,
something her male competitors cant do.

Meale to shake everyone up

By LAURIE LAPP
"Everyone assumes that the

first and second year students
are apathetic. We're trying to

prove that they aren't." So say
I>oug Meale and Brian Duplante
candidates for President and
Vice-president an the current
AMS election.

Their campaign is almost a
satire, this 'being well illustrat-

ed in Doug's speech at the de- They see the main problem as
bate Wednesday night dn Ellis the uninformed student body.
HaH. However, his humorous
speech was followed by a more-
serious rebuttal by his running
mate.

This Arts '71 team has its

main area of support among
first and second year students.

They want to "shake everyone
up", to get them 'interested and
mad", so as to make them aware
of the 'basic issues. Doug and
Brian will consider their cam-
paign' to ibe a success if all

they do is increase 'the percent-

age of the students who vote.

Is the Martin Mclntyre Laugh-In

for real

By KEITH WAIDEN
Sill Martin and John Mc-

lntyre, self-styled "harbin-
aers of the neo-fantastic
post cerebral age" pressed
»me of their views on Wed-
nesday night to a receptive
audience In Ellis Hall. If

appears that the enthus-

iasm thus far engendered

by the pair may dissolve

over a sudden policy split.

Mclntyre revealed some
substantial deviations In at-

titude from Martin when he

announced his belief that

AMS resources should be

committed to freckle, rath-

er than anthrax, research

and that a new ruby age

might be more appropriate

than a new golden one. He
also expressed a wish. In

conjunction with a sugges-

tion made by Mr. Martin

that the abolition of men-
strua) cramps be Investigat-

ed, that some sort of policy

be made on testicle cramps.

He added, however, "this Is

a touch subject and I would

not want to take a stand on

them". He did not quarrel

with Mr. Martin's state-

ment that he was In favour

of student housing.

If this potentially danger-

ous rift can be healed, the

Martin- Mclntyre ticket

A second try for

campus wide elections
BY ALEX BINKLEY

Last year the A.M.S. decided that In the future elections far
President and Vice-President would be held on the bash ef a cam-
pus wide electkm. It was also decided that the candidates should
run as a team. This experiment was hoped to democratize the
•lections at Queen's.

The old system was that the old and new A.M.S. Executives
would meet In an electoral college and choose the President and
Vice-President. However at a general meeting of the students It

was decided to abolish the old system and try the open election*,

In the election last spring Edwards and Lichty defeated their

opponents Rob Nelson and Dave Rose by 97 votes.

The logical extension of this system may well be that soma
further reform of the AM.S. structure is necessary because as mis
term progressed it became difficult for Lichty and Edwards to
get their policies acted on by the A.M.S. outer council. As a result,

they resigned and went back to the voters to seek a new mandate.
If they are successful they could place some members of the

A.M.S. In a rather uncomfortable position. Edwards and Lichty feel

mat they could discuss and solve their differences with many of the

members of the present outer council. However It is a well known
fact that some members will almost be forced to resign because
of the stance they had taken In the past towards Edwards and
Lichty. If these two return with the students support they will have
a powerful weapon to use In getting their policies through the Ex-
ecutive.

If Dave Pakrul and Andy Pipe win. It will be a repudiation

ef the Edwards-Uchty regime. Pakrul and Pipe claim the support

of the majority of the present A.M.S. Executive. They seam to

represent the traditional approach to student politics. Their mam
approach Is one of better organization within the Executive and
letting change come as It does without the A.M.S. pushing too hard.

Doug meale and Brian DuPlante seem to be concerned with

the communication Issue mainly. They have aspirations of saving

the A.M.S. from drowning In a sea of Irrelevancy. DuPlante feels

that there is no acceptable reason for the apathy at Queen's and

that the A.M.S. should strive to utilize support of the football fer-

vour of this campus into more constructive channels.

The Martin Mclntyre Laugh-In have brought not only some orig-

inal issues into the campaign but a refreshing breath of fresh air.

Although may can not agree on their platform, the two are agreed

that housing Is a problem because they like to have houses In the

winter.

To say that the last two teams have little chance *or victory

Is to state the obvious but they may bring out many more voters.

Candidates closer
Distinctions between presiden-

ts! candidates became harder

to perceive at Wednesday
night's 'meet the candidates ses-

sion' sponsored by the Progres-

sive Conservative Club.

When pushed by questioners
Dave Pakrul admitted that be
would use "confrontation tac-

tics" if it became necessary.

Chuck Edwards and Jan
Lichty said that confrontation
tactics should be used only as
a last resort.

'Pakrul and Pipe accused Ed-
wards and Lichty of being "ir-

responsible" and "ineffective".

iFakrul also expressed skeptic-
ism a t the proposed housing pro-
ject on Princess Street, and said
that "as an uninformed person
I would opt out of OUS."

Chuck Edwards and Jan
Lichty were Somewhat more
positive in their approach. Ed-
wards outlned 'his program on

'academic reform, housing and
restructuring of (the AMS. He
also proposed that the university

should take 2 million dollars

out of the university's endow-
ment fund and invest it in bous-
ing for both students and citi-

zens of Kingston.

Doug Meale and (Brian Dup-
lante felt that ithe AIMS was
drowning and going under for

the third time. Doug Meale pro-

posed holding mass meetings at

various places on campus and
in the Manor.

At one time during the rebut-

tal Andy Pipe 'likened members
of SNU to "bank robbers" who
would threaten his "security in'

old age." People pondered that

piece of logic for a while.

The future of the football sta-

dium arose during the question

period. A questioner asked

Pipe when the stadium would

be torn down. He responded by

saying it would probably be

torn down- by the end of this

.year. The questioner then noted

that even if a new stadium

were built alt would take 2 to

3 years to grow a decent turf.

The meeting finished off

with Jan Lichty answening a

question which asked how Ed-

wards and Lichty would ibe able

to work with the members of

ithe AMS inner council itf re-

elected. 'Miss Lichty saad that

she would probably have "a

personal talk with each indivi-

dual member in order to break

down communication problems".

should be in strong conten-
tion or perhaps more accur-
ately strongly contentious.
Campaign headquarters
have been set up In the
commercial area of Ports-
mouth where they feel they
will come Into contact with
most of the campus activ-

ists and politically aware
people at Queen's. The
election dog fighting has

taken its toll on the health wards were slightly, left,

of bom men and they have Pakrul and Pipe slightly

been complaining of early right and Martin and Mc-
morning headaches
double vision. They have
categorically refused to

campaign by plane how-
ever,
Martin summed up stu-

dent reaction to his ticket

by saying that most people
.felt that Lichty and Erf-

|

Intyre entirely wrong. The
favourable reaction at

crowd appearances has

I heartened them though and
they are driving forward
relentlessly bringing their

i side of Issues to light.
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The Journal

Interviews

EDWARDS
LICHTY

DAY: Let's start by asking: how did you develop

your ideas?
EDWARDS: Part of the reason for being in this

is because I've (earned certain things that point out

to me that we need some changes made, both in the

university and in society. One of the ways I think

this affects scientists and engineers, such as I am,

is the way that, if your life work and the things

you work out are not in the best interests of some-

body's corporation, it's unlikely you'll be allowed to

function. For example: there's a gentleman in the

United States a few years back who was working on

dental decay, and his first results began to show

that what was causing dental decay wasn't so much
the decay of foods. If was the chelating system

whereby certain ions were dissolving the calcium out

of your teeth. Anyway, what this meant was that

brushing with tooth paste was promoting decay by

removing anti-chelating agents, rather than cutting

it down. So he published his very preliminary re-

sults. This of course caused auite a flurry among
the toothpaste industry, and they exerted pressure.

As a result this gentleman now cannot get a job

where he can carry out this research, and cannot ob-

tain funds to carry out this research on his own.

That's simply because, if he continued his research

and came up with the conclusions that his work was
leading to, it would mean the toothpaste industry

would have to revamp their whole business or go out

of business; so it's cheaper and simpler for them to

stop this fellow from doing the research.

So this is just an example of the way that the

society that we have, and the way ifs run by the

corporations, is going to stultify scientific research,

engineering work and a lot of other people's lives,

DAY: How do you move from that to the things

you want to do in the A.M.S.?

LICHTY: If I could answer that personally— I'm

doing a general B.A., I'm a girl, and when I get out

of the general B.A. programme the most likely job

I could find would be something like a glorified secre-

tary . . .

EDWARDS: or a housewife...

LICHTY: Yes, and most of my girl friends that

have graduated wilh a general B.A. end up being

secretaries. The fact that what you learn at univer-

sity can't be put to use for yourself, as a member
of society, really discourages me.

EDWARDS: I think there's also a fallacy where

people tell you that you come to university and get

a general B.A. to enrich your own life. But you can t

live this enriched iife IN SOCIETY because of the

slot you have to fit into.

DAY: Do you see this kind of analysis behind

A.M.S. activities like the new housing project?

EDWARDS: I would hope this housing project

would be an educational thing. I would hope, may-

be, that we would get some professors living there.

LICHTY: I'd like to see a community thing go-

ing on there, where you have seminars with the com-

munity, getting people like Kingston housewives in-

volved in talking about things.

EDWARDS: This relates to engineers, too. When

you get operating as a professional engineer, as I

did for a year and a haff, you find that your work

does not consist of problem-solving, but dealing wltft

people. I think the most important thing that an

engineer can learn is how his work as an engineer

is going to affect the society: how are the buildings

and the cities that he designs going to affect the

people that live in them? what are the plants that

he builds going to do to the air and water and soil

around them? I don't see this being discussed any-

where in the engineering education at all. This is

not a question of teaching methods or course content.

It's a different approach, that says engineering is not

an inhuman or mechanical thirvj, but a means of mak-

ing technology work for people instead of vice versa.

LICHTY: I'd like to see the A.M.S. work particu-

larly in getting students involved right at the class-

room level in making decisions about things like

course content and teaching methods and examina-

tion methods, this sort of thing.

DAY: Does this mean more unified action by
the faculty societies?

EDWARDS: It's not so much that. I was first

vice-president of the Engineering Society,, remember— but I think this breakdown between the faculties
is very bad.

I think a lot of the divisions between the depart-

ments are dysfunctional for learning. And I think

we're going to have to move towards studying more
things like urban planning. The university has to start

looking at problems of society rather than at bundles

of knowledge. Training one batch of guys in civil

engineering just for planning the streets and an-

other bunch of guys just for planning the sociology

of the thing and another bunch of guys just for build-

ing the buildings Is wrong.

One thing we fall into in study government is that

down in student government and the personality hang-

ups; and this is what happened this year.

DAY: How are you going to avoid this?

LICHTY: When an important issue comes up you

nave a mass meeting on it. Well before it you get

all sorts of things written up, wall posters up, and

you discuss the pros and cons at the meeting and

you vote.

EDWARDS: Part of the reason for this break-

down in student government and the personality hag-

ups is that you have a smalt group of thirty people

making most of the decisions. Because you have mass
meetings, you're going to have to start performing

the functions the A.M.S. has been talking about for

a long time and hasn't realty been doing — because

if we thirty people are going to make the decision

anyway, then all this communication thing is sort

of phony: they get to talk at a meeting, sure, but

not to vote.

I see things changing here, I see things chang-

ing at other universities, and we're starting to get

sort of a momentum going, and some of the people

on the Executive are now saying its time to step

back and have a look and slow down — man, we ve

barely got moving! I think we're getting somewhere.

1 think we want to keep this thing going, and in a

way that will involve more and more people.

Paid Political Advertisement

Pakrul's and Pipe's Platform

It has become increasingly clear
that the polioies and actions of the
former President and Vice Presi-
dent of the AMS have not conformed
with the hopes and expectations of
the student body at Queen's.

Student .government at Queen's
has become an illegitimate farce in

the light of the irresponsible and pro-
vocative actions of our previous lead-
ers. The administration, the student
body, and even the members of the
AMS executive have lost respect for
the chief executives; if we are to at-

tain any of our objectives this year,
we must stop the alienation and de-
teriorating communication and restore
confidence in our student leader*

The priorities for the AMS this
year have already been established;
the issue at stake is not the goal, but
rather 'the means by which we are
to attain the goal.

* Although we have a definite com-
mitment to open Senate meetings, we
feel that this goal is best attained by
means of negotiation rather than con-
frontation at this time. Some form of

parliamentary openness is not an un-
reasonable request and we are con-
fident that in the near future the
Senate will conform with student de-
sires which show rationality and re-

sponsibility. If the Senate has not
ruled to our satisfaction on this itm-

pontarut question of openness by
the end of November then it wiSi

be necessary to review our strategy
of negotiation.

* To improve the decision — mak-
ing role of students on Senate com-
mittees we must act on the premise
of co-operation rather than coercion;
only through careful scrutiny of
Senate operations can we realistically
decide where and how students can
play a most constructive role. Con-
trary to t!he contentions of our
previous leaders, students have neither
the interest, time or expertise to re-
sponsibly fulfill the conditions of

parity on all Senate committees. We
feel that it ds not unreasonable to
negotiate for parity on the committees
for Academic Reform and Student Af-
fairs, however, parity on the rest
of the committees is not necessary
to fulfill our needs at this time.

* At present the AMS ds working on
the development of a h'.gh-rise stu-
dent housing project. This promises
to be one of the most relevent pro-
grammes -undertaken by the students'
council. However, before total finan-
cial committment is made we must
complete an intensive economic feasi-
bility study before the end of Nov-
ember.

* At a time when student dissatis-
faction with the university education-
al process is greatest, it is our
feeling that the AMS must accept
the responsibility of ensuring that
Student Faculty and Departmental
liaison committees are established at
all levels.

* As the publishers of The Journal,
the AMS is responsible to the student

body for the paper and its contents.
We are disappointed by The Journal
this year and would suggest that a

"Royal Commission" be established to

assess student opinion and make re-

commendations for improvement.
* It is important that the AMS

through its long term planning com-
mittee make constructive and concrete
suggestions with regard to the pro-
posed West Campus development;
more specifically in the areas of re-

sidences, athletic facilities,
. student

services (i.e. Bank, Campus Store)

and parking.
* For a number of years now,

Queen's students have belonged to
C.U.S. and O.U.S. During this time
much controveirsy has raged concern-

ing our membership in these organi-

zations. The referendum in February
offers the opportunity for an objec-

tive and realistic re-evalution of our
membership. If students are to make a
responsible decision on this matter
the AMS should sponsor an intensive

educational programme on C.U.S. and
O.U.S. in early February.

* At the present time an investiga-
tion into the student Housing Service
is underway. A report is expected
in early December. We should then
take positive steps to improve the
service in accordance with the re-
commendations of the Inquiry. We
feel that it is imperative that an
emergency Housing Committee be es-
tablished now to start planning for
the influx of students in the fall. Onily

through responsibe action on the pant
of both the AMS and the administra-
tion can we make any progress in
working towards a solution of tfhe

housing problem.
* Students should continue to make

positive contributions towards the
planning and admiinistration of Ath-
letic facilities on our campus.

* In order to ascertain that our
views are presented to the Board of
Trustees the contributions of our
Rector should be re-examined each
year.

* Revision of AMS structures as
suggested by our former leaders
will not solve the problem of adiminv
istrative incompentancy from which
we have suffered during the last two
months. The bureaucracy appears
large and unwieldy only because of
administrative neglect and a singular
lack of leadership. Motions from the
Outer Council have not been imple-
mented by our chief executives ; cor-
respondence on the desk of the presi-
dent has not been answered; chaotic
meetings have resulted from hastily
constructed agendas. In short, lack of
responsibility and leadership at the
top has produced an ineffective stu-
dent government which enjoys the
confidence and respect of nobody.
We find it ironic that those who

deem the actions of the AMS as
irrelevant should be running for the
leadership of that body. We believe in
the function of student government at
this university and are committed to
making it work for you.
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Interviews

PAKRUL
PIPE

DAY: Could you start by saying why you are
running: what experience and ideas led you to be
in student government, and what you generally seek
to do.

PAKRUL: Well, through high school I was always
connected with student government in one shape or
form or another. I was president of my high school,
like a lot of other people who have come up here.
Last year I was connecti d quite closely with the struc-
tures of the Engineering Society, and of course this

year I've been senior A.M.S. rep. for the Engineering
Society to the A.M.S., as well as chairman of Budget
and Finance.

DAY: Well, what problems concern yoir?

PAKRUL: The problem first of all was of student
government itself; you have to get people to work in

It. This Is often hard to do, and If you feet your-

self qualified and feel that you can do a good job . .

.

Student government has to exist, because If it didn't

there'd always be a hue and cry for one. Students
should be involved in doing things— they always have
and they always will, t Imagine. And I'd like to

be connected with it, I. . . I like to be involved with

student government, for the fact that not only do you
learn a lot, you become a lot more responsible per-

son. A lot of times ifs just a matter of red tape

and you learn all about red tape, what problems it

causes and how to work within it ... as well as how
to work without It, sometimes.

PIPE: I'm involved in student politics first of all

because I enjoy It very much. I became interested

in extra-curricular activities In high school, and I

seemed to turn to student government. And conse-

quently this interest carried over to when I came
here. I think there's a lot that can be achieved

in student government.
DAY: Like what?
PIPE: Bettering our education. You know, we

can . . . have a say In the educational processes which

directly affect us. Here's the opportunity for the for-

mation of an organization which can speak for all

students. This is one of the drawbacks of most stu-

dent governments, that they tend not to keep them-
selves relevant.

^ DAY: How do you propose to do this? or to change

PIPE; I'm going to try to change It by trying
to keep It at all times in the perspective of what I

conceive to be the general consensus of campus feel-

ing.

PAKRUL: A lot of people have said they don't
really know to a great extent what the A.M.S. is

doing, and even people who come to A.M.S. meetings
aren't sure. In a committee system and a represen-
tative system this Is hard to change, but I think one
thing that we haven't been doing this year is com-
pulsory committee reports. This might seem long
and tedious, but something like having committees re-

port every two weeks gives you an Idea of what
these committees are doing. Of course, a lot of people
are just willing to let someone else do It and they
aren't really concerned as long as nothing major goes
wrong, and I think this is always going to be the
case, but I think we can do some things.

DAY: Now maybe we could get down to specifics

as to what problems you see coming up that you want
to deal with.

PAKRUL: I think we've been dealing with prob-
lems since we started. Some of them we just haven't

made any progress on. Others we seem to make
progress, but it's what type of progress. I don't think

too many people disagree about where you want to

go. Ifs the way you're going to get there.

DAY: Do you have any comments on the results

of the Journal poll asking what the major issues were?
PIPE: I think one dangerous thing was the num-

ber of people who said thei issue should be S.N.U.

If we're going to fight an election about S.N.U. then

ifs not going to be a very worthwhile election at

all. S.N.U. exists as a means of political expression

for certain people on the campus.
DAY: Some people seem to think S.N.U. Is set-

ting itself up as the voice of students, which of course

It Isn't.

PIPE: Even though It hasn't intended to act as

if It was, 1 think this has been a general Impression.

PAKRUL: It created a lot of confusion.

PIPE: The housing development I think hi def-

initely going to be a big Issue, because If the economic
feasibility study shows that it isn't feasible, then im-

mediately some people are going to start screaming.
DAY: Do you see this as being any different from

present residences?

PIPE: I think we're perhaps greatly dissatisfied

with the type of atmosphere which Is Inculcated In

our administration-designed residences. The very style

In which they're built, the expense with which they're

built, the disregard for aesthetic appeal, for a com-
munity sense of involvement. They're all built In

the Hotel Hilton sort of style.

DAY: What about the problem of Queen's reputa-

tion recently, and the McGill Band refusing to come
here?

PIPE: It's highly regrettable, and I sure hope the

system of student self-discipline here takes a good look

at itself and pulls Itself up by the socks. I'm not

at all highly familiar with the workings of the A.M.S.

Court— I'm afraid I'm going to have to put my con-

fidence in the report of the Vigilance Committee.
DAY: As members of the A.M.S. executive, do you

take some responsibility for the policies of the A.M.S.

this year?
PAKRUL: I don't think so, not as much as the

president.

PIPE: I'd have to say yes to that. Oh some of

the things we did this year I'd be the first to admit

I made the wrong decision. We were sort of sway-

ed by momentum or something.

PAKRUL: We all made mistakes.

DAY: Such as what?
PIPE: Asking the Senate to decide on openness

this week, our definition of openness ....

DAY: If this was momentum, do you feel It has

to be slowed down?
PAKRUL: We have to make sure that we know

about a situation before we make a decision.

PIPE: We were much too hasty.

DAY: And yet a lot of people complain of A.M.S.

Inaction.

PAKRUL: We're not saying we haven't done any-

thing, ifs just that a lot of us don't know what we're

doing.

Edwards' and Lichty's Platform
Paid Political Advertisement

The A.M.S. should fulfill the dual
roles ua. facilitating the education of

Queen's students and providing an
orgai. for student action.

ACADEMIC REFORM
The most important areas in which

stuuents should make decisions is in

their classroom. Here we are directly

affected by the course content, valua-

tion methods, teaching methods, size

of the class, and the textbooks used.

It is here ithat we have direct experi-

ence which enables us to creatively

affeot decisions made at the classroom
and the department's level.

In order 'to 'be effectively involved

in decisions made in the Faculty

Board and Senate we need the «a >eri-

enoe gained at 'the department level.

A paerequisite to student involvement

in the Senate is open decision making.

We must have more information on

the 'types of decisions and the ways by

which these decisions are made be-

fore we can become active partio-
' pants.

The power now held by the Board

of Trustees should be given to the

(student-faculty) Senate. The Board

would be replaced by an advisory

body, representative of not just the

higher echelons of the professional

and business worlds, but of society

as >a whole: it would then include

small business men, housewives, lab-

ourers, non-professional technical

people etc. The purpose of this body

would to be advise the University as

to whether it is actually serving the

best interests of society, and to sug-

gest ways and means of ensuring this

service. •

HOUSING
Decent, fainpricing housing is a

necessity in any society. Adequate

housing, both in terms of quality and

quantity, must be supplied in King-

ston. All students have a roof over

itiheir heads now, but many are in

substandard dwellings at exoebitarnt-

rents. Landlords have also been forc-

ing out Kingston families in favour

of (generally more affluent students

leaving people homeless.

Housing is then not f^tudent

blem, but a problem for everyone in

this country.

The A.M.S. should continue the de-

velopment of its Princess Street re-

sidence This development should have

been seen as move than just a hous-

ing project for it can be designed and

run so it will fulfill an educational

function — classes, seminars, free

—

courses and the like could operate

there.
We must also improve the Housing

Service so that it finds more Jiv-

ing space for students (while not co-

operating with 'landlords who evict

families in favour of student tenants

and greater profits) and so that its

information released to students is

accurate and up-to-date.

The University should provide one

new residence space for each student

added to the enrolment, since the area

of Kingston with in a reasonable dis-

tance of 'the University can not absorb

any more students than it already has.

The A M.S. should also have the

University invest in low rental hous-

ing in Kingston. There are numerous

expensive homes being built bat virtu-

ally low (about 5%) retention on m -

vestment in the latter type of housing

However, the University has roughly

20 million dollars in endowment funds

and two million dollars of tos in-vest-

ed in low rental housing should pro-

v^de enough housesto meet f™f»™
needs This investment should oe

253!; since it will cost the Umversity

only about $15,000 dollars a year in

interest reduction and it would ful-

fill an immediate crying need

We should ensure that the Univer-

sity proceeds swiftly with presently

planned residence construction, and

that future resesidences:are &*™f
conjunction with the A.M.S. and the

city.

CAMPUS DISCIPLINE

"Discipline" is a system of rules

which carry sanctions 'to ensure that

Certain form of behaviour and or a

certain is executed. ,. . ,. .

Our system of campus discmkne at

Queen'sis presently under study be-

cluse it does not seem to be func-

This should be done by

examining what functions the Univer-
sity is carrying out, whether there are
legitimate functions, and whether the
rules were made democratically.

In such areas as drugs, liquor, and
sex (birth control information etc* on
campus, the only rules that should
apply 'are the civil and criminal laws
of the land. If this is not so, then the
students are unjustly liable to double
jeopardy for misdemeanours.
On the other hand, special rules on

campus sometimes allow students im-
munity from the law, which has a de-

trimenal effect on our maturity and
development as individuals and en-
genders irresponsibility towards our
society.

Our internal rules should then per-

tain only to the uniqueinternal func-

tions of the University and should

not supplant the laws of the land.

The relations with other bodies:

The AMS is our instrument for stu-
-

dent aotion. It should tihen have ties

with and co-operate with people out-

side the University for two reasons:

(1) factions external to the university

affeot its internal workings and there-

fore must o etaken into account in

any student actions wdrtMn the Uni-

versity; and (2) we are not only

Queen's students but also, citizens of

Kingston, Ontario, and Canada, and
should therefore take an active in-

terest in the workings of our wider
society.

Our drive for educational reforms
within the university must take into
account the educational system in our
grade schools and high schools, for

one cannot improve without change
in 'the others. We should therefore

be working wfith school teachers and
students who are also interested in

educational reform — helping them
where necessary and receiving help
from them when we need it We
should not forget St. Lawrence Col-
lege, with whom we share concerns
for housing, student aid, academic
freedom, and educational reform.

In Kingston, we should co-operate
with the city government m dealing
with mutual problems such as hous-
ing, university expansion, parking,
and the city's loss of tax revenue

from the university-owned property.

Within and without the university

the goal of student action must socia-

tal justice. The AMS should co-operate

with what ever groups seek this same

end — such as ATAK and the King-

ston Labour Council.

AMS RESTRUCTURING
We 'think that a different approach

to student government is needed. In

order to make effective and creative

change within the university, there

must be widespread support for these

changes. Too often the AMS is a pat-

ernalistic body making decisions for

students without involving many stu-

dents in those decisions.

A basic restructuring for the AMa
is needed to involve as many stu-

dents as possible in making policy

decisions and to make the daily ad-

ministration more efficient. With this

in mind, we purpose that the AMS
executive be composed of a President

and six Commissioners — Finance.

Education, External Affairs, Internal

Affairs, Publications, and Campus

Activities — elected on a campus

basis. The various faculties could

elect members to sit on each of the

commissions. These commissions

would be open to all. This streamlin-

ing would allow the individuals to

campaign on specific issues and to

gain experience and expertise in a

particular area.

The commissioners would be re-

quired to write weekly reports for

Journal. , .

Every two weeks, or as n^ed, a

general meeting would be held to

make major policy decisions. Well

.before these meetings, the issues

would be researched, the alternatives

for action formulated, awi inform-

ation would 'be communicated to_tne

campus via the Journal, C.F.R.t.,

faculty societies and other media.

All members of the student body can

vote at these meetings.
,

These changes can not be institut-

ed •immediately. In jje

term of office, we would hold genera)

meetings on specific issues, and start

moving towards the conrnjaWg*
item by adopting t^is approach tc

our present committee rtructure.
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Good Sounds from Bitter And*
By KAREN TAYLOR

Just In case you were plan-

ning on sitting around your lone-

ly apartment this weekend, I'll

tell you right now to forget it.

There's a lot to do in this town,

believe it or not, but you have

to get off your "behind" and

find it. If it happens that you

are footloose this weekend one

of the best places to go for a

night of good entertainment is

Bitter Grounds. We have unfor-

tunately neglected to give Bit-

ter Grounds the publicity due to

it this year and so we are going

to take this chance to make it

up to the Committee in charge.

Bitter Gsounds is otherwise

known as the coffee shop during

the day. It's in the lower floor,

of the Students Union for those

who do not know its location

and believe me there are people

who never go into the Union.

(Don't know what they are mis-

sing?) On Fridays and Saturdays

the coffee shop is converted into

proved the performance and this

year a dividing wall of curtain

the whole length of the cafeteria

bar was added, which makes the

place look much less sterile.

This with the romantic candle

lit tables creates a quiet inti-

mate atmosphere. During inter-

missions a variety of snacks

can be purchased from waitres-

ses who come around to serve

you. The menu consists of five

kinds of tea-all with interesting

names, coffee (with hopes of

introducing espresso soon) and

various treats like doughnuts,

cupcakes and cheese and crack-

ers.
During the past years Bitter

After 46 years of broadcasting, Queen's radio

CFRC is in the throes of change. In 1922 CFRC

was licensed for non-commercial educational

radio, simulcasting on the AM and FM bands. The

AM covers the city of Kingston and the FM a radius

of 60 miles. CFRC therefore serves both Queen's

students and the general public.

Until several years ago the FM band was almost

superfluous, but with the rise in popularity of FM
sets, many station? have separated their AM and

FM program ning. CFRC Is therefore duplicating

local programming rather than providing an alter-

native as it has the opportunity to do, being a non-

commercial station.

Because CFRC is owned by the Queen's admin-

istration who also pays for the full-time staff, the

station is expected to serve as a public relations

arm of the university. However being operated by

a student club of over 100 members, it is also

expected to serve the students. In order to carry

• out its dual purpose, CFRC plans to split its AM
and FM programming so that the FM will continue

touches and here students and

friends can gather for an even-

ing of good live entertainment

The coffee house idea was or-

iginally developed to exhibit the

talents of folk singers but the

music field has opened up con-

siderably in recent years and

now there are many sounds (mu-

sical that is) issuing from the

to serve the general public whereas the AM will coffee shop on these nights,

become more campus-oriented, spotlighting more This Is the third year that

events and activities that would be meaningless to Bitter Grounds has been In op-

Grounds has brought In some

coffer house "by a few deft highly entertaining groups. The

WORKS
Over on the Air

Dirty Shames, a jug band from

Toronto performed on one oc-

casion and provided a rollicking

evening of entertainment The

name really fits. Then the Gnu-

Foke a trio from Chicago came

over afteraperformanceinGrant

Hall and gained a lot of applause

for their highly professional and

appealing presentation. Robin

Moir, a student from Carleton

brought in a big crowd last year

and Bill Bosworth appeared sev-
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rehear
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student can be seen already with the program the Engineering Society. The

Nocturne and the various interview shows which Committee which runs the pro-

ject is headed by John Sedge-

wick and is comprised of eight

engineers and two arts repre-

sentatives, Marcia Barber and

Sue Thompson. There have been

now cover campus events.

CFRC broadcasts for 35 hours through Thurs-

day, Friday, Saturday and Sunday. There are no

plans to extend hours because of the interference

received by the jazz enthusiasts. ^ exactly

This year, Bitter Grounds' en- co£fee

tertainment manager Inez Plat-

enius started things off well by

presenting Owen MacBride, an

Irish folk singer from Toronto.

caused by our transmitters with the electrical

and physics equipment in campus building.

With the change in simulcasting other changes

are being planned. Stereo broadcasting is to start

hopefully in 1970, and increasing use of the Jour-

nal will be made to acquaint the audience with the

planned programs for the weekend, listing guests

a few changes made since the

coffee house first started func-

tioning. Last year, the com-

mittee purchased a new sound

system which has greatly im-

There's no use sitting at home

when you can hear this great

performer for only seventy-five

cents. Bill Bosworth also made

an appearance early in the year
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entat ive of student wishes as well as still serving

the general public.

THURSDAY 6:30 p.m. to 12:00

6:30 Candelabra

7:30 Calendar and Program Resume

7 :35 Spotlight

8:00 Speaking Frankly

8:30 The Living Classics

10:30 The Folk Program

11:00 Nocturne

FRIDAY 6:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.

6 :30 Candelabra

7:00 Music Round the World

7 :30 Campus Topics

7 :45 CFRC Magazine

8:15 jazz Forever

j 9:00 Concert Hall

11 :00 to 2 a,m. Nocturne

SATURDAY 1 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1 :00 Emission Franchise

1 :30 Golden Gaels Football "Live"

or Mastenvorks

5 :00 Candelabra

7:00 Calendar and Personality

7:15 Broadway Music

8:00 Campus Talent

8:30 Jazz Modern

9 :30 Invitation

10:30 to 2 a.m. Nocturne

SUNDAY 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

9:00 Musical Panorama

12:00 Classics by Request

4:00 Program Notes

4 :05 to 6 :30 Pops for a Sunday

"Funeral in Berlin", the Dun-
ning Hall offering for Nov. 7, is

the kind of movie which can't be

remembered for more than 10

minutes. You'll see why if you
watch it, which you should do,

because it's a thoroughly enjoy- .

able spy film.

The story line needs rereading

when taken as a novel, and when

combined with producer Harry

Saltzman's C 'Goldfinger, etc.)

roaring sense of pace, the result

is an onslaught that defies fol-

lowing. But who needs details.

Berlin Is home to thousands of

East and West German, French,

Russian, British, and American

spies of one league or another.

Each group Is naturally trying

to shaft the other, although I get

the impression from Len Deigh-

ton's book of the same name that

the payrolls overlap too much

for there to be anything but a

comfortable working agreement:

you watch us and we'll watch you.

The only action is when somebody

from out of town upsets the calm

by trying to lower the Russian

scientist count by one. Michael

Caine, as fastidious Harry Pal-

mer, is the troublesome British

agent chosen for the job.

What struck me about the film

was the casting, and when you see

how many thin little blond men

with wire-rimmed glasses and

faces like collapsed cantaloupes

crawl out of the furniture, you'll

know why. They kill, of course.

The man who plays Colonel

Stok, the chief of Russian Intel-

ligence, has both the roly-poly-

ness that we all expect and the

appropriate sputtering hurt look

when somebody doubts his word.

He's hard as nails and full of

mirth. A man like this wins.

The woman-at least the only

one I remember, and this girl

nobody will forgetr-is oneofthose

who could make utterly 'anything'

worthwhile. Her name Is Sam-

anthe Steel ("Call me Sam").

She's In It for the money (for the

.right reasons, of course), andfor

the well, there's sex.
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- Rachel Cameron is a beautiful

part for an actress, as Joanne

Woodward immediately recogv

razed when she read Margaret
jggroup, well Laurence's Canadian novel, A
lted, Presen" Jest of God.

Rachel is a schoolteacher who
has reached her 35th year, the

middle of her life, without ever

leaving home or knowing a man.

She can bake a cherry pie all

right, but she cannot leave her

weak-hearted mother, and she

may -soon be too old ever to do

Iples of "hot
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The novel tells of the summer

that the direction and meaning of

Rachel's life changed. Late-life

or last-fling romances are, the

stock-in-trade, ,'ctf so--called wom-

en's movies; but Rachel is a

subtler character than the sex-

starved women of soap operas.

She might'almost be defined in

terms of them; as a person who

nearly botches her life through a

determination not to become one

of those foolish, aging spinsters.

It's the perfect part for an ae-

fut self-consciousness and self-

depredating timidity.

Rachel, still coming to kiss her
mother good-night in her dressing

gown like a schoolgirl, could

easily by funny, or else too odd
for audience identification. Miss
Woodward's achievement is to let

us see that despite Rachel's vir-

ginal, mother-dominated fidgets

(

she is very much worth caring

about.

When Rachel says, too politely,

"It's very thoughtful of you to

have brought along that bla-

nket," as she waits awkwardly
for an old friend (James Olson)

to make love to her, she is nei-

ther ridiculous nor pathetic—just
very human. There are harder

lines than this, but not none of

them makes you wonder who has

the whitest wash this week.

Writer Stewart Stern makes
good use of Miss Laurence's

novel, though he inevitably puts

words in£o Rachels mouth that

she only dares to think, not say.

One of the problems of movies

based on novels is that pictures

Rachel Rachel:
Subtler than Soap Opera

tress who is likewise determined

not to play in soap operas.

This is how Rachel, Rachel, at

the Toronto-Dominion Cinema,

came to be made. Miss Wood-

ward loved the part. Nearly ev-

eryone else in Hollywood hated

it. How are you going to sell a

35-year-old virgin to the young

crowd? So eventually her actor-

husband Paul Newman decided

to produce and direct. It was a

piece of luck for everyone, as

Newman turns out to be an actor

who had a director inside him.

It is a fine movie-portrait,

though I think that the surprise

are so much more explicit than

words. But Newman has found a

style to convey the novel's intrO'

spective, sidelong view. Often his

cameras look away at the emo-

tional climax of a scene.

The masturbation scene, for ex-

ample, is very discreetly handled.

Occasionally, however,* it seems

that Newman is using his ellipti-

cal approach to avoid something

difficult.

.

What is missing, it seems, are

the elements surrounding the

character "of Rachel—a sense of

the small-town society.

With the whole emphasis

thrown on her background as an

at its working at all has caused it undertaker's daughter, the movie

to be somewhat overrated. It is

above all the occasion for a

nicely detailed, warm and in-

tensely felt performance by

Joanne Woodward.

If Rachel is a part in which an

actress gets a chance to show

what she can do, it is also a role

in which she must find ways to

surprise us. Otherwise she risks

irritating the audience as much

as Rachel irritates with her nain-

edges uncomfortably towards

psychiatric case history. I felt

this as a limitation when I saw

the film, but much more so after

reading the novel with its sup-

porting observations of life in a

Prairie town populated by Scots

and Ukrainians. New England is

not really an equivalent.

,

There's another good script that

got away. '(Borrowed from

The Globe 4 Mail)

A TREASURE -- NATIONAL

BALLET COMPANY

"A national treasure" (Ottawa

Journal)—"among the toprank-

ing ballet groups" (Washington

Dally News)—"equalled by few

and will be hard to match"
(Christian Science Monitor)---

"a new peak In artistic endeav-

our" (Montreal Gazette).

The raveB pour in and The

National Ballet of Canada has

justifiably received the bravosof

audiences throughout the world,

for its youthful vigour andexcel-

lence of artistic standards.

Kingston will have Its chance

to see what the cheering Is all

about this coming Wednesday

when the Ballet performs at the

Grand Theatre.

Eighteen years after Its begin-

nings under the direction of Cella

Franca, herself one of the greats

of the ballet world, the National

Ballet has risen from a position

of tt-couldn't-be-done to one of

International eminence.

Heading the cast Is Lois Smith,

prima ballerina and one of the

original members of the com-

pany. She has appeared In every

major city inthe U.S., Canada and

Mexico, dancing the ballerina

roles In most of the world's

best-known and loved produc-

,tions. Performing with her Is

Earl Kraul, the National Ballet's

premier danseur, best known for

his tragic-hero roles In La Syl-

phlde, the Nutcracker, Swan Lara

and Romeo and Juliet

The main evening performance'

presents the first creation of

world-renowned George Balan-

chlne-"SERENADE"-the second

act of "THE NUTCRACKER" and

the latest work of the Company's

resident choreographer. Grant

Strate, entitled "CYCLUS.

In addition, a special children's

matinee has been arrangedforthe

first time. The school set will

have possibly Its first taste ofthe

art form sweeping Canada with

performances of "ONE IN FIVE"

"PAS de DEUX" from the Flow-

er Festival in Genzano and the

second act of the "NUTCRAC-

KER".

The Ballet Is coming underthe

sponsorship of the Kingston club

of the Canadian Federation ofUn-

Iverslry Women with the support

of the Board of Education.

At this writing, tickets for the

November 6 performance are

selling rapidly. The matinee la,

sold out and the evening presen-

tation has 135 seats still avail-

able. Tickets can be purchased

at the Grand Box Office -$4.00

and *5.00.
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The Journal

Interviews

MARTIN
MCINTYRE

Naturally I was excited when I was assigned to

interview Presidential hopefuls Merlin ^.J^'S
This was the hottest assignment since I mte™ewea

tiie Lindberg baby. 1 easily found their W.Mt*
Fox and the Crow") mansion and with trembhng

heart in hand I climbed the long spiral staircase which

leads to their election headquarters.

I found them in their offiaMum-baUinwm, going

about watering their several plants, happily Jjf<fing

to pungent rhythms of the Doris Day Experience A

Rerd of contented sheep had passed me
:

on the nar-

row stair, so I knew our interview would be without

interruption.

Journal: Good afternoon Bill.

M. * M.: G<"d afternoon Wllf.

Journal: Good afternoon John.

M. S M.: Good afternoon Wllf.

Journal: How are you today?

M. » M.: Fine Wllf. How are you?

Journal: I'm fine thank you.

M. S M.: Tell me Wllf, where were you bom?

Journal: Kingston.

M. & M.: Oh, really? Why did you run for editor?

Journal: Well, there's quite a story behind that,

have always been Interested in newspapers. In

fact, you might not believe this but I was found as

a baby In a Kingston alley wrapped In a Whig-Standard

with an order of chips.

M. * M.: You're right Wllf, we don't believe you.

Journal: Gentleman, do you mind if I get on

with this Interview?

M. £ M.: Not at all. Go ahead.

Journal: Where are you from, Bill.

M * M •
I was born In Wichita, Kansas, moved

to Edmonton at age fifteen, and then to Toronto at

age seventeen.

Journal: And you, John?

M & Kl -
1 was born In a rather nice fourteen room

house' which had two ... or was It three bathrooms.

I think it had three ... a good two anyway . .

.

Journal: Why are you running?

M S M We have this vision— this vision of a

w» and somehow a better place to learn, to com-

municate meaningfully In a non-alienation-onented
I

en-

vironment -a vision of a new and better world, a

rounder planet, a less structured and hence a more

meaningful solar system -a totally new universel

Journal: That sounds really nice. Where do your

ideas come from John?

M. & M.: My Lilac bush.

Journal: Where do you get yours. Bill?

M. * M.: When I was with the Green Bay Pack-

ers, working h. the Bacon Division, Bart Starr, then

just a rookie himself, came in and said, "Bill, you

sure can pack bacon with the best". I'll never for-

get that moment, not if I live to be a hundred.

Journal: Yes . . . Well ... to get back to the ques-

tion, where do you get your ideas?

M. 4 M.: John's lilac bush Is pretty sharp.

Journal: What do you think of Queen's?

M. 6 M.: Never been out with one myself, but

Suzie-Q week is coming.

Journal: Are you serious candidates?

At this remark Mr. Mclntyre took umbrage. But

we didn't mind. It's a far nicer habit than, say, to-

bacco chewing or taking snuff.

Journal: How would you get the AMS to take

action?

M. « M.: Well, we feel that some of the mem-

bers of the executive take themselves rather too seri-

ously -a sign of the insecurity of youth. These we

would suckle during the meetings and then get on

with the business at hand.

Paid Political Advertisement

Duplante's and Meale's Platform

It has 'been said that Queen's stu-

dent are 99.9% apathetic. We feel that

is a ridiculous, malicious slan-

der on the nature of Queen's stu-

dents, — ... 'but we would be will-

ing to accept 99.9% uninformed. You

might say that what we have here is

i failure to communicate. Communi-

cation between individual students

carried on very smoothly, the

problem is between students and the

AjM.S.. An example of this failure

to communicate as the fact that your

average student at Queen's can not

even remember the name of our re-

cently resigned ex-president, Mr.

uh M. oh well, you 'know who
I mean.

We feel that during early fall and
late spring when weather is good that
outdoor discussions and A.M.S. issues

which directly concern the student
body such as delegates to C.U.S. or

0.U.S. Some places we suggest are

1. the corner of University St. and
Queen's Crescent, which is the centre

of campus activity ox, 2 the roof of

Victoria Hall with its fine view of
the football field, or as a last resort,

3 the large patio between Grant and
Ontario Halls. During other months
indoor meetings could be held at such
places as 1. The Manor, where the
most interested students or at least

the most interesting students or at
least the mos tmteresting students
can be found. These people would be
very prone to discussion and sugges-
tions. Another place could 'be 2. the
main foyer of Victoria Hall where
most campus activity takes place, or
again as a last resort, 3. Wallace Hall
could (be used where a large number
of people could gather to give sug-

|

gestions and discuss important A.M.S.
: platforms

My position on S.N.U. on Campus
is: while we are fairly liberal minded
we cannot go so far as to support

any organization that advocates stu-

dent for a nuder university. While this

might have its good points, we can

see problems arising from this situa-

tion and in turn situations arising

from these problems. We have al-

ready pointed out the failure of the

S.N.U. as the voice of the student
body. The A.M.S. outer council is

made up of 28 representatives of the
various faculties on campus, while
S-NjU. supposedly has 26 members
from all radical factions on campus.
We feel the A.M.S. is a better repre-

sentative of the students by sheer
weight of numbers, it would seem. In
the U.S. there are two main compet-
ing television networks, C.B.S. and
iNjB.C. Which are both trying to serve
the gerMral good of the people
through similar policies and with simi-
lar goals. It would seem inconceivable
that the president of the network
could also be the treasurer of another
network, 'because they are in com-
petition. On campus we have a similar
situation, where the President of the
AJVI.S. was also the treasurer of
S.N.U Both bodies claim that they
are the voice of the students and are
in competition. I don't think I need
say any more on this subject, as
you can see the implications. We are
not condemning S.N.U. goals but simp-
ly saying that they should be hand-
led by a reformed AM.S. who is the
constitutional voice of the students.
We 'are definitely against the S.N.U.
methods in gaining these goals. If by a
newer university they mean tearing
down Ontario 'Hall and putting up
new classrooms, then I am all for it.

In a recent poll of 59 students 44%
said we should stay in1 C.U.S. 29%
said no, while 27% did not know.
Funny thing, but there does not seem

to be a column to include me because,

I, as a member of the other 6,547 stu-

dents not polled have not been able

to figure out just what they have been

trying to do! 1 have never heard much
of what has been said by our dele-

gates at C.U.S. conferences. When
they come back from the conferences

they seem to disappear into oblivion

without telling the students what was
said on their behalf, if anything.

Even if the delegates are bombed an

their hotels, or took the wrong plane

and missed the conference the stu-

dents would still like to know how
we are spending our money. I have

also heard of an organization known
as OUS. Walk up to almost any

student on the street and ask hiin

"What do you think of O.U.S." and
most likely he will reply "what is

it?" or "I don't know" or "They are

nice letters." This seems to be the
general concensus of most Queen's

students. A prominent member of

ithe AMS a few months ago in the

Whig Standard said that. "CUS re-

presents the students who stop to

think about the problems." How can

we think about the problems if we
don't even know what they are. CUP
must be brought closer to the stu-

dents so that they can begin to

understand What it 'is doing for

them.

University Government: We feel

that the students of Queen's are

responsible enough to have a definite

say in government because they
have proven beyond reproach their

outstanding leadership ability in being
the only university to systematically
dismantle itwo Toronto Hotels in

two years. However if we are able to
get a student gallery admitted to
the Senate with a question and
answer period at each session and
Queen's students show themselves

responsible and mature enough to

ask sensible questions then we feel

the right to have a say in decision-

making will come. It is our belief that

in 'fane the Senate meetings might
become a group participation rather

than a spectator sport . ,

Concern With Kingston

and Its Problem

We feel we should be concerned

with Kingston and its problems be

cause the civic government certainly

doesn't seem to be. We have heard

rumours that one of my opponents

advocates giving a sum of money to

Kingston to build low rental housing

so that Kingston familes can escape

from the slums and thus leave more

homes for Queen's students. We
Teally need housing for Queen's

students because this would take stu-

dents away from the landlords. Stu-

dent Housing would solve two pro-

blems : 1. Students would not be

having tent-ins on Dr. Deutch's front

lawn for lack of rooms and disturbing

him home life.

2. Kd n g s t on landlords would
not be able to evict residents Jr.

order .to charge outragious Tents

to Queen's students and thus more
apartments would be available for
Kingston residents at reasonable
prices. Cheap housing for cheap
students.

In conclusion a parting thought:
Confucious say, Man who caught be
tiaween devil and deep blue sea had
better learn to swim real quick. The
AMS ds going down for the third time.
So get a 'lifeguard — Vote the M.D
ticket
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Interviews

MEALE
DUPLANTE

DAY: First and foremost: why are you running?

DUPLANTE: I think Doug and I are basically

running to get across the basic issues that we feel

are important to the students. As members of trie

sophomore year, we've seen certain problems that

the A.M.S. Executive seems to have missed.

DAY: What problems are you focussing on?
DUPLANTE: Lack of communications between the

A. M.S. and the student body. There's none, ifs nil.

This is basically a satirical campaign to bring out

issues and force the students to choose a good candi-

date who will bring the A.M. S. closer to the students.

MEALE: We have no intention of trying to win

because, myself anyway, I know I don't have the

qualifications for the job.

DUPLANTE: I'm sick and tired of the tower

years being called apathetic Our campaign proves

that we're not; that we are only 99 percent, unin-

formed. We have nothing to lose and everything to

gain by our campaign. We can say things that the

others couldn't because they're out to win. We'll cut

up the A.M.S., bring out their failures, and increase

the turnout at the polls.

DAY: How do you think first year students saw

the campaign last spring?

MEALE: Most first year students didn't know

much about how the election was run or much about

the A.M.S. itself. They didn't know what the plat-

forms were about, and they didn't know the candi-

dates themselves.

DUPLANTE: Issues were clouded over last year

and personalities were brought to the fore. That's

why a lot of people didn't vote.

DAY: Why do you think personalities were made
so important?

DUPLANTE: The A.M.S. has been for so long

a little circle, a closed elite. I'd like to see open
meetings where people would come and talk. If CU.S.
and O.U.S. delegates are to speak on our behalf,

I'd like to see them talk to us, both before and
after they go, at open meetings. They're spending
our money and we'd like a voice in what they de-

cide. Aru article in the Journal is no substitute for

a meeting where delegates would have to confront

students and defend what was done.

DAY: Some A.M.S. Executive members have
claimed that students wouldn't come out to open
meetings.

DUPLANTE: They've tried in the past to have

public regular meetings, but students won't sit around

and listen to the trivia that's being discussed.

MEALE: Most of the time they don't have that

much room for visitors, and anyway most people aren't

told where the meeting is and what's on the agenda.

DAY: What about the other issues such as uni-

versity government and housing?

MEALE: The other Issues depend for their suc-

cess on a closer tie with the students and more
communication.

DUPLANTE: I know for a fact that rents go up

maybe 50 percent between the summer and the fall,

because they know Queen's students will have to pay

the price. That's why 1 feel more student housing

must be built, to get the students away from the

landlords and leave more housing for Kingston resi-

dents. But first year students need time to orient

themselves to the issues. Ifs up to all of us to make
sure that they get this orientation on what the A.M.S.
Is and the Senate is, through more participation with
these groups. Then you can have some say In the
government of the students and the university.

DAY: What effect is your campaign having?
DUPLANTE: I find humour makes an Issue more

relevant. Some people go away from these meetings
not remembering what the major candidates said be-

cause they just give a blanket statement of the Is-

sues. Pat Paulsen has proved that humouor makes
things stick in your mind

DAY: Are your supporters serious?

DUPLANTE: Almost all our nominators are from
first and second year, and to get those you had to

explain to them what we were doing. They wouldn't

sign blind, and that proves they aren't apathetic.

MEALE: They had to be sold before they'd even

sign, although it doesn't commit them to vote for us.

DUPLANTE: Most people seem to think our cam-
paign is a good Idea. We don't think we'll split any

vote, we don't expect to draw many votes, but we're

a catalyst. At the meeting Wednesday night, the

majority of the audience were brought out by us per-

sonally. You can't expect people to come out to meet-

ings until they are told what's going on.

DAY: Do you hope to catalyze any basic change?

DUPLANTE: We need a new A.M.S.. with a closer

bond to the students. The winner of this election

must maintain very close cohesion with the students,

or the hang ups in the A.M.S. will just continue.

Paid Political Advertisement

Gracious in Victory

HERE, THEN, IS OUR PLATFORM:

1) Declare a new Golden Age.

2) Commit the funds of the

AMS towards finding a cure

for Anthrax.

3) Give everyone a new tail

4) Construct a crystal pleasure

dome, with caverns measure-

less to man, on the lower

campus.

5) Purchase the Green Bay
Packers.

6) Abolish Menstrual cramps.

.... we will be

»ww Hvit- you've

. . VENGEFUL IN DEFEAT!
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The honourable
' absentee

Last Year student government types got frantic about

student representation on the Board of Trustees. Finally,

after all the shouting, there was one candidate left, and

the iob of rector went to Senator Grattan O Leary.

The rectorship is no longer a ceremonial
|

post..11 cant

be, when students are so vitally affected by what the

trustees do. After all, they control the university's build-

ings and its money, and ultimately that controls every-

thmgelse.^ ^ ^ ^ meeting in me

first year of his term. There have been three.

Apparently he still wants to be a ceremonial rector.

I It is (Fine to have so distinguished a man symbolizing

i student concern in university ceremonies bu

' necessary to have someone more active to put forward

,i the student point of view.

If O-Leary doesn't want to do m,s he should no be

k rector. Students have an opportunity in Wednesday's pleb-

Sfecite to ask that he resign. If he does so, we will be

.able to respect an elderly and honourable senator at the*
e ,j™ that someone else is telling the trustees what

students think.

Long overdue

The open meeting of the publications committee an-

nounced on page three of today's issue is long overdue.

Last year, communications between the Journal and
'the A. M.S. Executive were marked by tension and mis-

understanding. It was hoped that frequent open meetings

*of both groups would solve the problem this year,

q Journal staffers, and the editorial board, are eager for

more feedback from students. Almost all letters received

have been printed, as well as many unsolicited articles.

It is the Journal's policy to print all news items that come
to our attention, at least in brief form.

Suggestions of new things that the paper should do
"are always welcome.

One point in the announcement may be misleading,

^however, constitutionally, the editor and the editorial

board have "complete oversight" of the Journal and are

respons;ble for editorial policy and content. The only power
• held by the A.M.S. Executive is to call a referendum to

dismiss the editor.

Outward-looking

In recent weeks, history and sociology students have

been moving towards greater involvement in the run-

ining of their courses.

With seats on curriculum committees, concessions on

exam regulations and a mood of friendly co-operation

between students and faculty, these departments are not

only setting an example for others, but are ready to move
ahead themselves.

The formation of student-faculty committees in so-

ciology to organize field trips, community projects and

summer jobs shows the positive direction that student

involvement will take.
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Kryptonian Astronomical Observatory

Terrestrial Affairs Department

Special credits and thanks to Nancy Canr, Ephraim Bedfast; Ron
Rater of the Globe; Sandra DeAthe; Laurie Chant; poor, third
Arleigh, whom we really do love; Marte Harding (some dish); John,
who poked another hole in the leaky umbrella; CPRC and their mar-
vellous mikes; BMy Q. Telex; Frank Sampson; Kevin) who doesn't
read ours; Fred Monkman; Doug Gertwin, who's still working hard;
Alan Kuernard; our roving thug and his gun mol'l, who claim they
weren't involved but got their mugs on P.I., and the CENSORED
who CENSORED off early and left us with six paces blank at
five a.m.. This paragraph approved by JCUC. Hi-no, ht-ho, tit's off to
997/8 —but 111 be home early, luv.

Report: Mo. 573

Subject: Courtship Activities

Submitted by: Edurp

Although the species HOMO SAPIENS is

identical on Earth and on our planet, it has

been observed by this department that assort-

ed primitive practices in courtship rituals still

exist on Earth. It is the purpose of this report

to discuss some of these objectively and scien-

tifically, and to give possible justification for

such peculiar customs.

A minor form of what is whimsically call-

ed ''makmg out" by Earthlings is "pecking",

which consists of a quick short kiss, often with

a noise much like the suction of the plunger

used by plumbers to unclog toilets. This is gen-

erally done between relatives and by shy people

on their fifth date. It is also useful during

driving, where time is of the essence, ana un-

timely passion could result in the loss of life,

sight, or limb, etc.

There is also a related practice, prolong-

ed kissing". The two parties involved remain

in the appropriate position for lengths of bme
ranging from several seconds upwards. The

Department has not yet ascertained the record

here, but, knowing Earthlings, an educated guess

would place the upper limits at about twelve

hours. Above this limit, a human being will get

hungry or sleepy or Nature may call. This prac-

tice is not recommended if one or both parties

have bad breath, and in fact, one indulging in

this is lucky if he gets a breath.
_

A practice called "French kissing is com-

pletely inexplicable and unjustified to this de-

partment. Our medics have pronounced it ex-

tremely unsanitary. After all, you wouldn't drink

a gl^gs if someone else's saliva, would you?

Many Terrestrials also indulge in kissing

other parts of the face. This seems to have its

uses. For example, kissing the face is a good

way of keeping cool in hot weather, and also

removes sweat Cats have found it useful for

eons. Kissing the ears seems an excellent way
of cleaning out ear-wax, as Terrestrial custom

brings the tongue into play and makes kisses

SOgg
Some Earth males like to kiss the female's

breasts. This indicates a desire to return to

infancy, indicative of an abnormal mind. Fe-

males who go for it have a mother complex,

a desire to nurse. We wonder just what the

male expects to get out of it anyway. Instead

he should try C2H50H, a beverage Earthlings

are fond of.
,

.

We now examine petting. This would seem

to be good practical experience in anatomy for

Medsrnen (creatures found" in a "University")

since it enables them to see alive what they

would otherwise see only in a dead state. The

undressing of the female is an even better way
to go about this. Earth males seem to think

the female anatomy with its mounds of ugly

flab is beautiful.

lh the practice Earthlings quaintly call

"Going all the way", males have definite pref-

erences for certain types of girls. The three

major classifications are: virgin, experienced,

and seasoned; or, more archaically, good, used

and bad- _ rx.
In conclusion, the Terrestrial Affairs De-

partment states that these observations, like most

of the others, only serve as additional evidence

that those political factions seeking to promote

Earth as a refuge in the event Krypton explodes

are mentally incompetent

&pmk Sang bg S^mnnb
Every so often, an advocate

of minority rights spares a mo-

ment to plead on behalf of the

most pervasive minority group

of all. There are very few

many left-handed Jews, Eski-

mos, Negros, Italians, and
Jewish Eskimos or Negro Ita-

lians, but there are a great

WASPs as well.

In university a left-hander

has problems not found 6!n

other areas of life. An example
is the classroom. Every rigibt -

handed student who enters has

virtually his choice of seats

—

front, 'back, centre, corner. The
left-hander finds that perhaps

one chair in fifteen wriM fdt him;

'he has hardly any choice at all.

Experienced analysts say that

a student always tends (in the

absence of unusual sexual at-

tractions) to sit in the same
area of every classroom. If he
cannot do this, the frustrations

resulting will obviously be
great. Imagine, too, the addition-

al annoyance and embarrass -

ment when a left-hander ar-

rives late for class and, instead

of slipping into the chair near-

est the door, must scan the
classroom at length to find a

left-handed desk. Or the misery
when left-handed boy and girl

must sit at opposite sides of

the room, exchanging unhappy

Besides the special difficulty

of desks, all the usual problems
of left-handers are found at

Queen's: right-handed vending
machines and pay phones, doors
which swing the wrong way. The
whole world as built for right-
handed people.

The desk problem in class

rooms is being solved, though.
Many new rooms have contin-

uous desks with separate chairs,

equally usable by the people of

either handedness. The frustra-

tions of a student for whom
the whole world is built back-

wards will finally end.

This sinister situation is at

last 'being remedied.

letters to the editor
MISGIVINGS

>We would lake to clear up any
misgivings that .the readers of

•the Journal might have con-

cerning the AMS Club grants.

The writer of the edatorial of

October 22, entitled "Biases"

seemed to have lottle or no
knowledge of the situation that

existed, nor did he make any

attempt to find out about it

before he wrote his article.

His only source of informa-

tion other than himself was Mr.

Boyd Simpson who painly re-

futed at the AJVIS meeting that

night, what 'the article quoted

him as saying.

To answer some of his

charges, we will repeat for those

not there what was said at the

meeting. The only political club

to receive a grant was the Liber-

al Club because they were the

only ones who asked for one.

The Chess Club and the Art
History Club received no grant

since the amounts requested

were for transportation and
lodging. These categories are

specifically against the regula-

tions for the receipt of club

grants.

The Pistol and Camera Club
received grants to pay for per-

manent equipment — some -

thing their members cannot af-

ford on 'their already large

membership fees of four to ten
dollars.

We could justify here each

grant given out but 'the space
ds limited so we hope that

any other misgivings will be
directed to the Budget and
Finance Committee of the AMS.
That's what we are here for.

BUDGET AND FINAiNCE

Protests Self-styled Che's on campus

I would like to register my
protest against the 'hot-eyed "re-

volutionary" antcics of the self-

styled Che Guevaras on this

campus, who seem to feel left

out (because students all over

the world are having revolutions

and we aren't. The latest mani-
festation of the erratic fervor

of our far left, which seems to

ibe every bit as doctninadre as

our opposition in the administra-
tion, is the appearance of ISSUE
the C.UjS.—sponsored propa-
ganda sheet On page 5 of

ISSUE (he statement is made
that "the creation of a mass
movement may warrant immedi-
ate confrontations and tactical

I

procedures such as demonstra-

tions, strikes ,and boycotts."
One "taotccal procedure" which
I would have thought the most
obvious — that is, enlisting the

aid of the faculty in the cause
of the students — has scarcely

been attempted at Queen's, de-

spite the fact that the Faculty
has again and again proven open
to reasonable suggestions (a

case in point — the abolMon
of compulsory Christmas
exams). Many leaders of the
"growing student movement",
in their adulation of the leaders
of the much-needed revolution
at S.F.U., neglect to emphasize
that the students would have
;been unsuccessful without the
whole-hearted backing of the

S.F.U. faculty.

I suggest that rather than ad-

vocating the complete overthrow
of our university system, {wnich
is admittedly full of anachron-
isms, abuses, and injustices of
aH kinds), [ suggest we attack

problems such as the follow-

ing; — the housing situation;

the repulsive profiteering car-

ried on by the Engineering
Society in their running of Tech.
supplies; the even more repul-

sive concrete being poured all

over our campus on what used
to be grass (on WHOSE or-

ders?); the shabby treatment of

general B. A. students.

I realize fully that il am now
liable to being branded a fas-

cist pig. Thank you.

BERT de VR1ES
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Stouse of Commons ©etoes
Volume 1 Number 3 1st 1st Parliament

OFFICIAL REPORT

Speaker: The Honourable William Martin. The
house met For the first time in two weeks as they
do not like power plays and personal attacks.

An Hon. Memeber: I move we move into com-
mittee to discuss our ideas of openness of govern-
ment bodies.

Mr. Speaker: For? Against? Carried. Would
the spectator nearest the door please lock same so

more cannot come in that this is secret session.

Mr. Chairman: The house will now rise. We
report that people like the idea of having Senates

and such like run on the ideas of a parliament

with one erception,—on 48 hour notice, people are

allowed to move.
An Hon. Member: I move we adjcurn 'til next

Friday for the duration of the by-electoin of some-
one or another, I cannot remember. Well, anyway

there are four groups — one are administrators who
cant theorize; another, can theorize but can't ad-
minister; another doesn't like the lack of communi-
cations; while the last group, who I support write
for a paper in Kingston.

A" Hon. Member: Westall H, for President!
Some Hon, Members: Hear, Hear.
An Hon. Member: From what I hear, whoever

is eleoted to fill the vacant seat, there will be
more vacant seats.

An Hon. Apathetic Member: I move we move
into conimittee to discuss the problem of adjourn-
ment. I don't think anyone gives a damn about
this anyway.

Stationers' Note: The house was too apathetic
to do anything more.

letters to the editor

TRICOLOR DEFENDED
In reply to the article entitled

"allons enfants", (a title which
we believe aptly describes the

degree of maturity with which

the article is written), we wish

to take exception to your ideas

on Tricolour '68.

To take only a few examples,

Miss Cocks speaks of the "pur-

ple prose" in ihe colour essay.

Beneath this "purple prose", as

you call it, we believe there is

a real meaning but isn't it too

bad, Miss Cocks, that you are

unable to appreciate the aesthe-

tic quality of this prose. Isn't

this essay something orginal

and refreshing? "Just a little

hard to take, you say;" well,

who says? You infer, Miss Cocks,

that "you" meaning most

Queen's students who have per

used the Tricolour agree with

your [interpretation. We, and a

majority of others think that

the colour essay is one of the

most outstanding features of

Tricolour '68.

It is unfortunate that when
someone attempts to get profes-

sional, to be original — it

cannot be appreciated. Perhaps,
there are some members of this

university who are not in the

habit of recognizing professiona-

lism when they see it and Tri-

colour '68 comes as a shock to

their system rather than a re-

freshing precis of what Queen's

really is.

Also, what is wrong with look
ing at Grant Hall through a

wrought — iron fence, Milss

Cocks, it is obvious that your
sense of perception of what
Grant Hall is something more
than a place for "groovy dan-

ces?" Is the atmosphere of

Grant Hall only "groovy?" Per-

haps, you cannot appreciate the

mystical quality that it has for

many Queensmen. Does Grant
Hall not symbolize the experi-

ence one goes through at

Queen's that is, a nexpenience

whfch starts and ends there?

Really, Miss Cocks, on what

grounds do you argue that Tri-

colour '68 is "too serious by
'

half?" You fail to realize that a

successful year book requires a

combination of levity and ser-

iousness, as Tricolour '68 has

proven.

You also complain that the

'book as divided too much into

"neat parcels". How else would
you have it — a jumble of un-

related incidents? There are

many aspects of life at Queen's,

each important in itself. How
can you combine athletics with

a convocation ceremony in order

to maintain the essentia! quali-

ties of each?
You provide in your argument

no solutions to your criticisms

and we can only assume that

your conclusions are based on

a lack of perspective, a surface

— glance at the book or a m.ix-

ed-up notion of a year book's

purpose.

Your "tedium has a message"
— in our view, a wrong one.

Rccm— Male Student. quiet

room near university. 542-2271.

Koom & Beard for quiet student.

.>85.00 per month. Excellent

meals. Contact Mrs. Ronald, 458

Princess or phone 542-1146.

WANTED

Ride to North Bay and back

any weekend in November. Con-

tact Ivan Fraser at 548-4655.

MISCELLANEOUS

flow York Times. Join Car

Pool and get your paper every

Sunday. For mere information,

tall ext. 3427.

BABYSITTING

Will do babysitting any time

this weekend. November 1-3.

Phcne 544-8146.

MEETINGS

General meetings of the "Great

Bcor Society", Queen's chapter,

held every Saturday from noon

cn, in the fall, at "The Man's

Pad", 15 Brock St. Qualifications

for membership-rowdy, verbose,

drunken zots. Representatives

needed for first and secend year,

all faculties, due tc membership

explosion in these areas. If in-

terested, phene 548 3386.

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS-COLOUR
MOVIE-GIRLS-a sailing expert

-Girls-in Stirling Hall A, this

Sunday, November 3 at 8 p.m.—

a FREE open SAILING CLUB

presentation.

Brass, red running-light from

Ihe S'. Lawrence II. This light

will be very hard, if not impos-

sible, to replace. If anyone

knows the whereabouts of the

light, please contact the Brig.

Une pair ladies' brown framed

glasses in tapestry case, some-

place cn campus. If found, phone

544-8367.

Couch and Desk, Phone 544-

3476.

1963 PONTIAC PARISIENNE.

V-8, power brakes and steering,

whitewall tires, excellent condi-

tion. 229 Earl Street. Call 548-

4079 after 6:00 p.m.

Leather jacket, Arts '71, excel-

lent condition, S25. 546-6247.

'66 Yamaha Scrambler 250 cc.

Big Bear oversize pistons. Good

condition. Needs carb adjust-

ment. $300 or best offer. Must

sell. Phone Bruce at 542-8652.

1966 Mustang. V-8. automatic,

power steering, radio, Fiebarted

whitewalls, 25,000 miles. 546-0064

after 6.

Each night before you go to bed,

McNeill,

Whisper a little prayer as you

kneel.

And tell all the Centre men above.

This is dedicated to the ones we

love.

NaNaNaNaaaaah!

Would anybody witnessing the

motorcycle accident October 8 at

2:30 p.m. at the corner of Di-

vision and Clergy please contact

Graham at 546-5875. Any infor-

mation will be greatly appreciat

ed.

From this past week's demon-

trations of ignorance, the Hate

Bunny Brotherhood salutes two

fine incidents. Bryan's mondo

grosso in the W section of the

McGill Stadium (how we all re-

member "rooty toot toot .... ")

and also Two Iron Crosses and a

Hero of the Societ People for any

engineer who proudly defended

the Queen's tradition of animal-

ism by charging defenseless

drunken McGill students with a

good standard. We salute you.

PLAYBOY READERS

PERSONALS

Would the girl to whom I gave

my glasses at the McGill game

last Saturday, please call Ron at

548-8559.

The Pill for Mary

The newsstand and subscription

rates for PLAYBOY are going up

in January (with the February

issue). Buy now at special COL-

LEGE STUDENT SUBSCRIP-

TION RATES
1 year —$ 6.50

2 years-$12.00

3 years—$16.50

Tom MaeWilUam. 544-1340.

How do birds do it?

-| FRIDAY, NOV. 1
|

All Day—Life Drawing Workshop,
Art Centre

8:00 Hockey, York at Queen's

8:00 SNU—Kingston Labour
Council Meeting, Carpen-
ter's Hall (about boycott)

8:30 AESC Dance, Grant Hall

8:30 West Indian dub Annual
Dance, LaSalle Hotel

9-1 Syn Bin t Grant HaU, with
the Looking Glass and the

Sedimentary Rock Band,
$1.75 per person

J
SATURDAY, NOV. 2

All Day—Life Drawing Workshop,

Art Centre

2 p.m. Soccer, Carleton at Queen's

2 p.m. SNU Committee Meeting

on SNU platform for the

university

4:30 Party—Diamond Jim's Res-

taurant, Hamilton, for any-

one at the McMaster game
B:30 Chinese Club Dance, Inter-

national Centre Lower
Lounge

8:30 Afro-Canadian Dance, Mc-
Neill House. Everyone wel-

come!

j

SUNDAY, NOV. 3
|

All Day—Life Drawing Workshop,

Art Centre

8:00 Queen's Sailing Club open

meeting. Colour Movie.

Talk by sailing expert.

Stirling Hall A. Free!

j MONDAY, NOV.

7:30 Expressionist Film. Ellis

Hall

When can I buy a Tricolor '68?

Not for a couple of weeks yet, according h> Tricolor business

manager Bill Jarvis. He says there will be an ad In The Journal

announcing time, place, and price. Sales will not be announced

anywhere else. There aren't many Tricolors left, he warns, so

people had better line up in plenty of time.

I am in second year and have been living in Victoria

Hall both years. Next year I and two friends would like

to get out into an apartment. How can we go about

finding an apartment and when should we start looking?

Unless you know of someone who is graduating and can hand

an apartment on to you, there Isn't much point In looking until neit

sumtner. according to housing service director G O. S^"*^ ™j
first listings com. In to the service about July 1, and the first 1st

com. out In mid-July. h. said. "No on. really knows what s going

„ b. vacant until that Hme". But you can also start hunting out

apartments which graduates ar. giving up -put a noHce on a bul-

letin board any Hme now.

^Vrensh *We all have our little perversions, you know.

Does the Student Typing Service really offw
.,

fr
,^ *ToTrne?r'

No; the ad In the Journal was misleading. It costs 10c merr,

iust as In the library. The advantage Is that you don t have t,

have dimes -the s«retary lakes any kind of money at .11.

DON'T BE SQUEEZED INTO A MOULD

QUEEN'S S.C.M.

weekend conference

Nov. 8-10

Glen MocDonell
or SCM office

'

54«-3533

local 180

Afon.

Wed.
Fri.

Office Hours

Fri. noon - 1 p.m.

4 p.m. - 6 p.tn.

10:30 a.m. - noon
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Age Defeats Beauty
By BEN BROWN

By the lime this appears the

First XV will hopefully have de-

feated R.M.C. and will be prepar

irrg for York before advancing to

the championships in Toronto or

London on November 16. Go

Gaels Go! „ ,

In Richardson Stadium Wednes-

day evening, the Kingston Rugby

Football Club defeated the

Queen's Second XV in a hard

fought and damned cold game.

From the opening kick off.

Queen's drove Kingston back to

their twenty-five yard line where

Bill "The Toe" McNeill took ad-

vantage or a penalty to kick a

goal. The score—Gaels 3, King-

ston 0.

With the scrums fighting a ter-

rific battle. Queen's pushed King-

ston back to their five yard line

but were unable to score. A
strong Kingston drive was thwart-

ed by "Slippery" Eby and "Hard-

head" Hackett. Another drive by

Kingston's Osborne and Griff war

halted by Glen "Tank" Mason but

soon after a penalty was called

on the Gaels' five yard line.

Kingston's Osborne was given the

ball and plunged his way across

the 47th parallel for the score.

3-3

Well-matched play continued

with excellent tackling on both

sides. Finally, after a lovely

cross-Wok by the Kingston backs

"Legs" Holloway went over. The

convert was missed again but

Kingston now led 6-3.
.

Led by "Grasper" Davis, the

Gaels came back strongly and

plunged down to the five yard

line where they were stopped by

an "Ulcer". With both scrums

working well and solid tackling

by "Datton" McPherson and

"Ripple" Brown play continued to

swing back and forth. The last

Kingston drive in the first half

was halted by Captain "Fingers

Beckett and the score remained

6
Lead by beautiful fly kicking

by Ebb, good covering by me
backs and "On the Ball" David-

son's jumping in the lineouts,

Gaels pressed into Kingston ter-

ritory where they were stopped

by Rob Wallace. The counter

attack was led by Dave Hicks

and was culminated in a twenty-

five yard penalty kick by King-

ston's amazing scrum half Gwyn
Williams. Kingston 9, Queen's 3.

"Housing" Musseiman drove

back from the kick off but was
stopped bv the tackiling of Danny
''Scotty'' Thomas. "Coach" Reid's

comeback was obliterated by his

friend (?) Ebb, assisted by

"dean Shave" Todd and "Which

Sister" Gervan. Not to be de-

terred, "Ulcers" fought back and

was rewarded by a try.

From the kick off Reid drove

down for Kingston but was pre-

vented from advancing over the

twenty yard line by "Do or Die"
Daly, "Cough" Smith and "One
Case" Cook. Others were also

present for Kingston!
The game finally ended much to

Gael's dismay and Kingston's re-

lief. It was a close one but show-

ed the difference between experi-

ence and effort. Much good po-

tential is present and with time
should produce an excellent team.

Bews News Cues....

Tuesday

"KEEP WATCH
THE AFFAIR IS DRAWING NIGH"

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Sieve Amey

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

LON DRY'S
j

DRUGS LTD.
471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student order.

at student rates

CA1L 546-6517,

C.U.S.O. Conference
(Canadian University Service Overseas)

November 8-11 Ste. Adele, Quebec

2 delegates needed

Apply before November 1

Phone: 542-9468

or leave name and phone number
at the International Centre office

Arts 72

Needed: Co-Editors for Year Book

Miss Arts '72 Committee Chairman

Interviewed: Executive Meeting Nov. 4

Committee Room 1, Union

7:30 p.m.

IOVE-ROCK-WAR COUAGE

BOX OFFICE OPENS
Monday, November 4th .

Mon.-|Fri.

10-5,

Tickets $2.00

Students $1.00

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

20,21/ 22,23

Engineering Grads

Graduates in civil, electrical and mechanical engineering are- invited

to consider employment opportunities with the Public Service of Canada

in the following fields:

CONSTRUCTION-BUILDINGS, MARINE
WORKS, HIGHWAYS

INSTRUMENTATION

SOIL MECHANICS

MUNICIPAL WORKS

HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES

HYDROMETRIC SURVEYS

HYDROLOGY

A career with the Federal Government, the major employer of pro-

fessional engineers in Canada, features broad scope for professional de-

velopment competitive salaries, technically trained support staff, modern

equipment, three weeks' annual vacation and promotion based on merit.

COMMUNICATIONS

NAVIGATION AIDS

AIRPORT LIGHTING

BUILDING SERVICES

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

INTERVIEWS:
November 14-15, 1968

Mr. G. S. C. Smith, P.Eng., will be on campus to discuss engineering

careers with you on the above dates. Arrange your appointment through

the Placement Office today.

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB so 5 Albert
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A WHACK AT MAC
By ALEX BINKLE

Y

Wi*h two games left in the

O.Q.AiA. league schedule, ithe

Queen's Golden Gaels, .present

occupiers of first place, need to

win both games to make centafin

they <wM ibe in the College Bowl
playoffs.

T^he University of Toronto

Blues are one point behind in

second place and Western is one

point behind them. Afltihough

there are numerous mathemati-

cal combinations that could put

different teams in the playoffs,

winning is the one sure way to

Edmonton.
The Gaels, who still have

people italkinig shout last week's

game, will 'be in better shape

for the McMaster game. Jim
Taiit will be back at line backer.

Although Rick Van Buskirk

(played well at the line backer's

position, his return to offensive

end will help the offense. The

rest of the defensive squad will

be the same as last week. If

they keep playing as they did in

the second half of the McGill

game, Gaels playoff hopes shine

brightly.

Offensively, the Gaels will be
the same as last week. The
'ground game was impressive

—

when penalties were avoided

—

and Coach Tindail has been in-

troducing some new wrinkles
for this game.

The McMaster Marauders, this

week's opponent, are a good
'ball team but they are a young
team and have committed some
costly errors. They gave Tor-

onto the ball five times as the
result of miscues. but generally
played a good ball game. Ail of

last year's defensive squad gra-

duated, as did a large segment

of the offensive team. McMas-
ter Coach John1 Kennedy has

put a good ball team together

which has managed to defeat

Waterloo twSce, as well as play-

ing close games with Western
and McGill.

The McMaster quarterback,

Pete Quinlin, is both a good
passer and runner. He has good
ipass receivers in Mike Bierly

and Jerry Mays. The main ball

carriers are Jim Spears and Jim
Henderson wiflth Jay Gordon a

threat as a receiver and runner.

The Marauders have a good

Iball team and wdM provide

strong opposi tion however,

Coach Ttadall realizes the im-
portance of this game and
should have the Gaels up for it

. Prediction: The Gaels by 15
points.

STATISTICS

Halfback Keith Eaman is the
top league scorer with 6 touch-
downs and 3 singles for 39
points. Eric Walter of the Blues
is nest with 30 points.

Fullback Ron dark is the top
Queen's rusher with a 4.4 yard
average per carry placing him
fifth in the league. Eaman is

eighth.

Eaman is the top punter in the
league with a 38.7 average per
kick. Jim Turnhull is the third

top ipunt returner with a 16.5

average. Eaman is fifth with a
14 yard average.

The league's top pass receiver

as 'Rick VanBuskink with 18 re-

ceptions for 281 yards. Don
Molntyre is third with 10 recep-

tions for 188 yards.

Quarterback Don Bayne is

'the league's top .passer with 15

completions in 91 attempts for

56.75% average. He has gained

865 yards in the air and has
thrown 10 touchdowns passes.

VanBuskirk Shows League-Leading Styl<

Susie-Q Gals Judo
By ANNE CARSWELL

P.H.E. out-of-res took first place in the two-day intramural ar-

chery tournament held last week. Originally intended as an outdoor

competition, the tournament was forced inside because of rain, but

this did not daunt the spirits of the competing teams. Victoria 1,

Victoria VI, Victoria III, Addy, and Arts out-of-res placed second

to sixth respectively. The individual high scorers were Connie Both-

well, Cheryl Thackeray, Ginny Slemon and Kit Slater.

Intramural curling got underway on Tuesday evening; ail those

interested are asked to watch for signs of further practices in the

gym, Ban Righ, and the residences. More participants are welcome.

Intercollegiate bandminton Iryouts began Wednesday afternoon

in the gym. Practice times are Monday, 3:30-4:30 starting Novem-

ber 11th; Wednesday, 3:30-4:30 starting October 30th; and Friday,

7:00-8:30 a.m. beginning November 1st.

Intermediate basketball 'practices are held in the gym every Tues-

day from 5:30 to 6:30. New players are welcome along with those

who 'tried out with the intercollegiate team. Team selections will

be made early in November.
Last week, I mentioned a co-ed night at the gym. Well, plans are

well underway and it will probably be held during Susie-Q week.

Among the activities planned for that night are a volleyball game,

three-legged soccer, an outdoor scavenger hunt, and possibly bask-

.etball or swimming.

Ten Queen's students entered

the regional OJBBA Judo
tournament held at Queen's this

past weekend. There were en-

tries from Judo clubs all over

Eastern Ontario. Forty-four

black belts were present.

Queen's student Gerald Har-

ness, an orange belt, was the

on'ly successful entrant we had.

He literally fought his way
through three brown belts to

iplace second in his weight

division.

Coach John Woodley hopes

that with further training, the

team will make a better show-

ing at the intercollegiate meet
in February.

Field Hockey
By LIZ MAXWELL

Amid the snow and hail of a Guelph weekend, Queen's women s

field hockey team registered their first victory, combined with

three losses, in Pant 1 of the W.I.A.U. Field Hockey Tournament.

The team defeatd York by a score of 3-0; Guelph downed Queen's

4-0 and Toronto won by an impressive score of 7-0. In a tight battle.

Waterloo edged our girls by one point, winning the match 3-2.

Queen's generally played good offensive games except against

Toronto when the defense was the most active section of the squad.

Ginger Maurier, Meds 71 and Captain of the team, was particularly

outstanding in the defensive play.
.

The Queen's team will be playing in Toronto this weekend in

the second part of the tournament. They will meet Macdonald Col-

lege, McGill, Western and McMaster.

Bews Harrier

Harrier was won by the PHE
team led by Neil Guppy (2nd)

and B. McGill (7th). Arts 70

dropped to second place after

winning for the past two years,

despite Bill Houston's individual

championship and Neil Long-

hurst's 4th. Rugger star Chip

Drury took third with a great fin-

ish up a near-perpendicular final

hill. Shane Kennedy of Science

70 rounded out the top five.

Pre-Seasoo Gl
By BRUCE McLEOO

impse

With only two weeks left before the regular season opens.

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey team plays two more games over this

weekend. Friday night, they meet York University at the Constan-

tine Arena; Saturday night, they wilt be playing the Waterloo War-

riors in Waterloo. Last year, Waterloo finished second in the leagjbe,

with a 14-2 record, losing its only two games to U of T.

At press time. Coach Bob Carnegie still had not made his final

decision as to who will play, but he said that he expected to de-

cide after Thursday's practice. The players who play this week-

end will probably make up the team for the year. Coach Carnegie

has a tough choice to make: he has 15 forwards good eni-ugh to

play, and he has to pick 10 at the most. The results, and a pre- -

view of the 1968-69 team, will be on view at the Constantine Arena

at 8:00 tonight.

"JOURNAL
CLASSIFIEDS

They're only 50tf (cheap)

AND THEY WORK
Bring the ads to the Journal Office or phone

546-S730

Beat

Mac

Collegiatte Football Standings From Across Canada

OQAA-'SIFL •rciFC- WESTERN

Lutheran-

Ottawa- 2 2

L'aurentlan 1 3

Windsor 0 A

CCIFC - EASTERN

Loyola
'Bishopi
RMC
Montreal
Macbonatd
College

Sir George

|

Williams

BLUENOSE
w

St. Dunstans 3
St. Mary's 3

I

St. Francis

Xavler 2
UN8 2

I Acadia 2
Dalhousle 0
Mount Allison O

WC1AA

I

Alberta 4
Manitoba 3
Calgary 1

' Safkatchewa O
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Actuarial

Careers
for Mathematics Graduates

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss

your future with you.

with management
potential.

Make your appointment now

at the placement office

to see Sun Life on

November 19

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

OF CANADA

The Insurance People with Ideas f|(

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL

exhibition *ree Toronto painters

COUGHTRY MARKLE RAYNER

"The Face of Early Canada" also museum exhibit:

19th Century Ontario Pottery

all until November 3

AT THE ART CENTRE

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERNsenvHK-

ITALUN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

skc1alizino in pizza*
Charcoal steaks
chops - CHICKEN

WE can save now so^Mo pioni

Visit Our Venetiorr I

DIMM LOUNGE
LICENSED M« LCKT

OPEN FROM 7 AM TO I At*

SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA
TAKE OUT SERVICE

FREE DELIVERY

kgtn 546-4987
SHOrMHO CHUM

CHANCE
* On Monday, 4 November at 8:30 p.m. in Stirling

Hall (D) under the auspices of the Department of

Art History, Queen's University, Professor H. W. Jan-

son of New York University will deliver a public lec-

ture on: "The Role of Chance in Artistic Creation".

All members of the public are cordially invited.

West Indian Club of Queen's

ANNUAL DANCE

Friday, November 1, 1968

8:30 p.m.

La Salle Hotel

featuring

Cuth Knowlton and his Orchestra

and West Indian Steel Band

$1.75

£t. SattuV

GUiurrh
Kingston, Ontario

Rector

Reu. Desmond Hunt

Archdeacon of Kingston

The Rectory

150 Barrie St.

Rev. Wm. Tyler

Overseas Missionary Fellow-

ship

a warm invitation to our

Coffee Hour at 8:30 p.m.

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess &. Cteigy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director cf .

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES Of WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

1:00 p.m. Evening Worship

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry''

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

(SHjalmers

Ofottrrlf

5:30 p.m. Student Sup-

per (50c)

7:00 p.m. "Modern Is-

sues and Biblical

Symbols"

"Sexuality and Genesis I"

Corner Clergy & Barrie Sts.

Minister — R. K, N, McLean

Vote WET
on

Nov. 6th
HARRY HAWKE

for

ALDERMAN

PROKOP'S

VAGABOND STEAK HOUSE

Top of University

on Princess

544-4761

BANQUET ROOM
Book now for the Formal

Wait for Announcement
of opening of

FONDUE ROOM
Special Opening Prices

Carol White

"POOR,
COW"

, _ ...and

[Donovan]
Sings.

Directed by

Kenneth Loach

7:00,9:00
Technicolor*



JOHN JAMES DEUTSCH

• Installation of Principal

Friday November 8

ETHICS OF CHANGE

• Arthur Koestler

• Dr. Rene Jules Dubos

• Martin Meyerson

• Dr. Northrop Frye

AMS ELECTION

• Vote Tomorrow
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the freedom
#

and responsibility

mean a lot to me'
Dave Shelly, a London Life representative in Montreal

"In my last year of university

I talked to recruiters from

several different types of

companies. All of them

offered jobs with training pro-

grams which would even-

tually lead to a position v of

responsibility. But I wanted

something more. I wanted

something that would let me
get out and meet people. I

wanted a position that would

give me responsibility right

away and at the same time a

degree of independence and

freedom. In other words, I

wanted something more than

just a job. That's why I joined

London Life."

Dave Shelly graduated from

Loyola College in economics

in 1966. After a three-month

training course, he chose the

agency he wanted to work in

from among the 1 00 operated

by London Life across Can-

ada. In the following months,

he established himself as

a successful life insurance

underwriter. If you are inter-

ested in a career that offers

you something more, ask your

placement officer about Lon-

don Life sales positions. Or

write to the Personnel Depart-

ment, London Life Insurance

Co., London, Ontario.

London Life Insurance Company
Head Office : London, Canada

Our Mistake

On the front page of

Friday's JOURNAL, an ar-

ticle stated that student

senator John Buttars was
"discouraged" by the

Senate's discussion of

openness. This was a

typographical error, and
should have read "en-

couraged". Our proof-

reader apologizes to Mr.

Buttars for any embar-

rassment caused.

Also in Friday's paper,

the title was omitted

from the Pakrul - Pipe

platform. It should have

been headed 'THE RES-

TORATION OF RESPON-
SIVENESS AND RESPON-
SIBILITY".

PHONE
FREE!

to anywhere in Canada

-via (VE3VX) Queen's
University Amateur
Radio Transmitters

—telegrams sent any-
where in the world

-leave phone num-
bers for messages
and radio calls in

AMS office.

Messages sent on merit

of importance

\^<JJn<ten-Pfioto Co:

A ^229 PRINCESS STREET
- KINGSTON, ONTARIO

/ | \ 546-7676
Lenses, Projectors, Tape Recorders, Radk

All popular makes. Wide selection.

Chevron Standard

\^ Limited
Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

will conduct campus interviews on

November 6, 7 and 8

POST GRADUATES-GRADUATES-

UN DERGRADUATESl
Honours Geological Sciences - Permanent and summer em-

ployment (Arts and Science)
Geological Sciences Permanent and summer employment
(Applied Science)
Physics and Geology - Permanent and summer employment
Geological Engineering Permanent and summer employment
Engineering Physics - Permanent and summer employment
(Geophysics Option)
Mathematics and Engineering Permanent employment
Honours Physics Permanent employment
Honours Physics and Mathematics - Permanent employment
Mining Engineering • Permanent employment
Chemical Engineering - Permanent employment

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

MAY BE MADE THROUGH
THE UNIVERSITY'S PLACEMENT OFFICE

Van's GIFT & SMOKE CENTRE

Largest Assortment

Black & White & Coloured

Travel* Personality Posters

$1.00 & up
Open on
Sunday

K it's happening

Trovers has IT.

Uptown: Shopping Centre
Downtown: 109 Princess St.

iautk

In an exclusive midnight interview with P.B., D.G., M.H.,
Harry Hawk, candidate for the AMS Spirits Co-ordinator
in this week's election, revealed his three clawed reform
platform. "The following three demands reflect the most
important issues around Queen's this year:"

0 Demand vending machines that dispense beer,
pot, and the pill in the men's residences.

% Down the liquor and up the skirts.

« Delete the following portions of the AMS Con-
stitution - Article 1, Section 1 through to Art-
icle 18, inclusive.

Asked about Vietnam, the Hawk replied that all the Doves
were Chickens, which was a foul blow to the peace-makers.
The Hawk swooped down upon the AMS, which he said

merely won fiends and influenced aardvarks. When asked
about his chances for election, Hawk answered "In accord-
ance with my image, if I don't win Til bomb Richardson
Hall back into the Stone Age."
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Confusion Still Reigns

EL

After a w„ek of electioneering, Ih3 AMS presidential cam-
paign does not seem any clearer. Twenty-one oercent of
those polled in (he JOURNAL'S latest (Monday) sample in-
dicate thsy d; not plan to vote tomorrow at all. Of those
planning to v<*te, half are still not sure of their choice as
next president.

All the referenda except the one asking Grafton O'Leary
to resign seem to be passing, two with sizeable majorities,
the question asking tne Senator to step down as Rector seems
lo be split fairly evenly between those for, against, and not
sure yet.

Last year on the night of George Carson's withdrawal
from the rectorial race, the JOURNAL conducted a poll on
how students had Intended to vote in the election. Of the
fourty-four polled, only eight knew that Carson had with-
drawn. Of those, three were for "a student" and two each
for O'Leary and undecided. One was not planing to vote.

All together, forty-six percent were planning to vote for
a student rector to O'Leary's twenty-three percent. The rest
were undecided and not planning to vote.

There seems to be little correlation between faculty and
years as to opinions on the presidency and the referenda.
The only significant correlation is a negative one — overall
averages are running seventy-two percent for the three 'activist-

type' referenda, but the 'activist' candidate for the presid-
ency is not doing very well. The high number of people not
sure of a presidential preference seem to indicate that the
presidency race is shaping-up as a personality battle — some-
thing that last year's executive wanted to avoid by institut-

ing a campus-wide election.

The results of the presidential preference section of the
poll were so discouraging that Ralfe Clench's pride and joy
— the IBM 360 — could not give any definite indications of

a winer. The best it could do was to give Edwards and
Lichfy a 'leaning support' of forty percent or so; Pakrul and
Pipe a 'leaning support' of nearly thirty-five percent; the

rest being split between Martin and not decided;

This prediction was based on individual preferences on
referendum questions and last year's votes shown by those

in the undecided category. It assumed that undecided voters

on the presidency would tend towards Edwards and Lichty with

strong yes votes on the referenda. Those supporting the team
outright seemed to be solidly behind the referenda, while those

supporting I he Pakrul team were split somewhat.

The voting breakdown, in

percentages, are as follows:

Undecided 50

Pakrul Pipe 34

Edwards/Lichty 11

Martfn'Mclntyre S

Duplante/Meal —
Referenda results, in per-

centages, are broken down as

follows:

Should Senator Gratton
O'Leary be asked to resign as

rector?
Yes No Not sure

34 38 28

Should the AMS undertake

a student housing project?

Yes No Not sure

83 5 12

Should the AMS constitution

be amended to allow member
societies to determine their

own fee schedules?

Yes No Not sure

60 13 27

Should joint student faculty

committees be set up in each

Queen's department to set de-

partmental policy?

Yes No Not sure

83 5 12

news briefs

Administration Capitulates

WINNIPEG (CUP) — The
University of Manitoba admin-

istration .has virtually capitulat-

ed to student demands in an

effort to break through a mas
sive procedural tangle in the

government of the university.

The administration agreed to

open the Senate, allow election

of a student to the board of

trustees, and has left selection

of student senators in the hands

of the student council.

The students have refused to

fill six senate seats for two
months because the admindstra-

tdon refused to grant the conces-

sions.

The students have an unbeat-

able hand, the provincial legis-

lature restructured the univer-

sity government, but the new
bodies cannot meet until stu-

dents sit on the senate.

SNU Horns In

Students for a New University

will be meeting with the newly-

formed Queen's Association of

Sociologists Wednesday night.

The meeting was suggested

when 'SNU member Barb Adams
questioned the formation of the

new organization when ft got

under way last week, recomend-

ing that it join SNU.
Some heated discussion fol

lowed this proposal, during

which members of QAS stres-

sed reasons for 'having their

own assocation centred on

Sociology and related interests

and not as a student activist

group.

A delegation of SNU has been

invited, and has agreed to attend

the next meeting which will

be held at 7:30 Wednesday night

in the Red Room, Kingston Hall

Candidates fake

sides on issues
A student role in policy-making is favoured by

Chuck Edwards but rejected by Dave Pakrul.
Asked whether he supported areferendumauest-

ion proposing that joint committees of students
and faculty should set departmental policies, Pakrul
said "It might move towards this eventually, but
right now, no."

"Student- faculty committees should exist to

advise, comment and recommend, but personally
I would say no to setting policy."

Extending democratization ofthe university to the
classroom and departmental level is the first

priority of Chuck Edwards and Jan Lichty.

"The politics of confrontation Is not about a

batch of students storming Into a buUding and

taking it over. It says that we as people learn

by doing; you learn by confronting the effects

of society and discovering that institutions aren't

serving your purposes," Edwards says.

Pakrul, in contrast, wants students consulted

as a kind of Insurance. "We're satisfied now,

but even though we're satisfied we want to make
sure that when changes are made they are in the

right direction." Asked what he thinks the right

direction is, he would say only that "each student

has to evaluate that tor himself."

On the O'Leary resignation questiv/ft, both candid-

ates think the Rector should be asked to resign.

"Both he and Queen's students would benefit from

it," Pakrul says.

While both candidates also support AMS In-

volvement In student housing, initiated by Edwards

during the summer and fall, Pakrul has some
reservations. "Perhaps it should be put to a

referendum again after the feasibility study If

the feasibUity Is doubtful," Pakrul says. "And
It should not be run by students but by professional

staff."

BUI Martin added a final comment on the Issues

from his team:

"We agree with the Pakrul-Pipe position - In

essence, Yes and No - or to put it another way:

2 cups flour

2 cups milk

2 eggs

1 tsp. baking powder

1 tsp. salt

1/3 cup melted shortening

Preheat waffle Iron - serves 6,500."

Student power works

in history department
By Keith Walden

Studen t power is at present being used to

initiate important changes in the Queen's history

department. Co-operating with the faculty, students

h;ive helped direct the expansion of the depart-

ment and have affected a change in the regula-

tions concerning the general exams.

Under the auspices of the History Club a
juestionnaire was circulated in all the classes

asking students to indicate in which areas they

would like to see the department expand. The re-

sidts were presented to the executive committee

of the department which in turn reported to the

faculty committee and both bodies agreed to sub-

mit to the student's expressed opinion. As a result,

lew courses will be offered in American diplomatic

listory and nineteenth century political thought.

The department will also try to offer a course

n modern Chinese history although Prof. Leith, the

-•hairman, said that it would be difficult to attract

an expert on China to Queen's because he would

not have adequate library resources and would be

teaching without anyone in a related field to back

him up.

The change in the general examination regu-

lations was the result of a petition circulated a-

mong fourth year students asking for a written

rational of them. As a result, the number of gen-

erals has been reduced from two to one which wiH

be a fairly broad nature.

Prof. Leith explained that the faculty felt the

generals were valuable in that they provided one

more way of measuring the students' real potential.

Most fourth year students remain critical of

the set-up though and believe the faculty has merely

compressed the two exams into one. In the words

of one student, "an ingrained and somewhat narrow

concept of professionalism prevents them from mak-

ing all the requisite adjustments."

Symposium sold out

CBC agrees to tape it

Some 6000 'tickets for the

Symposium on "University and

the Ethics of Change" featur-

ing Arthur Koestler, Rene J.

Dubos, Martin Meyerson and

Northrop Frye have been sent

out. C-B.C. radio has agreed to

tape the programme in collabor-

ation with Queen's own station,

CPRC.
The taping will later be used

on the programme "Ideas". For

T.V. Patrick Watson of "The

Way It Is" wi'll act as moderator

in a discussion on Friday morn

ing (9-11) 'between the four

guests and a student audience;

.this will 'be released alt a darter

late.

To accommodate the 'large

audience several halls around

campus besides Grant Hall will

be used. Closed circuit T.V^waiU

be used to relay the entire pro-

ceedings to these centres. It

is estmated tttat the T.V. will

co4 Queen/s in excess of $3000.

The entire Symposium pro-

ceedings are due to be published

in the near future. Stenograph-

ers will be on band to deal

mth audience questions.

The early estimate of the cost

of the Symposium was $15,000

of which half was to go for

Koestler. This sum excluded

T.V. and radio. The scale of the

Symposum has since increased

and these estimates can now be

regarded as conservative.

"How many cents in $3,000?"

Wednesday at 12:30 in the

Clubs Room of Clark Hall, The

Engineering Society will hold its

draw for the 1969 Pontiac Fare-

bird.

The car cost $3,000. plus sales

tax. "We got a break on it",

said Jack Hunden, president ctf

the Engineering Society.

Second Prize is a Millionaire's

Weekend, free tails
—"you get

to keep one", an1 airplane flight

(around Kingston), and accom-
modation for two this weekend
at the Holiday Inn. Single

beds?
The winners will be asked to

answer a qualifying question.

"I cant divulge *he question",

said Hunden, '%it it will be

something like Who's buried ib

Grant's Tomb?, or (How many
cylinders does a V8 have?"

Holders of stubs outstanding

at the "tone of the selection will

have their money refunded,

said Hunden.

Paid Political:al AOwnwwrww*

CHUCK AND JAN FOR PROGRESS
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Graduating next Spring?

ENQUIRE ABOUT the opportu-

nities which exist in pharmaceu-

tical sales, with:

THE WM. S. MERRELL CO.

Division of

Richardson-Merrell (Canada) Ltd.

A Company representative will

visit Queen's Campus

NOVEMBER 14.

For further information — con-

tact the Placement Office

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

Cominco Ltd. will interview graduates and post-grad-

uates in chemical, metallurgical, mining and geologic-

al engineering; in honours geology and honours

chemistry for permanent and summer employment.
Electrical and mechanical engineering graduates are.

also invited to apply for employment as engineers-

in-training and class of 1970 students in chemical,

geological and metallurgical mining engineering and
in honours geology will be considered for summer
employment only.

Interview dates:

November 11, 12, and 13, 1968

Further information at the Student Placement Office

Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.

INTERVIEW DATE(S)

NOVEMBER 19 AND 20

for students graduating in

BUSINE&
ENGINEERING

SCIENCE

We are a diversified industrial complex. Our

products and services include transportation

equipment, steel fabrication, engineering, steel

foundry, and power.

We are continually seeking to improve our opera-

tions and the available positions will afford

significant opportunities for career development

to graduates possessing drive and potential.

Talktoyour Placement Officer. Read ourmaterial.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT

BRITISH SCIENTISTS

TALK STRAIGHT WITH

Thinking of returning to the U.K. ? Get in touch with

the team of ICI scientists visiting your campus

shortly. They will tell you about jobs available now,

where these are, how much they pay and what the

housing situation is. If you've only just arrived, drop

in just the same for a chat about your future

prospects.

Id's recruiting team .

will visit your campus on PiOVeitlDer Id

Contact them through Mr. G. O. Saunders
Director ol Placement

CLARK HALL

Export'X'

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.-

Loose leaj supplies, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERN-SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

metADZING IN PIZZAS
Charcoal steaks
chops - chicken

WE CAN SERVE PttM'Kj-itO PKWU
Visit Our Venetian Ream

DIM|fcrG iOUNGE
LICENSED mm LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 AM TO 1 AM
SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA
TAKE OUT SERVICE
me Dtuvtkf

SAVE $ $ SAVE $ $

STUDENT
CHRISTMAS GROUP FLIGHTS

leaving Dec. 14/68, returning Jan. 5/69
Ft. William Winnipeg

Edmonton Vancouver

Also announcing special
Quebec Winter Carnival weekend
Feb. 14-17, 1969
Price $50.00 per person

Calgary

BOOK NOW— SPACE LIMITED

GRANT'S TRAVEL SERVICE
125 Princess Street 546-5584

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.:

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescription*

and (tudent ordert

at student rata*

CALL 546-6517.

I'll call you back...

later"
Oh? You're afraid some-

one will discover exactly

what time of the month

it is? Fine. Stay home.

Give up your social life for

a week. Or try Tampax

tampons. They're worn

internally so nothing can

show. No one will know.

You're comfortable. Free

to swim, dance, wear any

clothes you wish... almost

forget about your period

altogether.

Tampax tampons were

developed by a doctor.

They're made of lightly

compressed, pure surgical

cotton. The silken- rffWR
smooth container- ISfHj

applicator assures Emm
easy, hygienic iiuuu

insertion and, like the

tampon, it simply flushes

away after use. Don't you

think it's time you tried

Tampax tampons? They've

given freedom and comfort

to millions of modern

women all over the world.

O.K., now go out and

enjoy yourself.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY B¥

CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE, ONTARIO
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The Presidency: an analysis
government has demanded and essentially received some
voice in the university government, students now sit on
the Senate and most departments have student-faculty
committees. Ironically, the good gray Law School has

By ROB
NELSON

If „e assume that on the
,

whole, Queen's is a middle- ^mV^^^i;^^^"ZZ
class conservative Rah-Rah University (Eig L Liberal) to actlvelv narrow* ,*„ «Tj, „ .

™™™S students

and that Chuck Edwards Is our first Radical Studen tte Uw SchoolyTv^JTI^ COmmit
?,

s of

resident, then it is not difficult to envisage (in hind-

sight) the poss.ble tension that couid and did develop is important (note-The Administration, I amtolHw
TZL^ nf'Z o"7T ST?

6T1

T
6am "* fearS the StUdent Body

>
8U^61^' 1 ^ess. thatsoii day

the majority of the Outer Council. In fact, so important after an Oil Thigh we will ail walk over and take the
is student government to the average student on this Women's Locker Room)
campus, that most of us were completely unaware of Below are some of my impressions of the candidates
this conflict until, with deafening ferocity, our Beloved and the issues:
Journal brought us word of the impending vacuum in our EDWARDS - LICHTY
government structure. Now the AMS Election is upon Essentially, the basis of the criticism levelled at
us and tomorrow, me fellow citizens, we must decide in Chuck and Jan is that their election last February was
which direction and how fast we want the AMS to move, an aberration and, therefore, they do not represent
For Believe It or Not, student government in Canada the majority of students on this campus. However,

is now Very Big, indeedl Only a few years ago, the most surely, most of the Great Unwashed supporttheir actions
pressing matters that most university student govern- on behalf of housing and university reform; atthe present
ments faced were such things as whether or not to buy time, for example, the AMS is doing good things with
crepe paper for the Christmas Fop; however, now mainly Co-ops and student residences. In my opinion, the most
because of student discontent with the smugness of the relevant complaint against Chuck is his reluctance to
Sixties plus the Buff-Berdahl Report (which advocated attempt to compromise with those who disagree with the
that students be incorporated into university government- pace and tone of his programme. If Edwards-Uchry win
ments), student associations, becoming strident in tone tomorrow, then we should expect the following things:
and activist in nature, have moved simultaneously into 1. the resignation of their most ardent detractors on
society and into the university. In society, student the AMS executive, and 2. stepped up demands for a
Radicals advocate that we should be concerned with a) reform of the AMS to make it more representative of
the student and b) the oppressed. This year, our own student opinion.

AMS Executive has aggressively and competently aided PAKRUL -_PIPE

the present growing Co-op system while also supporting Dave Pakrul and Andy Pipe are the Official Opposition

the strikers at Proctor- Silex. On the other hand, student in this Honourable Contest; they claimthat ChuckEdwards

and Jan Lichty represent not "...the hopes and expect-

ations of the student body at Queen's...". Essentially,

they want to move In the same direction as Chuck and
Jan but slower. So far, from my own quickie poll, It

appears that their most beneficial issue is Edward's
and Lichty's involvement with SNU (an organization

that most Queen's students seem to dislike as witness

the massive ovation the sign "Piss on SNU" aroused
at the recent football game). The crucial 1bsue. however,
is this; are those people who are dissatisfied with Chuck
and Jan, dissatisfied enough to vote for Dave and Andy?
If they win tomorrow look for: 1) a coalition of the left

at Queen's led by Chuck and Jan, and 2) an easing of

tension between the administration and the student body.
MARTIN - MclNTYRE

Bill Martin and John Mclntyre are going to get a hell

of a lot more votes than predicted, mainly from that

group of disillusioned and cynical students who have
always believed that student government is irrelevant,

and that recent events have proved this. Both Martin
and Mclntyre are extremely Intelligent and capable

individuals but what I want to know is this: Are they
putting us on or are they really serious about a cure

for Anthrax? If elected, look out for grazing sheep on
the Lower Campus. If they lose, WATCH OUT!

Meale and Duplante manifest a kind of responsible

idealism found predominantly in one's early university

years. Nevertheless, while their chances of winning are
slim, many of their ideas, as out-lined in what is

probably the most articulate of the four platforms, are

good, e.g. greater effort at communication between the

AMS and the Student Body. I am sure that regardless

of tomorrow's result, the campus will be seeing more
of them.

Student activism at Queens: image and reality
By BARBARA ANN CARVER and ALEX BINKLEY „_ - *

This election has brought out the issue

of student activism at Queen's.

Most students come here for an edu-

cation (really to get trained). Some are

here to buy a job with their degree.

Others have a social conscience - a de-

sire to do - to improve the world they

live in.

What does student activism involve,

as opposed to the image of student
activism?

The image of the student activist is

one of a long haired bearded anarchist-

agitator obsessed with destroying any

vestiges of the old order, "the establish-

ment", with picketirg and sit-ins as a

primary tool, with violence as a possible

recourse.

The active student in reality, wishes

to work within the system to improve it.

He must have a primary awareness of

self: to understand what he is capable

of, what society is capable of and, within

that context what he is capable of changing

within society.

One's development at university can give

now to test themselves and their tools,

still others discover worthwhile goals
without comprehending the obstacles in

between, in the manner of the man who
in attempting to leap a puddle misper-

ceives the distance involved and his own
prowess. He lands with a sheepish grin,

cold feet wetter but wiser.

It would seem 'to appear that "student

activism" in Queen's Is not yet as popular

as our own Golden Gaels. Why?
Queen's students generally feel

the individual the tools enabling him to unalienated because the "establishment"

improve the system. Some postpone ex- nerei administration and faculty, Is open

perimenting with these tools until leaving, to them and actually eager for student

others want to implement what they have involvement and discussion.

The administration has shown itself to
be attuned tothe political Issueson campus
and sufficiently flexible to avoid being

backed into a comer. The students, them-

selves members of a socially homogeneous

community, react to decisions with an

instinctive Queen's loyalty.

The unchangeable quality that is the

essence of Queen's is well worth pre-

serving; the form can (and possibly must)

be altered, but If destroyed, the essence

will be lost

One must also learn to use the tools

that have been given and what better place

to do so than In a small community (the

University) where you can see the issues

in a defined perspective.

"The university has a fundamental bias against change"
By JIM COOPER

It seems to me that Queen's has not yet been called

upon to face very many of the major problems that

have affLi'cted other universties in Canada. Queen's
is neither so large or so impersonal 'that the student is

left with the feeling tha the is merely another number
in a large business oriented organization. Coming here
from a much larger University, Toronto, I was struck

by the relative ease with which a student could com-
municate wth a faculty member <in his department. At
Toronto, it was rare for any student to find a professor

outside of office 'hours. Nevertheless, as Queen's does
expand this rather informal method of communication
gradually breaks down and unless the university is

willing to make fundamental changes in its structure,

the situation will get progessively worse. At the same
time within the university there is a fundamental bias

against radical change or reform. This bias I would sug-

gest .has its origins in 'a number of factors.

The first of these proceeds from the fact that faculty

and administration are essentially prisoners of 'their own
university experience. The great majority of ithe ideas of

senior staff and administrators were shaped in the

1940's, and as a result, their attitudes and approaches to

the university problems of 1968 are often dated and
Lrredevertt. The recent speech of one of our Deans il-

lustrates ithe tendency for university administrators to

offer ephemeral solutions to practical problems. In

calling for a return of students to 'institutional loyailty';

the Dean was putting forward a concept that was ex-

tremely relevenrt in his student days. Yet one can hardly

accept this idea today as an answer to what is realiy

happening in that university. As long as members Lathe

university community offer solutions to problems that

have ceased in exist there will remain ithe strong pos-

sibility of fundamental change coming by violent rather

than 'by evolutionary means.

A second bias against change exists in the sometimes

heavy hand of the bureaucratic structure of Queen's. In

departments, in administration, in student government,

committees are pitfed upon committees until it becomes

impossible for even a minor decision- to be made. As stu-

dents obtain a greater role in the unaversaty there will

be a parallel increase in the number of committees in

order to limit Student decision-making ability. Uiltunate-

ly I suppose every student and faculty member will silt

on at least five committees, thus achieving a truly in-

effectual share of power. Committees are very fine

things- they give a strong sense of importance to many

people and they are wonderful vehicles forj^snpire

building But ihev usually accomplish very httjleffcxcept

sweep immediate problems under the carpet (a

* committees that Mackenzie King understood and

used so well). Perhaps as one person suggested, we
snould form a committee to investigate the role of

committees in Ihhe university.

The third factor is the inertia produced by the great

mass of students who are not at all interested in achiev-

ing any fundamental reform in the umversdty. There
are a number of students who are involved in seeking

change — unfortunately the great number of students

are here simply to obtain a degree so that they can
climb over the backs of their less fortunate 'brethren

in the capitalist society. These students would support

any reform tihalt would make it easier to obtain their

degree, 'but are totally uninterested in turning the

university into what it should be — a community of

scholars.

It seems to me that SNU would do well to recognize

this fact if they do not wish to receive a rather severe

shook in their irst eyeball to eyeball confrontation with

.the powers that be. lit may also be the essential student

conservatism at Queen's that has set back the Edwards-

Dichty team. They have tried to exercise a radical

leadership over a non-radical student population with-

out preparing 'the minds of the great number of students

for (this. Thus, we have another election to add humour

to the already absurd situaton in the student govern-

ment.

Pakrul and Pipe
StudenWaculty eommttees are an other area of

To restore the sagging student confidence in the oncern students should have a say in the pro-

A.M.S. and to make it more responsive to student ams 0f departments and ithe A.M.S. could assist

wishes is a primary interest of Dave Pakrul and ?
n coordinating these committees to make others

Andy Pipe. aware of what is happening.

i ii pivrnl and Pine are encouraged 'by the pro-
The priorities of the A.M.S. were set this fall faicrui ami r i~

busiMSS office since they
and in the remaning three months these should gross

„ ,„ ™,» ViEilance Committee has finally
-

neS, oonvenrf ate a long delay. Pipe playedbe accomplished. Pakrul feels that 'the main fai-

lure of Edwards and Lichty was that little was
done about the 'priorities.

Housing projects, like 'the Princess Street plan,

need to be pushed forward if they are economi
says Pipe,

an-to coZunications this year" j»P
caUy feasible and students need tote involved in

*
residence planning

Senate openess is important in order that stu-
- : . Paknil-Pipe ticket has been a great

dents will ibe aware of the plans of the university poms me t~
SUpPbnt in the

but as the senate seems to be on 'the verge of open- in /have had favorable receptions at

ing there wiH be Utftle sense in pushing it into a ™^ 0̂ p̂uj3£ meetings,
reactionary position. mvK V(U *

ELECTION NOTICE
All students are eligible to vote in tomorrow's

AMS elections, upon presentation of a Student Card.

Students may vote at any of the following polling

booths.

ANATOMY CLUB ROOM — 10:15—10:45 and 11:30

—12:00
BAN RIGH CAFETERIA, LOWER DINING ROOM
11:30—1:15 and 5:00—6:15
DUNNING HALL 9:00—1:00
ELLIS HALL 9:00— 1:00

LEONARD CAFETERIA 11:30—1:30 and 4:45—6:15

MATHESON ROOM, KGH 11:30—12:30
NEW ARTS BUILDING 9:00—1:00
OLD ARTS BUILDING 9:00—1:00
LAW BUILDING 11:00—2i00
STIRLING HALL 9:00—1:00
STUDENTS' UNION (Basement) 9:00—6:00

large pant in tte.^ ^ ^ ^ j
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The University And The

0
t5

Arthur Koestler became a Com-

munist in 1931, fought in the Span-

ish civil war, was condemned to

death by the Fascists, was released

through British intervention, resign-

ed from the Communist Party in

1938, and wrote a stinging indict-

H| ment of modern Communism,W DARKNESS AT NOON. He will dis-

Q cuss the ethical issues involved in

^5 influencing the mind.
- In Koestler's autobiographical

essay in THE GOD THAT FAILED, he

« gives this example of influencing5 the mind which he says was usedS by the German Communist party

mm in the 1930's.

m^m On the panel of Koestler s sym-

posium will be Dr. John Meisel,

1— chairman of the department of poh-

^3 tical studies; Dr. E. J. Bond, profes-

sor of philosophy; and graduate

students Liivi Kasak and Jean Kron-

berg.

Repetitiveness of diction, the catechism

technique of asking a rhetorical question and

repeating the full question in the answer;

the use of stereotyped adjectives and the

dismissal of an attitude or fact by the simple

expedient of putting words in inverted com-

mas and giving them an ironic inflection (the

'revolutionary' past of Trotsky, the "humanis-

tic' bleatings of the 'liberal press, etc.); aM

these were essential parts of a style of which

Josef Djugashvili is the uncontested master,

and which, through its very tedium, produc-

ed a dull, hypnotic effect. Two hours of this

dialectical tom-tom and you didn't know
whether you were a boy or a girl, and were

ready to believe either as soon as the reject-

ed alternative appeared in inverted commas.

You were also ready to believe that the So-

cialists were (a) your main enemies, (b) your

natural allies; that socialist and capitalist

countries (a) could live peacefully side by

side, and (b) could not live peacefully side

by side; and that when Engels had written

that Socialism in One Country was impos-

sible, he had meant the exact opposite. You

further learnt to prove, by the method of

chain-deductions, that anybody who dis-

agreed with" you was an agent of Fascism,

because (a) by his disagreeing with your

line he endangered the unity of the Party;

(b) by endangering the unity of the Party

he improved the chances of a Fascist victory;

hence (c) objectivelly he acted as an agent

of Fascism, even if subjectively he happened

to have his kidneys smashed to pulp by the

Fascists in Dachau. Generally speaking,

words like 'Agent of, 'Democracy', 'Freedom',

etc., meant something quite different in Party

usage from what they meant in general

usage; and, as even their Party meaning

changed with each shift o fthe line, our pole-

mical methods became rather like the croquet

game of the Queen of Hearts, in which the

hoops moved about the field and the balls

were live hedgehogs. With this difference,

that when a player missed his turn and the

Queen shouted 'off with his head', the order

was executed in earnest. To survive, we all

had to become virtuosos of Wonderland-

croquet.

AS Northrop Frye, who will speak
at the final session of the sympos-
ium, on 'The Role of the Univer-

^_ sity", is a Canadian scholar of Eng-

j^l lish literature. Author of more
than twenty books, his best-knowna is ANATOMY OF CRITICISM.

Frye has been a professor of

English at half a dozen universities,

as well as principal of Victoria Col-

mm lege, Toronto. He is now Univer*

mm sity Professor at the University of

mSm Toronto, and is a Fellow of thet Royal Society of Canada.
This excerpt is from an essay by

ODr. George Whalley, professor of
English at Queen's; it appeared inZA PLACE OF LIBERTY, a collection

of essays about universities edited
by Whalley.

It must be very difficult for those whose
lives are set in the world of politics indus-
try, and commerce not to try to impose upon
a university, if they have a chance, a pet-

tern familiar to them in industrial or govern-
mental organiifttion. The projection of a
commercial-industrial structure into the Vic-

torian university charters encourages an out-

sider to regard the government of a Canad-
ian university as an inefficient example of in-

dustrial organization — which from an indus-
trial point of view it is. But a university is

not an industry; nor is it a power complex.
From time to time within a university, as in

any association of human beings, there may
arise cross-currents of interest and ambition,

but that is symptomatic of the incorrigibility

of mankind rather than an essential feature

of a university. A university as a human
organism seems to me to come as near as pos-

sible to a society freed from competition and

the manipulation of power. There will be

conflict between various theories, philoso-

phies, or interpretations, but this, if conduct-

ed in a mannerly way, leads not to overt

struggle and mutual destruction, but to re-

flection, sustained thinking, and the heuristic

and sensitive transfer of thought and feeling.

Indeed a well-found university offers an

admirable pattern for the rest of the world

to consider, since it implies that it really is

possible for reason and good humour to

triumph. Those who have never lived con-

tinuously in a university have difficulty re-

cognizing this pattern. What is distinctive

about university life is that those who live

that life regard truth as a value. This means

that knowledge becomes power only in an

approximate and figurative sense because

every extension of knowledge forces us to

redefine our categories. For practical pur-

poses these continuous redefinitions may not

be necessary; they may not even be advis-

able in the practical world. But not all the

functions and duties of a university are overt-

ly practical. A healthy university strives tp

become an organism of great complexity, gen-

uinely self-organizing, not oriented on poweiV

or competition, scarcely hierarchical at all be-

yond what is needed for reasonable order

and decorum, a community in which all mem-
bers respect difference and are in the strict-

test sense equal, once they have been receiv-

ed in to the community as full members.

"The University and the Ethics

of Change" is the subject which

four internationally known men

will discuss in a symposium this

Thursday, celebrating the installa-

tion of Dr. J. J. Deutsch as principal

of Queen's. Articles and books by

the participants are available on the

"new books" shelf in Douglas Lib-

rary.
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Ethics Of Change

I

C Martin Meyerson's topic, ethical
issues in changing the physical en-

^
- vironment, is of special interest at

Queen's because of the proposal to
establish a school of urban and re-

gional planning here.

Meyerson, president of the State

University of New York at Buffalo,
is an authority and author on city

planning. He was a professional

|H planner for six years and later

:^ .- taught planning at the University

of Pennsylvania and at Harvard.
He was also acting chancellor of

the University of California at Ber-

mm keley during the student unrest

mm there in 1955.
I On the panel with Meyerson

twill be Dr. D. A. Soberman, dean of
law; Dr. Stanley Lash and Graham

mm} Andrews, professors of civil engin-
eering; Craig Callon-Jones, a law
student; and Miss Gail Ferguson, a

riSn political science student.

This excerpt from an article by
Meyerson appeared in the ANNALS
OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY in

1957.

However, we reject the dramatic portrait

of the problems and harassments of modern
life which seems to show middle-class man
floundering, out of a slough of central slums

and a tangfeweed of traffic into a bog of

chaotic suburban or exurban spraw with a

quicksand of municipal debt. We would like

to suggest that the present urban scene is not

altogether bad. To many of those who in-

habit it, the modern metropolis supplies cer-

tain advantages which mitigate, although

they can never obviate, its disadvantages.

Many of the other so-called failures of

urban life reflect the contemporary consum-

er's wants and preferences which, lament-

ably, do not always coincide with the urban

critic's. A poor standard of public recreation

and other community services can indicate

simply that the householders have chosen to

make do with what they can provide for

themselves for municipal interprises. Simi-
larly, consumer choice largely explains the
triumph of the automobile. It also illumin-
ates other aspects of urban life: Who is to
say that extra dollars would be better spent
for a public library than for books at home
purchased directly by the household? Or for
a vacation, or medical care, or helping send
a son to college?

We are not completely dismayed by the
mushrooming of development houses, the
choking of downtown traffic, the abandon-
ment of central city properties, the low level
of municipal services, or the apathy toward
the rationalization of metropolitan govern-
ment. However, in our reluctance to accept
what seems to us the extreme view that our
cities are wholly lost to salvation, we do not
wish to assert that all is for the best in this
best of all possible worlds. Certainly the
slum dweller or the Negro denied acceess to
many of the benefits of urban life or the child
maimed in a traffic accident would know bet-
ter. So, too, would the father who moves
to a new suburb expecting superior schools
for his children, but who is obliged instead
either to pay more taxes than he can afford
or to accept no better schools than those of
the city system he left behind. There ARE
problems.

It is true that some observers fail to see
any rationality in the crazy quilt of metro-
politan characteristics, fail to see that many
needs are being met. Some seem preoccu-
pied with an urge for the neat and orderly
solution, forgetting that nature never imitates

art. Some, liking to play God, are given to
the notion that a central arrangement of func-
tions and activities in urban areas is far more
advantageous than a decentralized system of

decisions.

However, such approaches are becoming
fewer. Specialists in urban problems increas-

ingly recognize the diversity of urban life and
appreciate the benefits which do derive from
it. Indeed, a tolerance of diversity in the

economy, society, and physical form of metro-

polis seems to be gaining ground over ab-

solute points of view.

Many more ticket applications

were received than could be filled,

and some ticket-holders will have

to see the talks on closed-circuit

television. Classes will be cancel-

led from 1:20 Thursday afternoon,

and the university is appealing that

anyone with extra tickets pass them

along to someone who can use

them.

Dr. Rene Dubos, a researcher in

J microbiology who helped develop

penicillian and streptomycin, will

discuss ethical issues in genetic

manipulation and biological condi-

tioning.D Dubos does his research at meQ Rockefeller University in New York.

One of his most important advan-

ces was the discovery in 1946 that

there are two sorts of tuberculosis

(1) bacilli, only one of them virulent.

mm Dubos has also maintained a keen

mm interest in the social effects of such

{Ik research, and has published more

4/ ihjm a doien books.

tmt "n his 1965 book MAN ADAPT-
" ING Dubos made these comments

about the topic he will discuss.

Some of the therapeutic and preventive

terhniaues now in use are so powerful and

^"pired b^also m^Le f
*e^areappiicu.

. future of the
communrty indeed th ^ ry ^ ^
group first comes r

difficult dilem-
of a »M,»™"^So save the life

T* child su Te ing £m %rr,e hereditary de-

fj :fa humane a?, and affords great profes-
f S Gratification; but its long-range conse-
S
'°»nre

9
common y to magnify the medical

qU
Ki»m^ of the future. Likewise, prolonging

problems of me tui
person must

,he life of
™J$*

a

$, %Jt& hardships
be

"belted surv val entails for this very
mat medicated su v

communitv . Such

Pl
rS
°l nroble^mare not new, but they were

ethical ProblemA2
J

r

in the past because me
rare ' V

r faction otthe physicfan was so limit-

power ot action r more freqo_

KSdWurtUg as the physician be-

ent ancI

more,
a is «

biological exist-

comes ^/^ings who canot derive either

B^or7^T^ Iff?- and whose sur-

vival creates heavy social Burdens.

Modern medicine faces therefore a para-

doxical situation which has no precedent in

history On the one hand, science can even-,

tually solve the technical aspects of almost

any medical problem. On the other hand, the

application of medical knowledge to the pre-

vention and treatment of disease will be nec-

essarily limited to economic and other social

factors Choices have to be made among

all the possibilities for medical care and dis-

ease prevention, but there is no agreement

as to the social or ethical bases on which to

make choices. Public attitudes on this score

reveal indeed some strange paradoxes. I hus^

research funds are lavished on the develop-

ment of techniques to remedy the infertility

of the infertile and also of techniques to limit

me fertility of the fertile? The importance

qiven to a particular disease, or group of dis-

ILsS, differs from one culture or one social

group to another, and furthenrire changes

with time. At present the death ofi few

children from poliomyelitis is
;
regarded as a

national calamity. But slaughter on the high-

ways is accepted almost as a matter of course,

Zen though this disgraceful tragedy is un-

questionably the expression of a social dis

635
There are, of course, cases which pre^nt

no difficulty. Everyone is against the use of

3?ugs or of brainwashing for taking advan-

taaiTof an individual person. But in most

situations the issues are far more comply

Whlre does education stop and propaganda

heain? At what stage of evidence does it

become justified for °me scientific commun-

ity to claim that it knows the truth and to ad-

vocate a program of action? How far should

concern for the public at large o for_ so-

cial cause, affect the advisability of using a

drug or any other medical Pro?edure^to con-

trol the health or behavior of an individual

patient or of a limited human group.'
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John Deutsch:

the man and his ideas

Dr. Deutsch was

interviewed by

Tom Good,

Associate Editor

of the Journal

Photography hy

Doug MacDonald

J. 1 understand that you have a cottage up north.

T> Yes We now donlt have any home of our own. We have

thS' summer A pllce where 1 can go out and get some exercise

and sunshine, when il can get away.

J. You built it this summer, did you ?

D Yes We now don't have any home of our own. Wehave

to live on ihe campus and this is a small P*« ™ JE
get some relaxation when there's an opportunu y to do so. That s

all it is really, it's very simple, nothing very elaborate.

J, Do you go fishing much ?

D Well yes 1 do. I 'like to go fishing although my main in-

terest is working out in the woods. I love working m the woods,

Sg l«es and cutting firewood and cleaning up (the place.

This is really what I do mostly.

J. Did you build any of the cottage yourself ?

D. Yes. I worked at it. We had workmen working ait it, but I

supervised the building of it, more or less.

J. Do you get a chance to read much ?

D Oh yes I read a great deal. I happen to be a person who

reads quite widely. I try to keep up to date in developments in

a number of fields. Recently, in the last few years, I ve been

reading a great deal in tihe field of education: the way uniiversi

ties are affected by modern developments and trends and so on.

I read considerably in this field now, more than I did at one toe
when I was mainly concerned with economic problems. Then I

try ito read in the field of science — I'm very interested in scien

tific developments although I'm not a scientist myself. I did, in

my undergraduate days, concentrate in mathematics and.

science 1 shifted to economics later on, so I've always had an

interest in sciences. Then, I try to keep in touch, in general way

with economic writings although I can't possibly follow the liter-

ature completely.

J. Do you read much fiction ?

D. Not too much. I just don't have the time. This is a pro-

blem and I have to make a choice, and I don't read a great deal

of fiction I'm afraid.

J. Do you go to the movies or the theatre much ?

D. I love the theatre; I don't get too many movdes, I'm

afraid. Again its the time, they take too much time .Although I

love the theatre and 'I'm very fond of music. I attend all the con-

certs here as much as 1 can.

J. What kind of music do you particularly enjoy ?

O. I'm very fond of baroque music, for one thong.

J. is that because of your family background ?

D. Yes. You see, my father was an immigrant from Bavaria.

He came here as a homesteader, a pioneer, from southern Ger-

many. He had a love of music and ail these things in his back-

ground wh(ch he instilled in his family. My people were farmers
so we weren't living in any great cultural centre, obviously. We
were living on a remote Saskatchewan farm where he was a

homesteader but he did bring with him the sort of central

European interest in these things which 1 picked up as a child.

J, Do you get much chance to travel, other than on business?

D Very little. By the time I get through with my business

travel, there's not much time left. I've had to do a great deal of

travelling in my career. I think that the last time I went across

the Atlanta was my 101st crossing. IVe been wice around the

world and four or five times across the Pacific so I've travelled

a great deal, but this was all in connection with my official du-

ties at the time. When I was chairman of the Economic Council,

I did travel across this country from one end to the other, at

least once a month for several years. So I've done a great

deal of travelling but not much in terms of just pleasure.

j It seems to me that in your new role as principal of the

university there are two different ways in which to approach the

job One is to be a leader in policy formation; the other is to be
,

a mediator between the various interest groups on the campus.

How do you view your own position ?

D Well, I think a man in my position has got to be a leader I

to some extent. This does not mean that he can be an individual

operator — he's got to 'lead in the sense that he's achieving

conseensus in the community and lead the whole community.

He can't go out as a private enterpriser. To be a leader he's got

to anticipate the problems that are coming and get ready to I

deal with them. At the same time he's got to reflect the wishes I

and interests of the community as a whole. This is a community

after all, its made up of the studentts and the faculty primarily
|

and 'those that support the university and -those who have a con-

tinued interest in it such as the alumni. My role is to enable I

this community to realize its objectives, its purposes. This does

involve leadership as well as the attempt to help them resolve
j

their differences and .to come to common agreement to the ex- I

tent that one can achieve this. I think this is part of the role of

the principal.

j. What do you consider to be the central purpose of the

university ?

D The principle purpose of the university, to my mind, is

learning and scholarship. This is its primary function. It is a

place for students and soholars. It is the primary purpose of the

university to provide a place for Students and scholars to receive

their education and advance their scholarship.

J You said earlier in the interview thai you were reading a

good deal in the problems and trends of universities. Which do

you consider to be the most important ?

D. I don't think that any institutions in our modern life have

been affected by change as much as our universities have. They

are extra ordinarily sensitive to the changes of the age, more
than almost any other institution. The reason is that we've got

both an explosion of numbers and an explosion of knowledge

going on at the same time, and they impinge on the university

in a powerful way. Certainly in this country, and North America

all over the world—the number of individuals who go for-

ward to university has grown at a rate and to an extent far in

excess of anything in history. The rate of increase of growth., is

faster than any social institution and this has an enormous im-

pact on the university. The explosion of knowledge as well—4his

is called the age of the scientific revolution—and the rate of

progress of knwledge is greater nw that it has ever been It

has been said that our stock of knowledge doubles every 10 or

15 years now. This has a very powerful effect on 'the university

and its operations.

J. Together with the explosion of knowledge there is another

important trend m the university — the restructuring of know-

ledge.

D. What's happening with the explosion, of knowledge is

that you have a continuous breaking down into sn alter and

smaller compartments and a growing specialization of know-

ledge. You have an ^increasingly large nfirariber oif specialties

marching forward on ever narrower fronts. This 'has proven to

be a very effective method for advancing knowledge — con-

centrating on narrow fronts—and 'this has made it passable to

move the knowledge forward quickly, but it has resulted hi

great cornpartmental of knowledge. The main problems of life

and the world cannot be dealt with in very narrow aspects. So

we have the problem of integrating this knowledge to bring it

back too the problems of life itself and the problems of the

indivdual, and this is one of tfhe problems that the universities

have to wrestle with. This gets more and more serious as the

advance of knowledge continues.

J. J suagsted in an editorial last week that there was a

change in the type of education, that we are moving away from

the authoritarian type of teaching into a more involving system

in which the student participates determining his courses and

the pursuit of knowledge as he sees it.

D. This is true, and one reason that dt is happening is be-

cause what I said before. This has, created a new problem for

the student of how to confront this baffling phenomonon. He
has the problem of how does he relate to all this. And tiiis is

what you are referring to now, the feeling that we must make a

much more deliberate effort to enable the student to relate him-

self more effectively to all this. And one way that he can. do

this is to change the method of teaching. What you're saying is

that there as a tendency now for the student to become much
more involved in he educational process itself, not to be con-

fronted merely by some aufooritarian type- of system.
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At ji of the Economic Council you have 1
studied

DR. DEUTSCH
Dr. John Deutsch was born in Quintc*, Sas-

katchewan, and educated at Campion College in

Regina and at Queen's, receiving a Bachelor of

Commerce degree in 1935. Following his grad-

uation, he served in a wide variety of advisory

and research positions with the federal govern-

ment.
From 1936-1942 he was an economic research

assistant with the Bank of Canada during which
period he was on loan to the Rowell-Sirois Com-
mission as assistant director of research. In 1942,

he became special wartime assistant to the under-

secretary of state for external affairs and in this

position attended the international Monetary Con-
ference at Bretton Woods in 1944. In 1945 he
served as economic advisor to the Winnipeg Free
Press.

Dr. Deutsch has also served on a number of

federal government commissions and committees.

He was a member of the Royal Commission which

reported on the financial terms to be extended to

Newfoundland on its joining with Canada and in

1962 served on a committee which examined the

federal Unemployment Insurance Act.

In 1961 he was appointed chairman of a

Royal Commission to study the needs of New
Brunswick in the field of higher education and
to propose how these could be met. The report

of this commission is the basis of the £e-organized

university system of New Brunswick. In 1962

he was chairman of a committee which perform-

ed the same service for Ontario. But under his

leadership the committee provided the blueprint

for the rapid expansion of Ontario universities

that has taken place since 1962.

Dr. Deutsch became Vice-Principal and pro-

fessor of economics at Queen's in 1959, after hav-

ing served two years as professor and head of

the department of economics and political science

at the University of British Columbia.

In 1963 he resigned as vice-principal of

Queen's and was given teave of absence as pro-

fessor to become first chairman of the Economic

Council of Canada.
On September 1, 1968, Dr. Deutsch became

principal of Queen's University.

developments which will offset the future in

of Canadian society. Would you pick out a
tads and comment on them ?

0 we've had some astounding changes in Can-
last ten or twenty year. We were a pioneer-

socia ly; a society very much involved im geographic
elopn Air society has been' transforming itself very,

y rap an urban, modern industrial society. This
cess h 01 us faster in Canada than, in almost any other

Our cities have been growing faster than al-

5 t
anAe. This has been, the dominant thing that

i
been ig in this country. Then in turn the whole

mtry i affected by the revolution in transportation

i com m. Canada has been a small, rarther ineon>

uentii ior a long time, but is now, as a result of the

mend! [es in transportation and communication,

own i tematioa'I world with full force. Now, along

h iJiis e, you have the developments in Quebec the

derm luebec, which also has come with great speed.

ien 01 ack at this history of 'this people", 300 years
histoi mug & social system, attitudes, and since the

d of ^ 1 the short space of fifteen or twenty years,

are hs ?found change in this province — its social

jitudei ical attitudes, its' religious attitudes, every-

Lng. A i had a very strong effect on Canadian society,

nada ihstic society with a very strong toi-cuitural

3t, and here the changes, the so-called "quiet revolution" in. s

Quebec 'have a very strong effect on Canadian affairs, and will

have on its future.

J. Which scientific developments do you think are going to

affect us most strongly ?

D. I think that the thing that is now going to affect us most
profoundly is the whole development in the computer field'

—

the science of information. We're stflll in the early stages of

this, and the developmnts in the handling df information' and
the new technology available here is going to haive the most
profound affect on our society. Ifs hard to see what the ultimate

effeots wall he. Again I think there's going to be a tremendous
trend towards centralization which this makes possible. There

are very powerful forces here tending toward largeness, bigness,

centralization — this will add ito them. It's not all to the' good,

to my mind.

J. People have strong psychological desire to have more con-

trol over their own environment.

D. Exactly. This is one of our big dilemmas. The forces here

are very powerfui in that direction.

J. This drift toward more and more international involve-

ment means necessaralXy more and more economic involvement

with America.

D. Yes, that's right. The tremendous increase in facility of
communication and transportation' has made the world smaller,
economically. In Canada, the impact has come most powerfully
from the United States. We happen to live next to this enormous
monster and its influence on us is very great, there's no ques-

. toon about it

J. Are you concerned about this development ?

D
.

Yes, I am. I think this raises very considerable questions
of policy. Now in this present day world I am not an inward-
looking person in this regard. I've always taken a different view.
We cannot opt out of the world or its influences, but the in-

fluences on us from outside do raise new problems. The main
thing for us is that we must not lapse into a continuing and
increasing dependence on others. We must make a real effort to
be as self reliant as we can.

J. You commented on Canada becoming more and more in-

volved in international affairs. .

.

D. ... everything international, both trade and political and
other social aspects—you see today that the papers are usually
full of some international question, if it isn't Viet Nam, it's

Brafra. Things that are happening far away seem to impinge
strongly on our people. I'm worried about this — we've never
given this a 'high enough priority. We've been a dependent
people, to far too great an extent and for far too long. We
must get out of this colonialism. This is one of my great
desires.

explosion of
lttn of knowledge

and they
""V in

"We've been a dependent people, to

far too great an extent and for far

loo long. We must get out of this

colonialism".

"The main problems of life and the

world cannot be dealt with In very nar-

row aspects. So we have the problem
of integrating this knowledge to bring

it back to the problem of life itself and
the problems of me Individual".

"Many things will go on In the uni-

versity as It is a place of freedom-

keen pofftlcal debates, and keen dis-

cussion will take place about every-

thing, and It should".
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4 Poke in

the fye

Ay Biff Martin

It is against 'Journal' policy to let an AMS pre-

sidential candidate use a personal column to political

advantage. I am in complete agreement with this.

Far be it from me to use this column to praise the

obvious virtues ot the Martin - Mclntyre ticket or

denigrate the other less worthy candidates. But there

is another election today, the United States Pre-

sidential election. In keeping with the 'Journal's'

policy ot covering the really relevant issues, I will

discuss this election.

First, the basics: Any U.S. Presidential candidate,

sooner or later, has come to realize the importance

of winning the Presidential election it he has any

real desire to take office. It he loses the Presidential

election, he will lessen by almost 100% his chances

ot becoming President I don't think that this point

can be made too strongly. It is essential to any

understanding of U.S. politics.

Alternatively, it should be mentioned that if a man

has serious presidential ambitions, he must defeat

his opponents in the Presidential election. If he loses,

then someone else is likely to win instead, or it he

wins he must make sure of his opponent's losing.

If you are confused at this point, reread carefully

these last two paragraphs before tackling the

complexities of the following insights.

Now that we are all together here, let us proceed

with caution into a detailed examination of the

implications of the U.S. elective process. The most

important concern of a Presidential hopeful is the

accumulation of votes. To elaborate on this; such a

candidate must obtain more votes than his opponent

in order to keep alive his chances for victory.

Getting more votes than Ms opponent can spell the

difference between winning or losing in this election

-

the candidate with the most votes wins; all others

lose. There can only be one winner or President;

There may be one or more losers or non-Presidents.

For example: There are three Presidential

candidates in today's election, Nixon, a Republican;

Humphrey, a Democrat; and Wallace, American In-

dependent Party (see Newsweek, September 7, 1968).

Now if Nixon gets a lot more votes than, say, Humphrey

and Wallace, he will stand an almost 100% chance of l

becoming President of the United States. If this is

the case, that means that Humphrey stands an almost

0% chance of victory. Wallace will, more or less,

fall into the same category, the category known as

non-Presidents of the U.S. Since there are already

200 million of these in the United States alone, there

is little glory in being one.

As if this isn't enough, we have to take into

consideration that unique institution, the Electoral

College. Nobody really understands the workings of

this system. But quite a bit of criticism has been

levelled at the Electoral College recently. Walter

Cronkite has described it as an antiquated and un-

representative way of selecting a head of state. To

quote John Kenneth Galbraith, "The Electoral College

is an archaic and unrepresentative method of select-

ing a head of state. Personally I think it is ideal."

I trust that this election guide will help you to

understand the workings and the implications of to-

day's election.
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"Snoopy" for President
SNU is more than a three

letter word. What with ail

the platforms and such that
have been flying about re-

cently, SNU thought that a
little equal time ( half a
page) would be appropriate.

So, after a lengthy sit-in

outside the Journal office . . .

here's their draft platform.

Academic Policy

The nature of the education

process Is being transformed. A
new type of education is develop-

ing, In which students actively

participate In determining course
content, methoJs of instruction,

and methods of examination. The
purpose of this new system Is to

involve students In their own
education. In order for this to

work, there should be:

Free choice of courses

Each student should be free to

take any course inthe university.

This would eliminate the un-

fortunate general-honours, arts-

science dichotomies, and permit

the individual to pursue a general,

specialized, or interdisciplinary

programme.

Reading Courses

Students should be allowed to

set up their own reading courses

for credit (Subject to faculty ap-

proval)

Open Labs

Special laboratories should be

open 24 hours a day for students

to work and experiment.

Fewer Lectures

The invention of the printing
press about 500 years ago made
lectures virtually obsolete, for
the humanities at least. One lec-
ture a week should be adequate.

Research Projects

Research projects instead of

specific courses should be en-
couraged so that students can
apply their general theories In

specific projects.

Fewer Exams
Exams are a poor measure of

anything except the ability to

cram andtoworkunderpressure.
They should be abolished except

for a pass-fail exam in first

year, a pass-fail exam in final

year, and scholarship tests for

those wishing to take them.

Course Evaluation

There should be course evalu-

ation programmes in each class

so that students can express

their opinions on course con-

tent and methods of Instruction.

The members of Students for

a New University intend to press

for these changes through effect-

ive course unions operating on

the departmental, faculty, and

senate levels. The purpose Is to

create alternatives for those

students who are not satisfied

with the quality of the education

they are receiving.

Senate

Ideally, the Senate should be

the highest policy- making body of

the university. The Board of

Trustees should be abolished and

their functions taken over by the
Senate Budget Committee. SNU
members believe that students
and faculty should be equally
represented on the Senate.

Faculty and Department
Committees

Students should have a voice

on faculty boards determining

courses and methods of instruct-

ion In each faculty, and review
and reform individual courses.

Student Services

Students should have majority

control over the policies of the

Housing Service, PlacementSer-
vlce, Health Service, etc. through

the AMS. Students should also

control the policies and rules of

their residences.

Openness

All meetings of the governing
bodies should be open except

when matters of land acquisition

or individual personalities are
being discussed.

Administration

The role of the a(imlnlstretion

Is simply tocarryoutthe policies

determined by students and

faculty.

Under the present structure of

university government, the Prin-

cipal and the administration have

a great deal of power. The Prin-

cipal is the only man who sits

on both the Board of Trustees
and the Senate, and he deals

directly with the provincial

government. The administration

controls the budget and this pro-

vides an important lever in

controlling the university.

SNU believes that the follow-
ing steps must be taken this
year to build a better kind of
university government.

1. Open meetings of the Sen-
ate and Its committees.

2. Disclosure of the univer-
sity's operating budget

3. Reform of residence rules
and Integrated dining.

4. Course unions to operate
at the department level, like the
ones currently being formed in
history, politics and some engin-
eering departments.

5. Effective student control
over Stent's Union andHousing
Service.

Arts and Science Undergraduate Society

OPEN MEETING ON
ORIENTATION

Policies and decisions about Orientation will be made.

Tuesday night, November 5th, at 7:30 in the Brockington Hall Common
Room.
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A conservative?
letters to the editor

contradict
Queen's students seem to be about to

themselves, and thus to continue the paralysis of student

government here. .

If the opinion poll reported in today s issue is even

roughly accurate, students will elect a president whose

opinions are more conservative than their own, simply

on a personality basis.

The activist candidate will be defeated while the

activist referenda are approved.
. . .

The biggest issue in the campaign has been student

participation in university government.

One referendum question asks if student-faculty com-
.

mittees should have power to set academic policy in each as U- However, not content with

department. . merely Ignoring me, the Budget

While many students seem to favour this, little lead-

ership in implementing such policies can be efPef'
e
r

°

from leading Presidential candidate Dave Pakrul since

he quite honestly feels that better Mason between students

and faculty is all that is needed. „ , ,

Coming from the engineering faculty, Pakrul cannot

be blamed for being unaware that Mason committee have

been tried for years in Arts and Science, and have failed.

With no real power or function, they lapsed into apathy

and, in many cases, non-existence.

The student participation issue sparked the whole

campaign, with Edwards' hard-line position on oper
i
meet-

ings alienating many executive members He felt that no

meaningful participation would be possible until students

were informed about the previously secret decision-mak-

ing processes, and feared that the Senate would drag

their feet all year on the issue. ... . . ,„
Now that the openness question is almost solved, to

the satisfaction of most of those concerned, Edwards wants

to move on to the more basic issue of a voice in decisions.

Pakrul apparently feels his leadership role is limited

to negotiating for a few more Senate seats for students,

with no suggestion forthcoming as to the use to which

they would be put. .

Perhaps the most important issue underlying many

others is student involvement in the A.M.S. itself. With

many students undecided, there is a good case to be

made—and it has been made forcefully by the Meale-

Duplante team — that the A.M.S. will be irrevelent and

ineffectual until more students are informed of its activit-

ies and involved in its decisions.

The conservative approach of Pakrul and Pipe is most

evident here. Feeling that .the A.M.S. Executive must put

its own house in order first, they stress the need for more

study of issues by the executive, more frequent committee

reports and other much neded administrative reforms

which, 'however, must strike the average student as minor

bureaucratic affairs.

contrast, Edwards and Lichty want to transform

Budget and Finance: a rejoinder
"

In the Journal of October 22, knowledge of the situation, made

I supplied information for an ed-

itorial expressing misgivings

about the activities of the Budget

and Finance Committee, object-

ing in particular to the subsidiz-

ation of a political group and the

evidently Inconsistent policy on

grants for transportation. My

views were rejected in entirety

at the A MS meeting, and the

committee's budget was accepted

and Finance people wrote a letter

about it to the Journal on Nov-

ember 1, In which I feel there

are certain errors or falsific-

ations which should be corrected.

First, my information was de-

rived from conversations with

executive membersof theBridge,

Art History, Classics, Debating,

Pistol, Chess and Liberal Clubs.

I met with the committee itself

for a short time on October 16,

and found that there were some

things about which they actually

knew less than I did (concerning

club grants policy in previous

years). For the Committee to

had little or no

no attempt to find about it, and

had no source of authority but

Boyd Simpson, is ridiculous and

unfounded. I am aware of their

activities, and I do not approve

of them.

Second, the actual point of con-

tention with the Liberal Club is

that, while other political clubs

do not even see fit to ask for

funds, why do they feel that they

have a right to expect twice as

much money from the AMS as

they did last year? I do not

believe this grievance was fully

replied to at the meeting—it was

perhaps notfully expressed. Con-

cerning my statements and quotes

on Liberal non-chalance and AMS

bias, no evidence was presented

against this. At no time was I

"plainly refuted", as the Budget

and Finance Committee claims

in their letter. If anyone still

has misgivings about certain as-

pects of Budget and Finance

generosity, he still has plenty

of basis for them.

Finally, the Committee states

that funds for transportation and

lodging "are specifically against
claim that I

Orientation: an individual responsibility?

the regulations for the receipt

of club grants." I am happy to

report once again that this Is not

true. With money allocated by

Budget and Finance, the External

Affairs Committee will be sub-

sidizing certain clubs'expenses

to various events, subjecttoAMS

approval and surveillance (bene-

fits not necessarily just to mem-
bers of that club). It is true that

regulations are changed from

last year; it Ib ridiculous to claim

that none of the Committee's

funds will go for transportation

and lodging.

The above facts can easily be

verified by contacting the persons

in question. The Budget and Fin-

ance Committee's Insults to my

intelligence, its description ofthe

AMS meeting October 22, Its

oft-repeated statement of policy

on transportation— all these

things are false, and can be

proven as such. The next time

Dave Pakrul wishes to hand this

sort of unsigned tripe into the

Journal office, I would request

that he first examine the facts

more closely.

PETER GULUTSAN

Why do we continue to play

games during orientation? Why
don't we grow up? Is the child

ishness we promote in frosh

week resulting in academic or

intellectual excellence? Or is it

resulting in the irresponsible be-

haviour we see at almost every

game—an dif not a tthe game,

at the hotel afterwards? Is this

the behaviour of an intellectual-

ly astute university student?

A complete change in orienta-

tion procedures is long overdue.

With the increasing influx of

intellectual and socially sophis-

ticated freshmen at Queen's,

we find that our present orien

tation programme is anachronis-

the A\Wi.";7ruc,u7e-a-ndbas^i, on openings where

all students can vote, with central administrative power

in a seven-man executive committee elected by the student

body as a whole, and contact with the faculties maintain-

ed by six specialized commissioners elected by each facul-

ty to sit on their six proposed Commissions — a structure

modelled after the dynamic student governments of the

Quebec universities. ... -u
Students can choose whom they wish — but they will

have only themselves to blame for the results.

(jjtofttt'a Journal

peoting to find and join a com-

munity of scholars, the image

of an omnipotent sophomore

vigilante and a grovelling frosh

is ludicrous. The mass chant-

ing of meaningless rhymes and
wearing of foolish uniforms

heightens the incongruity of

(this picture of Queen's (Uraver

A bi-partisan endorsation

sity? ) which is projected to

freshmen through orientation.

Orientation procedures should

last only a couple of days 'be-

fore classes start and freshmen

should only 'be directed to

where essential information can

be found on campus. There
should be no "hazing" of course,

and Vigs and Vig groups should

be completely elminated. Amy
person's dealing with freshmen
should fulfill an informational

role only. Freshmen should 'be

forced by circumstances to

"find out for themselves."

They shouldn't be forced to go

anywhere or do anything which
they don't want to do. The
responsibility for one's own
actions should be with the in-

dividual.

The lack of artificial structur-

ing in such a programme pro-

motes self-reliance and personal

responsibility to the greatest

degree. Orientation ought to

loosen the i n t e 1 1 ectual
shackles worn to university by

the high school rather 'than

strengthen them as we have

done in past years. By abolish-

ing previous forms of orien>-

tation procedure we can start

to build a mature and respon-

sible programme which helps a

freshman rather than hinders

Kim. At present, our orientation

to a community of scholars is

like a fist-fight at a love-in. You
say we're progressing in 'the

right direction with our orienta-

tion all the time? The direction

is irrelevant if we're ort the

wrong road.

The A.S.U.S. is attempting

to examine orientation as it is

with a view to improving it.

Maybe we need an entirely new
approach to orientation. Can
you vsualize an orientation. Can
Artsmen or all faculties such

as mentioned above? Voice your
opinions to the A.S.U.S. at

their orientation meeting, at

7:30 tonight in the Brockington

Common Room. New things may
well ibe in the offing.

ERIC DAVIS
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Dear Sir,

The election on the sixth of

November for the Presidency of

the Alma Mater Society repre-

sents a crucial turning point for

Queen's University -the stud-

ents, the faculty, the administ-

ration as well as the city of

Kingston. As we see it, the issue

is: will we students endorse a

commitment to an effective policy

of democ rati sat ion of our uni-

deu ision-making str-
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Mater SocWty or the University. Authored an Second ClaM
>

Mail and <or the

^nTrfSo^W »« by the Port Office Department. Ottawa.

Phone M6-G7B0 or Queen's Local 568 or 229. Tele* m-Ui (D™^.^?™>
The Journal office, are located in the baaement of the International Centre on

Union strw**

prInU- fey iQW iamAt PuWUher. Ltd., Gmanoqiw

commitment to meaningful stud-

ent participation in university

government is perhaps our youth-

ful idealism. But, it is an ideal-

ism, we hope, that has come to

terms with reality - an idealism

with no illusions. First, we be-

lieve that we students are ration-

al beings who should be citizens

(not subjects) in our university

communities,, Thus, we have both

the right and the responsibility

to participate in the decision-

making process. Second, ever

more sophisticated technology

and more specialised and cent-

ralised organization (such as the

use of T.V. in large impersonal

classes) are de-humanising our

university learning environment
Third, we must start NOW, in

order to prevent the politics of

violence from leading our uni-

versity into chaos in the future.

If we are to respond, effectiv-

ely to these challenges that con-

front us, we must have the leader-

ship of concerned student activ-

ists who will continue in the

direction of peaceful transition

to a more democratic university.

Having analyzed the issues and

candidates as conscientiously as

we could, we have, in the light

of the above, decided to actively

support Chuck Edwards and Jan

Lichty for AMS President and

Vice-President

MICHAEL ADAMS,
Pres., Ont. Progressive Cons-

ervative Students Assoc.

TERRY MORLEY,
Pres., Ont., Young New
Democrats

The bank-robber analogy i

Dear Sir;

In the interests of journalistic

Harry accuracy, I would like to protest

the way In which an article In

The Journal of Friday November

Special credits and thanks to Kathy Ash; Carol Hodgson;

Hawk; Caryl Lambert; JoAnne Whtrehouse; The Montreal

George, whose nose still hurts; Zitlah Stewart; Judy Welsh;

Rose; Nancy Can*; Arleigh, who blushes more than Brenda; Vivienne

Young; Paul and Marte, who did something or other In Toronto; 1 appearea.

Murray, who was a good chauffeur; Prof. Franks who was dropped; I am speaking of the article

Paul, Doug, and Marte, the midnight interviewers; John, who sent headed "Candidates Closer".
Brenda a telegram; the soccer and fotbail teams; the JCUC who Thft Brti„ lft m» aa ni«m
cleaned the ashtrays; and Robin who gets a few gold stars. Krlsta

™e
J™*

1

?
quotes me as liken-

and Jim were down (welcome wanderers). And we spent me even- ing S»NU to bank robbers who

big pollste posr pollll polooo ERROR QV-3 IN STATEMENT 47. P.S. threaten my security mold age.

The Kingston Thug went to some classes and studied; likewise for what 1 In fact said was In the
his moll.

form of a rebuttal to a statement

made earlier by somebody else,

Intimating that there exists no

conflict between the AMS and

SNTJ, I perceive that the AMS
and SNU do conflict in the methods

by which we hope to attain our

goals and I presented the follow-

ing analogy:

"I may want to obtain

financial security for the

future, ao may someone else,

our goals are thus the same;.

I may invest and save money

to provide for my old age,

someone else may rob a

bank; don't tell me there's

no conflict between thetwol"

I hope that this will clear your

minds as to what I said and also

the minds of your readers.

ANDREW PIPE
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pmmmt pictures presnts

PRODUCTION

CAPITOL I

STARTS

NOV. 7th

(ftlaBBiftpii Afca
FOUND:

A watch at the McGLU Stadium
during me goal-post removal.
Phone Andy at 544-7650.

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

The Centennial Room

28 Yonge St.

S»*ve Am«y
Proprietor

MISCELLANEOUS: PERSONALS:

WANTED:

TUESDAY. NOV. 5

7:00 Meeting for university stu-

dents to discuss a free

place. International Cen-
tre (basement)

7:00 Chess Club meeting, Wal-
lace Hall, Students' Union

0:00 Student Wives Club meet-
ing. Science Clubrooms,
Qark Hall. Speaker—Dr.
Delva

8:00 French Lecture — Second
Empire. Kingston Hall 101

8:00 SNU open meeting with
McArthur College. Upper
Common Room, Students'

10:00 "Hombre" with Paul New-
_ man. Dunning Hall 50c

|
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6 \

7:00 Folk Club meeting, 2nd

Common Room, Union

7:30 Queen's Camera Club, Dun-

ning 104. Movie "Photo-

graphy as art".

7:30 SNU general meeting, 2nd

floor Gxnmon Room, Union
—concerning SNU platform

for the university

7:30 Pierre Bourgault speaking

on French Canada. Wallace

Hall, Students' Union
Fellowship. Dunning Hall

Auditorium

1 THURSDAY, NOV. 7 I

Graduate Wives' Club,

Graduate House, 21 Stuart

Speaker—Mrs. Valerie

Robertson, on Domino Thea-

ter
Symposium—The University

and the Ethics of Change.

Arthur Koestler, Rene Du-

bos, Martin Meyerson
Symposium (continued)

Northrop Frye. Comments

and discussion by Koestler,

Dubos and Meyerson.

"Funeral in Berlin" with

Michael Caine. Dunning

Hall. 50c.

"Funeral in Berlin" with

Michael Caine. Dunning

Hall. 50c. _

Room—Male student quiet room
near university, 542-2571.

Nude Wanted—An open-minded,
culturally oriented, mature fe-

male wanted for the purpose of
posing for a photographer. Please
call 544-7740.

Reasonable compensation for
exchange of simple room in Don-
ald Gordon or Brockington. Call
Craig 542-M67.

Anyone witnessing the accident

living at 300 Earl Street is asked
to contact Ken or Jay at 548-

8870.

We are The First Church of Alice.

We are a discotheque.

We are opening this week.

We are open seven nights a week
from eight to late.

We have a cover, one for $1-23.

two for |l.9?.

We are tooated at 233Mj Princess.

Brown learner coat with back *e are P^noters of Apple Corps.

>Leat at Magic Pumpkin, please
We are the Walrus.

return to Cathy, Ban Righ 61,

544-8291. fin Cold ! ! ! !

We are for everyone.

Watch for opening night.

7

10:00

FRIDAY, NOV. 8 3
2:30 Installation of Dr. J. J.

Deutsch as Principal of

Queen's University.

9-1 Poor Man's Formal, "The
Affair". Grant Hall.

10-3 Science Formal, "Al-Ashar"

Gymnasium.
10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee

House, Students' Union.

Karen and Rick Taylor,

Frank Wheeler.

I SATURDAY, NOV. 9 1

11 am Rugger, York at Queen's

2 pm Football, Toronto at

1:30 Rich little in Concert,

Grant Hall.
•

10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee

House, Students' Union.

Karen and Rick Taylor,

Frank Wheeler.

We won't takejust anybody

Only qualified technical and professional

people willing to work for a low salary

under demanding conditions in any of 45

developing countries around the world

To pick up this professional challenge,

you have to be highly motivated. Eager

to put your own talent to work. Aware

of the need of developing countries for

mature, competent people, ready to

lend a hand. You have to decide to

spend two years of your life working

on the world's number one problem-

development.

If we're getting to you, you aren't

just anybody.

You're somebody we need at CUSO.

Tell us what you can do. We'll tell you where you are needed.

I would like to know more about CUSO and the opportunity to work overseas for

two years My qualifications are as follows:

1 (will) hold
(degree, diploma, certificate or other verification of skill)

from

(course) (university, college, trade or technical institute, etc.)

Name

Address

Prov,

Send to: „
CUSO (Queen's University Committee)

Attention: Mr F. Harland,

International Centre,

Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.

CUSO
Development

is our business
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Firsts Make It Seven Straight
By PETER TAYLOR

On Thursday afternoon Queen's

First XV virtually clinched a

playoff berth against the winner

of the Western Division for the

OQAA Championship. After a

very unimpressive first half the

Gaels began to play rugger and

went on to defeat R.M.C. 21-3.

Queen's kicked off to an R.MX.
squad eager to avenge their 29-3

defeat of two weeks ago. The

R.M.C. field has been Queen's

nemesis many times in the past

and for awhile it appeared as if

R.M.C. might well continue its

home dominance. Then "Bark-

ing" Barker broke through a

lineout and passed back to

"Crushing" Crozierwholateral-

ed to a Page. Taking a leaf out

of the old book Andy ambled

through "a thousand hands"—

to quote our version of Shelley—

for a forty-yard try. A good at-

tempt at the convert by "Twinkle-

Toes" went wide leaving the

Gaels with a 3-0 margin.

R.M.C. came back quickiy as

Wright picked off a pass at centre

field and ran the distance for a

perfect try between the posts.

The convert was missed but

Queen's line had been crossed

for the first time this year.

Fighting back strongly the

Gaels moved the ball down to

the R.M.C. thirty yard line where

a knock-on resulted in a scrum-

Excellent work by number eight

man Peter Higginson, who held

the ball in the scrum, caught

R.M.C. offside. The penalty kick

went wide and the score remained

3-3. Queen's again pushed R.MX.
back after the resulting drop-

out and Bryan Currah snuck

through for a try after a lovely

tap back by lock-forward Rich

"Snoopy" Courts. This time the

'
' Exhausted Miner" connected

and Gaels went ahead 8-3.

The five minute break at the

half seemed to unite the Gaels

for the rugger that followed was

more like their usual game. Sec-

onds after the kick-off "Dash"

Drury took a pass from Ron

Easteal and raced seventy yards

for Queen's third try of the

afternoon. "Twink" narrowly
missed the convert and the rally

remained 11-3.

After a fierce Red and White

assault was repulsed thanks to

"Spike" Dollack, "Newsprint"

Thomas (who, incidentally, was

badly bashed on the play) and

Alan "Scotty" Jeffreys, Queen's

once more took the offensive.

Led by that magnificent—to quote

"The Ripple"— mangier"Sno-
opy" the Gaels again found them-

selves in a scrum on the R.MX
five yard line. This time there

was to be no mistake. The scrum,

after winning the hook, took the

ball into the R.M.C. three yard

line where scrum-half Currah

removed it and dove over for his

second try. Ron's foot was in

fine form and the score was now

16-3.

The kick off was taken by a

subsequently regretful cadet who

was flattened immediately by

"Thundering" Tom Mawhinney

and Pete "Grizzly" Grozelle.

Picked up by Captain Mike Dol-

lack the ball was carried into

touch on the R.M.C. thirty-five

yard line. In the loose maul that

followed Courts stole the ball

from R.M.C. and passed back to

"Finally Caught One" Taylor.

A quick pass to Easteal was

relayed to "Dash" who did some

beautiful broken-field running on

his thirty yard trip to the line.

The convert was missed and

Gaels led 18-3.

"Flash" Fraser Berrill broke

up R.MX.'s final drive with a

dazzling tackle and proceeded to

pick up the ball and run twenty

yards before being brought down.

From there Queen's moved into

the R.M.C. ten where a lineout

was called. A lovely jump and

tap by "Snoopy" put the ball into

"Capable" Currah's hands. At-

tempting to go through on the

blind side Bryan could see no

running room, A quick pass to

Page now clear on the touch line

gave Queen's their last three

points. The final score 21-3.

Queen's played a second half

game Thursday, something they

cannot afford to do against York.

The sloppy play by the majority

of the forwards in the loose was a

notable weakness. This, however,

will be remedied before Saturday.

The spirit will not diminish.

This team, besides wanting to

play the game for the sake of

playing, has fantastic desire. A
desire to give Coach Gavin Reld

(and his ulcer) their first un-

defeated season in four years.

Following Saturday's game ag-

ainst 1^>rk-who were demolish-

ed 36-0 in the league opener—
the team will hopefully be pre-

paring for the Championship
game November 16 in London

or Toronto.

Science Leads Bews

59 and Sc

tun Arts
'

Phys Eti

'C, Aria

and Sc

By NEIL LONGHURST
.

gi J participation, hold a slim margin over Science '70 by 300 points,

i .re loilcwed by Science '72 with Arts '7C and dmmerce virtually dead-

ads remain close behind and there is then a three thousand point drop

e currency undefeated in their football sections. The other section is

'69, Pest Grata and Jim Turnball ccached Law n and HI.

70 won their sectins. They will meet Arts 70 and an undecided team

Led b) first !

Hcrsesh:

tJ McArthur. all behind red-hef "pitching. are_undeteated in Softball.

iChs. Arts '69, have a huge lead in their bowling setfion-ivith Sc '70Jeading Com-

s Trm Wright and Tom Burns. Arts '70 has rolled up a string of 13

Winning 19 of the last 20 games, their record stretches back to 1966.

five victories. Sc :74 is undefeated in the opposite section with Grads

can win its next two games a three way tie for first place will develop,

final sixteen last week as Commeice with Goose Harrison and Neil

volleyball,

secticn by

if Arts '71

ed into the

the entries close November 9 for the tournament
Hummel placed nine of these last sixteen.

Wrestling entry lists are up in the gym now

26-28.

Swimming entiles close November 13. but as there are over 80 entries in some events, Gavin Reid

will be hard pressed to complete the meet in twodays.

Doubles paddle'jail drags slowly along, and Dave Beresford and Neil Longhurst are highly favour

ed to keep their titles from the last two years.

Susie-Q-Gals
By ANNE CARSWELL

Basketball practices are one of the major activi-

ties taking place now in women's athletics. The in-

tercollegiate team has b?;n finalized and they are

getting ready for an exhibition tournament at

Guelph on the 19'.h of this month and at McGWl

on the 23rd. Some n.w faces intruding a few

freshettes appear on the line-up this year along

with many of last year's team members.

The intermediate squad has practices each Tues-

day night and they will travel WiTth the Senior

team to McGiil on the 23rd for an intermed' ate

tournament. The intermediate city fleague also

begins this -month and continues until sometime

in February.

Both senior and •inter-mediate volleyball teams

.will be taking -part 'in tournaments at McGiil on

November 23rd and the senior team will play at

Guelph on the previous week, All basketball and

volleybali teams are seeing a lot of action at tour-

Hockey Splits

By BRUCE McLEOD

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey team continued its preparation for

the OQAA regular season as they split a pair of games over the

weekend. Friday night they beat York University 3-1. and then

were submitted to a 7-1 thumping at the hands of the Waterloo

Warriors the next night.

The game against York turned into a disaster for defensernan

Dune McCrae. He broke his wrist when he fell into the boards, and

will be out for an indefinite period. His teammates continued to

work -their way past the determined York team, with Murray Doug

las, Greg Clark and John Haflidson scoring. Defensemen Hugh

Fisher got two assists, Haflidson also got the lone goal against

Waterloo.

Against Waterloo, the Gaels looked tired and sometimes disor-

ganized. Often, they backed in on goalie Norm Douglas, and most of

the Waterloo goals were scored from close in. In spite of the

score, Douglas played an outstanding game, blocking 52 shots, and

several times earning the applause of the large crowd of vocal, par-

tisan fans. In the third period, he stopped a penalty shot, brought

about when a defensernan fell on the puck in the crease.

The result was not too discouraging for the Gaels. The Warriors

were able to take full advantage of their small rink, as they fore-

checked tenaciously, and the tired Queen's team did net play up

-its-previous potential. The major difference between the two

teams was that the Warriors shot at every opportunity. Still, they

were not abl to capitalize on their opportunities until the second

period — the first period was scoreless. Waterloo, with a largely

new team, did not look all that good, and the Gaels, in spite of

their sub-par game, improved on their game last year, when they

were beaten 10-1.

Nevertheless, this game did show up several areas that will need

work, especially the power play, and no doubt Coach Bob Carnegie,

now that he has his final team in tact, will be able to sharpen the

Gael's game in practices this week. Tonight they will travel to

Cornwall for a rematch with St. Lawrence College. Doubtless St.

Lawrence will be glad to see the last of the Gaels. In their last

game, the Gaels whipped them 12-5. After that, Queen's goes to

York on Friday night, and then plays Sheridan College here on
Saturday night, for their last exhibition game before the season

opens against McGiil next week.

namem's 'bosh away and at home this year.

This Saturday, the swrm team competes in a

joint WIAU and OQWCIA racing competition

at McMaster and on November 22nd and 23rd. The
WIAU swim meet takes place at Guelph.

Before going any further in a discussion of

WIAU and OQWCIA activities, perhaps I should
briefly explain what they involve. Queen's Univer-
sity is a member of the Women's Intercollegiate

Athletic Union (WIAU). This Union, founded in

1922, included McGiil University, University of

Toronto, Western. MoMaster, University of Guelph,
and Queen's. Competitions in nine major sports
are held at these universities in rotation.

The Ontario-Quebec Women's Conference of In-

tercollegiate Athletics (OQWCIA). formed in 1965
and renamed in 1967, is composed of the follow-

ing educational institutions: Sir George Williams,
University of Montreal. Macdonald College, Carle-

ton, York, Ryerson. University of Waterloo, Water-
loo JLuttieransand^theU^

Bash The Blues

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

TYPEWRITERS
SALES _ SERVICEl - 1 RENTAL

Manuals^— Electrics — Portables

Remington — Smith-Corona
,

MILLS OFFICE SUPPLIES
Dial: 546-1195 Bagot & Brock Sts.
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GAELS BLAST MAC 54-7
By ALEX SINK LEY

The Queens Golden Gaels 54-7

victory over the McMaster Mar-
auders was a non-game, a semi-
farce and an exercise In comic
relief that at times remotely

resembled a football game.

The game proved little if any-
thing. McMaster was so bad that

It is impossible to guage the

standard of the Gael's play. The
only benefit of the game for
Queen's was that several players
helped themselves In various in-

dividual statistical departments.

Quarterback Don Bayne com-
pleted 2/38s e*" his passes. Keith

Eaman scored two touchdowns

gaining 69 yards rushing. Heino

Lilies scored one TD picked up

104 yards rushing.

The Gaels offence picked up
a total offence of 509 yards and

26 first downs against a very
porous Mac defence. The Mar-
auders had a total offence of 64

yards and five first downs. The
Gaels gave up two Interceptions
and three fumbles as ifthey were
attempting to make their game
more Interesting. That they had
little for McMaster was evid-
enced by the five times Queens
gamble on third down situations.

They were successful in four and
barely missed on the fifth.

The game at its high points

resembled a high school game
and at that It would be a bad
mismatch between senior and
junior teams. The Gaels were
not very spectular but there was
little need to be against Mac. If

they had put their minds to it they

might have moved the score Into

triple figures.

Though It would seem improb-
able, it is to be hoped that the

Gaels do not let last Saturday's

,
game go to their heads. The
game against the Blues will a
hard and very important game.

Gaels Blank

Carleton
By PETER POLLOCK

The Queen's soccer Gaels climaxed their regular season by shut-

ting out Carleton University 2-0 on lower campus Saturday. As a

result, they finish the year with a won - lost record of 5 'and 2, sec-

ond only to the powerful University of 'Montreal's 6 and h Next

Saturday's eastern playoff game against the University of Montreal

will determine whether or not the Gaels will advance ito the O.Q.A.A.

finals against (the western winner (possibly Guelph at this point).

In Saturday's game, Queen's handled Carleton's rushes quite

well. Once again, the defense played a strong game. Carleton ap-

plied the pressure several times, but they were thwarted dn< the goal

'line scrambles, and were held scoreless. Particularly ianipresswe de-

fensively for Queen's was left half Bob Watson. Both Queen's goals

weTe scored iby forward Ade Ojo in the first half of play. The fir*

goal came ini a drive engineered by Bob Shoniker and Ian Jones,

with Ojo driving it in for podmt. With Queen's ahead 1-0, Jones,

taking a pass from Joe Janota in the penalty area, was tripped iby

a Carleton player. The Gaels were awarded a penality shot, and Ojo

scored on the atitem.pt, for 'his second goal, putting Queen's in the

bad 2-0.

The first half saw a fierce type of play shown by both squads,

with occasional near-fights. However the second half became some-

'Sffithat more subdued, with neither team scoring. Throughout the

fiime Queen's played consistent, steady soccer, conHrroHing- the ball

^ell and using good sense in their offensive and defensive strategy..

Their continued inspired effort has brought a fine dividend—

jnecond place out of sax teams. The location of this weekend's

playoff with University of Montreal is as yet undecided but regard-

less of where it is played, it promises "to be an exciting one.

It determines who goes on to the
playoffs.

One of the encouraging factors
that emerged from the game was
the play of track-star Brian Don-
nelly. Donnelly, whose running
may earn him the title "Beep-
Beep the Roadrunner ran one punt
return back 65 yards for a TD
but was nullified by a penalty.
Twice he almost went all the way
but was tackled on the 3 yard line.

SCORING PLAYS

The Gaels moved from their
35 yard line to the McMaster 12
where Bayne passed to Keith Ea-
man for the touchdown. Cozac
converted and It was 7-0,

The Gaels then capped 30 yard
drive with a Bayne toTomChown
pass for six points. Cozac faked

j

the convert and Ron Brooks pass- I

ed to Don Mclntyre for a 2 point
conversion.

Heino Lilies broke Into the
'

clear and ran for a 65 yard
touchdown and Cozac converted
making the score 22-0 early In

the second quarter.

Early in the third quarter,

Rick VanBusklrk scored atouch-

down on a 36 yard pass and run
play from Bayne. Gaels went
ahead 28-0.

Defensive back Jim Turnbull
picked off a Pete Qulnlin pass
and returned it 36 yards for a
touchdown. The convert was good
and Gaels lead 35-0.

Bayne passed to Eaman forthe Heino Chalks Up The Yards
latter's second touchdown of the

game late In the third quarter.

The score was 41-0.

-MULHALL

Glen Penwarden scored the

next touchdown on a 1 yard plunge

after Brian Donnelly took a Bayne
pass to the McGIlI 5. The convert

was wide and the scoreboard

read 47-0.

Bayne threw a nlneyardtouch-

down pass to Don Mclntyre and

with a good convert the score was

54-0.

In the last seconds of the game

Pete Quinlln scored a touchdown

for McMaster on a 1 yard

quarterback sneak. The convert

was good and the game ended

54-7 in favor of the Gaels.

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors corne

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

Queen's University

Official Blazers

You get a $55.00 Fashion Craft Blazer

Coat plus Gold Wire Crest, valued at $11.00

and Gilt Buttons $1.50.

$67.50 VALUE FOR $57.50

93 Princess St.
Telephone 546-6381

PIERRE BOURGAULT
speaking on

"The Future of French-Canada"

November 6, 8:00

Wallace Hall in the Student's Union

m$ "Affair" te J?*r*
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PROCTER 8 GAMBLE
CAREERS in Business Management

To College graduates eager to assume substantial management

responsibility early in their business lives, we offer a unique climate

for rapid personal growth, with unsurpassed advancement opportunities.

To understand the kind of opportunity that exists for you

at Procter & Gamble, you must first know a little about

us, and our philosophy of management.

It is our practice to develop and promote from

within. Virtually everyone in higher management at

P&G today joined the Company shortly after completing

his formal education, and progressed upward from a begin-

ning level equivalent to that at which you would start.

We need more good people with management
ability because our business is steadily growing.

During the last 22 years, our business volume has increased

by more than 700%. This expanding business generates a

continual need for more and more graduates with manage-

ment potential. We welcome candidates who thrive on

hard work, relish responsibility, and like to compete.

We want you to develop rapidly, and we give you

every opportunity. You'll be given substantial respon-

sibility as soon as you join us, and, in most cases, you'll

learn by doing, rather than enter a formal training period.

You'll be given additional responsibility as soon as you

demonstrate you can handle it. Your managers will take

a personal interest in your development, because your

growth is an important part of their responsibilities!

This emphasis on early development means you
can move ahead fast. We promote only on the basis of

merit, and you progress as fast as you demonstrate that

you are ready to move up. Because of this willingness by

P&G to match ability with responsibility, regardless of

age, it is not unusual to find graduates still in their 20's

transacting substantial portions of the Company's busi-

ness. In fact, we do not know of any other organization

where there is greater awareness of ability, or greater

opportunity for unlimited advancement on the basis of

merit alone.

We have openings in many fields of interest for

graduates at all degree levels, and with all kinds of

educational backgrounds. Basically, we ask that all can-

didates have a good academic record, and be able to show

evidence of leadership on or off the campus, with goals

set and achieved.

In joining P&G, you would be joining a company
widely recognized for management excellence.

In a survey conducted by Duns Review, a panel of nearly

300 top business executives named P&G as one of the ten

best-managed companies in industry. The business prac-

tices that resulted in such recognition will be an important

part of your career training.

Procter & Gamble is a growth company with remark-

able freedom from cyclic trends. Although we are large in

terms of sales, we are small in terms of people (approxi-

mately 1800 employees in Canada). The Company's

continued growth is one reflection of its deep interest in

research. About one P&G employee out of every ten is

engaged in research of some kind, and more than one-

third of our business volume is in new products developed

in the last ten years.

Our work is creative and challenging. Management

at P&G involves a genuinely creative approach to varied

and often complex problems that will challenge your re-

sourcefulness to the utmost. It requires a competitive

interchange of ideas with other good people. It demands

fresh, dynamic thinking and wholehearted participation.

If you prefer this method of working instead of "cut and

dried" routine, you will find a degree of personal satis-

faction in your early assignments that will become even

greater as your career responsibilities increase.

"One or more P&G products are used in 95 out of

every 100 homes, a penetration unequaled by

any other manufacturer of anything."

Procter & Gamble representatives will be on campus for interviews with interested

students on:

November 21, 22

Ask your Placement Office for a copy of the P&G Careers brochure and an
interview appointment.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
for Management Careers in Marketing / Advertising,

Sales, Finance, Purchasing and Traffic, Data Systems



BEAT THE BLUES!
ALL OR NOTHING

Remember October 5th. The University of Toronto Blues
have not forgotten. That day the Blues were bombed 35-0 by
the Gaels. An improved version of that team plays the Gaels
tomorrow in a game that will decide who wins the Yates Cup.

The Gaels are presently in first place one point up on the
Blues. The winner on Saturday will have undisputed possession
of first place and that all important ticket to Edmonton and the
play-offs.

In order to avoid the usual array of cliches that accompany
such an Important game, let it simply be said that will be no
prize for the loser.

Toronto has strong motivations for revenge. Not only were
they humiliated on the scoreboard the rapidity with which the
goalpcsts went down will probably call for strong measures of
retaliation tomorrow.

Richardson Stadium will be packed on Saturday and In an
Important and tight game like this fan support will be very im-
portant. The Queen's students have backed the Gaels strongly

this year. Tomorrow will require their enthusiastic support once
again.

After a hard fought flame, as Coach Tindall likes to describe
all the contests, the Gaels should be on top by a touchdown at

least. If they ruin my predictions like the last Toronto game —
congratulations Gaels. By ALEX BINKLEY

THE CONTESTANTS

For Saturday's game, the Gaels have received one encour-
aging piece of information. Theron Craig, one of the best line-
backers In the league, will be able to play on Satu Jay. Mike
Nlhmey, who has Riled In well for Craig will return to his cor-
ner spot. The rest of the defensive squad will be the same as
last week.

The offensive squad will also be using the same personnel
as last week. Quarterback Don Bayne, the league's top passer
will have a wide variety of backs to work with including the
leagues leading scorer, Keith Eaman. Brian Donnelly, who daz-
zelled McMaster with his running will be running back punts and
kickoffs.

The Blues have Improved since the disaster. They have
handled Western, McMaster, and McGill in rather convincing
fashion. Mike Rahm and Walt Sehr, Toronto's best backs are
both healthy. Rahm will be out to Insure himself the rushing
titre. Eric Walter, the Blues flanker. Is 9 points behind Eaman
En the scoring race and will undoubtedly be trying to win the
scoring title.

Several McMaster players felt that the Gaels were a better
team than the Blues. The Blues they felt had not dominated
their game against McMaster as the Gaels dominated the Mar-
raudeurs.

All In all tomorrow promises to be an interesting game.

A ceremonial
Installation

By FRANK ISAN

Principal Joihn Deutseh's inaug-

uration is to be a solemn and

impressive occasion.

The Academic Procession ( 568

guests) will march into Grant

Hall at 3 o'clock this afternoon,

to the strains of the Queen's

Pipe Band.

Delegates appointed 'by col-

leges and universities across

Canada and in ibhe U.S., and by

foundations, societies, second-

ary schools and colleges; repre-

sentatives of Uhe Church, State,

Province, City, Judiciary,

Queen's, the students as well as

other special guests Willi pro-

ceed slowly to their seats. Stu-

dents and staff will repair to

the galieri.es.

The Flourish for the Frindici-

pal, the Hymn (0 God Our

Help in Ages Past) the Invoca-

tion by Reverend Dr. Ronald

Mathers, and the Official Wel-

come to Delegates and Repre-

sentatives by the Chancellor

of the Undiversity will proceed

the actual Installation. The
highlights of the programme
wiill be the Installation Address
by the new Principal and the

conferring of the Honorary De-

grees.

The P.M. Mr. Pierre-Elliot

Trudeau will make the Response
— of no more than 5 minutes.

Fallowing this Rev. Mathers will

pronounce the benediction the

Anthem will be sung and the

Academic Procession will go oult

again in due solemnity.

(Following the ceremony, the

guests, the senate and 18 stu-

dent representatives will gather

at the Agnes Etherington Art

iCenitre, where there will be a

display and exchange of official

greeting to Dr. Deutsch. There

will be 1000 persons in attend-

dance. Later that evening, Dr.

Deutsch will hald a smaill dinner

party for special friends and

colleagues.

Saturday there will be a dinner

for family parties of all mem-
bers of the academic staff, the

senior ^administrative staff and

140 students. The prtoary aim
is to give the staff an opportun-
ity to meet the principal. How-
ever it was considered very de-

sirable to have student repre-

sentaition in view of the fertile

results of their previous parti-

cipataon on
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Accessibility study to

appear next summer
OTTAWA (CUP) — A study on the accessibili-

ity of higher education, conducted by the Associa-

tion of Universities and Colleges of Canada

(AUCC), should 'be published next June.

AUCC executive director Goeffrey Andrew says

the study will 'be "a most important social docu-

ment" rivalling John Porter's "Vertical Mosaic"

in public influence.

The study, already two years in, the making,

was extended for another six months by the

AUCC board of directors Monday. It was just one

item considered in a siix hour closed meeting of

the board composed of sixteen! high-'iwi'kinig univer-

sity administration officiais from across Canada.

Andrew said the board also considered univer-

sity aid to Czeohoslovakian immigrants and the as-

sociation's brief to the commission on trelatoons

between universisbies and government.

AUOC is co-ordinating some of the efforts to

place qualified Czech students in Canadian univer-

sities and has found places for over fifty so far.

Andrew Said more tihan 200 places had been made
available 'by Canadian universities.

When questioned, he said no confederation had
been given to 'making American political refugees

(draft dodgers) equally welcome.

Andrew also said the administrators were very

interested in "how to keep governments and uni-

versities at one 'remove to ensure there is no

chance of government . . . controlling univer-

sities curriculum" through financial manipula-

ton. He noted (that bodies, such as. the Universi-

ties Commission in Alberta and the Committee of

Presidents of Universities in Ontario were de-

signed to perform this role.

AUOC's annual general meeting with the theme

"The Nature of the Contemporary University",

began officially with the board meeting and con-

tinued until yesterday. Over 600 persons, includ-

ing 25 students, represented Canada's universi-

ties at this meeting.

Watson Hall to expand north

DR. JOHN J. DEUTSCH

By CHRIS REDMOND

John Watson Hall (the "New

Humanities Building") i« the first

unit In a proposed humanities

complex to extend north to Union

Street across the present site of

Richardson Stadium.

This was made clear when the

preliminary university parking

plan was released. Former stu-

dent president Chuck Edwards

was told of the proposal last

spring when the question of re-

placing the stadium arose. ( A

new stadium is to be built on the

west campus. )

Watson Hall Itself was planned

in IMS.

The building was constructed

by a new method: the exterior

walls, of concrete slabs set in a

"domino" pattern, take the en-

tire weight of the building, in-

cluding the roof and slab-con-

crete floors. All Interior walls

can therefore be removed or re-

arranged without difficulty.

The hallways which reach a

dead end with wide windows at

the north end of the building can

easily be extended to HnkWataon
Hall with other parts of the com-
plex.

atony of the lounges in Watson

Hhttjre not open to stadema.

They were designed as facults

lounges because Watson is prin-

cipally a faculty office building

It will become the office wing o

the complex when the complex at

a whole la completed.

No target date haa been re

leased for building other part

of the proposed humanities com

plex. Unlveraity public relation

director Larry Moore said Wed-

nesday that plans for the com-

plex were not definite, and the

construction plana esals net b

announced until they had been ap

proved by the Ontario govern

meat
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In Stirling Hall, umbrellas,

money. Inquire Rom 205, Stirling

Hall.

At 233\ii Princess, one First

Church of Alice, like new, can

be claimed tonight or any ensuing

night, after eight.

FOR RENT

Upper year male student to

share small furnished apartment

on Macdonnell St. Call 544-1458.

FOR SALE

1962 Oldsmobile 98 4-door hard-

top, full power accessories, many
spare parts. Sell or trade on

smaller car. Phone 548-8336.

1 set of Drums, complete; 2

book shelves; 1 floor model rad-

io; 1 chair; 1 drop-leaf table;

picture frames; 1 small table; 1

box-spring bed, very good condi-

tion; 1 small lamp, hang up type;

1 floor model lamp. Above items

very cheap. Phone 542-1709.

1964 Austin Cooper S, excellent

condition. Call Fred. 544-2483.

OLiaaBtftri Aba

Green wallet; important person-

al cards. Reward. Phone Kathy,

544-8436.

1962 Mini Minor, 85 0. Extras.

Phone Dave Pound at 546-6045.

PERSONALS

To: the members of the zoo on
3rd floor Morris (i.e., Bill, John
Ebv — please—and Eric the Kan-
garoo). WHO'S RALPH HERNI?

Ray Barry is still located at

Sugarbear Manor, 166 University

Ave. 542-9369.

Bob Lang, Mike Fuller and
Gerry Westland wish to announce
a change of location to 138 Queen
St. Telephone 544-3347.

EMERGENCY. Bruce ( alias

R o c k m a n ) desperately needs
dates for Suzie-Q. Only females
need apply. Phone 546-4305.

Attention everyone everywhere!
David Horner, Esq., has taken up
residence at 186% Union St. All

females interested in touring my
new quarters phone 546-0778.

Without the girls in Vic,
We'd all be lost but quick,

And to all other girls we say,

Look the 4B way,
For these are the ones we love.

Dedicated from the centremen
above.

! Haaaaanananan

Wondering how to cap off a fun

afternoon on Saturday, Nov. 9?
Well, first you go to the football

game— right? Right. Then you
need some place to get warm and
have a good meal, right? Right.

You know where to go don't
you? No? well then you're lucky
to be reading the Classified Ads.
Why? Because Queen's Christian

Fellowship is holding a delicious,

fantastic, wonderful — football

supper at St. James Anglican
Church on Union near Barrie St.

at 5 p.m. for 75c. It will be
great. Come and enjoy it.

Irtitk

Students have found the Yellow

Pages one of the most useful

reference books around. They

know it's the one sure place to

find everything they need —
quickly and easily. On campus,

off campus — make it a habit to

look first in the Yellow Pages.

Wear out your fingers instead of

yourself. You'll luv it.

let your fingers do the walking

THE TOAD IS COMING NOV. 8

TOAD PHILOSOPHY:
—Toads don't go to war
--Toads like people
- Toads don't step on people

--Tr.ads are girls best friends

—Toads don't kill other toads

BE A TRUE TOAD— HOP TO YOUR NEXT CLASS!

SATURDAY, NOV. 9

11 a.m. Rugger, York at Queen's
2 p.m. Football, Toronto at

Queen's
5:00 Football Supper — Queen's

Christian Fellowship. St.

James Anglican Church
(Union near Barrie). 75c

8:30-1 Dance, "The Blues' Blues",
LaSalle Hotel Ballroom
$1.00. Bar.

8:30 Rich Little in Concert.

Grant Hall. $3 00
9:00 Party, Graduate House. 75c

(Grad students. Nursing
and McArthur College only)

10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee House.
Dave Bradstreet and Dave
Steel, Nancy and Howard
Stavely.

SUNDAY, NOV. 10

Noon: Beginning of Suzie-Q Week
2 p.m. Queen's Folk Club concert

with Bob and Jan. 2nd
floor common room. Union
Free. (Silver collection for

performers)
5:30 Student Supper at Chalmers,

216 Barrie St. 50c.

7:00 "Sexuality & Genesis" (con-
tinued) Chalmers Church

MONDAY, NOV. 11

7:30 Community — Alienation —
Revolution. Topic

—"Marx
& Alienation". 5th floor

lounge, John Watson Hall.

7:30 Film, Architecture and
Town Planning. Ellis Hall.

8:00 Queen's Flying Club, Leon-
ard Hall East Common
Room

TUESDAY, NOV. 12

7:30-9:30 "Co-Ed Night" Volley-

ball, 3-legged soccer, scav-
enger hunt. Gymnasium.

8:00 French Lecture— Kingston
Hall 101.

Engineering Grads

Graduates in civil, electrical and mechanical engineering are invited

to consider employment opportunities with the Public Service of Canada

in the following fields:

CONSTRUCTION-BUILDINGS, MARINE
WORKS, HIGHWAYS

SOIL MECHANICS

MUNICIPAL WORKS

HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES

HYDROMETRIC SURVEYS

HYDROLOGY

INSTRUMENTATION

COMMUNICATIONS

NAVIGATION AIDS

AIRPORT LIGHTING

BUILDING SERVICES

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

A career with the Federal Government, the major employer of pro-

fessional engineers in Canada, features broad scope for professional de-

velopment competitive salaries, technically trained support staff, modern

equipment, three weeks' annual vacation and promotion based on merit.

INTERVIEWS:
November 14-15, 1968

Mr. G. S. C. Smith, P. Eng., will be on campus to discuss engineering

careers with you on the above dates. Arrange your appointment through

the Placement Office today.

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 5 « 5 Albert
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Phys Ed organizes

Last Wednesday, the Queen's

Physical and Health Education

Students Association held their

first general meeting with John

Eby, President, outlining the As-

sociation's plans for the coming -

year.

Dr. Macintosh, Head of the

School of Physical and Health

Education, has indicated that the

staff is "Anxious" to have stu-

dent representation on staffcom-
mittees when course curriculum

is formulated. Students present

at this meeting recognized the

importance of this suggestion and

are looking into the best method

for the selection of students to

this committee.

Editor Wanted

The next editor of the Journal

will be chosen with In the next

week and a half.

Applications for the position

close next Thursday evening at

6:00 p.m., and several possible

applicants are already being dis-

cussed.

A vote of all Journal staffers

will be heldtorecommend anom-
inee to the Publications Com-
mittee, which will meet the

following Sunday night It In turn

will propose a name to the Alma

Mater Society Executive for rat-

ification on Tuesday November

19.

The Engineering Society's 1969 Pontia c Firebird raffle was won Wednesday after-

noon by Mr. A. Newman, of Newman's Tailors. In order to get his prize Mr. Newman

nad to answer Ihe skill-testing question: what is 2 plus
,

2?

Second prize, a millionaire's week-end, went to Wally Occornore of Science 70.

Proceeds of the raffle have gone to Al Ashar.

New office for culture

Last week, the Senate estab-

lished a Central Office for Con-

certs and Public Lectures. Dr.

H. G. Sampson, the present Di-

rector of Concerts, is to be the

first Director of Concerts and

Public Lectures and his present

office in the Old Arts Building

will become the new Central

Office.

The establishment of this Cen-

tral Office Is an important move

on the part of the Senate. Up
to now the planning for an ad-

ministration of cultural events

at the University, as the Dunning

Trust Lectureship, Grant Hall

Series, Chamber Music Series,

and so on, have often been mired

in confusion. Date conflicts and

administrative tangles have In-

variably arisen.

Besides organizing and ad-

ministering specific cultural

events now under the authority

of the Senate Committee on the

Fine Arts and Public Lectures,

it is hoped that the Central Office

will be a "clearing house" to

help in the co-ordination of all

cultural events on campus. Date

conflicts will be avoided as far

as possible although the Central

Office will In no way "Dictate"

the dates on which any individual

event can be scheduled.

For the first time at Queen's

there will be an office which can

provide accurate, up-to-date in-

formation, for all interested par-

ties — students, faculty, depart-

ments. To this end the Director

will prepare a " C alendar 0 f

Events" which will be distributed

at regular intervals on a univer-

sity basis as well as to other

interested persons In Kingston.

It will be of the imperative,

therefore, that all members of

the university community use this

new service once the Central

Office is established. The Direc-

tor will also be available for stu-

dents and faculty needing advice

on booking groups, contracts, and

so on.

My landlord refuses to turn the heat on, and the apart-

ment's freezing. What can I do?
Kingston has no bylaw setting a date for him to turn

the heat on, our lawyer says. But he adds that if you give

the landlord notice and then move out because the apart-

ment is too cold to live in, he'll be liable for the cost of

your accommodation elsewhere until he gives you the

heat. And if you sued to make him turn it on, you'd prob-

ably win.

Is there any hope of getting the money from my

books sold at the Book Exchange? After all, it was two

months ago.

Yes says the ASUS, which ran the book exchange. If

your books or your money haven't arrived yet, call Rick

Williams at 548-3296.
,

How do I find housing service office?

It's above Tech Supplies. If you walk south from

Union Street towards the Old Arts Building, Tech Supphes

is on your right. Don't go in the bookstore door, at the

south end of the building a little white sign Placement

and Housing" indicates a small door. Go in there, go up-

stairs and turn right.

Dog sitting in Election Central

By CHRIS REDMOND

In case anybody still hasn't

caught on, those tin boxes clut-

tering the hallways on Wednesday

were ballot boxes for the AMS

election. It wasn't exactly a major

instance of political theory in

action, but an election is an

election, and there was the usual

confusion, ballot-piling, locking,

unlocking, telephoning and head-

aches at Election Central.

The AMS office in the union

was the centre of the chaos. Half

a dozen times people wandered in

disturbed by ballot boxes where

there ought to be empty space,

and empty space where there

ought to be ballot boxes. The

chief electoral officer was in

class somewhere; one of the bal-

lot boxes was alsoin class some-

lot boxes was also in class —
a poll clerk had finished his stint

and, when nobody came to re-

lieve him, just took the box along

with him.

Then the ballot box from the

Student Union poll, just outside

the office door, was brought In,

jammed full of ballots. There

were half a dozen would-be-

voters standing outside waiting

for somewhere to put their bal-

lots, and what was to be done

with the boxful? That one was

easy: dump the box's contents In

a filing cabinet drawer and lock

it up. That one wasn't so easy —
for about five minutes the key

wouldn't turn.

And you thought elections were

easy to run.

About this time somebody kind-

ly pointed out that there are two

lunchllnes at Leonard Hall cafe-

teria and only one polling booth.

The guys from Gordon-Brock-

ington were just out of luck.

To that polling booth you send

a girl. To Ban Rlgh, on the other

hand, you send a boy. This is

known as freedom and equality,

and mainly it Increases the num-

ber of voters. In fact it increases

the number of voters so muchthat

another ballot box gets jammed

and has to be emptied into a

bigger one, half-full from the

medical club rooms.

By this point the AMS office

doesn't even pretend to be sane.

This, of course, makes things

easier. So when Jan Lichty brings

her dog In, to be kept for ten

minutes; when nine old grads

arrive, wanting to rent gowns;

IN THE CLASSROOM
Sometimes classes arc interesting. If one of yours was.

The Journal. Other people might be Interested too.

Interested in contributing

to our Prisons edition?

Drop in or phone the JOUR-

NAL (546-5730)

when the phone rings and it's

the prime minister's office ask-

ing the size of the hall where

Trudeau will speak; when some-

body wants to buy formal tickets;

when the phone rings again for

the fiftieth time, the staffdoesn't

even try to smile.

1 Act Play

AUDITIONS

"THE CHANGE"

Drama Guild Office

Old Arts

Mm. Nov. 11, 1968 4 p.m.

)

SPEAK YOUR MIND ON THE JOURNAL:

Sunday, 7:00 pjn., /McLaughlin Rm.
in the Students Union
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END WEEKEN)
SUSIE-Q-A FLAPPER'S FLING

Next week is the chance for all Queen's girls

take the initiative. Suzie-Q Week is an annual

jportunity tor the fairer sex to assume a more

jgresslve role In the social life at Queen's. A

hole week of activities has been planned around

* central theme of the Roaring '20s and the

eek itself Is called "FLAPPER'S FLING".

Tickets will be sold every weekday in the Union

om 11:30-12:30 and in Victoria Hall front

ntrance from 5:30 - 7:30. Good luck, boys!

ROUND RULES:

U All expenses during the week must be paid

y Flappers (that's the girls).

2. Each Flapper must charm her way into the

heart of at least one Gangster (the men) from

each faculty and one with whom she has not

previously stepped out.

3. Flappers, be on your best behaviour and

treat that Chappie like a real gent - (this in-

volves the nerve-wracking procedures of phoning

men for dates and being nice so they'll return

the favour next week).

4. Have a really good time!

STUFF TO DO:

Sunday, November 10 -

"Roaring Res Rollick" - 2:00-5:00 p.m. in

your own rooms.

"Thoroughly Modern Mealy" - buffet supper

in Ban Righ Hall starting at 5:00 p.m.

Monday, November 11 -

"Machine Gun Moll's Massacre" - stag dance

In Leonard Hall Cafeteria from 8:30-12 p.m.

Girls do the asking.

Tuesday, November 12 -

"Really Riotous Reelies" (Laurel and Hardy,

Valention) in Dunning Auditorium, 7:30 and 10:00

p.m.

Wednesday, November 13 -

"Bootlegger's Breakfast" between 7:30-8:45

a.m. at Ban Righ.

Wednesday and Thursday, November 13 and 14 -

"Rags and Relics" at Agnes Etherington Art

Centre - a presentation of fi[m
and "objects d'art" of the

'2o

auto show.

Thursday, November 14 -

"Suffragette Power" - panel
Ll|

ling Theatre D at 7:30 p.m. „
Women - Now and in the Future"

Friday, November 15-

Arts '71 "Boop-Boop-A-Doty sj of

the '20s year party in Grant HaD tight
-

a prize for the best costume.

Saturday, November 16

"The Speakeasy" - the big,

Suzie-Q Week in Grant Hal!

Dancing to the tunes of the "

wisic

(door

.Stir-

Ms °f

ice of

(light.

COMPUTERIZED CRIME LOVE IN AN
You've seen swindlers on the screen before, but never one

like the amiable swindler played by PETER USTINOV in MGM's

hilarious comedy, "HOT MILLIONS", now playing at the Hyland

Theatre and also starring MAGGIE SMITH, KARL MALDEN and

BOB NEWHABT.

For Ustinov, in his role as Marcus Pendleton is an up-to-the-

minute rogue. Scorning old-fashioned methods of feathering his

nest illegally he uses his corporation's computer to fleece the

(Hhttrrh

'Kingston, Ontario

WJwt docs it mean to know
God personally?

We invite you to come Sun-
day and think this through

with us.

Services 9, 11, 7:30

Who's

firm of millions. First he has to dupe Karl Maiden and Bob

Newhart, top executives of an American corporation based in

London, into believing that he is the famous computer expert

they are employing, then he has to master the intricacies of

M505, the infallible computer. Once in control of this mech-

anized "brain", Marcus begins to prosper as non-existent

foreign companies appear on his firm's books and money paid

out to the new additions by M505 goes into his pocket.

He also falls in love (Maggie Smith) and when she proposes,

he accepts. But the unexpected can sometimes take a hand in

an embezzler's life. The jig is up and Marcus decides it is

time to decamp and make off for Rio de Janeiro with a be-

wildered wife and a dispatch case full of the "hot millions".

He gets through customs and is all set to live happily ever after

when his scatterbrained mate Invites Maiden and Newhart for a

visit.

The story's climax is uproarious.

*****************

Down the street at the Capitol,-an interesting plot.

Husband busy at the factory making brassieres. Wife at home,

bored. Handsome young man comes to mend the sewing machine.

Man moves into the attic. Stays night, stays a week, stays three

years before the husband finds out. A fanciful situation? SHIRLEY

MacLAINE, RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH, and JAMES BOOTH find

themselves in exactly this intriguing situation in, "The Bliss

of Mrs. Blossom".

Where
can be picked up at the

S.C.M. room

in the

Student's Memorial
Union

FRIDAY, MONDAY and
TUESDAY

from 3:00 to 5:30

THE PERMANENT COLLECTION
and

Portraits of Principals

November 6 to 13

But once again, truth is stranger than fiction

fanciful triangle is based on fact. There once

manufacturer, he was busy, his wife was bored

did come to mend the sewing machine. It was the!

ful "friendship" which lasted 19 years before

found out

All this and more in "The Bliss of Mrs. Blosst

jailed

a bra

man
|

lauti-

isband

AL-ASHAR
By LAURIE LAPP

It's ready. "Al-Ashar" is all set to

go tonight. But It was no quick and

easy operation. The organization for

the big formal started last January

under convener Rudy Joss and the

actual construction of sets has taken

two months.

Design engineers Jim Ramsden and

Glenn Nishlmura co-ordinated the de-

signs of the three dancing rooms, the

hallway, and balcony ofthe gymnasium.

Every night since September from

6-12 p.m. f a warehouse at 171 Ontario

Street has been a place of constant

action. Dave Bruce, the construction

manager, and Steve Graham, the con-

struction foreman, supervised the

Science frosh, who were each required

to work for three hours on decorations,

aided and perhaps inspired by some

willing freshettes.

The whole system was fortunately

computerized. Others deserving lots of

mention are Brian Sunderland, man-

ager, John Procter, programme writer

and Jim NcLaughlln purchasing agent.

Construction of the sets in the gym

WILSON, began on Thursday, and round-the-

clock work was nec<

them.

And so everythlnf

Al-Ashar opens at

Music, supplied by

and

"ton
" and

his 12-piece orchesf »orth

con-

sent
and his trio, and H'

tinues until '3 a' tD
'

mt.,

-
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Democracy begins

at home
In a quest column on this page, last year's Journal

editor Krista Maeots points out the class bias underlying

Queen's University. .

We have little power to affect that situation directly.

Far more within our power is it to examine, and correct,

th» class attitude within the university.

When someone suggests that students deserve a voice

in setting up their courses, the answer frequently comes

that students don't know as much as their professors.

And when some students have nevertheless been

given that voice, they may be the first to assert that first-

year students lack enough experience to deserve a simi-

lar voice. „ , . . .

No one denies that differences of knowledge and

experience exist with the university community. At pre-

sent however, the differences are stratified and classified

into'what amounts to a system of class distinction.

There has been no one here so extreme as to sug-

gest that the university should be a total democracy, with

the six thousand-odd students enjoying ten times the voice

of the six hundred-odd faculty.

But the other extreme view — that they deserve no

voice at all — has sometimes been taken as the norm.

Most people admit, of course, that there are except-

ions Some specially qualified students, recognized as such

by their teachers, may be given special privileges and giv-

en some status on some committee or other.

This of course, is no student voice at all. If a group

of students are to have some say in academic matters,

it can only be by choosing their own representatives and

holding them accountable for their actions.

But when you speak of introducing some measure or

democracy into the mix of our university government,

vou are asked "how far will this go?

The fact that parity of students and faculty is often

qranted on joint bodies is simply a recognition of the need

to mediate the different interests of people who have

been encased for years in this system of class distinction.

It has no other virtue.
. •u-i-.-™

But as students come to accept their responsibilities

as true participants in the learning process, the artificial

distinction — though not the differences — will disappear.

Queen's is class-oriented

The image
"As I see it, in Kingston the students are by their

behavior certainly not ready for any more independence

or power".
This general public attitude, shown in a recent article

in that esteemed publication the "Deseronto Scanner",

cannot simply be laughed off.

The article cites disregard for traffic laws, irrespon-

sible behavior towards public property, and destructive

carrying-ons in local pubs, and asks "these are part of the

students that want more power?"
It is easy for us to dismiss such a remark as ignorant.

After all, most of us know that only a minority of stu-

dents are anti-social, and that only a minority actively

seek more say in their education, and that there is virtu-

ally no overlap in the membership of these two groups.

It is easy for us to say the irresponsible group is

shrinking and the responsible group is growing.

But the public is quite within its rights in lumping

all students together. We are a group set apart, who have

put ourselves here largely by our own choice. If we choose

to seek to exert ourselves in society as students, we must

expect to be seen as students.

In short, we must either change the image of students,

or act purely as individuals, pretending to have no real

connection with Queen's, as some of us indeed have

done, and may have to do.

Editor:

Wilt Day

News Editor:
Mark Elliott

Associate Editor:!

Tom Good

Wire Editor:

Charles Schwier

Managing Editor:

John Maskell

Sports Editor:
Murray Aspden

By KRISTA MAEOTS

I would like to challenge Dr. George

Whalley's sialement in the Nov. 1 issue

of THE JOURNAL that the university is

"Probably the nearest thing to a class-

less society rhat we are ever likely to

see". ..

University education has traditionally

been considered a privilege of the upper

classes, and even now social and finan-

cial problems force most working class

people out of the educational system

before they reach the universiity level.

At Queen's, as at most Canadian uni-

versities, the children of the working

class are greatly under-represented.

Those who do make it to university

are faced, at Queen's particularly, with

a social substructure of students from

families that are prominent in business

and government. These students form

their own cliques, their own social and

academic groups, and make connections

that will be useful when they themsel-

ves take over positions of power.

A very definite class consciousness ex-

ists at the university, and it is one that

discriminates against the working class

student. He is made to feel self-con-

scious by those who have been educat-

ed at Upper Canada College, who have

been brought up in homes with books

and classical music, who have been

abroad for holidays and for their Grade

XIII education. These people have more

words at their command, are less self-

conscious and more confident, have

more social skills, and know how to

rrrake cocktail conversation. They are

people with connections.

The myth that the university is a class-

less society works to the advantage of

these people. It makes it harder to de-

tect the true class bias of the university,

which is evident in the origins of its stu-

dents and their eventual occupations.

Queen's students tend to come from

upper and middle class homes, rather

than working class backgrounds, and

they are far more likely to end up do-

ing research for Liberal MP's than for

labour unions.

.Working class students, understand-

ably, never quite fit into this environ-

ment. And, because they are told that

the university is a classless society, they

attribute their feelings of discomfort to

personal inadequacies, rather than class

background. They have a sense of

isolation, and are discouraged from ever

evaluating the social context that sur-

rounds them. In order to achieve com-

plete social success in the university

community, working class people are

forced to abandon their working class

characteristics and attitudes, and to be-

come sycophants of the middle and up-

per classes. These people become the

worst enemies of their own class, a fact

which shows that social mobility alone

does little to benefit those who remain

in the working class. It benefits large-

ly those who turn their backs on their

backgrounds.

The classless myth goes hand in hand
with a liberal individualism that posits

that all people are equal in their strug-

gles for recognition, regardless of their

class background. But at Queen's and
everywhere else, some people have ad-

vantages over others, because they have

the self-confidence and assurance of a

'good social background'. They have
their social superiority to fall back on
when they have doubts about their per-

sonal achievements, and their parents

are respectable members of society

whose children are always forgiven for

their sins.

These people have extra reserves to

draw on in their 'individual' struggles.

One of the most disturbing aspects

of the education we get at an institu-

tion such as Queen's is that the work-
ing class is rarely recognized as a legi-

timate force in Canadian society. How
many courses are there on working class

movement or literature, on the rise of

trade unions and of socialism in Canada?
By treating working class people as in-

dividuals in one great sea of individuals,

the university community does not ac-

cept their unique background and quali-

ties, the things that give them identity

of more than a superficial kind. The
university denies working class students

an understanding of their own history,

and indoctrinates them in the history of

the ruling classes. It condemns them to

the sort of alienation that befalls indiv-

iduals who are alone in a foreign so-

ciety.

This is especially true at Queen's, one
of the most upper-class oriented univer-

sities in Canada. The old Alma Mater

has nurtured a significantly high pro-

portion of students for establishment po-

sitions in Ottawa.
The university has itself been suckled

in the bosom of a community that once

harboured what passed for an aristo-

cracy in Canada, and like that aristo-

cracy, it has seen every step away from

elitism as a decline towards vulgarity.

No . . . Queen's is not "the nearest

thing to a classless society".

Queen's society is one of the most
class-oriented that I have ever encoun-

tered. And, given that Queen's is large-

ly supported by public funds, it seems
to be oriented towards the wrong class-

KRISTA MAEOTS
Arts '68
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Who lOBt the Special Credits? 0, said Cock Robin.)

Women in Medicine
To begin with, girls generally

haw a more difficult time be-

ing accepted by a medical
school. Their scholastic quali-

fications muvt be higher, al-

though the ability to write a
good exam paper doesn't make
one a good doetor, the ability

to react promptly and initelligetnit-

ly to a stress situation does.

The faculty, 1 think, feel that

a girl must prove herself will-

ing and capable of working for

a goal 'that is years away and
will n'Ot just drop out when the

going igets a bit rough. Also,

there is the 'thought (that you

A.M.S. housing

It has come to our attention

that publicity re the A.M.S. Hou-

sing Project has produced some
misconceptions concerning the

development «f the project to

this date. We hope by this let-

ter^ clarify these points.

Firstly we think the Journal

incorrectly Implied that money
was forthcoming from the Board

of Trustees in their article of

are taking a place rightfully be-

longing to a boy who will some-

day have to support a family,

while you are likely to marry
and stop the actual practice of

medicine. They do not always

realize that not aM women have
ambitions or talemts in that dir-

ection.

Women must prove them-

selves serious students who aire

willing to make a commitment
to medicine and I believe it is

a ilifedkne commdlbmenit even
though they may plan on mar-

riage and a family.

Classmates generally accept

you, those who do not eventu-

ally are resigned to the fact of

your presence in their classes,

and on the whole treat you as

fellow students.

There are fields in medicine

which seem particularly suited

to a women's temperamenit such

as Obstetrics or Paediatrics, al-

though such fields as Surgery

are closed to all except the

most persistent.

The field of medicine, for a

woman, is exactly What ahe

makes it.

(LIZ SIMMONS

Oct. 29. The Board has indi-

cated that a loan of $50,000

would only be granted, and we

emphasize only, on the return

of a favorable feasibility study.

Secondly we are a committee

of the A.M.S. and are In no way
connected with S.N.U.

On another note we'd like to

point out that this is a students

project and that the success of

it depends upon students interest,

initiative and ideas-what do you

think of glass elevator shafts?

Contact John Wlggan (546-4860),

Lome Musselman (544-7618), or

any other member of the Housing

Development Project Committee.

John Wlggan

Lome Musselman

Housing Development

Project Committee.

/
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BRITISH SCIENTISTS

TALK STRAIGHT WITH

Thinking of returning to the U.K.? Get in touch with
the team of 1CI scientists visiting your campus
shortly. They will tell you about jobs available now,
where these are, how much they pay and what the
housing situation is. If you've only just arrived, drop
in just the same for a chat about your future

prospects.

Id's recruiting team
will visit your campus on November 13

Contact them through Mr. G. O. Saunders
Director of Placemen!

CLARK HALL

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and ttudant orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

A.S.U.S. BOOK EXCHANGE

Would anyone who has not picked up their books

or received their money

please contact RICK WILLIAMS at 548-3296.

ST. ANDREWS

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES Of WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT

SETO'S
CHOP SUEY

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable
price, meal ticket avail-

able. Special T - Bone
steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10% off.

Call 542-7431

Science Graduates

Careers in Meteorology

with the Meteorological Branch

Department of Transport

Bachelor Graduates

(Majors and Honours)

in

Physics and Mathematics

Interviews on Campus
November 11-12, 1968

Public

Service

of

Canada

Details and literature are

available at your Placement Office

javwe
ITUJAH FOOBS

CONTINENTAl. FO0OS
& TAVfttH
Wt CAH AvtnwlrMmu
Vhit Our VenetwrAnn

OPEN FROM 7 AM TO I AM
SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA
take out service

flttt DSUVtHY

KGTN 546-4987
SHWMMO OMR!

SUNDAY EVENING
CHALMERS CHURCH

5:30 Student Supper

7:00 Modern Issues &

Biblical Symbols

"Sexuality & Genesis" cont'd

Corner Clergy & Barrie Streets

Minister-. R. K. H. McLEAN

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room

28 Yonge Si.

Steve Amey
Proprietor

TEXACO

EXPLORATION

COMPANY

Pr?PRF<ItfOTATTVES FROM ONE OF CANADA'S LEADING

OTLANDMS E^OrSW AND PRODUCING COWAMSS
WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO INTERVIEW STUDENTS IN THE

FOLLOWING COURSES ON

NOVEMBER 20 A 21, 1968

PFfSULAR AN" SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
Geology, Geological Engineering

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
All Branches of Engineering

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION
All Branches of Engineeing.

Geophysics, and Mathematics

For farther information and appointment

please contact the Placement Office
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Hockey Are They Ready?
By BRUCE McLEOD

This weekend, Queen's Golden Gaels hockey team finishes offl Its

exhibition schedule, towelling »o Toronto on Friday night for a re-

match with York, and .then ending up against Sheridan College of

Brampton, here on Saturday night. With the season only a week

away the Gaels can be expected to concentrate on tightening .their

defence, which has shown a distressing habit of letting down at odd

moments, which does nothing for .the nerves of goalie Norm Doug-

las, Bob Carnegie, or the rabid fan in the stands.

The team got a rude shock Tuesday night, when they were tied

7-7 by a revamped St. Lawrence College team in Cornwall. Six

players, including goallie Douglas, didn't make the trip, wheh was a.

handicap, but it didn't seem to cut down on their goal-scoring abilfr

ty. This has never been a problem. The defence has been however

and perhaps now «hat the Gaels realize that the exhibition games

are almost over, they will settle down. Of course, as I have said be-

•"fore, this is the purpose of an exhibition schedule — to work out the

kinks.

Three players will not be on the roster for the weekend's action,

because of injuries. Dune iMcOrae has a broken wrist, McGill is still

out with an injured knee, and '^Fighting John" Quayle suffered a

possible groin injury against St, l/awrence College, in one of his

frequent and usually violent collisions wUih opposing forwards.

With the possible exception of 'McCrae, .the Gaels should be healthy

for next week's season opener against McGill, in spite of a rash of

minor injuries, mainly cuts, incurred over the exhibition schedule.

The game on Saturday night against Sheridan College starts at

8:00 turn., at the Constantine Arena

Wrestling Prelim

By TOM STILES

Queen's Wrestling Gaels have

already begun their preparations

for "this year's league schedule.

All the veterans have returned

third place OQAA finisher John
to the line-up. They include

third place OQAA findsher John
ikayman and Fred Doerfer, who
took a OQAA fourth along with

John Philips, Ernie O'Neill and
Tom Stiles. A relatively large

group of new-comers have been
trying out. Two of these are

Bob Ireland and Bob Prince.

Several of these students have
shown great promise and will un-

doubtedly make the team. Com-
petition is staffer than it has
been for many years at Queen's
and should improve our overall

Gaels goalie Norm Douqlas foils unidentified York forward as Dune By CLARK
McCrae moves in.

Orienteering Takes OQAA
By WAYNE LILLICO -

Queen's competed in both the O. Q. A. A. Cross- country and Orienteering Championships held in

Guelph last weekend.

The team's performance in the Orienteering (held on Saturday produced the inltervarsiity champion-

ship and the Queen's "A" team had the honour of winning it.

Bob Kaill of Waterloo was the individuad winner in 42 min. 47 sec. 'He was pressed by Brian Mac-

Donald of Queen's who finished in 43 man. 17 sec. This was a very surprising performance by Mac-
Donald who was competing in only his second Orienteering meet.

performance noticeably. It is also

Queen's good fortune to have ob-

ptadned a couple of talented,

spirited, and experienced gradu
ate students, including anOQAA-
ohampion Andre 'Berzins and
Doug Hamilton, who have al-

ready made their presence felt

on the team.

The Wrestling Gaels are look-

ing forward to a much improved
performance but they still need
more support t© roundout the

team. They need more wrestlers

both in the light and heavy
weight classes. Experience helps

but is not necessary. Practices

are held from 5:30 - 7:00 p.m.

Monday to Friday. How about
trying ou*?

Other members of the Championship team were
sec, Dave Ellis (6th), Rob Milne (9th), Tim

Brian Wilson who finished third in 46 min. 29.

Baker (11th) and Rob Hazen.

Queen's B team, led by Coach Rolf Lund, finished fourth behind Waterloo and Guelph.

Two girls from Queen's combined to win the

pre's third place finish and Nancy Wlson's fifth

It was an excellent performance by the teams,

have had in competitions like this.

The iHannier team was not as successful, finiishrin

seven team event. Teams from Waterloo (37
and McMaster (84 points). McGill and Western al

Waterloo was the top team although their run
the top runner in a .time of 29 min. 40 sec. for the

Dave Bailey of Toronto finished second for the

Armstrong and Brian Richards of Toronto finish

Brian Wilson led Queen's finishers but he was
Rob Haxen (24th), Brian MacDonald (27th) and

This concludes the Harrier and Track Teams
dndoor track meets in Montreal, Toronto and Chic

Women's Orienteering Championships. Mall Pee-
have them the title.

especially considering the lack of experience they

for prospective candidates."

g only fifth with 132 points against them, in the
points), Toronto (39 points), Guel/ph (72 points)

so had runners.

ners were beaten by Grant McLaren of Guelph,
six mile distance, and three Toronto athletes.

second consecutive year in 30 min. 5* sec. Brian
ed third and fourth,

only an 20th place with a time of 32 min. 31 sec.

Rob Milne (30bh) were other Queen's runners.

outdoor season. They now turn their attention' to

ago. Coach Lund said "The teams are stnil looking

Fencing Starts Susie-Q Gals
By LIZ MAXWELL

Under the direction of John Tondeur, Science '71, Queen's has

formed tiheir first fencing club which trains members to 'participate

dn intercollegiate competitions. The club has 100 paid participating

members who wonk out on Tuesday or Thursday evenings. The club

is looking for experienced fencers who would be willing to teach

members who have had little or no experience. Any student interest-

ed in 'this type of participation dn the olub are asked to get in touch

worth the fencing club.

Last year several of the students who initiated the formation of

the club entered an intercollegiate competition and placed second,

third, fourth, and fifth. Queen's (has quite a bit of potential in this

field and the team should look forward to a successful! year'.

F-Boll Statistics

Keith Eaman continues to lead

the scoring with 8 touchdowns and

3 singles for 51 points .9 ahead

of the Blues Eric Walter. Ron

Clark Is third in league rushing

with 366 yards In 79 carries.

Jim Turnbull is second in punt

returns with 16.5 average yard

carry. Don Bayne continues to

reign as the top passer with a,

58,9% completion average and 15

touchdown passes. Rick Van Bu-
sklrk la the top receiver with 22

receptions for 348 yards and

three touchdown's.

By ANNE CARSWELL
Congratulations to our Golden

Gals Field Hockey Team on their

great showing at the joint WIAl)

and OQWCIA final tournament in

Toronto last weekend. The

Queen's team placed fifth among

nine teams in their first year of

Intercollegiate competition. Miss

Adams, the team's coach, re- •

ceived much praise from other

coaches and referees, including

the comments that she had done

a great job getting the team in

such good condition and that the

Queen's team was the fastest

team to the ball in all the games.

Queen's has been making a

good showing in orienteering as

well, with a clean sweep at the

first Intervarsity competition for

men and women sponsored by the

Guelph orienteering club last

weekend. The women were rep-

resented by Mall Peepre, who
placed third in the 2.5 mile

cross-country competition, and

Nancy Wilson who came fourth.

Their times together placed our

team of two first* In the Men's

'A' Division, Queen's teamplaced
first, and Rolf Lund, of the

Queen's phys. ed. staff won the

faculty division. Guelph and Wa-
terloo were the other universities

competing.

Orienteering and jogging are

rapidly gaining in Importance

at Queen's thanks to the enthu-

siasm of the phys.ed. staff and

the WAC recreation represen-

tatives, Nancy Wilson and Judy

Wilklns. On Wednesday night,

the orienteering club were shown

a movie taken at the Ontario

Orienteering Championships last

year. The movie ended with the

Queen's harrier team doing an

Oil Thigh.

Co-ed night is Tuesday night

in the gym, and promises to be

a lot of fun. Everyone Is in-

vited to come stag but if any

girls are worried that "certain

people" won't be there, don't

forget it will be Susie-Q week.

To Football, Rugger and Soccer Teams:

WHY NOT?

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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RUDY JOSS, formal convener

From The Formal Convenor

Once again the time has come

to celebrate the Science Formal,

i Often I have wondered if all the

effort that goes into this event

can be justified or if this effort

should be redirected to another

activity.

At times, when things went

wrong, I felt that the whole mess

should be dropped; but now that

AL-ASHAR has been built (and

promises to be the best formal

ever), I wouldn't have missed

it for the world.

The accent at AL-ASHAR has

been placed on providing a me-

morable evening withgood antet

.

tainment, service and comfort-

able chairs.

On behalf of the committee, I

would like to welcome all those

who will be attending our Arabian

Night and hope that each and

every one of you enjoys our

product

RUBY JOSS

Formal Convenor

P.S. Although AL-ASHAR is a

Science Formal, it is held In

honour of the graduating class.

Thus, speaking for Science '69,

I would like to say to all other

years, "Thank you for your help

and keep up the tradition".

BEAUTY and the

BEAST

Rich

Little

Nov. 9th

Grant Hall

8:30
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GODDAM VOO, CHARLIE BRO«ON \

I WILL NOT S|NtC IF YOU T7SKe IT OUT!

Are Engineers really human
By DR. Z. NOCUFFSON, KINGS-

TON

Below will be found the fruits

of what purports to be an ex-

haustive sociological study of

the genus Engineer. As the Scot-

tish bard implied, it is good for

man to see himself as others

see him; also, it 1b apt to be

illuminating.

Our main misgiving inpublish-

ing the article is that some,

and certainly those of Irish ex-

traction, will reply to the query

raised in the title by posing

another: Why ask a question to

which the answer is so obvious?

We are Informed that Dr. No-

cuffson—a nom de guerre, we

suspect—delivered himself of

this diatribe at a dinner held

recently In our city and attended

by a galaxy of our leading solons

and celebrities, but we were not

told whether the oration came
before or after the festivities.

We draw our own conclusion.

After a careful psychological

analysis of the address, we would

judge the Doctor to be a keen

and experienced student of the

theory and practice of human
misbehaviour, but that he has

become soured by the great mis-

fortune that he himself is not

of the ancient and honourable

profession of Engineers. *

In publishing the address, we

advise all and sundry that we do

so only under the protection of

our old stand-by, By-law No.

72: "The Journal as a body shall

not be responsible, etc."—ED.

Are Engineers Really Human?
This question has been posed a

thousand times ever since some
misguided metal-conscious in-

dividual in the stone age dis-

covered the improved cutting and

stabbing qualities of copper and

copper alloys and projected civil-

ization another step backward

into the bronze age. Progress in

reverse was rapid from then on.

The breech-look relegated the

scimitar and broad-sword to cut-

ting cheese, the homemade bomb
sent ye stove-pipe-clad knight

higher than a Christmas tree,

and ram tanks, armour-piercing

shells, and the Lancaster bomber
enabled civilization t o really

settle down and show what could

be done for fellow man. Un-

doubtedly, the greatest single
' factor promoting this whole
magnificent cavalcade was the

Engineer. Here we a e using

the term In Its broader sense

as generally accepted, i.e., a

graduate of an acknowledged

school of engineering or at least

a chap who has spent thi ee weeks

or more on a survey party.

Little wonder that super-

natural powers have been at-

tributed to him from time to

time. He has been feted, feast-

ed, and stewed, written up, called

up, and tossed up countless times

throughout the ages and pages of

history. The time has come for

us to examine all the accumulated

mass of evidence and determine

once and for all If this race of

giants is really superhuman, or

after all, just small fry like you

and me.

The schools of thought re this

matter show a sharp line of

cleavage. The super-super

school, advocated primarily by

the Engineers themselves, feel

and say in no uncertain terms

that they are a race aside from

the Common Herd—that they,

jointly and severally, are direct

descendants of a superior race

of sons of beings. The opposing

faction, headed by all the ruddy

fools who ever had anything to

do with the profession, agree

that they are jointly and sever-

ally descended from a race of

sons of so-and-so's but argue

with equal vehemence that it is

a degenerate race, headed by

fraudulent stock promoters,

high-graders, and innumerable

untutored and Illiterate hoot-

owls. A third school, noting that

most Engineers at least look

like human beings, feel justified

In accepting them on an equal

footing. We must then, with all

the clear and cold logic of a

small-time investor who has lost

his shirt in the stock market,

settle down and sift over the

bad points and the good- -if any

show up—and arrive at our im-

partial decision.

Point 1: Engineers Generally

Have Money. In these days and

times, this point in itself would

Indicate that we are dealing with

a superior race, but to balance

the scale and possibly make it

tip a little the other way, the

opposing faction point to salted

properties, sale of gold bricks

assaying 98 per cent lead, and

the unfailing ability of engineers

to find beer even when blind-

folded. However, back to the

discussion of money as it applies

to Engineers: There can be no

doubt aboutthe unfailing generos-

ity of the breed, some are big

both fore and aft They can hand

out a dime for a cuppa coffee

or salt It away—just like you and

me. They are inveterate gamb-
lers and will risk the stock-

holders' money without blinking

an eye.

Point 2: Engineers Are Doers.

They don't sit back and let the

other fellow do the back-break-

ing, irksome jobs, so common in

Industry, that is, of course, if

the other fellow is on his toes

and beats It off before the dirty
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Absent Joke: Greg Douglas (Pitcherman).

work is foisted onto him. Engin-

eers, let it be said again, are

'doers*. They do things in a big

way. They do people in a big

way. They do each other in a

big way. No widows or orphans

for them—big game every time.

Anybody with $2.00 up.

Point 3: Engineers Are Men
of Spirits: It is a continual source

of amazement to fellows like you

and me (a) how they can have

so much spirits, (b) how they can

hold it without showing it—that is,

not too much—whenever and as

often as they do get it. This

seems to be definitely another

Indication of superior ability.

They like good food, goodcigars,

and good Scotch, and rare indeed

is the successful representative

of the race who travels without

his chaser of bicarbonate of soda

or bismuth. This trait shows up

strongest at conventions, and
nothing is so popular with a

virile, heavily armedpolice force

as a gathering of well oiled

engineers on a spree.

Point 4: Engineers Are Not

Office Broken. Here, unfortunat-

ely, we come to an adverse point.

Actually, with most of the old

timers, there was never any

need to show up near the office—

they just took their chances along

with the men and got their hands

on as much loot as they could.

The shareholders being away

from the scene of operations

got sort of left out of it Today,

however, conditions in the in-

dustry have changed and the best

areas are on and around Bay
Street, Toronto, St James Street,

Montreal, Portage Avenue, Win-

nipeg, and Hastings Street, Van-

couver. The field training of the

engineer has thus mitigated a-

gainst his knowing much about

office practice. Even 'much' may
be stretching it a bit When
first introduced to an office after

vegetating for years In the bush,

muskeg, and rocky country, the

engineer as a rule makes faint

whinnying sounds like a horse

deprived of oats, and settles down

to stuffing every piece of mail

or literature he can lay his

hands on Into his desk. Obviously,

he has to have a thing right at

hand whenever he wants it This

system has its advantages, how-

ever. A chap can become an

expert and command big fees

in no time at all. One fellow

we got to know became an ex-

pert on 'quarti'. Another, whom
we unfortunately didn't get to

know so well, became an auth-

ority on pints, with little or no

effort on his part whatsoever.

The engineer's attitude toward

statistics is also somewhat re-

markable. Knowing the way he

personally would cook up a re-

port, he loses faith In the other with first-class calendar re-

fellow's ability to present an productions of the works of mod-

accurate picture. Hence he views em figure painters such as Petty,

all statistical presentation with VargaB and Moran. Music is an-

a jaundiced eye. other strong point, and few eng-

ineers can refrain from joining

Point 5: Engineers Travel A in the chorus or at least stamp-

Lot Whenever you meet a Eng- ing their feet to keep time with

ineer, he is going somewhere— such rousing classics as the

up North, down South, out West, Engineer's Hymn. Re litera-

over East—it doesn't seem to ture—practically all engineer

matter as long as he goes some- graduates of almost all univers-

where, preferably some place he ities can read and write. Take

has never been to before, but a peek inside any recognized

this is often immaterial. Trav- library and you will find at least

elling like this is bound to broad- one of them surled up In an

en Mm mentally and physically, easy chair with a good book-

Generally, air travel is pre- as a head rest.

ferred, particularly if someone

else Is paying the shot Engin-

eers have been known to walk

on oceaslons (
though—that is,

to a taxi; and some of our ac-

All in all, there can be no

doubt about the Engineer being

a breed

a breed apart, lying practic-

ally between the extremes of

quaintances have enjoyed a brisk the Australian Bushman and the

run with the dogs. One couldn't Artsman. But as a two-fisted

keep ahead and lost the seat of opinion usually wins out over a

his pants—sobacktoPullmanand logical argument, you might as

Air Travel for him. Fly into the well accept the Engineer on at

bush to an appointed spot, take least equal footing and let it

along canoe, shovel, case of go at that

Scotch and soda, and a couple

of ice picks. All the better if

the other fellows went on ahead

with Diesel-generator set, and

have their jolly little camp all

set up with lights, refrigerator,

etc. Nothing stymies an engineer

who has travelled a lot—or even

if he has never travelled at all,

if the truth be told. He will

give you a well considered op-

inion on anything from Buddhism

to the egg-laying possibilities of

* The author sprouts the halo

of an economist and admitted

under cross examination that he

actually harbours a secret liking

for the profession and for all

that it represents. However, he

wishes it to be clearly under-

stood that the above sociological

study was undertaken (without

request or prejudice), completed

(with police protection), and de-

the Plymouth Rock. They don't livered (under protest—from the

have to even read it in a book-
just comes natural to them.

Point 6; Engineers Are Wol-

ves. Don't get me wrong here—

'

they howl plenty about anything

which disturbs them, and this,

it is reasonably correct to say,

is a product of their communion
with the wilds or possible just

plain cussedness. It's their at-

titude toward women that we
are considereing—again we re-

peat it, they are Wolves with a

capital W. Little reason, of

course, to expect anything else.

Rugged as a goat, reeking of

good cigars, and good rye, fresh

in from the bush, they bowl the

women over, take them by storm
as it were, and a breed of lesser

men just doesn;t stand a chance.

Point 7: Engineers are Cultur-

ed. Don't let their appearance

fool you—behind that unkept

thatch, bristling whiskers, and

general air of mental and ec-

onomic Improver Is hment, there

hides a great appreciation of

all that is fine and artistic In

life. Rate indeed la the Engin-

eer whose room la not bedecked

audience) as a piece of purely

scientific research.

Brink
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Science 69 (65-66 version)
In 1965, 350 virgin engineers

entered for the first time-
Queen's University, for what was
to be four-five years of inebriety.

Waiting anxiously for our arrival

was friendly Bill Dewar and his

boys, who after a brief tour of

the campus treated us all to a

free haircut, the last of its kind

at Queen's.

Throughout the following week
the initiations ranged from clean-
ing the Clark Hall lawn to Shit

II, cleaning up in the Thunder-
mug Derby. Of course Initiations

culminated with the grease pole

climb, an event in which Sc '69

excelled. Up to the present, no
year has managed to come close

to the record time set by the

69'ers for capturing the tarn.

Shortly after the academic year
began, the newly elected ex-

ecutive branched out to the social

side of things planning what was
expected to be the biggest bash

at Queen's. Unfortunately, two
factors contributed to the down-

fall of our party. To begin with,

very few students on campus
liked pop at year parties and

secondly the party was entitled

"Take One", so that's exactly

what everyone did when our post-
ers were put up.

By Christmas our hair had

grown to a reasonably length and

the girls at Queen's were now
realizing what a gorgeous group

of fellas we 69'ers were.

It was during the Snowball

Weekend that Sc '69 first dis-

played their true artistic talent.

The "Drunken Plumber", our

snow sculpture, was acclaimed

to be the best display ever put

on by a freshman year and it was

to everyone's amazement that it

placed second to a definitely

inferior sculpture by Arts.

As the year began to draw to

a close, we started to settle down

Science 69 (67-68 version)

This was our Junior year, our
year of 'maturity. We arrived on

campus with a bang (so to

speak) with "Route €9", a half-

baked computer dating scheme,

which after everything, actually

turned out to be halfbaked.

Contrary to popular inside stor-

ies, its name was not a play-on

on the popular T.V. series of a

few years back, "Route 66". The
organization was swift and ef-

ficient. The efficiency at Ban
Righ Hall, where members of

our year were handing out

forms to many of the young
hopefuls, was remarkable. K
Was a sight to see well-trained

engineers taking back the com-
pleted forms and deftly analyz-

ing all the possibilities. Some
were even keeping personal re-

cords of 'the more interesting

returnees as .proof of their dedi-

A highly successful dance,
early in the fall, with the 'Beau-

Gesbes' was followed in the
spring by a highly unsuccess-
ful dance with the 'British Mod
Beats'. Three Science 69 year

Parties completed the social year.

An oyster feast was contemplat-
ed, but it seemed -that nobody
was crazy about oysters.

"Crispy Critters" was a high-

light of the fall season1

, but

because of the rain they were

pretty soggy critters. Neverthe-

less it was the realism that won
ns second prize; as even "Crispy

Critters" are soggy in milk. It

was during the downpour, be-

fore the parade that Queen's

witnessed .the first invasion otf

the 'Douglas library by crit -

.ters—crispy or soggy . Page 130

of the much aeclataed tfTrieoI-

ouir '68 positively records the

winning form off our wild life.

Due to the big splash dur-

ing Snowball, our engineers

were unable, with the limited

funds available, to complete con-

struction of a giant mushroom

with two gnomes sitting beneath

it. However, in not solving one

problem, we solved another.

With our reputation at stake we

were somewhat concerned what

our sculpture might have looked

like when partially melted.

The social year was drawn

to an end with our fabulously

decorated room at the Magic

Muschroom — and the biacK

handprints all over flhe walls

will preserve .that memory tor

(posterity.

PETER CAMPBELL, (President

Science '69, 1967-1968)

in preparation for what was said)

to be a deciding factor for one's;

successful return the following'

year—the foodfight Takingplace

after the final exams, the fight

was the scene of flying mashed
potatoes and chicken. It was
shortly thereafter that several

fellas made a donation to the

men's residence fund for good

housekeeping.

With first year completed,
most 69'ers pushed ahead to set

a name for Sc '69 In second year,

But there were a few who, con-

cerned for the future of the in-

coming frosh, elected to remain

behind providing the frosh with

their experience and yet still

carrying on the tradition of Sc

'69 for one more year under the

title of 69-6.

ROGER W. SMITH
(President Science '69,

1965-1966)

Definitions

1) THE PILL — Greatest lab-

our saving device since the in-

vention of the wheel.

WHAT? ME WORRY?

Science 69 (66-67 version)

2) STUPIDITY — An Arts-

man who takes a roll of toilet

paper to a crap game.

3) BEDDING — A form of

ibirth control.

4) LOUSY BASTARD — A
person who sits in church and

scratches while his parents get

married.

SECOND YEAR; we had come
back, we'd made it for eight

tortuous (??) months and were

prepared to do it again, this

tkne a little dess scared, a Idlitle

wiser in the drunken' ways of

football games and Grant Hall.

FRECS; we were bastards at

.first, venting our frustrations

and our infinite wisdom upon
the misguided high school ur-

chins. Oh what fun

!

CHRISTMAS; the late night

cram hours alternating with

sleepy days spent furtively

checking "How much does he

know that I don't?" And then

when the exams were over the

long wait till News Years day

began. When that day went by

and you still hadn't received an
official telegram, you breathed

a sigh, of relief and got drunk
or something, wondering if

it might come tomorrow?—and

so on.

THE BEWS; we can win it, we
can win it—can't we? Partdcip-

ate, participate. Close, it's close—
— forget it, maybe next year.

COURSES; "The polymer

made from tetaafluorethyiene,

OF 2— CF 2 MUMBLE -

MUMBLE - MUMBLE."

"Now if you watch closely we
will study the co-axial expansion

of this elastic membrane - - -
"

AND NOW; What do you say

now in retrospect to a second

year, a year in which we began

to develop the individuals, the

Eniteilectuals, the smung -minori-

ties, the athletes and of course,

the introverted studiers. All

were a pant of Science 69 but

each have their own memories

—

pleasant and distasteful.

STEVE GRAHAM, (President

Science *69, 1986-1967)
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Reply to Eng. Soc.

Tent

Aid, From+©¥^-ln

Dear Slrr;

Der last two schipments uff

rice we get from you, on der

vaggon was mitt mice schidt

mixt
Der rice was gutt enouff but

der mice schidt schpolls der

taste. We did not see der mice

schidt In der firstschipmentvich

you sent us. It takes us to much

time to pick der mice schidt

durds out from der rice.

Ve asked clean rice and you

schipt schidt mitt der rice.

Ve like you to schipt us der

rice in vin sack and der mice

schidt In annuller sack, den ve

mix to soot ourselves.

Please rite if ve shud schipt

back der schidt and keep der

rice, or keep the schidt and schipt

back der rice, or schipt back der

hole schldten verks. Ve van todo

rite in diss madder, budt do not

like mer mice schidt business.

Mitt such respect,

Bob Hair.

Open Letter to Eng. Soc.

Dear Friends:

We have fine didtangiuished

honour of being members of a

committee to raise $50,000,000

to be used for the placing of

a Statue of Ejay Bensin in the

Ship Yards of Kingston.

The Committee was in quite

a quandry about selecting a

proper location) for same. It

was thought that iit would not

be .wise to place it beside that

of 'Lester Pearson, who never'

told a 'lie, nor beside that of

John Ddefenibaker, who never

told the truth, since Ejay Bent-

sin could never tell the differ-

After careful consideration we
think it should 'be placed next

to the staSjue of Maurice Dup-

lessis, the greatest wheeler-deal-

er of tfihem ail, in that he started

out not 'knowing where 'he was

going, and in- arriving, dad not

know where he was; in return,

ing. he did not know where he

had been; and did dt all on bor-

rowed money.

The inscription on the statue

will read; "I pledge allegiance

to Ejay Bensin' and to the

Federal Government for which

he stands, one man. expendable

with graft and corruption for

aJl."

Five thousand years ago

Moses said to the children of

Israeli: "Pick up your shovels,

mount your asses and camels,

and I weII lead you to the

Promised Land". Nearly five

thousand years later, Mayor
Frail said : "Lay down your

shovels, sit on your asses, light

up a caimel, — this is the

Promised Landf'. Now Ejay
Bensin is stealing the shovels,

kicking your asses, raising the

price of camels and taking over

the Promised 'Land.

H you are one of the few who
has anything left after paying

taxes, we will expect a gener-

ous contribution for this worth-

while project.

SINCERELY,

KINGSTON STATUE
COMMITTEE

The Real Beginning

QUEEN'S WOMEN-LIVE A LITTLE!!

Soon the deals are made

HAPPINESS

HAPPOJfESS fis a friend.

HAPPINESS is The •PIS.

HAPPINESS is havang some
friends sleep over night.

HAPPINESS is a Suzie^J date.

HAPPINESS is peace.

HAPPINESS is ALhASHAR.

Ass Offers

Solution
Over In England there Is a

little island called the Isle of

Man. The peculiar thing about

this island is the people will not

allow automobiles, the climate

is not suitable for horses, so

everyone uses a donkey or what

is commonly called an ass.

Everyone here on this isle has

an ass of some kind. Some have

just ordinary asses , some have

asses you wouldn't look at a

second time, while others have

extraordinary asses. Themay-

'

or's wife has a beautiful ass.

People who know asses say that

she has one of the finest they

have ever seen, and when she

goes to market, men often stop

to pat her ass.

On Sundays they all go to

church on their asses. Some-

times the girlB ride on the boys'

asses, and other times the boys

ride on the girls' asses. The

universities solve their parking

problem by having asses ridden

all the time. Ass-pools are ex-

tremely common.

Usually at the college all the

Artsmen tie their asses just

outside the door. During one

lecture a fire broke out and

everyone ran to save his ass.

One Artsman jumped out the

Window, expecting to land on his

ass, instead landing in a large

hole, which proves an Artsman

doesn't know his ass from a

hole In the ground.

SAFETY FIRST GUARANTEE

THIS CERTIFIES, that I the undersigned, a female about to enjoy sexual

intercourse with , _._ am above the age of

consent, am in my right mind and not under the influence of any drug
or narcotic. Neither does he have to use force, threats or promises to

influence me. I am in no fear of him whatever, do not expect or want
to marry him, do not know whether he is married or not, and do
not care. I am not asleep or drunk, and am entering in this relation with

him because I love it and want it as much as he does, and if I receive the

satisfaction I expect, am willing to plan an early return engagement.

FURTHERMORE, I agree never to appear as a witness against him, or to

prosecute under the MANN WHITE-SLAVE ACT.

Signed before going to bed, this. -day of. _ —19

By

Perm 66-1140 OQ Address ,

Advice to Sexlorn
By Uncle Ken (Science 22)

Dear Uncle Kern,

As an engineering student at

Queen's, I have a brilliant mind,

rugged good looks and a de-

lightful personality. Despite all

these attributes I am suddenly

finding ft hard to get dates.

Girls tend to regard me as

conceited and uncultured. They

have even gone as far as to

suggest that I'm crude just he-

cause at parties I get out. climb

onto the kitchen table and gross

everybody out. What should I

do?

JOHNNIE MECHANICAL.

Dear John.

You are obviously the victim

of libelous slander spread by

the Artsmen. This slander has

aM. the traditional aspects of

bigotry implying that the engi-

neers are uncultured and ignor-

ant. Obviously this as without

basis and steins from a feeling

of insecurity ithe Artsmen have

since they can't 'gross out as

well as 'Che engineers.

My adv&ce would be to meet

the girls half way (ha, ha). Let

them have their turn at grossing

out and you can all have one big

gross in (the engineer's equiva-

lent to a silt in).

Dear Uncle Ken,

I just bad a letter from a

I

girl I used to take out. I haven't

?seen this girl for six months

yet sine says she has a surprise

for me and would like to have a

long talk. I'm am engineer and

I'm not very good alt talking.

What would you suggest ?

I. M. WOLFMAN.

Dear Wolfraani,

I know an elocution expert in

Sweden. I would advise leaving

dnunediateiy.

Dear Uncle Sam,

I have noticed with several

engineers .that they repress the

natural relationship between the

id and ego. According to Jean-

Paul Sartre, this creates insecur-

ity and is manifested by a gen-

eral lack of ambition. What do

you think ?

A. L„ Arts '69

Dear A. L.

According

Argo ....
to Shakespeare,

. off.

Dear Uncle Ken,

The other day I was standing

on the corner of Union and

University snapping my garter

belt when this engineer came

up and beat me severely. Why
are engineers so mean ?

J. J., Arts '71-

Dear J. J.,

In most oases, an engineer

would consider thds an invita-

iton. In your case, however, the

fact Uhat you are male may

have had something to do with

it.

QUEEN'S CAMERA CLUB

ANNUAL PHOTO SALON

NOVEMBER 17-24

Deadline for Submission: November 14

Non-member entries exhibited space permitting

Contact MIKE DOHLER 544-7430
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What's wrong with the general B.A.?
, . , r- In order to delineate the prob- courses be removed i

By PfTSB EDD1SON

Is there something drastically

inferior with the education received

by the general students at Queen's?

Indeed there may be. Large

classes, with the resulting feeling of

separation between staff and stu-

dent, boring and seemingly irrele-

vant courses, exams that require

nothing but an ability to memorize

lecture notes — these problems af-

fect all students, but those in Gen-

eral most of all.

Prevented from taking many
potentially interesting courses that

are labelled "For Honours Only',

and lacking any effective way of

making their opinions known, such

students may rightfully feel that

they a r e inferior and neglected

members of this supposed Com-
munity of Scholars.

There is at least one committee

on campus which has been discus-

sing ways to improve the General

B.A. program for a long time, but

relatively little has been accomplish-

ed The major difficulty has always

been one of effective communica-

tions with the student body at

large, and committee members have

often expressed the feeling t h a t

they are sitting around and think-

ing up problems to be solved, with-

out ever finding out what is really

bugging people.

No one, in short, seems to know
exactly what individual general stu-

dents find most frustrating or just

how they would like to see the

system changed.

In order to delineate the prob-

lem areas a little more clearly, the

ASUS Student-Faculty Committee is

holding an open meeting at 7:30

p.m. this Thursday night (Nov. 14)

in Room 217, John Watson Hall, to

discuss the problems of the general

student at Queen's.

Since this is a basic broad topic,

the Committee has decided to con-

centrate on a few specific questions:

a) Should the current distinction be-

tween General and Honours

courses be abolished?

b) Should the present regulations

which specify that certain cours-

es must be taken to qualify for

a degree be dropped or modi-

fied?

c) Should the present regulations

requiring B's in at least eight

courses be removed or modified?

d) How should the lecture system

be changed to reflect the fact

that classes have grown tremen-

dously in the last few years?

Should we aboiish lectures total-

ly, have them less frequently,

have more tutorials, utilize more
widely such teaching such teach-

ing aids as T.V. . . ?

These particular questions are

posed, not because they are of

singular importance, but merely to

give people something definite to

think about. They may not be the,

problems you want to discuss, and

if they aren't, then raise questions

of your own. Just be sure that you

get out and beef on Thursday night.

After all, it's your education.

4*Let them eat cake"
By JACQUI COCKS and ESCORT, who shall remain nameless

Last Saturday night, on the occassion of Dr. Deut-

sch's installation, at a fashionably late hour, 700 mem-

bers of Queen's senior administration, faculty and

family, along with 140 (count 'em— 140) token students

were treated to a free meal in LEONARDHALL CAFET-

ERIA!!

It's a good guess that the guests ate better than the

first shift (men's resident meal ticketers). I mean,

when was the last time (first time?) you had Rhine

wine, shrimps in aspic, and capon with candied orange

sections, huh?

My escort, who shall remain nameless (see above),

had somehow managed to obtain two tokens to this gala

event and it certainly was gala. The faculty to a man was

attired formally—black tie and tuxedos; the ladles In

sequined gowns of floor length tired lace. What would

Emily Post have to say about arriving at a function

dressed more formally than the guest of honour? David

Pakrul, student leader, was in tails. (Wouldn't you rather

have a new tall? a new head?) The other 139 students

were dressed, more or less.

The dinner over, the port was used to make a series

of toasts—to the Queen, to the university, to Dr. and

Mrs. Deutsch and then came the speeches.

Gratton O'Leary, referring to himself as "temporary

rector" spoke at some length. He referred to P.E.

Trudeau's visit and his election campaign, "fromsuper-

market to supermarket in search of a just society."

"I advise my young friends," he said, to revere

tradition, but "I have too much Celtic blood to ever

oppose dissent" Students should "kneel where you can-

not pray." (I choked on my dulse.)

Ex-Principal Corry denied that Queen's was musty

or bland, but congratulated it on being conservative

and part of the "Establishment". In fact, the entire

evening was conservatively sprinkled with references

to Queen's relations with the Ottawa Establishment.

Dr. Deutsch, "one of Ottawa's most powerful man-

darins" according to the Montreal Star, concluded the

soiree with a few appropriate remarks.

As Dr. Deutsch sat down, the cheerleaders rose and

led by Mr. Watsford began "For he's a Jolly Good

Fellow". And then three cheers for the new principal.

And then the students pulled off an oil thigh,—the faculty

was flustered (not too many Gaelic scholars...) Prof,

initiations really should include some basic education.

A new national union: sometime, maybe
By CHRIS REDMOND

Sluaents from sfx Ontario universities,

including Queen's, met in Toronto a week
ago to discuss setting up a national stu-

dent organization counter to the Canadian

Union of Students.

John Hill, former Liberal Club president

at Queen's and head of the McNeill House
discipline committee, was the one Queen's
student at the meeting.

"There was a group of students gen-

erally interested in what's going on in the

universities, who fundamentally disagree

with the way CUS Is operating". Hill said.

He said the meeting made no definite

decision about setting up an alternate

group, tentatively called the Association

of Canadian Students. A meeting will be
held in Ottawa during Christmas vacation

to continue the planning, he added.
A leading figure in the group is George

Hunter, student council vice-president at

Carieton University, who with Finance
Commissioner Bob Baksi of the University

of Windsor called the meeting, he said.

Hunter denied having called the meet-

ing, and said the Christmas meeting may
not be in Ottawa. "It was called by the

Windsor people. I am to find a place

for the next meeting, but it may be else-

where".

Membership tn the new association

would be optional.

"C.U.S. is elitist because It involves

student councils". Hunter said. "With the

poslble exception of Simon Fraser, most

student councils have not been able to

involve students— to effect any great con-

senus among the students whom they

supposedly represent. Structurally they

are self-perpetuating".

"The new organization would speak only

for its members, who would be individually

committed to it. It would be stronger at

the base", he said, adding that "It could

go Just as left-wing as C.U.S."

Besides Queen's, Carieton and Windsor,

students attended from Waterloo, Waterloo

Lutheran and St. Patrick's College.

The Christmas meeting will take place

while Marilyn Pilkington, controversial and

conservative student president from the

University of Alberta, is making a tour of

Ontario, Underwood said. Alberta, which

is not a member of CUS, is expected to

take an active part in the new organiza-

tion.

Pilkington said she was not expecting

to attend the meeting-"! was planning

to go to Vancouver for a holiday' — but

said she knew of the plans.

But she said she was not directly In-

volved in planning the eounter-CUS group,

and added that she might not support such

a group. "I think there's a role that one

national union could play in the country

If It were fulfilling its responsibilities. I'd

prefer to see CUS reformed".
Murray Underwood of Waterloo said

support was also hoped for from the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario, the Univer-

sity of New Brunswick, the University of

Moncton, several Quebec universities and
perhaps others.

"We are approaching other universi-

ties, but we don't care if the people are

council members or non-council mem-
bers". Hunter said.

Formation of a formal association is only

a last resort. Hill emphasized. But, "We
would like to see a more responsible way
of dealing with the type of issues that

CUS deals with at the campus level.

"All of us there were opposed to the

confrontation tactics that CUS uses". Hill

continued.
He added that he wants greater em-

phasis on the Individual in CUS. "Right

now It seems that CUS passes Us decisions

from the top level down. We're not satis-

fled with this".

Alma Mater Society president Dave

Pakrul said he knew nothing of the pro-

posal to include Queen's in the organiia-

tton, and had only heard rumours of Its

existence. "People always do what they

want to, I guess", he said.

He pointed out that Queen's will hold

a referendum in February on the ques-

tion of membership in CUS.

The university: crossroads of modern times

By ALEX BINKLEY

Dr. John Deutsch, in his in-

stallation address, said that "a

university Is essentially a free

community of scholars dedicated

to the pursuit of truth and know-

ledge solely through reason and

clvilty."

He spoke of the pressureson

the modern university, the ex-

plosion In student enrollment,

society's demand for trained per-

sonnel and the continual increase

In knowledge. He also noted the

dissllusloninent of today's youth

with the values and concepts of

the old university.

"The university," says Deut-

sch "stands at the centre and

the vital crossroads of these

developments and of t* ese mod-

ern discontents." The university

has to prepare itself for Internal

change in order that change is

not Imposed from the outside

especially from governments.

Modern society has brought

"new giantism" in every facet

of life and has made the modern

world Impersonal. Society has

not adjusted to these new
conditions and the universities

are a demonstration of this.

While noting that this im-

personality is causing much, of

the student unrest, Deutsch of-

fered no solutions but said that

universities must reverse the

trends of the past and bring in

fresh ideas. Deutsch admitted

that the universities were the

gatekeepers of the new knowledge

and producers of the new elites

which play a major role In the

modern society.

Addressing this Issue Deutsch

said "The good teacher is per-

haps the only means we have in

our technocratic society against

the alienation of the student. It

takes dedicated teachers as well

as scholars to make a uni-

versity." He notes that the tea-

chers must have their position

raised to become part of the

learning process rather then

mere collectors of knowledge.

The university because of Its

lace of financial resources often

has Its programs distorted and

student needs like housing and

recreational areas are often of

low priority. This combined with

the increasing influx of students

alienates the student from his

environment and robs him of his

humane values. "Surely, the

means required for suitable

housing and other facilities to en-

able the mature student to live

and develop as a human per-

sonality instead of a herded In-

dividual In a mass institution,

should have high place In our
scale of prioclties."

The discontent and demands of

students must be heeded by the

university, Deutsch said.

Noting that "there has always

been a very special accomod-

ation between all the partners In

the Queen's community—-the

students, faculty, alumni, admin-

istrators, trustees and bene-

factors." Deutsch hopes to aid

and improve this dialogue.

He recognized the help and

support that Queen's have rec-

eived from Kingston and hoped

that in the future, the co-oper-

ation can continue.

Closing his speech Deutsch

said that "we strive In a turbul-

ent age to avoid violence, dis-

order and tyranny, and to find

answers through ways of reason,

justice and freedom. These de-

sired ways have many qualities,

but they surely include the faith

which is expressed In the motto

on the crest of Queen's Uni-

versity, to which I swear a per-

sonal allegiance: 'Wisdom and

learning shall be the stability

of thy times'."
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W1 mast not enter a reP/tca of Washington"
By HERMAN BAKVIS „ I 57

He came, he saw, but he did
not quite conquer. Pierre Elliott Tru-
deau answered questions for more
than an hour in front of 1,500
Queen's students in Grant Hall on
Friday night.

Covering a wide range of to-
pics from the Carter Report to the
possibility of Canadian membership
in the O.A.S., Trudeau never lost

his subdued yet conspicious com-
posure that has become his trade-
mark. His answers seemed to satis*

fy most of the audience although
he neatly evaded giving direct ans-
wers to many of the questions.

Following are some of the com-
ments made by Trudeau on various
issues.

On the possibility of a person
who is a member of the communist
party obtaining Canadian Citizen-
ship: "There are certain areas of
government where discretion must
be used". "There are some circum-
stances which deal with the securi-
ty of the state. Granting citizenship

opens up to a person a number
of avenues of activity and there-
fore citizenship must be refused".

On election expenses: Trudeau
expressed the hope of having elec-
tion expenses "wholly or partly"
subsidized by the state but he did-
nt consider it a top priority item.

I did make sure in the last election
that there were no large overwhel-
ming gifts — like airplanes."

On foreign control of Canadian
Industries: "We should not expend
great energy in buying up foreign
control. However we should make
sure that it (foreign investment)
is channelled so that foreigners do
not control crucial areas of the
economy."

On military commitments:
"Western civilization is more threat-
ened by internal disorder than ex-
ternal threats." Trudeau expressed
a fear that a Civil War in the U.S.
would have a "spill over" effect
into Canada whereby the American
underprivileged would link up with
the Canadian poor. "I am less wor-

ried by the Berlin Wall than by
Chicago".

He also stated that Canada
might enter the Organization of
American States however Trudeau
said "We must not enter if it (O.A-
S.) is a replica of Washington". This
particular statement brought the
loudest applause of the evening.

On the Carter Report: Trudeau
said that by "soaking the rich"
there is a "danger of a brain drain,
in scientific and entrepreneurial!

classes". He also said that Finance!

Minister E. J. Benson would bringl

in a basic review of taxation in the
spring "based partly on the Cart-
er Report".

"We are already soaking the
insurance companies and the banks
. . . don't despair, there will be
more."

On lowering the voting age:
"I didn't make a great fuss over it

in the last election because I didn't
see it as an urgent problem." He
felt from talking to students that

young people "do not prefer to
make a direct choice" between poli-
tical parties at such an early age.

Near the end of the hour long
session Trudeau, although physically
as cool looking as ever, began to
make little verbal slips in his ans-
wers. At one point ne had Cana-
dians paying a 120% maximum so-
cial development tax instead of a
$120.

At seven o'clock Trudeau fini-

shed by thanking the Queen's stu-

dents for their excellent behaviour.
He said that this sort of meeting
was an excellent way of students
to know the thoughts of their lead-
ers and "for us to know your
thoughts".

As Trudeau left Grant Hall by
the side entrance the Queen's Jour-

nal's own Brenda Maybee ran up
and snatched the almost proverbial

red carnation left behind by Tru-

deau on the desk. Holding her prize

triumphantly up in the air she left

the stage via the opposite exit.

Law has new Dean ... but not from outside

Principal John Deutsch announced last week the
appointment of Professor Daniel A. Soberman as Dean
of the Faculty of Law, effective December 1.

Professor Soberman has been Acting Dean since the
resignation of Dean W.R. Lederman. Dean Lederman
relinquished his post In August in order to devote full

time to research and teaching as a member of the
Faculty of Law.

Prof. Soberman has been a member of the law faculty
since the opening of the Law School in 1957. In 1967,
he was appointed Associate Dean, and only recently
became Acting Dean of the Faculty of Law.
Some controversy has developed among law students

over the appointment A committee was formed earlier

this term by the Law Society executive to make re-

commendations on the appointment of the new Dean.

Bob Boxma, President of Third Year Law and chairman

of the committee, took a list of these to Principal Deut-
sch including a list of possible names for the post.

The committee also made a request for represent-

ation on the selection committee for the appointment of

the new Dean. They were told by Dr. Deutsch that this

would not be possible.

"The main thing we thought was that some-one should
come In from outside," Boxma said last night, "how-
ever no-one wanted It or no-one was available."

"Some students objected to the way we made the re-

presentation," he continued, "I think that Professor

Soberman could be a very good Dean."

On announcing the appointment Principal Deutsch

said, "Prof. Soberman has contributedigreatly to the

advances made by the Faculty of Law and I confidently

look forward to further development and progress under

his leadership."

DEAN SOBERMAN

news briefs news news brief*

POLITICS ORGANIZING

A founding meeting for a
course union in the Politics de-

partment wili be held 'tomorrow
night. Included in a list of aims
for ithe" organization prepared in

a draft statement is that it will1

exist '%a permit repiesentaitave

dtudenit ipatr'tiiolpaition. in deparlt-

meiuba! decision-making bodies."

The meeting will toe open' to all

students who are (talking, or are
planning to take three or more
courses in. Political Science and
vviili be held alt 8 p.m. in room 12

of Dunning Hall,

Topics to 'be discussed will

include (the consider ation of a

draft constitution, line election

of an executive and a discussion

of sUidenlt problems and grie-

vances .that should be brought
ito the attention of the depart-

men.i: Also Lo be considered
wili 'be student representation

on joint committees in the de-

partment

OPEN RESIDENCES

A plebiscite advocating the re-

moval of restrictions on wo-
men's visiting privileges an

men's .residence was passed

yesterday by a vote of 645 to

186.

A motkxn to 'this etfifeot has
already been passed unanimous-
ly by the Inter Residence Coun-

cil. I.R.C. Chairman Lome Mus-

sleman has placed .this topic

on ithe agendo of tine rsesrc

Men's Residence Board meet-

ing which wili probably be held

in the next two weeks.

Musselmam says he does not

"wanlt to prejudge the possible

action of the Board butt hopes

that they wild go adong witlh the

student washes".

Director of Men's Residences

Prof. G. McGraltlh has expressed

reservations about ithe scheme

but does not wish to express

them because he has to
"

the McLaughlin Room. The
publications committee will then

select .the editor in a closed

session^ after the open meeting.

The decision' to hold a dosed

session for the actual choosing

of the editor was passed 3 to

2 by the publications commit-

tee, in spite of protestations by

chairman Ross MacGregor and

a general concensus of the Jour-

nal: staff who were fi!n faivour of

an open session.

the motion to ttfhe Residence

Board.
The 81% turnout pleased

Musselnian and he thinks that

its acceptance will give the WINNIPEG HO!
motion sufficient strength to go

(through ithe board; dit sretad "Open

visiting bourns should be institut-

ed an the men's residences alt

Queen's".

NEW EDITOR SOON

Nominations for editor of the

Queen's Journal must be into

the A.M.S. office before Thurs-

day November 14, at 5 pm.

If prospective candidates do

not (have (their submissions in

by tfds Thursday they will not

be considered by the publica-

.bions committee.
, ,

The candidate's submission,

his plan for running the Journal,

wdill ibe printed by the A.M.i>.

and made available art several'

locations oa campus for perusal

by interested students.

,The ibocartdons are as follows.

Daugl*. library, Leonard ami

Ban Righ Cafeteria, A-MJ.
Communications Room, and Oof-

fee Shop
Qgjj^dates wills be ©orsrierea

* an open meeting on Monday

Nov. 18 at 7:00 at 7:00 pjm. m

Anyone want to go to Vfmm
peg to see the Gaels play Satur-

day against the University of

Manitoba?
-Many people have expressed

an interest in going to the

game and tihere are rumors that

charter flights and trains will

be arranged. Andy Pipe, AjM.S.

Vice-president, would Joke any

interested students to leave

itheir names in the A.M.S. office.

He 'hopes that dtf a large number

of students are interested, that

(hey may -be able to get cheaper

group nates. A train ticket re-

turn would be about $35 unless

(there are satfficienit students to

rent a coach. An airplane ticket

return, on a charter craft, would

probably be between, $40 and

$60.

This game is naturaUfcy very

important to the Gaels and any-

one who s MTtteresting in going

should attempt to work tforough

the A.M-S. to order to reduce

the expenses.

The Queen's band is hoping

to go to She game. However
they need fjmapraaH assistance,

and any-one who is able to con-

itrSbute to this worthy cause is

asked to drop off their contribu-

tions in 'the A.M.S. office as

soon as possble, The band's sup-

port would 'be an immense aid

for the Gaels.

PARLIAMENT RELEVANT?

"Is Parliament still relevant

to Canadians who want radical

social change?" is the question

bo be discussed by Ed Broad-
bent, New 'Democratic member
of parli atrnemlt for Oshawa, to-

morrow at 1:30 in the second
floor common room of the Stu-
dent Union.

The former Political Science
professor at York University will

also speak tomorrow night at
the Sydenham School auditor-
ium at 8:00 pm. on tthe new
federal •budget, at a meeting of
the Kingston N.D.P. riding as-

sociation caililed to decide whom
Kingston delegates should sup-

port for tine pravincted N.D.P.
leadership.

GOOD-BYE WESTERN

LONDON (CUP) The Cam-
dian Union of Students suf-

fered another defeat Friday
when the students of the Uni-
versity of Western Ontario vot-

ed 2155-1381 to leave the Union.
The defeat came after recent

CUS victories at Simon. Fnaser
and Brock Universities, which
appeared to indicate a reversal

of student displeasure with CUS
policy.

Jim Brown, spokesman for
*he Western antti-CUS commit-
tee, said student council has to

decide whether to pay CUS
membership fees for this year,

but be is fairly sure it Wila

break ithe financial obligation

made to CUS at the September

After the defeat, the pro-CUS
group announced its intention to

form a voluntary radical union

at Western.

"POUVOIR ETUDIANT"

MONTREAL (CUP) — A»-
dther group has jumped into

the December 4th Quebec Pro-

vinoial by-election' in the riding
of Bagot. The seat was left vac-

ant by She death of Daniel
Johnson and is now contested

by Education Minister, Jean-

Guy Cardinal.

Micholine Chartrand, candid-

ate for "Pouvoir Dtudiant", said

she is running 'because there is

a need for "Broader political

and social invodvmenit on She

i pant of Quebec students".

A leading spokesman for stu-

dents at OEGEP Edouard Mon-

pejtdt during the week-dong oc-

cupation |at the school test

month, Ohartrand said all pftKs

Of society must discover flbedr

'inherent power and apply it

imlirtantly against established

authority".
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Blushing innocence or not

By MARTY FREYSLINGER

One would think that by the time one reaches university, whether

in blushing innocence or not, one would be able to cope with man-

aging their personal life without ruling from a residence council.

Unfortunately this is not the case. Rather than leaving decisions

concerning social deportment and dress to the individual's hopefully

rational thought, an attempt is made to control these areas of our

lite. I must add at this point that from my personal experience

I have found that this control is welcomed by the majority.

At 2:30 every night the golden doors leading to safe abode are

technically closed and all those entering late must be armed with

numerous excuses, reasons, truths, lies to justify their tardiness.

This curfew in a rather negative way encourages girls to indulge

in whatever "promiscuity" the council hopes to avoid by disallow-

ing visiting privileges by males in residence rooms. It is much

easier to stay out an entire night than face the interrogation follow-

ing an unjustified late night.

Another area in which I feel that unnecessary control exists

is in the discrimination between the sexes with regard to visitors

allowed beyond the cold "Grand Central Station" atmosphere of

common rooms, Victoria Hall in particular. Ideally I would hope

[or coed residences. However, realizing that the adjustment to this

would be far too great for far too many, at present I would only

wish for the right to bring the opposite sex into the pirvacy of

residence rooms, whenever anyone wished, be it Monday afternoon

on Thursday night. Objections have been raised that this would

disturb the other people studying in residence and invade their

privacy. However, even under the present system all visitors to

residences must or at least should observe quiet hours and there-

fore I do not think this would pose a problem. In fact, I think

that if this freedom of choice were granted the relationship between

the men and women on this campus would be put into the proper

perspective. Men and women would see each other in their more

natural appearance rather than with the special front put on for

life outside residence walls, and rather than invasion of privacy

occurring, I feel it would lead to a greater understanding. All the

onus for privacy would not be on the weekend between those mystical

hours when girls may enter the men's residences. In addition, the

disruptive nature of Friday and Saturday nights and Sunday after-

noons would be alleviated because the pressure to go there at those

times would be lessened. By pressure I am simply referring to

the fact that these are the only times when coed activity Is allow-

ed beyond common rooms.

Following the Christmas vacation rumour has it that coed din-

ing will come into existence. This perhaps is the first step to-

wards a more natural atmosphere between sexes. At present the

situation can only be called frustrating since any discussion taking

place between male and female must abruptly end at meal time.

The matter of dress during meal tame should also be left up

to the discretion of the individual. I hardly think it is adequate

to vote for the permission to wear slacks to dinner; rather, a more

direct step should be taken towards rreedom by allowing indepetv

dent choice in the matter of appearance.

Perhaps if the segregation of sexes was eliminated a more

natural relationship between male and female could be developed.

In the present situation an unnatural emphasis is placed upon the

division between sexes. If male and female could meet each other

in a more relaxed and unstructured environment, this unnatural

separation would be done away with. As it is now, residences only

serve to perpetuate rigid, superficial social traditions. With in-

creased freedom male and female could enter more easily into their

future place in society.

So let's look at residences
By DEAN BRYCE

When I was an undergraduate at University, we were

required to wrllte an essay in our first year, on Who I

am and Why 1 Came to College. I cannot remerrtber now

whether it helped to clarify our thariking to answer the

question tin 800 1,000 words. I do know >Uha«t the same

question has been asked in different ways even- since.

The questions of this generation are more sophisticated

onos. Students, men and women 1

, are inquiring into the

whole structure of the University, and into the more

complex nature of their lives in the University environ'

ment today. Since 80% of all first year women ami

more lhan half or the entire body of undergraduate wo-

men ait Queen's live in a University residence, many of

the questions are generated within the residences them-

selves. So. "lei's look at residences.

Girls in their first year come into the University and

into a University residence from the home environment

where 'they have been loved and accepted in the family

unit. They often come from small communities where

they have been involved with the same social groups of

friends through the years of Public and High School.

They have lo find an identity all over again, complicated

by numbers and ithe people whom they meet from back

grounds and experiences very different from their own.

For some this is exciting and exactly what tihey expect-

ed; for others it presents real difficulties, and the ques-

tions begin:

"The other girls on my floor think I am strange 'be-

cause I don't necessarily enjoy what they think should

'be enjoyed by women at University. I am only ^trying "to

be myself but the pressure to conform to what the

group thinks is sometimes a bewildering and lonely ex-

perience. What can I do to make itihe others realize I'm

not odd?"

"The behaviour of some couples in the common rooms

can be extremely embarrassing. If I am out on a date

for the first or second time with a particular boy, I

don't dream of taking him inlo a common room in one

of the Women's Residences because he and I would bolh-

feel itoo iill-at-ease to talk. Some girls I know find it

embarrassing to walk through a common room in the

evening — others only feel badly that they are not with

a date in 'the common room too. How can we change

this?"

"I find that when I want to be alone in my room to

sleep or study someone is usually dropping tin and can

sometimes be inconsiderate of the fact that I have work
to do. I don't 'like to ask her to leave because I don't

want to lose a friend 'but I often wish (there were more
privacy in resdence.

"I wish that I could go to sleep before 11 p.m. at

.night, when I need to get caught up on my sleep, but

noisy hours prevent any peace before that hour. Could
we anrange to have noisy hours earlier?"

The pajama party is over

The pyjama pasrisy syndrome

aa breaking down. Some of tlhe

women -in residence are reject-

ing the image of the giggling

co-ed with curlers covering an

empty head, and are instead do-

ing some real thaniking about

what it means to be a woman.

Just what it is to be a woman
living with other women, and a

woman competing with men and

women in university and in

society.

For about three we- 'is now.

what have been caliled "cadre

groups" have been operatog in

Vectorial Hall, talking to the re-

sidents. Already there's been a

general discussion on iDhe role

of women, especially in the uni-

versity. Plans are being made
for Friday and Saturday night

hatpeninbs for residents wo-

men — hootenannies, and talk-

ing; and so on. with an ultimate

goal of casual co-ed gatherings

free from all the social pres-

sures inherent in the "dating

Two important discussions will

be soon talcing place — Thurs-

day the 14th at 7:30 in Stirling

theatre D there is a panel dis-

cussion dealing with "suffraget-

te" power, that is the "Rights

of women now and in the fu-

ture".

The second discussion is a-

bout birth control and will be on

either the ?0th or 27th of Nov-

ember (the latter date is the

most likely) in Victorial Hall,

lower common room. lit will not

be about the ethics of birth con-

trol; rather a human geographer

or sociologist will talk about the

need for birth control, while a

gynaecologist provides the fact-

ual information. There will be

a question and answer period

following the panel, and an

informative pamphlet will be

available. The meeting will be

open to the entire campus.

"As a member of the Women's Residence student

government I find the major problems of residences

housing over 1100 women are apparent apathy and poor

communication. Attendance at open- meetings is not as

good as iit could be and it is difficult to find out what the

girls want and to let it'hem know what we are doing for

them. What can we do about these problems?"

The questions are associated with the whole problem

of growing out of adolescence into maturity and the

answers must vary for individuals. Everyone has to

make her own decisions and choices. I do not believe

that residences create the problems; students bring

their problems into residence as they would take 'them

into a room in a boarding house or into an apartment

or into a house with ten or twelve living together.

I do believe that we have to make the large residence
complex more of an integrated part of the whole Univer-

sity living and learning process. Men and women should
use their common rooms and dining rooms together-
Weekends can be pretty grim for students in residence
who are not daiting. However, women in residence
should never forget that they are a self-governing body
who can improve their own 1 rules and work out new de-

signs for better living.

At 'the end of her first yeaT, after struggling with
academic commitments, organizing her social life, form-
ing her firm friendships, having had the joyful experi-

ences of success and surviving 'the inevitable disasters,

a woman student is better prepared to make 'the decis-

ions of the ibeat way .to live on this campus. She may
decide to slay in residence because it suits her to live

within its way of MEe. She may fuel ready to 'live in an
apartment with another friend, preipare her meals when
she wants them, be able to entertain her boyfriend on
her own terms. She 'may want to live in co-operaitive

housing with men and women. She may want a room
of her own in a private dwelling -in Kingston. Hope-
fully, we wild be able to provide the choices before too
long, on this campus or near it.

Every year I have to accept the fact that women stu-

dents withdraw from 'the University. This is not unique-
ly a problem of residence. It is not uniquely a problem
with women. It happens with girls who live with their
families in Kingston or who live out in either accom-
modatnon It may be a responsible decision, that, having
tried it, University is not for them, or at 'least, not yet.

It may be for reasons of illness, physicail or emotional,
or for financial reasons. Women- may decide to marry,
or, tragically, they may feel they have t» get married
because of a pregnancy. Marty of them come back; some
decide to finish their education in another way, in an-
other institution, or 'through extra-mural and summer
programmes at Queen's.

It could be time in some cases that if they had started
out on a different way of living that they would have
continued happily in Untilverc'tjy. The truth as I see it, is

that 'the University is itself a v~»y of life and primarily
an intellectual way of life. Whert ^ou li/ve and how you
'live in the social context sboUld be measured against
that ideal to produce the must rewarding results.
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MADAM,

YOU ARE AN

flEEESSQRY

Photo—Weekend Magazine

By HEATHER BOUCHER

'
. . . there was a disturbance in my heart, a voice 1

that spoke 'there and said I want, I want, I want."

(Saul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King)

In the past six or seven years, a new phrase has

become part of our vocabulary — "feminine mysti-

que". It sounds exotic, and usually elicits visions of

woman as some hand of primitive earth mother, tuned

in on Nature. It sometimes is used to identify a

particular female quirk such as crying at weddings

or being cheered by a new bat.

But (this is not an accurate definition of the mysti-

que. It is really a euphemistic catch—ail which in-

cludes various prejudices, misconceptions, and all

the idealizations about "what women should be —
Like a commercial for Crisco or Tide ithat lasts 60

years instead of 60 'seconds. That is the Feminine

Mystique. If it weren't responsible for so much misery

and wasted (human potential, it might 'be funny. But

no one^s laughing ait the growing number of married

women) who. according to the Mystique, should be

fulfilled and content, yet are not. Something has gone

wrong with Ifche image of femininity which is part of

our henitage from the 19th Century. For the women
of the 50s and 60s, "fine Mystique" has become "the

betrayal".

The Feminine Mystique is the master plan for wo-

men. According to its dictates, woman can be happy

only if they fulfill their biological functions mating

and caring far the children of that union. Anything

else is a denial of woman's primary role. A "job" si

right for a few years before the babies start arriving,

or t)o helip out temporarily 'because of financial .prob-

lems—but a career is out. A university degree is

okay, as long as a girl doesn't intend to do any-

thing with it, except he a "beHter wife and mother.

In, Other 'words, you can.' have a piece of the cake,

but don't ever try to grab the whole thing.

But same women are trying to grab the whole
cake. Today, most 'girls receive a more than adequate
education; many achieve uni-vers-ty degrees, and find

the intellectual stimulation exciting and satisfying.

Ytt they are expected to turn off when they say "I

do", and seek fulfillment through housework and
childbirth. A girl becomes "John Smith's wife" or
"Jimmy's mother"; she no longer has a right to be
just "'Mary Smith". She must justify her existence
according to Mystique, and forfeit the personal iden-

tity when she was, in all probability, only beginning
ito achieve-

Oonsequently, many women are bucking the Mysti-

que; this inevitably forces them into choosing be-

tween career and marriage. It also forces them into

conflict wdlth that part of themselves which has been
conditioned to believe that they are going to suffer

because ,Uhey deviate from the di'etaition of the Mysti-

que. The result is often an "up tight" defensive re-

nuniciaton of femininity, as it is defined by the Mysti-

que. Such women are not uncommon—the glib man-
ner in which they assert their freedom has often an
air of grim defiance about alt. They become a modern
version of the old maid, a social freak, pitied and con-
demned by all 'the straight people.

Most women, however, acquiesce to the Mystique
without a 'murmur They honestly believe (that a
degree, or some kind of specialized skill, will enable
them to be more adequate wives and mothers. They
expect to simply "change directions", and find life

as a suburban hausfrau just as rewarding and stimu-

lating as was idheir job or years at university. They
do all the "right" things — even like a course in

yoga or contemporary affairs to -remain mteUectually

active. If there are any little nagging doubts, hubby
itakes her out to dinner, or buys her a new washing
machine. He's no fool — he's been' brought up to

believe ire the Mystique as well. And he does his part,

firmly convinced that his wife must be basically

happy.

When 'the twinges of doubt become too big for ap-

peasement ,the woman automatically assumes there

must be something wrong with her — the Mystique

cant be wrong. So she sits on' her frustrations, bot-

tles np the resentment, soaks up guilt 'like a Calvih-

istic sponge. When and df she finally explodes, every-

one is verv embarrassed — it's like catching the

Queen (reading "Tropic of Cancer".

Of course not ad! women have breakdowns, or be-

come alcoholics or have a love affair. Many resolve

tlheir families. Many resolve their inner conflict, the

drive for meaning by living .through their families.

They 'become parasites, sucking their meaning out of

the accomplishments of husband and children. This is

a "healthy" response — no one .bothers to follow up

(the .maladjusted lives of the children grown to adult

hood, or to consider the possible .relationship be-

tween. She driving woman and the driven man, always

™UhiTi2 for the success in the world outside the

ETthe world closed to their wolves.

A few lucky women, of course, have no little voice
saying "I want" inside of them. But there is a defin-
ite (relationship between the growing number of un-

'

happy rnarried woman and the ever expanding range
of opportunities open to them because of education'.
Many people are becoming concerned; yet they bailk
alt any questioning of the Mystique's validity. They
see '^token" compromises as the answer, or some kind
of counselling which .will enable a woman to accept
with less conflict her "role" in iliife.

But these are facile solutions which are no solutions

at all. The measure of a woman's worth still (remains

her capacity for mating and child-bearing. And the

problem is not going to just go away if we pretend

it isn't there — it's going to get worse, There are no
easy solutions, for the Mystique is a kind of emotion-

al Mafia; it has a stranglehold on our society. With-

out at least acknowledging its existence, we cannot

expect to come to grips with it. And that's the step

no one wants to take, for it smacks of heresy, an
attack on one of our social sacred cows.

Yet unless we do admit that something's wrong,

there ris nowhere to go, except .round and 'round. The
Mystique cannot be broken by a frontal attack — it

is too insidious. Every woman must take her own
stand against it — not as the defensive feminists do,

> by denying itheir potential as wives and mothers, but
by seeing that a balance can be struck that does not

necessitate a rejection of some part of them. And
those men who are quick to admit that .they couldn't

stand the monotony of housewifery should question

the Mystique when it declares categorically that wo-

men can stand it, and in fact, love it. Just start asking

questions, and the power of the Mystique will dihwau

ish, despite its perpetuation through TV and maga-

zines, It must be an individual confrontation, a reas-

sessment of an1 intricate network of values, real and

Every woman has to decide for herself if the risk

is worth it. if she's reansltdc, she'll knew there will be

times when she'll wish she'd just stayed home, snug

in her "womb with a view". Or she'll find herseJi

apologizing for having a career and feeling sdlly. May-

be the kids wall have to wear the same shirts another

day because — she dJdn/t get the ironing finished.

Every woman must decide what life, her life, K
for. And if she decides it's for ISving, then it's going

to be hectic, overflowing and rich in the fulfillment

of all her human potential, not just the part that

says "Woman's place is in Ithe (homo.''
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EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK
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Help Wanted, Female
By CAROLYN DUTKE

Fact- Fifty per cent of working Canadian women

earn less than $3,000 a year. The average

wage tor 1966 was$2,522(comparedto$4,178

for men).

Fact About 300,000 Canadian families are headed

by women-divorced, widowed, separated, or

deserted by their husbands and left with the

choice between inadequate welfare payments

and low income jobs.

Fact: Women make up 30% of Canada's working

force and are frequently crltlciied for work-

Ing-but 70% of the married women workers

are at jobs because their husbands earn less

than $3,000 a year.

Fact: Only 3.1% of working women fall in the above

$5,000 a year category.

Wherever women's problems were worst, poverty

was the underlying factor-for the Negro mother in

Halifax, for the Indian reservation family, in the

substandard housing, for the slum-dwellers, for

mothers of "latch-key" children

The Chairman of the Royal Commission on the

StatuB of Women, Anne Francis, is convinced that

"something is seriously wrong with our whole

system of welfare and education". The commission

as a whole felt that a complete and systematic

attack on the whole question of poverty could pro-

vide the only real solution to the problem.

Necessary components ofthisattackdeemednec-

essary by the commission ranged all the way from

day care centres, free birth control information and

devices, voluntary abortion, enforcement of equal

pay legislation plus retraining programmes to lift

females out of the menial low-paid jobs.

This national picture as painted by the Royal

Commission la a grim one. It la one that you, as a

university graduate will be fortunate to escape. If

you are female, you will be fortunate enough to

become one of the elite 3.1% of the female working

force who earn more than $5,000 annually. If you

are a male, the combined probabilities ofyour pro-

fessional future with its financial returns plus the

high likelihood of your marrying a female with an

earning potential in excess ofthe $2500 annual wage

for women, would ensure that "you have it made".

How do these findings relate to Kingston? Al-

though the Commission did not hold hearings here,

it is extremely likely that the same denominator of

female poverty would be found.

A typical, and frequent advertisement appearing

in the local newspaper, under "Help wanted fe-

male" usually reads:

"Wanted responsible, reliable, dedicated, hard-

working woman who likes children to care for

three pre-school children, daily8to 5, $15 weekly."

"Would you work for 33C an hour?"

Maybe the Tchambuli are on to a good thing

By BREN DA FIRESTONE

Maybe the Tchambuli are on to a

good thing.

"The centipede was happy quite

Until a toad in fun

Said "Pray which leg goes after which?"

This worked his mind to such a pitch

He lay distracted in a ditch

Considering how to run"

Let us attempt to deny encultura-

tion, if only temporarily and examine

the much debated issue concerning the

role of women in society. As in habi-

tants of North America it is difficult

for us to approach the question from

any perspective other than that which

is predominant without our social

world. The male is usually assigned

to play the role of breadwinner. He

does not have to make familial obli-

gations the primary focus of his life.

He dominates roles In the political

world. The female, however, is most

certainly assigned to the care of chil-

dren, home and economic activities

associated with the household, if Bhe

works outside the family, her job

tends to be related to work done In

the home-nurslng, teaching, domestic

responsibilities.

definitions which influence our every-

day life and prevent us from con-

ceiving of any other possible patterns

of behavior.

One of the most important per-

spectives which can contribute to

a wider understanding of the is-

sues involved is that of the socio-

logist, a perspective which has

been adopted for the purpose of

examining and understanding the

various patterns of human behav-

ior throughout the world. One

major focus of their study is

that of the culture of a particular

When we speak of culture in this

sense we are not talking of the com-

monly accepted definition which re-

fers to man's "higher achievements"

such as art or drama, but of a shared

definition held by sociologists and an-

thropologists who view culture as a

response to basic ambiguities, as an

attempt to present solutions to basic

undefined situations which man faces.

What shall we eat? Who shall obtain

the food? What shall we wear? With

whom shall be have sexual intercourse?

When? These are examples of some

of the issues which require definition.

Human beings, unlike animals, cannot

rely totally on their genetic inheri-

tance in the moulding of behavlour

patterns. They require an organizing

principle of their behaviour indepen-

dent of their genetic inheritance. This

organizing principle Is that of culture

which attempts to define responses to

problematic situations.

question of woman's role in society.

Margaret Mead's work In this area

has provided some evidence for the

fact that male-female roles are not

strictly genetically determined, but

culturally determined as well. M. Mead

along with a Dr. Fortune conducted a

two year expedition in New Guinea in

1931-33 to test the hypothesis that

temperamental differences between
males and females are universal. They

analyzed three primitive societies, the

Arapesh, the Mundugumor, and the

Tchambuli. The results of this field

work were reported in Mead's book

'Sex and Temperament in Three Prim-

itive Societies'. Her study reveals the

possible arbitrariness of given sex

roles. It appears from her work that

training in addition to biological factors

can mould both male andfemale behav-

ior. Among the Arapesh, Mead reports

that both men and women are "mater-

nal", gentle and unaggressive. Sexual

When considering the problem of

women in society a number of ques-

tions arise, questions which challenge

* our culturally determined perspective

on these matters. It Is my intention

to invite the reader to join me in an

examination of some of these prob-

lems, an examination which offers no

definite solution but which may lead

to much needed reflection, discussion,

and argumentation. Perhaps such an

examination will raise one out of the

state of passivity by p esentlng issues

which challenge the accepted cultural

One of the most Important areas

which requires definition within any

social group is that of male and fe-

male rolea. Those feminists In the

Western world who bemoan their In-

ferior role are questioning the view

that "anatomy Is destiny" that their

child-bearing qualities inhibit them
from realizing themselves in any role

other than that of wife-mother.

Anthropological studies have provi-

ded considerable information on the

aggressiveness Is attributed to neither

sex. Among the Mundugumor, both men
and women are aggressive and violent

In their behavior. Both sexes are re-

garded as sexually aggressive. Among
the Tchambuli, the male-female roles

are the reverse of the Western concep-

tion concerning what is naturally male

and female temperament. Itis reported

that here economic life is supervised

by the women while the men preoccupy

themselves with art and ceremony. The
women were observed to be efficient

and unadorned, the men self-conscious

and arrayed In bird- of-paradise fea-

thers. Perhaps I should add a point of

caution here and emphasize that al-

though Mead documented that men and

women do take on distinct personality

traits in different cultures, within each

society there is a degree of flexibility.

Among the Arapesh, for example there

were definite differences In the degree

to which individuals were unaggressive.

Nevertheless, it was observed that even

the most active of Arapesh children was
less aggressive than a comparable Am-
erican child.

Although such observations may be

the cause for rejoicing on the part of

the feminists, M. Mead's findings are

not definite. Others who have conducted
work In this field have provided evi-

dence for the fact that sex-role dif-

ferences may be inherently linked to

biological differences. One such study

was conducted by Yonina Talmon who

examined the collective settlements of

Israel-the kibbutzim which attempted

to deny sex differences. Women were

expected to work and fight with men in

an egalitarian society as well as to

share political positions. Socialization

of children and care of the home were

the responsibility of both men and wo-

men. Talmon reports that such egali-

tarian values were strong among both

males and females on the collectivities,

but on the individual level, sex-role

specialization developed both in the

family set-up and in the occupational

and political areas. "Women", he

writes, "were more likely than men to

be responsible for cleaning the home

and caring for clothes; they were less

likely to be found in heavy agricultural

work-in transportation, equipment and

machinery maintenance, and the like."

The general concluslonreachedbyTal-

mon is that sex-roie differences may

be inherently linked to biological dif-

ference. If this Is so, cultures, there-

fore, must assign roles consonant with

these differences.

The foregoing discussion of two al-

ternative approaches to the question of

male-female sex-role differentiation,

I hope has sensitized you to some of

the basic issues involved in the exam-

ination of this problem. The female who

strives for equality with men may re-

joice at Mead's findings concerning cul-

tural determinants of sex roles. On the

other hand, the female who wishes to

gain support for her decision to spend

her life within the family as wife and

mother may turn to Talmon's conclu-

sion accepting her "biologically deter-

mined role".

The theories presented here indicate

that there is, perhaps, an alternative

to the present male/female roles ad-

opted In Western society. May I con-

clude by saying that. If this is the case,

it is the responsibility of each woman

and man to determine his or her

course in life and to fulfill it, irres-

pective of biological and/or cultural

determinants.
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You have nothing to lose but your chains
By PEGGY MORTON

I came across an ad the other day for
"transluscent face powder" or something that

was supposed to make you look all glowy
and innocent. Glowy and innocent was bad
enough— then I came to the last line which
informed me that with this marvellous new
powder I would look like I couldn't add two
and two— which, the ad said, is what I am
really like deep down inside— even if my
I.Q. is 150.

Somehow I feel I deserve more out of life

than powder that would make me look like

an idiot. And the ad does describe what
women are taught to be— even at univer-

sity. There's a stock joke on campus— that

women are here to get their MRS. degree.

The Dean of Women seems to agree. There's

the Candlelighting Ceremony where the im-

portant thing that you discover is how many
babies you are going to have (by the num-
ber of drips on the a ndle) and whether you
are going to marry an Artsman, an Engineer

or a Meclsman (from the colour of the rib-

bon on the outside of the knot on the candle)— not in that order of course. And the

speeches from the Padre and the Dean of

Women. Apparently, women are at Queen's
for two reasons. First, to "set the moral tone

of the campus". And second, to prepare for

marriage so that we can be intelligent com-
panions for our husbands, able to push our

men along the road to success, discuss their

work with them. In other words, women are

being groomed for the market-place where
they can find a bidder who wants a nice ob-

ject with all the right attributes— to be an-

other one of the attractive objects that society

demands that people acquire, to be educated

enough to carry on intelligent conversation

at a cocktail party, to lose gracefully— at ten-

nis or an argument, and to master the art

of bolstering the male ego.

Historically there are reasons for the in-

ferior position that women have held in most

societies. Although women have also been

unjustly exploited by men for centuries, high

infant mortality rates and the lack of know-

ledge of birth control meant that women
spent 15 or 20 years of their lives pregnant

or nursing a child. Today the average woman
spends about four. The family unit perform-

ed a much wider range of functions than it

does now and although they stayed in the

home women performed much of the work

now done in factories. The potential for the

liberation of women brought on by the chang-

ing nature of the family (i.e., mass education
of children takes them out of the home),
the potential for deciding when a woman
wishes to bear children and when she does
not, increased sexual freedom and mass edu-
cation have not, however, produced funda-
mental changes in the status of woman.
Women are still denied equality in work— both in the jobs available to them and the

pay scales for men and women. Women are
tied to the family in a way that encourages
them to think of their children as private

property rather than as separate beings, and
the healthy and necessary growth of inde-

pendence in the child produces intolerable

strains on women who have been forced to

idealize the role of child-bearing and raising

and who are left with empty and meaning-
less lives as the children grow older. The
new sexual freedom accorded women is il-

lusory— re-read any issue of Playboy and
you can see that women are free only to be
objects of sexual exploitation rather than free

to develop warm and free relationships with

men. And the potential of birth control is

severely limited in the face of cruel abortion

laws that force thousands of Canadian wom-
en every year to risk their lives to undergo
illegal and often dangerous abortions, and
the fear and lack of knowledge that prevents

many women from going to a doctor for birth

control. And most damaging of all, the so-

ciety continues to teach women that they are

less intelligent, more flighty, less capable

than men, that to be discontent with a sub-

servient role is to be "unfeminine", that phy-

sical beauty is the most important thing they

can possess and that sweeping floors can be

creative and there is something wrong with

them if they don't find it so.

Women will not gain independence and

equality without a long struggle, for the po-

sition of women is maintained both by the

false ego demands on men and by the needs

of society as a whole. The male ago is a false

concept because the real result of women's

position is to give to men a false sense of

their own power. A man who is bored and

frustrated by his work can retreat at the end

of the day to the sanctuary of his own home
where he can feel power and control over

his life through his dominance in the family

and where his wife will provide a shield

from the world. If men were denied this

false sense of power they might be much

less willing to continue to work at jobs in

which they have no control over what they

"produce, how the product will be distribut-

ed, and under what conditions they must
work. The idealized home is part of an ideo-

logy used to convince people that they are.

free because they are free to do what they

like in their leisure time, to adjust people to

their work because they believe that their,

work is not their real life, that real life goes

on in the hours people are not at work.

This is also closely bound up with the need
of advanced capitalist society to produce vast

quantities of useless goods for people to con-

sume; women are prime targets in the con-"

sumption drive—gadgets for the home which
are consciously designed to break down or

wear out within a certain length of time; style

constant changes in hair and dress and make-
up— a|| are designed to goad us to con-

sume, to keep useless consumption high while

millions in the world are starving

The position of women in the work-place

also solves many of the structural problems

of capitalism. Like black people in the U.S.,

women in Canada are used as a buffer for

unemployment— when there are many jobs,

women work, when unemployment is high

women who want to work cannot find jobs

— even if they need them to maintain a bare-

ly decent standard of living. Women tradi-

tionally hold low-paying jobs,- their up-

bringing tends to make them less willing to

organize (though there are abundant ex-

amples of women's determination and guts

in fighting for decent wages and working

conditions) and to believe that they are

"worth less" than a man on the job market

and therefore to accept lower wages.

It is advantageous for the system, if not

for women, that their present position be

maintained. Liberation will not come with

"progress"— It can only become real when
all the structures that determine a woman's

life— the socialization of children, reproduc-

tion, sexuality and work are redirected to al-

low women new freedom. In the long run,

women will not be liberated until society it-

self becomes attuned to more human goals

— the liberation of one half of the human
race is not possible. But women must begin

now to define for themselves their own iden-

tity as women— for the feminine has always

been defined for us by men, and to begin

organizing for their own liberation. Masters

have never freely given up their slaves, the

slaves must liberate themselves.

Legalizing abortions: two views

By W. F. BANISTER

Dept. of Theology

What Is an embryo? The answer will to a large degree determine our second

question. Should an abortion ever take place? Some say that the embryo, at least

in Its early stage, is no more than a thing, a mere part of the mother's body. As

such it can be removed with no more moral qualms than would attend the removal

of the appendix. Others say that it is from the first an unborn child. It is a man

«d not a thing. It has Its own autonomy, its own brain, its own nervous system,

its own blood circulation. It is a human being in Its own right

From Plato to Augustine and Thomas Aquinas thinkers have speculated as to

when the embryo became a living soul. Those who give the second answer usually

denounce abortion as murder. I do not know If the embryo Is a thing or a human

being. I do not know when It is infused with a "soul". I do not think that the

morality of abortion can be decided by any theoretical opinion concerning

nature of the embryo. I prefer a more pragmatic approach, based on the embryo s

""a "normal embryo is a potential child. As such he or she has a right to be torn,

to be nourished, to mature. It Is surely the responsibility of the parento^ "c£*
to guard the normal embryo's right to live. But if competent >™%*>?™™1'

decide that the potential child will be physically or mentally
"^J™*

» strong reason for therapeutic abortion on the ground of mercy or tbe wellbetas

of the child to be born. The child has the right to a good start In life, and the right

to a normal development. I emphasize the rights of the unborn^
But what about the rights of the mother? She also has *° right tt^•»dJ^

has other children or can have them, the respoiudbUHy to an'V**J™^£, \
balancing of rights. Can a mother's rights ever outweigh a,^£^1?«W
think so, but only when the birth of the child,™™ t'^l^^d^Z
will not agree, and there may be situation. In which the rights of toe chUd UKe

precedence. But where the mother has family responsibUily and/or th. capaM ty

tor future child bearing, her right to live should tok,>P™«*£»
think that carefully controlled therapeutic abortion is moral "ben it is u p

STblrth of mLZmed children or to save toe"^J^^fSJ
defend on moral grounds any other exceptions to the child s right to

Mr. Benson,

Member of Parliament,

House of Commons, Ottawa.

Sir,

I believe that every woman should have the

right to decide whether an accidental pregnancy

should continue to be interrupted medically. No

woman should be forced to bring undesired chil-

dren into the world.

The proposed legislation on abortion before

the House of Commons is only a minimal step in

the right direction; it will still expose the vast ma-

jority of Canadian women of childbearing age to

the dangers of illegal abortions at the risk of in-

jury and death, when faced with the problem of

unwanted pregnancy.

Only abortion on request in the first few

months will solve the problem and provide those

who want a termination of pregnancy with a safe

medical procedure under conditions of dignify and

safety.
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RENE DUBOS

By HERMAN BAKVIS

Although nun c»n manipulate «ome of the

mlcnr genetic changes inhls biological make-

up, the environment In which man Uvea la of

much more conaequence In moulding the

phyaical and mental make-upoffuture gener-

ation.

"I believe that we shall continue for along

time to shape human belnga-both biologically

and mentally-by the same kind of methoda

that have been uaed traditionally and moat

often unconacloualy to create an astounding

variety of physical and cultured types out of

the fundamental, gene pool".

Rene Dubos, the French born microbiolo-

gist, delivered his paper on "Ethical Issues

Involved in Genetic Manipulation and Biolog-

ic Conditioning" to a crowded Etherington

Hall auditorium last Thursday afternoon. His

animated personality infused an enthusiastic

note Into the atmosphere of the symposium.

To emphasize the importance of the environ-

ment as compared to genetic manipulations

he recounted recent Japanese history. Before

the war the Japanese were relatively short

but now Japanese teenagers were almost the

same size as their western counterparts,

almost entirely as a result of a change in

their physical environment

"Diversity and freedom" are themostim-

portant factors In man's environment. Stan-

dardization Is more efficient but diversity

is much more important. Today it is "much

more difficult foryoungerpeople to develop".

As a result, man must change his priorities

to "provide stimulus for a variety of dif-

ferent human designs."
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TRUDEAU

Prime Minister Trudeau whirled

through Kingston Last Friday.He dedicated

a new hockey arena and scored a goal while

he was there. He then proceeded to Queen's

and an honourary degree at Dr. Deutsch's

installation.

As he entered Grant Hall, he noticed a

sign on top of the New Math Building. It

read "Ya N.D.P." and was held aloft by

several construction workers. He respon-

ded with a grin and wave and proceeded

into Grant Hall chatting with students and

holding his gown up like a superman robe.

After receiving his degree, he thanked

Queen's university. He said that his first

job after graduation fromHarvard was Dr.

Corry and was a post as a Political Science

professor. He wished Dr. Deutsch much

success as principal.

After the ceremony, he engaged 1500

students In an open question and answer

period. He was successful and If ha did not

convert people, won himself many more

admirers.

He attended the Science Formal Friday

night and returned to Ottawa later.
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MARTIN MEYERSON

By WARREN KAZOft
"The dominating moral concern for us

Is the condition of man in his cities. The
challenge is to make clear the contradic-
tion between contemporary life and what it

might be."

J In explaining the ethical dilemma
Meyerson points out that the cityplanners
did not realize that his perception of the
public interest was extremely class bound.
Thus programmes affecting the shape of
the urban envlronmenturmitentionallyhave
had large discrepancies between their
manifest purposes and benefits.

As for urban renewal, it 'has' cleared
slums; but, after the poor were dis-
placed from their homes, the new facill-

- ties erected were often for high-income
families or for commercial or govern-
mental purposes. (U.S. slum clearance
means Black clearance.) Because city

governments follow city plans only when
& it is politically expedient to do so, Mey-

erson would defy anyone to distinguish

(today) between a settled urban centre
with an official city plan and one without.

". . .Allowing individuals to function

In participatory democracy on community-
wide issues there is less likelihood that

i

any positive action will be 'aken, since

it is always easier to organize resistance

than it is to reach agreement'."

NORTHROP

FRYE

By PAUL BARRON

The Symposium ended Thursday night

with a discussion, chaired by Dr. Deutsche
centred on the speech given bythe evening
speaker, Northrop Frye, of the University
of Toronto.

"The ethics of change Is aphrase which
suggests an attempt to think about some-
thing which has already gone ahead of

thought ..."

. .1 am saying that the exhilaration

of rapid change, In a university, is notthe

exhilaration of mental adventure and pro-
gress, but of mental release and let-

down."

"But to participate in anything Inhuman

society means entering into acommon bond
of guilt, of guilt and of inevitable com-

promise."

Frye was primarily concerned with the
pressure groups acting on the university,
both from within and without, and the re-
sulting confrontations. He seemed to feel,

however that most of the radical groups
"have In general no objective and docu-
mented analysis" and seemed to view com-
promise as a necessary result
He Bpoke of the now failing traditional

loyalty but emphasized the need for an-
other loyalty, the one which "fulfills and
does not diminish the Individual" It la

the "authority of the logical argument,
the repeatable experiment, the estab-
lished fact, the compelling work of art.

. . .It Is not sacrosanct, for what Is true
today may be Inadequately true tomorrow,
but It la what holds society together for

today."

INSTALLATION

As the long awaited procession filed In

to Grant Hall resplendent in their colorful

academic robes, the audience stared at the

doorway awaiting the arrival of Pierre

Elliott Trudeau. The possession seemed

endless as the faculty, adminstration, and

assorted dignitaries poured in filling the

rows and bracing one for a long and

funeral like afternoon.

A musical flourish shattered the air

momentarily. Many warbly voices contri-

buted to "0 God, our help in ages past".

Chancellor Stirling welcomed everyone

and then Dr. John James Deutsch was In-

stalled as the fourteenth principal of

Queen's University by Professor H.H.

Stewart and A.M.S. President, Dave Pak-

rul.

In his address, Deutsch noted the dis-

content among the young and that univer-

sities must be prepared for this. More

student housing and a greater student role

in university decision making is neces-

sary. The university, Deutsch eels, mus

have the capacity for change. If itdoe.not

it may well have this change Imposed from

the outside probably by the Government

Nine honourary degrees wereconferred

including one to the prime ministtr and

another to Miss Jean Royce. She was

registrar at Queen's for thirty-fivelyear.

and received a standing ovation from the

"r^uuch deserve, congra^lon.

from the audience for keeping the cere-

mony from becoming a drag.
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A Poke in

the Eye

by Bill Martin

The sun' had set about am hour ago. A woman

was pulling the foMnds arid the curtains and «he

shutters and the sashes. My friend and I puffed on

our cigars with satisfaction, savouring the smoke

with our liqueurs. Mow a woman was bringing to

the coflfee. After she left to do the dishes, or what-

ever she does in the kitchen, we were free to speak

on serious (matters.

Yet another woman was heard breathing heavily

at the door. In a fit of generous remorse, I went

to open itt for her. After all, the harp is a heavy

instrument and only an insensitive cad would not

open the door for someone who had just carried

over two hundred pounds up two long flights of

stairs. I almost didn't have flhe heart to Sell her

that we wouldnTt need her playing tonight. But

i rewarded her devotion to duty with a gentle- kiss

on the forehead and a kindly pat on the shoulder.

Thus revitalized, with heavy step but 'light heart,

she carried her burden down the steps. Remember,

a kind word means so much 'o these crea'tures.

I thought it best I lock the door atf there were

to be serious conversation. How well I remember-

ed ithe night when some of the women overheard

us discussing politics and (poor dears) got onto a

gaggling fit It took nearly a quarter of an hour,

(but by 'being alternately stem, then gentle, we
managed to calm them. I gladly admat, (ihat I have

never yet had to resort to the riding crop in hand-

ling these matters. Frankly. I don't believe in it,

although I know others do. Even, some of my clos-

est friends have had occasion to use the whip —
a quaint custom — but not in keeping with the

libera] feelings of the '-times.

In the quiet and in the hush, we spoke of many
things , our voices occasionally breaking the quiet

and the hush. I spoke of the 'great loves of my
life, my voice rising over my friend's heavy

breathing. And then a treasured moment of nostal-

gia I thought ,df my old dog, Mel, and those late

nflghts alone, in the den. Often it was my plea-

sure to sit <by the fare, my only companions, a good

book and my fine big dog. With tthis animal I was
wont to commit a fuM spectrum cf sexual aber-

rations before retiring to bed for an epilogue of

self-abuse, (look alive proof readers).

My friend, by now in a frenzy of audio-voyeur-

ism, excused himself, and I was left alone with the

embers of the fire. It was getting late and my

mind continued to wander over thoughts of 'love.

I know that there are great numbers of woman
fetishists at large in this World. But even if he is

not an extremist, in every man/s heart there is a

secret place.

So, quite naturally, I thought of the many vir-

tues of women. I mean, seriously, you know —
they are kind of soft and reasonably pleasant and
reasonably intelligenlt and pretty and sensitive

and in general a fairly good idea. And then again

they are understanding and fun to be with and
exciting and soft and sensual and soft and excit-

ing and soft. By now I had worked myself inlto a

sweat of desire, just ithinBtB'Tig about (these virtues.

I mean I don't believe in male chauvinism. I mean,
sure, women are important to society. They have
a great deal to contribute and they should not be
held back. No one would deny ithalt they are nice

to have around. They are so desirable and exci-

ing and soft. Alas, it seemed my desire could not
be denied. I had to find a woman. Of course, .the

house was full of them and if I were smooth
enough an amicable arrangement might be reach-

ed. So I quietly 'Hp-toed to the head of the stair-

way that led to the women's quarters. I was nerv-

ous but desire was desire. I summoned my nerve
and placing my firs' t two fingers to my mouth in a
V, I let out a dong shrill whistle.

Queen's University

Official Blazers

You gel a $55.00 Fashion Craft Blazer

Coat plus Gold Wire Crest, valued at $11.00

and Gilt Buttons $1.50.

$67.50 VALUE FOR $57.50

93 Princess St. Telephone 546-6381

Has a woman ever been president of the AMS,
or principal of the university, or prime minister of

Canada, or ?

Why is it that a man acquires his manhood and
woman loses her virginity?

QUEEN'S

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
presents

VAN'S Gift and Smoke Centre

JUST ARRIVED!

!

HUGE Assortment 8mm, 2 super 8mm
ADULT Movies

Open Sundays — KDHL Sponsor

A LOVE-ROCK WAR COLLAGE

BY

MEGAN TERRY

Snowball '69 Semi-Formal

Any group interested in applying to decorate a

room in the Union for the semi-formal at the end of

Snowball week can pick up an information news-

letter in the A.M.S. office.. Application deadline

November 22.

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

NOV. 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23 - 8:30 p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS $2.00 STUDENTS $1 .00

BOX OFFICE HOURS 1 0:00 AM - 5:00 P.M.

ALL DAY ON PERFORMANCE DATES

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA 546-3871 LOC 3327

DIRECTED BY JOHN SAXTON
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VIET

COLLAGE
Pix by DESMOND

Copy by Marte Harding

People walk in slowly, quietly one at a time, their
faces blank, their eyes staring straight ahead, and lie

down on their backs in a big circle on the floor.

Legs wave in the air, bicycle-fashion, pushing each
pedal laboriously.

Backs arch, arms flail, bodies turn, slowly somer-
saulting, like astronauts floating inaspaceshlpathousand
miles up.

Voices softly coo the comforting cries of childhood,
"Mama", "Dadieee".

Couples promenade, staring fixedly in each other's

eyes, the girl fondles her partner, the boy responds.
The first production of Queen's Department of Drama's

1968-69 season, Viet Rock, opens this Friday under
the direction of John Saxton. Viet Rock is a saga of

modern American boys growing up, going off to war
and getting killed.

The above scenes from the opening minutes of Viet

Rock reflect the play's general theme-innocence and

the degradating loss of innocence. These episodes are

manifestations of the "ceremony of innocence" which
is later drowned when the boys are sent off to war.

Viet Rock, very much the product of our times,

cannot be pinned down to an exact description of what

it is. It Is being put on by the Drama Dept. and that

makes it a play, right? But it has song and dance

routines; so, it's musical. But there are also slides used.

Home movies?
It is concerned with degradation, suffering and death,

so it's a tragedy. A tragedy with a hopeful and there-

fore a philosophically happy ending? Better stick to the

Department's own word for It-collage.
"All rirht, everybody - SHUT UP!"
People stop in mid-movement. They look around,

at each other; up at the voice that does the lighting,
down at the chalk marks on the stage, finally at John
Saxton.

Professor Saxton has Instituted several unusual pro-
cedures to get his cast ready for Viet Rock.

For the first three weeks, nobody had scripts, nobody
was allowed to read the play. Rehearsals were in the

form of movement classes and improvisations. It wasn't
until after the fourth week that the male and female
members of the cast rehearsed together. Even now,
changes are constantly being made and cast members
cannot depend on going to rehearsal and finding every-
thing the way it was or the way it will be. A majority of

the cast have learned the lines of the "characters
assigned them and of alternate characters. They may
very well find themselves at the last moment playing
the alternates. Some may play as many as twelve
different parts. The idea is that the play should half-

set all the way along and should gel only when it is

before an audience.

All this, says Prof. Saxton "liberates the actor

from the immediate script" and gives him "parts he
grew into." It also liberates the actor from his security

blanket of knowing exactly what will happen when. Some
cast members don't seem very happy about this; there
Is, too, some griping at the turn rehearsals have taken.

"It's not as creative as I thought it would be" said one.

Generally speaking, though, the cast are enthusiastic

about Viet Rock. 1 '

Professor Saxton not only expects, but s«
by his cast's feelings of bafflement, frusl

Insecurity." By constantly keeping the shq#S|
want to preserve the honesty and integrity."

Integrity, dignity, beauty, honesty of movement and
thought. These words come out neverendingly when
talking to anyone associated with Viet Rock. This
reliance upon integrily and dignity, the stress upon
each actor's own feelings of honesty in his parts,

would suggest a use of Method acting principles. Cast
members, however, shy away when the disn
word comes up. "Oh no, no. Never." Directo^j
says that It "might be", then adds that Met!

cepts are possibly the only way to achieve what he
feels necessary for a good production of Viet Rock.

However, authoress Megan Terry, is to a great
extent responsible for the way the production is shaped.
Viet Rock is not a sane, rationally-argued play about
the vices of war, "I want my audience not to think,
but to feel." Viet Rock utilizes the most modern means
available and every different method possible to reach
its every viewer.

Professor Saxton saw Hair, the Hippie musical,
several months ago. "Hair and Viet Rock are similar
in the things they are working with - music, songs,

movement and dance drama. They share a tremendous
vitality and flexibility. Their impact Is the same. I

found Hair a gut-kicker."

Is Viet Rock a gut-kicker? Only you can tell.

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS
game Near Princess 546-2746

So, who ever heard of a fallen man?

fminded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET'

Who killed the female ecto?

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery

0
Kingston's Finest U

j

Chinese Restaurant |

'

f

1
>t 111) Priactn St

jj

]f\ , iiihiw- U
;'£Vl DM S42.»»} fi .

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

The Centennial Room

28 Yonge Si.
Steve Amir
Propi'icioi

\
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Dialogue, but

no answers

^Tis^r^^sch promised to discuss .he funda-

s,td
P
onwVe"tate

P
d .he questions and provided no clue

« tr* hi*, aooroach to answering them.
,"

He saidThat the university is an immensely impor-

tant Vns.i.ution in our society because "know edge not

natural riches, not territory, is now the real bas.s ot well

^stuS^; n^^rio^
undeHin;" who are buying up Canada's resources, ,ts

letters to the editor

aTt JLSTKCS*'. address was a listing

of whTt he wants to' avoid - an imbalance in the work

of The university; ^.^^S^^Sf^gJ,
(student) nihilists; what a university should do ideally

^pursue trum and knowledge »lely throughReason and

civility and what he wants to do about it all — to go

forward in a rational and civilized way to deal with our
"to go

Pr°b
Wha

S

't were glaringly absent were ideas or
,
wharto do

Given the publish or perish syndrome, how can we

avoid the downgrading of teaching and general educa-

How do we go about turning our persons who
now u« *~ ^ake sense out of

Dump your critic!

Dump your imidic critic ! He

poms every concert he writes

about. And his naivete as over-

whelming- Does he really believe

a "world-view" ( philosophy?

)

can be communicated in a

musical performance? Does he

La crise Canadienne
"Je vous orepondrai par la

bouche de mes canons."

(Frontenac devant I'envaihis-

seur.)

This lis a response, to a dame

called 'Marty, who probably fits

the picture of most English

speaking Queen's students and

to another broad who took me
for qute a ride and in that

-sense probably 'fits the picture

of many females.

Roughly six weeks have I

been at Queen's, roughly for

six weeks has the shit been fly-

ing, mainly at me! You see, I

happen to be a Quebecods who
believes in "independance" or

at the very least special status

for my province. (Yes, I'm a

dirty, god-damn . . . separatist

with a hiss). Not that I would

die for the cause, I just think

that it is the only way we can

assure our survival as a pro-

sperous, district society and be

known as something other than

a nation moulded (from the drip-

pings of mother countries,

really think an artificially bal-

anced recording of a concerto is

the best approach to 'the ap-

preciation of Julian Bream's

style of playing a guiiter? Why
didn't he check to see if a

lute's strings are individually

fingered? (They are actually

played in pairs.) Alt the very

least you should insist he read

a few elementary books on

music.
MARTIN KAYE

Quebec wants quarantees. it

wants to be assured firstly that

in a hundred years there will

isti'U be a frence fact, unBesim-

ilated n North America and se-

condly that it can have a free

hand at channelling its re-

sources to the shaping of that

fact. Ottawa has never given

us any such safeguards and we
have avoided assimilation only

by remaining recluse.

"Independance" is not an end

in itself, it just happens to 'be

the only conceivable tool left.

If I say only, it is in opposition

to the theory, long ago forgotten

and abandoned 'by the Quebec-

ods, wishing to balance the Can-

adian Equation, that foillingua-

lism is another solution to our

problems: sure you meet a 'lot

of people who wished they

were bilingual just as you meet

a lot of people who say that

some of their best friends are

French-Canadian ... big shit

!

Words don't prove anything,

and that's what Confederation

is built on. You don't have to

learn French, the West won't

even legalise its' being taught.

You know it, we know it, now
accept the fact that you anight

not be doing us a great favour

by Setting us participate in

and that maybe we
,
might not

have to learn English tx> subsist.

* As a last resort you tell me
we should have faith in you,

things are changing m English

Canada you say, you spew out

a few words of French to make

it seem more realistic: quilt

dreaming girls, quit dreaming

Canada—you've had one Con*

federation with us under your

terms, now live up to the fact

that the next one will hove a

different ring to it or none at

all. . . .

"Vive le Quebec latere." (Gen.

Charles de Gaulle)

"Vive I'Union Canadienne de

demain" Amen.

RICHARD (LABELLE

The international French dept.i

I would like to renew discus-

sion on the problem of the

French department. Mr. Liston

claims that the French depart-

ment should be reformed. Why?
— Because it does not "make

any appreciable attempt to deve-

lop an appreciation of French-

rion?

are humane and who would try to m,

the chaos of modern existence? ..i^
We agree that student housing, recreational faal.r.e ,

and social and cultural amenities must be furn.shed, but

hOW
Just as importantly, how do we decided who is to

define and iudge the rationality of an argument, given
Canadian <.ultw* within the

th*» mvriad of different values and desires apparent at
genaral gtudent body." His sug

Queen's^ How do we adapt our methods of teaching gegtit>ns? _ Hire more French

and learning in accordance with changing aspirat.ons and

oossibilities? How? How? HOW?^
Dr Deutsch believes that as Principal he must anti-

cipate the problems that are coming and get ready to

deal with mem. It is therefore disappointing that his

tTLZ on the occasion of his installation as Principal

was devoid of positive ideas or suggestions on how to

deal with our problems. For our problems are not just

coming, they have arrived and are demanding, actK>n

He noted approvingly a call that "what is needed

is some fresh ideas and perhaps a reversal of trends that

have been dorninant in recent years
. tMoru

It would have-been nice to have heard in his speech

Canadian professors. The accom-

plished reality to which he re-

fers? _ R.M.C. Is there not evi-

dent here a descent from wordy

idealism to the disappointing

facts of life? R.M.C. is hardly

an ideal to which any Queens-

man worthy of the name would

aspire.

Because R.M.C. has more

French - Canadian professors

than Queen's, does not make
RM.C. somehow superior? I be-

lieve that if you wish to check

ne frerhTdeasrs^m^Vrdposals to reverse these trends, the credentials of JI.M.C. and
some rresn iue«, k

-rtion if anv we might expect. Queen's French professors, you
and some inkling of what action, it any, we mig f~ ^ ^^ ^

'ter qualifications Remember
that Quebec, until very recently,

had only the clergy as educa-

tors. This situation is changing,

but it wild be a long time be-

fore Quebec can afford to send

many of its elite, i.e. men ap-

proaching the calibre of Dr.

Bessette, into English-Canada.

They are needed at home. Con-

sequently, Queen's is very privi-

leged to have Dr. Bessette.

About R.M.C.'s French-Cana-

dian courses. I understand four

are displayed an the calendar,

but two are mot offered this
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• And you thought last week was bad. Special credits and thanks

to Heather Hill; Marty Freysunger; Chris Boon tor ait nss neip;

Paul who stayed up all night; Ohuck Edwards, our new sports car

columnist; Cashew Corbet and Filbert Foster; Arleigh who was m
a good mood; Margaret-Ann Chi); Charlie who ripped OiUhy*s olo-

thes off and then blushed; Bron Byson-Boniter and Jacqui, who co-

ordinated .the Women's liberation Front; 'Brenda who carries her

.umbrella up; Marte, our resident expert on the U of A; and L/iz

anid Amdy with thanks from the Jock's Padre. You d be nervous

too if you were getting married at Christmas. Anne. Long-distance

thanks to Murray Underwood, Carol Hodgson, Waterloo (correspond

dent) Peter Johanisen and Susan Wood, Carlelton (correspondent),:

OUP, dozens of operators, and especially Marilyn Piilkinigltont. And hi

to the 'Toban.

Orientation: why bother? <

year, one deals only in selec-

tions from French-Canadian lit-

erature and only one is a legiti-

mate intensive course Where is

R.M.C.'s vaunted edge. Mr. Lis-

ten ?

Another point that must foe

brought into view ds that just

because the Queen's French de-

partment is composed mainly

of French-educated professors,

it does not necessarily follow

"foreign" language at Queen's,

that French is regarded as a

"foreign" language at Queen's.

Account having been taken of

Quebec's existence, is French

not rather taught as an inter-

national language? And is not

"international" French, that

spoken by cultivated Frenchmen
everywhere, including Quebec,

patterned on the French spoken

in France? Even Quebec profes-

sors go to France to improve

their knowledge of French; and

Quebec French universities hire

professors from France.

And what about 'the propor-

tion of literature written in

France to that written in Que-

bec? Quebec has a relatively

minor role to play in French
literature as a whole. It is only

natural, therefore rthat more
attention 'be paid to French lit-

erature, which is world-renown-

ed, than to French-Canadian
literature. If the literature is

not to be studied as literature,

perhaps Mr. Liston- has a right

to complain. But, then again, if

insight into Quebec is desired

from a study of its literature,

would it not be more productive

to take a sooiology, politics, or

economics course dealng with

Quebec? Or, better yet, why
not study French at Queen's and

then live in Quebec for a while

among French people? ,
;

I will go so far as to admit

that French-Canadian literature,

taught by a well qualified French

Canadian professor (or profes-

sors), should perhaps be offer-

ed to more people at Queen's

as a minor subject or option.

But this is a very slight change,

hardly a reform requiting a

change in attitude by the French

Department. Meanwhile the

blame for French-English antag-

onisms should not be -placed on

the French Department at

Queen's but on a general apathy

among the rising English elite,

i.e. the English university stu-

dent. -It is he who will be con

trotting English-Canada one

day. If he would show some
interest in learning French, the

first basic skill required in un-

derstanding any Frenchman, the

Queen's French Department
would be only too glad to help.

Your interest, Mr. Listen is to

be commended. However, I

would like to ask if you have

been to Quebec recently and

if you have discussed English-

French problems with some
French-Canadians, in French.

After all, as you yourself said.

Quebec is only 200 miles away.

If you have done this, your in-

terest is to be doubly commend-
ed. MICHAEL ROSS

Who needs orientation? Why
should freshmen be led by the

hand into the arena of univer-

sity iife when they could be
propelled into it so much more
simply by a kick in the behind?

If this university were to suc-

cessfully convince its freshmen,
by letting them find for them-
selves during -their first week,
that it didn't give a damn about
its students it would ultimately
produce the kind of self reliant

scholar it deserved — one who
didn't give a damn about the
university.

The kind of institutional non-

orientation proposed by Eric
Davis (letters to the editor —
Tues, Nov. 5) without! the "mass
chanting of meaningless rhymes
and the wearing of foolish cos-

tumes" ( or whatever terms you
choose for this part of Queen's
tradition) is practiced, or non-

practiced on countless other

campuses that are not Queen's.

Do they produce a "community
of scholars" and do we wish to

emulate them?
The type of anachronistic

initiation envisioned by Mr.
Davis died an unmarred death

with the end of the Arts '70 ori-

entation program. The chief

vigilantes 'this year made a
sincere attempt to eliminate the

destructive aspects of hazing

to promoite and provide various

academic and intellectual activi-

ties, and to redefine the "vig"

in an ''informational role". No
student was "forced to go any-

where or do anything he didn't

want to do". Any student could

opt out of any activity, and

many did. Any unfortunate

carryovers of the old system

were the unavoidable consequ-

ences of the last year's pro-

gramme and not of a failure on
the pant of those planning the

programme to re-assess their

goals.

If Mr. Davis had paid atten-

tion to this year's freshman
orientation he would have found

it evolving into a "-mature and
sensible" programme, with as

leted. I do not believe that ori-

little as possible of (jhe fun de-

entatiotfi or the spirit of orienta-

tion in any way produces hotel-

room wreckieirs or television'

smashers. But then, Ifchey aren't

usually freshmen are they?

BRUCE_ (BOLSTER.!

USA nievj .\ora i
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MISCELLANEOUS .

WANTED: Psychology
students to initiate and
conduct an experiment to
study the long range ef-

fects of cutex and glue
sniffing on animals. The
results of this experiment
would be used to save
the lives and minds of
Kingston's youth. Pay-
ment: the satisfaction that

you have contributed to
helping our children.

Contact: Spencer Crow-
den at 16 Drennan, phone
546-4798.

On Thursday, November 14 at

7:00 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room
at the Union, a Duplicate Bridge

Tournament Door prlna and
Cash Priiea for top 8 teams will
be given. Admission: 7« for
Bridge Club members and tLOO
for non-members (students only).

Generous portions of master
points will be awarded.

Advice toaHateBunnyBrotheron
Clulthulu's Birthday
Enjoy yourself big-boy,

there are only twotypes ofpeople;

the bastards and the cry-babies,
Be a bastard.

Oh?, .oh, all the rest Is shit,

the best parts and the very worst
parts of my life

are broads,

the very best are really bitches.

Bill Martin now lives at 24 Gar-
rett St Apt 2. Phone 544-6088.
Any women with enough taste,

intelligence, good looks and cour-

age to sample the famous Martin
body must apply thereat

Announcement: A special display
of Mr. Edward Alexander Dun-
lop's B.A. (general—3-3-3--) wIU
be held under the cloak of Night
in MacDonald Park(betweenJohn
A.'s legs). All members of the
BLACK BEAD please attend.

Attention all Social Conveners:
Application for social functions

on campus during the Winter
Term are available In the A.M.S,

office now. These must be turned:
In to the A.M.S. office by Nov-
ember 25 tor first consideration

Any application received after

this date will be considered for

any remaining functions that are

-s>t allocated. Gord Deebe Cam-
pus Activities Chairman.

FOR SALE

Best offer accepted on an Arts
'71 leather jacket in good condi-

tion. Stse 44. Phone Fermeus
at 546-4401.

LOST AND FOUND

Would the person who removed
the NOVA SCOTIA licence put*
4268553 from the car in the stu-

dent's parking lot on Division

Street, please return it to Room
213 in the Grad Residence. Re-
ward offered and no questions

asked.

1 pair of lady's glasses. Brown
plastic frames and brown plastic

case. Please call Cherrll Baker

Ron Harris spent lastsummer
fishing forwater.

Mac, No, really; Ron is a nw no b <* « « c = «

months a.'sea. Ron produced a report Ihal will make our coastal waters safer for

navigation and help in the development ol harbour lacilil.es.

Ron Hams is one of the new^^J^f^i^Zh^
educateAambitio^ The Public"

<°< V-B men and women like Ron. If

you'd like to know about them, write to:

Career Info.,

Public Service

Commission of Canada,

Tower "A",

Place de v ilk-,

Ottawa, Ontario.

7:00 Snowball Committee Budget
Meeting. ( Committee Urn.

1 in the Union)
7:30 -Co-Ed Night". Volleyball,

3 - legged soccer, scavenger
hunt Gymnasium.

7:30 Suzie-Q. — "Really Riotous
Reelies" (Laurel & Hardy,
Valentino) Dunning Audi-

torium. 75c per couple.

6:00 French Lecture, Kingston
Hall 101

10:00 Suzie-Q — "Really Riotous

Reelies" (Laurel & Hardy,
Valentino) Dunning Audi-

torium. 75c per couple.

12:30 "Electoral Corruption"

Dr. P. Leslie. (Politics

Dept.). International Cen-

tre
All Day—"Rags and Relics of the

1920's" at the Art Centre

7:00 Folk Club meeting — 2nd
floor common room of the

Union.
7:30 Queen's Camera Club —

Print Workshop. Dunning
104. Subject: "People".

7:30 Math Club Meeting, Room
217 John Watson Hall.

7:30 SNU meeting, 2nd floor

common room of the Union.

8:00 "La Terra Trema"— King-

ston Film Society. Odeon
Theatre.

8:30-1 OPEN Arts 70 party "C.

W. Moss Memorial Dance",

with the Soul Mine. La-

Salle Hotel. $2.00.

THURSDAY, NOV.a
7:30 "Record Hop" and Film

Discussion, Spanish Club.

International Centre Re-

creation Area.
7- 30 Panel Discussion on "The

Rights of Women—Now and

in the Future" Stirling Hall

D.
' 8:00 "Scientific Research at the

National Gallery" — Dr. R.

J Hanlan. Chemical Engin-

eering Building (Dupuis

Hall)

|

|
FRIDAY^ NOV. 15

|
4:30 Thigh Nam Brathair (House

of Brothers)-51 Wellington

St. "Will tile results of the

American election lead to

anarchy''
8:30 "Viet Rock". Convocation

Hall. S.OO (students). 8.00.
(Non-students). Bit-

8:30-12 Arts 71 "Boop-Boop-a-

Doop" Dance. Grant Hall.

Costumes of the 20s—(prixe

for the best costume)

j
SATURDAY, NOV. 16 j

1:00 Hockey—McGill at Queen's

—Consbantine Arena
8- 30 "Viet Rock". Convocation

Hatt. 51-00 (students). $2.00

(NoMtudents).
.

1:30-12 "The Speakeasy" (Suae-

Q Dance) with the Ptawig
Fancy. Grant Hall.
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Yates Now—Vanier Next
By ALEX BINKLEY

For the fifth time in eight years

the Queen's Golden Gales have

won the Yates Cup.

Sparked by Heino Lille's rush-

ing and the timely interceptions

of Jim Turnbull, the Gaels de-

feated the University of Toronto

Blues 14-6 in a tight defence-dom-

inated game.

The Gaels defensive squad play

ed exceptionally well, stalling the

Blues on several occasions deep

in the Queen's end. They shut

off their running game and pres-

sured Blue's quarterback Vic Al-

boini ail afternoon.

The Gaels ground game picked

up 235 yards spearheaded by the

crisp blocking of the offensive

line and Lilies who broke and

shed tackles like raindrops gain-

ing 138 yards.

Paul MacKay kicked two field

goals of 25 and 30 yards in length

to put the Blues ahead 6-0 early

in the game. They were set up-

by a Gael's fumble and a pass in-

terception. The first kick seem-

ed to be wide and the referees

signal that it was good came as

a surprise to everyone in the park

especially the other officials. The

other was deflected by Theron

Craig and barely cleared the

cross bar.

Ron Clark scored the first

Gael's touchdown and his first in

college competition on a one yard

run to cap a -*8 yard drive.

Cozac's conversion made the

score 7-6.

Courtesy of several stupid To-

ronto penalties, the Gaels got the

ball on the Varsity 10. Eaman

moved the ball to the two and

lilies plunged over. Cozac's con-

version put the Gaels ahead to

stay, 14-6.

The Varsity defence played well

but lost the services of Stew Mac-

Sween, an outstanding rookie back,

early in the game with a broken

leg. Bill Bennett, one of their top

linebackers was babbled by knee

trouble. The Blue's offence fail-

ed to score any touchdowns in the

early part of the game which they

dominated. While they had good

chances later in the game, the

Gaels defence was getting to the

Blue's ball carriers before they

got untracked.

Though Lilies and Turnbull were

the most noticeable, the rest of

the Gaels turned in magnificent

performances. The defensive

team was great right to the last

player as was the offensive team.

The Gaels played without the ser-

vices of tackles Terry Haggerty

and Derek Orr.

The Queen's fans came up with

a Stirling effort including three

female swimmers who, after com-

petition at Mac Saturday morn-

ing, hitch-hiked back to catch the

last part of the game. The stands

were full and spectators lined

four deep on the student's side of

the field. The windows of Vic-

toria Hall were decorated with

"Go Gaels Go" sign. There were

niirnerous signs held high by fer-

vent Queen's fans describing all

And Away We Go

!

sorts of punishments to wreak on

Varsity; Toronto managed to col-

lect five hundred fans many of

who tried to take down the goal-

posts but were beaten off by a

Guess what I found Doug! CLARK

Beat The Bisons

Queen's mob.

Meanwhile, back on the ranch,

the University of Manitoba de-

feated the Alberta Golden Bears

10-7. They will provide the op-

—BOON

position for the Gaels next Sat-

urday in Winnipeg in what may
well be the Polar Bowl. For

Winnipeg-bound fans, long-winter

underwear is a must!

Jock's Padre
By MURRAY ASPDEN

Anyone watching the colourful game on colour-

ed TV saw some colourful action Saturday. The
Golden Gaels coloured the Varsity Blues mud
brown as the Gaels 'became shiny silver in the re-

flection of the Yates Cup. Wi'ltti the array of red.

(blue and yellow fans' oil thigh' nig across the field

from the coloured cameras, the football players
sometimes became the spectators. Who needed
that ambulance anyway? Ed Deans and Moose got
into the picture several times — Back you crazy
fans—Away from those goal posts. But our record
stands. It seems tftiat no one has been able to get
our posits during or immediately after the game.
Someone forgot to tell the fans -that boxing tryouts
will be held later in the year.

Moose was reprimanded by several ladies sit-

ting in the front row "adult" section oehind the
bench when1 he ordered the Queen's players back
onto the |bench when a tackle was made in (their

midst as they crowded the side-lines. This scold-
dug brought a big simile to Coach "Moose" McCa<r-
ney's previously worried face.

After the game, I noticed that newly-installed

Principal Deutsch and Chancellor Stirling were
heading to the dressing room to congratulate the

team.

During the game it was announced that our

rugger team were still in T. O. looking for York

or ihair rugger team—cowards. What a way to

end a perfect league record. Now U of T.

Say fans, did you see the new entrances to the

stadium? Gates 10% and 11% were ladders over

the wall into the end zone. There was even a line-

up.

Ticket-taker to Vdig 12: Who are all these people

behind you?

Viig 12 : Just friends of mine.

Ticket-taker: Oh, how many are (there?

Vg 12: I lost count in front of Victoria Hall.

And then there was the fan who brought his

lunoh on the Leonard Cafeteria tray — to eat

while waiting in line.

Soccer downed 4-3
By TOM F1LIPIC

University of Montreal ended the Queen's soc-

cer season 'by winning the Eastern Championship
play-off 4-3 in Montreal on Saturday. It was a

hotly contested match in whioh both teams put

forth their finest effort.

Montreal opened the scoring early in the first

half and followed up with two more quick goals

just 'before the half ended. In summing up the

first half, one might say that soccer, like any other

sport, is a game of mistakes and in this particular

case it was the mistake of Queen's and the sub-

sequent capitalization on those mistakes by the

Montrealers that produced the half time score of

University of Montreal.

As the Queen's players sat in their dressing

room during half time, the feeling of anger, des-

pair and sheer disgust was shared by all. Most of

iBhe players were occupying themselves by remov-
ing the mud accumulated during itihe first half.

The team returned to the field and played its

finest soccer of the season.

The goals oame in rapid succession — three in

ail. The first goal was the work of fullback Bob
Carr and centre forward Joe Janota- Carr neatly

intercepted a clearing pass and sen the ball to

Janata who trapped the ball and shot it into the

top comer of the net.

The second goal resulted from a corner kick by
Ian Jones. Jones' shot was kicked cnto the net by
Gearge Wilson, a fine effort considering he had
been surrounded by a flock of Monito-eal players.

The third goal was perhaps the first individual

effort on the pant of a forward during the game.
Joe Jawota received, controlled the 'ball and then
beat three Montreal players in his second goal of

the game.
As far as the Queen's team was concerned they

were going to win. Surely they must after such a

tremenidous comeback. But victory was not fco be
rtlheir for the Montreal team scored. The final

score — 4-3 for Montreal.
Congratulations to the (team on this year's play

and special thanks to tine coach, Calvin Greaves.

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Hockey Gaels Win Two
By BRUCE McLEOD

After the hockey Gaels' last

two exhibition games this past

weekend, the answer to the rhe-

torical question, "Are they

ready?" has to be YES. The
Gaels looked very impressive in

sweeping to two wins, 5-1 over

York University, and 5-2 over

Sheridan College.

At York on Friday night, the

Gaels took control very early in

the game, and went ahead at 3:15

of the opening period, on a goal

that was set up by one of the

prettiest passing plays I've seen.

Mark Edwards scored the goal

while flat on his stomach, after

having been tripped from behind

by the defender he had beaten.

Queen's scored two more goals

before the period ended, one by

Bob Kindon, who fought off a

defenceman to slide the puck in

the corner, and one by Greg

Clark, on a deflection of a blis-

tering shot from the point by

John Armitage.

After that, the Gaels were nev-

er seriously challenged, and when
York scored at 14:00 of the sec-

ond period, it only took the arous-

ed Gaels 30 seconds to exact re-

venge, John Haflidson getting the

goal. The final goal was scored

midway through the third period

by Mark Edwards.

The extent of the improvement

in the defence can be measured

by the fact that Queen's was two

men short for almost six full min-

. utes in the first period, and didn't

allow York so much as a decent

shot. The referees in this game
were making some really weird
calls, and it worked against York
as much as Queen's. A total of

28 penalties were handed out, 13
to Queen's, and Til never com-
plain about the refereeing in the
OQAA again. Peter Rutherford
played an outstanding game in

goal, giving up his only goal on
a breakaway.

Trie defence continued to play
well against Sheridan College on
Saturday night. They allowed 37

shots on goalie Don Druce, but

most were from outside the blue

line, and some were on clearing

shots from the Sheridan end. The
Gaels started off slowly in this

game, and Sheridan, with a fast

but inexperienced team that had
previously beaten York and Ryer-
son by inflated scores, actually

scored first, at 9:16. But less

than a minute -later, a Sheridan

player was penalized for charg-

ing, and within five seconds,

Doug Barton had tied it up, al-

most directly from the face-off.

Shortly thereafter, Sheridan took

another penalty, and Queen's pro-

duced another power play goal,

as Mark Edwards scored his third

goal of the weekend on a pass

from Bob Thompson, who made a

beautiful solo rush from his end

over Sheridan's blue line, out-

manouevering half the Sheridan

team to make the play. Overall,

Thompson played an excellent

game, working the puck cut of

the Queen's end effectively, and
stopping many Sheridan rushes.

The remainder of the scorii^
took place in the second period.

John Harvey, who has shown
great promise for Queen's on a
very productive line with Mark
Edwards and Bob Kindon, got the
third Queen's goal. He swooped
in front of the defence, and put a
beautiful backhand into the far
side of the net. Sheridan closed
the gap for a short time with a
goal at 7:42, but three minutes
later, Murray Douglas sccre on a
rebound, and before the period
ended, John Haflidson wrapped
the game up with a hard, rising

shot from 25 feet in front of the
net, after an exciting rush. Even
more impressive than their pow-
er play has been the Gaels' pen-
alty killing, and it paid off as
Sheridan had a man advantage
when Haflidson scored his goal.

The Gaels were without the ser-

vices of several players, out with
various injuries, including Norm
Douglas with a pulled leg muscle,

John Quayle, Dune McCrae and
Rod McGiMis. Of these, only
goalie Douglas is a certain start-

er for Saturday's season opener
against McGUl.

Murray Douglas Scores One Against Sheridan GM*K

Hockey Coach Says:

We Need Fans

By BRUCE McLEOD

This coming weekend, Queen's Golden Gaels start the 1968-69

hockey season. They will be playing for the second year without

a home arena. This leads to several problems, besides the obvious

ones of lack of proper practice time and good ice, and not the

least of the problems the Gaels have faced has been lack of fan

support Last Saturday night, Coach Bob Carnegie commented:

"This is good practice for the team, for playing away games."

The Gaels were playing at Constantine that night, but the Queen's

fans were far outnumbered and outshouted by the many Sheridan

students, including cheerleaders, who had bussed all the way from

Brampton to see the game.

Carnegie's comment was not just an idle remark. One of the

biggest advantages of playing "at home" Is the partisan support

of the fans, and if Queen's students don't come out to support

their team vocally and enthusiastically, the Gaels might just as

well play all their games on the road. The very real effects of

fan support have been mentioned several times already this year

in connection with football, and it is, If anything, more Important

for a hockey team. There is no reason why the spirit shown during

the football season cannot carry over into the hockey season.

The loss of the Jock Harty Arena last year was quite a blow

to all hockey activities, but most especially to the Gaels. The

team has this year got practice time on the small, poor-quality

ice surface of a local municipal arena, and RMC has been very

generous in allowing us to use the Constantine Arena for our

games, but the Gaels are still starting out at a disadvantage. This

should be the cause for greater spirit and support, not less. Queen s

has lost only one of Its pre-season games, and this record is a

credit to the spirit and ability of the team, as well as the coaching

skill of Bob Carnegie. We should do our part to help support the

team by coming out to the games, at least.

The calibre of play in the OQAA is generally very good. The

Gaels play an exciting, hard-hitting brand of hockey, and should

provide some worthwhile watching. This year, the team is bigger

and faster than last year, and, with the addition of several pro-

mising high scorers, will improve on last year's record. But

Queen's has supported its football teams through several osing

years, and should be able to do so for its hockey teams. If not,

then Queen's spirit means nothing.

So come out Saturday night to watch your own Golden Gaels open

their hockey season against McGill. To get over the difficulties of

transportation to the Constantine Arena, buses for students will

leave the gymnasium 15 minutes before the games
™J*

*»

notices of the game, and COME ON OUT AND SUPPORT YOUR

TEAMI

Bews Action
By NEIL LONGHURST

In football, the sem-finals put Arts 70 against

Sc 70 and Arts 69 against Sc 69. Going into the
semi-finals, Uhe two Arts iteams and the two
Science teams aire tied in their sections.

The Arts year finished ithe season tied for first

with 5-2 win-loss record. The final league game
between' (the -two science years was supposed tio

produce a winner in 'the other section-, but this

game ended in a 14-14 tie between Sc. 69 and Sc.

70. After Science 69 had built up a 11-0 lead on a
single, a field goal and a touchdown by Rob
Eadie, Sc. 70 came back with two touchdowns
when Al MiHiman ran- back a kickoff -return 85
yards and Boh Gantsihore intercepted a pass deep
in Sc. 69 territory.

A -high snap resulted in a safety touch for Sc.

69 with Sc. 70 still leading 14-11. In tine last min-

ute of play, Sc 69 drove into other rivals 15 yard
line sat up the score -tying single. The semi-finals

will be (today and tomorrow with 'the final, a

two game tabail-poant series slated for Thursday
and Friday noon.

Sc 69 has virtually changed first place in their

sofUball division, but Arts 70 will need a win over
Sc 70 to keep its undefeated record and to avoid ?

tihmee way tie for first place wilth. Science 70 am
McArthur.

Horseshoes was won' by Joan Anglin, Sc 69, with
a victory over Les Prosser, Commerce, in the final.

Paddleball enters the third round this week,
wilth all 'the seeded players remaining after the
first two rounds.

Arts 69 and Sc 70 won their respective bowling
sections with Arts 70 finishing second behind
Arts 69. Arts 71 and Commerce will playoff this

week ito decide (the fourth playoff spot.

PHE and Sc 70 will meet in the rugger final as

PHE defeated Arts 70 while Sc 70 overwhelmed

Sc 72 in the semi-finad.

There will be a new trophy offered this year foi

the most outstanding individual contribution tc

iritramural sports in addition to itihe Dick EmmeW
Trophy for the outstanding freshman in the facul

ty of Arts and Science,

OCLUB
By WAYNE LILL1CO

The Orienteering Club formed

this year at Queen's holds its

first competition on Sunday, Nov-

ember 17. Instruction on how to

use a compass and map reading

will be given at 1 p.m. at the

Gym on Sunday. Following this,

a bus will depart at 2 p.m. for

the site of the competition. This

site cannot be divulged because

some people would possibly

explore the course before hand.

The bus will bring competitors

back to the gym between four

and five.

The emphasis Is on the re-

creational aspect of the sport,

not the competition for first

place. People are invited to come

either co-ed or stag or even in

teams. It is, however, requested

that any conpetitors wear old

clothing.

The event Is being sponsored

by the "O" Club, ie Orienteering .

and Jogging Club, Refreshments

will be available at the compet-

ition for anyone wishing to pur-

chase them.

WOW! CLARK
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\^<jUiuten-P/iotoCo.
t£9 PRINCESS STREET

• KINGSTON. ONTARIO

/ | v 546-7676

Lenses, Projectors,

All popular makes,

Radio.

Wide selection.

Export'A

A
x

ATOMIC

^7 Vy ENERGY OF

/^A CANADA LIMITED

WILL ACCEPT

APPLICATIONS FOR

CHEMISTS MATHEMATICIANS

ENGINEERS
BIOLOGISTS
PHYSICISTS

METALLURGISTS
PROGRAMMERS
ADMINISTRATORS

continuing staff appointments available at

* Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario

* Power Projects

Sheridan Park, Ontario

* Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba

Application forms and literature are available

at your placement office

THE

PERMANENT

COLLECTION

and
Portraits of Principals

November 6 to 13

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
sarrmc

imlAM FOODS

tmvmna. foods

CHOM - CMKXBI

& TAVERN:
«ciN 5t»vi na» »rUB rtam

Visit Our VetKtbir Roam

OPBH FROM 7 AM TO 1 AM
SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA
'

TAKE OUT SERVICE
FRff DCUVBKY

, kcth 5464987
W&W^S^mSSKM shotmno aunt

SETO'S
CHOP SUEY

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable

price, meal ticket avail-

able. Special T - Bone
steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10% off.

Call 542-7431

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply trou

unth oil your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf suppties, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

SHELL

ENGINEERING
HONOURS SCIENCE

COMMERCE
HONOURS ECONOMICS

Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.

INTERVIEW DATE(S)

NOVEMBER 19 AND 20

for students graduating in

ENGINEERING
SCIENCE

We are a diversified industrial complex. Our

products and services include transportation

equipment, steel fabrication, engineering, steel

foundry, and power.

We are continually seeking to improve our opera-

tions and the available positions will afford

significant opportunities for career development

to graduates possessing drive and potential.

Talk to your Placement Officer. Read our material.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT

GRADUATES REQUIRED
in the following departments:

EXPLORATION
PRODUCTION
OAS
MANUFACTURING
MARKETING

CHEMICAL
FINANCE
SYSTEMS
TRANSPORTATION

& SUPPLIES

Shell Canada is successful and growing. Since our success depends

to a great extent on sound technical knowledge and achievements,

much of the strength of our company lies in the development and

performance of cur engineers, scientists and other professionals.

Opportunities for graduates with Bachelor and Masters degrees

exist in the above department. We invite you to speak with

Shell's reoresentatives to obtain career information.

Check with your placement office for company booklets, interview

schedules and further details.

CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATES

ALL DEPARTMENTS EXCEPT GEOLOGY

NOVEMBER 18, 19

GEOLOGY - NOVEMBER 21

I



WESTWARD HO!
Gaels Invade West

By ALEX SINK LEY

Canada's newest additions to >the Polar Corp©, the Queen's Golden

Gaels, travel to .tihe WdnMpeg iceberg 'tomorrow to combat 'the Bisons

(of the Universally of Manitoba).

The Bisonis, who upseit the University of Alberta, were scouted by

Queen's and the general pron'ounicement was that the Bosoms were a

small squad but had speed to spare,

Mamditoiba's -two top backs are Damnis Hyrcaiko and Graham Kin-

ley who ended one-two m the league's rushing and scoring tities.

Bob Kraemer, Bison quarterback, threw eight touchdown passes im

the last four games. Bison Coach, Harry Jansen, siays itihalt seven of

the players on his squad Willi be pros.

The Gaels, who have achieved 'the incredible state of complete

heaitlh for Saturday's game, have tackles Terry Haggarty and Derek

On- back for the game. The rules permit the use of 32 players for

the playoffs and the Gaels wifll use either Orr or Chris Brennen,

The Gaels defensive squad, iihe stRiigtostt in the O.Q.A.A. this sea-

son, giving up cmly 89 poinils, will have ifoe&i 'hands full Saturday.

(Continued on page 11)
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Special From the Manftoban

By LARRY ALLEN, Manitoban Staff Reporter

The Bosons earned their berth in the Classics with back to back
triumphs over the defending national champion. University of Al-
berta Golden Bears. These two losses were the Aibentains first in two
years and sixteen 'games.

The Mainitobans, whose Western title was their second in the
school's history, surprised all -who had predicted a last place finish
for the irookie-iinfesited squad.

The Western Champions have only 6 veterans on their roster, but,

these veterans have combinid with excellent rookies to form a high-
ly-efficient, well-ailed football machine.

One reason for ,the teams amazing finish was the performance of
the offense led by rookie quanlejiback. Bob Kraemer. Kraemer. who
began 'the season as a flanker, was converted to quarterback due to
key personnel injuries. Bison's Coach Henry Jaraen rates his starry

*eam leader as, "the best athlete to ever play for thii imsveraly."

Another key performer in 'the Westerners pennant-winning year

was rookie Dennis Hryca'iko. At five-six 145 pounds, Hyrcaiko is the

(Continued on page 11)

Pakrul moves desks
by IAN PEACH

At 10.00 a.m. Thursday student leader David

Pakrul moved the desks in the AMS office. In-

formed sources informed us of this dramatic

move which ts obviously meant to be a keynote

of the new regime. The desks which have flat

tops and sides were moved from their former

positions to new positions.

A grin of obvious satisfaction greeted mem-

bers of the press as Mr. Pakrul emerged from

his office, Immaculately attired in top hat and

tails. At first he had no comment but a per-

sistent press soon snooped out the facts. Mr.

Pakrul finally stated that it was a moving ex-

perience.

Another student leader, Andrew Pipe, blush-

ed long enough to say mat he had seconded

the motion and that it was moving experlencl-

ally speaking.

AM 5 OFFICE

$1,000,000 Building?
_ . .... . -i t i »- un.^u anH hi* believes the unt-

The Engineering Society is considering

giving up control of the bookstore and

Clark Hall to the university and construct-

ing a new $1,000,000 building near the

campus, said Jack Hunden, President of

the Engineering Society last night.

The new building could have a book-

store, club rooms, entertainment rooms, a

pub, and perhaps a dining area, and even

residence accommodation, said Hunden.

"We Just don't know what we'll put in

H yet", he said.

The Idea Is being worked on by the

Development Committee of QUESSI, com-

posed of Hunden, Charlie Graham, Neal

Matheson and Dick Connelly. "Dean Brown

administers our meetings", said Graham.

Hunden said the project was conceived

separately by Dean Brown and himself,

more or less at the earn* time.

The control ar
scheduled for

,
Including Clark Hall ^

utevelopment accord-

Ing to Hunden, and he believes the uni-

versity will pay $1,000,000 for the lease

on Clark Hall. This money will be applied

to finance the new building.

"We want to get out of the book-

store business because Ifs so s«»» l>'« -

said Hunden. Tech Supplies has been under

attack for many years for making profits

at the expense of the rest of the stu-

dents.

Hunden expects there will be a num-

ber of profit-making enterprises in the new

building. "We've been gertlng the »h It

without the advantage . he said. Now

we'll get the advantages as well as the

•hit."

There are some academic «<«"'a0^
t« Kavfna engineers nvolved In business

them experience In business, he said.

Th. commlH.. would Ilk. to tear sug-

gestions on the proposed projectJrom stu-

ints. Those Inhjrestedar.

SdMOiarll. Gr.h-m, l» Ct«™Y » *• '

Senate to act

"I think that there Is every hope to

be optimistic," he said last night, "as
far as openness In the senate Is con-
cerned I think that It Is going to go

through easily."

Butters was doubtful, however, about

the possibility of a motion on opening

senate committees being passed.

Some senators expressed concern

about opening committees that were

concerned with discussions on the un-

,
iversity budget, nominations and the

purchase of property, for the univer-

sity.

AMS president David Pakrul was
unaware of the senate move when con-

tacted last night. . On being Informed

of the news he refused to comment On
being pressed he said that be was
"encouraged."

Notice of a motion on senate openness

was given at a special meeting of the

Senate held Wednesday afternoon. The

motion, to be presented by the opera-

tions review committee of the senate*

will be voted on at the next meeting on

Thursday, November 28th.

Exact details of the motion have not

yet been publicly disclosed, but it will

be put forward In three parts. One will

be concerned with conditions of open-

ness on the senate itself, another with

openness on senate committees and a

third with the number of students to be

represented oa senate committees.

Student senator John Butters was

encouraged by the two and a half

hour session called especially to dis-

cuss the issue.
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Brink

SUNDAY EVENING

CHALMER S CHURCH

5:30 Student Supper
(50c)

7 00 Modern Issues and

Biblical Symbols

"The Sex, Thing as

Casual"

cor. Clergy & Barrie Sts.

Minister:

R. K. N. McLEAN

ST. ANDREWS

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT. RMT

SERVICES Of WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Wcrship

7:03 p.m. Evening Wcrship

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

0:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p,m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN CANADA
until December 6

N.E. Thing Co. and Saxe

until December 8

both exhibitions organized by the National Gallery of Canada

AT THE ART CENTRE

MEETING:

FOR SALE:

"Transistor Stereo Amplifier'',

40 Watts, S125.00. Phone 546-9433.

Snow Skis, Head Masters in ex-

cellent shape, length 220 cm. Call

Ian at 546-2586.

LOST:
A long University of Birming-

ham scarf in Richardson Stadium

on Saturday, Nov. 9. It has red,

blue, black and yellow stripes.

Also, a "formal" cane was lost

in the Gym on Friday, Nov. 8.

Reward. Phone 544-6642.

Pair or steel-framed glasses in

black case from Shomey's.

Please call Bill Dewar at 544-

4578. Interesting reward.

White beaded evening-bag con-

taining eye glasses and keys, in

vicinity of Students' Union. Phone PERSONALS:
ext 3302 ' (daytime) or evening

544-5584.

FREE 2 full colour Sailing Mov-

ies - GIRLS - Stirling A. 8 p.m.

on Monday, November 18. .ALL

WELCOME.

WANTED:

Manager for Grad House. Free

room for graduate student in re-

turn for supervision and manage-

ment of Grad House — right on

campus. Applicants call Peter

Dale 544-7792 or leave message in

Students' Union Business Office.

Twc topless waitresses for Alice's

Restaurant. No experience re-

quired. 546-7657.

ROOM:

Room available for 2 girls in

Victoria Hall from Dec. 1, double

or singles. Contact Joy Nanton

544 8364.

Scarf and Top Hat at football

same Saturday. Please phone

Dick at 5462364.

Silver graduation ring with a

green stone from Loyalist Col-

legiate, lost on campus about 2

weeks ago. Please phone Jock

at 546-2352.

Beware of flying elephant, an-

swers to the name of Dumbo.

Will the person who acquired

the beer (belonging to 2 poor co-

eds) from a translucent mauve
Volksie parked near the T&C on

Saturday last, please contact 542-

0996. Also whoever acquired the

photo of one of the hostesses of

Club 376, please call the above

number.

THE CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
Offers You Career Opportunities

in

ACCOUNTING • COMPUTER SYSTEMS • MARKETING

ADMINISTRATION • ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Would all students graduating

this year, please return the proof

they have chosen for the Tri-

color to Wallace Berry Studio by

Friday. Nov. 29. If this is not

done. Berry's will make a choice

for you ! 1

To all Bacchanaliates: The one

and only shrine to Bacchus is lo-

cated at 418 Brockington House;

despite the efforts of the WCTU
to disguise this fact; and the high

priest's phone No. is 544-7692.

Saskatchewan Roughrider fans;

tomorrow Nov. 14 is the first in

the best of 3 play-offs against

Calgary. All Green Machine fans

are invited to watch the game on

TV in the Green & White Room-
main common room, McNeill

House (girls, too). Game time, 3

p.m. Kingston Standard. There

will be a radio there to listen to

the end of the Gaels game.

Anyone interested in having an

overseas student home for the

Christmas vacation, phone Inter-

national Centre (ext. 488) during

the day or 542-9468 (Sana Pur-

kis), 544-6052 (Catherine Wood)

at night.

Attention Ski Club members.
The ski catalogue is now in. Or-

der all equipment and accessories

at a discount. If interested, con-

tact Manny Kohlmeier at 544-7321

or Rm. 329 Leonard Hall, be-

tween 6:30-8:00 p.m., Sun. to

Thurs. P.S.—Club membership
card is a must.

Would the Medsman who so un-

graciously lifted my rented top

hat from the top of my head late

Friday night at the corner of Uni-

versity Ave. and Union kindly

return it to 271 Frontenac St. im-

mediately. No questions asked.

It's just that a new one costs $75.

Would the person or persons

who removed one-half mile of

blue poly ethylene sheeting from
our warehouse at 171 Ontario St.

sometime between Nov. 7-9 please

phone Jim at 542-1146 to arrange

for return of same . . . and noth-

ing further will be said. This

materia] DOES NOT belong to the

Science Formal Committee and

MUST be returned to the sup-

plier.

Thanks to John for carrying

our ironing board home on Sat-

urday night. Betty, Sandy, JUI,

Jane and Anne.

Dear Cinderella: I found one

brown loafer si2e Vh. last Satur-

day night during the Victory par-

ade. If you want it come and
get it from Prince Peter Mac-
Pherson.

WHO SWEAR: To all creditors,

enemies and people at large.

Bill Doubleday hereby repudiates

Who's Where and announces: 118

Gore (#2 ) 542-8297.

The foxes have holes,

And the birds of the air have
nests.

But the son of man hath not

where to lay his head,

When a student landlord hath
kicked him from his bed.

OR
PUBLIC SERVICE: BEWARE

OF DOG—a mad dog, arswering
to the name of Mel, is running
loose in the basement apartment
of 181 University; act accotrding-

ly-

Bouncing Baby Bryan's Hate
Bunny Blues

J'ai petri de la boue mais
j'en ai fait d'or—Baudelaire.

The game is dead, I lost my head,

Which now lies covered up in bed.

In bed TE stay, no more I'll play,

Because I went berserk today.

Well ... Off to Wpg to see a
live game and console an old

lover who is very pregnant (not

me, thank God)
All the wisdom of the world is

a duck billed platitude—From Eb,
thanks.
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General plans for a new stadium to

replace George Richardson Stadium

were approved by the board oftrustees

two weeks ago.

The stadium will be built on the new
west campus west of Sir John A.

Macdonald Boulevard. No date has been

set for Its construction.

It will probably seat about 15,000

people, accordingtovice-principal (ad-

ministration) H. G. Conn. The present

stadium has room for 10,000.

The AMS executive requested last

month that the new stadium have 15,000

to 20,000 seats. Conn said the stadium

site had room for twenty thousand seats,

"but it still depends on the financing".

Barry LeRoy, student representative
on the Campus Planning Committee,
told the executive last month that no
government funds would be available
for building the new stadium.

Conn said no estimated cost was av-
ailable yet

He added that the present Richardson
Stadium would not be torn down until

the new one was available. "We want
assurance that the university will not
be without a stadium during a football

season," Conn added.

The date of construction depends on
plans for new academic buildings to re-
place the present stadium The site will

probably be filled by ahumanities com-
plex extending aertfa frem WatsonHtlL

The new stadium will include atrack
and facilities for track and field events;

equipment, change, and shower rooms;
and two other playing fields. It will also
have ample parking space, Conn said.

The new site for McArthur College

was also announced; the college of ed-

ucation will be housed In a complex
south of the stadium but north of

Union Street. McArthur la presently In

a temporary building across from old

Richardson Stadium.

The rest of the west campus area

is available for "future development".

Future site

for stadium

on West Campus

seTci^l Engineering Research Building on Johnson Street No plans have been made regarding construction.

Political Union

Political Science students at

Queen's have voted to form a

course union to facilitate student

participation in departmental de-

cision making.
Politics students Jerry Morley

and Greg Fyffe, who started the

organization, hope that it will also

serve to put forward student prob-

lems as well to study the direc-

tion political studies will take at

Queen's.
A temporary executive has

been elected and will be respon-

sible for selecting a group of

candidates for the student-faculty

committee. The group will be

presented to the union at its next

meeting for approval.

Former AMS Vice-President

Jan Lichty was elected chairman
of the organization. "We have to

go on a membership drive now ,

she safd (ast night, "as soon as

we've got more members we can

talk about policy".

The union is open to all

Queen's students who take, or

plan to take, three politics cours-

es. The executive consists of six

members from various years, in-

cluding honours as well as general

students.

New Member

news briefs

cogmzad Douglas Campbell to

hold tine position, The bylaw

must toe gi^en formal second

reading next week.

Arts Programme

The S.C.M. Study Commis-

sion on Education at Queen's has

released Its paper "An Experi-

mental Core Programme for

First Year Arts and Science at

Queen's". The committee consist-

ing of students and professors

interested in reforming methods

of Instruction and reviewing

course programs has submitted

this paper to the Principal* Ad-

visory Committee and to the>Shi-

dent-Faculty Sub-Committee of the

Faculty of Arts and Science.

In order to stimulate wider

discussion of these Issues on cam-

pus, the Commission Is making

copies of this report available to

interested individuals and groups-

Copies may be obtained from W.

J. Barnes, Departmenf of Eng-

lish, Room 4», John Watson Hall.

Stadium Safe

McArthur College now has a ~Z stadm is safe,

Tuesday's AMS meeting save 'ffL^um mfebt be
^^eadin* to a padding

. SEm
atwe to tine executive, and re- (three wears ago

exatmitalfititoii. Ross McGregor,

AMS publications chairman,

said itthe student efoantis sway
fitve or six feet during Oil

Thighs, and the 'boards spMniter

during every game.

At Dhe AMS's request, physical

plant director C .W. Jones car-

ried out an investtfgjaition and

reported fflhalt the stadium was

safe.

(Last week the executive asked

that the entvtiil engineering de-

partment hold am independent

inspedffiora, which has net yet

taken place,

CUS, OUS, Raps Resign

The Queen's co-ordinators for

jflhe Camadiaii Union of Students

and the Ontario Union of Stu-

dents have both resigned and

been 'replaced.

Jan iTjichty, former AMS vice -

president, (resigned as CUS co-

ordinator, saying that she felt

it essential tor the OUS co-or-

din&bor to 'be on the AMS execu-

tive. Tuesday ni^bfs executive

meeting appointed Dave Walker

to (replace her.

Lome Garter resigned as OUS
co-ordinator {because of lack of

time; (bis replacement is Bans

Geography Organizes

Student-faculty committee no-

mination* close at 5:00 p.m. to-

day at the Geography office.

Candidates will present their

views at a discussion of the aims

of Geography students for their

committee next Monday at 8:00

p.m. in room 310, Ontario Hall.

The election will take place next

Tuesday, from 9:00 to 5:00 in On-

tario Hall.

German Democracy

Dr. Alexander von Base, an

internationally - know lecturer

and 'historian, presented a lec-

ture about The Foundation) of

German Demoereey'' on Monday

night

The main (theme of his lecture

was that "the German people

have a tendency to flock toward
authority"— in government and
religion. Democracy was slow to

develop in Germany as op -

nosed Ho Other European coun-

tries due to the success of such

authoritartan processes as "the

(Luftheran Church, the Prussian

state and nine philosophy of

Hegel." These authoritarian

philosophies and institutions are

basic to the German way of

life.

Dr. von HflBe is hopeful about
the success of the present coal i-

rteon government in obliterating

tflhe effects of the German totali-

tarian state. The present govern-

ment is "built on a kind of com-

promise of all political ale-

merits" and dlt has the power to

outtlaw those parties which work
1

5 colnstittiitiiion.

JOURNAL VOTES

About hair the 90-odd mem-

bers of the Journal staff voted

on the next Journal editor last

night after nominations closed.

Stanfitag for the position

are Tom Good, John Mable,

Bill Martin and John Maskeil.

The staff vote continues

today from 11:30 to 2:00 p.m.

bi the Journal office. Anyone

who has worked on at least

two Issues of this year's Jour-

nal and might continue on the

staff Is eligible to vote.

The results will be an-

nounced this afternoon end sent

to the Publications Committee,

which meets next Monday at

7:00 p-rrt In the Student Union

to nominate an editor for the

A.M.S. ttpcotive to vote upon.
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LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

542-2632 Free

542-2676 Delivery

8t. Hatttea'

(Etfttrrlf

Kingston. Ontario

9:00 a.m. Holy Com-
munion

11:00 a.m. Morning
Prayer

7:30 p.m. Evening

Prayer

8:30 p.m. Coffee Hour

If you're on

NG 4000
or an

NG5000...
there's room at the top in

ONTARIO'S PUBLIC SERVICE

an NG 4000 will graduate in Science *

Business and Commerce * Economics * Geography

* Sociology or Engineering.

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER FOR DETAILS

AND RESUME FORMS.

Forward a completed resume marked Code NG 4000

by December 16, 1968, to the address below.

an NG 5000 will be a candidate for

the special Administrative Training Program, and

will be a post graduate or a 1969 honours graduate

in Business or Public Administration * Economics *

Sociology * Politics * Mathematics * Geography,

or will graduate in Engineering.

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER FOR DETAILS

AND RESUME FORMS.

Forward a completed resume marked Code NG 5000

by December 1 6, 1 968, to—
The University Liaison Officer,

Ontario Department of Civil Service,

Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, Ontario.

Note: Interviews will be arranged at the earliest possible date.

©ONTARIO
PROVINCE OF OPPORTUNITY

THIGH NAM BRAITHAR

On Friday, November 15 on 4:30 there will be
a smoker. This week's topic: "Will the results of

the American election lead to anarchy?" All are

welcome. Come and enjoy yourselves.

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

WHAT

DO
j

YOU

KNOW

ABOUTl

Is it the all-Canadtan scientific news

magazine for science students? Are

its articles written by Canada's top

scientists and engineers? Does it

report new developments and

suggest innumerable career

opportunities?

Find the answers in a complimentary

copy, by writing to:

SCIENCE AFFAIRS
1255 University, Room 222
Montreal 2, Quebec

Subscriptions: Students $3
8 issues (2 yrs.) Adults $4

THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF
THE YOUTH SCIENCE FOUNDATION

COMMERCE SOCIETY

Applications are being accepted for

3 Student members

for the

Student-Faculty

Undergraduate Committee

Apply by November 18 to

Ed Paul,

Leonard Hall,

544-7334
or your year representative

Do You want to

submit a statement

to the Minister

of University Affairs?

You, your friends, and the organizations to

which you belong are incited to submit, in writing,

to the A.M.S. Office before r^ovember 29 your as-

sessment(s) of problems and needs at Queen's and

to offer opinions and suggestions.

Each statement will be discussed on campus;
the statements will be compiled with an index of

subjects, presented to the Minister in early Decem-

ber, and discussed with him.

If you fail to act before Movember 29, you

shouldn't complain later.

Sponsored by the Progressive Conservative Association of

Queen's University. Questions may be directed to Ed Paul at

544-7334.
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"We can become leaders in. the whole university"

By JOHN BUTTARS
Student Senator

What is the role and function

of student senators? If that has

not been a burning question for

you this autumn, it has been one

that I have tried to work my way
through, with a dubious amountof
success.

As you knowfour students were
placed on the University Senate as

of the 1st of September. Since

. then campus politics has been In

a robust state, what with Senate

openness and A.M.S, turmoil, but

little consideration has been giv-

en to what we are to do.

At the moment, there seems

to be two polar conceptions about
our role and function.

One side states that It is our
responsibility to Jfiaitthe student
body in the consideration of ideas
and concepts concerning educa-
tion and university government;
the emphasis in this situation

would be placed on our being
public figures on campus. At the

moment I am dubious but not un-
convinced about this approach.

Unfortunately, proponents of

the "leadership role** concept

sometimes give the Impression

of adhering to the conspiracy

theory of university government;

the Senate is deciding things of

momentous importance behind

M% Mid ii

everyone's back and it Is our job
to get all that information out Into
the open.

It definitely Is our job to place

before the A.M.S. and the student

body what Is happening In the

Senate and our respective com-
mittees. But the suspicion that

what is going on in the Senate is

a conspiracy against students is

utter nonsense. The tragedy is

that this theory only arises when
the channels of communication
are clogged.

As this University continues Its

radical expansion, we must con-

centrate more of our time and

effort In keeping Information

flowing-a c c u r a t e Information

from the administration to the

faculty to the students and vice

a

I'm in first year, and I'm taking a course which I

don't need and don't even like. On top of that, there's

no way I'm going to pass it. What can I do about drop-

ping it?

You can drop any course up to January 31, says Mrs.

Doris Brebner of the Arts and Science office. It's quite

all right to take only four courses for the rest of the year

but to go on to next year you must still pass four cour-

ses, in April exams or August supplemental. And you

may have to make up a course to get the fifteen or

eighteen needed for your degree.

Where's Who's Where when?
Get it in the AMS office—in the Union, opposite the

coffee shop — during business hours. You musi have

your green student card so they can punch the "B' out

of it. And be nice to Linda the receptionist. She hates

handing out Who's Wheres.

Although I paid my year's fees for residence— I
live

in Victoria Hall— I don't like it and have found an apart-

ment with two friends. Can I get my residence fees

back9

Yes if somebody can be found to take your room.

If you already have someone, no problem — go see Shir-

lev Mason, assistant to the dean of women, in her office

in Victoria Hall. If you can't find anybody, go see her

anyway; she says she can probably come up with a gin

who'd like your room.

Moreover, I am not at present

ready, (is any senator?) to take on

the mantle of radical leadership

on this campus; I would prefer to

remain open to the ideas of ail

students (ifthat is possible), from

the radical right to SNU. The
key words here are "to remain

open".

The other side, which I pres-

ently adhere to, is that the stu-

dent senators must concentrate

their efforts on the Senate itself

and the respective Standing Com-
mittees on which they sit. This

approach is based on the belief

that there 1b nothing Intrinsically

good about students sitting on the

Senate or any other policy-mak-

ing or administrative body unless

the students carry a full load of

the responsibility of being on such

bodies. Queen's students are de-

manding more participation for

themselves on such bodies and

rightly so.

If we are to be treated as equals

then It is imperative to accept a

full quantity of the work and

frustration and to contribute our

share of patience, understanding

and compromise. When we take

on our university responsibili-

ties, we lose the right to ponti-

ficate on what is wrong with the

university today (and indeed what

is wrong with 20th century wes-

tern society); all of us to some

measure-students, faculty, ad-

ministration-know what is wrong

with the University here at

Queen's and with the society In

which it has Its context. Solu-

tions, however tentative, are

needed.

Blood, sweat and tears are re-

quired as well as the ability to

stand back and be critical of the

university and one's role In It,

it may very well be that once

we are an essential element of

the University structure, then

we can become leaders In the

whole University, not just lead-

ers of the student sector. But

at that point, hopefully, the pyr-

amid (whether in reality or im-

agination), of administration, fa-

cully, students will have begun

to disintegrate and our hopes and

Six thousand
dollars for a

bottle of Coke!

The absence of Coca-Cola in Italy in the Second

World War is marked by an interesting story: in

1944, a field-artillery sergeant managed somehow to

procure a couple of bottles of Coke. He drank one and

raffled the other off to the men in h;s battalion, the

proceeds going to increase a fund for ch. dren of ™emb"S

of his unit who died in action. The astonishing sum o
f£™

sand dollars was soon collected from the soldiers, and heman who

won the bottle was too overcome with emotion to drink it.

When The Coca-Cola Company heard of this, they immediately

ItTwo thousand dollars to be added to the fund-wh.ch means

that a single bottle of Coca-Cola fetched si* thousand dollars.

A refreshing thought!

™. <™. ...
^»p^^ii^±!±i

aspirations for a University com-
munity will be a reality.

If you have ideas aboutthe role

and function of the student sena-

tors, we need to hear from you.

For us to remain "open" seems

to me to be of the Imperative. If

you want to know about the Senate

or its Committees please call

and if I cannot answer yourques-

tion, 1 will put you in touch with

someone who will.

Finally, when the Senate

-

A.M.S. difficulties are negotia-

ted, the Senate is going to require

students on its Standing Commit-
tees (and, indeed, on its sub-

committees). If you, your clubor

society, wants to know whatthese

Committees are and do, anyper-

son on the Senate will be glad to

help provide the needed informa-

tion.

QUEEN'S

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

ft**
LOVE-ROCK WAR COLLAGE by MEGAN TERRY

Fri. - Sat. - Sun. - Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

Nov. 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23— 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $2.00 Students $1.00

546-3871 Loc. 3327

DIRECTED BY JOHN SAXTON
Viet Rock features "The Bill Bosworth Trio"

CHALLENGING

AND PROFITABLE

CAREERS

for 1969 graduates in Arts, Commerce, Business

and Mathematics, with one of Canada's leading in-

ternational life insurance companies. Outstanding

opportunities in the following fields:

• Actuarial Trainee • Electronic Data Processing

• Group Products • General Administration

• Agency Management Trainee

• Branch Office Administration

To arrange an interview please make an appoint-

ment at the Placement Service. Mr. Colin A Smith

of our Toronto Head Office will be on your campus

on November 25, 1968.

MANUFACTURERS LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Assets Exceed $1.7 Billion. Branch Offices in 14

Countries.
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Kuerti at Queen's
By CATHIE ACTON

THE A.S.U.S. PRESENTS

GORD
LIGHTFOOT

WEE
Ills name is Anton KuertL It is not a familiar

name but within the musical circles he inhabits,

it is a respected and an admired one. For Anton

Kuerti is a great pianist He has, in the course

of his short career, built up an exciting reputa-

tion as an artist of "special merit",

Kuerti has won the coveted Leventritt Award for

musical excellence and has played with most of

the major orchestras in the world including the

New York Philharmonic and the Philadelphia Orch-

jestra. His tours have taken him to seventeen

countries. His first recording was singled out by

a San Francisco critic as "one of the best discs

of Schubert piano music in ages".

Anton Kuerti is coming to Queen's. The music

department of the University of Toronto, where

he is currently Pianist in Residence has agreed

to lend him to us for the second in this season's

series of Grant Hall concerts. The recital is

slated for November 18th.

When the famous harpsichordist Fernando Val-

enti was here last year, he told his audience that

the greatest performance he had ever heard of the

complete set of Etudes, Opus 25 by Chopin had

been given that summer at the Aspen Festival by

the same Anton Kuerti* Mr. Kuerti is performing

the complete set again here for us as the major

work on his programme. Also, a Sonata by Mozart

and four Novelettes by Robert Schumann and Son-

atas No. 4 and No, 6 by the late nineteenth century

Russian composer Alexander Skriabin.

Austrian-born Kuerti grew up in the United

States and studied under Rudolf Serkin. He made

his debut as an orchestral soloist at the age of

nine and during the following twenty-odd years

has advanced to the point of hearing such things

said about him as "an artist who sees music on

a grand scale" and "a searching musical intel-

ligence who probes deeply into the music. . .what-

ever he plays, it all shows extraordinary clarity

of conception and musical insight of an exceptional

order". Not bad for someone barely into his

thirties.

Don't miss this concert at Grant Hall this

Monday night. Tickets on sale at the Division

of Concerts ($3.00 and $3=50X
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CFRC
CFRC would very much like it brought to everyone's attention that

the QUEENS - UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA football game on Satur-

day will be broadcast live from Winnipeg. Game time on the radio

starts at 1:00 p.m. our time. CFRC's own announcers are reporting

blow-by-blow descriptions of all the action.
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See Yen eald

.fi^-H NOW SHOWING
I 2:00, 4:20, 6:45 and 9:05

IN CONCERT

DECEMBER 3rd

GRANT HALL

8:30 p.m.

TICKETS WILL GO ON SALE DOWN-

STAIRS IN THE UNION, MONDAY,

NOVEMBER 18th, 10:00 A.M.

SEAT PRICES $2.75

$3.25

Anti-Concerts???

By DOUG GERWIN

The Vaghy String Quartet,

which drew thunderous applause

for its first concert at Queen's

last month, will give five "Anti-

Concerts" In the Poison room of

the Students' Union during the

next four months* The first two

anti-concerts are scheduled for

November 17 and December 1,

both on a Sunday evening at 7:30

p.m. The Quartet, (Dezso Vaghy

first violinist, Stephen Kecske-

methy, second violinist, Tlbor

Vaghy, vlollst, and Edward Cul-

breath, cellist), will open the

first HIGHLY informal "sit-in"

around a roaring fire with 11

selections from seven pieces,

among them a Vivaldi Diverti-

mento and Concerto, a quartet

and Divertimento by Haydn, sev-

eral pieces by Mozart, and Bee-

thoven's first and last String
Quartets. Students will then be

invited to chat about the piece-

or about any other topic that

comes up-for any length of time

people want to talk. The theme for

this anti-rconcert is "The Quar-

tet as aSingle Instrument"; there

will be no admission but refresh-

ments afterwards, nonetheless.

For any "Vaghy fans" who mav
be reading, the Quartet will give

many more concerts in Kingston

this season than originally plan-

ned-four for the Department of

Extension, one in the Etherington

Art Centre, where they will fea-

ture Baroque, late Beethoven, and

Bartok pieces, and a second con-

cert In Dunning Auditorium on
February 13. The Vaghy Quartet

is looking ahead to some tours,

too-one a month, they hope-with

pos sible stops In Washington,

D.C. and New York City.

For any further Information

concerning the upcoming Vaghy
concerts, contact the Division of

Concerts or the Student Cultural

Committee,
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Bitter Grounds

Pots of Gold
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Bishop's University, Laurentian

ew York (Greenwich Village) and
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numerous to mention. They

L under the name "EL & AL".
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Dr which "say something" but
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ed on a CBC Special on Canad-
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Mariposa Folk Festival. "BREAK-

DAY"
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encompass every mode, style -and

music.

|uch artists as Steve Gillette, Tim
H ] Neil and many other major en-
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Yo eakfast Nov. 15, 16

M?--BITTER GROUNDS: LOCAT-
STUDENTS UNION AT THE COR

The delightful world of "Ftnian's Rain-
bow" is recreated In all its fun and fantasy
on the stage of Kingston's Grand Theatre.
Showing from the 15th to the 23rd of Nov-
ember, it is the Kinsmen's 29th annual
production and a joy to behold it is.

The cast is entirely local talent, in-
cluding musical director Parr Christie.
The director is an Import-New York's
Peter Hamilton, Ten months of hard work
and $23,000 have gone into "Finish's"
production,

The story centres around Irish immi-
grants Finian and his daughter Sharon.
Sharon proceeds almost immediately to
fall In love with Woody, the countryside's
local hero, providing the Inevitable ro-
mantic theme. The evil villain. Senator
Hawkins, is eventually converted to good
due to the magical doings of the mischie-
vous leprauchaun, Og,

The story does have its underlying
social problems theme-ln this case social

and racial prejudice and injustice, adding

the human and realistic element, needed
in a play of this general nature.

The fun and fantasy, song and dance,
performed by the cast of 57, combine with

the serious side to make it balanced en-

tertainment

See "Finian's Rainbow" just for the

sheer fun of it.

You'll love it.

'You Never Can Tell"

or Can You?

By IAIN CALDER

"You Never Can Tell", the Domino Theatre's
latest offering to the sophisticated theatre-goers
of our fair metropolis of Kingston, had one certain

advantage over other presentations before it even
opened Friday night-it was written by George Ber-
nard Shaw. Although one of his earlier works and

hence somewhat undeveloped in style and plot (it

even has a happy endingl). It still contains a full

measure of the wit and sarcasm which always
make Shaw such an entertaining evening.

The rather melodramatic plot leads us to believe

that Shaw Is actually satirizing the stories told on
stage by his contemporaries. A champion of

women's rights takes her three grown children to

England to enrich their experiences. As she has been
separated from her husband eighteen years and has

never developed the courage to tell her children who
their father was, all three have a consuming desire
to find the answer to this question, In England, the

eldest daughter Gloria begins to fall in love with a

London dentist and coincidental^, this man's land-

lord turns out to be a Mr. Crampton, the long-

sought father of three. The remainder of the play

concerns itself with the reuniting of a family and

the kindling of a love in the heart of Gloria for the

one man who has been able to dominate her.

There is one common denominator In the actions

of all the major characters; each is seeking or is

in need of some kind of love. At the outset, each

character has this emptiness, but only some, like
Gloria, realize that their lives are not full, while
others, such as Mr. and Mrs. Crampton have to be
shown that they need each other again. Only Val-
entine, the dentist, seems quite convinced of his
need for love; yet we are less convinced of his
sincerity than of anyone else's. Even by the con-
clusion of the play we are not sure that Gloria is

really more to him than the dozen others he has
had under his thumb.

The production places quite a lot of emphasis
on the love-hate syndrome. Mr. and Mrs. Cramp-

ton demonstrate an outward antipathy to one an-

other because each Is too proud to divulge his or

her true emotions. It Is only through the help o£

their friend M'Comus that they are able to break

down their outer barriers. In one notable scene,

the contrast between Gloria's vehement "I don't

love you; I hate you" and Valentine's quick obser-
vation that they are often the same thing, drives

the point home to the audience.

The character actor has made this play his

personal reserve. It Is a credit to the direction

that Mr. House has brought this great diversity

of characters into a close rapport with one an-

other. This exlstB not just among those on stage,

but is so Infectious as to reach out and Include

the viewers, making themfeel more closely awoci-
ated with the people and action on stage.

"You Never Can Tell" was included In Shaw's

first volume of plays, entitled "Plays Pleasant",

and a pleasant play It is. Even those who go to the

theatre simply to be entertained will find that

their evening will have been most worthwhile.

Unlike other classics'West Side Story "grows younger!

MONDAY THRU. THURSDAY AT 8:15 P.M. ONLY
FRIDAY AT 7:00 AND 9:35 P.M.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY AT 1:30 - 4:00 - 6:50 - 9:35
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT AT POPULAR PRICES

Regular
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Piss on SNO

It has come to our at-

tention that it has snowed.

And not just a little. Near-

ly 6". Nearly half a foot.

Great white fluffy gobs of

it. Virtually everywhere.

Yes. It certainly has snow-

ed.

No responsible editor-

ialist could allow such a

phenomenon to go without

comment. Neither can the

Journal, although you may
not see the connection. So

let us state our position.

1) we deplore the snow

2) we certainly do deplore

it

3) we find it deplorable

May we elaborate: the

snow, this snow we speak

of, has been imposed on us

from above, wholly without

consultation from the stu-

dent or faculty. It is the

work of a wilful minor dei-

ty. Numerous people have

letters to the editor

Class and education: a Tech grad's views

been inconvenienced — or

outright irked — by the var-

ied and pointless slush-ins

and slosh-ins about campus.

People have said, "I'm tired

of this slushin' and sloshin".

Or simply, "must we toler-

ate this snow job?"

And where does t h e

JOURNAL stand? Quite

simply— (what else would

you expect?)—we do not

think the campus should

submit to it, not to SNO or

any of its dirty appurten-

ences — cloudy philosophy,

pot holes, wierd SNO suits,

the campus forced to con-

front white power.

What to do? On this

issue, we cannot afford to

have cold feet. We urge the

holding of a referendum to

oust this minor deity.

BETTER RIGHT THAN WHITE!

Editor:

Wilt LJay

News Editor:

Mailt Elliott

Associate Editor:

Tom Good

Wire Editor:

Charles Schwier

Managing Editor:

John Maskell

Sports Editor:
Murray Aspden

The purpose of education is

the perpetuation of power held

by the upper middle-classes. To-

day's educational system caters

to the training of the establish-

ment.

Ask yourself why do less than

10% of the students in university

come from the lower social

strata.

Because I'm genetically and

mentally superior, you answer.

But is that actually the case,

are you sure it's not because the

educational and social system is

slanted towards your social

strata?

Think again, remember grade

school? "See Dick and Jane run

with their dog in the country-

side", remember?

Do you also remember the kid

from across the tracks next to

you that never paid attention?

Well maybe he didn't pay at-

tention because he couldn't afford

a dog, after all his parents had

enough of a time feeding him,
t

they couldn't afford a dog andDr.

Dumb's dog food. Also the poor

kid probably had never seen the

countryside, after all who can

afford a vacation?

This was found to actually be

the case by sociologists, the

kids generally didn'tpay attention

to their "education" because they

couldn't relate to it

Therefore the kids across the

tracks did poorly.

It has also been shown that

doing poorly In the various tests

thrust at students has a sub-

conscious re-inforclng effect on

the teacher, Le. the teacher

taught those kids who had the

best records and neglected those

with poor and mediocre records.

Thus tests serve to weed out

those from the lower economic

strata. And those that do make

It through the five year course

do not go on. After all who has

the money to pay for university I

In personal reflection. I find

I went through Tech school for

the above reasons. But I came

back two years after graduation

and picked up both new maths.

Chemistry, English, Spanish,

Physics, and Biology with hon-

ours (71%) in one year.

Still think intelligence la

genetic?

Thus we the students who do

believe in the democratic ideal

of equal opportunity to everyone

should push for,

1. Change in the educational

system and social reforms,

2. Free education, for those

not well above the minimum
poverty level (after all gradu-

ates provide services to society

then why shouldn't society pay

it?),

3. Eliminate all tests except

for a non bell-curve standardized

test given at the end of the year.

Women lack talent, initiative"

Dear Editor.

I just finished reading the Tues-

day, Ncv. 12 issue cf The Journal

and I just couldn't help laughing

at s'.me of the articles by women
The two that really got me were

the cne by Miss Boucher, "Ma-
dom, you are an accessory", and
the cne by Miss Mc m, "You

have nothing to lose but your

chains". Both of these dear la-

dies sound like stereotyped worn-

ens' rights campaigners of the

"0. woe is me, the double stan-

dard has got me down. I'm being

expiated by dirty eld men and

expected to boost their egos at

the same time", variety.

I suppese there are cases of

real exploitation and also many
cases where the woman is the

real power behind the throne, but

this isn't the 19th Century. Wom-
en have the freedom to do what-

ever they want. There are more

and more women in high posi-

tions, both salary and power wise,

and a woman who has the initia-

tive and the talent can make a

good living for herself. Let's not

go blaming the predominant lack

of initiative and'or talent among
wemen. on suppression by men.
Wcmen want equal rights with

men and the same women still

want to be pampered and pro-

tected from the cruel world by
the men they want to be equal

with. Well, all X can say is the

best cf luck to women who strive

to attain equality but remember
you can't have it both ways.

Ejler A. Morgensen

"An impartial bystanders view of the Queen's election" i

We don't care what rtihe A. M. S. does
For .the un'ivereiity doesn't concern.' us.

We're lowly freshettes and roothitag else

We'd hate to cause a fuss.

The housing crisis, student power
Do you think we real'ly care ?

We're content to salt or drown in. the crowd

No room for am inlddvtfdual here:

We'ire really quite tolerant tho' we tend to dis-

like

Those groups with a different view

So you can understand why we're justified

When we yell Pi'ss On SNU.

The world outside, we've read about that

Starvation, bombs and flames

The class orientation of Queen's

But it's much more dmportainit <to know a

Queen's cheer
So you can yell it at .parties and games

No radicalism and m!o reform
We've got ito take it slow

The students should sit wltih bheia- broads and
booze

Keep shouting "Go Gaels Go".

For after all, 'that's what we want
So we took a great step back
Ankl thank the new Pres. airnd his progressive

A, M. S.

Who will keep us on' it/halt track.

IMA RADIKLE
MIA TUE
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Sweet nothings (thank you. Warren) and oliher special credits

to George, whose ear hurts; Marte, who sat on Chrises desk; Anne
who nearly fell asleep at a typewriter, and Andy, who 'learned to

use one; everybody who helped with the telegram; Terry, whose

desk fi'roaiMy did get in; Arleiigh (and someone special warned John)

;

Brians who wincre a miarvelous review we don't 'have room for; Ca*hy

Ca'lty who fiimCay got to go ihome before tihe Pock's Padire; Sandra,

who 'came in to type (we 'love you); John and Charlie, who just

donU write too fast; Jacqui who is not Ian Peach; <Uhe tlegraph man

who kept us up «1 itfwee «jy; The Chevron, who wainfed -tickets

(and Jihev read to! thev really do!) Larry Allen off The MannWbon,

who eerit us a story; and M -the pretty gimls around here oMcluding

the tfhree who ttssed Aflex. Otiher major even**: fche revolution and

widespread doubt rfbout how many pages we have.

Dear Sir:

Miss Maeots has chosen a re-

mark of mine as hopping -off place

for a diatribe. I cannot accept

the implication that I have either

invented or given currency to a

"myth" — by which obviously is

meant not a myth, but a false

superstition or a traditional and

deliberate expression of hidden

bias. I should like to set the

record straight.

Chris Redmond reported with

commendable accuracy a number

of extracts from a conversation

I had with him about university

government The statement Miss
Maeots singled out was in fact

intended to refer to the faculty,

not to the university at large.

I should like to think it could

refer to the whole university be-

cause that is one of the things a

university Is about. If it is not

true of the whole university at

present, there is no reason why
It shouldn't be cherished as a

real and desirable possibility.

It is certainly much truer than

It used to be, but In a direction

not noticed by Miss Maeots: the

need to behave and look like a

barbarian Is not quite as brutally

imposed on students by students

as It used to be. There used to

be talk about "the Queen's fam-
ily"; I much prefer the current

phrase, "the Queen's com-
munity",

I have never heard anybody

speak of Queen's as a class-

less society, so I take It that

it is not a traditional view. That

it Is true of an important part

of the university is what I said;

that it should be true of the whole

university Is what Miss Maeots

seems to be arguing.

But I wish there were more
fact and less vague rhetoric in

Miss Maeots' letter. It would

be very interesting to have some
definition of the alleged social

"substructure": exactly how
many Queen's students are from
"families prominent In business

and government"; how many are

from "upper and middle class

families"; how many have at-

tended Upper Canada College (are

there no upper class girls'
schools?); how many have been

brought up in homes with books

and classical music; how many
have had holidays or Grade XIII

education abroad; how many have
an extensive vocabulary; how
many have "connections" that

In any way affect their work at

the university?

Do any of these categories

constitute a self-styled and en-

closed elite? and if so, is it

an elite whose values are re-

levant to the values of a uni-

versity?

A university is committed to

developing intellectual vigour,

emotional discrimination, and

courageous and responsible

speculation, Because Queen's is

centred on such values it re-

fuses to be a finishing school

of manners or a mill for turning

out products accordingto asocial

pattern. The admissions policies

of the university do not recognise

any criterion except scholarly

attainment and potential. It Is

not the business of a university

to select students on any basis

of class representation—not even

working-class representation.

It may be part of the business

of a university to urge govern-

ment to provide funds, as has

been done in the United Kingdom

for example, to ensure that no

young person of accomplishment

and potential is prevented by

lack of funds from attending a

university If he wishes to do so:

I am not aware that Queen's has

been negligent in this respect

To attend a university will al-

ways be a privilege—that is, &

special opportunity or benefit In

recent years society has decided

that In general the privilege

should be extended as widely as

(Continued on page 9)
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letters to the editor

. ClaSS Orientation (Continued from page 8) ^^m^mm
possible; but the values and Ideals rants, or looks evenjandpree-
of a university are not altered mlnence Is by no means always,
by such a policy. or even often, sought as a means
A university Is concerned for to power or Influence—another

distinction of Intellect, lmagta- good feature of a university,
atlon, learning, sensitiveness, I have noticed that snobbery
discrimination, and has a re- Is a symptom of social un-
sponslbility to discover and certainty, and that social ex-
stimulate these qualities In all clusiveness la a symptom offear;
its members. This implies that and that neither Is assignable
in a university a person will to any one class In society. The
be recognised for his quality infuriating thing for any pro-
as a person, not by his speech letarian argument is that the
or clothes or acquaintances. Of true aristocracy are neither
course some individuals wiil be snobbish nor exclusive,

outstanding—for their endow- Clearly what Miss Maeots
ments or abilities or achieve- means by "the university" in

her letter is the student body.
For the darker Implication—that
there is an artistocratlc plot to
foster a certain type or class
of student—I can find no evidence
In reality.

If there are class distinctions
among students, that Is probably
because there are class distinct-
Ions In Canadian society. But
In a university that tradition-
ally encourages originality, in-
dividuality, even frustration-
even widespread social frustr-
ation—Into a concealed uni-
versity policy or habit

GEORGE WHALLEY

IN THE CLASSBOO*
People spend a let o( time In class around here, and some o(

the classes are InteresHno. We want to put some of the Interest-
Ing ones In "In Hie Classroom". If one of your classes had a

OT0)

C"'arlV in,eres""9 mmmt hxfev. Please call The Journal (54s-

An answer to Richard Label le i

First of ail'l in answering Mon.--
sieur Labelle I would tike to
establish (flhait he ihas Jartftte fact
an which to 'base hits genteraliisa-

tfion 'of my ifiitobinig "foe picture
of most English speaking
Queens' students". His response
is too a screaming maltah that
occurred between M. Labelle,
the other broad who took him
for quibe a ride and myself, to

Which, if the term arrgumenit
were applied, would be a glori-

frcaHion. I woui'd also like to

podwt 'out perhaps M Laibelile has
a persecultoon complex since

I'm sure we "English" Cans -

diama (a term which I resent)

are not all out to get a "dirty,

god-dam . . . separatist."

You are a Quebeoofls. I am a

Canadian, (minus fihe prefix

"EragldBh") >I know that sounds
terribly 'nationalistic and people
wdilil say (hart Canada doesn't
exist but only regional groups

of provinces exisft. However Can-
ada to me ds a very real poLLti-
cal and cultural entity.
iFar from ideal fit staid is a

preferred state to flhait of our
southern, neighbour. Ideally I
would wish for <mo barriers be-
tween people but since .these

barriers exist I would like to
see Camiaida as a poliitucail en/hi/ty

endure. I am tteiririJbtly afraid that
1he independelntce of Quebec
wouilid be the first in a number
of splits in Canada wiltih the

evenituail and of complete assimi-

lation by the U.S.A.

Which brings me to another
•poiJnlt. How do tlhe Quebecois
hope ito resist tlhe inevitable
pressures iby Ihe U.S. economi-
cally 'and paliltieaJlily' if they
haiwen't been' able tx> maintain
•their French idenltirtjy within, I

would say, a slBghltily more totter

-

anlt framework. Although the
French Canadians say that Can-

ada has not guaranteed enough,
the U.S. wouQd certainly not
guarantee more,

I happen ito be in sympathy
with tthe iFrnKhnOainadian in

his desire Do maintain his cul-

flume, his identity. Hawing been
pant of a 'mdnoriity group in (he

past, 1 can/ understand the pres-

sures put upon him. Perhaps the

onHy way 'to mainlbaiitn yom- iden-

tilby is Do separaite. I hope not.

I orely peg of 'French Canada
ito give (the rest of us a chance.

Do not forget ithalt it has been
ftruly onlly in the ikst ten years

tthait Frenich-Canada has voiced

its opinions and has tried to dis-

tinguish itseLf as a cultural ent-

ity. PoldltioaQ machines move
slowly as all of us realize, so

please quell your iimpaitience

and give Confedetnaftiiwn another

chanice. "Vive 'le Canada Libre!"

(un Canadian errant)

A DAME CALLED MARTY

The loudest spectators^
I realize that this is going to

scund like sour grapes, but I'm
writing it anyway. I feel that
the students cf Queen's shewed
on immature and unsportsmanlike
attitude at the foctbalt game Sat-
urday.

The; e was so much noise made
when Toronto had the ball (hat
the players must have found it

difficult to hear either the plays
or the signals. It would have
been forgivable if the spectators
did it cf their own accord, but

the ftet that the cheer leaders
urged them cn makes it even
worse. Wouldn' t it have been
nice tc know that ycu have the
best team and not merely the
loudest spsctators?

Bill Davis

FRIDAY, NOV. 15

10 a.m.-3:30 Last chance to buy
your Arts 70 yearbook in the

Union.
4:30 Thigh Nam Brathair (House

of Brothers), 54 Wellington.
Smoker: "Will the results of

the American election lead

to anarchy?"
7:30 David Benttey - Taylor, a

Christian missionary, will

speak in Stirling D. Topic:

Christianity and Humanism.
8:00 Reminder to members—The

Fencing dub's 1st Annual
Party.

8:30 Viet Rock, Convocation
Hall. $1.00 (students) $2.00

(non-students)

8:30-12 Arts 71 "Boop-Boop-a-
Doop" Dance. Costumes of

the 20s—prize for best cos-

tume. Grant Hall.

SATURDAY, NOV. 16

8:00 Hockey—McGUl at Queen's.

Constantine Arena.

8:30 Viet Rock, Convocation

Hall. $1.00 (students) $2.00

(non-students)

8:30-12 "The Speakeasy" (Suzie-

Q Dance) with the Passing

Fancy. Grant Hall.

SUNDAY, NOV. 17

5:00 Student Supper, Chalmers
Church, 216 Barrie. 50c.

5:00 SCM Supper. Newman
House (164 University Ave.)
Talk and Discussion—"Lay
Volunteers in Africa" with
volunteers just back from
Northern Kenya.

7:00 Chalmers United Church
"The Sex Thing as Casual"

7:30 "Anti-Concert" with the
Vaghy String Quartet. Pol-

son Room, Union. Free. Re-
freshments.

8:30 Viet Rock, Convocation
Hall, $1.00 (students) $2.00

(non-students)

9:00 Poetry Reading by Robin
Skelton (English Prof., Uni-
versity of Victoria) Art Cen-
tre Main Gallery.

^MONDAY, NOV. 18
^

7:30 Community - Alienation -

Revolution. Topic: Univer-
sity and Alienation. 5th
floor lounge, John Watson
Hall.

8:00 The Sailing Club. 2 C.Y.A.
Movies. Stirling A. FREE,
open to all.

University Concert — Anton
Kuerti, pianist. Grant Hall.

$3.00 and $3.50, Division of

Concerts.

TUESDAY, NOV. 19

9 a.m.-5 p.m.—Geography Club
executive elections, Ontario
Hall.

7:00 "Point Blank" with Lee
Marvin. Dunning Auditor-

ium, 50c.

10:00 "Point Blank" with Lee
Marvin. Dunning Auditor-

ium. 50c.

SUZY-Q MAN-KILLERS

"The way to your man's heart is with a fondue

from Prokop's— a perfect before or after seduction

treat".

THE FONDUE CAVE

Downstairs Prokop's Sleak House

Top of University (on Princess)

open Friday-Saturday—6:30 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Sunday—6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Phone 544-6164

Special Opening Reduction good until this Sunday

only.

Principal's Committee on

Teaching and Learning

OPEN FORUM
to review the arts and science programme at Queen's

Every Wednesday from 7-10 p.m.

beginning Wednesday 20 November

STIRLING D

Any individual or group wishing to present

criticisms and suggestions should let the committee

know in writing:

The Secretary

Principals' Committee on Teaching

and Learning

Arts and Science Society Office

Richardson Hall

Please drop off one copy of your submission to the

secretary prior to public presentation.

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB S05 Albert
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Susie-Q Gals
Flip Turns
Lucy couldn't understand it, she could out-swlm Charlie Brown

and hi* crummy dog, but could never boat Lima. She would be In

front of him, but when ahe turned around at the end of the pool, he

would be in front of her. She couldn't figure it out One day she

watched him practice. Everything seemed normal until he did a turn.

™„ he threw his lega in the air, m^e a big aplaah. and M,
headed in the other direction almost instantaneously. She couldn t

believe it. It seemed as if Linus had done some sort of flip in the

water. It was almost magic. She gave up swimming, thinking she

could never beat Linus. ' ...
Rumour has it that Linus has taught his magical turn to the

Queen's swim team. Come to the Queen's pool to watch the Gaels

use this fantastic turn to defeat York. Time is 1:00 p.m. Satur-

day afternoon.

By ANNE CARSWELL

Bowling is of major importance In the women's intramural program at present wim competition

at^rock Bow°tagTLsTch Sunday from 3:00-4:00. Interested girls are asked to meet at the gym

M 2-« OueTn^asbeen Invited by the University of Alberta to participate in a telegraphic bowling

tourntmentT whichT£% may p^ticipate. Whether or not Queen's palpates in this meet

^Tn^«rgy^r„^
ttanct wa7Ymail^l££ voU.yba7.nd a three-legged soccer game got thing, underway, with the

SLm bemTan ouXr scavenger hunt, and with the weather as it was Tuesday, that required

L buketbdL The evening was weU planned and directed by a committee headed by Judy Wilkins \A / r^Cfl tOTC IZ SSLfSLi -Slitis unfortunate that more .Went, did not take advantage of this occasron YY | T IC IO I
tn meet other neoole and get some probably much-needed exercise.
to^mTaiTX i, held eve'ry Tuesday night from 4:00-6:00LNo

"J^S^SSS'lSS
bring a pair of boots and lots of enthusiasm. If Interested, please phone Linda at 544-4124 or come

S^t4sZ. InteTollegiate curling practice. have just .tarteda. weU. They are held on Wednesday

TrieX£ r^Ld of the competition this Sunday. Anyone

„te uT^ked to meet at the gym at 1:00 for instruction of the use of a compass Mid map readingC wm taave at 2:00 for the site of the competition. It is important that participants remember

this is for fun mainly and not competition for first place.
, k..w,.«,.ii «nrj. Traisdav

As usual, there are a number ot other activities going on now. Intramural basketWl^ Tuesday

night, while the Intermediate and intercollegiate teams see action in
,

Montreal this weekend along

with the two volleyball teams, Badminton, swimming, gymnastics, skiing, and ice hockey are among

"Cities being off.'red for women at present If you are interested[to anyofttese active

ties, watch for posters or phone anyone on the WAC. I can't promise we'll know anything but we 11

know whom to refer you to.

Season Opener
By BRUCE McLEOD

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey team plays the McGill Redmen

tomorrow in the season opener for both teams. Last year, McGill

finished last in the 9-team loop, as the Gaels beat them both games.

As there is no central Information-sharing agency for the OQAA,

we have no information on what the Redmen have done to improve,

so no predictions are possible. But the Gaels should be able to come

up with an auspicious beginning for the 1968-69 season.

The team is fairly healthy for this game. John Quayle and Dune

McCrae will not be playing because of injuries, but goalie Norm

Douglas will be back in nets, entertaining the fans with his version

of the Cincinnati Shuffle before each period. Doug Barton sustained

a 5-stitch cut over his right eye when he was charged into the screen

by a Sheridan player in the third period of last Saturday's game, but

it won't keep him from playing. The team will be out to establish an

undefeated record tomorrow night, and it should be a good game.

Next week, the team has two games in Ottawa, and after those,

more will be evident about their possible finish in the Eastern Div-

ision. This year, the OQAA has divided the member teams into two

divisions: Toronto, Western, Waterloo, McMaster and Guelph are

in the Western Division, while Queen's, McGill, U. de Montreal,

Laval, and two new teams, V. of Ottawa and Carleton make up the

Eastern division. There are no interlocking games.

Game time for Saturday night's action is 8:00 p.m. Buses for the

fans will leave the gymnasium at 7:45, and early-comers may

travel to Constantino Arena on the team bus.

Edimi'niaitj'oiiis will be held

Monday, November 25th to de-

beraniiive wresMinig team positions

for the Exhibition meet against

RMC, Ryerson, amid St. Lawrence

College on Saturday, November
30tih «t R'MC. Each practice of

tihe Queen's Wrestling Gaels

shows marked improvement in

almost every wresbler as the

veterans return' to "fighting

form" asnld the novices demon-

strate lihedr ever increasing

knowledge an|d experience.

Those members of the wrestling

(team who had strayed to the

Rugger Gaels, Queen's Band,

Mild such are asked to return to

practice as soon as it is con-

venient for them to do so. The

; what condi-Ooaioh wanlts to :

tion you are int.

Because of injuries of An-

direw Berzins, Doug Hamilton,

amid Ernie O'Nea'H, mlot to men-

tion tihe ilnfcrreasinig academic

pressures, the number of mem -

bars aAtenditnig practices has

dropped to a bare minimum.

More participation is essential

in order for the team to com-
pete successfully against the

dther. larger teams in their lea-

gue. Anyone interested in wrest-

Jfiaag is encouraged to attend

practices between 5:30 and 7:00

p.m. Monday to Friday at the

Gym. Experience, although an

asset, is 'not necessary.

ririnkferlrt
ttktorirmk!

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividends

if -will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, BA, C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.LU. —Res. 548-4552

K. C. .KENNEDY, C.LU. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.LU. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFnCKJffATKRLOO, OMTAlttO / BSTABUBJU1> 1M»

191 Trincess Street Telephone 546-367i

(Career Momma! St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. WiMnan

Eg

F-Ball Stats
Halfback Keiflh Earnan was the

iDeaigues top iscorer wiith 51

poinits on 8 touchdown's and 3

smnigles. Fullback was the lea-

gues number three rusher with

a 4.3 yard average per carry.

Eaman was tied with the Blues

Paul McKay as the leading pun-

ter with a 38.0 yard average

per kick. Jim Turnbull was third

in punt returns with a 13.6 yard

average per return. Don Bayne

completed 55.5% for 15 touch-

down's to be tine top quarter-

back Ln the league. Rick Van-

Buskirk was the number two

receiver with 22 receptions for

348 yards and three touch -

downs. Hands Turnsbull was

number two itbief this season

picking off six passes. Con-

gratulations for a great season

gang.

rmklfogririttk
The Jock's Padre
By MURRAY ASPDEN

tar >him when you do your

next Oil Thigh fans. Our great

years came when we Oil Thighed

through three Grey Cups in

1922-23-24 and the intermediate

Rugby Natjionial title in '24. So

famB pay your dime and add

your name to help us go on to

another national title and the

Vander Cup (too.

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescription!

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

Frosh ! Do you realize that

you are re •per.rible for Queen's

Football and all that goes with

it. No! Not the class of '72 but

'82-1882. Three freshmen from

Ottawa Collegiate brought their

enlthusiasm and a pigskin to

Queen's. The credot goes to the

Booth Brothers andR. A. Gordon

who talked the game up in the

boarding-houses and classrooms

where the 275 students gathered .

.

then. They attracted some soccer RpWc StnndinClS
players so that 'the first fifteen OCWS JIUMUliiyJ
players in 1882 took on Brock-

viile in 'two games and beat

them. In 1883 Queen's took on

'the cadets from RMC who had

already 'been playing the game

and beat them using Hard-head-

ed ramlike tactics that baffled

the Cadets into utter confusion.

However Queen's suffered its

first 'two losses m '84 against a

more seasoned Ottawa City

wain. .

This didn't stop the rugby

.team from becoming the major

sport alt Queen's. Gael's Spirit

rose sharply in '92 with Don

Cameron's Gaelic cheer. Remem-

Scienee 71 .

Science 70 ..

Phys Ed ...

Ai ls 70

Commtrce
Science 72

Pest Grads
Arts 71

Science 69 ..

Arts 69

MacArthur
Arts 72

Law I

Theology
Medicine

Lai 2&3 .

Premeds

18074

17254

16663

14841

13177

13171

11216

7473

6776

6657

6366

5655

4736

4510

4384

3103

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Beware of Us, Blues!
By PETER TAYLOR

Last Saturday the Gaels lgt
XV completed their first unde-
feated seaison in at least four
yews. The win was, however, an.
"empty" one .as the opposition,
York University from Toronto,
did not arrive. The Gaels wasted
in vain for two nouns and -then,

emotionally dimmed, wenlt into
the Stadium to cheer their
staunich supponters, tihe football

team.

The season ended with Queen's
having won eight straight

games, two of wihich were ex-

hibition, having scored 163
poirtbs, and having had only

9 -poinds scored against them.

Only once was 'their line crossed

by an opposing team and that

came after a debatable play by
R.M.C. Coach Gavin Raid's ulcer

was clearly misplaced and
should obviously now be lodged

in the O'Keefe Center of the

Toronto caaoh.

Having -missed Salfcurday's

game, 'the Gaels wene desperate-
ly in need of a game before

Doilack - Capt. - C.C.

facing ithe Varsity squad this
coming Saturday. The Kingston

Rugby Pootbailil Club, bolstered
by four or five members of the

Gaefe 2nd XV, provided that

opposition Monday evening in

Richardson Stadium. The game
was a muddy one amid very even-

ly matched but the Gaels were
not to be beaten and thanks to

the scoring plays of Jim Crozier
and Ron Easteal, came away

with a 6-0 victory. The after-
math at the Manor was also cul-

minated in a Gaels victory as the
tap broke off from over-use.

The Queen's victory in the
Eastern Division gave them the

right to meat the University of

Toronto Blues in the Champion-
ship game in Varsity Stadium at

2:00 o'clock Saturday, Novem-
ber 16th. This sudden-deaith
game will decide the winner of

the 0. Q. A. A. Rugby Cham-
pionship.

Gaels took Monday evening

off because so many were un-

able >to find their snowshoes

but Tuesday evening mere than
made up for it. The backs, under

Coach Reid, ran through their

formations while the forwards

practiced their line-outs and
loose scrums under the supervis-

ion of Brian Osborne. Later the

team combined and ran through

various plays against the opposi-

tion of the coaches and 'their

assistants.

Nerves are already beginning

to show and if. as is often said,

nerves are an indication of the

way a man wili play, Toronto

should be in for a dot of trouble

on Saturday. The team will

leave for Toronto from the Sta-

dium on Friday evendiig at 6-00
The 11:00 o'clock curfew
stands and then look out
Slues

!

The squad for Saturday is the
same as -last week except that
fullbacks Larry Thorsteinson
wiill be back in uniform. The
fullback position has been fill-

ed outstandingly by Alan' "Scot-
ty" Jeffreys since Larry's in-
jury and iit is a pity that the
team could not use two fullbacks
as there is 'little to differentiate

'

between them.
The Blues nave also had an

undefeated season and should
provide very (tough opposition.
Gaels must, however, take credit

for having the most Canadians,
thirteen of fifteen, as opposed
to Toronto's very high propor-
tion of Englishmen. We also

hope to take credit for tihe OQAA
Championship ! ! Anyone in the

Toronto area this Saturday is

urged to support their team at

Varsity Stadium ait 2:00 o'clock.

Good luck GacOs!

YOUNG

• 4 -% '

Currah - V. Capt. - CC.

Bews Race Tightens
By NEIL LONGHURST

Arts '69 and Arts '70 meet in the football finals, each team having defeated their Science counter-

""Arts -69 ran up a 14-0 lead over Science '69 in the first game of their semi-final, and then played

to a scoreless tie on the snow-covered field, Wednesday, to win the series 14-0. A finedefensive

team effort must be credited with holding a potent Science '69 offense scoreless in two gam...

The first game of the Arts '70-Science -70 contest gave the Arts team a 14-7 lead on touchdowns

by Yogi Pfau and Dave Beresford, for Arts 70 and Ron Munkley for Science TO.

For the second game however, Science '70 came back with a 12-6 victory. Al Mmman played a

great game at quarterback for the Science '70 team. In the first half, he passed to Bob Leavens In

L corner of the end zone for a touchdown, and then dropped back to pass for **"^<"»«t
Finding his receivers covered, he rolled out to the left, and was °^/^d by a ensational dr.vtag

tackle by Doug Lamb on the three-yard line. ThU left Arts '70 with a 14-13 lead on tte series

"clence -70 forced a quick turnover in good field position. On
,
the next Play, ^1™ •

««*£wj.

supposed to be passed back to him, but the tall never made it tack »J^™^™^^^*
on a safety bite and grabbed the pass while heading at top speed for the Science 70 goal line.

Sixty yards and six points later. Arts '70 had a 20-13 lead.

Again MlUman came back, though. After moving into the ten-yard line Tor . Wlg

loss, but again managed a touchdown pass to the »«
feoiTto block the

tunately for Science '70, the convert snap was fumbled and Dave Adams got through to block the

kick.

Final score: Arts '70, 20; Science '70, 19.
wh(J^ Mi tte

In Rugger, P.H.E. opened up all the stops to win
,
the^final 10 0

over ^ serles_ Sclence
powerful Phys. Ed. machine to a scoreless tie in the first gs^eortne £ ^
'70 had some bad luck in the first game, as Bruce Flexman s penalty kick

ran out. ,„„.„j cannons Arts '70 won 6-3 over Science

In Softball, Arts '70 and Science '69 completed undefeated seasons, ftrcs

'70

Lyn Russell, the Arts '70 pit- with a 15-1. 15-0 win over a '71 is «• «™J
cher, had thrown his way through Science '71 team. A Sctonc. -71 Science '70 only 800

flve games and four Innings with- pair was also victimised asjlrd und. Phys. ^ i. bac pother

out being scoredupon,whenthree seeds TomWrlghtandDougLamb 6„0, wtth Arte
J°

^

runs got across tothe bottom of hit their way to a 15-S, VSM Commerce Science 72 vlr-

the fifth Inning, the last Inning of win. They also go Into the fourth huUJy Ued^ for fifth, only six

the season. round.
Primed* is currently In the

In paddleball, 2nd .eeded AI The overall Bews picture Is J?*™^ 14 ,97i points off

McLean and Bill Howlett of Art. rapidly tightening up as a six-

'69 advanced to the foorth round team race is developing. Science the pace.

Rugger Line-up
Position Player
Pr°P Peter Taylor
Hooker Make DoTlack (Captain)

Prop Dave Cooke
Look-forward Rick Coutts
Loek-forwarrd Andy Page
Wing Forward Peter Barker
Wing Forward Steven Shelley 7
Eighth man Peter Grozelle 8
Scrum Half Bryan Currah (Vice-Captain) 9
Fly Half Ron Easteal 10
Inside Center Chip Drury 11

Outside Center Fraeer Bernfll 12

Wimg Jim Crozier 13

Wing Rich Thomas 14

Fullback Larry Thersieinson 15

Reserves Alan Jeffreys

Jim Eady

Jersey
1

2
3
4
5

Support The Gaels
Fcr one little dime you can

have your name put en a massive
telegram being sent to our war-
riors far afield cn the old deso-

late wastes of Winnipeg.
The Gaels, being virtually by

themselves out in old Fort Garry
along with the band end a few
renegades from CFRC, need all

the suppcrt that they can get as

when they are closer to home.
As all but a few of us can voyage
that far afield this time of year,

the telegram is the best way for

us to convey our hopes to the

Gaels fighting for their football

lives in the hinterland.

The names are being collected

on lists in the residence food-
lines, in the Unicn Coffee-Shop, in

the A. M.S. effice and at the tele-

gram shop on Wellinstcn Street.

Remember all you loyal Queen's
fans. The Gaels need your sup-

port. Beat away the moths and
find a dime and a list to print

your name. The deadline is Fri-

day at four p.m.

Remember it costs only a dime
and the telegram will be deliver-

ed to the Gaels before the game.
The standing record fcr this type

of telegram is two city blocks.

Gaels Invade

(Continued from pafle one)

Mamaltofba's iHyrcaiko who we%hs a slight 145 pounds 'has been suc-

cessful running sweeps this season wDUh the blocking of Don Coyle.

To stop him seems to 'be a major step in siowinig down 'the Bisons.

The Gaels wili then' have to ooneentrate on handerinjg Knaemer s

passing.

The Gaels's offence which gained 196 points this season wili, in

Frank Tiwdall's words. ,shave some expLoning to do as tihe exact

weaknesses of tihe Baftoins are unknown. Manitoba lost to Waterloo

Lutheran in a pre-season gaane this year and tihe UniversEty of

Waterloo beat Waterloo Lutheran also in a pre-season game but

tihat was a iloMg tiime ago.

The major problem with .this game ils the general unknown quan-

tity that is the 'Bisons. However, 'having read various reports on the

Bisons this writer would predtot that the Gaels should win by a

touchdown if they do not suffer from frostbite itn the meantime.

Have you signed (the telegram?

Special

(Continued from page one)

smallest hadfbaiok in. collegiate foatlbaU. DeGpdte has size the speedy

irookie won the league's most outstanding 'player award, walked off

with the west's rushing tiible and (tied a league record for (touchdowns

in a year with eight.

The Manitofban^s are a balanced team with a stringy defence com-
plimenting their powerful offetnse. These players coached by X-Blue-

bombars Gord BoSLand and Ray Ash led the league in fewest points

a#owed The defehlsiive line, bolstered by Wayne Hitdiahl acquired

from Simon Frazer amid 250 pound Rich Dudek from Bemidjd State

provided the Bisons with the most ferocious rush cn Western Can-

ada They regularly stumped opposing quarterbacks for long losses,

easing the pressure on the defensive foacktfieflders and causing the

opposition continued hanrassmentt. This team, 'by winning the wes-

tern title, has generated wdLd fire enUhusiasm an the usually staw

Winnipeg cam-pus.
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HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Steve Amey

"

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

BEAT

THE

BISONS

H«et n holes

Notes jrom the

Arts Editor's Desk
, _ ]tf. H.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERN
WE CAN 5ERVE FROM 20-600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER ICBO

SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL fOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS - CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO I A.M.

SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE
••, -

-
- FREE DELIVERY

Dial 546-4987

Alcan research sweetens the common cup
It's a sweeter-looking cup — strong and long-

wearing too — thanks to a sugary-looking

ingredient called C-70 alumina, developed by the

men of Alcan's Chemicals Division.

Good idea — better product.

Alcan's chemists and engineers are men with

savvy, initiative and imagination — working in a

dynamic, youthful environment where original

thinking is encouraged .... Where good ideas are

nurtured carefully through research, and developed

in anticipation of the needs of industry and the

consumer.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD /alCAN' A1 C

Theirs Not to Reason Why

Maybe theirs Isn't, but mine

certainly Is. I would like to know

why there Is NOT a club on cam-

pus for those of us who like

music. Not the ones who like to

ting, nor the ones who play In-

struments. The ones who just

plain like to listen to music,

who might perhaps like to talk

to people with similar interests,

who would like the chance to visit

Toronto, Montreal, or even New
York, to see concerts or special

musical events. Fifty people can

travel more cheaply than one.

I've heard a few mumblings, a

few "w o u 1 dn ' t-lt-be-nlce's."

Positive action and definite lead-

ership are what's needed. Any

comments?. . .Any answers?

, Well Call You

Oh, 1 get PR releases. The

latest comes from Bob Yde As-

sociates, wanting to know if any-

one at Queen's would be inter-

ested In plans to hold a Canadian

version of the Intercollegiate Mu-

sic Festival.

The Festival was begun three

years ago In the States and pro-

vides "national recognition for

the nation's best young popular,

folk, and jazz performers. . .

NOW, we want to offer the same

opportunities to Canadian stu-

dents," That's big of you, Bob.

Bob's plans are to hold the

Canadian Music Championship at

the C.N.E., along wlthacompetl-

tion between Canadian and U.S.

champions for the North Ameri-

can College Music Champion-

ships. All participants would be

flown to Toronto, housed and fed

at Bob's expense. (What's Bob

getting out of this?)

Dezso Vaghy, of the Vaghy

Quartet, has volunteered to audi-

tion anyone interested. Leave

your name and phone number in

t Journal office, we'll contact

you,

s$$

Like money? Silly question.

Like writing? So combine your

natural love of both and come
off $3,000 richer. Of you're

lucky.)

Fourteen fellowships of $3,000

each will be awarded to the win-

ners of the Book-of-the-Month
Club Third Annual Creative Writ-

ing Fellowship Programme*
(Whewl)

The Fellowship Programme,

administered by the College Eng-

lish Association, Is open to any

person who will be a senior in

an accredited college or uni-

versity in the U.S. or Canada

on January 1, 1969. Does that

include you?

The PR release the Book-of-

the-Month Club has sent out

claims that full Info and applic-

ation blanks should be available

from the English Dept.; a phone

call reveals that this Is not the

case. Try writing:

Miss Margery Darrell,

Managing Director,

Book-of-the-Month Club Writ-

ing Programme,
College English Association,

280 Park Avenue, New York,

N.Y. 10017.

The release isn't clear, but I

gather that a major work of any

type la acceptable. Closing date

for entries la January t, 1969.

Hurry upl



THIS— BUT ONLY THIS— IS NOT ABOUT TREES

THIS COULD WELL BE THE SADDEST DAY IN JOURNAL.SM

An M&M enterprize

Wood and Pigskin

Although this story Is not con-

nected with trees, wood does pro-

vide the base for the Vanler Cup
which the Queen's Gaels will be

playing for Friday night.

The game will be played In the

Varsity Stadium at 8:30 and the

all out support of the Queen's

fans is a must The opponents for

the Gaels will be the Waterloo

Lutheran Hawks and they should

attract a lot of their fans.

The Gaels will be going to

Toronto on Thursday to take part

In the College Bowl parade and

various other functions connected

with this game. As it Is late in

the term many students are un-

doubtedly worried about spending

too much time in Toronto. Well

It is not all that drastic because

by using the train or bus facili-

ties, one can go to Toronto Fri-

day afternoon and catch a mid-
night train or bus back to King-

ston giving them the rest of the

weekend to continue their aca-

demic pursuits.

Tickets for the game will be

sold In the A.B.C. office In the

gym-
Coach Tindall says that "the

team played a damn good game.

It would be a shame to go this far

and not win the Vanler Cup. The

boys have worked hard and they

deserve it You fans have also

worked hard at supporting the

team and everyone should try and

get to Toronto for the game."

Waterloo Lutheran's team has

Improved tremendously during

the season and will provide the

Gaels with stiff opposition. They

also did a good job massacring

St Mary's and will want to dothe

same to the Gaels. Thus it Ib

important thatthe fans get to Tor-

onto and cheer the Gaels on.

Remember the last time we play-

ed in Toronto and so many of the

fans turned out Let us see If It

can happen again.
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All Day — Photo Salon of the

Queen's Camera Club. Art

Centre. Viewers will judge

the photos by written ballot.

9 am - 5 pm—Geography Club ex-

ecutive elections. Ontario

Hall.

4-30-5:45 CUSO "Informal Meet

ing" to talk with two re-

turned volunteers. Inter-

national Centre.

7:00 Movie—"Teaching in Af-

rica". International Centre

(downstairs).

7:00 "Point Blank" with Lee

Marvin. Dunning Auditor-

ium. 50c.

10:00 "Point Blank" wim Lee

Marvin. Dunning Auditor

ium. 50c.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 20

All Day— photo Salon of the

Queen's Camera Club. Art

Centre.

7:00 "The Peking Opera' {One-

hour documentary). Ellis

Hall Auditorium. FREE.
7:30 Math Club Smoker. Shera-

ton Motor Inn.

7:30 Meeting for all General

Psychology students. Rm.
11, Psychology Building

(Union St) „,
7-30 Movie—"The Shattered Sil-

ence". Queen's Sociology

Association. International

Centre,

8:00 Folk Concert. 2nd floor

common room, Students'

Union. FREE.
8:00 "The Elite Class and In-

dia's Economic Develop-

ment" — Dr. S. C. Chakra-

borty (Geog. Dept.). Dun-

ning Auditorium.
8-30 Viet Rock, Convocation

Hall.. $1.00 (students) $2.00

non-students).

8:45 "The Peking Opera" (one-

hour documentary) . Ellis

Hall Auditorium. FREE.

PERSONAL

THURSDAY, NOV. 21 1
All Day — Photo Salon of the

Queen's Camera Quo. Art

Centre,

12:30 "Education and Self-Reli-

ance in Tanzania" — Dr. J.

Chant (Economics Dept.)

International Centre.

2:30-4:30 Art Rental and Ex-

change Day. Art Centre.

7:00-9:00 Art Rental and Ex-

change Day. Art Centre.

8:30 Peter Swann, Director of

the Roval Ontario Museum.
An illustrated lecture on

Chinese Art. Stirling Hall

D.
B:30 Viet Rock. Convocation

Hall. $1.00 (students), $2.00

(non-students).

8:30 Gilbert and Sullivan's "The
Gondoliers". Grant Hall.

$1,25 (students) $1.75 (non-

students).

ItRIDAY, NOV. 22 and 1

cATiipriAYj NOV. 23 1

All Day— Photo Salon of the

Queen's Camera Club. Art

Centre.

8:30 Viet Rock, Convocation

Hall. $1.00 (students) $2.00

(non-students).

8:30 Gilbert and Sullivan's "The
Gondoliers". Grant Hall.

$1,25 (students) $1.75 (non-

students).

Route '69 results may be pick-

ed up in the basement of the

Union, Wednesday 11:30 to 1:30

or see Paul Summerlin, 13 Syden-

ham Street

ATTENTION ALL FLIES: We,

Randall W. and Bruce S., here-

with inform the creditors of Susan

M and Carol M. that we shall

henufoith not be responsible for

any debts incurred by the afore-

mentioned party. This action is

dttmed necessary because of the

erest embarrassment and humil-

iation inflicted on the first party

by the second. Our hands are

new £S red as our faces were on

Fridav. Nov. 14, '68. Gentlemen

c ntemplating dates with the

mentioned second party during fu-

ture Suzie Q weeks are herewith

warned that Susan H. and Carol

M are poor financial risks. Vic-

tims of the SPIDERS. Randall

W. and Bruce S.

CORRECTION: Garry R. Davis,

83 Gere Apt- A. 542-7836.

WHO'S WHERE, page 48, apol-

ogies to Mrs. H. A. Dyer, 54

Helen St. 546-3319.

Let it be known to all: "THE
ROC", Bombed for the first time,

Saturday, November 9.

"First South Morris wishes to

warn the young maid who, step-

pine from a Mustang one Satur-

day morning, took offense at Vic-

toria's new sign. The Wrath of

the Stork has been incurred and

she will be MERWNated for her

folly".

She thought he was a creep—a deaf-mute dummy who

could only watch life go by And yet in his own way, he helped

them all—especially the young girl trapped in the

terrible dilemma of innocence lost.

PERSONALS: The First Church

of Alice is now officially a priv-

ate club closed to nlembers.

Membership cards are available

at no charge at the Union cafe-

teria at noon and at Leonard Hall

cafeteria in the evening.

LOST

STOLEN: One week old Art's

leather jacket, size 44 Tall. Tak-

en from Ellis Hall, Friday. Can
be identified by an Art's 72 crest

and a circular intermediate Q on

the front. Would the person who
kindly removed please return to

205 Leonard. No questions asked.

Any information re whereabouts

Phone 546-546L Ask for Glen.

LOST, STOLEN OR STRAYED:
One Science '69 jacket, Thursday

night, in the area of the Pub.

Identifiable by Queen's Band
Crest and a rip in the left sleeve.

And a fine tenor voice. It can

and really oughv to be returned to

J. Jarvis, 300 Earl Street, 544-

7778 VIRTUE IS ITS OWN RE-
WARD ! !

!

LOST: A string of pearls Sat-

urday evening, Nov. 16, along

Princess between Victoria and Al-

fred or along Alfred between

Princess and Union. REWARD.
Call Melanie 544-8181.

STOLEN
1 Bcsalino Top Silk Hat, at the

exit of the Science Formal. If

you stole it cr know where it is,

claim that you found it and turn

it in to the AMS or Journal Of-

fices. Value $75.

STOLEN: One Alice sign paint-

ed with highly radioactive mater-

ial. Prolonged exposure may
cause mushroom fever accom-
panied by hangnails and loss of

social disgression. For furliier

details see obituaries.

FOUND

548-4)26

in Carson McCullers' searching and sensitive story lhal has become an 'enduring masterpiece."

^<Heartisa<Tjone^

^chnicolore^me
>rV^erBiBs.-SevencArts

SONDRA LOCKE • Scrt*)pl*y byTHOMASC RYAN.

fromtntKMi^lV^NMcCUL^

FOUND: Ladies compact and
lipstick on Earl Street at Univer-
sity Ave., Tuesday, Nov. 12. Call

542-2939.

FOR RENT

Warm quiet room— $10— men.
One and a half blocks from
Queen's. Gravel parking yard.

196 Onion Street. 546-5048.

Study bedroom for girl student

with own transportation. Water-

front property 5 miles from city

with beautiful view of the Thous-

and Islands. Room alone $10,

with board $19. 544-5092.

FOR SALE

Cameras for sale: all in good

condition — prices open — 35mm
Lerca model A, 50mm and 85mm
lenses for above. 2V4 " square

twin lens reflex with 1 roll of

tetrachrome film. 4" x 5" Speed

Graphic with plate holders and

box of film. Ground Glass screen,

etc. Phone 546-5306 after 5 p.m.

WANTED
Girl wanted to share apartment

for companionship and domestics.

Call Mike Phillips at 542-5679 or

Queen's extension 3873 after 5.

COMPANIONSHIP — Girl want-
ed to share accornmodation and
self; for together purposes. Call

Robie Metcalfe at St. Lawrence
College Triangle Office.

Female student wanted to share
a large furnished apartment near
the University. Call 542-1926 af-

ter 6 p.m.

WANTED: A tape recorder,

capable of using 7-inch 4-track

tape reels, for about $120. Phone
544-7407 or 436 Leonard Hall.

MEETINGS

The next meeting of the Gradu-
ate Wives' dub will be held at
8:00 p.m. at Graduate House, 211

Stuart Street, on Thursday, No-
vember 21st, 1968. The guest
speaker will be Dr. George Lav-
erty, who will talk about Drug
Addiction.
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Anarchy in McNeill House
y ALEX BINKLEY

This discharging of a rifle,

*he destruction of mail, amid

the shat b&mrtg of beer bottles

set -tJhe stage for an Interest-

ing espisode in {McNeil House's
Mstory.

The McNeil House (Discipline

Commflttee han'dled the oases
and flheiir decisions resuited in
the committee's resigrJartrion and
*he violent exercise of fists.

It all started when, a resident
tore wp seven letters and was
charged and summoned, before
Che "Discipline Committee. He
was joined by a fellow resident,
Who for unknown reasons1

, de-

flided to fire ihds shotgun as well
as another resident who found
great amuseimenft in dropping
empty beer bottles down a stair-
well.

The DisfjfipBrue Committee
found the first offender's crime
worthy of a $20.00 fine and a
3,000 word essay on the Con-
stitution of the Men's Besiden-
oes. The second was given a
$75.00 fine and the tihoird re-
ceived a $20.00 penalty.
The floor seniors felt these

penalities were to lenient es-
pecially fine undnhilbijted laun-
ching of beer 'bottle for which

news brief*

"No comment"

An announcement may be
made dm regards to Senator's O'-

Leary's future as rector at to-

night's AMS, meeting.
David Pafcrul, student leader,

said tihat he is re ceiving a 'letter

from the seiVaitor which should
arrive today. If it does not
then an announcement "will

definitely ibe made at next
weeks AMS. meeting" Pakrul
said.

'Pakrul refused to comment on
a story in the Whig-Standard
which quoted him as saying "se-

cond thoughts" on the referen-

dum Which voted 79% in favour
of asking O'Leary -to resign.

la reference to Senator

O'Leacry's future as rector

Pafcrul said "It isn't useful for

me or anyone else to speculate

about it.

Biafra fund

A committee of Queen's stu-

dents has been.' formed to or-

ganfiae student volunteers in a
city wide campaign; for Biafra.

The proceeds will be forwarded

to the International Bed Cross
Relief Fund for Nigeria and Bda-

£ra. Jan Markvart, chairman of

the committee, said that the

'Volunteers feel that too much
is said, too Mittle is done abou t

the need and starvation) of these

people.

The campaign 'is to take place

Nov. 27.

UGEQ pres. out

MONTREAL (CUP) — Paul

Bourbeau has resigned as Presi-

dent of LTJniion Generate des

Btudfiantes de Quebec after a

disagreement with the Union's

executive over the power of the

Presidency.

The executive accused him

of failing to carry out bis juris-

ddotional duties. Bourbeau a-

greed, but in doing so explain-

ed (he felt 'to canry out has du-

ties as defined would be tanta-

mount to accepting authoritar-

ian control not in conformity

with present studenjt aspdra -

titans."

Bourbeau attacked Che struc-

ure off UGSQ din his resigna-

tion statement and called for a

radical change in its makeup.

"The time ihas come for us to re-

ject the iindalvioUiailistic concept

of authority and to stop pJaying
the consumer corporation's game
which (requires supermen Iitoe

Kennedy and Trudeau." Con-
tinuing, be sadd radical trans-

formation ihas always (been a
viable process even though
''Bourgeois 'history attempts to
prove the opposite."

He signed (his statement: "Paul
Bourbeau, a member of the ex-

ecutive who happens to be
President." His major argument
was that radical student action
must 'be collective in nature
not led by auihoritairalaini figures.

The executive issued its own
statement formally disassociat-

ing itself from Bourbeau's posi-

tion. Recognizing Che UGEQ
constitution 'has created an "au-

thordtariatn leadership" in tine

Presidency, the executive never-

itheLess felt ithat the direction of

UGEQ has always been, a col-

lective effort. The statement at-

tacked Bourbeau for not pro-

viding even a minim urn of lead-

ership necessary to run the or-

One for CUS

Students at Mount Allison

University voted today to rejoin

the Canadian Union of Students.

The vote represented a 35 per-

cent turnout of the student body

and followed a "low-key" cam-

paign'. The university pulled out

of the union at the September

Congress in Guelph.

992 more

There are 6,832 fuiltime stu-

dents 'at Queen's University this

year, 'and an .additional 218

part-time students.

This is an (increase of 992

fulRflme students, or a 17.5 per

cent increase, over last year's

enrolment of 5,840.

The percentage increase is

just slightly less than that for

afll of Ontario 17.9 per cent, ac-

cording to fine Department of

University Affairs.

RegjBtration in the various

faculties and schools for both

full and parfrtime students this

year is as follows:

^creases over 1967-68 are

shown in brackets.

Arts and Science: 3,367 ( 371).

Applied Science: 1, 258 (123).

Graduate Studies: 922 (124).

Medicine: 358 (3)

Business: 325 (92).

they would like to see the of

-

fender removed from residence.
The Central Commfitttee put

pressure on the TMsoipliirie Com
mdfebee to resign (podditdoal hang-
ups maybe?) and were success-
ful John HfliTs and Tom Bry-
san"s resignations were accept-
ed and tfoe other were returned

to tibei^ posts. However the ' some bystander. What happens
fun had just started. next is anyone's guess.
Bryson despondent and liquid- Residents of Leonard Field

5y JubrScated, punched out a were treated to a weekend's en-
$40.00 window. Paul McHaffy, a joyment of rumours of no gov-
haWk floor senior (a hawk «,

strict disciplinarian), also lub-

irag out three front oeetib of

ernbnent in 'McNeil. waM orgy's,

parties, and girls in residence

at ail hours.

New Journal editor

Martin nominated
The balloon goes upLast night the Publications

Committee of the Alma Mater

Society suffered a (how shall we

put It?) collective cerebral In-

cident and selected William S.

Martin as the new editor of the

Queen's Journal. This decision,

which was reached after brief

minutes of furious bickering and

internecine struggle, was an-

nounced to the assembled mult-

itudes who Immediately and with

much fervour broke Into the Hall-

elujah chorus from Handel's

Messiah. Mr. Martin acknow-

ledged the crowds and quietly

rose Into the air. Defeated cand-

idates Mable and Good waved

their congratulations and were

heard to mutter-—"How could

we compete with such a prince?"

Even John Maskell, who had

thrown his support to Mable In

an eleventh hour attempt to de-

rail the Martin Juggernaut (or

is It Welschmertz?) smiled earn-

estly.

"Subject to the ratification of

the AMS Outer Council, BUI

Martin has been elected editor

of- the Queen's Journal by the

AMS Publications Committee",

announced Chairman Ross Mc-

Gregor last night.

WILLIAM S. MARTIN

There will be a highly classi-

fied and secret meeting of the

Martin-Mclntyre Journal team
and all those Interested In helping

them or joining mem, this Wed-
nesday at seven p.m. We need
people to report, write, organize,

layout or any other perversion

you can name in a hurry. You
are Invited to bring Friends, fa-

mily, pets, fetishes or anything

else. Let's get the balloon up to-

gether. The Golden Age is here.

Spectactors are welcome, but re-

member, this is a SECRET
MEETING. Passiton.

Glossary of terms for

the Golden Age

In the past several months readers of this paper have

become familiar with the jargon, catch-phrases and especially

cliches of the new Left Such terms as structured, unstructured,

quasi-structured, amoebo-structured, dysfunctional, con-

frontatlo, allenatio, and pseudoestabllshment bourgeousie-

oriented adnunlstration flunkies— -(phewl) have reared their

ugly heads.

FORGET rri

With the Golden Age you will acquire a whole new vocabulary.

We suggest you research the following: Merino, Anim; I

Husbandry, mindless concept, psychic Implosion, the lett r

"R" or any other copula verb, autoerotlclsm, dishwasher,

horse, Anna (or any other tongue), Lefty McTyatl, Broccoli,

meatloaf, and anus.

Forty feet of good luck

The Queen's Golden Gaels, in preparation for

their 29-6 conquest of the University of Manitoba

Bisons, were recelplants of a forty foot telegram.

The telegram Is one that is sure to be recorded

In the annals of Kingston and Queen's University.

In a mere 24 hours, some 1300 names were

collected and transportedtotheC.N.C.P. Telegraph

Office were one brave and unsuspecting Howard

Penllngton took the project under his arm and

with luck emerged without a separated shoulder.

After many hours of unending travail In the

office, the massive missive was prepared and

Winnipeg was warned. They begged indulgence of

sufficient length to permit the installation of a

longer role. As foot after foot rolled off, Winnipeg

gasped In amazement

Many luminaries and some not so luminous

added their name to the swelling mass. John

Deutsch, Jesus Christ, Mickey Mouse, Dalton

Camp, The Cincinnati Kid, Pierre Trudeau and

Butch all ended up on the list There were a few

group efforts such as the Leonard Hall dish crew,

the Cheeky Little Devils and the Great Green

Grosers. A retired A.M.S. president also found

his way on to the list.

The telegram had beneficial effects for Kingston's

United Appeal campaign. There was $34,64 left

over from the telegram and this has been handed

over to the Appeal.

The players enjoyed receiving the "word" from

Kingston. Coach Tindall says it helped the boys

know as they should have that we were behind

them all the way.

Law: 306 (31).

McArthur College: 195 (-).

iPbysfcal and Health Educa-

tion 162 (21).

Nursing: 87 (20).

Rehabilitation Therapy: 70

(41).

Late Library?
The poll was conducted most-

_ ly in the Residences and the

In a poll conducted by 'the
Union. The next hflghest pre-

Uberal Ctub Queen's students ™* 22.3* and *k*

voted 50.4% to have Library was in favour of opemng «ja

Library 24 hours a day. 20.4%

thought that the hours were fine.
Hours extended to 2:30 am.
from the present 10:45 p.m.

Vanier Cup Pep Rally
Wednesday night 6:45

Richardson Stadium
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WE OFFER CAREERS TO GRADUATES IN CIVIL, ELECTRICAL,

GEOLOGICAL, METALLURGICAL, MECHANICAL

AND MINING ENGINEERING

IRON ORE

COMPANY
OF

CANADA

QUEBEC NORTH SHORE 8t LABRADOR RAILWAY

CANADA'S LARGEST
PRODUCER OF

IRON ORE

MINING
•

ORE
BENEFICIATION

DOCK LOADING
FACILITIES

PROJECTS
LOCATED AT

LABRADOR CITY
NEWFOUNDLAND

SCHEFFERVILLE, Quebec

SEPT-1LES, QUEBEC

$ett it ia!

$nttr !*rg 05ton

Irani. Nro

iaill

(Cut it out, colour it,

back with masking tape,

and wear with pride)

OUR REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE PLEASED TO MEET WITH YOU WHEN THEY VISIT YOUR

CAMPUS ON NOVEMBER 25 AND 26

It's like working
with tomorrow'

Ron Murray, a senior programmer analyst with London Life

"When I was in university, I

often heard students say the

insurance business is dull.

You can toss that idea out the

window. At London Life, I

tackle a wide variety of busi-

ness situations. My task— to

help London Life serve nearly

2 million policyowners faster

and more efficiently through

electronics. To do this I often

work with forecasted future

situations. And I have to keep
up with the lightning-quick

developments in the com-
puter field. It's like working
with tomorrow."

Ron is a 1 963 Queens Univer-

sity graduate in honors math.

As a senior programmer an-

alyst, he analyzes new de-

velopments in information

systems to keep London Life

in the forefront of the insur-

ance industry. To learn more
about the opportunities for a

varied and rewarding future

that can be yours to choose

at London Life, see your

placement officer. Or write to

the Personnel Department,

London Life Insurance Co.,

London, Ontario.

Interviews will be hetd on campus November 26

London Life Insurance Company
HeU Office:
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A sense of community
The fight for democratization

of departmental decision - making
that is beginning at Queen9

s has been
going on elsewhere. In this article
Brian Slocock, a student in the Poli-
tical Science, Sociololgy and Anthro-
pology Department at Simon Fraser
University, reports on an experiment
that has taken place in that depart-
ment.

BURNABY, B.C.

The events of this summer
at Simon Fraser, while in the

main inconclusive, have resulted

in a number of developments of

crucial importance to the future

of democracy in Canadian univer-

sities.

Our concern with student in-

volvement in decision-making

at the university-wide level

spawned a critical revaluation,

on the part of both faculty and
students.of the structure of pow-

er on the departmental level. In

a number of departments students

began organizing to consolidate

their own views and objectives,

and opened bargaining with the

faculty on the question of the de-

mocratization of departmental

structures.

By far the most important

success in this process has been

the agreement reached between

faculty and students in the depart-

ment of Political Science, Socio-

logy and Anthropology. This

agreement, which involved the

acceptance of the students' pro-

posal on democratization, clear-

ly represents the most sweeping,

attempt to realize student power

concepts in practice on any cam-

pus in Canada.

While "democracy in one de-

partment" is certainly ho subs-

titute for radical restructuring

of the entire university system,

it does provide a living test of

the viability of student power

ideas and of the concept of a stu-

dent-faculty-run university in

particular. For this reason the

experience in the Simon Fraser

PSA department must be con-

sidered as key.

In June of this year a general

meeting of all PSA students was

held to discuss the questions, of

democracy and student partici-

pation in the department. That

meeting elected an eleven-man

Research Committee to explore

in depth alternative ways of im-

plementing student participation

in tile areas of derision-making,

grading and evaluation, teaching

and learning methods and curri-

culum planning and course

content. A student power sub-

committee undertook to formulate

general proposals on the nature

of decision-making within the

department.

The assumptions with which

the sub-committee operated are

best stated in the opening par-

agraphs of the report:

"The Committee agreed that

our ultimate objective was to

create an academic commu-

nity of equals, without role

, or .status distinctions, without

accompanying privileges and
special powers.

"However, we also realize

that we are living in a corpor-
ate society built on hierarchi-

cal principles of fundamental
inequality. The educational

institutions which we study in,

help maintain the corporate

structure by replicating its.

style and ideology in the class-

room and decision-making sys-

tem. All of us are socialized

and stratified into portions of

unequal power and opportunity."

The proposals developed by the

sub-committee were designed to

respond to' this basic contradict

tion between their goals of de-

mocratization and the context of

inequality and stratification which

the university and society impos-

ed upon their project.

After considering and reject-

ing such possibilities as students

sitting in on existing committees,

and "one man, one vote" pro-

posals, the sub-committee report

developed the concept of "paral-

lel-parity" decision-making struc-

tures. This concept recognizes

the corporate distinctiveness and

specialized interest of both stu-

dents and faculty, as. well as the

unequal distribution of power and

authority within the university

community. It concludes from

this the need for separate, but

parallel, structures of decision-

making and authority for both

students and faculty.

These parallel structures are

brought together, in bargaining

situations, designed to work out

study from the first

on). The faculty meet regularly

in departmental meetings which
are open to students.

The Students' Union, and the
faculty both elect members to a
series of ten committees that
deal with all areas of decision-
making in the department. In
each area of concern there is

both a student and a faculty com-
mittee, equal in size, that meet
separately and work out propos-
als representative of the needs of
their respective constituents.

The committees then meet in

joint bargaining sessions to work
out commonly agreeable propo-
sals.

No proposal can be brought
down from these joint sessions

unless it has the endorsement of

both student and faculty commit-
tees. Proposals from the com-
mittees are then brought for ra-

tification to the Student Union and

special committee area of "ap-
pointments procedure" was ac-

cordingly set up, but now, having

fulfilled its terms of reference,

has dissolved.

The procedure in this area

differs slightly from that of other
committees, but preserves the

basic principle of "parallel-

parity" decision making. A sin-

gle student appointments commit'
tee of about six members has full

access to all confidential docu-
ments, interviews and delibera-

tions of faculty committees. The
student committee must be in

agreement with all committee
recommendations on appoint-

ments and the Union must ratify

all appointments before they are

made.

There was some concern that

the participation of students in

appointments might meet with
resistance either from other ins-

There was some concern that the
participation of students in appoint-

ments might meet with resistance,
either from other institutions or from
our own university hierarchy. This
does not seem to have been the case,

however. Two appointments have al-

ready been made with student parti-

cipation.

faculty departmental meetings.

No decision can be implemented

until it has been ratified by both

bodies.

This structure is oriented to

maintaining equality of power

between students and faculty in

decision-making and contains

several safeguards to assure

that this actually happens. This

structure is operative in all areas

of departmental decision-making.

The ten areas in which student

and faculty committees operate

are Grievances (concerned with

student-faculty relations); Libra-

ry; Salaries, Promotion, Renew-

als; Teaching Methods and Grad-

While "democracy in one depart-

ment" is certainly no substitute for

radical restructuring of the entire

university system, it does provide a

living test of the viability of student

power ideas and of the concept of a

student-faculty-run university in par-

ticular.

agreements that respond to the

needs of both parties. The prin-

ciple of democracy in decision-

making is realized by parity bet-

ween the parallel structures

:

that is, an equal distribution of

power between students, and fac-

ulty.

In practice this has worked out

as follows. A PSA Students' Union

has been set up, involving all

declared PSA majors, honours

and graduate students. (Under the

SFU system of registration, this

includes students at all levels of

ing; Decision-Making (set up to

explore and resolve areas of

deficiency or overlap in the new
structure); Budget; Graduate Ad-

missions; Graduate Policies (i.e.

requirements for on-going grad-

uate study, etc.); Curriculum;

and Faculty-Staff Relations.

One area that presented some

special problems, and that has

net been mentioned above, is

academic appointments. In part-

icular, consideration had to be

given to the confidentiality of ap-

plications, references, etc. A

titutions or from our own univer-

sity hierarchy. This does not

seem to have been the case,

however. Two appointments have

already been made with student

participation, one of which in-

volved references from two inter-

nationally respected antbropol-

gists from Columbia, who were

fully aware of our procedures.

Both these appointments, as

well as recommendations on

contract renewal and promotions

in which students were involved,

have subsequently been ratified

by the appropriate University

committees and the Board of

Governors, offering at least tacit

legitimation of our procedures.

It is a Utile early to attempt

seriously to appraise the degree

of success of the Simon Fraser

experience. It has both its positi-

ve and negative aspects. The ex-

tent of student participation has

not been as great as we would

have wished. In many areas the

formally established procedures

have been subject to informal

short-cuts that could, if they be-

came regular patterns, threaten

the underlying principles of the

structure. All this realty says,

of course, is that we have not

succeeded in doing the impossi-

ble: creating an island of dem-

ocracy in a sea of authoritarian

bureaucracy.

If we examine more realistic

goals, then the picture seems

overwhelmingly positive. Our

structure has worked, to the ben-

efit of students, faculty and the

department as a whole. There is

a general feeling of commonness
of project between students and

faculty. A major reorganization

of teaching and curriculum struc-

ture that seeks to TtiMltf
problem-oriented interdiscipli-

nary work is now being under-
taken with the active participation

of students. The teaching pro-
gram for the next two semesters
has been worked out largely In

accordance with students' wishes.

Two new faculty members have
joined the department since these

changes were implemented, and
each has become actively involv-

ed in the new structure. In the
spring Dr. Donald Barnett (author

of "Mau Mau from Within") will

be also be joining the department.
Herbert Marcuse has expressed
great interest in what we are do-
ing, and will be visiting the cam-
pus for several days in January
to discuss with students and fac-

ulty. Also in the Spring D.F. Fle-

ming will begin a two semester
appointment as Visting Professor

in international relations. Al-

ready underway is a program of

special lectures, centering on the

theme of "Development and Un-
derdevelopment",- that has
brought Harry Magdoff, Rene Du-
mont, Ernest Mandel and Eric

Wolf to the campus for lectures

and seminars.

The consensus among most
.faculty is that student participa-

tion is an important force making
for greater rationality, honesty,

and seriousness in the conduct

of departmental affairs. This

spirit was perhaps best typified

by the response of faculty when
the student proposal was brought

before them last semester. Ins-

tead of haggling over the reten-

tion of influence in this or that

area, they sought to apply the

logic of the proposal in a tho-

roughly consistent way. At the

suggestion of the faculty the pro-

became a collective bargain of

indefinite duration which cannot

be amended or abrogated except

by mutual agreement of both par-

Certainly the situation w thin

the department is an encouraging

one. _ While we do face grave

problems, the generalization of

our successes to other depart-

ments and other universities

would be a major factor in sol-

ving many of them. If the spirit

of the community of scholars and

of vital and critical scholarship

exists anywhere in Canada it is at

Simon Fraser. If it is to become
a general feature of Canadian uni-

versity life, then it can only be

through the kind of democratiza-

tion we have pioneered.

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCES*

Fr«» pick-up and detivory

on student proscription*

and tudont ordors

at itudont ratos

CALL 546-6517

546l!irMFrs TAXI 546-1111W W PAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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No matter what

you're wearing, if

your skin is bad,

you're a social mis-

fit. Your squirrels

move out. Perhaps

daws move in. Your
.

handsome friends

won't touch you
with a ten foot pole.

. . Now relief is in

sight. Ponds, the

beauty people, an-

nounce a new bark

treatment

BARK- BRIGHT !

!

In just a few days,

as the photos show,

you too can be gor-

geous.

YOV DON'T HAVE
TO BE A SOCIAL
LEPER .... EVEN
IF YOU ARE ONE .'

BARK-BRIGHT

QUEEN'S

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

FOLIANA
By VIOLET HUNTER

Now that frost is to <Ehe air.

you are probably wootidering

how best to bring your fav-

ourite shade trees indoors.

W-eGL of cource, the method will

vasry wJ,(h Ohc pepjaa^iitff of -Mie

itree in question, but here are

a few general poinibers:

Use sturdy 6" pots. Lined on

the bo'jtom with imooth round

stones and several handfuls of

loam. You really should throw

m three or four fertaibs as well

.

God's 'breesy-tweesys have big

'bummys you know.

Lift the tree gently imto the

pot, n'tuffiTti in as many roots

as posrd'ble. Speak to iit softly

as you do this . . . moving can

be fairly traumatic.

Now carry Lt indoors and

place it where the light is

ample. This way you'M appreci-

ate the shade more. A very dear

friend of mine oaice made the

mistake of pLackug a white oak

in a dark cornier, and it be-

came so unhappy it fell on her

piano and killed it .... a

word to 'the wise.

Now just a note about water

img. Place as many newspapers

about the base of the tree, and

try <to be patient. It may take

a few weeks to toiflet train.

(Tree litter is available in seven

hundred pound bags.)

If you fofflow these instruc-

tions conscientiously, you can

look forward' to the long winter

months unalarmed.

YOUR MORNING SMILE

LOVE-ROCK WAR COLLAGE by MEGAN TERRY

Fri. - Sat. - Sun. - Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

Nov. 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23— 8-30 p.m.

Tickets: $2.00 Students $1 .00

546-3871 Lex:. 3327

DIRECTED BY JOHN SAXTON
Viet Rock features "The Bill Bosworth Trio"

It

NORTH
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TO-DAY'S BRIDGE

Today's exciting hand arose

in am International 'journey held

in Geneva Ohio last winter. The

Americans were playing North-

South against the Italians. Both

sides were vulnerable. North

dealer. North having only 10

high-card points, opened 1

Spade on his good distribution.

East wisely passed. South rep-

lied 2 Clubs to signal that he

had fewer than 13 high- card

points and no Spadeu. West

passed. North retold his Spades

to indicate .that he had no other

strong suit and more than five

Spades. East passed again.

South, feeling -that he should

mention his strong Diamond

suit, bid 3 Diamonds. West

parsed. North, figuring his part-

ner for general distribution with

few Spades and stoppers in at

least two of the other suits,

wisely cut off the bidding at

3 No Trump. East passed. South

did not feel that he could go

against North's cut-off. and

wisely passed. West passed.

East led the ten from his

strong Heart suit, and when it

took the -trick, decided Co lead

them out from the top. His

ace. king, queen, jack, nine,

eight, seven, six, five, four,

«hree, and two each took a trick.

As a result, the Americans

went down nine tricks vulner-

able, failing to make the rub-

ber. The Italians wen', on to

make the next earoe for 200

Inilemational Miatfch 'Points.

In analysing this hand, one

cannot see why West did not

cue bid after Somth's 2 Clubs

to indicate first and second

round control of that suit. He

realized that the Americans had

control of the bidding, but he

still should have mentioned his

strength. East cou'.d then have

safely doubled for 500 Inter-

national Match Points.

South played an excellent

dummy.

Ihb "Wis* rne oJlWD> Of MflftfcH

wiTrt Bfcflurv — OlOt^TS dim But

'The Elite Class and India's Economic Development"

DR. S. C. CHAKRABORTY (Geography Department)

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER

Dunning Hall, 8:00 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

Sponsored by International Centre

SWIM IN CONFIDENCE

after periodic sap-taking

time.

SPLINTEX super - absorbant

sanitary articles come in five

sizes: Sapling, Normal,

Large, Extra-Large, and Big

(for Giant Redwoods).

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

_542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery
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ACROSS
1 Seam
5 Proem

10 Diem
14 Landis
20 Abbe
21 Riata
22 Idea
23 Sapient

24 Four leaf clovers

27 Presser
28 Entries

29 Ires

30 cares

32 Ira
33 Inn
34 Cages
30 Papas
37 Arty
38 Angle
41 Coins
42 Harpy
43 Ale
44 Curls
45 Arms
46 Local
47 Argued
50 Ti es
51 Eras
52 Bolt
53 Entranced
55 Ise

56 Baal
57 Utes
58 Beta
59 Don
60 Vendetta
62 Pius
63 Olga
64 Felt
65 Edgers
66 Nails
68 Flour
69 Ares
70 Rag
71 Added

72 Bless
Hut

DOWN
73 1 Safe 56 Berg
74 Anon 2 Ebon 61 Deans
76 Egged

Trios
3 Abut 62 Pied

77 4 Merrills 63 Oleo
78 Rights 5 Preen 64 Faugh
81 Rows 6 Rias 67 Aden
82 Lion 7 Oaf 68 Flit
83 Suit 8 Etc 71 Agile
84 Openheel 9 Maligns 72 Brine
86 Abt 10 Dives 73 Hint
87 Will 11 Ides 74 Arabs
88 Kern 12 Eer 75 Nobel
89 Moat 13 Mascara 76 Elide
90 Ese 14 Lares 77 Turns
91 Beheaded 15 Apes 78 Read
93 Nine 16 Nis 79 Tessie
94 Stud 17 Desire under the 80 Sleets

95 Else elms 83 Seine
96 Sledge 18 Inert 85 Pouts
97 Rains 19 Stray 87 Wage
99 Gait 23 Spray 88 Knife
100 Admit 25 Lines 92 Edit
101 Lie 26 Ores 94 Said
102 Rolfe 31 Apple blossom 95 Educates
103 Trims time 98 Allowed
104 Ruses 34 Coral and Gold 99 Grimace
105 Adit Rose 100 Aroma
107 Lisle 35 Aims 102 Rides

108 Chide 36 Pacts 103 This

109 Roc .' 37 Alga 105 Arara
110 Rel 38 Active 106 Demes
111 Rodeo 39 Nursed 107 Loves

112 Maim 40 Green grow the 108 Carte

113 Demands lilacs 109 Rente
117 Amative j 41 Carat 111 Rids

119 Wearsacarnation 1 42 Holes m Mail

123 Recedes
r 43 Arra 113 Drop

124 emit 46 Louis 114 Nile

125 cabot 47 Attar 115 Dole

126 Ella 48 Ecole 116 Snap

127

128

Assess 49 Dents 118 Tee

dele 51 Eats 120 Erne

129 Etape 52 Build 121 Cat

130 Seep 54 Negus 122 Aba

ASUS ORIENTATION APPOINTMENT

Chairman and Vice-chairman of the Orientation Committee will take over

the positions of

CHIEF VIG

The positions will be filled by male and female of any^year in Arts

and Science to be chosen on Monday, November 25th ,n

Room of the Student Union at 7:00 p.m.

Applicants should prepare statements of their ideas and 9,ve them

to the typing service by Thursday, November 21st.

The other four members of the Orientation Committee w„, be chosen

Thursday, November 28th.
Parnell

For further information call Brigefte Berman 544^207 or Ted

544-1597.

Father gives son a few pointers on the game of

tennis.

Irtnk
TODAY'S PUZZLE

THE
ASH
YETY
ROUS
TUUA
TRASHY
What is

250 844 7596?

TODAY'S CRYPTOGRAM
FSHRSB JYR JRLUC MFVB MYB MXTB MR AXZLOB

MYXN RIM XN FS FSLN.
ANSWER: TOMORROW
FSNJBO MRT ROORJ

ANSWERS TO YESTERDAY'S CRYPTOGRAM:
JKZR PB LTMOO P ZORRO

You be the Judge!

Queen's Camera Club

Annual Photo Salon

November 17-24

AGNES ETHERINGTON ART CENTRE

Come Out and Judge

!

(by secret ballot)

QUEEN'S MUSICAL
THEATRE

NOVEMBER 21 ,
22,23- tits

GRANT HPiLL _ STUDENTS $125
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Two lovers looked on, admiring natures simple ways.

Look ! I'm a mother

!

On the lower campus,

next to the tennis courts

are four Chinese Gingko

trees, three males and

one female (standard

mixed doubles for the

Queen's social scene).

The common name for

this delightful piece of

arborla is the Chinese

Maidenhair Tree. Well

not any more. The fe-

male Gingko is bearing

fruit and the Journal was

there to be a sort of

photographic midwife.

w

M

U
S

. . . and then, you

have the perverts

Axe-murdering psychotic elms stand gloating over

their victim.

A sinister elm tree, demented by Dutch Elm dis

ease, stalks an unsuspecting house.

Have You Seen

Rover Lately?
.

The dog tracks lead up to the tree, but not atmf.

Grim testimony to the KILLER ELMS efficiency.

Not a few dogs have disappeared on campus In

recent months, victims of the savage KILLER ELM!!

This sneaky tree hides its power in a small but

lethal electric generator in its roots. This power

source is good for about 100,000 volts and when an

unwary dog attempts to relieve himself, ZZZAPP,

he's dead. Quite shocking actually. The KILLER

ELM then may dine at its leisure, usually taking

about two days to ingest its hapless canine victim

Two days later, THE KILLER ELM has digesUi <<s

meal and is ready for yet another dog.
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This Hunter:
9

A Veritable Diana

Violet Hunter is a young tree in a hurry-
A scant 17 years to her roots and already she
blossoms promise. This is impressive since, as a
Chinese Yew tree, she has had to acclimatize
rapidly, and what a marvelous job she has done.
Her well-filled bark blushes health.

This winsome wood lot loyes to write, and
already has a syndicated column on — (what
else?) — plants, a subject she knows so well.

A full social calendar poses no problem for

a lass who loves fine food, convivial conversation
and fast hard rock music. "I just love to let down
my leaves and dance".

She loves all sports . . . especially surfing.

What does she think of Canadian males? She
coyly giggled, crossed her long lovely limbs and
answered, "Some of you gay dogs are a little for-

ward in your approach".

3Jmimal'a paginate of% Jlnntlj

HAPPINESS IS \ WARM TREE
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Cast members Gerri Butler and Murky Hare

Students have found the Yellow

Pages one of the most useful

reference books around. They

know it's the one sure place to

find everything they need —
quickly and easily. Whether

you're in Arts & Sciences, Engi-

neering, Education — make a

course in Yellow Pages part of

your curriculum. Graduate from

looking to finding. Wear out your

fingers instead of yourself.

let your fingers do the walking

Put-On!
By MARTE HARDING, Arts Editor

Note to the Whig-Standard: Don't call

it an operatta! Don't anybody call it an

operetta. Even the cast cant call it an

operetta. "Operetta" scares people away.

The Queen's Musical Theatre is pre-

senting, starting this Thursday, Nov. 21,

through to Saturday, Nov. 23, "THE GON-

DOLIERS", a musical comedy by Gilbert

and Sullivan.

Don't let Gilbert and Sullivan scare you

either! The Gondoliers is very light. It has

a complicated and intricate plot which

spoofs all complicated and intricate plots.

It has G&S's sense of fun(really) and their

renowned satire which is particularly appro-

pos this year as THE GONDOLIERS mocks

republican values and ideals.

QMT is new this year. Oh, it s been

around for years, but the name was chan-

ged this year to bring the club up to date

and, hopefully, to attract a bigger and

more sophisticated audience.

Will this work? Well, unfortunately

QMT has a lot going against it— this Fri-

day's Vanier Cup game.

THE GONDOLIERS has a lot going for

it, too. An enthusiastic cast, colourful cos-

tumes, a set change, lively stage work and

the direction of Sandy Townsend. Eighty

cast members, including fifty performing

ones, are under Sandy's direction.

Sandy's main problem has been the

singers' natural tendency to plant himself

firmly on the stage, open his mouth and

sing. No movement. No excitement. No
good.

Thursday night is the night for all you

"On to Toronto" people to see THE GON-
DOLIERS. Ifs cheap ($1.25), it's good, it's

fun! Don't be scared away!

Pix by WILSON

k
Jit

frfKQ WOWS
Kingston's Final

Chinese Restaurant

1111 frincMJ Sr. rri

Wnt U|
'

j
jl Dint 5C 9J13 fij

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Sieve Amey"

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

Read

The Other Journal
KINGSTON'S FINEST PAPER
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The JOURNAL Reviews:
Sacred Cows Make Good Hamburger
reviewed by Marte Harding, Arts Editor

We all know from our high school days that there are some play* which
AKtents couldn't, or shouldn't, attempt to present. Happily, this U not the
case with VIET ROCK. The Queen's department of drama Is presenting It

this week, directed by professor John Sexton and designed by Keith Bradley
and Juliana Sexton. Viet Rock relies largely on the work of the student mem-
bers of its company and production staff, and their acting and technical per-
formances are excellent. There is no reason not to call this a perfect pres-
entation of Viet Rock.

A perfect production, however, it's not. And the reason for this Is play-
wright Megan Terry.

Miss Terry has some good ideas. The college effect of Viet Rock is

achieved not only through the use of songs, dance routines and pictures pro-
jected onto screens, but through Miss Terry's mixture of bits and pieces of

satire and tragedy. Her technique of juxtaposing the two has the intended
effect of jarring her audience from its complacency.

Her standard of writing, though. Is not very high.- Miss Terry does not
characterize, she caricatures. The people on stage are the stock types found
every afternoon in television's soap operas. Drama swiftly subsides to the
level of melodrama.

The shock value of the juxtaposition never makes up for the loss of con-

tinuity. And there is a loss cf impact. Individual bits are good in them-
selves but contribute little to the play as a whole.

In the second act, for instance, there is a long series of segments about

Hie wounding and eventual death of one young soldier, Gerry. This series Is

the only time we meet Gerry. If Gerry's mother had been one of those wait-

ing outside the induction centre, if Gerry, not Eugene, had written home to

his mother and girl friend, there would be greater audience response to his

death.

Viet Rock
But we cannot react as we do to a late show "B" movie— "That one's

bad ft" — at his first entrance. We cannot get to know and like Gerry; we
are presented with his death, not involved In If. Therefore, we cannot feel any
great loss.

Megan Terry has produced the best example I have yet seen of what
she is fighting to change: the fact that each day hundreds of young men die

in Viet Nam and no one gives a damn. By the time Gerry dies In agony,
we don't give a damn either.

Perhaps the most moving aspects of VIET ROCK are the grisly pictures

of Vietnamese mothers cradling their dead children. Nothing the actors do
with Megan Terry's words can match the grimness and futHlty on the faces

of these war-torn people.

The other great fault of Megan Terry's writing is its striking unorlgln-

allty. If, as most students do, you feel quite strongly against the war m Viet

Nam, you will leave Convocation Hall feeling vindicated. VIET ROCK Is not

an anti-war play; it Is an antl-Vlet-Nam-war diatribe. Those barbs at every-

one we Ilka to see held up to mockery— the hawks, the Southern senators,

LBJ, "anybody over thirty" — are delightful. Sacred cows make good ham-

1

burger. But ifs not new! I heard them first on the Smothers Brothers' show;

I heard them last in Art Buchwald's commentaries on CBS this summer. Ifs

overdone and — dare I say It — passe. The same old things In the same
new, new, new way.

The cast and production staff have done their best to overcome the

play's deficiencies. The use of projections Is imaginative and the lighting

is effective. The standard of acting is high and three people (Ted Balrstow

as the sergeant, Jo-Anne Hawley as Hanoi Hannah, and Gord Vogt for his

performances throughout) deserve special mention. But that Isn't enough.

VIET ROCK Is very good of Its type; I'm just rather tired of Its type.

A Single Instrument

By LESLIE LYNCH
Sunday evening, the Vaghy String Quartet,

Queen's new Qua r let-in-residence, gave their second
campus performance. The concert, more correctly

called an anti-concert, was different in several ways
from the more formal Dunning Hall concert given a

few weeks ago. For, on Sunday, the atmosphere in

the Poison room of the Union was one of casual cam-

araderie; the concert had a specific theme, and the

music played served to illustrate that theme. Deszo

Vaghy, first violinist of the group, served as spokes-

man, often aided with both comments and witticisms

from other group members. The main similarities of

these two concerts were the consistently high calibre

of musicianship and the enthusiasm of the audience.

The theme of the anti-concert was "The String

Quartet as a Single Instrument", and the quartet Illu-

strated this theme with works by Haydn, Mozart,

Vivaldi and Beethoven. Mr. Vaghy traced the de-

velopment of the form of the string quartet from its

antecedent form, the four voice chorale, through the

string quartet, to the concerto grosso, which he brief-

ly mentioned. He a|so pointed out how the string

quartet became increasingly complex as time moved

on.

When the quartet came to play an excerpt from

the Mozart "Dissonant" Quartet, the audience was

prepared for its chromatic harmonies by the relation

of an amusing anecdote about the publishing of the

quartet. When Mozart first sent the quartet to the

Vaghy Quartet
ubllsher, it was promptly sent back to have the har-

monic mistakes corrected. Mozart had to return the

quartet to the publisher, explaining that the rather

dissonant harmonies were not errors, but an Inten-

tional venture Into a new idiom!

The quartet closed the anti-concert with two

movements of the supremely beautiful Beethoven quar-

tet, opus 135—his last string quartet. They mentioned

that they fett this quartet represented the highest as-

cension of the string quartet, although the direction

of more contemporary composers like Schoenberg and

Bartok cannot be overlooked.

How did all this link to "The String Quartet as

a Single Instrument"? The string quartet heralded a

new time in musical writing, a time when music was

no longer written to show the virtuosity of the per-

former, but to express the feeling of the composer.

Thus the purpose of the work has changed from mere

artistry to one of emotion. And the members of the

string quartet must, therefore, think and feel the same

things about a work. Thus, in perception, the string

quartet is a single instrument, with four distinct

voices.

The Union Program Committee and the Student

Concert Club are giving the campus these opportuni-

ties to meet the Vaghy String Quartet. The next con-

cert in the series is to be given on Sunday, t Decem-

ber, in the Union. Judging from the gratifying at;

tendance last Sunday, It would be wise to arrive

early.

Corruption and Violence

By BRIAN HILL

John Boorman's movie "Point Blank"

is to be shown Tuesday of next week

in Dunning Hall, at the usual times

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.

I'd like to be able to review the movie

but I can't because I haven't seen it.

What I have done is read a lot of re-

views of it, so I might as well relay

them and add a few comments of my
own.

What the movie is about is a gunsll

called Walker, played with the usual

indifference and vigour by Lee Marvin.

Walker and a partner have doublecross-

ed the Syndicate and are about to col-

lect big bills when the partner double-

crosses Walker, leaving him for dead.

Walker is of course not the man to be

left for dead, but dead. Naturally

somewhat piqued at the lead his part-

ner has pushed through his belly, he

sets out to return the favour.

Casting Lee Marvin in this type of

role is rapidly becoming automatic and

well It should. The man Is obviously

tough looking and fairly big but neither

of these things can account for the

spasmodic excitement he generates in

audiences when he is doing dirty to

somebody. What he does better than

anybody else Is convince you that he

hasn't got the slightest concern for his

own well-being. When he is trying to

stay alive, he does it in an unconscious,

animal manner, yet alt the while his

face makes it clear that he doesn t

care. Nobody can be hard until they

don't give a god-damn about themsel-

ves. Again, not a man to leave for

dead.

Angle Dickinson plays the female^tead

-Walker's sister-in-law. None of the

reviews said much about her except

that she looks good in ^»^»-
this says something about the movie,

I suppose, but not about her.

The m0vle is based loosely on the

novel "The Hunter" by Richard Stark

and more than one reviewer spent time

saying what a crappy job Boorman and

his writers did putting it on the screen.

This Is an inconsequential argument at

the best of times, except perhaps where

too much of a complex novel has been

presented in short, unconnected epi-

sodes: so much so that people get con-

fused. This Is certainly one criticism

of the movie, although one reviewer

saw the flash-back, flash-forward, etc,

technique as -bursting with so much

style that he felt compelled to com-

pare Hie film with innumerable art

movies. There's no real point in using

a novel for anything but suggesting

Ideas to directors and screenwriters.

The style and pace is exerting right

to the end. Walker gets back at those

who fouled him with a graduated scale

of brutality and most reviewers enjoyed

that response. With Marvln( Ifs a very

personal kind of violence — nothing Im-

personal like In Bonnie and Clyde or

Point Blank
senseless as with "In Cold Blood", to

name two contemporary and violent

films. Yet he doesn't kill anybody di-

rectly — he merely alters facial char-

actertistics and restructures genitals

with judo chops.

One widely written-about scene shows

Walker's efforts to get information from

a used-car salesman who knows things.

He poses as a prospective customer and

gets the salesman to go for a test drive'

with him In a big convertible. Walker

has a seat belt on — the salesman does-

n't. He rams the car into the wall of

a freeway overpass until neither it nor

the salesman work anymore— just

voices remain, the car radio and little

gurgles.

One thing I noticed is that the foreign

movie reviews were generally very fav-

ourable while the American reviews

panned the film, usually harshly. I

guess this Isn't too unusual except that

the Europeans were praising what the

Americans were condemning: the vb-
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EDITORIAL PAGE

SADDEST DAY

Here is another JOURNAL
theme issue: Trees on Cam-

pus.

This issue is devoted to

an in depth study of cam-

pus arboria. We discover-

ed a number of interesting

things about trees. We talk-

ed with several and tried to

see things from their point

of view. Consequently,

three of our staff are hap-

pily in blossom, and will

bear fruit, acorns, and keys

in the late spring.

The most pressing prob-

lem on campus at the mo-

ment is not openness of the

Senate. No trees give a

damn about the Senate —
none of the trees I talked to

anyway. The real problem

is Dutch Elm disease, espec-

ially among elms. You're

probably "poo-pooing" this

problem. Well don't. Per-

haps some of the elms

which have been dug up in

front of the Court House
"poo-pooed" Dutch Elm Dis-

ease. Well( it's the last bit

of "poo-pooing" they'll be

doing. I can assure you

Dutch Elm Disease is seri-

ous. Don't "poo-poo" it.

Dutch Elm Disease is like

Syphilis, only it generally

affects trees, especially

elms. The last part of the

tree to be affected is its

mind. There's a lot of trees

on this campus thus afflict-

ed. Most of the elms in

MacDonald park may be

considered dangerous.

Some have even exposed

themselves to passing co-

eds, a shocking event,

frightful to tell, dreadful to

witness. It's high time we
showed a little responsible

Journaleese, and threw a

little light on these shady

activities. (This could well

be the saddest day in the

history of Journalism).

letters to the editor

Nothing but Complaints: PART I

Dear Editor;

I roust say I'm tired of reading

all these leftist articles you

people have been printing Inyour

rag. I do hope you can come up

with something a little more

meaningful to the campus as a

whole. Who wants to read about

Housing or Student Power and

other irrelevant things?

Why not have a paper that ap-

pears to a much wider reader-

ship?

Why not have a special that

concerns a problem confronted

by us- all? Why not a special on

trees?
JOHN BIRCH.

ED NOTE-Thanks-Will do.

Nothing but Complaints: PART II

Dear Editor:

This paper is really goingtothe

dogs! What kind of an outfit do you

think you are running over there

anyhow? Your paper reeks!! It

isn't even fit to wrap fish, or

spoiled fish, or even rotten fish

in. I wouldn't even feed your

paper to a dog.

And you expect us to read this

rubbishl What nerve. You publish

a special on the status of women

and expect it to appeal to the

whole campus. Can't you be more

realistic? Nobody around this

campus cares about women. You,

of all people, should know that

A special Issue on the Chemistry

Department would be more in

keeping with what should be an

academically orientedUniversity

newspaper. Or the Music Dep-

artment Or the Department of

Physical Plant There is such an

untapped wealth of intereston this

campus and look at the junk you

print

I know you won't print this, but

I think you should know what the

campus as a whole thinks about

you. I bet you won't put this in.

Love

ALICE DOGWOOD

Progressive Conservative Association

Dear Sir:

The Progressive Conservative

Association at Queen' Univer-

sity wishesto announce that it will

he compiling statements ofprob-

lems, needs, opinions and sug-

gestions submitted by individual

students and organizations on

campus to be presented to the

Minister of University Affairs to

early December. AU statements

must be submitted in writing be-

fore November 29 at the A.M.S.

office. Arrangements will be

made to discuss each submis-

sion. The association will com-

pile the statements with an index

of subjects to aid presentation to

the Minister. An appointment will

be arranged with the Minister,

at which time the statements will

be presented and discussed.

The associationlnvitesthestu-

dents and organizations on cam-

pus to submit statements collec-

tively and/or individually.

I shall be pleased to answer any

questions that may arise.

Yours truly,

ED PAUL.

Trudeau and the Carter Report

Evil lurks unnoticed in our parklands

(Quern's Journal
Editor:

Wilt Day

News Editor:

Mark Elliott

Associate Editor:

Tom Good

Wire Editor:

Charles Schwier

Magazine Assistant:

Jacqui Cocks

Managing Editor:

John Maskell

Sports Editor:

Murray Aspden

Weekend' Cathy Acton; Research: Chris Redmond; Photos: Chris

BooTand C^toStinson News: Alex Binkley; Sports: Lix Maxwell

Arts Marte Harding; Design: Paul Barron; Business: Ml Stilwell

and 'MJtafSaitSAdvertlSng: George Heale; Office: Patty Walker.

"^(SdUP
Ja«1ui Cocks, EnM^ Lg£™»

Hamar Foster, Brad Lucas, Glen Maouonell. Brenda Mayoee,

Uivkm ate"t-

pilBtad by . 0M W4nda Publisher. Ltd.. Cnwoqu.

EARLY MORNING DRIPPINGS FROM THUG LTD.

NOW MOVING TO NEW EXPANDED QUARTERS

Free tree foldouts and thanx to ChriB who Is a sensitive area;

Brenda, who undressed Alex (what will the JCUC say about this?);

Alex who thus blushed; Arlelgh who smiled tonite 0 wonder why?);

John whose pretty face la ugly; Jan and Chuck who work tor the

. JOURNAL (really ?????); Marte who bearded the lion; Bruce the

Duke of Typewriter Reparo; Janlna who's there and the Jock's Padre

who's not; Liz who finished a long week; George, who has quit smok-

ing five times In one week; Graham, the Bridge Expert; Cathy who

had to get me out of bedtwiceln five minutes; the CNT telecommuni-

cations operator who puts up with us; CUP OTT who haven't been

used lately (Hi Kev and Gang); and Wilf for his well-run election,

(HEADUNE-Kingston Journalists Protest Election Irregularities.).

P,S.-Thanx to the trees.

PPS-Special consideration to Paul Barrow who admirably laid out

the Augean Stables of our minds.

One of the questions that Mr.

Trudeau attempted to answer on

Friday when he was meeting the

students of Queen's dealt with the

recommendations of the Royal

Ccmmision on Taxation. His re-

ply left the impression that Mr.

Carter and the members of his

Commission feel that the rich in

Canada are overtaxed. This is

not true. Mr. Carter feels that

the rich in Canada are not pay-

ing enough taxes.

The following is a direct quote

frcm the Introduction of Mr. Car-

ter's Report:

"The top marginal rate is now
about 80 per cent, and applies to

income in excess of $400,000. In

our opinion, rates as high as this

are on the statute books only be-

cause they are readily avoided

by most of the few wealthy peo-

ple with income of this size. By
transforming income into non-

taxable forms and through a my-
riad of tax avoidance techniques,

the 80 per cent rate can be ef-

fectively circumvented, so that

the effective marginal rate is

much lower. Indeed, the effec-

tive average rate of tax on all

income, including property gains,

is now prcbably no more for ex-

tremely wealthy people than it is

for those with much lower in-

comes.

"We have examined the weight

of total taxes on groups of fam-

ilies and individuals with differ-

ent incomes as well as the value

of the government benefits they

receive, and find that most mid-

dle and upper income taxpayers

are not contributors to govern-

ment, many of those at the very

top are not making net contribu-

tions that are sufficiently large

relative to their discretionary

economic power. Broadening the

base as we recommend, and low-

ering the rates as we propose,

would increase the weight of tax

on many wealthy families and

individuals because the lower

marginal rates would be more
than offset by the broader base' .

questions, such as the source of

his campaign funds and on the

basis of the unfortunate program-

mes that his government has al-

ready passed, I am forced to con-

clude that Mr. Trudeau is not the

white knight that he and his pub-

lic relations men would like us to

believe he is

Robin Ryan, Arts 67

Strange things have been hap-

pening in my house, I hear

noises late at night. And weird

shrieks. And . . . this Is really

odd . . . soap just keeps disap-

pearing. And my hot water bill

is outrageous, I think it's polter-

geists. What can I do?

You are probably the victim of

an auto-erotic dishwasher. Un-

plug it before retiring, (the one

star is for the concept).

I was most alarmed the other

day when a fat unoccupied Buick

backed up to my Volvo, opened

its trunk and displayed its Jack.

Are the streets no longer safe?

No. (and the idea is, well,

threadbare).

The other night I inadvertently

discovered my grandmother knit-

ting a horse. We have three al-

ready but I don't know how tact-

fully to suggest that she stop.

Can you help?
**

What colour is the horse?

(that's really rather mindless).

My lectures are boring. Jesus,

they're really boring. What^do

you suggest that I do?
*

You just blew our minds (amaz-

ing \ I )

Solution

to

today's

cross-word

iHHnn HQ BOBB "UDDEIlEj

Hon bdebb ododb nnnn
nrjHaa HdnrjB_gnnnn nag

On Ihe basis cf the obvious dis-

crepancy between Mr. Trudeau's

answer and Mr. Carter's intent,

on the basis of his deft avoid- '.

ance of several other important
jjoBBBB nnnn bdddg bggb
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• • and now more Perverts

Knotty Peeping Pines
eagerly spy on unwary
co-eds.

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous .
. = an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET'

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you.

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf suppUes, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Poper Backs — Station^

K. & W. BOOKS
Borne Near Princess ',546^2746

Queen's University

Official Blazers

You get a $55.00 Fashion Croft Blazer

Coat plus Gold Wire Crest, valued at $11.00

and Gilt Buttons $1.50.

$67.50 VALUE FOR $57.50

93 Princess Si.
Telephone 546-6381

PETER SWANN

Director of the Royal Ontario Museum

illustrated lecture on

"CHINESE ART"

on Thursday, November 21 at 8:30 pm Stirling Hall (D)— Queen's Crescent

jointly sponsored by the Agnes Etherrngton Art Centre and

the Gallery Associaion - admission is free

A.S.U.S.

APPOINTMENT

The position of the

Male Junior A.M.S. Rep.

will be filled by appoint-

ment on Thursday, Nov.

21st in the 3rd Floor Com-

mon Room of the Stu-

dents' Union at 7:00 p.m.

Applicants can be of

any year of Arts and Sci-

Submit names to

gitte Berthart, 544-820f«

Ted Pamell, 544-1597.
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Waterloo Lutheran next

GaelsTStampede Bisons
... ki hla see

By JIM GIBBS

Manitoban Sports Editor

On Saturday at University Sta-

dium, Winnipeg, the Queen's Gol-

den Gaels earned a berth In the

College Bowl by virtue of a 29-6

triumph over the Bisons from

Manitoba.

Keith Eaman opened the scor-

ing by capping a 68 yard drive

with a 5-yard touchdown pass

reception from Don Bayne on a

third down gamble. Doug Coiac

made good on the convert and the

Gaels never looked back.

For the remainder of the first

quarter, the teams played a good

defensive game, with the only

other scoring coming on a 55

OB Don Bayne

yard single by Jim McKeen at

the 13:22 mark.

in the second quarter, Ron

Brooks intercepted a passtoglve

the Gaels the ball on their own

19 On the first play, Ron Clark

rambled for 60 yards to the Bison

»•
The BlsonB stopped the Queen s

rush but were unable to move the

ball out of their own end despite

a wind advantage. The result was

a single by Coiac on a field goal

attempt that went low and wide at

the 6 minute mark.

The Bison's big moment of

glory came at the nine minute

mark when Dennis Hrycalko re-

turned a punt from his five yard

line for a 105 yard touchdown. The

snap from centre went high and

I the Bison score Btayed at six.

On the kick-off return Keith

! Eaman pitched the ball to Brian

j
Donnelly who caught the Bison

defenders going the wrong way.

f Only a tremendous effort by Clint

I Evans stopped Donnelly fromgo-

i ing all the way.

Two incompleted passes, a

^ third down gamble and Bayne hit

1 flanker Tom Chown for a seven

f yard touchdown pass to make the

I score 15-6 at the 10:20 mark.

The Bisons came back strong

I in the dying stages of the first

I half moving the ball to the Gaels'

' nine. There the Gaels' defense

tightened up to stop the Manito-

bans cold.

The Gaels opened the second

half with a short kick that boun-

ced off Bison Brian Hutton, the

ball was recovered by a mass of

Gael players at the Gael's 51.

The defensive teams battled the

offensive teams to a standstill in

the Bisons' end. The Gaels finally

got the ball deep in Bison terri-

tory. An attempted field goal by

Coiac was low, but through the

end lone for a single at the four

minute mark.

After the Gaels single, the Bi-

sons struck back on third and one

from the Manitoba 34, Quarter-

back Bob Kraemer ran 71 yards

for a touchdown only to have it

called back to the Bison's 49 be-

cause of a clipplngpenalry. Noth-

ing conclusive followed In that

quarter.

On the second play ofthe fourth

quarter, Doug Walker broke

through on the Bisons to partially

block a punt; the Gaels came up

with the ball at the Manitoba 19.

After a four yard carry by

Clark, Rich Howden picked off

hla second interception of the

afternoon. The Queen's defence

stopped the Bisons on the Mani-

toba 29 when the Westerners

gambled on the third and one and

lost.

Clark moved to the 23, Bayne

then hit Eaman with a 21 yard

pass. From the Bison two, Helno

Lilies crashed over at 3:04 to

make the score 22-6. Coiac mis-

sed the convert but a penally

against the Bisons gave him a

second chance on which he made

good.

The Gaels defensive team con-

tinued to force the Bisons offence

Into giving the ball up. The last

drive to result in a score started

from the Bisons* 48.

Allan Strader on two carries

moved the bail to the 39. On third

and one Bayne moved the ball to

tt loould be ,j»o»ii'nioi»l

To bt brafc'K

by a. ffevitie.

Tlvrt: .

GAELS' RAH?

CONSOLIDATED - BATHURST LIMITED

BACKGROUND

In 1967 two solid and long-established co

in o dovetailed operation that represents wi

duct diversificaion. This integration brou'jh

Limited. Consolidated Paper Corporation L

print, Bathurst Paper Ltd. largely with pa

from paperboards.
Consolidated-Bathursl is 93% Canadian 0

in 1967 were S278 million. The Company h

operates eight mills and some thirty cornier

manufacturing subsidiaries in the United S

largest producers of newsprint, Consolidate

sales in packaging materials in paper, wood

and has a wood products group of five saw

OPPORTUNITIES

mpanies and their subsidiaries joined forces

der geographical dispersion and greater pro-

t with it a new name: Consolidafed-Bathurst

td. had been linked traditionally with news-

cAaging paperboards and containers made

limed with its Head Office in Montreal. Sales

arvests 22.000 sg. miles of woodlands and

ting plants in Canada. The Company has

tates and in West Germany. One of Canada's

d-Bathurst has about half of its total dollar

and plastic. It also sells bleached kraft pulp

mills.

In the structure of the parent Company th ere are five business or operational groups:

Woodlands, Mill Manufacturing, Newsprint and Pulp, Wood Products and Packaging.

The Company's management philosophy and its organization into functional and busi-

ness groups are intended to provide every o pportunity for the advancement of promis-

ing employees, present and future.

Top quality graduates in the faculties or departments of chemical, mechanical, elec-

trical and civil engineering, chemistry (research - graduate and post - graduate levels),

business administration, mathematics and c ommerce will be offered positions that will

allow them to demonstrate their ability to p erfarm with competence and progress to

management responsibility at an early age.

While on-the-the-job training will be emp hasized. graduates, along with other Com-

pany employees, will participate in development programmes co-ordinated by the Man-

power Planning '& Management Development Department.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Performance is reviewed annually and sa lary increases and promotions are based on
individual performance and potential. A co mplete range of co-ordinated employee ben-
efits is comparable with the best available.

Consolidated-Bathurst representatives wil I visit your campus on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, November 26th, 27th and 28 th, 1968. Please see your Placement Office
for further details.

FB Lilies

the 36. Glen Penwarden moved the

ball to the 30. Keith Eaman car- .

ried the ball to the Bison four on

'two carries. From there. Lilies

went over for the final major of

the game.

Firsts Edged Out
By IAN BROWN

There was more than one tear shed yesterday afternoon, as

Queen's Rugger 1st XV just failed to snatch victory from the hands

of the Toronto 1st XV. Seldom has a team been so keyed up for a

game as Queen's were for this one, and seldom has an outcome

seemed so unjust At the beginning of the game, when Captain Mike

Dollack presented the opposing Captain with a bunch of carnations,

some of ub felt that we already had a moral victory.

Queen's kicked off into a stiff breeze, and soon broke into a

series of dangerous attacks on the Toronto line. But although

coming very close, Queen's didn't manage to cross the line. Had

we chalked up five points at this stage, the result could well have

been very different. However, Toronto now started to assert them-

selves and the hard running and snappy passing of their backs soon

became evident. Indeed, it says much for wingforwards Peter

Barker and Steve Shelley that they managed to nail their men so

often.

After Toronto had just missed with a penalty kick, a series of

events starting with a scrum at Queen's 10-yard line led to Tor-

onto's first try. A long, high kick from the Blues' stand-off caught

fullback Larry Thorsteinson out of position, and a lucky backward

bounce allowed Toronto's right wing to catch the ball. Thorsteinson

tackled him, but not before he had passed the ball inside to one of

the centres, who ran around to score between the posts. Toronto's

scrum-hail added the extra points, making the score after about

fifteen minutes, 5-0.

Five minutes later Queen's retaliated with a magnificent penalty

kick fron Ron Easteal. The penalty was taken from about 35 yards out

to the right of the posts and against the wind which gave some indi-

cation of the difficulty of the kick. This made the score Queen's 3:

Toronto, 5. Shortly before half-time Toronto once again started to

drive down-field and from a scrum on the 25 yard line, their scrum-

half broke round the blind side and dived over for Toronto's second

try. The conversion was missed leaving the score 8-3 at half-time.

The second half started with the same tough uncompromising play

from both sides. It was after ten minutes of the second half that the

Toronto scrum-half raised the Blues score to 11 points with a

penalty kick from the Queen's 25 yard line. The realiiation that

another score by Toronto would sew up the game for them, spurred

Queen's into all-out action. The forwards, playing magnificently,

drove nearer and nearer to Toronto's line and Page ail but scored

before he was finally blocked two yards from the line. This period

of pressure by Queen's produced by far their best rugger of the day.

All this had to end in something concrete and five minutes later

it did, thanks to a beautiful try by Chip Drury. From a line-out on

Toronto's 25 yard line, Bryan Currah ran for 10 yards before

lobbing the ball to Easteal. Easteal, seeing the backs well up with

him, passed It straight out to Drury, who, seeing the Blues line 30

yards away, lowered his head and went for that line. He made it

despite the attentions of three Toronto players. Easteal made the

Important conversion and thus brought the score to Toronto 11:

Queen's 8.

With ten minutes to go, one goal by Queen's would win them the

match and the Championship. Queen's now seemedto have the measure

of Toronto and the forwards and backs strove relentlessly to get

nearer Toronto's line. Then in a loose maul Rick Courts was badly

injured and had to be carried off in a stretcher. To lose a man at

this stage of the game, especially someone of the calibre of Courts,

was indeed unfortunate. Nevertheless, the pressure waB maintained

to the end and it was with some disbelief that one realiied that the

referee's final whistle signalled the end of Queen's hopes.

It was a great game of Rugger and every Queen's player played

heroically. For this reason it would be unfair to single out certain

players for special praise. Yesterday, it was the team, aa a unit,

that merited the praise. It has, in retrospect, been a great season

and I am sure the experience gained this year has laid the founda-

tions for an equally great season next year.
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Hockey Gaels Win Big
By BRUCE McLEOD

Queen's hockey Gaels won their

first game of the OQAA regular

season In convincing manner,

skating to an 8-4 victory over

McGill Redmen at the Constan-

tine Arena Saturday night. The
Gaels did It with a burst of five

goals in less than nine minutes

in the second period, after spend-

ing most of the first period get-

ting untracked. In the first 20

minutes, the Gaels, with a high

proportion of rookies, looked

tense and sometimes disorgan-

ized. But sometime between the

first and second periods, they

decided they could beat McGill

and set out to do it. Once they

settled down, they made it look

easy, and in the final period, they

let up, and allowed the Redmen to

^score three goals. But after the

'first period, the McGill squad

was never really in the game,

although they managed to draw

within one goal again for about

40 seconds. The score was 6-1

after two periods, and It was

8-2 before it was 8-4.

Once they found how easy it

was, the Gaels didn't even bother

to hit, and this is one attitude

they will have to revise if they

expect to win against Btronger

teams. They were also actually

outshot by a wide margin, 35-23,

but here the greatest difference

between the two teams, the goal-

tending, became obvious. While

the McGill goalie, Dave Craig,

looked very weak, and let in at

least a couple of gift goals,

Queen's Norm Douglas showed

once again that he is the best

goalie in the OQAA, for my
money, when he's hot. In the

first period, it was Norm who

actually kept the Gaels in the

game, as he shut the Redmen out,

turning back 12 shots. Whenever

the Gaels had a lapse, The Cin-

cinnati Ki'd would somehow end up

with the puck.

The spate of minor cuts which

has been plaguing the Gaels con-

tinued on Saturday night, as Bob

O Club
By L1LL1CO

Queen's Orienteering Club's

first meet, which was held on

Sunday, was reasonably succes-

sful. Twenty-two brave souls

tackled the course around the St.

Lawrence Golf Club. The girls'

route was 3.1 miles long and the

boys 3.7 miles. Although the

courses were short, they were

very demanding since the com-

petitors had to manoeuvre
through snow, water, fences and

various fields, and at the same

time withstand the cold weather.

Dave Ellis, a member of the

Track team, was the winner with

a time of 1 hour 3 minutes and

4 seconds. Tim Baker, another

member of the track team, was

second, George Giles third and

Jim Moir fourth. The girls' win-

ner was Kim Stewart

One unfortunate note? As of

press time Sunday evening two

competitors, a guy and a girl,

were still missing and a search

was being conducted for them.

Kmdon was hit with a puck in the
first period, and then Tom Bry- .

don, who replaced him, was cut
on the very next shift. But other-
wise, the team came out of it

with no disabling injuries. Cur-
rently, the undisputed team lead-

er In stitches is Doug Barton with

a total of 13.

All of the Gaels noticed the

tremendous fan turnout and sup-

port. The spectators did Oil

Thighs after every goal, which

left them rather breathless by the

end of the game, and generally

gave the team a big lift just by

being there. A few fans had to

wait in the cold for the bus to

come back for a second load, but

I think most of them felt it was
worth it The Gaels' next home
game is in two weeks, against

Laval, who finished only 6th in

last year's league, but have a very

tough, hard-hitting team; there

will probably be another bus on

for this game, so that some don't

have to wait Next week, Queen's

has two games in Ottawa, against

the league newcomers, playing

Ottawa University Friday night

and Carleton on Saturday after-

noon. Indications are that neither

team will be easy to beat but if

the Gaels can come up with a

pair of wins, it will put them In

a very strong position in their

division. These first few games

are very important, becausethey

can establish or breakthe team's

confidence for the year.

SCORING PLAYS

In the first period, Queen'B

broke onto the scoresheet first

with the only goal of the period,

when Mark Edwards charged over

the blue line on the left side and

put a hard slap shot along the ice

into the far corner of the net at

10:45.

Queen's scored quickly in the

second period, as John Harvey

took a shot that the McGill goalie

stopped, but Bob Kindon, sliding

along the icebehindHarvey.after
having been knocked down by a
McGill defenceman, managed to
poke the puck into the net before
going in himself, at 3:20. Less
than a minute later, McGill got
their first goal on a deflected

shot from the point, but the

Gaels never a team that can take
being scored upon gracefully,

came charging back, and just 39
seconds after McGlll's goal, Bob
Thompson scored with a high

velocity wrist shot from alongthe

left boards, at 4:49. 37 seconds
later, Queen's scored again, this

time with John Harvey working

out from in back of the net and

driving an accurate shot In the

short side. Shortly thereafter, the

Redmen took two consecutive

penalties, giving Queen's a two-

man advantage for 43 seconds.

Just 5 seconds after the second

penalty was called, Mark Ed-

wards had a goal called back be-

cause the referee ruled it was
deflected In with a high stick. In-

censed by the injustice of it all,

Edwards made no mistakejust 12
1

seconds after that with a screen-

ed backhand from 15 feet out, at

9:51. Greg Clark, one ofthe most

consistently hardworking of the

forwards, finished offthe scoring

at 11:50, deflecting Murray Doug-

las' shot from the left boards.

McGill countedfirstlnthe third

period, with captain George Kemp
getting his first of two goals on a

screened shot from directly in

front of the net at 1:55. Once

again, the Gaels were quick to

reply, Rob Beamish putting an-

other slap shot along the ice past

the hapless McGill goalie, while

rushing in from the right side at

4:0L Bothteams were short-han-

ded at thetime. Then, at 4:54John

Armltage got his flrstofwhat will

undoubtedly be many goals this

season, as he got the puck from a

scramble along the boards and,

attempting to emulate his defen-

sive partner, Bob Thompson, sent

a wicked wrist shot towards the

And more and more and more

McGill goal. A McGUl defence-

man, attempting to get out of the

way, deflected it between his

goalie's legs. But at 5:05, two

McGill forwards got behind the

Queen's defence and the McGill

captain, by far their most effec-

tive player, put the puck behind

Douglas. The final goal came at

6:32 on a long backhand that Doug-

las misjudged, shortly after Mike

Wright had been given a rather

;
questionable elbowing penalty.

RAZOR

Gals at Guelph Bews Action
By LIZ MAXWELL

On Saturday morning the women's basketball, volleyball, hockey

and archery teams travelled to Guelph for a series of exhibition

games The basketball team won their game 33-16; the volleyball

team split a series of 6 games 3-3; Guelph won In team points for

archery but Queen's had the top individual scorer; and the hockey

gals were trounced by the Guelph squad.

The basketball squad played a good defensive game against the

fast Guelph team who outshot the Queen's team but were not too

successful in most of their attempts. The Queen's team was more

accurate and methodical. High scorer for the team was Brenda

Mackie with 17 point*.

and a higher degree of skUl <T m
J mi a spllu> for ,j.

Zr^TZ^Ts sporadic than their opponent..

. . , „ „,_„ mm archery team in competition and

XTClausson of Queen's was tbe high individual scorer.

U was intoresttog to <^J^~££?JZZ
more points than^ baste** «^ ^ Qu6e„, 8 ^
Queen's toan^ Guelph «^^^ce ta ^collegiate com-
who were getting their first "V*™

competed In an inter-city

petition, to P"vl°" J£ TtTpessSc about the loss-

Hague only.^ netted" with confidence and

In February.

By NEIL LONGHURST

Science 70 roared Into first place in the Bews race this week with

good showings in rugger and football. They are still In the playoffs

of bowling and volleyball, sothey could lncreasethelr lead. Phys. Ed.

moved up to second, 1800 points back, as Science 71 slipped to third.

Arts 70 la still fourth, but Commerce and Science 72 are apparently

falling back at thla stage. Pre-meds Is consistently running last.

In football, Art* 69 defeated Arts 70 In the final by a score of 6-0.

The only scoring play was In the first game when an Arts 69 punt

sailed Into the end-wne. Bob Shortt grabbed It about fifteen yards

deep and waa about to turn the corner to get out when the greasy

ball slipped out of bis hands into the waiting paws of the Bear, Ken

Eller. The rest of the two-gameserleswasscoreless due to the rock

solid Arts 69 defense who finished the seasonwith five straight shut-

' outs In playoff action. Possibly the weather contributed.

Arta 70 came extremely close to pulling It out in the last minute.

With three plays left in the game, it waa Arts 70 on the opposition's

seven yard line, fourth down and four yards to go. Yogi Pfau faked

into the line and ran for tbe firstdown marker. He made it with about

six inches to spare but unfortunately Ms flaghad been grabbed by the

I

Arts 69 comerback, about a yard short of the firat down. That was

the end of Arts 70 football hopes.

Arts 70 and Science 70 fmlahed undefeated seasons in volleyball,

as Science 70 walked over third place Arta 71 by scores of 15-1.

1S-J. Phys. Ed, failed to show up to play Arts 70. Thla default could

be vary costly if P.H.E. is still Intending to win ft. Brea. In the

semi-finals Science 70 meets Law I, probably the beat Mam volley-

ball on campus, while Arts 70 meets the Grads. The winnera will

! meet In the finals Thursday night at 8:30.

! Arts 71 defeated Commerce 2595 to 2448 in a sudden death quarter

final bowling match. The winnera now have the dubious privilege of

rolling off against Arts 69 In the semi-finals.
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BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-91491

SUPERIOR

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food)

'TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN CANADA
until December 6

N.E. Thing Co. and Saxe

until December 8

both exhibition* oroa.ni.ri by the National Gotory of Canada

AT THE ART CENTRE

WE BEAT

THE BISONS

9

MILANO STRIPES!

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOO

IP DOUBLE-KNIT 8

\»<JiiHten'PhotoCo.

J I V
Lenses, Projectors,

All popular makes.

229 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

546-7676

Wide selection.
_

THE PRODUCERS
OF'I.AWOMAN'

NOW BRING YOU

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERN
WE CAN SERVE FROM 20-600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetion Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS - CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

FREE DELIVERY

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

shopping centre

SKIRTS, g

SLIMS §
o

JORGEN RYG - AXEL afROBYE

NOW SHOWING
Week days 1:00, 3:00, 5:05,

7:10, 9:00

Sat. & Sun. 5:45, 7:10, 9:05

Fashion loves the Italian look, and you will too,

with this chic double-knit long-sleeved pull-

over in 100% pure wool. It comes in rich,

exciting new colours, and the clever touch is

the accentuating Milano stripes in a contrasting

shade. A neckline zipper prevents spoiled hair-

dos Team it with a Kitten pure wool Wevenit

skirt or tapered slims, dyed-to-perfectly-match

the new Fall colours. At good shops every-

where I

PURt VIRGINWOOL
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GRADUATES AND POST GRADUATES

in

SCIENCE

MASTERS AND DOCTORATES ONLY

RESEARCH

BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL SCIENCES

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

NOVEMBER 28-29, 1968

BACHELOR GRADUATES

(MAJORS AND HONOURS)

ALL SCIENCES

FOR

NON-RESEARCH

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

NOVEMBER 25, 1968

Detail* and additional information are available at your

Placement Office.

tW KOPHYSICAl. SatNCK PROGRAM |PWJC SERVICE COMMISSION Of CANADA
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Arts students gaining academic voice

by *fL»» a*i

In the quiet obscurity of the Classics,

Philosophy, German and Biology depart-

ment*, and soon in others, students have

been gaining a voice In academic de-

cisions this fall.

But only nine of the nineteen major

departments in Arts and Science have

formal procedures operating for students

to present their views on departmental

policies, according to a report compiled

by th A.S.U.S. Student-Faculty Committee.

Of these nine only five give students

seats on decision-making bodies such as

departmental curriculum committees: Bi-

ology, Geology, History, Politics and So-

ciology.

In eleven other departments with only

a few arts students, only Art History

has an operating system of class reps

on a liaison committee. Most small de-

partments say informal communication

meets their needs.

Heads of some larger departments

claimed the same.

"The fact that replies from the science

departments showed only two or three

with committees, shows thatgenerally they

are not as concerned," said Peter McNabb

of the Student-Faculty Committee. "They
seem to think personal contact is all

that's needed, and If they think the needs
of honours students are being fulfilled

that's all that matters."
The Arts and Science Student-Faculty

Committee will meet next Thursday to
discuss the report "The first thing I'm
going to suggest is setting up a course
association In Economics," said Peter
Eddison, chairman of the committee.
"We will review the existing struc-

tures also, to see if they involve ail

students taking the subject," Eddison
said. "Maybe they should have special

sections for students taking only a single

course in the field."

Many departments reportedthatgeneral

students were not sufficiently involved

in preseny consultations, particularly

where the basis is a "Club" that caters

mainly to Honours students.

The growing practice of students for-

mulating their own ideas, then presenting

them to the department, is reflected in

the "formal understanding" reached in

September between the Classics depart-

ment and the Classics Club.

Under this agreement, academic ques-

tions are to be channeled through the

President and Executive of the Classics place vary little weight on the distinction

Club, who can then bring it to a depart- (between general and honours students) arfd

mental meeting of the faculty. This pro- are quite likely to abilish It In our de-

cedure has been used already In nego- partmental offerings," reports Professor
tiations over the content of General ex- Due an.

emulations. Twenty-five students altogether have
Such arrangements may exist alongside been elected to departmental committees

direct student representation. In Biology, In politics and sociology, and discussion
where three students are elected to the has moved on to the question of what to
department's Curriculum Committee, the do with this new power, and how to keep
Biological Society has a committee which it responsive to students. A politics course
discusses specific problems and submits union is being set up in an attempt to

a report to the department, frequently formulate student concerns,
with successful results. "I think the politics course union is

Attempts to bring student-faculty con- an excellent way to get grass-roots in-

sultation to the classroom level are grow- volvement, but it cannot come to grips

Ing. In German, a liaison committee has with all the complex problems discussed
just been set up composed often students - by the committees," said Peter McNabb,
one from each class or section of aclass - arguing that the politics students should

and the seven faculty members. But even only give general directives to their

here, the terminal course for non-German representatives on departmental corn-
majors is unrepresented. mittees.

Perhaps the most elaborate structure The list of course associations and

has been set up in Philosophy, with student committees is growing. Efforts

results termed "extremely useful" bythe are already underway in English, Physical

department Two students fromeach class and Health Education, Commerce, Psy-

are elected to a General course com- etiology, Russian and Spanish departments

mittee and an Honours course committee, to choose class reps or elect committees,

with further committees being setupfrom The Journal will be glad to report on their

each of the larg first-year classes. "We progress.

Gratton O'Leary:

/ think I can be ofservice" ^\Xtt\X^ IbftVLXWii
vlater Society ~- 1 u m •Alma Mater Society,

Queen's University

Dear Mr. President:

I regret greatly the trouble that has come between, us.

But rashness is alien to my thought, as I am sure it is to yours,

and my feeling is that before coming to any unchangeable

decision we should all think a bit more about our respective

positions.

Our failure — and I take by part of the blame for it —
stems, I think, from a failure in communications.

I stand ready, and will stand ready, to go to Kingston

at any time to present to the Board of Trustees any matter

deemed vital, or even important, to the students. But I feel

I should be asked to do so, either by telegram or telephone; I

can see no great need to be present at a Board Meeting when

nothing of concern to the students is involved. I may be wrong

in this, and will not mind if you will tell me so.

But I must say that this is the understanding we should

have — an understanding that, as far as possible, you should

keep me informed regarding your needs, with every right on

your part to expect that I should have heed for them.

May I suggest this: that after the New Year, when Christ-

mas examinations are over, that I go to Kingston and meet with

as many as possible of you to go over our problems, discuss

them frankly, and arrive at a clear undertanding for the future?

If however, this is not acceptable, then please tell me —
I have' no desire to be your Rector just for the prestige of it

I
think I can be of service to you, and I

must say to you

that I understand well that your vote was not in any sense

^rS

And I wish all of you a happy Christmas and a brave

N~» Y« r
- Sincerely,

M. Grattan O'Leary

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1968

Students hold

Ottawa, S.F.U.
BURNABY, B.C. (CUP)—Simon Fraser Uni-

versity students took over the administration

building Wednesday for the second time in two
weeks.

The students were protesting SFU admission
policies, repeating the demands made when 500

students occupied the registrar's office November
14. About 300 students took part in this sit-In.

They demanded an elected admissions board
made up equally of students and faculty, the

opening of registrar's files, automatic accept-

ance of credits from other educational institut-

ions in British Columbia, and more money for

education and financing of universities and col-

leges.

The SFU senate met Wednesday and rejected

the demands; the 300 students present at that

open meeting then seized the building. The sen-

ate proposed a committee to study the admiss-

ions situation, but the students refused to con-

sider the idea. They say they wilt not leave the

building until their demands are met.

OTTAWA (CUP) — The University of Ot-

tawa student council yesterday endorsed the

student occupation of the social science faculty

which began Wednesday
But the University's faculty council rejected

student demands for parity on university decision-

making bodies, while agreeing to parity on com-

mittees.

Students and faculty agreed last night to ne-

gotiate, but student president Micheiline Dou-

ville said she was not optomistic about chances

for success.

Many classes are continuing in the occupied

building, under the leadership of senior stu-

dents.

Last month students declared a three-day

"study session" on their demands for equal re-

presentation in setting policy for the faculty's

four departments—political science, sociology,

economics and public administrations.

Many professors in political science agree

with the students, and the faculty are generally

divided, student spokesman Bernard Elle said.

/Union food degenerating - fermented fruit, cheeseless cheeseburgs

By HERMAN BAKVIS

Fermented fruit and cheeseless cheese-

burgers are symptomatic of the degen-

erating food service provided In the Union

by Beaver Foods catering service.

However, various solutions andpanacea

are In the offing with the view of at

least reducing the prices and possibly

improving the quality.

Jack Hunden, president of the En-

gineering Society, thought that by de-

unionizing the staff of Beaver Foods,

prices could be lowered. "At LaSalle

High School, Beaver Foods is not unionized

and as a result food costs are one-half

what they are here."

Hunden noted that he knew very little

about food prices and unions but if de-

unionization would result in lower prices

"then I'm certainly In favour of it

Peter Dale, president of the Graduate

^Society, U meeting with Deborah Jones

of the Union Programme Committee and

Beaver Foods to talk about the quality

of the food. He has some complaints con-

cerning Wallace Hall. "They serve veal

about four times a week and it Is terrible."

Apparently, Beaver Foods and univer-

sity officials will be conferring In the

near future to discuss renovation in the

coffee shop to improve service.

At the moment, several complaints are

emanating from coffee shop habitues con-

cerning the food and service. At times

during the day only one hapless Indivi-

dual is working at the grill, simultan-

eously trying to concoct "hot beef sand-

wiches" and keeping the production of

charcoal hamburg briquets to a minimum.

Meanwhile back at the cash register two

Individuals are Industriously filling out

slips and collecting money Inundating the

poor soul at the grill with a steady stream

of famished Queen's students.

One student, Mark Trumpour (Arts 71),

complained of receiveing apurported "hot

beef sandwich" which consisted solely of

2 slices of white bread with the main

ingredient, the hot beef, most notable by

its complete absence. "This is getting

ridiculous, the week before Igotacheese-

burger without any chese", Trumpour

said, "and yesterday I got fruit which

was fermented. It must have been stand-

ing around for about 3 weeks," he con-

tinued, "you know, it sort of flized and

bubbled".

Another student, Pete Taylor, 3rd year

commerce student, said, "The quality of

food in the coffee shop is atrocious and

so are the prices."

Sam Klarrelch, 2nd year Arts, said,

"The food has really degenerated com-

pared to last year. I told one of the

cashiers that and she told me that If

I didn't like it I should eat someplace

Queen's Isn't the only university in

Canada which Is having trouble with Beaver

Foods. At McMaster recently, students

boycotted cafeterias operated by Beaver

Foods with complete success.

The boycott was arranged bythe student

council by simply handing out free food

at all the cafeterias, therefore eliminating

the necessity by students to purchase

their meals from Beaver Foods.

At McMaster, the boycott came about

because of the usual problems, lousy

food and high prices, and curiously enough,

union problems. Only at McMaster, stu-

dents were made because Beaver Foods

was firing employees for belonging to a

union. Beaver Foods had Just taken over

from Versa Foods and was refusing to

rehire certain employees from Versa

Foods, in spite of 7 years or

lority, mainly because they belonged to a

union.
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IRON ORE

COMPANY
OF

CANADA

QUEBEC NORTH SHORE & LABRADOR RAILWAY

WE OFFER CAREERS TO GRADUATES IN CIVIL, ELECTRICAL,

GEOLOGICAL, METALLURGICAL, MECHANICAL

AND MINING ENGINEERING

CANADA'S LARGEST
PRODUCER OF

IRON ORE
«

MINING

ORE
BENEFICIATION

DOCK LOADING
FACILITIES

PROJECTS
LOCATED AT

LABRADOR CITY
NEWFOUNDLAND

SCHEFFERVILLE, oumsc
SEPT-ILES, «ue!ec

OUR REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE PLEASED TO MEET WITH YOU WHEN THEY VISIT YOUR

CAMPUS ON NOVEMBER 25 AND 26

ATTENTION ALL SOCIAL CONVENORS

Applied for events in the winter term are now available ft. the AM.S Of^e.lfy^arej^m^^^ ™.™™%er
portVTMW o. appliratton must be submitted by Nov. 30 to be considered for first allocation, Appticatums received after

this date toil! be considered on a first come, first served basis for what is left.

II you're hung up on your holiday break, without enough cash

to get away in style, listen to this: Anyone under 22 can fly

for half fare— on a standby basis—-to any Air Canada

destination in North America. All you do Is get an I.D. card

($3) that says you're a member of Air Canada's Swing-Air Club.

(Your I.D. card will also be honoured for fare discounts by

othe' airlines in North America, and for co-operative rates with many hotels.)

Get the details from your Swing-Air campus representative. For flight arrange-

ments, see your Travel Agent. Or

call yp r local Air Canada office.

uariiLius l cui aoci iiuuiv. i ui uiyiii anaiiyQ-

AIR CANADA®

FRIDAY, NOV. 22

All Day Photo Salon of the

Queen's Camera Club. Art

Centre.

8:30 Viet Rock, Convocation

Hall. $1.00 (students) $2.00

(non-students).

6:30 Gilbert & Sullivan's "The
Gondoliers". Grant Hall.

$1.25 (students) $1.75 (non-

students).

8:30 Merv and Merla (Folksing-

ers) Queen's Christian Fel-

lowship. Dunning Auditor-

ium. $1.00 per person.

SATURDAY, NOV. 23

All Day Photo Salon of the

Queen's Camera Club. Art

Centre.

2 p.m. General meeting of mem-
bers of SCM, Newman As-

soc., Lutheran Student

Movement, QCF, AACS and
any one interested. New-
man Centre, 164 University

Avenue.
8:30 Viet Rock, Convocation

Hail:

8:30 Gilbert &. Sullivan's ."The,,

Gondoliers'
*
Grant Hall.

SUNDAY, NOV. 24 3
the
Art

All Day Photo Salon of

Queen's Camera Club.

Centre.

5:30 Student Supper, Cnalmers-

McGilHvray-Brown Hall, 216

Barrie St. 50c.

7:00 Discussion re: "Has Evan-

gelism evaporated into Poli-

tics". Chalmers Church.

MONDAY, NOV. 25
\

2-5 Last Treasure Van. Grant

Hall.

4 p.m. Health Council meeting at

Student Health Service,

Stuart St.

7-10 Treasure Van. Grant Hall.

7:30 ARTS 72 Election of Snow-

ball and Snow Sculpturing

Committees.
Committee Rm. 1, Students

Union.
8:00 Film — "Enterprise"

Art Centre.

9:00 SCM General Meeting, New-
man Centre, 164 University

Ave.
9:15 Film — "Enterprise"

Art Centre.

TUESDAY, NOV. 26
n

2-5 Last Treasure Van. Grant
Hall.

7:00 Movie — "Village of the
Damned' ' . Dunning Audi-

torium. 50c.

7:00 Queen's Commerce Society

. & AMS General Meeting.
Stirling Hall D.

7-10 Treasure Van. Grant Hall.

10:00.JMovie — "Village of the

Damned". Dunning Auditor-

ium. 50c.

[
WEDNESDAY, NOV.El

Principal's Committee on
Teaching and Learning:
Open farum to review the

Arts and Science program-
me at Queen's. Dunning
Auditorium.
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Election procedure blasted

Principal's Committee Uncommitted

A brief on a experimental core programme for Writ year aril
students was presented to the Principal's Committee on Education
Wednesday night which placed an emphasis on an Interdisciplinary
approach using small study groups.

The meeting was poorly attended because of a lack of In-
formation about the time and place of the meeting. Only one stu-
dent and one JOURNAL reporter attended the open meeting.

The next meeting wilt be held In Dunning Hall next Wednes-
day, November 27, at 7 p.m.

Strax in jail, UNB sit-in over

SAINT JOHN (CUP)-Dr. Norman Strax is now In jail here for
visiting the University of New Brunswick campus in spite of a
court order forbidding him to do so.

Strax Is under suspension by UNB for disrupting operation

of the university library. He was suspended September 24 afteir

taking part In a peaceful protest against the regulation that su-
dents and faculty must present identity cards to borrow books from
the UNB library..

On September 30 an injunction was Issued forbidding Strax to

enter the campus. He broke It November 11 and also was fined

for a violation earlier In the month.
A group of students maintained a vigil In Strax's office in the

UNB physics building until they were forcibly removed two weeks
ago. Six of those students are now also In jail.

by HERMAN BAKVIS
A brief criticizing the way elections are held

at Queen's was shelved until January by the Alma
Mater Society executive Tuesday night
The brief was written by first-year history

student Terry O'Hara, who was chief scrutineer
for former AMS president Chuck Edwards when
he was defeated In the AMS election two weeks ago.
Ross McGregor, publications chairman, labelled

the brief "a lethal document" and "a personal
attack on Ron Flannlgan", chief electoral officer.

He said the brief should be tabled to allow Flan-
nlgan to present a counter-brief defending himself.

O'Hara said the brief was an Indictment not
of Flannlgan but of the system under which the
election was run. It contained detailed proposals
for Improving election procedures, ranging from
the implementation of voters' lists to proper
training for election officials.

O'Hara said, "As there are only a limited
number of shopping days till Christmas, there
are only a limited number of organizational meet-

ings before February, when there is

election.**

He said changes in the constitution could not

be made In time for the next election if hit

brief was not discussed before January.

An appendix to the brief, listing alleged elec-

tion Irregularities, received most of the criti-

cism. The "Irregularities'* mentioned Included

the closing of a polling station during the mid-
dle of the day, when the clerk took the ballot

box to a physics test Some polling stations and
ballot boxes were misplaced during the day-
what the brief called "games of musical ballot

boxes". At some polling stations clerks had

placed election posters for their favourite can-
didates.

Also criticized was the practice of sending

out clerks without counting the ballots they were
given. "Quite apart from the obvious ease with

which any poll clerk could 'stuff a ballot box,

the possibility of someone stealing an entire

pad of ballots from one of the stations*

Hunting for Treasure?
Bill Martin ratified in 30 seconds

Bill Martin was appointed editor of the Queen's Journal, Tues-

day night In about 30 seconds.

With no dissent. The Alma Mater Society executive voted ap-

proval of its Publications Committee's decision to overturn the re-

sults of the Journal's staff vote and choose a compromise candidate.

The staff voted last week to support Tom Good with 24 votes

to eleven for John Mable and nine for Bill Martin. Martin, how-

ever, -was the second choice of alt but one of those who voted for

Tom Good. ....
Publications Chairman Ross MacGregor, justifying his com-

mittee's decision, told tha A.M.S. Executive that this action was

not to be regarded as setting a precedent. Agreeing that the staff

vote deserved heavy weight and should only be overruled in ex-

ceptional circumstances, he stated that this was an occasion when

the committee had to make its own decision.

Political considerations were understood to have been behind

the committee's action.

Orientation committee replaces Chief Vig

Weill, its coming. After sixteen

years of visiting university cam-
puses across Canada, Treasure
Van "the travelling caravan spon-

sored by Would Undiversity Ser-

vice of Canada, is finally on its

last lap. The -last Treasure Van
will pull inito Queen's Campus
from Nov. 25-27 'next week.

As itti previous years, Trea-

sure Van will feature a wide

variety of exotic and fascinating

Dbems from over forty countries.

New this year will be shell pic-

tures and rattan ware from

mainland China, wood carvings

and chess sets from Hungary, as

well as Korean pipes, masks and

carvings from Africa, Grecian

ceramics, and Mexican' pup -

pets. For the real treasure hun-

ter, there wil be koala bears,

grass slippers, winie skins, lea-

ther bags, swords, brassware and

beads.

Under WUSC's administra-

tion, proceeds from the sales

were used to finance scholar-

ships, medical supplies, health

services, libraries, and educa-

tional equipment in twenty three

underdeveloped countries around

the world.

Although this will be its last

appearance at Queen's, it is pos-

sible that in the future, Trea-

sure Van will be sponsored by
local 'V associations across Can-
ada. So the Van's not really rira-

niirjg out of gas; it's just «

tag tires.

So be sure to get out to Grant

Hall from 2-5 and 7-0 p.m. Mon.,

Tues., and Wed. of next week.

This wi'H be your last opportun-

ity to buy those exotic Christ-

mas gifts for yourself or for

special friends. Next year will

be too late.

Arts Orientation will be run next year by a six-man student

committee whose chairman will take over the functions of the chief

vifls. The chairman will be chosen at an open meeting at 7 p.m.

Monday hi the McLaughlin Room of the Union. Applications —
students from any year are eligible— should ba submitted to

Brigette Berman In Adelaide Hall.

Mike Willioms new Arts rep.

Mike Williams was appointed to the Alma Mater Society ex-

ecutive last night, by the A.S.U.S. Executive, filling the vacancy re-

sulting from Andy Pipe's election to the Vice-Presidency.

Special Credits

Glory glory hallelujah, the year of jubilee done come. Special

credits in week zero of the golden age toCharlde, who was almost

undesked; Carol, for her butter; George, who turned out to have

mono (we may have to closedfcwn); Cathy who stayed up all nite. ;

Lorraine Brown, husRy-voieed supe^heJper; Wendy
who phoned to say hello; Vicki Gilliatt, who claims he likes to

work; Carol Cheffins. who catme for the first time; Alladne Arm-
strong, who actually volunteered; Jock's Padre, who set a new re

cord with the help of Liz, Andy, Vricki, amid an artist;Paul, who's

amazing; Rudy Rohuit. who almost didn't; Rosemary, for her inter

robang; Terry, who is out of a job; our own sexy little secretary

Arleigh; and Nancy who walk whale we sleep. Four people leave us

today, and if we can put out a paper without tiww we'll be doing

very well indeed. More or less goodbye to Jacqui, Mark, Tom, arid

newest OT-copy-fooy Wfflf. —

ASUS ORIENTATION APPOINTMENT

Chairman and Vice-chairman of the Orientation Committee will take over

the positions of

CHIEF VIG

The positions will be filled by male and female of any year in Arts

and Science to be chosen on Monday, November 25th in the Poison

Room of the Student Union at 7:00 p.m.

Applicants should prepare statements of their ideas and give them

to the typing service by Thursday, November 21st.

The other four members of the Orientation Committee will be chosen

Thursday, November 28th.

For further information call Brigette Berman 544-8207 or Ted Parnell

544-1597.

KMB (Stab $rant

Clubs that wish to recede the second Half of ^^iTr*^
submit up-toJate nnawtal statements as of 15 U«-™"J"L^C financial statements are

at the AMS Office during the Chustmas rec ess C

^

s
mf of ^etr gravis,

submitted after 10 Jan. 69 will not be considered for the secona

^ Makmey,
Chairman,

Budget & Finance Committee

Is it the all-Carradfan scientific news

magazine for science students? Are

its articles written by Canada's top

scientists and engineers? Does it

report new developments and

suggest innumerable career

opportunities?

Find the answers in a complimentary

copy, by writing to:

SCIENCE AFFAIRS
1255 University, Room 222

Montreal 2, Quebec

Subscriptions: Students $3

8 issues (2 yrs.) Adults $4

: OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF

THE YOUTH SCIENCE FOUNDATION

546-1111 TOY'S TAXI 546-1111V"U 1 east COURTEOUS SERVICE ,
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LOST

1 gold ring with 3 small pearls.

Lost at Nursing Science Party.

Please call Bev at 544-5967.

Pink ladies glasses, brown

rims, grey case on Nov. 17 in the

vicinity west of campus. Phone

Marilyn at 548-3711.

Brown leather jacket lost Fri-

day the 15th at Theological Hall

Cloak Room during Viet Rock

production. Reward $10. (If it

doesn't fit, why not earn the

cash?). Phone Larry at 546-1958

for arrangements.

TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN CANADA

until December 6

N. E. Thing Co. and Saxe

until December 8

both exhibitions organized by the National Gallery of Canada

AT THE ART CENTRE

Pair of glasses, brown frames,

on campus. If found, phone Jim

Wilson 544-7148. Reward,

Girl's brown alligator wallet

near Douglas Library. Contains

important personal papers. If

found please return to 94 College

St Apt. 4 or phone Dianne at

546-5162. Reward offered.

A gold signet ring. Initials

M.H. Please call Janina at 544-

8054. Reward.

ROOMS
Apt. to share. Available Dec.

1, prefer grad student. 2 bedrm.,

completely furnished, on 2 floors,

$95 monthly, above Queen's PR
dept. (41 Union Apt. 9). Call 546-

2490.

NEW ADDRESS

Correction to Who's Where: Bill

Vince now resides at 315 Earl St.

Phone 546-5050.

FOR SALE

Skis. I need money. Will sell

to male/female with best offer.

Set of Austrian "Kastel" skis with

binding and poles. Used 5 7

times, 1 season. $75 new. Call

546-2490.

Record player, stereo cartridge.

$25. Phone 544-8528.

PERSONALS

Attention all commerce stu-

dents. A. M.S. general meeting

Tuesday, November 26th at 7:00

p.m. in Stirling Theatre "D".

This meeting will decide whether

cr not Commerce becomes a dis-

tinct faculty this year. We need

at least 200 people. Please be

there.

Pete Janson, Mike Carson and

Terry Taylor of the SC '69 execu-

tive would like to commend the

Aquamen of the SC '69 200 yd.

freestyle relay team. Dolphin

Drury, Sunfish Sundeeland, Rock

bass Ramsden and Halibut Ham-
ilton put on a stellar perform-

ance on Wednesday night in the

Fishbowl Frolics.

Rugger Club members. Final

general meeting to be held Thurs-

day, November 28th at 8:00 at

the Trudeau Room, LaSalle Hotel.

Awards, elections, jackets and

any other business. Tea and

crumpets will follow!
_

Bacchanalian fun and games
will commence on the eve of the

X-th day after the Ides of No-

vember. This authentic Roman
orgy is being put on under the

auspices of the High Priest who
will inspire the mere mortals of

his realm in their devotions. In

keeping with His position as the

patron god of wine and revelry.

Bacchus Himself has decreed that

after an initiation fee of one dol-

lar per pair of satyr and nymph
all has sacred liquids will flow

freely and for free in Plutarch's

Punch. The Pontifex Maximus
will lead all devotees in the fes-

tival celebrations at the temple

on the rV-th floor of Brockington

Domus. Come unus, come totus

at the XXI-th hour of Saturn's

Day. Bring an empty flagon to

be filled at the fountain of Bac-

chus.

Did Shirley Temple ever have

a sex life? Hollywood's famous
good times gal reveals all. Leon-

ard Hall, East Common Room,
Saturday 8:30 pm

A.M.S.

WEBB vs SWAIN
Election Debate for Queen's Campus

Wednesday Nov. 27th, Stirling D

The A.S.U.S. presents the formal "Fandango ',

Friday, January 17th, 1969. 10-3 PM..

Frank Bogart's Orchestra.

The Holiday Inn, 1 Princess Street.

Dinner served a: midnight.

Dress is formal)

Ticket, on >ak> Jt the UNION ONLY

VVKD., THURS.. KRIDAY

NOV. 2\ 28. 29

10-1 PM

.SI2.U0 a ticket)

World's shortest

CA aptitude

test.

Problems stimulate me.

Problems upset me.

If you want to earn a living in a field that con-

stantly offers new and exciting perspectives-

new problems to solve-consider the work of

the Chartered Accountant.

The CA has to grasp the essentials of many

different fields, and have the independence to

form objective opinions about them.

He's more in demand than ever before, by

corporations, non-profit agencies, government

bodies at all levels.

Why? Because the increasing complexity

of business requires new concepts of fact-

gathering, problem-solving, and communica-

tion of economic information.

The CA, for example, is one of the leaders

in planning new ways to use computer systems.

He might also be called upon to weigh the

relative merits of social programs in terms of

available resources, helping to shape an urban

renewal program.

So if problems intrigue you, and if you have

aptitudefor concentrated, meticulous, creative

thinking, you might make a good CA-in a pub-

lic accounting firm, in industry, education or

government. At some point, you might even

decide to form a firm of your own.

Experience has proven that graduates of

all faculties become successful Chartered

Accountants. For more information see your

placement office, a local CA, or contact—

The Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
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Canadian universities:

The American
By KRISTA MAEOTS

Reprinted from the Ottawa Citizen

The growing Influx of United States

intellectuals to Canada may be stirring

up one of the greatest education con-

troversies in this nation's history.

Alarm is being expressed by increas-

ing numbers of Canadian professors,

students and education experts In On-

tario and Quebec who are discovering

that the Canadian point of view is be-

ing squeezed out of their university de-

partments and school curricula as Am-

ericans move Into key positions.

In 1967, 1.876 people came from

the U.S. to Canadian teaching jobs.

857 of them to become professors and

principals. More former U.S. residents

entered education than any other oc-

cupational category.

A total of 19,038 American resi-

dents emigrated to Canada, and 18,013

of these were U.S. citizens.

Ottawa universities, although they

still have a relatively small proportion

of Americans on staff, are accepting

more applications from young instruc-

tors' south of the border. Pauline Jew-

ett, director of Carleton's Institute of

Canadian Studies, says there has been

an increase "across the board" in

non-Canadians, primarily Americans.

And Toronto professors warn that

everj' English-Canadian university

will
1 have to face "the problem of

Americanization" during the next five

years, with the influx pf scholars who

are either U.S. citizens or have been

trained in the U.S.

Basis of warnings

Here is what their warnings are

based on:

• There are 15 Americans on York

University's sociology faculty — and

one Canadian.

• Many departments at York are 30

io 50 per cent American-staffed.

• The political economy or political

science departments at Glendon Cnl-

'lege York, McMaster and University

of Toronto all have American chair-

men.
• Glendon College does not have a

single Canadian teaching fulltime in

•its political science department, and

McMaster has only one.

• In the University of Western On-

tario's economics department, the 19

staff members who have ranks of as-

sistant professor and above have 27

U.S. degrees and only 13 Canadian de-

grees.

• Of" 13 fully qualified professors

hired by the Loyola CoHege (Mon-

treal) English department ,

during the

past three years, 11 were Americans,

one was a Canadian with a degree

from the U.S., and one was a Europe-

an.
. ,

:

• The promotion and tenure com-

mittee of the University of Toronto

has flrree Americans among its five

members.

Almost 40 per cent of the academic

staff at The Ontario Institute for

Studios in Education is American, and

this is an institution that makes rec-

ommendations on school curriculum

and teaching methods to the depart-

ment of education.

Concern about such developments

has reached a level that has prompted

the University League for Social Re-

form, composed of many top Canadi-

an intellectuals, to collect information

for a book on the Americanization of

Canada.

The fear that some of these intel-

lectuals are expressing is that Canadi-

an -culture, traditions and heritage

wSj be i lost, in flie aH-American uni-

versity departments, and that future
leaders wUl in no way be equipped to

meet the unique problems oi their

own society.

Another fear, expressed by one pro-

fessor, is that "Canada will become a

little America, losing any opportunity
that exists to 'build a different and
better society here."

Prof. Jewett said she has one real

concern in this area: "Americans
don't know much about Canada.

'This is now becoming a serious

problem because a lot of students are

wanting to do work on Canada, and
Canadian professors are getting over-

worked."

(Humanities departments at the

University of Ottawa, because of the

aspect of French-Canadian studies,

have no problem with an overabund- 1

ance of Americans.)

Canadians disturbed

There are echoes of the growing

concern about Americanization in the

Hall-Dennis report on education to

the Ontario government which states:

"There are a significant number of

Canadians who are disturbed about

the way in which the country is ma-

turing. One matter about which they

are disturbed is the economic and cul-

tural dependence on foreign coun-

tries, particularly the United States,

that present Canadian circumstances

reflect. They document the extent to

which Canada has surrendered inde-

pendence.

"They believe that the nation that

cannot control its economic resources

cannot control its national destiny or

its culture, and that of all the eco-

nomically advanced nations, Canada is

the one with the largest proportion of

its industry and resources controlled

from outside its borders.

"Thus one of the major problems

posed for Canada is how to preserve

the vision of national development

that the Fathers of Confederation

had, and, at the same time, accommo-

date herself to her dependence on, or

interdependence with other coun-

tries."

Relating the issue of econmic de;

pendence to education more specifical-

ly the past associate secretary of the

Canadian Union of Students, Bob-

Baldwin, noted in a report this fall:

"As the Canadian economy is being

progressively absorbed by U.S. corpo-

rations, so too has our education be-

come Americanized.

"The contracting of research and

research facilities from the U.S. cor-

poration to the U.S. university has

made the U.S. university a very at-

tractive place for the Canadian aca-

demic. The superior value of U.S. ac-

creditation in Canadian universities

... is in some cases overwhelming."

Not all too worried

The concern over Americanization

is not shared by all Canadian profes-

sors of course, and a spokesman for

those of another opinion is Carleton s

Frank H. UnderhiU, who feels the

Canadian point of view is not much

different from the American point of

view.

"The most significant things about

our culture are the things we have in

common with the Americans.

Prof. Underbill says there are a

good many Americans at Carleton,

most of them younger peoale in po -

tical science, history and social stu-

dies. .
'

., , ..

-He says Americanization is inevita-

ble because Canadians live on the

same continent and have the same so*

cial and economic, problems as the

Americans.

"What we are concerned about is

making Canadian universities as good

as Harvard and the other Ivy League

universities in the United States."

Other professors, however, point out

Canada does have unique qualities

and problems that educators must be

aware of and that Americans, by and

large, do not recognize.

They note that Canada has within

its borders a society of French-speak-

ing people; it has a much smaller pro-

portion of Negroes, and a population

of Eskimos; its cities are of a differ-

ent character than large U.S. cities;

its young people do not have to face

the draft, and the country has a very

different military and international

role: it has an undeveloped northern

frontier; it has a different political

system and history.

Different problems

And because the problems are dif-

ferent, they say, Canadian youth must

be educated in a different way by

people who are Canadians or who un-

derstand this country — not by Amer-

icans using U.S. textbooks and social

models, and discussing VS. situations.

Some critics, however, argue that

this approach works against the inter-

nationalism that is necessary for a

good exchange of ideas and develop-

ment of new theories and models.

Their argument is countered by the

proposition that taternatioiialiahi tn.

university faculties is different from

the sort of Americanization that

makes Canadian universities branches

of the U.S. educational system.

Americanization is another form of

parochialism, in terms of this argu-

ment, a form that substitutes a bulk

of American professars for a mixed

faculty of English and French Canadi-

an, British, West Indian, European

and American.

A University of Toronto physics in-

structor, L. E. H. Trainor, comments

on this in a paper to be presented this

week to the University League for Se-

rial Reform:

"It is one thing to learn somethiag

from the American way of doing

things, but complete integrationJnto

the American way stifles development

of a distinctive Canadian style add a

distinctive Canadian attitude about

science, particularly with regard to its,

cultural values in society."

Prof. Trainor said in a telephone in-

terview that American influences in-

Canadian education "are much

stronger than is normally credited.

"Many Canadian traditions whion

are better than American traditions

tend to be swamped.

"One example of an Americanized

institution Is the Ontario Institute 6*
Studies in Education, "which seeme'to

be largely staffed by American poado-

Continued on page nine
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ATTENTION STUDENTS

There are positions open in both the Drill Squad

and the Drums of the world famous Fort Henry

Guard for the summer of 1969.

If you are 5'11" or taller (musicians may be

shorter) and physically fit, apply now at your Place-

ment Office.

INTERVIEWS-
DECEMBER 2 & 6

CLARK HALL

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Steve Amey
Proprietor28 Yonge St

Irink

tor
THE PRODUCERS

OF 'I, AWOMAN'
NOW BRING YOU

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERN
WE CAN iERVE FROM 20.600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPEOALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

'

SPECIALIZING IN

PIZZA!

TAKE OUT SERVICE
'

i FREE DELIVERY
|

Living On Love

HUNGER
THAT
COULD

1 NOT BE I

SATISFIED!

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING I

SHOPPING CENTRE i

nAMINO
JORGEN RYG AXEL STROBYE

,

NOW SHOWING
Week days 1:00, 3:00, 5:05,

7:10, 9:00

Sat. & Sun. 5:45, 7:10, 9:05

Billy Wilder's movie Irma

la Douce will be shown atDun-

ning Hall on Nov. 28, at 7:00

and 10:00 p.m., as usual.

This is a terrible movie, but

a very popular one.

Shirley McLaine plays Ir-

ma, a kind-hearted whore and

Jack Lemmon plays the part of

a man not entirely happy with

living off the avails of other

people's swiving. Whosaidyou

can't live on love?

The message seems to be

that whores have to make a liv-

ing in a world pretty muchlike

everybody else's world.

This type of story could per-

haps have been made funny

with a better script and some
subtle direction. But the

screenplay is soppy and reeks

of the lowest kind of humor.

The dialogue abounds in wit

that Is not obscene, not coarse

or crude, just dull. Wilder's

direction shoves the viewer

along with all the finesse of a

tidal wave and with all the right

clues so that he can'tpossibly

miss the point.

Jack Lemmon is a gendarme

who eventually becomes

Irma's kept man-the object of

affection and lucre. He is soon

tormented by his jealousy to

the point where he uses Irma's

money to buy some of her

time, in disguise of course.

He poses as a wealthy gentle-

man with some kind of sexual

defect Irma and he play, double

solitaire. I've explained this

much of the plot so that I can

give you the best line of the

film. After Irma has convinced

the old gentleman that she

should earn her money, con-

ventionally, he turns to her

while undressing and whis-

pers, "please don't hurtme."

All in all a boring film, but

a staunch McLaine-Lemmon
fan might find it entertain-

ing.

Last weekend

Grounds:

Nov61

in the Stud^

till 2:00 a>

CHRIS'
blues

h*it
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Kuerti's concert left the audience

motionless during the pieces and

enthusiastic in between them. The

concert began with Mozart's E-flat

Sonata (K570)s. which Kuerti dis-

tinguished with a sparkling bril-

liance, perhaps even a little too

brilliant for some of Mozart's more

flowing melodic phrases.

But no-one could quibble with

Kuerti's flourish of Chopin's Twelve

Etudes (Opus 25) drawing out an

entire spectrum of musical expres-

sion, in the last majestic etude,

one had to appreciate the sonorous

presence of the five sub-bassi.

These etudes were perhaps the high-

light of the evening.

The second half of the program

included four short Novelettes by

Robert Schumann. Before ending

w ith two works by the Russian

composer Skriabin, Kuerti took a

moment to explain why he had chosen

two works by a composer seldom

heard in concert halls these days.

"Skriabin was really two compo-

sers," Kuerti explained, first a

late romantic, but in later life a

composer in an entirely different

-and still modern sounding-idiom
Anticipating Queen's conserva-

tive musical taste, Kuerti added
"If you don't like the first piece,

please don't get up and walk out,

because the second piece is very
short anyway." He played Skrla.

bin's later, more modern piece
first, his Sonata #6, followed im
mediately by his Fourth Sonata.

It was difficult to believe that

these last two pieces could have
been written by the same man; It

took the audience a few seconds to

rally from its surprise.

Kuerti, an Austrian raised in

America, is a seasoned pianist,

though still only in his thirties.

But then he has been performing

since the age of nine t has played

with the New York Philharmonic

and the Philadelphia Orchestra, and

studied with such masters as Ru-

dolf Serkin* (whose son, incident-

ly, Kuerti has copied in abandon-

ning the formal white tie and tails

for some of his concerts.) He is

still a keen photographer and skier-

he lets his manager worry about

broken fingers.

Jp.m.

Clonal

x

Paramount PicturespresentsA Film byPaulAlmond

""""'GENEVIEVEBUJuLD

m INCOLORA PARAMOUNTPICWBE

By ANNE GREGOft
Beards

. . . businessmen . . . lovers . . .

turtlenecks
. . . sweaters straining . . . mini-

skirts ... net stockings . . . leather boots
- . . vinyl thighs . . . electricity . . . high
heels

. . . bell bottoms . . . crossed legs . . .

wide-eyed attention . . . now rapture ... all

that audience
. . . sweet girls . . . college

girls . . . fans ... all there devouring this

man . . . love eyes looking . . . love ears
leaning forward to listen.

GORD LIGHTFOOT is back ... the na-
tion's top folksinger ... he is a guaranteed
sell-out on any Canadian college campus
and "his continued stardom confirms that

students are not radicals foaming over the

latest revolutionary sound but musical con-

servatives". (The Globe & Mail).

GORD LIGHTFOOT

Coming to Queen's the 3rd of December
in Grant Hall . . . this time sponsored by
the Arts and Science Society.

Superb poetry . . . mood-setting accom-

paniment (RED SHEA and bassist JOHN
STOCKFISH) . . . songs of love and loneli-

ness . . . and instinct for melody . . . un-

wavering intensity . . . uncomplicated emo-

tional communication ... the enthusiasm of

everyone who comes not to discover but

to hear their taste justified.

At this given moment, tickets for the

December 3rd concert are sold out. At-

tempts to arrange a second concert are in

the works right now. An announcement re

this will be made shortly by the Society.

Stay tuned

GORD LIGHTFOOT

W3

WEEKDAYS AT
7:00 & 9:00 P.M.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
AT

2:40, 4:40, 7:00, 9:10

WINNER OF FOUR

CANADIAN AWARDS

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
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Free at last
Ifs been real, guys. _ in a se_

. week and triedJ^^^Kfrlng around

i^VS ^XforpaTeV and a swarn, of scrappy

student journalists.

- ^^eToor^e'-rno^a^'aS locked up

'"^f^lf** Queen's is composed of a large

number of small elites.
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The main thing we should all keep in mind, I think,

is that our activity will be meaningless .f it does not a "

ow the average student, in the classroom and the resi-

dence and the coffee shop, to become involved..

**— letters to the editor

"Consultation" in the History Department i

Wilf Day

So this is the

Garden of Eden

One feels that it is felt

that on Ihis, the campus of

Queen's University, one has

had to be overly serious,

often about things that are

not even vital to one's own
personal happiness. When
one does take oneself or

one's position or even one's

remarks overly seriously,

then one runs the risk of

appearing pompous overly

to an extreme. One must

avoid this at all costs, must-

n't one.

Now, we of the new
Journal are firm adherents

of the position thus outlined

—firm adherents. And one

will try one's best to adhere

to these principles now and

for evermore, firmly. Only

by this adherence can we
guarantee a rational basis

for rational journalism and

one can not be rational if

one takes oneself or one's

position or even one's re-

marks overly seriously—can

one?

Urtfortunartely Mr. Keith Wald-

en's article 'Stwdieint Power

Works in the History Depart-

ment' creates an entirely false

impression of recent events in

our department. If Mr. Walden

wished to damage the chances

of increased student participa-

tion in departmental decision-

imftftflg. he coirld not have

chdsen a better way to do so.

First, what was the result of

consultation on curriculum deve-

lopment initiated by faculty

members is depicted as a reluc-

tant submission — that is the

word he uses — to an exercise

of student power. We have now

for several years consulted with

studenits on various matters con-

cerning the welfare of the de-

partment.

Our leafy (wooly) friends

May I congratulate the Journal staff on an ex-

cellent arboreal issue. I suggest that you may be

barking up the wrong tree, but because you went

out on a limb a tew times I bough to Oie fact that

In thSs case I personally in-

vited suggestions from students,

assisted their representatives an

circulating a questionnaire poll-

ing their classmates for sugges-

tions, artd invited them to my
home along with the executive

committee of *he department, to

discuss their proposals and

those of the teaching staff. The

recommendations which (Ms

joint effort produced were then

discussed by the department

as a whole which treated them

on their merits rather than as

a concession to some sort of

student threat.

Second, the article misleads

the reader into thinking that the

history department has already

abolished one of *he two gen-

eral examinations in response

to a student ultimatum. In fact

all we can do is petition the

faculty board to grant us per-

mission to abolish the one gen-

eral examination which seems to

us to serve no useful purpose

in the case of our discipline. I

explained 'this carefully in a

meeting with all honours history

students at which we also of-

fered a rationale for continuing

the other general paper.

I trust that in future Mr.

Walden will not only get his

facts straight but will avoid

popular cliches — '^student pow-

er', 'submission', etc. — for

terms which capture more ade-

quately the spirit in which we

are attempting to introduce

change in our department.

JAMES A. U5ITH,

PROFESSOR and CHAIRMAN
of the DEPARTMENT OF HIS-

TORY.

most people on campus haven't been able to see

the trees for the forest. Truly a well foliated folio

and a foil for other pulpy issues.

RICK FINDLAY.

Communication and the Residences

Among other subjects, hous-

ing has been a key issue at

Quern's this year. People are

concerned about the quality as

well as the quantity of student

housing. As a result, committees,

both faculty and student, have

been set tip and various groups

have taken it upon themselves

to study this problem and to

improve the students' living con-

ditions. The residences, being

one form of student housing,

naturally have fallen under the

scrutiny of these groups.

Statements have appeared in

print proposing recommenda -

tions to improve life in the re-

sidences — for example Co-ed

dining. No effort had been made

beforehand to contact or discuss

these recommendations with the

student government bodies of

the residences. A simple in-

quiry would reveal that these

problems are already being tack-

led by the Residence Councils

involved.

Each residence system, both

the men's and the women's has

its own system of government

whose purpose it is to deal with

these problems and try to solve

them. In matters of joint in-

terest, the two councils work to-

gether For this reason, I feel

that the students composing the

Central Committees of the Inter-

Residence Council and of the

Women's Residence Council are

the best informed people of the

Student body as to past accom-

plishments of the residence, the

present situation in the resid-

ence and the aims to improve re-

sidence life.

I think that the main problem

here Hes in a complete lack of

communication between' the stu-

dent government of the resid-

ences and the concerned parties

outside residence. As President

of the Women's Residence Coun-

cil ,1 would like to hear person-

ally what people feel about re

sidence life before I read their

opinions in print. As President

of the Women's Residence Coun-

cil, I also have a lot of infor-

mation at my fingertips, as stat-

ed above, so that I can clarify

quickly any questions that peo-

ple might have.

A president must represent

the people that put her into of-

fice. I feel that I can fulfill

this function only by being well-

informed of what is going on

both within the residences and

without.

I am interested in people's op-

inions of residence life and how

it can be improved. However, I

do not feel that non-residents

are in the 'best position to pass

judgment on the residence and

residence government simply be-

cause they know very little a-

bout what is really taking place

in the residences.

JOCELYN GORDON,

PRESIDENT, WOMEN'S RE-

SIDENCE COUNCIL

French-Canada and the French Department"

Boy, does he ever

have hopes!

To clarify, we will always

work with a sense of en-

dearing humility to expos-

ing, then destroying, all so-

cial injustice everywhere,

for evermore. This is our

aim, nay our purpose, and

one thinks it a most worthy

purpose indeed.

Bill Martin
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In your issue of November 12,

Michael Ross, concedes that

French-Canadian literature should

be offered as a minor subject or

option by the French Depart-

ment. However, he wishes to re-

open discussion on ether aspects

of my previously published let-

ters.

Firstly, he indicates that one
studies French uniquely for the

aesthetic value of its literature.

Thus French Canada's literature

should be viewed in this context

and rightly plays only a minor
role at Queen's. This view, how-

ever, is not consistent with Trends

In Language Teaching (ed. Vald-

man) which claims that "we can-

not help giving some impression

of a people's way of life as we
teach its language and literature

... To learn just a language nar-

rowly conceived without an un-

derstanding of the people's way
of life, is not enough for co-oper-

ation in the modern world . . .

The weakest aspect of our whole
performance is the teaching of

the foreign culture and society"

tpg. 2). In judging the sociocul-

tural aspect of instructional ma-
terials and course plans one must
ask: "are the natural opportuni-

ties utilized Tor presenting gene-

ralizations about the culture and
social structure of the people?"

tpg. 22).

Using this criteria, Queen's
fails miserably in regard to

French-Canada.

The alternative offered by Mr.
Ross is to study French at

Queen's, take those social science

courses that discuss Quebec, and
then go and live in Quebec for a

while. This programme is useful

for a French specialist, but how
many Commerce, Engineering, or

Economic students can afford

such a programme? Why should

they have to go through this run-

around and lose a year or more
from their own specialty? Are

we here to meet the needs of the

French Department or is the

French Department here to meet
our needs?

Mr. Ross' second point is that

the quality of the staff at Queen's

is much superior to that of RMC.
Obviously, in making such an
evaluation, certain criteria must
be used. Trends in Language
Teaching makes the somewhat
obvious point that a primary re-

quirement in a language instruc-

tor is ''familiarity with the cul-

ture and institutions of the tar

get language community", pg
DC). Without this essential qua!
ity, the other formal qualifica

tions would seem to be irrelevant.

The purpose of the RMC com-
parison was merely to indicate

that despite the assertions of Dr.

Evans and Mr. Ross, French Can-
adian language instructors do
exist and have been attracted to

Kingston.

It would be to no one's benefit

to start making childish compari-
sons of personalities. However,
I am quite prepared to give ex-

amples of great unfarniliarity

with the culture and institutions

of Canadian French language
community on the part of Queen's
instructors. I hesitate to do so

because such ignorance is to be
expected from people who were
hired as experts on the culture

and institutions of metropolitan

France. It would indeed be un-

believable if Europeans, raised

and trained in Europe, and expert

in the language, literature, cul-

ture and social structure of a

European country, could also

have a similar expertise about a

North American society which

happens to speak the same lan-

guage. I hesitate to make com-

parisons of personalities because

I am as proud as Dr. Evans and

Mr. Ross to have such expertise

on France at our University.

However, I have no inhibiitons

about blaming the French Depart-

ment for thinking that such ex-

pertise is a substitute for a know-

ledge of French Canada. I dare

not state what I think of asser-

tions that such ignorance of

French Canada is the lesser evil

if the only other alternative is to

hire French-Canadians, as at

RMC.
In conclusion, may I point out

that Mr. Ross at least, under-

stands my criticism and concedes

that a course on French Canada's
literature could be offered to the

general student body if a "quali-

fied" French-Canadian can be

found. May I go further and in-

sist that Queen's is failing in its

stated mission if it does not offer

an opportunity to English Can-

ada's leaders of tomorrow to

learn the language and way of

life of French Canada.

"Queen's University though

founded by a church, was dedicat-

ed to the nation". (Calendar, P,

3). French Canada may be of

only minor interest to European
scholars, but it is a crucial fac-

tor in this nation,

TERRY LJSTON,
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The American Way
Continued from page five

gists and educators. Most people you

come across in OISE have been

trained in the United States."

In his paper, Prof. Trainor tells of

an occasion when the Canadian gov-

ernment ignored the advice of eight

Canadian physicists, including him-

self, during the Bomarc debate of

1963. and took the advice of Ameri-

cans instead.

The Canadian group had taken pub-

lic issue with the "extravagant"

claims about the c6oking powers of

nuclear warheads on the Bomarcs.

The government, he says, "appears

to rely almost entirely upon American

guidance and advice, this despite tht

existence of qualified Canadian ex-

perts in nearly every conceivable area

'of scientific endeavor."

American cultural influence in Can-

American companies. Our problem is

the development of ideas that will

justify the investment of capital."

A tutorial instructor at Carleton
also fears the role of American ideas

in Canadian society:

"U.S. social scientists play a role in

American imperialism that is precise-

ly the same as that played by mission-

aries in British imperialism. They
work on the value systems of the na-

tives and create tastes and attitudes

which make the locals passive con-

sumers of the civilization of the domi-

nant country.

"These missionaries of American
liberalism smooth the way for the cor-

porations or the gunboats and it mat-

ters little if they are unconscious of

their role or even consciously imagine

themselves to be at loggerheads with

ada is also discussed in an article by imperialism, as some of our social sci-

McGill University Prof. Kari Levitt in en tj st friends may."

a recent issue of New World.
,

She says the American corporation Canadian courses lacking

"has a vested interest in the destruc-
prof Anthony of Loyoto

tion of cultural differences and homo-
n)mments jn the 0ct 17 issue o£ Le

genization of the way of life the world
Devoir tnat th(J presence o£ Ameri-

Development of ideas

She quotes an executive of Procter

and Gamble Company, who says:

. "Our problem is not access to capi-

'•ans has reached such "excessive'

proportions in certain sectors of Ca-

nadian educational institutions that it

is in the process of transforming them

into "cultural colonies."

What he and other professors are

courses in Canadian literature, poli-

tics, social structures and economic de-

velopment.

In no other Western country, some

say, is there such an inadequate offer-

ing of courses dealing with national

matters.

"We have enough American influ-

ences in Canada," said one educator,

"without devoting half our university

courses to the propagation of Ameri-

can ideas.

"With a relative scarcity of re-

search funds and academic publica-

tions we should concentrate what we

have on doing unique and creative

work here — not copying U.S. experi-

ments."
Professors are decrying the wide-

spread use of U.S. textbooks in Can-

ada, and point to incidents such as the

takeover by Encyclopedia Britannica,

Chicago, of the Quebec Centre de Pe-

dagogic textbook publishing enter-

prise.

There is disagreement among pro-

fessors about the extent to which

Americans can adapt to the Canadian

context. Some say U.S.-trained profes-

sors invariably refer to Canadian uni-

versities as "North American institu-

tions," refusing to recognize their na-

tional distinctiveness.

One U of T American professor has

recently been qunted as saying Toron-

to is "a New York without tears " re-

ferring to the relative lack of urban

problems.

Among the attitudes that Allien-

lal and I believe this is true of most worried about is the relative lack of cans bring to Canada, according to

one Caiu«n»WeW is 'W
treme compettttvenesi . -and ...

siveness that transforms the'

room into a jungle." £.

Few become citizen*

Unlike other immigrants, le*

American professors who have come'

to Canada have considered taking out

Canadian citizenship. Some state that

they don't think of Canada as a sepa-

rate country.

Given a problem of American infill

ence in education, what is the solu

tion? , .
i

In the VS. there is an immigration

quota that includes CCanadian profes-

sors limiting their number.

.

In Canada, there is no Such quota,

and there is instead an incentive of

two years taxfree for some U.S. imml

grants, including professors.

Prof. Jewett suggests the "real

problem is the Canadian society's fail-

ure to produce the people we need

for academic professions."

Others suggest the Americanization

is a sign of "extreme negligence" in

planning and policy-making on the

part of Canadian education leaders.

Some say the hiring process should

never be allowed to pass out of the

hands of Canadians.

An example, perhaps, of what hap-

pens when it does is the response of

five Oanadian academics contacted to

comment on this issue.

They declined to speak because,

they said, their superiors' in rank

were Americans.

Chairman—A.M.S. Freshman Orientation Committee

Colour Night CONVENER

Apply A.M.S. Office.

AMS

GENERAL MEETING
to act on the proposal to create a Commerce Society. Tuesday,

Nov. 26 Stirling D. 7:00 P.M.

AMS
Colour Night Convenor

Chairman—AMS Freshman Orientation

Committee Chairman

Apply AMS Office

ATTENTION

GRADUATES

The Noranda Group of Companies offers a wide range of

opportunities to university graduates with ability and in-

itiative Broad diversification promises successful appli-

cants unusual scope to develop skills and gain experience

in their fields of specialization. The policy of the Group

to select personnel from within our companies to till key

positions as they open up, make it possible for a trainee

to travel widely and, over the years, to get exposure to

a great variety of job situations which will help prepaie

him for supervision and administrative duties.

Un^r~, C^foca, 236.

NORANDA MINES GROUP OF COMPANIES

Have you considered

a career in Programming,

Investment, Actuarial, Group

Sales and Administration

or Sales Management?

If so, The Mutual Life would like to talk with you.

Our personnel representative will be visiting

your campus on

Thursday, November 28

Your Student Placement Officer will be pleased

to arrange an interview. Ask him for a copy of our

'Career Opportunities' booklet. It describes the many

rewarding positions available.

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO. ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1869
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Pucksters Take On Gee Gees and Ravens
By BRUCE McLEOD

sity at 5:30 at the Civic Centre.

No iniorrnation » avai.abie on the outlook of ^ £

SmaU, a high-scoring left-winger in the Ivy League last year.

people who are going to be in Ottawa this weekend, it might be worth their while

tTgo out and provide seme vocal backup for the team.

Th» Gaels leave for Ottawa Friday afternoon with a distinct spardry of de-

rSic^rae and John Quayle are both probably out until after Chnst-
fencemerL uunc

^ Kar, McUughBn as his extra man. and

^ McS,* win fcTdrSing for L first *ne U. weekend, replacing Greg Oar*

on his line with Beamish and Murray Douglas.

The Gaels will be looking for a pair of wins this weekend. If they ran do it,

The Gaels will be oo»n&
^Tieaax game of me term next week against

ZTZZ - -pi- per.

formance, and that of the team as a whole.

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

VALUE $6,000 PER ANNUM

A number of scholarships, each valued at $6,000

per annum (tax free), are available to suitable gradu-

ates in any branch of engineering — mech., elec.

and civil, etc.—or applied science who are interested

in a career in the Mining Industry.

These are McGill University scholarships for an

advanced course leading to a master's degree in min-

ing engineering.

Applications should be made, before Febru-

ary 3rd, 1969 to:

Chairman,

Dept. of Mining Engineering 4 Applied Geophysics,

McConnell Engineering Building,

McGill University,

Montreal 110, P.Q.

These scholarships are sponsored by a group

of Canadian Mining Companies.

ST. ANDREWS

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sfcs.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A.. Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Wcrship

7-20 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

CONSOLIDATED BATHURST LIMITED

BACKGROUND

In 1867 tiro solid end long-established Co nipames and their subsidiaries joined forces

in a dovetailed operation that represents iri iter geographical dispersion and greater pro-

duct diversificaion. This integration brought with i' n neic name: Coiisoiidated-Bctbiirsr

limited. Consolitlated Paper Corporation Ltd. had been linked traditionally with news-

print. Bathurst Paper Ltd. largely with pa ckagtng paperboard* and containers made

from paperboards.
Consolidatcd-Bathurst is 93CV Canadian orrned tcith its Head Office in Montreal. Sales

in 1967 were $278 million. The Company Ji cruests 22.000 sq. miles of woodlands and

operates eight mills and some thirty conver ting plants in Canada. The Company has

inatm/actiiriurj subsidiaries in the United S tales and in West Germany. One of Canada's

largest producers of newsprint. Consolidate d-Bathurst has about half of its total dollar

sales in packaging materials in paper, wood and plastic. It also sells bleached kraft pulp

and has a wood products group of five sawmills.

OPPORTUNITIES

In the structure of the parent Company th ere are five business or operational groups:
Woodlands. Mill Manufacturing. Newsprint and Pulp. Wood Products and Packaging.
The Company's management philosophy and its organization into functional and busi-

ness groups are intended to provide every opportunity for the advancement of promis-
ing employees, present and future.

Top quality graduates in the faculties or departments of chemical, mechanical, elec-

trical and civil engineering, chemistry (research - graduate and post • graduate levels).

business administration, mathematics and commerce will be offered positions that will

allow them to demonstrate their ability to p erform with competence and progress to

management responsibility at an early age.

While on-the-the-job training will be emp hasized. graduates, along with other Com-
pany employees, will participate in develop ment programmes co-ordinated by the Man-
power Planning St Management Development Department.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Performance is reviewed annually and salary increases and promotions are based oninAwdua) performance and potentia A complete range of co-ordinated employee ben-
efits is comparable with the best available. p B * UKn

Ccmsoltdated-Bathurst representatives mil I visit your campus on Tuesday Wednesdm,

^flnheTdl^
6

'

27th and 28 th - 19M
-

Flease 'ee y^^^omi

TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

on campus Dec. 5 to interview

COMMERCE and

GENERAL ARTS
'69 GRADUATES

We invite prospective graduates to

read our literature in the Placement

Office and attend interviews.
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SEE YOU AT THE BOWL
By ALEX BINKLEY

"I am trying to keep my kid*

from being killed or demoralized

this week" says Waterloo Luth-

eran Golden Hawk head coach

Dave Knight

Knight's modesty is almost

overwhelming until the Hawk's

rooster is surveyed. The Hawks

who are the Gaels opponents in

the College Bowl, have some

large players.

The College Bowl, in its third

year, is billed as the Canadian

College Championship but until

this year it managed to exclude

an O.Q.A.A. representative and

hence has made the victor only

a partial champion, Tonight will

remedy that

The Gaels, who played one of

their top games out West, will

have a less severe testthis week-

end. The Hawks have some good

players but they have neither the

experience nor the depth. Ralph

Spotlore, their only four-year

player as well as a two-way end,

is out with a knee injury. How-

ever, the Hawks are not com-

plete, incompetents and will play

a good game. Judging by the

present antics ofthe weatherman,

the field will probably be wet or

frozen and this could be an ad-

vantage for the Waterloo Club.

The Gaels, for the second time

this season, are going Into agame
healthy. Their offensive line-up

will be the same as last week
with Cam Innes at centre, Bob
Climie and Brian Parnega at the

guards; Terry Haggerty and John

Gordon at the tackles and Don

Mclntyre and Rick VanBusklrkat

the ends. The quarterback will be

Don Bayne, Ron Clark the full-

back, Keith Eaman and Heine-

Lilies, the halfbacks and Tom
Chowan the flanker.

Eaman turned in a great per-

formance last week on the hard

field and Bayne will be going to

him again. The passing attack

suffers in the cold but Bayne will

also be looking for Mclntyre,

VanBuskirk and Chowan.

Defensively, the Gaels will be

going the same as last week.

Doug Walker and George Mac-

Kenzie will be the tackles, Jim

Sherritt and Paul Llndros are

the ends. The linebackers will be

Theron Craig and Jim Tait In the

middle and MikeNlhmeyandJohn

Stirling on the corners. Bill Mc-

Neill, Ron Brooks, JimTurnbull,

and Jim McKeen are the backs.

The Hawks* quarterback is

Paul Gray who Is a fair passer

and runs the ball welL His fav-
ourite ball carrier and pass re-
ceiver Is halfback Doug Strong.

He uses flanker Tom McCall and
fullback Dennis Gluck to a lesser

extent John Skinner 1b the punter
and manages some lofty punts.

The top man for the Hawks defen-

sively is Ail-Star linebacker,

Mike McMahon, who also plays

guard.

Ticket sales for the game have

gone well and the Queen's quota

has run out. Tickets are also

being sold at many other univer-

sities and the response has been

gratifying to the College Bowl

organizers.

Ed Deans, Business Manager of

the A.B.C. requests, that students

stay off the field during the game.

He would also like to remind them

that the seats are reserved and

they will not be allowed to wander

all over the stadium. REMEM-
BER that at this game there will

be real live cops. Do not give

them a hard time or you may be-

come a temporary residentof one

of Toronto's fine jails.

C.F.R.C. will carry the game

Friday night at 8:30 as will the

C.B.C. T.V. network.

SC72 Swim Champs
By NEIL LONGHURST

Flash power was the order of the day in the intramural swim meet, as Science 72 won the

t^am championship, with Arts 72 a distant secon d. The big single winner was Gord Hurd or SCKflH

72 with a fantastic four firsts in individual competition and two relay firsts. m.^j, rf
Chris Offierski of Premeds was runner-up with one first and three seconds. Dave Whiteside of

Arts 72 had a win and a second. Other individu al winners were Chip Drury Science 69 and J. Dixon

°f S
Ttie

Ce
upset of the week so far goes to Arts 7 1 bowling team who carry a 300 pin lead into the

second hall?of then- semi-final match with Arts 69. Science 70 has a small lead over Arts 70 in the

other sanWinal
somewhere between Winnipeg and Kingston at game time

was bombed' bote's Ed. 10-2 in the first half of t heir total-runs semi-final Suggestions made toS Fdabout Sin? the semi-final a two out of three scries were met with derisive laughs.
y

to me oter^iS-finS, Murmur College upset favoured Science 69 to reach the finals, by scores

of 1-1 and 4-1.

1 <v
!

„ J

No. 28 Tom Chown haul, in a pa** —CLARK

Wring Its Neck !

Flip Turns

Queen's Swimming Gaels dove

into the season last Saturday, by

overwhelming York University.

With an intact team from last

season and a crop of talented

rookies, theGaelshadno problem

in handling the York swimmers

utter defeat. Except for two close

victories for McGlocklin In the

200 breaststroke and200LM.and

Kinsman in the diving, Queen's

swimmers finished first and sec-

ond in the other seven individual

events as well as winning two

relays.

Eaman bulls for yardage as Bison hangs on grimly

—CLARK

Wrestlers Take Note

By TOM STILES

On Tuesday, November 29, at

7 p.m., Queen's wrestlers will

travel to RMC for an Exhibition

meet against RMC and Ryerson.

Eliminations will be held on Mon-

day, November 25 to determine

team positions.

All wrestlers are asked to

attend these
, f]|min.Hnn«. Infor-

mation on the distribution of uni-

forms and transportation will be

available at thattime. Also, since

the Intermural wrestling matches

will be held November 26-28 In

the Wrestling Room, formal

wrestling practice will be can-

celled on these days. Wrestlers,

are advised to keep In shape by

training, weight training and run-

ning.

What Great Fans!!!

Editor, Queen's Journal,

We would very much like to have this small tribute to the

Qu«Si£^lScluded somewhere to the next Bsue of the

Journal.

A few weeks ago, following the^O™^"^. \f&
a headline in the Journal read. "What a Team

.

we «
meSerTof Hie Football Gaels wouM bike to say now, What

Great Fans ! !
!"•

The support that we havereceived a**

^ 'SrSil tSw?-'*? taS £ b?«S*U but were

u^r^^^of^port an* etronusraam we re-

ceived While in Winnipeg.

great ! Beades the BaM there^vere MMW br^esou^
^

S3n™s"& e&f* ^ard *a»te£.
?Til geXre ^<J?5KE

from a lamje group of freezing Queensmen and Queenewomen

Thank you', seems such an inadequate •* »' —
our graWude, but we are very glad to have^ "JE*^
we Jay Thanks' ! Our or* way to rally say thmlurjaw

oringV Vanier Oup to Queen » <«*J*»g£?JZ I

better believe that we'H be giving at everything we've got I

THE FOOTBAIX GAELS
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THE POPULAR ARTS

You are cordially invited to attend a Dunning

Trust Lecture by Pulitzer prize-winning biographer

Russel B. Nye entitled "The Popular Arts in the United

States: Reconsidered" which will be held in Ellis Hall,

Queen's University on Monday, November 5 al

815 pm Prof. Nye, a member of the English ue-

partment at Michigan State University, is a noted

historian and author.

Dunning Trust Lecture Series 1968-69

St. James' Church

on the Campus
Services at 9:00 - 11:00 - 7:30

Is God a person or concept ?

Has be any meaning for our

present day?

We are concerned with these

questions and we invite you

to think them through with

EXTRA TRICOLOR 68's

WILL BE ON SALE

SUN. AT 1:30 PM

THERE ARE ONLY 35

EXTRAS AT $7 APIECE

Due to the nature of the College Brno! Football Game (i.e. a

nationals televised charity affair) A.M.S. Constables vnU be

in the stands of Varsity Stadium Friday night to control Que-

en's students. Leo Hirtchinsooi

Students Be Warned ! Chief of Police

"PIECE OF CAKE!!"
(Free)

at PROKOP'S FIRST

BIRTHDAY BASH !

!

for three days only (this Fri., Sat.. Sun.!

THESE SPECIALS
Upstairs at the Vagabond-.

Your choice
Sirloin or

Dinner complete $2.50

Filet

Downstairs at the Fondue Cave;

Five Choices —
Cheese or Meat Fondue's

Smorgesborg & Dessert included

($1.45 - $2 50)

"Fondues are a Great After Movie Treat"

BOTH UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS

OPEN UNTIL 12:00 A.M.

QUEEN'S MUSICAL
THEATRE

NOVEMBER 21,22,23 -

GRANT HALL STUDENTS $125

SWAIN FOR MAYOR

ATTENTION

QUEEN'S

STUDENTS

YOU can help elect

VAL SWAIN
MAYOR of KINGSTON|

Here's how —
Join the Vol Swain team ! During the last federal and provincial

elections many of you took part in the democratic process by distribut-

ing material, telephoning, addressing cards, and typing. If you con

spare a couple of hours, half a day, or more, and are willing to |Oin

the team, call at Headquarters, 106 Princess or phone 544-8882 or

544-8883.

WANT TO KNOW IF YOUR NAME IS ON THE VOTERS' LIST?

Call 544-8882 or 544-8883.

WANT TO MEET VAL SWAIN PERSONALLY? Attend the

A.M.S. Town and Gown Forum ot 7:30 p.m. next Wednesday, Novem-

ber 27th. Bring your questions.

KINGSTON NEEDS VAL SWAIN, a young lawyer who gradu-

ated from Columbia University and Osgoode Hall., Why ? Because

Kingston needs the decisive, effective leadership he has provided dur-

ing the past four years on City Council. He understands universities,

youth, and you. Is there any better reason for giving him a little of

your time ? And your vote ?

SPfiecieU S/ni ('/a/ion

To all engineers in particular and all students in general

To attend a Seminar on the Operations of the Ultra Modem

STRATHCONA MINE
LEARN ABOUT

SPEAKERS

The Youngest Mickle Mine
Diesel Electric Trains Underground

• New Operations
• Underground Storage

Mr. W. L. W. TAYLOR — Assistant Manager Technical Supplies

Mr. J. WILSON — Senior Mine Research Engineer
Mr. R. LYFORD —- Assistant General Superintendent
Mr. C COWAN — Exploration Geologist

2:30 4r» ,

MONDAY, 25 NOVEMBERDUNNING HALL AUDITORIUM
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In spite of our detractors—r detractors—

WE'RE NUMBER If
By JOHN MABLE

Oh the headlines!

They may haye doubted before .but after last Fri-

day night, who can question that Queen's Is number

one in Canada?

Eyen the Globe and Mail should be forced to con-

cede in six inch type:

QUEEN'S FANS CAPTURE COLLEGE BOWL: UN-

DISPUTED NATIONAL CHAMPIONS.

Great support by the Gaels. I mean, it really 9""

a fan a lift when the players go out of their way to

come 180 miles to beat Waterloo Lutheran. The play-

ers probably don't know how much scoring a touchdown

can spur the fans on when they're down.

But there was no Question as to the superior squad,

I mean, from the opening gun. Queen's took control of

the contest early in the parade and were just over-

whelming as they marched down Bloor to paydirt. And

when they saw that the team had come all that way

to meet them . . . Oh, tremendous. From that point on

It was all over.

Of course, it really wasn't as if they were no op-

pwltion. A piece of razzle-da.zle in the early gtfng

did present a problem, but only for a while. . I mean

the audacity to think that we could be faked out by sen

ing us tickets for the section beside the end "«••

But the scouting reports confirmed

that they were weak up the middle; crushed the Inslde-

PHOTOS BY BOON

Middle Ushers when the centre-field section got usurped.

Never knew what hit them.

, Hey, whaPs with the bottle?

Pass it up to the Cop!

But he won't want it. It's empty!

What individual performances! That girl playing

Left Screaming Banshee deserved the MVP trophy for

the play after Doug Walker blocked the punt.

YAEEE DOUG1EEEE I I JUST FOR THAT YOU

GET ALL MY PSYCH NOTES FOR THE WHOLE TERMI

And the specialty teams! The Sign Snatching squad

must have scored about eight times. The Goal Posters

completed their season undefeated, untied and umcored-

upon. Incredible record.

And the Hotel Inspectors were phenomenal all sea-

son. They had several offers during the year to turn

pro but in the best interests of Collegiate amateurism,

declined all opportunities to pay.

The team did suffer relapses though. Dave White-

side's Magical Mystery Tour suffered when there was

a bit of confusion among their Destructive Secondary.

On the way back, they were trying to tackle the light-

ing system. The piling on became obvious when they

shorted out the entire bus, and they were penalized sev-

eral hours for the personal foul. They had a fewmore

tacked on for not-talking. Should have admitted It

earlier.

In general, the easy yrin was expected. The teams

outside the SIFL have a lot to learn. How could Queen's

possibly lose after winning this tough league? Why, the

competition In the Senior League can almost be de-

pended on to at least bring along a decent football team

for support.

(Which Is not really fair to Waterloo Lutheran.

They put up a creditable showing against the vastly

superior Gaels).-

Canada should long remember the Queen's National

Champions of 196». Especially the Toronto Hotel Owners

Association. No doubt most of the team will maintain

a schedule of off-season training at the Manor.

Prospects for next year look good as there are

many returning veterans, but Arts '69 may be tough to

replace.

And, of course, many may lose their eligibility next

April. We'll Just have to wait until we see the rookies

In Fresh Camp before we offer any predictions.

Somebody should build a trophy case out of "col-

lected" goal posts; It could go In the Coffee Shop and

hold the Vanler Cup for all to see.

And If the Gaels can keep up the tremendous sup-

port ... can you Imagine them going all the way to

Winnipeg lust to win for us?

Who knows, the Vanler Cup may sit In the Coffee

Shop for many seasons.
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PERSONALS

"Past! Part! You nut money?

On December 3, 1968 youon win

one hundred dollaxa ($100) for

Christmas If you purchase the

winning ticket now for only 50c."

TUESDAY, NOV. 26

tS Treasure GrenUbll.

7-00 AMS General Meeting (to

acTon a proposalI to.create

a Commerce Society). Star-

ling Hall D. , ^
7:00 Movie - "Village of te

Damned". Dunning Audit-

orium. 50c. ,

7-10 Treasure Van. Grant Hall.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 27

12:3a."Nigeria - Wbat Went
Wrong?" Pro!. R. Watts.

International Centre.

7-5 Treasure Van Grant HalL

7-10 Treasure Van Grant Hall.

7-10 Principal's Committee on

Teaching and Learning:

Open forum to review the

Arts and Science program-

me at Queen's. Dunning

Auditorium.

, 00 "Onibaba" — Kingston Film

Society. Odeon Theatre.

0:00 Queen's Rugger Chit) Final

General Meeting. Trudeeu

Room, LeSeUe Hotel

THURSDAY, NOV. 28

4 30 "The Inheritors:

» of r •'

Pros-
David
Aud-

50c

itorium.

7:00 Movie-
Dunning Auditorium.

74 ASUS General Meerjng.

Stirling Hall A.

7-JO "Heart Transplantation

Dr. Pierre GromSn.
Etberington Hall.

7-10 HILLEL Foundation. 26
'

Barrie St. Richard Berna-

hei of the Classics Dept.

challenges me autnentjcily

of the Warren OommisaMn
Report on Pres. Kennedy s

assassination and supports

his theory w«h sttmulatmg

oocurnented evidence.

1:00 "Revolt and Restcration in

China" — Prof. Paul Ian of

McGilL Stirling Hall.

10:0t Movie—
Dunning Auditorium. 50c.

FRIDAY, NOV. 29

7:30 CRAB-IN - FUm Festival.

Macgfllivrey-Brown Hau
(comer Bame and Eari)

1:30 Annual P i n a t a Party-

Queen's Spanish Club. In-

ternational Centre (down-

stairs). Non-members 75c.

members 50c.

SATURDAY, NOV. 30

10 a.m. GRAB-IN - "EdMiUon".
Macgillivray-Brown Hall

(comer Barrie and Earl)

1 p.m. Hockey—Laval at Queen's.

Constantine Arena.

Attarrtoon - CRAB-IN - Watch

Grey Cup Game and talk.

MacgfHivray-Brown Hall

7:30 CRAB-IN — "A place".

Macgulivray-Brnwn Hall

0:15 Basketball — Laval at

Queen's. Gymriasium.

0:30 "L'Avare" by Moaere.
Convocation HalL

Attention all commerce stu-

dents. AMS general meeting

Tuesday November 26 at 7:30
fqr RENT

p.m. In Stirling Theatre "D".

This meeting will decide whether

or not commerce becomes a

distinct faculty this year. We
need at least 200 people. Please

be there.

Will Bridget! Barman please

return the pen she borrowed to

writ* out a classified ad?

FOR SALE

Tricolor '67 CFroah year for

•70) $3.50 Phone 546-7480.

SWAIN FOR MAYOR

UNIVERSITY
EXPANSION

"I believe that Queen's University must con-

tinue to be an integral part of our commu-

nity. University expansion, within a desig-

nated zone ond, where feasible, in conjunc-

tion with urban renewal programs of the

city, will require frequent consultation be-

tween city ond university officials. I will

encourage closer liaisoninan atmosphere of

mutual trust that recognize* the needs of

town ond gown."

VAL SWAIN and his family of 3 boys, live at 161 Earl St. During his

36 years this young lawyer has lived in 6 of the city's 7 words. He

KNOWS the city ond its problems. His 4 years on City Council have

given him a wealth of valuable experience. He is repay to provide

the dynamic, leadership this city needs.

VAL SWAIN Is EDUCATED TO SERVE. After attending Kingston

schools he was awarded an academic scholarship to Columbia Col-

lege, New York City, and graduated in 1954 asa bachelorof arts. Vol's

year was the bicentennial class and it was named "the class of des-

tiny." In 1958 he graduated from Osgoode Hall.

MeetVALSWAIN at tomorrow'sAMS 'Town and Gown Forum",

7:30 p.m., Stirling D

SWAIN E. Valerie X MM
MAYO*

ENTHUSIASM • EXPERIENCE • ABILITY

106 Princess St.— 5444882 or

Quiet room S10 per week. One

and one-half blocks from campus.

Parking available. Apply 196

Union St 546-5084.

Rugger Club members. Final

general meeting to be held Wed-

nesday November 27 at 8:00p.m.

at the Trudeau Room, La Salle

Hotel. Awards, elections, Jackets

and any other business. Tea and

crumpets will follow!"

LOST

One third year mining engin-

eer student. Last seen at 76

Earl Street Answers to thename

of "The Bad One". Reward.
Phone 546-4568.

Would whoever "borrowed" a

buckskin jacket from the Inter-

national Centre on Wednesday

night please return it to the

International Centre office. No

questions asked.

$30 a week. Two studious males

(ooBsibly 3). New, self-contained.

Bus facilities, many conveni-

ences. Phone 548-4065. After 8,

542-5952. Ask for Mr. or Mrs.

Thompson.

Ski In Aspen Colorado for next

to nothing! Looking for person to

split costs with three others In

driving from Toronto to Color-

ado. Probably only $35,001 Leave

Dec. 26. Return Jan. 5 in time

for classes. Contact Al Kennard

in Gordon House at 544-7474.

FOUND

One Tricolour mitten with red

thumb, 1 block north of Varsity

Stadium last weekend. Would Cin-

derella please phone 544-7001.

Prince Charming.

THE W. W. KING ENGINEERING LECTURE SERIES-

David E. Newlond

professor of mechanical enoineerins,

Sheffield University

vill speak on:

"The Inheritors:

A Prospect of Engineering'

Thursday, November 28, 4:30 p.m.

Dupuis Hall Auditorium

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

Students and staff are cordially minted

\jp<jLiiHleti-PtH>toCo.
™|^™ ^*N. S» PRINCESS STRICT

^* KINGSTON, ONTARIO

/IV 546-7676

Lenses, Projectors,

All popular makes. Wide selection.

The A.S.U.S. presents the formal "Fandango"

Friday, January 17th, 1969 10-3 p.m.

The Holiday Inn, 1 Princess Street

Dinner served at midnight.

(Dress is formal)

Tickets oa sale at the UNION ONLY

WED., THURS., FRIDAY

NOV. 27, 21, 2»

U-1PM

($12.00 a ticket)
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Dennis-like a Baptist Minister'
By CHRIS REDMOND

Lloyd A. Dennis, Institut-

ionalized gadfly of Ontario edu-

cation, visited Queen's yesterday

clutching a copy of the Hall-

Dennis Report "like a Baptist

minister with a New Testament

under his arm".
He fascinated the entire stud-

ent body of McArthur College

for an hour, telling them that

schools in Ontario are pretty

grim places and do not prepare

children for what they must face

as adults. "Could you find a new

excitement?" Dennis asked.

"Could you find a new nobility

for man?"
Dennis helped write the re-

port, issued lastJune, which urg-

ed that Ontario get rid of ad-

ministration-dominated training

centres and make its schools

pupil-centred andpleasantplacee

to learn. He told the group he

would talk in generalities and

principles first, and answer
questions about details of the

report later.

He told all the old jokes about

schools, and the McArthur stud-

ents and faculty loved them. He

told a few new jokes and they

loved those too. And he treated

them like kids, and they loved

that.

"Who's that girl?" Dennis bel-

lowed when a student tiptoed in

ten minutes after the lecture

began. "Get her name—who's

my monitor In this class? 1*11

see you at four o'clock!"

The audience roared with

laughter.

Dennis turned his attention to

the affluent culture of Ontario,

based of course on the work

ethic of "the good, hardworking

gray lot called Canadians", He

described the Industrialized soc-

iety, the everyday life of the

suburbanite; "Did you come here
to be like that?"

This culture is not conductive
even to philosophy, he pointed

out. "I don't sit and contem-
plate my navel. Heavens, In my
culture I'm so fat I can't find

It."

Then he talked about edu-

cation, "You learned a lesson

on the way to school this morn-
ing. You saw billboards, one

advertising brassieres and one

advertising Coca-Cola. Of course

you don't know which one you'll

buy yet"
The audience laughed, .and be

went on.

"You learned a lesson, and

now 1 wonder what I should do

with you. -What's on the time-

table?

"Have you seen my time-

table, by the way? It's In two

colours this morning, I just got
anew magic marker yesterday."

Schools either ignore some-

thing or "make a course out

of It", he said. Neither one does

any good, for In neither way

does the school help the stud-

ent to Learn and develop the way
he needs to.

"I know that you will not find

education except in an aura of

love and compassion and dig-

nity," Dennis said. "The love

that one man must surely have for

another when he says, come learn

with me,,. That kind .of love."

love."

Schools must help their stu-

dents grow up and become more
mature, he said. "To form new
convictions that even Dennis
doesn't have yet. Imagine that!

That's the learning experience."

Today's students must be edu-

cated for the century they will

live in, the twenty-first, Dennis

sald-not for the century in which
their teachers live, the nine-
teenth. "The one service the
school must offer is the develop-
ing power to face change in a
better way than I have. You really

need to know-don'tyou, son?-how
to face life with maturity. Some-
how I must develop an educational

system bo sophisticated that It

will develop that ability In you."

Teaching, Dennis said, "is too

vital to mess around with medio-

crity. My job is Impossible as a
teacher, I guess. Still, I said I

would do it, didn't I?"

He became serious and sum-
med up his message. "And so,

boys and girls, I have to find a

way to make the school a place

of invitation and co-operation."

And he took a long, deep drink

from the glass on the podium.

"I'm not going about Ontario talk-

ing about the report, as I claim

I am. Actually I'm making a sur-

vey for the Water Resources

Commission/'

He took another drink. "Heavy

on the limestone."

The Year of me Revolt

Sit-in, Sit-out.

Simon Fraser
BURNABY — 114 students were arrested Saturday as ISO

RCMP officers cleared the sludent-occupied Simon Fraser Ad
ministration building ending a three day sit-in.

Monday, over 2,500 SFU students met to discuss acting

president Ken Strand's new 'get-tough' policy. Motions passed

Include financial support by the Simon Fraser Student Society

for legal aid for student arrested as a result of the sH-ln.

Students say that Strand expressed Ms unwillingness to re-

solve the conflict arising from student demands for a more

equitable admissions policy through rational debar, between

students and faculty before he called the police. Ha was ap-

proached lata Thursday by occupiers who said they would

leave the building If he would call a special meeting of the

Senate to discuss student proposals.

BULLETIN
BUPtNBY—Ptckaters appeared et Simon Fraser University

yesterday to protest president Ken Strand's actions and catted

for a general strike. All buses and trucks approaching the

university refused to cross the line until the pickets gave

them clearance.

Stand refused saying he would make no deals and since

he offered no alternatives, students sold there was "clearly

no opportunity to discuss anything".

Students found correspondence between the administration

and the RCMP dealing with Investigations of political leanings

of students and faculty during the occupation.

Other demands from the mess meeting Included:

• Strand Is to press the BC Attorney General to drop char-

gas against the 144 arrested.

• Strand Is to assure them there be no RCMP officers on

campus.

• A committee Is to be set up to look Into the matter of

the RCMP Investigation.

• University files be open to this committee.

Strand is to reply to these demands no later than five

this afternoon. Falling to gel a suitable answer, the stu-

dent council will press for a general strike

When asked whet he would do whan faced with a similar

problem. Strand replied, "If another situation such as IMs

arises, you wfll be able to sea our plans as they evolve".

Treasure Van Here
The last Treasure Van, the very last one. It's running through to Thurs-

day of this week from 2 to 5 afternoons and 7 to 10 In the evening. Place:

Grant Hall. Merchandise from 40 countries is being sold at generally

high prices, though some great articles are being sold at the only price-

cheap.

Some selected items will be auctioned off Wednesday and Thursday

evenings and there will be "specials" those afternoons.

The prices aren't really outrageously high. Articles must be bought

from the countries, packaged, insured and sent to Canada, where tariff

and duty must be paid. In Toronto the articles are newly packaged and

sent to various campuses. If the Item Isn't sold there then It's another

change of costume and another trip. It's a costly and sometimes heart-

breaking procedure. Loss due to breakage is high. On an average campus

Treasure Van seUs approximately $250,000 worth of goods and retains

only around $20,000, or between 8 1/2-10% of the gross. The Queen s

Treasure Van is hoping for $15,000 net sales, says Queen s World Uni-

versity Services chairman, Bob Black.

Another 8-10% is lost In breakage and theft Thieving is what bothers

Gammick. Two thousand dollars worth of jewellry was stolen by one of

the salesgirls at a prairie university. "They mutter abort what great

profits Treasure Van is making, about how crummy the^ ^"^f
taw Ich Sne it takes and then these 'responsible, trustworthy' kid.

^whether the YM-YWCA takes over the sponsorship or not, is the

office"ve" one Queen's WTJSC member said it's closing "because

the stuff is junk. It's disintegrating.''

McGill
i MONTREAL — Mere than one hundred Mofflll poBtieal

science students took over the* department yesterday in a hid

for increased represented™ on departmental committees.

The takeover followed a stormy meeting which voted to iJv

definiUy occupy the department thus ending two-months of

negotiations during which students changed a demand for par-

ity to one of one-third representation.

After the meeting a mass of students burst from the Stu-

dent Union and headed for the Leacook building across the

street. They marched up to the fourth floor and took over the

political science department.

A few minutes Hater, Montreal police received 3 rail that

there was a bomb in the building. Students refused to leave,

but invited the police to come in and look around. The ntae

-

storey building was evacuated, except for the fourth floor. Mo

bomb was found. , _
The faculty, prepared for the invasion, bad removed an

files and 'locked office doors earlier in' the day.

The takeover was cheerful and efficient. Witlnn mmutea,

maritials donned aimbamds and started preparing^P™™»
lists inventories, and held their first meeting. Signs declar-

ing the area a Political Science Assodaoon Commune were

""organizers say that only faculty capsulation wffl end and

the occupation. The faculty are content to wait out the occup-

iers, convinced, that the end of term, three weeks away, wiH

end tale occupation.

University of Ottawa
OTTAWA - Negotiations between students «"d sdmlr*-

strotors at the University of Ottawa soclol science department

remain deadlocked as a shjdeot occupation here goes Info Hi

^7 "rating was h-d V-t^rJodUcus. orop-a*

to take to the striking student., but no Information Is a«M-

aMa swus nlng the faculty decision W any.

sTturc^T. m-rtng bdw-» m. student

commit*, and a Joint oammltle. of the unherslty Sonata and

Board of Governor, faded to produce any results.

Tories, YNDs unite for Biafra

fre ^^mm^bUefaitm *>.Oa 'a«aa>y.
^ITeffort of *e Queen* Pro- .

* 6:00 Ml Sn the International Centre, two rnem-J^^^J1^^^ jtf

bars of the Federal Parliament Davirl MacDorraH {J^"^, ae Queen's Committee for Nigerian 1:

WASH
I a.m. Special to the

(PjC., iSmoiit) and Andrew Brewin (NJXP,
jjirfrsn ReBef.

Greenwood) will be special guests at a Starrattar.
„oa

Bsnouet. Mr. MaoDonald and Mr. Brew ma* a *J^.V™^j*>g%^JZ
recent vi* to Biafra. 2SSwS*S[BSfrsDre»ief More volunteers ere

Darratonswill be ax^ted asJd j-^^ «mv£SSyn*&I*or O*S^A^S
forwarded to the Irdernational Ben Cross. Orrtbc j^^feaae call David Rose at 54M04* or Jm
immnnrtv^.ibeWt!^*!J°™ Merivsrt * M4-rM8

An AMS General Meetmg wPJ

be held tonight at 7 p.m- In Stir-

ling Theatre D to dodo. If the

Cornmarce Society can become a

fall faculty sectary under me

"rv. mm roquln- ——Slrds ^'^We W eates-

AMS constltutlonel

_ Rorraxwgn. PrejMent of

the Commerce Society says that

cmisueicomen "have boon rele-

gated to a secondary Importance

wtthln a larger organhatlon

(AiU.S.)". The sectary stanta

to become a fufl fledged mandsor

eedety of me A.H-S. so test II

can carer to la

oparefnanrs of
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Van's Gift & Smoke Centre

ADULT Books— Magazines

8 mm & super 8

Movies

GIFTS - JOKES - POSTERS

open 7 dm/s • KDHL Sponsor

Theatre Populaire du Quebec

PRESENTS

Moliere's L' Avare

Convocation Hall

SATURDAY, NOV. 30 8 P.M.

Tickets $1.50

Available rm. 402 Kingston Hall

found*! m 1888

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous . .
.

an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

LON DRY'S

DRUGS LTD.:

471 PRINCESS

Free plek-up and delivery

on itudent prescription!

and rfudont order*

at student rate*

CALL 546-6517.

bare
mum

Surf s«+5 ov

Don't be a

fiin

dropout

Kingston's Finest

Chines* Restaurant

^ 1111 PrincBs ».

fflM DM 5C«33

AMS

GENERAL MEETING
to art on the proposal to create a Commerce Society, luesda?.

Nov. 26 Stirling D. 7:00 PM

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Text*

Paper Bocks — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS
Baric Near Princett M&374B

Principal's Committee on

Teaching and Learning

OPEN FORUM
I the arts and science programme at Queen's

Every Wednesday from 7-10 p.m.

Wednesday 27 November

DUNNING AUDITORIUM

Any individual or group wishing to present

criticisms and suggestions should let the committee

know in writing:

— '-v • The Secretary

Principals' Committee on Teaching

and Learning

Arts and Science Society Office

Richardson Hall

Please drop off one copy of your submission to the

secretary prior to public presentation.

Export'X

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Slav* Amey^

28 Tonge Si. ' Proprietor

AMS
Colour Night Convenor

Chairman—AMS Freshman Orientation

Committee Chairman

Apply AMS Office

"Who,me?"
Yes. you. On problem Jays

can voii honestly say you've

never asked for a gym excuse?

Or "iven a feeble answer when

the (iann decided to go horse-

back riding or swimmingon the

spur of the moment?

If your answer is definitely

no. never- vou probably al-

ready use Tampax tampons -

the world's most widely used

internal sanitary protection. II

you have to admit that yes.

sometimes vou've dropped ovit

of the fun-herc s your answer.

Tampax tampons were de-

veloped bv a doctor over 3d

years ago for the benefit ol all

women, married or single.

There are no pins, pads or belts

with Tampax tampons. When

properly in place, you can t

even feel them. No odor or

chafing, either. And both the

Tampax tampon and its con-

tainer-applicator arc easily dis-

posable. They just flush away.

In short, nothing can force

you to drop out of the fun un-

less you really want to. Unless

you just may have another date!

Tampax tampons are avail-

able in three absorbency-

sizes: Regular. Super and

Junior - wherever such prod-

ucts are sold.

TAMPAX
. SANITARY PROTECTION WORN INTERNALLY.
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Dr. Creenidge on

'The Swelling Clientele'

By FRANKISAN

"Excellent coverage"

"the most reasonable you can

get"- -such Is the opinion of the

new Student Health Service di-

rector, Dr. H. W. Greenidge.

Dr. Greenidge replaced Dr. D.

H. Upton who is now director,

Student Health Services, Uni-

versity of Guelph.

"But we don't have enough

staff". Two part-and one full-
time doctors handle, on aver-
age. 70-80 patients a day. Dr.
Greenidge feels a doctor should
handle no more than 4 students
an hour so as to Improve doctor/
patient relations. However, the
clientele has swelled by 40%
this year: the anticipated in-

crease was 1-%. The 4 new
offices, additional nurse and

part-time doctor were only a
stopgap.

The answer Is expansion for

this year, an optolglst, another
full time doctor, and a full time
psychiatrist In educational psy-
chiatry.

In the future (however dim),

a permanent building with a pro-
per infirmary (the present loc-

ation is only temporary) and a

general Increase In the volume
and quality of services.

Dr. Greenidge claims "We
want to give the best sevice we
can." But increased facilities

and staff means higher health fees

for Queen's students since the

budget is self-supporting. How
much? At a "very rough" guess
--$5. The director noted that

some students already complain

and that good medical services

cost money. He added that

Queen's has one of the best.

Of course if Ontario adopted the

federal health scheme, there
would be no need for student

health programmes. This Is all

very comforting, but we will

pay more for studenthealth come
September '69.

OPERATION CROSSROADS AFRICA
Special: To the "Golden Age Bi-Weekly Clarion & Bugle"

Operations Crossroads Africa the precursor of the

Peace Corps has been widely acclaimed one of the

most imaginative and successful of all ventures in

internatonal understanding undertaken In the two dec-

ades since the end of World War IL

This coming summer of 1969 it will conduct Its

eleventh student study-work project.

As a Queen's Crossroader put It, "The primary

aim is not the building of schools but the establishment

of bonds of understanding and friendship between our

two continents—a secondary aim is to give a small

number of students an opportunity to discover at first

hand the characteristics of the modern African Re-

volution. Crossroads is careful to have no connection

with either the Canadian or the American governments

it does not want to be treated as a weapon in the

cold war."

A party of American and Canadian students

will leave for Africa about the end of the third week

of June and be gone for two months. Last year the

Canadian contingent numbered approximately fifty but

if funds are available the number could be seventv-

five this year.

The Canadian Committee for Crossroads Africa bas-

set Itself a budget of over $93,000,00. Each particip-

ating Canadian student will be required to contribute

$500.00 but, as In the past, any student chosen who
finds It impossible to raise the whole $500.00 will

receive assistance.

Subscriptions are sought from churches, Ser-
vice Clubs, corporations, individuals,— indeed
any likely source. Since its Inception the Canadian
Committee has received steady and generous support
from the Board of Men of the United Church. There
is, however, nothing exclusively denominational about
the composition of the Canadian Crossroader group.
Unitarians, Roman Catholics, Hebrews and Agnostics
along with United Church and other Protestants have
made up the Canadian contingent.

Applicants must be people of maturity who are gen-
uinely interested in being friendly with people of other

nations. Since the projects require manual labour the

participants must be in good health.

In 1962, John Isbister went from Queen's; in 1963,

Joan Beattie and Judy Nichols; in 1964, Peter Maddaugh,
Eleanor Beach and Barbara Campbell and in 1965,

Lloyd Bishop, Stephen Smart and Elizabeth Love. In

1966 Queen's- sent Jane McDonald, Merrill Shephard

'Co-ordination, . . . Communication

Queen's could become "continentally famous" \

The niew Director of the De-

partment of Concerts and Public

Lectures, Dr. H. G. Sampson,

describes his department as

"am initial step towards greater

co-ardrination of events" at

Queen's,

Reflecting that "in the past

there has been very little com-

municaion". Dr. Sampson feels

his department will provide a

physdJcal place for students to

pick up information. When a

group wishes to sponsor an

event, it can refer to other

events scheduled for the same

time. To these groups Dr. Sam-

pson1 adVises "I hope very much

that all group w21 check be -

fore things are done", and he

emphasizes Bhe need to "begin

planning early". He also en -

courages political clubs and

other groups wishing to bring

notable people ito Queen's to

apply for financial assistance.

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

542-2632

542-2676

Free

Delivery

Wi*h co-operation on all levels

Dr. Sampson hopes to be able

bo organize oultural activities

focusing on themes which would

ibe co-ordinated through the

facilities of various cultural or-

ganizations on campus. With

festivals and extended symposia

Dr. Sampson professes "that is

ithe kind of vision I think we

slhou'M work towards."

In addition to the multi-media

festivals, Dr. Sampson's personal

aims include more Eastern cul-

tural activities and a greater

emphasis on modern^ classical,

atnid interpretive dancing.

problems anise in "trying to

get major attractions at a time

we want them a a price we can

afford " said Dr. Sampson.

Working tihrough the Senate' and

in con-junction with the Dunning

Trust Lectures,
' and Concert

Queen's University

Official Blazers

You gel a $55.00 Fashion Craft Blazer

Coat plus Gold Wire Crest, valued at $11.00

and Gilt Buttons $1.50.

$67.50 VALUE FOR $57.50

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to set or call

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U.

K. XENNEDY, C.L.U.

•U. EMMETFADAM, C.L.U.

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OXCANADA

HBAD MWCB;J»ATMRW>0, OWTAJBO /B8TABLJSBXD IMO

191 Frincew Street Telephone 546T3$71

Gbnmt Mont—I St.)

Butte* Manager :'

ft. H. Wildnan

and Lee Wallace. In 1967 Queen's sent Eric Haythorne,

Patrlca Amup and Susan Birtch and In 1968, Sandy

Soles, Sandy PurUs, Linda Mayhew, John ]

John Twist and Ian Brown.

John Isbister wrote, "We learned that '

developed' Is an economic term: It has verj tittle to

do with the spiritual or mental atttdudes of people."

The founder and moving spirit of Operation Cross-

roads Africa, the Reverend Doctor James Robinson of

New York City, says: "Ours is an attempt to demonstr-

ate our belief In Africa's future, because Africa's

future Is our future, Its hope is our hope. It Is our

intention to identify ourselves with the people of Africa

in their dreams and desires to be free men; to assure

both their rightful role and place in the family of

nations as equal men. We will demonstrate this purpose

by joining with groups of African students and African
leaders in study, in travel, In work, and In honest dis-

cussion and frank give-and-take in their countries and

in their cities and villages."

Applications must be in the hands of the National

Committee by January 15, 1969. Additional information

and application forms may be secured from Padre

Laverty who is the local representative and a member
of the National Committee.

( NEWS SUMMARY

)

CFRC ATTACKED
Five persons, faces hidden by

black stockings, attempted to take

over by force the Queen's radio

station C.F.RX. Thursday mid-
night.

Shouting "it's just a gag", the

intruders attempted to gag and
tie up (Use Jockey 'an McFar-
quar damaging a tape recorder

in me process. The insurgents

fled the station when they dis-

covered that there were six people

In the station rather than the two
they expected.

A burning cross was discover-

ed In the middle of the lower

campus by police responding to a

call from a student who escaped

to the Union. It is not known
whether this was related m any

way to the takeover attempt.

Kingston police theorize that the

five wished to put themselves on

the air. The only noticeable ef-

fect to CF.R.C listeners was the

skipping of a record and five se-

conds of silence,

POLITICALS MEET
The Political Science Course

Union will hold its first general

meeting Tuesday night at 8:00

p.m. in Room 12 Dunning Hall.

There will be some questioning

about the rule that requires mem-
bers to take at least three politics

courses at Queen's
Changes or modifications In In-

troductory courses will also be

discussed as will the seating of

student representatives on student-

faculty committees.

PROFS. TO KICK ABOUT
TOWN PLANNING SCHOOL
The establishment of a Queen's

School of Town Planning will be

explored In a round table dis-

cussion.

The four participants will be

Or. S. D. Lash and R- J. Kenne-

dy from Civil Engineering and

Dr. R. I. Rugg'es and Dr. M.

H. Yates from the Geography

Department.
Yates will give an address on

the "Role of Geography In Town
Planning" before the discussion

and questions from the audience

will be entertained.

The meeting will be hekJ In On-

tario Hell, Room #10 at 1:00 p.nx

Wednesday night.

Committee, Dr. Sampson con -

tatets agents and managers to

(book appearances- While stu-

dents have no representation

concerning rtlhe Dunning Trust

Lectures, the Concert Commit-

tee consists of 'three students

chosen through the student con-

cent club and three facu2Iiy mem-

bers.

"I wouM like ... to look for-

ward to a dime where students

could act as assistianlte and could

get in-service training. I see no

reason why Queen's can't be a

leader m this field and I'm

sure, become continentally fam-

ous."
The Central Office of Con -

certs and Public Lectures Ls

situated in the Old Arts build-

ing, and Dr. Sampson invites

students to drop an or for the

less ambitious inquirers the of-

fice phone is extention 173.

—Res. 542-7602

—Res. 548-4552

—Res. 54S-0032

—Res. 542-6782
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"Judge not tot ye bo Judged"

is the Jock's Padre's rebuke to these

sports writers who had Alberta tak-

ing on the Varsity Blues In the Western

Bowl game this season. Need I say any-

thing more on this subject. Manitoba pulled

the Cinderella act of the year In bouncing the

Bears into an early hibernation. We all know whet

happened to Toronto. After talking with some Toronto

students Friday night, they were obviously pulling for the

Gaels, "We want the Vanler Cup in our league". Everyone

in the dressing room after the Bowl Game agreed with Don

Bayne's remark: "It was the Team that won It. Everyone wis

great including the namburgersi Then we have eur tremendous eoach-

The coaches had their early season problems breaking Inexperienced

players Into the squad especially linebackers and defensive bocks. Coach

Lenard remarked: "It will be the team that Is the healthiest at the end of the

season that wins the big one". If anyone knew how much Ihe Injuries cut Into

our effectiveness, then remember the McGill 3-21 squeaker. Gaps were torn In our

defense by the running of Flelier as some of our key men were on the sideline. What the op-

position soon began to realise was the Queen's football spirit was starting to roar. The big turn-,

Ing point that had everyone stunned, or (If you were an Oil Thigher) thrilled was the JS-0 blow-

ing down of the Blues. . , _ .

It was evident that the Gaels had their sight on the Vanler Cup after they pushed the Redman

UP Ihe side of Mount Royal and left Ihem there. If the league wasn't convinced thai the Gaels hadn t

put e winning team on the road then I will show yo u a tombstone In the west end of Hamilton-Here Lie,

a Mauled Marauder. Underneath the numbers 54-7 a re cut In the stone.

Th. Coaches and their team now look each gam. as th ey met them. Toronto seemed lo be the team to beat and

^ h ft b„ |e „aged |„ a ba thtub full of mud. The Gaels were beginning to earn the

„ .' V!T eL Packer o7 Canada". Grounded In I he fundamentals of the gam. I. a point that g.v. the <**

th. uTder i^endXs. It was a healthy winning combination that headed out west along with our band end •
Ihe eotte unoer •nr-'w *

it was sh-tctlv bo sh league now.

„ hundred fan. and v«V J ™ *„?
'„ „ uld „.., „. Gaels Mm the Big Bowl Game. Wh* he n.

prh/l'eg. to he .Mocked with our V.ntar Cup Winners.
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letters to the eft*

Golden Age Declared

Mow that alt the swans have finished singing, I guess

ifs time to get down to business. Perhaps you are inter-

ested in a few aspects of Journal policy in the Golden

Age. Perhaps you are really interested. If you have read

this far, you might have an obsession, perhaps unhealthy

at that. If so, I really should tell you.

What is the policy of the Journal in the Golden Age?

The following is a sampling of the kinds of things that

you may tend to expect from the Queen's Journal from

now until the end of the academic year:

1 A happier Journal coming from a contented Jour-

nal staff. If you are not contented in your little world,

feel free to visit ours, you'll probably find it a refreshing

break. For instance, right now John Mclntyre, the As-

sociate Editor, is having a Cerebral Hernia, and he is inter-

esting to talk to.

2 Less bias in the news coverage. To have a bias,

you must first have an idea. With the new Journal, there

will be a return to the intellectual innocence of the Garden

of Eden. Quite a relief, I might add.

3. With regard to features, we prefer to use rapiers

rather than battering rams to attack what we presume

to be society's ills. But then maybe our wrists are weak-

er. The pen is mightier than the hatchet.

4. The new Journal in the Golden Age will have

better editorials.

And now a little note from John:

The abstractive or order-discerning faculty then will

mors cherish than merely entertain those values most

nicely adjusted to its own pre-figured emotional infra-

structure . . . value coalescing pattern and self-enhance-

ment . , . and will defend such patterns most fiercely

through the utilization of certain symbolic activities or

cyphers, always w i t h a regard to the psychic injury

through contextual bias of the intruding antipattern and

therein anti-self elements. So I guess you probably could

say that the pen is mightier than the hatchet.

Thank you John. You put that very well. So you

see the Golden Age is here. Be happy. No sadness in a

Golden Age.

Justice strikes McNeill 1

Justice has struck once more !

Tonight Paul Maihaffy was ask-

ed to leave McNefll House Re-

sidence subsequent to isas misbe-

havior last weekend. Did we say

justice ? Pardon our error; when

on© examines the situation of

the McNeill House Discipline

Committee, one would scoff at

the use of the term in this sense.

A little while ago, somewhere

in North House, a loud explos-

ion web heard. No one thought

it could be a gun (firearms and

explosives are strictly forbidden

fa residence) No one. that is,

except the person who pulled

the trigger. Thds mishap, in-

cidentially, could have killed

someone. (Anyone foolish

enough to test a gun with loaded

shells is foolish enough to point

it at someone while he is doing

it.) The person who puTiled the

trigger was fined $10.00 for

damages, and promptly elected

to the Discipline Committee.

And then there was the per-

son who was caught throwing

beer bottles (3 to 7 of them —
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he wasn't counting at the time)

down the stairwell at some floor

senior. Well, you know as well

aB we do the dangers of being

hit on the head by a flying bot-

tle. Apparency the Discipline

Committee did not. They fined

him $75.00.

Now, to 'the situation at hand;

Paul Maihaffy had had too much

to drink, and under some mys-

terious circumstances he hit a

person in the mouth, dislodging

ifcwo or three teeth. The newly-

elected Disdnime Committee

decided to make an example out

of Mr. Mahaffy and thereupon

asked (ham to leave wfthin a

Please, don't misunderstand

us, we do not under any circum-

stance condone Mr. Hahaffy's

action; and indeed the punish-

ment could well fit the crime-—

had the two preceding inci-

dents "<>t happened. How can

you condone, or punish with

a (moderate fine, the discharging

of firearms or the throwing of

beer bottles and then turn

around and expefl someone far

hotting another person?
Another tiring which bothers

us is the conduct of the Discip-

line Committee just prior to the

meeting. A petition .was shown

to the Discipline Committee, re-

questing Mr. Mahaffy's removal

from residence. We suggest that

this iks contrary to the principles

of justice, for people should let

the facts stand for themselves

instead of trying to influence the

decision with emotion. What is

more, the Discipline Committee
should never have had access to

this petition Which, at best,

should have been presented to

the Central Committee.

But not in McNeill House, no

sir ! We 'have a judicial sys-

tem all our own; at least we
hope there aren't any others like

it
BRUCE RUTHERFORD

JOHN E. LEWIS
ERIC HEDDLE
TOM MUIR
JOHN PARK

Another McNeill view

I would like to protest your

paper's printing of the article

called "Anarchy in McNeill

House". This article is riddled

with inaccuracies and presents

a biased view of the few in-

stances where the reporting

touches ore fact. The incidents re-

ported are all completely inde-

pendent events, spread over a

period of three weeks, despite

the suggestions of the article.

Regarding Mr. 'Paul Mahaffy's

actions, -he was not involved in

a brawl and was in no sense act-

ing as a floor senior. He has

subsequently 'resigned his posit-

tion as a floor senior.

The .innuendo of political hang-

ups is, in keeping with the

general character of the article,

unjustified. No pressure was

at any time put on the Discip-

line Committee to resign. The

Chairman, Mr. John HT1, be-

cause of his actions in that

position, was removed from of-

fice by the Central Committee.

Subsequently the other members

resigned.

The personal reference to Mr.

Rryson is a purely subjective as-

sessment, and, I suggest, close

to libel . I also wish to emphasize,

regarding the rumours of no

government, wild orgies etc.,

that as much as anyone may re-

gard either or both of these

as desirable, the rumours have

no basis in fact.

In view of the above facts,

heading the article with the

term "anarchy" is inaccurate,

unjustified, and irresponsible

editing. An apology is in order.

William Houston,
Chairman, Central Committee
McNeill House

A letter from an old friend i

Green' Bay, Wise.,

Nov.. 23, 1968

Dear Bill,
, _ „

1 would like to offer on the behalf of The Green

Bay Packer Football organization sincere congratu-

lations to the Queen's Golden- Gaels for another

season well plaved. As you probably know, we

could use some of their spirit, maybe some of

their players, to help us in what is becoming a

depressing season At any rate, congratulations

from the NFL Champions to the Canadian' College

Football Champions.

PS It's been a long time.
BART STARR

Poor reviews spoil the meah

This Is an M & M enterprise In Week One of the Golden Age.

Nuggets and other special credits to Brenda, who thought she

caught something; George, who told her she didn't; Arleigh, who
typed almost forever from a garbled tape; Alex, who garbled It;

Cliff Knapp, who came through with the pix; the other Mustangs,

who are also No. 1; Lorraine Brown, who Is still superhelper; Carol,

John and Ada from Waterloo, who cheered for the Gaels; the

Gaels, who won; Margaret-Ann, who typed; Liz, who studies too

much; and Charlie, who Is damn lucky (me JCUC wants that charg-

ed to "darn", but they're outvoted by the vice pre*,, who h. very

convincing at times). And even In the golden age, 1:55 la not 11:».

We all know from our high

school days that Shakespeare's

plays have five acts and several

scenes per act. We also know
that each scene is important to

the next and that without —
let's say Act IH of Hamlet, the

linear plot would destroy the

continuity of the action and

thus disrupt and destroy the

plot. Happily this is not the

case with Viet Rock, Miss Hard-

ing, because Viet Rock has no

plot, so that there is no loss

of continuity. -

In looking for a plot, you

have missed the meaning and

message of the play, a play with

a psychological continuity. The

opening corolla of -the flower,

the satirical invocation to the

Madonna, the Senate scene and
the other scenes cam all be

isolated from Miss Terry's play,

and stfll — and ultimately do

—

have meaning. The juxtaposi-

tionU never lose impact and the

^indiwduafl 'bits'* are not only

good in themselves, but make
up Viet Rock and not the plot as

you would make it out to have.

The audience ds jarred from its

pig-sty of se^-contentanent and

in laughimg, laugh at them -

selves. The college effect is im-

portant to this. In moments of

deep amusement, a flashed

slide of a horribly mangled

body leaves us wondering "Why
are we laughing ?", at what. And

all through Mass Terry's play

we are made aware of this, but

we hate to admit it to ourselves.

To continue, Viet Rock is not

an anti-American, anti-war play,

and most ceritadnlly not an

a7^'-Vi«t^anvwar-diatribe . If

this was the case, Miss Harding,

how do you explain, the Viet

Cong's killing of the Sergeant's

'•girte" in the "roUmumber-call''

of 'the second act?

Although Viet Nairn is the

play's main setting, the play has

an anyone, anywhere theme,

Viet Rock its not only concern-

ed with genocide, war end its

atrocities, how the people in-

volved feoL hut also human

values as a whole. We ironically

laugh at tlhe sublime and "cry"

at the absurd.

Yes, we have heard "those

ibarbs" before, but they are not

unoriginal wrtlhin the framework

of the play. The "barbs" are

used in> a mew flight giving them

fresh and new meanings. And I

dare say it is not passe. It's just

that we have become tired of

"it' because of our complacency.

We just don't tike to be remind-

ed of our apathy.

The integration of the musical

score, the lighting, 'and the

glades was beautifully effective

and well done. Congratulations

to the cast, the Saxtons, and

the 'behind-the-scenes technical

crew,. And I agree with you

Miss Harding, this isn't enough.

Give credit where credit is

also due, to Miss Terry's creative

talents and a very worthwhile

and entertaining play Viet Rock.

Yea, sacred cows make good

hamburger, but poor reviews

spoil the meat.

GUS VAN KATZ
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The JOURNAL Reviews.— ™

The GondoliersBy CHRIS REDMOND

Gilbert and Sullivan operettas are still funny but

they won't continue to be, unless the cast takes

the trouble to make them funny- And it is hard to

laugh at a joke you didn't hear.

That was the trouble with Queen's Musical

Theatre production of The Gondoliers last weekend.

Some cast members really seemed to enjoy their

roles and took the troubletohelpthe audience enjoy

them as well, but others sang quietly, mumbled
their lines, tried to speak through laughter, and

rushed over the funny parts as though they had a

time limit.

The funniest character in the show was Town-

send as the Grand Inquisitor, pompous beyond a

dream* always audible, and funny even when he

muffed a line. (Saturday night Townsend, who was

also stage director of the production, hammed it

up further as he presented roses to the ladies of

the cast, and conspicuously kissed each one.)

Bruce McLeod as the "moth eaten" (a good line

borrowed from the programme) Duke of Plaza-

Toro, except when he ran over his lines a little too

fast, apparently not understanding them. The scenes

with his retinue (Dave Adams as the drummer de-
served and got more laughs, considering the size

of the part, than anybody else) were clearer, and
therefore funnier than those with the gondoliers.

This may have been the fault of the chorus which
was loud and not always synchronized; they made
the lead singers hard to hear. Sodidthe orchestra,

which seemed bent on overpowering any soloist

it could. Usually it did.

Gerrl Butler as Tessa, was perhaps the best

character of the operetta; more than most of the

others, she obviously knew what her lines meant
She was loud enough and melodious, and the many
wry remarks provided in her part could not have

been given to a better actress. Gianetta (Kathy

MacFarlane) sang and acted well, but seemed a

little eclipsed both by Tessa and by the exuberance

of Marco, with whom she was paired.

Somebody should have told Marco and Giuseppe

(George Wilson and Mercury Hare) that characters

designed to be symmetrical and interchangeable

shouldn't sing bo differently. Hare frequently could

not be heard, and his accent made Marco all the

more pleasant

Intentionally or not, the choreography was un-

balanced, but with a pleasant effect Had the two

gondoliers and their ladies done everything as

mirror-images, they would have looked simply

ridiculous, since the actors themselves were so

different As it was, they always seemed to be

doing the right thing. (The chorus was more dis-
,

organized, so much so that it was left standing on

the stage when the house-lights went on at inter-

mission.) I

The scenery was scanty-and in the first act

rather hlgh-schoolish, except for the remarkable

effect of the moving gondola in the background.

The lack of a curtain was the biggest problem.

But of course. Grant Hall Is so grim a theatre

that the stage crew deserve congratulations for

doing anything at all with it

With few exceptions the cast seemed to be enjoy-

ing their parts. At one point on Saturday night,

Tessa in the background giggled hysterlcally-tne

Grand Duke was particularly funny. And even the

chorus was having a good time; Vittoria, the

Journal's own Brenda Maybee, was nothing but one

big smile.

Since this is afterall a rather special occasion,

it is perhaps essential that there be some in

depth analysis of Friday night's football game.

Here it is.

The teams playing were the Queen's Golden

Gaels and the Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks.

The game was played at Varsity Stadium which is

on Bloor Street West in Toronto. The game was

played at 8:30 PM, EST, Friday night. The Gaels

scored 42 points, the Hawks scored 14 points.

Since the Queen's squad had a 28 point edge on

the scoring, they were declared the winners. I

hope you have followed this thus far. Sometimes

football jargon can become pretty obscure.

After the teams had been playing for about four

minutes, the Golden Hawks scored in the Queen's

endzone. The play went something like this:

Number 40 for the Hawks threw the ball be-

tween his legs to number 16 of the same team and

number 16 kicked the ball. Meanwhile Hawks' 63

ran into Gaels' 69, Hawks' 68 fell down in front of

Gaels' 72 who tripped on him. 67 for Queen's ran

over 40 of the Hawks and jumped into the air in

front of Hawks' 16 who was in the process of kick-

ing the ball. 67 wanted very badly to get In the way

A Poke in

the tye

h Ml Martin

of the ball before It went into the air, but he was

careful not to land on top of 16 of the Hawks. Most

gentlemanly of him I thought Meanwhile, 70 for

Queen's ran towards the kicker but he had farther

to go than most, so he didn't getthere In time. The

same thing happened to Gaels' 29, although Hawks'

74 seemed inclined to thwart his advances. Other

Queen's players, 19, 37, 24, 30 dropped back and

ran Into or otherwise impeded the progress of

Hawks' 72, 76, 55. Back bBhind the Queen's goal-

line numbers 33 and 25 were patiently awaiting the

arrival of the ball formerly kicked by Hawks' 16.

Unfortunately, in a rash moment, 25 lost the ball.

"Drat", he was heard to murmur. At this point

33 was occupied with Hawks' 18 who prevailed

and came up with the ball.

All this was observed with some concern by

Gaels' 15, 18, 21, 26, 28, 34, 36,39, 51, 52, 55, 56,

57, 60, 62, 68, 71, 73 and 76 who were at the

sidelines at the Gaela' bench. Various expres-

sions ranging from expressions of joy to expres-

slons of elation were to be observed on the faces

of Hawks' 17, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 20, 32, 34,

35, 36, 43, 52, 53, 54, 62, 66 and 70 respectively.

Numbers 17, 23, 29, 34, and 52, and 62 were seen

to actually leap Into the air in their excitement

The Gaels showed more restraint

Sour grapes aside, we've got to give toe Golden

Hawks a lot of credit for this play. It is a tough

one to execute In the best of conditions, but they

managed It with great precision and a modicum of

acumen. All together It was a credit to their keen

eyesight and speedy jumping. For this they earned

six points.

I have devoted some attention to this particular

play because It was the highllte ofthe Hawks' early

offensive drive into Queen's territory. Subsequent

to this they seemed to have trouble working against

the now alert Gael punt return unit

For the rest of the game, the Gaels ground the

Hawks Into the field using such lacklustre plays as

passing, off a modified triple reverse. But even if

the Gaels couldn't put together anything as imagin-

ative as the Hawks' scoring play, they are to be

applauded for their consistency. Their relentless

plodding Into the Hawk endione seemed to dampen

the Waterloo spirits as well as enhance the scoring

discrepancy which was to Important in Queen's

winning the Vanler Cup.

A.M.S.

WEBB vs SWAIN
Election Debate for Queen's Campus

Wednesday Nov. 27th, Stirling D

SETO'S
CHOP SUEY

156 Division St.

Full course meal ser-

ved daily. Reasonable

price, meal ticket avail-

able Special T-Bone
steak, $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10* off.

Call 542-7431

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 54»3»:

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGi

(Since 1919)

Your Host m the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, OUT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN.FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food)

BlBHvirflilEY'S TAXI 54blll1
fjTU U 'A" COURTEOUS SERVICE .
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We're No. 1

By ALEX BINKLEY

After Tour years, the Vanier

Cup, symbol of Canadian coUege

football supremacy, has come to

Queen's.

Queen's Golden Gaels crushed

the Waterloo Lutheran University

Golden Hawks 42-14 Friday night

to capture the prize trophy before

some 19,000 fans at Varsity Stad-

ium.

Quarterback Don Bayne, who

won the Ted Morris Trophy as

the game's most valuable player,

was superb, hitting on 72% of

his passes for 241 yards, and call-

in gthe signals for a ground game

that produced another 246. H

there were any pro scouts at the

game, he put on an excellent

show for them, as did running

backs Ron Clark, Heino Lilies,

and Keith Earnan. Hie Gaels

compiled a total offence of 487

yards, almost 200 more than

Lutherans, showing their experi-

ence and poise before a national

TV. audience.

The Gaels' offensive line pro-

vided fine protection for Bayne,

as well as opening gaping holes

for the ball carriers. Guards Bob

Climde and Brian Pamega crack-

ed the Hawks linebackers as the

Gaels' sweep want for good yard-

age, especially with Lilies who

ran dragging tedders behind

him. Bayne's favourite targets

through the air were ends Don

Mclntyre and Rick Van Bustrirfc

and flanker Tom Chown, with

Mclntyre hauling in three recep-

tions for 107 yards and two touch-

downs. Eaman was also a fav-

ourite target, grabbing in three

passes for 62 yards.

The defensive squad also turn-

ed in an impressive perform-

ance. The front four pressured

the Waterloo quarterback and

disrupted their ground game-

Mammoth tackle Doug Walker

blocked two punts and Jim Sner-

itt, Jim Tait, Mike N3hmey, John

Stirling, Jim McKeen, and Jim

Turnbull all played fine games.

Besides blocking two punts, the

defensive squad picked oft two

passes and recovered two Hawk

fumbles.

Although the Hawks looked

good at the beginning and end ot

5ie game, they were 1^™**
for the Gaels. Quarterback Paul

Gray, alternating with Terry Har-

vey, played well at moments but

was' generally inconsistent. Doug

Strong was the top Hawk, carry-

ing the ball 16 times for 63 yards,

as well as catching eight passes

for 133 yards. John Skinner, Bob

McGregor, Dennis Gluck, Bob

Hamilton, Ed Sevels and Mire

McMahon also turned in good

games for the Hawks.

'

Mclntyre and Eaman led the

Queen's scoring parade with two

touchdowns each, while lilies and

Van Buskirfc each scored one

major. Doug Cozac kicked four

converts with Jim McKeen adding

two singles. Wayne Mizen and

Bob McGregor each scored touch-

downs for the Hawks, and Adrian

Kraayeveld scored a two-point

conversion.

OfPICIAlS HAPPY

For the CoUege Bowi organ-

izers, who have suffered through

some lean years, Friday night

was truly gratifying. Organizers

said that they sold over 21.000

tickets which is a long way from

3,000 of three years ago. With

the inclusion of an OQAA team

in the College Bowl, it finally be-

came a legitimate Canadian col^

lege championship in the eyes or

many observers.

Coach Tindall said that it was

a great team effort, and cited fas

quarterback Don Bayne for a

great performance, adding that

Bayne called all the plays on hK

own. without any assistance from

the bench.

Waterloo Coach Bob Knight

said that the Gaels were the fin-

est college team that he's seen

in five years in Canada.

The Vanier Cup means a lot to

the Gaels, especially when one

considers what they went through

this season When camp opened

in September, they had to fill

some key positions left vacant

through graduation. After some

extensive shuffling, especially on

defense, the squad appeared set.

Then the injuries hit. Again,

bodies were shuffled; again peo-

ple discovered they could play

new positions, frequently after

just one week of practice; and,

again, the great team spirit that

so characterizes Tindall's squads,

welded them into the best team

in the league. This spirit car-

ried them through the tough days,

and as the shouts of victory rock-

ed through the dressing room

Friday night, it was evident

where it carried them.

Statistics

Statistics:

First Downs —
Yards Rushing

Yards Passing ~

Total Yards -

Passes Attempted —
Passes Completed

Interceptions by

Fumbles/Lost

Penalties ..........

Punts/Average Yardage

Queen's Waterloo

26 16

246 113

487

18

13

2

3/2

6/60

6/45.5

295

24

12

0

2/2

6/35.7

The only disappointing part of

the evening was when the fans

(not all of them from Queen's)

tore down the goalposts with 1:13

left in the game.. The two teams

put on an impressive perform-

ance all night and demonstrated

to the TV. audience the calibre

that Canadian college football has

reached.

An interesting and important

sidelight of the weekend was the

creation of the Association of

Canadian Intercollegiate Football

Coaches of which Frank Tindall is

Why the big smile, Don?

one of the honourary presidents

along with John Metras of West-

em This is an outstanding trib-

ute to two men who have done

so much to aid the development

and improvement ot college foot-

ball in this country.

SCORING PLAYS

Waterloo opened the scoling after

Eaman fumbled a punt in the end

zone and Mizen fell on the ball.

The conversion attempt was no

good and the Hawks led W>.

Queen's wasted little time in driv-

ing for their first T.D. Bayne ex-

ecuted a beautiful fake to Lilies,

drawing to the Waterloo tearr

before hitting Don Mclntyre with

a 16-yard pass tor the score

Cozac's conversion made uie

score 7-6.

Moments later McKeen ltickec

a 30-yard single, putting the Gaels

ahead 8-6.

KMAPP

plete a 71-yard pass and run play

the touchdown. The conversion

made the score 21-6,

On the first series of downs in

the second half, the Gaels march-

ed 70 yards in eight plays with

Eaman going the last 10 yards for

the touchdown. The conversaion

made the score 28-6.

The Gaels moved ahead 14-6 21

Lilies scored on a 10-yard plungf

capping a 55-yard drive sparked

by Clark's 32-yard off-tackle

spurt. Cozac converted.

The last touchdown of the first

half was one of the most exciting

plays of the game, as Bayne

handed off to Eaman on a sweep

who then in turn handed off to

Lilies for a reverse. He in turn

flipped the ball back to Bayne

who passed to Mclntyre to com-

McKeen added a single on a

40-vard punt.

Eaman scored his second touch-

down on a two-yard plunge, cap-

ping a 50-yard Gaels' drive. Coz-

ac's conversion put them ahead

36-6.

The Hawks' second major was

set up by a pair of pass plays

from Paul Gray to John Skinner.

McGregor then scored on a one-

yard plunge and Mark Lynch hit

Adrian Kraayeveld for a two-point

conversion pass making the score

36-14 in favour of the Gaels.

Van Buskirk took the ensuing

short kick to the Waterloo 43-

yard line. Eaman moved the ball

to the 20 on a screen pass;

Eaman took a swing pass to the

one; Bayne then hit Van Buskirk

for the final touchdown of the

game. The unsuccessful conver-

sion attempt left the score at

42-14. Seconds later the termites

from the stands descended on the

goal-posts, felling them, faster

than the last time Queen's was in

Toronto.

TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN CANADA
until December 6

N.E. Thing Co. and Saxe
until December 8

both exhibitions organized by the National Gallery of Canada

AT THE ART CENTRE

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you

with oil your requirements m Texts for all

/acuities and departments.

Loose leaf supplies, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

Serif SirjipltaB

WHAT DO THESE

THINGS HAVE

IN COMMON?

Books, beds, beads, bugs,

blotehes. Botulism, burroes,

and billyctubs ....

You can seli them all through

Journal

50c 546-5730' Of
A Worry

— What good is my Gen. B.A.

— How will I ever pass?
This lecture is soul killing-

Wed. Nov. 27

7 PM-10 PM

Dunning Auditorium
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B-ball Gaels Split Openers
THE TEAM

Ail Star Hon Walsh, along
with three otfher veterans, will

lead Queen's Basketball Gaels
into action thds season an a new,
expanded Eastern Division of

the OQAA.
New additions Carleton and

Ottawa u. will battle with
Queen's, MeG-ilL, UdeM. and
Laved (for Eastern Division hon-
ours.

CarLetcm must ibe rated pre -

season favorites. They have re-

turning the miucleus of a team
which last year went to the Na-
tional tournament. And Queen's,
defending champions, are loaded
vMi rocflcieS.

The Gaels' success this year

wall depend on the performan-

ces off Walsh and the other vet-

erans, all of whom are return-

ing starters.

At 5'10", Walsh may be the
best player in the league. He
does it all. Supenfast, a superb
ball-handler, a deadly shooter
from anywhere, Hon is also a

fine floor-deader who can con-

trol the Gaels' attack with great
poise.

Returning with Ron are fel-

low all-star Ted Waring, Jim
Orozier, arid Terry 'Haggerty.

Waring, a six - year veteran in

;his -final year, is a steady, think-

ing man's ballplayer who shoots

arid passes wePl. At 6T\ Ted has

been a forward since arriving at

Queen's, relying on his great
qukJcness, fine moves, and ag-
gressive play to make up for his
lack of height when playing
against taller opponents in the
forecourt.

Jam Grozier, another forward,
is also orily 6'1

' tout his strength
apeed, arid 'leaping ability make
him an a asset up front.

Terry 'Haggerty is a returning
centre. At 6'4" Terry is also ra
ther small for his position but
his 230 pounds of muscle man-
age to make themselves felt, THE GAMES
particularly under the boards.
Terry will not join until after

Christmas. He has been spend-
ing the fall term starting at of-

fensive tackle for thi National
Champion football Gaels,

By JOHN MABLE

'Barry Beale baa greater poten-
tial. Also 6*5", Barry weighs 200
pounds and is very strong, very
fast arid amazingly co-ordinated
for his size. He also leaps ex-

ceptionally well, his hands con-
sistently over the rim. His shoot-

ing motions are classic; very
clean. He has the necessary con-

fidence to supplement his physi-

cal assets. His only major weak-
ness is a self-admitted lack of

coaching in High School. He has
much to team

Queen's young, rookie laden
basketball Gaels opened their

season on the road last week-
end recording a split of two

in Ottawa.

trailed the game m the early

going, using their well discip-

Jined shuffle offense to break
CarJeton 3 tight man-to man de-

fense

The 'Ravens switched to a

aone (part way through; the

period and this proved decisive

as the ^pressure of then* well-

coached, half court, sometimes
full court press was too much
for the inexperienced members
of the Queen's team. Carleton
led 38-20 at the half and were
never in danger.

The rookies produced many
turnovers, all of them costly.

The team was also severely ham-
pered in trying to set up their,

two top veterans, Tom Walsh
and Ted Waring, for good scar-

ing opportunities. Between them,'

they were limited to eleven
points.

The fine play of big rookies
PaUl Howard and Barry Beale
leaves room for lots of hope in

the return match of These two
teams next February. And the
surprising poise of the team in
general, under such great pres-

sure on an away court, make it

obvious the bthds year's Gaels
are the best basketball team
Queen's has fielded in many
years.

All depends on how much and
how quickly the many rookies

mature. The team already has
good spirit to go with the pro-

mise of the rookies and the tal-

ents of Walsh and Waring.

When he gets out, Haggerty
may fond heTIl have to look for

a job at one of the forward
spots. The centre spot may well
foe filled 'by one of two promis-
ing 6*5" rookies, Paul Howard
and Barry Beale,

These two are the top pro-

spects among a good crop of
rookies. Anmong the first eleven

players who so far constitute

the team, eight are first-year

players.

Howard 'has 'looked particular-

ly good. He 'bustles constantly

and is aggressive on defense

amid under the boards. He knows
how to go to the basket and pos-

sesses a good touch in close. He
'lacks finesse but is a willing

worker, Great potential.

Friday night, the team opened
on a wiimong rate, beating the

University of Ottawa by 12 as

Ron Walsh scored 24. leading

the Gaels to a 50-47 win.

The low scoring game was
marked by hesitant play and
poor shooting, particularly in
the first hatt

The next might, the Gaels
found out they may foe hard
pressed to repeat as Eastern Div-
ision O.QA..A. Champions as

they were beaten 60-55 by a big,

experienced Canleton team.

Queen's led arid generally con-

Susie-Q Gals
By ANNE CARSWELL

SUsde>iQ and I have been resting for a week partly because of laz-

iness, but mostly because important athletic events have been cov-
ered by other reporters, and because activdhies in general are slow-

ing down as exam-time approaches.
The women's swimathon is still on at the Queen's pool. Any girls

who want to get some exercise and lose some inches can help their

competing intratmurail group to be the first to 'reach Gananoque by
swimming a few lengths of the pool during women's or co-ed swim
.time.

Gymnastics time!; now are Mondays to Wednesdays. 7:30-9:00 at

the LCVI gym. Those interested are asked to meat at the gym at

7:15 for 'transportation.

If you read the orienteering results in last week's Journal, you
will reaJdze what a going conicem the sport is becoming.. There will1

be winlter events in orienteering next (term and new participants are

more than welcome. Watch for information about the big orienteer-

ing events on Snowball weekend
Since gym faciHties will be scarce next year and the pool will

be non-existent until (the new complex is completed, this is the time

to take advantage of our present gym and pool.

Hockey Splits Too
By BRUCE McLEOO

Lady

swimmers Arts 70 Moves Up

Queen's Golden Gaels spUt

their two games over the week-

end, submerging University of

Ottawa Gee Gees 8-3 on Friday

night, and then submitting

meekly in turn- to a 6-2 drub-

bing at the 'hands of the Carle-

ton Ravens. Coach Bob Carnegie

professed himself "disappointed"

to the performance of 'the

team, especially on Saturday,

and considered that they had

played under par.

On Friday night against the

Gee Gees, the Gaels continued

their hot scaring pace, scoring

twice in the first period and

three times In each of the last

two. Mark Edwards continued to

send Quean's scorers with three

goals, arid Hurray Douglas also

got three goals, on a very pro-

ductive line with Doug Barton

and Rod MeGiEls, which racked

up • total of 14 scoring points

over the weekend. Tom Brydon

arid John Hafidson got the

other two Queen's goals. The
Geek outsbot Ottawa 48-38 in

tins game, but allowed tbein sev-

ere* good chances through de-

fensive lapses. » msght be said

•bat <be Gaels played as well as

they had to in order to win.

Bat snest the Ravens, the

team data* earn to be eble to

get unaejeked, and looked, at

times, to the words of one wit.

OSes, "sa though they wen
dead (mm the teat up." Quern's

hiaHj scored swat, with Rod
MeGUlio getting Ha first goal,

'but by the end of the first

parka) Carleton waa op 3-1. The

low of Wright who tried to play

but Carleton. only scored once

in the second period, and

Queen's putted wthin one goal

early in the flmrd before two

quick goals by the Ravens put

the game out of reach. The last

Carleton goal came late in the

game.

It was a slow game, and

Carleton was not alt that im-

pressive, but somehow, the

Gaels' hearts weren't in it. They

were outshot 50-25, and, be-

cause they weren't forechecking

well, they weren't getting the

chances in their opponent's end,

which has been the key to their

success so far. The Gaels next

play OarMim again next term

in Ottawa, and will be looking

for a revenge they should be

capable of.

After the weekend's action,

Saturday's gams sgemat Laval

a—P— up as an even more im-

portant one. The league stand-

ings are very tight aim at this

stage, the team that gets a jump

on the others wlH have a big ad-

vantage in the second term. The
- —aU take to and this

i better than a 500 re-

cord Last year, Laval Just
~ past Queen's in their

^c, as they scored the

raj goal with just 46 se-

conds left. W* a belter team

As Gaels should be

that decision, but

oatnassed to est.

Game time at the <

Arena wHl be 3:00, «ndItuses

wdB be provided for the fans.

By VANDERPOST

The Queen's Women's swim-

ming team placed fourth in

an intercollegiate meet in

Guelph last Friday and Sat-

urday. Toronto finished first

over Queen's, McGi'H, Mc-

Master, Guelph. and Western.

Anne Noakes' sparkling

third place finish among
fourteen other divers gave

the Queen's gate their boost

to fourth position.

The synchronized team of

Jears McGregor, Sue Clark,

Julie Martin, Barbara Mc -

Phafl. Linda Maflone, and

Joan (Barton fared not too

well in figures and strokes.

However, Barb MoPhail gain-

ed a third in a solo routine

called "Gigi," and a trio of

Jeand McGregor, Sue Clark,

and June Martin came four-

th with "Carradian Cree."

Results of the speed events:

200 Yd. medley relay;

Queen's surth; 100 Yd. free-

style. Marge Buckley first;

50 Yd. Breastetroke. Eleanor

Person third; 100 Yd. indivi-

dual medley, Carta Lennox

third; 90 Yd. backstroke,

Joan Hibbard sixth; 100 Yd.

.Eleanor Ponton

SO Yd. Butterfly,

Lennox second; 100

Yd. Backstroke, Marge Bock-

lev third; 60 Yd. freestyle,

ant fifth; 300 Yd.

Lynne Kennedy

_ 100 Yd. freestyle

Queen's fourth.

Other luctnbers of the team

were Lous* Wrfr, Mary Rud-

onman, Nancy White, Linda

league Linda Poster mana-

ger, and baas Aon Adams,

By NEIL LONGHURSr

Arts 70 moved into second

place in the Dews last Friday,

as Science "70 remained on first

by a narrow margin of 650

points. P.HiE. held onto third,

while Science '71 dropped to

fourth, three thousand points off

the pace.

Law I won its first team
ehamraoMmip, in Volleyball.

They defeated east year's win-

ner, Arts 70 so the final, by

scores of 15-0 and 15-10, St

Arts 70 seemed to panic after

getting behtad earry to the

match, in the semifinals. Law
I bad probably (hear toughest

match, against Science 70, who
eventually want down 15-8, 15-0,

and 15-6. Arts 70 had a very

easy match as they overpower-

ed Grade, 15-3, and 154.

In bowHng, Arts 71 couldn't

hold onto ft* lead as Arts '00

rclVd a wrjoppi* 3305, an ewer-

age of 234 per person. Final

totals were: Arts '». 6134; and

Arts 71, 6002.

Sn the other semi-final Science

70 defeated Arts 70 by a 350-

pan margin, 5450 to 5109.

Lyo Russell returned to the

rubber for Arts 70 Softball

team, sod held Hhys. Ed. to a

stogie run, bin a big fielding ef-

fort by Pbys. Ed resulted in a

one-ail tie. The highlight of the

game was a spectacular (fhikey)

catch by "Otto" Graham, Phys.

Ed * praying coach, who caught

a fly baH after three rwunces off

a bsskefba* standard and I jug-

gling act as the hall came down.

BSrhraxfton entry esto have

been up only five days, and al-

ready Manas 70 hat about 50

of 77 entries necessary far full

parllisjuaUk The majority of

Science 70 seems to have realis-

ed that they do actually have an

excellent chance of winning the

Paws Una jen
Wreetlksi finals take place

Wednesday rogtrt, as preixnenar

its < be completed Tues-

day met*.

Judo

Carls

Queen's Judo Team traveled to Montreal Saturday to compete tn

toe Eastern Carradian Judo Champronaxops. Judo teams from clubs

in five provinces, — Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

and Prince Edwsrd Mand, provided tough crjtnpeBtion.

Paul Scott, last year's Eastern Canadian Class B (blue and brown

best) champion was eliminated in the first round when be lost a

close deed ion alfter a time extension. George Muwer lost under the

same crrcrnmtances in the quarter finals of the Pleas C (orange and

green beK), competition. Other team members were ejtakrstedesrj

in the cr/mpetitiort. again by decisions. Coach Jam Heron, fighting m
Class A (black beat) suffered the same fate.

With another two and a bah" months practice, st least rate more

tournament, and without the proiamltry of exams and *e Vanier

Cop to distract them, Queen's judoka wfll preoetn a strong teemfor

OQAA competition and should improve on last year's one rariwauei

champtrjnsbip (Gerry Harness) and fourth place tea—
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GEOLOGISTS
GEOPH/SICISTS

HUDSON'S BAY OIL AND GAS

will have representatives on campus

DECEMBER 2

matics for permanent employment.

Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas|

120 SEVENTH AVENUE S.W. CALGART. ALBERTA, CANADA

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

WITH PRUDENTIAL

FOR 1969 GRADUATES WHO

WISH TO WORK TOWARD

MANAGEMENT IN THE OFFICE

OR

WANT TO BECOME ACTUARIES

(ALSO SUMMER WORK IN THIS

FIELD FOR '70 GRADS)

Details Available in Your Placement Oltice

DECEMBER 3
THE PRUDENTIAL Insurance Company of America

CANADIAN HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

Why Are You A Bore?

A noted " : she,r in Ch« i reports a sin-pie teehmque of

ev^ydT Sg whiel. cm W /ou t* Attends m
!Sl advttiiBelmeirt! ai.J works like magic to

ri,.' , a po-'se, corrfic ,i-e and popub-ity.

ij to th-s mJWMwr. maw people do w I

„ iTifhi e olihers bv what they say and how they say it In

huSrass at sowaP fuaetrtns and casual conversations here

„ .«.,;te ma*e a sorf impression every Ume yBu W*.

To acquaint vou readers wfflh the easy ™^<7**S&««
,M in conversation, the publishers have printed Mil details

5 ne™ ie-f-w^W ,mellhod ** a n,BW *°<* K>
3- w

f„ rcwersa'irn" —- matted free to all who rscuest sUWo

i STseri vour name, address, and zip oode to: Con-

SerSioTsfo DiSy^apt. 157-31N, Chicago, K 60614. A

postcard will <io.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

There are positions open in both the Drill Squad

and the Drums of the world famous Fort Henry

Guard for the summer of 1969.

If you are 5'11" or taller (musicians may be

shorter/and physically fit, apply now at your Place-

ment Office.

INTERVIEWS-
DECEMBER 2 & 6

CLARK HALL

Thurs. Nov. 28 7 P.M.
Sterling "A"

To Consider CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS concerning

(1) An independent Commerce Faculty Society.

(2) Orientation.

(3) AM.S. Representation and Executive Positions.

(4) Deleting Tea-Dance and Fall Fair Committees.

(5) Electing Dates and Executive Members' Responsibilities.

Copies of the Proposed Amendments may 'be picked up in the AMS. Office on Wefl-

An Executive Meeting wHI he held to .the Mclaughlin Room at 8 KM Nov. 28th to pi**

the 4 reinaltarag members of 'the Orientation Committee.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERNSERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M

vVE Can SERVE fiiOM 20-r>00 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian Room

PINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LOO

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING SHOPPING CENTRE

ARTS '71

General Meeting

Wednesday Nov. 27, 1968

Dupuis Hall (Chem Eng)

Support your year

See where we've been

See where we're going

4 poets. 2 novelists. 6 important books.

The Owl geliind the Door. Stanley

Cqppennan. New poeliy thai gets under
I'n* skin and moves from an Associate
('rolossor ot English at Simon Fraser..

Erebus. Robert Hunter.

Wild biapt' /.'ill". Al Puidy^"- * -It's as formless—yet as
i < 4neGavernor-Gener&l rsAw8nJ disciplined— as most ol

ftinner and one r>l the most ' Millers' work ... a bit].

.f|'iI pools in the i ounliy. Go joyous, sad lunny, hugely



FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1968 Senate Opens

Commerce Society Recognized
By JEFF SIMPSON

It took approximately three minutes for the

Commerce to become a recognized Society on

the Queen's campus.

At the AMS general meeting Tuesday night,

two hundred and twenty people voted unanimously

in favour of a motion "that the Queen's University

Commerce Society be established and recognized

as an autonomous faculty society within the frame-

work of the AMS". The resolution continued, "and

that the necessary amendments be made to the

Constitution of the AMS giving to the above named

Commerce Society full rights and privileges of a

member society of the AMS".
The motion was moved by the President of

the Commerce Society, Doug Rombough and sec-

onded by Barry LeRoy. When the vote was taken

and the results became immediately known, pro-

longed cheering broke out among the Commerce-

men present.

The first attempt to set up an organization to

represent students within the School of Business

was the Commerce Club but owing to student

apathy and a financial squeeze the venture failed.

Last year a steering committee was set up to 1

explore the possibility of a separate society

and although an Executive was elected in the spring

of 1968, the A.M.S. refused torecognizetheSociety

since its students were considered to be members
of the Arts and Science Undergraduate Society.

This situation ended with the results of Tuesday's
general meeting.

It is hoped that separate society status will

open more avenues for self expression within

the School of Business.

The Society further plans full participation In

Bews competition and implementation of seminars,

informal smokers, improved communication by

means of regular newsletters, directories and

yearbooks.

In keeping with the general goal of involving

students in every facet of university life and

providing a well-rounded liberal education, a
Student-Faculty Committee will be established

to provide an opportunity for students to work
informally with the faculty to Improve curriculum,

timetables, standards, Orientation and placement

awards and bursaries.

Commerce Society President Doug Rombough

states that he sees the "Commerce Society as

a catalyst developing the latent interests of Com-
merce undergraduates into a driving force In the

complex and varied business environment, a force

which will assume leadership and will direct at

some future date, the business of the world,"

By ALEX BINKLEY

The Queen's Senate voted Thursday to open
its doors to fifty full time members of uni-

versity.

The decision was reached after three weeks
of deliberation and was well received by the

Senators.

The SenaTe also accepted a proposal to add
twenty-eight students to its standing committees.

Principal John Deutsch said after the meeting that he felt

the discussion on the proposal had been "orderly and rational"

and that the student Senators had added greatly to the delibera-

tions

fn September the A.MS, requested the Senate and its com-

mittees to open its meetings and Jo increase the number of

students on its committees. The Operations Review Committee

which includes two students discussed the recommendations which

formed the basis for the Senate's final decision.

Deutsch felt that the action "will lead to better communi-

cation among the various parts of the university community.

Without unduly restricting the effectiveness of the Senate, it is

likely to make for a greater sense of participation in the affairs

of the University on the part off all concerned".

Student Senator Barry LeRoy felt "that the Senators had

been generally in favour of openness and those who had opposed

had accepted the decision without sour grapes".

A.M.S. President Dave Pakrul was "very happy" with the

decision. He feels that the first thing for the A.M.S. to do is to

select people for the committees and then pressure for an in-

creased number of Student Senators.

Thirty-five full time student, ten faculty, and five press re-

presenatives will be admitted by tickets issued cn a first come

first serve basis on the day preceding the meeting. The A.M.S.

will be responsible to insure that proper deer.mm is maintained.

Items for the agenda are to be submitted to the Senate

Secretary two weeks before a meeting for consideration by the

Agenda Committee. Items may be given to the Secretary ten

days before the meeting for consideration by the Senate. People

wishing to speak on a topic must inform the Secretary at least

2A hours in advance. The Senate will release the agenda 48 hours in

advance of its meeting,

Senate committees can decide for themselves if they want

their meetings open.

The Squeeze Is On

OTTAWA (CUP) — The squeeze is on

the universities, and administrators

are trying to tell the public about it

before it's too late.

Kenneth Hare, president of the Un-

iversity of British Columbia, said Wed-

nesday higher education Intheprovlnce

Is in a state of crisis. He said UBC

had run out of room, and urged the

public and students to press for more

government money.

"I believe highereducationinBritish

Columbia has reached a crisis point

and that we must all act at once if

present and future generations of stud-

ents are not to suffer irreparable loss

of opportunity," Hare said.

He siad the university needs $25

million for new building programmes

or, "to put it in bald terms, we shall

have nowhere to put the students and

not enough people to teach them."

Meanwhile, York University pres-

ident, Murray Ross warned in his

annual report that 700 qualified stud-

ents will be turned away from the un-

iversity next year because of a lack

of proper facilities to educate them.

Ross fears the Ontario government

will not come across with funds prom-

ised for construction of a fifth college

at York. "Our college system will

be heavily burdened and If we are not

able to proceed with the new college

immediately, it could be irreparably

damaged," he said.

In Manitoba, students are worried

that tuition fees will be Increased. The

combination of increased budgets and

static provincial grants has weakened

the universitites' financial position,

and administrators are talking about

an increase In student fees to help

ease the burden.

At the province's three universities-

Brandon, Manitoba, and Winnipeg-fees

are the lowest in the country. Arts

and science undergraduates pay 5375

a year.

The provincial university grants

commission blames the federal gov-

ernment, saying federal agencies have

not met the rising student population

with a commensurate increase in

grants.

The Quebec government balled Loy-

ola College out of bankruptcy last

week, kicking In $5,300,000 to elim-

inate debts and another $619,000 to

help cover the anticipated operating

deficit for this school year.

The government iB urging Loyola

to amalgamate with Sir George Wil-

liams University, allowing Quebec to

subsidize the school without running

Into the political difficulties it 1b fac-

ing while holding back on building a

second French-language university in

Montreal.

Education is the biggest single Item

In every province's budget

McArthur College
McArthur College of Education, the newest

addition to Queen's has evolved a unique form

of government.

The steering coinmlttee, formed In October,

established a constitution which is still in the

temporary stage, ft managed to create the basis

for a student executive which also serves as

the student part of the faculty board which makes

most of the important decisions, serving as the

legislative body for McArthur.

There were also a number of student -faculty

committees formed with the wide range of

topics concerning the many facets of life at

McArthur.

The steering committee advocated the creation

of the "College Board" which would be com-

posed of three faculty and three students. How-

ever this goal has yet to be achieved by the

students.

The members of the executive are Doug Thorn,

i chairman; Pauline Bruneau, vice chairman,

Janet Mclnotsh, secretary; Paul Endicott, treas-

urer; Doug CambeU, A.M.S. representative;

and Bob Butler, public relations.

Men's

Open Hours

Postponed

By NEWS STAFF

The Men's Residence Board decided

Wednesday night to delay its decision

on open hours on Leonard Field until

they had an opportunity to have an open

meeting with the residents.

The Board meeting was held to discuss

the possible change in visiting hours in

light of a plebisiclte held in the res-

idences in which 78% voted In favour of

no restrictions on hours.

Lorne Mussleman, Inter Residence

Chairman, felt that the meeting had been

quite constructive and that the board

showed Interest and concern an "to the

best interests of the students .

The board seemed primarily concerned

with the effect that open hours might have

on students In double rooms and that in

light of the 22% who voted for some form

of restrictions an open meeting would

help the Board ascertain the feelings of

the residents.

Mussleman and Bill Houstion, the two

student members of the board, managed

to clear up many of the aprehens.ons

that members had about changing the hours

and were willing to accept the request

for an open meeting.

Mussleman was happy that the board

did not discuss morals but considered

^^"^^Idt^me.,-
JSu^^HwMd^dtotomor.
advisable to hold the meeting in ear*

SZry because the exams would cut

down on the attendance.

By RUDY KOHUT

Professor Good, of the Dept. of Biology,

expressed the view that students had the

responsibility to 'butt heads' in academic

discussion among themselves, as weU as

with professors. There seemed to be gen-

eral agreement that the "aging factor"

created a natural separation between staff

and student that was hard to overcome -

the idea of using young staff teachers

as intermediariis was discussed.

Plagued by a lack of attendance, the

Principal's Committee on Teaching and

Learning last Wednesday evening was

again forced to rely on the student mem-

bers of the committee plus two or three

in the audience to express their views

on matters pertaining to education. The

range of discussion went from the matter

of library hours, to resources available

to students, to "What Is wrong with

teachers?", and to staff-student relations.

What's

Wrong With

Teachers?

Dean Harrower expressed the belief

that the best men from each deptartment

ihould be put Into first year courses to

stimulate students In that field of studies.

Related to this is the problem of keeping

the staff on an equal footing as far as

responsibility to teach is concerned.

The committee expressed the desire

to see more students at their next meet-

ing on Dec. 4.



CElasBtfirb Aba
LOST

5:00 Smoker, 54 Wellington St.

"Relevance oT the Modern

Christian Church to present-

day society". Speakers:

ST. ANDREWS

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess fit Qejgy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A., Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a m.-Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Wcrship

7-30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

U: 15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chap?l

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

Rev. fctrien Thrasher, Prof.

Mathers.
7:30 CRAB-IN — Film Festival.

MacgilUvray-Brown Hall

(corner Barrie and Earl)

8:30 Annual Pinata Party —
Queen's Spanish Club. In-

ternational Centre (down-

stairs). Non-members 75c,

members 50c.

zil) discusses the role o( the

church in Latin America.

7:30 Anti-Concert by the Vaghy
String Quartet. Theme—
"Dance in Quartet Music".

Poison Room, Students*

Union.

8:30 22nd Annual Carol Service.

Grant Hall.

A gold heart (inset with a tiny

diamond) on a fine gold chain.

Left in the wrestling room of the

gymnasium, Monday, November
25th. If you have it, please re-

turn it to Sue Mason, 544-1619,

or turn it in at the P.H.E. office.

One pair black-rimmed glasses,

Monday night. Please contact

Pcsie Weldon. 544-8245.

Lost in Union, ladies white

leather glove. 542-8334.

One silver lady's watch with

black band, Thursday, Nov. 21, in

the vicinity of physiology build-

ing, J. A. MacDonald Park and
Bagot Street. Phone 546-5404.

drop a line to Ken Taylor, 12}
Beverley, St

Needed desperately, one bullet

proof vest, for student in fear of

his life. Call R. M. Nixon at

White House.

One beautiful girl model to pose

for immoral pictures. Call Jour-

nal office ext. 229.

AVAILABLE

1 large front single room, $10.

562 Johnson St.

Will do typing. 25c per sheet.

Phone 542-6288.

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

SATURDAY, NOV. 30
MONDAY, DEC. 2

10 a.m. CRAB-IN — "Education".

Macgillivray-Brown Hall,

(corner Barrie and Earl)

2 p.m. Hockey—Laval at Queen's

Constantine Arena .
Buses

leave gym at 1:40 p.m.

Afternoon CRAB-IN—Watch Grey

Cup Game and talk.

Macgillivray-Brown Hall.

7:30 CRAB-IN — "A Place".

Macgillivray-Brown Hall.

8:15 Basketball — Laval at

Queen's. Gymnasium.
8:00 '•L'Avare" by Moliere.

Convocation Hall.

6:00 Basketball — Utica at

Queen's. Gymnasium.

7:30 Community — Alienation —
Revolution. "Power and

Alienation". John Watson

Hall, 5th floor lounge.

9:30 Student Christian- Movement
(SCM) general meeting. 37

Union Street, Apt. 3.

1962 Volkswagen, good condi-

tion, rebuilt engine, 10,000 miles.

$450.00. Call 544-1110.

Remington model 700 rifle in

243 cal. 2 through 9 diameter

scope included. Sling and recoil

pad. Best offer. Phone 548-8449

between 6 and 7 in evening.

One double bed in good condi-

tion, call 548-8449 between 6 and

7 in evening.

One .22 cal. target rifle with

peep sights, best offer. Call 548-

8449 between 6 and 7 in evening.

WANTED

SUNDAY, DEC. 1nr. TUESDAY, DEC. 3

2:00 CRAB-IN — "Discrimina-

tion".
Macgillivray-Brown Hall

(corner Barrie and Earl)

5:30 Student Supper at

Macgillivray-Brown Hall.

50c

7:00 Chalmers Church — Donald
Halfan (missionary to Bra-

7:00 Movie — "Casino Royale .

Dunning Auditorium, 50c.

8:00 Student Wives Club Meet-

ing. Science Clubrooms

(above Tech. Supplies).

10:00 Movie - "Casino Royale .

Dunning Auditorium. 50c.

Yukon, N.W. Territories — Can
anyone who has worked in these

areas for government or industry

let me know any names anoYor

addresses to which I may direct

enquiries respecting a summer
job in 1969'.' Phone 542-2270. or

Correction to Who's Where: Al

Kivi and Frank Griffin now re-

side at 368 Brock St., Tel. 542-

4665. (Penthouse Apartment).

Thank You, from Al and Frank
to Jan and Jan for the fantastic

dinner last week.

Jock Peter has arrived.

To the person who stole a pair

of red sheepskin gloves from my
coat pocket in Ellis Hall, Tues
day night: If you would like the

matching scarf, Phone 546-6728.

Grey Cup: Dave Cook Memorial
Stag to be held at the Manor
(back room), Saturday, Nov. 30,

starring 12 noon. All rugger and
soccer and football players and
friends of Dave welcome. Admis-
sion $1 per person.

We need many more interesting

people to make the Journal office

an exciting place to work. All

exciting interesting people please

apply to Journal office.

TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN CANADA
until December 6

N.E. Thing Co. and Saxe
until December 8

both exhibitions organized by the National Gallery of Canada

AT THE ART CENTRE

C.U.S. FLIGHT ABROAD 1969

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED APPLY NOW

ALL -JET FLIGHTS

Destination

Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/London
Toronto/Rome - London/Toronto
Toronto/Moscow - London/Toronto
Vancouver/Tokyo
Toronto/London (one-way)
Toronto/London (one-way)

Airline

Caledonian
BOAC
BOAC
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Air Canada
Air Canada
Pacific Western
Alitalia

Air Canada
World Airways
Air Canada
Air Canada

Departure Return

May 10 Sept. 4
May 11 June 3
May 25 Sept. 14

May 27 Sept. 9
May 29 Aug. 29
June 3 Aug. 27
June 7 Sept. 5
June 13 July 6
July 5 Sept. 1

May 25 June 22
June 11 Sept. 6
May 26 July 1

Sept. 9
Sept. 24

For CUS members only

Fare

$205.00
193.00
212.00
195.00
205.00
205.00
211.00
193.00
225.00
211.00
288.00
299.00
104.00
104.00

Fares do not include flight or

luggage insurance.

FULL INFORMATION WITH APPLICATION FORM NOW AVAILABLE. PLEASE CONTACT your Student Council or write to:

Canadian Union of Students,

Travel Department,

44 St. George Street,

Toronto 5, Ontario.

Tel.: 921-2611

ALSO: Christmas Flight to England.

Available in December from CUS Travel Department: Student Tours, Student Ships, Eurailpass, Car Rental, Student Guide to Europe, Travel Insurance,

Charter Flights within Europe, etc. .

.



We don't have enough
space in The Journal to
print all the CUP copy that

comes in, telling whars go-
ing on at other universities.

We try to print summaries
of it. If you want to read
the rest, come down to the
Journal office. We'll be
glad to show it to you.

BOTHERED BY A DOUBT

A DOUBT

If
Expect you to behave

like an adult, yet still

hang over you like a

child ...

Wed., Dec. 4

7-10 p.m.

Dunning Hall

VAN'S
Gift and Smoke Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes

Open 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALL GARNETS ARB RED?

A. False. Garnets, like many other gemstonet of the

same mineral family, may occur in more than one

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet is a violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian m,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamonds

and pearls, ami best of all, a quite reasonable in pnc*.

MEMBER AMQUCW OEM 'SOCItTt

KlNNL^RD'ESlrg
Jewellers 168 Princess St

54G-2261 Kingston. Ontario

ja*;- --j- '— 'Su&tkjantt- »*£%£+*f*~-

Revolts fizzle as exams

Stuchnh w*r» occupying m$-
varsity buMdkvjt at savaral stacw
across Canada this waak, but 9m
ravalti bagan to flnla a* siudanti

realized turns are getting doe*.

At Simon Frasar In Burnaby,

B.C., student leaders will an-
nounce the results of a strike

vote this afternoon. The vote was

delayed on a technicality, but

may be invalidated because ofthe

propaganda and counter-charged

surrounding the controversy.

Half the students arrested when
the sit-in of the administration

building was ended by the RC MP
Saturday were brought up in court

yesterday and remanded until

January. University president

Kenneth Strand has refused stu-

dents demands thatthechargesbe
dropped and that university files

ba opened to a student-faculty

At Ottawa the occupation ofthe 1

social science faculty ended Wed-
nesday when students accepted

the faculty proposal that there

be one-third student representa-

tion on all decision-making
bodies in the department, rather

than the 50% originally demanded.

Leaders ofthe week-long occupa-

tion said the compromise was
only temporary.

At McGlU the political science

department was completely boy-

cotted, and counter-courses were

being organized. The occupation,

now four days old, is demanding

one-third student representation

on committees; the original de-

mand for one-half has been
dropped. Negotiations with the

faculty are taking place.

At McMaatjr in Hamilton, po-

litical science students boycot-

ted classes for two days •tapper

-

ting the students at McGiU.

At the CEGEPa of Quebec,

students have returned to class

after their occupations and find

that administrations have crack-

ed down on student government

and academic freedom.

At the University of New
Brunswick, the student council

has threatened a strike if the ad-

ministration doesn't give an ex-

planation of why it called In po-

lice to eject students staying in

the office of suspended physics

professor Norman Strax Strax

himself is in jail for violating a

court order banning him from
the campus.

Tentative plans for CUS competitor
implies the "creation of a class ideology aimed

at solving all problems regardless of further defini-

tion of the areas of these problems.''

He says CUS cannot differentiate between stu-

dent-student and student-citizen affairs. The pre-

mise of a union "in no way allows the individual

to arrive at his own social and political outlook".

John Hill, the local representative of the as-

sociation, said the association would be used as

a forum for individual campus organizations to

discuss issues dealing primarily with student affairs,

it would not be a monolithic structure because me
membership would be voluntary.

The new group would lobby the federal go-

vernment on educational issues. He felt CUS, as

presently structured, did not have a mandate for

dealing with international affairs.

By STU RYAN

A letter from George Hunter, Carleton Vice-

President, has arrived at the A.M.S. office announc-

ing tentative plans for an open national conven-

tion after Christmas at Waterloo Lutheran Uni-

versity.

This convention will try to form "a new national

association (of students) based on individual com-

mitments through independent chapters on univer-

sity campuses".

The new associrtion will commit itself to com-

peting with CUS for "grass roots support on a

national scale on the issue of individual committ-

ments versus unionism".

Criticizing CUS for dealing with "elitist" coun-

cils, he objected to the concept of a union, which

A bottle

a day

per

pilgrim

Some years ago, six hundred Moslems
gathered together in Bangkok and set off on a

four month pilgrimage that was to take them

to Mecca, the birthplace of Mohammed.

For such a long and arduous journey, one would

have expected them to travel light— but no,

included in their provisions were thirty-four hundred

cases of Coca-Cola— well over a bottle a day per pilgrim.

Understandably, the pilgrims did need readily available refresh-

ment, but this story indicates a strong preference for Coca-Cola.

It is not known if Mecca was able to provide thirty-four hundred

cases of Coke to make things go better on the way back

!

Boih Coca-Cob a

Attention All Social Convenors

Applications for social functions in Hie winter term must be turned into the AM S of-

fice by Wed Dec. 4 to 6c considered for first allocation. Any applications received after

this date mill be considered on a "first co me, first served" basis for any remaining

dates. Any organization that wishes to sponor Dunning Hall movie must submit an ap

sor an on campus event such as a dance plication to the S.M.S. offices any organiza-

tion that plans an off-campus event need not submit an application! but must inform

the A.M.S. office of their intent at least one week prior to that event.

GORDON DEEKS,
Campus Activities Chairman

Don't miss it!!!

IAN AND SYLVIA January 18, 1969

Grant Hail
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WEEKEND
WEEKEND
(®ntt upon a txm

~ men from Darts wide and far took up residence

.Autumn Leaves with a chorus Jf^n aMy Neither grew particularly in wisdom
Time passed and so d.d ^ »^rad

^e^o°ld Jt for hours listening to their collection of

or stature, but their stereo systems did. They_ w 01£0 at
, sweet ohm „ Bu) after

Guy Lombardo L.P.'s. On their walls hung an ^?v« Offering from feeling of repression and

four years of this life both comrades foundJ^msekes ^emg n y V ^
hemorrhoids. Words like "stultify «"d dummy were fur 9

Qf
P

and Bufy streets wh
the two of them held a meet ng in i robin s nest at tne «

& Th SWQre a fewMe^t^ been made to spread euphoria and

munity center. The performers they would invite w^ 'ghuck^e-TunS Jan von Lichtenstein.

mUm
But frustration hit the comrades a hard blow The Wolfe Island Community Center had no

washrooms and the governor issued a wnt proh, ^'"9 th^°ncer*-

f monfhs of ,M off nuts

The two lapsed into ^'Nusioned^e mitry together. Ate a tew ^ ^^
and berries and fossils, .they had forged a new pi an

Li

y
, -,^we cam0uflage ourselves as^Tc^^^^ simultaneously So that it was

^^^"t'Z^H^ rrK^ic stereo set-up in all of Limestone, The pews
So they did. A murcn w

turntables were enshrined in an elevated
were disguised in p nk ^ ft v | a an^ltra- violet vestibule, black as a womb. They stored

Hsnre and Quofe o^easan tries The comrades are now spending their days sitting under a mush-

and Sailing abou emmigrating to Tierra del Fuego to buy a puma farm But the tra-

gedy is even deeper than this. In a cunningly run hate campaign some ,ea lous pleasure-seekers

have been publicizing the whereabouts of the comrades so that the h/vo seldom have any res .

VvTimplore^ou to pity their souls and destroy this hate literature on sight. So that you will easily

recognize these lethal missives, a sample is shown below --

-

SAMPLE
OF
HATE
BULLETIN

the two comrades live at 233Vi Princess St.

jgF in the first church of aiice

nya nya nya so there

Gadzooks!!!
By JOHN MclNTYRE

A poor movie, then, is very like a fine wine. Taken by «

. . .well, the imbiber becomes too self-conscious,
toocriti

too finicky maybe. Taken with a meal, however, it's a ,

nGw tjhin£

Such is BarbareUa. By Itself, probably abysmal, h tte
J

text of hamburgers and about a dozen draft. . .reall,

good. We can't say much about the beginning, we mien,

But the rest was spectacular. You see you have this go

dumb blonde In a space suit with the most far out scl-fl
6

and enormous tubes. They really are enormous. AnyBajsl
crash-lands on a distant planet, gets involved with everjj

from manic-dental Betsy-Wetsy dolls to a vaguely psycho]

earthling and makes out, as might be expected, all the I

That's about it

No. . .1 guess if I think about it, there's more. . .,

there's no indication you're supposed to think about It. t

ways, there's a blind flunky angel who lives in a nest, A
type radical logically enough underground, and flocks of 1

niverous budgies. And the great Masoch pleasure organJ

BLACK QUEEN, the impenetrable dream dome and a hoi

substance called something like Matzoh. And acres and „
of multi-hued cellophane, saran wrap, polythene, or justg

Jesus big garbage bags.

Which is probably how a critical reviewer., .or at least!

cold sober. . .would classify the film. . .in the garbage I

But let's not take it seriously, eh? It's mostly a psyehea]

cinematic vaudeville act . .with Jane Fonda's eyebrows A
tag madly sideways like an emcee's crook with each terrl

line Again and again and again. It's fun. It's dirty.
.

f

obvious enough to be droll. And silly enough to be dry!

ridiculous enough to be more or less inevitable. OKI

anathema to 2001 ad fans. But it's hardly that pretentl

And maybe you do have to be a little gassed before it rr'

fast enough. . .but like I say, it's fun.

What is a good Chablis without sole meuniere?

What else will you do when you're gassed?

A Funny Thing
By BRIAN HILL

The Dunning Hall movie for Dec. 5 is "A Funny
^

Happened on the Way to the Forum".

This film has all the makings of a first-rate com

seamy and hilarious Broadway play to draw from-a I

talented director with a flair for comedy Orchard Leste I

directed "Help", "The Knack", "Hard Day's Night"!

"How I Won the War"Vand four of the funniest char«T

in show business (Buster Keaton, Phil Silvers, Zero Ml

and Jack Gilford). But it's not^ st-"tt^tho
^

h
'
„awS J

with many scenes that will steamroller enough guffaws J

you to make it an evening well spent

I saw the movie over 2 years ago, so many of toid*

scenes are vague: but I do remember that Lester =
"«

super-mod style of direction just doesn't meld with M

the slapstick scenes he works with.
„„t„„fl

By far the best big scene in the film is the entry ol

j

Gloriosus to Rome. The man Is a 3
«ons He walks in the middle of a street-wide column!

men, led by a dozen or so hardrocks in body armour,*

™nstrous drums. The muffled beat and the clanking of a

clear the streets and those who don't move getw
The whole process comes to a chaotic end, as d»'l

Gloriosus, who buys or marries 0 can'l
'
™«™*7

Phil Silvers. How this comes about is another story,

spends a good deal of time trying to avoid the swot

|
SP
WhUe the film is not much as such, no movie that*

any time to the faces of Zero Mostel, Buster Kea»

Phil Silvers can be all bad.

Theatre Populaire du Quebec

PRESENTS

Moliere's L' Avare

Convocation Hall

SATURDAY, NOV. 30 8 P.M.

Tickets $1.50

Available rm. 402 Kingston Hall

ATTENTION STUDENTS

There are positions open in both the Drill Squad

and the Drums of the world famous Fort Henry

Guard for the summer of 1969.

If you are 5'11" or taller (musicians may be

shorter) and physically fit, apply now at your Place-

ment Office.

INTERVIEWS-- DEC- 2 & 6 CLARK HALL

LINO'S RESTAUR
Division & Princess 544443*1

MARCO POLO ROOM!
Licensed & Air Conditio!"!

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Cfci#"l

The AS.U.S. Formal

Friday, Jan. 17, 1969

Formal Dress

At The

Holiday Inn

10-3 am.

Dinner served at midnight

TICKETS ($12.00 EACH) ON SALE AFTER CHRISTMAS

FANDANGO
Frank Bogart's Orchestra

to!

dru"!

A
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N. E. Thing Goes
By BRENDA MAYBEE

Have you ever seen a circus cloud In

8 red and white striped carrying case?

A work of art made out of plastic deter-

gent bottles? An inflatable pillow big

enough for two people to stretch out on

bead to foot? If you haven't, opportunity

knocks. The Agnes Etherington Art Cen-

tre has all this on display until December

When I went to see the display, a col-

lection of lively little children were having

a whale of a time appreciating all this

in their own way. They were crawling

under, looking into, walking on and dancing

around the exhibits. The display is geared

to all ages and all intellectual levels. You

can have a good laugh at a circus cloud in

a red and white striped carrying case, or

if you want to go deeper into the issue, the

display could raise a good many questions

on when art is no longer art.

A bulletin board has photo-copies of*
several newspaper articles explaining the
creators' points of view. Iain Baxter and
Henry Saxe are both responsible for the
exhibit, and they belong to the N.E. Thing
Company which began in Vancouver In

1966. Both these artists have a delightful

sense of humour, and seem to have put
art Into a whole new context. They call It

COP art-the name Is defined in one of the
articles on display.

Some works were Inflated while others
were filled with distilled water, then in-

flated. Some hinged aluminum "sculp-
tures" had to be put together but the con-
structor was given the freedom of arrang-
ing the piece in any way he pleased. Some
pieces are hung on the wall, some from
the ceiling, and the remainder are scat-

tered about on the floor.

Go have a look-it's guaranteed to in-

trigue you.

Tightwad
a la Mode

"Dance in Quartet Music"

Tomorrow night at Convoca-

tion Hall-Le Theatre Populaire

du Quebec in a performance of

L'Avare, a comedy by Moliere.

The company, going since 1963,

has toured widely in Quebec, Ont-

ario and New Brunswick and are

appearing here under the spon-

sorship of the Centre for French

Studies, a group set up to bring

together all university depart-

ments showing an interest in the

French language, its culture, and

history.

Moliere is a favourite of

theatre groups for his fine com-

edy is derived from the ideas

that a person who goes to ex-

tremes in life achieves the result

of being funny. In L'Avare, Mo-

liere studies the caseofHarpagon

a miser who cares only for his

money, and in the end loses it.

The play covers a series of inci-

dents In which Harpagon tries to

save and augment his fortune,

even to the point of marrying his

daughter to an old man who de-

mands no dowry. He tries to do

this despite the objections of his

daughter who wishes to marry

someone else.

The play L'Avare was first

produced in 1668 for Louis XTV,

It is well worth seeing for Mo-

Uere's witty ridicule of the

foibles of man.

Photos by WILSON

Sunday evening in the Poison Room
of the Union: the second of the Vaghy
Quartet's Anti-Concerts. Begins at

7:30 p.m.

Take note that these concerts are

free and refreshments will be pro-

vided by the Union Programme Com-
mittee.

Advisable that you come early.

TREASURE VAN TREASURE

ZjafowAi) TttarufL

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Steve Amey

28 Yon9e St. Proprietor

£t. Mtaes'

Qlburcb

Kingston. Ontario

9:00 a.m. Holy C o m-
munion

11:00 a.m. Holy Com-
munion

7-30 p.m. Evening
Prayer
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Masked on Redmond

How Do You Like Them
ApplesEver gone to an A.M.S.

meeting? I have. Let me tell

you about it. It's like over-

seeing a mulch heap, wait-

ing for something to grow

out of it. Case in point —
the Rector issue: The Presi-

dent of the AMS, David Pak-

rul, has phoned Senator O'-

Leary to inform him of the

results of the unfavourable

November referendum.

Fine. Now the AMS execu-

tive has voted to write a

better be/ore caT
-

An
f

young people hod more respect

icon tell you .... well I should

know . . . I was young once

too i . . I can remember it

like it vx* yesterday. The

Queen . . . . *"» the" s
.

a

lady . . but 1 do wsh she

didn't taken up with that rogue.

Albert do her no good . .

Light's fading ... must be leav-

ing soon Uk. task, tas . . .

desk is dusty .... really should

There ire two things which

leave me consumed in anger,

after reading Mr. Redmond's re-

view of the Gondoliers for the

fourth time. The cast and the

stage crew are not given credit

for a fine performance; the

reader is left withthe impression

that the Gondoliers was just an-

other mediocre student produc-

tion which may not have been too

bad THIS IS A MOST UNFAIR

AND UNTRUE IMPRESSION.

The Queen's musical Theatre

gave three very refreshing per-

formances of the Gondoliers last

weekend. There were mistakes,

„h the production as a whole did

lack professional polish but the

cast, and the chorus in particu-

lar, acted and sang with such

exuberance and enthusiasm that

they captured the audience and

. held them right to the end, in spite

of the mistakes and some lack of

excellence,

I personally, was sufficiently

enthralled with the performance

of Friday night that I returned to

see it again on Saturday. On both

nights I found that the people

around me were chuckling and

smiling, sometimes clapping, and

at all times thoroughly enjoying

the performance.
^

1 could quite happily sit here

and cut Mr. Redmond and his

review to shreds. However, this

is not really my objective. I have

sufficient personal musical and

stage experience to know thatthe

Gondoliers was a very fine am-

ateur production. I would like the

Journal's readership to register

the thought that the Queen's Mus-

ical Theatre has produced a fine

performance, and can be expec-

ted to do so next year.

May I suggest to Mr. Redmond

that there is a great deal in this

world to appreciate and that he

leave his own personal morose-

ness out of his writing.

Redmond on Masked
it's a Pity that Mr. Masked standards for refers are so

much higher than his standards

for musicals.
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READ THIS SN"

Editor, Journal, '

It seems that AMS President

Pakrul has forgotten his pledge

ui represent the true wishes of

the students. We voted over-

whelmingly to reject Grattan

O'Leary as rector. But fresioem

Pakrul, after talking to O'Leary,

stated in the Whig-Standard that

he was reconsidering the ques-

U(
0n Tuesday he urged the AMS

Executive to simply send a letter

to O'Leary giving him the results

of the plebiscite (this after one

phone call to Ottawa and a week-

end visit to Queen's by OLeary),

accept O'Leary's refusal to re-

sign and invite him to speak to

the students in January. Sadly,

the Executive agreed with him.

Before his election President

Pakrul thought O'Leary should be

asked to resign. "Both he and

Queen's students would benefit

from it", said Pakrul. Now, even

though before his appointment as

rector O'Leary agreed to resign

if the students wished him to.

President Pakrul will not insist

upon his resignation. Why .

Now we see the Executive of

the AMS, led by the President.

refusing to pursue the course of

action demanded by M80 (79%)

of his electorate. They are mov-

ing counter to the students de-

cision in what appears to be an

attempt to foist off O'Leary on

a student body that has solidly

repudiated him.

Is this "action conforming to

the hopes and expectations of the

student body at Queen's that

President Pakrul promised ust

READ THIS PIPE & McGREGOR

How handy that the NOP

PC Biafra Starve-In is fol-

lowed so quickly .
. .

two

hours was it? • by

snappy little tr,-party w,ne

and cheese affair. After all,

no one should go hungry,

should they?
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The AM.S. Executive has

shown itself in responsive to

the -wishes of Queen's students

regarding the status of Senator

Grafton O'Leary. A motion to

re-examine the Senator's Rec-

torship in January was passed

by the Outer Council on Tues-

day night.

On the morning following the

recent A.M.S. election the new

president conveyed the over

whelming results of the refer-

endum to the Senator and in-

formally requested him to re-

sign! The Senator chose to

skirt the issue by informing us

that he would visit Queen's in

the new yeiar to discuss his

position.

Several points h»e been rais-

ed to suggest the irrelevamcy of

the referendum and the haste

of the decision. First, the word-

ing of the referendum was not

value - free. Second, no educa-

tive program was initiated on

campus to inform students of

the details surrounding the mat-

ter. Both of these assertions are

valid.

On Tuesday night, however,

several points came to light -

wbjoh' agnrficamtly weaken Sen-

ator O'Leary's position.

Upon assuming the rector -

ship last Spring the Senator

stated his intentions of visiting

Queen's frequenty to meet with

his students. Further he agreed

to resign, in the event of a

vote of non-confidence. The

Senator has failed on both

counts. . . ,

The Board of Trustees, which

formulates long torn fanning

policies for the university

meets three times a year.

Senator O'Leary, our only access

to the board has attended one

out of three meetings. There

has been no tack of commmuca-

ion: on all occasions he received

advance notice and agendas

from the Board and "mu^
from the A.M.S. president to

meet with students and discuss

the agenda before the meeting.

This reveals only the surface

of the problem. Should our Bee-

tar merely convey student

wishes to the Board as Mr. O -

Leary feels or should we ex-

pect more? Students do not

have access to the agendas of

Board meetings and therefore

have a timSed inliiight in|to

the powers and workings of

the body. We require a Rector

who will provide us with that

insight, a man willing to take

the time and energy to ac-

quaint himself with the aspira-

tions of Queen's students, a man

who can initiate courses of

action to help us realize these

aspirations by attending all

Board meetings and conferring

with his students.

The A.M.S. Executive feels

that Senator O'Leary should .be

given a chance to defend him-

self' 2480 students feel that he

has been given that chance. Mis-

takes have been made on both

sides but the time for the asses-

sment of error has passed. It is

unthinkable that the A.M.S. Exe-

cutive has not responded to

obvious student consensus; it is

unthinkable that such a great

Canadian as Grattan O'Leary

will be subjected to an embar-

rassing confrontation which
must only lead to his resignation

in the new year
.

ROSS MCGREGOR
ANDREW PIPE

READ THIS PARNELL

This is an M & M Enterprise ending Week One of the

Golden Age. Ingots and other special credits to Terry, the de-

mented carpenter; Pattie, who tried a cigar; M & M, who sent

flowers; Marte, who now has a desk; Brenda, who shaved bache-

lor Murray; George, who kicked the furniture apart; naughty

Nancy; Bob Butler; Chris A. who has magic powers; Brent

who works hard at the Waterloo hovel; Paul, who is devoted (to

what?); Carol Cheffins the Christmas tree; Andy and the Jock's

Padre who just love midnight deadlines; Susie-Q who's losing

him to a real live doll; Arleigh who's lonely (where's John?);

Midas Mclntyre; Vicki GUUatt, who's a lifesaver; luscious Lor-

raine; Norah, who almost lost her contact; Marg who does not

hate Laghtfoot; and Charlie who found some buttons, And thanks

to the remodellers, from the JCUC.

Dear Sir:

3 would like to raise several

points in Teplsy to the letter con-

cerning our Rector. As this let-

ter accurately pointts out, Sena-

tor CLeairy 'has not lined up
to the expectations we hold of

torn. To suggest however, that

the A.M.S. motion implies an un-

responsive neglect of student

wishes as 'a short-sighted ana-

Ityisus.

Senator O'lveairy has asked for

a hearing before any action is

taken. When he was inivLted to

run for rector he agreed, desir-

ing to be of service to Queen's

and its students. Even.- though

his efforts have not 'been satis-

factory, the Senator hais acted Ln

good faditih. To deny him this

hearing would be to act in haste

and with neither courtesy nor

diplomacy.

We have four months till the

next Board meeting. To grant

this heating would not press

the A.M.S. for time. We have

everything to gain and nothing

to lose by hearing the Senator.

Too often in the last year,

the A.M.S. Executive and stu-

dent body has acted in haste

and later regretted it. Too often

we have acted with insufficient

knowledge or experience. We
have the tittne to listen to our

Rector. Why should we be afraid

to hear him?
We failed to *all the Senator

what we expected of 'him be-

cause we ouse'lves had not decid-

ed. In Eight of this we owe him

the one countesy he has re-

quested. I 'believe Mr. O'Leary

should resign, but let us have

the conraderaition *o hear him

out.
TED PARNELL,

Pres. A.S.U-S.



AND NOW READ THIS!

By CHRIS REDMOND, JEFF SIMPSON and MARG TANASZI

Grattan O'Leary has b£en asked to
resign as rector.

The student plebiscite November 6
decided by a f6ur-to-one margin that

Senator O Leary, who has been rector

for a year, should be asked to resign.

When the results of the vote were
told to Mr. O'Leary, he urged that no
hasty action be taken and that he
consult with students in January
about what he should do.

Tuesday evening the AMS execu-
tive voted to inform the Senator again
of the referendum results, to tell him
that there was disagreement about his
position, and to arrange to talk with
him as soon as possible.

AMS president Dave Pakrul has
written to Mr. O'Leary, again stating

the results of the vote. He and vice-

president Andy Pipe will see Mr.
O'Leary in Ottawa this afternoon.

Grattan O'Leary, 79, Senator

of Canada and publisher em-

eritus of the Ottawa Journal,

is the only representative of

students on the university's

Board of Trustees. He be-

came rector last December 1

when he was the only candi-

date for the post left after two

student candidates withdrew.

R. F. W. "Butch" Nelson,

graduate philosophy student,

had run for the post advocat-

ing * a representative who

should himself be a student.

The other student candidate

was the AMS president at that

time, final-year medical stu-

j

dent George Carson.

Both students withdrew after

|

nominations had been closed—

i Nelson because of academic

pressures, Carson for undls-

I closed personal reasons.

A dramatic AMS executive

meeting on the night before

| Senator O'Leary automatically

became rector discussed
whether he should be asked to

withdraw his name, forcing a

reopening of nominations. Sev-

eral executive members, as

well as former candidate Nel-

son, told the group the entire

election had been mishandled,

with the result that no student

I
candidate remained.

That meeting voted to accept

and support Mr. O'Leary. The

new rector came to the next

board of trustees meeting In

February; he met with student

leaders who briefed him on is-

sues which would come up at

the board meeting.

The afternoon of the meeting

I he spoke to several hundred

students In Grant Hall, rem-

I inisclng and speaking briefly

I about student problems and

I
the rectorship.

There nave been two board

meetings since then — in May

and October— and the Sena-

tor has not attended either

one. Shortly after the October

meeting, when the AMS pres-

idential election was announ-

ced, a petition was circulated

requesting that the question of

I Mr. O'Leary as rector be plac-

I ed on the ballot as a referen-

I dum. When the vote was tak-

I en, 2540 students voted that he

I should be asked to resign, 648

I that he should not.

Sharp debate and the presence of two former AMS presidents

marked Tuesday's AMS discussion on the status of Rector Grattan

O'Leary. George Carson, and Chuck Edwards were asked by
AMS president Dave Pakrul to be present at the meeting to give

background information on the question of Senator O'Leary's

status as rector in the light of the recent referendum which voted

overwhelmingly to ask him to resign.

Carson began the debate by explaining how Mr. O'Leary had

come to be rector, a post he has held for a year. He said Mr.

O'Leary had promised to be a "working rector" and agreed to

come to Kingston at any time if he were asked In advance. He did

in fact come to the February board meeting.

Brian Rogers pointed out in the debate that when he had spoken

with the Rector at that time, the Senator affirmed that he had no

intention of being "a Rector up in Ottawa". Rogere, a hawk
throughout the debate, gave his personal opinion thatMr. O'Leary
had let the student body down and henee should resign.

Jack Hunden, Engineering Society President aired the opposite

viewpoint and the battle lines were drawn. Hunden said that the

student body and specifically the AMS Executive had been at

fault "by sitting back too long and not reacting to him".

UponaqueryfromBabsRobson as to whether or not Mr. O'Leary

was informed of the last Board Meeting, Dave Pakrul replied that

he had telephoned him two days before the meeting. It was further

pointed out that Mr. O'Leary would receive an agenda well in

advance of every Board meeting.

Vice-president Andy Pipe then launched into a rather mellifluous

oration on democratic government using terms like "consensus"

and "referendum" rather emotionally, claiming that the AMS

should be responsive to student opinion and hence demand Mr.

O'Leary's resignation once again. He woundup his pitch with the

words, "If we pussyfoot around any more we're going to wind up

with egg on our face."

Chuck Edwards, muttering to himself that the whole thing

wasn't worth the large amount of breath being wasted upon it

was asked for clarification of Mr. O'Leary's attitude during his

term as President. So Edwards explained that he had notified the

Senator "four to five weeks before" the summer meeting of the

Board and had heard nothing from Senator O'Leary.

After a considerable debate, distinguished for its confusion,

Andy Pipe moved a resolution that would have co"veyedthe re-

sults of the referendum to Mr. O'Leary again and asked for his

rX»to Dan Burns seconded the motion. More debate ensued

new and irrelevant material being added to U>e debate on all

rides Pipe then proposed an amendment to the motion to the

e tect* thafit would convey again to Senator O'Leary the results

oftne referendum, report disagreements over his position, and

Ite thTS AMS wished to confer with him at ids earliest con-

%SJ£ More debate followed and finally the motion was passed.

d0Wn
CaUo^ A twSSSs vote ofthe whole council, which is

rrwoThlve LTvZ* for reconsideration of the motion.

if vou're confused about all tbis-you and the members present

rsjsroC?r£5?~ Zr^^

—BOON

SENATOR GRATTAN O'LEARY

CHEMCELL

wiM conduct

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
on

DECEMBER 2 & 3

Chemical Engineers

Civil Engineers

Electrical Engineers

Mechanical Engineers

Chemistry Graduates

Commerce Graduates

positions available in

—KINGSTON, ONTARIO (MILLHAVEN FIBRES LTD.)

—MONTREAL, QUEBEC

—DRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC

—EDMONTON, ALBERTA

For literature on Chemcell, job descriptions and mUrviem

appointment, please visit your placement office.

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Swie-Q Gals

By ANNE CARSWELL

Baskelbell intrBmurals ended last Tuesday

night after a little ever a month cf action. The

Out-ot-Rss "am were the winners in the 14-team

competition, and second place went to P.H.E.

A reminder again about the swimathon to

Ganancque. With the psd closing at the beginning

of February, it will take a let cf swimming to

make the Z7 mile distance. It is not expected that

any team will cover the whole distance, but a

prize will be awarded to the competing group that

is closest when the pool closes.

More and more interest is being shown in

orienteering as was seen by the enthusiastic turn-

out at an orienteering meeting on Wednesday.

November 20th. At this meeting, tentative plans

were me.de for two different orienteering events

to be held cn the Sunday of Snowball weekend.

If all goes as planned, there will be a "Tour of

Nowhere" around campus with the same system

of clues, maps, and controls, as in the first event

of the season in October: and a second event in-

volving point-to-point orienteering around the city

using compasses. Both cf these events are for

enjoyment mainly, so any interested students

should watch for further notice about them.

Another big event to watch for on Snowball

weekend is the water ballet show to be presented

by the Synchronized Swim Club, under the able

direction of Mrs. Thompson.

Susie-Q and her Gals are taking time rat from

sports to prepare for exams: therefcic, news for

this column will be scarce for the next, couple of

weeks. Susie did ask me to say. however, that

her Christmas will be somewhat less than merry

because she is upset over the approaching loss

of the Jock's Padre who is giving her ip for a

live doll on December 27th.

Flip Turns
Gael's Wrestling

Unas didn't desert the Gaels

last Saturday in their unexpect-

ed loss to Sir George Williams

University. The strong Sir

George team which had defeat-

ed MeGill the previous week,

edged Queen's in a close battle.

The Gaels, however, did turn

in many fine performances, es-

pecially Gord Peckover in the

500 and 1000 freestyle events.

Veterans Stu Campbell, Len

Minty and Doug Bishop are ap-

proaching their best times, while

newcomers Doug Noates, Erie

Bjoumstead and Gord Hurd are

flashing new speed. These swim-

mers plus many others (a new

dimension called depth is now a

characteristic of the team) are

smarting under their defeat and

promise to purge their dis-

grace against the top O.Q.A.A.

teams this weekend in a relay

meet at Guelph This top level

meet should be am accurate

guage of the team's potential.

By STILES

The wrestSnlg team will en-

gage in an exhibition meet a-

gainst K.M.C. and Ryerson, to-

night, November 29, 7 P.M. at

R.M.C. The team members

chosen at Monday nights' elimin-

ation are as follows: Bob Ireland

123, Fred Doerffer 130, Bob

Prince 137, John Phillips 145,

Glen Mason 152, Bob Cozes 160

or 167, and Chuck Rubin 191.

Any of the above, who have yet

to obtain their new uniform

must do so today at 3 p.m. All

Queen's wrestlers named above

must weigh in at 3 p.m. today

in Gym (See Bill Duncan)

This, the first Exhibition meet

of the season and the only one

before the Christmas break

should serve as a good indica-

tion of the ability of Queen's

'new" wrestlers, since Fred Doe-

rffer is the only O.Q.A.A. com-

petitor in th line up although

both John Phillips and Glen

Mason have met R.M.C. before.

Gals

Weekend
By MAXWELL

This past weekend the Queen's

Varsity and Intermediate volley-

ball and basketball teams, the

hockey, badminton and gymn-

astics teams travelled to Mc -

Gill for a sports day. The teams

played two exhibition games

against McGiill and MaoDonald

College.

The Varsity VolleyhaE' team

defeated both McGM and Mac-

Donald and exhibited good play-

ing technique in both games.

Miss Holimego, coach from Mc-

Arttar College staff, has suc-

ceeded in training the girls well.

The intermediate team also won

both their games.

Coach Ann Turnbull was

'pleased" with the performance

of the VarsJty Basketball team.

The girls won over MacDonald

College by fifteen points but

lost to MeGill by four. Although

The Jock's Padre
By MURRAY ASPDEN

In cue you haven't heard, we have eight all-stars at Queen's -

that's a lot of stars. The bright gold of the football outfits will real-

tor sparkle now at the sports writers finally got around to scattering

a little star dust at Queen's. While we know the team really shone

as they fought their way to win the Cup, everyone will .now debate

the wisdom of toe selection. When the star dust landed on Don

Bayne, Doug Walker. Jim Turnbull, Keith Eamen, Heino Lilies,

Hick Van Buskirk, Bob Klimie. and Brian Parnega. the Jock's Padre

throws a tittle dust their way too.

The Jock's Padre would also throw some star dust on the rest of

the team. When I saw ithem practice for the first .time last Septem

her I was very impressed. Maybe it is unfair for me to compare

football praotice as I have seen while I was an undergraduate across

the river, but, ,1 was startled to see the more intelligent approach to

the game. Instead of the coaches standing over the guys in the

warmup, the captains lead. Where were the coaches? Having coffee

in the dressing room where I eventiialiy met them. Nowhere have I

seen this cool headed approach to the game .that coach TEndall and

his staff radiate to the team. While 1 soon learned that they have

the usual coaches' worries they encourage their charges with this

same spirited attitude - it comes out in the following instance -

one of the hamburgers commented before the Manitoba game "I

just can't wait until tomorrow's practice. Then we can go over the

Manitoba plays so the .regulars will have a chance to correct their

weak spots." Here the dedication of the team is raempliltied even in

the most inexperienced — the hamburger. Keep at it hamburgers—

the star dust might fall on you some year.

the team outshot the MeGill

squad, they had trouble sinking

the ball .The intermediate team

won both their games, exhibit-

ing the same level of perfor-

mance that won them the league

championship last year.

The hockey gals played good

games this weekend, defeating

MacDonald but losing to Mcffill.

Their performance was an im-

provement over last weeks in

Guelph.
Queen's badminton players

were defeated in seven of nine

matches. It is yet too early in

the training season to determine

if this will be any indication of

the team's performance in Var-

sity competition.

The gymnastic team did not

compete but attended a clinic.

Eat

Home-cooked

Food

Sunday Dec. 1 — 5:30

at CHALMERS — 50c

MacGHlivray-Brown Hall

216 Borrie St.

7:00—Donald Raffans, a re-

cent Queen's grad and a mis-

sionary to Brazil discusses

the Church's role in the ex-

plosive context of Latin

America.

"I'll Never Forget What's 'Isname', a sophisticated, sprightly, satiric

comedy is very much of today. It has been condemned by the Catholic

Office of Motion Pictures. The scene in question depends on what

you are looking for to determine what you are going to find. 'I'll

Never Forget What's 'Isname' is for the adults among usl"t— JUDITH CRIST, TODAY SHOW-NBC

Congratulations

All-stars

OCK-IT-TO-ME POWER!

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERNSERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

i^VE -iQt* 20-100 ^ED^.E

Visil Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING SHOPPING CENTRE

CarolWhite
Star of'POOR COW"-

HarryAndrews

'11 Never Forget
What's 'Isname

190 PRINCESS SHEET PHONE 5«-882«

WEEKDAYS
7:00 9:00

SAT. and SUN.
2:40 4:50 7:00 9:00

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555



WE NOW
DON'T HAVE
A RECTOR!!!

Time delay photo by Pakrul and Pipe

ALRIGHT ALREADY
SO WHAT ELSE

IS NEW?

Straight News
Rector Grattan OTeary will resign this week, AMS pres-

ident Dave Pakrul announced Saturday.

Pakrul and Pipe conferred with O'-Leary in Ottawa, Friday

afternoon and returned with a brief statement from him: "I

would serve no useful purpose by remaining as your rector.

My resignation will be forwarded through the appropriate

channels by the end of the week".

Students voted 4-1 In the November 6 plebiscite to ask

C'Leary to resign.

A new rector cannot be chosen until next fall because

of the regulations of the University Council, which governs

the rectorship, Pakrul said. He added that the AMS would

try to have an interim rector appointed to represent students

at the Board of Trustees meetings in January and May.

When the rectorship was vacant In the rail of 1967, then

AMS president George Carson asked to be seated on the board

as an interim rector. He was admitted to give the student

point of view on one issue only. -

Slanted News

Dave Pakrul and Andy Pipe decided to do things in. style

for announcing the O'heary resignation. First they issued a

preliminary statement Friday night calling a press conference

on O'Leary for ten-thirty Saturday morning, "in either the

AMS Office or the John Orr Room".

At ten-thirty Saturday, vice-president Pipe arrived at the

AMS Office and began running off a press release announc-

ing the new developments. They xoere eagerly scrabbled for

by the horde of two reporters, counting a photographer
,
who

showed up.

One of the Kingston radio stations called to ask for the text

of the statement. Pipe read it out, clause by mellifluous

clause. ... .

Then Pakrul arrived to answer questions. He answerea a

few. , .

Then Pakrul and Pipe took a formal pose for their press

photographs which would be transmitted to a waiting world.

When they concluded that nobody else was going to show

up Pipe called up the Whig-Standard and the other radio

station. Both consented to have the statement read to them.

Several of the dittoed statements were left

REDMOND II

• Impressions on Printing, P. 4

• No JOURNAL Friday

Watch for Tuesday's X-mas

Special

• EXAMS ARE HERE!
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(Slasaift^b Aba

FOR RENT
Looking for a room in Women's Re-

sidence 7 3 singles available. If Interest-

ed, call Lindn: 544-8343 or Elaine:

544-S341.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3

f:00 Movie — "Coaino Boyale". Dun-

ninK Auditorium. 60c

8:00 Student Wives Club Meetinu-

Science Clubrooms (above Tech.

Supplies)
10:00 Movie — "Casino Royule", Dun-

ning Auditorium. 60c

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4

7:00 "Peter & Pavln" — Kingston &
9:00 Film Society. Ellis Hail.

7:00 — Open Forum. Dunning Hall

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5

7:inJ Movie — "A Funny Thlnii Hap-

pened on the Way to Ihe Forum".

Dunning Auditorium. 50c

S:<I0 Queen's biological Society. Speii-

:.ei - Dr. H. O. West of KliH. on

Caixliophysiology. Bm. 11, Einl

Hall. Refreshments. Everyone

welcome.
B;DQ Introductory lecture on Meditu -

tion. Dunning Hull, Rth. 14.

S:15 Dunning Trust Lecture. "Higher
Education in the United Slates:

The Heat of Times. The Worst <.f

Times." <!rant Hell. Lecturer:

Clark Kerr. _
(i-OO Movie — "A Funny Thing Hun-

pened on the Way to the Forum".

Dunning Auditorium. 80c.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6

8:00 Graduate Formal, 401 Inn. $10.1

per couple.

8:30 Queen's Drama Guild — Two On
act plays. Convocation Hull.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7

1:30 "Curlew River" — The Little

Orchestra Society of New York.

Grant Hell. S3.S0 and S4.00.

8:30 Queen's Drama Guild — Two one-

act plays. Convocation Hall.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER

5:30 Student Supper at Macgillivrny

Brown Hull (corner Bnrrie an.

Earl) 50c

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9

7 :30 Community-Alienation-Revolution.
"Marcuse: One-dimensionnl Man'.
John Watson Hall. 5th floor

lounge,

LOST AND FOUND

To the person who 'found' my
black plastic cheque-book holder-c-im

wallet in my coat pocket: May I sug-

gest that you read Matthew VI 19-21.

Feel free to keep the money, but I

would appreciate the return of the ID

eavds etc. to Ernest Wiltshire, Rm.
SI3. Graduate Residence.

Curse of the Empty Future rests up-

on he who mpilasnatched my friendly

companion umbrella Thursday last in

the Union Cloakroom. To escape your
nemesis, return umbrella secretly to 120

Albert Street.

Lost: one survet textbook in Dupuis

Hall, Thursday, November 21. Please

contact Richard MncKenzie at the La-

Salle Hotel.

Mino Spy Camera with Case and

Light Meter. Only S50, Call Richard

Paton Uoom 013 Students Union.

544-7837.

Remington model 700 rifle in 243 cal.

2 through 9 diameter scope included.

Sling and recoil pad. Best offer.

Phone 548-8449 between 6 and 7.

"FANDANGO" Arts Formal. Tickets

on Sale Wednesday Thursday, and

Friday at the Union — 10:30 — l :30.

HELP WANTED
Check point operators needed for

.

tac snowball rally January 26. Any-

one wanting to check or wanting in-

formation call Mel! Hazell 542-9803.

All first and second team rugger
players — the team pictures are
7:30 Tuesday in the Gym.

Would the beautiful girl with the

long dark hair and a crummy aim

with whom I walked up Albert Street

on Tuesday niftht please Identify her-

self at 544-7047.

Will the female Geologist (who

knows about O levels) from Renes

party please contact Ron (the English-

mfln ( at Extension 112. I want to

know why you are grateful to Blolo-

Queen's Drama Guild presents

TWO ONE-ACT PLAYS

"Fragments"

"A Change"

b\ MumiT Schiagal

by Keith Borland

Friday and Saturday, December 6 and 7

Convocation Hall, 8:30 Admission 50<

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALL GARNETS ARE RED!

A. False. Garnets, tike many other gemstones of the

same mineral family, may occur in more than 000

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet Is a violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian era,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamond*

and pearls, and best of all, is quite reasonable in price.

MEMBER AMIWCAH GEM JoQtTf

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
1GB PrincesB St

6-2261 Kingston, Ontario

In accordance with Her Majesty
Queen Victoria's retrulation MFFD-001,
the PMC of the 17Sth DSLI 0>M has
decided to expand the living quarters
of Lt. Dave. In order to earn hia
viva, he must prove himself on a
lamer parade square or flrintc range.
Mattress must be capable of accom-
modating full firing party of 2 per-
sons and 8 inch breech loader. Per-
son knowing whereabouts of suitable,
cheap proving ground (i.e. 'bed', you
duds) please phone 546-2026.

gists.

You $e\

Ki^Wt s Wirt

the fu'«t timfi

a"f Pfizer 1
*.

109 Princess St.

A.M.S. Supports S.F.U.

The A.M.S. passed a C.U.S.

Resolution Tuesday night con-

densing the police action at Simon

Fraser University and expres-

sing solidarity with the students

arrested last Friday.

Speaking in support of the res-

olution, A. M.S. communications

chairman Ross McGregor said

that there were events occurring

in other Canadian universities

and that the A, M.S. should not

bury its head in the sand. "It's

time to take a stand, pro or con"
Executive member Al Maloney

called the police action an "in-

fringement of academic free-

dom".

ifts may rwf lo£ life an
adventuresome sport*

£ut may we assure uou
ihal &e is a ictunitess

UutiKeite fins ded&eoitot

if sporlsxiahsHip fas

lis limitations, tfeti one

is well advised to use

tie siteafy bxk of our

..,,_/ fries on ift£ fielmel-

ani pollers Me. yroBletn

of such /teatjearfor
the m66Uic s-porfr

ifyzu can't lick
l
em —

play canarta wiM tfiem.

alv! the trials and
tribulations of sport;
every morning our

fluffy friend -would,

ftieet up with, a chap
on the same model
of Honda as hers,
and they Would SV

'

an impromptu, dr.

to campus, she
could always recog
nize- him by his
flashyHue helmetr
wittCthe MtfM on
the tent-,

erne day she hopped
into the Catnpusbatik,

to talk, over ft

supercharcferloan- ,

too*- 1>™Q fek6 c-t
her adversary cues
and -for always.

We must admit that
she was surprised to

find, that famous
Hue helmet perched
iautitilyontfie top

antleri£ the mana
g>r's coat tree!

"Iwant a loan to
luyasupsroharger
totaKejpuou.t~»
She mumbled .*{p

^efT^e
leen. considering the

same thing
admitted. Sheepishly.

Well—our banfc ,

doesn't cdmus lend
money, for fnstance,
we know two people
who've sublimated
their competitive
ids to twice-weswy
canasta louts.

princess and barrie streets
p.p.VrafcMk, manager

open 930-5 Monday to ihursday. 930-6 foday

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
~7~
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Everybody thinks campus politicians are too
self-important, but nobody knows why. Surely even
the most sophisticated student wheeler-dealer must
realize that expending his talents on the vital issues

facing the Alma Mater Society is, to some ex-
tent, a waste of time.

But you have only to watch these statesmen
in action at an AMS meeting to know the answers.

For every piece of actual progress made, there are
three points of order, four roars of laughter, six

pompus speeches, seven irrelevant remarks, nine-

cigarette butts, and a hundred and forty-two little

secret notes.

Nobody really knows what these missives say.

The writers and recipients, of course, try to indi-

cate that they consist of urgent political business,

and that the fate of responsible student govern-

ment hangs in the balance every time the report

of the Town and Gown Committee is shoved down
the table with ball-point hen-scratchirigs around its

edge. This is not so. Some of them concern the

lack of eloquence, intelligence and sanity of wrx>

ever is speaking; others invite legislators of the

feminine gender for coffee afterwards. A few actual-

ly are relevant to the issue being discussed.

But those notes—written on edges of
pieces of notebook paper, cigarette packages, any-
thing handy — are what makes life worth living
for AMS executive members. Legislation may be
in their minds, oratory in their lungs, and the
crack of the gavel in their ears, but little notes
and messages are in their hearts.

You have to play some kind of game around
here, or you'll go crazy. The first snowfall turns
everybody into kids for a while; usually people
don't expect it, and they dash, speckled in white,
from class to class, grinning at people they've
never noticed before and tossing half-packed snow-
balls at everyone they know.

This is really what Snowball is for, of course.

It's enough fun in January — if it took place right

after the year's first snowfall, the hilarity would
carry right through to Christmas and the hang-

overs long into January.

Everybody wants to act like a kid sornetirnes

(sometimes, without any apparent reason at all),

but it happens most of all when people get tense.

Christmas exams are on the horizon, term papers

are due, and the tension is mounting. There's

bound to be a desparate snow-artillery assault on

fag Spuinnnb
Victoria Hall soon—kind of an ice-encrusted party

raid. Maybe it has sexual overtones.

What this place needs is a few real kids acting

their age. You can walk down Union Street and see

a fat two-year-old toddling through the first snow

it can remember, gurgling to its impatient mother,

but when you turn onto University Avenue sud-

denly everybody is grown-up, solemn and serious.

Until, suddenly, he picks up a snowball and

the kid in him comes through. It happens to be

fun to throw snowballs — especially if you're a

good shot — and even university students like to

play now and again. But it all has a frantic, arti-

ficial quality. The sombre reality of labs, exams and

reviews is too close to the surface this time of

year.

Queen's should have a nursery somewhere,

Carleton University has a nursery which provides

a place students can leave their children for a day;

it also helps train psycholigists and teachers. If

there were a nursery like that, with children wadd-

ling about Kingston Hall and playing fierce tag

down the corridors of IXmning, people would rea-

lize how close play is to the essential nature of

the human animal. They could, in fact, throw

snowballs with a perfectly clear conscience.

CHICKENMAN BATTLES COMMON COLD

Chickenman, disguised above as Peter Lance field, mild mannered pre-medical student, has been

working in his secret Chicken-lab, disguised as GG 13, in his secret Chicken-cave, cleverly disguised

as Gordon Hall. The white, winged, weekend warrior is close to completing his work, a cure for the

curnmon cold. Chickenman will call his invention "Chicken-soup", and he has been heard to say

that it is his own personal power-play against CONTAC,

"CHICKENMAN I He's everywhere, he's everywhere" I

TRICOLOR '68

Can be picked up with tickets

at the A.M.S. office

LONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student order,

at student rate,

CALL 546-6517

DUNNING HALL MOVIES

Tuesday Dec. 3rd: Casino Royale

Thursday Dec. 5th: A Funny Thing Happened

on the Way to the Forum

7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

SOTO'S
CHOP SUEY

156 DMsien ».

Foil course meet ser-

ved daily. Reasonable

price, meal ticket avail-

able. Special T - Bone

steak. $1-25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10* off.

Call 542-7431

TORONTO SIT-IN

TORONTO (CUPMMverslty of Toronto students have
threatened a sit-in Wednesday unless the university re-
veals a document on long-range university planning.

More then 500 students voted (or the sit-in at a general
meeting Friday.

The students want the brief made public, and discussion

of the brief by the seven students and seven professors

on the president's council.

UPTIGHT
When do I get my money back from opting out of

the health plan?
If you pattd your fees before October 1, you should have

received a $9.60 refund by mow. If it hasn't come, call the
the aiccunlanl's cff.ce. 546-3871, extension 217. U you
paid your feels -after October 1. the refund should be along
wilbhin a few days.

Who owns the lockers in Kingston Hall?

Nobody, according ito the French department", and you're

welcome to claim one for your very own.

Where can I get a Tricolor '69?

You can place an order in the Tricolor office in the base-

menlt of Che Union; it costs $6 (the book, not the ofifice).

If they're closed try the Journal office across the haU. Wc
seLI them too.

Can I use the COTC lounge In the Union?

Yes; it's not reserved for miQiitary people any more,

since JJhe military types moved out last spring. It's open to

anybody, it Jias a television set, and it also hais tihe wildest

mural on campus.

Disturbed by Half-Realized Intellectual Apprehensions?

. . . Sure I know why 1

came to University. I'm

here to . . . well . . . to . . .

to . . . to . .

.

Wed., Dec. 4

7-10 p.m.

Dunning Hall

The A.S.U.S. Formal

Friday, Jan. 17, 1969

Formal Dress

FANDANGO
Frank Bogart's Orchestra

TICKETS ($12.00 EACH) ON SALE AFTER CHRISTMAS

At The

Holiday Inn

10-3 a.m.

Dinner served at midnight
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Eastern Ontario's Foremost Printers

275 ONTARIO ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

VAN'S
Gift and Smoke Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and

Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes

Open 7 days

.(DHL Sponsor

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose lea} suppHes, pens, and

Queen's pennants,

A funny thing

happened in the

Peruvian

jungle

Some years ago,

an adventurous

individual from

The Coca-Cola

Company pushed
his way a hundred and fifty miles into

the jungle outside Lima, Peru. His

mission, for promotional purposes,

was to introduce Coca-Cola to

the primitive Indians.

Deep in the bush, he flushed

a likely-looking woman, and,

through his interpreter,

explained his errand, where-
upon the woman reached
into a sack she was carry-

ing and neatly plucked
forth a bottle of Coke,
and offered him a swig.

Strange to think that,

even in the depths of

the Peruvian jungle,

things go better with
the taste of Coke.

Both Coca-Cola and Coke are teaistered trade marks
which identify only the ptoduct ot Coca-Cola Ltd.

I
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Printing has always fascinated me since I first learned how.

So when the managing editor finally consented to let me watch

the Queen's Journal go to press, I felt just like a kid again. It's

been years since I wet my bed. I mean it was really exciting.

The printer for the Journal operates out of Gananoque. That's

right-Gananoque. G-A-N-A-N-O-Q-U-E. . . . .the place that's

twenty miles east of here. Our printer is twenty miles away!

Walking was out of the question.

We got a car and drove to Gananoque. Just off the main
street was the printer's shop. We went in. My heart was in my
throat "Is this the place," I whispered, nearly choking on the

heart in my throat. "Yes".
Inside the activity reminded me of Santa's workshop. All sorts

of workmen were slavering as they slaved over racks of letters

on typeface, while still more men were sitting at benches carv-

ing letters out of wood. The floor was covered with shavings,

slaverings and slavlngs, from wood and workmen alike.

You may have noticed that occasionally the print Is blurred on
the pages as you read the Journal. This Is the result of the slivers

which should be sanded or brushed off before inking the type-

faces. This problem could be alleviated by carving the letters out
of oak rather than cedar. But this printing Innovation is a little

advanced.

I met the owner, shook his hand and exchanged cordialities. 1

Then I wandered about the shop and admired the machines. Two
of his more recent acquisitions Interested me In particular. One
was completely circular and rolled. When I asked the operator

By BILL

what it was, he told me that it was called a *K *V' I

repeated. "Yes, a wheel", he affirmed. "A w*

letting my tongue play with his new, strange

The other machine involved a long board W*Wock

of wood. Frankly I was baffled. A passing

told me the name of this device. "A leverl

pressed. I'd heard of them. . .well. . f
has

heard of levers. But here was one right beiw

touched it. Next week I'm getting to watch it

»

Then I went through a low door and up 8

even bigger room. This was where the Pre
*

more impressive apparatus I've never vlewe
1

,

hr
«b

so big it takes about fifty men to operate It. ^J^'d
letters , together to form the lines of print

pulled under them they press the lines into

co-operation with the inkers, who use ions

li.ne.

swab ink onto the lines of letters as the s

over their heads ready to print another

culate in print shops about what happens

centratlon is broken. But when everything v

poetry in motion-something like watching

automobile engine for a few days.

I have noticed that there are no *aflhr*J

cannot leave their positions while the 'P1*

One of the men boldly revealed how this *

term, 'yellow journalism*.

m
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A happier Journal coming from a contented staffl

Ridiculous.

Return to the intellectual innocence of the garden of

Eden?

What?
A visit to the Journal office a "refreshing break"?

Absurd!I

Willie M. had gotten what he wanted a few weeks ago

when the AMS Committee for the Preservation of Insta-

bility in Journalism backed up last year's choice of

Day's pink slant over Parr's yellow with Martin's

creative mindlessness over the Mable-Maskell cor-

porate structure.

So he quickly declared a Golden Age, with "no sad-

ness," "better editorials," "less bias" ss a result of

fewer Ideas and a features policy brilliantly summed

with the catchy phrase "the pen Is mightier than the

hatchet."

I feared for sweet William. After acknowledging the

crowds upon his appointment and quietly rising into the

air, sooner or later he would have to alight in his garden.

There was no question in my mind he would find it turned

wash1
"00

,

' ttien into a swamp.
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"Hon,

"the So I waited and worried. But after watching the issues

come out full of such brilliance as the stunning expose

of perverted trees on campus, I began to wonder, only

a contented staff could accomplish such phenomena, Heo

the Phantom and Prince of Light actually done the Im-

possible? I had to find out

I walked down the hall towards the office with ap-

prehension. What was I to find?

But as I walked through the Golden door, resplendent

with a beautiful, hand created sign marking the entrance

to the home of the Golden Age Bl-Weekly Clarion and

Bugle, I was overwhelmed by a strange sensation, as if

floating. I felt so happy, so contented, as If In a state

of euphoria or nervana.

AE faces bore smiles. "John, how wonderful to see

you" was the reaction of all to my presence. No snarls

from behind clacking typewriters. No shouting. No

epithets hurled amongst the staffers. All was peace.

I passed through the newsroom. Here were 18 (count

•em. 181) topless, go-go typists of overwhelming beauty

and innocence, sweetly and efficiently producing copy

while News Editor Blnkley and Simpson lay on down

comforters as nymphs fed them grapes.

What's that? Deutch expels entire student body?

Mmmm. See that that story gets assigned, won't you

Jeff?

Yes Alex, I will do that.

And then the Sports-Weekend Office. HertTwas Cathy

Acton entertaining a very contented Sports staff, which

was casually creating happy game stories for Queen s

athletic teams, all of which, to my surprise, were un-

defeated.

What? Hockey team lost to Laval 11 3? No, No,

aJTW-t * in a Golden Age. How about this.
.

Crt.

Win Streak A. Douglas Record. Shutout

By JOHN MABLE

It was beginning to dawn on me. This wasn't merely

the Garden of Eden. As I gently rode a fluffy cloud

down the nail past the Arts desk, past the business

office, and towards the Edltorlum, my suspicions were

confirmed. i .

Great multitudes of the heavenly host broke Into joy-

ous chorus as the sliver gates parted and I found my-

self In His presence.

Graciously permitting me to rise after kissing Ms

feet only 743 times, He spoke to me.

John, my son, we had not expected you so soon.

Well, gosh, BUI, I didn't even know you had opened.

Nice place ya got here.

Hmmmm. Tell me, my son, would you write features

(or us? No Golden Age would be complete without much

gifted prose. Could you talk to my associate, John, the

Prince of Light? Please?

Yeah, well sure BUL Oh, I guess I could write a t«w

football stories or something. I mean I used to do that

kind of thing. Say, you havent got any Goldan Gaels

around here, have you?

Stop looking over your shoulder my sen. This is tm

Journal Office, not the Coffee Shop.

What? Sure had me fooled. I thought . .

And He smiled. Yes, my son, I understand. MBff

people are similarly confused. They just dont uoeer-

84

M l went off In search of the Prince of Light, taari

came to my eyes. I had never dreamed thatanawi-

paper could be run this way.
,„

How lucky I was not to have been chosen as editor.
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WE GET LETTERS

LET THEM EAT CAKE
Well, there if goes. Another week and nothing r.oS

happened on this campus. Nothing, I say, noting

Nothing. Not one thing. Nothing. Ever try ,o make a

relevant comment on nothing. It's noi easy. Even the

AMS has trouble. Nothing. There is nothing to say-

Here's a recipe for chili which sounds preity good:

Vi onion finely chopped (against tr.« gram)

2 cans tomato soup
2 cans kidney beans

1 can drained whole mushroor

2 teaspoons chili powder
1-lb. ground beef

Simmer onions until soft and drain. Aad to mush-

rooms and ground beef and simmer until cooked. Com-

bine wiih kidney beans, soup and chili powder and

simmer for 15 minutes, (serves about ten)

Probably The problem is tnat everybody is pre-

occupied with exams and late essays. Usually some-

thing is happening around Queen's. But right now

nothing is happening. Nothing. I've said that. Here s

an absolutely wizard recipe for lemon lofif:

1 cup sugar

V2 cup shortening

2 eggs
Cream I he above, then add:

1 V2 cups flour

V2 teaspoon baking powder

V2 teaspoon salt

Vi cup milk

Vi cup walnuts, chopped
grated rind of one lemon

Bake for one hour at 325" in a lightly greased

loaf pan. When you fake it out of the oven you

may serve "A iip the following sa.uce:

Va cud sugar
juice cf the lemon
Consume ; mmer|iar°ly w : 'h butter

Well ihat's that for this weeK. You may have

noticed that we are not publishing Friday. Perhaps

you now have an inkling why. But be of good cheer,

the lasi issue of the Journal for this term will come

out Tuesday, December 10, and it should be fairly mind-

less. Christmas corner, but onro a year.

Good Fences

To the Editor:

1 ' Good fences make good neigh-

bours" is the type of philosophy

which many people here at

Queen's, students and staff, have

been striving to overcome for

many years. Now, at this point

in time when so much headway

is being made in the attempt

to enable students to have an

adequate voice in the running of

the university (eg. the opening

of the Senate to students), it is

a little disheartening, for those

who have worked so hard to see

the utter lack of response and

participation by students in a
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very important and worthwhile

committee.

I refer to the Principle's Com-
mittee on Teaching and Learn-

ing. Twice now open meetings

have been held at which barely

two or three students have been

in attendance. Can it be that

those "activists*' on campus who

are interested in university re-

form think they know every-

thing about the running of higher

institutions? Maybe. But I think

the greatest drawback to part-

icipation is the feeling that this

committee will turn out to be

a "rubber stamp" for the ad-

ministration. Perhaps it will and

perhaps it won't, but it is not

our business to prejudge any-

one. From attending meetings my
impression is anything butthatof

a "rubber stamp"-but I could be

wrong. What I am arguing for Is

the necessity of breaking down

the "fences" which seem to be

surrounding this committee, to

give it a chance to prove or dis-

prove its seemingly willingness

to achieve something better than

we have today. Is there so much

distrust of "the. older gener-

ation" that we must deny It this

simple courtesy?

RUDY KOHUT

A Golden Age Declared

To the Editor:

Alas!! "A Poke in the Eye"

has escalated into a Stab in the

Back,

At a time when this campus

is seething with ideas for change,

when students are articulating

their grievances in the Journal

in order to reach a wider public,

you and your minions have

decided to put an end to all that.

From now on it will be "gou-

lash and ballet". Everything will

be done to lull Cerberus to sleep,

to quiet the growing student dis-

content which is justly harrying

the Administration, CThe subject

matter of the Journal already

bears ample proof of this ac-

cusation.)

I strongly feel that you have

adopted this policy of content-

ment-whatever that is-in order

to ingratiate yourselves into the

good graces of the administration

which hankers after the status

quo ante..., for a return to the

Golden Age when students were

sheep not "Niggers".

Shame on this age and its

principles!!!

ROMEO DON INNES

P.S, You can manage this also.

Ed Note: — Poo Poo

Who Is At Fault?

Dear Editor:

When is the newly proclaimed .

Golden Age going to find its way

into the offices of the Queen's

Journal? Or perhaps into the

work-shop of Us printer.

Who is at fault? The last two

issues were rotten. Look at the

pictures in last Tuesday's issue.

At least try to. Were they all

over-exposed when they were

given to the printer or is he

simply a simple garbaginous

printer?

Is he the one who consistently

runs one word into the next?

Surely you are not required by

your contract to pay for all the

muffs which find their way Into

your paper.

I can remember the day when

the Journal was technically an

excellent paper. That day has long

passed. Why didyou change
printers? Perhaps to save

money? Perhaps for the con-

venience of having it done in

Gananoque?

I do hope things will im-

prove. Nothing should be this

rotten in the Golden Age.

WILLIAM WATER, Arts '68

Ed Note: —r We think he's an

excellent printer.

This is an M & M Enterprise in Week Two of the Golden Age.
Where is the copy, where & the copy, where is the managing
editor ? This week's 'bull and bullion from Ted, who had to

get up earty; Aleviia, who vo'lamCee-red; the Thug, and his red
pen: Marg, who is pretty and patient; George, who got cut
shaving; Brendai, who cut him and others; Patty, who works
damn hard; Psul whom we really Ciove; John, whom Paul loves,

Arle'igh who Us delightful, naughty Nancy; John our senior
statesman); Margo, who looks seventeen; amd wonderful Lorraine.
And the Sports Page Was REAL good. (-Our love to Marte; get
well soon.) Things are pretty slow here; it's exam week. See
you Ttex't Tuetsdary. we need letters
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Miracle Play to Music
By DOUG GERWIN

The Little Orchestra Society of New York,

led by Thomas Scherman, will present the only

Canadian performance of Benjamin Britten's

"Curlew River" In Grant Hall next Saturday

evening at 8:30, as part of the Grant Hall con-

cert series.

Curlew River, a modern version of a me-

dieval Miracle Play, set to music, is usually per-

formed only In churches or In halls without

a stage. The production Is designed to give

the Impression of a performance by a religious

order. The actor-singers, dressed as monks, don

Japanese masks and additional costuming on

stage before the play begins; during the play,

the singers are accompanied by a seven-piece

orchestra, which Is also on stage. At the end

of the play, the monks remove their masks and

exit into the audience, singing a hymn.

The story of Curlew River centers around

a river crossing, (usually symbolic of the soul's

passage through death into the after life). A

ferryman, preparing to take a group of pilgrims

across the Curlew river to a shrine, refuses to

take on a madwoman who is searching for her

lost child, unless she amuses the pilgrims with

a ballad. The madwoman's bid for a seat is

successful, and the company sets out on the

perilous river crossing. During the voyage, the

ferryman recounts the story of an ill child who

died on the far side of the river, and in death

became a saint, whose spirit could perform mir-

acles. The madwoman recognizes this saint to

be her child, and upon arrival at the far shore

she throws herself at the child's tomb. A vision

of her child appears, and the madwoman regains

her sanity when the voice of the Spirit prom-

ises her that they will "meet again in heaven".

An American reviewer has said of this per-

formance, "Curlew River Is something which

is experienced, rather than heard and seen, and

once experienced is never forgotten". The ac-

tual story, then. Is only a most sketchy out-

line of the contest of this production.

The 37-member troupe, composed entirely of

boys and men, was founded 21 years ago by

Thomas Scherman, an accomplished pianist and

organist, who has also been the guest conduc-

tor of orchestras in eight European countries

and at the New York Lincoln Center. Mr.

Scherman, 51, founded the Little Orchestra So-

ciety In order to be able to perform many

pieces written for only small ensembles which,

due to the lack of small groups today, are not

often performed.

The four performing soloists are all well

known as opera and concert artists; three of

them have also performed on television or on

Broadway. The four soloists will be accom-

panied by an eight man chorus.

Curlew River, which takes an hour and 20

minutes, \s being presented in accordance with

the Grant Hall Series' design of bringing new

and unusual artists and groups to Queen's.

Curlew River certainly promises to offer an

unusual evening.

Tickets are $3.50 and $4.00 for students, and

are available at the Division of Concerts In the

Old Arts Building.

Grease paint, cold cream,

butterflies, and bathrooms

By BRENDA MAYBEE

Up go Hhe light®, out swells the music and on come the actors and

actresses. The spell of the stage is cast. For "the audience the play

has begun'. But for 'the actors, Ifhis is the end. product of monrtlhs of

work.
How many hours are spent in stuffy rooms wilth scripts and

vile tempers, rehearsing and arguing and beseedung others for

Bheilr silence and attention! How many gallons of coffee and other

liquid refreshment are comsumied, bow many pizzas and donuts and

sandwiches ! How many nerves are fraught as production taime ap-

proaches and progress seems to have stood 3tM.

Yet always sftieer despair and perhaps even panic manages tto

collect everyone's wits and talents into reasonably satisfactory or-

der just in tome, and ontce again the show goes on.

The opening night arrives, accompanied, not surprisingly, wiltih

the usual symptoms of nervousness which reveal lihemselves with

great variety in their victims. Girts who normally seemed very

well contained become delightfully giddy. Thfls gives the fellows a

real Bft, for whaltever they say can induce gales of laughter a-

mongst the females. On the ottfher harid, there are those who seem

to close up like claims and (become very quiet Some people get

stek 'to the stomach—the old butterflies 'I used to always get I

don't get ajiything as satisfactory as this any more—the only ap-

pearance of stress I get is having to go to the bathroom all the

time. This can be quite disconcerting just before you have to run on

stage and act happy and content. Quite disceucerting.

Costumes and makeup are the real indicators that snow-tnime has

arrived What appears to the audience as rich suede 'leather or

heavy velvet is usually sack cloth or samdOar rags. It is always a re-

-lief to the treasurer to know tint the price of sack cldbh produces

the look of suede-would that it were afflways so !
And so, bedecked

fat satins of cheap cotton and gold armour plate of tin and ermtae

furs of cotton wool, the company follows the assembly line 'towards

a new face. The air is perfumed with cold cream, the taMe is clut-

tered with the pots and jars from which the perfume comes, plus

heaps of crumpled toilet paper and scattered bobby puis, stocks of

grease paint and lipstick and eye shadow. ^
The -transformation begins. Pasty white faces become swarthy

and dark. Orange grease paint rs massaged into the skin by heavy

-hands-kneading into the very roots of the 'hair, around the bacn at

the neck—even on ears. A lot of it turns up in intentional places

like on white costume collars But by -hit or by miss, everyone

turns out looking like underdone lobster.

The eye makeup is a source of real amusementnfelilows get an

exaggerated salmple of every woman's daily ritual before the vamty

mirror-right down to mascara. It's incredible the beautafuljam--

oles of long curly male lashes that go unseen and uniadmared on

every street corner, and only come to their own on such rare

occasions as these. Ruby lipped, rosy cheeked, darkeyed and beauti-

fuTttw fellows are next patted with a powder puff to keep off the

shine and emerge, embarrassed, but relieved, to .await zero hour

And ft comes at last Flrom behind the curtains one o«i hear

the muffled voiices of the audience. Hearts beat faster, pate

sweat I have to go to the bathroom. Agitated whjspejs (and g*g-

ETles The lights dim. The voices die down. The play begins.

-Being oTstage is like suddenly becoming two persons at once

There is .the irSde being that is noting such things as "book at all

U««ople* Sftly God is that Judy ?" 'I think I'm going to cough."

"1 hK?to go .to tine bathroom." And all the while the outer being

is Sg wSds or singing songs and presenting to the audience a

comSw ficititious character come to life. To surrender that con-

vSoTial inner self to the outer being is to be a real actor.

%rt I°usW end up wishing I could go to the bathroom.

FENCING TOURNAMENT

Queen's « Oltowo University

Fridoy. Main Gym, 7:00-9:00 p.m.

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess St Clergy Sis.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A., Minister

Director cf Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Wcrsfcp

7:00 p.m. Evening Wcrship

7-30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 f>.m.

Bible Study in the Chape!

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

THE FUTURE

OF EDUCATION

Dr. Clark Kerr, president of the University of

California during the student uprisings at the Berke-

ley campus in 1965, will deliver the sixth in the

Dunning Trust Lecture Series in Grant Hall, Queen's

University, at 8.15 p.m. on Thursday, December 5.

Dr. Kerr, who is presently chairman of the Commis-

sion on the Future of Higher Education, established

by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching, will deliver a lecture entitled "Higher

Education in the United States: The Best of Times,

the Worst of Times".

Dunning Trust lecture Series

TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN CANADA
until December 6

N.E. Thing Co. and Saxe

until December 8

both exhibitions organized by the Notional Galtenj of Canada

AT THE ART CENTRE

\^<JJn<ten-Photo Co.
— 229 PRINCESS STREET

/ i v

220 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

546-7676

Cameras, Lenses, Projectors,

Tape Recorders, Radios,

All popular makes Widest selection

College Relations Director

c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008

Please sendme
a Sheraton Student
LDlsoIcan saveup
to20% on
Sheraton rooms.

Name—
Address
Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in advance

(based on availability) for Fri., Sat, Sun. nights, Rl"s Thanks-

giving (Nov. 27-Oec. 1), Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July

through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer

student rates during other periods sub|ect to availability at time

of check-in and may be requested.

SheratonHotels &Motor Inns (§)
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. A^or^We^ervtC^I itt^ — — — J
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Gaels Gagged
By BRUCE McLEOD

Saturday afternoon, a small

number of fans watched in stun-

ned silence as the hockey Gaels

absorbed an 11-3 shellacking at

the hands (and skates and should

ers) of the Laval Rouge et Or.

A bare bones description would

not be a fair account of a game

in which nothing seemed to go

right for the frustrated Gaels.

Queen's scored after only 30 sec-

onds of play when Murray Doug-

las deflected a shot by Bob

Thompson from the point, only to

find themselves behind 2-1 32 sec-

onds later. After this, the two

teams settled down to a tight-

checking game that didn't yield

a goal until early in the second

period, when Laval scored. Later

in the period, after Laval had

scored again, the Gaels scored

two goals in quick succession to

pull within one goal again. Mur-

:

ray Douglas got the first after

digging the puck away from three

Laval players ,and Greg Clark

got the other on what can only

be described as a hockey version

of the sleeper play, as the entire

Laval team was caught up ice.

It looked as though the Gaels

were on the way, when Laval

scored two goals just as quickly.

On both these goals, there seem-

ed to be some doubt as to the

part the Laval players around

Norm Douglas played, but the

referee claimed to see nothing,

and after this, the deflated Gaels

were never in the game.

The frustrations began betore

the game, however, with the loss

of three defencemen to a rash of

injuries that has plagued the

Gaels. Mike Wright, with a pull-

ed groin muscle, was the latest,

over the Ottawa weekend, which

also saw Rod McGillis break his

thumb. John Quayle, out since

Nov. 5 with a pulled muscle, was

back to bolster the defence, and

for two periods was one of the

few authoritative hitters for

Queen's. But he had to retire

after the second period with flu

symptoms, and this weakened the

Gaels' defence further.

Goalie Norm Douglas had a

particularly bad afternoon. Both-

ered by faulty skates and the at-

tention of the Laval players

around his crease, he finally lost

his temper early in the third

period, and was ejected from the

game for fighting with a forward

he claimed had speared him.

Pete Rutherford came in to play

the rest of the game, and let in

four goals, but he could scarcely

be faulted on any of them. As

frustration set in, the game got

rougher .and another fight and

several minor penalties intersper-

sed toe final Laval goals. A total

of 30 minutes in penalties plus

four game misconducts were

handed out in the third period

alone. Admirable restraint was

shown by the Queen's fans in the

stands, as the members of the

Laval basketball team did not try

to contain their expressions of

I do not intend merely to make

excuses for the Gaels for a gen-

erally poor performance, or to

cry down the accomplishments of

the Laval team. There was little

doubt, on the afternoon's play,

that Queen's was beaten by a

better team. Laval has a big.

rast-breaking, hard-checking team

with lots of talent, and they could

well go all the way to the finals.

But Laval isn't 8 goals better

than the Gaels, and next term the

team will be out to prove it. As

long as we don't lose any de-

fencemen on the ski slopes over

the Christmas vacation.

The Gaels have two exhibition

games before their term ends,

both this week. Tomonrow night,

they travel to Potsdam, N.Y., to

play Clarkson College. The game

is an annual challenge. Next Sat-

urday, they play the former Gaels

in the second annual Old Boys'

game.

Three for Arts 69

Doug Lamb and Tom Wright, of logy is working on this, with sta

Arts '70, advanced to the semi- out of their necessary tensig-

finals of paoVlleball. They will natures. The rest of you-start

meet the winner of second seeded signing up.

Al McLean-Bill Hewlett of Arts
,7Q ils lead

and Dave Browne-Joe JanoU ^ PHE re-

el Sc. '70. Paddleball fmals are
second

scheduled for Wednesday night.
,% ^ ^ ^

In softball, MacArthur came up
>n fa ^ ^^^

with a 5-1 win the first game of^ ^ &^ ^ ^
the total point senes and then ^
hung on to win by a total of 5-1

over PHE. Science '70

Bowling finals went as expect- Phys. Ed. ,

ed, as Arts '69 snowed Sc. '70 Arts '70 " " SSI
for a total margin of 1093 pins, Science '71 ._ 20964

for their third straight champion- Science '72 15273

ghip Commerce - 14825

Sc. '70 won the wrestling tour- Arts

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Bocks — Stotioiwrj

K. & W. BOOKS
Borne Near Princess

\ 546-2746

narnent, just beating out Sc. '71, Arts '71

eight points to seven. Individual Post Grads

winners for Sc. '70 were Tom MacArthur

Stales in 130 lb., and G. Watson Science '69

in the 177 lb. class. Law

Three years have full participa- Arts '72

tion in tadrninton, which starts Theology

after Christmas. Science '70. Law 2 & 3 ..

PHE, and MacArthur have all Medicine ......

filled their quota. Even Theo-Pre Meds

12076

12016

9887

9183

8555

7416

4510

3103

CLARK
Rookie Pete Evans sinks another

Queen's basketball Gaels swept to a 95-30 victory last Saturday

over Laval University. Led by the scoring of Ron Walsh and Paul

Howard 6' 5" rookie centre, the team kept Laval to a 40-20 score

at the hall. In the second half, the team scored and checked con*

sistently driving tihe score to 90-22 before 'the second string team

took over in the last 314 minutes. The seconds played well and al-

lowed Laval only 8 points.

At press time, the team was preparing to meet Uti'ca, College on

Monday and on Wednesday. Clarkson College in Potsdam, New
York.

Rugger Meeting

Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

111) rrhcm St.

Mi. 2 Ihy Wot

Dial X#U3

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS - CHIO(EN

& TAVERN
we Can serve from 20-6OO people

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

The annual general meeting is

the time when all outstanding

contributions to Queen's rugger

are honoured. To thank Gavin

(Ulcers) Reid for his time, de-

sire, and ability in leading us to

Toronto the G. J. REED trophy,

named in his honour, will be pre-

sented to the most improved rug-

ger player. Gavin also (received

a game ball autographed by the

team. Beer mugs were presented

to Ron Easteal as the most valu-

able player, Fraser Berrill as the

rookie of the year, and to cap-

tain Mike Dollack and vice-cap-

tain Bryon Currah tor leading the

first team. A new executive of

Steve Shelley captain. Rich

Thomas vice-captain, Mac Gervan

manager, Warren Smith secre-

tary-treasurer, Tom Mahinney so-

cial convener and Tom Beckett

publicity were elected. The team

presented itself with a keg of

brew.

Fencers Win First

By BJERSTEDT

Tuesday evening, a ruine-man fencing team met a HMC
team defeating them seventeen bouts to ten.

A strong foil team composed of Jim Amundrud, Lome Gar-

ter anid Peter Clarkson won eight of their nine bouts. Queen s

will do well in foil! this year. .
.

.

In epee, we managed a five-four victory, despite the fact

that two of the team members normally fence foil, epee being

their second weapon. All in all, the epee team is improved

this year and we can- expeot an even better performance next

t6

«MC won five of the nine sabre bouts. Since KMC has most

of its fencing slrength in saibre, and our team is relatively

new to the game, these results are not had. We should more

than break even in Sabre as ithe fencing season progresses.

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING SHOPPING CENTRE

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 5461111
_ FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE]
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WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11

(tUaaatfifi. A&a
Kieirslor, Film Sorietr "Kerner-

ensehafl". Ellis Hall.

LOST

Bell-ved <• be left '» Of*JJ,"

eE84.

See. at ««»
Would ft. person »>"

Mac* attache case In the rn.n s

™S To.W" Boll (floo«rai>hj)

2.UV.7T to ft. c»r»h,
flea.

FRIDAY, DEC. 13

WANTED

OuM. pleesaiu I«r.ele •<";

a.M, rreterablr ftl«l .'ff-'.VS

n .p.rtmeot of ae amiable

Sf.r°rS-7 1'» ftW-,r .VraWjg;
p.r,t la 111.00 per week (not Jnciua.

Jil") . J.nnlLr Cam*." .t S«-

•llfi.

Check point operators r,o.ied <«'
<J»

soo-rball^llr J.. M;
log to cheek ot weatlne Information

.ill Kill Hasall M2-«»>.

1 used acoustic WIU p»
125 00 dspsndlni on condition, fnon.

B.4-7&M. A»k tor -DoUK.

FOR RENT

for three girls clos* w>

ju M2-S8S5.

8180. or Ht-8182.

""[ft?"'*--
Carmen"

SATURDAY, DEC 14

Perhaps K.lft Wilson's birthd.r.

SUNDAY, DEC 15

„ „ ...n't ,-urJw. K.lft Wilson's

birthday la today.

THURSDAY, DEC 1»

2:80-4:30 Art Rental and Exchanne

7:00-9:00 Day. Art Centre.

WEDNESDAY. DEC IS

CHRISTMAS DAY

FRIDAY, DEC »

8 SO Klnnrton Film Society 'Dumbo.

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 1, WW

NEW YEAR'S DAY 1

ATTENTION

See y'all there 1

BIDS NOW BEING TAKEN

Bids are now being accepted for the

jarbage c,nce»lon ot the Journal.

Please apply to the Journal oltloe early

next term.

We In the Journal office need one

lit, Veep as a llK for a member of

„™ £a. K must b. • lltdtl »d
ha,, an eaiy «t>lM pereon.UW.

DEATHS

Suddenly, at Queen's Univer-

sity, on Tuesday, December 10.

1968 Commerce 331 former stu-

diants 0* «he Srjbool flf Bwt-

ness, beloved followers of Carl

A. Lawrence. Flowers gnteftd-

jy declined; mS"** will toe ap-

preciated.

PISH, RAIiFH, F.

IVacefufiy, on Decensoer «,

1968. Ralph F. FiHh, after a

long Htoess. at to residence,

311D Victoria Hail. Sadly miss-

ed by Goliath. Burial was ouitk

and easy but friends wishing to

pay respects may send dtonationi

to fee Canadian Society for the

Research of Ick.

To all Organizations holding

dances, lectures, meetings, or any

social functions: "Happenings"

will give you FREE publicity but

notices must be handed In at the

Journal office by 6:00 p-m. the

Wednesday or Sunday before pub-

lication. Please inform the Jour-

nal Imrnedlately of any I

I 1 V

linden-Photo Co.
220 PRINCESS STRUT
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

546-7676

'Cameras, Lenses, Projectors,

Tape Recorders, Radios,

AH popular makes Widest selection

MISCELLANEOUS

SIhmm congratulations to Mb on

h«r 2Mb birthday from her room -

mete* — The Vamp. Blond* Annie

end Crouch.

Th* rule of Spot
Blossom hu fultve

Happy New Year

is over
from the deed.

Luv 1

TheCA,
a quiet

revolutionary,

Dinner was Great at '-368". Dank*

Sehr to Betty and Pat for a Gourmet

delight.

Seasons Greetings and HO-HO-HO'S
to Mary's hypothalamic lesion; Beth*

polydactyl cat: Kevin's Braohydactj-ly

:

Tarry'* contraband from Alan strep-

tococci culture*.

The boy. on Brock confer the

"Triple Star" award on Elaine and

Murph for the beat Sunday dinner ot

th* term.

22 cal. target rifle with peep flghte.

Best offer. Call 648-8449 between 6

and 1 in evening.

Registered Baaeet puoples (2 male*

end 1 femal*). Born 9th November,

ready for delivery 21 December. Phone

S89-C201 evening*.

1B66 M G B top condition phone 31m

Leech S42-9BH aftar 5 or 642-3703.

1912 Vdkawagon 1200. In good

eondltion. B**t offer. 642-7762.

Because of recent resignation* w*

have eeveral positions on th* staff

open. The** will go up for auction next

term. Time and place to be announced

In these page* first Usue next term.

KEEP WATCHJiNG.

10% • DISCOUNT - 15%

University Teocrs

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS
Bcrrie Near Princess

\

SETTO'S
|

CHOPSUEY I

1M Mviiien ».

Full course rrwel ser-

vad daily. Reasonable

price, meal t'reke* avail-

nbla Special T - Bone
sreak. $1.25. Free deliv-

ery on Chinese food over

$2.50 or pick-up 10* off

Cell Mt-7411

In the last few years business has

changed as much as skirt lengths. So

has the work of the Chartered

Accountant.

Today the CA helps solve a host

of problems rising from new tech-

nology (including the computer) and

the changing social scene.

He must be able to develop and

interpret a wide range of economic

data as a basis for decision-making

and corporate planning.

If you are a creative thinker, with

a strong analytical ability, accoun-

tancy may be the profession for you.

You might join an independent

accounting firm, serving a varied list

of clients, perhaps becoming a part-

ner eventually. Or you might start

your own practice.

Or you might become a key man
on the management team of busi-

ness, or join a non-profit enterprise,

or work in education or government.

What other profession offers so

many choices?

Experience has proventhatgrad-

uatesofallfacultiesbecomesuccess-

ful Chartered Accountants. For more

information see your placement

office, a local CA, or contact-

The Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto. Ont.
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Students bounced to make room for trampoline

By CHRIS REDMOND

Queen's wants to use its power of expropriation

— for the first time ever — to acquire a lot on Clergy

Street west. Just north of the gymnasium, where the

university plans to bultd part of the new physical

education complex.

The house on the property contains three apart-

ments, one of them occupied by students, and two

rented rooms.

Construction of the complex is to begin early

next year, according to J. W. Bannister, secretary of

the university. The property In question, 78 Clergy

Street west must be demolished before construction

can begin. Bannister said. The arena portion will be

ready for next school year If possible, he added.

The Queen's students In the house, Sharon Henry

(first-year arts) and Evelyn Moore (second-year arts),

moved In just two weeks ago. Miss Henry said they

were not told that the property might be expropriated.

They were first told Wednesday by Alderman John

Metsler, she said. "He said, did you know you were

expropriated? And at that time we didn't".

The property's owner, Frederick F. Conley, came

•round the next day to tell (hem. Miss Henry said.

She added that he was an excellent landlord. "When

we moved Into the place it was spotless. He left us

his number, In ease we had any repairs or anything

we wanted to call him about."

The girls moved out of Victoria Hall recently,

she said, and found the two-bedroom apartment Ideal

"We were rather happy to get It, but we were going

to look for some place a little bigger next yeer".

Miss Henry said she thought It unlikely that the

building's tenants would be evicted before April.

She added, "We're very happy here at the mo-

ment — except for three exams coming up."

Queen's already owns all the other property on

which the complex Is to be built. Tenants In unlver-

sltyowned homes In that block of Clergy Street have

been warned that they must move out by December

31; those In that block of Union Street will receive

eviction notices effective March 31, Bannister said.

He added that he did not know when the tenants

$100 more

Residence Fees up again
It is going to cost you a-

bout $100 more to live In the

Men's Residence next year.

If you are an arts upper-

classman In a single room the

fee will be ?«<; a hike from

H7I this year. An engineer-

ing upperclassman will find

his fee hiked to $942 from $853.

Professor G. McGrath, Di-

rector of Men's Residences,

lay, that the Increase Is »

result of the rising costs of

The cost of providing the

services on Leonard Field goes

up every year says McGrath

pointing out that universities

expect a 5% yearly h>

operating costs. Thus he feels

that the 9.5% fee Increase will

pay for the 1969-70 and the

1970-71 sessions.

The fee Increases were an-

nounced to students last week

In a questionnaire thel was

would be asked to leave, If the expropriation Is ap-

proved. It will be considered at a court hearing Dec-

ember 31.

"We have always made It a practice not to ask

anyone to evacuate university houses In rr*f)ernytf

Ifs at all possible," Bannister said. He added that ar-

rangements might be made for shidente who were to

evacuate by the end of March to stay untM thetr

exams end.

Students who are dispossessed from Clergy Street

houses will be given preference in other university

housing for the rest of this school yeer, he said.

"There Is omer accommodation. I think the* any-

body would say thet that Is pretty fair notice."

The university has been trying for more Itsen o

year to buy the property, according to a statement

by university principal John J. Deutsch. Hither tne

university nor Conley would state the price whlc

O' Leary

resigns
The following letter was

ceived by AM.S. Preside

Dave Pakrul December
and is the official confir

lion of Grottan O'Leary'

signation as Rector
Queen's University.

Mr. Dave Pakrul,

President,

Alma Malar Society,

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Pakrul:

I send you my ras-

as Rector of Queen's
'

slty.

In reaching mle *d>~

have been Influenced by

cumstancea which you am

have discussed; plus the

that seemingly changed :

cepts neve come regerdlno

role of the university rector

With regard,

M. Gotten OTear.

seeking resident's opinions on

the desirability of reducing

maid service to save money.

A malorlly of students felt that

the $30 being saved was not

worth the probable mess that

would result.

The fee for me single

room has risen higher than for

a double because the Inter

Residence Council and the

Men's Residence Board decid-

ed that the $1.30 a week dif-

ferential was not sufficient for

the privilege of having a single

room. The difference was In-

creased to two dollars a week.

The one constant charge Is

for the Interest on the Cana-

dian Housing and Mortgage

loan thet was obtained for the

construction of Brocklngton-

Gordon Hall. The cool per yeer

la (171,000 or $160.20 per mut-

ter resident.

The reduction In mold

ervlce Involved having the

bedmaklng reduced to once a

week. Waste paper baskets

would continue to be emptied

dally.
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Much Less a Nigger..

By Fergus O'Connor

A salary In the five figure bracket and a light

college teaching load was offered to me to pry me

away from McArthur earlier this year. After some

debate I opted to stay. Why?

After ten years of university study (including

M.A. and PhD work,) I was aware of the deficiencies

of both the seminar and lecture system. I also felt

that my personal philosophy was directing me to-

wards teaching.

At McArthur 1 discovered for the first time a

student orientated philosophy-a creative and at

times exciting procedure in the classroom, an

openneBs and even a real search for a better way

of doing things.

Technology has created the possibility of doubling

or tripling in a reduced time, the amount of know-

ledge retention and at McArthur there is an attempt

to acquaint students with this technology.

Significantly there is a student staff relation-

ship based on candor and mutual respect that adds

an Important element to the school.

Through five years of graduate lectures and

seminars I have conformed to an outdated system-

inefficient as a learning process.

To get through I jumped through the hoop, prag-

matically flattered the professors' egos, laughed

at their funnies, applauded their insights reiter-

ated their gems, in general told them what they

obviously wanted to hear, fed back their material

to show 1 was properly Indoctrinated.

They were pleased and seft-satisfied; I got my

A's and hated myself for my lack of integrity. My

hypocrtsym. my selling out to the system, and the

cajoling, caressing and kissing their egos which the

short-term-retention-exam-system demanded.

I knew that I only retained data for a matter of

days- I knew the verbal seminar or lecture sys-

tem was largely a waste of time; I felt a lack of

the "eureka" (insight throughexperience)process.

At McArthur, life is different The short-term-

retention for exams is out (there are no exams as

such) The students on committees have a voice in

the curriculum, and within each class a voice in

the content and direction of the class.

The professors are friendly, respectful, and

adaptable; they are resource people there to help

not to rule as God. The importance is not just the

presentation but rather the acceptance by the

staff, the desire shown to hear from the students,

the philosophy which includes respect for the stu-

dent.

At McArthur then the student is much less a

nigger than usual and there are fewer "Uncle

Charlies" than usual. The dominating atmosphere

is that the students constitute the hope of to-

morrow and the staff is investing in tomorrow.

In general I teel that I am learning a great deal

about teaching. In fact, I think that students at

McArthur are in the most advanced institution of

education in Canada and one of the best in the

world.

McArthur graduates will do exciting things to

education in this province in the years to come.

yourself?

What kind of person are you?

Are you a doer, a thinker, a prober, an innovator, a leader, a fol-

lower, a doubter, a starter, a go-getter, a work-horse, a hot shot . . .

What are you?

How do you see yourself?

Steico is not only interested in your scholastic discipline, but also in

your ability to learn, to think, to apply. We'd like to hear from you.

We think we have something to offer.

Why not contact us directly or through your Placement Officer.

AT THE ART CENTRE

DRAWINGS FOR THE THEATRE

by Martha Jamieson

December 8 to 22

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS

IN PRINT-MAKING

December 1 0 lo 29

Upinerte clemonsh-ates

her k.arnwh&d -flouts

wiieii she has just-

garnered gratefully-

•tuning in,loanw]6e.

laji-wtte mails early,

tut forgets easily.

lapioette awoke
with a start, "ty
jingles" she said
ringing"ty,"itis

decemter already?
which means xmas,
which, means gifts,

Which means

deoicsistaSWf the
value oE her s&iunar
irv logic

which means a hop
over to the campus
tattle, otherwise

this ad would be

-paid -Bop l>y a.

company that sells

lotfi'c instead of
greeniacfcS.

itow lapinette's
supemanager was
onlyicohoppyto
telp.they Sonera
Some funds trom
her True
Cheung account:

chocolate carrot
teailherjals.

I

laakofmontreal

f^put a penny a day*
in yaurTCA;
have*3.6Siy
next xmastli!

the manager then
reminded; lappy
njbou-t her secciid-

term loan-!otnvA.

she promised
inail hers w-
won't -the manager
te pleased- "to

receive a. tas?ry-

Chocolate carrot {

won't one of her
toyfriendsie
surprised to
receive a loanform

princessandtattle streets

open 9.30-^Monday to Uuusdaf 930-6 fin*r
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Nnui te % mutter of cur Mar0ntetit • .

.

November Thoughts

—Gaby

Perhaps just here, just now

Or maybe it's always been this way:

People laughing, rushing, studying, together-alone

As a mas6 they appear as one;

Yet after the common category

Initial nothingness

They move In circles.

The first circle is totally surface lives-little knowing-

llttle caring

-Never exposing themselves to themselves or anyone else.

-Plastic people who've forgotten what's underneath or fear

it

Constant superficial smiles

Being plastic is fun. . .fun? -a permanent up-or so it seems

They feel life too little.

Some try to find themselves -a pain in the plastic happy

jungle.

As though in quicksand some don't move

They accept the rut

As fate

Only the lucky can get

the hell

out.

The bystanders who know both worlds

stand helpless

able only to observe

forbidden to interfere

They see an unsuspecting 'initial nothing*

becoming elastic

-opaque plastic

enveloped in a plastic film

-perhaps

he won't smother

perhaps

he will

Ifa his life

The bystanders are the median

They've seen it before

They survived

to live

Those travelling out of plastic

may bypass them

unheeding to the voice of experience

If there were no downs there'd be no ups

As the fading median passes by

travellers succumb to extremes

-extreme ecstasy

-extreme pain

They feel life too much

They gamble too much to win too much

to lose too much

too Boon

too fast,

bewildered, lost;

another rut

Some realize they missed the median

Some have been down so long it looks

like up. . .anyway.

The latter stay

perhaps infatuated with e**™"**.

The former atrive to grasp the median

-time and time again

-Some give up

Personally, I'm sick of it

COME BACK YOU STUPID MEDIAN!*

June 1966.

—John Mclntyre

North Sea flat and grey blue

And wet rocks herded at the end of long sand

Sun upon them, like sea lions

And a promontory Viking overbuilt and in ruins

And here sand dunes and dry fibred grass

And us on the highest, the commanding dune.

And the sun out

And she in the sun

Her long hair soft in the eager sun

—the yearning tor something to click, click

snare the stillness

—

Sudden she moves laughing down the sand slope

Glassy delight out running now over

Over-running and the naked sand

Smaller in movement and happy skipping

Silent in the distance Dure alone

Frail happy beautiful

Walking now tinier away.

—the yearning tor something to click. . .

the sand sift In the fingers

the movement without measure

huge and partiess

—

Running down the sand sifting heavy beneath me

Running over sand-damp ripples

Until running Is without interest

Crouching to build

Now bulldlngwet-digging a sand castle

Big and so big, to be wonderful

And she comes to help dig

Hands In the wet particular sand

And digs and uncovers a sea-worm and shrieks

And goes away like a little girl

And the castle has no magic

And the wall collapses.

—DESMOND

The Relative Importance

of Importance

—Sylvia Jurmalieti*

Who supposes

All those noses

Will be counted

Up on high?

Would It not be better

To dance together?

Because your happiness

FatherB mine.

Don't want to find

Peace of mind

Security lulls people

Into a rut.

Rings

—Chris Redmond

Such petty baubles: yes, but lust-tired kings,

Harem-surrounded, cannot hope or dream

Of having half the power that this gleam.

Sealing a strong alliance, strangely brings.

Magic must lie embedded to the things.

Though they prosaic and mechanic eeem.

Or are they drops fallen from heaven's stream,

Which, earth-congealed, take on the form of

rings?

Panoplied splendour cannot win as much;

Gold In another shape is not the same;

Perfect circle alone wins perfect heart.

Somehow the anvil's searing furnace-touch

Gilds quiet magic on the gold that came.

Poets owe much to metal-workers* art.
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•The JOURNAL Reviews:

Curlew River's Last Night

By Doug Gerwin

Curlew Hlver. a miracle play set to music by the cortemporiry com-

thiamin Britten, ended a six-week North American tour to Grant

Z la^ S^d~toI. The UtUe Orchestra Society, ~
Scherman, ive 7ts final performance of this production as part of the Grant

"
Thr's

S

t0ry

Se

o

r

f

ie

Curlew River, adapted by Willi*. Plomer, is taker, from the

mediaeva^apanese No-Play "Sumidigawa", and although Britten's version

01 the play centres around a Christian miracle, the product™ showed sev-

eral signs of its Japanese parentage.

The music, scored for organ, viola, bass, flute, French horn, percussion,

harp and chorus, requires first of the audience an entirely different sort of

listening from the conventional "concert listening", in order to overcome

the Mial frustration of not being able to grasp hold of *<>™

or continuity. Normally one feels the continuity of a plec. by follow^ to

rhythm, the harmonies, and the resulting melodic lines. One calls th s

'STi to music vertically", since one hears the different voices u,

verticarchords and in rhythmical beats, which break up the:n od,^to

sections. One feels continuity if one chord is somehow related to the next

IX one tries to listen to Curlew River "vertically", however, all one.hears

is confusion and dissonance-there is no rhythm, no^^Z^f
sense. To hear anything sensible, one has to listen "horizontally ,.0*1 i

.

to the different voices separately, as if they were independent from one

another-and this is very difficultto learn, especially if one is caught unawares

It's like trying to take meaningful dictation to Arabic, using English notation

and not comprehending a single word of it.

OPERA

A Mixed Bag
by Marte Harding, Arts & Books Editor

This doesn't mean that there is no continuity in the musical score-on the

contrary, there are not even any time signatures to break up the music: it

is written entirely without bars or any indication of Western rhythm, hark-

entag back to early mediaeval Gregorian Chant

In this respect, then, the music is subtlely Japanese in style, though not

in Instrumentation.

The acting was more noticeably Oriental: very deliberate and stylized

movements, especially of the arms and hands.

The all-male troupe, dressed as monks, entered from the back of the hall,

singing a hymn. On stage, the soloists donned costumes, and the story of the

ferry-crossing began. This monastic setting contrasted sharply with the

appearance of the Madwoman (played with superb control of movement and

with a beautiful tenor voice by Kenneth Riegal), perhaps the most Oriental

of the characters. This contrast had' its greatest impact after the perilous

ferry-crossing, when the Madwoman found the grave of her lost son, and

threw herself upon the cross which marked her son's tomb. Her son's voice

was heard from backstage, and the Madwoman regained her sanity. Benja-

min Britten has mixed Oriental and Christian themes most expertly.

Dr. Grant Sampson, the director of the Division of Concerts, promised

us an unusual evening last Saturday, and he anticipated the possibility of a

stunned and puzzled audience. Fortunately, the mounting and execution of

the Curlew River production helped to overcome the initial difficulty of an

unprepared audience, and to convey the impact which Benjamin Britten had

intended.

BOOKS AND MAGS
One of the things about being an editor is the mail.

Perhaps it's the only thing, an editor's lot is not a

|

happy one y'know. You have to work extra hard and you

have to take the blame for everythingthatgoes wrong.

A lot of your time is spent apologising. But you do get

|

a little glory-a box with your name on it and things

actually get put in it

1 find this very satisfying. I am an editor so I get

I

mail. As simple as that Presto, as soon as I was

. made editor, mail. I love getting mail; I never got

I any when I was a kid (a deprived childhood) which

explains why I love getting mail now. Besides it's

such good quality mail.

Nobody else gets engraved invitations to meet

j
Trudeau at formal openings. Nobody else gets such

quantities of junk mail. Nobody else gets free copies

of the Rowan & Martin Laugh-in Magazine. Nobody

else gets copies of Claude Bissell's latest book. And

I

nobody else, I'm afraid, wants them.

Today, a review of my mailbag.

First of all, a book by Wilfred Eggleston, While I

j

Still Remember. I wasn't going to read this book but

it's kind of dull being sick with tonsillitis for a week.

|
This Is an autobiography by one of Canada's leading

journalists and It suddenly appeared in my box one day

without my requesting it even. I wondered why they

sent it to me-perhaps they thought I was a journalist.

When I read it I found out Wilfred Eggleston was a

Queen's student and while here he worked for the

Journal as Literary Editor. (Ostensibly whatl'mdoing

now.)

I can't be too harsh with Eggleston. He mentions my

favourite cousin by name and tells the world what a

nice chap he is. By that criterion a lot of people will

be pleased with While I Still Remember.

While I Still Remember is atechnically well-written

book but grammar doesn't make up for interest. Skip

it, no one will ever know.

Then there's Minutes of the Sixties byJames Eayrs,

another book by a journalist Eayrs writes political

analysis for the Family Herald and the Montreal Star.

His style is good and the articles are all interesting.

Strangely, though, they made me very sad. Eayrs wrote

this stuff shortly after major events happened: since

then we have learned much more about why and how

the events occurred and our attitudes have changed

rather drastically.

Reading the articles makes one extremely nostalgia

Seems funny now, but remember how enthusiastic and

widespread the support for LBJ was in 1964? Remem-

ber how John Kennedy made you feel-aware, commit-

ted, involved, when he introduced his plans? All this is

reflected in Eayrs' writing which seems somehow

young and naive. Nobody is young and innocent any-

more.

Minutes of the Sixties does have some faults; there

are no articles on Canada and reading too many ar-

ticles at one sitting becomes awfully tedious. At

$5.95, Minutes of the Sixties is not worth buying unless

you're very flush but read it if you've got the chance.

A number of magazines get sent to me too and

occasionally I see them before they float off into limbo.

I've seen a couple of copies of Campus, Canada's

National Student Maeazine. It's a wfiii-nrnHnrpH. homo-

geneous magazine. Ithaseverythingto appeal toevery-

body. Reproduction of pictures is excellent; articles

are interesting and well-written; interviews are well-

conducted and the people interviewed are the news. A

very slick production; it would perhaps be more en-

dearing if there were a few flaws. Read it if you can

snitch a copy.butno student mag is worth 60(i an issue.

Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In Magazine can't decide

what type of magazine It is. It's chock-full of the gags

and people on the show but it also contains some ap-

parently serious fan-mag type stories on the show's

personalities. I'm not sure what the editors were aim-

ing for but it's not as good as either Mad or the TV

show. Watch the show; it's cheaper and funnier.

I got a little notice saying that I was being sent a

special copy of Soviet Life dealing with student life

in the USSR. I was shown a picture of a female gym-

nast doing some spectacular leap and duly admired it.

The magazine then disappeared.

If some kind soul, perferably the soul who absconded

with it, would care to return this special edition of

Soviet Life, I will attempt a review in full (And this

means you, Warren).

Until such time what can I say? That one picture

was spectacular; the magazine was obviously interest-

ing.

Such is this week's mail-a mixed bag. Not terribly

inspiring as you may have noticed. I'm really looking

forward to the next couple of weeks. Christmas means

Christmas cards and some mail I don't have to re-

viewl A very Happy Christmas to you all.

Campus

160 Bay Street, Suite 501

Toronto 60c

Soviet Life

1706 Eighteenth St. N.W.
Washington. D.C.

Laugh-In Magazine

The Laufer Co.. Publishers

Los Angeles 50c

While I Still Remember
by Wilfred Eggleston

Ryerson Press, Toronto $8.50

Minutes of the Sixties

by James Eayrs
Macmillan of Canada $5,

The Meeting Point by Austin C. Clarke
Put, or rather throw, two not-exactly-minority-but

often-discriminated-against groups of peopletogether

and what do you have? In this case not much.

Bernice Leach is a West-Indian in her middle

twenties who comes to Canada and finds a job as a

maid. The Burrmane, a rich, fortyish, Canadian-

Jewish couple, are her employers -a nicely contrived

situation.

The dust-jacket mentions the "first comic, then

tragic results". I'm afraid not

There are certainly elements of tragedy in this

novel. But because the reader knows his characters

only perfunctorily the tragedy is as impersonal as

death statistics on a holiday week-end. There are, too,

some funny spots. But not enough.

What is wrong? It's difficult to say. There is an

overabundance of everything in this novel, especially

characters, nine almost major ones and others that

flit through again and again. Eventually one has to

turn back to the beginning to find out who they are.

However, the serious faults of the book are its

omissions.

One is the lack of real knowledge of the characters.

We are acquainted with them only superficially. Even

worse thev anoear to be only superficial-types.

Mr. Burrman is the poor boy who made good in a

Toronto law firm. As a girl Mrs. Burrman was rich;

she Is now drunk, neurotic, arty and richer. Bernice

we know best of all. She is sarcastic, snide, all-

knowing and yet naive.

—Marte Harding

The gravest flaw Is the vagueness of the plot Mr.
Clarke is not so much concerned with action as with

the interaction of characters. For three chapters the

reader is made to anticipate the arrival of Bernice's
sister. We wait even longer after that for something
to come of it. Things quicken at the end, but by that

time no-one cares.

And so it is. A Canadian author with two well-
acclaimed books already published and a potentially

funny situation gone sour. What can one say? It's a

pity!

Ed. note-Due to an unexpected hole to fill this review

was pulled from the files and is therefore without the

usual amenities of publisher, price, etc.

IAN ANDSYLVI

A

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ARTS FORM

GRANT HALL SATl-RD ^

TICKETS ON SALE MON., JAN. 6, 1%9. RESEE
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'I'm just a guitar player and a song writer.

This is my third attempt to accurately

describe what happened in Grant Hall

last Tuesday and Wednesday nights-all

have been unsuccessful but another try

is required.

Attending a Gordon Lightfoot Concert

is entirely a personal experience; if you

were there, you will know what I mean,

if you weren't then there is little to say.

Everyone comes out with their own inter-

pretation of both the man and his music.

Some come out whistling a tune such as

"Black Day in July" or "Marianne",

some exit filled with the ideas expressed

in "New York" or "Affair on Eighth

Avenue", some are happy, some are sad,

but all are now Lightfoot fans.

There are many things about the con-

certs last week which might be criticized

or mentioned: the rather mundane light-

ing, the songs which often sound alike;

but these are unimportant. Perhaps a

review should be a critique, and perhaps

this is not then a review, but how do you

begin to express such logical statements

when all you've done is sit for three

hours and let the poetry and music of

this one man carry you into first his

imagination and then yours? How do you

criticize a performance which brought

audience and performer so close together?

Surely this is the ultimate in stage pre-

sence and the highest form of art-when

the audience no longer hears the songs,

but takes them in, for no matter how

short a time, as part of themselves

Lightfoot's appeal lies not in a mass-

hysteria appeal similiar to the reaction

encouraged by many other popular singers

.

His songs are directed to the individual

and the individual applauds.

(/ interviewed Gord Lightfoot last

Tuesday night after his concert, arm-
ed with a series of questions and a
tape recorder, I do not have room here
to quote the questions or parts of
some of his answers but as much as
possible of the 40 minutes interview
and hopefully ihe most interesting

points, are contained here. As a star-

ter he was asked whether he felt that
his songs or his attitudes had changed
following the events of the past year.)

Well I'm not very much ofan author-

ity on world politics. . .all things and

changes that have taken place have to

be accepted and dealt with as they come,

there doesn't seem to be anything that

anybody can much do to stop things

from changing. . . We're all vulnerable

to all sorts of things that might be-

fall us, both good and bad, so when bad

things happen to you you have to roll

with the punch and all you can do Is

wish the guy that gets hurt "Bon

Voyage"... I'm just a guitar player

and a song writer. . .as far as attitudes

and philosophies go, I've never sat down

long enough to fingure that one out

myself. .

.

(I asked him about his opinions on
Leonard Cohen and whether he felt

that he agreed with Cohen's prin -

ciples , . .)

I don't know what his principles are

but he really writes beautiful songs

and poetry. . .What I like about Leo-

nard's poetry Is that you can sit down

and read it many, many times and get

a lot of new things out of it that you

didn't get last time. . .sort of a clever

kind of poetry. . .we're both writing a

certain kind of poetry.

(Light/oofs songs often seem to be
concerned with the idea of liberty so

I asked him for his definition . . .)

Well its pretty simple, really to

define what liberty is. I guess In the

simplest of terms its the right of a

human being or an animal just to exist

and just be alive. . .control over your

own destiny. . . I guess you always have

spiritual freedom. They can't put your

mind in a prison but you can sure put

your own mind in a prison. .

.

(A series of questions about Ameri-

can society seemed to bring Lightfoot

"out" a little more for his whole man-

ner while answering hese questions in-

dicated dislike and uncertainty.)

The whole attitude in America is. .

what did you do for me yesterday?. . .

People are very selfish, down there,

well they are here too but there's a

lot of people think too much about

themselves. . .they don't want to help

anyone else or put anything on the line

for anyone else. . .Its just sort of like

going through a sick period, I don't

know whether Its going to get any

better or any worse. The only thing

that can change It Is people. Like I

said I'm not an authority on this I

just play the guitar and write my
songs, that's my bag.

The only people that are concerned

are the younger generation. The older

generation is too set in their ways. .

.

"Canada hat alt the potential in

the world to be a really great

country . .
."

Is where I think the sickness comas
from. The last time I tipped s cabbie

In New York ha laughed at me and I

gave him what I thought wo s pretty

good Up... It's that kind of attitude...

Its a big rich society and they've just

reached a point where they just cant

live with it anymore. . .everybody wants

more.

(Finally he was asked about pot and
drugs in general, I suppose a usual

question for him for he appeared

much more prepared for hi*

answer.)

Well I don't know, I find other people

who say that it has opened up a whole

new world to them, a whole new 1ml
of perception has become theirs be-

cause of their use of pot and drugs

and things like that. It makes you so

you can't enjoy things unless you have

It. I think that its wiser for people to

enjoy things while they're straight be-

cause If they have to get high every

time they want to enjoy something then

Its more like being hooked. . .its a sign

of the sickness of society when people

have to get high to enjoy things and

mat's why people do get high, so they

at the same time I don't know whether

I agree with people occupying Uni-

versity buildings and all that sort of

thing, standing off the police...and

just dumping the authority over.

I just hope that the American sick-

ness doesn't rub off on the Canadian

side, that's all. . .Canada has all the

potential In the world to be a really

great country. . .one of the best count-

ries In the world to be In and itB all

there if its handled right But if they

get themselves into the same bag as

they've got themselves into across the

border then they've gotto follow suit .

.

I'm quite sure that prejudice Is quite

rampant here against the black people,

I'm sure it is, lots of people say what

are all the black people doing coming

into Canada? I'm quite sure that a lot

of people are whispering that under

their breath.

The people themselves, I mean like

basically, deep down Inside age I'm

sure reasonable people but there's just

this selfishness and this dishonesty. .

.

people just can't seemtolivewiththose

kind of benefits. . .everybody wants to

take advantage of it all the time which

", . . I'm not an authority on

this, I Just play the guitar and
write my songs, thafs my bag."

can enjoy things more. But then they

have to have it all the time in order

to enjoy It as much as they did the

last time.

(As my last question I asked him

whether he considered himself a Cana-

dian Nationalist and what it meant to

him.)

I'm a nationalist in that I believe

In Canada as a coming. . .great country.

Right now at this particular stage Its

ail there for us. Canadians are still

Innocent enough.

ii

Review: Paul Barron

Photos: Chris Clark

Interview: Paul Barron

Thanks to: Phil Reeves
Elaine Down

THE A.S.U.S. CONCERT COMMITTEE IN CONCERT:

JAN. 18, 1969 7.00 P.M. and 9.30 PM. j-*! U THE M.R.Q.

SEATS SO GET *OUR TICKETS $2.50 AND $3.00.
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SANTA'S WORKSHV

Sae Santa's Workshop. See all the good machines. See also ram*

ives, Ronald, the randy devil on the left, and Chris, the randy demon

n the right.

Elf, Chris holds delicate ring In calipers, while elf,

Ronald applies Intricate tooling, depicting the nativity

scene.

Elf,

arlan All*

many as

some mi

This ma<

tn a s

Here, eh/es lovingly put finishing touches on the

spine of a Slinky.

Elves proudly display the wetting mechanism of a "Betsy-

Wetsy" doll.

mm
PROBABLY NOT MANY OF YOU REALIZED THAT SANTA'S WORKSHOP WAS LO-

CATED RIGHT HERE IN THE BASEMENT OF McLAUGHLIN HALL WELL, NOW YOU KNOW.
ABOVE ARE CHRISTOPHER AND RONALD, TWO Of OLD HOHOS FAVOURITES, BUSILY

CRANKING OUT THEIR YULETIDE JOLLIES. CHRISTOPHER IS THE OLDER OF THE TWO BY

NEARLY A MILLENIUM, BEING THE SON OF A MAGIC HERMIT AND QUEEN BOADICEA.

RONALD, ON THE OTHER HAND, LOOKS MORE LIKE AN ELF. DESPITE THESE DIFFER-

ENCES TriEY WORK WELL AS A TEAM, CHURNING OUT TOYS, MITTENS, YUMMY COM-

ESTIBLES, BRIGHT RED SLEIGHS AND NOW AND Tn'ctt ft NEW UNIVERSE.

THEY'RE REALLY PRETTY VERSATILE.
At the end o» a lung den),

frustrating day, el', Ronald re-

tires to Ms little box tor a

,, when the ear's not using
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AND DOLLS]

1—When Santa Is out Hie Elves are

restless. Elf, Ronald, finishes

doll's leg on Himmelmann Whlr-

lltier.

1—Hero Ronald spins hair for the

near-complete doll as Elf, Chris

feeds raw flax Into a Oorpler*!

hair spinner.

3.—What good Is a doll that Isn't

securely screwed and well oiled?

4— What good Indeedl Elves

ply now operational doll with

Thompson's firewater

5.—Doll reacts under elves

eager handling

6—Doll over-reacts. She suc-

cessfully Hghts off etfln ad-

vances.

7.—Deprived Bv«e, Ntter In

defeat, discard faulty doll.

I.—Santa returns to find Elves

busily at work, conducting

a routine spot-check on ap-

proved dolls.
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LONDRY'S

DRUGS ITD.

471 PRINCESS

I,., pick-up «n« «Wh™r»

on alvaant ptaKflaltaiw

at itvd*nt ratal

CAll 546-651.7

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can suppiv vou

with oil vour requirements «n Texts for all

faculties and departments.

toose leaf suppKes, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET'

Would you rather sit back and

count days on the calendar

or go swimming and dancing

any day of the month?

Would you ralher wear dark,

lull skirts 5 days in a row or

your sleekest clothes in the

palest colors-even white?

Would you rather try to

conceal a bulky package or

tuck spares right in your purse?

Would you rather worry

about "What do I do now?"

or simply dispose by

(lushing away?

You probably know what

we're tatkmg about by now.

The complicated versus the

modernway— internally worn

sanitary protect ion-Tampax

tampons.

It's pretty clear that Tampax

tampons give you more

freedom and comlort.

Give you more confidence,

peace of mind and flexibility.

That's because they're so

dainty and feminine. Belts,

pins and pads are a thing

ol the past! But don't just take

our word for it—decide for

yourself. All by yourself.

Try the better way—Tampax
tampons. This month. Or next.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONL* BY
CANAOIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION

BARRIE, ONTARIO

ManiqueArchambault sells

Canadian clothes
toParis fashion shops.

Impossible? Not at all. Canadian designed and manufactured clothes are making a big

impression on the European market. In fact all over the world. Moniqtic's job as a

commodity officer with the federal Department of Trade and Commerce takes her to

world fashion centres, helping the Canadian clothing industry to penetrate foreign

markets. It leads to bigger exports, a better balance oi trade and a healthy economy

for the rest of us.

Monique is one of the new breed ot people in public service . . . young, college edu-

cated, ambitious and dedicated, In Government service she has found a rewarding and-

responsible future in the mainstream of Canadian development. The Public Service ol

Canada has career opportunities for young men and women like Monique Archam-

bault. If you'd like to know about them, write to:

Career Info.,

Public Service

Commission o( Canada,

Tower "A",

Place do Ville,

OMawa.Onl.iiio.
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A CHRISTMAS TOAST....

What holiday season is complete without the making of the

Yuletide Toast? Certainly Easter is one holiday that doesn't

really need one. I'm sure you can think of some others. None-

theless, here is how to make the Yuletide Toast. First you need

a Yuletide toast toaster. If you don't have one in your pantry,

improvise. Simple take your normal toaster and decorate it with

Christmas balls and sprigs of Holly or Mistletoe. It will feel

better and so will you. Then you just put common everyday

bread (the kind you eat all year round) in and wait until it's

toasted.

Picture number one (above) shows the toaster, bread, hand, wall,

egg-timer and egg. Picture number two (below the one above) shows

the same items but the Yuletide toast has been made. You're

probably wondering about the egg and are really puzzled by the

egg-timer. We all know that a pop-up toaster is automatic. Well,

the egg-timer is there to time the egg, which, in the true Christ-

mas spirit, just established a new world record for the 15 inch

dash. It must be the toast that did it

TODAY'S BRIDGE

Today's hand appeared in the

annual Liverpool Invitational

Tournament. The hosts were
playing the famed pair of Prima
Vlslone and Aria Coditlonatta

from the Vatican. Vlslone played
North and was the dealer.

As the hand begun, West, who
had lost one of his toes In the

Battle of Britain, under the keen
eye of the Director, casually put

his bare right foot on the table

and held Ms cards with six fing-

ers showing. He felt It would be

pretty tricky doing It the other

way. (An obscure part of the

Acol system).

North opened the bidding with

1 Club. East, responding to

West's signal, bid two Hearts.

South, to show his aces, bid two

Diamonds In response to his

partner's Neopolitan Club open-

ing. West, feeling that he should

mention his outside strength, bid

three Spades. For some reason

North, In spite of the encour-

aging response from his part-

ner, passed. It would not have

made any difference anyway for

East correctly Interpreting his

partner's bid went right to seven

Spades (no fooling around In this

league).

The play went like this. North

lead out his King of Clubs and

to all Intents and purposes ur-

inated on the table when he saw

the dummy come down. He had

just given West the free finesse

that he needed to make the con-

tract West took the Acefromthe

dummy and sloughed the two of

Hearts from his own hand. He

then lead out the Club Queen,

dropping another Heart from his

own hand. He decided that it was

now time to go after the Diamonds

by William Water

West

0 3,8,4-

& 5

0 K,Q

t

O 3? \0,<),<g,7 <-w_ £

V/ OOIT)

# 10,7,6

O ooiD

0 A, A, A, 7^,

3

ir S S<S,6,,S

Cast

<£> A, K,q,9

C A

O 0, 10,8, 6, i|
* a, a,?

so he lead out the two from the

board. He was gratified to see
I

the Ace and the King fall on

the trick, which he trumped with

his four of Spades, He then lead

his four of Hearts back to the

singleton Ace on the board. He

had set up his Diamond-Heart

cross-ruff, but he was still afraid

of going down one. But luck was

with him as both Diamond tricks

pulled out an Ace and the Queen

fell on the Heart trick, He took

his. good Jack of Hearts with-

out having to use a trump. The

rest of the hand would be easy

sailing If the trump split He

led out the three top trump from

the dummy. They split, as he

had hoped, and he was left with

the two top Diamonds on the
j

board. An excellentlyplayed con-

tract

It Is difficult to analyse the I

bidding In a hand like this, with

the players all playing different

systems. South made excellent
|

use of his Neopolitan Club sy-

stem, and It is certainly not to I

his discredit that he did not know

that his partner was playing
|

Goren without the short Club.

It Is to East's credit that, al-

though he played Culbertson, he

[was able to pick up West's Acol
j

Heart signal.

A most Interesting hand.

FOR A

YOiru
by Bob Basseft

The Department of Waterfowl

Conservation has announced that

there is a critical shortage of

geese this year. Sad but true.

For this reason, they have placed

a ban on the Christmas goose.

This will no doubt make a lot of

geese happy, but what about the

family looking forward to the

traditional Christmas dinner.

Fear not^the Journal once again

provides a solution.

We have modified a garden-

variety irecipe for roast goose to

make it suitable for a bird more

readily available especially if you

take your Christmas vacation in

the South American Andes cr the

California Big Sur area. Read

on . . .

Xmas 1968 Goose Shortage Spec-

ial

Roast Giant Condor.

For obvious reasons it is advis-

able to pick out the smallest con-

dor available. With luck you can

get a bird shorter than 20 feet,

with a wing span iess than 45

feet, but it's doubtful. (Watch

out tor those flaccid fledglings!)

Anyway, leave us speak of stuf-

fing and trussing. If necessary,

singe the bird over low heat turn-

ing slowly. (Two discarded ce-

dent trucks do the trick quite

Shy). Remove all Breathers

and hose down the bird, tin

SdUlly. me pinfeathe^ may

be saved for use as cricket bats,

etc. later, but it's up to you).

Wipe the inside of the bird with

a damp cloth and rub gently with

salt. (30 bags should suffice).

Tightly stuff the neck cavity;

fold and fasten the skin over the

back, and stuff the body. A word

of warning here — Aluminum has

a nasty effect on the taste of the

dressing SO DO NOT, we repeat,

DO NOT use snow shovels, or for

that matter anything metallic to

load the stuffing into the bird.

Close the cavity with skewers

and lace. (Findlays has a spec-

ial on javelins this week and any

sort of stout rope should hold se-

curely enough). Fold wing tips

under back of bird (you may

need a couple of friends Tor this

operation) and tie the legs to-

gether. Don't forget to remove

the skewers, etc. before serving;

there's nothing like a misplaced

javelin to take the fun out of

Xmas.
You are now ready to cook your

condor. Place the bird on ite

back in the pan (good luck with

that one) and prick the skin sev-

eral times to make sure the bird

is actually dead - condors con be

tricky. Roast in a moderate oven.

325 Degrees F. allowing 20 25 min-

utes per pound. Since your aver-

age condor weighs approximately

660 pounds, the roasting process

should take the better part of 288

hours; hence the expression the

twelve days of Xmas". (It is

surprising how few people are

aware that Peruvians were origin-

ally responsible for this quaint

custom).
Allowing 1 to 1V4 pounds per

person, the roast should serve as

many as 700 guests — not a bad

trick for a Peruvian (send out

invitations early).

If the above instructions are

followed carefully, you and your

guests will have an extremely re-

warding gustatorial experience

not unlike dining on a soggy S&R

shopping bag, but it's better than

nothing.
, , _ .

Don't miss next week s Journal

when we will discuss garnishes

such as whole watermelons, army

surplus canteens and fermented

orthopedic moccasins.

ABOVE:

H«. w. «. tl» Giant Condor. fe.Hv.ly "™»

pine tras and beach balls, leaning against the J~WII Bank Radio

TataKope dlth . . . »n admirable serving dhli.

AT LEFT, we see the more traditional Christmas ostrich.
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WE GET LETTERS

In The future, No Future

WE'RE SORRY

It appears from a sampling of the letters to.the

Editor that list week's recipes did not go down so well

Now that the subject has been so articulately brought

ST, eef ootiged 'to try to remedy the upset. Bj
r
now

y5u may have gathered that we do not consider the

QUEEN'S JOURNAL in the same category as the New Yrt

This attitude is derived, at east partially from

our ODinion that Queen's university is not quite in the

same category as New York. I really don't think we're

aCe in this^opinion, but I may be wrong I've been

wrong before. If I'm wrong in this case, I apologize

fW Z fofthe Queen's Band, I
appreciate the hardships

they have gone through, but their letter comes a little

atefor us to do anything. The first issue we put out

official y w« the one celebrating the Gaels' winnmg of

the Vanier Cup. To put out a subsequent issue on the

ba
6
nd would be like casing the barn door after the bear

went over the mountain. Afler all, in a Golden Age

we may be mindless, but we must never be without

^"speaking of reason, that rhymes with season, so

comments on Christmas flow quite log.«4ly out of t^e

above, er, material. Here it is, once again the Christmas

season or the Holiday season, as it is sometimes called.

» is indeed a happy time for all. But all festive seasons

ne£l one or two days which should be espec«My corn-

memorated, lest we exhaust ourselves with twelve or so

soul-killing days of intensive merry-making. I would sug-

gest that December twenty-fifth be considered one of

these days and that January first be considered yet an-

°the
? know that this selection must seem rather arbitrary,

but there are good enough reasons for choosing these

davs Let's face it. In the minds of so many people,

the date, December twenty-fifth is inextricably bound

up in the conventional notion of the Christmas season.

As for January first, already the Rose Bowl, the Cotton

Bowl and the Orange Bowl football games are to be

played on that date. So why not sort of round out the

Holiday season here.

And if you want to have a really good parly, have

it on December thirty-first. If you really feel you need

a reason for your festivities, you can drink to errher me
end of December or to the beginning of January. Not

every day marks the end of one month and the begin-

ning of yet another.

And of course, we mustn t forget the true mean-

ing behind our Christmas celebration. In other words,

the Queen's Journal hopes that you will remember to

have a very merry December and a happy new month.

The following verbal labyrinth

is the text of an actual letter

that was (shudder) really and

truly sent to Waterloo. Although

we appreciate the sentiments,

we claim no responsibility for

\ the grammar.

Student's Council,

Waterloo Lutheran University,

Waterloo, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

This letter is . being written

as a formal protest in relation

to the behaviour of certain, stu-

dents from Waterloo Ijutheran.

University at tlhe College Bowl.

At two different times, stu-

dents from W.L.U. attacked, and

beat members of the student their half time show toy one of

police force at Queen's Univer- our policemeni At the end of the

afty Some thirty-five members game thds student slugged that

of our student police were sent constable from behind breaking

to the College Bowl in order .his glasses and cutting his eye.

to ensure crowd control among ,
These rather stupid and dan-

Queen's students in Varsity Sta-
I

gerous actions, in' our opinion

dium The only trouble they are to he thoroughly condemn-

had during the entire game ed. It is hoped that, in the

came from students of W.L.U. future no future incidents of

Certain of your students repeat- this sort will occur,

edly caused trouble with the L. A. HUTCHINSON,

Queen's Band and our sudent chief of Police,

police. At one point, your "stu- Queen's University,

dents" set upon one of our com-
oA„m „

stalbles severely beating him a- •*• i-«".kul,

bout the head. Another of your President, A.M.S.,

students was removed from the Queen's University

centre of the Queen's Band

when they were performing Ei Note . sk
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I do not.beMeveaus umver- ttat
™*£J™<

sucn
rf^

sity. I reai y do not ^""SeL St give us senting them on their own in.

It is certainly regretab e tto Above all

£^ ^urt us for itiattee. When the English de-

the previous f* ™\£%y here . No, we partment presented the Oil clas-

the necessity to resign. Gran ed we r< ausc nappy
suggestions of a

tte reporting to <*™°"^ ^ it mTaS ?ow wilf I studenMaculty board they were

Tle'SZe tt£ were a£ <*P enough money to met with virtualsilence; open
some of tine raeas were a mm

rsraion mouths and empty heads. Who
hard to "•fZ***^ coate"'and~wh^"anodety I go ca»s ? I mean, we didn't come

M ideas at ^oVTcredSSe through .before each football here to study anyway, dM we ?-it was not so i

and 'how sad .that Queen's is sud- game,

demly so dead that there exists Thas university is » a cota-

nothing more "reportalble" than pietely paradoxical ffl^om

how one reports. But dorrt lei The faouWy hands out quesbonr
ROBIN BUXTON

Arts 72

Hurrah for Chili

Hurrah for the recipe for

Chili !

You complained that there is

nothing happening on campus

—

well look again.

Why not take a look at

Queen's Bands ! This is an or-

ganization that the entire uni-

versity should he proud of. We
support the football team at

all their games but yet we are

given no coverage in the Jour-

nal.

The band, 4his year especially,

lot of credit. We The band as a group has a

worked two or three times a -lot of spirit and we always have

week in Richardson. Stadium in a lot of fun but we are disap-

all kinds of weather in order pointed that we haven't been

,to present you, the students, given any coverage m- the

with a half-time show. We Journal.

survived thirty-six burs on the I'm sure .that the majority of

itradn, to support the team in the students would rather see

Winnipeg and the next weekend gome pictures of iihe toand than

we represented the unfiiversity a recipe for CShiul

!

in the Kingston Santa Glaus

parade after being im' Toronto

the night before for (the College

Bowl parade and the game. JOANNE SANSON

This is en M & M Enterprise In Week Three of me Golden

Age. Special credits, thanks and love to Laurie (Fingers) Chant;

Arlelgh, who has a birthday next week and wishes John merry
Christmas; Paul, who tikes mistletoe; Chris, who brought It; Cashew,
who Is fast; Marcla (with the flying hands); Charlie, the paper-

hanger; Nancy Carr, who's a good Utile girl; Mark, who came
back; GaH Ferguson, whose name we are not going to print; Cathy

who said she died; lovable Lorraine; George, who studies; Patty,

who must like toast; Margaret-Ann (hi again); and Sotman, cause
he's good; N. E., who ft tipsy; and Marts, who's alive and back

and as pretty as ever. Merry Christmas, onward to the Notional,

and see you next year. Arts Arrives—3 flourishing pages

'

Guardian angels have their busy days, but the

sixteen who watch over the reading room of the

library are really working overtime this week.

Yes, those sixteen blue figures, frozen in shim-

mering glass overlooking the Purple Passion

Pit, are angels, not chessmen or (how gauche)

candles.

How they came to be thus encased is not at all

clear. They may be the souls of students who
expired quietly, slumping to peace over a pile of

books as they sat at the tripartite altars which

dot the room. But then not very many students

turn into angels.

Anyway, the glassy blue angels (wingless,

possibly to symbolize the down-to-earth qual-

ities of academic life) stand watch over Buf-

fering students as they prepare for their exams.

They probably aren't any use, since frozen thus

In space they can neither spy on professors nor

intercede with tutors; butoh, canthey empathize.

Every one of them knows what it's like to sweat

over notes not opened since the second week in

September (now what the hell did that mean?)-
and textbooks never opened at all. As the weath-

er outside warms above absolute zero, rivulets

of water pour down their brows-not melting

icicles, but bitter sweat.

So It la during exam week; the angels work
every bit as hard, though vicariously, as do'

the diligent students. Then suddenly It's Christ-

mas vacation and the students are gone. Per-

haps one misguided graduate student slumps in

a corner of the room; the angels relax and yawn.
The rest of the campus falls equally asleep.

The lounges in the Union are empty save for

foreign students reading newspapers in ideo-

graphs; occasional professors straggle across

the snowy lawns looking lost Downtown the

sidewalks are barren of the garland of Queen's

scarves which decorated the shoppers a week

before. Grim landladies look first peaceful and

then lonesome. It's Christmas, and the students

are gone.

Gone, that is, except for the thousand or so

whose homes are in Kingston or near It. They

haunt Lino's and The Manor wistfully, but it

takes the other six thousand students to make
Queen's hum. Thursday night movies are gone,

sports stop, parties don't happen. This place is

dead, and a lot of people are very very bored.

Now something is very wrong if a thousand

Queen's students are gathered in one town and

aren't doing anything. Even if you count out the

half who don't want to do anything but tickle

little cousin Ermintrude under her bonneted

chin, or (heaven forbid) study, there are a lot

of people who wish Queen's were still going on.

There ought to be things going on, and there

is no reason there can't be. (High school kids

have parties In the holidays, don't they? Didn't

you?) Let's start a few-parties and maybe more

useful things too.

We get bored when everybody else leaves. If

you're a Kingston!an who likes the campus

better, call me (542-4133) or Marte Harding

(546-3370). If we're not home we're at The

i

Journal (546-5730). Like I said, we're bored.
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KERR....
Because 1984 Was Possible.

By ALEX BINKLEY

"We had a revolution before

1984 because it occurred to peo-

ple that 1984 was possible."

The student demonstrations at

Berkeley, witnessed first hand

by Dr. Clark Kerr, former pre-

sident of the University of Cal-

ifornia, have been a manifestat-

ion of the questioning in society

that was part of this revolution,

according to Kerr.

While universities expanded,

he said, students became more

aware of the impersonalization

that was occurring in life and

rebelled against it Society also

rebelled, and much effort is now

being directed towards reducing

the problem of the atomization

of life.

Govenor Ronald Reagan
brought Kerr to prominence when

he tried and eventually succeeded

in having Kerr removed as pre-

sident That Reagan's methods

have not improved the situation

on California campuses emphas-.

izes University of Toronto pre-

sident Claude Bissell's remark

that beyond Clark Kerr lay vio-

lence and chaos in higher edu-

cation.

Kerr was at Queen's last week

to discuss higher education in the

United States and reflecting on

the last decade he called it "the

best of times and the worst of

times".

American Universities have

expanded tremendously to meet

the increasing enrollment de-

mands and at the same time

missed out on the type of edu-

cation that more students wanted.

In a warning for student re-

formers Kerr said "that when

students are through fighting the

administration, they will still

have to deal with the faculty".

Faculties have expanded tre-

mendously in the past several

years and this has caused a

fractional!zation of knowledge-

each professor wanting to teach

his own particular specialty.

However students want a broader

education and have become frust-
;

rated with this fractlonalization.

The curriculum will cause

trouble in the years to come,

predicts Kerr.

Disturbed by the use of police

to quell student demonstrations

on campus, Kerr says "thatforce

is the great confession of

failure." He feels that we must
trust persuasion and discussion
because this is the foundation of

democracy. "Force only creates

bitterness". University com-

'

m unities must be able to solve
'

their own internal difficulties.

Student radicals are losing out

to the moderates, not the re-

actionaries says Kerr because

students "feel that the short run

gains are not worth the long run

administration reaction". Stu-

dents are willing to work through
the existing structures because

the progress is lasting and hard

feelings are avoided.

The administration's role is

to keep the peace while pro-

moting reform and keeping the

outer world from interfering,

says Kerr. The problem that

arises is settling those upset

by the progress and keeping the

disturbing elements from ruin-

ing the progress being made.

The question of whether the

administration should be the ser-

vant of faculty and students was

too restrictive for Kerr because

while he understood the basic

idea behind the concept he laid

that administrators have other

responsibilities such as main-

taining the vitality of the in-

stitution which is "an obligation

beyond serving".

Universities are the hardest

institutions to govern because of

their diversity. Student and fact

their diversity. Student and

faculty demands for more power

are hard to meet because their

is little power left to distribute

claimed Kerr.

One problem for a modern

university that requires some

serious thinking is a means to

eliminate the growing alienation

both in students and faculty. One

possible solution being attempt-

ed at the University of California

Is the division of the campus Into

collegiates. where the learning

process is shared by the

residential college and the uni-

versity itself.

Universities should not, as a

corporate body, take stands on

public issues Kerr feels but

should encourage their indivjdjjaj

members to think about these

problems.

The university's main service

to society should be discovering

some method of assisting the

disadvantaged groups In the cit-

ies says Kerr. The university

has moved to the crossroads of

society climbing down from its

ivory tower image of years past
Student resources have been in-

creased and government assist-

ance has been increased without

complicating the university too

unduly. The main problem that

has arisen is that the science

fields were built up to the dis-

advantage of the humanities -a
'

factor that has to be redressed

Kerr states.

The student militants want in-

dividual freedom as well as the

autonomy of small groups. This

he feels is a conservative early

Christian reaction to a large

scale society. The radicals have

presented real problems which

made the university awan of tbft

, deficiencies in education/

The Black Power movement

presents a different problem.

They do not want to be integrated

any more. They want separatism-

a black curriculum as well as

power and authority. They have

rejected white radicals because

they do not like "whltey" what-

ever his political profession.

Pointing out the economic dis-

advantages that keep lower in-

come bracket students out of

university, Kerr says that the

American University needs to

strive for equality of education

in order that everyone has an

opportunity for a university edu-

cation.

The problem that the Uni-

versity of California is under-

going now and which concerns

Kerr very much Is the anti-

intellectual attack that school is

receiving from Reagan and other

Californians, Kerr who retains

» professorship at the university

says that one of his first acta

when he became president was to

introduce staff tenure. On his

dismissal he was the first per-

son to make use of tenure. He

entered and left his presidential

post In the same manner-"fired

with enthusiasm,"

Kerr is presently heading a

Camagie Commission on higher

education which is due to re-

port soon. —MICHALSKI

A SUBJECTIVE COMMENT ON THEKINGSTON MUNICIPAL ELECTION
1968

_ . i>l 11 i ~ «~_.*_i, hofnr-A mfi. I I

By Peter McCreath

Last Monday, 1 joined some 16,967 other Kingston-

ian» In a friendly game of participatory democracy.

The object of the game was to determine who should

spend our taxes for the next two years. It was the first

time I had played since comingto Kingston a year ago-

oh yes, I played the federal game last June, hut that

was nothing; you only had to choose once, and then I

had heard of one of the candidates. But, getting back to

last Monday, let me tell you that was a veritable

trauma. You see, unlike most electors, I pride my-

self on being a good citizen, keep up with the issues

and all that sort of thing. Ievenread Lubor Zink from

time to time. .

Well, anyway, it seems that there were two people

who wanted to be mayor. George Webb said he was

For ALL the People, but In retrospect, Iguess all the

people weren't for him, because the other fellow, Val

iwain, got elected. One thing I noticed
*>^J*»

campaign was that everytime you dialed 544-88M,

some woman's voice would say "Swain Spells Pro-

gress", which indicated to me that theae Swata

people must have been stupid, because Swain speua

Swain, It doesn't spell progress.

The major Issue of the campaign was whether or

not Mr. Swain should be a candidate. It seemet
I

that

somebody with a long memory dldnt think hertould

^because he. ajxeau>_had_a *h m deputy crown at-.

torney. But actually the man with the long memory

had forgotten that Mr. Swain had already resigned

his job, and so was available to be mayor. All this

trouble bothered Mr. Webb, who said that If Mr.

Swain could not be mayor, he did not want to be

mayor either. This really would have ruined every-

thing because political campaigns are not up to much

without candidates. Fortunately, the day was saved

by the man with the long memory, who decided to

forget the whole thing.

This left me In quite a difficult position because I

still did not know who to vote for by the time election

day arrived. Nevertheless, early that morning, I had

a couple stiff belts of Old Bushmills to bolster my

confldence-I always get nervous over important de-

cisions-and headed for the polls, thinking about Mr.

Swain and Mr. Webb and trying to decide which one

I would put my check beside.

When I arrived at the polling station, a woman asked

me my name, which, fortunately, I had written on a

olece of paper before leaving home. Then another

lady gave me no leas than four ballots, which rather

took me by surprise. Nevertheless, clutching them

In my hand, I headed Into the booth. The unexpected

had unnerved me, but fortunately, I had brought the

remainder of the Old Bushmills with me. I consumed

It forthwith. Next I turned my attention to the ballots.

before me. I opened the first, and looked down the

list of names, but saw neither Swain nor Webb. The

Instructions said: "PUC-you may vote for four can-

didates". Not knowing what to do I hastily circled the

first four names and wished I had another bottle of

Old Bushmills. The next ballot had something to do

with education. There were ten names and I was to

select ntae-a horrendous teBk. Again, I circled the

first four names and directed my attention to the

third ballot I could sense perspiration on my fore-

head and my right knee was trembling the way It

always does when I am under stress. This time there

were three names, again unfamiliar. I circled all

three and at last was down to the last ballot Both

knees were trembling and the words Old Bushmills

kept haunting my mind. I opened the ballot This was

ltl The names were there. Swain, E. Valorle. Webb,

George L. I was so excited I did not know what to do.

I recklessly circled both names, stuffed the ballot In

my pocket and left the polling station with all haste.

Upon reaching the street, I broke into a run, shrieked

"May the spirits of Padralc Pearse and Cathal Burga

watch over me", and did not stop running till I was

safe at home with another bottle of Old Bushmills in my

hand, thankful that there would not be another munlcl-

,pal election for two years.
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A Poke in

the fye

bp Biff Martin

1 have a little admission to

make. Tve never been given

sudl a long column to write. I

mean this column is over twelve

long thin Inches long and I'm ex

peeled to excite you by filling it

with over twelve hard inches ct

solid copy. I'm not sure I'm up

to this. I mean, sure, when there

is a blank page sitting in front of

me in the typewiiler. I get that

feeling of literary impotence, but

twelve Inches seems an awful lot

to ask. You can't be expected to

put your manhood on the line,

just like that. Twelve inches.

I suppose it would be easier if

I weren't so tired already. Not

that I'm a creative writer or any-

'

thing like that. Don't get me

wrong. I take precautions. I use

erasers when necessary. Twelve

inches. Nobody wants to make

mistakes. And even if you do

make a big mistake, much as you

hate to do it, you can always

tear the page out of the type-

writer, if you have to. But then

that's a pretty serious situation.

It doesn't arise every day.

Twelve Inches.

But even the most barren sub-

ject can become interesting with

a little prodding. No subject

should be so dull that no one will

look into it. Twelve Inches. You

just have to try a little harder

that's all — write with greater

zest, more gusto, so to speak.

Or, on the other hand, you can

play hard to get with the sub-

ject. Twelve inches. You know.

Just leave the page blank for a

couple of days and then see if

sooner or later things will be

easier. You don't always have

to jump right into it, feet first,

as it were. Twelve Inches.

I feel better now, more confid-

ent. See. Once you're into the

subject, the going does become

easier. Twelve inches. I think 1

can make it now. Twelve inches.

Yes. There's not too much more

to go. Twelve Inches. If I can

keep going Tor a little longer.

Twelve Inches. Must keep going.

Twelve Inches. I can't blow it

now. Twelve Inches. Not when

Tve come this far. Twelve inch-

es. Easy does it. I mustn't fin-

ish too soon. Twelve Inches.

Twelve Inches, Oh no. Twelve

inches. This has got out of hand.

Twelve Inches, Twelve inches.

Twelve Inches, Twelve Inches . .

.

twelve Inches, Iwelve Inches

twelve Inches ... I didn't make

it . . . twelve Inches . . . twelve

. . . inches . . . damn.

ED. NOTE: Too bad. Bill, I

guess you just don't have It in

you.

NE. Thing Co. and Saxe

,^ab„T National C-ailerv o, Canada

Tri- color

Scarves

and

Toques
n ideal Christmas Gift

93 Princess St.
Telephone 546-6381

WHAT DO THESE

THINGS HAVE

IN COMMON?

Books, beds, beads, bufls,

blotches, Botulism, burroes,

and billyclubs ....

You can sell them all through

Journal

QJlaHBtftfOB

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. ' KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

'

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Stov* kmmy

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

Gift and Smoke Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and

Travel Posters

From SI .00 and up
Ptpes-Gifts-Jokes

Open 7 days

KDHL Sponsor

Modern Dance Performance

Judy Jarvis

Saturday, January 11th, 1969, 8:15 p.m.

One performance only

yueen s University Convocation Hall Theatre

Tickets available at women's Phys. Ed. office, gymnas-

ium from Monday, January 6th to 10th, and on January 11th,

at Convocation Hall Theatre from 7:00 p.m. to 8:15 p.m.

Seats not reserved. Students $1.00.

Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario

PARKING

REGULATIONS

Because of the necessity of removing snow from
campus parking lots, faculty, staff and students

should note that cars parked on these lots between
the hours of 12 midnight and 7:00 a.m., during
snowfalls, within the period DECEMBER 9th, 1968,

to MARCH 31st, 1969, may be towed away at own-
er's expense, if they are in the way of snow clear-

ing equipment.

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Science '70 leads

Bews at Christmas Hockey hopes still high
By Neil Longhurst

At the Christmas break. Sc.

'70 leads theBews by 2200 points,

due largely to the efforts of

athletes such as Bruce Flexman,

their stick, and Daryl Browne.

P.H.E, is second and Arts '70

is third.

Two Arts '69 pairs played of!

for the paddlebail finals, as they

both defeated Arts '70 pairs In

semi-final matches. Al McLean

and Bill Hewlett were the winners

by scores of 21-10, 21-23, and

21-13 over Bill Relth and Jim

Smyth. McLean and Howlett had

little trouble throughout most of

their semi-final match against

Tom Wright and Doug Lamb, win-

ning by scores of 21-10, 21-7.

Following the pattern of their

earlier matches, Wright and

Lamb had coasted to a 2-12

deficit In the first game, where-

upon they announced a comeback,

and proceeded to run eightpoints,

making the score 10-12. At this

point Wright destroyed any

mobility that he may once have

had, by diving into the back wall

for a shot and coming up with

badly torn ligaments Inthis ankle.

From this point the matchturned

into a rout, with Howlett and

McLean pumping shot after shot

past Lamb, who could not quite

cover the whole court He did

manage seven points in the second

game, a valiant effort but not

enough.

The other semi-final was a
major upset as Relth and Smyth
defeated Dave Beresford and

partner. ("Partner" does not de-

serve mention in this column.)

Relth and Smyth favoured aheavy

hitting, close-ingame whichtheir

opponents were content to play

along with, rather than simply

slow down the pace until con-

sistency should dominate. The

scores Indicate the closeness of

the play: 22-20, 21-19 Is not a

large spread.

The final match was some-

what of a letdown, as McLean

and Howlett ran up big leads,

before coasting home.

By Bruce Mcleod

An annoying rash of injuries has hampered
the Hockey Gaels' effort so far in league play,

as the team will carry a 2-2 record through the
Christmas break.

The fact that these injuries have seemed to
concentrate among .the defensive coups has not
he!lped matters, as 'Ohds was the Gaels' weakness
from the start. Therefore, the results of the
i'.eam's 'ast few 'games should not he viewed
with alarm. To the contrary, the Gaols looked
very good 'last week in 'holding CLarkson Col-

lege to a 7-2 win, which rates as an upset a-

gamst 'that team, which is highly ranked in the
UjS.

Early games have shown that the Gaels are

potenitiaKy a high-scoring, exciting team, but
they get their goals toy Vigorous forecheckmg.

and ;taking advantage of the breaks in their

opponents' end. This Es tihe way tfaey win
games best because the biggest man on. the

team weighs only 188 libs., so a tough, defensive

type of game is not likely to be successful. In

the pas', few games, the Gaels have tended to

forget this, and their goal production 'has drop-

ped off sharply.

Next term, the hockey team wiH be getting

some reinrfbrcemens on defence. For one thing,

all the injured players are expected to be heaL-

thy again. For another, the Gaels will get ant-

other strong hitter m the person of Jim Turar-

buU, who plans to turn out for the -team. So
far, the only hard hitter the Gaels have shown
has been John Quayle, and he has yet to play

a full game in league play. With more author-

ity (behind them. I think we can look forward to

seeing the forwards 'loosen up a bit and start

producing goals again.

ATTENTION QUEENSMEN

AND QUEENSWOMEN

!

Here is your big chance to perform. Can you

sing, play an instrument, play the fool, or in general

entertain? Sure you can and enjoy the fulfilment of

healthily exercised megalomania. You can take part

in Variety Night during Snowball Week. You can

bring your very act and audition January 7 and 8.

But first, do us a little favour please. Let us know

of your intentions before you go away for the holi-

days Please? For information and further convivi-

ality, contact Barb Hatch — 544-8491 or Ken O'Brien

544-1634.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING & TAVERN

ITAIIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL fOODS *t Can serve from 20-600 people

specking in pizzas Visit Our Venetian Room

CHARCOAL STEAKS DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LOO
CHOPS CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
SHOPPING CENTRE

Run, do not walk

to your

Student Awards Officer

Declaration of Other Awards

because

we can't issue your

Ontario Student Award

grant cheque

without il.

We want you to have your money

* Remember that it takes at least four weeks from

the time the Declaration is received in the Depart-

ment of University Affairs to process your cheque.

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Twas Th e Night Before.
By JO' N ^«LE

'Twas The Night Before. . .

The walls were dripping ten-

sion.

Down the quiet hallway* the

doorways stared at each other

in silence from their two regi-

mented rows; nothing to alterthe

perfect, awful symmetry of sight

and sound; quiet.

The blackness outside the

naked window at the end of the

hall seemed to be sucking at the

meager light which lent the hall-

way its only semblance of life.

Gloom, And anxiety permeating

every shadow in the dark depres-

sing corridor.

Which one"?

Which doorway hid the weak

fraying strand in the rope of-

tension that was tightening, tight-

ening. Where was the breaking

point? 316? 321?

Ahhhhhhhhhh!!!

There! No! Was it this floor?

The symmetry disintegrated as

door after door opened to reveal

stunned, desperate faces which

looked at each other in unspoken

querry.

Who?
Again the terrible scream. But

this time a door was flung open

as a panting, sobbing figure ap-

peared in the hallway, looking

quickly all "around, searching.

^spjiy £3rm frar

frfKG WOHQ
Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

1181 Princai St. f-i

Nt. 2 Hwy Wttf U]

Dill 5*2-9333 fij

ST. ANDREWS

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & de»gy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director cf Praise,

Gleon George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES Of WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Wtrstup

7:00 p.m. Evening Wcrship

7:30 p.m, "Radio Ministry"

CKIX

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

The desper ... fixed on

the window at the 'he

hall and, tears trailing

path, he bolted.

"Grab him!"

The gauntlet converged on the

leaping, fighting, figure. He broke

one grasp, then two, but now he

was surrounded as a half dozen

bodies grappled, then pinned him

to the floor.

"Don't let them see this!"

The voice of an elder, directed

at peers, prompted them to move

into the growing crowd of young,

frightened faces; reassuring
voices and firm hands finally

dispersed them back down the hall

and, reluctantly, behind the door-

ways. Some paused to glance,

briefly; the doors closed.

"Let's get him back in his

room."

Sy mpathetic hands helped the

still sobbing figure to his feet

and, slowly, helped him down the

hall, into his room.

"Stay with him for awhile,

will you?" The elder's voice was

answered by a nod from a friend

of the limp figure lying, now

quiet, on the bed.

"1 need a fag,"

The small group now followed

the leader out of the room.

"Didn't think he'd break"

"Neither did I"

"His firs* »ir e

mean."

"Yeah,"
liulet for a wi> i

bath now leaving omj three

standing outside their rooms,

looking back at the doorway be-

hind which lay the exhausted fig-

ure.

"I remember my first time.''

The other two looked at the face

which now bore a far away look

and a strange, unhappy smile.

-Bad?"
"A wipe out. A real wipe out.

They must have failed aboutforty

five per cent that Christmas."

"God!"
" , * iiat does he write tomorrow

anyway?" The voice accompanied

a gesture back down the hall.

"Organic, I think."

"Well, he'll be all right when

it's over It's not the writingthat

gets you. It's the waiting."

Quiet for a moment.

You think he scared the frosh

much?
"They'll be O.K. I'm going

back to bed."

"Not studying?"

"Naw, too late now."

The three now retired behind

their own doorways and again

the ranks were unbroken. All was

quiet. Symmetry was restored.

So was the tension.

5^2;

It's like owning
my own business'

Roger Kedwell, a London Life sales representative in Toronto

"It's true. At London Life you

get a concentrated, personal-

ized training program that's

recognized as the best in the

industry. You can choose

where you want to work. Then
you go out and sell. From the

very first day, you have the

responsibility of shaping your

own career. You determine

how fast you grow, how much
you earn. And you have the

London Life name to help

you."

An economics graduate of the

University of Western On-

tario, Roger began a three-

month London Life training

course in the summer of 1 966.

Within a year he had estab-

lished himself as an excep-

tional life insurance under-

writer. To learn more about a

career in life insurance sales,

see your placement officer. Or

write to the Personnel Depart-

ment, London Life Insurance

Co., London, Ontario.

London Life Insurance Company
Head Office: London, Canada



Is luggage your bag?

-SdMAN
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• Students for a Free Press, page 3

• Our Cup runneth over? page 3

• Cus Anti- Cus, page 7

• Housing, pages 4 & 5

SENATUS POPULUSQUE REGINAE

The Collins Room in Richardson Hall is en-

tirely panelled in natural dark wood-polished,

gleaming and much admired. Thursday after-

noon, December 12, those admiring it were the

fifty senators of Queen's University, plus the

four reporters, two AMS constables, five stu-

dents and handful of faculty members who attended

the first open senate meeting in the history of

Queen's.

Three of the students present were members

of the Alma Mater Society executive: David Pakrul,

AMS president; Ted Parnell, president of the Arts

and Science Undergraduate Society; andDanBurns.

Pakrul did not wear the sport coat, white shirt

and tie to which his admirers have become ac-

customed. He wore a sport coat, a gold turtle-

neck and a large medallion in the shape of a

Maltese cross.

The visitors handed their admission tickets

(obtained the previous day from the registrar's

office, and limited to a total of fifty for any one

meeting) to the AMS constables and were seated

In the rows of chairs provided. All the students

sat In one row. The constables did not find it

By CHRIS REDMOND

necessary to remove anyone for disorderly be-

haviour.

Queen's principal J.J. Deutsch, who presides

over senate sessions, began this one by welcom-

ing the visitors. The senate then received the

report of a committee charged with prescribing

rules for conduct in the galleries. The chief

feature of the rules was a provision forbidding

smoking, although senators are permitted to smoke.

There were no ashtrays in the galleries anyway-

because, AMS president Pakrul said, the rules

forbade smoking. Smoking was not allowed because

there was no room for ashtrays.

Deutsch's report to the senate dealt largely with

his conversations with education and university

affairs minister William Davis. Flnanclalgrantsto

universities may soon be on a new basis, Deutsch

said, more directly related to the number of

students snd a space formula at any given uni-

versity. Queen's will find out how much money

it gets when the provincial budget la brought

down in February, Deutsch said.

The applied science faculty was given senate

permission to decide what students to admit on

the basis of "total evaluation" rather than merely

grade 13 averages. "We will be looking at aver-

ages, aptitude tests, teachers' recommendations,

and In time may ask for an essay on why they

want admission to the faculty," applied science

dean, J.H. Bro- -n stated.

The senate also approved the establishment of

a separate department of sociology. At present

sociology Is part of the Siamese-twin department

of Political Studies, which Includes politics as

well. The new department will begin to function.

If It Is approved by the board of trustees at Its

February meeting, as soon as a head for the

department can be found.

A dispute developed over the cancellation of

classes for an hour on January 21 so that students

can attend a Grant Hall lecture by former prime

minister Lester Pearson, who is the university's

Brockington Visitor this year. After some debate,

the senate approved class cancellation by a small

majority, but agreed that In future classeB could

cancelled for such events without senate approval.

The next senate meeting will take place January

23. It will also be open.
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REGULAR AND KINGS

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people,

SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job cate-

gories offered. For FREE cultural program literature including

details and applications, write: "ISTC admissions, 866 United

Nations Plaza New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Mem-
bership Organization.

a$app?ningB

Have you
considered this

Leadership Profession?
The qualities of leadership show up in men

who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as

their profession, since those who are resource-

ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet-

ing and working with people and can stand

strong on their convictions, are the business

leaders of to-day. As a Chartered Accountant

you may apply your talents in a public ac-

counting practice, in industry, education, or

government. Each avenue provides rich re-

Arthur Andersen & Co.

P.O. Box 29, Toronto-Dominion Centre

Toronto 1

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.

15 Wellington Street West

Toronto 1

England, Leonard, MacPherson & Co.

Kingston & Brockville

McDonald, Currie & Co.

Toronto

Price Waterhouse & Co.

All Canadian Offices

Thorne, Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson

All Canadian Offices

wards for the diligent, for the Chartered

Accountant is a key-man in to-day's business

and financial world.

Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-

tants who employ CA students are those

participating in this advertisement. These firms

and others are interviewing on your campus.

The names of most local CA firms are listed

in your yellow pages under the heading,

Accountants— Public.

Campbell, Lawless & Punchard

8 King Street East

Toronto

Deloitte, Plender, Haskins & Sells

All Canadian Offices

Ernst & Ernst

7 King Street East

Toronto

Peat, Mai-wick, Mitchell & Co.

4 King Street West

Toronto 1

Riddell, Stead, Graham & Hutchison

Toronto, Montreal and other offices

Touche. Ross, Bailey & Smart
Various locations

G. H. Ward & Partners

Gananoque, Brockville

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
Jan, 13 - Jan. 29

Check with placement office for specific

requirements of each firm.

Whether you have decided on your future or not, this

is an excellent opportunity to find out more about
Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-
campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your
placement officer, or write directly to:

The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 7

8:00 p.m. Dunning 12 Baha' Is on
campun. First meeting — speaker.
Florence Mayberry.

THURSDAY, JANUARY »

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY •

FRIDAY, JANUARY 10

8:15 Basketball Ottawa Braves at
Queen's, .

Danes Workshop

Clamriftri. Abu

PLASH: Alien gets Barker, craiy

Ralph gets electrocuted, at Rochdale,

New Year's Eve Party. Crazy Ralph
will be reincarnated during Snowball
Weekend (his birthday). Meanwhile,
the same night, wildman "Peas"
all over Hawkeye'a floor and then
wipes out Christinas tree (as usual),

Watch for details of craiy Ralph's

reincarnation In upcoming Issues of

the Journal. Our New Year's inapira-

tional message for "Duck" (in physio-

therapy) la cheer up and hang in at

the library again — you'll i>ass 1 We
hope our message will be an Inspira-

tion to all ... , tune In turn on and
drop trou.

,
50c for the first fifteen

'

.words, 10c for the nextj
ten words.

,

| Deadline - - Sunday at
J

, 6 for the Tuesday paper,

,

and Wednesday at 6 for

,

the Friday paper.

i Bring your ad in or,
i mail to the Queen's Jour-,

nal, Students Union, or.

call 546-5730.
1

i

Write your own ad:

• Name:

• Address:

i Phone:

SETO'S CHOP SUEY

156 Division Street

Specializing ift Canadian &

Chinese food. Oorovenienft

fcocaition. Reasonable price.

For take-out orders

Dial 542-7431

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Peterborough Newspaper Strike

Queen's students work on FREE PRESS
The latest step In a bitter and frustrating strike be-

tween the Peterborough Examiner and the newsroom
employees has been the publication of the Peterborough
Free Press.

The Free Press Is being published by the twerrty-one
striking newsroom employees and students from several
universities.

The strikers, members of the Toronto Newspaper
Guild, are attempting to negotiate a first contract with
the Lord Thomson of Fleet organization which bought
the paper last spring.

Lord Thomson has been quoted as saying that "small
town newspapers are like cashboxes". His policies in
acquiring such newspapers have all followed a similar
pattern. The quality of the paper Is allowed to decline.
Poor wages are offered and advertising squeezes out
news copy. The pattern seems to fit the Examiner situa-
tion nicely. Reporters of six years experience, for
example, now making one hundred and twenty dollars a
week are being offered $117.00. Management has con-
sistently refused to negotiate and has brought in strike-

breakers from other Thomson owned papers in an

effort to break the Guild. These tactics cost them their

two editorial writers and two editors, who joined the
strike in protest against the conduct of the management.

The Free Press Is an attempt to show the citizens of
Peterborough what they are missing in the Thomson-
owned Examiner. Since the strike, local news has been
completely muffled and the paper has stubbornly refused
to mention the strike, even though a near riot occurred
on its doorstep. The Examiner currently carries almost
pure Canadian Press and Associated Press wire service
copy, largely unedited. The only local news is various
social notices, published in their entirety, complete with
spelling mistakes. The fact that circulation of the Free
Press climbed to 8500 after only two Issues is ample
proof that the people of Peterborough are missing the
community conscious newspaper that the Guild members
are unwilling to see destroyed. The necessity of main-
taining a constant picket line with twenty-one strikers
has lead to student involvement on the picket line.

Violence flared at one point as two hundred and fifty

students joined the strikers in a mass picket Police
used force arresting fourteen picketers and manhandled
many more.

Since the Guild members were involved with the
strike and the picket lines, student help was required to
publish the Free Press. The first contingent to arrive
from Queen's consisted of Journal staffer Herman
Bah vis with Bobln Hyan and Terry O'Hara. They arrived

in time to commence the bulk of the work in organizing

and writing the second issue of the Free Press (the first

was an eight-page handout). They joined Allan Story, an
editor of the Ontarion (University of Guelph student

newspaper). The second issue, this time a twelve page
newspaper, sold 6.500 conies, and carried several hun-
dred dollars worth of advertising. Not a strike news-
paper in content, the Free Press carried a full slate of

local news, written by both students and striking re-
porters.

More help from Queen's arrived in time for the third
issues in the persons of Stuart Ryan and Warren Kazor.
The third Issue wenttoafull sixteen pages, again strongly
supported by local advertising.

Publishing a sixteen page newspaper of high enough
quality to be a viable enterprise without the resources of
equipment and staff enjoyed by even a university paper
such as the Journal is a staggering task. It involves
sharing the too-few typewriters, spending long hours
typing copy by the hunt and peck method and sleepless
nights doing menial tasks like constructing headlines. At
one point there was a staff of only five students (four
from Queen's) to perform all these tasks and only two of
them had newspaper experience.

Newspaper relevance — supporting the Not-so-New Left says CUP
I went to one the week between Christ- University Press towards the Journal, convinced of the right of your

by MARTE HARDING

There actually are people mad enough

to sacrifice almost anything-their spare

time, their reputations, their academic

year, even their Christmas holidays and

home-cooked food for a student news-

paper. I am one of them.

So, when Christmas comes, people leave

and the paper shuts down until the next

term, we do the next best things-we haunt

the office looking for something to do,

creating news; we feel sorry for ourselves,

and we go off to Student Press confer-

I went to one the week between Christ-

mas and New Year's, which should Illus-

trate just how insane I have become. A
week in Toronto without doing any shop-

ping; a week spent gorging myself on

residence food; the most festive week of

the year spent completely teetotal.

What did I get in return for all my
sacrifices? Well, I learned a lot about

the Journal. "The Queen's Journal was

an interesting experiment earlier this

year. . .but now. . .it's totally Irrele-

vant"

This statement, so dear to the hearts of

all Journal staffers, typifies the feelings

of most member papers of the Canadian

University Press towards the Journal.

Relevance, I discovered, means sup-

porting The Cause: lending moral, phys-

ical and financial aid to the New and Not-

So-New Left, refusing to publish anyone

else's point of view because "somebody

might believe it; if they don't think we're

right let them publish a paper of their

own."
Naturally if you're not Left then you're

Right. Right? The Journal, lone voice of

moderation in a chorus of vociferous

minorities, became 'that fascist paper'.

Being the only person to oppose a cer-

tain motion was not particularly worrie-

some: if, after a week, you are not voting

with the mainstream, you are the more

convinced of the right of your position.

But the pressure to join the other side

was great. 1 was cornered at the dinner

table, surrounded at discussion periods,

trapped in the elevators. At three in the

morning people arrived to tell me the

real story of what happened at Simon

Fraser.

My political ideas did not change but

how much of this can be attributed to

sheer perversity after a week of contin-

uous pressure is a moot point.

I left the C.U.P. conference persuaded

that the Journal's editorial policy of

allowing space to all sides Is a good one.

Better safe than sorry. Better browned

than burnt.

news briefs

No Expropriation

Queen's will not ham tbo

use its expropriation power

to get the property aft 78

Clergy street westt Which is

needed to build the new
gymnasium.
The property owner, Fred-

erick Ooniley of Kingston, a-

greed" Do sell the lot to

Queen's for an undisclosed a-

mountt, after Queen's Start-

ed expropriation proceedings

November 20. The expropria-

tion hearing was to take

place December 31, bint was
camceliled when *he sale was

announced Deember 18.

The university will take

possession of the property in

February, butt has not stated

when the house will be de-

AUL (the other property

needed for the arena-gymas-

ium complex is already own-

ed by the university, and ten-

ante were told to move out

by fine end of December.

Some houses in (halt Mock of

Clergy street ihiave already

been demolished.

Group Orgoun

Psychiatrists, nippies, com-

munists, anarchists, philoso-

phers, zen interpreters and

Black Power advocaftes will

be coming to Queen's to par-

ticipate in an Orgazm.

Orgazm is the name given

to a special ''teach in" to

be held January 23rd to 26th

on the Queen's caimpus. The
emphasis for the weekend

wiltt be on participation in

group seminars ratther than

on a series of set lectures.

Allan Watte, an expert on Eas-

tern affairs, a zen interpre-

ter and the aulthor of several

books on Psyoholtherapny

will be brought in from Cali-

fornia. In addMon, Dr. Eric

Lincoln, a black power advo-

cate from New York and Dr.

John Rich, a psychiatrist

from Montreal will be pre-

sent, lit is further expected

thait' assorted hippies, left-

ists and philosophers will al-

so be in attendance to act

as resource people.

The programme is being

sponsored by the World Uni-

versity Service of Canada,

the ASUS Other Events Com-

mittee and the AMB Educa-

tion OomraaJbtee, The Cana-

dian Union of Students has

given the evenibs "top priori-

ty" for a delegation of Viet-

namese students touring Can-

ada at that time.

K is further expected that

Orgasm will include a light

entertainment show and both

a rock and ifolk concert.

Buildings Named
Names have been announc-

ed for the newest academic

buiMnigs on campus. The
mathematics building going

up south of Ellis Rail on Uni-

versity Avenue wiM be called

"Jeffery HaM". and the psy-

chology building on Arch
Street will be (known as

"Humphrey Hall'

The mathematics building

is named after Dr. R. L. Jef-

frey, head of the mathema-

itics department from 1943 to

1960 and the first chairman

of the Committee on Gradu-

ate Studies at Queen's.

Student killed

Graduate English student

Larralne Umbdenstock, 25.

was killed In a traffic acci-

dent December 16 as she drove

home for the Christmas vaca-

tion.

Students of Queen's:

your mm bookstore cm supply vm
with all your requirement* «n Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Look leaf supplies, fens, and

Queen's pennants.

Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

1181 Princes St wrt

(to. 2 Krr Wr» U]

ifr-"*. DM 5U-M3J fit

dunk?

s

founded in 1868-

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Mere you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

5SHil Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET'
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LONDRY'S DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery on iludcni prescriptions

and student order* at student rotes

CAU 546-6517

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dinina

in

The Centennial Room
Slav* Am»y

28 Yonge Si. Proprietor

LEARN KARATE

The ultimate in Self-defense and the fastest growing sport

in North America. BE: Self-confident; self-disciplined; physi-

cally fit.

Tsuruuka

KARATE SCHOOL

132 Princess St., Kingston

Entrance on Bagot.. Street, Phone 546-5342

Classes for: Ladies — Men — Youth. Special rates for Uni-

versity Students

tor information regarding rates and class schedules call 546-5342

Membership is limited

Instructor: W. Vance - Black Belt

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. ' KINGSTON, ONT
ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food) -

*

MODERN DANCE PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP AND CONCERT

January 9, 10, 11, '69'

Thursday, January 9

Queen's Students Dance Production. 9:30 p.m. Small Gym.
(paddleball Rm.) admission free

Friday and Saturday, January 10 and 11

Dance Workshop Queen's Gymnasium. Instructors Til
Thiele, West Berlin, Hugo Romero, Montreal.

Saturday, January 11

Judy Jarvis in Dance Concert at Queen's Convocation Hall

Theatre with guest artists Hugo Romero and Suzanne Demers.

8:15. Tickets available at Women's Phys. Ed. office and on

January 11th 7:00 p.m. to 8:15 at Theatre. Seats not reserved.

Where are you going to live next y«,

There will be a few new places to live ai-o^

Queen's. The co-op is expanding, the AMS

a co-operative residence on Princess Street, and the u,

versify has planned three new residence areas. Some of thi

will be ready by this fall.

By CHRIS REDMOND By next fall, 260 apartments

for married students will be

ready on an area north of^ the

west campus which the univer-

sity calls Block T.

Rents in the one- and two-

bedroom apartments will be
comparable with those in the

city, according to university plan-

ner Graftam Andrews. The apart-

ments are arranged in small

three-storey units strung toget-

her "like a row of pearls", An-

drews laughed.

The interconnected buildings

will surround playground areas;

there will be plenty of parking

on the fringes. Of the apart-

ments, 160 will be two,

units and 100 one

units.

Andrews added thai

plans to provide day
n

cilities in the complex

make life easier for mi

dents and to provide

ties for psychologists

,

ing teachers to obsei II

children.

A project of the Oi

dent Housing Corpa:

married-student apartn

being built now. Aj

for apartments for nex

be made through the

housing service.

When McArthur College moves into its west campus build-

ing in September 1970, a 500-room residence complex will be

ready there as well. The McArthur residence will be mul-

tiples of the small-group complex now being built on Earl

Street, but will be grouped around food areas to serve day

students at McArthur as well as those who live on the site.

Because the west campus is isolated from the main

Queen's campus, the site must be self-sufficient, planner

Graham Andrews pointed out.

The residences are primarily designed for McArthur stu-

dents, who are at the graduate level, but may house some

undergraduates as well.

A proposal call for construction of the residences will

go out this month.



A unique style of men's residence wi II be ready for next fall on Earl Street across

from Kingston C.V.I, on the old site of Collins House.

The building will house 96 students i n single rooms. There will be eight unit*,

each with twelve rooms grouped around a li ving room, a kitchen, and dining facilities.

The building will be three storeys high an d rooms will be furnished.

The university now has an of-

ficial Campus Planner to coordinate

plans for physical expansion of

Queen's.
Graham Andrews, professor of

civil engineering, is the new plan-

ner. His function is to provide

planning liaison between university

bodies and committees, university

officers, the city of Kingston, and

the provincial and federal govern-

ments.
Once planning policy has been

approved, under Andrews' coordin-

ation, project planning and deve-

lopment engineer Gerald McCahill

will be responsible for developing"

specific projects.

The university body in charge ot

overall planning is the new Cam-

pus Planning Committee, a joint

committee of the university senate

and the board of trustees. An-

drews is chairman of this commit-

Co-op housing at Queen's has long been limited to a

few houses. Before that there weren't any. And just re-

cently there weren't any again. Last spring a group interest-

ed in reviving co-ops organized a seven house project east

of campus using A.MS. money and a surplus from the Science

'44 Association. Room and board were provided at an an-

nual cost of $650.00— well below the cost of the university

run residence, ,„ . . ^
Mow the group is planning to expand from 70 to aoout

235 members— not counting a full time business manager.

The Central Housing and Mortgage Corporation will provide

90"/. percent of the mortgage if students can raise the rest

—between $60,000 and $75,000. The A.M.S. and the Board

of Trustees of the university are being approached for most

of this sum. .

The co-op has also arranged to lease two houses from

the Kingston General Hospital. These units, on Stuart and

George Street, will hold twenty people and are expected to

be ready for occupancy by February first— motel dwellers

*ake
Further in the future the A.M.S. has a. 200-400 unit pro-

ject under consideration. It will probably be a co-educational

co-operative residence— fairly radical in design- and provid-

ing more facilities and small social groups than the university

owned residences. Hopefully this building will be ready for

the fall of 1970.

By DAN BURNS
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Words less enduring than immortal bronze i

Dear Editor:

After three weeks the sheen of

the "Golden Age" has become

distinctly tarnished. The Christ-

mas edition makes a good ex-

ample aB It was particularly lack-

lustre. As a special edition which

was a week In the preparing, it

was, I thought, something to look

forward to. As It turned out it

was, if anything, worse than its

predecessors.

' 1 do not wish to criticize the

regular features such as the re-

views. They were almost without

exception excellent What I do

object to is the seeming lack of

editorial policy. Instead of the

pointless article, "Christinas

Feast", why could we not have

Koestler continued l

Dear Sir,

I hope I'm not dipping into

waters that have already been

WE'RE MODEST
"The major purpose of the student press is to act

as an agent of social change," says a standing reso ution

adopted by Canadian University Press at its national con-

ference in December.
, __. ,. „

The Journal is a member of CUP. This doesn t mean

we agree with that statement. Our major purpose is to

tell the campus whafs going on. Our readers are intelli-

gent enough that when they know what s going on, they

can change things themselves.

We're modest.

$6,000 IS IMPORTANT
Next month Queen's will have to make a decision

about CUS—and it looks like there will be an alternative.

People will be watching Queen's to see what the

student referendum decides; it could be the one that

decides whether the Canadian Union of Students will

survive A dozen universities have withdrawn from mem-

bc^hto already this year, including the influential Un - thoroughly dredged, tough the

versity
P
of Western Ontario. For some people what Queen's pages of the Journal, by referring

decides will make the difference. to Arthur Koestler's speech at

The question is important to students here, too. Even last month's Inaugural sympo-

forgetting the political side, it's still six thousand dollars slum which was broadcast by the

important—one dollar from every student's fees. And C.B.C. this evening,

then there is the question of whether Queen's students

want CUS speaking for them, and setting policies they II While Koestler's criticism

have to support. seems to be well-founded against

There is a good deal of dissatisfaction with CUS now. ^ 3 R,
g of contemporary (be-

While CUS has 25 members left, 31 universities are taking
tavtoral) science, "Reduction-

part in conferences to outline the sort of national student

organization they would like to see. Then they will try

to get it — either by reforming CUS from inside or by

starting a second national group of some kind.

What they seem to want is a regionally-based as-

sociation with more emphasis on the individual student

and less on collective unionism. That seems like a good

idea.

Twenty years ago there were two national student

organizations in Canada. There could be again. It would

at least mean a better chance for a university to find a

national body which supported what it supported and

provided what it wanted.
Students who don't think they get their dollar s

worth from CUS might get it from a second organization.

It might not be any improvement, of course, but the possi-

bility is there. Queen's is doing the right thing in sending

delegates to these conferences in the hope that they'll

produce concrete ideas. Whether the result is an attempt

to change CUS or an attempt to set up a new national

student union, the individual student will be gaining some-

thing,
.

CUS isn't all bad, but we're sceptical of just how
good it is. And with an alternative beginning to appear,

we're more sceptical than ever.

had news of other universities?

The Journal is the only source

we have of such news reported

from a student point of view yet

from this issue one would think

that absolutely nothingof interest

was happening outside of Queen's.

Also, why not a serious article

about the Kingston municipal el-

ections instead of a slightly funny

but uninformative one?The Jour-
nal would be undoubtedly worse
for a lack of humour but it isn't

necessary to turn the whole thing

Into a bad joke.

Miss Buxton's letter was the

only bright spot in the whole

edition and foramomentlthought

you were going to make a serious

attempt to answer it but, as usual,

your editorial faded offinto noth-

ing. I'm not surprised that the

faculty and administration can

ever take the student body

seriously after looking at its

newspaper.

I don't ask you to give a point

of view that we can agree with

but at least give us one which we

can remember. No one ever sug-

gested that the Journal should be

like the New York Times but it

should be a good university level

newspaper. You seem to feel that

Queen's students take themselves

too seriously. If so, you've made
your point so now, why not con-

centrate on journalism?

RON HARTLING
Arts' 72

ism" "Rattomorphism" and

"Randomism", his ideal of edu-

cation as Catalyst of the growing

mind versus Conditioner of the

growing mind would seem to be

quite impracticable. There is al-

ready an educational bias in the

subject-matter of the problems

seen fit to lay before the student,

let alone in this particular pre-

sentation of the material. The
teacher is still exerting his will

over the student, in that the aim
remains for the student to com?
to know certain selected facts, or

to acquire a particular method

for solving problems. On the

other hand (as Mr. Bond stressed

in the panel-discussion following

the talk,) Koestler appears to hold

a teleological view of the human
mind: by advocating Education as

a catalyst with no material in-

fluence on the end product, he is

implying tint the mind has some-
where to go by itself, that it

will develop in the right direc-

tion by Itself. Humans undergo a

long and painful childhood, per-

haps a third of their lives, and

some instruction seems essen-

tial during this period. If babies

were left to solve theirproblems
by themselves, I have a feeling

that they wouldn't last long, and
if one or two did manage to sur-

vive, they'd feel pretty bitter

about it all I However, human life

is a communal affair; feeding is

a problem and a need not only

for the baby but for the mother

too.

Koestler's philosophy In his

talk seems to be intellectual

anarchy; and ethical anarchy of

any kind is paradoxical, since it

teaches that one should not, teach,

(Would Professor Duncan agree?)
It is interesting that Queen's,

in encouraging this kind of de-

bate, appears to be more open-
minded and "involved" at the

faculty level than U. of T. (the

teach-ins zum Trotze). It is pro-
bably the size of Queen's which
makes such a public symposium
possible. Excellence isn't a func-

tion of bigness.

Yours truly,

Oliver Mott

9Graduate, Linguistics, U. ofT.)
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SPECIAL CREDITS

Back from CUP, skiing and Hong Kong flu In time for this
Issue were Alex, Herman, Marte (who's versatile). Warren, Brenda,
Paul (who got his birthday present), John S., Charlie (who was
reunited with Cathy, who finished her essay at last), Chris, Jane
and Gall (prettiest typists this year), John M., George and Terry-
Alas poor Murray) We knew him well. Our thanks to Sherry and
Jim. love to Nancy and D.B., respect? to the national office, and
admiration to Mike Kesterton. Please note: this Is not a gag Issue.
Now ft.- the real new. — we finished at 4.30, In the afternoon yet I

Who ever heard of a sacred sheep.

POKE IN THE EYE
By BILL MARTIN

Like many people, I spent this Christmas
on earth. Once again I was overlooked by the

Apollo Mission. Once again 1 was denied a
trip to Florida, and all the T.V. coverage
and adulation of millions, and congratulatory

telegrams and a telephone call from Lyndon
B. Johnson, and the neat space suit and being
man of the year and making snappy quips
from space and all that I was pretty bitter.

So I went to Green Bay Wisconsin to spend
the holidays with the Starr's. Bart didn't

have much to do either, as It turned out, and
the two of us were quite happy to sit around
and drink beer and watch television.

Well it was the Sunday before Christmas
and we were sitting in front of the set watch-
ing the Vikings of Minnesota and the Colts
of Baltimore and Bart was feelingpretty low,
when suddenly the game is Interrupted by
Waiter Cronkite and Mission Control with live

transmission from Apollo VDI, And there
were the astronauts having a great old time
and there I was sitting there feeling some-
how a little shabby, small, tatty perhaps,
tarnished certainly. We turned off the set
and sat back and talked over our problems.
He felt badly because people were saying

that the Packers were finished and I felt

badly because I had once again been over-
looked by the Apollo Mission people and so
forth. And we talked about the moon and 1

discovered that Bart Starr is not only an
excellent quarterback but also an astute
commentator on the space program.
He belongs to a group of astronomers and

lunar observers who call themselves the

cercle fondu. These dedicated men spend

most of their spare time examining the

moon, and their discoveries are earth-shak-

ing. All of this is even more amazing con-

sidering that they conduct their research

with the naked eye. They-quite rightly dis-

trust such "new-fangled gadgetry" as tele-

scopes which "distort the true image of the

moon'*.

This group believes the moon to be in-

habited by hostile and semi-hostile cheeses.

Quite naturally this ascertion has rocked

the space world. As most of us know, even

domestic cheeses can be pretty dangerous,

let alone alien brands. Venerable elderly

statesman, Prinkney Jones, fought off a re-

current attack of senility to address a meet-

ing of the aer^je fpndu. "The Cheese", he

said, "is one of nature's most misunder-

stood terrors. It is a quiet, stealthy, devil-

ishly clever creature. I have refused to

have them in the house, ever since I woke
up and found one sleeping on my face.

All this made me feel better and I had a

new and deep respect for the astronauts.

There are real dangers In the space pro-

gram. Man's greatest moment could be

marred by the unexpected. A bull cheese

is a treacherous adversary, especially when
it is protecting its territory.

But fear not Man's typical ingenuity will

prevail. Curtis Lemay, that subtle politician,

a charter member of \e cercle has promised
that if U.S. astronauts are interfered with
by lunar cheeses, they will be bombed Into

the Stone Age.
'
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31 Universities Discuss CUS Alternatives
By CHRIS REDMOND
Two Queen's students were

among representatives from 31

Canadian universities who atten-

ded a conference on national stu-

dent organizations at Waterloo

last week.

The Alma Mater Society (the

student government at Queen's)

paid the expenses ofthe two dele-

gates to this conference.

The conference was not simply

CUS SCOREBOARD

Still In CUS:

Brandon; Dalhousie; King's

College; Lakehead; University

of Manitoba; McMasler; Mount

St. Bernard; Prince of Wales

College; Rochdale; Ryerson;

St. Francis Xavier; St. Pat-

rick's College; St. Thomas

College; University of Saskat-
J

chewan at Regina; University

of Toronto; University of Wa-
\

terloo; University of Wlnni

peg; York; York-Glendon.

Still In CUS by referendum:

Brock; Laurentlan; Simon

Fraser.

Still In CUS, but planning re

ferendums:

University of British Colum-

bia and Queen's.
Total 25

Pulled out of CUS:

Mount Allison; Bathhurst;

University of Ottawa; Univer-

sity of New Brunswick.

Pulled out by referendum:

Waterloo Lutheran; Carle-

ton; University of Calgary;

Western; Windsor; University

of Guelph.

Pulled out, but planning refer-

endum:

University of Victoria; Uni-

versity of Moncton; Notre
Dame; SAIT; University of

Sasketchewan at Saskatoon.

Total IS

• • •

Still out of CUS:

Lethbridge by referendum.

Memorial and Mount St. Ctn-

cent planning referendum.

Many others.

an "anti-CUS meeting". Bill

Houston, third-year arts student,
pointed out It considered the al-

ternatives of reforming CUS (the

Canadian Union of Students)from
the inside, or forming a new
national group.

Education should be the top
priority of a national student

union, the conference agreed,
according to the other Queen's
delegate, fourth-year arts stu-

dent John Hill. "If there was any

anti-CUS sentiment at the con-

gress, this is where it came out

the most," Hill said.

"A national association In

some form Is desirable," he said,

adding that the conference
repeatedly agreed on a regional

organization as the necessary

basis for such an association. A
national union in Canada would

also have to be bicultural, the

delegates agreed.

Its policy body would be a

national congress-"but only if

the people meeting at the con-

gress were truly representative

of the membership".

The Queen's delegation to the

conference chaired its commis-

sion on structures, Hill said.

The question of compulsory ver-

sus voluntary membership in a

national union was not decided,

but will come up at the next

meeting of the delegates, prob-
ably In February.

"If CUS is going to be re-
formed, it's got to come through
a group such as this," Hill said,

but added that he thought It un-
likely that CUS could be re-
formed from the inside.

"I think Queen's best bet would
be to get out of CUS and to work
with this body," he said.

Queen's Is now a member of

CUS, which has about 25 mem-
ber universities-about half the

total number of colleges and uni-

versities in Canada. CUS mem-
bership is compulsory for ail

students on a member campus,
who pay about $1 each to CUS
from the non-academic student

fee.

all interested students are

invited to an open meeting

& ddsciisssion

"THE NEW
WOR1D FAITH"

guest speaker

Mrs. Flora Mayberry

Sa n'ta Paula, California

TUESDAY, JANUARY 7th

8:00 p.m.

Room 12, Dunning Hall

Ba'ha'is on Campus

X^<^Linden-PhotoCQ.
229 PRINCESS STREET
1 KINGSTON, ONTARIO

/ | \ 546-7676

If you have a good camera, gel the best Finishing (we

operate our own lab )

Van's Gift & Smoke Centre

ADULT Books— Magazines

8 mm & super 8

Movies

GIFTS - JOKES - POSTERS

open 7 days - KDHL Sponsor

A referendum will be held at

Queen's next month to decide

whether the university should

remain in CUS,

The Alma Mater Society has

plans in the interim for some
kind of student education pro-

gram on CUS involving group

discussions, guest lecturers,

and possibly a background tab-

loid. However plans are not yet

finalized.

Dave Pakrul, president of the

AMS, was asked if he knew any-

thing specific about future plans

for publicizing the CUS refer-

endum. "Sure I know lots of

things" Pakrul said, "but I hope

to leave that work up to other

people."

Tri- color

Scarves

and

93 Princess St.
Telephone 546-63B1

NORTH YORK
Mill Of EDUCATION

Invites applications from those who wish to enroll
in the

INTERNSHIP PLAN
for

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
Applicants must have the following qualifications:

A 4-year Honour Degree or a general B.A., with a
minimum age of 25 as of September 1, 1969

An acceptable university°5egree plus one year of
post graduate study such as Bachelor of Library Sci-
ence; graduation from the Institute of Child Study;
A.R.C.T., etc.

The "Plan" includes:
— initial orientation of 20 oonsecutive days during May

and June, 1969. Oaardddaites to be paid dlt the rate of $20. per
day
— a 6-week summer course, July 2 to August 8, 1969, at

Lakeshore Teaoherj' College, Coat of course to be borne by
(the Department of Education
— "Practice" teaching experience under supervision, Sep-

tember to December, 1969. Salary at the rate of MOO. per
month. Thereafter, salary according to qualifications and re-

sponsibility assumed

.

— a final summer session in July and August, 1970.

WRITTEN APPLICATIONS should be sent before
January 31, 1969, to:

Dr. H. R. Partlow
Superintendent of Professional Development
15 Oakburn Crescent, Willowdale, Ontario.

P W. Minloler, B, A„ D. Paed. Bruce C. Bone, >B. A., C. A.

Director of Education Chairmen

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALL GARNHTS ARB REDT

A. False. Garnets, like many other gemstonea of th»

tame mineral family, may occur in more than one

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet Is ariolet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian are,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamonds

and pearls, and best of all, is quite reasonable In price.

MEM8CR AM0UCAW OEM lOOETY

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
Jewellers 168 Princess St

546-2261 Kingston, Ontario

Have Skis,

WillSchuss
Just you and the snow and

the wind flying by. That's the

fantastic feeling of ski-

ing. That's freedom.

There's another sort of

freedom thai iikiKcs

skiing your sport any day

of the month, all season.

That's the freedom you

get by usingTampax

tampons. Internally worn

Tampax tampons can't

interfere or cause

discomfort. i\o bulky pad to

slpjyy you down or show

llirough yourslretch pants.

I\o disposal problem.

No worry about where to

carry a spare. In fact,

it's sort of like not

having any period at all.

Millions of active young

women all over the

world have used billions

ofTampax tampons.

Maybe you should find out

why. Start usingTampax

tampons this season

and ski free.

TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
N TAMPAX CORPORATION LTO-,

BARRIE, ONTARIO

SALE

THE FAMOUS FABULOUS

DOMUS "20% OFF

EVERYTHING SALE"

Now in full Swing

Ijast day Salt. Jan. 11

many Mems 50% off.

Brock between Kmff 4
Wellington
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Q
Hockey Action Resumes

By BRUCE McLEOD

This weekend, Queen's
Golden Gaels hockey team
resume their regular sche-

dule with a home game
against University of Ot-

tawa Gee Gees. Game time

is 2.-00 Saturday afternoon,

and buses leave the gym-
nasium shortly after 1:30.

Early comers can travel to

the Constantine Arena on
the team bus, which leaves

at 1:30. This is a thrill that

shouldn't be missed for

those of you who are real

aficionados.

At press time, the team
still hadn't got together for

the new term. Their first

practice was last night, and
we expect to see at least a

couple of new faces— de-

fenceman Dune McRae, for

example, who missed a

good bit of the first term's

action with a cracked wrist.

Also, Jim Turnbull will be
practising with the team
this week, but it is uncer-

tain whether he will play

this weekend. Reports are

not in yet on how the rest

of the players survived the

holiday, but it seems reas-

onable to suppose that the

team will be healthy. A
couple of absences will be
caused by exams, most not-

ably goalie Norm Douglas.
Peter Rutherford will prob-
ably start in goal.

In their only meeting so
far, Queen's subdued the
Gee Gees 8-3, and the Gaels
will be looking for a win to

get them back on the track

after their last disastrous

league game against Laval.

A good fan turnout should
help to spur them on their

way, so, see you at the
game.

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

VALUE $6,000 PER ANNUM

A number of scholarships, each valued at $6,000
per annum (tax free), are available to suitable gradu-
ates in any branch of engineering — mech., elec.,

and civil, etc.—or applied science who are interested

in a career in the Mining Industry.

These are McGill University scholarships for an

advanced course leading to a master's degree in min-

ing engineering.

Applications should be made, before Febru-

ary 3rd, 1969 to:

Chairman,

Dept. of Mining Engineering & Applied Geophysics,

McConneJI Engineering Building,

McGill University,

Montreal 110, P.Q.

These scholarships are sponsored by a group

of Canadian Mining Companies.

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stattoneru

K. & W. BOOKS
Borne Near Princess 540-2746

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPEQALIZlllGIN PI2ZAS

CHARCOAL SfEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

& TAVERN
WE CAN ScnVE r*OM 20-600 PEOr\E

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING SHOPPING CENTRE

You're Wasting Your Time at this University!

Your brain is capable of absorbing
and comprehending written material

at a fantastic rate of speed ... a
thousand, two thousand, even beyond
10 thousand words a minute. The
fact that the average person is able

to feed in information at only 250 to

350 words per minute is one of the
greatest wastes in human history.

But it's not your fault. You were
taught to read word by word—prob-
ably aloud in front of a class. You
were taught to sound the words, you

were taught to "sub-vocalize", to read
with your "ears' instead of your brain.

And in so doing, you ti^ a gigan-
tic anchor to your reading speed . .

.

to your intellectual growth . . . your
ability to learn . . . and your ability to
enjoy.

To those people who care to loosen
the anchor rope ... to those people
.who care to grow, Evelyn Wood Read-

ing Dynamics offers a dramatic op-
portunity.

A word of caution. Reading Dy-
namics is not a course for lazy people
It offers no "magic" formulas. It

teaches a sound and proven educa-
tional principle that is absolutely
guaranteed to yield results when the
student applies his natural abilities.
Results from over 500,000 graduates
indicate that the average student can
expect to increase his reading effi-
ciency (speed and comprehension)
4.7 times.

Free

Demonstration

and Lecture at our

Institute

Thursday,

Jan. 9 at 8 p.m.

Friday,

Jan. 10 at 8 p.nu

For Information

Dial 542-7672 or Visit

Our Institute

at 844 Princess St.

Graduates phone to enrol in our

new Graduate Workshop.

It is Free.

JANUARY
CLASSES

Monday, Jan. 20

Tuesday, Jan. 21

Wed, Jan. 22

Thursday, Jan. 23

Saturday, Jan. 25

EVELYN WOOD READING INSTITUTE
844 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 542-7672
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN

Administration Attempts

to Stifle Student Paper
By TERRY O'HARA

The Board of Governors
of the University of Saskat-
chewan, Regina campus, in

an unprecedented move has
decided to refuse to collect

Student Union fees. The
decision was announced on
Dec. 31 by principal W. A.
Riddell, at a time when
most students were on va-

cation.

The decision to stop collection

of the fees was made without

consultation with faculty or stu-

dents. This action is the ultimate

step in a two year administra-

tion campaign to impose censor-

ship on the Student Union News-

paper, The Carillon. A board

statement explains that the

"starvation" tactics will be used

until the Student Council "ad-

justs Its activities and programs

(including the newspaper) to be

more in accord with the best

interests of the University."Thel

University is defined elsewhere;

as "the senate, the board of;

governors and the administra-

tion" in which the board state-

ment accuses the Carillon of

undermining confidence. No men-

tion Is made of students or fac- Several scandals and near

ulty as a part of the university, scandals have been exposed by

Although no effort has been

made to pinpoint the Board's

objections to the editorialpolicy,

Principal Riddell mentioned "ob-

scenity" as a cause of the de-

cision. He later admitted this to

be a "red herring". The last

issue of the Carillon, which Mr.

Riddell termed "the laststraw",

carried a drawing of a human
birth mingled with the features

of Ho Che Minh.

The Carillon's editors repeat-

edly denied the obscenity charge.

No obscenity or libel actions

have ever been taken against the

paper.

The Carillon has consistently

followed an editorial policy of

opposition to the provincial gov-

ernment policy concerning re-

lationships with the University.

Specific areas of criticism have

been student loan policy and bud

-

geting practices.

the newspaper. Last March It council will debate the move,
broke the story of a one thousand Opposition leader Woodrow
dollar student loan granted to Lloyd saidtheboardhad"neIther
Allen Guy, now a Saskatchewan the right nor the obligation" to

cabinet Minister who was draw- suppress criticism at the Uni-
ing an MLA's salary ($16,000) verslty.

at the time. The first threats of

Scandals

Unearthed

non-collection of fees followed

soon afterwards.

Earlier this year, the Carillon

again aroused the ire of both

administration and provincial!
government when it exposed sup-

posedly top secret plans for dras-'

tic reductions in the University

budget for 1969-70. Thecutbacks
will litnft enrollment to a 10%
increase, Increase the student to

faculty ratio, halt expenditures

jn laboratories and virtually el-

iminate night classes. Profes-

sors are already paying for stu-

dent help out oftheir ownpockets.

Riddell accused the newspaper

of "gross irresponsibility" and

threatened that "heads would
roll" after the budget exposures.

Severe criticism has been lev-

elled against the board decision

from all quarters. Faculty Asso-

ciation President Reed Robertson

has labelled the move '

' stupid and

silly" and accused the board of

"using a fiscal sledge hammerto

impose censorship." The faculty

Solidarity with SFU
Queen's University was in the unusual

position of being allied with Simon Fraser

University. They were the only two uni-

versities in Canada who were not sending

a contestant to the "Canadian University

Beauty Pageant" being held at Waterloo

Lutheran University in February.

This situation was rectified however at

Tuesday's meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety. Dave Bond, a fourth year Queen's

student, brought this incredible oversight

to the attention of the AMS. As a result the

AMS passed a motion "that the AMS of

Queen's University select a female to rep-

resent Queen's at the Pageant".

Mr. Bond, in outlining the viability of the

pageant, noted that no expenses would have

to be borne by the AMS "except for the

hair appointmentthe night before the pageant"

The winner of this extravaganza will win

no less than 3 wardrobes, 1 ski-doo and a

trip to Los Angeles which will culminate

no less than an appearance on that high-

light of educational television "The Dating

Game". "Hopefully on the Saturday night

show" continued Bond, "so that she can

win a trip to North Africa". "Sounds like

By HERMAN BAKVIS

mumbled one unlm-a good place for her'

pressed spectator.

Members of the AMS In speaking to the

motion noted the widespread Implications

that the beauty pageant could entail in coming

years. Dave Bond said "hopefully in the

future we could have a home coming Queen

rather than a snowball Queen." Andrew

"Andy" Pipe, vice-president of the AMS,

said, "It could set a dangerous precedent

if it's carried to its logical conclusion,"

Pipe continued "How do the girls on the

AMS feel about this?" Pipe's querry re-

mained unanswered.

After the meeting Dave Bond explained

what motivated him to bring the beauty

pageant to the attention of the AMS. He felt

that Queen's shouldn't really be associated

with SFU In not sending a contestant. "After

all Queen's Is a good stable university" he

said. "They've had some trouble out there

you know" referring to Simon Fraser.

The AMS spent about 30 minutes discussing

the beauty pageant. Other items of business

discussed by the AMS were the senate and

the future of the rectorship. Considerably

less time was spent on these two issues

however.

Student*

Resist

The student council has already

rejected the board's decision and

has promised to fight the matter

to the finish. The Student's Union

has adapted a five point program

to combatthe measures Instituted

by the board. The program In-

cludes a freeze on all expendi-

tures and student activities which

are not directly in defence of

the Union. Other counter mea-

sures include mass meetings,

contacts with other groups such

as workers and farmers Unions

and intensive public education

on the issue.

In a letter sent to Student

organizations across Canada,

David Sheard, President of the

Students* Representative council

warns that If the Board's mea-

sures prove effective, "other

campuses will likely find them-

selves In c similar situation."

According to the Board's press

release the decision is not Ir-

revocable, "The door remains

open for discussions and nego-

tiations between the student Union

and the board. Any new arrange-

ments however will have to be

based on clear cut understandings

and agreements." The latter, It

was explained, would have to In-

clude the establishment of a

"Policy board" to set editorial

policy.

The Student Union has accused

the Board of opting for "a policy

of confrontation rather than rea-

sonable negotiation," a charge

usually levelled at student acti-

vists. "It Is very possible that

their decision will lead to dis-

order and strife on this cam-
pus," warns a student statement.

"Students may decide to bypass

regular channels and engage in

direct action. This could lead to

violence." "If this happens,"

the statement continues, "the

onus of responsibility Is clearly

on the Board of Governors and

the University administration!'

The Student Council's state-

ment calls on those Involved to

reverse their decision, stating

that such a serious threat to an

Independent Students Union and to

a free press Is unacceptable and

not negotiable." President Rid-

dell has stated that he "does not

care" what actions are taken in

response to the Board's decision.

He says he will give the students

"plenty of time" to submit to the

board's position. "It will be very

interesting to see what support

they have and where It comes
from" he added. He claims no

responsbillty for any escalation

of the conflicts.

i
AMS

Telegramu
The Alma Mater Society sent

the following telegram to the

student union and the board of

governors of the University of

Saskatchewan at Regina,

We, the Alma Mater Society

of Queen's University support

the student representative coun-

cil of the University of Saskat-

chewan In condemning the Board

of Governors of the University

of Saskatchewan for attacking

the viability of the student uidon,

and for implementing what is

tantamount to press censorship.

Furthermore we condemn the

complete lack of tact with which

the Board of Governors announ-

ced the decision with disregard

for usual procedural methods.

BULLETIN

REGINA (CUPMJniversity of Saskatchewan students voted by a

2-1 margin yesterday to demand a written contract between the

student council and the university's board of governors, requiring

the university administration to collect non-academic student fees.

The demand was made in a referendum in which 1645 of the

campus's 4400 students voted. The proposal carried, 1101 to 539.

The general student meeting which called the referendum also

voted to censure the board of governors for refusing to collect fees

for the council this semester.
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 10

i.m. Golden Goelo football team

meeting. Gymnasium
30 "Stock Market Investment .

Speaker Mr. J. Reed ot Rich-

ardson's Securities. Dunuis Hall

Auditorium,
i Modern Dance Workshop Gymnas-

ium.
) "Lb Circuit" Inter-Residence

Semi-formal. $3.00 couple.

) "Twelfth Night". Grand Theatre.

11.50 (students) 12.00 [adults).

: Bitter Grounds. Union. "North

By North-west", Lorraine Brown
and Peter Raymond.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14

0 Miss Arte 71 pagent. Convocation

Hall.
'0 Baha' is on Campus. Open Meet-

ing and Discussion, Leader: Jim
Ataek. Rm. 12, Dunning Hall.

:0 "What's in a Bubble? The Excite-

ment of Discovery". A Physics

lecture with demonstrations. Lec-

turer: Dr.Atec T. Stewart. Stirl-

ing Hall. Coffee.

ArtB 69 Year Party. Oddfellows

Hall. $1.50 with year card. 82.00

without

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11

! p.m. Hockey — Ottawa at Queen'i

Constantino Arena.
8:15 Basketball - Ottawa at Queen's

Gymnasium.
8:15 Modern Dance Concert. Convoca-

tion Hall.

8:80 "Twelfth Night". Grand Theatre.

fl.SO (students) $2.00 (adults).

10-2 Bitter Grounds. Union. "North
by North-west", Lorraine Brown
and Peter Raymond.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 12

5:30 Student Supper. Macgilllvray—

Brown Hall. 216 Barrle. Home -

cooked casseroles.

6:45 "How do we be«in to change this

crappy world we live in J" Dls -

cussion. International Centre.

Supper before discussion, at 5:30.

CFRC SCHEDULE

FRIDAY, JANUARY 10

6:30 Spectrum Friday (Campus Topics

at 6:55).

7:30 Campus Talent
8:00 Concert Hall

10:00 Ja» Forever
11:00 to 2 a.m. Nocturne

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11

1:00 Emission Francaise
1 :30 Music Round the World
2 :00 Classics Iby Request
5:00 Saturday Sounds (Campus Topics

at 6:56}
7:00 Soundatage
8 :00 Masterworks
10:00 Jazt Modern
11:00 to 2 a.m. Nocturne

MONDAY, JANUARY 13

8:00 Queen's Sailing Club - C.Y.A,
colour movie and guest speaker.

Stirling A. FREE.
8:30 Math Department open meeting

to discuss the content of instruc-

tion for Math 020.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 12

9:00 Musical Panorama
12:00 Classics by Request
8:30 Sunday News Review
4:00 Pops for a Sunday (Campus Top-

ics at 6*5)

<&hui«tfir& AUb
WANTED

Two girls In a double room in Ade-

laide want to trade for singles In any

residence. Phone Cathy or Jennie at

644-8212..

Evicted 3rd year math student look-

ing for a room or half room in an

apartment. I like cooking, hard rock,

travelling (ie. never around on week-

ends). Phone Dave at 542-9726, or

call at 38 Edgehill.

FOR RENT-
CO-OP EXPANSION

Are you in a motel, a cold apart -

ment, or worse? The Co-op has two
more empty houses to fill. Both are

less than five minutes from campus.
Occupancy for February 1st. Singles

and large doubles available. Meals at

the Co-op if you become a member.
Very reasonable rates. Application

forms available in the AMS office or at

16 Sydenham Street from today, Fri-

day, Jan. 10 to Jan. 24. Applications

will be accepted starting Jan. 14, not

before, at tbe AMS office, or at 15

Sydenham Street. Return applications

on or as soon, after the 14th as pos-

sible. Acceptance is baaed party on
"first come, first served" basis. For
further information, phone Sandy
Soles at 646-4860, Denlse Greenaway at

546-GB12. or Leeanne Bolch at 644-6301.

For Immediate occupancy, one half

of a double room for a girl who
wishes to become a member of the Co-
op. Large room, great roommate,
close to campus good food. Contact
Sandy Soles at 646-4860,

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS—

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. —Res- 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.LU. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATEHLOO, ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1889

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

(Comer Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
$Uv» Amoy

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Eric Grinnell (Artaman) and Len
Smith (Science '71) announce their

new residence at 312 University Ave.,

telephone 542-1671. Friends may call

anytime.

The Mill, 805 Earl St., Apt. 1, wel-

comes into its limestone embraces Sop-

hie Martscbuk, Kathy Walt and Becci

iBroccI. Same phone number though,
456-5800.

Brian Lockhart of Science '70 wishes
to announce his new address is 199

Colllngwood. phone 546-9515.

MISCELLANEOUS

Monday - Thursday Jan. 13-16 Arts

Formai tickets on sole at the Union,
11:30 - 2:80. Leonard Hall, 5:00 -

6:00 p.m.

Tuxedo rentals taken in the Red
Room, 7:00 - S:00 p.m., Monday,
Jan. 13 for Fandango. Tuxedos are

not compulsory.

Fed up with watching football on the

"eye" 7 Grab your favorite snow
bunny and drive out to the Kingston
SkI Club slopes, two miles north of

Sydenham. There you can rent a com-
plete ski outfit and show your bunny
that Jean Claude retired just in

time. There's a cosy chalet with snack
bar and fireplace, three rope tows

operating Saturday and Sunday, 10:00-

4 :30, and a hill just right for every

skier. The hills may be smalll but
then so are the line-ups, (and the

moguls too. ) Daily two fees : non -

members S2.50, members $1.50. A spec-

ial student membership rate {$.300}

makes this the best type of skiing —
inexpensive I I For information call

54 2-7 1 66 or 642-8519.

PERSONAL

If anyone has read Atlas Shrugged.
The Fountainhead, or nny of Ayn
Rand's non-fiction work and would
like to form a discussion and/or
study group for the purpose of exam-
ine her philosophy of Objectivism,
call Mike at 546-9«42 between 6;00
and 8 :00 p.m.

To Meph;
Any similarity between the author

and various royal persons and bank
managers is purely intentional.

A warm (though as yet incomplete)
"Welcome home 1 from all of ua I

Tuum Sum,

To all girls on campus, did Wttsel
got put T

The "Boyce"

Free entertainment — Sailing Club

—

Colour Movie — Guest Speaker —Mon-
day, January 13 — Stirling A —
8:00 p.m. ALL WELCOME.

PERSONALS

Attention Second Year Plumbers. Do
you want a good excuse for not
taking your girl to the costly Arts For-
mal? Take heart, and come to your
own Free year party instead on the,

17th from 9 to 1:00. Coffee will be
served i.e. Scotch coffee, Irish coffee.
Bacardi coffee and Molson coffee.)

FOR SALE

Need money for rent — willing to

sell 1966 Yamaha 80 for bargain price

— only 4,000 m. — call Chris at 544-

6473.

Skiis 76" long. Boots size 9. Poles.

Romper 646-2519.

Tyro) lace Ski Boots, site 8 1/2

;

* phone Doug at 542-0704.

Hardtop for an MGB, like new
condition ; S195. Call Don Revell at

S48-8661.

LOST

One blue and green overnight car-

rying bag containing text books. laba-

tory notes, etc. If found please con-

tact Uarvin Boyce, 516 Leonard. 544-

7418.

One large billfold. Would appreciate

the return of the wallet belonging to

George Grayson. Please call Ext. 600

Queen's. Lost In Student's Union
Bldg. 10:30 Monday Jan. 6. I really

am starving. If the money is return-

ed I am willing to return the favour—
120.

A black leather key case. If found
please call Sal at 544-7816 or leave

at Students' Union Business Office.

Thanks.

Baritone or tenor chorister to assist

excellent sector leader. Solos only if

desired. Mr. Cameron 546-3263 or 648-

What is ffillel?
"HILLEL IS" IN

HILLEL IS . . . an organization established for the benefit of Jewish students

and faculty members on campus.

HILLEL IS . . . a comprehensive library on Judiaca

HILLEL IS . . . a comfortable house to meet and relax in (TV., stereo, etc.)

HILLEL IS . . . shooting a game of pool or rallying in a game of ping-pong.

HILLEL IS ... enjoying full course 'Kosher' meals. (Served nightly at 5:45

p.m. at $1.25 meal)

HILLEL IS
. taking advantage of its courses in "basic Jewish concepts"

Wednesday at 7:30 p.m., Conversational Hebrew Thursdays

7:30 p.m., Hebrew reading Thursday 8:30 p.m.

HILLEL IS . . . taking advantage of outstanding speakers

HILLEL IS . . . educational

HILLEL IS . . . social action

HILLEL IS . . . social

What is Hillel? you're invited to join us in our "new" house warming party

this Sunday night, January 12 at

7:00 p.m.
refreshments on the "house"'

26 Barrie St'

and find out for yourself

ANNOUNCING
Next Sunday night at 7:00 p.m. a dynamic lecture by members

of the "Chabad Chasidic Movement" on "Chasidrsm" and its

relevance to a Contemporary Society".

ALL INVITED, coffee hour to follow,

for ANY information re: the Hillel programme call Rabbi Juda Mintz,

Hillel Director ANY time at 542-5012.

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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So There, Cocks
by Jane Darby

The little plaque on the wall

of the hectic Tricolor office reads

"Grand Award, Queen's Tricolor
1968". The yearbook's new sta-

tus symbol, given by the Cana-

dian Yearbook Association ar-

rived last month. It represents

a lot of imagination, hard work,

and artistic Innovation on the

part of a relatively green year-

book staff.

With the help of some pros

from Maclean-Hunter publishing

company, Tricolor's lay-out was
changed and copy added to the

pictures to provide a background

or comment Ross McGregor,

last year's editor says that "in

escaping from the photography

album format, we have attempted

to create a distinct impression of

the year's activities on this cam-

pus". Tricolor 68 was not just

a collection of photographs but a

commentary on the students and

the spirit of the university. More
colour, more candid shots, less

space for grads and more for

activities made It freer and fun-

nier.

"The surveys wiHl be discus-

sed and •voted on before ifahe

end of January", said Ruth
Gardner, Mock cfhairmar* for

Victoria HiaEPs D and E wings.

Efficient organization had awwe their Bay on Open Souse
much to do with the Tricolor's ™ a^ *° *» held next week,
auccess. Many of last year's
staff are back and the machine
is again in operation. Up til now

+tr>ba*B
been slow. Only 2200 ,

.. <

ncKets out of an estimated 4000 The final word is up Ho Hie Ban
nave been sold. But now that R^h Bond."
Tricolor has been officially pro- MiaS Gardner feels that

claimed the best yearbook In
Canada, sales are expected to
skyrocket A new campaign is

opening Monday so if you haven't
purchased your yearbook, now
Is the chance. Tickets will be
available outside the Union next
week.

Is That You,

Agnes?
by Brenda Maybee
The doors of the Women's Re-

sidences may soon1 be open to
mate students — between: cer-

tain hours on certain- days.

But it looks as- though (he

Ladies wilt have to do house -

cleaning jobs for the weekends
ait least. And tihey 'might be
hearing the warning TMale on
the floor !" when visiting hours
are instituted.

Queen's women residents wall

doufble roams and other aspects

of Victoria Hall as a building

do mot lend themselves too
easily to visiting, hut it would
be a {pleasant change to 'be

ahlcjltohiave one's I irenKWmp to
the room, or to show some post-

ers or books to a male friend

without 'tugging them down to
the Common Room. Or even to
'have a few moments of privacy.

The inatituittion of open house
is not new to such campuses as

Torono, Glesdbn or Trent Uni-

versities.

fit. Hilda's College ai Toronto
'has liberalized their residences

even further this year — visit-

ing hours, instead of being re-

stricted ttio Sunday afternoons

have been extended to include
Friday and Saurday evenings as
well.

It may take a while for

Queen's to oartah up, hut pro-

gress is progressing. And who
isn't tor progress?

Modern Dance Concert

JUDY JARVIS

with guest artists

HUGO ROMERO and SUZANNE DEMERS of Montreal

Queen's Convocation Hall Theatre

Tomorrow — Saturday, January 11th — 8:15 p.m.

Tickets on sale from 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m.

January 11th, at theatre. Students— $1 .00. Seats

not reserved.

Final Year Students

Students interested in investigating prospects of

professional training in public accounting, leading to

qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT,
are invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will be on campus

Interview appointments may be

made through the office of the

Student Placement Office.

JANUARY 15

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor

Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver Victoria

8t. Sattwa'

(fihwrrb

Kingston. Ontario

9:00 a.m. Holy Com-
munion

11 :00 a.m. Morning
Prayer

7:30 p.m. Evening
Prayer

8:30 p.m. Coffee Hour

WHO IS

MISS

ARTS 71?
Tuesday, Jan. 14/69

7:30 p.m Convocation

Hall

Admission—FREE with a

year card or 25c

without

Status Quo

or CHANGE

or: How can we begin to

change this crappy world

we live in?

with

BREWSTER KNEEN

Sunday, January 12

International Centre

supper (less than $1)

5:30 p.m.

discussion 6:45 p.m.

This column is dedicated to those who like to read bulletin
boards or who like to see their name or organization in print.
The Journal news department solicits contributions from any-
one be they scandulous or otherwise. If you know something is
going on phone us, send us a letter, come and see us, or send
your messenger pigeon.

Dr. J. R. Wilson is the head of the new Centre for

Metal and Mineral Technology at Queen's.
Professor A. R. M. Lower of the History Depart-

ment has been named as a Companion of the Order
of Canada.

A sail for the schooner Bluenose II was stitched

together in the Queen's gyrrn over the holidays-

Symposia on "Sleep and Dreams" and "Memory"
will be part of the Hincks Memorial Lectures on mental

health to be held on campus in February.
Steven Wills, a first year engineering student, was

awarded $13,000 by the Ontario Supreme Court for

damages in an auto accident.

A delegation of North Vietanesse students may be
at Queen's later this month.

Ever take Math 020? Did you like it? The Math-

Department is holding a meeting to discuss the course's

relevance as well as several alternatives Monday night

in the Dunning Hall Conference Room at 8:00 p.m.

Commerce types are having a National Congress

here later this month. If interested contact Steve May-
bee 389-0971.

The Commerce Society has decided that they are

going to conduct their own initiation this fall.

Former Prime Minister Lester Pearson is coming to

Queen's on January 20th as the Brockington Visitor.

He will participate in a panel discussion with Da Iton

Camp and Flora MacDonald on the 22nd.

There will be a CU.S. referendum on February

6th to decide whether Queen's remains in CU.S

There is

MORE VARIETY
AND

MORE OPPORTUNITY
in Chartered! Accountancy today

than in almost any other

avenue of endeavour

If you are graduating in Arts, Science, or Business

and would like to discuss this statement, members

of our firm will be on your campus on

JANUARY 17

to answer your questions.

If by chance you are unable to make an appoint-

ment at this particular time, get in touch with us

direct by calling Mr. Don McKinnon, or the partner

in charge of our Toronto Office, at 366-6521.

TOUCHE. ROSS
BAILEY & SMART

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halite* • Saint John • Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa •

Toronto • Hamilton • London • Winnipeg • Regina •

Saskatoon • North Battleford • Calgary • Edmonton •

Vancouver • Victoria • Nassau, Bahama Islands
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You're Wasting Your Time at this University!

Your brain is capable of absorbing

and comprehending written material

at a fantastic rate of speed ... a

thousand, two thousand, even beyond

10 thousand words a minute. The

fact that the average person is able

to feed in information at only 250 to

350 words per minute is one of the

greatest wastes in human history.

But it's not your fault. You were

taught to read word by word—prob-

ably aloud in front of a class. You

were taught to sound the words, you

Free

Demonstration

and Lecture at our

Institute

Thursday,

Jan. 9 at 8 p.m.

Friday,

Jan. 10 at 8 p.m.

were taught to "sub-vocalize", to read

with your "ears' instead of your brain.

And in so doing, you tied a gigan-

tic anchor to your reading speed . .

.

to your intellectual growth . . . your

ability to learn . . . and your ability to

enjoy.

To those people who care to loosen

the anchor rope ... to those people

.who care to grow, Evelyn Wood Read-

ing Dynamics offers a dramatic op-

portunity.

For Information

Dial 542-7672 or Visit

Our Institute

at 844 Princess St.

A word of caution. Reading Dy-
namics is not a course for lazy people.

It offers no "magic" formulas. It

teaches a sound and proven educa-

tional principle that is absolutely

guaranteed to yield results when the

student applies his natural abilities.

Results from over 500,000 graduates
indicate that the average student can
expect to increase his reading effi-

ciency (speed and comprehension)
4.7 times.

Graduates phone to enrol in our

new Graduate Workshop.

It is Free.

JANUARY
CLASSES

Monday, Jan. 20

Tuesday, Jan. 21

Wed, Jan. 22

Thursday, Jan. 23

Saturday, Jan. 25

EVELYN WOOD READING INSTITUTE
DIAL 542-7672
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FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

BooBoo Presents

In Concert

The Turtles

and

Kensington

Market

GRANT HALL

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31

7:30 and 9:30

Tickets available Monday, January 13, at the Union

GET YOURS EARLY ! !

Queen's University Bands

Applications for the following

positions on the Queen's Univer-

sity Bands Committee are now

being accepted at the A.M.S. of-

fice:

Bands Manager

Assistant Bands Manager

Brass Band Director

Pipe Match

Head Majorette

Head Cheerleader

Head Highland Dancer

Quarterma ster

'Concessions Manager

Publicity Director

'ailjj? moon ton't mailt? of i

BUT..

Our Fondues /

for a. light snack or a hearty

try one of

3 types of Cheese

2 types of Beef Foi*

The Fondue Ctf

Prokop's Steak Ho>

"Top of University on

*Complete Meal

IS"
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fo is entirely erotic. Indeed the mind

jch terminology. The sexual overtones

ification. Fandango is essentially a

Hon of potency and fertility first

by the ancient tribes of Montenegro,

iibly suggestive are its movements

s been universally banned ever since

overran these vir-ile mountain men at

:e of warning and bravado the Queen's

Science Undergraduate Society wishes

its attempt to revive the dance. The

has unfortunately obtained word ofthe

Jnclothesmen (probably tuxedoed)may

iuj with the crowd at the time of the

however, should not dampen the

tor at the same time Montenegrans

in plainclothes) will also be ming-

he secret is revealed too soon the

nay go beserk, rent their garments

ibry dash into the streets only to

0fi

arty <*

leese

ef Fom

C0

on

Men"'

JOINT TITLE

A WORD OF WARNING
freeze to death. This, we wish to prevent. We
are therefore taking precautionary measures in

order to baffle the supernatural of Fandango and

the police. Everyone will be askedtocheektheir

clothes at the door. At midnight the doors will

be sealed. At the same time the secret will be

revealed.

A flock of chirping cherubs will suddenly

appear. They will be accompanied by whirling

dervishes, hoola girls, centaurs, bubble dan-

cers, imps and swains. At a given moment
the secret in the form of a luscious nymph
will begin to fandango with one of the Monte-

negrans, All will follow suit with 3/4 twist of

the hips, slightly tilted to the front. No em-
barrassment will be involved as most tend to

forget what happens the morning after. Clothes

will be refunded at your local parish lost and

found altar, The A.S.U.S. wishes you a satis-

factory fandango and all that might entail. Life,

it seems, is but a fandango.

Quotations from Doug Tse Lamb, Peggy Ling Cowan

and Venerable Committee

-Patrick Dong Crean on the purpose of Fandango:

"Fandango is not a cocktail party, it cannot be so refined so gentle and

constrained. Fandango is an insurrection, an act of violence by which one

sex overthrows another,"

-Peggy Ling Cowan on the distribution of tickets:

"Those who are without tickets must not pin their hopes on the possibility

of entering without a ticket. They will only triumph by strengthening their

unity and persevering in their quest for tickets."

-Mary Wong Cochrane on the sale of tickets:

"We must have faith in the masses and we must have faith in the pocket-

book. These are two cardinal principles. If we doubt these principles, we

shall accomplish nothing."

By CATHIE ACTON

It was an ingenious idea on somebody's part to restructure the old B movie,
double feature on Saturdays Grand Theatre into a play house, for live presenta-

tions and concerts. At last, though the more intelligent citizenry, Kingston is

finally developing some class but for t he first little while after the transition,

it looked as though this was not to be. The Grand was used sparingly, if at all,

and everybody started to put it down as another abortive attempt to instill

some culture into the masses. Then, last year, it seemed that perhaps all was
not lost. The productions were few but good and rays of hope shone forth a -

gain. Now, the Theatre is starting the new year with an unprecedented flair.

We have, in large part, to thank the industrious members of the Domino Play-

house, who have made a huge success of their own enterprise and are starting

to branch out.

Everybody in the world must have either seen "Tom Jones" the movie, read

"Tom Jones" the book or at least heard of "Tom Jones", Henry Fielding's en-

duringly delightful rake. Now, consider this for a moment-"Tom Jones" as a

comic opera with dialogue. Tends to make the mind reel a bit, I think, but

contrary to expectation, the idea is not part of the current fascination with set-

ting everything going to music. A musical "Tom Jones" was first presented

in England as long ago as 1907. Lately the play has been revived and next

week, Kingston will have the chance to see just what a singing, dancing Tom
Jones is all about.

The idea first originated when musical director Jeanne Pengelly of Toronto

came here to conduct classes in voice production and singing last year. Pos-

sibilities were bantered around then but nothing serious was done until Sept-

ember. With the Rotary Club doing the publicity and financing for a live pro-

duction of some kind, competition with the Kinsmen's successful Finian's

Rainbow had to be avoided. That left out Broadway musicals so "Tom Jones"

was considered to be a perfect solution. The play had the added benefit of

requiring lots of characters and choruses-this meant that a large number of

people could directly involve themselves in the staging.

Blaine Driver plays the part of Tom with Sheila Petlow in the role of Sophie.

Other principals-Annabelle McCullough as Honour, the maid; Brian Bennison

as Squire Western; Jane Forster as the squire's sister and Garry Roberts

playing Benjamin Partridge. Kathy Roberts of "Three Penny Opera" fame is

handling the stage direction, Gina Harvey, the costumes and Maison Paul

Coiffure, the wigs. Notable mention also must go to the small orchestra backing

up the singers, comprised partially of members of the Kingston Symphony

Orchestra.

Mrs. Forster described the three act-three hour show as "very colourful

with delightful music."

The play is running at the Grand Theatre January 17, 18 and 19-that's next

Friday, Saturday and Sunday, starting at 8:30 p.m. each night. Make a point of

picking up some tickets at the Grand box office ($2.00 and $3.00).

It delights me no end to be able to give the Grand Theatre as much publicity

this week alone as I've been able to give it all year. The drama enthusiasts

around town have been hard at work since September casting and rehearsing

for two very excellent presentations now ready for inspection.

Opening last night and running tonight and Saturday-Shakespeare s Twelfth

Night" The Bard himself may be a familar name but his plays are not, sur-

prisingly enough. Kingston's Hyland Theatre set the stage a while back with a

Sowti of Laurence Olivier's version of ««othello»-excellently done but re-

Siveo\ the typical apathetic way. Now a local group,

Theatre Five, are taking a stab at generating an interest m people for some

thine more than the "Barbarella" calibre. I wish them every success

"ding to "Twelfth Night" director, Gordon Robertson, there avebeen

no enactments of a Shakespearian play on a stage in Kingston since 1960, parUy

^Vreason why this particular production was undertaken. The cast was chosen

a FriCniht theatre School under the directorship of Valerie Robertson

ano consist solely of university and high school students.

^young production" said Mr. Robertson, one that has reaped

rewards" for all those involved in it. Notables from the Queen's drama depart-

Tnfdelude Greg Wanless, Dan Buccos. David Switzer and Mike Farrell.

"We selected "Twelfth Night" as one that would have a great deal of audience

appeal," said the director. "On the surface, it is a simple play, though not an

easy one to stage. The cast is small and there are no overpowering parts. It is

a traditional production but the youthful cast adds a lot of style to it."

Tickets are available at the Grand box office (Inexpensive) for the remaining

two performances (Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m.). Do yourselves afavour

for a change and see something worthwhile, something that's going to benefit

you and not make you wonder why you bothered.

of revenge

CAPITOLw

Paxton Quigley's crime

was passion... and his

punishment

fits exactly!

He's the

exhausted

captive of

three young

ladies, with

a unique idea

Sat. at 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00 and 9:05

Sim. at 1:30. 3:00, 5:00, 7:00 and 9:05
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Figure This One Out
Let us compare what is happening at the University

of Saskatchewan with what has already happened at

Queen's.

At Regina Campus, when the administration was dis-

pleased with student policies, especially those voiced by

their newspaper, the Carillon, the Board of Governors

decided not to collect the fees for the Students Union.

I Thn student non-academic fees at Queen's amount to

about $62.00 per person and are collected by the ad-

ministration along with me sessional academic~assess-

mentj . This move by the U of 5 administration is pretty

Heavy-handed. But lefs not be too hasty in our self-

righteous condemnation of this action. Queen's is hard-

ly in the position to condemn what is essentially a far-

sighted move to democritize the University of Saskatche-

wan campus.

Read on.

By refusing to collect the student interest fees, the

Board of Governors has imposed a representative stu-

dent government on the Regina Campus. The Students'

Union must now collect its own fees and, let's face it,

any student who is going to pay them will have a vest-

ed interest in how they are put to use. How represen-

tative can you get.

Now look at the situation at Queen's.

While the U of S is just getting their first taste.of

representative government, Queen's students have had

this democratic ideal since they overwhelmingly support-

ed David Pakrul and Andrew Pipe as president and vice-

president of the AMS. The Queen's tradition of repre-

sentative student government is months longer.

The students of the University of Saskatchewan had

to goad the Board of Governors into making their stu-

dent government represent the students and that was
messy. But we did it all by ourselves. Who says student

activism is dead at Queen's?
William S. Martin

Queen's Queens
Our editorial policy is wholehearted-

ly in favour of girls, especially beautiful

ones— which is a fairly safe position to

take on a campus where there are two
thousand beautiful girls. It is therefore

with pleasure that we observe the recent

AMS decision to send the most beautiful

girl at Queen's to a beauty pageant at

Waterloo Lutheran University.

Beauty contests are not a tradition at

Queen's (they were not allowed at all as

long as Levana existed), and in any case
they are hard to put on with short notice.
So the AMS sidestepped the issue by agree-
ing that if anyone from Queen's were to
go it should be last years Snowball Queen
or one of her attendants a very wise step.

It's still rather puzzling why the AMS
executive, who are overwhelmingly male,
didn't want to do the judging themselves.
But then ifs pretty puzzling why the AM5
makes most of the decisions it does.

This article first appeared two years ago. Ha ve things changed so very much ?

CATCH -22
A few "student power" nuts now have a chance

to show that they mean it

And a great many students have a chance to show
'that they do, or don't, care what goes on around here*

The AMS is looking for students to take 22 posi-

tions on senate committees responsible for various

areas in university government. These are the bodies
which actually do most of the work of the senate, set-

ting policy and making decisions students have said

they want to be in on.

If people don't apply for these positions— or if

only the same few people who have already sat on
committees, served on the AMS, written opinions for
the Journal, apply for them— the administration is

likely to conclude that most students don't care about
how the university is run. And if that happens, they
will be right.

Chris Redmond

What is wrong with the AMS?

A reporter looks at his beat

Editor Bill Martin

Associate Editor John Melntyre Managing Editor _
News Editor Alex Binkley Copy Editor

Executiva Editor Chris Redmond Sports Editor
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showed up, Bart Starr, who Is not yet over the hill; George, who Is
a smooth bastard; Carolyn, Gayul and Jane, who fought for prettiest
typist in the universe; curvaclous Corbet; Andy, who came- his
roommate, who answers the phone; Bruce, who stayed; Barron, who
doesn't know his angles; Carol, who is beautiful; Lorraine, who is
great; and anybody we forgot "We are not bankrupt; what a sobering
though*, said MarU tipsuy. But she may have been wrong. What a
cute Idea, Mclntyre said abtusely.

Another term has arrived

and along with it the beginning

of those weekly marathon

sessions, commonly known as

AMS meetings. Perhaps the

time has come to pause and
reflect. Just exactly what does

student government do here

at Queens?

There are two main pur-

poses for student government.

The first one Is the making of

decisions on matters that are

directly concerned with the

student body, and the second

is an educative function. This

is the process whereby memb-
ers of the AMS can become
acquainted with the problems
associated in making decisions

when a large Dumber of people
are involved.

The apparent ineffectiveness

of our executive this year can
be classified into three main
categories. They are I) the lack

of some clearly defined rules

of procedure, 2) the lack of
Initiative and structuring of ar-

guments when new issues are
being introduced, and 3) the
lack of immediacy that deci-

sions seem to have on the in-

dividual student

The failure of the AMS to
provide a standing set of rules

to rationalize and direct dis-

cussion is Incomprehensible.

Members are allowed to ramble
on at length on points that are
cletarly irrelevant to the topic

under discussion. Yet the
speaker, because his position
has never really been defined,

does not have the power to
Intervene. He would continu-
ally be open to the charge of
suppressing discussion if he
seized the initiative and told a

By JOHN ROOK
Journal Reporter

few of the popularly elected

members that they were out

of order.

Secondly, anyone can pro-

pose a motion -at any time.

This results in many motions

on the same topic, many of

them sub amendments because

the wording of the original

motion was faulty. The a-

mount of time spent on this

sort of thing is phenomenal.

When Ed Chown, the presi-

dent threatened to resign over

the Jock Hardy arena issue over

'

two hours were spent in a pro-

cedural wrangle, during which
the executive managed to vote

non confidence in themselves.

Tins sort of problem could

easily be avoided by making
it compulsory to write down
the motion and have its word-
ing accepted before permitting

any discussion on said motion.

Another rule which would
rationalize discussion concerns

the number of times a person
may speak on an issue. Speak-

ers could be given a time limit

or be allowed to speak only
once on any given Issue. In
the Committee of the Whole
these rules could be relaxed to

permit freer discussion.

Several other suggestions

could be advanced. They con-
cern the additions members are
allowed to make to the agenda
at the last moment. In many
instances the problem could
easily have been dealt with at

the Inner council meeting the
previous day. The fact that

there are oo restraints on what
the members may introduce

and discuss wastes time that

could be more profitably spent
on the real issues.

The second major problem

facing the AMS this year is

the structuring of discussion,

The new outer council is sup-

posed to discuss policy and

leave the housekeeping to the

inner council. This is a new

role for the executive and u
designed to permit more com-

prehensive analysis of the var-

ious issues.

However, it has been diffi-

cult to discuss anything, part-

ly because of the rules and

partly because of a lack of

leadership. There is a need for

some sort of guideline which de-

fines the boundaries of a part-

icular topic It is ridiculous to

expect any intelligent com-

ment when a complex issue

such as Universal Accessibility

is thrown at 26 individuals

without any framework for

discussion. Some member of

the executive should be assign-

ed to research topics and then

present a framework for analy-

sis. This lack of a neutral ap-

proach resulted in chaos in s

discussion of the CUS policy

on free education. Half of tbo

executive, the so-called Left

tried to ram Its views through

over the objections of the more

conservative members.

.Thirdly, the lack of immed-

iacy that the issues have for

most students prevents the for-

mation of any kind of public

opinion which might guide the

executive. Not too many stud-

ents are interested In the organ-

ization of university administra-

tion. However, the AMS doe*

not say anything on contemp-

orary social problems. It b

afraid it might say something

profound. That would never da
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Braves Back
This Weekend

By B-BALL BOB

The mighty Ottawa Braves re-

iturn Friday mgW in an attempt

<tx> gain revenge for a loss hand-

ed itlhem toy itihe Gaels two sea-

sons agio. The 'Braves are a city

league iteam, a very IteM and
(talented ibundh itfhat had rthen ex-

ipeoted ito storm the "Gaels. But
itihe Gaels, whdah *hen included

ithe present starters Ted Waring,
Jim Crozier and 'Ron Walsh,
frustrated -the Braves to the

hei'ghfts of hostilitty.

When il'he air cleared the Gaels

toad copped a ^tnnrang one-

point victory. It was an angry

group of 'Braves that left that

night, and now they return to-

nd'glhit for a 'game "that vMl un-

doubtedly toe a thriller.

Filling out the starting lineup

for itihe Gaels are Paul Howard
and ©arry Beale—two rookies

with much needed toeigiht and

(Scoring ability. The 'bench

strength centres around returns

Roy TMbaDflt and rookies Pete

Evans and Ball Langley. The
game will toe played tonight

ibeganning alt 8:15 pjm. at the

KCVI gym.

These same Gaels take on <the

University of Ottawa in a very
'important league game on Sat-

urday night. The Gaels are pre-

sently 2-1 in league competition,

having beaten Laval and the U.

of Ottawa 'and Lost to Carleton.

This game gets underway in

ithe Queen's gym at 8:15 p.m.

Oome out ami-support our de-

fending divisional Champions.
Rookie Howard dominates boards. CLARK

PHE 69

'Last Friday the fourth year

phys. ed. class amended ithear

scheduled week long ski class

in Ithe Gatineau Hills. Instruc-

tors Rolf Lund, Ann Turntoull

and Jake 'Edwards guided the

31 students through ithe official

ski instru'dtor's course. Unfor -

Innately the group was invaded

by the Hong Kong ffiu and by

Tuesday of this week atoout half

of .the class, as well as one in-

structor were suffering. The rest

of the class enjoyed the last

day on 'the halls.

Ann Turntoulil was pleased

with Itihe achievements of the

class and felt several students

progressed well from the begin-

ner level. Butt 'then so did the

Hong Kong Flu.

Gee Gees in Town
By BRUCE McLEOD

Tomorrow afternoon, Queen's hockey Gaels try to regain their

winning ways against the University of Ottawa Gee Gees. A num-

ber of things indicate that they should make a good beginning to

the term. For one thing, Coach Bob Carnegie, bothered by a rash

of injuries among the defensive corps during the first term, found

himself with an embarrassment of riches in that department at

the team's first practice Monday night. There were 11 defence-

men out, and only nine forwards. In addition to the returning

injured players, Carnegie will have two newcomers to complicate

his choice of final line-up for tomorrow's game. Jim T\irnbull,

who played with the football team in the first term and Nick

SIawson, who played with St. Michaels before coming to Queen's,

were at the practice, and both looked promising, although Slawson

was favouring a freshly healed ankle. Besides these two, Carnegie

has Captain Bob Thompson. Hugh Fisher, Mike Wright, Dune Mc-

Rae, John Armitage, and John Quayle, ever popular with opposing

teams, all returning healthy.

With all those spare defencerren, Carnegie planned to do some

experimenting on his forward lines, and some of these experiments

may show up in the game. The one line that wiH remainMrtad

is me "Red" line (no, they're not all left wings) of Doug Barton,

THIS WEEKEND
B-Bal) Gads Ftt. 8:15 KCVI vs Braves

Sat. 8:15 Gym vs U of 0
Hockey Gaels Sat. 2:00 Constantine vs U of 0
Modern Dance Pri. Gym demon.

Sat Gym demon.

Sat. 8:15 Convocation Hall concert

Hockey Gals Sat. 9:30 Constantine vs Port Hope

Susie-Q Gals
By ANNE CARSWELL

Happy New Year from Susie-Q
and .myself ! Here's hoping you
are all ready ifco -make upcoming
athletic aotivities a success
either as a par&Cipant or an
inerested spectator.

Among ithe sports to watch
for is intramural bowling which
continues 'this Sunday at 3:00
at ithe Brock Lanes, interested

girls are asked Ho meet at the
gym at 2:45. For further infor-

mation call Oathy at 546-7553.

This Friday night at 9:30,

ithe Golden Gaels Hockey team
meets the Port Hope Ladies at

the Constanltine Arena. Please
oome out and support our hard-

working team. It Should be a

great game.
Snowball weekend should be

exciting for all orienteering ery

thusiasts as a big event in this

sport as planned for ithe Sunday
of that weekend. Watch for fur-

ther information

Miss Jarvis and her dance
classes have organized a dance
workshop for thds weekend, an
event well worth taking note of.

A number of games and tour-

naments are coming up in

basketball, volleyball, curEng,
ice hockey, and badminton. Fur-
ther information on these will

be given next week.

Flip Turns
Fifth place? Not this year. The Queen's Swim team has its

sights set for second place this season and feels it can threaten

the leviathon from Toronto — the swimming machine that has thor-

oughly dominated the OQAA swimming world for eight years. A
strong second place finish in the 5-te?m OQAA relay meet at Guelph,

bears this prediction out. Queen's down Western and Guelph, teams

which beat the Gaels last season.

The depth and strength of this year's team was shown in the

very first event— the medley relay— in which they placed first

and fourth. A strong backstroke team also placed first. In the

three freestyle relay events, Queen's picked up a second and two

thirds. The butterfly relay closed a mere second

Fine performances, especially by Gord Hunt in the backstroke

and butterfly, Tony Templeton in the breaststroke and Smillie and

Campbell in the freestyle sparked the squad to its high standing.

"YES LINUS, QUEEN'S HAS A GOOD SWIM TEAM".

Greg Clark and Murray Douglas, who have been scoring most

of the Gaels' goals so far. Beyond that, Carnegie wouldn't commit

himself, and he probably won't make his final decision until just

before game time. Norm Douglas, finishing off a set of exams

this week, should be back in nets, which bodes ill for the Ottawa

forwards. In addition to being tough to beat in goal, the Cincinnati

Kid is a fair boxer.

Now is the tame the Gaels will have to start winning games

consistently if they expect to make the play-offs at the end of

February. There are 11 games left in the schedule, which doesn't

leave much room for any more poor games. But as long as the

team stays healthy this term, I think they can be good enough

not only to make the play-offs, but to win some of them. If you

want to watch the takeoff, buses leave the gymnasium for Con-,

stantahe Arena at 1:30.

LEARN KARATE
The ultimate in Self-defense <md the fastest orowine sport

in North America. BE: Self-confident; self-disciplined; phssi-

cally fit.

TSURU0KA

KARATE SCHOOL
132 Princess St., Kingston

Entrance on Bagot . Street, Phone 544-5342

Classes for: Ladies — Men — Youth. Specio! rates for Uni-

versity Students

for Information regarding rates and class schedules cell 546-5342

Membership is limited

Instructor: W. Vance— Black Belt

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Bacfes — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Bar-Tie near Princess 546-2746

Chalmers

Church
Sunday, January 12

11 A.M. New Year's Com
munion

5:30 P.M. — Student Supper
— Homecooked casseroles

50c

t\TcGMlivary-Brovm Hall

216 Borne

7:00 P.M. — Communion

Cor. Barrle A Clergy Sts.

Rev. R. K. N. McLean,

minister

ARTS 72 Yearbook

Photographer is needed— preferably with some

experience.

Expense and honorarium.

Phone— J. Webb 544-7137.

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned'

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

Free

Delivery
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Board-Residents Meet
By ALEX BINKLEY

The question of open visiting hours on

Leonard Field received the cold shoulder treat-

ment from the Men's Residence Board Thurs-

day night at a meeting with some 400 residents.

The meeting was called by the board after

discussing a request from the Inter Residence

Council for open hours. The request was based

on a plebiscite held on the field last fall when
almost 80% voted for no restrictions in visit-

ing hours.

An easy going dialogue existed at first but

several students, annoyed at the board's seem-

ingly negative response, began pushing for

an immediate decision.

Stuart Webster, Dean of Student Affairs,

in outlining the board's feelings, said that the

primary concern was for the occupants of

double rooms. Open hours would place too

much stress on these people.

In response students pointed that the in-

conveniences of open hours would be no great-

er than those caused by other differing habits.

It was also pointed out that women would im-

prove the residence atmosphere and there

would not be a massive influx of women.

As the double room concerns were whittled
away, the board retreated to another stance—
that of public relations.

Professor Dodge, Warden of Donald Gor-
don, alluded to the bad feelings that this action

could produce in Kingston and area. This

could also upset the provincial government and
considering their financial importance at

Queen's this factor had to be considered.

Residents quickly pointed out that many
other schools had open visiting hours' in their

residences and this seemed to have encoun-

tered little static.

Professor Tompkins stated that he "was
not worried about the morals of Queen's stu-

dents" and this is what other members of the

board stated. Yet to many students this seem-

ed to be the defence that the board was
using. All their previous objections seemed

to rest, in the final analysis, on this solitary

concern.

LEONARD HALL

MICKALASKI

Cold dog (see circle) awaits Board decision.

MAKE LOVE NOT WAR
Three people concerned with the

issue of open hours on Leonard Field

are Dean Webster (Dean of Student
Affairs), Lome M'usselman (Inter-Resi-

dence Chairman) and Professor D. A.

Dodge ( Warden of Dona Id Gordon )

.

The Journal's Paul Barron interviewed
them to find out their opinions.

The Faculty

PROFESSOR DODGE

Professor Dodge is in favour of the student demands

regarding open women's hours in the men's re-

sidences, but he does have two reservations.

"The one reservation is that some very know-

ledgeable people about Queen's residences such as

Professor Edwards have is that freshman, people in

double rooms for the first time, have got enough

new things to handle when they come to university

and to throw another thing on, while it may not be

the straw that breaks the camel's back, it may break

the back of one or two boys. I think that this is a very

legitimate concern. I don't think that this will happen,

but I really do respect his opinion. .
."

"The second reservation is that as an economist I

nave some feelings, some worries about the financing

of the university and that the taxpayer in the 1970's

may be somewhat more reluctant than he was In the

'60's to finance an expanding university unless he is

reasonably sure that the administrators of the uni-

versities are doing good jobs, are making sensible

changes after due consideration. . . .Can he be made

to live with these changes? I have some reservations

that if this thing Is pushed through too, too quickly

that there may be some bad public relations and bad

In the sense of the governing bodies ofthis university,

that they don't look into things sufficiently before they

have been changed. While I would like to see It to-

morrow I really do feel that this cautious approach

is a very necessary approach."

Professor Dodge was asked about the changes that

have been brought about In other universities. He

pointed out that Eastern Ontario is not as liberal as

other areas and forces Queen's to slow Its pace

accordingly as opposed to York or other universities.

This is not to say that it should not be done but that

how it is done Is important.

"I think that as far as the residences are con-

cerned, some guys have a legitimate concern that

they don't have the self-discipline, or the power to

discipline their fellow floor-mates to keep the thing

in hand, and to them they are moving into a new

field, something that they haven't experienced be-

fore. This is perfectly legitimate. Really only experi-

menting with it under Queen's conditions will show

whether I'm right in predicting that it will quieten

things down slightly and certainly make a very much

more human place out of the residence, less of a

'barrack room' and more of a student's place to

live."

The Students

LORNE MUSSELMAN

"To start with a sort of general philosophy of

residence life, the way It has evolved on Leonard

Field and more vocally so in the last three or four

years, Is that the best way to run residences Is to

have the minimum number of rules possible with the

one primary, sort of all-encompassing Idea that .

.

you can do pretty well whatever you want In re-

sidences long as you don't Interfere with the rights

of your co-residents."

Musselman went on to say that under this de-

finition, It appeared that allowing women in at only

certain hours was an unheeded, artificial restriction

and that the problem of double rooms was "just

another aspect of double room living, just as there

are many other problems that may arise with room-

mates, such as poor study habits, or unusual hours

for studying, or lack of neatness, or excessive

neatness; all these aspects cause problems."

Asked about his personal feelings toward a com-

promise, Mussleman replied, •% personally, feel

that the students have voted 78% for completely open

hours, and the plebiscite was very precise. It was

talking about completely open hours or for some

form of restriction and there was only about 22%

who voted for some restriction. We have a mandate

for open hours and we are representing the students.

I think we should continue along the line for open

hours. This has been voted for why change it? As

one person put it, we have voted for open hours by a

plebiscite and we want an answer-yes or no to open

hours. If the answer Is no, then we will have to re-

consider. Restrictions were voted out, but we will

have to consider what restrictions would be suitable."

Advantages that Musselman could see were a

moderating of noise and abusive language, a curbing

of childish games in the halls, and a removal of

part of the present "barrack room" atmosphere.

In conclusion Musselman tended to feel that the

answer to the question "Why do this?" was a simple

"Why not". The problems created would be minimal

and the advantages beneficial to all sides of residence

life.

The Administration

DEAN WEBSTER

Dean Webster's main point during the discussion

was a concern over roommates in a double room.

"Well, as I see it, the purpose of rules governing

behavior In residence is to protect the basic or

minimum rights of each individual in the residence

community. In a situation where there are no rules,

than all such rights are defended by informal ar-

rangements. To some extent in such a situation,

each man who shares a room is dependent upon the

thoughtfulness and consideration of Ms roommate,

and I think that while obviously the vast majority of

people are thoughtful and are considerate, still some

problems can arise.

.

Thus, according to the Dean, the problem Is not

one of morality but simply a protection of the basic

rights of the roommate, who may, upon occasion,

find himself inconvenienced by an abuse of these

planned privileges. What is needed Is something

stronger than a personal relationship so that should

one person have his right infringed, then he will have

a rule behind him. Yet he felt that there might be

other ways to experiment before the final decision

was reached, and that we should try to check out what

effect this will have.

When asked about freer hours during the week,

but with restrictions, he said, "the inconveniences

there are not serious. . .daytime hours offer alter-

natives to a roommate which are numerous a-id

fairly convenient" He still Bpoke about late night

use of rooms as being a large problem but agreed

with almost all of the other points brought out by

the Inter-Residence Council and by individual students

concerning an improved attitude in residence.
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CUS AND ALL THAT

1 (A position paper written and published by the Canadian Union

of Students)

Across Canada students are no longer accepting the role of passive receptors

in the educational system. We are demanding a greater voice in our universities;

we are beginning to question the role of those universities in the society around us.

CUS is the national union of Canadian students. To understand where it is going

this year it Is necessary to first understand the basis of these demands.

To begin with an increasing number of students are realizing that our education-

al system is not geared to make our lives more meaningful or help us develop

critical minds which can benefit our society. We are trained to accept We are

told what to read, when and how to write, how much to remember. There is no

link between what we are studying and our experience or the needs of our society.

The sole goal In university is the degree and we "learn" within the context

of an exam.

This system is set up and controlled by administrators who hold a greater

responsibility to the business world than to education. And our universities ful-

fill the needs of business: we are carefully graded, socialized and trained to

fit Into the corporate structure. Economics is not studied to destroy poverty

and affluence. Engineering is studied in a narrow segmented fashion which does

not allow us to critically examine the effect of our work upon society. Similarly,

the social sciences are divorced from ways and means to change the social forces

which are being studied.

In short we are trained to do, not think about or examine what is being done.

Nor will this situation change until the university is changed. This is why we

need student-faculty control of the university. This is why we need a strong union

for student demands.

The university will not change through the benevolence of the administrator.

We will be granted minor roles on governing bodies; we will be allowed to make

the existing system more effective and end the "unrest". But we will not be

allowed to change the basic direction of our education so that it is meaningful

to us and beneficial to society. Administration is too committed to the needs of

big business to allow these changes.

Confrontation is the only way we have succeeded in obtaining

meaningful change. Power is the only basis from which we can ne-

gotiate. This has been shown in innumerable situations and it is

proven dally on campuses across the country.

Nor can we stop at a restructuring of the university. The faults of

our educational system are as much a product of the social environ-

ment in which they operate as the arbitrary rule of administrators.

We must recognize that our society is one in which workers are

little more than cogs of a machine. Thai no matter what your education

you have little chance of performing a routine task to keep this

machine rolling. That poverty, discrimination and war, spring from
the very makeup of our economic and social structure and cannot be

eliminated by good will alone.

To change this society we need a radical restructuring of its bases.

We need a redistribution of power so that the needs of people are not

subservient to the interests of the few who form the corporate elite.

To do this we must challenge people into an awareness of their

social conditions in which they live. We must confront those who
make war materials as well as those who make war. We must realize

that our powerlessness springs from the same source as that of the

poor and disaffected-and join with them in changing the social reality

which makes us powerless.

We cannot have a "free" university under present conditions. Nor
will our universities basically Improve our society structured the

way they are. To change one we must change both.

And this will not come about if we only operate as individuals on
individual Issues. It requires collective action within and without the

university. The Interests of students in realizing themselves as
individuals will only be achieved in this way, and the society in which
they live will only change through their, and other's efforts.

It Is therefore necessary to work as a strong collective force on
many fronts at once. This is the aim of CUS for this Is the only way
that a national union of students can perform any meaningful function

at this time.

If you want change then you need CUS.

Referendum
Queen's students favour re-

maining in CVS but having it

reformed, according to a pub-

lic opinion poll taken by the

Journal on Sunday. 70 stu-

dents answered the questions

as follows:

Do you think a national

student organization is a good
thing ?

Yes 52 (74%) No 6 (9%)
Don't know, no answer 12

(17%)
Do you think Queen's

should remain a member of

CVS?
Yes 34 (49%) No 26 (39%)

Don't know, no answer 10

(14%)
Do you think there should

be major changes in CVS?
Yes 39 (56%) No 6 (9%)

Don't know, no answer 25
(37).

As a check on the reliabil-

ity of the sample,, the stu-

dents were also asked whom
they voted for in the recent

AMS election. The figures, a-

long with actual election re-

..Pakrul 28 (40% ; actual

32% of student body)
Edwards 6 (9%; actual 11%

I of student body)
I ..Others 5 (7%; actual 6%

i

of student body)
I Did not vote 26 (39%; act-

ual 50% of student body)
'

. .No comment 5 (7%)

John Hill and Bllt Houston represented the Queen's student

overmnlnt at a conference at Waterloo Lutheran University

be^eeT^tmas and New Year's. This is thrfr report:

It has been a topic of much concern (at least amongst the AMS) about what really

happened at Waterloo Lutheran University the last few days of December. Some

people seem to feel Queen's sent two delegates to an anti-CUS congress while

others convinced themselves that the conference was the salvation of the national

union.

In fact, neither of these views is correct. The subject of the conference was

the status of a national student union or organization. To many universities

It had become obvious that the present Canadian Union of Students was not satis-

factory to the needs of the student body of Canada. Delegates arrived at the con-

ference with absolutely no co-ordination in terms of articulation of goals and

aspirations. The only underlying assumption was that the present CUS was not an

ideal structure.

In the end, and with some disagreement, six Informal discussion groups were

established, each of which would look Into a particular facet of any national

student association. All preconceived notions were abandoned and delegiates

started from scratch to analyze what was needed from the viewpoint of students.

The Queen's delegation believed that the most crucial committee that was set

up was the one dealing with structure; it therefore agreed to chair this discussion

group. A motion based on the work of this committee was later adopted without

a dissenting vote-a truly remarkable accomplishment considering the presence

of delegations with such diversified interests as Memorial, St. Mary's Universite

de Moncton, Alberta, and Simon Fraser.

Of the numerous working papers distributed at the Waterloo Lutheran confer-

ence, this motion ranks first in importance. The key sentence In it reads, "It is

proposed that this conference give approval in principle as a basis for the consid-

eration at a future conference, to the theme that decentralization is an effective

context in which to consider achievement of the goal of representation and rele-

vance in a student association."

By the approval of this motion the delegates of 30 Canadian universities realized

that the idea of a national student union is a myth. There can be no Canadian union

if it does not include French-speaking students now mostly rep-

resented in l'Union Generate des Etudiants du Quebec. Even within

English-speaking Canada the small minority of Frencn-speaking

universities must not have their voices stifled by the overwhelming

number of English-speaking institutions. The Universite*de Moncton

provided absolute support for the Queen's position and even stated

there could be no room for universities such as Moncton in any

national association unless the Queen's principle was adopted. But

even more important is the fact that there is no real unity among

English-speaking universities. It became obvious that Ontario

universities at the conference tended to be more in agreement

(e.g. Queen's, Waterloo, Waterloo Lutheran, York, etc.) than uni-

versities from other areas (e.g. UBC and Simon Fraser). In short,

we can best accomplish our indiviual goals by concentrating the

real power on a regional basis.

Secondly the motion stated that It was desirable that a national

association channel communications for the different universities

and provinces or regions. The motion also declared that this

national association will be empowered by the nature of its rep-

resentation to discuss matters (educational and political) of mutual

interest to facilitate communication and problem orientation. It was

also felt that representatives to national conferences should be

elected delegates who definitely held a mandate to speak for the

group they represent. A UNB addition to the motion said, "The

purpose of decentralization is to increase the resources available

for problem-solving, not to restrict these resources, especially

at a national level."

Of course there are other arguments for a decentralized as-

sociation. The most obvious of course is that education is a pro-

vincial responsibility. Since the conference agreed that education

is a first priority, "lobbying is best done at the provincial level."

Finally, what does all this say with relation to CUS? The resolu-

tions agreed to do not suggest the best course for reforming CUS
is either internal reformation or opting out. This decision must

rest with the individual campus. How Queen's can best help achieve

a national association, from within or working with other universi-

ties already out of CUS, Is a decision that must be made by the

individual student in the upcoming referendum.

B-l Arte 69 Year Party. Oddfellows
Hal!. 11.50 with year card, J2.00
without.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14

7:O0 Arte 72 General Year Meeting.
Stirling D.

7-10:80 Miss Art* 71. Convocation Hall.
7:80 VE3VX General Meeting. Clark

Hail.
8:00 Baba' lion Campus. "Which Way

Peace?" — Jim A tuck. Km. 12,
Dunning Hall.

8:00 Political Studies Course Union.
2nd floor common room. Students'

8:30 "What's In a Bubble? The Excite-
ment of Discovery." A Physics
Lecture with Dr. Alec T. Stew-
art. Stirling Hall. Coffee later.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15

7:00 '-Mickey One" — Kingston Film
Society. Ellis Hall.

7:00 Folk Club. 2nd floor common
room. Student*' Union.

7:00 Queen's Chorus — meeting nt
Music House tonight instead or
Tuesday night.

7:30 Queen's Camera Club. Dunnlnir
Hall ,Rm. 104.

8:80 Ski Bash. Polish Hall. 'The Soul
Mine". Bar. tl.00.

9:00 "Mickey One" — Klngaton Film
Society. Ellis Hall.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 1ft

7:00 Tricolor Autosport Club. SUrllnii

8:00 "La Civilisation Francaise Vue a
Travers Lea Arte". Kingston Hall
Bm. 101.

8:00 The Bible — Fart or Fiction T
Speaker: Bob Brown, Stirling Hal)
B. Coffee,

8:S0 "Romantic Painting in the West".
Speaker: Russell Harper. Art
Centre.

lOiOO ASUS Other rJvenU Committee.
Discussion on: Orgasm (with Alan
Watte), Seminar on Drags, Race
Rotations Seminar, Jerri rubln.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17

8:30 "Tom Jones", a comedy operetta
at the Grand Theatre.

9- 1 Science 70 Open Year Pnrty. with
the Soul Mine. Free with year
card, $1.00 without. LaSalle Hotel,
Burgundy Room.

10-2 Bitter G-ounda Coffee House. Bill

BoBWorth Trio.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18

Seminar. Stirl-9:45 AM on. Barooi
ing Hall D.

6:00 Chinese Buffet Dinner. Si. 25. In-
ternational Centre (downstairs)

,

7:00 Ian and Sylvia.. Grant Hall.
8:80 China Night. Dunning Hall.

FREE.
8:30 'Tom Jones" a comedy operetta

at the Grand Theatre.
S:1G Basketball •— Guelpn at Queen's.
9:00 Ian and Sylvia, Grant Hall.
10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee House. Bill

Boaworth Trio,

PERSONALS:

Girls: What doea Santa Clnus do in

the off-aeasonT Drive a beer truck?—
Yes, but he also rune premium con-
tests on himself. Do you want fun 7

Do you want excitement? Do you want
thrills and chill? If you are normal
and want all of this (and posnihly
more) , enter the greatest contest of
the year . . . Spend an evening with
Santa Claus . . . Ride in his sleigh —
pet his reindeers — touch his bag.
And, as an added extra, your evening
will be climaxtd by a 'moonlight trip
to the North Pole, the world's biggest
phallic symbol. All this and more,
during Snowball Weekend, courtesy
Wildmon, Alien and Craiy Ralph. To
enter, phone Crazy Ralph at 642-8470.
This offer void wherever voided upon.

Mother would like to express her
gratitude to John for his willing com-
pliance with the rule* set for a certain
convalescent last Friday night.

EVERYONE — Ralph says: Cool
bash at the Polish Hall, 15 January.
Only Si per person — music by the
Soul Mine (great). Bar (greater): S.
L. A -C. ; 8 :S0 p.m. See you I

Special thanks to the TbflZ who
stole the Air Canada Potter from
Leonard's bulletin board. How will any-
one find out that Swing Air Club I.D.
cards are available at 414 Leonard
Hall (That's good for half-fare).

If anyone has rend the Fountafnhend
Atlas Shrugged or any of Ayn Rand's
no n- 1'icLion \fork and wanta to form a

discussion group to examine ber

philosopby of objectivism call Mike at

646-9642.

WANTED:

Ushers for the Snowball Concert,
Friday, January 81, If you are a
male (or If you're not sure), we need
you to ueh at our concert. Call Alex
at 546-2490.

Baritone or Tenor Chorister to assist
excellent section leader. Soloe only If

desired; remuneration. Mr. Cameron of
Chalmers United, 546-3263 or 548-8592.

LOST:

Lost (Stolen?) an airline bag con-
taining gym shoes, new short* eto.

from the vicinity of Camera Club (stor-
age room next door to darkroom)

.

Please return or give whereabouts to
Waskn, Km. 611 Stirling Hail. Call
644-6*42 or local 485 (10-6).

FOR SALE:
Attention penniless studental Need

an inexpensive music box until you
get wealthy. Guaranteed Record Play-
er 15-10. A Steal I Call Mike Wt-6798.
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ST. LAWRENCE STRICKEN
by Terry O'Hara

St. Lawrence College principal

B.S. Short said yesterday in a

telephone interview that "he was

h^poy to say" that all students

have now returned to their normal

activities. He explained that the

return was theresultof ameeting

with concerned students.

Students at the Cornwall
campus of the College had been

boycotting classes since January

8th. The strike was a protest

against the high rate of dis-

missals in the teaching staff.

The dispute was sparked by the

recent dismissal of Peter
Kingston, head of the English

Department. Students charge that

he is the ninth teacher to be

requested to resign or dismissed

outright in the past fifteen

months.

The students had presented the

administration with several de-

mands. They want outside arbit-

ration for future dismissals as

well as a board of inquiry, com-

posed of teachers and students

to review past dismissals. They

also wanted a seat on the college

executive committee as well as

more representation by the ad-
ministration on the Cornwall
campus.

Paul Brisebols, student pre-
sident at the Cornwall campus,
stated that the firing of Kingston
was "only 1/9 of the problem".
The school, he explained was run
like an industry and it was hard

for the teachers in the liberal

arts subjects to adjust to this

type of organization,

Brisebols said thst the problem
to be tackled was that of gaining
"more academic freedom*'.

Kingston complained, on his dis-

missal that his department head
had demanded "personal
loyalty."

Although the strike did not

A(( those, connected or
wishing to be connected with
the Journal, are hereby ad-
vised of a secret meeting to
be held in the Journal dun-
geons Wednesday night at
7:00 p.m. Remember this is
a secret meeting that anyone
can come to.

spread to the Kingston campus,
many local students revealed un-
ease about the same problems.
Some were highly critical of

Principal Short's reaction to the
strike. Comments were passed
about what Mr. Short considers
a "small minority."

"He says he doens't like stuc*

ents to let a small minority do
their thinking for them," said
one student. "Well, the admin-
istration is a small minority and
he thinks students should let it do
their thinking for them. To me,
that's just about as bad."

Principal Short was reticent

in his comments to the Journal,
insisting that it was "an inter-
nal, family matter", and had been
"blown out of all proportion."
"The Toronto newspapers in

particular, have been guilty of

making the news", he said.
Short made no mention of the

tormation of a grievance com-
mittee. He also refused to com-
ment on the demand for his re-

signation which came from the

Ontario Civil Service Associ-
ation. They claimed that Short

"no longer enjoys the confidence

of the faculty or the students."

WILSON

The Agnes Etherington Art Centre held an Art Rental and

Sales Gallery on Sunday, January 12 and collections of

Canadian paintings were displayed for sale or for rent.

Kingston's new mayor, Mr. Val Swain, was on hand to open

the gallery and admire the works of art

TETE A TETE A.S.U.S.

Regina (C.U.P.)-Student presidents from both

University of Saskatchewan campuses are to meet

administration heads Wednesday to work out a

method for settling the student fees crisis which

has spread to both schools.

Friday the two student councils decided to

press for written contracts directing the board

of governors to collect their fees and turn them

over to the union unconditionally.

The action was at first limited to Regina,

where students last week voted by referendum

to have the administration collect their union

fees. The demand was in response to the Board's

December 31 announcement that it would not

collect union fees at Regina this term because

of Council support of the Carillon, the student

newspaper.

The A.S.U.S. Orientation Committee is looking for

competent Queen'smen to fill the role formerly held

by Vigs and Senior Students. This new position is a

dual one and is open to arts students of all years.

The only requirement isakeenlnterest and enthusiasm

for the orientation of freshmen.

The committee shows a changing attitude to orient-

ation by advocating less emphasis on hazing and more

on additional and equally effective ways of instilling

Queen's spirit and having fun. It also sees the

relationship of Queen'sman to frosh as becoming

more balanced than before.

Applications are now available in the A. M.S. office

and must be completed and returned to Joan Beckett

in Ban Righ or Fraser Berrill in McNeil be Sunday

January 19. Applicants will be notified of their inter-

view time.

Queen's Queen, Donna Bolick, has bowed out of the Waterloo

Lutheran Beauty Extravaganza. . . .Her reasons varied from

the purely subjective, good taste, to the more objective, good

taste.

WANNA BE A WHEEL?
— on the five wheeled senate —

The following article was submitted by the student

senators to outline the responsibilities of the senate

committees opened to students.

The A.M.S. is looking for 22 students to sit on

ten standing Senate committees.

It is hoped that those students who are appoint-

ed will be able to sit on their committees not only

for the remainder of this term but for the next

academic yeair.

The Senate is essentially a legislative and policy-

making body. The principal business before the Sen-

ate at any meeting is normally the reports and recom-

mendations of its committees. The committees are,

therefore, an essential part of the Senate structure

and sudents can there play an important part in its

work.

The following thumbnail sketches are given to in-

dicate the committees which need student represen

tation. It should be pointed out that the terms of

reference for these committees are broad and' many

are still struggling to develop their role and function.

Students who apply but who are unsure as to which

committee they wish to sit on can secure further in-

formation in the A.M.S. office, from A.M.S. executive

members or from the student senators.

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

This committee formulates and recommends prin-

ciples, policies and priorities in academic te^oo-

ment. Specifically, it is to advise on the establish-

ment of any faculty, school, institute, apartment or

chair as well as to advise on programs of stxidy, con-

diiions of admission and on standards required for

completion of degrees, certificates or diplomas.

ACADEMIC PROCEDURES

This committee is responsible for recommending

to the Senate, university policies on convocations,

examination standards and rules of conduct; for co-

ordinating admission^ policies of the different faculties;

for advising on matters pertaining to the publication

of the University calendars; and for making recom-

mendations for the award of honorary degrees.

CAMPUS PLANNING

A joint committee of the Senate and Board of

Trustees, composed equally or representatives from

its parent bodies, its responsibility is to formulate and

recommend physical development policies for the

University and to examine and make recommenda-

tions on all proposals and any other matters pertain-

ing to the physical development of Queen's.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID

The function of this committee is to reoiminend

ooliCT governing undergraduate and graduate fellow-

ships, scholarships, medals, prizes, bursaries, loans

r„To>hVr forms student aid. It a to recommend

th^eSabhshment of any new feUowships, scholarships.

and prizes. It can award directly or by dele-

gX of powXto Faculties and Schools any such

awards or prizes.

BUDGET

This committee's responsibility is to examine the

main elements of the approved annual operating bud-

get and to present a review of the approved budget

to ttoSenate to enable that body to advise the Prin-

cipal on the budget's consistency with the general nteds

aid interest sof the University and on any considera-

tions for future budgeting.

STUDENT AFFAIRS

It is charged with the responsibility of recom-

mending to the Senate policies affecting such student

interest as athletics and recreation, health and coun-

selling, residences, the Students' Union and student

discipline.

LIBRARY

The committee has broad oversight over the lib-

rary system; it is to recemmend policies for the oper-

ation and development of the system; to advise the

Chief Librarian in all policy matters; to advise the

Chief Librarian on the preparation of the Library's

annual budget and on any change in that budget

which would involve a change in LUVarv policy; to

make regulations on matters of academic significance

with respect to the system.

COMPUTING
This committee has the same terms of reference

as the Library committee in formulating general policy

for the operation and development of the University

Computing System.

FINE ARTS AND PUBLIC LECTURES

This cornmittee's role is to develop policies de-

signed to encourage and develop University acbvibes

in the fields of fine arts and public lectures. It has

specific responsibility for the Dunning Trust lectures,

the University Concerts, C.F.R.C. as well as endow-

ments left to the University concerned with fine arts

and public lectures.

APPOINTMENT, PROMOTION,

TENURE AND LEAVE
R is to rea)mmend policies and procedures for

the appointment, promotion, granting of tenure and

termination of appointment of members of faculty,

and the conditions for sabbatical and other leave, ft

is also to recommend policies and procedures for the

appointment of senior administrative officers such as

the Vi^Principals, Deans and heads of departments.

Applications are available in the A.M-S. office.
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IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERNSBMNG

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL fOOOS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

WE CAN SERVE FROM 20-600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO l A.M.

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

SHOPPING CENTRE

Students of Queen's:

Your ovm bookstore can supply you

urith all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf supplies, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

Final Year Students

Students interested in investigating prospects of

professional training in public accounting, leading to

qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT,
are invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will be on campus

Interview appointments may be
made through the office of the
Student Placement Office.

JANUARY 15

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa
Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor
Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver Victoria

NOTICE

The regular meeting of the Senate of Queen's University

will be held on 23 January in the Collins Room,

Richardson Hall, at 3:30 p.m. Tickets may be obtained

from the Secretary of the Senate, Main Floor,

Richardson Hall on Wednesday, 22

January between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

5M1 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONJT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

AUDITIONS
Moliere and Chekov: A Theatrical

January 20, 21 700 - 10:00 p.m.

Room 115 Old Arts Building

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

COMMERCE AND FINANCE ARTS AND SCIENCE

FINAL YEAR STUDENTS
Students interested in combining practical experience with further study to enhance their general
business knowledge by entering the Oiartered Accountancy profession are invited to discuss career
opportunities with our representative who will be on campus on

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21
Interview appointments may be made through the University Placement Service, where informa-
tion about our firm is available.

If the above date is not convenient, please write to

R. 6. McNEILL, Personnel Director

DELOITTE, PLENDER, HASK1NS & SELLS

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
55 Yonge Street Toronto 1, Ontario

Offices throughout Canada and associated firms throughout the world.

A KICK IN

THE HEAD

By Andrew Page

The vast Eastern Ontario

sports empire was shaken to its

firm foundations by the news that

a Kingston syndicate has pur-

chased the fanchise for the Green
Bay Packers, for an undisclosed

amount. Informed sources have

estimated the purchase price of

somewhere between $317.00 and

$19 1/2 million.

The announcement followed

weeks speculation after meetings

between Packer officials and sev-

eral Kingston millionaires. No
reason was given for the surprise

move. There was no reason for

the move.

in a radio-TV Interview, the

Packer coach told a surprised

world. "Yeah, Great move. Life

will be good in the heart of the

great, uhh,. . .South-East It's

wonderful, yet, to be a part ofthe

Golden Age. . When asked

about his hope for a rich cultural

life in Kingston, the coach clev-

erly replied, "We expect to find

many brlghtyounguhprospects."

Asked about football talent in the

area, he retorted, "Yeah. Uh-

huh, there should be many bright

young prospects."

The packer team was visibly

agitated by the move. The Packer

QB said, "We all feel that life

is good where the Confederation

dream began, and that our pros-

pects should be bright We are

ready, SET HUT HUT HUT. . .

Oh, exc. .useme. No, as I was

saying, we are widening our hor-

izons In Kingston, and a shift

HUT HUT HUT HU. . .ha, ha. .

should do us good. I'm all seT

HUTHUTHUT. .
."

Locally the Kingston Chamber

of Commerce expressed concern

at the news, for fear the area's

economy would be depressed. A
spokesman said, "All the game-

goers would necessitate im-

proved street cleaning and sani-

tation facilities, and enlarged

animal shelters. Think of the

burden uponthe taxpayers." Con-

cern was also expressed that

games would Interfere with Sun-

day religious activities, and crip-

ple the protestant reformation.

Quipped one official, "If God

heard about this, he would turn

in his grave."

At town hall, the Mayor said,

"We'd have to tax It." In Ot-

tawa, .M. P. for Kingston and Fi-

nance Minister asked if it would

cause inflation, and the Prime

Minister asked for a year to

consider his reply, raising spec-

ulation that the sports world

should not make a mountain out

of Capital Hill In the forseeable

future.

In Hollywood, movie actress

and screen personality Raquel

Welch said, when asked for her

Ideas.

From around the world came
diverse reactions. The B.C.

Lions roared with jealousy. The

Montreal Canadians lauded the

move, and said they are planning

to move to Kingston early In the

year. Also expected to arrive

tills year along with the Canad-

ians are the Boston Celtics, Ra-

quel Welsh, The Vienna Sym-
phony, Blood, Sweat, and Tears,

Continued on pago 11
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2001 : it's a bit much

'the JOURNAL reviews*
FLICKS

A SPACE ODYSSEY

Director: Stanley Kubrick

Cm»: Kier Oullea, Gary Lockwood, Douglas Rain
Tlma: Infinite Theme: pick one, lf« here.

Epic review by: Jacqui Cock, and Escort who .halt remain nameless.

The small boy and his mother were coming out of the movie theatre after the
clnerame "experience" of 2001; A Space Odyssey. Boy: "What was the big black
thing Mommy!" Mother: "It's just one of life's unexplainable mysteries."

It sure Is.

It all started, you see, with the DAWN OF MAN (the sun rising six different

times from six different directions, all around the screenl) Mindless. It was the

Golden Age. Apes jumping around all over the place-(really, men In disguise-
long hair, handlebar moustaches. . .)

The music builds into a crescendo. There it Is: man's tragic flaw. Apes fight-

ing over a water hole. More golden age and then another crescendo with angel

choirs yet The big black monolith ("one of life's unexplainable mysteries")

appears. The symbol of civilization and reason.

The golden age tarnishes. More crescendos. The discovery of weapons! Skulls

smashing all over the place. (Get the symbolism? Subtle huh?) The great hairy

arm arching across the screen throws the bone-weapon up in the air and for-

ward in time where it becomes-you guessed it-a spaceship.

So, now we can start the movie.

Dr. Heywood Floyd (honest) is off to the moon. A little bit of plot here. A
SECRET MISSION. There are a few nice touches at the space station where our

hero rests and talks to the Russians on pink super space chairs in Howard John-

son's Earth Light Room.

On to the moon and a quick briefing under the American flag (sic). It takes a

long time, but we eventually find out that there is something buried on the moon I

Suspense. Angel choirs, louder and louder. Oh no! It's the black monolith.

Cut Eighteen months later. A giant spaceship on an odyasey to Jupiter. The

man versus machine theme here. Nice, friendly, competent concerned and

sexy-voiced HAL (IBM minus one) is the computer who runs the ship and pro-

vides a contrast with all the cold, calculating, machine -like people.

Conflict arises when the spacemen begin to question the Infallibility of sexy-

voiced HAL and plot to do away with him. Oh dear. (It's only staying until Wed-

nesday). But just before the intermission Hal discovers the fiendish plan by

lip-reading (who worte this script anyway?)

Four men die-coldly, sllently-the one remaining murders HAL. HAL'S death

Is the most tragic. One by one his memory cells are unscrewed until there is

nothing left but a mindless shell singing, "Daisy, Daisy, Give me your answer

true, Pm half crazy all for the love of you."

Dave, the survivor travels on and on and on and on and on. . .JUPITER AND
BEYOND THE INFINITE.

A real trip In abstract forms and psychedelic colours-even better if you're

high. A potpourri: the "Big bang" theory of the origin of the universe, the wave

theory, a little time warp, civilization piled on one another, the eye symbol of

humanity, and that damn black monolith again.

From the timeless perspective of the Infinite (and beyond) we are re-oriented

to man's concept of time. The space capsule parks In an Americanized Louise

Qulnze drawing room. Some meaningful comment on life and death, Dave, rapidly

wrinkling, watches himself die.

Pan to the universe. That music again. Spheres whirling in time to the "Blue

Danube Waltz". As the last sphere glides across the screen, who sould appear

but super foetus!

The Beginning.

University Seminar Exhibition ART
"The Baroque Concept of the Devotional

image"

an exhibition of Prints and Drawings

reviewed by Michael McCarthy

Mr. George Keyes, Keeper of Photographic Refer-
ence, Department of Art Hisitory, deserves the con-
gratulations and gratitude of Queen's and of King-
ston for having assembled a ;

t ithe Agnes' Etheriington
Art Centre a wealth of drawings, engravings, etch-
ings and wood-cuts illustraifeig the Baroque Concept
of the Devotional image. The exhibition, drawn from
the galleries in Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg and
Queen's, brings (together flhe beslt examples in Cant-

laddian collections. They range in date from Annibale
Oarracoi's 1585 St. Francis {Collection: Queen's Uni-
versity) to Domenltao Miondo's circa 1785 Intercession

of St. Carlo Borromeo (Collection: Art Gallery of

Onftario). Most of fine works are by Italian artists,

tout tlhere are many Dutch examples, some Flemish,
some French, and -one example each from Germany
and Spain.
Faced with this emtoarras de riohesses, where

does one start? Perhaps best at home, with the

'major surprise of tJhds exhibition, the usually hid-

den beauties of flhe Queen's Graphics' Collection —
the Rest on the Flight toy Stefano Delia Bella, the

two saintts by Sadeler, Olaes Visscher's rendering

of the Bloemaert Magdalene, Carpioni's Madonna of

the Rosary, or the (Peter Lombard, the Annibale

Carraoci, or Jan Puntls very late (1749) version of

the Adoration of the Shepherds painted by Rubens
on the ceiling of the Jesuit church in Anitwerp. Who
knew that Queen's possessed these works before?

Let us hope that rthtis exhibition is the prelude to

further revelations of the Art Centre holdings. Al-

ternatively, let us have soon a catalogue of prints

and drawings in Ithe Queen's CoflledfJon as a sequel

to the fane catalogue of palnltiags that has recently

(been compiled by Mrs. SmMi.
The National Gallery and the Art Gallery of On-

tario Wave been generous in tjheir tendings, and Mr.

Keyes' judgment in borrowing provides Constant

delight in variety. One finds here the intimate de-

votional image -for the home (Guide Reni's Madon-

na and Child), the large altarpiece (Van Dyck's

Ecce Homo), the wall^painlting, (Delia Rovere's St.

Francis and the Wolf of Gubbio) and the full splen-

dour of the Baroque ceiling (Bloemart's Angels and

Putta). There is landscape (Testa's Sacrifice of

Isaac), and genre (Caller's Holy Family at Table);

one passes from the sublimity of Rubens' St Cath-

erine (here esbibfted for the first time in Canada)

to the domesticity of the peasant creating a public

nuisance against a tree in Wencelaus Holler's very

beautiful Winterpiece with the Nativity. From the

Winnipeg Art Gallery come two magnificent draw-

ings' the Bloemart Angels and Putti with Passion

Emblems and the very full and tender Passen ren-

dering of that deeply human incident of Christ's

meeting wiHh the woman of Samaria.

And I have not yet mentioned the Rembrandts !

It was a very happy thought to devote the major

part of Itlhis exhibition to Rembrandt as the Queen's

tribute to a universal teacher on the third centen-

ary of his death. Canada has few of his paintings,

(the National Gallery has done very well in ac-

quiring two), 'but here one can savour ami imbibe

the warmth and depth, the robust incisiveness and

the technical virtuosity of his etchings in fifteen

first-rate examples. If only to come into fresh con-

tact with one of the most profound of human be-

ings, the students and citizens of Kingston should

be thronging into this exhibition. Its richness will

probabUy not be Seen again in Kingston for at least

another generation.

The exhibition closes on January 26th. It has

been splendidly mounted in the newly decorated

Small Gallery by Mr, B. Muysson. A scholarly cata-

logue with six illustrations and an introductory

essay has been compiled by Mr. Keyes and is avail-

dole at a nominal price thanks to subsidisation by

the Office of the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and

Science, under whose aegis the Exhibition is held

as ipart of the Annual Queen's University Seminar,

organised by the Department of Art History.

An annual event of supreme importance for all

Interested in the humanities in Canada (that's what

the man said!) will take place on Saturday, January

18. It's the Fifth Annual Queen's University Seminar.

The topic this year is Art and Economics In Seven-

teenth Century Europe.

While the seminar day is the 18th the current

exhibition at the Art Centre and an exhibition of books

in the Douglas Library Lobby on "Art and Economics

in Seventeenth Century Europe are being held In con-

junction with the Seminar.

On Wednesday, January 15, the Vaghys will give a

concert of Baroque music "The Fruits of Patronage"

at 8:30 p.m. In Convocation Hall.

The action Saturday begins at 9:45 a.m. (shudder)

with a seminar on Show Business In the 17th Cen-

tury. At 11:15 it's "Wealth and Art"; at 2:15 "Econo-

mic Organization of Society In the 17th C. and its

Influence on Art"; at 3:45 "The Change in the Spatial

Development of Polish Towns in the 17th C." All of

these will be in .Stirling Hall Auditorium D.

Judy, Judy
"Who Knows Where the Time Goes"

Judy Collins

on the Elektra label

Ycu can judge an album by its back over. Judy Collins' lates
t

entitled

"Who Knows Where the Times Gees" is a bomb. Both the pictures andthe sa*s

suffer in comparison with her last effort. "Wildflowers '
"Who knows offers

no new hit songs nor does it serve any warmed up.old.es. One of the most

obvious characteristics of the nine songs is their length; they »™ra^jboutj^

a„i a half minute,. Judy Collins just dees net have^^C ronS is^
a tune that long without becoming boring. It could be that her ,™to™ *

too inspiring to b3gin with but that's not my fault »e has prob&y^£,g«*

crew c, accompany possible fcr a folk singer, backup h^up.

invigorate her voice. They do a marvellous job. In fact, were i

this record, it wculd be on the basis of the quality of the ^J^J^
support. Unfortunately, even the^ back-up f*'?**tes me b~>£j£ £
into effect what must be something new fcr Judy s style a g

western influence, complete with the twangang of

*f
e^^6

"!, a g00d

conflicts beautifully with i sr small clear voice.
pIJ/6ng

job if she does it short ,c sweet ^XTetsIng *^X>^t WesTS
something like "Both Side. Now". When she gels tons

emotion, she fails. This album fails. me a
The first cut on the record, joyously dubbed Heuc.hoc>y

to

prayer of thanks to the Muses who have f^J^^^^ftLSTshe
sing. She moans that she was "waiting so long ^^Tl«nard
"was the only one". There is not even a .^^^^^hen's mood
Cohen's "Story of Isaac" is done quite beautifully. Collins captures _

RECORDS
by Paul Burke

well, providing a poem in a Gregorian chant. It is lightened by a harpsichord,

and at three and a half minutes, is me shortest and one of the best cuts on

the album. "My Father", a Judy Collins original, is a wistful and dreamy song

about childhood hopes for an exciting life in Paris, which of course ale shattered

in the course of time by the cruel claws of reality, which goes to prove once

again, but sweetly, thai dreams rarely come true. The title song is depress-

ing. The woes of a maiden, rooted in time and place by the loss of a loved

one, are sung in a strained soprano. The biggest catastrophe is a six and a

half minute space filler of monotonous heartbreak. You give up any hopes for

a diman after the three minute mark, as Judy spins away another maiden's

memories of a teenage lover who disappeared. "Poor Immigrant", a Dylan song,

is massacred by a pity that does not sound the least bit genuine. It is also

hit by the whining of the pedal steel guitar. This song is the first I have men-

tioned thus far which employs this device. I won't comment on the rest be-

cause I am overly biased. It turns me right off.

Individually, five of the nine ditties are pretty and pleasant. Unfortunately,

as a collection, they have the peculiar effect of substracting from each other.

They attempt to project different moods and themes and come over so much

alike it becomes tiring. There is never any really dynamic contrast or varia-

tion in tone. Because nothing violent will distract you. I encourage mis record

at low volume for background music to study by. If I seem overly preoccupied

with the length of each song, after all, "Who Knows Where the Time Goes?"
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The Journal is pleased to be able to publish this article of utmost im-

portance for all those in the world of letters. It is reprinted here

through the kindness of the Vbssey, student newspaper of the univer-

sity of British Columbia, where it first appeared. The Journal is truly

grateful to the Ubssey and to Prof. Khkwood for making this startling

knowledge available to our readers.

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie near Princess 546-2746

euiiG W0h-<5

Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

s£1 1181 Princeis St. r-,

m** Dial 542-9333 (n

A.S.U.S.

APPOINTMENT

The position of Female

Junior AMS Representative

is open for any female

student in Arts from any

year land 1

will be filled

by appointment nexf

Thursday, January 16th at

the A.S.U.S. meeting in the

Co-ed Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

Applications should be

handed in before

6:00 p.m.

Thursday, January 16th,

to Brigitte Berman,

Adelaide Hall; 544-8207

QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY BANDS

Applications for the following positions on the Queen's

University Bands Committee are now being accepted

at the AMS Office:

Bonds Manager Head Cheerleader

Assistant Bands Manager Head Highland Dancer

Bran Band Director Quartermaster

Pipe Major Concessions Manager

Concert Band Director Publicity Director

Head Majorette

All applications should be addressed to Bands Manager,

and contain name address, telephone number,

position applied for , related experience. A personal

interview will be required

For information contact Barry LeRoy at 544-3088.

A Hawk from

a Handsaw

A re-examination of the

work of Robert Forsythe

By FREDERICK IAN NOEL KIRKWOOD

Department of English

"1 am but mad north-north-west; when the wind is

southerly I know a hawk from a handsaw."

(Hamlet II ii 375.)

It is now some sixteen years or more since the death, in

mysterious circumstances, of Robert Forsythe, the "mad critic".

My excuse for this reappraisal of a man who, in his own day,

was dismissed as a "lunatic" by T. S. Eliot, a "fake" by F. R.

Leavis and a "damned impertinent bastard" by Ezra Pound,

is the 'discovery of new material which throws a fresh and

startling light upon his position. Since Forsythe is so little

known today, however, some kind of brief biography may

be helpful.
.

Forsythe was born in 1881 on the island of Arran, m the

Firth of Clyde. His father was a gloomy religious recluse, and

something of a mystic. After his death, Forsythe and his

mother—with whom he had very strong connections—moved

to the city of Glasgow, where Forsythe attended university

from 1902 until 1906. His subsequent career is ordinary and

undistinguished.

He held various university teaching posts off and on until

1943, when he went into semi-retirement. His first scholarly

article was published in 1913; Faber published a collection

of his essays, The Muse's Tablets, in 1932, and he himself

supervised the publication, at his own expense, of The Four

Binri in 1947. At the time of his death, in January 1952, he

was working on a more extensive work, The Binraic Cos-

mology. The cause of his death has never been determined.

His housekeeper claimed that he foresaw it and was prepared.

He died peacefully at home, from no apparent medical cause.

(Forsythe himself doubtless would have said that he had

merely been "assumed" by the Four Binri.)

Forsythe's early essays, if not brilliant, were always sound.

He was a fine prose stylist, and had a gift for summing up

arguments, which meant that he had the final and definitive

say in some of the minor critical controversies of the day. He

was also a perceptive critic of contemporary literature, and

among the first to appreciate the true value of Ezra Pound's

verse. (See The Muse's Tablets, page 17.)

But from his earliest days he showed a tendency to

strange and bizarre theories, which gained him a certain

amount of fashionable disrepute. Among the more notorious of

these were his attribution of The Ring and the Book to Mrs.

Browning; and his contention that Lycidas is largely reworked

from lost MSS by Edward King himself.

Despite, or perhaps because of, these eccentricities, For-

sythe continued to be a critic of some standing until the early

40's, when he first began to put forward his theory of the

Four Binri. (Forsythe's spelling varies between "Binri", which

seems to have been the preferred form, and "Binrai", which

is closer to the cognate adjective, "Binraic". Nowhere in his

writings does he use a singular form: we can only conjecture

—Binrus? Binra?) This theory emerged gradually in his essays

over the years, and did not appear in cohesive form until 1947.

Briefly, the theory may be summarized thus. Forsythe

saw the whole creative life of man as being controlled by four

Spirits, extra-terrestrial Beings, immortal but incarnate, whose
inspiration lay behind the work of all true artists—taking

"artists" in its widest possible application. These four were:

Tanra, the Lover
DocriL the Philosopher

Hilmar, the Politician

Zidral, the Saint

Docril and Hilmar are male; Tanra and Zidral are female.

Yet Forsythe seems to have made a close association between

the Binri and his four elder sisters, Ruth, Eve, Esther, and
Mary, all of whom died in infancy. Those who regard Forsythe

simply as a madman make a big point of this, and see the

death of his sisters as the origin of Forsythe's psychosis.

All aspects of human creativity were fitted in to one of

these four categories, and all the genuine creative minds (i.e.

those whom Forsythe approved of) were regarded as being

inspired by the appropriate Spirit. Those who had not been

"visited" by the Binri were ignored or contemptuously dis-

missed; except for a S
J

to be a leading merobewL
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i as a "scribbler",

tiled Christopher Marlowe,

Ham. (This is not, of course,

_ characteristic eccentricity

Lkespeare/Marlowe's inspira-
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of Hilmar, perverted by The

buiiving politician, Reaving
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hake bizarre reading indeed.

|ly unconvincing. Even if one

tology, still there are some

mded purely on the principles

|very hard to refute. For in-

s early admiration of Pound

[be Cantos is accompanied by

! one deletes all the refer-

The Canterbury Tales is as

|riticism as I have ever seen.

,
Forsythe went a step fur-

jllowers who still sifted his

t began publishing (or rather,

non-existent books by non-

1 he had tired of twisting the

substantiate his own wierd
own evidence. He was finally

1 the Times Literary Supple-

tant obituary for his deatr

T papers passed to his frien d

Swell, of Manchester Univer-

Jshared the general view of

a lunatic, paid scant

mot really blame him. Pro-

jnonths ago, and his death is

Itters. I am proud to be his

p
at some future date an edi-

Jecutor, I also received the
little interest to me, as I also

I of Forsythe. Although I had
|*n a perverse way — enjoyed

his wilder flights of fancy, I could never taie seriously the
man who had tried to palm off serious reviews of books which
existed only in his own imagination.

It was therefore with idle and slightly indignant curios-
ity that, one rainy afternoon, I opened the file which Pro-
fessor Caldwell had marked "Reviews of Non-existent Books."
I was flicking through it when my eye was caught by a re-
view of a set of four novels which Forsythe hailed as the
complete and final justification of his system. The novels
were all to deal with basically the same subject, but each
one was to represent the viewpoint of one of the Four Blnri.
Forsythe indeed referred to the novels as Tanra, Docril. Hil-
mar. and Zidral. The author's name was given as "Leonard
Durrant". Several quotations were given; they seemed fami-
liar. I checked. I checked further: they matched almost word
for word. I realized that I was reading an accurate and ex-

tremely perceptive review of Lawrence Durrell's Alexandria
Quartet.

Yet Forsythe died three yean before the publication of

Justine.

Since then I have done extensive work on tae "non-
existent" books reviewed by Forsythe. There are 53 of them
in all. In the sixteen years following his death, some 17 of

these works have been published. Forsythe's reviews display

intimate knowledge of these books. In one review he quotes

a full page of Iris Murdoch's The Unicorn with word-for-word

accuracy.

Calligraphy experts testify that these reviews are defin-

itely the work of Forsythe, and that they cannot possibly be
forgeries by Professor Caldwell.

I have found, in the "rejected" flies of the Times Literary

Wordsworth was a bore, Coleridge a quack.

Homer was Sappho's husband.

Donne was a homosexual, in love with Ben Jonson.

I 0f iti'l"'*0-* found among For

rs H aP^m ^sed on a dream vision,

robot*! ^ shortly before his

ROBERT FORSYTHE

Supplement, a cop!,, <ated 1951, ot a review of William Gold-

^
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curacfof Forsyte's quotations from an as yet unpublished

CIU,

T have sent to Gore Vldal a prediction of the plot of hi.

next novel. He confirms it absolutely.

-I cannot—^^S^Z 232

Western literary
f^eVTbe Bu^f £. already decided

seen; all is predestined _The Bmr
„ hical doc.

oosts by which we may recognize their presence.

"^Sometime within the ne*ttwo^ade.
,

t£.

a novelist of awesome^*^^5k,, than Dante,

of the genre, a giant greater wan

»• names.

r^:v:^T^^ *™u ma8azme '
somewhere

r^eHct he has published his firs, short story.

University of British Columbia.

November, 1968.

SECRET MEETING for all JOURNAL
staffers and those interested in the

JOURNAL in the JOURNAL office,

Wednesday at 7.
-

illustrated lecture by

J. RUSSELL HARPER

"ROMANTIC PAINTING

IN THE WEST"
on January 16 at 8:30 p.m.

in the Art Centre

at the art centre

"UNDER ATTACK
The syndicated television program

"Under Attack" requires:

STUDENT PANELISTS

for the toping of five shows at

Queen's on Jem. 28 and 29.

If interested please call 546-6244
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LETTERS'

Open Hours Now!
The Men's Residence Board has had its dialogue

with the residents of Leonard Field. Now the students

want action on the question of open visiting hours.

A plebiscite held last fall endorsed the open hours

question by almost 80%.
.

The Inter Residence Council has voted in favour

of the motion.

At a meeting held last Thursday some 400 resi-

dents presented their demands to the board.

The residents knew that they had to present the

issue to the board in a responsible and rational man-

ner The student's arguments showed that they nave

considered all the ramifications of having unrestricted

visiting hours.

Yet after an hour and a half of frank discussion,

the board began to give the impression that there was

little hope for an affirmative answer.

Dean Webster said that the meeting was like be-

ing in a "bear pit". However, it was a pit that he

and the other members of the board created by their

negative reaction to the students.

The residents sensing, that the board had made

its mind up against the students, request, became some-

what hostile and pushed the board for some quick

action. -

The most important facet of the issue to many

people is that women will improve life in residence.

With females present the residence will lose some of its

locker room atmosphere. It will be more conducive to

a mature social development.

It will give residents a place where they can have

a few private moments with a female — a situation

that does not exist on campus except for Friday and

Saturday nights.

There would not be a massive influx of women
into the residence during the week. Look at Sunday

afternoons. There are seldom more than three or four

in during the afternoon.

The board claimed that they were not concerned

with the morals of the students.

However they fell back on the argument of pub-

lic relations stating that the tax payer and thus the

government might be disturbed by this development.

However many other schools have open hours in their

residences and they do not seem to have suffered.

To every student on the field it seems that the

board is falling back on the old morals routine. The

residents are not impressed! An answer is needed!

Residents feel that they have presented this issue

in a responsible manner. Now they want their respon-

sibility anr1 maturity acknowledged.
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What Matter?

Dear Journal,

I find myself In agreement

with the principles which you

purport to underlie the refusal

of the U. of S. administration

to collect non-academic fees.

However, that these principles

did indeed provide the impetus
for

the actions of thatadininlstratlon

or that Queen's has such a rep-

resentative student governing

structure, Is highly dubious.

As long as the A.M.S. deals

with errelevant issues (i.e., that

Queen's relegated itself to the

"horrendous** posture of soli-

darity with the S.F.U.) and as

long as the Journal publishes

somnolent articles on the issues,

I am willing to sit aside and

observe the playful banter. But

SPECIAL CREDITS

Hordes of lihem this week. Special credits and kisses, candy
or otherwise, to Carjd, who is learning how to dial; Ginni, whose
courage deserted her; George, who dropped dead; pretty Nancy
who came back; patient pollster Lynda; Arleigh, who isn't a
bitch; those who refused to relinquish their undies (what an un-
mentionable sin) and Pattie Who didn't refuse; Carol (dea dei);
Gail and Jane whom we still love; Paul who is deeply hurt —
crushed, even; Marg, who crrded up editing copy; Liz who
wtorked bard and shone btiighvtly; indispensable, burlap Lorraine;
Oharlie who tS sujppoied to be on sabbatical but came an and lost
has cigarettes; Ann (M); and Deanne, who charmed half the
staff and was (mothered by the rest. Special Uhaniks to Colonel
Pimp; we'd hang it on (the wall but it smells as if it's already
been used.

when your banter turns serious

and you suggest that Queen's has

a representative student govern-

ment,, then I think that it is

time that some of the ice which

glazes your eyes and fogs your

vision were melted.

John Rook stated that the pur-

pose of the A, M.S. was to ac-

quaint its members with red

tape and to give them practice

making decisions. Whether these

decisions are relevant or the

A.MS, is representative of any-

one except its members is an-

other question.

hi closing, I think I would
rather have my $62.00 than see
it squandered on a non-auric

golden age, or used to lend au-
thenticity to the disport of the

A.M.S. Without my funds, the

Alma-MATTER-Society could

continue concerning Itself with

matters that don't matter, and

Bill Martin t.ould continue to

publish all the matter he wished
concerning these matters that

don't matter (except he would

have to change the name of his

paper to Martin's Matter or some

other appropriate name).

Sincerely,

Randy Brady.

Typist?s Comments: What are ya

Mac, some sort of literary wise*

ass ?

Ed. Note: That's funny, nor-

mally our typist is so demure
and restrained. What's got into

her 7

Franca is Encore

Editor Journal:

I wish to add my comments to

recent letters concerning cour-

ses offered in the Department of

French.

Why does the department not

offer courses studying the works

of such contemporary Quebec

authors as P.E. Trudeau, Jean

Lesage, Daniel Johnson, Rene

Levesque, etc.? Surely such stud-

ies could be fare more useful and

applicable to modem life than

the current offering of water

sprites, fairies and knights in

armour.

Such a course would require

considerable workforthe depart-

ment in that lessons would have to

be planned on an original basis.

.

Certainly there is no lack of

available material. Professors

would find themselves obliged to

make intellectual judgments but

surely such a challenge should be

welcomed by people of university

calibre.

Certainly such a course would

create more student participation

in the department's activities,

and would boost the reputation of

thB university.

I Invite the comments of Dr.

Evans.

Bob Publicover

Arts '72.

POKE IN THE EYE
By BILL MARTIN

Being rich aswellashandsomelgotto spend New
Years at Bimini with my good friend Adam Clayton
Powell. Did you know he's a negro? I mean Pve
known him for years, but I'm such a liberal, I

never noticed.

While Adam was in Washington getting Mb old

congressional seat back, I was left to myself. So I

went deep-sea fishing. I suppose I could make 1

this suspenseful but I can't wait to tell you that I

broke a world fishing record. By myself in an open I

boat I battled three days and nights and came back'

with a record size anchovy. Pm so proud about this

achievement that I can hardly wait until the jeweller
finishes mounting it on a tie clasp. This is how It

happened.

I had two lines out, each baited with a small tuna, Boy, I really let him have it Squishll!

one at sixty fathoms, the other at one hundred A last brief struggle and then he was dead on the
fathoms. The sun was high and hot now. I felt it on end of the shaft. For amoment Ithought I may have
the back of my neck and felt the sweat trickle down [ruined my trophy, but I scraped the fish from the

my back as I rowed. 'end of the harpoon, took out my needle and thread

and began to lash the great fish to the side of the

Well after three days of this, it was no longer

a joke. I was really getting tired. Then at last the

anchovy broke the water. The fish came alive, with

his death in him, and rose high out of the water

showing all his great length and width and all his

power and his beauty. I fumbled for my micrometre

and pan balance.

The the line slipped, and the great one tore out

another sixty fathoms. The line cut my hand, I let

lout a cry such as a man would make as the nails

'drove through his hand and into the cross, "Jeezus
Christ that smarts". I'll try it again, I promised,
although my hands were mushy now and I could only

see well in flashes. Atlastlgothim near enough for

the harpoon.

skiff. That took quite a while I can tell you. My
jeweller's glass kept fogging up, so I couldn't see

what I was doing.

Just then, watching my lines, I saw one of the

projecting green sticks dip sharply. One hundred

fathoms down a savage killer anchovy was eating

the tuna which covered the shank of the hook. I

held the line delicately, and softly, with my left The fish secure, I began to row back, using the
hand, unleashed it from the stick. Now I let it run, sun mii 8tars a6 ^ g^fa. The retura was un-
through my fingers without the fish feeling any ten-

i eventiful although I had to expend the last of my
slon. This far out, he must be large in this month strength fighting off tiger angel fish and killer sea
I thought horses who were attracted by the scent of the

NowP' 1 said aloud and struck hard with both
f«"*ovy's blood,

hands, gained a yard of line and then struck again

and again, swinging with each arm alternatively onl As I( turned out, when I arrived home, I was late

the cord with all the strength of my arms and the for lunch. But what did I care, As the native

pivoted might of my body. Nothing happened. The bearers searched and scraped the skifffor my prize,

anchovy just moved away slowly and I could not I thoughtfully sipped my Canadian Club, proud In the

raise him an inch. The boat began to move slow lyj knowledge that I had pitted my entire being against

off toward the North-West the sea and won.
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Hockey Gaels open term on winning note;

down Gee Gees 7-3 at Constantine Arena
By BRUCE McLEOD

The Queen's Golden Gaels pro-
vided their fans with an auspi-

cious start to the term, over-
whelming the University of Ot-
tawa Gee Gees 7-3 on Saturday
afternoon at the Constantine

Arena. The large, enthusiastic

crowd were rewarded for their

support by a fast, tough game,
that saw the Gaels come out after

a lackadaisical first period and

win it with a burst of four un-

answered goals in the first half

of the second period.,

Offensively and defensively, it

was a good game for the Gaels.

Seven forwards shared the scor-

ing, with goals from Mark Ed-

wards, Hick Hall, John Harvey,

Bob Thompson, Murray Douglas,

John Haflidson, and Hugh Fisher,

who got his first league goal In

two seasons with the Gaels. The

defence played its best game yet,

only letting Ottawa score once due

to a lapse. Of the other two, one.

was a fluke, and one has to be
credited to a good play by the

Ottawa forwards, who generally

had a very Ineffective night.

Checked everywhere by the per-

sistent Gaels forwards, and

rocked by the solid hitting of

the Gaels defence, they became

very chippy. A couple of their

players in particular insisted on

making every second play look

as though they were In a street

fight

In the first period, the Gaels
looked disorganized, showing the

effects of their long layoff. For-
tunately, Ottawa was even more
disorganized, and after the team
exchanged quick goals early in

the period, there was no more
scoring until the second period,

when the Gaels startedtheir four-

goal burst Greg Clark almost

added to the total, but his spec-

tacular goal, scored while leap-

ing over the goalie and a de-

fenceman, was disallowed be-

cause the whistle had gone. The
Gee Gees scored twice near the

middle of the period, but Bob
Thompson's goal, on one of his

whistling slapshots from the slot,

put the game out of reach at the

end of the period, and Murray

Douglas* goal, at 9:54 of the

third, put it out of reach. The

PHOTO BY MICHALSKI

Rick Hall, 18 of the Gaels, scores against Ottawa as team mate John
Haflidson, 9, moves in.

third period was mainly full of

penalties, as the teams seemed
to concentrate on settling per-

sonal grudges.

Buoyed by this convincing win,

the Gaels travel to Ottawa this

weekend for a game with Carle-

ton on Saturday afternoon, and

a return engagement against Ot-

tawa on Sunday. Both games are

at 3:45. Carleton will be the

team to beat Last term the

Ravens beat Queen's 6-2, but

the team felt they could have

won, and If they can get by

Carleton, they will be in a very

strong position to win a posi-

tion in the playoffs.

After next weekend, the Gaels

will have to face the Universite

de Montreal Carabine, currently

In top spot, and generally con-

sidered the top team in the div-

ision. Last year, however, nei-

ther game between the twoteams

was a runaway, and if the team

doesn't let itself get overawed
by Montreal's reputation, they

should be able to beat them,

with an improved team mis year.
Already, the teem has won as

many games as they did all last

year. The next two weeks will

tell the story of the Gaels' sea-
son, 1968-69. With more of the

kind of support shown last week-
end, the Gaels will have a good
chance to make it a memorable
one.

WHAT'S IN A BUBBLE?
The Physics Department of

Queen's University Invites you to

A PHYSICS LECTURE

FOR THE PUBLIC

Dr, Alec T. Stewart, head of the Physics Department

and formerly a researcher with Atomic Energy of

Canada Ltd., will deliver an address— WITH DEM-

ONSTRATIONS— on "The Excitement of Discovery:

the Smallest Bubble".

TUESDAY,

JAN. 14

STIRLING HALL

(on Queen's Cres.)

8:30 p.m.

Coffee later

Oddfellow's Hall

ARTS '69

Year Party

Tonight
9:00 - 1:00

lONDRY'S

DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on »tudent prescription*.

and student order*

of *fud*nt rate*

CALL 5*6-6517.

SETO'S CHOP SUEY

156 Division Street

Specializing m Canadian &

Chinese food. Convendenlt

location. Reasonable price.

For take-out order*

Dial 542-7431

Bar

$1.50 & $2-00 per couple

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. AIX GARNETS ARB RED?

A. False. Garnets, like many other eemstooei of the

aame mineral family, may occur in more than one

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonlt* garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet fa a violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian en,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamond,

and pearls, and best at all, fa quite reasonable in price.

MEMBER UtOKNi SfM"S0a£Tr

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

Jewellers 168 Princess St

546-2261 Kingston, Ontario

ppllHWEfS TAXI 54B1111VTU FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
. .
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Workshop displays dance as art

By CATHY LEE

It seems likely that man has always

danced, for dance has served different pur-

poses through the ages. In some cases,

dances were used to appease the gods,

to invoke rain, or as a part of the ritual

at an important event such as initiation

to adult life.

*To those of us with real understand-

ing, dancing is the only pure art form".

(Quote by Snoopy from Charles SchuJtz).

That dance is art, was discovered by

approximately one hundred persons last

weekend when campus activities were

highlighted by a modern dance workshop
presented by two very talented experts,

each outstanding in his and her own field

of the dance. Instructing the workshop

were Frau Til Thiele of West Berlin and

Hugo Romero of Montreal.

Frau Thiele began her impressive car-

eer as a dance instructress in 1933 when

she opened her own school of dance in

Dresden, Germany, where she taught un-

til 1945. After the war Frau Thiele form-

ed a new school, and then in 1949 she

joined Mary Wigman's School of Dance,

where she remained until the school clos-

ed in 1967. Frau Thilee came to Canada

last December and during her stay she

will be presenting courses at other univer-

sities before turning to Kingston, where

she and Miss Jarvis, who instructs dance

here at Queen's will be teaching a sum-

mer dance program at the Kingston Mem-
orial Centre.

Mr. Hugo Romero, a very forceful dy-

namic dancer gave impressive classes on
advanced dance technique. Hugh Romero
is a young Mexican choreographer and
dancer who emerged from the ranks of

the National Ballet of Mexico in 1953. A
disciple of one of Mexico's most recogniz-

ed choreographers, Jose Limon, he has
worked with Xavier Frances and Waldeen.
Hugo Romero danced with the Cuban
National Ballet and received a fellowship

Tor Choreographic studies in Berlin. He
recently choreographed the ballet "The

Voice of Silence" for Les Grands Ballets

The workshop itself, was met with

overwhelming enthusiasms by both the ex-

perienced and novice groups of dancers,

who gathered from parts of Ontario and

Quebec to observe and participate.

Approximately 40% of the participants

who registered were Queen's students.

Also present were students from McMas-
ter, McGill and the University of Water-

loo. Many of the district high schools were
also present. A number of individual

dance enthusiasts and instructors from
various parts of Ontario gathered to take

part and to further their scope on modern

During the two day session a full sche-

dule was offered, begrining on Friday

night with a class in basic modern dance
technique which stressed fundamental

warm-up exercises, necessary in prepar-

ing the body for dance. With the helpful

advice, criticisms, and corrective measures

offered by Frau Til during this time, the

dancers were able to progress to inter-

mediate and advanced technique classes

designed to teach the dancers that a stren-

uous, disciplined series of exercises not

only prepares the body to be an instru-

ment of expression but "teaches a dancer

to think with his body".

Also included in the program were

classes introducing Dance Gymnastics,

Pantomine and Composition and Improvisa-

tion. Dancers learned that dance gym-

nastics included the use of highly skilled

movements and that a movement although

difficult, must be performed precisely, and

gracefully when danced.

The use of gesture as a means of com-

munication in dance is the art of panto-

mine. At the completion of this class stu-

dents were able to realize the full gamut

of human emotion possible to portray in

a dance.

In learning the arts of composition

and imporvisation, the ability to use music,

space, direction, levels anil various body

movements with spontaneity Frau Til stat-

ed that the dancer must learn "to sing

with his body".

Saurday evening the program came to

a climax when an inspiring concert of

dance drama was presented by Miss Jody

Jarvis and her guest artists Suzanne

Demers and Hugho Romero.

Certainly, the excellent instruction of

Frau Til Thiele and Mr. Hugo Romero in

addition to the enthusiasm of the partici-

pants served to make the modern dance

workshop and the whole weekend a mar-

vellous success.

The Modern Dance Club, which meets

every Thusday evening at 9:30 in the

Queen's Gym welcomes anyone who wish-

es to attend.

SPORTS BRIEFS
INTRAMURAL

Bews
Bews standings have not changed since

Christmas, as Science "70 still holds a 2200
point lead over P.H.E., with Arts 70 third. Bruce
Flexman, the Science 70 Athletic Stick, will be
doing all his work in an organizational way for
a while, since he tried skiing and picked up a
broken ankle.

Last night was a big night with no less than
three sports playing their opening games: bas-
ketball, water polo, and 10 pin bowling.

In basketball, P.H.E. will defend its title

with a "strong" squad. Terry Haggerty, Cam
Innes, George Walsh, and Theron Craig may
dominate the bea ds somewhat.

Handball entry lists and the badminton sche-
dule are posted now in the gym. Sign up for
the first and check the time of your match for
the second.

TrtACK

The Queen's Track Club, after finishing a
very successful 1968 season, now embarks on
the '69 season as they begin training for the
winter indoor session.

Queen's has a strong reputation in track
from their performance in the last few years
and they are hoping to maintain this reputa-
tion. Leading competitors like Brian Donnelly
Dave Ellis, Bob Milne and Tim Baker com-
peted very successfully last year, finishing high
in major meets throughout Canada and the
United States. They formed one of the best
relay teams on the college circuit last year. To
these list of runners can be added Bill Houston
and Bob Warner and long distance runners Brian
Wilson, Brian MacDonald and Braig Lennox.

The track team sent only a few competitors
to meets last year but with more money this
year they will expect to send larger teams to
Saint Rose de Laval, Quebec for the senior
A.A.U. Track and Field Meet, Ann Arbor
Michigan for the University of. Michigan Relays
Toronto for the Telegram-CoUege games and
Telegram-Maple Leafs 'and' Montreal for the
Qubec Indoor Championships Le Coupe de Mont-
real which they won last year

INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL

Queen's Intermediates ran their record to
2-1 in the Kingston City Basketball league last
Saturday as they downed Armed Forces Base
Kingston 80-52.

Coach T. H. E. Eagle's well disciplined
charges came on strong in the record half to
turn a narrow halftime margin into a comfort-
able 3 point spread with a devastating ruroiing
game.

John Mable led the well-balanced scoring
attack with 18 points. All players scored at
least two points in the 52 point second half.

This weekend, the Seconds hope to finish the
first round in second place behind undefeated
Queen's Rebels by beating Charlie Pester's Lake-
view Centennials Friday night in the Queen's
gym.

TAC

Tricolour Auto Club members Lyle and Joan
Ball won Kingston's first motor sport event of
the season last Saturday when they completed
the 150 mile Sand and Shovel Rally with only
13 penalty points. The rally, organized by the
St. Lawrence Auto Club, provided a challenging
route over ice covered roads with 18 check
points. The Balls outdrove and outnavigated
a top flight entry to take first place. The pair

idrove a mustang.
The second place went to driver John Kin-

near of St, Lac and his navigator Ron Walsh,
another Tricolour member. Brian Campbell,
last year's rally champion and his driver Jim
Whiteside suffered from heartbreaking misfor-
tune when they ditched and had a flat tire
only half a mile before the last checkpoint. This
incident cost them 21 minutes and the rally.
Another Queen's driver John Licharson brought
his mustang home in 10th place.

The rally took a long sweep into the north-
ern hinterland of Kingston, touching such rnetro-
oplis' as Bur Creek, Salem, Brier Hill and Sand
Bay. Glare ice, packed snow and roads plow-
ed across corners were seme of the problems
which faced the rallyists. Another frequent com-
plaint was the frost heaves which caused the
cars, to get air borne at speed.

The rally was organized for the local dub
by two Queen's students.

Ron Walsh, 24, drives for two against Ottawa

BOOM
University.
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Walsh Fantastic

as Gaels down

Ottawa University
JOHN MABLE

It was Bon Walsh Night here at the dungeon last Saturday night
as Queen's All Star guard led the Gaels to easy 82-56 over Ottawa
University Gee Gees.

Walsh's 32 points represented the second highest single game
total In his college career. But, while the output was thrilling to
watch, It was anything but surprising as Ron's scoring has been
consistently good thus far this season.

On Friday, his 22 points led ail scorers in a 76-58 loss suffered
at the hands of the Ottawa Braves. The exhibition was played in a
bowling alley at K.C.V.L where the Braves took advantage of their
superior height and speed on the small court to overcome a seven
point halftime deficit In the second period.

Former Carleton University great Tom Gorman led the Braves
second half charge, producing 15 of his team 46 points after inter-

mission. He finished with 21 for the night

But even Gorman could not match Walsh for single game honours.
Bon not only scored 10 of the Gaels 37 points in the first half but
his floor leadership, passing and defense dominated the game.

In the second half, the Braves keyed on Walsh and came up with

several hot hands. They generally ran all over the Gaels In coasting

to a relatively easy win.

The next night against the considerably weaker Gee Gees, and back

on a regulation size court, the entire Queen's squad showed cham-

pionship form in rebounding from the previous night's loss.

Walsh personally administered most of the damage but big rookies

Paul Howard and Barry Beale picked up a lot of pieces, dominating

both boards, blocking numerous shots and scoring 11 and 13 points

respectively.

Veterans Jim Crozier and Ted Waring also played well, displaying

fine poise with their heads up play both nights.

The Gaels bench saw action both nights. On Friday, they went in as

a platoon for a short period early in the fourth quarter and got

slaughtered. They lacked both size and experience to cope with the

rampaging Braves.

On Saturday, though, they were called on individually and in several

cases complimented their teammates well. Dave Lefbre in particular

played competently. The 6'2" frosh scored eight points and showed

he could control the ball under pressure as he helped his team beat

the Gee Gees' belated press late in the game.

The Gael's league record now stands at 3-1. They are 4-3 overall.

Tomorrow evening, they will travel across the border for an exhibi-

tion game against Potsdam College. This Saturday night, the team

will be at home again for another exhibition game, this time against

Guelph. They will not play another league game until February.
Paul Howard blocks Gee Gees shot as Barry Beale looks on. BOON

Golden Gals take to Court and Ice

By BRUCE McLEOD

The fact that Queen's has a

women's hockey team at all may

shock those of you who still be-

lieve that women belong in the

home economics room, or at

best in some quiet, reserved

activity such as knitting, far

from the competition of sordid

physical contact sports. But the

enthusiastic way these girls play

the game should remove any

doubt that they are out of their

depth, or out of place. They may
lose a great deal of their grace-

fulness in the uneasy trans 1st ion

from figure skates to hockey

skates, and in all that equipment

they look definitely unsexy, but

they make up for these detrac-

.tions by their obvious excitement

and enjoyment.

None of the girls on the Queen's

team had ever played any hockey

,

before coining to Queen's, and

the team only has about six

returnees. They play simply be-

cause they like the game, and

last term, they had a practice

every night of the week. (This

term, they will be practising

three nights a week,) Most of

their time is devoted to simply

learning how to skate on hockey

skates. Coaches Tom MacWil-

liam and Terry Boyd also spend

some time trying to teach them

the basics of positioning and

stickhandllng. They are good at

knowing their positions-their

only trouble is getting there.

So far, the Golden Gals have

played four games, winning one.

There is an invitational tourna-

ment here this weekend, with

Toronto and McMaster, and

there will be another tournament

stretching over two weekends in

February. The rules are entirely

the same as OQAA men's rules,

except that no body contact what-

soever Is allowed. It's a lot of fun

to watch, and the girls get a lot

of fun out of it, too, even when,

as sometimes happens, they meet

a more experienced team and lose

badly. The team that can skate

best wins In this league. The

small crowd who came out to

watch the Gals play Friday night

enjoyed themselves, and I think

yOU WOUld tOO.

By MARG CiOSSON

This year's ver-

sion of the Golden Gals Inter-

collegiate Basketball Team will

resume its exhibition schedule

on Saturday, January 18 with

games against McMaster and U.

of T.

Seven players are returning

from last year's 6quad. Captain

Ann Richardson with three years

experience will again be leading

the team. Marj Swan and Ginger

Maurer and two of the other

"old pros", both having played

basketball at other Institutions

of higher learning before bring-

ing their talents to Queen's. The

second year line-up Includes

Brenda Mackie and Liz Maxwell

who are renowned for their sharp

elbows and fine rebounding abil-

ity. Pam Ellison and Cindy Biach

also bring a year's experience to

the '69 squad; Cindy has a re-

liable long shot and Pam Is ex-

cellent on cuts through the key.

There are three rookles-Moe

Bouris, Ann Hunter and Vlcki

Torbet who will provide added

speed and enthusiasm.

Coach Ann Turnbull has the

happy problem of finding the win-

ning combination of these talented

individuals.
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AIR CANADA'S
SWING AIR CLUB

announces the appointment of:

PETER GRAHAM,

chief distributor (Queen's)

Half fare I.D. Cards available in

414 Leonard Hall, 544-7396.

INTERESTED IN BEING

A BIG BROTHER

TO A CHILD?

North Kingston Parish is in need of volunteers to

participate in a "Big Brother" program. For more

information call Liz Ramsay, at 548-4251

Van's Gift & Smoke Centre

ADULT Books — Magazines

8 mm & super 8

Movies

GIFTS - JOKES - POSTERS

open 7 days - KOHL Sponsor

Tri- color

Scarves

and

Toques

93 Princess Si.
Telephone 546-6381

\P<^k(feff-PAoto Co.
220 PRINCESS STREET
' KINGSTON, ONTARIO

j | v 546-7676

Fully interchangeable SIR, through the lens spot

meter, with case $169.

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Steve Amey
Proprietor28 Yonge St

A Kick In the Head

the Bolshol Ballet. Eldrige Clea-

ver and other minor sports per-

sonalities.

Students at Queen's voted over-

whelmingly to support the move,

42-11 and an excited student

body organized a boycott, in sym-

pathy, of Proctor-Silex, Calif-

ornia grapes and bad grass. The
Kingston University alsoexpres-

sed solidarity with the Mongolian

Oyster-Divers* Ass'n in their

dirve for old age benefits.,

The repercussions in inter-

national circles were indeed al-

arming. Charles de Gaule, In a

short 156 min. speech, voiced

concern at this latest threat to

his third-power movement, and

spoke of his latest addition to

his powerful Force de Frappe,

the explosive Paris Alouettes.

Not to be outdone, Vatican off-

icials reported that the Devil

has disappeared, last seen head-

ing north; and that the Pope, in

retaliation, took an overdose of

birth-control pills, and died of

a severe theological hemorrhage.

In upper New York state, Ameri-

can tanks are known to be gath-

ering, Intent on snuffing out a

dangerous Canadian surge of

spiritual emancipation known as

the Golden Age. The K.P.D. in-

tercepted an Arab commando unit

heading for Steinberg's. And Hos-

tilities are waning in Vietnam-

it appears the forces of Good

and evil have their attentions

elsewhere. Great leaping Alle-

gories I

Popcorn, anyone?

READ FASTER & STUDY MORE EFFICIENTLY

DON'T BE HELD BACK BY OLD READING HABITS

LET THE EVELYN WOOD READING COURSE UNLOCK
YOUR FULL READING POWER

COME TO A FREE 1- HOUR
PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION

GRADUATES!

We now offerfree

refresher workshops.

Catch up on the

latest developments.

Phone
542-7672for

information.

Wednesday,

January 15th, 7:30 P.M.

Friday, January 17th, 7:30 P.M.

at

Victoria Public School Auditorium

Across from Richardson Stadium

JANUARY
CLASSES

Monday, Jan. 20

Tuesday, Jan. 21

Wed, Jan. 22

Thursday, Jan. 23

Saturday, Jan. 25

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL 542-7672

EVELYN WOOD READING INSTITUTE
844 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 542-7672



Carleton

abolish student grants

Ottawa (C.U.P.) Carleton Un-
iversity students demanded "out-

right gifts of financial help to

students be abolished" Wednes-

day In one of the five presen-

tations made at the first public

bearings of the Commission on

the Relations between Univer-

sities and Governments.
CRUG plans to hold public

hearings until April 1st In ma-
jor centres across Canada, ex-

amining briefs from all interes-

ted persons and organizations on

the subjects of university auto-

nomy and university-government

interaction.

The Commission headed by Dr.

Donald C. Rowat and Professor

Rene Hurtublse, is a co-opera-

tive venture by the Canadian

Union of Students, L'Union Gen-

erate des Etudlants du Quebec

and the Canadian Association of

University Teachers. Represen-

tatives from each ofthese groups

- one from the student organi-

zations and two from the prof-

essional organization - make up

the steering committee that ac-

quired $150,000 from the Ford

Foundation in November, 1967,

to finance the study.

The four hour hearing Wed-
nesday dealt with briefs from the

Carleton University Senate, the

Carleton Faculty Association, the

Carleton Student Council, Miss

Pauline Jewett, Head ofthe Insti-

than provincial control at the
university level, means ofensur-
ing university autonomy-thought
by all to be abasicnecessity-and
improvement of student finan-
cing.

Opinions on student aid varied
from comments by the students

that outright grants "smacked of
socialism*' and would be unac-
ceptable to the public at this

time, to a strong plea by Miss
Jewett for more direct federal

support of university education,

direct grants to students and
abolition of tuition fees.

Her argument for federal con-

trol assumed that "university

education is for the nation" not

for the province, and to get the

best education, a high degree of

mobility across the country is

needed. Such proposal, she said

"is politically feasible, educa-

tionally desirable and constitu-

tionally possible."

The student presentation au-

thorized by Carleton Council

members was confusing and

somewhat less liberal than the

administration brief. It was met

with muted laughter and blinking

disbelief by the audience made up

of faculty, administration and

students.

Dunton said: "I didn't hear

some of the brief but what I

heard I didn't understand."

After wading through the brief,

ttite of Canadian Studies and Da- Hurtublse told the students: "I'm

vidson Dunton, Administration surprised you haven't gone fur-

President of Carleton University ther."

and the Co-chairman ofthe Royal

Commission on Billnguallsm and

Biculturalism.

The briefs presented discussed

the advantages of federal rather

The Commission will meet next

on January 27 at Queen's Uni-

versity then swing through Ont-

ario. A precise timetable Is not

yet available.

Trudeau

called Canadian Castro

products and cutting off Ameri-

can finance and investment."

"Simply help the Canadian

people decide who they need the

most," Barick advised his co-

horts, "their American neigh-

Labels Prime Minister bo-,
j

~
Pierre Trudeau as "the Can- iruoeau, ™»«> ™
Stan CasLo" Louisiana Demo- Commun st grain mark t

crat John Rarick called on the B^ick'%pr ° p ° S " 1S

bV somt
to take action: "We Am- "too good to be true by some

(C.U.P.) Canada has become

part of the world revolutionary

vanguard in the eyes ofone mem-

ber of the U.S. House of Rep-

resentatives.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 1969
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Administrators resign:

protest government interference

Administrators resign; protest

government interference. (C.U.
P.). Ham-handed provincial gov-
ernment attempts to gain more
control of universities are taking

their toll of administration of-

ficia's.

Since December 20th, three

administration presidents and _

one department chairman have

quit posts. All butone cited prov-
incial government Interference

as the major reason for depart-

ure.

Kenneth Hare, administration

president of the University of

British Columbia, resigned Sat-

urday, January 11, after holding

the position for only seven
months. He had harsh words for

B.C.'s education department.

"The presidency is rendered

impossible for a man of mytem-

perament, not bythings inside the

university, but by the external

environment," Hare said. "The
problem is that I see the dif-

ficulties of the university with

^stark clarity and believe them
to demand immediate solution,

yet there are no resources av-
ailable to the president even to

mitigate them, let alone solve

them."
Lack of provincial financial

aid has left UBC overcrowded
and unprepared tor expected en-

rollment Increases in the next
few years.

Hare is the third B.C. ad-

ministration president to quit

since May. All three cited the

province's niggardly attitude to-

ward education spending as a

reason behind their move. Un-
iversity of Victoria head Mai-

Pearson

to visit Queen's
By JANE DARBY

U.S. were not

Is he a great diplomat or a

great vasclllator? The man that

Judy Lamarsh calls "gutless"

in her recently published mem-
oirs and whom the London Times
has called a "great statesman"

is coming to Queen's.

This year's Brocklngton Vis-

itor, Lester B. Pearson, will

be hi residence here from Jan-

uary 20th to 30th. Students will

have a chance to meet the for-

mer prime minister and Nobel

Prize winner In a busy series

of events slated for his stay.

The Brocklngton Visitor Com-
mittee, headed by Brian Rogers,

wants the keynote of Mr. Pear-

son's visit to be informality.

Therefore, rather than giving

speeches, Mr. Pearson will be

participating inanumber ofques-

tion periods and discussions or-

ganized by various clubs and
ericans can perform on function Canadian observers

to help awaken our friends, the acted upon by the other Kepres

Canadians, totheirretrogressive entatives - so the empire rolls seminars on campus,

leader - by boycotting Canadian on for a little longer,

The first of these will be an

informal welcoming session In

Victoria Lower Common Room,
sponsored by the men's and wo-

men's residences, on Tuesday

at 7:30. All interested students

may come to question and con-

verse with Mr. Pearson and en-

joy coffee hour afterward.

The Union Program Committee

has arranged for a panel to dis-

cuss and debate with Mr. Pear-

son In Wallace Hall on Wed-

nesday. Miss Flora MacDonald,

national secretary of the Con-

servative Party, Prof, R. M,

Burns, of the Politics depart-

ment, and ex-member of the Ec-

onomic Council of Canada, and

Mr. Dalton Camp, will make up

the panel.

Debbie Jones, head ofthe Union

Program Committee, says that

hopefully the discussion will be

non-partisan,

colm Taylor resigned in May,
while Patrick McTaggart-Cowan
was asked to leave Simon Fraser

University in June.

When University ofNew Bruns-
wick administration president
Colin B. Mackay resigned Dec-

ember 23, he said the major rea-

son for ending his term was the

establishment of a permanent
higher education commission
which gave the government veto

power over university expendi-

tures.

Mackay clashed with the com-
mission last winter over crea-

tion of a social sciences re-

search institute. New Brunswick
Premier Louis Robichaud tried

to regain Mackay's favour this

fall by supporting his moves to

quell the Strax affair at UNE,
but made little headway.

At the University of Saskat-

chewan's Regina campus, J. K.

Roberts, chairman of the pol-

itical science department, has

quit the General University Coun-

cil, charging "there Is some
reason to suspect it may jeo-

pardise the Regina campus in-

terests."

The council camo into exis-

tence in the last session of the

provincial legislature to look ov-

er both campuses of the U of S.

It is composed of senior admin-

istrators and faculty and, Rob-

erts says, has taken control over

the curriculum and reduced fac-

ulty councils on the Saskatoon

and Regina campuses to power-

less bodies.

Roberts said the council re-

flects "an attitude of central-

ization popular inearller decades

of this century."

The rationale tie cited for leav-

ing the council was similar to

that used by Arts and Science

Dean Alwyn Borland when he re-

signed last fall. Both resignations

reflect the concern of many U of

S faculty members that Saskat-

chewan premier Ross Thatcher

is attempting to make the un-

iversity his personal preserve.

By toy u*at is ft. Won Coffee Shop hut an emporium ./ indigestion? night, bathers enjoy a bracing shower aim, from pming eyes.
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ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

Dunning Movies

Jan. 21 No Way To Treat

a Lady Rod Steiger

Jan. 23 Has been, Cancelled

and replaced with A Fist Full of Dollars

Jan. 28 Cancelled

am. on Baroque Seminar. Stir-

ling Hall O.
Chinese Buffet Dinner. SI.26

International Centre (down
stain).
Ian and Sylvia. Grant Hall.

Basketball — Guelph at Queen's.

China Night. Dunning Hall.

FREE,
"Tom Jones", a comedy operetta

at the Grand Theatre.
Ian and Sylvia. Grant Hall.

Bitter Grounds Coffee House. Bill

Bos worth Trio.

MONDAY, JANUARY 20

1 : 3 0- 2 -.80 Three computer-oriented
movies. Dupuis Auditorium.

8:00 Talk by Helen Gregor on "Crafts
In the Architectural Space".
Arts Centra.

8 : 00 Spanish Club — Evening of
songs, dancing and films. In-

ternational Centra recreation

SUNDAY, JANUARY 19

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17

8:30 "Tom Jones" a comedy operetta

at the Grand Theatre.

9-1 Science 70 Open Year Party,

with tbe Soul Mine. Free with

year card 31,00 without. La-
Sane Hotel, Burgundy Room.

10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee House.

BID Bosworth Trio.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18

10:00 a.m. Queen's Invitational Wrest-
ling Tournament vs. Guelph and
Waterloo. Gym.

World Religion Day programme,
Ellis Hall Auditorium. Focus on
the Indiana of Canada.
Annual Kingston Ecumenical
Service. St. George's Cathedral.

Student Supper at Chalmers.
MacCllllvray-Brown Hall. 60c.

Guest—Fr. Peter McAvoy.
Conversations re ; Ecumenism
with Fr. McAvoy and Roman
Catholic students. Chalmers
Church.
"Hssldlam and Its relevancy to

20th century society." Hlllel

House, Barrle Street.

ANTI-OONOBRT — Colours and
Textures. Vaghy String Quartet.

Poison Rm„ Union.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21

7:00 "No Way To Treat a Lady"
with Rod Steiger. Dunning Hall

Auditorium.
8:00 "Jesus Christ — Dead or Alive".

Queen's Christian Fellowship.

Stirling Hall D.
8:00 ARTS 71 Snow Flurry — Skat-

ing and Hootenany. Sir John
A. MacDonald Park. FREE.
STAG.

8 :00 Student Wives Club meeting.
Clark Hall. Very Interesting

guest speaker.

B :00 "No Way To Treat a I<ady"

with Rod Steiger. Dunning Hall
Auditorium.

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
St.v. Am.y
Proprietor28 Yonge St

COMMERCE
FINAL YEAR STUDENTS

Students interested in obtaining professional training in

public accounting leading to qualifications as a Chartered

Accountant, are invited to discuss career opportunities

with our representatives who will be on campus on

the following dates

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21 & WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 22

Positions are available in offices of our Film (throughout

Canada.

Puittlher information «nd arrangemerite for kitterviews are

available through 'the Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient, please contact us collect at

416-366-2551.

Mcdonald, currie & Co.

Chartered Accountants

ARTS AND SCIENCE

FINAL YEAR STUDENTS
Students interested in obtaining professional training in

public accounting leading to qualifications as a Chartered

Accountant, are inwited to discuss career opportunities

with our representatives who will be on campus on
the following dates

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21 & WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY 22

Positions are available In offices of our Filnm throughout

FuitBher information awl arrangemeribs for interviews are

available through Hie Placement Office.

If this time is incorwenient, please contact us collect at

416-366-2551.

Mcdonald, currie & co.
Chartered Accountants

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

542-2632

542-2676

Free

Delivery

Juttfitiesa is a thiwf

opposite of which IS

oubof-tufttox.

haiv! sata a
meany in the
registrar's office.

iV^S tuition titne

laponette- tuition
time usually

feeling sonvehow

aecoinpantesjjov
empty pi^ykan-K,.
andsundry
circumstances
of similar sorrow.

lappy was afcoutrto

Vmxw in the carrot*

and #t a jbb a* a
waitress in a health,

feed shop when,m a

fit- of rampant*
-recollection, she thought

^type uiana^T'

he explained fo ner
an about the
government-oac&ed
Student loan bit;

pood, /fcshj She
gasped. -then 1 don't-

nave towwy about1

a ifiing!

So she vamped down
-town and purchased
a whole new fancy
wardrobe.

she- lias another
appointment" with-

"her j^anic manager*
^tornorroW.

goesc why.

14ea

princeds and"barrie streets

p.p.roafchik, manager
open 9.30 -5 Monday to Ihuisday. 9-30-6 fiicliy

CFRC

Friday, January 17

G;30 p.m. —2 a.m. Sunday

ARTS FORMAL ALL-NIGHTBR.

11 p.m. — 1 p.m. Saturday

GFRC will be playing pop type music
and will be taking requests and dedi-

cations all through the night.

Saturday, January 18

6:55 p.m. Interview with Grant Wehb
chairman of the entertainment com-
mitee for Snowball.

LOST

One passport—German, needed Im-

mediately so would the "kind" soul

who must have found it please re-

turn It. Phone 646-1211.

Orange Covered "Campus" Notebook,

containing poetry, last seen in 2nd

floor Common Room Student's Union.

If found please notify Terry at 546-

0889.

Whoever picked up my rawhide

Jacket at the LaSalle Hotel Saturday

night please return It soon. I'm get-

ting cold. Reward. Jim Wilson 644-

7148.

Blue fountain pen with silver cap

In vicinity •* Union or Liberty. Find-

er please i hone Alec. 546-2490.

If anyone found a silver and blue

earring at the Inter-realdence dance

on Friday, please phone Janet at

544-8652.

ApaHment wanted for three students.

Within walking distance of the camp-
us. O^iupancy September. Contact

John, "14-7283 or Rick, 644-7286.

1 copy "Economics" by Samuelson
and Scott, any condition. Call 644-8790.

Math 121 tutor, preferably maths
major who did well in it last year.

Terms negotiated. Ask for Tom. 548-

8008.

SKIING

5 days skiing in Eastern Townships

during reading week. £68.00 includes

transportation lifts, accommodation.
Phone 646-9770 544-S8S7 for details.

PERSONALS

Free transportation to Hamilton,

room for 3, leaving Friday 6:00, re-

turn Sunday 6:80 to 7:00. Call Don
at 646-9178.

Single and under 22 7 Like travel

and the spice of life V Pack your

toothbrush I It's Air Canada's half

price sale. All details found In 414

Leonard, 644-7896.

See Vic's Virgins in action. Candle-

light service. Saturdays after mid-

night. "We shall overcome".

Joan would like to humbly apolo-

gize to her Lord and Master. His
name is really spelt Berrill, Sorry,

If you have a secret you want to

keep don't tell Lin Fines at 644-8607.

Extreme gratitude Is hereby express-

ed to the midnight skulker of Vic-

toria Hal) for that gourmet treat

Sunday, January 12th. Signed the

What's For Lunch Bunch.

Experienced typist will do typing
at home, thesis essays or reports.

Call Mrs. More 642-0798 or Miss
Welles, 648-4820 between 6 and 9 p.m.

B.S., the new owner of Shand Con-
solidated and all her outlying Inter-

ests, would like to announce that

she Is no longer classified as avail-

able and preferred on the Queen's
stock exchange.

Jamaica '63—Go to sunny Jamaica
for 8 wonderful days after your last

exam. This trip Is organized exclusive-

ly for the fun seeking under 30 set.

Inquire about our "Go Now ? Pay
Later" plan. Call 644-4434 any time.

For the summer of 1069 I intend

to go to my country IRAN by way
of Europe. If you are Interested to

travel and seeing 17 different countries

in Europe and Asia Minor, please
contact me as soon as iiosslble. Nasser
Arazm 644-7623.
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ThK column is dedicated to those who like to read bulletin
boards or who lifce to see tfieir name or oroonuation in print
The Journal news department solicits contributions from anti-
one be they scandulous or otherwise. If you know something <•
going on phone us, send us a letter, come and see us or send
your messenger pigeon. . .. .

• Wanna live in a dome? The Geography Club
has lined up a talk by Mh P. E. Coulter who is

manager of Bubbledome Industries. He will discuss
the use of domes in Northern Canada next Tues-
day at 8:00 p.m. in room 305 of Ontario Hall.
• The Chinese are coming to Queen's for an
evening of folk songs and dance and sword dis-

plays. All this and more Saturday night in Dunning
Hall at 8.30 p.m.
• Used your mind lately? Probably not. Well bet-

ter take in Orgazm on the weekend of the 24th
and 25th. It may do something for the sediment
pile in your head.
• Remember the C.U.S. referendum on February
6fh? Well at the same time you can vote to have
student senators elected in a campus wide elec-

tion. If the referendum is affirmative, the election

will take place March 6th, the Senate willing.

• Our beloved president Dave Pakrul will serve

as an "unofficial working Rector" and will go to

the Board of Trustees meeting to represent us.

Thanks Dave.
•' Want to have an exciting afternoon and help

the democratic process at Queen's? Well there is a

senate meeting next Thursday and there are 45

places for students. Tickets can be obtained from

the Secretary of the Senate in Richardson Hall the

day before.
• After a few hang-ups and the assistance of

the A.M.S. and mother Queen's, the Co-op has

bought two more houses
• Principal Deutsch will attend next Tuesday's

A.M.S. meeting to answer questions from anyone.

The meeting is in the McLaughlin Room at 7:00 p.m.

• Colour Night may be on the ropes. The A.M.S.

is negotiating with the Athletic Board of Control

to see what arrangements can be made The AM.S.

would like to end the subsidies that it pays for

the banquet.
• The proposed Queen's medical centre is up in

the air again until the provincial government de-

cides whether it has the money or not.

• The fourth estate is attempting to expand. Are

you a reporter and wishing to join this intriguing

world. If so, come and see us at the Journal. We
are all friendly and without social diseases and

we like reporters.
• Remember this column, is for you. If you have

any juicy tidbits tell us and we will tell the world.

Ambitious heh? This is free.

pSsiW/t

if

_ MtCHAlASKI

Kathu Simmons, Miss Commerce is from Arts '72. He™
jj£

"NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF PERVERSION"
— WILSON

With Residence Board decision still up in the air, men seek
alternatives

UNDER ATTACK
The widely acclaimed television program,

Under Attack, Is coming to Queen's to tape

several shows.

The program which features a special guest

who is questioned by several panelists will

be here January 28 and 29 in the Dunning

Hall Auditorium.

Fred Davis, former moderator of C.B.C.-

T.V.'s Front Page Challenge, has replaced

Pierre Berton as the show's host.

The format of the hour long program con-

sists of Davis outlining for the guest and

the panelists the Issue to be discussed. The

panelists are given twenty minutes to ques-

tion the guest The audience is then given an

opportunity to participate.

Among the tentative guests are a right

wing British politician, Malcolm Muggeridge;

Opposition Leader Robert Stanfleld; For-

mer Prime Minister, Lester Pearson; Que-

bec Cultural Affairs Minister, Jean Noel

Tremblay; American author Norman Mailer;

Canada Council head Jean Martlneau and an

official of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.

Any student wishing to be a panelist

should get in touch with Boyd Simpson, or

leave his name in the Journal Office In the

basement of the International Centre.

NEWS BRIEFS
U OF T. STUDENTS REJECT SENATE SEATS

TORONTO (C.U.P.) The University of

Toronto Aotoinistration is trying to make
students take part in its decision making
land students are trying equally hard to

avoid the administration offers, labelling

them "co^ption".

The Student Council Wednesday refused

sealfe on "the Presidenlt's Council, a long

term policy advisory body, after considering

the offer since tost August. Students have

,

been offered seven of tlhe twenty-six seats

on the council. Aximdnistrators hold 14 seats

and faculty the other five.

When the offer was first made, students

set three conditions for acceptance: open

meetings, equal student-faculty represents;

tion (with no adimlinisitraitors) and students

council selection of the student representa-

tives.

"To get in the President's Oouncit at this

point would be a serious waste of resources"

said student council President Steve Lang-

don.
The role of pressuring for change in uni-

versity government had fallen to the Com-
mission on University Government (CUG)

Langdon said, making the President's Coun-

cil irrelevant.

Th Administration had also advanced its

cause Wednesday with the announcement

that tlhe U of T Senate would start hoMing

open meetings aQthough space problems will

restriot the number who may attend.

Last spring ithe students rejected an offer

of seven seats on the 199 member senate,

opting instead for tlhe comprehensive review

of the university government structure now
being done 'by CUG.

i McMASTER OPENS SENATE MEETINGS

C UJP.) — MoMaster University has be-

come the 15t)h school in Canada to open its

Senate meetings.

The school's Senate voted to open at its

December meeting, a decision administra-

tion president H. G. Thode said was made to

"increase and improve communications and

understanding of the affairs of the umvei-

gity its purposes programs and problems

— among faculty and students, as well as

among members of the general public."

The Senate will publish its minutes and

post agendas three days before its meetings.

Admission to the sessions will be on a first

come first-serve basis.
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1969

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
IN THE

PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA

FOR

SCIENCE STUDENTS

During the summer of 1969 oppori.ni.ies for summer enjoyment wiH

LorL available for university undergraduates, final year bachelor and

graduate students in:

, * Botany
• Agricultural science*

• Dentistry
• Microbiology

• Pharmacy
• Medicine

- . • • Zoology
• Veterinary Science

• Geology
• Forestry Science

• Chemistry and Chemical Engineering » Mathematics

i • Metallurgy
• Geography . phyjieJ physics and Mathematics,

# Meteorology
• Mining

Geophysics and Engineering Physics

Students interested in working in these disciplines should contact the

nearest Canada Manpower Centre for further information. In many in-

stances Canada Manpower Centres are located on university campuses.

THEYRE BASIC
(CHEESE AND MEAT THAT IS:)

BUT
COMBINE THEM WITH WINE OR BEER SAUCES;

ADD SOME CRUSTY FRENCH BREAD; FRESH,

CRISP, GREEN SALADS, PLUS HOT APPLE

CIDER OR MOCHA COFFEE AND YOU HAVE A

FONDUE
THE FONDUE CAVE

PROKOPS STEAK HOUSE

"TOP OF UNIVERSITY ON PRINCESS"

"SUNDAY SPECIAL"

Complete Filet Mignon Dinner

(upstairs at the Steakhouse)

$2.50
RESERVATIONS SERVED BETWEEN

-544-6164 5:00 & 8:30A.M.S.
TRICOLOUR SOCIETY NOMINATIONS

Nominations are being received

in the A.M.S. office until Jan. 25th.

THE HASIDS ARE A SMALL SEGMENT OF JEWS WHO
DEVOUTLY AND SOMETIMES MILITANTLY PRACTICE

THEIR ULTRA ORTHODOX BELIEFS

On January 19 at 7:00 p.m.

At Hillel House, 26 Barrie St.

An open meeting will be held in which four scholars

will lead a discussion on

"HASIDISM AND IT'S RELEVANCY TO 20TH CENTURY

SOCIETY"

THIS MEETING SHOULD PROVE TO BE OF INTEREST TO ALLAMS
The next meeting of the 2. Nominations for President and Vice-President of the

Senate will be on 23 of AMS will close Jan. 28th - for requirements see
January.in the Collins AMS Constitution.
Room, Richardson Hall at

3.30. Tickers may be ob- .3. Nominations for Tricolour Society Awards will now be

SE^wZrS; taken at the AMS office.

Richardson Hell from 9 to 4. Applications for Colour Night Convenor -AMS office

-

5 on Wednesday.
position needs to be filled immediately.

QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY BANDS

Applications for the following positions on the Queen's

University Bands Committee are now; being accepted

at the AMS Office:

Band! Manager Head Cheerleader

Assistant Bands Manager 1 Head Highland Dancer

Brass Band Director Quartermaster

Pipe Major Concession* Manager

Concert Band Director Publicity Director

Head Ma|orette

All applications should be addressed to Bands Manager,

and contain name address, telephone number,

position applied for , related experience. A personal

interview will be required

For information contact Barry LeRoy at 544-3088.

Deadline Jan. 17 — 5i00 P.M..

ONTARIO
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP

Brochures and application forms for 1969-70 are

available in the Graduate Studies office now.

Application forms must be submitted to the

Graduate Studies office by February 15th, 1969.

YOU
MAYBE
ELIGIBLE
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SCIENCE '71

OPEN YEAR PARTY

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 1969

9O0 - 1:00

AT POLISH HALL

PRESENTING

'THE TWO MINUTE HATE

MR.

*$1.00/COUPLE WITHOUT

TEAR CARD

I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles
The head of the physics de-

partment Is forever blowing bub-
Mes-the smallest bubbles In the
world.

They are"iero-po!nt bubbles"
produced In liquid helium by the
frantic motion of tiny particles
called positronium atoms, which
survive about one ten-billionth
of a second before vanishing in a
flash of gamma rays.

A.T. Stewart, who Is in his first
year as physics department
chairman at Queen's described
his research with such bubbles-

CKLC Radio

and

The House of Sounds

Presents

THE WORLD'S
GREATEST

BLUES SINGER
and

GUITARIST

B. B. KING
IN CONCERT

GRAND THEATRE

Mon„ Jan. 20, 8 p.m.

"Nobody performs the blues like

B. 8. King. King and his guitar

are producing some of the most
potent, polished blues the nation

has ever heard . .
."

(Time Magazine, January 10, 1949)

TICKETS—$3.00

B. B. KING
At the Houie of Sounds and

Dorera's Shopping Centre

Store Only

"a mlnlscule contribution to

knowledge"-*! a public lecture

Tuesday night, attended by more
than 200 people, not all of them
engineers and a surprising num-
ber of them girls,

"An electron 1b yellow; aposi-
tron is greenl" Stewart pro-
claimed, drawing dots on the

blackboard In coloured chalk to

represent these oppositely-char-

ged fundamental atomic parti-

cles. When an electron and a
positron come together they an-

nihilate one another; the matter

Is destroyed and changed to en-

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

{Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. ' KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

SNOWBALL '69

SNOW SCULPTURING CONTEST

Entry forms in the A.M.S. Office

Deadline Jan., 21, 1969

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERNSERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

We CAN SiflsfE ROM 20-600 PECVlE

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

SHOPPING CENTRE

ergy In the form of measurable

gamma rays.

The angle of such rays varies

to compensate for the speed the

particles had when they were
annihilated, Stewart said. "There
1b here a clicking apparatus",

he added, telling the audience

something it had noticed since

Stewart began speaking. The ap-

paratus was a detector to record

the angle of the rays, indicating

the speed of the particles.

A peak In the bell-curve of the

angles indicates an unusualnum-
ber of particles at one speed,

suggesting the existence of bub-

bles predicted theoretically, Ste-

wart said.

The first machine for making
such experiments was built by

the Halifax Shipyards, he said.

"And It was terrible!" The ma-
chine was made of copper pans
and wrinkled metal: "I wouldn't

even use it In a cottage in the

back woods, to. . .ah. .
."

The reward in scientific re-

search Is finding the results

agree with predictions, Stewart

said, and that your way of think-

ing agrees with nature's, "is

your intuition correct?"

CHALMERS CHURCH

on Barrie and Clergy Sts.

11 A.M. Teens report on "Mu>
istikok' their Xmas
trip to Moose Factory

4 A.M. Annual Ecumenical
Service at St. George's
Cathedral

5:30 Student Supper 216
Barrie St. 50c. Guests
Fr. Peter MoAvoy and
several Roman Catho-
lic Students.

Conversations with Ro-
man Catholic Students
Concerning Ecumen
ism.

Rev. R. K. N. McLean.

ARTS '72
Prize for Best Idea for

Snow Sculpture

Contest

($5.00)

entries may be submitted as sketches, models or

written suggestions and should be turned in at the

Union Cafeteria's entrance and in the Lower Com-

mon Room of Victoria Hall.

Entries will be judged on Wednesday, January 22.

for details phone n ,,„„ u„„-H Bruce Home 546-5144

BAHA' IS ON CAMPUS

invite you to celebrate

World Religion Day

Sunday, Jan. 19 at 3:00 p.m.

Ellis Hall Auditorium

Films, readings, discussion

focusing on the Indians of

Canada.

Followed by buffet supper

LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie near Princess 5^6-2746

St. Sautes'

(Eburth

What is the role of the

Christian Church in an ur-

ban situation? St. Paul's

epistle to the Corinthians

meets this question.

Join us Sunday nights at

7:30 for study and discus-

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A... Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, AHCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p-m.—"Radio Ministry"

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

l evana formal

Opportunity - girls ask guys

Munch - buffet in red room

Orchestra - art snider

k ey - our symbol

O'CLOCK - 10:00-3:00

Money -tickets $10.00

Evening - fri. feb. 7th

(TICKETS GO ON SALE MONPAY-Hi30-l:30-IN THE UNION)

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB S05 Albert
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B.B. KING

WHY DID 13 WOMEN
OPEN THEIR DOORS
TO THE BOSTON
STRANGLER...
WILLINGLY?
THIS IS A TRUE
AND
REMARKABLE
MOTION
PICTURE.
Tony Curtis
Henry Fonda
George Kennedy

DAILY AT 1:00, 3:00. 5-.0J,

7:05 and »:»

SUN. AT 1:30, 3:30, 5:30

.7:30 and »:M

CAPITOL$ BOSTON STRANGLER

P. E. COULTER

Bubbledome Industries Ltd.

discusses Air Supported Structures

and their use in Canadian Development

illustrated lecture with slides and film

Tuesday, January 21 81OO P.M. Room 305

Ontario Hall Admission Free

He likes to say that he

hasn't much showmanship and

sometimes he will just fall

into a blues without any kind

of preamble. At other times,

he will stand In front of his

band and start winging wild,

tremulant guitar notes out

over the audience. Then, sud-

denly he is ready and begins to

move towards the microphone,

half dancing in time with a

beat that leaps through the au-

dience like electricity. The

connection is made and from

then on he maintains It at full

charge. Excited shouts come

from all parts of the house,

shouts of joy, appreciation,

identification and encourage-

ment The response is vibrant

and sensing it, he himself is

uplifted, for it is when he is

moving people who understand

the blues that he is truly in-

spired.

"When I stand on the stage

and sing and sing," he says,

"and people don't understand

what I'm doing, I almost cry."

B.B. King's ambition "is to

be one of the greatest blues

singers there ever have

been." As far as most of his

followers are concerned, he

already is the greatest. The

blues are B.B, King's life.

Everything he did in his early

Mississippi days drew him to-

wards a life of singing. "My
mother started me out sing-

ing gospels when I was five

years old," he recalls, "She

was very interested in church.

All of her people were. Every

Wednesday night they used to

have sing-ins-people would go

from house to house. Every-

body actually belonged to the

church. . .something like in

the army. . .it kept up the

morale of the people."

That was a beginning-a
source of music that poured

rich, vibrant tone colour into

the heart of the blues.

"I had a mule and a plow

when I was twelve," says

King. That was another begin-

ning-the dry, dusty Southern

bottom-land that bred loneli-

ness and futility.

The blues were born and

bred in the "knowyour place"

South. "Due to the way things

was down there, I imagine that

this was part of the cause of

this music. I ran into bad ones

down there that were enough to

give you more than the blues."

For the young kid singer

just starting out. It was a fam-

iliar story-a lot of moving

around, picking up a few

chords, learning bits and
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There really ts a reason for this, but we
won't bother (o explain It. The next four

pages consists of reprints from other univer-

sity papers — things which might be interest-

ing at Queen's, and mainly, things we could

find In a hurry. Ifs upside down on purpose.
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GRASS

IN

THE

BROWNIES

By Brian Hill

If you aren't a fiend on

novels or an English major

you probably don't know who
Alice B. Toklas was, and if

you are like most of us, you

likely don't care who she was.

About all I know about her Is

compressible Into one sen-

tence (The more I think about

It, the more I realize 1 could-

n't expand it beyond one sen-

tence): She was a friend to,

a lover of, and an influence

upon Gertrude Stein, and she

published a cookbook with an

immortal recipe for mari-

juana brownies: add grass and

stir.

"In brief, this film is about a

35 year old grown up Jewish

kid who happens to be a lawyer

and who gets acc Idental ly

turned onbysomegrassbrow-

nles. Most lawyers would

reach for a writ, but Sellers

likes it. Consequently, he al-

lows it to become a MEAN-
INGFUL EXPERIENCE in his

life; this in turn means that

he scurries around dressed

like a hippy, but with the hustle

and drive of a corporation law-

yer.

The movie is notable for

being the first Hollywood pro-

duction that I have heard of

which has the slightest sym-

pathy for the use of grass,

or the grass culture. It even

attempts to make a witty so-

cial comment, which is an

ingratiating change from the

usual "documentary" horse-

shit, or the run-wild-in-the-

streets. In that it's remark-

able, but that's the only dis-

tinctive element in the film.

Except perhaps for some of

the characters.

Peter Sellers plays the law-

yer and Joyce Van Patten

plays his man hungry secre-

tary who feels that they should

be married because she has

given totally of her mind, and

(Gaspl) body. Without doubt

this means that they slept to-

gether, and I know they did

even more than that, because

the movie is restricted adult,

and because when they were

under the covers she saldthat

the earth moved.

Sellers has a younger bro-
'

ther who has gone the Haight

way, and one day he brings

around one of the freshest new

faces (and lungs) ever to ap-

pear in a flick. However, the

face alternates betweentrylng

to project amorphous love Into
the camera, and favoring us
with gestures and heroic
stares suitable for a rtarlet
of thls-is-my-first-fllm-of-a

-fantastic career mold. The
face belongs to Leigh Taylor-
Young, and she is incredibly
luscious. She also has the un-
comfortable look of the sud-
denly grown up younger daugh-
ter of an old family friend.

The script Is rather sparse
and bludgeons far too much
humor from the stereotype

Jewish Mother-son relation-

ship, and notorious hippy-cop

duel: I'm a little tired of the

"I love you officer" bit

The big, super-hip scene
In the movie Is a party with

a mass of freaky people: Who
needs It?

Two other scenes will catch

your eye: Seller's girl-friend

and his parents join him for

brownies, and they giggle

themselves prone; andSellers

tears through the city with a

coffin in the back of a psy-

chadelic 53 Ford station wa-
gon. This latter scene is gros-

sly overdone.

This film is sparse enter-

tainment for $1.75, but it's

probably the best Sellers mo-

vie since"AShotlntheDark".

The color is nice though. It's

at the Odeon.

MARVIN

R. BLOOS

SAYS

THAT . .

.

By Man)

CFRC is undergoing big

changes.

The latest scheme: a cam-
pus bulletin available to all

students, faculty members,
organizations and clubs

around campus,

The time: sometime each

broadcasting night, more spe-

cifically Thursday to Saturday

at 6:55 p.m. and Sunday at

5:55 p.m.

The aim behind it: to take up

where the Journal's entertain-

ment department leaves off;

to whit, listings of all regular

meetings be it club, organiza-

tion or special campus group

as well as particular events

(films, dances, lectures, etc.)

Marvin says that this new
service is open to anybody who
wants to use It so now, my
friends, you won't be able to

use the excuse anymore to

miss something good for your

mind just because you didn't

know when it was.

If you want your event or

whatever promoted, write to

CFRC or phone them giving

all details. For any additional

information on the subject,

contact Marvin Eloos at 544-

7527 or write to campus top-

ics, c/o CFRC.

The radio station's Spotlight

is returning this term in a

newer, expanded form under

the name Spectrum-listen for

the show, 6:30-7:30 onThurs-

day and Friday evenings. Be-
sides the customary good mu-
sic of last term, we can anti-

cipate feature Items oriented

to Queen's students i.e. stu-

dent opinion, entertainment

reviews and campus personal-

ities.

Symposium '68:

CFRC is rebroadcastlngthe

November 1968Symposium
sessions. Also look for the

round-table discussion taped

for CBC-TV's "The Way It

Is" as well as the Installa-

tion Address of Dr. J.J.

Deutsch. Eroadcasting times
-every Thursday evening at

7:30 p.m. until March 1st.

Sunday News Review at 3:30

Sunday afternoon-a summary
of the news of the week on

International, National and lo-

cal levels.

IAN AND

By I. Crib

The nation's most popular

and prolific folk singers are

coming to Queen's !! Ian and

Sylvia-the enduring favourites

of everybody. It's a part of

their latest Canadian tour

which started last Tuesday in

Toronto and tomorrow night's

appearance Is in conjunction

with the Arts Formal.

Ian and Sylvia's music has

improved over theyears-"ri-

pened" says the Daily Ryer-

sonian, "into a pleasant and

delectable fruit, blending tra-

dition and a sense of the pres-

ent Into a progressive bluesy-

country sound."

They've been madly perfor-

miig ail over the continent,

playing to capacity crowds

wherever they went-New

York's Cafe a Go Go, Wash-

ington's Cellar Door, Phila-

delphia's Main Point, cutting

records In Nashville whe;-e

they probably picked up the

new sound.

The new sound is great,

better than ever according to

the fans who have heard them

and the reviews in the indus-

try's trade magazines.

"This kind of music was

never so hip," said Billboard.

Ian and Sylvia are bringing

their own band with them,

something new-an electric

steel guitar, electric leadgui-

tar, electric bass and drums.

Promises to be a very ex-

citing performance. Tickets

have been on sale all week.

Not many are left but check

outside the coffee shop today

or to the A.M.S. office If you

want to see Ian and Sylvia.
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And The Tax Payer
The rhetoric of the "tax payer" has arrived at

Queen's University. Residents of Leonard Hall were

told that "the tax payers" would become upset if open

hours were introduced. Perhaps they're upset because

students are getting more sex than they are.

Some of these grumblings from the tax payers have

manifested themselves in the form of that glorious edi-

fice at Queen's Park, the government of Ontario.

Speaking at a recent Canadian University Press

conference in Toronto Mr. Davis, Minister of Education,

said that "tax payers" were getting upset at the activi-

ties of "student activists" who had the privilege of at-

tending the universities and high schools at the tax

payer's expense.

It could be construed however that the govern-

ment of Ontario is making an investment in the edu-

cational system, receiving as dividends a certain quota

of teachers, civil servants and engineers to serve a pro-

duct oriented society, and of course private enterprise.

Perhaps Mr. Davis and his business friends should

keep in mind the old maxim that you can't have your

cake and eat it too. .—Herman Bakvis

The Library
Who the hell wants to go home at eleven o clock?

That's when the library closes — and some of us

study rarely enough that when we once get started,

we don't want to have to stop till we're ready. But

the library closes at eleven, isn't open until two on

Sundays, and often hasn't got the books you want even

when it is open.

The library at Queen's has more books per capita

than any other university library in Ontario. It also lends

them out to faculty and graduate students for dusty,

indefinite periods, and hides them in a reserve room

arranged almost entirely by whim.

Or then again, they might be stockpiled in fhe base-

ment, waiting and waiting to be catalogued.

Perhaps Queen's ought to shell out more money
— for assistants to keep the library open longer hours,

and for librarians to catalogue books before they re

years out of date.

And the library ought to change its rules: make

faculty and grads bring books back just like other

people, and keep the place open longer (why not all

night?) so people who get keen can study.

Books and studying, after all, are what the library

is for.
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LETTERS

Good Fences Make Good Fences •

Editor. Journal:

That partition in the coffee

shopll It is an abomination and

an anathema, to mention only

an abomination and an ana-

thema. Who authorized whom

to erect the damned thing? I

am amazed and appalled that

by now torrents of abuse,

streams of invective, have not

fallen down upon the instiga-

tors of this folly. Who are the

instigators of this folly?

Somehow, somewhere, we the

students are being caught in

the powerful vice like grip of

insatiable and sinister parti-

tion-manufacturing interests.

Payola, is all I can say. It is

manifest that the student gov-

ernment has been infiltrated,

and its decision-making agen-

cies kneaded by insidious

woodworking lobbies.

Not that the partition is to-

tally useless. For example, if,

all the hamburgs suddenly ex-

ploded, the concussion would

probably be contained, to some

extent, within the cooking and

purchasing area itself. Havoc

and loss of life would be re-

duced in the eating and chat-

ting area. Or, to take another

example, suppose someone in

the coffee queue, maddened

with rage, frustration, and

despair, should without warn-

ing run berserk, flailing amid

thrashing and screaming unut-

terable oaths. Instead of run-

ning amok in the whole room,

upsetting tables and tea in his

fury, as he would have been

able to do in the past, he

would probably, in the present

circumstances, spend himself

relatively harmlessly between

the counter and the partition

with, at the most, a fist through

the plywood for his pains.

Let's face it Guys go to the

coffee shopto chat up wenches,

wenches go to chat up guys.

That's all there is to it. And

what do they build? A BAR-
RIER I Not only can't you go

through the thing and grabyour

game-you can't even see itl

In the good old days, you could

get all your sizing updone be-

fore you got to the cash,regls-

ter. Whom to seek out, whom
to avoid, who was almost fin-

ished, who was sitting with

whom by design, who by acci-

dent. You could reconnoitre

the ground and map your strat-

agems well in advance, ready

to advance from those little

piles of cream and sugar and

plastic sticks In full confident

swagger, bons mots ready to

pour over the gums upon the

helpless prey. But now. BUT
NOW1 But now, one emerges,

from the cash register, out

through the gap in the parti-

tion, one emerges as out upon

a seaof undifferentiated faces,

all of which must perforce be

read for name and nuance in

the space of a moment. The

thing is impossible. The cof-

fee shop,once a haven of com-

fort and a spawning-ground

of togetherness, now harbours

little else but faux pas, mis-

interpretation, and ships that

pass in the night It is long

past time to raise a hue, and

cry against the partition. It

is time to rise, and cry

YECHHH1

Yours in high dudgeon,

Graham Dowden.

Good Meatloof Rates Good Meal-loaf 1

Dear Sir:

On November 12, 1968 the

A.M.S, executive passed with-

out a negative vote recorded the

following motion:

"That the A.M.S. not grant

money for subsidizing dinners

for the colour night banquet"

At its meeting on January 14,

,

1969, Mr. Pakrul stated again

this policy in reply to Mr. Al

Lenard of the Athletic Board of

Control reminding the executive

that the A.M.S. has subsidized

the meals for Colour Night for at

least the past 23 years.

If this ruling of the A.M.S.

is maintained It leads to the

ludicrous situation of winners

of athletic trophies and letters

having to buy a ticket to receive

this award-a fine way to honour

the athletes of this university.

For those members of inter-

collegiate athletic teams who

have not won awards this ban-

quet is the only recognitiongiven

them all year for the endless

hours many ofthemdevote to rep-

resenting Queen's University.

The cost of this banquet is

approximately $800 out of an

Athletic Eoard of Control bud-

get of approximately $100,000

-a small cost for the A.M.S. to

pay to show its appreciation to

and to honour their athletic rep-

resentatives.

In questioning in excess of

one hundred students on this

issue (very few of whom were

athletes) I found only a single

supporter for the A.M.S. exec-

utive position. Thus 1 would con-

clude that this executive action

is a slap in the face not only to

the athletes of the university but

to the general student body who
have consistently demonstrated

and voiced their support for ath-

letes at Queen's. It appears that

very few A.M.S. executive mem-
bers either have any contact with

the students they supposedly rep-

resent or worse, they don'tcare.

I question the relevance of the

decision because some executive

members have justified it on the

basis of an obscure minute found

in a 1932 Senate meeting. This

particular citation

(i) has been ignored for 30 years

(ii) was made in the middle of

the depression by

(iii) a body the majority ofwhose
members are now dead.

Sincerely,

William Houston.

Whiskey Maybe Again Sometime?
stay open!" Then I learned that bank tellers

SPECIAL CREDITS

We actually had a staff meeting. Special credits to Carol and
Caryl; George, who wants a Polaroid; tots of people who pose for
pix, and Desmond who took them; Penny and Jocelyn; Cathie,
who is Campy; Waif, Who oame back to put out the paper again
and left his briefcase (just like old times), John Mable, who's
back; Cathy, wiho wrote Sex arid the Single Girl; Charlie, who
gave her something to write about; Stefan and Dave; Alex, who's
adorable; all those responsible for the existence of the USX Re-
view; Wfflliaan S. Martin, who just made us all sick; and Paul
(need we say more?). No! (Thoit was Marte, who had the last
word as usual.)

By Dennis Prub

Formals are the greatest I'm told the best

part of a formal is the week that a girl

spends getting ready for it There seems to

be a necessary 'turning-on' process. Appar-

ently, there are all sorts of goings-on in the

residences. Girls get together, and they ooh,

and they aah, they talk aboutlt, (it, of course,

being anything there is to chatter about), and

I don't know what all else. And there's the

hair, and the dolllng-up etc. . . .a sort of

bee-uooo-tifying operation,

I went to a formal once. I rented that

funny get-up that a fella has to wear, and

got my hair cut, and that was all there was

to it; and I needed a haircut anyway. Ohl

And then at 10 minutes past five o'clock on

the night of the formal, I remembered I'd

forgotten the corsage. I had to act quickly.

I hurried all the way downtown to the bank.

As I got my money, I said to the teller,

"the accessories are black, what kind of

flowers shall I get?" She decided roses would

be all right, or carnations maybe. (She sure

. enjoyed being coaxed for info. I began to

wonder if she figured I was taking her.

Hmmm, she was klnda pretty too.)

Having decided what I would buy, I phoned

the flower shop from the bank. "I'm sorry,

sir, we're closing nowl" the lady said. "I

know that", I replied. "But Pm coming over

to buy a corsage, and I thought you'd like to

and flower girls don't think the same way.

I wound up with orchids.

Not long after that, I found myself "on

the green". . -waiting. . .patiently. . . more

or less. I thought of what she had said to

me. "I can hardly imagine you dressed up,

you'll look so funny. . .and in tails I You'll

look like a clown!" I felt like a bit of a

spectacle; people were looking at me. I

tried to look unobtrusive by a pillar, but

that was difficult-the pillar wasn't wearing

a top hat I placed my feet firmly on the

floor, heels together, toes apart, hands be-

hand my back, chin up, and waited. . .pa-

tiently. . .more or less. . .and then she

appeared.

What a pretty sight-no pile of hair et al-

but a real princess in her own right It kinda

makes a fella smile all over inside. She

said, "Oh, you look beautiful", and she

reached up and slipped a white carnation

in my lapel. What can a fella say? I felt as

happy as Freddie the Freeloader-Imagine,

a beautiful clown. . .gee. I had to say some-

thing. After a pause, I said "All set?"

"Uh-huh", she replied. I smiled and said,

"Let's go."

And that was just the beginning. May all

who are going to the formal tonight enjoy

themselves as much as we did. And as for

myself, well. . .whiskey maybe again some-

time? ..
-
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INTERVIEW

DALTON
CAMP

Dolton Camp, former National President of the Pro-
gressive Conservative Parti/, was interviewed by Journal
staffers Cathie Acton and Alex flrnkleu.

Camp is at Queen's this sear on the Sketton-Clort
Fellowship and is imtina a book on Canadian politics.
He says that it unit deal with the period of his involve-
ment in federal politics 1946 to 1988. He has found the
opportunity to write the hook oery valuable and thinks
that it should be attempted by other universities. People
like himself should write their memoirs or books while
the events are fresh in their -minds, he said.

Despite his earlier association un'th Queen's which
left him Miith the impression that Queen's was a "Liberal
Establishment", he has enjoyed his, stint here. His big-
gest complaint had been with the architecture which he
refers to at "limestone baroque" but it has grown on
him.

i. What is the importance of the books that have been

published on the last ten years of Canadian Politics?

C 1 think that two things have happened One I suspect

that this period in Canadian Politics, the so-called Diefenbaker-

Pearson years — is significant in that a lot of things hap-

pened, representing a turning of corners. A. new direction

in Canadian Politics. Secondly it means that a lot more

people are seriously interested in what has happened and are

writing about it.

J. You have said mat you bad started as a Liberal but you

changed. Why?

C Well I suppose I would have to make that very simple

as to why I changed. Basically there are two reasons. If

you become immediately involved in politics as I did in upper

management levels and if you bring in any preconceived

ideals then you find it a pretty searing experience, especially

in the politics of that period. Secondly in the Liberal Party

of that period, which was a corporate period (chairman of

the board and directors . . .) King had an establishment and

St. Laurent was a product of the Liberal historical rhythm

system ... St Laurent was a good man but wasn't a political

man and had no real zeal rar the country. He was a hiatus

Prime Minister and there was a hiatus at the end of the

King dynasty ...

i. Do you think that Diefenbaker used a nationalist ap-

proach in his campaign i.e. his Vision to make Canada a

greater country.

C I have met many people who say since that they were

dSsfflusioned because he didn't do what he promised in an

economic nationalist context.

I travelled with him in 195? and '58 and they were two

different elections. In 1957 the Conservatives simply repre-

sented an alternative and' was a narrow win . .
.
Diefenbaker

could discuss the various issues in an hour and twenty-five

minutes and he <Sd night after night TV. was a techmcal

phenomenon in that campaign. He was betta teJeyanon by

cornparanve standards to Mr. St Laurent and he had an im-

pact there and that made some difference. But baacafly

neoole said to themselves that everything would be aB right

and that Iaberalian was not the eternal answer to every

nroblem Well there was Suez. It was probably the last

S^monwealth vote. Not so much votes as «*>*fx*-

j. Why did Canadians fall out with Drferiaker?

C. WeB there was an economic recession after the Korean

War For the country maybe Diefenbaker was too rnucha

change Zm the Board of Directors with all ter toeness

^TcUX* and all the glacial confidence and sec**

-Swinusstog. It was too much and too drasticj> change

nTtadTmandate of a size that he could not accom-

mndate T-eryone voted for him and he was a respository

^eiyoSTgrTevance. There were a whole lot of gnev-

S^-^SJ^grievances and welfare grievances Abo

^waslc™ uneasiness about the U.S. You knowtte hat

SctatoS *ew « Canadian history. People experted too

^TXL Mefenbaker. The erosion began when he began

^J^LiScnsTne government had a way of making

£5Tve » L impression that they^re ,n«
decisions mat g wha( happenKj'..

more highly than he fa now.

C. I have not the lightest doubt in the world that the

Liberal historians will try and redeem him — that is goring to

be a hard job.

I think that Pearson was a better politician than people

gave him credit for. In a very real sense, he was self-

sufficient In the terms that King was ... he was shaped by

King and that period.

In my own judgment he was successful in the fields that

he was supposed to be — foreign policy and diplomatic fields.

In the Pearson years we had no influence in the U.S. We

lost a great deal of initiative in significant fields of foreign

policy by a decision mat he made himself, which was a

political decision and nothing else, about our role and rela-

tionship in N.OJIA.D. and NA.T.O. It was a period in which

the U.N. went into decline—maybe absolute decline,

I do not know any Prime Minister who in a period of

such a short time—five or six years—that was so accident prone.

He had so many things happen to him that he didn't make

happen but were of a political nature and that would have

been devastating, I would have thought, in most politicians

especially if they only had a minority government, but he

survived them all. I think that in that regard it is sui pris-

ing that he survived at all.

J. As one of has ex-minister* has claimed, was he really

C Well no I don't agree with that. In his whole tiaining

as a party leader he was trained as a negotiator and a con-

ciliator . . . Where I agree with Miss LaMarsh is that it was

pretty clear as captain he was the first to Itave the ship.

He was continually going over the side into the lifeboat and

rowing away and down went the Gordun Budget and down

went Favreau . . . Once something presented a danger to his

position as a Prime Minister than he was elsewhere. He

never put his own position on the line. He was a mixture

of MacKenzie King and the diplomat I don't know whethtr

that is gutless or not. But. if the first duty of the Prime

Minister is to keep his party in office and in power then

he did them both. And he failed in neither.

J. Would you agree with Miss LaMarsh's estimations cf

I

her fellow cabinet ministers.

C. Frankness is not always fairness ,
. . Again I think that

she underates Pearson. Now that we have read her book,

we know it was worse than we knew. It is ail the more re-

markable.

Camp then discussed TWdemania and how the electorate

had come to chose between two personalities. He feels that

parties have to be revitalized to be made more than a social

club. He felt that this was the major area in which he dis-

agreed with Diefenbaker.

C. Diefenbaker had acquired over the years a certain con-

tempt for the Conservative Party because he had survived

whether the party had or not. He was primaril./ a non-

party man. There is in Canadian history — contemporary his-

tory—that evidence that a non-party man is what the par-

ties should have . . . This produces a paradox. You get

p;pulist leaders and the parties beeme appendages ... My

argument with Diefenbaker was very simple. That if he had

the fundamental interest of the Conservative Party at heart

then there would have been no argument But I had come to

that.

. J. I wonder if you are going to go back into politics?

C I do not know ... If you finally say that I am never

going to become involved again, then never is a long time.

It^depends on the circumstances. The simple answer would

have to be that I have no intentions or no ambitions with

regard to politics.

J. What role is there in politics for the academic?

C I think that the politician wants from the academic is

the overview -the dispassionate view — something as close to

the facts of the matter that as he can get that isn't filtered

through all the expedient things that a politician has to con-

sider. I don't think that the academic, if he is truly an aca-

demic, woukt) be happy as a politician."

A.S.U.S. SOCIETY ELECTIONS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE SECRETARY

PRESIDENT TREASURER

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT

2 EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENTS (SOCIAL & CULTURAL)

1 JR. A.M.S. REPRESENTATIVE (FEMALE)

1 SR. A.M.S. REPRESENTATIVE (MALE)

7 A-M.S. REPRESENTATIVES-AT-LARGE

ELECTION — Thursday, February «, ___„totjl,„.
Nominations for the society ^^'^Z^Tthan
at-larae shall be presented to Liz KamMy "« '

sored by 10 memoerj of the "y^L.
paper shaft be signed bu the cmaMUtt*_

PEARSON-CAMP DEBATE

Chairman R.M. Burni of the Politics Dept.

Participants Flora McDonald

Former PJiUlKf Pearson

Dalton Camp

7:30 JAN. 22 WALLACE HALL

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
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YOU THINK YOU HAVE

PROBLEMS?

HA!
WE HAVE TO SELL 1800

MORE COPIES OF

TRICOLOR '69

Which wouldn't be hard considering Tricolor '68 was voted Canada's best, and

Tricolor '69 promises to be even better.

Don't wait until next year because we need the money now and also, you probably

won't get one then.

This is a guaranteed nostalgia trip, complete with foldout and is available now

outside the Union Coffee Shop (11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.) and in the Journal Office.
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Busy Weekend

Hockey and B-Ball Gaels m action

Gals host to U of T and McMaster
Hockey Gaels in Ottawa

By BRUCE McLEOD
The Gaels play two games this weekend, both in Ottawa, and a pair

of wins will tighten up the Eastern Division standings, and put the
team in a strong contending position. Queen's is currently in fourth
place, two points behind Carleton and Montreal, but they have two
games In hand on the Ravens, and one on Montreal. They will be
playing Carleton on Saturday afternoon, at 3:45 in the Civic Center
and the Gaels need to win this one. Then they have a rematch against
Ottawa Sunday afternoon at 3:45, in a game that will probably be
played in the Minto Arena on the U of Ottawa campus. This will be
the last match between the two teams, and it promises to be a rough
one.

If the Gaels are to win against the Ravens, they will have to stop
the top line of Heslop, Small and Peters, who are currently 1-2-3 in
the Eastern Division scoring. Last term, this line scored most of
its team's goals in a 6-2 win over the Gaels, but the team felt they
could have done better. Now It is up to them to prove it In the team's
favour is a healthy line-up, Includingtheirtop-scoring line of Murray
Douglas, Doug Barton and Greg Clark, and the goaltending of Norm
Douglas. Murray, no relation of Norm, is In eighth spot in the East
scoring, and is the top Gael. The defence seemed to have coalesced
considerably in last Saturday's win over Ottawa, and if the forwards
keep skating, the Gaels should continue to win.

Next weekend. Queen's play two consecutive games at home,
Friday night against Universite de Montreal, and Saturday afternoon

against the Eastern Division-leading Laval Rouge et Or. In these
two weekends, a pattern should begin to crystallize, and the final

standings could be decided. Anyone who is in Ottawa this weekend
should come out and lend a voice.

Wrestlers want fans

This Saturday, January 18

at 10 a.m., Queen's will play

host to Guelph and Waterloo

in the First Queen's Invita-

tional Wrestling.Tournament
This should be an exciting

tournament since Queen's and

Waterloo are well matched and

Guelph has always been the

team to beat
In this exhibition meet

Queen's will be ably repre-

sented by John Hayman (123),

Fred Doerffer(130), Rob

Prince (137), John Phillips

(145), -Eric Daly (152), Glen

Mason (160), Bob Cazes (162),

and Doug Hamilton (Heavy).

Andres Berzins (191), last

year's OQAA champion and

Ernie O'Neill, team captain

will not compete due to in-

juries.

The team members are hop-

ing for a large turnout of en-

thusiastic fans for this their

first league meet of the year.

Like the hockey team, they

were greatly disappointed with

the support they received last

year. This year the hockey

team is receiving support and

so should the wrestling team.

The team has worked hard and

will be prepared for keen

competition against high cali-

bre opponents. They deserve

support, so come to the gym
Saturday morning at 10 a-m.

and support them. They will

appreciate it

"Some of the sports you can look at this weekena*'

HEART OF LONDON

organized by the National Gallery of Canada

January 19 to February 6

"The Baroque Concept of the Devotional Image"

and

"Art Forms in Textiles and Metal"

until January 26.

at the art centre

This Weekend

B-Ball Gaels Fri. 8:00 vs. Guelph gym

B-Ball Gals _ .. Sat. 11:00 vs. U of T Loyalist

Sat. 3:00 vs. McMaster Loyalist

Wrestling Sat. 10:00 vs. Guelph & Waterloo gym

Hockey Gaels — Sat. vs. U of O & Carleton Ottawa

Hockey Gals Sat. 1:00 vs. U of T Memorial

Sat. 2:30 vs. McMaster Memorial

V-Ball Gals Fri. 7:00 vs. McMaster gym
Sat. 1:30 vs. U of T

Judo prepares
Sat, Jan. 11, Queen's Judo

team attended a clinic at Uplands

Air Force Base In Ottawa. The

Clinic was conducted by Pro-

fessor Ichiro Abe, a 7th dan

from Brussels, Belgium andTok-

yo, Japan.

Professor Abe is the Kodokan

representative to Europe, but is

better in Europe for the 13 years

he spent as technical director of

the European Judo Union, a body

which Is very influential in

spreading Judo in Europe. After

completing several clinics in

Canada he will leave for Tokyo
where he will instruct in the

International section of the Ko-
dokan.

The clinic was part of prep-

aration for OQAA competition,

which has been set for Feb. 8,

at McMaster, Academic inelig-

ibility Is going to haveadeclded-

ly detrimental effect on Queen's

showing In this tournament with

four coloured belts unable to

compete.

Congratulations from Queen's

judoka to Sensei Jim Heron on

his recent promotion from sho-

dan to ni-dan. (To those un-

familiar with judo: Congratula-

tions to Instructor Jim Heron

on his recent promotion from

first degree to second degree

black belt) .

MPTTTAffEY'S TAXI 546-1111V V FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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DO YOU READ AND STUDY

AS WELL AS YOU COULD?
HERE ARE SOME RECENT KINGSTON INSTITUTE RESULTS

NAME OCCUPATION BEGINNING
RATE

COMPRE-
HENSION

ENDING RATE
COMPRE-
HENSION

Ken Bauman Queen's Theo. 186 60% 1757 58%

Ian Campbell
i

Queen's Geog. 220 66% 1845 68%

D.J. Parsons Queen's Mech. Engr. 300 70% 2400 69%

Don Tupling Queen's Comm. 299 68% 1525 67%

TAKE THESE POSITIVE STEPS TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT

1. Telephone 542-7672 for free brochures and schedule.

2. Come to a free 1-hour public demonstration at Victoria Public School.

3. Enrol in our January series of classes.

4. Graduates, attend our free refresher workshops. Telephone 542-7672.

FREE PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION
Victoria Public School Auditorium

Union Street, Across from Richardson Stadium

Tonight, Friday 17 January, at 7:30 p.m.

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 20-25

( END 1 7-22 MARCH)

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

KINGSTON INSTITUTE 844 Princess Street
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AJH.S. TENSES rCC ELECTIONS

So who cares a fig

By BAKVIS

The other day I was flushing the toilet bowl of

student politics to see what would come to the sur-

face* and possibly, find a candidate for the upcoming
A.M.S. elections.

So far nobody has announced his or her intention

of running for the unenviable positions of President

and Vice-President of the Alma Mater Society, and
nominations close January 28.

Several possible candidates have been mentioned

though. Brian Rogers, Ted Parnell, Al Maloney,
Andy Pipe, Dan Bums and Ross McGregor are names
which come to mind. So far the most popular combin-
ation seems to be Dan Burns and Brian Rogers.

However neither of them wish to either deny or
confirm rumours of their candidacy.

The least likely candidate seems to be Ted Parnell.

"Pll definitely not be running" he said yesterday
afternoon. Another possibility is Ross McGregor. He
too would not confirm rumours of his possible

candidacy. The only comments he would make to the

Journal were "off the record".
All the people talked to were rather pessimistic

if acually anybody would run for the position of AMS
president "There doesn't seem to be anyone" said
Mrs. McLeod business manager of the AMS. One of
the possible candidates who wishes to remain name-
less expressed fears that the Journal was looking at

the AMS executive too much for possible candidates.
"It might discourage other people not on the AMS if

too much publicity is focus sed on known persons".
Various reasons have been put forth on the lack

of interest in the upcoming elections. One Is that
the position has diminished somewhat In viability

after the election last November. The position of

AMS president has become more of an administrative

position concerned with the petty beauracracies that

presiding over a 6,000 member student organization

entails. In the election last November one of the

issues (among many issues) was administrative ef-

ficiency. Dave Pakrul argued that he would be more
efficient in answering letters and such than Chuck
Edwards his opponent

Chuck Edwards retaliated saying that the position

. of AMS president was one of providing leadership and

not one concerned with administration, Edwards hoped
that the students would give him a mandate that would

allow, him among other things, to hire an assistant

to the president This assistant would be responsible

for the general administrative details. Edwards had

been pushing the idea of a presidential assistant

ever since he was elected as AMS president last

February. However the AMS executive vetoed the idea

when it was brought up at about the second meeting of

the new AMS executive last year.

Another reason for the lack if interest in the AMS
presidency is that there may be no one particularly

anxious to become embroiled In another debacle like

the infamous Edwards-Lichty purge. It is extremely
difficult to provide leadership to a body whose political

viewpoint(s) differ from that of the president and the

vice-president

So who will be running for president? My bet is

that Al Maloney (Meds 70) will run. He'll probably

provide good, solid administrative leadership in the

style of Dave Pakrul, that is if he wins. He is not

completely passive however. Last fall he was one of

the few people who supported Chuck Edwards in the

attempted takeover of the housing service (this

attempt was torpedoed by Jack Hunden president of

the Engineering Society). In other words politically

speaking he can be classified as a moderate.

Another possibility is a takeover from the right

(relatively speaking). This possibility being person-

ified In the form of John Hill (the one from McNeil)

and Bill Houston. These two persons have build up

quite a little clique In the residences and after their

triumphant appearance at the recent anti-C.U.S. con-

gress they may feel strong enough to abscond with the

AMS presidency and vice-presidency. Ironically

enough the same thing might happen to them as

happened to Edwards and Lichty, only this time they'll

be on the other side of the political spectrum.

The inimatable Ross McGregor Is another possib-

ility. However his political image has not come>

through unscathed through a rather hectic year of;

power politics, especially after the infamous cartoont

in the Journal. He may take this into account when

considering his candidacy for the presidency.

All these previously mentioned possibilities and

predictions should be taken as pure conjecture. They
are the result of about a year's spectating at AMS
meetings watching all the bull-shit floating around.

If these previously mentioned personages do not

Inspire you then may be you are up the proverbial

shit creek. However perhaps this article may motivate

you to find a paddle immortalized in the form of a
yet unfound Trudeau (Dalton Camp?)of student politics.

And then there is always that Dynamic duo of

Martin and Maclntyre. . .

School of Nursing

By BRENDA MAYBEE AND ANN DUNCAN

The Queen's School of Nursing
has set up a student faculty

committee that gives students

a large voice in the deter-

miniation of the school's policy.

The committee materialized

last fall when Marion Ludwig,

a final year nursing stude.it, and

several other students approach-

ed Jean Hill, Dean of Nursing,

about matters of growing student

concern.

As a result, a temporary com-
mittee of four students was form-
ed. The committee was to "con-
sider the proposal for establish-

ing an efficient and organized
channel fo r communications

between faculty and students to

promote optimun learning."

The committee was later

organized on a permanent basis

consisting of six students and 2

faculty mombers.

In order to Improve the school,

the committee has undertaken

several projects.

A five point opinion survey was
held last fall in an attempt to

gain student opinion about

course affiliations with the Mac-
Arthar College of Education,
methods of determing final

marks, adequacy of library fac-
ilities, weight and content of
reading assignments, and an at-

tempt to define the expectations

of both faculty and students In

.regards particular courses.

At first glance It appears that

the committee has only managed
to bring about minor changes.

A three week workshop has been

proposed for topics concerning

MacArthur College affiliation.

The library has begun to expand
its resources for the nurses.
There have also been alterations
in the depth and content of the
courses.

The improved student-faculty

communications have aided the

professors in understanding the
student's problems. Students find

that classroom atmosphere has

greatly improved and feel that

this is a primary result of the

committee.

The committee has also had the

opportunity to help in future

planning. The school expects to

triple its enrolImenlMn the next

several years. It is also planning

on changing its course require-

ments so that nursing students

will attend university for four

years and will graduate with a
Bachelor of Nursing, m the past
there have been various methods
which seemed to involve two
years here and three in a
hospital elsewhere for clinical

training.

aigineeis

Last night ten people were
nominated for positions on the
Engineering Society Executive.
Gerry Graham and Terry Bir-

tch, both of Science '70 were
nominated for the presidency.
The Vice-Presidential momina-
tions went to Ken Rose and
Geoff Barley also of Science '70.

John Maskel and Hadeit Mat-
hews both from Science '70

were nominated for the position

of Development Committee
Chairman. The nominations for
Treasurer were Paul Crawford
'and Bruce Wilson also of

'Science '70.

The secreterial nominations
were George McCaffery and Pe-
ter BroWhill from Science '71.

Next Friday's Journal will'

carry additional iitEormaition on
these candidates.

PERSONALS:

Jamaica 69 — Go to sunny Jamaica
(or 8 wonderful doya after your lost
exam. This trip la organized exclusive-
ly tor the fun-Etckina under-30 set. In-
quire about our "go now, pay later"
plan, Citll 544-4340 anytime. Also ask
about "mi European tours.

6 days skiing in Eastern Townships'
durinii Reading Week| $66.00 includes
transportation, lifts, accommodation.
Phone 646-8770 or 544-5887.

Wanted: Two gigolos to solace long
winter evenings of two infinitely de-
sirable virgins. Specifications: one tall,
one medium. Uglies need not apply
Address enquiries to: Justbine Setfree
B Wing, Victoria Hall.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21

7i00 "No Way to Treat a Lady" with
Hod Sleik-er, Uumiiwc Hull Audi-
torium.

7-10 Drama Dept. — Auditions for
Moliere and Chekhov . , a Thea-
trical. Rm. 115. Old Arts Build-
Ing.

8:00 "Jesus Christ — Dead or Alive."
Queen's Christian Fellowship. Stir-
ling D,

8:00 ARTS 71 Snow Flurry — Skating
and Hootenany. Sir John A. Mae-
Donald Park. FREE. STAO

8:00 CUSO-WUSC. Focus on French
West Africa. Bob Black, Dele-
gate. WUS International Semin-
ar. International Centre.

8:00 Student Wives Club Meeting.
Clark Hall. Very interesting guest
speaker.

8:00 Baha' Is on Campus. 'The Future
of Mankind" — Tom Stroud. Rm.
210, Dunning.

10:00 -No W-ay to Treat a Lady" with
Rod Steiger. Dunning Hall
Auditorium,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22

7 :30 PEARSON—CAMP DEBATE.
Participants — Lester Pearson,
Dalton Camphors McDonald.
Wallace Hall, Students' Union.

7:30 Queen's YND. International Cen-
tre.

7:80 SNU Meeting. 2nd floormow room, Students* Union.

7:80 Queen's Camera Club. Rm. 104,
Donning Hal).

8:00 Kingston Film Society — "Tri-
umph of tie Will". Ellis Hall.

8:00 Queen's Flying Club — Films and
ground school discussion. New
members welcome. Stirling B.

8 :00 Pakistan Night. International
Centre.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23

7:00 "A Fistful of Dollars*' with Clint
Eastwood. Dunning Hall Auditor-
ium.

7:80 West Indian Night. International
Centre.

8:00 Alice In Wlnterland — Miss Arts
72 Contest, followed by a dance
with the BUI Boaworth Trio. 2Bc

with 72 year card, 50c without.
Grant Hall.

8:30 Oamaval do Quebec — meeting
for registration. (25.00. Rm. 101,
Kingston Hall.

8:80 "Politics of Joy — PARTY. Poli-
tical Studies Course Union. BAR
60c. 12B-1S0 Earl St. (Co-op).

10:00 "A Fistful of Dollars" with
Clint Eastwood. Dunning Aud.

8:00 Hockey — Montreal at Queen's.
Const,amine Area.

10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee House. Barb
and Jim, Thomas Handy.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25

9- 1 MTINGO Dance, The Chateaux and
the West . . Indian Steel Band,
$2.00 per couple. Grant Hall.

10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee House. Barb
and Jim, Thomas Handy.

WANTED:

Apartment wanted for three students
within walking distance of the campus.
Occupancy September, but will consider
taking over lease in April. Call Bob
at 544-6882.

Urgently needed 2-bedroom unfurn-
ished apartment for next September
Please call 644-8663.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 24

2:30 Dunning Trust Lecture with Dr.
Eric Lincoln — "The New Blacks

Search of a Self". Dunning

7 :30 Indian Republic Day — Folk
Music and dancing. Dunning Hall.

ORGAZM '69

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23
8:00 p.m. Joe Barr — "Film - Maharishi at Harvard" — Rm. 14, Dunning

FRIDAY, JANUARY 24
AFTERNOON

nS'o-^
L
mTa!J

~ " Bla<k Nationalism" - Dunning Trust Lecture - Dun-mng Aud. No Admission Charge.
NIGHT

V.« P 'm
'
AllBn Watt3 ~~ "The 3rd World" — Grant Hall

8:80 p.m. Pan) _ Watts. Lincoln, Odds, Bodes - and Resident Genii, Grant

M>:00 p.m. Infinity—Hard-Rock Group (Dance)— Light Show—Grant Hail.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 25

AFTERNOON
,2:00 p.m. Dr. John Rich—ManandWoman—Dunning Hall.

NIGHT
111

'
nc

'
OIld Semina-r— (with Watts)

8:00-12:00 Leonard Hall Cafeteria Hard-Rock Group (Dance and General) Folf
Singers (Jam Session)

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTIONS
: Topless Ushers, Roll-Your-Owns Sugar

Wolog^speclmena.^ ^ u"d F™ b*
'

ViHlUn*
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In • Pearson

Hearriyed last night and mitl be here until the 30«h ««
the BWctaigton Visitor. After his first m^ta^iTheconfemuig vmth the "sodal-palSfcal" elite of Queays ^Ti

2T*Ji •?*
.

Ba^ Mg^ oafeteriB and than wW me* with any
interested students m the Viotoria Hall oammm Room 1*
7:30 pan.

A panel discussion «4«h Fiona MaoDonaldl Dalton Oamp and
other peitsonmiages bias been arranged for Wednesday niEht
roWaaialoeHailil alt 7:30 pjm.

nwmesaay ragnt

The rest of .the week will he mostly informal as Pearson
meats with various Queen's groups. Nejot Tuesday he will de-
liver his major address in Grant Hall at 10:00 and the senate
has agreed to cancel classes so that anyone will be free to
attend.

Pearson may also take part in the television program "Un-
der Attack" that will be taped here next week.

Students, remember that Pearson is here to meet you. So
go and introduce yourself no majtter wlhat your politioal col-
our, and talk to him.

Cam p * Out
Da i ton Oamp, a man who was moved around a great deal in

bis life, is on the road again.

Oamp, who has been oeoupi'ng the Leonard Hail Penthouse

sauce he came to Queen's on the Skelion-Clark fellowship, bad

Itio move out last fall when our former redtor, Gnatben O'-

Leary, moved in during Principal Deuttdh's installation.

Now an. old political foe of Mr. Gamp's, Mike Pearson (not

Diefenbaker), is here and forcing Camp out into the cold a-

goin. Pearson will be taking over tihe penthouse during his

stay and Camp is again seeking temporary Lodgings. Maybe

one of the local motels will put him up. Afiber all the nates are

only about $25 week, (right Dr. Deuttsoh).

Crug
By RON MASTINb

The Commission on Relations between Universities and
Government (C.R.U.G.) will be at Queen's next Monday to

receive briefs from interested parties about the problems
in the modern university in regards government aid and
Intervention.

Dave Pakrul, A.M.S. President brought up the question

in November but "no one wanted to write" a brief from the

student point of view.

At Carelton, where the committee had its first hearings,

the student's council presented a brief which called for the

abolishment "of outright gifts of financial help to students".

The commission is at Queen's as the second stop in its

tour of major university campuses. They hope that the

various academic bodies at the schools will present their

ideas about the government's role.

Professor E.R. Black of the Queen's Political Studies

Department will be heading a study group which has sub-

mitted a brief to the commission on behalf of the Faculty

Association.

Principal Deutsch will address the commission of the

Senate and will outline his feelings as to the role of the

administration.

The commission is financed by a Ford Foundation Grant

and has representatives from the Canadian Union of students,

L'Union Generale des Etudiants du Quebec, the Canadian

Association of University Teachers, and the Canadian As-

sociation of Universities and Colleges.

The sessions will be held in the Collin's Room in Richard-

son Hall starting at 2:00 p.m. and will be open to everyone.

There will be an opportunity for open discussion after the

formal presentations.

Regina's Uptight

REOINA (CUiP) — The long-awaited negotiations between
students and administrators at the University of Saskatche-
wan, Regina campus, ended its first session yesterday dead-

stocked on the question of openness.
Last week students threatened a strike if their eight man

negotiating team which is meeting with the same number of

administrators, failed to reach agreement.
The meeting cJiimaxes a two week battle between the two

groups following a board of governors decision' not to collect

indent activity fees, the latest in a series of board attempts

fcp restrict, the student newspaper, the Carillon. The board

4ay& the the editorial policy of the paper seriously affects the

university's image in the community and, as a result, cuts

down the flow of privalte money to the university.

Students decided overwhelmingly Hast week that the meet-

ings should be open, but .the board said this wou/Ud lead to

''grandstanding" and wouldn't help negotiations.

Administration representatives told student negotiators

Monday that open meetings would force them to maintain

their public position without change or compromise.

The student council had scheduled an emergency meeting

for this afternoon to decide further action'. It was uncertain

whether negotiations would resume before th° student body

reaches a decision.

PEARSON SCHEDULE
TUESDAY, JANUARY W
12:00 Lunch with the Brockington VIsl- 12:15 Luncheon at Rotary Club.

tor Committee. 8 :00 Principal's Coffee Hour (The-
8:46-5:00 Smoker with AMS executive olojrlcal Society).

and other guests. 5:15 Dinner at Science 44 Co-op.

5:80 Dinner In Ban High Cafeteria. 8 :00 Philosophy Colloqsilum with mem-
7:30 Panel discussion In Lower Com- ben of staff and graduate stu-

mon Room of Victoria Hall. daati.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22

12:00-1:80 Lunch in the Union. Sem-
inar at International Centre.
Topi©—Canada and Interna-
tional Affairs.

2:80-4:80 Seminar with Politics 860

5:00-6.30 Dinner in Leonard Hall Cafe-
teria.

7:80 Panel discussion with Dalton
Camp. Flora MacDonald under the
chairmanship of B. M. Bu as of
the Politico Dept.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23

10:04-11.00 Seminar with Commonweal-
th History Club on the re-

lationship of Canada and In-

dia m the early IOGO'b.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 24

12:84 Luncheon with graduate and un-
der graduate students in Politics

at Leonard Hall private dining
room.

2:80 Seminar on federalism, Conference
Room of Dunning Hall.

8:15 Opening address for India Re-
public Day Celebrations.

9:00 Medical Wives Charity Ball.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25

12:30 Informal luncheon with

of AISEC

SUNDAY. JANUARY 26

6:46 International Supper, followed by
discussion on developing countries.

MONDAY, JANUARY 27

11:90-12:30 Chemistry Department
2:30-4:00 Panel Discussion, Politics 21.'

5:30-8:00 Dinner and discussion wit
Dept. of Paedriailca.

8:30 Humanities Association.

rUESDAY, JANUARY 28

10:30-11 :80 Public Lecture, Grant Hall.
12:30-8:80 Luncheon, followed by o

short talk dealing with Can-
ada in International Organi'
saUons (Faculty of Law and
International Law Club I

.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29

11:80 History 090: reflections on Cm
adian History, Kingston Hall.

2:34 Seminar on Economic Develop-
ment.

4:30-7 :00 Dinner and Discussion, Medi-
cal House.

Plumbers Fix Thinks
By JOHN MASKELL

Queen's was represented at a

conference of engineers last
weekend by Jack Hunden, Pre-
sident of the Engineering Society,
Vic GIrard, Rudy Joss and John
Maskell.

The conference, hosted by
Waterloo University, was spon-

sored by the Association of Pro-

fessional Engineers of Ontario;

its purpose was to acquaint

students with the A.P.E.O,, its

facilities and services, and to

afford the Engineering Societies

of Ontario universities a forum
for the exchange of ideas.

Opening the conference, Dean
Sherbourne, Dean of Engineering

at Waterloo, said that he fore-

saw a great deal of discussion

within universities, between uni-

versities, and between universit-

ies and government regarding the

best policies and methods of edu-

cation.

Queen's Queens Cont.

Representing A.P.E.O., Mr.
Blake Gcodings, Director of

Special Services, gave a brief

history of the association, andthe

employment, advisory and edu-

cational services available.

Under the leadership of John

Bergstrand, University ofWater-

loo, the delegates explored their

academic environment, examin-

ations, promotions, course and

professor evaluation and student

representation on faculty

councils. The conference re-

commended that all faculties

grant permission for under-

graduate representation o n

faculty decision making com-
mittees and that students who

sit on these committees have

full speaking and voting rights

as members of the committee.

Vic Girard of Queen's led the

conference In the discussion of

engineering orientation and in-

itiation. It was felt that the object-

ive should be to build a pride

and dignity In the engineering

society rather than an antipathy

towards artsmen.

The discussion of Engineering

Publications, led by Doug Wilson

of McMaster University, showed

that although there were different

philosophies, delegates felt that

publications should reflect the

engineering society, and be In-

formative without a political

drum to beat

The feeling amongst the dele-

gates and the A.P.E.O. repre-

sentatives was that It had been

a very fine conference with a

meaningful exchange of ideas.

However, the engineers were
cognizant to the fact that it could

have been more efficient, and

are already thinking and planning

towards the next such conference.

BULLETIN

By BAKVIS

It is now oififiiriiajl, Queen's will

not be sending a beauty queen

to the "beauty pageant" ait Wat-
erloo Iiuftheran University.

Dave Bond, unofficial coor-

dinator at Queen's for this extra-

vaganza was unable to coerce

either Donna Bolick, last year's

snowfooll queen, or Penny Dea,

runneruip, to go to the beauty

pageant,

Mr. Bond was definitely upset

ait this development. He accused

the Journal of helping to pre-

vent Miss Bolick from going to

the pageant. "When you print-

ed that picture of her saying she

wasnit going at that time she

was stiM considering going", he
said. "I'll have to inform the

'people at Waiter-Do© Luthern tha t

we're not sending anyone this

year" he continued. "We'll just

have to wait till next year" he

The import of this develop-

ment has not yet reached the
Alma Mater Society executive.

Ait the AMS meeting last Tues-

day Dave Pakrul, student lea-

der, said, '^as far as I know
Donna Bolick is still going". At
the AMS meeting two weeks ago
some members of the executive
were apprehensive in that
Queen's wound be ailied with

Simon Frazer University if

Queen's did not send a beauty
queen to the pageant.

BURNABY B.C. (USJ.) The

student council at Simon Frazer

University passed a motion of

solidarity with Queen's Univer-

sity in not sending a beauty

queen to the beauty pageant at

Waterloo Lutheran University in

February. Part of the motion

reads as followss "We the stu-

dents of Louis Kiel University

would like to congratulate Que-

en's University in not sending a

beauty queen to that decadent,

bourgoise human livestock ex-

hibition being held at Waterloo

Lutheran University."

The motion went on to con-

demn Waterloo Lutheran for

pageant which could be better

spend on feeding the starving

millions of Biafra,"
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ORGAZMORGAZMORGAZMORGAZM

ORGAZM ORGAZMORGAZMORGAZM

ORGAZMORGAZMORGAZMORGAZM

ORGAZMORGAZMORGAZMORGAZM

ORGAZMORGAZMORGAZMORGAZM
"THE PREVALENT SENSATION OF
ONESELF AS A SEPARATE EGO EN-

CLOSED IN A BAG OF SKIN IS A HAL-

LUCINATION WHICH ACCORDS
NEITHER WITH WESTERN SCIENCE

NOR WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL PHIL-

OSOPY-RELIGIONS OF THE EAST . .

.

THIS HALLUCINATION UNDERLIES THE

MISUSE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR THE

VIOLENT SUBJUGATION OF MAN'S
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND, CON-
SEQUENTLY, ITS EVENTUAL DESTRUC-

TION".

—from The Book (On the Taboo
Against Knowing Who You Are, by

Dr. Alan W. Watts

Hie author of the above quotation will be at

Queen's this Friday and Saturday to speak about

his concept of "The Third World" and to entertain

questions from the student body. With Dr. Watts

will be Dr. Eric Lincoln oT the Union Theological

Seminary in New York who will deliver a paper

on Black Nationalism for the Dunning Trust series,

and Dr. Rich who will speak about "Man and

Woman". Throw in two hard rock dances, a light

show and a folk concert, and you have Orgazm,

Queen's first Teach-in, Human Relations Seminar

and general Blow your mind week-end. (For you

real enthusiasts, the organizers also promise top-

less ushers in Grant Hall, sugar cubes, Alice B.

Tofclas brownies and free freak-outs by visiting

biological specimens).

Orgazm is conceived by the organizers as a

unique combination of the intellectual, spiritual and

physical in a two day mind excursion. A glance

at the programme (printed overleaf) will confirm

their optimism.

Dr. Watts is of course heading the bill, and

has come all the way from California to participate

in Orgaim. A farmer Christian minister. Dr. Watts

has recently been described as a 'leading figure

in the consciousness-expansion movement' and has

been a colleague and friend to everyone from the

late Aldous Huxley to the Beatles. The author of

such books as The Book, This Is It, The Way °f

Zen, Myther and Ritual in Christianity, The Su-

preme Identity, The Age of Anxiety, The Joyous

Comology, Psychoanalysis East and West and

many others, he has lectured at almost every

major U.S. university and appeared in such

Documentaries as CBCs Therefore Chose Life and

a discussion show with Patrick Watson. This last

show was broadcast live from Vancouver, B.C.,

and was so good that the station allowed the two

men to continue talking until three a.m. on the

air.

Dr. Watts' talk will be spontaneous and will

likely cover a wide range of topics. As an ex-

pert on Eastern religion and philosophy as well as

Christianity, his opinions on the religion of the

West are worth listening to. In a recent work

entitled Beyond Theology: The Art of Godrnanshlp,

he described Christianity as "uncompromising,

omery, militant, rigorous, imperious, and invincibly

self-righteous" — but every criticism is accompanied

by an easily discemable twinkle in his eye. All

in all, he is a delightful and illuminating speaker,

and presents a .valuable opportunity for Queen's

students to hear a totally different view of life

and the world. Come to Orgazm on Friday night

and be told that you are God — and then be taught

how to laugh about it.

ORGAZM '69 SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23

8:00 p.m. Joe Ban — "Film - Maharishi at Harvard" — Rm. 14,

Dunning
FRIDAY. JANUARY M

AFTERNOON
Dr. Eric Lincoln — "Black Nationalism" — Dunning Trust Lec-

ture — Dunning And. No Admission Charge.

NIGHT
7:00 p.m. Allan Watts — "The 3rd World." — Grant Hall.

*6:30 p.m. Panel — Watts, Lincoln, Odds, Bodes — and Resident
Genii, Grant Hail.

l6Vp0 p.m. Infinity — Hard-Rock Group (Dance) — Light Show,
\ Grant Hall.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25

AFTERNOON . „ „
2:00 p.m. Dr. John Rich — Man and Woman — Dunning Hall.

3:30 p.m. Panel and Seminar — (with Watts).

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Borne near Princess 546-2748

Puttr, VIQHQ
Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

till Pitacm St.
j=j

No. 2 H<r Wot UJ
Dial SC-9333 fn

BE FAST!

AJS.U.S. Appointment

The position of chairman for the

Cancttelighting Committee
for next fall is open to anyone interested in Arts. The appointment will

be made Thursday, January 23, 7:30 p.m. in the Red Room in Kingston
Hall-

Applications should be handed in to Brigette Borman, Adelaide Hall before
6:00 p.m., Thursday, January 23.

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people,SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job cate-
gories offered. For FREE cultural program literature including
details and applications, write: "ISTC admissions, 866 United
Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Mem-
bership Organization.

SNOWBALL '<0

Programmes, Stickers, Buttons, Concert and

Dance Tickets

on sale in

The Union 10.30 a.m. -2.00 p.m.

Leonard Hall 5.00- 6.00

tU January 24
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Half a Star

the Journal reviews 1

by Marte Harding

As press-night bedlam settles over the Journal
office people rush in (people always rush on
press night It's no good unless you have lots of
bustle and the appearance of activity) to tell me
how to write this review. They get gorier every
time they see me.

It's a funny thing: if someone goes to see
something enjoyable or even good they coma
back and unenthusiastically report that it was
all right But let them feel that they have been
dunned and they are ten times more vocal. They
become vicious and clamour shrilly, not for a
pint of blood or a pound of flesh, but for an ounce
of ink and a pen, for a ream of copy-paper and
a typist, for six small Inches on my page. (The
pen is mightier than. . .and the newspaper even
more so.)

The way my fellow staffers describe it, if you
missed Saturday night's Ian and Sylvia concerts,

you had, by some act of God, a miraculous
escape.

Folk fans were doubly disappointed by Sat-
urday's concerts: for the first 55 minutes they
were treated to the psychedelic lights and music
of a hard-rock band, the Modern Rock Quartet
(MHQ), and when Ian and Sylvia did appear thelr
muslc was heard to have undergone a change to
country blues, backed by a group of electric
musicians.

Some members of the audience felt the contrast
between the MRQ and Ian and Sylvia to be in
questionable taste. Even more questionable was
the music provided by the MRQ-very loud, and
very bad and completely without breaks.

Ian and Sylvia's music was, as always, fan-

tastic and their sense of harmony, as usual,

strong and beautiful (e.g. Southern Comfort). These
were marred by the too-evident back-up group

and by the amps which were frequently too loud

(in the first show, at any rate.)

Only four songs were from previous albums
and these were sung as a medley with no break
for change In mood or tempo.
Many people felt that unequal billing emphasizing

Ian and Sylvia on the advertising posters created
the Impression that Ian and Sylvia would carry the
bulk of the show. Many murmurs around the
Journal office that whoever was responsible (the

Arts Formal Committee? A.S.U.S. Concerts Com-
mittee?) should be told where to get off. Especially
since they did not reply to our requests and send
the tickets for our reviewers.

Yes, I was not present I am writing this for

someone who did not feel she could express her In

words (printable) what she felt about the concert
I was, by some act of God, covering an amateur
night

3
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Ivory Power Agenda 1970: reviewed by Alex Binkley

"The book is an Incisive collection of critical

essays which and thus may help to shape, the
future society and politics of Canada in the new
climate of opinion that has followed the election
as Prime Minister of Pierre-Elliott Trudeau."
This conclusion, which appears on the back

cover of the newest publication of the University
League for Social Reform, Agenda 1970: pro-
posals for a creative politics, summarizes rather
effectively the purpose and outcome of this book.

While, as has been pointed out by other critics,

the book is lacking in positive proposals for

change, the Interested reader will find it brimming
with analysis and Ideas. A few of the Ideas are
well-chewed remnants of political platforms, but
many have yet to make their debut in the political
forum.

"Ivory power" is their motto and their aim is
to awake the reader to the necessity of social
and institutional change to keep Canada in tune
with the changing times.
The best and most fruitful articles are those

written by John Rich, GUles Pacquet (with some
interesting Ideas about the Economic Council of

Canada), Ronald Blair (who has Intriguing thoughts
about Parliament) and J.E. Hodgetts (his ideas
on Royal Commissions). The articles by Gad
Horowitz and Jack McLeod are disappointing since
they get so wrapped up in verbiage that they don't
really present any new ideas.

Anyone who considers himself interested in the
future of Canada should read this book. It Is not
a Bible nor a definitive outline of policies for the
Prime Minister to follow. It should be read with
Interest as well as scepticism. Yet it should be
read.

o
o
ST

The Fruits of Patronage by Doug Gerwin

Perhaps because of the rather nebulous advertising (an

announcement was posted only in an unobtrusive seminar
programme entitled "Art and Economics in the 17th Century")
or because the concert was free and no one had to go out and
sell tickets, Convocation Hall was no more than half filled for

a recital by the Vaghy String Quartet last Wednesday evening.

Dr. A.G.C. Whalley of the EnglishDepL introducedthe evening,

which featured Beethoven's last String Quartet* Opus 135, and

Bartok's Sixth String Quartet, his last also.

Dr. Whalley explained the apparent conflict between the

programme (Beethoven and Bartok) and the theme of the

seminar (Baroque Art) by saying that the Quartets had been

commlssioned-officially or unofficially-and thus could serve

as examples of "the patronage of the arts", a frequent oc-

currence in the 17th Century, (Dr. Whalley is not without

a sense of humourl)

The Beethoven Quartet, in four movements, was com-
missioned by Johann WoLfmeier, and Dr. Whalley suggested

that this man had somehow induced Beethoven to write a

"bright" quartet at a time when the composer was sinking

into his final period of moroseness and suspicion of his

publishers and friends. The brightness of this quartet was

not immediately apparent-for the first three movements, at

least-which are sombre, quiet, and very mournful, mystical,

in fact-largely lacking in Beethoven's characteristic colour

and fire. I cannot say whether this was the nature of the piece

or the nature of the Vaghy Quprtet's interpretation. One would
not normally expect a Beetifioven quartet to have such a
seemingly thin sound; it was most un-Beethoven, and most
un-Vaghy, too, whose richness of tone and brilliance of
colouring are two of their most marked distinctions.

So is their rhythmic unity, evident in the Beethoven, but

even more so in the Bartok quartet, a piece very close to the

hearts of the Vaghy's. This piece was written first in 1939,

then rewritten after the fall of Hungary, Bartok's home-

land; a slow section, "Mesto" was tacked on to the beginning

of the first three movements, and these three themes were

then combined to form an entirely new fourth movement. It

was commissioned by the first violinist of the Hungarian

String Quartet, (which has played in Convocation Hall, Dr.

Whalley noted).

One could expect that this piece was also very sombre, a

tragic portrait of a people betrayed and overrun. Bartok's

work is not bitter about the fate of his people, however; the

fourth movement ends with a long chord in the upper three

voices, and a major arpeggio in the cello after a long minor

section.

One may gather that the recital was altogether a rather

solemn affair, not a mood one normally associates with the

17th century's Baroque music. The next concert by the Vaghy

String Quartet is this Friday, January 24, at the Art Centre; it

may be free but this time it will be advertised.

3
i
(A

The Fruits of Fools »y Mane

I don't know why any fool would get up at 9:00 a.m. on
a Saturday morning, the morning after the Arts Formal,
when it's pouring rain, to go off to a seminar on the 17th
Century. But then, Journal reporters aren't just any
fools-they're dedicated.

And dedicated they have to be to give up any part of

their Saturday for the University Seminar, this year

concerned with "Art and Economics in the 17th Century."

The Seminar began January 5th when an exhibition,

"The Baroque Concept of the Devotional Image" opened

at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre. On Wednesday, the

15th, The Vaghy Quartet gave a concert entitled "The
Fruits of Patronage" (see above). Then on Saturday last

there were four lectures on different aspects of the

topic, beginning at the ungodly hour of 9:45 a.m.

A lot of faculty members gave freely of their time

and energy In organizing and producing the University

Seminar. One wonders why. If the aim is to inform either

the public or the students of Queen's then the Seminar

was obviously a failure: at the first two lectures just

over fifty people showed up, barely enough to take off the

Harding, Brenda Maybee

echo in Stirling Hall's Auditorium D; at the third there

were about thirty. Over ninety per cent of those in

attendance were faculty members.

The general atmosphere was not conducive to student

participation. People gathered in cliques and gave

youthful-looking attendants stares of obvious surprise.

It was no wonder they quietly tip-toed out

I attended the first two seminars "Show Business In

the 17th C." and "Wealth and Art"; they consisted of

some expert, usually on another period, reading a paper

to an interested audience which clapped nicely at the

end and politely asked questions.

The papers themselves were not particularly

distinguished: a trifle long but relieved by the sense of

humour their writers showed. Dr. J. Schmidt's dis-

sertation on "Show Business In the Seventeenth Century

was basically a research paper and names and statistics

abounded. They were a bit much after an hour and a

half but they did contribute to an understanding of

Baroque magnificence.

The Fruits of Trade
Can you see a link between fleets of Dutch galleons,

riding the waves towards erotic ports In the Far East

and paintings hanging in art galleries? There most

decidedly was one. Mr. P.K, Christianson of the De-

partment of History at Queen's spoke to a receptive

audience on Saturday afternoon as part of the Baroque

Seminar. His speech was entitled "Economic Organization

of Society in the Seventeenth Century and its Influence

on Art". He explained how the Dutch trade routes to

the Far East brought back samples of porcelains that

became so popular In Europe that artists developed a

new style called "Chinolserie", copying the style of the

Chinese. Mr. Christianson' s talk was most informative.

The attitude of European Intellectuals towards such

philosophers as Confucius and toward the religious beliefs

of the Chinese showed a tolerance of an unusual degree

for that age. Part of it could have been attributed to the

fact that the Chinese were considered as white by

Europeans and consequently on an equal level with them.
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1. The regular meeting of the Senate of Queen's

University will be held on 23 January in the

Collins Room, Richardson Hall, at 3:30 p.m. Tick-

ets may be obtained from the Secretary of the

Senate, Main Floor, Richardson Hall, on Wednes-

day, 22 January between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

2 Nominations for President and Vice-President of

the A.M.S. will close January 28th— for require-

ments see A.M.S. constitution.

3. Nominations for Tricolour Society Awards will now

be taken at the A.M.S. office.

4. Application for colour night convener— A.M.S.

off

i

ce_ position needs to be filled immediately.
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Education

and

Experience

Out

From the Ivory Tower

by Wilf Day

At Queen's. . .there are economics students wishing

there were opinion surveys taken to give them data they

need-and there are sociology students taking opinion

surveys for practice in research methods, wondering

what to survey on.

At Queen's. . .there are 15 chemical engineering

students doing a class project on all phases of mining

manganese nodules from the ocean bottom, wondering

how to find out the relevant laws of the sea-bed and tax

laws-and there are students plodding their way through

international law texts on abstruse topics like the law of

the sea, wondering if they could write term papers on

something practical.

At Queen's. . .there are political science students

studying pressure groups and lobbying, wondering where

to find Information on specific results of it-and law

students writing papers on the results of lobbying by

- the automotive Industry on automobile safety standards

and wondering how it could be combatted-and mechanical

.

engineering students doing a class project on safer
|

highways and wondering If the cars couldnt be safer.

One could go on and on, .

.

The faculty have the problem In hand already: a pro-

fessor of planning law gives special lectures to

engineering students taking urban planning. Cross-

appointments between medicine andtheologygive theologs

a seminar on addiction.

Wherever a course begins to touch on the real world

and its problems, the faculty can, if they wish, take an

inter-disciplinary approach. But if they don't . .what
is a student to do?

Of course, he can seek a neighbour's advice In re-
sidence, or start a bull-session In the coffee shop. But
if it is something requiring serious work-an essay, for

MARKS, has to be done first (Sorry, maybe some other
time.)

Obviously, you're safer to write your essay or do your

project on something clearly within a narrow discipline,

clearly academic, clearly unoriginal. . .and to go on
bitching about your education being unrelated to exper-

ience.

And you may as well not raise a cry for more marks
for team-work, less for exams-because that kind ofterm
paper Is no more fun than an exam, and tougher to bluff

your way through, unless you have an exceptional ability

to paraphrase your plagiarisms.

Is there anything we can do about this? Not In a
Utopian future, but right now?

A group of the A, M.S. Education Commission met last

veek to discuss this, and agreed on a possible solution:

/forking groups on Inter -disciplinary problems.

While some students saw the eventual solution as

Inter-disciplinary courses-"Projects 300" or some
such-there was agreement that an Informal beginning

could lead to such formalized results later, and sain
experience along the way.

The first problem was summarized by Bernard
Trotter of the office of academic planning: "We need

an inventory of the outreach of Queen's"-of all the
courses where the possibility of problem-oriented re-
search or field work exists.

Until such an inventory is compiled, a few pilot pro-

jects can be begun.

Students In economics, engineering, law, geography,

even theology are known to be doing work on urban

problems and the housing crisis.

Drugs and mental hep! Ji, prisons, women's rights,

,
computer applications, French-Canada, Canada and the

U.S. leisure time use, industrial relations, youth

problems; all are areas where students In different v

courses are Interested In working on research or field

work. Involving an inter -disciplinary approach, for credit

in their courses.

And the list of class projects In engineering which

other students could hook Into is immense.

Mechanical engineers are working on transportation

for the handicapped, snowmobile transport, hovercraft,

garbage (again), and on and on.

Mining engineers are working on their new photo

-

grammetry equipment, wondering if someone in

Geography or Biology would care to work on cor-

relating plant life with mineral traces in the soil.

And Bernard Trotter, back In the office of academic

planning, is wondering if someone would like to write a

very helpful thesis on the "outreach of Queen's".

Boredomania
by Neil Peace

in September, while leafing through the 'Bird Course

Watchers Manual' I discovered that child psychology

was most highly recommended. This seemed ideal for

the premedB student looking for an easy pass-a course

that would not ruin the chance of studying medicine.

' And so it was In this state of great anticipation and

overwhelming excitement that I attended the first three

lectures I

However, the lectures soon dissolved into 40 minute

intervals of sleep. That ancient and dreaded disease had

crept up on me unaware: I was bored!

Characteristics of Boredomania are a weakened thumb

and Index finger of the righthand, Ifyou are right handed.

The disease is known to attack the same fingers on the

left hand of left handed persons. The eyelids begin to

closet first one side, then the other. Other symptoms

are an uncontrollable gasping for air, prolonged con-

templation of shoe laces and often a gentle snoring

sound. In the terminal stages a violent nodding of the

head Is accompanied by euphoric dreams of distant

< place s-usually bed.

But one day my boredom gave way to dlsgust-my

condition was unbearable-and while searching for dis-

traction I came across all four pages of my child

psychology notes.

Page 4 was a list of practical work for those who

wanted to waste their time. I figured that reading lecture

notes was an even greater waste of time and so made

the momentous decision to go to juvenile court

The following Thursday, suitably attired, I headed for

a session of watching the little buggers sent off to re-

form schools, hospitals or probation officers.

I sat through the whole proceeding. For two hours

they came and went; teenagers sniffing glue; girls whose

mothers could not control them; boys from 12 children

families whose fathers were in jail and who obviously

would end up behind black bars In the near future.

I saw faces, scared faces, beautiful faces marred by

hate; mothers' faces, loving and hating. Some born

without a chance, others raised without a chance. Some

driven to crime by 'friends', some by hateful mothers,

some by drunken fathers. Some twisted and forced into

crime by a society that would not accept them.

Each offender was facing the court because the en-

vironment bad been cruel and had cheated them. It was

ugly.

In 2 hours my education was forwarded more than in

the previous one and a half years of sitting on my ass at

Queen's University. Why?

Because in one and a halfyears I had failed to recognize

the necessity to be Involved. I had failed to learn that

education necessitates participation. I suddenly dis-

covered that lectures could be more than 40 minute

sleep intervals.

Experience, participation, Involvement: the ingredients

which must be combined with lectures to give educatlon-

a broadened outlook and a greater understanding of

others.

Education is a marriage of experience and study.

Today I find child psychology Interesting; the pro-

fessor Is saying something and not just speaking-all

this discovered through experience. University offers

the stepping stones to education but the student must

make the first step.

Next time you become dissatisfied with the edu-

cational system, first examine your own outlook. If you

consider lectures a 40 minute interval of sleep, broaden

your outlook, get off your fat ass and do something

about it

In all likelihood you have only one or two more years

at Queen's. Don't waste your university life. Don't

dedicate yourself to the useless memorization offsets

that teach you nothing. Get out and experience sc n e

real educajlonl
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To give All students a voice:

Class reps asked from all Arts classes

By PETER EDDISON

Chairman, Arts and Science student-faculty committee

U a meeting last Thursday

night, the Arts and Science

Student-Faculty Committee
agreed that the problem of

student-professor communic-

ations requires immediate at-

tention.

The members, selected from,

both the A.S.U.S. and the Arts

Faculty Foard voted unanimous-

ly that the head of each depart-

ment take steps, without delay,

to establish a student-faculty

liaison committee.

The problem of improving

student- faculty relations has

been with us for a long time,

and a good deal of effort has

been expended in this area. A

report prepared for the Com-
mittee during the first term

showed that liaison structures

exist to some degree in almost

every department in the Faculty.

In a good many, however, the

sole means of communications

are informal student -faculty

contacts or departmental clubs.

Both these methods strongly

favour upperclass honours stud-

ents, who have very few com-
plaints in any case, and leave

almost unrepresented the large

general and freshmen courses,

where problems of communic-

ation are most acute.

Although these informal cont-

acts are certainly useful, the

Committee felt that they are

not enough, particularly in de-

partments such as English,

French, Mathematics, and

Economics, which have a great

many students taking intro-

ductory or terminal courses.

There is clearly a need for a

more formalized structure in

such departments, which would

give all students, regardless of

their enrollment classification,

a representative voice in de-

partmental affairs. The problem

is simply to find the right kind

of structure.

The Committee's conclusions,

which will be presented to the

A.S.U.S. and the Faculty Board

as recommendations, are as

follows:

1) The Head of each department

should appoint a faculty member

to initially organize the project

and solicit the support and part-

icipation of other faculty.

2) This faculty representative

should arrange for elections to

be held by each instructor to

choose two student represent-

atives from each first and second

year class, and one from all

other classes.

3) These elected representatives

should meet as a body and choose

a working executive of, say, from
5 to 10 members.

4) This executive should meet

with Faculty representatives to

determine the best way of im-

proving communications within

the department, and encouraging

student participation in the de-

partmental decision-making pro-

cesses. (Some departments
maintain standing committees in

Arts and Science student-faculty committee holds its next meeting Thursday, Jan.

30 at 7:30 in the fourth floor lounge, Watson Hall.

such areas as Curricula, Exam-
inations, Building Requirements,

etc., and student representation

on these bodies might be the

best approach, while a more
informal arrangement might be

better in other departments.)

5) The remaining elected re-

presentatives would act as a

forum of debate for the student

body at large, actively seeking

out complaints and suggestions

and passing them on to the ex-

ecutive.

In making these proposals, the

Committee was guided by the

following principles:

1) All suggestions should be quite
general, and individual depart-

ments should be encouraged to

modify the suggested approach

to fit their own special needs.

2) The structure should be small

enough to be manageable yet

large enough to represent all

students within the department.

3) It should be operational by1

September, so that incoming1

freshmen can participate fromj

the very beginning of the year.'

Certain departments already|

have active liaison committees

or course unions, and no one

wants to see these jeopardized.

The Student-Faculty Committee
just wants to ensure thatthe vital

task of improving communication
between students and professors

is not left to chance.

His

ti

JJ

A new student-faculty committee

has been established in the
geography department to discuss

and deal with current complaints.

Elected student representatives

from all years and faculty repre-

sentatives will attempt to resolve

problems relayed to them by dis-

sident department members. A
student representative will take part

in all faculty committee meetings.

Meetings will be open to student

or staff members of the department

and are to be held on Wednesdays

at 6:30 in the faculty lounge of

Ontario Hall. Agendas of coming
meetings and minutes of past meet-
ings will be posted on the Ontario

Hall bulletin board. Issues can be

placed on the agenda by putting

suggestions in a box in the Ontario

Hall library.

Geography

holds open

meetings

Math

seeks

consensus

Mathematics students and pro-

fessors are discussing teach-

ing methods and exam systems,

but no decisions have yet been

reached.

Six panels of students and pro-

fessors, covering different fields

of mathematics, operate in the Math
department The Statistics panel has

recommended two new half-courses,

while the panels in Poire and Applied

maths are meeting together re-
gularly for thorough discussions of

teaching and exams.

Students on these panels were
chosen at a meeting of the Math
Club, set up in October at the in-

itiative of department chairman Dr.

A.J. Coleman.

While the department head re-

tains final power, the panels are

considered powerful if there is a
fairly strong consensus of opinion

behind the position they present.

"In a subject like Math where
the course content cannot be

drastically changed, the main
problem is that students don't use

the profess"

might," says

Club secret^

"The Idea

have a sys» the s

would joyful 1

p the

using the ^ce

but this is A

"The hlu>

deeply W
along with w

without

complaints-

particular

Biology

gets

results

By ELIZABETH JOHNSON

One ol the ever-increasing functions of
the Biology Society is to expand and strengthen
student-faculty relations. We provide
channels by which a student or group of
students with legitimate complaints or new
ideas can make these known.
The Vice-President's Committee is the

major body. This year, the committee dealt

with the issue of the field camp, com-
pulsory for ail third and fourth year hon-
ours students.

It is an unstructured committee chaired
by the Vice-President and attended by any
interested students and at least one other
executive member. It is called into use over
particular issues brought to our attention

by staff or students. The

organizes a meeting, makes

is notified and will contact

concerned if his presence

beneficial. Sometimes a V;

ironed out in the session;

'

a set of proposals is drs*1

the Society, these are for"" *h
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Some forty elected class repre-
sentatives last week began the most
extensive experiment to date in
student participation in a large Arts
department at Queen's.

One rep. from each class, with
eight from the large first-year
courses, met as a council to elect
four students to the department's
undergraduate curriculum com-
mittee.

The reps, who will get copies of

curriculum committee minutes, will

serve as the channel of communic-
ation and representation from the

class to the department.

"The system promises tobequite
effective" says John Weaver, one
of the curriculum committee mem-
bers chosen in the hotly-contested

election. "Whether it works will

depend on how enthusiastic and
receptive the class reps are."

"They will have to come up with

ideas, not let the four Committee
members take charge."

The meeting last week, called by
the department at the request of the
History Club, discussed whether to
renew the Club's earlier demand
that a student sit in on full meet-
ings of the faculty of the depart-
ment, but took no action.

The curriculum committee, how-
ever, wasted no time in getting to
work. Composed of students Doug
Owram, John Weaver, Don Good-
ridge, Peter Brown, and five faculty
members, it met twice last week to
present a set of Immediate pro-
posals to a full meeting of the
Department last night

The Committee will move on to
long-range planning next. Plans are
in the air for lnter-discipltnary
courses with other departments such
as English and Film, involving
multi-faceted approaches to a
culture or a period.

The proposals made last night
included:

•Revision of the first-year

general course, from a European

survey course to a comparative
study of Revolutions and the Modern
World, focussing on England,
France, Russia and China.

•Creation of a fourth year course
of Independent reading and research.

•Allowing some general students
to take second-year honours
courses.

•Abolishing the d istinction
between third-and fourth-year hon-
ours courses.

•Making Canadian History
courses more attractive as dis-
cussion courses, not lecture
courses, but dropping them as a
requirement for general students.

•Improving the description of
courses in the Calendar by requir-
ing a couple of paragraphs of de-
tails and an indication of the teach-
ing methods used.

The Sociology Curriculum Committee, with a
number of student representatives, discussed
new courses in three meetings last term, with
a further open meeting expected soon.
New courses in social theory, methodology

and the sociology of education have been sug-
gested.

Ke-evaluating the curriculum into ten core
areas, the committee may become stalled while
new staff and a chairman are sought forthe new
Sociology department, recently divorced from
Political Studies.

Another forum of student-staff relations, the
Sociology Association, has not yet held an official
founding meeting, but may hold one soon accord-
ing to member Paul Middleton.

Last fall, in a move to boost cohesion and
interest in Sociology, meetings were held to
discuss field trips, guest speakers, a sociology
common room, and apossible intramural journal
to publish papers and comments.

Letters were written seeking summer jobs in

sociological projects, with little success so tar
however.

Sociology

plans new

courses

In late November 1968 the Commerce
Society Executive approached Prof. Law-
rence s Chairman of Undergraduate Studies

with the idea of a Commerce Student-

Faculty Committee, He was most receptive

and a committee was formed immedfctely.
The committee plans to distribute a

questionnaire to all Commerce Students,

An attempt will be made to find the areas
in which the students feel the committee
can most beneficially concentrate its ef-

forts. Questions and issues which have

already been raised include:

1) Orientation

2) Anniversary of the School of Business
3) Calendar of the School of Business
4) Compulsory vs, Optional Courses
5) Half-courses

6) Textbooks and teaching methods
7) Scholarships and Bursaries

8) Placement Service

This committee is composed of six

faculty and three student representatives,

with Prof. Lawrence acting as Chairman.
One meeting was held in early December
at which general issues of committee
concern were raised and plans for future

meetings were organized.

The committee was formed as an organ-
ized attempt to give students an op-
portunity to express their views on all

aspects of university life. It is the opinion
of the three student representatives that

the committee will be very receptive to

students' suggestions.

It is hoped that students with suggest-
ions or views on any subject whatsoever
will make their views known to the student

representatives of the committee either

directly or through their class repre-

sentatives on the Commerce executive.

By PAUL GERVAN

At the risk of sounding "Uncle
Tomish", student -faculty re-

lations in the Chemical
Engineering Department are

great. The spirit of co-operation

evident here could well serve as

a model for other departments.

Since September of this year,

the Student-Fac ulty Liaison
Committee has served as a forum
forthe venting of student's
problems. The committee is

comprised of two students from
each of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th years

as well as two post grads. The
two faculty members are selected

by the students. Informal meet-

ings are held weekly at a stud-

ent's home over a beer, They

tend to be unstructured yet pro-

ductive.

This past week the department

released its proposed currlculm

reforms which embodied most of

the student suggestions which in

turn resulted from class course

evaluation questlonaires.

Some of the major reforms are:

the deletion of the much dreaded

Physics 222, the Inclusion of a

humanity or social science
elective in 3rd year, (this leaves

us with one such elective in each

of our final three years), re-

placement of the tedious projects

laboratories of 4th year with a

more practical unit design

course, and a re-evaluation of

the background mathematics

programs.

Unfortunately education in the

sciences does not lend itself to

the exciting, radical reforms

proposed for the arts. However,

the students and faculty of the

Chemical Engineering Depart-
ment seem determined to con-
tribute to, and accommodate
change.
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"There is a lack of communic-
ation between the students and the

people on the panels, especially

students in General or those taking

only one course In Math," Locke-

berg say So

However, the panels have est-

ablished a co-operative attitude,

"The staff seem ready to welcome

change and institute any demands

that the students might make, as

long as they represent a consensus

of student opinion," Lockebergadds.

makee ;

"

contact

>resence
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the proper channels and will receive at-

tention at the appropriate level.

The Biology Society is instrumental on

the departmental Curriculum Committee.

This year, the number of undergraduate

reps on the committee was increased from

one to two, having a full voice and vote

on the committee.

Politics

Union

asks

library

reforms

The Political Studies Course Union is spear-

heading a drive for longer library hours. A
resolution was adopted last week to press that

the library hours be extended to 1:00 a,m. on

all days and that the library open at 9:00 a.m.

on Sundays.

The resolution that was adopted came about

when the Union heard that the faculty-student

committee in the Politics Department was

ineffective about obtaining revised library hours

in a meeting with Mr. Philips of the Douglas

Library. The course union will circulate a

petition around campus if further efforts are

unsuccessful. Other library problems were

discussed as well. Members complained about

the one-week limit on books when professors

and graduate students can keep books out for

an unlimited time.

It was also mentioned that there are more
than 36,000 new books lying around waiting to

be catalogued.

The Union was organized for three main
purposes:

1) To permit student participation in depart-

mental decision making bodies.

2) To consider the aims and objectives of post

secondary education and particularly the direct-

ion of the discipline of political science.

3) To provide an organizational means of bring-

ing student problems to the attention of the

department and the University In a manner that

will facilitate their solution.

At present, there are course union members

on four departmental committees. A full report

is being prepared on the decision making In

the departments In order to determine where

politics students could most effectively part-

icipate. The PSCU Is also preparing a brief

for the Principal's Committee on Undergraduate

Studies.

The matter of longer library hours also

came up at the AMS meeting Tuesday night

Apparently, a student tried to place the matter

of longer library hours on the agenda of the

next Senate meeting.

However, John Gray, a student senator, said

"The Senate can't waste time discussing these

things because the Senate meets only once a

month," He suggested that the matter be brought

to the library committee of the Senate which

will be set up In a few months.
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"A Learning Place, And Not A Testing Ground"

by Brian Rogers

The present day university has strayed
,

far from its medieval, and perhaps ideal,

,

definition as a "community of scholars".

It has done so under immense pressure

from the society that has come to feed

it Universities are now viewed in

economic terms as long-run capital in-

vestments in developing the people that

will continue the tremendous material and

factual development that has overtaken the

modern man.

Man has both a body and a brain, a

starving man thinks of nothing but filling

his belly. Through advertising, through a

lack of mental development, man may

greatly enlarge the size of his 'belly'

and keep to the minimum the activity of

his brain.

However, western society, I suggest, Is

reaching the point where the needs ofone's

body will be 'automatically* fulfilled-a

guaranteed annual Income-and Is gradually

developing educational facilities which

dictate against the mlndlessness of the

medieval peasant of the assembly -line,

beer-and-football-game worker.

Automation can not only free man from

the mind-dulling menlalltiea but also

spectacularly Increase a country's GNP,

and provided that the gains from it are

justly distributed among all of society,

new horizons are open to man.

Since the demands of the body will have

been by and large fulfilled, man will have

to develop his brain in order to provide

himself with new incentiveB-Ln order to

avoid the world of 1984. A positive view

of man will provide one with the expect-

ation that these incentives will be more

social and humanitarian than economic or

material.

With this over-simplified model in mind,

and adding the trends of the present

situation seen in ungraded elementary

schools, the Hall-Dennis report, job re-

training program*. . .one can realize the

importance of stressing the individual and

his own qualities as they are perceived

and developed by him.

Just as the economics of foreign trade

compel each country to specialize accord-

ing to its comparative advantage, a highly

developed, Intellectually active society

would compel individuals to specialize

and develop their own qualities to their

potential. The society would have to have

a more anarchlal structure cutting loose

from the oppressive, moulding forces of a.

rigidly structured society, but this will

be necessary to attain further heights

for mankind, as human resources are not

confused with merely material resources.

With this In mind it would seem that

the educational 'system' would have to

become more flexible and more diverse

in its approaches and its areas of con-

centration. Of this diversified 'Bystem' the

university would remain a part; however,

the divergences in Its own functions would

have to be recognized and I would suggest

that the university would become an ap-

plication of the medieval definition within

what is the present conceptof a university.

Professional schools, training pro-

grams in the Arts and other regimented

discipline structures would remain as they

would be desired by some and needed by

society, but outside of this structure or

above It, could exist a virtually Utopian

community of scholars.

At Queen's the establishment of this

university within a university, which would

serve a type of Intellectual elite gradually

growing in numbers, would involve

development on both the community and

the academic processes sides. Queen's

has grown to 350% of Its size less than

10 years ago; yet, the structure of student

interaction has remained the same.

Queen's is losing Its sense of

community. Classes are being evolved

with differing attitudes, pressures and

alms and they will have to be recognized

as such In order to provide any meaning-

ful interaction. The seeking out of mutual

interests at the individual, as well as

the group, level must be emphasized.

Probably, the developmentofdiscipline

-

based student organization will help the

feeling of community as couldthedevelop-

ment of the co-operatives, as could a

greatly improved student centre.

On the academic side of this community

I envisage a flexibility based on the

premises that one only really leams when

one is interested and that each person

has his own best method and pace of

learning.

For the basic introductiontothe various

disciplines, TV's in Individual cubicles

open 24 hours a day could be used. Beyond

that, the student would use study guides

In the area(s) of his interest and would

seek the advice and knowledge of the

professors who would be able to use the

flexibility and freedom provided by the

abolition of lectures to devote more time

to their own areas of interest

Professors, as guidance and resource

persons, would be appreciated more as

fellow students than as prophets from on

high. Students would set up their own

methods of Interrelationship which would

only be used If they proved valuable for

those involved.

Degrees with their specific require-

ments would be non-existent, and time
would play no part In determining a per-

son's knowledge; it would be up to ln-

Brian Rogers

dustry and its counterparts to set up

their own standards and methods ofevalu-

ation. Thus, the university would become

a place for learning, noVa testing ground,

based on artificial standards for society.

With our rapidly changing^world what is

more important to the individual is not

so much a fund of absolute knowledge,

but rather a method of learning, of per-

ceiving, in order to go on developing

oneself as the world changes, to follow

one's own interests.

What I have outlined above is obviously

very superficial and bereft of facts and of

reasoning, but perhaps it can generate

some discussion on that subject that this

place is supposed to be about Only with

highly developed discussion can any real

solutions be achieved and change be

implemented, as people become used to

new Ideas.

PIPE SMOKERS!
Nothing beats

A Genuine Dutch Aromatic!
And nothing beats Amphora Full Aromatic in the Red pouch.

Here's the cool one, the extra mild tobacco from Holland. And
Amphora's pleasant aroma is enjoyed by everyone around you. Try

this smoking pleasure—on us. All you do is mail in the coupon

below and enclose an empty pouch of the IMPORTED tobacco you

are presently smoking. Amphora is the best of the pipe tobaccos the

Dutch send us!

VAN'S
Gift and Smoke Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes

Open. 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

ARTS 71

Want something to do Snowball?
Work on your snow Sculpture!

- - - All Welcome
No Experience Needed

Just mail this
coupon today!

MAIL TO: M.C.F.G. Box 220,
Station F, Toronto, Ontario

..Prov...

Yes, I would like a FREE full sized Red Pouch of Amphora Full Aromatic pipe

tobacco. I enclose an empty "Trade in" pouch of the

IMPORTED pipe tobacco I have been smoking.

My tobacconist is :.

His Address .. —
(Hilt Ofhr nptrw Mwdl tl, 1M ,ni kMM lUy No. QJ 1
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QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD PRESENTS

look back in anger
By JOHN OSBORNE

HtkM by DOUG WHITE • KLAAS VAN WEHIN6M

JAN. 30, 31 FEB. 1, 2
CONVOCATION HALL 8:30 P.M.

STUDENTS a.00 NON-STUDENTS «J0
TICKETS ON SALE STARTING JANUARY ST
STUDENTS' UNION k PICKWICK'S 11:30 1:3ft .

L,™
Ohr nptm Mvcti n, 19M mum m nMM K*y Ho. W l .. am

t» mm Ftm pouch par ptnM, par mmarmu).

Qlieen of Arts '72

Thursday, January 23, 8:00 p.m.

Grant Hall

Dance afterward*

admission 25c with year card

$Qe without
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK:

CHINA NIGHT
International Week got off to

a colourful start with China
Night, at Dunning Hall last
Saturday. This tveek's program
includes a Grant Hall Dance,
(Saturday, 9:00), various Na-
tional Nights, and two public
talks by former prime minister
Pearson, (Wednesday at 12:30,
and Saturday at 8:00).

PEARSON-CAMP DEBATE

Chairman R.M. Burns of the Politics Dept.

Participants Flora McDonald

Former P.M. Lester Pearson

Dalton Camp

7:30 JAN. 22 WALLACE HALL

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

AUDITIONS
Moliere and

Chekov:

A Theatrical

January 20, 21

7O0 - 10:00 p.m.

Room 115

Old Arts Building

DEPARTMENT

OF DRAMA

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1V19)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONI.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value ot food)

ARTS '71 PRESENTS
SNOWFLURRY

TONITE, JANUARY 21

STAG FREE

8:00 - 9:30 SKATING, MACDONALD PARK

HOOTENANY, COCOA, DOUGH-NUTS AFTERWARDS

IN THE RED ROOM.

— WILSON

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALL GARNETS ARE RED?

A. False. Garnets, like many other gemstonet of th#

same mineral family, may occur in more than on*

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet Is a violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian era,

and now, with a revival of the antique look In jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamonds

and pearls, and best of all, is quite reasonable in price.

MEMBtB AMEHKWi OEM "SOCIETY

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
Jewellers

546-2261

168 Princess St

Kingston, Ontario

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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LETTERS
A Bit Much

Editorial
Since he first began writing about himself, man

has managed to be contemporaneous with recorded his-

tory. This fact has been borne out by almost every

major historical event from the beginning to the end.

Man was at the Garden of Eden — maybe not for

long, but he was there when it rivaled Versailles for

sheer splendour. We will never know just how splen-

did Adam felt The Garden was, but we can be sure

that he was pretty impressed.

What would the Black Death have been without

man? The same thing applies to 'the First and Second
World Wars. Without man, they wouldn't have had
the great impact they did have on the course of human
events. And if there is a final Nuclear solution to the

population explosion, you can be sure that man will

be there, for a while anyway. No doubt about it, man
has played an important part in recorded history. With-

out him history wouldn't have been the same. This is

almost axiomatic.

But let's get back to the Garden of Eden. This is

the theme of our cover. It is a theme as old as man
himself. It is a theme worthy of editorial exploration.

The fall of man damaged his prestige in certain

quarters. I don't think the Catholic Church will ever
forgive him this one transgression. But at the same time
man's fall from grace shed a telling light on the na-

ture of the Garden of Eden. Obviously it was a good
place to live. But equally obviously, it was a bad place

to raise children. I think a parallel may be drawn be-
tween immediately antelapsarian Eden and the modern
urban agglomeration stretching between New York and
Philadelphia.

But why look at the gloomy side of things. The fall

wasn't so bad. It taught us a few things about our-
selves. Sure, we still have a lot to learn but then Rome
wasn't built in a day.
So what have we learned from all this? Was it really

worth it? Was the fruit of knowledge that delicious
that it should plunge generations into religious insecur-
ity? Were Adam and Eve acting a little irresponsibly?
These are telling questions but questions each of us
should attempt to answer at least once in a while. You
owe it to yourself, you owe it to your parents, you
owe it to your children.

Knowledge, my friends, is expensive — expensive
as hell. But we have a heritage of paying the price.
We can't make Adam look as though he suffered in
vain. He sacrificed that we might learn. Don't let him
down.

BRIAN ROGERS
Copies of this article may be obtained, on request, from the

office of the Queen's Journal.

Editor Journal:

>Dear Miss Cocks and Nameless

Escort
Your recent interesting re-

view in the Journal of January

14 of the movie 2001: A Space

Odyssey inspired me tocomment
on your obvious disp&ay of fine

artistic taste. One can t*H after

reading your article that you

obviously grasped the signifi-

cance behind the movie — es-

pecially from your thought-pro-

voking observation and I quote

"Some meaningful comment on

life and death" and your subse-
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quent follow-up in expounding

on this central theme. So very

few reviewers have the ability

'to express such a theme in

words. This I think is one of the

rafost important things in review-

ing theme movies, that is for the

reviewer to reach directly the

central theme and to expose it

as comprehensibly as possible,

and thus to allow the reader to

form his own judgment on the

worth of such a movie. For one

is looking for objectivity in a

review and not a personal view-

point.

Yours Truly,

Bill Pratt

John McAuley

A Bit Morehmhh
Dear Journal:

Jacqui Docks and Escort are

agents of The Enemy.
Yours truly,

Tanra
Docril

Hilmar
Zibral
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The question which concerns

most university students is "Why
am I here?" There does not

seem to be any clear cut answer

and for most people this question

has little meaning in Freshman
and Sophomore years. This is

probably due to the fact that uni-

versity is a new environment with

which one must assimilate. Thus

for some time the ignorant stu-

dent is concerned with the typic-

al needs such as new friends, new
methods of teaching, new courses

and most of all new values. When
someone becomes a man he puts

away childish things; that is, he

attempts to consider his values:

to throw those which have no

more use out and to grasp on to

new ones whatever they may be.

The young university "type"

has the peculiar situation of being

set far away from parental con-

trol. As a child he copied his

parents and learned what was
right and wrong. Now they are

in a new environment where
there is a great cross-section of

types. (This concept of types is

an important one and will be used

to a large extent. Although there

are many types, it is common ob-

servation that all so-called types

have basic common denomina-

tors). The parents now have been

replaced by a mass of influencing

types that seem to tear away both

consciously and unconsciously, at

the nidividual. For many this

develops into acute identity crisis.

Some are more likely to be af-

fected than others depending on

their peculiar past histories and

experiences. All in all the new
freshman is met with a multitude

of values to pick from.

However many students come
with what they think are set

ideals and values. Usually the

stubborn or naive types held this

opinion for soon they either

change their "firm beliefs" or

question existing ones. This is

true for most everyone at one

time or the other in their univer-

sity experience. This naturally

leads to the question "Why am I

here?" But more of that later.

A friend of mine who used to

be a staunch Fundamentalist

showed me a drastic example of

what I mean. Apparently, since

the faith is followed by but a

few, there is a close tied nature

between the Fundamentalists.

Marriages are some times "ar-

ranged" between two people of

this faith. In the present case

this dogmatic influence of my
friend's parents probably made
rum think a little. In any case

after three and a half years in

university he has all but com-

pletely renounced his faith i.e. he

has become an athiest. Maybe
the girl he was to marry was not

very pretty! Anyone can cite

example of the nice kid who went

to college only to become a hippy,

"go off the deep end", or just

bomb whereas he should have

been an A-student. Psychologic-

ally then, we have a complex in-

terplay which affects most, if not

all of us.

Before a student goes to college

he may, as it was said, have
some prepackaged ideal or reason

for wanting higher learning Take
idealistic type who believes that

it is his wish to study, say the

physical world, because it is this

universe which controls elements

so much mightier than the petty

dealings of Man. Well, in his

quest for knowledge he may be-

come disillusioned by boredom, a

sufficient taste of difficulties that

lie in the study ahead, or by the

example of his "confreres". His

close Mends may lead a life of

dynamic exuberance whereas his

idealism has left him passive and

perhaps even mediocre. Now he

sees that perhaps knowledge,

'wisdom', and study may be per-

verting the chance to enjoy the

benefits of the world. Simply he

wonders if he is to live in this

world then he should share all its

benefits, excitements, and adven-

ture. He wonders if life should

not be an exercise in free will:

the chance to explode out of his

mediocracy into being a living

citizen of the world community.

He wonders if university is only
,

a perversion of the so-called es-

'

tebUshment — scholars of con-

straint to keep the prisoners of

fate in line. He wonders if, given

the chance, or even taking the

chance, he should break away

from it all. All of a sudden his

values have changed and he is

in a quandry, in an identity crisis,

or in a fear that all will be lost

by thinking this. Caught hanging

between these two alternatives

the student wonders how this all

happened and asks, "Why am I

here?" This question now has

imrnediate need of being answer-

ed because he realizes that it is

quite impossible to be both to

the full extent. In any event he

wishes to extinguish fears of not

knowing where he belongs.

This is the kind of -mental tor-

ture that befalls most of us in one

way or other. In general one is

torn between one thesis and its

antithesis at some point. Some
how university types seem to be
rather undecided about even the

most trivial of matters. This is

an uncanny thing but who or

what is to blame for it.

Today many types blame the

Establishment for forcing all

kinds of perversions on them.

They may blame poor professors

or the 'useless' lecture system.

In many instances they are right

and much needs to be done to

correct them. The lecture sys-

tem needs some alternative be-

cause the present system seems
to be full of waste and boredom.

In the "Autobiography of Bert-

rand Russel: 16*72-1914", Bertie

writes, "I (when he was at Cam-
bridge) derived no benefits from
lectures, and I made a vow to

myself that when in due course

I became a lecturer I would not

suppose that lecturing did any
good. I have kept this vow".
Again, then, there are many
things wrong that tend to make
the lot of students quite an ener-

getic one (at times).

But let us look at the student

a little more closely. What psy-

chologically is going on with

him? As was said above, he is

torn by various forces that tend

to shape his personal outlook, in

the manor (or major, as the case

may be) frenzy that ensues a
so-called 'displacement activity'

is set up. Take the case of a
busy industrialist who hides in

his study with a simple crime

novel to 'escape* the 'rate race'

he lives in. In the student's wel-

ter a displacement activity is set

up—aj quasi-fanciful escape me-

chanism is dreamed up so he can

get away from his previous com-

mitment — the accumulation of

knowledge. This idea is not real-

ly new but just cloaked under the

confusion of its uncanny pres-

ence.

These activities are not uncom-

mon in everyday life as shown in

the above example. Plenty of ex-

amples may be recognized. The
patient in a dentist chair trying

to ease his impending agony with

a pleasant memory. The nervous

child who sucks his thumb quietly

in the remembrance of the secur-

tiy of his mother's breasts. The

case of a tensed student having

an orgasm in an important exam.

The examples range from the

simple to the complex but it is

easy to get the idea.

Now what was said cannot be
taken to be the whole answer. It

may be a partial answer or it

may be pure speculation with no

real grounds. However, it may
shed some light on the question

of why some types feel the way
they do when their values are

shuffled around by seemingly un-

conbroUable factors. Everyone

must feel them and should be

conscious of their existence for it

is important.

How has the preceding helped

to shed any new light on the

question, "why am I here?" Well

if we take the position that we
understand the various strains

and stresses that are about us

and what effect these have on us,

then we are in a much better

position to answer this question.

The first point is to acknow-

ledge that these things are af-

fecting our thinking and hence

behaviour to some extent. These
displacement thoughts bring on

ideas which are contradictory to

what we soberly contemplated

before. We were worried before

which course to take. One seem-

ed good and honourable at first

but then, for some reason, a quite

different alternative came along.

Now, realizing what has happen-

ed, perhaps our initial thoughts

may have been all right except

they met some rough ground
along the way.
The conclusions may be clear

now—perhaps not — it is for each
to decide. Hamlet asked, "To
be or not to be, that is the ques-

tion". "Why am I here?"
For those of us whose interests

lie in physics, I would like to re-

fer to a passage from T. H. Hux-

ley, who wrote prolifically in

science matters in the nineteen-

th century. He said, "The his-

tory of physical science teaches

that the practical advantages, at-

tainable through its agency, never

have been and never will be suf-

ficiently attractive to men inspir-

ed by the inborn genius of the

interpreter of Nature, to give

mem courage to undergo the toils

and the sacrifices which the call-

ing requires for its votaries. That
which stirs their pulses is the

love of knowledge and the joy of

the discovery of the causes of

things"

—TIMOTHY C. CHAPMAN
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Today's hand was played In
Chicago during the 7th Annual
Masters Tournament. It pitted
the powerful New Guinea part-
nership against 4th ranked Japan.
Ifs analysis serves two useful
purposes. The reader Is intro-

duced to the proper techniques
for leading from voids and at the
same time Is given an excellent
example of the correct use of the
McTyall convention. For the few
novice bridge players who may

be unfamiliar with this useful
convention. It is summarized as
follows:

In the case of opening bids:
13-16 points bid 1 club or diamond
17-20 points bid 1 spade or heart.
Any confusion with hand values
normally attributed to these bids
Is cleared up by subsequent re-
sponses. Responses follow the
same pattern as opening bids.

Bids of 6 or 7 In any suit men-
tioned by partner are acceptable

TODAY'S
BRIDGE

and correct. However, under no
circumstances Is It permissible
to pass when holding a void hand.
This system was first proposed
by the noted bridge expert Lefty
McTyaM and has since gained
world wide acceptance.

Wesfs response of 7 clubs al-
lowed East to Immediately real-
ize where Ms partner's strength
lay. Unfortunately, North was
not aware that the McTyall con-
vention had been employed. He
unwittingly led his ace of hearts
to the void on the board giving
East the opening he required.
North should have stuck to the
more obvious lead of the three
of diamonds. This error cost Ms
team the defense of the contract.
East trumped on the board and
then successfully finessed for the
king. He then led a spade back
to his hand and took the remain-
ing tricks for the grand slam.
The hand which was so brilliantly
played certainly demonstrates
why Japan was ranked among the
top teams of the world. Unfor-
tunately the tournament was mar-
red by poor sportsmanship. Fol-
lowing their defeat the New
Guinea team ate both Japanese
players.

INTERNATIONAL NURNDEY

It Is useful first to confine this

discussion to International Nurn-
dey as It was played this sum-
mer at the Olympic Games In

Mexico... The rules for many of

the more popular variations may
be found in "Nurndey — 99 meth-
ods" by Hoyle.

No history of the game is ne-

cessary. To argue whether it

was derived from water polo or

Jacks Is but Idle pedantry.

There are two teams for this

game which is, as you know,
one of the most brutal competi-

tive contact sports existing today.

A team has 10 players; 2 borks,

6 forwards, and 2 wopplers. Be-

fore I discuss the finer points of

this sport, I should refer briefly

to the playing area, or "blast off"

as the veterans call It (see fig. 1).

It Is a right angled triangle, 60 x
60 x 84.894 yards. Best seats for

viewing International Nurndey
are, as you might guess, along

the 42.477 yard line, or centre

strip as the veteran fans call It.

It is surrounded by a high plat-

inum squirrel fence.

The goals, which are two hat

trees, are located at either end
of the longest side of the playing

field (see fig. 1). The Woppler
Zones are areas of 10 yards In

breadth, running parallel to the

two 60 yard lines and converging

In a penalty pit which Is 10 x
10 x 10 yards and has a bunch
of green bananas in the bottom.

The purpose of the penalty pit Is

to trap the unalert bork, or wop-

pler, or heaven knows, even a
forward! The purpose of the

green bananas is self-evident.

The teams line up as In fig. 1.

The right corner outside borks

on the right cutside corners, and

the left corner inside borks on

the left Inside corners. The for-

wards line up Just inside the

Woppler Zone.

At the starter's signal, which Is

the release of a weather balloon

from the penalty pit, 10 squirrels

are released along the "centre

stripe" or 42.447 yard line. Just

In front of the best seats. There

are 7 black squirrels, 2 greys,

and one albino, scoring 1 point,

2 points and 5 points apiece.

The object of the game is sim-

ple. Each team tries to drive as

many squirrels as It can up the

opposing team's goal. However,

the finer points of the games —
"rules" as they are known to the

veterans— now come into play.

The borks are the only offen-

sive men, and are the only play-

ers who can use any part of the

field, the wopplers being con-

fined to the Woppler Zone, and

the forwards being allowed only

In the area between the two'

Woppler Zones. The strategy

now Is straightforward. The

heavy forwards try to:—

1. prevent the squirrels from en-

tering their Woppler Zone.

2. prevent the opposing borks

from getting Into the Woppler

Zone, especially if they are

chasing squirrels.

3. manoeuvre the squirrels in

such a way as to free their

own borks In the opposing

Woppler Zone with one or

more squirrels.

Thus the body contact is tre-

mendous and what with no sub-

stitution, this Is not a game for

milquetoasts or the chicken-heart-

ed.

The heavier wopplers defend

their Woppler Zone, and specific-

ally their goal, and try to pre-

vent a squirrel from seeking safe-

ty thereon. This can be done in

two ways:

—

1. playing the squirrel, or In ef-

fect chasing the squirrel away
from the goal and back Into

the centre area of the field.

2. playing the bork, or In effect

..chucking the lighter bork in-

to the penalty pit or the cen-

tre area of the field.

The best wopplers are usually

versatile enough to master both
skills.

The lighter and craftier bork's

job Is clear; to get all ten squir-

rels In the hat tree of the oppo-

sition, and to keep out of the

penalty pit, or "place of no re-

turn" as the veterans call It. A
clever bork can often trick the

big agile wopplers Into the pit.

The veterans call this "seducing
the wopper".
When all the squirrels have

been treed, the score Is tallied,

and the winning team Is the teem
with the most squirrel counts on
the opposing tree. Naturally

enough, to the victor go the

spoils. Next week — recipe for

squirrel stew.

THE NEW BLACKS

"The New Blacks in Search of a Self is the
title of the eighth in the Dunning Trust Lecture

Series for 1968-69 to be delivered on Friday, Jan-

uary 24 at 2:30 p.m. in Dunning Hall. The lec-

turer will be Dr. C Eric Lincoln, professor of socio-

logy and religion at the Union Theological Semin-
ary, New York City.

Dunning Trust Lecture

Series 1968-69

KEEP WATCH

UNDER ATTACK
requires an

AUDIENCE

Dunning Hall

Tuesday, Jan. 28 and Wednesday, Jan. 29

8:00 p.m.

FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE FRIDAY, JANUARY 24

Xakmw Vftawft
HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

The Centennial Room

28 Yonge St.

5t»v» Am«y
Proprietor

HEART OF LONDON

organized by the National Gallery of Canada

January 19 to February 6

'The Baroque Concept of the Devotional Image"

and

Mrt Forms in Textiles and Metal"

until January 26.

at the art centre
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Queen's Athletics: Part 1

Welcome to the bushes
Queen's University's athletic program

is a diverse, well-rounded one. With a

school of Physical and Health Education

the availability of a large scale lhter-

(

collegiate program and an extremely popu-

lar intramural program. Queen's can be

justifiably proud of the athletics offered

to its students.

Or can it be? Rumblings have been

heard in recent years. Inter-collegiate

athletes in minor sports bitch about al-

leged frustrations as the PHE department

struggles along in a 3&-year-old facility

and the mtramural program helps keep

the gym scheduled constantly, leaving

little free time for fun or recreation.

To open the discussion, let's limit the

field of examination to the intercollegiate

level and look at a few cases:

There are two basketball teams that

Queen's field, Senior and Intermediate.

Our school has one basketball coach.

That man also happens to coach football

and is therefore unable to even see his

basketball squad until their season has

started; in the case of this season, until

after the toughest game of the year had

been played, away at Carleton. Queen's

lost.

Queen's gymnasium has been plagued

by bad lighting for years. Many teams

have complained, particularly the basket-

ball team, which finds the baskets at times

hard to find. Last year the lighting was
improved a bit. The result of athletes'

complaints? No students had complained

of inadequate lighting while writing exams.

This had prompted the action.

In soccer, as in most sports, the most

important piece of equipment for a play-

er is his boots. To play soccer for Queen's

University a player must buy his own
boots.

In track, we are blessed (sic) with Last fall, Queen's superb Rugger firsts

the world's only 364 yd. track facility. sacrificed their expense money so that the

A few years ago, it was decided mat
Queen's would cease to compete in wom-
en's Alpine skiing. Due to the anticipated

arrival on the staff of a highly rated

women's Nordic skiing instructor. . Alpine

would be replaced by Nordic. An jjT^rired

decision. Queen's would, without question,

become the top intercollegiate Nordic ski-

ing team in Canada. No other University

in Canada fields a women's Nordic ski

team.

On one rather confusing day last fall,

Queen's men's tennis team, at different

times of the day, had three different

seconds would have the opportunity to

travel with them and play away games.

This was necessary because the AB of C
could not support the seconds.

Queen's Hockey Gaels have no real

complaints. They have everything they

need except a rink to play in. We all

know about the rink. But one comment:
the hockey program speaks for itself when
the five best players at Queen's refuse to

play for their Alma Mater. They opted

for the local Senior club.

Last year, Queen's was proud to learn

of having won the National Intercollegiate

Sailing Championship. The news was also

rather confusing. Queen's didn't have a

sailing team, nor even a sailing club. Two
boys had represented Queen's on their

own initiative.

In recent years, strong agitation has

been directed towards the A.B. of C. by
interested athletes for the creation of in-

tercollegiate teams in Volleyball and wa-
ter polo. The great popularity of these

sports on the intramural level illustrated

the strong interest. Queen's does not, as

of this moment, compete in water polo

or volleyball, two fast-growing intercol-

legiate sports.

In general, major complaints can

validly be directed against the intercol-

legiate program from many angles. The

facilities have been horribly inadequate.

This will be remedied shortly with the

construction of the new athletic complex,

beginning this summer (hopefully). But

what about other areas? Poor scheduling,

which often requires teams to compete

away moments after stepping from a bus?

Or lack of funds, which keeps Queen's

from supporting the Rugger seconds, field-

ing water polo and volleyball teams, and

buying boots for its soccer players.

The weaknesses within the program

might not be important were it not for

the unrefutable fact that these flaws ham-

per the performances of athletes compet-

ing for Queen's in all sports except foot-

ball, which is supported and administer-

ed on a first class basis. Witness the

National Championship. As for everything

else, witness last weekend. Competing in

seven different sports on both the men's

and women's intercollegiate level. Queen's

compiled an aggregate record of three

wins and fifteen losses in all events.

As a final comment, this university

prematurely added insult to injury when

the Alma Mater Society decided that for

the first time in 23 years, it would not

honor the athletes of Queen's University

by sponsoring their attendance at the Colour

Night banquet, thus robbing those athletes

of one of the few incentives, as an ex-

pression of appreciation, they have to

compete for dear old Queen's. Rah.

Trackmen take honours at senior AAU meet
Queen's Track team took top

honours at the Senior AA.U.
meeJt in MonJtireal last Satur-

day. It was am impressive show-

ing for the first indoor meet of

the year and saw Queen's ath-

letes winning 1ihe 600 yards, shot

put, high jump, and 1500 yd
medley relay.

The 600 yards belonged to

Queen's with Tim Baker, veter-

an of the Quebec track circuit,

'leading from start to finish.

Baker, an exiperieniced indoor

man, was able to out manouver
rival Bill Peel of Sir George

WttMams on the tight corners of

the 150 yd. track.

Bob Milne placed in the 600

wittih a time of 1:21.7. Bob
Warner and Neil Guppy rounded

out the efifort placing fifth and

sixth respectively.

Both of the meet's field events

were taken by Queen's athletes.

Ron Kimberly registered Que-

en's first win in the high jump
dn several years. Ron's waning
jump of 5'8" was below his best

performance but was neverthe-

less pieasjrjjg due to the limited

amount of training he had prior

Do the meet

Bob Lingwood walked off with

an easy victory in the Shot Put

with a 46'0" effort. An old

nival R. Lund placed second

but was unable Do push Ling-

wood due to a recent wrist in-

jury. Iingwood showed increas-

ed strength but his performance

was generally sloppy, fouling on

4 out of 6 puts.

The track team has a new out-

look in the sprints with the

addition Gaels' star fullback

'Heine Lilies. Lilies ran well

in his first attempt a r
. the 50yd.

dash in many years. However,

he created a slight problem for

the meet officials; there wasn't

a lane wide enough to set him
in. Freshman Jay Hansen bet-

tered Lilies' time by 1/10 sec,

However, there was a strong

field in the sprints and neither

of the athletes made it past the

semi-finals.

in the 1500 yd. medley relay

Queens' 'A* team, composed of

Baker, Maine, Warner and Han-

sen romped home in a winning

time of 3:18. The *B' team of

Stdnson, Guppy, Smith and
cutting off the 50 yd. in 5.7 sec, Martin sneaked in for 3rd place.

Swimmers drop tri

meet to Guelph
After having downed three teams in Ithe previous week the swim-

imng Gaels were edged out by Guelph University in a sparsely at-
tended tn-meet this past Saturday.
Led by O.Q.A.A. champion Mike Lackowicz, tlhe Gryphons nar-

rowly defeated Queenls. There were many races in which Queen's
swimmers were just touched out, and a victory in any one of these
races would have changed the whole complexion of the meet
Queen's strongest event was the 200 yd. breaststroke with Tony

Templeton taking first and Doug Noakes taking second. Stu Camp-
bell did well in the free<style events placing first on the 100 and
second in the 60. Len Minty, who finished second to Lackowicz in
both the 200 individual medley and 200 backstroke, combined with
Campbell, Ohms OffiersM and Gord Hoird to win the 400 freestyle
relay even|t.

*

^mL?-.^
A A- "hamiplionsWlps this year wttH exhibit a great quan-

tity of nigh quality swimmers. The dominance of U. of T will be
contested by greatly improved teams from Gueflph, MoGill and
Queens.

Next Saturday the Queen's

Track Team in an unprecedent-

ed move to remain the moat

widely travelled trac :; team in

Canada, will be shipped off to

Ann Arbour to compete in the

U. of Mich. Relay. Coach Lund

hopes to have Canadian Hurdles

Champion Brian Donnelly and

680 star Dave Ellis back in the

lineup £or this meet. However,

there is concern about whether

or not speed demon Brian Wil-

son will make the trip or, for

that matter, iif the am weather

track inside the Michigan field

house can stand up to his 26 mi.

marathon pace.

WHAT DO THESE

THINGS HAVE

IN COMMON?

Books, beds, beads, bugs,

blotches, Botulism, burroes,

and billyclubs ....

You can sell them all through

Sottmal

(BlaaBtfteoa
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Golden Gals busy but disappointed as
Queen's played host to U of T and Mac
By ANNE CARSWFH ^By ANNE CARSWEU

Dast weekend sports fans had an op-
portunity to see some fine competition in
basketball, volleyball, and hookey when
Queen's played host bo the University of
Toronto and McMaster at a Sports Day
In volleyball, Queen's defeated Mac tliree

games to none in their best-puit-of five ser-
ies; Toronto defeated Queen's three games
to none; and Toronto downed Mac three
games Bo none, Mac won both their games
in basfceHbajll, defeating Queen's 35-28 and
Toronto 35-25. In (the third game of the
weekend, Toronto narrowly won over
Queen\s by a score of 26-25. In hockey, the
scores were Mac 6, Toronto 0; Toronto 3,
Queen's 1; and Mac 13, Queen's 0.

Ooming up this weekend is another
Spouts Day wSHh Western and McGill in
wbich both senior and intermediate basket-
ball and volleyball teams will take part as
well as the badminton team. More informa-
itiion about these games will be found in
Friday's Journal.

Girlis are reminded that the swimathon
to Gananoque is still on and that each
length swum in the pool will totilp their com-
pelling group to victory- As of Sunday,
January IStn, the leaders were Victoria 111,
Wing D and E, who have 595 lengMis; second
was Addy II and 111 with 403 lengths; and
third, Victoria IV, Winlgs D and E with
395 lengths. The leading team has gone
about 8.2 of the 26 miles necessary so
there is lots of ttinie for other groups to
caffldh up. It is hoped that the pool will be
open for another couple of months. Girls
are reminded also that swimming is a good
way for removing those excess inches.

Top Right: two Queen's girls de-
fend not quite well enough
against a spike by a U of T com-
petitor. Bottom Left: Queen's
Ginger Maurer, who was out-
standing in defeat last weekend-
Bottom Right: a bit of fast placed
action during the Gals' hockey
battles.

1
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Gaels make best of two losing efforts

as they show solid improvement
By JOHN MAfiLE

Despite a marked improvement in

team play. Queen's University Basketball

Gaels dropped two games last week as

they went below the 500 mark for me
first time this season.

A Wednesday evening loss to Potsdam
College coupled with a Saturday home
loss to Ouelph dropped the Gaels overall

record to 4-5.

The improved play of the team in

general was the only bright spot on the

record. Beth losses were hard fought as

the Gaels found themselves only slightly

overmatched in each game and fought

persistently and effectively as a team to

overcome their opponents until the very

last hopeless minutes,

The 75-61 loss to Potsdam was suf-

fered perhaps as a result of the missing

presence of all-star Ron Walsh. When
Walsh plays, he does most of the Gaels'

ballhandling and consistently brings the

ball up court. With Walsh unable to

make last Wednesday's trip, the Gaels

found compensating for the absence of

his talents a difficult job as Potsdam
took advantage of their small home court

to employ a well disciplined pressing de-

fence which forced Queen's to commit
numerous turnovers-

Down only five at the half, the Gaels
fought Potsdam well throughout the sec-

ond period but could never quite get

control of the game. They kept fairly

close, three to seven points, until the clos-

ing moments when several quick baskets
by the host club put the game out of

reach.

Veteran Ted Waring played his finest

game of the season, scoring 18 points and

working hard to assert the floor leader-

ship usually supplied by Walsh.

Rookie Paul Howard was impressive

in the determination and poise he display-

ed throughout the game. This fine young
ballplayer is the best prospect to come
to Queen's since, well, since Walsh. The
presence of these two should give Queen's

an inside-outside combination around

which to build a team for several years.

Last Saturday, Guelph gave the Gaels

a lesson in running basketball as the Gry-

phons hustled and pressed their way to a

hard fought 67-52 win.

Again, det&TTiination on the part of

the Queen's team was the dominant sav-

ing grace as they amply demonstrated

they lacked both the coaching and self-

confidence to control the game against

the fast breaking Gryphons.

Walsh was back but did not play his

usual superb game, perhaps suffering from
academic fatigue due to studying for

Jim Crozier played one of his best

games as a Gael. His ball-handling, shoot-

ing, rebounding and defence were all out-

standing as he did much to help hold his

team together during a very trying game.

Sub Ray Thibeau also contributed well,

adding a hot hand and some heads up ball

handling to the team's effort.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIAUZJtfG IN PIZZAS

CHAHCOA1 SIEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

& TAVERN
WE CAN SERVE FROM 20-600 PEOPIE

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

UCENSED UNDER LCBO

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING SHOPPING CENTRE

Dunning Movies

Jan. 21 No Way To Treat

a Lady Rod Sleiger

Jan. 23 Has been, Cancelled

and replaced with A Fist Full of Dollars

Jan. 28 Cancelled

Gaels captain, Ted Waring, ties up
—BOON

Hockey team drops squeaker 14-1

UNDER ATTACK
requires

PANELISTS FOR PROGRAMS

CONCERNING:

1) Robert Stanfield, Leader of the Opposition

2) Lester Pearson, former P.M.

3) Malcolm Muggeridge, English right-winger and
humourist

4) A spokesman for the State of Israel—recent hap-
penings in the Middle East

5} Raymond Lemieux—the Quebec Education Ques-
tion

Please phone 546-2466 if interested

By BRUCE McLEOD
It was a chastened hockey

team that returned to Queen's

Sunday night, aftei a disastrous

weekend in Ottawa. They went

up looking for a pair of wins

and a tight race for first, and

came out with a pair of tosses,

floundering 6 points behind the

leaders. Saturday, they were

swamped 14-1 by Carleton, and

then they dropped a 5-2 decision

to Ottawa Gee Gees on Sunday,

It was Ottawa's first win. The
Gaels will probably be glad to

see the last of the Civic Center.

There is not much to be

said about either game. Against

-Carleton, Queen's couldn't do

anything right, and the Havens

could do nothing wrong. The

Gaels wttre outshot 50-17. Rick

Hall got the only Queen's goal,

in the third period when it was
13-0.

Leaving the Oarleton game
quickly, we pass on to the Ot-

tawa game. The Gaels seemed
determined before the game, but

after the pasting the afternoon

'before, they were so tense that

they never couild get untracked.

Queen's outshot the Gee Gees
41-37, but they just couldn't

finish off their plays, and the

defence kept backing in on goa-

lie Norm Donglas. Douglas
played a good game, keeping the

Gaels close with several specta-

cular saves in the first lwo
i

periods. It was l-l after two'

periods, on a goal by Hugh

Fisher, scored unassisted after

an end-to-end rush. In the third

period, the roof fell in, as Ot-

tawa scored after 1:46, and ad-

ded two more within 3C seconds

of each other, four minutes

Later. After that, the Gaels just

got worse. They often skated

away from the puck, and could-

n't do anything when they

got it. Mark Edwards scored the

other Queen's goal Hate in the

game, with the score 4-1.

Next weekend, the Gaels play

two games, on Friday night a-

gainst Universite de Montreal,

and Saturday afternoon against

Laval, Queen's needs to win at

least one to stay an content i on

—

now McGill is pressing at their

heels. The Gaels are capable of

playing better hockey than they

did this weekend, but they will

have to prove it against two of

the toughest teams in the

league.

Defaults hurt wrestlers
By TOM STILES

In the first QueenAs Inviitatwmal Tournament, held Saturday at
Queen's gym, Queen's number one problem manifested itself —
not enough wrestlers. Queen's had itio donate IS points to Waterloo
by defaults, and simply could not overcome the handicap. As a
result, the final score Was: Waterloo 62, Queen's 42, and Guelph's
second team 21.

t

Queen's outstanding wrestler was Bob Oazes, in the 167-pound
class. His performance was spectacular, as he mauled initio submis-
sion [both bos opponents with .hiis skill and aggressiveness.

Fred Doenflfer (130)), Bob Prince (137), and John Phillips (145)
all tasted victory during the tournament. Fred Doerffer demon -

sfcnated his Winning fonm as 'he pinned his opponent early in the
bout, but he reluctantly bowed to the experience and conditioning
of his second foe, in a very close match.

Bob Prince and John Phillips, who had only one match each,

.had little difficulty overcoming their competition, as they demon-
strated the knowledge and skill that make (their bouts so entertain-

ing. John Hayman and Glen Mason both put in solid performances,
demomsratinig their potenlflial in losing causes. Glen usually wrestles

in the 160-pound weight class, but his passion for rich food betray-
ed him, and he was forced .to wrestle in the 177 class.

Big Doug HamilWonj, Queen's heavyweight, Who moves his 205
pounds with the speed and versatility of a 120-pounder, outman-
oeuvered Waterloo's gigantic 230-pound entry for two rounds, be-
fore being literally crushed beneath the overwhelming burden.

Eric Daly (152) would find no compel] iilion in his own weight
class, but was tested in a 1 60-poujid exhibition bout.
la two weeks, the Wrestling Gaels will itackle Toronto, McGill

and McMaster in the second Queen's Invitational Tournament. Come
out and support your team — Whey deserve it.



Now is the time
for all good men to come to Hie aid of the

_____ By ALEX BINKLEY

_

K one third of the energy that
is presently turned on various
establishments was turned on
political parties, then they would
get to grips with the social
issues."

This was Dalton Camp's con-
clusion about the need for pol-
ltcal parties to make themselves
relevant to modern times.
Camp was taking part with

former Prime Minister and
Brockington Visitor LesterB.
Pearson and Flora Macdonald
National Secretary of the Pro-
gressive Conservative Party in
a panel discussion about the role
of political parties in the devel-
opment of public policy.
Camp feels that the political

parties are a dying part of the
political system and need to be
revived. It is also important he
said to make party leaders ac-
countable to the party rather
than the leaders using the party
as a conveience to keep them in

power.

Camp feels that the members
of the party need to have agreater
say in the party's policy for-
mulation and that party leaders

need to make a greater effort to
explain to party members why
certain policies were being fol-
lowed.

Though Camp complained ofthe
lack of effect caucus members
have on the parry's resolution,
Pearson said that in his exper-
ience the caucus had a great
deal of influence in making Lib-
eral Party policy.

Pearson made reference to the
fact that the development of mod-
ern society necesitated the con-
centration of power In the hands
of the executive and especially
in the hands of the Prims Min-
ister.

"The idea that party members
have no Influence on policy I

just dispute," said Pearson, "my
experience in caucus showed me
that members can and do in-

fluence policy". The problem
that arose here and was pointed
out by Camp was that too often
this meant the causus members
and not the members of the par-
ties in the constituencies made
the policy.

The problem seemed to re-

volve around what Camp called!

"convincing people that they had!
a significant contribution tol
make". Sometimes, as Pearson!
pointed out, a party in power!
can overlook involving the party

|
members in making policy be-
cause of the crushing responsi-

,

bility of power. However the!
parties have attempted to use I

more regionalpolicy conferences!
to involve party members.
Camp said that too often whenl

a party is in power the Prime I

Minister is afraid to take all I

but his trusted cabinet members I

into commence. In turn cabinet I

will tend to leave out the caucus I

and the caucus the party, Camp 1

calls this ' 'too little for the mind*
]

and that the new slogan of "par- I

ticipatory democracy is where
everyone takes to the streets".
The question of Prime Min- -

ister Trudeau's regional desks
came up and all the panelists

agreed that if the desks attempt

to work directly with the people
and not work with the party in

(Continued on poge 3)

Orgazm '69

ORGAZM '69 gets into high gear today with the Dunning
Trust Lecture at 2.30 and the Symposium in Grant Hall at 8.00.
But what really has the organizers on the edge of their chairs is

the fact that the CBC will probably be televising the Friday
evening session.

ORGAZM Chairman Mark Elliot told the "Journal that Judy
Jackson, producer of CBC's The Way It Is. has been in contact
with him for the past two days.

The situation is still up in the air, but Miss Jackson told

Elliot last night that if she cannot get the regular crew down
in time she will call up "every other production team she
knows that has a camera crew."

Especially encouraging is the fact that Patrick Watson has
appeared on television with Alan Watts (ORGAZM's main speaker)
before, and wants very much to repeat the experience.

Members for the panel discussing Watts' talk with him in

Grant Hall tonight from 7 till 10 (with audience participation)

are Dr. Eric Lincoln, Dunning Trust Speaker; Dr. Rudolph

Harmsen, Queen's Biology Dept., and Mr. RonaldNiemi, PhD. can-

didate in the Psychology Dept. The fourthpanelist will hopefully be

Patrick Watson.

Tickets for ORGAZM will be on sale in the residence food

lines today, and will also be sold at the door at every Teach-in

function. Dr. Watts and Dr. Rich will speak on 'Man and Woman'
on Sat. at 2.00 in Dunning Hall. There is also one programme
change: the Saturday night dance will be in Grant Hall , not

Leonard Cafeteria.
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Trimester for Queen's
By TERRY O'HARA

Take that Taxpayers!

The majority of the Board are not convinced of the wisdom

of the proposal to permit unrestricted visiting in the men's

residences but the Board recognizes that regulation of social

behaviour in residence can be effective only with the support

of the Inter-Residence Council. The Council traditionally has

played a strong and useful role in this connection. With the

assurance from the Council that adequate steps will be taken to

protect the rights of individual students, and with the under-

standing that in mid-March a committee will evaluate the effects

of the modified policy, the Board accepts the proposal that the

Council be given responsibility for implementing the change that

It has requested.

The above was the statement handed to Inter-Residence Chair-

man Lome Musselman and Donald Gordon Residence Chairman

Bob Cuthbertson by the Men's Residence Board.

Proceedings "in a small way"
wilt begin this summer to es-
tablish a tri-semester system
for graduate studies Dr. J. Deut-
sche Queen's Principal indicated

in his report to the Senate yes-
terday.

Deutsch stated that whether or
not it was a good program it has
been intimated to us thatthe pro-
vince wants to move very quickly
in this regard." The principal
said that the Department of Un-
iversity Affairs was taking the

step because of a "desire to
speed up the completion of grad-
uate work, especially thesis
work". The areas expected to

be most effected are the social

sciences and the humanities.

Deutsch said the move would
have ' 'considerable implications,

both financially and academic-
ally, for Queen's."

The main problem that Deutsch
outlined was that government
grants would be based on a three

part system. The University
would be compelled to institute

a trl-mester system or face a
loss of 3 as its grants for grad-

uate studies,

Many adjustments would be
necessary to implement the new
system Deutsch explained the

most obvious being in the area
of more staff.

Staff would have to be increased

because the existing staff mem-
bers would not have sufficient

preparation time under the tri-

semester system. Deutsch said

that it would be "unreasonable"
to expect such an adjustment.

Deutsch stressed that the step
would not be undertaken until

it was clear that students would
have sufficient financial support
to endure a third semester. The
support would have to come from

the government and from the un-

iversity itself. Deutsch said that

"this is one of the matters we
are currently discussing withthe

government"

He suggested that the system
"may have been instituted rather

faster than we had hoped" but

some of the initial moves should

be made this summer when the

Dean of Graduates Studies, D.W.

Slater begins to confer with the

various department heads.

Asked by one Senator whether
this indicated a move towards a

tri-semester system at the

undergraduate level, Deutsch re-

plied that he "had no information

on that score" and reminded the

senators that "the story hasn't

been very good on the tri-mester

system in North America.
The Ontario Government has

recently been very concerned

with keeping students at all levels

busy during the summer months.

At the high school level the

term was extended for ten days
and a system of extra credit

courses has been hastily thrown
together. Some observers credit

this sudden interest in the sum-
mer activities of students to the

10% unemployment rate foryouth
in the province.

The eighth IntheDunningTrust
Lecture Series, "The NewBlacks
In Search of a Self" will be given

by Dr. C. Eric Lincoln on Friday,
January 24 at2.30p,m. In Dunning
Hall.

Dr. Lincoln, professor of soc-
iology and religion at the Union
Theological Seminary In New
York City, has been guest lec-

turer at some 70 colleges and
universities in the United States.
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E;80 Dunning Trust Lecture with Dr.

Eric Lincoln — "The New Blacks

in Search of a Self".

Dunning Hall Auditorium.

7:00 ORGAZM 6B — Allan Watts.

"The 8rd World". Grint Hall.

7:30 Indian Republic Day—Folk Music
and Dancing. Dunning Hall.

3:00 Hockey — Montreal] at Queen's.

Constantino Arena.

8:80 Panel — Watte. Lincoln, Odds.
Bodes and Resident Genii. Grant
Hall.

10:00 ORGAZM 69 — Dance and Light
Show. Grant Hall.

10-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee House. Darb
and Jim, Thomas Handy.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 26

SNOWBALL BEGINS— list of events

elsewhere in the paper.

10 am Snowball Rally — Tricolour

Autosport Club. Clark Hall.

6:30 Student Supper at 316 Barrie St.

(Maeglllivray-Brown Hall ) . 50c.

6:30 International Buffet al the I» •

ternational Centre. 81.00.

8:00 "Canada and the Developing Coun-

tries" — Lester B. Pearson. In-

ternational Centre.

7:00 AMS Meeting — McLaughlin Rm.,
Students' Union.

7:00 Queen's Chorus — Rm. 213, The-
ology Building.

7:30 Young New Democrats — Speaker
from A.T.A.K. International Cen-
tre.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25

9 :30 am Assoc. for the Advancement of

Christian Scholarship Conference.
Lecture arid discussion. Rm. It,

Dunning.
1.30 As above — lecture and discussion.

Rm, 12, Dunning.
2:00 Hockey — Lavnl at Queen's. Con-

stantlne Arena.
2:00 ORGAZM 69 — Dr. John Rich,

"Man and Woman". Dunning.
3:30 ORGAZM 69 — Dialogue with

Watts and Rich. Dunning.
8-12 ORGAZM 69 — Dance ami Gen-

eral Jam Session. Leonard Hall
Cafeteria.

D-12 MTINGO — Dance. The Chateaux,
and the West Indian Steel Band.
$2.00/couple. Grant Hall.

MONDAY, JANUARY 27

2:00 Public Hearing, Commission on

the Relations between Universi-

ties and Governments. Collins

Rm.. Richardson Hall.

7:30 Alienation Seminar: Marcuse and
One-Dimensional Man. Speaker-
Prof. Henry Laycock, 5th floor

lounge. John Watson Hall.

8:00 Canadian Ski Patrol — Ski Mov-
ies. $1.00. KOVI Auditorium.

3:00 Sailing Club. C. Y. A. Movie.
Talk and discussion on racing

tactics. FREE. Stirling A. ALL
WELCOME.

LOST AND FOUND

One pair brown eye glasses in black

case from Dr. Sklar optometrist. Call

548-4833.

One brown wallet containing identi-
fication for Harold Brandt. If found
please call 644-6211.

If anyone finds a ladies brown fur-

lined glove in need of a right hand
mate, CONTACT BEA 544-8014.

Would kindly appreciate return of a
silver pin horseshoe shape, lost in

Students' Union Wednesday, Jan. 15.

Is of great sentimental value. Re-
ward offered. 648-3711.

Wanted: Math 020 tutor, preferably
Maths student who did well in ft

last year, payment arranged ; call

Tom 548-S003.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28

10:30-11:30 am FIRST BROOKING -

TON LECTURE — LES -

TER B. PEARSON. Grant
Hall.

ACCOMMODATIONS

Male Graduate students in possession

of modern, three bedroom furnished
apartment ret]uires room-mate after
May 1. 1069. If interested call Bob
Turton at Ext. 235 or 542-8101.

SNOWBALL '69

WANTED VOLUNTEERS TO SELL TICKETS, PROGRAMS,

BUTTONS, STICKERS, AND TOQUES PART TIME

DURING WEEK OF JAN. 27 - JAN. 31 IN UNION,

LEONARD, OR BAN RIGH. FOR INFORMATION,

CONTACT KRIS BLOK-ANDERSON AT 544-8548

CAN YOU STUDY

AT 1500 WORDS PER MINUTE?
Statistics reveal that the average student studies at no higher than 100-150

words per minute, law students 75 words per minute, medical students

65 words per minute.

EVELYN WOOD
Reading Dynamics students attain study speeds from 500-2500 words per

minute.

ENROLL NOW!
Another class starts Thursday evening January 30th and ends March

29th.

You attend one class each week of 2Vi hours, and you put the tech-

niques into practice on all of your everyday reading and studying right

away.

The benefits begin from

the very first lessonl

Phone 542-7672 for free brochure

and information

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

of Kingston

INSTITUTE
844 Princess St.

Students looking for two or three
bedroom apartment, kitchen and bath-
room, to occupy September 1 con-
tact John 644-7146 or Bob 644-7143 or
Jon 644-7134.

Furnished apartment to sublet this

summer from May to August. Located
five minutes from campus, top floor
situation in modern building, two bed-
rooms private parking at rear. All

interested can call 5-12-4665 for fur-

ther information,

MISCELLANEOUS

Valery : "More now why the bell not

even more tomorrow". Cybenko world
leader and chier guru of the 'Piece

and Freedom' party wishes to announce
his candidacy for the position of

I. Ft. C. chairman. Valiant Valery
instrumental (a useful tool) in the

hard fought integration campaign for

the achievement of 'Piece' with the

introduction of open visiting In the

residences now plana to continue his

noble crusade for •Freedom' by

threatening a sit on at the men's re-

sidence's board to achieve open visiting

at their meetings.
Draft Cybenko Committee, Bill

Houston

Tricolor '69 needs salesmen. If in-

terested call 542-5995, 644-7687 or the

Tricolor Office.

Maxwell Erliheu, desperate third

year Engineer desires female compan-
ionship for tag-team chess. All aspir-

ing chesB players phone 648-4676. If

Max is not therein, appointments can

be made through Len or George.

who constitute The Office of The
Engineer would like to request our
cltentel to alter our listing In their

telephone directories to our new num-
ber: 548-8092. The address of our
Kingston branch remains unchanged.
The Engineer is IN — until April —
business hours as usual.

Bert and the boys at the barbershop
appreciate the unfair competition from
GHzelda Mae Bumphrey.

MacChubly wishes to inform the fans

that the questionable litterature "Blon-

de on A Blanket" found in his note

book on or about Jan. 20/69 was n
plant, and can be purchased at Van's.

Change of Dunning Hall movie to

Ellis Hall on Jan. 24 is due to the

India Associations function in Dunning.

CLASSIFIED AD

Jamaica '69 — Go to sunny Jamaica
for 8 wonderful days after your last

exam. This trip is organised exclusive-

ly for the fun seeking under SO

set. Inquire about our "go now, pay
later" plan. Call S44-4840 any time.

Also ask about our European.

MISCELLANEOUS . . .

PERSONALS

Note of interest to students; found
Saturday night Jan. 18, a "Red Hall"

in the Purple Room.

Dak The Great Green Gros'r, Fan«
and other members of the Whnt's For
Luncb Hunch are pleased to

that Mr. David Kinnaird is alsc

associate of theirs. Furthermore,

MISCELLANEOUS

The Benevolent Brotherhood of As-
sociated Bucketeers, Squtriers, and
Hosemen—Local 1st North McNeill
hereby serves notice to our Honoured
Brockington Visitor that his baptism
Into our Fraternal Brotherhood will

be conducted by the Ancient and
Noble Rite of Flooding Out on the

Seventh Night following the New

siged Noah (local president)

Gregory Albert Blaohford celebrated

his nineteenth birthday last Wed. Mom-
my and Daddy Blachford were on hand.
A nap followed the tubbing and toy

opening ceremonies.

FREE MOVIE and talk on RACING
TACTICS with the experts at the

SAILING CLUB meeting — Stirling A
— Monday, Jan. 27, 8;00 pm. ALL
WELCOME.

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

presents

Sophocles'

ANTIGONE*
directed by Fred Euringer

at 9 p.m. in the Studio Theatre
Old Arts Building

February 7, 8, 9, M, 12, 13, 14,

ADMISSION FREE

latecomers will not be admitted

Phone 548-3871

Kingston, Ont.

LOMOKOME
O
Sunken Atlantis

T

Women's cloakroom -
Q UTOPIA

RED ROOM -VALHALLA

L
Dantps inferno

s
TICKETS ON SALE IN UNION

11:30 - 3:30
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ngineering Society

Candidates

TERRY BURTCH
(Pres.)

Terry Burton, 21, Science 70 a civil
Engineering student, is running for the
Presidency. He wants to work at better
student moulty relations as weli as anew Engineering Building and a studentpub on campus. 'He feels that with thenew society next year there is an excel-
lent opportunity to develop it to the full-
est extent.

I
GARRY GRAHAM

(Pres.)

Gerry Graham, 20, Science 70, is a
student in Engineering Chemistry He Ss
enthusiastic about the changes in the Engneening Society Executive especially
the vertical system rather than the hori-
zontal. He hopes to -make the ohanges
quicker and smoother. He wants to ex-
pand the society's concerns with ideas
lake a ilarger bookstore as well as an
addition to Clarke Hall.

GEOF BARLEY
(Vice Pre..)

Geoff Barley 20, Science 70 a Mechan-
cial Engineering student running forVice President. He wants to improve the
communications within the society and
overcome some of the apathy. He would
like to see more newsletters and the
more frequent appearance of Golden
words.

KEN ROSE
(Vice Prei.)

Ken Rose 20. Science 70 is an Electri-
cal Engineering student running for Vice
President. He likes that idea of having
the emphasis on disciplines rather than
years. He feels that this will make the
society much more effective. He also
wants to 'have another engineering con-
ference.

JOHN MASKELL
(Development Committee

Chairman)

John Haskell, 23, Science 70, a Student
in Mining Engineering is running for
Development 'Committee Chairman. He
feels that the position offers opportuni-
ties to make a worthwhile contribution to
the society and to put initiative and zeal
to work.

HAYDEN MATTHEWS
(Development Committee

Chairman)

Hayden Mathews, a twenty-two year
civil engineering student in Science 70
running for the Development Committee
Ohaarman. 'He was 2nd Vice President of

itlhe Engineering Society in 1966. He feels

flbalt with the new vertical structure en-

gineering students will have a greater

scope for activity. He hopes to 'become

very involved in the society.

PAUL CRAWFORD
(Treasurer)

Paul Crawford, 20, of Science 71 is a

student in Mechanical Engineering. He
'hopes to create a format for the Treasur-

er's duties and to insure that the society

operates as smoothy as 'possibly under

the new system.

BRUCE WILSON
(Treasurer)

Bruce Wilson 20, Science 71 is a Chem

ical Engineering student running tor

Treasurer. He has been the treasurer for

chemical and is a member of the A.M S.

open house committee. He wants to be

involved in the change of the Engineer-

ing Society to insure that no tune or

money is lost in this change.

Our hours are not ours
HERMAN BAKVIS

There is a vague possibility
that the hours of the Douglas
Horary may be slightly extend-
ed — but not until exam time.
T. D. Philips assistant librarian
has pointed out that stu -

dents anxious to study Sunday
morning can do -so in the law
library whioh opens at 9:00 a.m.
However the possibilities of

having extended library hours
in the near future appear slim.
Moreover Philps is not even sure
that all (hat many students
want longer library hours.
"Would you stay in ibhe library
from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 ajn."?
he asked.

Philips went through all 'the

rhetoric concerning the diffi-

culties of longer hours. lit would
cost 2,000 to $9,000 a year exitra
in- order to ihave the library
open till 2:00 a.m. "This may
sound like a small amount but it
is important when you're run-
ning on a tight budget." He also
mentioned the new Ontario Lab-
our laws. A female employee
working after midnight must be
provided with transportation
back to her place of abode.
"What if one of our employees
lived out in Henderson Place?
Et would cost us a fortune."

Philips also pointed out that
present hours compare favour-
ably with other university libr-

ary hours of other universties.
Only Simon Fraser University

Under Attack

The Prime Minister is out and

Ohedda Jagan is in.

Ian -McLaren and Bruce Law
son co-producers of the televis-

ion show Under Attack said that

they have been unable to get the

former Prime Minister and

Brockington Visitor to go on the

show. Instead '(hey have arrang-

ed for Jaggan to goon the show.

Jaggan is the former Maris!

Prime Minister of Guiana who
was defeated by Forbes Bunham
in an election Jaggan claims was
overly influenced by the Cen-

tral Intelligence Agency.

The show will be taped
Dunning Hall Tuesday and Wed-
nesday nights.

Robert Lemieux, the founder
of le Mouveraent pour LTn&egra-
tion Scholarie in Quebec. Hans-
en Guvton of the Israel United
Nations delegation and Jaggan
are Tuesday's guests.

Wednesday night's show wM
feature Malcolm Mu^gridge, a
right wing British .politician- and
Robert Stanfield, leader of the
Opposition in the House of Com-
mons.

has longer hours than Queen's.
Philips took the Journal to

task for its last editorial. Appar-
ently there is a four month Mtnit
on books taken out by profes-
sors, not an unlimited time as
reported in the Journal.
Asked if a referendum held

on the issue of library hours
would lend legitimacy to the de-
mand by certain groups on cam-
pus Philips said "a referen -

dum would not give an honest
answer." He indicated that ha
would prefer to see a well de-

signed questionarier instead.

The politics department com-
mittee on student-staff relations

had asked Philips about extend-
ing library hours but there
were no apparant results. Pro-
fessor N. Choueri, a member of

that committee labelled the

Douglas library as an "archaic
and medieval institution" in one
of her classes yesterday. She
urged students in her class to

work through the Politics Cou-
rse Union for longer library

hours.

You be the Judge!

Now is the

time

bntinued from page 1)

Both shows start at 7:00 p.m

Th is is Pearson

Tuesday night, Lester Pear-
son, told a gathering of stu-

dents -at Victoria Hall that a
negotiated settlement will be
reached for the war in Viet
Nam, now that the Paris Peace
talks 'have begun.

He said that a negotiated set-

tlement will have to be arrang-
ed for the Middle Bast problem
by the major powers, as long
as Israel is willing to make some
concessions in return for a
guarantee of sovereignty.

On the national scene, Pear-

son said that a greater control

which is unacceptable to most
Canadians. Amercian economic
infiltration, with Canadian ipar-

ticipation he said, can be good.
Saying that cultural develop-

ment is more important than
economic growth, Pearson said

that the B and B Commission
can prove successful only if the
people of Canada want to stay
together.

While the greatest disappoint-

ment of his political career was
his failure ito get an adequate
majority in 1965, he considers

his greatest achievement his

involvement in ending the Suez
of the Canadian ecomoy can be Criais , Speaking of achievements
brought about only by slowing Pearson added, " I'd like to
the rate of economic growth, mention <the flag too."

PETER BROWNH1LL
(Secretary)

Peter Browmhill of Science 71 is run-
ning for the position of Secretary. Brown-
hill has been campaigning so hard that
the Journal has been unable to contact
him.

GEORGE McCAFFERY
(Secretary)

George McCaffrey, 20, Science 71, is a
Civil Engineering student niraiing for
Secretary. Has worked on the fresh-
man orientation. He would like to be in-
volved in the new society to work on the
new constitutiion and to be involved in
the new vertical system.

the region that this will pre-

sent a definite problem to the

party system. It could however
enhance the system greatly if the
whole party is integrated by the
system.

About the question of the role

of women in politics, Pearson

replied "the more the better but

be carefulofthekindyouchoose". .

Pearson held great hope that

the constitutional conference to

be held in February will adopt
some of the radical proposals
for changing the Canadian Senate

j

that have been drawn up by the ;

constitutional committee.

Municipal politics was also ex-:

amined and it was generally a-

greed that in most Canadian mun-
icipalities it was probably not

worth while. However, as Miss

MacDonald pointed out, it could

be quite valuable in the larger

municipalities which were in fact

bigger than some provinces.

Miss MacDonald pointed out

that as far as reviving the par-

ties the National Office could

have an important role to play.

However party leaders use the

office to solve their own prob-

lems rather than leaving it to

work on creating a vita1 party

organization.

The party must beabletoexert

itself against the leader says

Camp. He found that when he

challenged the party's leadership

that the top people became much

more conscious of the constitu-

tency workers and began to pay

attention to them.
Camp who opened his remarks

aggressively said that he would)

be candid but that "Pearson had

suffered enough candor from his

political friends that he would be

immune to candor from his pol-

itical opponents."

Camp continued saying that

"part of the unique distinction

of Canadian Public life is the de-

ference paid to men retired from

public life."
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ARTS 71

Want something to do Snowball?

Work on your snow Sculpture!

— All Welcome
- - - No Experience Needed

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Streel

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD PRfcbtNTS

look back in anger
By JOHN OSBORNE

Dlrtcted by DOUG WHITE 4 KLAAS VAN WERINGH

JAN. 30, 31 FEB. 1, 2
CONVOCATION HALL 8:30 P.M.

STUDENTS $1.00 NON-STUDENTS $1.50

TICKETS ON SALE STARTING JANUARY 20
STUDENTS' UNION & PICKWICK'S 11:30 1:30

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart 0/ our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. ' KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

Track team

shipped to

Michigan

The track team will spend the

weekend lounging in the field

house at the University of Mich-
igan.

For the first time in the his-

tory of Canadian College
"Track" a Canadian University

(i.e. Queen's) will send a full

Track team to a major U.S.

college meet.

The Queen's track team lacks

depth but possesses some of

Canada's finest Collegiate Track

athletes. The list is headed by

Brian Donnelly, the nation's fas-

test hurdler. Donnelly has been

fighting the flu for the past week

and his performance may not be

up to his usual standard. Brian

has excellent technique and his

hurdling ability enables him to

stay with those who have more

outright speed (like 9.5 in the

100 yard).

Queen's mile relay team, one

of the country's finest last year,

will meet its first competition

since the O.Q.A.A. With Don-

nelly and Ellis on the sick list,

the fast legs of the relay will

come from Baker and Milne,

who are in top form.

Shot put champion Bob Ling-

wood will have to have an "one"
meet (which some think would

be a pleasant change) if he is to

make the sixth place cut off.

The team may not capture all

the silverware but if they suffer

and cut training to take a job

they may be able to afford to go

to the Colour Night Banquet.

ANTHONYPERKINS
* TUESDAYWELD

WEEK DAYS
AT

7:00, 9:00

SAT. and SUN.

2:40, 4:40, 6:50,

9:00

I MARSHAL BACKLAR a nd NOEL BLACK- NOEL BLACK- -a? Stephen t

With Snowball Orienteering and a Snowtxl

Susie-Q

Gals
by ANNE CARSWELL

Lots of activity is on tap

this weekend in women's ath-

letics. On Saturday, Queen's

plays host to Western and

McGill for senior basketball

and volleyball, intermediate

basketball and volleyball, bad-

minton, and gymnastics. The
senior basketball games will

get under way at 1:30 p.m.

Saturday when McGill meets
Queen's in the Queen's gym.
At 3:45, McGill plays Western;

and at 7:30, Queen's and Wes-
tern meet. These gamos will

also be played at the Queen's

gym.

In intermediate basketball,

the QECVI gym will see action

at 1:30 between McGill and

Queen's and at 3:45 between
McGill and Western. At 9:30

p.m. Queen's Intermediate

team will meet Western in the

Queen's gym.
Both intermediate and se-

nior volleyball matches will be

THIS M
B-ftall Gaels

B-Ball Gait

Hockey Gaels

Hockey Gals

V-Ball Gals

Orienteering

Auto Rally
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The Journal presents:

SNOGRAMME

KATHY SIMMON^
Commerce

J*

PAT WALKER, Arts '70

This Mon. nite at

7:39 one of these lovely

Queen's Co-eds will be crowned

as our 1969 Snow Queen. This lucky girl

will reign over the week of fun-filled

festivities of this our Annual Winter

Carnival. Come out and support

your faculty's rep. Remember

Monday at Grant!

JOANNE CARR, Engineering

)

^UE McCRODAN, Phys-ed

Winner of the Pageant receives:

— The USe Of a 1969 CamarO (Courtesy St. Remy Motors)

— An all-expense paid trip to JAMAICA (Courtesy of the

Mr. Campus Representative).
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Fastest growing sport at Queen's

ORIENTEERING—January 26, 1969

Orienteering is fhe newest and fast-

est growing sport at Queen's! Orien-

teering is following clue cards around
and through campus to find startling

facts, OR Orienteering (for the pros)

is following a compass to a surprise

ending. Orienteering is for everyone:

Queen's men. Queen's women, and all

kinds of human beings. Orienteering

is for singles, couples, triples, quad-

ruples, and for people who like to

meet fhe other half of their couple.

Orienteering comes in two forms:

Point to point (with a compass) and
"score orienteering (using clue cards).

Instruction and films start at 1:00

p.m. in the gym. Orienteering is for

people who Tike to get prizes for win-

ning. It's easy, it's fun and it's for

you.

SNOWBALL STOMP
Wednesday Night's "Snowball

Stomp''' brings to Queen's the very
unique and versatile rock quintet,

"Major Hoople's Boarding House".
One of the really up and coming
young bands around Southern On-
tario, "Major Hoople" have delighted
audiences at just about every campus
in Ontario. Always a pleasure to list-

en to and undoubtedly geared to to-

day's commercial sounds, "Major
Hoople" will leave a memorable im-
pression upon the students who make

a point of getting out to "Snowball
Stomp".

In addition to "Major Hoople",
Kingston's popular rock and soul

band, "The Soul Mine", will be ap-
pearing at "Snowball Stomp" making
it an even more exciting happening.
Oh, by the way. For those of you
who are worrying about your Snow-
Stomp" is free ! ! (with your button,
ball "budget" forget it— "Snowball
of course).

Athletic Night

Wednesday,

Jan. 29, 1969
Queen's and RMC compete for the Brockington

Memorial Trophy
3:00 p.m. Cross Country Relay Ski Races

Lower Campus
4:00 p.m. Cross Country Race

RMC to Queen's Gym
5:00 p.m. Hockey Constantine Arena

(buses leave from the gym about 4:30 p.m.)

6:00 p.m. Basketball Queen's Gym
7:30 p.m. Wrestling and Fencing Queen's Gym
8:00 p.m. Water Polo game and Swim Display

Queen's Pool

8:30 p.m. Modern Dance Exhibition
Queen's Gym

9:00 p.m. Gymnastic Exhibition by Rick Kins-

man of CFB Borden—Canadian Tram-

poline Champion; Member of the

Canadian Gymnastic Team
9:30 p.m. Judo Competition and Gymnastics

Competition

11:00 p.m. Presentation of Brockington Memor-
ial Trophy Grant Hall—Snowball
Dance

Ski Trip to Camp
Fortune Friday

January 31
Tickets on sale on Tuesday, January 28,

6:30 - 8:00 in the Union. Price is $6.50 return

per person.

THREE TRIPS

APRIL 26-MAY 3

GOTO

Jamaica
• Jet Toronto to Montego Bay including

complimentary bar and meals.

• Bus Montego Bay to Ocho Rios

• 7 nights & 8 days accommodation at

Silver Seas Hotel

• Breakfast & evening meal each day

• Gratuities prepaid

• Special rated on drinks

• Jamaica Playboy Club — just a Bunny hop

down the road '

Silver Seas Hotel • "Dr. No" filmed right in

front of the hotel

• Situated in the middle of 1

mile lagoon

MAY 3-MAY 10

MAY 10- MAY 17

• 1 day trip to world famous Dunn's River Falls

• 1 day trip to Brimmer Hall (plantation tour)

• Free snorkelling along Ocho Rios reef

• Water sports

• Bus return to Montego Bay

•Jet to Toronto - including bar A meals

past guests • Emest Hemingway

• Errol Flynn

• Aga Khan

Our groups will have the whole hotel during the above periods. Ask someone who
Mr. Campus trips are a bash. This year will be even better.

went to Nassau last year if

All the above & many more extras only $299

European Trips also Available
CALL 544-4340 ANYTIME
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Playoff berth in the balance as

Gaels take on U. de M. and Laval
by BRUCE McUOD

This weekend, the hockey Gaels take on the
University de Montreal Carabins and the Laval
Houge et Or in two crucial games. Both teams are
tough and fast-skating; they have traded wins be-
tween themselves, and there is not much to choose
between them. Although Carleton at present sits on
top of the Eastern Division standings, it is only by
virtue of not having played these two teams enough

Considering the Gaels record against two of
these three teams (the garoj against Montreal will
be the first time the two teams have met this sea-
son), one might be pardoned for supposing that
these two games will be interesting only from the
point of view of seeing how many goals will be
scored. But two factors mitigate against the poss-
ibility of adversely inflated scores this weekend.
For one thing, the Gaels are now fighting just for a
berth In the playoffs. McGill Redmen are hot on
their heels, and they are a vastly improved team
over the one that lost to Queen's last term. A far
better goalie has especially strengthened that team,
and Queen's must now consider that every loss im-
proves McGill's chances of catching them.

But we must consider that the Gaels will be
fighting for something mure than a playoff spotthis
weekend. The team has to be striving to regain some
of their lost pride and self-esteem, both of which
suffered a severe beating last weekend. Coach Bob
Carnegie said Wednesday night that he planned no
major changes in lineup, perhaps feeling that the
players will want to redeem themselves, if this
works, we should see a couple of very good hockey
games tonight and tomorrow. And, if the fans show
up and show their continued support, there is no
reason why the Gaels shouldn't pull a big surprise
on Montreal and Laval. We know they have a better
hockey team than their performance last weekend
indicated, and they will be out to prove it Tonight
the game against Montreal starts at 8:30, and the
game against Laval is tomorrow afternoon at 2:00.
Free buses will be provided for both games, leav-
ing the gymnasium half an hour before game time.
(This time there will be two buses besides the team
bus.) And you real fanatics can turn out at 7:00 to-
night and watch the Golden Gaels take ona women's
hockey team from Gananoque.

Sc' 70 still leads Bews

"H be lots of wtyv lager lost thli week-end

EKEND
Rochester

Sal. 1:30 gym

Sat. 7:30 gym

Fri. 8:30 Constantine

Sat. 2:00 Constantine

Sat. 7:00 Constantine

Sat. 1:30 Loyalist

Sat. 3:00 Loyalist

Sun. 1:30 gym

Sun. 10:00 Clark Hall

. . More Gals
played in the double gym at

Loyalist Collegiate and games
in each division will run con-

currently. At 1:30, McGill vs

Queen's; 3:00-4:00. McGill vs

Western; arid 4:30-5:30, Wes-

tern vs Queen's. These will be

W.LA.U. matches.

The gymnastics competition

takes place at LaSalle Secon-

dary School from 1:30-4:00

and competing teams will be

Queen's, McGill, Ottawa (ten-

tative), and Western (tenta-

tive).

Results are now in from a

telegraphic bowling meet held

in December in which five

girls from Queen's took part.

Members of the team, which

placed seventh, were Cathy

Stinson, Wendy Walton, Mary

Beth Warren, MiriamRivolta,

and Mitzi Potyok. Miriam Ri-

volta's total point score for

three games was 627 which

placed her second in the indi-

vidual scoring. The tourna-

ment is sponsored by the Uni-

versity of Alberta. Congratu-

lations to our bowlers for a

fine effort.

by NEIL LONGHURST

Science 70 now has a 2800
point lead over P.H.E. with
Arts 70 in third place and
Science 71 in fourth.

These are the four teams who
still have a chance to win the
Bews, and from here it looks
like Science 70 has the best
chance.

This year has full participa-
tion in badminton, ping pong,
handball and free throw. They
also have a red hot hockey
team, which should give them a
few points for team sports.
The team sports now in ses-

sion are basketball1

,
hockey,

waterpolo, and 10-pin bowling.
Of the top four years, only Arts
70 may have a chance of mak
ting the playoffs in all sports.
P.H.E. is very weak in water-
polo, but have very good basket-
ball team and hockey team.
Their 10 pin bowling team also
has a good chance of finishing
first or second in their section.

Arts 70 looks like a good bet
to reach the finals in basketball,
while their waberpoto team is

undefeated and their hockey
team needs one more win to

make the playoffs. Prospects in
10-pin bowling are not as bright,

but with some good games they
could easily reach second place
by playoff time.

,

As mentioned, the Science 70
hockey team is undefeated and
look like they may win in their
section. Their basketball team
will probably wind up out of
the playoffs, due to being in the
same section as P.H.E. and Arts
70. In waterpotlo Science 70 is

tottering on the edge of elimina-
tion but their strong 10-pin
bowling team could make up for

this. ,

.Science 71 has a very small
chance of pulling bhe Bews now,
because only their basketball
team has a good chance of mak-
ing the playoffs. Also, Science
71 participation has dropped
off from Che beginning of the
year.

So at the moment it appears
that Science 70 is well on the
wlay to breaking thfe Bews
tradition of a second-year team
finishing first. They have done
this amazing participation,

which was set off largely by the
realization that Science 70 could
actually win the Bews. P.H.E.
and Arts 70 wiil fight it out for

second and Science 71 will held
fourth place.

And now a surprise : Pre Meds
has climbed out of the cellar

—

their violims were bhe Meds
years, who now have tbe dub-
ious distinction of being sixty-
five points out of 16th place.

STANDINGS
Science 70 27012
P. H. E. 24279
Arts 23245
Science 71 22892
Science 72 19132

Commerce
Arts 71

Arts 69
Post Grads
Science 69
McArttihur

Arts 72
Law 1

Theology
Law 2 & 3
Pre Meds
Meds

17116

13320

13256
12567

10829

10615

9371

9354
5376

5214
5054

ENTERTAINMENT

"Where the girls are"

NATALIE BARON
QUARTET

Returning Monday 27th to the 'Pub'

DRESS RESTRICTION

686 PRINCESS STREET

TOWN HOUSE

Phone 546-6616

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Spaghetti Chicken

WHY DID 13 WOMEN
OPEN THEIR DOORS
TO THE BOSTON
STRANGLER...
WILLINGLY?
THIS IS A TRUE
AND
REMARKABLE
MOTION
PICTURE.
Tony Curtis
Henry Fonda
George Kennedy

Free

Delivery
I

DAILY AT 1:00, 3:00. 5:M,

CAPITOL BOSTON STRANGLER
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Editorial •LETTERS'

Opium Is The Opiate

Of The Masses
S-N.U. was pissed on again.

And rightly so. SNU and the Politics Course Union

had the audicity to place a demand on the Senate agenda

asking that the hours of Douglas library be extended.

Doesn't S.N.U. realize that there are certain channels

through which demands like these should be placed?

The senate has set up a library committee which will

soon have no less than three student representatives out

of 16 members. Perhaps self-styled student radicals

could participate in this committee and set up a process

of meaningful dialogue, which will lead to meaningful

change and .... The library is a nice, warm place in

which to work and study, when it isn't too crowded.

Why does it close so early just when the mind is attuned

to a process of meaningful . . . Furthermore groups like

SNU and the Politics Course Union are they really rep-

resentative of Campus opinion? Students should remem-

ber that the AMS is the only really official voice of Queen's

students. With the fcur student senators sitting on ....

What would happen if students ignored the flash-

ing of lights at a quarter to eleven? If we just stayed

in the library and, yes, liberated the library. We could

have a "take a sleeping bag to the library week". We
could have a 24 hour library and

Meaningful change will only come through a process

of meaningful discussion. And remember this change
must came" gradually- The tax-payers of Ontario ....

We could liberate the 36,000 new books vegetating in

the basement of the library. We could capture the ma-

chine which violates your identity card every time you
take out a book. Professors and undergraduates could

still take out books but only for one week, like the rest

of the students ....

Old methods of change must first be utilized to see

if they work. Committees can work if they have a con-

sensus of student opinion behind them so that .... The
link between the students and the AMS and then Rich-

ardson Hall is like a sewer piper with raw sewage com-
ing out both ends. Think of the activities, discussions

that could take place in a liberated library. We could

have a seminar on "The Queen's student and the de-

clining canine population" (rumour has it that there is a

severe shortage in the number of dogs available to resi-

dents of Leonard field ....

The AMS nominating committee will forward a list

of nominees to the Senate nominating committee who
will then appoint the three students to the library com-

mittee. The new library committee with students may
not be set up and working 'til a few months hence, and

book lending privileges may be only slightly modified,

and hours may be only slightly extended but ....

The committee is the opiate of the bourgeois liberal.

—HERMAN BAKVIS

POSTSCRIPT— It is important for students to keep occupied.

C. Schwier, C. Redmond

Arts Formal Not Up to Par

Dear William:

I would like to express my
dissatisfaction with this year's

Arts Formal, held a't the Holi-

day Inm last Friday night. Grant-

ed, it was a fairly good dance,

but it wasn't worth twelve

bucks, and iit just wasn't up
to par with previous Arts For-

mals I have been to at Grant

Hall.

There was no 'check' bar; the

options were to rent a room or

to drink the Holiday Inn's

watered - down, half ounce,

eighty-cent specials. Or you
could drink beer, also at grossly

inflated prices, smitg in the be-

lief (hope?- that they couldn't

'tamper with that. The cheap

(jhtmta dloimtal
Astociate tdito<

News Editor
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S.O.B's even dhlarged for a
crummy glass of mix Save for

some carnations on the tables,

there were no decorations. The
band was good, but there was
only the one band, and a small

one at that. The dinner was the

same as you'd get at Grant Haiti,

to wit: a fetdh^t-yourself cold

buffet. The only favors in evi-

dence were little Fandango pos-

ters you grabbed ouit of a card-

board box. There was a good-
sized crowd at Fandango, so

where did all those twelve-buck-

ses go?
It seems to me that the only

advantage of staging a formal
in a hotel rat-hpr than.

us is that one might get better

In Aid of Those Who Work on Weekends !

I rattled the door of old Gor-

don Hall—locked. Next I about
smashed in the door on Frost
Wing. "Damn it! I forgot these
— libraries are closed on
weekends and I have that all im-

porlianit organic assignment for

Monday."
This is a too common occur-

rence on campus. Last week
someone attacked Douglas Libr-

ary; this week* I attack our
auxiliary libraries, mainly those
in the Chemisbry and Physics
buildings. It's on the weekends
that many students write up

Special credits, love and kisses to: Hellish Heale; Terry for

the quote of the year; Caryl, Kathy and Angela; Cathie, who didn't

get her pages; Lorraine; Marcia; Paul, who recovered (thank the

Lord): Chris, who caught the flu bug (get well soon, Iuv); Brenda
was here; so was Carol Lambert who is a great telephonist; Mo
Intyre who slept; Twiggy <?); Marte who had trouble with the
phones. Keith Topps, who takes his soils too seriously. Paul, who
is sick again, but this time it's our fault.

And Huzzahs tor good old Royal Burger.

-lab reports and complete assign-

ments requiring reference antd

quiet atmosphere. The week is

often filled with the perfor -

mance of these labs. I do not

ask the libraries to remain open
later at night because 10 p.m. is

quite reasonable but these

closed weekends are a threat

to grades.

Douglas Library does not re-

cognize a Physics department on
campus, This is the impression

left by the easy accessibility

lLo Physics literature and the

number of Physics texts in the

service, and the whole tMng
might have a little more class.

In those departments, the Holi-

day Erm scores on the level of

the Union Ooffee Shop. Our
table was treated to a ludicrous

sight; came coffee time, and
a phalanx of waitresses ad -

vanced on lbs, armed to the
teeth with cups and saucers,
which they literally flung
(flang?) on the table, frisbee

fashion. Real class .....

I am left with the impression
that the A.S.U.S., or the Holi-

day Inn, or both, made pots
of money ouit of the Airts For-
mal. Damn little of it filtered

back to the people who paid for

it.

B. R. BANDIERA

old reading room. In view of

this the Physics Library must
open its doors. As opposed to

the Frost Wing, access to labs

can easily be cult off in Stirling

Hall. Even the hiring of a libr-

arian is unnecessary, since stu-

dents are often on their honor
m signing out books anyway.
Having pity on those crazy

student.-' who do work on week-
ends our compassionate depart-

ments should open itiheir —
hearts? no Libraries.

GERRY PALMER

Shock and Indignation
i

Dear Editor:

I must confess a certain

shocked disbelief and indigna-
tion at the cover art of your
'last edition in which Adam and
Eve were represented as lying
beneath the tree of knowledge
in a manifest stafe of undress.
I realize that as students of
higher learning we have an ob-

Iigaltion to technical accuracy
in all matters and that questions

of taste and propriety should
never turn us from the noble
pursuit after truth. And though
I strongly believe that it is im-

portant to represent life as it

really is in all its diversity and
infinite number, we must, I sub-

mit, carefully guard against dis-

tortions and perversions which
through ignorance and some -

times base motives dim the
bright rays of truth. It is for

this reason that I draw the
reader's attention first to the
delineation of Adam and then

to a passage by the 17th Cen-
tury writer Sir Thomas Browne
who cautioned in has essay. "Of
the Picture of Adam and Eve
with Navels" against rajputing

to "The Creator affected super-

fluities, or ordained pants with-

out office."

SINCERELY YOURS,
M1CHAIL LESTER

It's Bugged Him for Years

Dear Editor:

It's bugged me for years. Why
doesn't some smart Engineer
invent a gismo that runs down
the bannister of the stair-well in

the library? It would be great
around exams. You could have

contests between different

breeds of bannister rutmers:
most noise, greatest number of

hands chopped up on the way
dawn, or simply which machine
can make it fastest from the

third floor down to 4s. I hope

to see some results from this

terrific idea in the near future.

STEVE MULHALL
COMMERCE '69

Why are Engineers Mindless? i

Dear Sir:

Recently Che Journal publish-
ed an article titled "Why Are
Engineers so Reactionary?" by
Bob Verdun. Much as I respect
Mr. Verdun's perogative to

transfer out of Engineering and
into an Arts program, 1 object
to some of his feelings, which
include:

1) All engineers are mindless
boors 'reveling in the fraternity"
of other engineers.

2) Engineers take Engineering
because they are too slupid or
unsophisticated for an Arts de-
gree.

The article begins with the
great statement "The first year
student entering Emgineering is

a confused, impressionable indi-
vidual." Why are we so differ-

ent from Arts students? We
have about 90 students in each
class with 350 in geology.
Friends of mine in Arts have
350-500 Students in such clas-

ses as Sociology 080 and Econo-

mics 040. I dare say few of

tihem weren't taken back a little

at the start of the year. Does
this bother us more because we
are "mindless?"

It is also implied that we
revel in the fraternity of fel-

low engineers, our gold jackets,
and Clark Hall. Some do, 1

don't. Naturally I walk about
'the campus between classes with
other guys, since we have very
few girls in our classes. I enjoy
the company of friends, and is

that abnormal? I too have a

gold jacket, which to me is a

Queen's jacket, and is no dif-

ferent in meaning from a blue
Meds jacket or a red Arts jack-
et.

A second classic claim which
Mr. Verdun brought up is that
we are unskilled, too stupid for,

or too unsophisticated to -take

a B.A. I can only gain the in-

ference that a B.A. is the ultim-
ate in a college degree. Try to

run a society without bus driv-

ers. He claims we "abhor uhtaigs

we can't understand". How
many students in Arts hated
Maths and Sciences in high
school because they did poorly

in them? Naturally, I enjoy tha<t

in whioh I do well, but I've

never had that much of a pro-
blem with 'Arts' courses in

high school. My choice of en-
gineering, and that of many of
my friends, was governed by
many factors, by abilities, not
by inabilities, as was implied.

In conclusion, I sincerely be-
lieve that there is not that much
of a difference between engine-
ering students and arts students.
Sure, we've got all kinds of per-
sonalities in engineering, but
aren't there also all kinds in
Arts? Perhaps another article
should be written, titled "Are
Arts Students so Revolution-
ary?"

RESPECTFULLY,
ANDY REID,

Sc. '72
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B. B. KING GIVES PRINCELY PERFORMANCE
I went to see B, B. King at the Later The Rill r™™**,

f^r-arwi Trua+w 1™*. lUr_.Z-_ ^ , . , ' .
llK OOSWOrth TVlO entlv. s nips 1+,^, ™l iur,*~^_- : I

I went to see B, B. King at the
Grand Theatre last Monday night
mainly because I had a free tic-

ket. Frankly, I'd never heard of

him until about a month ago and
ail I knew about him was the
stuff I borrowed from the backs
of his record albums for last

week's article. I don't like to

admit dt very often but my music-
al background in general is some-
what limited— I was told at a
rather young age that I had ab-

solutely no talent for anything,

something I took to be gospel
truth for a good many years until

I figured out that one can learn

to appreciate a thing without ac-

tually knowing how to do it.

Now, I had a vague idea what
the blues were but I couldn't have
expounded on the subject for any
longer than ten seconds, so I went
off to this concert with the open-

est of all possible minds.

It was half an hour or so late

in starting which afforded me
plenty of time to stare around at

the audience — quite an unusual

audience, young for the most
part, terribly casual, people

standing in the exits and sitting

on the floor down in the front.

Buddy Guy, the blues guitarist

was sitting two rows in front of

me— the only reason I knew this

was because one of the people

with him happened to be reading

the Globe and Mail and there was
a big picture and a write-up about

Buddy on the page I could see.

Anyhow, towards the end of the

half hour, everybody started get-

ting restless and loud and run-

ning up and down the aisles.

Somebody announced from behind

the curtain that they were hav-

ing amplifier trouble but it was
just about straightened out so

everybody sat down again and the

concert started five minutes

By

CATHIE ACTON
later. The Bill Bosworth Trio
played first. I've heard them be-
fore and I think they're really
good but everybody got restless
again before they finished. An-
other wait. Then B. B. King's
band came on, some group called
Sonny Freeman and the Unusuals
and played for awhile — very pro-
fessional, about sixty-five times
louder than Bosworth, though I've
since been told that people like
Paul Butterfield and Jimmy Hen-
drix are even louder. Finally,
King himself was introduced.

It was my first exposure to the
blues. Td never heard anything
like it — somebody described it

later as "a happening, an un-
rehearsed happening rather than
a concert". King was fantastic

—he talked to the audience, joked
with them, got everybody into the

same mood, then he sang and
played his guitar. I've discover-

ed that what I think is good isn't

necessarily always the case but I

thought B. B. King was very
good, great in fact and I doubt
if there were many dissenters.

He had a lot of trouble with his

guitar — it was out of tune or

something and one of the strings

broke half way through the per-

formance but he put on quite a
dynamic show in spite of it. I'm

not exactly qualified to give a

very technical account so Til

have to stick to what I saw and
felt. The blues really get to you
— at least, they really got to me,

sort of way down deep inside.

The drummer kept saying "Yeah,

man" and "Tell it like it is" and

so did everybody in the audience,

all planned I'm sure but terrific-

ally effective.

I was talking to an old friend

of mine the next day who filled

me m on some of the finer points

of *he blues. B. B. King, appar-

dS'f1
^'5e real MissbsiPPi kind so often heard among theueitajype ot Hues as opposed to Negroes of the Deep South where-

as the other is more jazz-orient-

TASTY !!

Try a melt-in-the-mouth

cheese or meat fondue

"A perfect before or

after seduction treat"

THE FONDUE CAVE

Prokop's Steakhouse

"Top of University on Princess"

Complete Retervotiom 544-6164

Meal $1.45 - $2.50

opposed „
the Oiicago type of Jimmy Hen-
drix. Now, the difference is the

fact that King bases his type

"lore on gospel spirituals, the

ed. That explains the emotional
response King's music generates.
My friend said that Buddy Guy
was representative of the other

end of tfte scale— a softer, lower
type of blues, tinnier in sound,
but all the jazz and blues sing-
ers have, at one point or another
in their careers, looked to B. B.
King for inspiration, to see how
it was done.

Ian and Sylvia

Dear Editor
I find it very difficult to re-

main silent and not cry 'a pint of
blood' and 'an ounce of flesh'

when I see a 'review' written by
someone who did not even attend
the famous (or infamous) concert
given by Ian and Sylvia and the
MRG rock band on Saturday last.

I will admit that many people
were disillusioned, which only
goes to show the massive conser-

atism apparent at this "promised
land" of a University. Admitted-
ly Ian and Sylvia did not sing old

favourites for any length of time,

and treated the audience to a new
sound, there were cries of "off

with their heads". The billing

was unfair— but, baby that's ad-

vertising. Why grab at the idea

you've been "dunned" (so ele-

gantly put). The MRG rock band
did not play "very bad" music,

ft was loud which is such a
groovy change from the radio in

residence which has to be turned

down to the lowest threshold of

human hearing. The four were
undeniably musicians— excellent

musicians in the bargain— even

I should have thought, to those

who appreciate rhythm and blues.

So you didn't like it? Well, listen,

friend, just because you don't

happen to like a book doesn't

necessarily mean it was badly
written, does it? I was very
pleasantly surprised by the qual-
ity of that group. Talent in Can-
ada? We have potential! As for

the "questionable taste" of it all;

I thought the staff and contribu-

tors to the Journal, for the most
part, had risen far above the nets

of taste! You're losing your
touch, people!

The half in which Ian and
Sylvia participated was great —
if you didn't immediately shut off

your hearing aids when you heard

the Erst twang of steel! It was
blended enough (from where I

sat) to be really enjoyable. Ian

and Sylvia were not marred, they

merely put over a new sound.

Conservatives arise! By the way,

I don't like Country and Western

music either, but this was more
of a 'folksy* sound, sweetie, with

no twanging echo in the voices.

They showed a great deal of var-

iety throughout the show. Admit-

tedly (during the second perform-

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Sieve Am«y

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —
Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.l.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.l.U. —Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.LU. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1863

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

(Corner Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

ance at any rate) they tried to

put over pure Country and West-
em in an encore— but if your
earplugs were removed, you could
probably have heard lan's intro-

duction and decided it was all

for a bat of a laugh.

I remember having to wait out-

side for quite a time and notic-

ing people cued up in a long

snake down University Avenue. I

remember seeing people pouring

out of the first performance with

frowns on their faces or sighs of

"Thank God ifs over". If this

was an indication of the number
of people disillusioned — oh, you

poor, lost, souls! Can't you for

one minute try to enjoy life for

a change— instead of running it

into the ground and trying every

way in your twisted, black, pes-

simistic little innards to under-

mine the very best.

Yours very sincerely,

Jan Peters

PJSL—This is a rebuttal, not an

attempt at a review.

SPECIAL

Glenayr Kirten

2pi«*

niHt

(Discontinued Colors

and Styles)

Sole
$18.00

Values lo $40.00

Doreta
Downtown and Kingston

Shopping Centre

Chalmers
Church
Sun. Jan. 12

11:00 AM. — New Year's

Communion
5:30 PM. — Student supper

Homeeooked casseroles - 50c

Mac^ilivray-Brown Hall —
216 Barrie St.

7:00 PM. — Communion

cor. Barrie and Clergy Sts.

Rev. R. K. N. McLean —

minister

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERNSERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL fOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

WE CAN itftVE FROM 20-600 PEOPLE
,

Visit Our Venetian Room
CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING SHOPPING CENTRE

1 . Nominations for President and Vice-President of the

A.M.S. will close Jan. 28th - for requirements see

A.M.S. constitution.

2. Nominations for Tricolor Society Awards will be taken

at the A.M.S. office.

3. Applications for Colour Night Convenor - A.M.S.

office - position needs to be filled immediately.

Bob Harmer
builds old buildings

Hull 1 1, limn

ill

u may think someone has Hipped Iheii li.irtl h.il hul its tr
Sessional engineer who is the Conslmi'tion M.m.ieer on the I

ib and his statl ot ei sinners, loi the r4.ukm.il .nid i listorit P irk< I.he Department ot Indian Ailnirs .mil Northern Develoonieni „,. ,.. , , , , ,i ,^^x^^^B^B"^
career opportunittes fo, men and women like Hob I, void like EMSflft

Career Info.,

Public Service

Commission of C.iii.kI.i

Tower "A",

Place deVille,

Ottawa, Ontario.

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%
University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationary

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie near Princess 5^6h2746

LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

en student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

fflffttTrl!

9:00 a.m.—Holy Communion

11:00 a.m.—Morning prayer

7:30 p.m.—Evening prayer

8:30 p.m.—Coffee hour

AUDITIONS
Moliere and

Chekhov:

A Theatrical

January 20, 21

700 - 10:00 p.m.

Room 115

Old Arts Building

DEPARTMENT

OF DRAMA

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP
U:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m—"Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

546 H11 AMrrYs TAirwrm
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Kingston's largest Morning Newspaper

• Look Forward to Anger,
• Stadium Will Stay,

• Orgazm, Nobody Came,
• Three Referenda Coming,

page three

page four

page four

page four

Sue McCrodan, Miss Snowball Queen, doesn't know who she
admires most, but we know who we admire most. William S.
Martin,

-SOLMAN

Honking Geese
A defendant for Israel, a man Hanroch Givton, from the Isreali

who likes sacred cows because U.N. delegation is on the show

they are so vulnerable, a victim at 9:30 and will defend Israeli's

of Trudeaumania, an East Indian actions in the Middle East,

marxist from Guyana, and an ar- On Wednesday the show starts

chitect who is also a Quebec an hour later at 8:00 p.m. Mal-

unilingualist are at Queen's to colm Muggridge, the irreverant

appear on national television, and Briton, is the first guest and his

to provide targets for students' infamous comments should make

questions and barbs. for an interesting show. Robert

Stanfield, the Leader of the op-

The Under Attack show is set i position In Ottawa as well as the

to go oh Tuesday and Wednesday national leader of the Progres-

nights and ticket holders are re- sive Conservative Party comes
minded that tickets will be good on the show at 9:15. His prom-

until a half an hour before the inence should also be conducive

show starts. At that time Dun- to a very Intriguing if not pro-

ning Hall will beopenedtoevery- vocative program. Rumours are

one. that there will be free bananas

Tuesday's show starts at 7:00 after the program,
p.m. with Raymond Lemieux, who The program gives Queen's

is the founder of the M.I.S, (the students an opportunity to prove

organization which Is pushing tney ^ a thoughtful gr.

French only instruction In Que- rather than the animaJIsttc ht—
bee schools). At 8:15 Cheddl Ja- th at appeared on national tete-

gan, the marxist former Prime vision last fall at the College

Minister of Guyana, Is the guest. 'bowI.

what noli* would you mole* if you were "Undor Attack"?

RAYMOND UMIIUX MALCOLM MUGGERIDGE HAMOCH GIVTON
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TEST YOUR
VJJDIV1

T /^\

Q. ALL GARNETS ARB RED?

A. False, Garnets, like many other gemstonea of tha

eame mineral family, may occur in more than on*

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an

orangey-brown, while Rhodolite'garnet is a violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian ara,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamonds

and pearls, and best of all, is quite reasonable in pries,

^jj^3^ MEMBER AMERKUi GEM 30CtElY

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
Jewellers 168 Princess St

546 2261 Kingston, Ontario

I

***** .***»•

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21

10:80-11:30 a.m. FIRST EEOCKTNG-
TON 'LECTURE —HIES
TER B. PEARSON. Grant
Hall.

7:00 UNDER ATTACK — Dunning
Hall. Hanocfc GIvton, Raymond
Lemleux, Cheddi Jagan.

7:00 AMS Meeting — McLaughlin Em.,
Student's Union.

7:00 Queen's Chorus — Rm. 218, The-
ology Building.

7:30 YND — Speaker from ATAK.
International Centre.

3:00 Baba' is on Campus. Baha'u'llah's
Call—Virginia Rochester. Rm. 210,

Dunning Hall.

9:00 SNOWBALL — Variety Night,

Grant Hall.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29

Athletic Night.

8:00 UNDER ATTACK — Dunning
Hall. Robert Stanfiekt, Malcolm
Muggeridge,

9:00 SNOWBALL—"Snowball Stomp".
Grant Hall.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30

8:00 Students' International Medlta -

Uon Society. Joe Barr. Rm. 14.

Dunning Halt.
B:00 SNOWBALL — Monte Carlo

Night. Grant Hall.
8:30 "Look Back In Anger". Queen's

Drama Guild. $1.00. Convocation
Hall.

9 :00 SNOWBALL — Horrorama. Dun-
ning Hall and Ellis Hall.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31

8:30 "Look Back in Anger". Quean's
Drama Guild. 31.00. Convocation
Hall.

9 :00 SNOWBALL — Wine and Cheese
Party. LaSalle Hotel.

L0-2 Bitter Grounds Coffee House.

(Eonkr'a

founded m 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from"'

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of
s

the old world.

SMI Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET'

The
.

Classics
Club

AMSTOPHANE

Dupuis hall, auditorium
Teb T*

15"+

QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD PRtSSNTS

look back in anger
By JOHN OSBORNE

Directed by DOUG WHITE * KLAAS VAN WERINGH

JAN. 30, 31 FEB. 1, 2
CONVOCATION HALL 8:30 P.M.

STUDENTS $1.00 NON-STUDENTS $1.50
TICKETS ON SALE STARTING JANUARY 20
STUDENTS' UNION & PICKWICK'S 11:30 - 1:30

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1

11:00 am SNOWBALL — Toilet Bowl.
Lower Campus.

1 :30 Winter Olympics. Lower Campus.
2:00 Fool Tournament. Union.
B:30 "Look Back in Anger". Queen's

Drama Guild, 11.00. Convocation
Hall.

9r00 SNOWBALL — "Flacons de
Nelge" Grant Hall.

9:00 SNOWBALL — "Hourglass"
Union,

HELP WANTED
Arts '70, Help make our sculpture

best. Volunteers are needed every night
and day. Place — south end of Doug-
!as (Library.
Doormen for "Hourglass" The Snow-

ball Semi-Formal, Sat. February 1, for
Four hours. Payment for aervioee ren-
iered. If Interested, phone G42-8-I7G.

FOUND
At science '71 year party, a gold

Initialled pin. Contact D. Wilson, 644-
7411.

Man's watch, girl's prescription sun-
glasses, at Periodicals Desk, second
floor. Douglas Library.

LOST
Would the person who removed my

notes from the Union cloak-room on
Wednesday the 22 at 5:30, please call

Dave Green at 548-3122. No questions
uked — notes are needed very desper-
ately. Cash reward.

CO-OP BULLETIN
The new divisions are coming I Dur-

ing February 3-8 Science '44 Co-op ap-
plications for 1369-70 will be avail-
able at the Union (lunch hour) and at
residence meal lines (supper-time).
Watch bulletin boards and the JOUR-
NAL for further information.

A.S.U.S. APPOINTMENTS
The AS. U.S. will be appointing

1) Judicial Committee — chairman plus 2 members

2) Typing Service Committee — 1 member
3) Book Exchange Committee — 1 member

in the Red Room, Thursday, January 30, at 7:30 p.m.

Submit nominations to Brigitte Berman, Adelaide Hall, 544-8207
For information contact Ted Parnell, 544-1597

A.M.S. COMMITTEE ON
STUDENT DISCIPLINE

A Discipline Committee has been established by the A.M.S. Executive

to review the basis and operation of student self-discipline. The Committee
will hold 4 open meetings the first 3 of which will be restricted as to topic:

Wednesday, January 29—The scope of student self-discipline

Wednesday, February 12—The form of policing

Wednesday, February 26—The structure of the judicial system.

Wednesday, March 12—General meeting to discuss these and related topics

Meeting of Jon. 29 - Leonard Hall Common Room 7t30 pjn.

The Committee will receive written and/or oral briefs. It is requested

that written briefs (6 copies) be presented at the 1st 3 meetings and that

these briefs deal specifically with the topics under discussion. (Ditto fa-

cilities are available in the A.M.S. office) The location of subsequent meet-

ings will be advertised in the Queen's Journal.

The Discipline Committee is comprised of:

Chief Justice AlvlS. Court — Ron Flannigan (Chairman)

Chief Justice Science Court — Paul Saxton

Graduate Justice — Harold Naugler

Chairman I.RD.G — Dave Craig

Women's Residence Rep. — Heather Forster (Secretary)

A.M.S. Executive Rep. — Al Maloney
Ex officio members:

AMS. President — Dave Pakrul

Dean, Student Affairs — T. S. Webster

for oddtttonol informotlon contact any of the abo«e.

546 1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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y DOUO WHITE

Time: modern

Setting: a one-room flat In the
English Midlands; In actual fact
a garret complete with sloped
ceilings, water-marked walls,
and one tiny window. Decor drab,
and ail living space cluttered with
second-hand furniture.

Characters:

Jimmy Porter: the original
angry young man. Of lower class
origins, university trained, but
running a sweet-stall. Irritated
by the lethargy of modern life

and people, violently against the
unconscious hypocrisy ofthe rul-
ing classes, striving for a com-
plete honesty, loyalty and open
sensuality In relationships. Jim-
my explodes continually against
almost anything, particularly his
wife.

Alison: from an upper crust
background, but adapting to her
four years with Jimmy. Her fail-

ure to accept Jimmy's challenge

to love openly prompts many of
his tirades. Her defense is with-
drawal, which serves only to

incense him more.

Cliff: Jimmy's partner lives

in the same boarding house and

spends most of his time with the

Porters. He acts as a buffer be-

tween them.

Helena Charles: duringtheplay
she moves into the circle as
Alison's protector; her strong
avowal of conventional attitudes

makes her a worthy opponent
for Jimmy.

Colonel Redfern: Alison's fa-

ther. He manages to glimpse his

irrelevance to the vital under-

ground stream of modern life,

but confesses himselfbewildered

by Jimmy's point of view.

"You see, I learned at an

early age what it was to be

angry-angry and helpless-and I

can never forget it".

Jimmy Porter, Look B.rt. in

Anger.

Jimmy Porter is a strange
kind of hero: he is as blazlngly
and magnetically alive as a sword
and sorcery adventurer, but as
incapable of action as a modern
anti-hero. He can perhaps be
seen as a lower class Simon
Templar forced to face the leth-

argic reality of a stagnating

world. His anger comes out of
frustrated energy, exploding into

savagely satirical orations, di-

rected at whichever of his inti-

mates is most Irritating at the

time.

What keeps the play from be-
coming merely an extended di-
atribe against modern society is

the dynamic of relationships.

Jimmy is constantly seeking a
response from his intimates,
particularly his women-even
hostility is more satisfying to

him than lethargic retreat.

The other characters are us-

ually engaged in a mutually pro-
tective alliance against his at-

tacks, trying to calm down the

situation and comfort each other.

Cliff and Redfern are often caught

in the uneasy position of trying

to shield Alison while recogniz-

ing the essential justice of Jim-
my's attack. Helena, at once

fascinated and repelled by Jim-
my's "savagery", never really

enters into a full relationship

• with any character.

Osborne's dialogue soars over

the body of the play. Jimmy's

long speeches in particular are

masterpieces of biting satire,

which is usually uncomfortably

fnnny.

When Anger opened in London

in 1956, Jimmy Porter's vituper-

ative energy itself enraged crit-

ics accustomed to a more decor-

ous theatre. Offended by Os-

borne's lack of "good taste",
they failed to recognize the sub-
tleties of character interaction.
They seemed to think that vio-
lence could not be used with
sensitivity.

Even so, many recognized, of-
ten apologetically, Osborne's
potential" greatness inthe pow-

er of the play. Kenneth Tynan's
defense of Aj^ shows this side
of their response.

''Is Jimmy's anger justified?Why doesn't he do something?
These questions might be rel-
evant if the character had failed
to come to life; In the presence
of such evident and blazing vi-
tality, I marvel at the pedantry
which could ask them,"

Look Bac k In Anfler has come
to be recognized as perhaps the
most importantplay of its decade.
John Russell Taylor, in his book
on the "new British drama"
Aneer »nd AftPr , sees the play
as the rejuvenator of the failing

British theatre of the fifties.

This year, as well as undergo-
ing a revival at Queen's, Anger
is being produced in London.

dates: Jan. 30, 31, Feb. 1, 2.

theatre: Convocation Hall

Time: 8:30 P.M.

Box Office:

Union 11:30-1:30

Pickwick Book Store

Prices: students $1.00 non-stu-
dents $1:50.

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT

OF DRAMA

presents

Sophocles'

ANTIGONE
directed by Fred Euringer

at 9 p.m. in the Studio

Theatre Old Arts Building

February 7, 8,9,11,

12, 13,' 14,

ADMISSION FREE

latecomers will not be

admitted

Phone 5463871 hoc 3327

Boots, beds, beads, bugs,

blotches, Botulism, burroes,

and MUyclubs ....

You can sell them all through

y USUI LYNCH

"The harp. . .oh, yes, it maios
such lovely music,"

"Oh, you've heard it then?"

"Well, no."

This, said Nicanor Zabaieta,

is the paradox of the harp. Few
people ever get an opportunity to

hear the harp played, and yet,

everyone seems to associate the

harp with beautiful music. And
last Wednesday, in the second of

the Dunning Hall concert series,

Zabaieta gave us the chance, not

only to hear the harp played, but

played with astonishinggrace and

feeling. Zabaieta, A Spaniard,

spoke briefly to the audience be-

fore he began to play, explaining

some of the technical aspects of

the harp; showing how the pedals

raise or lower the pitch of the
strings; and demonstrating how
several common ornaments are

produced on the harp.

And then he began to play.

Surprisingly enough, it was a
very varied program, ranging

from the Bach family to Hinde-
mith and Prokofiev. Particularly

memorable was the lovely

Andante movement of Jan Dus-
sek's harp sonata. The melody
was highlighted by the flowing ac-

companiment of the lower notes.

In the Beethoven Variations on a
Swiss Air, one could almost hear

the pealing of bells from a church
nestled high on a mountain pla-

teau. The Hindemith harp sonata

seemed to me much less harsh

than the usual Hindemith works,

— MICHALSKt

more like an Impressionist fan-

tasy. Zabaieta concludedthepro-

igram with three workds by con-

temporary Spanish composers.

However, the most memorable
work of the evening was Chan-
son de la Nuit, the work that

Zabaieta played for his encore.
(Yes, the audience actually rais-

ed the enthusiasm to demand an
encore I) It was a highly orna-
mented work (often in unortho-
dox ways, as when Zabaieta tap-

I

ped the wooden frame of the
' harp as he played) and yet was
evocative of the mystery of the

night and of the grace of its

creatures. It was, in parts, pure

emotion.

Zabaieta, in his manner is not

a showman-he is almost diffident

in his demeanor. And as a result,
the first notes of some of the

works he played were lost as he
began to play before the audience

has ceased its rustling and cough-
ing.

To sum up, it was a rare
musical treat to hear Zabaieta
play his harp here at Queen's
(one of only two Canadian per-
formances on this year's tour)-

and play it he did, In a most
thrilling manner I

ExportX
A.S.U.S. SOCIETY ELECTIONS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE SECRETARY

PRESIDENT TREASURER'

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT

2 EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENTS (SOCIAL & CULTURAL)

1 JR. A.M.S. REPRESENTATIVE (FEMALE)

1 SR. A.M.S. REPRESENTATIVE (MALE) i

7 A.M.S. REPRESENTATIVES-AT-LARGE

ELECTION — Thursday, Feoruars 8, 1969.
Nominations for the society Executive and Representatives-
at-large shall be presented to Liz Ramsay no later than
Thursday, January 30, 1969. Each candidate must be spon-
sored by 10 members of the society and the nomination
paper shall be signed by the candidate.
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Valdaree
We have said that we think library hours should be

extended. We still think so.

What we didn't say is that common sense should be

used in doing it. We didn't think it needed to be said,

but apparently it did.

Common sense means starting out by asking people

who have power to make the change — the library ad-

ministration. A lot of yelling has been done, but exactly

two approaches have been made to them: an unsigned

letter, and two delegates of the politics student-faculty

committee.

The problem is money — several thousand dollars

more, out of a library budget which was cut several hund-

red thousand dollars this year. It could be found, but

only if the library thinks enough people would take ad-

vantage of the extra hours to make it worth the expense.

If you want the library open longer, tell them so. You
can use the coupon printed on this page, or write your

own letter to the chief librarian. Or go in to the library of-

fice; they'll be quite willing to see you in person.

When enough people have asked for longer hours,

the library will find the money somewhere.

And when you've done the useful thing, shut up.

There are lots of other problems to be solved around here.

—MARTE HARDING

Guy Fawkes

The first weekend with open women's hours. Ward-
ens and Administrators waited with bated breath. And
nothing happened. No wild orgies, no trooping of women
back to Vic at nine in the morning, nothing.

The first open weekend was a flop! It would seem
that some of the students were right and that they can
accept the responsibility. Can such a thing be possible?

The world awaits more stunning news.

"Get off your fat ass if
• • •

I would like to offer a few thoughts In con-

nection with two of the articles in the Q.J. of

Jan. 21; Boredomania, by Nell Peace, on p. 7,

and The Question Is the Question etc.. by Tim-
othy Chapman, on p. 12; and perhaps a word of

vindication of the university as an institution.

The question "Why am I here?" is a good
one, very valid, and it should not be asked only

in university, but before getting there, after

leaving it, in fact wherever one may be, what-

ever one may be doing. It would help us to

discover our motives, analyze our attitude to-

wards the world surrounding us, and would per-

haps prevent us from feeling that our failure to

relate to that world, to find meaning in life is

the fault of anybody but ourselves.

The ability, first, to ask the question, and

later, to find an answer to it, mark our growing-

up. We can do neither the asking nor the answer-
ing without the perception which only maturity

gives. 0 shall not attempt to define maturity.)

This perception should make us stand aside

from the mass to take a look at it and at our-

selves. Needless to say only a few people ever

reach such a point

For very many young people today the grow-
ing-up process of which I speak takes place in

the university. This makes the attendance at

university a stage in a development, something
to which I come, and from which I go on to

something else. It is all too often forgotten

that there Is nothing permanent about being a

student, but rather something very transitory.

At university growing-up can move forward at

a leisurely pace, backtracking is possible, mis-
takes can be corrected, there are large numbers
of people with whom associations and friend-

ships can be formed, there is considerable
freedom in every respect-the very criticism
voiced testifies to that-and very few real
pressures. These are some notable advantages
of university life and they are often forgotten

among the clamour raised over the faults of the

system.

The faults and the pressures, real and imag-
ined, magnified out of proportion, are made
much of, while the good points are accepted as
a matter of course, ha the criticisms of the

1

university it is frequently implied that the stu-
dent is forced to attend it It is at this point
that the question "Why am I here?" gains new
relevance. I think closer uivestigation-certain-
ly closer than this point has hitherto received
in many quarters-will reveal that it is neither
the university nor society at large which forces
anybody to attend university. Whatever his rea-
sons for attending, if the individual feels that
the life and the activities at a university do not
suit him, do not "relate", do not represent for

him, or do not lead him to, a "meaningul life",

it would be well for him to leave, and, of course,
he is free to do so. There are untold numbers of
jobs for which a university education is not
necessary, many of which pay more than many
a university-educated person can hope for. But,
as your paper once put it, it does not take large

amounts of money to lead a meaningful life,

and large amounts of money are no guarantee
that the life one leads will be meaningful.

A meaningful life is not something which can
be made for me, I can not be spoonfed with it

Either I am able to lead such a life, or I am
not able to lead It The ability is Innate, and it

can be developed, but It can not be created.

Now this is what many students apparently ex-
pect, hope for, from the university, if ! read

the criticisms correctly-and they are dead
wrong. The university cannot lead me to a
"meaningful life", and it was not designed for

that purpose. Nothing, no man, can lead me to

a meaningful life, if X am not able to achieve it

by myself as well. It's me that does it, nothing

else. The university can spread out before me
certain fields of endeavour, certain approaches
to life. In one of which I may conceivably

find happiness. To decide which this may be,

and then to work to bring out that happiness,

is strictly up to me. Happiness has many faces,

and no one face smiles at everybody. For many
people everything the university offers is wrong,
and they should not be there at all.

Everywhere, in all walks and circumstances

of life there is boredom and routine. Nothing

can completely save anybody from this. The
university is not alone in this, nor is it the only
place on earth where things are of this char-

acter. But everywhere, in all walks and cir-

cumstances of life, there are also fine and
glorious moments, if I am willing to see them
or to find them, And this, lastly, is up to me
and cannot be done for me.
The onus, then, for deriving something from

attendance at university, for rendering that

experience meaningful, should-to a greater ex-
tent than seems desirable in many quarters at

present-be removed from the institution and put
back squarely where it belongs-on the individual.

In the apt words of Mr. Peace In the essay re-
ferred to above:

"Next time you become dissatisfied with the

educational system, firstexamine your ownout-
look. If you consider lectures a 40 minute in-

terval of sleep, broaden your outlook, get off

your fat ass and do something about . .(your-

self)."

Yours very truly,

ROY H. EUGFIELD

Art» Formal, A Iteply
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I would suggest that you ser-
iously look into the costs of
organizing a formal ibefore you
write any more derogatory com-
ments about the Arts Formal.
Did you know, for instance,

that Sit would (have cost you
$2.50 per bottle for a corkage
"hotel tax if (there had been a
bottle check? Or did you know
4fce cost of 'hiring an eight -

piece band? the Holiday Inn?
the cost per (plate? Did you not
notice that "'home-made" dec-
orations would have destroyed
the elegance of the Holiday Tim?
Obrviously, you are unaware of
advertising and fawour prices

!

We were only catering to four
hundred people — not one
thousand as in Grant Hall !

!

Please, Mr. Bamiddera— df you
wish to criticize where your
twelve dollars wentfi — Hook into
the prices of these basis items
and then—come and complain to
toe ASUS Formal Committee.
You must have 'had an off

evening Mr. Banddera — the re-
maining 398 people (had a won-
derful evening at Fandango.
1 will Ibe looking (forward to

seeing you run for convener of
the next formal in Grant Hall

decorations begin every night,

two months prior to the formal!!

Sincerely.

PEGGY COWAN
Uo Convener.

iPjS. I would suggest tine edri-

tors get an overaM consensus of
an event before publishing the
one and only letter of criticism

sent to the editors

!

CLIP AND SEND

To: The Chief Librarian
Douglas Library-

Queen's University

Dear Sir:

I favour extending Douglas Libr-
ary closing hours until at least 1:00
a.m. and having the library open on
Sunday mornings.

Signed:

Address:

Phone Number:
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Western teams dominate in
ANNE CARSWEU Ql^U^ CkllS Clll-SpOrlS (klY

Queen's Gals met some stifl comnetitim k«* ,

minton, and gyrnnastios against McGilland Western.
"^ MW aCttan " baskc*a11. volleyball, ba*

yit^^Lta™ Sr^TIT Mcfitti, 4^7 after^ ^ Eour ^ at

9. High scorer for McGill was Di Purty^Tnt^ ™° seccnd ^ <*» Madde win,
Torbet, and Maureen (Mo) Bouris,^ fesLveT p i,^7"™ *° the Gals line-up, Ann Hunter, Vicky

Ginger Maurer. Vicky Tortet wal s^d hXLl^r cT^ ""V"
6 P^ormancTof

were Kathy Clarke with 9 points, anTZeXTInd * ™£ I
Scorers for Westem

mvssh* «11.mm^ „„.~ 7_
m

_
ane JuflsoD and Piei-ce with 8 each. These three played an im-pressive aU-round game.as did most of their team-mates.

J
n
AmJ^lrr^ketb

S, E™e.°f.*t,^. W—n downed McGill 52-23.
Sue Kelseyhad 11

Jane Allison, had 14 points, while McGili's
High scorer for Western,

win^TraST^aS^J^f »^ <— - -* '

Queen's were Joan W^H^Sltytn^ ^T^**" ««» - **, -
Buck was hiiZh scorer with 15 oointe.

paints each. For McGill, Sarah

Western's intennediate squad is following well in the steps of their
^-ong senior team, but were given a strong fight by Queen's, beat-

ing them by the narrow margin of 35-33. Queen's high scorer was
Mary Filroan with 7 points and for Western, Lenore Alexander had

9 points. Jeaimie McCallum and Betty Johnston had 6 points each
for Queen's.

Western intermediate team also defeated McGill 48-17, led by
the 19 points of Linda Munn. Lynn Peterson was McGOl's high scorer

with 4 points.

m volleyball at LCVT, Queen's senior team won their match over
McGill winning three out of five games, and lost to Western three

games to none. Western defeated McGill 3 games to none in their

match. Ih the intermediate section, a team from QECVI in Kingston

gave some stiff competition to both McGili's and Queen's teams but
were defeated in these two matches. Queen's intermediate team won

over McGill two games to one.

Queen's, McGill, and Western also competed in a badminton

competition in which Western came out on top. In 1st singles,

scores were McGill over Queen's 11-7, 11-1; McGill over Western

11-4, 11-2; and Western over Queen's 11-2, 11-1. In 2nd singles, re-

sults were Western over Queen's 11-6, 11-7; Queen's over McGill

11-4, 11-8; and Western over McGill 11-7, 11-3. In doubles competition,

Western won over McGill, 15-11, 150; and over Queen's 15-9, 15-1

Queen's defeated McGill, 15-9, 8-15, 15-12. Final scores were West
em 5. Queen's 2, and McGill 2.

The other competition of the day was gymnastics and in this
Queen's was quite successful as they came out on top with Western
jecond and McGill third.

Hostesses for the day were Cheryl Thackeray, Linda Vallery, Marg
Closson and Sharon Darby. Corigratulations to them and the team
coaches for a very fine showing.

Snowball week got underway in fine style on Sunday with an
orienteering competition in which a number of students took part.

Results will be available for Frid paper.

PICTURES
Above right: Queen's Ann
Richardson fights for re
bound with Western com-
petitor. Centre left: Pam
Ellison of the Gals drive in
for a lay-up. Lower left: An
unidentified Queen's elbow
applied subtle pressure to
the Gananoque goalie. Bot-
tom centre: Queen's Marg
Swan loses rebound to that
same Western player. Bot-
tom right: Sue Morrison
helps defend in volleyball
-tion.

MM
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Welcome to the bushes: Part II
•y JOHN MAilf

The sight from atop Varsity Stadium was astounding.

Looking down Bloor Street, one could see, as part of Hie

Canadian College Bowl parade, a truly awe - inspiring de-

monstration of support, enthusiasm, and just plain old col-

lege spirit as the Queen's student delegation marched to-

wards the stadium.
First the cheerleaders, strutting and Oil thighing,, fol •

lowed by the brass band, resptenden in full Scottish re-

galia and accompanied by twirling majorettes. And then

the mob.
An incredible horde of literally thousands of screaming,

cheering, singing. Oil - thighing Queen's students spilled

inlo the stadium to cheer for, a group of thirty of their

fellow students, who happened to be the best football team
in Canada.

Inside the stadium, as one watched the game Itself from
a centre-field section, amongst that screaming horde, the

sight was again astonishing as the Gaels bent the minds
of everyone watching the game, within the stadium and
on coast to coast television, as they destroyed Waterloo
Lutheran and crowned themselves National Champions.
Last Saturday, Queen's women's basketball team took

on Western here in our own dungeon. This wasn't any
national championship. There was no television, no par-
ade, no screaming horde of fans, although the sixteen or
seventeen spectators did get pretty enthusiastic. There
wasn't any overwhelming victory lo inflate the Queen's
ego, either. The Golden Gals were just a bit overmatched,
although they battled to the finish in an extremely well
played and hard fought contest.

OK, so what is the point? Why try to compare the
Golden Gaels with the gals basketball team? The con-
trast is ludicrous, but one such example won't support
any type of argument.
However, the sad fact is that equally ludicrous con -

trasts can be made between the experience of the Golden
Gaels and literally every other intercollegiate team
Queen's fields.

WHY?
First of all, what makes our football team National

Champions?
A full-time, four man coaching staff, headed by one of

Ihe most brilliant analysts in the game supplemented year
by year with helpful extras, like Carl Digiacomo, who
scouted for the team last fall.

A full-time trainer, a full-time equipment manager, a
few student managers, an (almost) unshared fascility,
game films, pre-season training camp, pre-game team
breakfasts, a first class schedule, complete equipment
enthusiastic fan support, and a team comiled from a-
mong the top young football talents in Canada, most of
whom don't just wander in here by accident.

If you want to know what is available In programs
In other sports, show the preceding paragraphs to dif-
ferent people until one of them starts to cry. Then ask
him about it. He probably plays another sport himself.
But no one can argue but that Queen's University of-

fers a very attractive football program. Programs in other
sports are not so attractive. This is a major point to
consider when you wonder why it Is that even players who
spend years as hamburger enjoy being on our football
team while in other sports, players who could start don't
even bother trying out. This is a result of the obvious
discrepancy between Incentives offered by football as
opposed to literally every other sport. All that goes into
making the Golden Gaels great constitutes incentives to
play. These Incentives are missing in other sports.
An athlete in another sport than football usually must

rely solely on his personal pride and sheer love of par-
ticipating in his sport. He is offered little else.
For years now people in general and athletes in parti-

cular have questioned why this must be. First reaction
to such inquiry has usually been of the nature, "Well, we
haven't got the money." This, of course, is no explana-
tion because much of what could be done to improve the
calibre of program offered to Queen's athletes does not
necessarily take more money, but more intelligent and
thoughtful administration, (see next weeks editorial).
So the next obvious question comes up. Why aren't

things which don't necessarily cost more money done by
appropriate people? The answer is pretty lame; "the

balf

'

,n 'S 3t Queen s dEm
'
t care abouf anV*Mng but foot-

That contention is, of course, ridiculous. Even within
the context of athletics.

But the contention, of course, can be supported Just
re-read the opening passages of this article.
But to draw the obvious conclusion that Queen's stu-

dents love football above all other sports is to misinter-
pret.

Some Queen's students truly (ove the game of football.
But most of the thousands of students who went to the
College Bowl and who regularly go to Queen's games both
home and away don't go for the game and the team. They
go for the event.
The football games on this campus and away in Toron-

to and Montreal are the social highlights of the fall term.
What does a Queen's student do at a game? He meets

his friends. This is social. He sings; social. He dances;
social. He drinks; social. This is a big point. If someone
wanted to really appreciate the action on the field,
would he go to the game half snapped?
The away games are even bigger social events. Not

only does a student going to T.O. or Montreal plan on
doing all the social things he does at home games, he
plans on doing other purely social things around the
cities before and after the game as well.
You can be pretty damn sure if the Gaels played away

m Smiths Falls rather than Montreal . . . Well, how
many actually went even to Hamilton for the McMaster
game?
So much for "Queen's students love football."
As for the interest which students at this campus

have in "sports" the great popularity of the intramural
program, which offers participation and competition in
sports from football to table tennis, is ample Illustration
of how truly broad-based me sports interest really Is.

In other words, Queen's students like more than just
football.

Then why don't they do something?
They do. Athletes In minor sports bitch among them-

selves and at the A. B. of C. Coaches smoulder about
frustrations over lack of available gym time for practice
or rotten scheduling or other things. Individual students
complain that they have no opportunity to enjoy simple
recreation because "the goddam Intercollegiate athletes
take up the gym all the time."
But every time someone complains, they're told, "WelU

if people really wanted things changed, they'd complain
more often.

The problem, people, is that you're bucking status quo
mentality.
What you need is to all scream together.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
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Black and White By WILF DAY

A dispute over the handling of
racial discrimination charges a-
gainst a biology professor by
black students at Sir George Will-
iams University in Montreal es-
calated into a full scale occupat-
ion of the computer centre Wed-
nesday night.

More than 200 white and black
students are still staying behind
tightly-guarded doors, determined
to remain until five demands are
met by the adrriinistration.

Their five demands include the
following:

• A public rejection of the

hearing committee investigating

racism charges against biology

professor Perry Anderson.

• A meeting between all par-

ties to lay ground rules for a

reconstituted committee,

• Freedom from all threats of

reprisal and punitive action.

• Due consideration for the
academic status of blacks who
have lost study time organizing
the protest,

• A dismissal of civil charges
facing three black students.

500 students have signed a pe-
tition backing these demands.

The dispute arose out of char-
ges last year by six black stu-
dents that Anderson discriminat-
ed against them in marks and
classroom behaviour. Although
remarking of papers last spring
indicated no basis for the charg-
es, they were renewed this fall.

IMPARTIAL COMMITTEE

Anderson voluntarily stopped
teaching Dec. 5, but the admini-
stration rejected his resignation
and set up a committee, with
consultation and approval by all
parties, to investigate the charg-

Red and Black
R.M.C.

Cadets from the Royal Mili-

tary College were forbidden to

attend orgazm the teach in held

at Queen's last weekend.

It is feared that this would

lead to a breach of security.

The interdict was laid down
at dinner one evening by the de-

puty wing commander, fourth

year cadet D. Trousdell. He an-

nounced that no cadets would be

permitted to attend the teach-in

at Queen's known as Orgazm.

Attendance, the cadets were

told would be considered a breach

of military security and would

be punishable by a "D.N.D.

charge"(Department of National

Defense).

A cadet explained that a "D.

N.D. charge" means apermanent

blot on a cadet's record and can
"

have adverse affects on promo-

tion and other aspects of his car-

eer. The cadets considered it a

very serious threat.

Lieutenant Colonel Pickering,

Director of Cadets and Military

Training at the college, through

whom the order was issued said

in a statement to the Queen's

Journal "Cadets are encouraged

to take advantage of every suit-

able opportunity to futher their

knowledge and broaden their out-

look."

"This, however was not a suit-

able opportunity" he said, "the

reason being that the nature of

the talks and that the presence

of cadets coidd have been ex-

polited by the press and other

media in such a fashion as to

bring embarassment to the Can-

adian Armed Forces". This is

against government regulations.

Colonel Pickering also pointed

out that lectures on "touchy"

subjects were attended by the ca-

dets but behind closed doors on

the premises of R.M.C. and with

lecturers invited by the college.

Cadet reaction to the ban was

generally passive,

"By now we are used to it"

was one comment One group of

cadets was strongly opposed to

When two black members of
the committee later resigned say-
ing they could not be impartial
in the matter, their replacements
were appointed unilaterally by
the adrninistration. The six black
students, supported by one of
the former committee members,
say that the committee is no
longer acceptable nor impartial.

The committee went ahead with
its first hearing Sunday, despite
a walkout by the black students,
and heard Anderson and his wit-
nesses refute the charges. Both
Anderson and the black students
were represented by lawyers.

A variety of rallies called by
the Carribean Students' Associ-
ation and the Sir George Williams
Student Movement (Maoists) es-
calated the campus tension over
the last week. The administra-
tion, hoping to defuse the crisis,
cancelled classes Monday and
held closed meetings to try to
determine its strategy.

—
< Continued on page three)

the order and approached the col-

onel to have the ban lifted.

Their attempt was abandoned

when Colonel Pickering inform^
that it was out of the question.

Although Colonel Pickering ex-

plained that attendance was ag-

ainst government regulations and

intimated the ban was a general

one, it seems that only the Royal

Military College imposed the re-

striction. Students of the Can-

adian Army StaffCollege and ser-

vicemen from Canadian Forces

Base Kingston were notforbidden

to attend the teach-in.

Orgazm as reported in the last

issue of the Journal involved dis-

cussions in such areas as sex
education, "sexuality and iex-

iness" and homosexuality. Per-

haps the most revealing commsnt
was made by a fourth year cadet

who is majoring in Engineering,

"I didn't think about it" he said,

"I realize that being part of the

armed forces, there are some
things that I just can't hear."

Is this His idea of a joke ? —SOtMAN

And Earnest Hopeful Greys

Lester Pearson denounced force, formilae and

stereotypes in his Brockington Lecture Tuesday,

favouring "social, political and economic action"

instead.

All these evils come essentially from the same

cause, Pearson told a capacity audience in Grant

Hall; "man's innate social conservatism, his

egoism, what I might call his dogmatic absolutism,

his belief In the sanctity of the customary."

The former prime minister and Nobel Peace

Prize winner said that this absolutism is the cause

of Individual strife and also of war.

"It Is the absolutist, rather than the pragmatic:

the absolutist approach to issues makes those

issues so difficult to resolve.

"Human beings who are consumed witn a cer-

tainty of their own Tightness and who see all things

in black and white, and who seek salvation in one

simple principle, whether it be capitalism or

socialism, or vegetarianism, or yoga, or single

tax — such beings by their aggressive, their

uncompromising character, often set us against

each other, within our societies and between our

countries..

It is obviously young people who will have to

solve problems in the future, Pearson said, and

they are great. Enumerating the crises of nuclear

weapons. Instant com m>in tcations, emerging nations

and feuding superpowers, he concluded, "Our
fears and our doubts about the future, about the

very survival of man, become understandable and

rational."

Swift and great changes are needed, he said,

quoting Alfred North Whitehead: "The major ad-

vances in civilization are processes which all

but wreck the society in which they occur."

Disturbances are occuring today because young

people have the freedom to participate in society,

By CHRIS REDMOND

Pearson emphasized. "That in Itself should not

cause any wailing or gnashing of teeth.

"It is not dissenters, but those who would dim-

inish or deny the right to dissent, who are the

dangerous revolutionaries."

But "neatly packaged instant formulae" are not

going to solve problems, he added, because they

are inadequate in a century when scientific pro-

gress moves so fast that it threatens to leave

ethical values and humanness behind.

To solve today's problems and tomorrow's will

require greater action on a broader scale than

has ever been seen before, he said.

"It will require a steady but imaginative under-

standing of the kind of world which is being In-

herited by those who are impatient with the old. It

is important that they should know the nature of

this heritage. Indeed, that Is a major reason for

being at university."
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Players Needed

Queen's Concert Band plans a concert for February 26

— woodwind and low brass players are urgently

required Practise Mon. and Wed. at 6:30 p.m. in Grant

Hall.

Arts 72
Year Elections

Positions Available

President; Vice-President; Secretory; 2 Social Convenors-

1 mole, 1 female;

Athletic Stick 2 Constables- 1 male, 1 female

For further information, concerning each position contact

Mary Cornish, 544-8735. Nominations must be in by Fri. Feb.

7 to Vice-President — Mary Cornish (Victoria) or Secretary.

,— Bob Amos (Leonard). President's nomination must have

i0 signarures.

Election -Monday, fob. 10, Ellis Auditorium
Be Concerned!

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31

8:30 "Look Back in Anger". Queen's

Drama Guild. $1. 00. Convocation

Hail.

9:00 SNOWBALL — Wine and Cheese

Party. LaSalle Hotel.

10-2 Bitter Grounds — Donna Maria
formerly of the Toronto Elevator.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1

11 a-.ro. SNOWBALL — Toilet Bowl.
Lower Campus.

1:30 Winter Olympics. Lower Campus.
2:00 Pool Tournament. Union.
8:30 "Look Back in Anger". Queen's

Drama Guild. 51.00. Convocation
Hall.

9:00 SNOWBALL — "Flncons de
Nairn" Grant Halt.

9:00 SNOWBALL — "Hourglass".
Union.

10-2 Bitter Grounds — Donna Maria
formerly of the Toronto Elevator.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2

S :30 Student Supper. Mocgillivary-
Brown Hall 216 Barrie St.). 60c.

K:S0 "Look Back in AnKcr". Queen's
Drama Guild. $1.00. Convocation
Hall.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3
Is nothing happening today T Guess

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

7:00 AMS Meeting. McLaughlin Rm.,
Students' Union.

7:00 "Gotdflnger" with Sean Cannery.
Dunning Hall Aud.

8:00 Student Wives Club Meeting.
Speaker — Paul Aubry> with
a wig demonstration. Clark Hall.

10:00 "Goldfinger" with Sean Connery.
Dunning Hall Aud

,

A.S.U.S.

General Meeting

to hear and meet the candidates running for

next year's Executive Tuesday, February 4th,

8:00 p.m. in STIRLING HALL, THEATRE A.

LOMOKOME
1 . Thou shall go to the Levana Formal.

2. Thou shalt ask only one male.

3. Thou shalt arrive between 10 and 3, Feb. 7.

4. Thou shalt receive a favour and be thankful.

5. Thou shalt visit the lost worlds.

6. Thou shalt feast on Utopian food.

7. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's drink.

8. Thou shalt dance till thy shoes decay.

9. Thou shalt not be in before daybreak.

10. Thou shalt remember Lomokome.

Queen's Debating Union

General Meeting — Think-in and Social Nite

Time Wed., Feb. 5, 8:30 p.m.

Place 130 King E., Apt 3

Andrina McCullogh Tournament

Sunday, Feb. 9, 1 :30 p.m.

Watson Hall Amphitheatre

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. ' KINGSTON, ONT.
ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food)

SECOND
QUEEN'S INVITATIONAL
WRESTLING TOURNAMENT

Visiting Teams: McGill, McMaster, Toronto

Place: Queen's Gym

Time: Saturday, February 1st, 7:00 P.M.

Particulars:— 40 bouts— two mats, continuous wrestling

— biggest wrestling tournament at

Queen's in the last five years

If you're not going to the Snowball dance, come along

and watch;

It's interesting.

Ifyou were supposed to be going and your girl decided

she might have to be washing her hair, come along and
watch anyways . .

.

It's a great way to ventilate your frustrations.

Ifyou're going to the dance, say hello to Agnes

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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suggestions about^Std^ce^ t0

• The Library has received 12 lone „< a
Government documents which they !,7P°Le^'"ZCe
?N9 -

,

Lw ^
teresti"9 wading ahead

yPr°"

• Next Wednesday, the Senate Committee on AcaRX^r6"' meetS in ,he *™ >»

•Queen's and McGill have established the "Mc-G.ll-Queen s University Press". The plan is hoped topublish publications of scholarly material forwhich
both schools will be responsible

• The Library Archives are havinq their hours
extended from 7-.00 to 10:30 from Monday to Thurs-day evenings. Materials for evening use must be ar-
ranged for during the day.
• The average gift for university students with

government grants is $511 according to the Depart-
ment of University Affairs. The average loan was

• Two interesting talks have been arranged by at
the International Centre. Next Wednesday at 2:30
p.m. a student panel will discuss University Educa-
tion: Purpose and Process. Prof. David Cox of the
Politics Department will discuss the Canadian Foreign
Policy Review on Thursday at the same time.

• Dr. W. P. Morrell from the University of Otago
will deliver four lecturers on Victorian Colonial Poli-
cy and Race Relations on February 5th, 12th, 19th
and 26th at 8:00 p.m. in Stirling Hall.

• Do you want to learn about Canadian Federal-
ism? Professor R. M. Burns of the Politics Department
will deliver six lecturers on the topic starting Febr-
uary 24th for six consecutive Monday nights. He
will discuss the history, the financial considerations,
and some of the present problems of the Canadian
system.

ELECTION BRIEFS

SCIENCE ELECTIONS

Garry Graham, third year Chemistry, has

been elected president of the Engineering

Society, defeating Terry Burtch, third year

civil.

In the new society, Ken Rose is the vice-

president, Hayden Mathews the development

Committee Chairman, Paul Crawford the

treasurer and George McCaffery the sec-

retary.

TWO FOR THE SHOW
Garry Graham

Ed Paul, a third year commerce student announced his candidacy

for the presidency of the Alma Mater Society . For his running

mate he chose Kerry Newton, a first year arts student.

Paul reversed his earlier decision not to run when it appeared

possible that the post might go by acclamation.

In his first year at Queen's Paul was appointed speaker of

the AMS. He was executive vice-president of the Arts and Science

Society in his second year.

He is currently vice-president of the Commerce Society and

was instrumental in its emergence as full faculty society earlier

this year.

MORE AND MERRIER

Two more sets of candidates have entered the race for the

presidency of the AMS.
Val Cybenko and Alise Steinkopf are running on a platform

covering "the entire political spectrum". Cybenko is a cummumst

and Allse is a fascist. To emphasize his political viewpotat.

Cybenko will make all his speeches in Russian, as soon as his

secret courrier arrives. .

Buk and Rimbaud, a dog and a cat, threw their tails m the ring

late last night. Campaign manager, Mark Elliot felt these an-

imals would "definitely outclass the opposition.'

Buk caused quite a stir in political circles with a demon^

stratlon of defecatio at a course union party. When reprimanded

he promised it would not happen again.

Rimbaud, Buk's vice-presidential running mate in

is very mild mannered. She will commence purring at will the

slightest instigation and is very affectionate.

UNDER ATTACK
The second Under Attack show

starred Raymond Lemieux, lea-
der of Le Mouvement pour riBr
tegration Seolaire in Quebec,
whose lead-off statement was:
"I would Jike to see French as
the working language of Que-
bec." "If itihat isn't practical,"

he said, when challenged, "then
we might as well forget French
in Canada.

"

Students immediately ques •

tioned him concerning Trudeau
and his plan for a bilingual

Canada. Lemieux replied that
' Canada "never was and never
will be a bilingual country."
When students insisted that

investment capital would leave

Quebec if the educational sys-

tem became unilinguaQ, Lem-
ieux replied Chat investment
flows into Japan and Latin'

America and other countries

which donl have a bilingual

educational system.

Lemieux said he believed in

democracy; majority rule. The
majority rule in. Quebec would
mean that French would be the
'language of the educational sys-

tem.

The mouvement leader main-

tained throughout tihe show that

his movement was nod political.

However, when panellist Jinn

TirnbaM asked if he was a separ-

atist, he replied, "Separatism is

inevitable if it is not possible

for Quebec to retain a French
culture, and I agree with separa-

tism if necessary."

On the subject of Rene Leve-

sque, Lemieux contended he was
waiting too long to preserve the

French culture in Quebec.

The other panelists were

Peter Taylor and Julien Leben-

sold,

Malcolm Muggeridge, a for-
mer editor of England's satirical

magazine Punch, was cross -

examined by a panel of three
students, Janet Lichty, AMS
Vive-President Andy Pipe, and
Jim Hiiden on topics ranging
from Christianity to Playboy
publisher Hugh Hefner.
To begin tihe show. Mr.

Daws shot several topics at

Muggeridge, and invited his
responses. He answered on —
The Pill: "I dont approve of

it. It is very likely to be the
most destructive thing in our
society, more so than nuclear
weapons. What do you think
about that statement? Stronger
than the Pope's, isn't it?"

Clerics: "I think almost any-
thing said by clerics is bound to

be non-sensieal. I attend church
because I enjoy ithe music . .

I'm very keen on Christianity,

and not even the clerics can
completely obscure that."

'Hugh Hefner: "He sits is his
room month after month and
never gets out of his pyjamas."
Trudeau: "Trudeau . . . Tru-

deau . . . who is (that man ?"

DeGaulle: "That extraordin-

ary man ... I have a regard for

people who absolutely refuse to

recognize anybody." Muggeridge
compared him to a circus bicy-

clist who always appears to be

on the verge of toppling, but

who never does.

Considering some of the views

MalcoEm Muggeridge surprised

some .people by coming out

very strongly in favor of Chris-

tianity. "I absolutely love it" he

said "but it's not nothing to do

with clerics, who are much like

politicians." Although often call-
,

ed a pessimist, Muggeridge said

Daniel Pattlrthe Isreall Press
Attache at the Washington Em-
bassy was subjected to harsh
criticism from panelist Arazam
Nasser,

Nasser claimed that the "Jews
have no right to be in Arab land

in the so-called state of Israel

and they should go back where
they came from."
When Nasser continued to

break the rules of the program,
Pattir shot back "I am luite

used to violations of all kinds

of cease-fires".

Nasser becamo so much trou-

ble that the T.V. crew and mod-
erator Fred Davis had to stop

the show to explainto Nasser how
the show was to be run. Pattir

quipped "I am just enjoying an-

other example of how Arabs obey
moderators".

The attack on the Beirut air-

port was a military neccesity to

defend the sovereignty of Israel,

said Pattir.

When asked about the possibi-

lity of the United Nations arrang-

ing a settlement Pattir replied

that the U.N. was dominated by

nations protecting their national

interests and could not be effec-

tive in achieving a settlement.

he was really an optimist be -

cause his prediction of a Dark
Age proves that our present de-
cadence cannot succeed. When
Andy Pipe eailed him a disillus-

ioned "aged Victorian virgin"
beneath a veneer of humor,
Muggeridge replied, "I am aged;
I am much like a Victorian,
but I am not a virgin."

BLACK AND WHITE

THREE ARRESTED

Its decision was to take a hard
line. On Tuesday three black stu-
dents were arrested for "intimi-
dating" the vice-principal, and
it was announced that the com-
mittee would continue unchang-
ed.

When it resumed hearings on
Wednesday, 500 students broke up
the hearing and occupied t h e
auditorium. They first attempted
to move in to the administration
offices, then settled for the com-
puting centre when thwarted by
security guards.

Yesterday the Sir George stu-
dent government endorsed the de-
mand for a reformed committee,
suggesting a three-man arbitra-
tion board representing both sides
with a neutral chairman. It side-
stepped endorsing or condemn-
ing the occupation, but sent food

(flash

to the occupants.

L/Union Generate des Etudiants
du Quebec has also announced
support for the student demands.

COMPUTING CENTRE VITAL

Students at the occupation site
feel the crisis is coming soon.

The centre they hold is vital to
the administrative apparatus. All
paycheques go through the com-
puters as well as class lists,

schedules and exams.

The university pays $1,000 an
hour to rent the huge bank of
machines that have lain idle since
(he area was seized.

The school also contracts an
enoi-mous amount of industrial
computer work that has been
halted since Wednesday night.

The students have been care-

ful with the machines — despite
cartoons and slogans pasted up
on the walls denouncing the de-

personalization of the university

through computer relations,

They have sealed off the main
computer area and check the
automatic temperature regulators

continuously to forestall any dam-
age to the delicate machinery
however, they have refused to

permit the regular 24-hour serv-

ice the computers normally get
Technicians say the machines

can last only a week without
servicing before irrepairable dam-
age results.

La Union Generate des Edudiants de Quebec came
out today for seperatism for the Province of Quebec. The
president said in a news conference that it was time stu-
dents stopped talking about it and started doing some-
thing about it.

"A JUST SOLUTION"

Acting Principal Douglas
Clarke, said the hearing commit-
tee will not be reconstituted but

will "continue its work ... its

sessions will resume shortly".

He also outlined three princi-

pals to govern a "just solution"

cf the crisis, including:

• racial o^isci-imination cannot

be tolerated.

• charges of racism must be
investigated and1 the investigation

must satisfy "justice".

• the university community
must function within the "rule of

law".
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LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Ait Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Ph.zn Spaghetti ( 'Hftktn

Free

Delivery

GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTURNAL OPPORTUNITIES

Department of Pathological Chemistry.

Banting Institute. University of Tornntn

Support available for limited nuir

o work toward an M.Sc. or Ph.D. de:

f graduate students

L'ith resca-ch on the

iciabolic disorders,

table leading either

o academic research, or to a professional career as a clinical

hemist or medical biochemist. Interested persons with a

round education in the chemical, biological or biophysical

sciences, or in medicine, should wrjle immediately for a bro-

ohure.

Please note that final date For application to (he School nf

Graduate Studies is March 15th, 1969.

the
.

Classics
Club

ARISTOPHANE

DUPUIS HALL AUDITORIUM

The Turtles and

Kensington Market

In Concert

TONIGHT!!

7 30 and 9:30

A few tickets still available at the door!

Be there early, baby!!!

Chalmers Church

Sunday Feb. 2

5:30-Student Supper

50*—Homecooked food

Mocgrllivroy Brown Hall

7:00-Evening Worship

§>t. 3Jaim?B'

(Ehurrh

Kingston. Ontario

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:30 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:30 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Christian view of

HISTORY

with Dr. Donald Mathers

discussion 6:45 p m

sponsored by S. C. M.

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A.. Minister

Director of Praise.

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

Look Back in Anger

When Look Back in Anger

was first produced in London

in 1956, its basic energy pro-

duced violent reactions from

the critics. Many hailed Os-

borne as the revitalizer of

the failing English theatre;

others denounced both play-

wright and production while

nervously admitting its power.

'We shall be very frank

about this. . .1 look back in

an^er upon a night miscon-

ceived and misspent."

Birmingham Post.

"An angry play by an angry

young author. . .neurotic, ex-

aggerated and more than sli-

ghtly distasteful."

Daily Mirror.

"Through all the author's

overwriting and laborious

shock tactics, we can per-

ceive what a brilliant play

this young man will write

when he has got this one out

of his system and lets a lit-

tle sunshine into his soul."

Daily Mail.

"Mr. OsbDrne communica-

tes no sense to us that he has

taken even three paces back

from the work that has so

hotly and tormentedly engaged

him. But for all this, this is

a play of extraordinary im-

portance."

Financial Times.

"Underneath the rasping,

negative whine of this play,

one can distinguish the con-

siderable promise of its au-

thor. Mr. John Osborne has a

dazzling aptitude for provok-

ing and stimulating dialogue

and he draws characters with

firm and convincing strokes.

When he stops being angry or

when he lets us in on what he

is angry about, he may write a

very good play."

Evening Standard.

"Is Jimmy's anger justi-

fied? Why doesn't he do some-

thing? These questions might

be relevant if the character

had failed to come to life; in

the presence of such evident

and blazing vitality, I marvel

at the pedantry that could ask

them."
Kenneth Tynan on the

reviewers.

These are the comments of

the professionals on the play

itself. The Queen's dramade-
partment is putting on its own
presentation of Osborne's fa-

mous play. Go take a look to-

morrow night and make your

own judgment. Tickets only a

dollar for students. It's in

Convocation Hall. It's also

Sunday nights. All shows start

at 8:30 p.m.

All That Glitters

Is Not A Thumb

by Brian Hill

The number of young people

in North America who haven't

already seen Goldfinger must

be very small and there's a

good chance it'll shrink some

more after the Tuesday night

Dunning Hall presentation.

Why review a movie almost

everybody has seen?. .Gold-

finger is irresistible, that's

why.

This was the 3rd James

Bond movie and from most

points of view the best. Dr.

No was kind of a dud, featur-

ing a malignant swamp buggy

lummox with a stainless steel

yarmulka, and Miss Plastic

Person herself, Ursula And-

ress. From Russia With Love

was an exciting movie with

Robert Shaw playing an adver-

sary who appeared to be fully

the equal of James Bond, at

least up to the point where he

ordered a red wine with Dover glirt

Sole.
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death might be human is when
he reveals his love of cats.

He eats them.

Ian Fleming reached the

high point of onomatopoeia in*

calling the female lead Pussy
Galore* This is not to be taken

too literally, however, as the

pussy was not galore, it was
lesbian; but that would prob-
ably make an impossible
name. Honor Elackman (the

original Emma Peel) plays

Miss Pussy, and she toogives

her role an extra dimension.

If ever there is awomanmore
qualified to serve as an illus-

tration of the attractiveness of

older women than she, I've

never seen her. She's fan-

tastic,

Sean Connery is James Bond

and I'll be damned if I can see

the slightest bit of difference

in the way he plays Bond in

all his movies after "From
Russia With Love".

The music is superb, with

a score you never hear until

it begins to heighten the sen-

sation started by the action.

Shirley Bassey sings the

title song in a way that still

brings goosepimples to the

back of my neck when I re-

member it.

The essence of Jam^s Bond

movies is the elegant and

overpowering grace associa-

ted with killing; if a hit isn't

elegant, - killing a young wo-

man by covering all her pores

with gold paint - it seems to

be done with immense style

- as in the manner Goldfinger

eliminates the elite of the

American gangster world. One

scene in particular illustrates

what 1 mean. One of the gang-

sters doesn't want a piece of

the Fort Knox action and asks

to be taken to the airport. Odd-

job obliges, and the two of them

leave together. As they ap-

proach the freeway, Oddjob

turns around to face his pas-

senger, stares into his face

long enough for the mobster

to realize what is about to

happen, and kills him with a

silenced pistol. The next shot

is of Oddjob arriving at a

wrecking yard where the car

is hoisted into the air and

dropped down the maw of a

machine which mushes it into

a tiny cube. It's achilling mo-

ment, and one with all the ele-

gance that the 20th Century

can offer.

One thing that constantly

evades me is why every single

person who has been shot in a

movie by a pistol with a silen-

cer has died quietly. Obvious-

ly discretion is of the utmost

importance to the killer: why

not deny him that pleasure?

Another scene that I par-

ticularly enjoyed was watching

Bond and Goldfinger trying to

out-cheat each other at golf.

The film moves with char-

acteristic pace and timing,

and nobody is allowedthetlme

to discover that he is bored.

It's a fun movie with a few

good moments.

Snowball still to Come

Hourglass

On Saturday evening, Feb-
ruary the first, Snowball '69

will come to a smashing cli-

max with "Hourglass', the an-
nual semi-formal held in the

Union. Do you want a sneak
preview? Come with me now
through the time tunnel and

visit our timeless wonderland.
In Wallace Hail you will feel

the wonders of outer space as

"Moonflight - 1971"takesyou
to the threshold of time and

space as you experience in-

terplanetary travel. Walter

Mishko will be supplying the

lush and lovely sound for dan-

cing in this glimpse into the

future,

Next you will visit "The
Dinosaur Age" and place

yourself in pre-historic time

as gloomy monsters lurk in the

shadows. The Sedimentary

Rock Band will be banging out

the music in the Poison Room
as you see what life was like

"In the beginning".

In the International lounge

you span thousands of years

as "Time Place" presents an

historical sequence of clocks,

past, present and future, in-

cluding many live working

models, It is our pleasure to

present Toronto's fabulous
Mid-Knights dispensing the

beat here, One of Canada's

best R & B bands will surely

supply you with the most dan-

ceable music in a mostpleas-

ant decor

=

Up the stairs to the Upper

Common Room and enter the

Middle Ages. The era of cas-

tles and kings will be pre-

sented in all its splen-'

and glory. The m"

in the castle v i.-

tres, Montreal -,ck

group. Returning for a second

time to Queen's, this groovy

foursome will provide the best

in entertainment and dancing

music.

Next door in the Reading

Room "Lupercalla" introdu-

ces you to Roman life - the

coliseum and the orgy -dance

or relax, and when in Rome,

do as the Romans did! The

•'Show Timers" will be pro-

viding the necessary music in

a light and sparkling manner.

In the basement, the Queen's

Steel Band will be presenting

a beat with a difference in

the relaxed and casual atmos-

phere ofthe International Cen-

tre.

Want to get away from it

all? Relax? Try the McLaugh-

lin Room, where "The Cham-

P
rSic to soothe your soul and

your feet.

One of the highlights of the

evening will be our three clev-

erly decorated bars. From

"The Dark Ages" in the base-

Four" will be playing

THE TUKTIES

THE KENSINGTON MARKET

ment to a "Hillbilly Winter"
in the second floor TV room
to a real live "Speakeasy",

with genuine honky-tonk piano

playing, you will be able to

relax in an entertaining at-

mosphere.

Also - don't forget that

haven of folk-music, The Bit-

ter Grounds.

It all adds up to the "best

yet" semi-formal; so come
and see how time flies, at

"Hourglass".
Flacons de Neige

Were you too late to buy

your tickets to the "Hour-

glass"? Or can you simply

not afford to go to the semi-

formal after taking in all of the

other events during Snowball

Week? Do not despair. . .the

alternate dance in Grant Hall

is your opportunity for an equ-

ally enchanting evening! "Fla-

cons de Neige" is the theme,

and Grant Hail will be trans-

formed into a forest caught in

the spell of an evening snow-

fall. To add to the excitement

of the evening will be the

music of Toronto's "Magic

Cycle" and "The Soul Mine".

Bring your date and join this

winter whirl on February 1st,

from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Admission is only $1.00 per

person.
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Letters'

THE LONG
j

January 28 is gone, or at least over for another

year. It wasn't such a bad day but then again it wasn't

all that good. It was pretty mediocre actually, filled with

that sort of latent Tuesdayness so often associated with

Tuesdays. Indeed, Tuesday, January 28, wasn't reclly

memorable as days go, not a big\day at all.

Remember your big days? Yd^ know the ones I

mean, the days that are landmarks in your memory,
- the days that you measure time with, such as 'that was
I twelve y-iars since (he day of the great defecation.'

Remember the first day you woke up and your
bed was dry? And your mother wos so proud and you
were . , . well, you were . . . perhaps a little confused

but . . . but quite a little man now. Remember the first

' day you were allowed to sit on the toilet — on the

actual toilet — without having to sit on that little chair.

That was a pretty big day. Remember when you were
' made' the Sandman in the kindergarten play? Or your
1

first day in high school? Or the day they took the

braces off your teeth? Or your first date? Your first

kiss? Remember :he first day you woke up and your
1 bed was wet again? Remember the day you first got
1 laid?
1 Remember the day you moved? Remember the
day your parents told you that you should not make
fun of the kid next door just because he talked funny
and that you should share your toys, especially with
people who were different. And remember the day
the Kawalskis moved away and you cried because you
were in love with the Kawalski's little girl. Remember
the day the coloured family moved in next door? And
remember the next day when you moved again, to a

different neighbourhood. These were all memorably
days.

And remember your first day at Queen's? Re-
member the pride you felt? And then you heard about
the Alma Mater Society, the oldest student government
in Canada and you looked forward to voting in AMS
elections for these responsible people who knew both
how lo be good leaders and how to be representa-
tives at the same time and it was good.

Well, kiddies, last Tuesday was supposed to be
the final day for nominations for President and Vice-
President of the Alma Mater Society. You probably
don't remember much about January 28. It wasn't a
big day. Nothing happened.

AND THE SHORT OF IT

People have been complaining for quite some time

.ubqul conditions til this university but it would seem
that very few are willing lo do anything. And you
wonder why we" run thai sheep on trie Editorial Page.
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Your Mother chases troop trains!)

Dear Sir;

In response to the person who

wrote a letter to the editor pub-

lished on January 24 complain-

ing that the Arts Formal was

overpriced, I submit the follow-

ing budget for that Formal which

shows exactly where the expen-

ditures were incurred.

Hevenues:
225 tickets at $12.00 S2700.
Expenses:

Food, 490 at S1.73

Room
Band
Advertising

Tickets

Favors, 450 at S0.35

Miscellaneous

TOTAL EXPENSES
Nunexpected profit

It should also be noted that in

budgets for this type ofevent, the

expenditures tend to be more
exact than the revenues and that

usually the revenue figure is

overly optimistic and this in-

flates the potential profit.

Certainly a potential (maxi-

mum) profit of $400 on an event

of this size is not profiteering on

the part of the A.S.U.S., but

rather simply a safety margin
against the possibility of poor

ticket sales.

The Arts Formal held lastyear

in Grant Hall, which the com-
plainant referred to, was more
lavish but also ran a deficit of

$1,500. which is beyond all rea-

sonable limits. Obviously there

was no market for a formal of

that size and so the A.S.U.S. ex-

ecutive abandoned it.

The early information I have

for this year's formal is that it

is just into the black and this

would tend to indicate that there

is a market for a formal of this

type.

I think we all miss the extra-

vagance that used to be the Arts

Formal but at the same time we
have to be aware of tho large

burden that it imposed by res-

tricting the many other projects

that were never initiated because
there were no funds available.

Sincerely,

John M iron,

Treasurer A.S.U.S.

You-- *nfber wears satin underwear!!

Sir:

In reply to Miss Cowan's reply-

Yes, I know about the $2.. 50 per

bottle hotel corkage tax At, say

six dollars for a 26-oz. bottle,

that's still only fifty cents for a
decent one and one-halfoz. drink,

not counting the cost of paper

cups. I understand these are
available in a number ofpleasing

colours at popular prices; used

ones are even cheaper.

QUOTE: ". .home-made dec-

orations would have destroyed

the elegance of the Holiday Inn."

(emphasis mine) Oh, oh. Miss

Cowan!

I doubt that any formal at Grant

Hall has ever attracted "one

thousand" people. Mind you - I

don't know.

Me run for formal convener?

Certainly not! Some smartass
might write nasty letters to the

Journal.

Miss Cowan would like Journal

editors to ". .get an over-all

consensus of an event. ." Con-

cise Oxford Dictionary has this

to say about 'consensus *: con-

sensus, n. agreement (ofopinion,

testimony, &c); (Physiol.) ag-

reement of different organs in

effecting purpose. Well, okay. .

Agreement with whom? Miss
Cowan? Me? How about a nice,

amicable, 50-50 split; that's 199

votes each. If she's suggesting

a poll, why not? I'm sure we
would both learn something from
It

Respectfully yours,

B.R, Eandiera.

Your little sister kills chickens!!

As co-convener of the Arts
Formal I would like to comment
on Mr. Bandiera's assortment of

comments and liable accusations.

This is the first time the Arts

Formal has been held off cam-
pus for some time and so pre-

sented problems new to us.

Firstly by law a bar check
would involve a corkage fee which
is too expensive. Our "small
band" was an eight piece orches-

tra which is large enough for the

size of the room. If 1000 guests
were expected like in Grant Hall,

perhaps a more expensive menu
could be offered, although by mid-
night most people have had their

dinner and would not want a full

course meal. In the same light

decorations to fit the decor ofthe

Holiday Inn would be very expen-
sive. Staff is not hired for an hour
but for a shift, and we made sure

that we had enough people to serve
coffee without spending too much.

I think that the Holiday Inn has
class. Although it comes as a
surprise to Mr. Bandiera, our
self professed class expert, their

bar prices are reasonable for a
hotel bar. Accusations can only be
defended at the time. Cheap cuts

after are cheap,

Doug Lamb.

And might I add

Miss Peggy Cowan may be
totally justified in being indig-

nant about the criticism aimed
at the Arts Formal, but I must
object to her suggestion in the

postcript that "The editors get

an over-all consensus of an event

We moy be getting gross?!

I would like to comment on
something that not only appears
quite frequently in your Jour-
nals but also ladened the "skit"
that you and your cohort wrote
for Variety Night during Snow-
ball - that something being gross-
ness. Sex is a topic of interest,

just like anything else, be it pol-
itics, sport, or whatever. Jokes
about sex (which are classified
as grossness) are just like jokes
about anything else; they're en-
tertaining when they're humor-

before publishing the one and
only letter of criticism". Per-
sonally, the topic does not in-

terest me in the least, but if the

editors were to take an opinion

poll on every topic of concern
and print only the views of the

majority, they would cripple one
of the few outlets the minority

voice has. And it seems to me
that that's what freedom of speech
is all about.

Sincerely,

Klaas Van Weringh.

Or merely in error?

ous and when they're not, just

boring. Because grossness is an
"in" thing at this as at other
universities, it is only natural

that it will appear in the Journal
and at a variety show and this

I'm not condemning as I must
admit 1, myself quite enjoy a
gross joke that is humorous. But
when it reaches the level of,

grossness for the sake of gross-
ness, it becomes boring in the

case of the Journal and is in bad

taste in the case of a variety

show. I think that this type of im-
maturity is something that need
not be exhibited by anyone, let

alone the editor of a university

journal.

Sincerely,

Nick Wright.

P.S. It is quite possible that the

acting of the VarietyShow"skit"
shaded it more than was intended,

but as I understand it, the lyrics

were read as written.

Sir:

Considering the fascinating Adam — a navel*
study on the first page of your
January 21st issue, I am led to
ask whether there is not an
anatomical inaccuracy.

W.E.L.S.

Dept. of Religion

Queen's Theological College
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More Desks Than a Pakrul Could Move . .

.

By HERMAN BAKVIS

A number of students have circulated a neHttai. .„
have the mention of Ws involvement tieAssociation of Universities and Colleges of Canada
put on the referendum ballot February 6
The petition reads "Should Queen's University cease

to pay $1.75 per student to the AUCC" a national
organization for university administrations in Canada.
There has been recently a growing interest in theAUCC. At the last meeting of the Alma Mater Society

Dr. J.J. Dautsch was asked whether student tuition
fees were being used to help finance this organiza-
tion. Dr. Deutsch answered this generally by saying
that the $1.75 per student camo out of the fund for
"general operating eimenses" which is made up of
government grants, the endowment fund and tuition
fees.

The AUCC on the surface seems an innocentenough
organization. Membership Is open to any institution
with degree granting powers and over 200 students. Of
the 61 Canadian Institutions eligible for membership,
only two. College Ste. Anne in New Brunswick and
Christ the King seminary In British Columbia, are not
members. The $1.75 per student levy from each In-
stitution provides the AUCC with an annual operating
budget of more than $400,000.
What happens with that $400,000? It results in two

rented floors of office space In Ottawa, a bevy of
academics and secretaries, an Incredible mailing
operation, an annual general meeting, a number of
studies concerning higher education, and the services
of an executive director by the name of Geoffry
Andrew.

Mr. Andrew recently explained how the associa-

tion came to exist and develop: "Any society strung

along 5,000 miles of geography, divided Into 10
political divisions and five regions, with two major
languages, has a basic problem of communication.
"There is no national press, and national television

and radio have little time for matters concerning

higher education. As a consequence, universities and

colleges tend to become Isolated from the mainstream
of thought and change.

"The universities came together to exchange infor-

mation and views as Canadian universities with dif-

ferent problems from universities of other countries.

"After about 40 years of exchanging views they

decided they needed a secretariat to study these

problems and to make representation to government

based on studies and not opinion."

Andrew's talk of "thought", "change" and "study"

occurs again in the themes of AUCC conferences and

studies. For example the most recent AUCC confer-

ence was on "The Nature of the Contemporary Uni-

versity" and the AUCC had their hands in the infamous

Duff-Berdahl report on university government.

It is interesting to note though how the resources

of the AUCC are actually deployed and how It tries

to effect "change". The bureaucracy of the AUCC Is

divided into five divisions each with its own responsi-

bilities. The five divisions are as follows:

. The domestic programs division engages mainly
In membership matters, examining the credentials of
new institutions applying for membership and so on.
The division alsoconvenes meetings ofvarious associ-
ations, such as The Association of Canadian Medical
CoUeges, which are affiliated with AUCC.

. The International programs division handles
liaison with groups such as Canadian University
Students Overseas and UNESCO. It examines, for
example, how Canada cm be most effective In aiding
foreign Btudents and universities. The staff is also
responsible for Canadian representation at Inter-
national conferences on various aspects of higher
education.

. The awards division handles scholarships and
fellowships established by Industry and governments
and given to AUCC to administer. In 1968 the division
handled over 50 programs Involving more than $3
million. Awards has the biggest staff and handles
more bureaucratic work than any other AUCC divi-
sion. The division answered over 6,000 letters con-
cerning awards available last year.

. The research division takes the smallest bite of
AUCC resources, less than 10% of the total budget,
and has only four people Involved in its administra-
tive work. The research division looks after AUCC
interests in various studies which the association Is
involved In - such as the relations between univer-
sities and government, accessibility to higher educa-
tion and so on.

. The Information division is responsible for AUCC
publications such as Universities Affairs, a monthly
bulletin, and various tracts of Information on Cana-
dian universities. The division also handles press
relations for AUCC and Is also responsible for the

association's library. The information division also
bandies requests for information on Canadian uni-
versities - over 3000 letters were answered lastyear.

A quick look at the five divisions shows that only
research, the smallest of the five, Is concerned with
such things as "change" and "studies". The other
four are engaged In writing letters, "administering''

and perpetuating bureaucracy.

AUCC officials are quick to point out that one
reason for the Immense bureaucracy Is the lack of a
federal office of higher education. Until an office Is

created, AUCC Inherits by default such things as ad-

ministering awards programs, answering letters,

and looking after foreign students.

Despite the bureaucracy, however, AUCC has a
most powerful position In matters concerning higher

education - mainly through its research division.

It seems axiomatic that before change can occur

In Canadian universities "studies" must be done on

questions and concepts. The costs of such things as

students aid, university government or university

costs is prohibitive, however, unless they are founda-

tions or government financed.

In recent history, AUCC has been a sponsor or
co-sponsor of every major study concerning Cana-
dian higher education - Duff-Berdahl, the Bladen
commission, commission on relations between uni-
versities and government, and so on. The precedent
does exist that AUCC Is involved in studies of this
nature and when some other group goes with hat in
hand to a foundation or the government the question
of why AUCC Is not involved will be raised. In other
words, it Is conceivable that no study of a question
In Canadian higher education csn be done without
AUCC involvement. 1

Both Andrew and AUCC research director D.G.
Fish deny this situation exists, although they spend
more time asking whether It is conceivable that any-
one would have a study that AUCC wouldn't be Inter-
ested In co-sponsoring, or would not want AUCC
Involved.

Andrew, however, says: "I would like to see AUCC
in that position (of being involved in all studies of
higher education) because it represents more and
more the total university community."
The danger of having all studies done throughAUCC

can be seen In examining those now in progress, which
Fish says are fairly typical. The five now being done
are: university-government relations, costs of uni-
versity programs and departments, student housing,
accessibility to higher education, and how Canadian
universities resources may be best used in aiding
foreign universities.

As CUS field worker Ted Richmond puts it, "The
studies are hardly concerned with basic questions of
Canadian universities - the questions which both
students and faculty very much want answered.
AUCC seems Interested only in toying with the pres-
ent situation."

To back up the contention that

the AUCC Is "more and more
representative of the university"

Andrew cites the fact that 25 of ^
600 delegates to the most recent Q Q
AUCC conference were students. ^
None of these students were from

(J)
"O

Queen's. Q
However it may be instructive ^

to examine theagendaofthlspar-
fl) ^

o
o
c

ticular AUCC conference. The (/)

first two (fays of this four day

extravaganza were taken up by (/>

morning and afternoon meetings •

of "Associate Members and •

Committees" such as the follow- • Q
ing: "The Canadian Association

of Graduate Schools," "Catholic

Church Related Colleges and Un-

iversities" and "The National

Committee of Deans of Engineer-

ing and Applied Science".

(Continued on page 8)

MELT!
Your "Snowball" Date

with a fondue
at

The Fondue Cave

Prokops Steak House

"Top of University on Princess"

Steak House Special

Complete Filet Mignon Dinner

$2.50

This Friday and Sunday only

Reserve Now - 544-6164

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly' $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

Xakzjmw WlansA
HOTEL

^esl sondwicbes, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
jteve maty

28 Yonge St. Proprietor
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The New White in Search

of a Self By ANDREW PAGE

Dr. C. Eric Lincoln's chosen topic, "The New Blacks in Search

of a Self", was a lesson in semantics and "shocking" platitude.

Conceived in the emotion of the "Black National Anthem", and

activated by the restlessness culminating the Negro's 100 year

pilgrimage. Dr. Lincoln's theme was quickly stifled by dispas-

sionate sociological discursions and a poor, often inaudible speak-

ing voice. Ail in all, considering the obvious erudition of the

speaker, and his unquestionable command of the language and

occasionally the audience, the lecture was very disappointing,

and suffered grievously from several problems of content.

When not tedious and quibbling, the sociological approach to the

topic was parochial in its appeal; a number of drowsy listeners

and compulsive coughers testifies to that. The essentially pas-

sionate nature of the subject did not fare well under the rational

and usually cool eye of the observer: A major breakdown between

black and white is that white often fails to realize how serious

black is. An intellectual cannot communicate such powerful feeling,

unlike the vocal and vehement LeroiJones, Eldridge Cleaver, et al.

A sociological approach, among other things, is prone to failure

in an emphasis that in the end equality and reconciliation between

the races will be reached only on an individual level.

The major weakness of the talk was that it suffered from in-

complete reasoning. As completely as Dr. Lincoln expressed his

feeling that blacks are "persons", so he failed to mention or hint

that in his view, whites are the same. A large part of the Ameri-

can Negro's passion is the result of a confirmed self-sympathy,

which renders him unable to see clearly any point of view but his.

He is the oppressed: "whitey" the oppressor. Said Dr. Lincoln,

"To millions of well-meaning whites the negroes are not people,

but a problem," thereby showing his inability to break out of his

sociological m?crocosm, and deal with whites as "persons" not

groups of millions. Though he felt that blacks should be conceived

of as "persons," he seemad unwilling to accord "whitey" the

same privilege. He spoke also of a "white myth" and of "white

superiority": terms that insult a thinking white in the same way

that "coon" or "black problem" would insult any black.

To complete the debacle, the audience was pallid and pseudo-

abject, apparently to demonstrate its Christian liberalism. It

stormed its approval of anything black, especially an eminent

scholar on display. It applauded copiously as the session termin-

ated, out of relief that expiation for "white guilt" had concluded.

I stood to leave, and several who noticed me leaped eagerly to

their feet, thinking I was initiating a standing ovation. Such

blithe action was appallingly insincere, and would be an insult to

any speaker: Dr. Lincoln was making a speech as a scholar, not

as some sort of freak on show. The speech, though not inspiring,

was honest Yet no-one would approve of a talk like that in class;

most would doze. Why then, other than because many regarded
Dr. Lincoln as an eminent black curiosity, did so many applaud

so loudly and so well? Courtesy and good manners, I hope I

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%
University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Borne near Princess 5^6-2746

NOTICE

U on, tSo itay off

tkz qxaa

LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery
on student prescriptions

and student orders
at student rates

CALL 546-6517

A.U.C.C.
continued

During the third day ofthe con-

ference one and one-half hours

were devoted to the theme of the

conference "The Nature of the

Contemporary University". The

rest of the day was devoted to

"AUCC Business" and meetings

of the "Commissions". Some of

the typical commissions were

concerned with the following ar-

eas: "The Need for Rationaliza-

tion of Universities Research and

Graduate Studies to meet Prov-

incial, Federal and National

Needs", "The University and

Public Information", and "High-

er Education's Statistic al

Needs".

The only commission dealing

directly with student problems

was the one on "Summer Jobs

and for Students and Student Aid"

which was chaired by our own
Principal Dr. J.J. Deutsch.

The fourth day saw two hours

and 15 minutes again devoted to

the conference's theme and the

rest of the day taken up by more
AUCC business.

The claim by Andrew that

AUCC is representative tends to

become somewhat nebulous the

more one looks at AUCC. How-
ever Andrew disagrees. He says

AUCC has not deployed its re-

sources in bureaucratic concerns

but in subjects of reform and

questions of a different role for

the university: "I'd be very happy

to put our record of concern and

productivity up for examination

to anyone - in our studies, pub-

lications and conferences."

Students at the University of

Western Ontario decided to do

just that recently. They intend to

investigate what the AUCC does

and how it spends the $1.75 per
student it receives.

At the last meeting of the

Queen's senate there was a re-

quest by a student that the dele-

gates from Queen's give areport

on the last AUCC conference.

This request will be met in the

form of four copies of Mr. An-
drew's report on the conference.

If the AUCC does represent

"more and more the total uni-

versity community," as An-
drew says it does perhaps stu-

dents at Queen's should follow

Western's lead and find out just

what is happening.

NOTICE
Plebiscite Thursday, February 6, 1969 to consider the following questions.
1) Do you approve of the following oonsldtutional revisions

. , ARTICLE XVM
Section 1

— change "appointed" to "elected"— delete sections 2-7

Section 2

"Student Senators shall be elected by a campus vote held in tlhe spring of each year
on a date determined by the outgoing executive."

. New Section 3

vJ^S-^0^ 11^ mi^ obta™ th* signatures of at least twenty (20) supporters, and tMs
SSL • f y agned by ihe nominee statinS "is acceptance of the nomination must beHied in advance.
2) Are you in favor of the Atrhleitic Board of Control spending student money, collected
in the £14.00 A. B. of C. student interest fee, towards subsidizing the costs of meals for the
Uoiour night Banquet ?

3) Should the Alma Mater Society of Queen's University withdraw from the Canadian
unuon of Students ?

NOTE: To be eligible to vote you must present your student card.
Poling Booths win be open in the following locations; during the tiroes shown

10:15
- 10:45^ »*• - *«>

Student's Union
Old Arts Building
MatJieSon Room, K. G. H.
Bam Righ Cafeteria n-<in w
Dunning Hall

n '30
"
13°

Ellis Hall 9i™>
l/aonard Ha'U Cafeteria

' ul

Stirling Hull
Kingston HaU
DupuisHjaM

11:00
11:30

2:00
6:00

11:30 -

10:30 - 12:45
11:30 - 12:30

6:15
12:00
1:00
6:151:30 and 4:45

10:00 • 12:00
9:00 - 12:00
12:15 - 2:30

R. F. Buller (Chief Returning Officer)

COMING TO THE GRAND

'NEIL SIMON'S, - COMEDY HIT

THE ODD
COUPLE

PROD.

BROADWAY'S FUNNIEST COMEDY

QyEtN'S DRAMA' Fee. 7-1+

QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD PRtbtNTS

look back in anger
By JOHN OSBORNE

Directed by DOUG WHITE * KLAAS VAN WERINGH

JAN. 30, 31 FEB. 1, 2
CONVOCATION HALL 8:30 P.M.

STUDENTS $1.00 NON-STUDENTS $1.50
TICKETS ON SALE STARTING JANUARY 20
STUDENTS' UNION & PICKWICK'S 11:30-1-30

19th CENTURY FRANCE
from lite National Gallery of . Canada collection

until February 23

February 6 is the last day for

"The Heart of London"

at the art centre

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

& TAVERN
WE CAN SERVE FSOM 20-600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian 'Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICt

Dial 546-4987
SHOPPING CENTRE
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The Weekend's Results

LIONS 0

CHRISTIAN'S 0

Even though there tiiere may
seem to be a lack of interest in
#ie position of president of the
Mama. Mater Society, there is a

flkury of competition over the
11 seats available on the AMS
to the Aittis and Scdence Under-
graduate Society.

UasJt year all four AMS reps

at large were acclaimed. This
year there are more than 15
candidates for Hhe same posi-

> tione now seven w number.
So far only Dam Bairns, run-

Sender AMS rep, has been ac -

claimed. For Junior AMS reps
(there aire two people ruruling,

Mary Amm Hiiigg® and Ann Dun-
can.

The position of AMS rep
seems to be the most popular
tfioir which "the following people
are running: Herman Balcvis,

Terry OUara, AHaine Arm -

strong Jacqui Cocks, Peter
lichtentels, Sheila Watts, Stu
Ryan, Sue McOleod, Paul Ma-
hafy, Fraser Berrill, Bruce Ruth-
erford, Mike William, Eric
Daley, Gaby Schilling, Meredith
Morris and Marg TanazL

Andrew "Andy" Pipe is run-
ning for A.S.U.S. president as

well as Janet Rogers.
Steve Outway and Mary Corn-

ish are running for Executive
Vice-President.

For the position of Treasurer
there are two candidates, Bob
Rums and Doug Murray.

There will be a meeting t)o-

ndight in Stirling Hall which,

according to A.S.U.S. presidenlt

Ted ParneH, is the only for-

^ opportunity for people tomeet the candidates

.
^ ejection for the AS U.S

f
on Thursday, February it

UONS 5

CHRISTIANS-No Score

By DOUG MARTIN

Uast Thursday at Dunning
and Ellis Halls, students were
^Jted to two horror shows
•Phis was one more than they
were promised.
As (foe evening progressed,

certain accesses became evident
A minority of drunken students
took it upon, themselves to dis-
rupt the, performance with what
is best termed .... colourful
language. In addition!, .they liter-
ally filled the air with assorted
paraphernalia including lit cig-
arettes, beer botflies, and would
you believe 45 rpm records. I've
never doubted the ingenuity of
Queen's students.

In an attempt to curb the

carnage. Dunning Hall was shut

off at 1:00 ajm. The A.M.S. con-

stables showed excellent re -

strain i, though according to

Ray Berry, the projectionist, a

(little muscle, at the right time,

in the right place, would have

averted the disaster.

Estimates of bhi

range from $500.00 up depend-

ing on the condition of the

Ellis Hall screen. Leo Hutchison,

lOhief AM.S. Constable, summed
up the sdJbuaition well when he

said, "it was bad news ail the

way around".

LIONS 4

CHRISTIANS 2

By ALLAINE ARMSTRONG
Kingston City Ball has once

again flatly rejected the request
of the youlth of Kingston for
help in establishing a place of
tttweir own.
The refusal is the latest in a

long series of obstacles placed
in the way of the project dur-
ing the recent years.

The refusal was contained in
a letter from the Parks and
Properties Ooanimititee to a Com-
mittee of Five. The committee
was set up by the young people
following the Crab-In, a youtih
"thing" sponsored by the Social
Planning Council last fall.

Parks and Property explained
that the key feature of the
"club" democfacy, was unac-
eeptabie to the city. It is to be a
free place, operated dermoncralta-

cally on the basis of shared lea-

dership and responsibility in a

self-supervised atmosphere.
The Parks Committee 'was

unable to endorse the ideals and
principles'' of the brief submit-

ted to them outlining the organi-

zation of the place. They were
"agreeable to leave the matter
open" if the group is walling

to "negotiate" their principles.

Reaction from the young peo-

ple to the rejection has been
acute disappointment Many are

disgusted at the stand taken

by the city. The Committee of

Five has called for a mass meet-

ing on Thursday evening to

decide on the next move. The
meeting will be held in the Mem-
orial Hall of City Hall' at 7:00

p.m. Several courses of action

will be discussed by the young .

people at the meeting.

-MICHALSKI

Cane and Able

By TERRY OHARA
This week, February 2nd- 8th has been designated as National

White Cane Week. For most Queen's students, as for most
sighted people in Canada, this will mean very little. Perhaps
they will feel vague sympathy, soon forgotten in the joys of
watching 'Gentle Ben' in colour on television.

But for one Queen's student at least, It has much greater
significance. Steve Cutway, a first year student at Queen's,
is one of only 120 blind students enrolled in universities across
Canada. For Steve, the week symbolizes a continuing struggle
to compete in a sighted world.

Steve's life and education is the kind of story that White Cane
Week symbolizes.

"To me, White Cane Week Is significant to that It makes
people aware of the work the CNTB, not only for blind people,

but in the field of blindness prevention" says Steve. "I think

it makes sighted people aware of how far the blind have come in

60 years." Steve explained that at the turn of the century, the

only career open to a blind person, unless he possessed some
exceptional talent, was begging. There was no real way for him
to "make a name for himself." Braile was to Its infancy and
there were almost no educational opportunities for those who
were born blind.

These opportunities only came when the return of a large

number of blind veterans of the First World War forced people

to realize that some provision had to be made to rehabilitate

these people and integrate them Into society.

The CNfB has done a lot for Steve. After attending Sunnyslde

school and kindergarten here to Kingston, Steve went to the

Ontario School for the Blind to Brantford, Ontario. Here, after

learning Braille, which Steve said took about a year, Steve's
' continued on page 3

Welcome to the bushes: Part 111

'Join the basketball

Gaels and see the world'
should be the recruiting

motto for Queen's inter-

collegiate basketball pro-

gram.
A week and a half ago,

the boys on the team
were thrilled when they
were presented with a

spontaneous, in-depth,
scenic tour of northern
New York State as they
travelled en route to an
away competition with
St. John Fisher of Roch-

,

ester.

Unfortunately, the tour,

if fascinating, led to sche-

duling problems. The
team had left Kingston at

8:30 in the morning for

the 2:30 game. They ar-

rived just in time to step

off the bus, after travel-

ling for six straight hours,

walk on court, not having
eaten since before they

left, and play.

Sound like fun? Ifs

not, if you like to win

basketball games. The

Gaels fought well, were

behind by only six at

halftime, but collapsed

for some reason in the

second half and were em- .

barrassed by an ultimate

final score of 61-37.

Funniest damn thing.

The Gaels weren't parti-

cularly happy about their

trip. They kept complain-

ing about being tired' dur-
ing the game, especially
in the second half. They
apparently bad some
strange notion that they
were going all that way
to play basketball for

Queen's, not indulge in

the multitudinous pleas-

ures of viewing the sun-

dry landscapes which

grace the Empire State.

Why is it, they asked,

that nobody bothered to

get proper directions be-

fore they left?

Sound ridiculous? I

mean, that Queen's Uni-

versity should send its

students out regularly to

be embarrassed in the

various arenas of inter-

collegiate athletic com-

petition, embarrassed not

because they lack skills

or enthusiasm but be-

cause of thoughtless, stu-

pid inattention to detail

on the part of the admin-

istration which runs the

Queen's athletic pro-

gram?
Minor details such as

coach i n g, scheduling,

travel, equipment, and

the general level of pres-

entation at which Queen s

hosts its athletic events?
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SELF-CONTROL OR SELF-ABUSE?
"To review the basis and op-

eration of sitsudent self-disdp -

line" was Che task given to Kibe

AMS Committee on Student
iDoscipIine. The committee was
directed Co hold four open
meetings. Alt ipreUminary meet-
ings the fdllowing questions

evolved, and it was felt thai

answers depended upon the oonL

cHusions of discussion of the
previous questions:

(1) What is the scope of stu-

dent s elf-discipii rue v (29 Jan)

(2) What should he the form
of poEoinig, if any? (12 Feb)

(3) What should be the struc-

ture of the judicial system ?

(26 Feb)
Each of these was to he dis-

cus-red at one of the public

meetings. The fourth meeting

(12 Mar) % to provide for gen-

eral discussion.

Aft 'the first meeting it was
agreed that self-discipline was a 1

legitimate undertaking of any
social group and that the scope
should he appropriate to that

group. Some .members felt that
establishing the legdtenacy was
an 'important requirement. It

seems that some members of the

Alma Mater Society question, the

right of students to administer

any discipline. Such a position

is untenable and represents an
irresponsible attitude. Suborders

or soeitity have an obligation to

provide for discipline. It is not

•up to some external body to.

provide it Self-deitermdnatcoii

'

carries with fit (he responsibility

of seiif-discipl me.

There are many parallels in

our Canadian culture. If I elect

to join a service club and then

choose to disobey some of the

rules of that club, I am subject

to dismissal — a legitimate dis-

ciplinary sanation If I am a doc-

tor and am convicted of a crim-

inal offence not connected with

medicine, I am subject to the

Cioss of the right to practise medi-

cine.

Some members of the Alma
Mater Society have mistaken mo-

(laons of double jeopardy. The
concept of double jeopardy pro-

bably includes the situation in

which a person is tried for an
offence, acquitted, then tried

again for the same offence in

[the same j urisdiction. It certain-

ly does not include the foot of

multiple sanctions for the same

For instance, if I as a lawyer
embezzle my clients' funds held

In trust, I am subject to many,
judgments, in eluding those of:

(1) civil court, resulting in a
fine

. (2») the Law Society, resulting
' in debarment

(3) clients, resulting in no
job

(4) friends, resulting in ost-

racism.

Similarly, ;if I as a Queen's
student destroy university pro-

perty, I am subject to many
judgments, one of which hap -

pens to he that of my 'sprech

before the AMS court. ,

These are but a- few of the

issues. There must he many of
which the committee is unaware.
These are radical (radix-root)

issues and are certainly worthy
of some effort on the part of
many members of the Alma Ma-
ter Society (to which, aflfl

Queen's students beflonig). Those
who hold any views on the mat-
ter as well as anyone who wishes

to inform himself are urged to

attend the next iflhsee meetings.

A.S.U.S. APPOINTMENTS
The A.S.U.S. will be appointing

1 ) Judicial Committee — chairman plus 2 members

2) Book Exchange Committee — 1 member

in the Co-Ed Lounge, Thursday, February 6th, at 7:30 p.m.

Submit nominations to Brigitte Berman, Adelaide Hall, 544-8207

For information contact Ted Parnell, 544-1597

A.S.U.S. ELECTIONS
President and
1st Vice-President ;

Executive Vice-President (Male) ....

Treasurer

Junior AM.S. Representative _..

Sr. AMS. Representative, Acclaimed

Secretary, Acclaimed

Executive Vice-President (Female)

Acclaimed

A.M.S. Representative at large (Male)

AMS. Representative at large (Female)

General Meeting, Tuesday 8:00 P.M. Stirling Theatre A,

to hear and meet the candidates.

Election will be on February 6th.

Andrew Pipe
..Janet Rogers

Steve Cutway
—Tom Barber

Doug Murray
— Bob Bourns

Ann Duncan
... Barb Carson
Mary-Ann Higgs
Gaby Schilling

- Dan Burns

..Wendy Marshall

.. Mary Cornish

-Bruce Rutherford
Peter Lichtenfels

Paul Mahaffy
Herman Bakvis
Terry CVHara
Eric Daly
Fraser Ben-ill

Stuart Ryan

-
1
Meredith Morris
Marg Tanaszi
Brigitte Berman
Allaine Armstrong
Susan Mcleod
Jacqui Cocks

Winning Snowball ice piece shows Commerce exftoUtvng in-

dians and Eskimos. It was built logically enough by the Com-
merce Society.

CO-OP GROWS
Want to live in the Co-op next year?

About 200 places will be available and according to Peter
Lichtenfels, of the membership committee; more than 500 applic-
ations are expected. One of the major criterion for acceptance
is "how fast the applications are returned."

Since the Co-op is co-educational about half the accepted
people will be female. "We will try to maintain a proper balance
between the different faculties. For example we don't want all

arts students, we want engineers and meds students as well,"
Lichtenfels said,

Lichtenfels emphasized that "living in the co-op is an educa-
,

tional experience as opposed to the barrack-like conditions in

residence."

Application forms may be returned to the following people:

Linda Watson, 128 Earl St, Ron Cameron, 422 McNeil, and
Nancy Flexman, 109A Victoria.

linden-Photo Co.
228 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

I I V 546-7676

Any questions about Photography?

Ask us, we are professionals.

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALT. GARNETS ARE REDT

A. False. Garnets, like many other gemstones of the
same mineral family, may occur in more than on,
color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessom'te garnet is an
orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet fa a violet-ied.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian at,
and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,
is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamonds
and pearls, and best of all, is quite reasonable la price.

MEMetfi AM£R)CAH CEM"Socim

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
Jewellers

546-2261

168 Princess St

Kingston, Ontario

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Referendum

-Poll-

- Visitors—

-from CUS- UNDER ATTACK Part II

Queen's will probably with -

draw from CUS on Thiureday,
according to an opinion polfl

taken by the Journal1 on Sun-
day and Monday.
The question asked and the

answers given:

Wani you vote in the referen-
dum ?

Yea 56% No 30% Don't
Know 14%

Will you vote for Queen's to
pulil out of CUS? (asked only of

those who said they would- vote).

Yes 48% No 32% Don't Know
20%.

Will you vote for campus-wide
election of student senators?
(same) Yes 80% No 6% Don't
Know 14%

Will you vote for paying for
•Colour Might from student
imoney in the A. B. of C budget?
(same). Yes 53% No 21% Don't
know 26%.

'Peter Warrian, Dave Black,

and Wiroton Semple from the

Canadian Union of Students will

be ait Queen's tomorrow to dis-

cuss the role of CUS in prepara-

tion for Thursday's OUS refer-

endum.

The main meeting will be
held in Dunning Hall Wednes-
day night at 7:00 p,m. AH three
will be present and will answer
questions from students.

At noon hour on Wednesday,
Semple will be in the Ban Righ
Common Room, Black will be in
the East Common Room of Leon-
ard Ham, and Warrdan wifll be
in the 2nd floor Common Room
of the Union.

' Women want to go all the way -

A referendum in the Women's
residences indicates that more
than 50% of the residents wtamlt

vdsatinig hours "more than only
Sunday".

The referendum held by the
Women's House Council showed
that 36% were in favour of hav-
ing the residence open orally on
Sunday's from 2 p.m. until 10
pan.

The resolution now has to go

©ryee, said that "she had very
much confidence in the student
government within the residence
and in the women themselves
to conduct this experiment with-
in their own rules and regula-
tions."

A limited three week experi-

ment is now being carried out
in the Leonard Hail and Ban
High Dining Balls which permits
(he women and men to eat in
eirther dining hall on Mondays,

before the Women's Residence Wednesdays and Fridays at sup-

Board on February 8th for ap- per. If the experiment works
proval. out, it will be operated cm' a

The Dean of Women, Beatrice continual basis

* Not all of them do~
—SOLMAN

MUMBLE

JUMBLE

' By DOUG GERWIN

Robert Stanfteld's replies were
almost predictable tosuchquest-
ions as "Is Canada a mess",
"Is Trudeau a dictator", or
"Does our commlttent to

N.A.T.O. stifle our foreign

policy.'* His answers were nor-

mally negative but admitted that

there was limited truth in the

statement to the contrary.

Asked about the "two-nations*'

theory, Stanfield said that he

favoured a "stand for one Can-

ada" with a strong federal

government. He also said that

French Canadians should be re-

cognized as different from Eng-

lish Canadians.

To overcome discrimination

which Stanfield said existed "un-
intentionally" the federal
government should provide aid

for education, housing, health,

to overcome this problem.

Asked about a N.A.T.O. with-

drawal if he were Prime Min-
ister, Stanfield said "No", he
felt that Canada should make
Its foreign policy decisions In-

dependent of the United States.

He also said that he leaned to-

wards remaining in NORAD.
He was In favour of recogniz-

ing Red China but had no ideas

on how to explain this to Taiwan.

Avoiding the question of the

negros in Nova Scotia, he ad-

mitted he was unhappy with the

situation. He said that federal

funds could be used to help the

blacks.

He claimed that Trudeau has

given up the war on poverty and

that the Liberal Party's stand

on medicare was "patently

ridiculous." He noted that Tru-
deau was an "economic Con-
servative" and suggested that

the government should stimulate

economic growth In the Marl-

times.

He feels that the federal
government should reconsider

the priorities in Its relations'

with provincial governments, The
policy of the Conservative Party

' Is for the government to stimulate

an economic dynamism through

free enterprise he said.

—MrCHALSKI

Cane and Able continued from page 1
This u a vest pocket dictionary?

schooling progressed In a pattern roughly parallel to that of a

normal sighted person In Ontario's schools. At the secondary

school level for example, the same texts were used in Braille.

There was also a heavy emphasis on audio-aids.

"I learned the alphabet from a jingle on a record", recalls

Steve. "I can still remember how it goes."

Steve remembers his twelve years at Brantford with mixed

emotions. He stresses that he is grateful for the opportunities

it gave him. "If it weren't for Brantford, I wouldn't be here

today", he says. But he also calls them the worst twelve years

of his life.

Social life at the school was ruthlessly repressed. ' Although

it was a co-ed school in theory, no mixing was allowed on campus,

even in the classroom", Steve explained. "When we were allowed

to talk to the girls (twice a month for two hours) there was

always one chaperone for every three couples. We were watched

every move we made."
,

Principal of the school ts Stuart E. Armstrong, a Queen s

graduate and a confirmed autocrat He calls holding hands

'cheap' and has been known to expell students for attempting

to 'go steady*. . . ; .

As a result of this sheltered environment, Steve looked forward

to social problems as well as academic ones when he left Brant-

ford after grade 12 to attend grade 13 at KCVI ln Ktagstoru

"That was a great year," Steve remembers, "al hough it was

really my first introduction to the sighted world. I had to work

too," he added ruefully. „,„„,„
Social problems seemed to trouble him more than "ademic

ones. I had trouble socially for the first whUe, but tte kids

accepted me quite readily for the most part. 1 was somewhat

shy too" "Actually", Steve says, "I had more trouble with

went? than anything else. The parents of most of the girls 1

weTV^thTbTde it and this was a bit of a blow when it

Occurred C after time, although I had expected some re-

jection."

In the academic areas Steve also had problems. "It was
difficult to get all the textbooks in Braille and researching

essays was a real problem, but a lot of kids pitched in and read

for me and I managed in the end", Steve says.

This year Steve was accepted at Queen's and is living in Morris

Hall. "So far I've really enjoyed Queen's", says Steve, "I think

I've eliminated the rejection problems almost entirely. I've

felt really confident that It was going to be different here ever

since I was elected to the ASUS executive."

But competetlng in a system designed for sighted people Isn't

easy. It takes roughly three times as long to "read" either in

Braille or from a prepared tape and this factor alone entails a

staggering work load. Steve was forced to transfer out of the

history course he had Intended as his major, because of the large

amount of reading necessary.

Despite the difficulties he has had to overcome, Steve managed
a strong B average at Christmas, a record many people without

half the problems can envy. Stove is quick to acknowledge the

vital contribution made by those who have taken the time to read

for him. "I can't express In words what these people have done

for me", Steve says. He has a standing offer to pay his readers

but so far no one has ever accepted the money.
Steve is majoring In P'" 'cs w'th a minor In Sociology. He

hopes to go on to a career In radio, preferably as a news

announcer, to which end he works atCFRC. He applied to Ryerson

for a special course in this area, but was rejected because of

his handicap. He was told that there was too much visual teaching

Involved in the course.

White Cane Week means Stove Cutway and the sound of his

Braille writer thumping rhythmically in a lecture halL It is

someone who must work three times as long to cover the same
amount of material as sighted students and yet still manages

to compete In their world. For everyone who knows Steve Cutway,

White Cane Week may mean just a little more now.

CANADA CAN HELP
By JACK SMITH

Cheddl Jagan survived the at-

tack.

Displaying a very spirited de-
fense, the former Prime Min-
ister of British Guyana fought
queries from all quarters and
even brought out some anti-

American sentiments in the

audience.
While the audience was visibly

entertained by his convenient use
of appropriate documents.

Among the more profound
statements In defence of his

position Jagan had this to say:

"massive fraud was used in the

elections and we hope to create

massive inside-outside pre-

sure." In reply to a question

concerning how this was to be

accomplished and whether re-

volution would be involved Jagan

would only say "we shall do

what needs to be done."

While several of Jagan's

charges rested onsomewbatdub-

ious value judgments, many of

them appear to be very legitimate

and certainly the audience felt

some sense of alliance at times

with his troubles. In fact there

is good evidence to support the

charge that the recent Guyana

elections were rigged by the

C.LA. which is a hard vlllian

to catch.

Mr. Jagan charged that Forbes

Burham, the elected leader, was

a puppet, and he also speculated

that the Venezuellan-Guyana

border dispute Is American in-

spired.

Mr. Jagan now sees Canada

as having an undefined policy

toward his country and his hope

Is that Canada will help "bring

Latin America out of the cold

war" presumably by exerting

some type of pressure on the

U.S.

Asked about foreign aid, the

reply was that he was "not against

receiving aid" but he wants "un-

committed committments" which

to him represent factories and

growth Industries such as he In-

dicated the Russians are willing

to provide.

Asked whether he was a com-

munist he said "Let us not deal

in labels", yet before long he

described himself as a "scien-

tific socialist, a nationalist and

humanist" who governed by

"values of justice and humanity".

In reply to charges of being a

racist he admitted that "I was

one who united races, I suc-

ceeded". A matter of which side

you're on.

The panelists were Alex Blnk-

ley, Caroline Sllsbury and Arthur

Ault
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Export'X'

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

10 R.m. 10 p.m. Queen's Ovur* Club-
Demonstration of Audio Visual

and Photographic Equipment.
Holiday Inn Iground floor).

7:00 SNU Meeting — with CUS Field

Workers, 2nd floor common room.
Students' Union.

7:00 A.MS Meeting — McLaughlin Hm .

Students' Union.
7:00 "Goldfinger" with Sean Connery.

Dunning Hall Aud.
8:00 Student Wives Club Sleeting

Speaker — Paul Aufory. with a
wig demonstration. Clark Hall.

8:00 Doha' In on Campus. "Who wan
BabaVHah V — Jim Atack. Km.
211, Dunning Hall.

8:00 QCF — "Hie Approaches to

Truth ; Discovery and Revelation"
— Dr. G. Hay, Dept. of Chemis-
try. Stirling D.

10:00 '^Goldfinger" with Sean Connery.
Dunning Hall Aud.

totalis

You. vVith the ruffled blouse and

the latest pants suit

and the swinging hairdo. Are you

st ;
ll behind the times when

it comts to sanitary protection?

When Tampax tampons

are so easy and neat to use.

Nop-. .No pins. No belts.

N?bj* a
s. And no worries

av •'if r chafing. Tampax

tamp. /orn internally,

art. ; ,( for all women,

married u single, active or not.

They're T.ddeof pure

surgical cotton, protected by

a silken-smooth container-

applicator, Complete

instructions for use come

m every package.

Isn't it time to be thoroughly

modern? Isn't it time

you tried Tampax tampons?

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dini. g

in

The Centennial Room
Steve Amey

2» Yonge St. resrieter

Conk?

a

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come
to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St,

DON'T MISS IT . . THE "CASK and BASKF.T"

Books
Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you
with all your requirements in Texts for aU
faculties and departments.

Loose leaf suppUes, pens, and

Queen's pennants,

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MAOfc ONLY
4 TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.,|
BARRIE. ONTARIO

Tri- color

Scarves

Toques

93 Princess St. Telephone 546-6381

J

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

10 a.m. - 10 p.m. Queen's Camera Club-
Detnonstration of Audio Visual

and Photographic Equipment.
Holiday Inn (ground floor).

12 :30-1 :30 "Undveraity Education —
Purpose and Process", with

a student panel. Internation-

al Centre.
i :>!« Drama Gulltl Auditions for

"Bedtime Story" by Sean CTCasey,

Green Km. — Dept. of Drama.
7:30 Queen's Camera Club - Election

of new executive. Dunning 104.

7:80 Queen's Chorus - Wallace Hall,

Students' Union.
8:80 Queen's Debating Union - General

Meeting and Think-In. 130 King
St. E. (Apt .SI.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6

12:30-1:30 "Canadian Foreign Policy
Review" with Prof. David
Cox. International Centre.

All Day — AHS Referendum Voting.
ASUS Elections.

7:00 "Bonnie and Clyde". Dunning Hall
Aud.

0:00 Experiment in Poetry with Jazz
planned by a group of students.

Art Centra.
10:00 ''Bonnie and Clyde". Dunning

Hall Vud.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7 and

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

S

3 :00 " Antigone" - Queen's Drama
Dept. Studio Theatre, Old Arts
Building.

10-2 Bitter Grounds - Moe Ewart, Re-
gin« Smith Trio.

(ElaBBtftrli Ada
One watch in washroom, basement

of International Centre. Apply Journal
Office.

To buy and sell: formal s, semi-for -
mals. All sizes accepted. Convenient -

profitable. Phone me: 544-1238 Mon. -

Fri. 6-8 p.m.. Let's make a deal 1

One Bb Tenor Saxophone. Excellent
gold laquer finish. Like new oarrying
case included. I paid J800. will sell
for J170. Please help - I need the
money. Contact: Paul McQuay, 19
Mack St., 642-6707.

Math 020 tutor. Payment arranged.'
Call Tom Ph. 548-8003.

Queen's students for clowns, in
Kingston Carnival Parade Saturday,
February 8, costumes and Grease
Paint provided as well- as refreshments
(for those "over 21"), Queen's spirits
should be bubbling over. Contact Alec
evenings 646-2490.

NOTICE
Due to a red scare VaJ Cybenko and

Alisa Steinkopf are not official A.M.S.
candidates but will accept write-in
votes.

Now available, verbatim reports from
national conference: "DRUGS: student
use and abuse". 26c each. Phone Tom
Barber 546-2917.

"I am he as you are here as you ere
me and we are all together". When
you vote Lichtenfals, AMS Rep, you
vote for yourself.

Vie 12 is voting for .Jacqui.

Announcement: Wlldman, Allen,
Crazy Ralph and Santa Claus are
pleased to announce the winner of
Ralph's evening with Santa Claus con-
test. The lucky person is Watermelon.
She won because he was such a good
sport about the whole thing. The broad
board's decision was unanimous.

Jamaica '89—Go to sunny Jamaica
for 8 wonderful days after your last
exam. This trip is organized exclusive-
ly for the fun seeking under 30 sat.
Inquire about our "Go Now 7 Pay
Later" plan. Call 544-4434 any time.

19th CENTURY FRANCE
from the National Gallery of \

Canada collection
'

until February 23

February 6 is the last day for

"The Heart of London"

at the art centre

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

=tY™?^S,
TEE

j
D„J,?bs ABR(>AD! Get paid, travel, meet people,SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job caW

gones offered. For FREE cultural program literature including
details and applications, write: "ISTC admissions, 866 United
Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Mem-
bership Organization.

ARTS' 70
Year Elections.

President, Vice-President, Secretary, 2 Social Conveners (1
Male, 1 Female). Athletic Stick, 2 Constables U Male, 1 Fe-
male.

For further information concerning positions, contact
pave Bond (546-7268). Nominations for president must be
in by Feb. 11 to any member of the executive. Nominations
require 2 nominators and the nominee's acceptance.

Election. Wednesday, February 12, SNrllng C, 7:15
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Listen

(as if you could help it)

By LORRAINE BROWN

I left the Turtles - Kensington Market show
wondering why we don't have more rock concerts.
Friday night's was the first at Queen's In two
years, and It proved to be a welcome change from
the usual Grant Hall productions.

The Kensington Market arrived an hour late

because their Hertz truck broke down (they're

renting Tilden next time) continuing Queen's long-

standing jinx on celebrities. (Remember Ian and
Sylvia).

The Market's concert proved them to be musi-
cians, not showmen. They made little use of
special effects and even less of between -numbers
dialogue. Several of their songs were written by
Keith, one of their two singers, and while his com-
posing Is professional, his singing most definitely

is not Perhaps the only complaint with the Ken-
sington Market is their lack of agood singer. Their
music was together and they made good use (If

somewhat limited) of electronic effects. The most
gratifying thing is that this Canadian group is

managing to retain its own style and sound, born
In the depths of Avenue Road.

In contrast, the Turtles, a well-known Califor-

nia group, put on a show that will be remembered
more for the characters than the music. After

all, how many groups are led on the stage by a
pot-bellied singer eating a hamburger?

Overcoming determined Interference from
CFRC, the Turtles launched into one of the best

performances seen here in recent years. Their
lead singer was exceptional, but it was their

burger-eating boy with the Phyllis Diller haircut

that really stole the show. Pot-belly bouncing, he
roamed the stage, sailing tambourines off into the

audience, staggering after them, but never once

missing a beat, or a cue.

The drummer, introduced as 'the second best

in the world' gave the audience a solo reminiscent

of Ginger Baker's Toad. He then came down on

stage and asked for a hand for the drummer (could

he be schizophrenic?)

The delays at the start of the concert were 'one

of those things' that really couldn't be helped, but

the god-awful tapes they played could have been.

Telstar, Beatle mania and Ronnie Hawkins' ren-

ditions of Gord Lightfoot are just not the things

to keep one thousand Impatient students happy.

The reference one of the Kensington Market made

to 'that silly tape* was dripping with charity; it

wasn't silly, just sickening.

But we really should have more rock concerts

if at all possible. The Mothers of Invention are

in Toronto February 23. Anyone for a trip to

T.O.?

—BOON

Best

play

this

week

(acting fine but music a little thin)

By MARTE HARDING

Play-going is not a passive thing of mere at-
tendance, but an active thing of becoming involved.
If the actors and production crew can succeed in
drawing the audience into the toils and writhlngs,
the play succeeds. Otherwise it Is an aesthetic
indulgence.

Thus the philosophical implications of a play can
be left for consideration until afterwards; It is the
immediate impact that counts.

In no play is this truer than in John Osborne's
"Look Back in Anger." Emotions, as the title

suggests, are all-important; the meaning, the
reason for Jimmy's rages are not at all Impor-
tant The one weakness of the Drama Guild's

production which ran this past weekend was the

section which tried to inject plot Into play and
give some rationale for something which could
never really be explained, only understood.

In the end, and In the beginning too, the only

criterion by which to judge a play, or any per-
formance of It, is: Did it move you?

The acting was generally up to the demands re-

quired by script George Bowden was excellent

as Jimmy and retained his poise and his accent

through several long, rather fiery speeches. Cor-

aiie Bayly, too, was beyond reproach and pretty.

The weakest of the characters was Helena,

played by Virginia Clesse. This is not to say she

wasn't good - she just wasn't as good.

She certainly looked her part, but just as a

glamorous actress didn't fit into Jimmy's world

and room, so Miss Clesse seemed out of place on

stage. She was shy of walking around the room and

her embraces were awkward and unreal. Her first

seduction of Jimmy received laughter, partly be-

cause one could see It coming, and partly because

one was embarrassed at the clumsy way It was

handled.

Anthony rbbotson as Col. Redfern made no

great Impression in the short time he was on

stage but he had a lovely bit of business when he
first met Cliff and It was beautifully done.

Blocking, the pacing on the stage, is one of

those things you don't notice unless It Is so bad

you cant miss it Most of the time the Anger

blocking was excellent but fights and embraces
were occasionally noticeably choreographed.

The make-up presented problems. In the case

of the principals, the actors were so close to the
characters' ages that not much was required. But

the special effects were bad - Col. Redfem's
make-up was obvious from the back of the balcony

and Helena's eyes were too dark.

Co-director Klaas van Weringh designed the pro-
duction and did a good job; the one set was
appropriately drab. The choice of costumes was
marvelous, except in the case of the shoes for
Helena, which were sometimes too casual for the
dress she was wearing.

All In all Look Back in Anger was exceptionally

well done, and the cast are to be compliment* 1 for
their adeptness In portraying characters just a few,

but rather crucially important, years older than
themselves.

Directors Doug White and van Werigh, who took
on the production for one of the Drama classes

deserve A's.

-MICHALSKI

Female

Bodies

and Towel Racks

By BRENDA MAYBEE

Sunday afternoon I went to see the Heart of

London exhibit at the Art Centre. You wouldn't

believe what they hadl There was a fibreglass

blob on the floor painted a rather suggestive colour

of brown. Labelled "Assuage". Then there were

two identical triangles on the end wall, around

four feet each side, painted with concentric stripes

of pastel blue, yellow and black. One collection of

bits and pieces had flashing lights and words running

around the borders that sounded like radio an-

nouncements. Female bodies and rainbows in all

colours made up the rest of the "painting".

They also had some hinged pieces painted in

garish thick blobs of bright colours. I immediately

thought I could use them for towel racks. I don't

usually think about towel racks in an art gallery,

but nor do I usually see what I saw. Things were

getting better and better - to complete my decor,

I even had two windows I could use - one was a

night window (the panes were painted black), and

the other a day window. A twenty foot fibreglass

tube would be interesting to sit on while I looked

out the window of my choice, I could even amuse

myself on an electric guitar made of plywood,

screws and wire. To keep me company there was

"Sproing" and "Clunk". What more could I ask?

My usual reaction to inanities such as these

Is one of Intense amusement-others might feel

insulted or disgusted by such preposterous crea-

tions going under the name of art Anybody can save

up old match-books and theatre ticket stubs and

Instant coffee labels and stick them together in the

shape of a face, you may think. But who does? And

why? This Is the crux of the matter. What appears

before the public is only the Iceberg above the

water - the artist experiences all the anxieties,

the problems and the hours of time searching for

materials and ideas before he even begins his work.

For one of the group from the Heart of London,

the main thing is "to do the job and enjoy the life

It brings."

ERRATA
The University of Toronto Press published

Agenda 1970: proposals for a creative politics,

which was reviewed in these pages by Alex Bink-

ley. It costs 93.50. Due to a mechanical mistake

this was omitted when the review was published.

Our apologies to the University of Toronto Press.
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referendum REFERENDUM referendum REFERENDUM refen

US <us cus - cus - c

The 1967 conference of CUS passed the declaration of the

Canadian Student which stated "Education is a contributlve

social process, the essence of which is an expanding aware-

ness of man's social and mutual environment through dia-

logue and co-operative Intellectual effort. The principal goal

of education - is to serve society by developing the full

potential of all citizens as free, creative thinking and acting

human beings and therefore to serve society by helping to

achieve equality cf the essential conditions of human living.

The Canadian Student has the right and duty to improve

himself as a social being and to contribute to the develop-

ment of society by:

(a) expanding knowledge through research and the objec-

tive analysis of existing hypotheses and ideas and the

formation of others.

(b) learning by sharing his perceptions and thoughts with

his fellow citizens and constructively criticizing theirs.

(c) engaging in fundamental action, as an Individual or in

a group, to confront society with discoveries and to

promote consequent action to bring reforms into

practice.

(d) playing a full part in the life of the community as a

citizen.

—The student has the duty to ensure that the educational

system is accessible and democratic sothat it will serve the

interests of the whole society.

This declaration means that the Candian Student is no

longer a receptor of knowledge from the benevolent en-

lightened professors. Students demand participation in their

educational system in order to getthe fullestpotential out of

it It also means that the student does not narrow his

Interests just to campus problems. As a full participant in

the life of the community and society at large. As such CUS

-ias a legitimate right to discuss both education and national

issues and pass resolutions on them.

The Vietnam resolution came after a study group was set

up in 1965 to look into the Vietnam War. Anyone who objects

to the particular resolution should check into the history of

the Vietnam War and the resolutions of the Geneva Accords

of 1954.

The problem of Quebec separatism is agut Issue on which

the Canadian society is deeply involved. CUS has a right to

take a stand on this. Unless English Canada is willing to

accept French Canadians as full equals and can participate

in everyday life in French in all areas of the country,

French separatism is unfortunately Inevitable.

As well as these resolutions the CUS passed resolutions

condemning the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia and the

inertia of the Canadian federal government in providing
relief in Biafra and attempting to bring about a ceasefire.

It also passed a resolution demanding that the voting age
and the age of majority be lowered to 18.

The educational resolutions passed by CUS calls for

student participation In the decision-making process of the

university. They call for an end of all advisory committees
of students without direct decision-making power andstudent
participation as a minority of any decision making. CUS
calls for an openness of all meetings and equal access to

information. It demands abolition of the board of Gov-
ernors as presently constituted. The fiscal and other 'aca-

demic* powers of current boards should be transferred to

parallel student-faculty university level decision-making
process. Whatever committees representing the outside
community "must be representatives of all socio-economic
strata." CUS declares that the control of curriculum must
rest exclusively with. the students and faculty concerned.
CUS also provides services for the Canadian Student,

fuch as half-fare tourB to England, France, Italy, Scan-
dinavia, the USSR and Japan among others. It is also the
only Canadian outlet for the International Student Cord
which giveB reduction for various sight-seeing monuments.
The question has been raised whether a union of stu-

dents should exist in a similar fashion as a labour union.
The Individual student will leave the university after three
and four years, but the unique position in society called
the "student" shall remain in this society, and the Inter-
ests of the student must, as a full participant in society'
must be represented. A union Is hence essential.

—STU RYAN

senate $£NATE 5600,6 SENA

"Student Senators shall be elected by a campus vote held

In the spring of each year on a date determined by the out-

going executive."

This proposition will appear on the referendum ballot

on Thursday, to be rejected or approved by the student

body.

Indications are that the new system will be approved by

a strong majority of the students.

"Of course they should be elected" was atypical com-

ment. Only one student said it "smelled of communism"

and his was a distinctly minor view. Dave Pakrul, student

leaderp commented, "I think it's good, The only question is

whether or not the students should be educated a little more

first. After all there have been only two open meetings so

far," he explained.

Ross McGregor, one of the candidates for the AMS
presidency, also approved of the measure. "I think it's

the obvious way to do it," he said. He felt It was "pretty

hard to judge" whether or not the proposed system would

have any effect on the role of the student senators; but

did not say, in a discussion of their role, that he did not

think that someone "has to be actively saying 'I represent

Hie students in order to be effective."

Student senator John Grey was less enthusiastic in his

support for the pj posal. He did not think it would have hurt

to have appointments again this year. He does think

however, that it Is "the only way for students to get to

know about the Senate." He feels there should be a crash

education programme before the election. He voiced fears

that people might run under "false pretenses" and make
election promises "which they just won't be able to keep

in the senate and will just go blundering ahead." Asked
about the change in the role of the student senator. "I

don't think an election gives you more of a mandate at all,"

he said. "We didn't feel the lack of a mandate this year

because we weren't elected." The advantage he did see Is

that the proposed elections would lead to greater variety

of people. "The four of us this year probably thought

pretty much alike," he reflected.

Some feel adoption of the proposal can't come too soon.

They refer to the statement of Senator Barry LeRoy at an

AMS meeting earlier this year during the debate on open-

ness. "When I sit on the senate", he said, "I don't consi-

der myself a student, I consider myself a senator."

—TERRY O'HARA
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referendum REFERENDUM referendum

lour nigh. COLOUR NIGHT

auccAUCC aucc AUCC aucc A

I

It has been argued by certain members of the Alma
Mater Society that the AMS has no control over whether or
not Queen's should stay In AUCC since It Is primarily an
association of university administrators. They feeltherefore

that the question of Queen's University's Involvement in the
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada could
not be logically put on the referendum ballot

A counter argument could be offered perhaps In that a
referendum is an excellent way of testing the student body's
opinion In regard to a certain issue. The students, In voicing

their opinion of Senator O'Leary's performance as rector,

could not force the good senator to resign.

In the same way the students could not force the AMS to

Instantly effect Queen's removal from the AUCC. However
the AMS would be forced to Inform the administration of

the students' viewpoint in regard to this particular issue

and perhaps effect change in this matter.

This change need not necessarily be Queen's withdrawal

from the AUCC, but reform In certain aspects of its or-

ganization might be welcomed by many students. One of

these more contentious aspects of the AUCC Is its claim

that It represents "more and more the total university

community."

In support of this claim it has been cited that 25 of the

.delegates to the mostrecent AUCC conference were students.

However 25 out of 600 delegates does not seem to be overly

representative considering that at most university cam-

puses the students are in a majority.

It can be argued that the AUCC Is and never will be a

body dedicated to effecting change In universities and that

It Is merely a bureaucratic body Inheriting by default the

work which should be handled by a federal bureau of educa-

tion. But* should students help pay for such an organization?

The $1.75 per student levy at each university to finance

the AUCC comes partially from tuition fees.

Thus the question boils down to whether the AUCC is

an unofficial "Federal Bureau of Education" in which case

students should not really have to help finance this organ-

ization. Or whether It can actually effect change In which

case students certainly should have more say In lta oper-

ation.

The fact that the AUCC helped prepare the Duff-Berdail

report on university government might suggest the latter.

In any case by voting yes on the referendum students can

say whether or not the AUCC merits further investigation.

Or vice versa, by voting no, it may mean that students at

Queen's may regard the Queen's membership in the AUCC

as none of their business regardless of whether or not

they help finance the organization.

—HERMAN BAKVIS

In accordance with AMS policy, students* money is not
to be used for banquets or food costs. However, there will
be a Colour Night - If you want It - IF you vote for using
student funds for this purpose. You pay $14 toward the cost
of athletics. As in the past years, the Athletic Board of
Control has budgeted some of this for Colour Night (about
$1000 or 150 per student roughly), yet they must have your
approval to do this because It contradicts the official

student CAMS) policy. The Athletic Board of Controloperates
quite Independently, yet because It uses the student funds it

Is responsible to the AMS. A conflict of policy has arisen,
the cause of which dates to past years. Operating largely
on its own the ABC has never been worried about the
question of students* money being used for Colour Night;

that Is until the AMS decreed its policy statement, and
temporarily shelved that part of the ABC budget containing
Colour Night expenditures. Another cause of the policy con-
flict is a result of last year when the AMS voted NOT to
allow subsidized general members of the student body to

attend, but the ABC having had Its budget already passed,
and having enough funds for this purpose, went ahead and
invited the students. Although few came, the fact remains
that there was either a misunderstanding or an outright
policy conflict between the AMS and the ABC.

If you vote against your 150 being used for Colour Night,

there may not be one. Would you pay $2 Cor more) for your
'Q*? Do you feel that the athletes of Queen's merit their own
support of your 150? The AMS wants to know if it's okay
with you to spend your money on Colour Night, when such
expenditures are contrary to general policy. Tell Them.
The AMS has been particularly anxious in the last year

to establish Its hold over policy implementation so that

expenditures could be prevented. In budgeting for grants to

clubs, the stipulation holds that the clubs are not to use

AMS funds for dinners or food costs. Are Colour Night

food costs to be considered to be the same as other food

costs, such as those for clubs? One wonders whether Colour

Night shouldn't be classified and granted $1000, yetonly the

referendum will tell now,

-^.ACK SMITH

It should be mentioned that the AMS has had a rule for

some years now that student money should not be spent on

food. The issue at stake here is quite simply whether the

student body will change this ruling and allow the AMS to

make this an exception ratified by the student body rather

than break the ruling every year. p g

journal JOURNAL — JOU
A petition to have a question concerning an Increase In

the Journal assessment put to a referendum was handed to

the AMS last Friday. The question could now be Included

on the up coming referendum ballots along with questions

about CUS and AUCC.
The petition was written by three Journal Staffers who

were concerned about the current acute lack of funds and

the deficit which has already been accumulating this year.

The money will not - however help this year's deficit

It Is hoped that the proposed increase would balance

the budget and ensure Journals of a more consistent size

and quality than is presently possible.

The referendum question asks the student If he Is In

favour of increasing the per capita to the Journal from

$2.55 to $3.00. This would provide an increase of approx-

imately $2,700 a year.

The petition was drawn up and circulated on Friday

afternoon to meet the deadline of the convening of an

AMS special meeting at 4:30. The three Journal reporters

obtained the requisite 100 signatures in lesB than one hour.

Reaction from the rest of the Journal Staff has been

mixed. Some expressed the opinion that It was a disadvan-

tageous moment to propose the question. No one seemed

unwilling to accept an Increase. —TERRY OWAJEA

Others felt that it was wrong to set an arbitrary figure

without knowing next year's budget None of the business

staff knew of the petition until they read this story.

—Ed. Note
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THE STUDENT BODY
THE LONG ....

Remember Orgazm, a couple of weeks ago? Pretty

scary wasn't it? I mean all those long-haired weirdos

playing that strange music and then those flashing

lights and seminars about transcendental meditation

and drugs and Zen and, and . . . well I mean it was
pretty weird. Let's face it, this kind of thing could

change a guy's morals. It was weird man.

Thank God Snowball week came right after. That

sort of blotted the whole sordid experience from my
sickened mind. And what a week it was.

First Variety Night. It's not often you see a per-

former who has sucn confidence in his talent that he

will start to take off his clothes on slage. That's what

I call a good comic sense of timing. It really establish-

ed a rapport with the audience. They won't forget

that for awhile. That's what I call theatre.

I'd seen that skit done four years ago but none

of that neat stuff was in it. But then all the actors

were sober, kept their heads, kept their hands to them-

selves, kept their pants on. Since that time there have

been — let me see now — THREE sexual revolutions,

and for what? Have we fought in vain?

And then there was Thursday night at the movies.

Yes, who will forget Horrorama? ihis time was a little

special. You could listen to the meaningful dialogues

conducted by those happy-go-lucky drunks. What cards

they are. Of course, for maximum pleasure, a girl was
essential, sort of a sounding board against which the

inebriates could test the validity of their assumptions

about the functions of the major muscles, glands, and
organs. That's real class for you. Breeding will out.

It was difficult to reflect on the human condition,

what with the bad lighting. Someone was throwing 45
rpm recordings and these were distracting, especially

when they sailed close enough to the head as to actu-

ally hit it. Through the air, already choked with smoke
and sweat and oaths, beer bottles were flying. When
these struck the walls and screen, many of them broke.

Some people were content to simply engage in heavy
petting.

Admittedly all this is the handiwork of a minority

of students. Sure. We've all see these people. Some
we have seen on the streets. Some we call our friends.

Some we have scorned and called low names. We have
heard the distant strumming of their trotters across the

plains. We have seen their tracks at the water holes-

We have watched them feed on the dead bodies of

Zebras after the lions have left. We have heard their

anxious breathings hurt the silence of the night. The
first morning breeze brings their yaps of sexual triumph.

We have seen them examine the excrement of predators

and watched their eyes widen with envy. We are not
amused.

mm

AND THE SHORT OF IT

People have been complaining for quite some time

about the conditions at this university but finally a

dedicated group were willing to do something to change
things. And you wonder why we are running that pig

on the top of the Editorial Page.

PAUL BARRON
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SPECIAL CREDITS
Glory and special credits to perservereni Caryl and Angela

(and Kathy, who wasn't here - get well soon, love); Martewho was afraid to go into the office but makes a great dinner'
Shirley Mason, who woke up; Brenda, who spread sunbeams aboutChm B best copy editor; Lorraine, who aim .at got left out
OaBiy who said no; Charlie, who didn't argue with her; Egor
<*noel tongue keper; pretty Allaine whose credit was illegible Len-
* and

I

Am who lost a by-line; Alex, Paul and John who are (of-

gggj going; and various nameless, absent and indescribable•Aral* of the 4Vtth estate.

Are we really pigs In sheep's clothing?

A Good Time is a Good Time .

Dear Dr. Deutsch:

On behalf of the students of

Queen's University, the Outer

Council of the Alma Mater Society

wishes to extend to you and the

University c ommun ity , an

apology for the actions of several

students during the Snowball

activities held in Dunning and

Ellis Halls this past Thursday

But to Raise Hell All the Year?

night. We very much regret the

damage caused by these students.

We hope that the University

community will recognize that

these actions were the result of

the immaturity of only a few
students. It Is regrettable that

the re mainder"of the student body

will suffer as a result.

The A.M.S. recognizes Its

financial responsibility for the

damage and will take steps

necessary to ensure that this

kind of conduct does not occur

again.

Sincerely yours,

David Pakrul

Presidents A.M.S.

Hey, wasn't Horrorama a real

gas? We all got absolutely,
grossly stoned and sent; and we
did Oil Thigh's and screamed
and just had a wild time. If you

didn't have your own bottle, there

were kids who brought cases of

beer to sell. . . Cases!? Yeah,

well the AMS constables are

only human. They know how cool

it is to throw bottles on the floor

or against the stage to hear them
smash. Powl And didn't those

cigarettes look neat flying up

against the screen in the dark,

scattering sparks. . .? Sure,

some kids were yelling "Quiet"
but they were just as drunk as

we were so It didn't count. Doesn't

it feel good to hide in the dark
and yell obscenities, or even a
mindless scream? So we were
noisy, what of it? The people

who wanted to see the movies

left early anyway—went over to

Ellis Hall I guess—so we ignored

them and had about the biggest

drunk since the College BowL
Man, what a riot . .

And students with long, serious

faces sit in the coffee shop won-

dering why no one wants to run

for president of the AMS, or any

other position. Apathetic student

body? What a laugh! No one with

less than Salvation Army belief

in the basic goodness of man-

kind 'would want to do a single

thing for the great sub-moronic

mass which packed Dunning

Auditorium Thursday night, Even

the people who are supposed to

be in charge make errors which

do not help the situations. Why
were bottles allowed into the

auditorium? Everyone except the

AMS constables knows that

alcohol and idiocy do not mix
quietly. .

.

Obviously the 383 other people

who voted for M&M in November
knew perfectly well that the only

thing one can possibly do with

the students at Queen's is laugh.

But as a Queen's student looking

for something to be proud of, I

must admit that it is kind of a

sick laugh. There really isn't

all that much that is funny about

it. Or do you think there is?

Don't you sometimes get dis-

gusted with the whole infantile

act paraded forth regularly when-
ever more than a hundred stud-

ents get together, and feel that

you would just like to get your
degree and get out? Maybe in

twenty years all you will re-

member will be the College Bowl,

and everything will be nice and

rosy. Sad. But what can you do
about it?

Darryl Johnson

A Little Static at CFRC I

Dear Sir:

In response to the uproar of

malcontents over CFRC's in-

trusion in the Turtle's concert

last Friday night, the following

statements are in order:

1. The source of the Inter-
ference was CFRC's 100- watt
A.M. transmitter operating 100

yards from Grant Hall.

2. Protection against this kind

of interference is the respons-

ibility of the owner of the

amplifying equipment, not that

of the station, because there is

a common weakness in the de-
sign of said equipment.

3. Protective circuitry can be
added to most entertainment
amplifiers; It is not usually in-

cluded in the design of such
amplifiers because it Is rarely
needed and because ofthe slightly

extra cost The existing public

address amplifier In Grant Hall,

though hardly of rock-band
quality, is free of interference
from CFRC.
4. The Queen's Entertainment
Agency should inform enter-

tainers of the peculiar problem
at Queen's so that they may take

the necessary precautions. CFRC
shall contact the Agency to dis-

cuss the problem and its possible

solutions.

In closing, it Is hoped that

Grant Hall audiences will

continue to enjoy listening to

CFRC's programming. . , .on

their radio sets.

T.A. Holden,

Chief Engineer,

CFRC Student Radio Club.

Yeh! Athletic Supporters I

To the Sports Editor:

Let me congratulate you on
two great articles on inter-

collegiate sports at Queen's.
Somehow you have managed to
express my sentiments andprob-
ably my fellow team-mates' too.

I only hope that your natures
on this topic are making an im-

pression on our fellow students

and Mr. Lenard's office. Time
will tell, but I hope your articles

do have some beneficial effect

for us who play the "other
sports".

On, before I forget, you
mentioned that the most Im-
portant piece of equipment to a

soccer player is his boots. Well,

John, stand corrected because

most of us would never step on

to the field without some kind

of "support".

Yours on giving 'em hell,

Bob Sbonlker

Soccer Gaels.
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AnCMie but a Sec die

ANTIGONE
This seems to be the Drama

Department's year for experi-
ments.

That aura of something new
and different has extended from
the Dept's production of Viet
Rock to their latestpresentation,

Antigone.

Antigone, seemingly an odd
choice for experimentation, was
chosen because director Fred
Eurlnger feels that of all Soph-

ocle's plays it is closesttopres-

ent dayproblems and aspirations.

The designer, R.W. Waller, feels

it has great applicability to 1969

and parallels the struggle be-

tween the two kinds of justice,

the law's and humanity's to the

civil rights movement and the

riots at the Chicago convention.

Antigone is a jumping-offpoint

for next year's plays and a

testing-ground for ideas which

will appear in monthly theatre

nights In future years.

Prof. Eurlnger and Mr. Waller

are both excited by what they

can do with the "studiotheatre".

The smaller theatre removes

the trappings of large picturesque
productions with their costumes
and sets. These are, however,
aids to the creation of make-
believe. The actors must do with-
out reliance upon them and the
director must help them grasp
the fundamentals of the play. The
play and its presentation must
stand alone and carry the weight
of acceptance or not.

The basic design ofproductions
staged in a studio theatre Is
radically different. The space
available must be analysed and
the play must then be analysed
In relation to it

Naturally, the smaller theatre

has limitations and it Is
necessary to make definite

decisions about the play and the

relative importance of each as-

pect But, though small, the space

is very flexible-it allows for

many kinds of theatre pro-

ductions, in the round, 2 di-

mensional. But the workshop
atmosphere allows an air of

experimentation.

Designer Russ Waller Is new
to Queen's this year. He entered

professional theatre in 1952, and

his experience ranges from
carrying a spear at Stratford to

set designing for the C.BX, and
six years of directing, designing,

acting, teaching and writing at

the University of Saskatchewan,

Mr. Waller is frustrated by
the time and money wasted on
spectacle in Canadian Theatre
and feels that more time should
be spent on improving actors*

knowledge of the fundamentals-
voice, movement and the like.

His approach to this production

of Antigone has been to com-
promise between the two scales,

the huge Greek theatre and the

tiny Studio. The masks used take

all focus off the face (which most
actors use predominately) and on

,to body movement and gestures

which become ultimately the

communication and/or downfall.

Tickets to Antigone are avail-

able at the ONLY price (free!).

But they must be picked up from

the Department at least a day
in advance (call local 3327 and
let them know how many you'll

want). No tickets will be avail-

able the night ofthe performance,
but at five to nine ticket-holders

lose their seats and any empty
seat will be given to those who
show up at the door. Because

Antigone runs without breaks

—OSMOND
latecomers will not be seated.

The cast of Antigone Includes:

Moe Bock as Creon; RobinCame-
ron as Ismen* & Eurydlce; Ann
Holloway, Antigone; Greg Wan-
less, Haemon; Steve Wblstance-
Smith, Teiresias; and a Chorus
of Mike Farrell, KateHanbrldge,

Ted Huff, Al Klvi, Michelle La
Barre, Marion Swadron.

Letters

CUS & Science!

This Thursday the AMS is

asking us to vote on a number

of questions most engineers

couldn't give adamn about There
is one however that we should

consider. That is the question of

whether or not we should stay in

CUS.

What is CUS doing for you?

That is a good question. The

answer has to be worth about

$7,000 because that is how much

it will cost us if we stay in the

Canadian Union of Students.

CUS argues that it can tell us

best what to think about inter-

national affairs. It tells us we

shouldn't work for DOW chem-

icals because it Is an immoral

company. It also tells us what to

think of other political affairs.

As I see it, it takes a hell of a

lot of nerve tor these CUS types

to think they have more intelli-

gence and more experience to

speak for me than my elected

members of Parliament

When CUStalks about education

I wish it would ask engineers

first How are a bunch of radi-

cal CUS-type artsmen going to

be able to criticize Engineering

at Queen's than Queen's engin-

eers themselves? If we want our

courses changed we havethe pro-

per lines of communication to

change them ourselves.

Think about it CUS is irrele-

vant to engineers. Let us get

together and vote in favour of

withdrawal.

Vic Gerard.

Sc. '70

Black & Right m^m^^m
Andrew Page's complaint that

the Blacks in America only see

their point of view.-and do . not
.

treat the white man as a person

ignores four hundred years of

history. The constant oppression

and exploitation of the Blac^man

has taught him not to trus t any

White man very far. The White

race deserves any defamation it

has thrown at it

Stuart Ryan.

The Last Word I

I would like to mention that I

was horrified to read the unjust

and vindictive report on Holiday

Inn by Mr. Bandiera and in my
capacity as Assistant Innkeeper

and organizer of the function in

question, would like to put Mr.

Bandiera straight onafew points,

sense not to put his poison pen

to paper.

The hurled Insults and accusa-

tions about "watered down" li-

quor are completely untrue and

could have been proved so if Mr.

Bandiera had had the courage of Vl

his convictions to query his mis-

apprehensions there and then. I

would further like to challenge

Mr. Bandiera to name me any

Hotel, store or machine for that

matter, where he does not have

to pay for mixes. His completely

irrational attack on this issue

only seems to indicate his "dis-

tress" at possibly being barred

from taking liquor Into the dance

- In the first place one should

always check up on facts before

lashing out accusations. Mr. Ban-

diera- should have contacted the

convenors who would surely have

informed him how his $12.00 was

spent (that is, not onlyonHollday

Inn which received only$3.45per

couple) and he would have hadthe

hail. For his information, in

terms of the Liquor Act, no al-

cohol Is to be taken into any

public room of a hotel where the

same is being sold.

hi conclusion, I suggest Mr.

Bandiera Is less hasty In passing

sentence In the future. Maybe

he might just prove he is man

enough on this occasion, to apolo-

gize at least to the Arts com-

mittee who worked SO hard to

make the evening a success.

N. Thompson-Wood,
Assistant Innkeeper,

Holiday Inn.

Comment

Give him what for!

It must be horribly delightful for Malcolm
Muggerldge to be the Big Man In the Prophecy
of Doom business. There have always been those
who have made a living out of intellectual sen-

sationalism - until now they have been called

Sophists - you know, Thrasymachus andthatlot

Well, now that's all over and, as perhaps half

the audience in Dunning Hall on Wednesday
night appeared to believe, we have a prophet of

honour in all countries, the great"conservatlve

nihilist", Malcolm Muggerldge.

He says all the things he knows will shock and

titillate the Reader's Digest mentality: what are

they? That's easy. All one has to do to be a

successful Sophist is to deny flatly and with In-

scrutable lack of evidence all that Is currently

held dear by the masses. For example,now It is

held that the pill is good. Sayo the lord King

Debunker, The Pill is Bad. Why?Because Christ

says so. And why does Muggerldge choose

Christ? Because nobody bothers with him right

now so it'll be bound to cause a fuss and get

him a lot of raised eyebrows and generally much

attention, a curious thing for a nihilist to value

as highly as Muggerldge obviously does.

But scrape away the English veneer, which Is

so plastic that it even sells in England, and what

have you got underneath? More plastic? Right

you are, Jorko - but you've also got all the fake

morality, Imbecllic effrontery, and overall

"decadence" which he so loves to throw around

on what he's seen as the world through the eyes

of a stupid old man paid to say stupid old things.

All in all, men, Muggerldge is right in line

with the civilization he wants everyone to be-

lieve he so ardently reviles and despises. His
deformity is that of the court mutant, the frilled-

up dwarf, and his humour that of the naughty,

slightly scandalous, cringing jester - the abso-

lute anathema of the fools of Shakespeare,

whom, along with Christ, he perpetually curses

through quoting.

' That all the vanity, stupidity, cupidity, and
putrid puritanlsm of the grotesqueness and hyp-

ocrisy of Victorianism, roll it up inside a
shrivelled corpse, curse it and all else with a
smile and a British accent, let it loose and call

it Malcolm Muggerldge - and watch the sophisms
fly-

God save us from Over-Muggeratlon.

Sloth in the valley

It was interesting to see the effect on the

Powers That Be of the muted antagonism ex-

pressed by the residents of Leonard Field

when they met to discuss the question of open

hours for women In the Men's Residence: in-

teresting because, for once, the students of

Queen's have used (whether they appreciate It

or not) force to achieve their goals when faced

by an arrogant and inflexible administration.

The atmosphere at the meeting held afewweeks

ago, as some will remember, grew quite tense

at one point and there was quite a bit of offended

taken-abackness on the part of the assembled

worthies. At any rate, despite the usual pussy-

footing around, the administration moved al-

armingly fast I think it points to one thing at

least: they are scared and on the run and it

would be best if they were kept *so.

This brings me to my second and main point

The men may have gone some way towards lib-

erating themselves but the women remain serfs

of a mediaeval hierarchy In their residence life.

For some reason known only to those some

call "bourgeois moralist", women at Queen's

are not full-fledged persons. They have to be

told what to wear, how to behave, and, for all

I know, how long to hold out on some poor

bastard In 2nd Leonard. They also have to bow

and scrape before the Dean of Women who

rules the roost with a paternal hand.

I am surprised the women at Queen's can

take this view of themselves as it is thrust

upon them, particularly now that the men have

further freed themselves. In fact, I am quite

sure that the time when women will see the

reality of their second-class citizenship and,

here at Queen's, their second-hand life. Is at

hand. Prepare ye, O recalcitrant Administra-

tion I!

Obviously, maturity in the male students at

Queen's Is the necessary concommitant of fe-

male maturity. The problem of relationships

between the sexes cannot be solved, and the

rights of women satisfied, until such mediae

-

valism as exists in the traditions of the Wo-

men's Residence is abolished. That this must

come about Is, I think, In everyone's Interest -

out it Is only the women who can apply the

force necessary to bring it about As Emma
Goldman once wrote: "Some day men and

women will rise, they will reach the mountain

peak". , . Right now the exploitation of wo-

man Is continuing In the sloth of the valley and

only they can rise out of it

By JAMES BURNETT
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"
Because ifs ridiculous, absurd, embarrass- to the accumulation of a fund of over 70 thous-

\A/ I I lL U L a . inn and unnecessary. and dollars while both basketball teams go poor-

W6IC0m6 lO IN© DUSneS a
y^re has got to be somebody around a ly uniformed. For the same reason the warm-

university community this size who could coach up jerseys for the basketball Gaels don't fit any-

, .. 1 1 ,» the Intermediate basketball team full time. If one over 6'2".

(continued from page 1) nof_ can
,

f me to found when the Pnys Ed school

Appropriate people would probably not expanc)s a fter the new complex is built? Because of the AMS sub-committee in

aQree After all who can argue but that our charge of Queen's students athletic programme

football coaching' staff , headed by Frank Tindal, The soccer team is budgeted $500 for equip-
(je the AB of C) is working under the assump-

is the best in Canada. ment. They aren't buying new uniforms every
t ;on that the students of Queens' want nothing

And what's this about scheduling? Why, vear ano> they can't very well run up a $500 more out Qf ^eir program than a first class

our football team plays in the oldest, toughest,
| aundry bill in seven games. So what else do foott)a || team,

classiest league in Canada. you buy for a soccer team? Why couldn t

Traveling? The football team rarely goes boots be found out of that $500 ? ? ^ therefore fee , indisposed to bother
to any away games less than a day anea ^ p|ayed during warm . themselves with administrating other sports with
time

Tu uw* thrvnnhtless about uds and halftime at basketball and hockey the same thoughtful attention to detail with
Thoughtless? What s thoughtless atxxrt upsjnci ™

concession stand ava ilable which they support the Golden Gaels.

^ght ^foreThe cru ia hCe cC^irTduring these games; there must be

game w"°r? U of T ?ast fat so that the team several clubs on campus willing to «PP*£^ ^ poin(ed ou, |asf week _ m ^
S^ufd take their minds off of everything but the.r budget by runnrng

,^
wy^ there no

ba Qn a ion; ^ ^
football?

PA
,

at basketba " 9a!2^f™ LT Inrlc
weeks aao

' " has led to fhe degeneration of

Equipment'' You don't hear of the foot- a new hockey arena assured before the Jock
QueerVs University Athletic program to the point

ball players having to buy their own boots. Hardy was torn down.' where all non-football athletes may well con-

The presentation of events? Who could
. sider themselves competing for the bush league

ask for more' Our football games give the fans For the same reason Richardson stadium is teams.

and athletes everything they want; concession not being torn down before the new stadium

stands nre-oame and halftime shows, P-A an-
is built. For the same reason football takes about

nouncer proems etc. Why complain just be- one third of the AB of C's total budget. For And as should not need to be pointed

cause the blsketbaM program has two teams the same reason that the wrestling team is bud- out, for this attitude to develop on the part of

bu\ on v one coach? C? because the tennis geted $1,400 for equipment and laundry (what a professional administration paid by he stu-

team olays exactTy once all year? Or because ?re they wearing,!^ satin tights?) while the dents of this university to be responsible for

fravelfna epiSes such as the one above con- gymnastic team gets $300. For the same reason the presentation of their athletic program, com

cSninq the^sketball team are all too typical? wer-budgeting (can you believe it?) has led st,rotes negligence and incompetence.

Track team shows well at U of Michigan Relays

By BOB LINGWOOD and Bill MARTIN

Queen's Track Team showed

well in the U of Michigan Relays

in Ann Arbour an Saturday.

Coach Rolf Lund was especially

pleased with the performances

made by the younger athletes on

the team. However, Queen's top

performer was Bob Milne.

Milne's outstanding time of

1:13.6 in the 600 yards placed him
seventh in a field of 36 of the

Mid-West's top men. It was
Milne's best showing since his

great relay effort last year in

Chicago. Bob hung in with the

pack for the first half of the race,

then set out passing everything

in sight. In an open interview

at 2:00 the next morning Milne

credited bis success to 'sharp

elbows' and 'the thought of the

cold beer' waiting in his motel

room. The race was won by
Stevenson of Ann Arbour in 1:10.7,

a mere second and a half off the

world mark. Tim Baker ran the

600 in 1:14.8.

The Queen's mile relay, aided

by George Smith's fast anchor
leg, placed third in the College

Division with a time of 3:33.

George is the type who under nor-

mal conditions wouldn't do a
quarter mile without the aid of a
taxi. However, Smith ran a com-

Women's hockey
By BRUCE McLEOD

The Golden Gals women's hockey team continued its prepara-

tions for the upcoming 0QAA tournament with a 2-0 exhibition

win over a Gananoque women's team. Lynne Mcnkman crntinued

her hot scoring pace, that included a hat trick against this same
team last week when the Gals won 8-0, by scoring both goals. As-

sists went to Cheryl Armstrong on the first goal, and Mary Beth

Warren on the second. The gals were missing several regulars,

including s'.ar speedster Sylvia Oain^rr.n. but still played a- very

good game against the Gan team, which was much improved over

their last performance. The Gals passing and positional play were
sharp, and their skating shows great improvement with every game.

The defence, especially the pair of Sheila Thompson and Cheryl

Armstrong, show excellent form, and goalies Sue Rogers and Cathy

Black each have a shutout in the last two games. Things are look-

ing good for that tournament in two weeks.

mendable time of 52:3 on Satur-

day.

William Martin has been clock-

ed in this event at 47:9 but that's

another story. Jay Hansen was
the lead-off man with veterans

Bob Stinson and Bob Warner

running the middle legs.

Bob UngwoorTs 47'7" in the

shot-put placed well in the upper

half of the 25 putters. The event

was won by Johnson of Kentucky
state with 53'6".

In the Medley relay, freshmen
Martin Jones and Neil Guppy
turned in their best performan-

ces of the year, a 2.01 880 yards
and a 53.1 quarter mile respec-

tively.

An hour earlier, Dave Ellis,

back from a week with the flu,

placed tenth in the mile with a
time of 4:33. Much to the sur-

prise of the U.S. competitors,

Canadians came first arid third

in the event.

The Track Team's next big

venture is the Telegram-Maple
Leaf Games in Toronto on Feb-
ruary 14.

Willy Martin ip«ad* through gruetKha 44*

Gals win Pattern's Trophy

HOLIDAY INN WED. 8 p.m.
1 PRINCESS

FREE SPEED READING

MINI-LESSON

PRESENTATION

by CHARLES HARRIS - OTTAWA

GET THE FACTS ABOUT THIS UNIQUE & WORLD
FAMOUS TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED BY EVELYN

WOOD & RESEARCHED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF

DELAWARE

evelyn wood Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics) TEL. 542-7672

Queen's Gals curling team won
the Patton's Cleaners trophy for

their two-game win in the Busi-

ness Ladies' Bonspiel at Catara-

qiu Last week. They also took

part in a curling tournament at

the University of Guelph on Jan.

31-Feb. 1, and in this they placed

third.

Snowball orienteering competi-

tions were held on Sunday, Feb.
1, and with a number of both
experienced and novice entrants.

The Queen's Orienteering Club or-

'

ganized and ran the competitions

which were organized by WAC

Both score orienteering and point-

to-point events were held. The
team of Arnold Heayn and Ann
Babbey won the score orienteering

with 780 points. In the point-to-

point Howard Marsh was first

with 38.15; Dave McLaren was
second in 38.58, and third was Al
DeMonte with a time of 40.07.

One brave and determined com-
petitor covered the entire point-

to-point course with a full leg cast.

He said that it was the only snow-
ball athletic event that he could

take part in.

Following the competition, a
film "Invisible force of direc-

tion" was shown. The orientating

club is planning to continue next

year.

This weekend, the Golden Gals
are competing in Indoor Archery

at Toronto, Badminton at Queen's
(both W.I.A.U. competitions). Al-

pine Skiing at Toronto ,and gym-
nastics at York (joint W.I.A.U.

and O.Q.W.C.I.A. events).

All girls who participated in

any Intermural sports mis year
are asked to come to the gym and
check their athletic cards for ac-

curacy at the following times:

Tues. 7-9 pm, Wed. 1-5, Thors.

L-4.

i
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Hockey Gaels drop

another squeaker 10-2
Queen's Hockey Gaels absorbed a 10-2 mauling this weekend at

fflhe hands of .tfhe Liamai Rouge et Or. not to meritnlon their sticks
aklates and bodies.

Uaval impressively dominated every aspect of the game, and out-
shot rfihe Gaels 46-26. The Laval forwards are as big and bough as
their deferacemen, and effectively fmstimted most of die Gaels'
rashes before they got started. Furthermore, the advanibages of
Along, regular (practices were very evident in the game, as they used
a number of obviously weliMrilled plays to get good shots and close-
in dhances on Queen's goalie Norm Douglas. Distracted, no doulbt,

iby the amorous attentions of a certain gorgeous blonde from Ottawa,
Douglas was not ait 'has very best, but on most of the goals he had
no chance.

Laval jumped into am early 2-0 lead in the first period, after
keeping the Gaels pinned in itlheir own end for some time, but after

(the hallf-way mark of theperiod,Queen's settled down and played
evenly with them, getting a couple of good chances later in tine

(period. If itihe GaeHs had been able to score ait that point, the result

imAgfott have been different, but Laval came out in the second period

and plumped in three quick goals, and from then on, it was no
contest. They stiored two more before the Gaels got on the score

sheet. Hob Beamish getttajng his second of the season on a back hand
shot from dUoee in. Queen's was outshott 21-6 in this period, and

tihe score could have been higher if Douglas hadn't been sharp on a

imumber of occasions. In this same period, Murray Douglas, the

Gaels' top scorer so far, suffered an injury to a tendon on the back

Of bis 'hand, and his Loss took some of tihe thrust out of the first

dime, although it added some punch, as Tom Brydon, provoked a

number of times, proved a pugnacious replacement

The third period could .well have been full of penalities, and fdghtts

almost developed a couple of times, as the referee determinedly

kept his eye closed, but the Gaels managed in the end to control

tihedr tempers in spite of mounting frustraltaion, and the two teams

lined up and shook hands amicably at the end of the game. In

spate of ithe impressive show of their team, the Laval crowd was

unusually quiet, and Was aroused to enthusiasm mainly by the play

of Queen's Greg Olark. who played a very good game although he

dMn't score a .point, and persistently ran into players twice his

size. It fell to Bob Kinidon, however, to score tihe East goal, putting

away the rebound from Mark Edwards* shot.

AaMhough the Gaels did not play their best game of the season

tthos weekend, it was not their worst .either. Queen's will never be

aible to put togeltiher a team that will challenge the reaHy good

(teams such as LavaiL Oarlelton and Montreal, until it changes its

casual attitude toward its team other tihan football, and provides

better facilities and more practice time. The spirit of the players

and the devotion of tihe fans, while these are invaluable, can only

do so much, and this was never more obvious than over the past

Queen's win Carleton Invitational

By PETER HAIL

Last weekend, the Queen's ska
team competed in the Carleton
Invitational Meet at Camp For-
tune. Six other undversdities, in-

cluding U of T, Ottawa U., and
Carleton entered ten mam teams
in this meet. Each team entered
five races tin each event, three to
count for ftihe team standing.

Racing in ttihe rain and fog,

"Cthuck" Drury navigated his

course in 282 seconds, one
way down the giant sMom
tenth .ahead of two of his Es-
poirs. Queen's placed second to
'Gueltph in this event, with ''Mor-

ris" Hall coming fourth and
"Hands" Wren coming ninth.

Conditions were equally bad
for the cross-country, 'but Chuck
bulled his way around the ton
kilometer course for another
win. "Rapid" 'Bob Hazen came
third and Bait Morris came
fifth. "Zeeks" Dyer coughed
his way around the course in

good time. Queen's won this

event by a solid margin.

The next day the temperature

had dropped twenty degrees.

ST"?
sbis

J
e
l'

t0 MlWlh6r ™Jf his face on tihe slope. Drury trophy by 140 points. fakferidu
the icy slalom course, Morris
Hall came fourth, while "Zeeks"
Dyer had a great run

,
puUtdmg

the team in a close second in

this event.

came second to Metzel, a mem-
ber of the national jumping

(earn. Dyer and Wren both

jumped very well, placing fifth

and seventh respectively. Mor-

ris and 'Jasen" Jarvis jumped

jumping squad demonstrated its for comic relief.

fine form. In a practice jump, Queen's obviously had a good with improved jumping,

Drury crashed, leaving bits of weekend and won ithe team team could do very well.

Finally, Queens "Hamburger"

ally, Drury, iHaiH. Dyer, and
Wren took first to fourth re-

spectively in the Ski Meister.

Next weekend Queen's travels

to Montreal to Compete in the

O.QJV.A. Nordic event. Competi-

tion will be much tougher, but
the

Next weekenldi, the Gaels are on tihe road again, as they play two

games in Montreal that will probably decide fourth place in the

standings. Friday night, they meet L'Universtte de Montreal, arid

Saturday afternoon they play McGili. Of the teams that are left on

(the schedule, these are the ones they have the best chance of beat-

ing, but Montreal will not be easy to beat, and neither will the im-

proved McGM Redmen.

Queen's Judoka split two competitions

Water Polo: Commerce defeats Meds

Science 70 in near upset
The most exciting game of off for a rest. Science '70 im - from 'between 2200 and 2900

itfhe basketball season took place mediately scored seven1 dtradighit points over ithe last two weeks.

When Science '70 battled fav- points as the third quarter ran However, tihe gymnastic meet
cured Arts '70 to a tie. In the out. will be coming up soon, and the

first half Science '70 had lead The fourth quarter was mar- Phys Ed squad will almost cer-

by as much as eleven points, but red by some rather sloppy shoot- itiainry pick up about 3000 points

some sharpshootinig and fine ing by both teams, and at tihe m itihis event alone,

ball-hanidlllng by ex-Gael Murray buzzer it appeared that Science Science '71 has climbed to

Giroitta turned the tide in itihe 70 'had prevailed by one point, within 50 points of third place

third quarter to give Arte '70 Upon totalling, however, 'the Arts '70, Who appear to he

a five point Dead. Alt 'this point score was found to be tied knocked out .of the playoffs in

Girdtti >bad just about run him- (much to the relief of Arts '70). Hockey and 10 pin .bowling,

self into tihe ground, and came
In Water-polo, Commerce pu Li-

ed off a major upset by defeat-

ing Medicine 3-2. This
means that a Medicine victory

Queen's judoka ha-ve registered a win and a

loss in their last two competitions. The loss was

to a strong RMC team in tihe Brockington trophy

competition. RMC's team contained four brown

belts, two green belts and four yellow and white

beite. These were opposed by one blue, two green,

two orange and five yellow from Queens. Even

with itihedir obvious belt advanltage RMC only de-

feated Queen's by six ffiighte to four.

Queen's victory was scored a week ago aaft.

(Jan. 25) at the RCAF IirvMonal Judo Tourna-

ment Which was held at Uplands Air Force Base

in Ottawa, George MuJller »
]J»

m
„JJ*

169 lb, and under, Class C belt division This

section' into a three-way rtfie for

division easily could ' have been DODween two first place, with only two play-

Queen's men if Win Fraser had not been elittnin- off spats among them,

-ated in tihe semifinals. Three other Queen's ja the other sections, Me
judokav Jtfhn Woodiley, Randy MtaNaib and Doug Arthur and Science '72 finished

Oavanaugh were eliminated in the second or third undefeated regular seasons,

round of competition in their respective weight >69 and Grads .both had
and belt divisions. .had 3-1 records for second place

The next competition for Judo is the annual ^ ^gp^.^ sections,

sm?sj5&£srr^^n^i*-^ *
bete • H y«r? »neT individual ctantoonship <>^M mJ* 5^
StofplaVbim finish. rtsm^werPta Ed varying

BEW STANDINGS

Science '70 31362

Ploys Eld 28679
27295Arts '70

Science '71 27242

Science '72 22782

Commerce 20716

Arts '69 16706

'Posit Grads 16267

MCArtflair 1B265

Arte '71 15870

Science '69 13829

Arts '72 11871

(Law 1 10404

Law n & H 7414

Pre Meds 7003
6589Meds

ThecSogy 6326
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Players Needed

Queen's Concert Bond plans a concert for February 26i

— woodwind I and low brass players ore urgently

required Practise Mon. and Wed. at 6:30 p.m. in Grant

Hallj

10% - DISCOUNT - 15^
University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie near Princess 5$ftffMfl

THE MEN'S RESIDENCES

1969-1970 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will

be accepted at the Business Office, Leon-

ard Hall up to and including February

17th, 1969

Application forms may be obtained

from the Desk Clerks' Office; Gordon-

Brockington Hall and the Business Office,

Leonard Hall.

LONDRTS
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

en student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

fUH<S WOHQ
Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

lltl Princess St. ri

He. 2 Hn West UJ
DM 542-9333 fij

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC COUNCIL

Archery

Badminton

Basketball

Bowling

invites applications for representatives on:

Curling

Field Hockey

Ice Hockey

Gymnastics

Recreation (Jr. & Sr.)

Swimming

Tenni^

Track & Field

Volleyball

Anyone interested please submit an application with your name, year,
qualifications, the sport you are interested in, and 5 nominating signatures
to any present member of the Council or place in the W.A.C. box in the
A.B. of C office.

VAN'S
Gift and Smoke (Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality ana
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes

Open 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

BANQUET FACIfiTIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT A. LOUNGE

(Since 191V i

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

?26 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.
ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food)

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS - CHICKEN

& TAVERN
WE CAN SERVE FROM 20-600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian Roonf

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO
*

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO~1 A.M.

'

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING SHOPPING CENTRE

Drama Guild

- 1 Act Play -

- AUDITIONS -

Wed. Feb. 5, 7 P.M.

GREEN ROOM

Dept. of Drama

BEDTIME STORY
by Sean O'Casey

NOTICE
Plebiscite Thursday, February 6, 1969 to consider the following questions-
1) Do yoy approve pf the following constitutional revisions-

SECTION 1
ARTICLE XVIII

— change "appointed" to "elected"
delete sections 2-7
NEW SECTION 2

by tr^oufc^ing^eStit?''' ^ ^ * V°'e hdd fn the Sprin9 of year °" a da,e determined

NEW SECTION 3 '

*
'

bv t^rZTi2
e
5,
mU

^r,
t?btain

^6 si9natures of at least ^enty (20) supporters, and this list officially signedby the nominee stating his acceptance of the nomination must be filed in advance

of f ,tr t i„w«M
>Ue

,

Mhl
f'

C I03? °f C
?
ntro1 ending student money, collected in the $14.00 A. B.

%\ v? iTl IT m
6
?'

f

2
Wards subsidizing the costs of meals for the Colour night Banquet?

NOrT^ kI^i-
A
w

a
,

Mafa
;

of Queens Un^ersity withdraw from the Canadian Union of Students?NOTE: To be eligible to vote you must present your student card

.

Polling Booths will be open in the following locations,- during the times shown.

ffi'tt,^::;: ™
f°§Student's Union om

Old Arts Building _ZTZ in^f?
Matheson Room, K.G.H J?™" 11*1
Ban Righ Cafeteria „ ~ 1 in ^ Vfk f

:

X?
Dunning Hall _

11 :30 - 1 :30 and 4:45- 6:15
nil, unil

" * 9:00-12:00tins Mall
9 Q0 1;00

. 11:30 -1:30 and 4:45- 6:15
j, 9:00 _ i :oo

9:00 _ 1;00
12:15- 2:30

R. F. BULLER (Chief Returning Officer)

Leonard Hall Cafeteria
Stirling Hall

Kingston Hall

Dupuis Hall
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Library Opens 1 Vote Today
Douglas Library extended its

hours yesterday. Library hours were
an important issue in the AMS
election campaign. The vote on
that election— and on three refer-

enda, including CUS membership
— is to be taken today.

Library open 'til J a.m.
The library will be open until 1 a.m. starting next week.

Assistant chief librarian T. D. Phillips announced yes-

terday that the stacks, circulation and reference room
will remain open two hours longer than they do at

present. The reserve room and "purple passion pit" read-

ing room will keep the long hours beginning in late March
if staff can be found, Phillips added.

The extension follows a campaign by a number of

students to have hours extended to 1 a.m. and have the

library open at 9 a.m. rather than 2 p.m. Sunday.

A ballot asking for the change, which appeared in the

Queen's Journal of January 28, was returned to the chief

librarian by a total of 60 students. Of these, 49 indicated

they favoured the proposal; nine suggested somewhat dif-

ferent increases of hours; two opposed the idea.

The library administration also took a survey of the

number of students who left the library just before closing

time each night in the past several weeks. The number
varied from 77 on one Friday night to 339 on a Tuesday,

Phillips said.

A letter from Jan Lichty, former AMS vice-president,

asking for an increase in hours was read at the university

senate meeting January 23, and referred by that meeting

to the senate library committee.

Pressure for an increase in library hours was a cam-
paign plank of several candidates in today's election for

AMS representatives of the Arts and Science Under-
graduate Society.

Library hours will be as follows beginnig Monday,
February 10:

Monday - Saturday: 8 a.m.-l a.m.

Sunday: 2 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Cryptanalysis
If you can understand today's referendum without help

your are a genius. It has three questions.

Number one is long and complicated, with three

parts about constitutional revisions. What it means is

this: Do you want student senators to be elected campus-

wide? If you vote yes you are voting in favour of the

constitutional changes necessary to make this possible.

Number two asks whether you want the Colour Night

banquet paid for from student money in the A. B. of C.

budget. This is the way it works now; the AMS executive

has suggested that student money should not be used to

pay for meals and that Colour Night should charge admis-

sion instead.

Number three asks whether Queen's should pull out

of CUS. To vote yes means get out of CUS. To vote no

means stay in CUS.

MASTHEAD
The Golden Age One And Only Clarion and

Bngle is published by individual staff members

of The Queen's Joornal. Editor: Charles Schwier.

Staff: Chris Redmond, Caryl Lambert, Lorraine

Brown, Marcia Barber, Panl Barron. Special

Credit to Cathy who went to the hockey game
alone.

ASUS Candidate Platforms

President
ANDREW PIPE: 1) Intitiate progress in the
field of education reform. 2) Create aware-
ness in students of educational processes. 3)
Investigate feasibility of inter-disciplinary courses,
eg. a general science course for arts students, or
one on inter-personal relations. 4) Expansion of
other events committee, and integration of this

group with other A.S.U.S. committees. 5) Set up
an education evaluation committee.

• * •

JANET ROGERS: "I have the same views as
Andy."

• • •

Executive Vice-president (male)
STEWE CUTWAY: The job of the Executive
Vice-president is to find people who would be
suitable as chairmen of the Student-Faculty, the
Orientation, and Other Events Committees as
well as to co-ordinate the activities of the com-
mittees. He also takes the position of student
chairman of the Centennial Awards Committee.
He would like to promote interest in the Arts
faculty because of the apathy found there, es-
pecially in Arts 72.

• * *

TOM BARBER: 1) Emphasis on dealing with
committees — orientation, student-faculty com-
mittee. 2) Arts I course may be started —
multi-discipline approach. 3) Course unions —
associations of individual departments, allowing
students from each course to talk to each other
about their courses in that discipline, and to talk
to each other's profs. 4) His pet project is the
other events committee, which helped sponsor
Orgazm, and which is bringing in Jerry Rubin
Feb. 25th.

Treasurer
BOB BOURNS: Apart from financial matters,
his main interest is doing something about
Queen's students apparent lack of respect for
other people and their property. This could
be accomplished through communication with
the Journal, A.M.S. constables, and hotels in

other cities where we are having football week-
ends.

DOUG MURRAY: Unavailable.

Junior representative
ANN DUNCAN: As we all realize, the major
areas of concern are housing and course require-

ments and therefore programs must be initiated

to deal with these. I feel that the crucial time
for a politician comes in times of decision-mak-
ing. An A.M.S. representative should display

a certain awareness and open-mindcdness, in

order to deal with the problems that do arise.

GABY SCHILLING: Withdrawn.
BARB CARSON: Unavailable.
MARY-ANN HIGGS: Unavailable.

Senior representative

DAN BURNS: Acclaimed.

Secretary

WENDY MARSHALL: Acclaimed.

Executive Vice-president (female)

MARY CORNISH: Acclaimed.

RepresentatJve-at-Iarge

HERMAN BAKVIS: The structure of the AMS
exists to articulate student needs and demands
and to act on them. The AMS this year has
failed in this regard. Controversial issues were
often shunted to committees. As a result the

onus was placed on outside groups to make and
implement decisions. This should not be so.

Some of the issues I am interested in and pro-

pose to act on are: improved library facilities,

course unions, and the building and financing

of the proopsed student centre. As A.S.U.S.

rep-at-large I will try to effect the changes YOU
want on these issues and others.
PETER LICHTENFELS: My main concern is
housing. I believe students should administer
the housing service. A room must be made
available for every new student accepted at
Queen's. I would support the continuation of
the A.M.S. project on Division and Princess;
complementing this with fiscal aid to the Co-op.
BRUCE RUTHERFORD: I would push for bet-
ter and stronger student representation on A.M.S.
Informal meeting with students should be set
up then student beefs should be taken to the
A.M.S. — an intermediary between students and
executive. I am concern with the housing prob-
lem and would endeavour to set up a student
controlled housing committee. I would also like
to promote better year spirit and organization.

ALLAINE ARMSTRONG: 1) The interests of
science students in this faculty are not given fair
consideration, because the A.M.S. is not a truly
representative body. As a science student, I
understand fully the special problem we face.
2) Better communication between the A.M.S.
and the student body and a more relevant A.M.S.
in its role of student government. 3) Student
participation in all matters of the university that
concern them. 4) A freer environment in all

aspects of university life.

MARG TANASZI: My major area of interest
is the education commission. We should look
critically at things going oh and use ideas and
discussion to develop policies and structures for
change in education here. The Education Com-
mittee would co-ordinate complaints and critic-

ism, accumulate new ideas from interested stu-
dents, and work to affect these. Student-faculty
relationships should be strengthened and ex-
panded and student senators made more effective.

JAQUI COCKS: 1) Press for longer hours and
more efficient operation of the library through
th A.M.S. 2) Concerned about courses and re-

quirements we are subjected to; A.M.S. should
support student course unions. 3) Improvement
of quality and nature of residence life; co-ed
dining, get-togethers, perhaps co-ed living. 4)
Promotion of student control of more efficient

housing service; A.M.S. support of student hous-
ing such as new co-ops. 5) Let's jazz up the
Union. 6) Above all she wants to see a sense
of involvement and participation on this campus.

STUART RYAN: 1) Establishment of course
unions in every department where student de-
mands can be channelled effectively and expan-
sion of co-op and A.M.S. housing project, and
demand of more student housing provided by
administration.

TERRY O'HARA: 1) Total commitment to my
position and effective representation so that I

can talk to the students about A.S.U.S. matters
anytime.

ERIC DALY: 1) Try to make administration

stop looking at Queen's as a small university.

It is expanding every year. 2) Preservation of

green areas on campus; have future buildings

away from immediate campus. 3) Gym is being
built for a university of 8,000 students. Soon
this will be too small. Try to point this out to

administration. 4) Work to harmonize imme-
diate action with long-range planning for the

university.

SUSAN McLEOD: 1) Primary interest is in

work with orientation. Of special concern are

transfer studenis. 2) Promotion of faculty inter-

disciplinary seminar. 3) Discontentment with

the way things are run. "The intelligent means
to change government is to be a part of the

government."

FRASER BERRILL: Withdrawn.
MEREDITH MORRIS: Withdrawn.
BRIGITTE BERMAN: Withdrawn.
PAUL MAHAFFY: Unavailable.

AMS COMMITTEE ON STUDENT DISCIPLINE
Open meeting to receive written and/or oral presentations on the following topic:

STUDENT POLICING— THE AMS CONSTABLES

Date: Wednesday, February 12 Time: 7:30 p.m.

Place Chown Hall

The committee would like to hear your views on student self-

discipline ot Queen's. This is your opportunity to be heard.

R. FLAN NICAIM,

Chairman.

Queen's

we the

ie CUS

•d" for

Jueen's

ire will

leader-

foe de-

jecauee

i to go

Steve CUtway and Bob Bourns
is the Treasurer. The Junior

A.M.S. representative is Ann
©urwSan and the AJ1S. re-

presentatives at large are A4-

Laine Armstrong. Jacqui Cocks,

Brie Daly, 'Peter LichJterafels,

Terry OTiara, Bruce Ruftfoerford.

avid Marx Taruaszi.

wuwuaueu wuo wwre
elected.

Any candidate who wishes a
judicial recount has to apply

within. 48 'hours.

Results from the voting are
unavailable and a recount is in
progress.

recently voted to withdraw from

or remain out of CUS.

Andrew Pipe, A.M.S Vice -

President said that he was

"very disappointed" with the re-

sults and feels that students did

the sand. He feels that the next

CUS congress will be more

moderate and will try and make

itself attractive to universities

so that they will rejoin.

'Bill Houston who organized the

against

«~ -w «» wuuvugh the

women's residences voted in fav-

our of remaining in'. The vote in

the Union was 434 to 235 against

CUS.

The turnout 31% and there

were 62 spoiled ballots.





Montreol

Sir George

occupation continues

MONTREAL (CUP) — Oc -

cupaitdon Centres 1 amd 2 art.

Sir George Wi'MLaims University
— ninth-floor computer centre
and seventh-floor faculty club—
remained in student hands
Thursday night as another day
dragged on with no end in
sight to the crisis.

{The Queen's AMS Executive
followed the lead of Sir George's
students council Tuesday night
and endorsed the student de-
mands: that the hearing com-
mittee on the "Anderson affair"
be reconstituted on a basis ac-
ceptable to both the professor
accused of racism and his six
blaak student accusers, and that
the present hearings be declar-
ed invalid).

The disputed committee met
for its final hearing Wednes-
day but only succeeded in fur-
ther confusing an already trou-
bled campus.

The committee, normally seen
by studenits and faculty over
olosed-circuit television, went in-

to secret session for two hours
to hear testimony from a senior
lab demonstrator who first told
biology professor Perry Ander-
son of the black discontent with
him last February.

The closed session was re-
quested by the demonstrator,
who was dismissed by Anderson
last summer for alleged unsatis-

factory work.

The hearing began over an
hour later when cameraimen, gra-
duate students in communica-
tions, refused to work because
they were unhappy with the
hearing committee.

Bight days after the first

occupation and two days after

the faculty club was taken over
organizers continued bringing
their case to the 5,000 students
at Sir George. Political action
teams went about explaining the
issues to classes and set up
tables and discussions.

Yesterday several teachers
brought their classes up to the
faculty club to have talks on
the issues. The discussions all
take pliace outside the occupa-
tion, centres — the students
will not have their rigid security
arrangements breached.

The occupations are centrally
co-ordinated by a joint execu-
tive committee of eight mem-
bers elected by the 500 students
in the two sites.

House-keeping chores are equ-
ally divided. The seventh floor
serves as a dining room for both
areas: more than 300 helpings
of rice and meat sauce were
served there Wednesday night.

Decisions are made in plen-
ary sessions, and .political' sem-
inars have expanded to allow
everyone involved to develop
and express a point of view. The
occupiers sign in and out, leav-
ing their destinations in case
they are needed quickly.

The stalemate continues: the
administration will take no
action until the hearing commilt-

tee reports, a stage still days
away, and the black studenits

refuse to testify before it but
profess eagerness ito give their

evidence to a proper tribunal

"The struggle has now clear-

ly developed beyond a white-

black confrontation", they say.

"All Students are now be-

binning to question the author-

ity and integrity of the adiminis

tration."

ASUS

A year

of consciousness

Andrew "Andy" Pipe has been;
elected President of the Arts
and Science Undergraduate
Society. Janet Rogers is the
Vice President

Dale Tinkham. Judicial Com-
mittee Chairman, said that the
voting was close and tihat candi-

dates willl he able to have a

judicial recount. He refused to

reveal the number of votes

cast. He said that, tihere "were
close votes in several cases".

The Executive Secretary is

Steve Cutway and Bob Bourns
is the Treasurer. The Junior

AJM-S. representative is Ann
'Duncan and the AJklS. [re-

presentatives at large are Al-

laine Armstrong. Jacqui Cocks,

Eric Daly, Peter IidhJtenfels,

Terry CHara, Bruce Rutherford,

and Mars Tanaszf.

Several positions went by ac-
clamation. Daniel Burns is the
Senior A.M:S. representative at
large, Wendy Marshell is the sec-
retary, and Mary Cornish is tiie
female Executive Vice-President.

Pipe feels that this "is the
year to try and raise the level
of consciousness in Arts stu-
dents". He hopes to implement
irnVrdascipIdnairy courses and
continue with the student facul-
ty committees. He would like
ito make the A.S.UjS. other
events committee "reaflly played
up". He is "overall very pleased"
with the candidates who were
elected.

Any candidate who wishes a
judicial recount has to apply
within 48 'hours.

Results from the voting are
unavailable and a recount is in
progress.
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ALMA MATER SOCIETY
PLEBISCITE

Note: Answer the following questions with only a "Yes" or "No". Any
other answer will invalidate the Ballot.

( 1 ) Do you approve the following revisions to the Constitution of the Alma
Mater Society ?

ARTICLE XVIII

SECTION 1:

Change "appointed" to "elected".

Delete Sections 2-7.

NEW SECTION 2:

"Student Senators shall be elected by a campus vote held in the spring

of each year on a date determined by the outgoing executive."

NEW SECTION 3:

"Each nominee must obtain the signatures of twenty (20) students

and this list, officially signed by the nominee stating his acceptance

of the nomination must be filed in advance."

YES 1607 NO 201

(2) Are you in favor of the Athletic Board of Control spending student

money collected in the $14.00 A.B. of C. student interest fee towards

subsidizing the costs of meals for the Color Night Banquet ?

YES 1167 NO 700 .

(3) Should the Alma Mater Society of Queen's University withdraw from

the Canadian Union of Students? YES 1292 NO 639

Referendum

A Backward Step

Queen's University students

have voted 2-1 to withdraw from

the Canadian Union of Students.

The voting went 1,292 for

withdrawl as against 899 In

favor of remaining in the na-

tional union.

With Queen's withdrawal, the

membership of CUS is at twenty-

two with five more referendurns

in the immediate future.

The Universities of Water -

loo. Alberta, and Winnipeg have

recently voted to withdraw from

or remain out of CUS.

Andrew Pipe, A.M.S Vice -

President, said that he was

"very disappointed" with the re-

sults and feels that students did

not "realize what they were do-

ing". He feels that they were too

wrough t up with -the anto-CUS

feeding. He feels that Queen's

will have to have stronger ties

with the Ontario Union of Stu-

dents.

Dave Walker, AMS CUS co-

ordinator, was "not particul-

arly surprised" with the results

considering the "heavy feeling

against CUS". He feels that

Queenls can not bury its head in

the sand. He feels that the next

CUS congress will he more

moderate and will try and make

itself attractive to universities

so that they will rejoin.

Bill Houston who organized the

anti-CUS campaign at Queen's

was surprised at how close the

vote was. He felt that the CUS

defeat was "a just reward" for

the union's actions to Queen's

students. He feels that there will

be a reform in the OUS leader-

ship. He also feels that the de-

feat was beneficial because

"student councillors loved to go

to conferences".

The residences voted against

CUS 599 to 291 although the

women's residences voted in fav-

our of remaining in. The vote in

the Union was 434 to 235 against

CUS.

The turnout 31% and there

were 62 spoiled ballots.
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Xakj^ VttaniA
HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as »

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Stav* Amey

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

Public Lecture Series

CANADIAN
FEDERALISM

- Past Present and Future

Lecturer: Professor R. M. Burns, director, Institute of

Intergovernmental Relations, Queen's University

Monday nights at 8:00 p.m. from February 24

to March 31, Ellis Hall

Fee $10.00

The series will trace the historical developments

of our federal system and examine the problems of

fiscal adjustment and constitutional reform.

"This is too big a matter with too many funda-

mental issues of national survival to be left solely

to the executives, federal or provincial. The basic

interests of all Canadians are at stake ..."

—Professor Burns

Course enrolment will be limited.

Please direct inquiries to:

The Department of Extension

Queen's University

at Kingston, Ontario

THE MEN'S RESIDENCES

1969-1970 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will

be accepted at the Business Office, Leon-

ard Hall up to and including February

17fh, 1969

Application forms may be obtained

from the Desk Clerks' Office, Gordon-

Brockington Hall and the Business Office,

Leonard Hall.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7

8:00 "Birds of Aristophanes" — Cliis-

dir-s Club 75c. Dupuia Hall Audi-

torium.
9 00 "Antijtone" - Queen a Drama Dept.

Studio Theatre. Old Arts Bulldinji.

!i-00 wine nnd Cheese Party nt New-

mnn House, 164 University Ave.

Everybody welcome.

0 : f)0 Incredibly m»d production or

"Ten Nights in a Bar Room
.

a melodrama in S acta. Domino

Theater, M Princess St. If yffli re

not Kolnit to Lomokome come to

the Domino. K you are k-oinK to

Lomokome, say hello to Alines.

<j : f>fl (Jrand Carnival Fete. West In-

dian Club - Orad House, Stuart

St. Members 25c, non-mcmbi>rs

r.Oc. Music by the West Indian

Steel Hand, and the Skylarks

Hi--' Bitter Grounds - Moe Evnrt. Re-

jiinn Smith Trio, U. B. M. Ju«

Band and Faith Healinn Society.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8

in a m. Provocative movies including

"21S7", "I'm a Box", and

"Toys". International Centre.

2 p.m. Movies continue with "Road -

siKns" nnd "The Parable". In-

ternational Centre.

7il5 Sleiuhrides ski-dooinjr. slidinc

will leave
and

75c per person. Croup
Tor ferry from Ncvrn

1G4 University Ave.
i

•' Birds of Aristophanes" — Cln

sirs Club 7Sc. Dui.uis Hall Aud
torium.

in-" Bilter fi rounds - Moe Ewi

Klnn Smith Trio, U. U.

Band and Faith Healinw

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9

7:30 ARTS 71 Year Elections. Dunninu
Hall Auditorium,

s :0n Queen's Sailinc Club presents
CVA movie expert «uest speaker.

Stirling A. "All Welcome - FREE.
«:«0 ARTS 72 Elections. Ellis Hall

Auditorium.
M:nfl Public Lecture on Rembrandt by

Dr. .Jay Richard Judson of Smith
Cftlleee. Stirling T>.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11

12:30 - 3:S0 BLOOD DRIVE. Grunt
Hall.

Ei-S BLOOD DRIVE. Crnnt Hnll.

7:00 AMS Meeting. McLnunhlin Rm..
Students' Union.

7:00 ARTS BB General Meetinff. Stirl-

ing A.
S;no QCF - Symposium on the Christian

and Social Concern, lecture by

Dr. C. Rawlenh. Stirling Hall.

0:00 "Antii-one" - Queen's Drama Dept.

Studio Theatre, Old Arts Building.

(fllasBtftPO Ails

JAMAICA '69 GO TO SUNNY JAM-
AICA FOR 8 WONDERFUL DAYS
AFTER YOUR LAST EXAM. THIS
THIP IS ORGANIZED EXCLUSIVELY
FOR THE COLLEGE CROWD. IN-

QUIRE ABOUT OUR 'GO NOW •

PAY LATER" PLAN. CALL 544-430"

ANYTIME ALSO ASK ABOUT OUR
EUROPEAN TRIPS.

Ski for 6 full days in the Eastern

Townships during Reading Week. Ar-

oemmodations, lefts, transportation all

for J68.00. Phone 516-9770 or 541 -

5837 for further information.

To the Queen'sman of the Year who
found my ring In the gym and re-

turned it — "Much Thanks I
1"

Dear Butch

:

Please call me as soon as my new
football jacket comes in; there are only

six weeks of classes I I Keea

QUEEN'S BANDS
Anyone having colour slides or

movies of the bands this sefiypn nnd
is willing to have them shown at the
General Meeting. Cnll Bob at 544-7615.

Apartment to sublet, modern 3 bed-
room, fully furnished. . Avallnb'le May
1st. 223 Nelson St. 544-5784.

COEDS, TRY OUR LAYAWAY
PLAN. 223 Colborne St., is

ing their stud service. This a:

ment is made in the public
to prevent ntropy in the Student Body
as a hole. Desiring Desirnliles write
or cnll r.4fi-34fl!4.

Last chance to pick up Tricolour *68.

Tricolour Office open Mondny, Tuesday,

Wednesday evenings, 7-10. Tricolour
"69 ran also be purchased nt this time.

WANTED
Ride to Pittsburgh or v

ary 13, 14 or 15. Will shm
tart. Al at 544-7229

nity Febru-
costs. Con-

nga.

LOST
Man's umbrella taken •

02 Bngot. Friday, Jamiai
enl I (!ord at 544-7487

I- switched ni

24th. Pleas.'

REWARD.

Chat
. Pr.

i Ce
.lain.

re Concert wit

-Nejail. Persia

nd poet. FREE -

Centre-
,1 Supper, -inc. F
I. Mars.-illiv.-Ky-Bn

7::tli ANTI-CONCERT — Vnwhy String

Quartet. Theme : ProKrumme
Music. Poison Room, Students'

l uion. Refreshments,
'i mi "Antigone" - Queen's Drama Dept.

Si udio Theatre. Old Arts Building,

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10

12:3U - 3:30 IILOUD DRIVE. Grant
Hall

i :tifl ^\ USC presents relevant NFB
films on "Indians in the 21si

Century". International Centre

Sam Legree and Science '72 wishes

to extend grateful and multitudinous

thanks to all who helped build decora-

tions for HOURGLASS: to Louise for

mud and moss; Helen for flowers;

Karen for mountains ; Wendy for eye-

lashes; Bill, Ted and Hugh for their

terrific dynosaurs; Frank, and Byron
for the cave; Rick. Don and Glenn for

murals ; and to everyone else who con-

tributed time. Special thanks to the

rlean-up team who did a great job.

Bob Pritchard
Snowball Committee Chairman

Science '72

I would like to exchange overcoats

with person who mistook mine for his.

My overcoat is green-blue with si s

buttons two rows of three!. In pockets
is opened packet of Kleenex and half

roll of Certs. If you mistook my coat
for yours I would appreciate exchang-
ing coats. Call 544-7107. McNeill Rm.
419.

A pair of glasses dark brawn frames)
at Hourglass last Saturday. Reward.
Mike. 644-7568 anytime.

One gold charm at Hourglass last

Saturday night — REWARD — if

found, cnll Linda at 544-8732.

DRIVE.
lU Duk
"India-i

Internm

Hall.

ARTS' 70
Year Elections.

President, Vice-President, Secretary, 1 Social Conveners U
Male, 1 Female). Athletic Stick, 2 Constables tl Male, 1 Fe-
male.

For further information concerning positions, contact

Dave Bond (546-7268) or Sue Walker (546-6733). Nomina-
tions for president must be in by Feb. 11 to any members of
the executive. Nominations require 2 nominators and the
nominee's acceptance.

Elections Wednesday, February 12, Stirling C, 7:15

ONTARIO
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP

Brochures and application form* for 1969-70 are

available in the Graduate Studies office now.

Application forms must be submitted to the

Graduate Studies office by February 15th, 1969.

YOU
MAYBE
ELIGIBLE

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

FEB. 10, 11, 12

12:30 - 3:30 p.m.

5 - 8 p.m.

ANNUAL VALENTINE'S'

BLOOD DRIVE
GRANT HALL corpuscular cup?

RID CROSS BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

Goes to class with largest

percentage attendance
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,' Mart.n the guiding light of the Gold-en Age, ,s the star of a most outstanding play amelodrama in f,ve acts, entitled Ten Nights in a BarRoom brought to you by the Domino Temperance

f, 9 ^ nm jfe '5h memorable production
'S
f

p -m'°n th
u
e 6,h

< 7th
< 8th, 13th, 14th, 15thof February If you hurry you can make to-night's per-

formance. It is at the Domino Theatre, 8 Princess St
(near the Holiday Inn) Phone 542-9031. It is as cheap
as any movie in town and twice as good
• Today is the last day for the Art Exhibition
Heart of London at the Agnes Etherington Arts

Centre.

• The Hiricks Memorial Lecturers on the "Brain and
Behaviour' will be held on February 11th and 12th
For further information contact Mrs. J. Norman of the
Department of Psychiatry.
• Due to a lack of administrative funds, the Inter-

Regional Scholarship Exchange Program of CUS is

being dropped for 1969-70.
• Nasser Rastegar Nejad, poet, composer, singer,

and composer and Santur vietuso (a Persian dudci-
mer) is coming to the Art's Centre this Sunday at
3:00 p.m. Nejad has recorded for Philips and Radio
(ran. Admission is free.

• There is an "Anti-Concert" this Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in the Poison Room. The Vaghey Quartet will
discuss and illustrate "Programme Music". Refresh-
ments to be served afterwards.

• The next aleination seminar will be held this

Tuesday not Monday. The topic will be "The New
Left and Student Revolt".

• Mr. Blake Goodings, Director of Special Ser-
vices and P.R. man for the Association of Profession-
al Engineers of Ontario, will discuss this organization
activities for all students and interested persons. The
AEPO is the licensing body for professional engin-
eers. Goodings is an interesting speaker and makes
for lively discussion.

• Bill Houston and John Hill, who ran the anti-

campaign at Queen's said that they did it "as a

joke". Maybe that it is a reflection on C.U.S.'s op-
ponents. CUS has lost Queen's which is something
to regret. All the good liberals at Queen's should

have long ago realized the value of working within

organizations that they do not like.

ERRATA

Yesterday's edition of

the Clarion and Bugle er-

roneously credited Jan
Lichty with writing a let-

ter to the Senate concern-

ing library hours. It was
written by Jacqui Cocks-

(ttburrb

Kingston, Ontario

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:30 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:30 p.m. Coffee Hour

MODERN TAXI

DIAL

546-2222
(To the Levana? - Go Modern)

Honest Injun
Duke Redbird is a young Canadian Indian of diverse talents

and abilities. He has written a book of poetry and the theme
for the EXPO Indian pavilion. He has danced at the Mexico Oly-
mpics. He has designed, produced and animated two film strips
and created an Indian flag for the federal government He is the
president of the Canadian Indian Youth Council and is the founder
and president of the Thunderbird Council of Indian Activities. He
is concerned about the Canadian Indian and Canada - having been
a CYC worker.

He believes that there is no comparison between Negroes in the
United States and Canada's also discriminated against Indians.
"The Negroes believe they have to hate white men to attain pride
for their race," he said, "but in our case, we have no need to
hate the white man. We have a great reservoir of pride--North
American society is based on our way of life, even though the
white man doesn't realize it"

Redbird will be at Queen's Monday to talk about the "Indians
in the 21st Century." He will show three National Film Board
movies: Duck Lake, Indian Dialogue, and an Encounter with
Saul Alinsky, In the International Center at 1:00 p.m. His talk
about the future of Indians will be in the International Centre
at 7:30 p.m.

A Place to Stand
A group of Kingston young people decided last night to hold a

talk-In to aid their request for aid from the city in finding "a
place."

The talk-in, to take place on Saturday, will include distribution
of information leaflets on the concept of the "place," talks with
citizens and presentation of petitions to the mayor.
Thr group made this decision at a meeting held last night to

discuss action in the face of the refusal by Parks Committee to
enclose the ideals and principles of the project. The group points
out that the only ideals ennunciated in their brief to the committee
were democracy and self supervision.

The consensus of opinion at last night's meeting was that
communication with the people of Kingston should be improved.
Thus, the information leaflets were decided on.

The group has called on everyone interested in helping to

secure a place for youth to meet at the McCillivray-Erown Hall
at 10:00 p.m. on Saturday. They then plan to march to City Hall,
taking advantage of the crowds assembled for the Winter Carnival
parade to distribute the information sheets. The group will hold
a talk-in at City Hall and will conclude by presenting the mayor
or his delegate with a letter explaining their project and petition

supporting the consept. The petition is said to have "at least

several hundred" signatures.

The youth group decided that the planned action would not con-

flict with the activities of the mayor's select committee on youth

which has not yet fully discussed the matter.

Red bird here Monday

Broke

The student government is

pretty nearly broke.

Receipts from Tricolor were
late this year because It was
distributed in the fall, and Jour-
nal ads have also fallen off. This
dip in income, plus a large loan

to the Snowball committee, re-

duced the current account of the

AMS so low that not all the out-

standing bills could be paid Tues-
day night

Budget and finance chairman
Al Maloney said enough of the

bills could be delayed until more
money came In.

The bank balance was down to

$30 yesterday afternoon, but a

partial repayment of the Snow-

ball loan was expected to save

the situation, and several hundred

dollars in Journal ad payments

also came In.

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT. RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry''

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

Men's Inter-Residence Banquet

Wednesday. February 12t/t - 6:30 p.m.

Leonard Hall Cafeteria

Speaker: Dalton Camp
Reserved Seats Only

Call: Tom Cheung 544-7624

Ray Stemp 544-7738

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS

VAN'S Gift and Smoke
Centre

Corner Princess and Clergy

Week-end Specials
Men's DeLux Ronson Shaver

Regular $32.95 Now $23.88

Ladies DeLux Ronson Shaver
Regular $24.95 Now $17.77

DeLux Coloured Travel Posters

Regular $2.00 Now $1.49

Open 'til 11 p.m.

7 days a week

FEB. 10, 11, 12

ANNUAL VALENTINE'S

t»os*
,vooo

( o««°*

art*
BLOOD DRIVE

^ 12:30 - 3i

CO*

30 p.m.

8 p.m.

°r9esu

'""Co
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K & W BOOKS
ftarrie nsor Princen

546-2746

15% off on all Textbooks

25% off on all other Books

SALE
Sheraton (Commodore)

FRI. 8 p.m.

FREE SPEED READING

MINI-LESSON

PRESENTATION

by CHARLES HARRIS - OTTAWA

GET THE FACTS ABOUT THIS UNIQUE & WORLD

FAMOUS TECHNIQUE DEVELOPED BY EVELYN

WOOD & RESEARCHED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF

DELAWARE

EVELYN WOOD Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics te l. 542-7672

"'ULYSSES'
A SUPERB FILM!

It is astonishing that anyone would try to film the sprawling

'Ulysses*, and even more astonishing that it has been turned
into so beautifully acted and photographed a movie, one that

truly reflects and actually clarifies James Joyce's cryptic

masterpiece." -Life Magazine

THE WALTER READE, JR./JOSEPH STRICK PRODUCTION

Admittance .III be denied to .11 under 18 yoere of age

Starring MILO O'SHEA BARBARA JEFFORO
MAURICE ROEVES • T. P. McKENNA • ANNA MANAHAN

Produced and Directed by JOSEPH STRICK • Screenplay by JOSEPH STRICK and FRED HAINES

A WALTER READE ORGANIZATION PRESENTATION • Released by Q^^,,^®
, ADMITTANCI

k ™ v. -p. iJ | SAT. AND SUN. si

2t30; 4i40; 61SO; 9ll0

WEEKDAYS AT 7.00 and 9il0

ANTIG0N6-0p« at O

MOVIES TH

Ulysses

Joseph Strick's film of James
Joyce's bookUlysses starts atthe

Hyland theatre on February 6.

Most movie directors can at a

minimum expect to get Brownie

Points for trying to visually

translate an exciting novel: and in

Joseph Strick's case, Brownie

Points are all that are warranted.

It doesn't matter too much that the

movie is not a faithful rendering

of the book, as that kind of argu-

ment is peripheral. However,

whether or not it is peripheral

from the point of view of making

a good movie, the fact remains

that people will go to this movie

with expectations of seeing soms
of the Joyce that they have read

or read about. What they'll see is

a dull movie.

Strick did exactly the same
thing with Jean Genet's "The
Balcony", and despite the fact

that Genet's play represents con-

siderably less of a challenge,

Strick has produced a visually

flat monster. People who get

their brains beatouttrying some-
thing complex generally go back

to the fundamentals, and so should

have Strick. But he didn't andUl-
ysses is the result.

With a book like Ulysses, the

principal problem of adapting it

to the screen is that of choosing
what stays and what goes. Ob-
viously not everybody will be
happy, regardless of what is

shown. But Strick continually

fixes on the superficial events
and references which Joyce has
subtly tledtogetherintheexpres-

sion of the thoughts of his char-
acters. Instead of working at his

art and giving us some insight in-

to the mood and the complexity

Ten

of Molly Bloom's soliloquy, DOMINO Tl produ

Strick leaves us with the bare of TEN NIG1 BARR

and explicit sexual references, tells il the *

and with little of the rich under-

pinning that Joyce created. In-

stead of a creative approach,

Strick merely produces a docu-

mentary.

"It's a que

than anythin

ineth T

Strick has produced a mon-
strous farce by his failure to fill

the artistic void that he himself

created by writing the screen-
play. Throughout the book there

is an enormous literary pres-

ence clearly evident in the fre-

quent changes of style; the reader

is never allowed to forget Joyce.

Strick removed Joyce, and rather

than Innovate and perhaps impose
the unique sense of the film-

maker, he chose to paraphrase.

Consequently, the film is empty
and meaningless.

imparting some ofthe essence,

rather than the trappings, of a

literary work is no doubt incred-

ibly difficult, but It can be done,

and when everything else has

been said, it remains as the final

art of the film-maker. Especially

it is demand of a film-maker who
approaches a literary figure of

Joyce's stature that he make full

use of all the resources available

to the art form.

Kozentsov has done it with

"Hamlet". This is not an easy
movie to find, but it's In the rep-
ortory of the Electra Theatre
(or whatever it calls itself now)
in Toronto, and it comes up about

once a year. It's overwhelmingly
beautiful and exploits every ad-

vantage that film has as a med-
ium.

Strick has failed: his visual

"After vie*

Ten Nights

found myse

the streets

reborn."

Satfetiing

produ

Bar I

"The actoi

of Ten NI(

stomp whei ols fej

tread.
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at Convocation Hall. Admission by ticket only.

CLUBS THEATRE

Carnival

By BRIAN HILL

Birds

By ANNE GREGOR

"It's a groove,"

United Church Observer

taste more

meth Tynan

"Atlastl. . .poortastethatreal-

ly matters."

Martin Esslin
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This is what the critics are

saying about the production of

Ten Nights In a Bar Room, pres-

ently enjoying a record breaking

run (two weekends) at Kingston's

Domino Theatre.

Briefly, this play deals with

the trials of a man caught in

the grasp of the demon rum and

his eventual redemption and re-

turn to the good life. There is

violence, right there on the stage.

And there is suffering - such

suffering, BUT there is a moral.

A moral that Is of great impor-

tance to everyone at Queen's.

This moral is the EVIL OF
DRINK. This is theatre!

See Ten Nights In a Bar Room,

produced by the Domino Tem-
perance Society at the Domino

Theatre. Curtain time is 9:00

fp.m. tonight and tomorrow night.

As if this isn't enough to feed

the appetite of even the most

voracious theatraphobe. the cur-

tain will rise again, phoenix-

like, next Thursday, Friday and

Saturday. Sixty-years has not

damaged this classic.

Carnival* in the West In- Aristophanes, a Greek poet of
dies is something left over from the fifth century, wrote this play
the days of slavery, something as a social criticism of his time,
called "cannes brulees". The Yet his ideas as presented can be
slaves used to protest about their applied to many situations today,
lot in life and burned the sugar The play centres around two
cane to get the point across then Athenians who leave Athens in
held celebrations to rejoice about disgust because of the general
it. Later on,the ChristianChurch conditions in the city. Princi-
took up the idea, and turned it pally, they object to the busybody
into a period of revelry before attitude of thegeneral population,
the Lenten season, sort of like The two decide to establish a
Mardi Gras

* Utopia in the sky, and enlist the

aid of the birds in constructing it,

Anyhow, it's anationalfetenow By setting up a kingdom between

in the West Indies - a 48 hour the earth and the sky they hope

round of parties. Everybody to become all powerful as they

wears their most elaborate, most can intercept sacrifices sent up
colourful costumes - in fact, from earth. The result of this

they put a whole year into the experiment is that thetwoAthen-

production of Floats, costumes ians discover that no matter how

and headpieces. hard they try to ridthemselves of

the abuses found in Athens, they
seem to be continually re-intro-

Those great West Indian steel- duced. In other words, Utopia

bands provide the music for a does not exist, and all that is

jump-up on the streets and com- gained is an approximation.

Aristophanes wrote his comed-
ies at the same time as the great
Greek tragedians. His comedy is

laden with social, political, and

philosophical commentary, but is

presented in a lighter vein with

emphasis on bright costumes and

pete in an island-wide Pan ar ama
contest

The Queen's West Indian Club

Is holding its own fete this Fri-

day night at Grad House, com-

plete with an open bar. Steel-

band jump-up music and West much bawdiness.

Indian food. They're only charg- Dupuis Hall Is the home of this

ing 50c"fornon-members because presentation by the ClassicsClub

they want you to come. It's a on Friday and Saturday evenings

very informal party I've been told at eight o'clock. Tickets Cat 75tf)

are available from any cast mem-
ber or on the fifth floor of John

Watson Hall. They will also be

available at the door.

All you have to do is wear your

brightest clothes and be prepared

for a strenuous, really great

time.

Aristophanies was a laugh. See the BIRDS

REMBRANDT
illustrated lecture by

Dr. Jay Richard Judson

Monday, February 10

Stirling Hall D at 8:30 p.m.

at the art centre

the .
C

Classics

AFUSTOPHANE

DUPUIS HALL AUDITORIUM

Teb 1*1-8*

4
'NEIL SIMON'S,

THE ODD
COUPLE

PROD. 4
By NEI1 SIMONS

Proceeds to Helen Tuft's Nursery School

Students $1.50 with ID card

Wed. February 12 Grand Theatre

at 8:30 p.m.
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Sou! on Ice .

SO LONG CUS . .

.

Past midnight. Never knew such silence. The earth

might be uninhabited. What was moments ago a to-

day has now been made a yesterday. It is sad I sup-

pose, this time process . . . and . . . yet . . . some-

how . . . inevitable . . . irrevocable. But that's the

way it is with days — here today; gone tomorrow.

We must face up to this fact, screw up our courage

and somehow carry on. That's life for you, isn't it.

Now that yesterday is gone, we can speak about

it more clearly, more objectively. Occasionally you may
get carried away with the zest of the moment. Best to

let a moment age a little — let the piquant sauce of

time flavour our judgement. So really now is the best

time to assess yesterday and its role in contemporary
events.

All in all yesterday was quite a handsome day
actually. II was a great day for voting and happily
enough anyone who had half a mind to vote was given
ample opportunity to do so. And in fact, almost two
thousand people did vote on the various referenda pro-

vided.

It wasn't such a good day for the Canadian Union
of Students. This would be my analysis of the situation

after assessing the numerical discrepancies. For ex-

ample, on the CUS ballot, 1292 people voted 'yes' which
meant 'no', while only 639 voted 'no' which meant
'yes'. And so now we're out of CUS. It's as simple as
that. The only pell that came out net in favour of not
staying in CUS was the Ban Righ Cafeteria. Perhaps the
girls can apply for membership. It just wasn't CUS's day.

But the motives of the voters seem clear enough
even if the wording of the referendum was not. Queen's
is a pretty practical campus and the Canadian Union
of Students was just not providing $6,000 worth of
service. Well you just can't please everyone. Our opting
out of CUS will come as no surprise. The Canadian
University Press wire service had the story prepared
hours in advance. We just filled in the numbers.

All this happened yesterday. And now it's today
and you may think the decision has been made now
and forever. Well not so fast. We're out of CUS for
the moment but if the AMS executive ever wants back
in all they have to do is sign a statement not to "opt
out without a referendum. The door is always open.
CUS can become a political YO-YO just like everyone
else.

So in the final analysis yesterday was indeed a
fine day. The sun shone brightly and it was good. It

was a fine day for student democracy. But it is gone
now. And it will never come back. We can take some
little comfort in knowing that tomorrow is another day.
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These are the lovable people who worked on this issue: Marcia,
typist-on-demand; Paul, who apologized, already; Stefan, who gets
a gold star for working hard; Marie, who took over from Cathie;
Sandra, Carol and Laurie (we just adore our typing pool); Arleigh,
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arms. r

This letter is being written

in reference to the poor taste

displayed by certain members

of our student comm unity and for

which in my opinion the Snowball

activities organizers m^ist accept

the blame. I am speaking about

the "apology" for a sculpture on

display in front ofthe library with

only the words "nigger" written

on it.

I, like all the other students

that I've spoken to around cam-

pus, have absolutely no idea in

what context the sculpture was

made and seeing that the orig-

inators did not see fit to clarify

their work (or the lack of it) of

art, I do not wish to know.

What I'd like to do however, Is

lodge a formal complaint through

your paper with the A.M.S. as

well as with the principal on be-

half of all the black students on

campus.

Being a great admirer of

Queen's I'd suggest that all stu-

dents endeavour to prevent a re-

peat performance of such poor

taste anytime. I hope the author-

ities concerned will look into the

matter and that the Snowball

Committee issue an official ap-

ology on the sculpture.

VINCENT M. LAWRENCE

P.S. In case the sculpture is de-

faced you will know one of the

persons responsible for it, not

because I wish to sink to the low

level of the originators but be-

cause I wish to return a cer-

tain amount of dignity to the

Queen's campus.

Fire Next Time? H^^BI^^B

To whom it may have offended:

We are most disheartened and

aggrieved to hear that Arts 71's

Snow Sculpture has become a

source of great perturbation to

a few members of this campus.

The sculpture was made on the

general theme given to all snow

sculptures this year - "The Just

Society." Objection has arisen

concerning the use of the word

"Nigger," which was placed

prominently across the Arts 71

sculpture. If the word has em-
barrassed, humiliated or other-

wise offended any group or in-

dividual, we humbly apologize.

"Nigger" was used not to per-

petuate the type of smallminded-

ness already too flagrant in this

society of ours, but rather to

epitomize the hostility, degra-

dation and bigotry which exists

and render "The Just Society"

a hollow phrase. No specific

racial overtones were to be at-

tached to the word.

To those unaware ofthe themes

of the snow sculptures this year,

our purpose may have seemed

somewhat unclear, and our in-

tentions regretably construed as

malicious. May I assure you that

they were not. With a more than

cursory and indignant examina-
tion, the offended observer would
have noticed the words "IS FT
JUST?" beside the word "NIG-
GER", hopefully clarifying our
position. The sculpture was per-
haps intended to shock, but never
to insult.

To anyone who might have been

offended or displeased our great-

est apologies.

John Murray,

President Arts '71.

White Like Me .

I write to comment on the re-

view given by Andrew Page of

Dr. Eric Lincoln's address. "The

New Blacks in Search of a Self".

I thought Dr. Lincoln's lecture

was valuable precisely because

he was able to speak in a dis-

passionate manner about a situa-

tion In which he is very much in-

volved. The passionate expres-

sions of the Black Americans

have created much bad feeling in

America, appealing to the very

emotionalism which has operated

against proper recognition to the

Negro as a person. Dr. Lincoln

conveyed just how serious he was

by his precise and rational anal-

ysis of the "problem".

The split between the Blacks

and the Whites in America has

been a caste phenomenon. The

white people as agrouphave con-

spired to maintain the position of

the Negro so that he could con-

tinue to be exploited. It is cer-

tainly more frustrating and de-

feating for one to be ascribed a

position in the inferior groupthan

to be guaranteed a position inthe

top group. In the Negro caste,

one Is recognized as an individ-

ual, In the White caste, a basic

equality has been assured and

individualism esteemed - thus

no desperate need to be recog-

nized as an individual.

Is it hard to bear the name
"whitey"? I find it difficult to

sympathize with this feeling.

Peter D„ Campbell.

Maybe, She's Wrong

I was completely nonplused by
Miss Mayuoe s "Art Criticism" of

the Heart of Louden, on exhib-

ition at the AE Art Cent. e. I

Lliink students have the right to

hear: 1) tm biased. 1) intelligent,

and 3) unanliqualed comments in

this Journal—especially on somo-
ming touching st near to the

pulse or society as iU art & lit

eralure.

Miss Maybee's fervid and sar-

donic lone reminds me of the

st;;iiee taken by art-lovers from
Michelangelo's time right up to

the Impressionists: One of the

Sacred College insisted that drap-

ery be painted over the Sistine

nudes, while several esteemed

Aestheticians accused Monet et al

of painting nasty "blobs' instead

of faces. Constue for both ex-

amples Miss Maybee's comments
tn that "fibreglass blob on the

floor painted a rather suggestive

colour ..."
Miss Mavbee also remarks—iron-

ically— that "anybody can save

up old match books and theatre

stubs and instant coffee labels

and stick them together ..."

That's right, Brenda — Anybody
can. including Picasso, Braque,

and the Synthetic Cubists of the

'Thirties.

But being avant-garde, they of

course hazarded the usual smirk-

Miss Maybee doesn't "usually

think about towel racks in an art

gallery"; maybe she has tcb ro-

mantic a view of the museum
with walls. In place of London's

"towel racks', then, may I edify

her with Rembrandt's Skinned

Ox, David's suicide in The Death

of Marat, or Goya's bloody Hor-

rors of War. Finally, Miss May-
bee, did you know that Renoir,

(hat charming and harmless Im-

pressionist, declared that he

"painted with his penis"? Do
you think of etc., etc. and etc. in

art galleries?

MARIE LLOYD,
Postgrad. English

A Serf Speaks Out ^^^^B
May we bring to your atten-

tion a rather interesting anachr-

onism of your scathing attack

on the Women's Residence

System, (sic) How can it be that

a male Leonard Field is quali-

fied to accurately comment on
the situation in women's re -

sidences? To quote your own
words as a i-epresentative of Lhe

men's residences "force was
necessary to achieve the goals

when faced with an arrogant
and inflexible administration."

Might we suggest that force is

that last resort of an intelligent

mind.
You suggest that we are all

serfs of a "medieval hierarchy."
This would imply that our sys-

tem is outmoded, static, ineffici-

ent and unrepresentative. Could
you bring to our attention a
system of student government
on campus which is as direct
and representative as our own?
A maximum of 14 girls have a
direct representative in their
proctor. There is no issue or
problem that cannot proceed
in both directions through all

echelons of our so-called "medie-

val hierarchy." Both students'

views and administrative ration-

ale can be co-ordinated quickly

and effectively.

Ask any Don, any former
member of House Council, in

short any one who has had im-

'mediate and personal contact

with ailfl elements of this ad-

ministration whether or not they

could ask for a greater degree

of rapport, sympathy, or open-

mindedness?
Since you have chosen the

Dean of Women as your example
of the administration, may we
continue? We who work closely

with her could be accused of a

biased outlook. May we then

turn to the objective evalua -

tion of her peers? She has been
chosen Chairman of the Can-

adian Deans of Women (here-

after to 'be referred, bo as

CODW) as representative of the

progressive and concerned at-

titude so vital hi meeting the

challenge of tomorrow's univer-

sities. You suggest that we are

^bowing and scraping" before

this woman who rules with a

paternal hand — I beg your par-

don — at least maternal. We
suggest that she presents more
than a mother-image, that she is

a representative at least in part,

of a Queen's tradition that some
of us value very highly.

As to your views on our
"bourgeois morality", would any
suggest that morality is not an
issue already decided by any
girl before she enters univer-

sity? Any attempt to dictate and
control moral attitudes would be
futile. We have faith in our own
competence and judgment as

students to work effectively for

change within the framework
of our own residences. As for

Dean Bryce, we need only quote
her own words from the last

issue of the Journal, ironically

the same issue in which Mr.
Burnett's article appeared: that

"she had very much confidence
in the student government with-

in the residence and in the wo-
men themselves to conduct this

experiment within their own
rules and regulations." ,

HEATHER FORSTER
CAROLYN CHIDDICKS
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Journal interviews Dr. Eric Lincoln After Dr. Lincoln's Dunning
Trust Lecture earlier this month
the Journals Stuart Ryan in-

terviewed him.

Q. How much recognition is

there of racism as a world-wide
problem?

A. Every country has pro-

blems particular to its society.

America has its problems, and
'being a black man, this is the

one with which I am most con-
cerned. And people in America
are not going to make a substan-

tial contribution to alleviating

the problems of other people
until they have freed them -

Q. Do you think they could do
it on their own?

A. I think they must do it

through their own initiative and
determination or it won't be
done.

Q. The Black Panthers see

themselves as being exploited

by American imperialism as the

Vietnamese are being. How do
you see this and how much
support do they have amongst
the black Americans?

A. I am not aware that the

Black Panthers movement in

America has in any way been
helped, augmented, or furthered

by any kind of alliance with any
program external to the States.

So as a practicail matter, the

iPaitther concern is in America,
no matter what their theoretical

or rhetorical concern may be.

I have yet to see, during the

hundred years that blacks have
been struggling, to make real

their citizenship, any kind of

'involvement of a substantial na-

ture by any people anywhere
else in the world, on behalf of

Bdack Americans.

Q. Do you oelieue that it is
enough to cut up the American
Pie so that everyone in the
States shares, when you know
that the fruits of that pie are
being derived from the exploita-
tion of people outside?

A. What I keep trying to say
to you is that we have a vast
problem of long duration in the
states about which we can do
something. We oan do nothing
whatever about the foreign pol-
icy of the United States until we
have moved ourselves to the
position of freedom and power
which will spell the end of sec-

ond-class citizenship for our -

selves.

It is ridiculous to .talk about
controlling the politics and mili-

tary activities of the world's
greatest power, when you can-
not even control your own des-

tiny. It is not a matter of not
being interested; it is a matter
of confronting realities. And by
the same token, it is just as

futile and just as fantastic and
unrealistic for black people in

the United States to look for

and to expeot help from minor-

ity groups in other countries.

How, for example can a minor-

ity group or underground group
in an unnamed African, Euro-

pean, or Asian country do any-

thing to liberate a black group
in the U.S., the world's greatest

military power? It is an unneces-

sary and unwise expenditure of

effort to confuse the two. Let

me give you an example. Back
in the IMO's when Hitler invad-

ed Ethiopia, there was a great

deal of black scniiment for

The Union Programme Committee announces the

Annual Student Art Show held in the Union

February 24 - 28th

1st Prize - $25

2nd Prize -$15

3rd Prize -$10

All forms of art welcome

Entries should be submitted to

The Business Office of the Union by February 22nd.

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

Ethiopia, with whom the black
Americans identify. But what
could the black Americans do
for Ethiopia? They were unable
to do anything for themselves.
By the same token, if Ethiopia
were so inclined, being a very
poor country, upon which the
U.S. depends for nothing sub -

stantial, what could it do for the
black Americans? Nothing.

Q. What do you think of the
white radicals at San Francisco
Sta\e in their demands to help
black people to obtain black
studies and to end discrimina-
tion in the educational system?

A. I ithink that the participa-
tion of white students in the
struggle there was very help-
ful. We must a'Iso recognize that
this is a limited engagement.
This is one college for one goal.
I think it would be extremely
unwise for black students any-
where to come to depend on the
participation and involvement of
While students. And let me tell

you this: white students occupy
a position in our scheme of
things that is so different from
that of black students that (jheir

goals and objectives are even,

different.

On bhe other hand, black
people are concerned with
things that are absolutely funda-
mental which they aren't even
going to get. This is the differ-

ence. The white student, for

ail] his dedication and honesty
and earnestness can go home and
'become a part of the establish-

ment whenever he pleases. He
can cop out. There is nowhere
for the black student to cop. So

Chalmers Church

11 A.M. - Morning Worship

Preacher - John Patterson

3rd year Theology. Queen's

5:30 PM. - Student Supper

50c

Homemade Food -

All Welcome

Guests: Dr. D. Crichton

(Dept. of Religion)

and his family

7:30 PJtf. - "Life Issues raised

by McLeish's play J B

Worship and discussion

Corner Barrfe and Clergy Sts.

ARTS 71

VOTE
ARTS 71 YEAR ELECTIONS

Dotal Monday 10 February 1969

Timet 4i30 PM.

Places Dunning Auditorium

Nominations /or all positions on the ARTS 11 YEAR EXECUTIVE for 1969-70 are now oeino re •

ceived by John Murray (217 McNeill), Meredith Mcrns (222 Cfcoum) and any other members of the

present executive. The nominations must mclude the fsnatures of at leasl FIVE members of ARTS
'71. and must be submitted no later than midmght Sunday, 9 February 1969.

SUPPORT YOUR YEAR — SHOW THAT IT'S THE BEST ON CAMPUS I I I

whereas the black student ought
to accept the support of the
white student if he is willing

to give it in his engagements,
the black must never again have
his whole program depend upon
any white involvement because
this is too hazardous.

But they occupy significantly

different places on the spectrum
of social, political, and economic
reality. When and if the black
student wins his battle, so that

he shares in the power potential

of the young white, you've got a

new bahl game. The white youth
is expected to be a dissident, to

be a radical and sometime in

.his growing-up process is the

college experience. Time has

been allotted for this.

The university has a second
function which is par-academic.

It is to provide a place and a

stimulus and a containment for

the non-conformity of white

youth. This is what the society

demands of its youth. It is a

pari of the "syndrome, that's my
boy". But it has always been
expected that after four years of

raising hell or dissenting or non-

conforming or whatever they've

been doing, that the white stu-

dent is going to shape up take

his sheepskin, move to subur-

bia, move in a corporation and
become a pillar of society and
heretofore that is exactly what
happened •

The most radical white college

student became the most conser-

vative pillar in the country.

This is what the record says.

You are suggesting that this

need not happen and I'm say-

ing you're right. It need not
happen, but don't be misled by
the supposition that hard radica-

lism has been able to gain> any
power, that is white student

radicalism. The power is right

where it was. What the power
structure has done from the

university on down is in effect

to bend just enough to make
ithe radical student think he has

some power so that he will stop

being so annoying but the final

and absolute and ultimate power

is right where it was ail the

time. It hasn't changed what-

ever.

Prokop Vagabond

Steak House
wishes everybody

a good time tonight at

"LOMOKOME"
Full Course

Filet Mignon Dinner

$2.50

Sundays 5:00 - 8.30

Visit our Fondue Cave

For Cheese or Beef

Fondue

^-Jo £ynnz tjoil'lc a tvkoU Cot fitzitUl t&an a

tyfiefaae, arUjCioar. - <2/outl iinae.te.Cij, 5}um£ oC <PauL

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Liz Stanton wins gymnastic championship
By ANNE CARSWELL

Pm sure many will join with

me in congratulating the girls'

gymnastics team which placed

third at the WITCA Ooint WIAU

and 0QWC1A) meet at York Un-

iversity last weekend. Special

praise is due Liz Swinton. a first

year P.H.E. student here who

won the over-all intercollegiate

championship, with a 1st on the

unevens, 3rd on the balance

beams, 5th in floor exercises,

and 5th In vaulting. This is the

first tlma a member of the

Queen's team has performed such

a feat There were 42 girls in

the meet which lasted all day

Saturday with a clinic that after-

noon.

Also placing In the competi-

tions were Carol Taylor who

came 3rd on the unevens and 4th

In vaulting; Glnny Slemon, 4th on

the balance beam and 4th In

floor exercises; Mall Peepre,

5th on the balance beam; and Bl-

aine Farre11, 5th In vaulting.

The other members of the team

were Ora Rogers, Penny Ken-

nedy, and Kathie Hunter. All of

the team members received high

commendation from coach,

Gwynne Thompson, who said the

girls had spent a great deal of

time practicing under adverse

conditions with practices held

in the Queen's gym, and at all

the city high schools during the

year.

All those girls who have par-
ticipated in Intramural sports

are asked to check their athlet-

ic cards next week In the gym to

make sure they have been cred-

ited with the correct number of

points towards their athletic aw-

ards. The times are, Tuesday,

7:00-9:00 p.m., Wednesday, 1:00

-5:00, and Thursday, 1:00-4:00.

It is very important that the rec-

ords be brought up to date so

please take time to check your

card.

This Friday and Saturday,

Queen's plays host to five visit-

ing universities for the WIAU
Badminton Championships Tour-

nament Draw. Play lasts all day

Friday beginning at 9:00 a.m.

and Saturday morning, begin-

ning again at 9:00 with compe-
tition between McGill, Western,

Me Master, Toronto, Guelph, and

Queen's.

'Russians to play Queen's?

Yanks in our pool

After bowing to McGill and Toronto teams recently the swimming

Gaels are really up for the coming meet against Plattsburg State.

Defeated in four previous years of Annual competition the Gaels

feel they can break the American string of victories. On Saturday

they will mount an all out assault against the American visitors.

With the continued fine swimming by breast-stroker Tony Temple-

ton and Medly-man Len Minty, the return of backstroker Len

Bishop, and the increasing improvements of freesrylers Stu Camp-

bell and Chris Offierski, American superiority will be put to the

test.

Fans (the non-mechanical type) are urgently needed to fill the

usually bleak pool gallery which normally consists of a few wives

or girlfriends, janitors and a couple of drunks who wander in and

can't find their way out Left move with the spirit of ZACZORN
and root our team out of the bushes. Linus, the faithful mascot,

will be there to focus attention upon Gael swimming greatness.

By RON GILLIES

Reliable sources have in-

formed us that Coach McDow-
all of the Brocklngton House

volleyball champions has re-

ceived a letter of congratula-

tions from the noted Russian

hockey and volleyball coach,

Anatoli Jarasov.

Following the resounding

victory of the 45(es) champs

on Sunday evening at the

Queen's Gym before a packed

house, coach McDowall held a

press conference In the show-

er.

One reporter fromthe Atik-

okan Progress questioned the

coach on the possibility of any

future meetings with the Rus-

sian team. The coach replied

"Nyetl" He added that his

team might consider a game
following their predicted vic-

tory at the forthcoming world

championships to be held In

June at the K.G.H. gym.
Following this, McDowall

went on to single out the

great individual efforts of

some of his players. Rod Rid-

ley, who has been In retire-

ment since the last Olympics

In which he starred with the

Japanese women's team, led

the team to victory by his

domination of the net due to

his strength and great height

of 4'6".

The consistent good play of

Rob Jovell, Ian Ogllivle, Bob

Phipps, Tom Kewen, Don Fra-

ser and Bob Roos also con-

tributed to the victory. The
team was unanimous In their

disgust towards their former

stars Ron Gillies, who passed

out due to lack of food and sex

with only 3 minutes gone in the

game, and Paul Howard who
skipped town to visit some
chick In Montreal.

Unfortunately the team ex-

pects to lose some key play-

ers due to pregnancy and fail-

ure next year but Coach Mc-
Dowall is confident that some
promising rookies will be In

camp next year to help out

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPEQWIZtNG IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

& TAVERN
WE CAN SERVE FROM 20-600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER ICBO
'

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

"

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
5HOWING CENTRE

TEACHERS
K. H. Lougheed, Arts '42, and W. R. Winslade, secondary

school principals from Sault Ste. Marie will be at Queens,

Tuesday, February 18, and Wednesday A.M. February 19

to discuss secondary school teaching in Sault Ste. Marie

with prospective graduates.

Arrangements for interviews may be made through the

Director of Placement, Clark Hall.

A.M.S. Election
Thursday, February 13, 1969

A) President and Vice-President lo elect one of the following teams of candidates:

Ross McGregor - president

Peter Griffiths - vice-president

or

Ed Panl - president

Kerry Newton - vice-president

B) Referendum

to consider the following question: "Are you in favor of increasing the per capita grant to the Queen's Journal

from $2.55 to $3.00 to improve the quality of the Journal?"

It F. Buller

Chief Returning Officer

LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery
on student prescriptions

and student orders
at student rates

CALL 546-6517

You can order Tricolors in
the Journal Office, but it

won't work the other way
around.

ANTIGONE

There are no tickers left for

Sophocle's ANTIGONE

which is being presented in

Queen's New Studio

Theatre (Old Arts Building)

Feb. 7-9, 11-14.

Latecomers will not be

admitted. As a mutt, at

9 p.m. all available seats

will be released.

FEB. 10, 11, 12

12:30 - 3:30 p.m.

5 — 8 p.m.

ANNUAL VALENTINE'S

BLOOD DRIVE
GRANT HALL corpuscular cup?

RED CROSS HOOD DONOR CLINIC

Goes to class with largest

percentage attendance



The AMS Elections

.

After Pakrul,

What?
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Bleed, baby, bleed

Do you want to help your year win fine

Oarpuscuiar Cup, meet some pretty girls, and

give a pint of blood ?

The Engineering Society is organizing their

When you're tired of forking around, BLEED t

second blood drive this year and they hope to
raise 11.000 pints. This is the same objective as
last itume when ithey fell 200 pdnits short.

The Corpuscular Oup will be awarded to fhe
faculty year that on a percentage basis donates

the largest amount of blood.

iBf you have never given Wood before fear
not. Anyone wibh blood is welcome. When, you
arrive at Grant Ball today and tomorrow one
of those pretty girls wLU take your name and
year. Then you will meet a Red Cross Nurse who
wi!U test your blood to determine if you are
able to donate to the cause. If you qualify, you
will be escorted to a bed by one of these nurses.

Then, with great care, you will be drained of a

pint of blood. It doesn't hurt and it wild not
kill you. You then win be escorted to a

couch where you will be served coffee or
juice.

After you feel rested, you will be able to

leave. There are several minor precautions such
as not smoking until an hour later or abstain-

ing from alteholie beverages for 24 hours. Also
violent physical exercise such as footbaM, or
hookey will not do you any good.
Fear not. Experts reassuringly say that very

few people even feel weak afterwards. So re-

member there is an opportunity to meet a pretty
girl, participate in the Corpuscular Cup (which
should be the biggest attraction this year ex-

cept for the Stanley Cup) and give blood to the

cause. Some day you may need blood. Maybe
someone will need yours tomorrow.
The tames for today and tomorrow are 12:30

to 3:30 p^n. and 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.

The Place happens

By TERRY aKARA

The mayor's select committee
on youth passed two resolutions

supporting the request for "a
place" at a special meeting held

last night

The resolutions were the re-

sult of a meeting of a subcom-
mittee of the mayor's committee
and a committee of the youth

group which had already sub-

mitted a brief to the city council.

The motion stated that the

committee "endorsed the prin-

ciples and purposes ofthe 'place*

as explained in an open letter to

the citizens of Kingston." The
committee also voted to "urge
the mayor to meet withthe 'place'

committee and representatives of

the Youth Committee and to help,

on an experimental basis, the
group to establish as soon as
possible a 'place' in Kingston.

Dr. Mcintosh, chairman of the

sub committee presenting the

proposals explained that they

were "taking into consideration

that it is an experiment which

puts an obligation on the group

Indians Ahead

By ROBERT STEAD

North American society Is

moving towards a tribal type of

society as witnessed In the pre-
valence of high rise apartment
and the Indian population of North
America will be best suited to

live in this environment
This Is the opinion of Duke

Redblrd, a 28 year old Chippewa
Indian and field worker for
Company of Young Canadians.

Speaking In the International

Centre last night, Redblrd gave
a sociological description of the
Indian Nature.

The Indians have lived In North
America for 100,000 years and
were a fine example of North
American man. They hadno jails,

kings or police. The earth was
their mother and thus no one
owned land.

Pood, knowledge, and land the
Indian gave the white man and in

return the American government
declared war on them to get
their land. The Canadiangovern-
ment gave them treaties for their

land and later welfare in place
of nature.

"At one point," he stated,

"the authorities gave themplague
ridden blankets to help their

demise."

Redblrd described the future of
the Indians as rosy, saying they
would fit Into the new tech-
nological society very well. He
stated that "Man is moving back
to tribal society dwelllngs-
apartmonts in crowed cities."

In fact, white man can learn
from the Indian how to com-
municate in these tribal sur-
roundings. Socialism seems to
be taking away private property
which Indians do not believe In
anyway. The emphasis in modern
teaching is moving to the in-
dividual-the emphasis Indians
have always employed.

The white man'shabltofputtlng
Indians on reserves in out of the
way places should mean their
survival in nuclear wars.

to see that the moral standards
of the city are not blatenly dis-

turbed."

Asked about the effect of the
motion, Mr. Dodds, chairman of
the mayor's committee said "It
will be in the hands of mayor
Swain tomorrow at the latest and
I will assume that mayor Swain,
in his wisdom, will call a meeting
with the group in question at the
earliest possible moment" He
continued, "The mayor set up
the committee In the first place
and has promised to consider
our recommendations."

Mr. Dodds was questioned as
to what effect a flat refusal by
the mayor would have on the
mayor's youth committee on
youth. "I can't see the com-
mittee being affected one way or
the- other by the decisions of the
mayor" he replied. "This com-
mittee is a general one, set up
to consider all aspects of youth
in this city." "But" he added,
"we are certainly hoping he will

arrive at some decisions in this

matter."

There Is no definite proposal
for a site for the place as yet,

although a list of some twenty
suitable locations was submitted
by the 'place' group with the
original brief.

Mike Robinson, one of the
group said "the ideal place at

the moment seems to be the old
army provost building at the
corner of Bagot and Barrie
streets."

Last night's meeting was held
at the McGlllivray Brown hall.

More than 75 people attended the
open meeting despite cramped
conditions.

Regina Solidifies

Regina (CUP)—The fee col-

lecting crisis that has been tying

up students here for over a

month has rapidly developed into

a massive educational campaign

to teach students and the general

community- about the nature ofthe

university and its relation to

society.

Though negotiations are no fur-

ther ahead than they were a week

ago, well over 2,000 students

(of 4,000) are actively involved

in the issue.

A teach-in begun last Monday
to discuss the crisis, has de-

veloped into an ongoing debate,

not only over the fee issue, but

also over the development of

policies and strategies which

students and their unions can
use to inform the people ofSask-

atchewan on the subject of uni-

versity financing and academic
policy-making.

On Tuesday of last week, while

the Deputy Premier, D.G. Stuary
delivered Ross Thatcher's

blathering attack on "activists,

anarchists and hippies", students

at Regina held a three hour
meeting to discuss negotiations,

the teach-in, and a program for

public education. The meeting of

over 2,000 students decided on a
strategy centering on the right

of students to organize inde-

pendently from the ad-

ministration and universal ac-
cessibility to higher education.

For the remainder ofthe week,

students were involved in daily,

well-attended meetings which

met to draw up pamphlets and

other literature to be distributed

throughout the week in down-
town stores, suburban shopping

centres, and local high schools.

The students have established
a speaker's bureau which has
made preliminary contacts with

labour and service groups

throughout the province.
Speakers will go to any Interested

group to explain the issues.

The campus now has a two-
page dally newspaper called "The
Union" which is distributed on
campus and in the city.

Over the weekend, the Carillon

staff prepared a provincial issue

with a press run of 100,000 to

be distributed in all major urban
and rural centres in the pro-

vince.

The issue will hit the stands

Wednesday and will contain a
breakdown of the University's

source of income, an analysis

of who actually controls the Uni-
versity and an explanation of the

current crisis.

Student representatives are
encouraged by the week's
activity. For the first time in
several months, students are in-
volved in action that demands
contact with the outside com-
munity.

Further negotiations between

the Board of Governors and stud-

ents begin Thursday but the stud-

ents are not optimistic. They say
the Board will not relent until a

strong pressure campaign forces

it to.

TEST YOUR
GEM

Q. ALL GARNETS ARE RED*

A. False. Garnets, like many other gemstones of the

same mineral family, may occur in more than on*

color. Demantoid garnets, for example, are a brilliant

green rather like a fine emerald. Hessonite garnet is an
orangey-brown, while Rhodolite garnet Is a violet-red.

Garnet was a popular gemstone in the Victorian era,

and now, with a revival of the antique look in jewelry,

is again in vogue. It combines nicely with diamond*

and pearls, and beat of all, is quite reasonable In price.

MEMBER AMDUCW GEM "SOCIETY

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
Jewellers

546-2261

168 Princess St.

Kingston, Ontario
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Books and Hours Pakrul plans student spa

By RON MASTIMfr

Douglas Library now closes
its doors at 1:00 a.m. This is

the result of a review of library

policy by the administration in

response to current student and
faculty demands for change.

Further changes will be dis-

cussed at an open meeting of the

Senate Library Committee on
February 26. Prof. J.A. Lieth,

Chairman of the committee, has
expressed the hope that this will

allow students to use more direct

channels of criticism than have
previously been used.

Members of the Politics
Course Union and Politics De-
partment have been particularly

active with such methods as

write-in campaigns, to promote
the change in library policy.

One More Day

OTTAWA (LNS) With 189
of 218 pedis in. New Democra-
tic Leader Tommy Douglas
was winning tiie by-election
in NanAm© Oowichan — The
Islands witJh 17,960 votes to

11,755 for Liberal Harold
Winch. Conservative Magnus
Verburgge hiad 1,825 votes.

The Sir George William
University dispute is almost
ended. If the faculty and
aidmindstma/tiotfi' can- agree on a
proposed new committee to

iovesrtdgiaite the charges of
racism against Prof. Percy
Anderson than much of the
dispute will be over in a
couple of days.
The Canadian Association

of University Teachers' ex -

ecutiive has proposed a cent-

sure against the University of

New Brunswick for its mis-
handling of the Sir-ax affair.

Student and faculty demands
include extension of hours to
open the Douglas Library Sun-
day morning. Although the law
library is open then, reference
material and necessary facilities
are not available there.

Dissatisfaction has also been
expressed over the estimated
40,000 books held up in the
process of cataloging. The lack
of supplementary copies of im-
portant material in the Reading
Room has been another target
for criticism. Questions have
also arisen concerning the
carrols, periodicals, and length
of leases on books.

The administration is faced
with balancing a budget which
involves expenditures for books,

staff, and the 17 branch libraries

throughout the campus. Evening

"babysitting" in the branch
libraries alone costs ap-

proximately $50,000. The pro-
blem of space is one reason for

the slow process of cataloging.

Whereas 150-200ft per staff is

a requirement for efficient ex-

ecution of duties, only 82 ft, is

presently available, These facts

which face the bureaucratic bud-

get

The open meeting will be held

to clarify these problems and
discuss other proposals. Stud-

ents are invited to submit then-

ideas in the form of briefs, to

Prof. J.A. Lieth, head of the

History Department and Chair-

man of the Senate Library Com-
mittee.

"Queen's is no longer a small
university, and its growth per-
mits a degree of specialization
and isolation previously unknown.
Queen's needs a strong focal
point If It is to regain the sense
of community which we are told
at one point existed."

This was the opinion of the
Pub Committee of the Student
Union Program Committee.
Queen's needs a new Student
Centre to form this focal point.

Presently there are more than
4,000 students living off campus.
The Union is almost the only
meeting place for these students.
However the building is already
overcrowded and will becomu
even more so at the enrollment
Increases in the next few years.
There are few improvements that
can be made to accommodate
more students. Uncomfortable
furniture makes students shun
some of the rooms and the cap-
acity of the lounges cannot be
greatly increased without des-
troying their atmosphere. Al-
though Beaver Foods, the
caterers in the Coffee Shop and
Wallace Hall, plans to increase
the efficiency of the food ser-
vice, there remains the problem
of where the students are going
to eat

Dave Pakrul student leader
along with Jack Hunden and
several other engineers had been
considering what would have to be
done to replace Clark Hall when
the administration decides it

wants to build in the area. After
some discussion, they concluded
that Queen's should be thinking in

By HERMAN BAKVIS

About 30 people picketed Consumers Distri-

buters last Friday night for more than two
hours,

Tlhe discount store is the only store in

Kingston still selling Proctor Silex products
made at the strike emibaitt'led plant in Pictom

The group of pickets was composed of mem-
bers of the Kingston Labour Council, Queen's

students, students from St. Lawrence College

and one city Alderman, They carried placards

announcing the fact that Consumers Distribut-

ing was selling soalb produced products, handed

oult leaflets and -sing songs like "So^darity For-

ever" from their Wobbfly song books.

The pickets have been picketing regularly for

the last month or so and have received occasion-

al visits by members of the Kingston Police

Force. . ,

A week ago last Friday, the poto* ordered

pickets to keep moving back and forth. This

was actually a blessing in disguise. Before tins

the pickets had passively watched pedestraans

passing by. However when the pickets were

forced to march in an elongated circle, pedes-

trians, in order to pass in front rof the store, had

to join the picket line for about 30 feet.

It would have been a field day for soaa

psychologists. Some pedestrians would stepout

on the roadway. Others would join the P"*et

line aiflter furti/vely looking to see if "™^qua™
tances were washing. Some of the ^ver ones,

usually Queen's students on their way to^tne

LOBO would hum along a bar or two of

"wffiSffce Royal MilitaryJ^eg* were

usually the rudest and most orrbgant
iney

vSSd barge irtto the picket^™^Sj£.
poDicemen and rip into shreds the proffered i«a*

lets wiltihout reading them. (One theory had it

that the RMC cadets were merely displacing

their repressed sexual feelings on Queen's stu-

dents after they were not allowed to attend
Orgazm, the toach-in put on by Queen's).

The manager of Consumer Distributers, Mr.
Gies, did net make his presence felt I'aat Fri-

day. In the past he has appeared in the window
scowling at the pickets. This action was usually

reciprocated by cheerful waving by the pickets.

Last Friday Gies only appeared outside in order

to make a forray around Itie corner. He reap-

peared 15 minutes Later with a conspicously

anonymous brown paper package of about two
bottle size. Mr. Gies declined offers to join the

picket tine and retired, scowling, into the con-

fines of his domain.

In a telephone interview yesterday Mr. Gies

claimed that the picketing was not hurting his

business any. "If they're doing anylMng theyYe

making Consumers Distributers better knrawn,"

he said. When asked what he thought of the

strike in Piobon Mr. Gies said, "WeS I've had
letters from the strikers and from the company
contradicting each other. Well, what can I do?"

He did say that some "labour people" would
ask for an item and specify "Don't make it a
Prootor^Silex one because my husband wouldn't

let me in the house with it."

He went on to explain that when the catalogue

was printed listing Proctor-Saflex products the

company was not on strike. "We endeavour to

oarry everything advertised in the catallogue."

When asked if the catalogue took precedence

over people namely the strikers) Mr. Gies said

"Yes certainly".

Mr. Gies admitted that there would be no
fiinancial loss to the store if the products were

removed from the shelves.

terms of a student's centre for
the campus and not a new build-
ing for the engineers.

Pakrul envisions a new
complex which would contain a
bank, a pub and a dining lounge,
a coffee shop, offices for uni-
versity societies or clubs and
perhaps even a barber shop and
beauty salon.

If the design and the finances
permit, possibly a theatre and/or
auditorium can be built Into the
complex or added later when the
money is available.

With the construction ofthe new
facilities, the old Union building
could perhaps be turned over to
graduate students. With minor
alterations perhapB a graduate
library, coffee shop, study rooms
and even seminar rooms could be
provided.

Jack Hunden is the interim
chairman of the Committee for
the new centre. He is hoping to
Involve as many people in It as
is possible. If you are Interested
in the union, then contact either
Hunden, Mike Williams or
Andrew "Andy" Pipe.

The wisdom of the Ages lies,

Beneath those enigmatic eyes. (see article below)

A sheepish election

By CAROL HODGSON
Today the ace Journal reporter

cams upon a spectacular develop-

ment in the AMS election. A
grass-roots movement has risen

to promote a write-in campaign

for a sheep. Our reporter
hastened over to campaign head-

quarters to get an exclusive

interview.

The sheep declared that he was
running for president because he

was opposed to the power play

between the social elites and the

socialists In student government
at Queen's.

His proposal for AMS reform
was to delete Articles I through

18 exclusive. When asked what

he would do with the leftover

money, he replied, "If you think

$6,000 can buy a lot of grass,

just think how much you can buy

with $54,000?"

He accused his opposition of

discrimination, claiming he had

seen them eating mutton just the

other day. He denied the rumours
that he was a racist, pointing out

the fact that Ms running mate was
a black sheep.

His plan for campus planning

was an immediate return to

nature. "If I can live on grass,

so can you."

His support would come from
the quiet Queensmen who did not

complain, the ones who paid their

tuition fees, worked hard,

handed in their essays on time

and never missed a Toronto

weekend.

Unfortunately red, gold and

blue tape will prevent any

campaign appearances; Article

4, rule 15 subsection 5a forbids

pets and other animals being in

the residences.

The sheep said his campaign

was off to a "thrilling" start

People were saying "baaaa!"

all over campus and singing the

campaign song, Whiffenpoof. Sup-

port has also come from city

hall, the rural areas, Sharl Lewis

and from those great sheep to the

south,

HE expected a huge turnout as

the herd instinct would make us

all flock to the polls to write In

SHEEP.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11

12 -SO - 3:30 BLOOD DRIVE Grant
Hall.

4:30 Mathematics Club — Dr. B. W.
Wojciedhowski (Dept. of Chemical

Engineering) will give a talk on

"A Matrix Algebra Approach to

Kinetics". Stirling Hall C.

5-8 BLOOD DRIVE. Grant Hall.

7:00 AMS Meeting. McLaughlin Em.,
Students' Union.

7:00 ARTS 69 General Meeting. Stirl-

ing Ball A.

7:30 Alienation Seminar — "The New
Left and Student Revolt". Lea-

der: Kathleen Herman. 6th floor

lounge, John Watson Hall.

8:00 Baho' is on Campus — Open Dis-

cussion. Rm. 211, Dunning Hall.

8 :00 Q.CF — Symposium on the

Christian and Social Concern.

Lecture by Dr. G. Rawlyah. Stirl-

ing Hall.

9 :00 "Antigone" — Queen's Drama
Dept. Studio Theatre, Old Arts

Building.

with Dr. Mathers (Theology

Dept.)- Wallace Hall. Refresh-

ments afterwards.

9 :00 "Antigone" — Queen's Drama
Dept. Studio Theatre, Old Arts

Building.
9:00 **Ten Nights in a Bar Room".

Domino Theatre, 8 Princess Street.

10:00 "Wait Until Dark" with

Audrey Hepburn. Dunning Hall

Auditorium.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14

8:00 Hooker — U. of Montreal at

Queen's. Constantino Arena.
8:16 Basketball — Carleton at Qt?en's.

Gymnasium.
9 :00 "Antigone" — Queen's Drams

Dept. Studio Theatre, Old Arts

Building.

9:00 "Ten Mights in a Bar Room".
Domino Theatre, 8 Princess Street.

It's a whole new you.

Anon-siop, on-the-goyou.

That's what happens

when you discover Tampax
tampons. Your "dif-

ficult days" seem to do
a disappearing act.

Suddenly you're free of

pins, pads and belts.

Free to wear what

you want, even pants

suits. Free to play, run,

dance! All because

Tampax tampons are worn
internally, comfortably.

Tampax tampons are made
of lightly compressed

pure white surgical

cotton. With the dainty,

hygienic container-

applicator your hands
need never touch

the tampon, and both
applicator and tampon
can be flushed away.

Available in 3 absorb-

ency-sizes, Regular,

Super and Junior. Won-
derful Tampax tampons!

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15

1 :00 Badminton Finals at Queen's.

Gymnasium.
8:16 Basketball — U. oE Montreal at

Queen's Gymnasium.
9:00 "Ten Nights in a Bar Room".

Domino Theatre, 8 Princess Street.

FOR RENT

Three bedroom Apartment Furnished

seventh floor. balcony. swimming

pool. From May to September. S175 per

month complete. Phone G44-4340.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12

12:30 - 3:30 BLOOD DRIVE Grant
Hall.

6-8 BLOOD DRIVE, Grant Hall.

7:00 Kingston Film Society — "Heller

In Pink Tights". Ellis Hall.

7:15 ARTS 70 Year Meeting and Elec-

tions. Stirling C.

7 :30 Mathematics Club — Beef-In.

Bring your gripes about math
courses, professors, course re-

quirements, etc. East Common
Rm., Leonard Hall.

7:30 AMS Committee on Student Dis-

cipline. Open Meeting on the

topic of Student Policing. Chown
Hall.

9:00 Kingston Film Society — "Heller

In Pink Tights". Ellis Hall.

9:00 "Antigone" — Queen's Drama
Dept. Studio Theatre, Old Arts

Building.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13

All Day — AMS Election. Voting On
Referendum re Journal.

6:30 Tricolor Autosport Club — Ice

Trials. Details — call John
Weston 544-6804 or Sandy Fet-

terly 546-9814.

7:00 "Wait Until Dark" with Audrey
Hepburn. Dunning Hall Auditor-

ium.
7:30 INFO 69 — "Religion in a World

of Science In a World of Science"

Sc. '72 Jacket. Reward offered. No
questions asked. Contact G. Hurd.
Phone 644-7633.

One pair of contact lenses in a
black case. Reward. Phone 542-6562.

Peter Barker.

One pair ladies glasses Thursday,

Feb. 5 on Queen's Crescent. Call Bill.

544-7341.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN. TAMPAX CORPORATION LT D.

.

8ARRIE. ONTARIO

AMS BOX
BY-LAW 42

That the A.M.S. recognize a representative of ttie School
of Rehabilitation Therapy as a voting member of the A.M.S.
to came under the classification of Professional Society.

QUEEN'S ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY—BY-LAW NO. 43
PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS

The purpose and functions of the agency shall be:
1) to provide information and advice on all types of avail-

able entertainment.

2) to provide the most reasonable prices possible for en-
tertainment

3) to act as a general booking agency for the campus
4) to provide continuity in the relationship with profes-

sional booking agents and other university entertainment or-
ganizations.

MEMBERSHIP
1) a director who shall be appointed by and responsible

to the C.A., Chairman for all actions of the agency..
2) additional members who may be appointed at the dis-

cretion of the director.

POWERS
1) all student social functions as defined in the A.M.S.

Constitution held on campus and requiring the approval of
fee C.A. Chairman shall obtain their enbertainment through
the Q.E.A.

2) the foregoing shall not he deemed to apply to the
following—faculty formate and faculty concerts. The conveners
of these events, however, snail inform the Q.E.A of their
booking actions as they progress, and submit a copy of the
final transactions.

3) the Agency shall not charge for any services rendered,
except for expenses incurred on behalf of the group for which
It is acting.

. ,
4) the Q.E.A. shall have no power to book on its own

right, but may only act in the capacity of -agent.
5) the Q.E.A. shall not sign any contract on behalf of a

campus group until the group has been informed of the exact
terms of the proposed contract, and the campus group has
signed a written agreement authorizing the Q.E.A. to act for it.

Mr. Pipe gave notice of motion that, prior to second read-
ing next meeting, he will amend the motion to strike out item
2, under "Powers". '

BY-LAW NO. 44
First reading was given by By-law No. 44 on motion of

Messrs. Pakrul and Pipe: "That the A.M.S. recognize three
representatives of the Commerce Faculty Society as votinc
members of the A.M.S.". Carried.

The Brock ington Visitor Committee
is seeking for any suggest ions for
next year's Brocklngton vialtor (L.
B. Pearson this year). Please leave in

AIMS office.

Ski for five full days in the Eastern
TWFfl, during reading week. Accom-
modations, lifts, transportation ; all for
$68, oo. Phone 646-9770 or 644-5837 for
further Information

.

8:00 The Living Classics
10:00 The Folk Program
11:00 Nocturne

FRIDAYS

Evening of proposition and pro -

curement of new member for newly-
made Koitus Klub. We take all comers.

For a stimulating intercourse on club

policy phone Dick Humpfree or B. J.

Puraperdink, 544-7236.

Due to circumstances beyond his con-
trol, Bruce MscKelvey now wears blue
underwear — but then what do you
want for $15. — perfetlon ?

Jamaica '69 — Go to sunny Jamaica
for 8 wonderful days after your last

exam. This trip is organized exclusively

for the college crowd. Inquire about
our "Go now — pay later' plan. Call
644-4340 anytime. Also ask about our
European trips.

* * *

Are you really happy with your pre-
sent living condition;;?

* Moneywise T • Food wise ?
• Studywise ? * Friendshipwise 7

Queen's science '44 Co-op is tripling
in size in 1969-70.
Application forms and information

on the only way to live will be avail-
able starting FEBRUARY 3RD at:
1. Union Hall, II :30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
2. Leonard Hall, Suppertime.
3. Ban Righ Hall, Suppertime.
For Application Forms Call: —
Rob Douglas, Gordon Hall - 349D

-.44-7516.

Don Cameron, McNeill House.
Jim Hown, Leonard Hall - 462, 544-

7416.

Cathy MdLeod, Ban Righ - 16, 644-

8246.
.Nancy Flexman, 544-8300.
Barb Kent, E15a Victoria, 544-8397.

Paul Fassell, LaSalle Hotel Room
229.
linda Watson (Co-op Membership

Chairman) 15 Sydenham Street, 546-

2477.
Acceptance ia baaed partly on first

come, first served. So return applica-
tion forma as quickly as possible to any
of the places or people above.

6:30 Spectrum Friday (Campus Topics
at 6:66)

7:80 Campus Talent
8 >00 Concert Hall
10 :00 Jazz Forever
11:00 Nocturne

SATURDAYS

1 :00 Emission Francsise
1 :30 Music Round the World
2:00 Classics by Request
5:00 Saturday Sounds (Campus Topics

at 6:66)
1 : 00 Soundstage
8:00 Masterworks
10:00 Jazz Modern
11:00 Nocturne

SUNDAYS

9 :00 a.m. Musical Panorama
12:00 Classics by Request
3:30 Sunday News Review
4:00 Pops for a Sunday (Campus

Topics at 5:55)

James F. Vowles would like to in-

form all friends and admirers that

above said person has left for 'greener
pastures?' Any Questions may be dir-
ected to 163 Hemlock St., Beaconsfield,
Quebec

We will happily accept candy, flow-
ers and/or valentines any time be-
fore or on the big 14th. Signed 418
Vic Mail slot G.

Anyone who is still interested in a
study group of Objectivism and has
read Atlas Shrugged or any other works
of Ayn Rand, there are still meetings.
Call Linden (544-7371) for more info.

CFRC SCHEDULE

THURSDAYS
6:30 Spectrum Thursday (Campus

Topics at 6:55)
7:30 Symposium '68

ANTIGONE

There are no tickets left for

Sophocle's ANTIGONE

which is being presented in

Queen's New Studio

Theatre (Old Arts Building)

Feb. 11, 12, 13 and 14

Latecomers will not bo

admitted. A> a remit, at

9 p.m. all available seats

will be released.

The Faculty Of Graduate

Studies

DALHOUSIE UNIVESITY

invites applications for

The Izaak Walton Killam

Memorial Scholarships

VALUE $3500 to $5500

These scholarships are open to outstanding students

wishing to pursue studies towards the Master's or

Doctoral Degree in any field of graduate research

at Dalhousie. Approximately forty awards will be

available for the year 1969-70. These range in

value from $3500 to $5500 with an additional

travel allowance.

For application forms for admission to The Faculty

of Graduate Studies and further information on

these and other awards available at Dalhousie,

please write the Deputy Registrar, Dalhousie

University, Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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Journal REVIEWS

COUPLES'
It's been done often in the past-

a beautiful poem is put to music
until the two become inseparable-
but a group of Queen's students
tried the same experiment last
Thursday evening and came up
with some interesting results,
although these may not go down in

history. Poetry and Jazz. A
snappy poem recited to the crisp
beat of drums, electric guitar and
piano. A soft, lyricalpoem woven
through the many moods of the
keyboard And some poems were
left to speak for themselves.
The form cushions scattered on

the floor of the main gallery of

the Art Centre set the informal
mood, and the audience gradually
accumulated lo around 25.
The poetry readers were Pat

Crean, Pam Wiggin, Bob Amos,
Wendy Clare and Bob Lang, Each
had their own style from Amos's
clipped enunciation to the deep,
exciting voice of Miss Wiggin in
"And Death Shall Have No Dom-
inion." The subject matter
ranged from growing up to war
to underwear-by well-known
authors as well as by the reciters
themselves, The versatile
musical background was provided
by Howie Sures, Fraser Howard,

WORLD OF ANTIGONE-

Phil McDunnough and Lawrence
Moule, who later played on their
own.

The "Grand Experiment" of

the evening was a recitation of

"The Hollow Men" The five

readers sat side by side and read
phrases of the poem in turn.

Despite the hasty organization,

it cairn; off rather well.

The whole evening came off

well-it would be too bad to let it

go at that. When is the next con-

cert?

by Brenda Maybee

Total darkness. Silence. Ex-
pectation, "hail the sun" Whis-
pers, From all sides "Hail the
Sun" It comes from behind-to

the left and right. "HAIL THE
SUN" Lights begin toglow, dark-
ness contracts, light fills the

stage, and suddenly you're be-

fore and behindagroupof masked
figures.

You're in a world which seems
to have gone mad; where sister

must deny brother, where son
rejects father, where death is

always present-in short, the

world of Antigone.

In producing "Antigone" the

Drama Departmsnt has managed
to overcome a limited budget

(after all, it is free), a class-

room design, and the image of a

"classical Play", and hascre-
ated a production noted for im-
agination and interest.

But it is difficult to describe

the production. One can hardly

start by cutting apart the play

itself for I dare say any com-
ments I might make would have

been dated 2,000 years ago. That

leaves only the acting, the stag-

ing, and the production. In order

then.

The acting was generally very
good £ Well actually there were
some problems created by the
nature of this play. Three of the
actors play more than one role
but in only one case did the
change seem very evident.

Whistanoe-Smith's Teiresias-
Sentry characterization change
was effective largely because
of the change in costume, voice
and nature of the lines, although

this is not meant to belittle his

acting-Teiresias was excellently

done. And each of the other
major characters were also well

handled but the smaller, sec-
ondary characters were notquite

as well done, a natural result,

I suppose. There was no obvious

fault, murely a general feeling

that these roles could have used

a little more work to bring them
up to the level of the rest of

the acting, which, as I have

said, was close to excellent.

A word should be said about

the Chorus who can either cre-

ate or destroy a play of this

nature. In this case they create.

Nothing is ever perfect, but the

chorus serves as a near per-

fect combination of acting, dance,

and expert positioning. Their cu-

mulative effect is sometimes

FOR THE BIRDS-

frightening, sometimes invol-

ving, always well done. Reject-

ion by the audience is a very
real problem in presenting Creek
drama, for the concept of a chorus
is largely unknown in contem-
porary theatre. However the

Chorus handle themselves ad-

mirably and in their changes from
old advisors to hissing animals
and birds to dancing figures,

they never allow the audience to

leave the atmosphere of the play.

One of the finest points of

this production was the staging

and the design. The movement
of characters among the audience

(especially the opening scene in

the dark and Creon's sitting on

his throne) in this small theatre

greatly enhance the emotion of

the lines. The audience becomes
more involved in the action ofthe

play and with the plight of the

chorus and of the characters as

they move among the seats.

There is an effective variation

of method in a play which could

become dull. Sometimes the

actors are among the audience,

sometimes they are part of a

ritualistic dance, sometimes they

appear suddenly out of total dark-

ness, and always they seem like

characters trapped by a force

greater than they are.

by Paul Barron

And a good time was had by

all.

All who saw or participated in

the Classics Club's production of

The Birds, this past weekend.

For 75<! you had the best light

fun going. The lines were bawdy;

the costumes were bright and

colourful; the cast was en-

thusiastic.

In complete contrast to the

other Greek play being presented

this week, the Classics Club

chose to present The Birds, an

irreverent, ribald satire by

Aristophanes which has been

well-updated to keep the atmos-

phere of the original.

Indeed, the modernity of the

play was one of its great attract-

ions. While essentially it mocks

the hopes of the Athenians for

great new horizons as a result

of an expedition to Syracuse,

The Birds is a timeless poke at

people who search a Utopia. The

original barbs at hawkers, sooth-

sayers, astronomers, and

potential murderers were up-

dated to include topical things like

Queen's plumbers, juvenile de-

linquents, and organized religion.

Why didn't the programme say

who was responsible for this

modernization?

The design was another plus.

The set crew showed great in-

genuity in using the limited re-

sources in Dupuis Auditorium-

a lab desk was skilfully hidden

under a mountaintop, the chicken

coop was very effective and the

backdrop was good. Costumes

were gay and in most cases

extremely accurate in suggest-

ing plumage.

Music, a big factor in the pro-

duction was not as well handled.

The use of familiar tunes was

nice but sometimes distracting;

the chorus had pleasant voices

but it was difficult to catch the

words and much of the poetry

was lost.

Choreography, too, was nicely

done. It was very joyous and full

of life and the fact that it was
not uniform added to the evocation

of birds fluttering. Peisthetaerus

and Euefipdes' dance was one of

the funniest bits of business in the

whole show.

The cast seemed to be en-

joying what they were doing and

were usually competent. Thorn
Fowler was excellent as Peis-

thetaerus and his ability to ad-
lib was much appreciated. Joan
Hughes shone in (he character

roles she was given and Carolyn
Turner was reliably good as

Haven, leader of the chorus. When
Ejler Mogensen warmed up he
added a lot of humour.
The weightier implications of

the play's themes were allowed to

lapse and momentary pleasures

of the topical jokes were
emphasized to the fullest. Still,

if you missed The Birds, you
missed a lot of fun.

DESMOND

I

Form excellent review of "fen Sights In a But*Room
n
you must turn the imp:

I
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Another review by Marte Harding

TEMPERANCE PLAY -
THEATRE OF THE ABSURD

In keeping with the Journal's

policy of keeping its readers

informed of significant (?) cam-
pus events, we present to-day an

account of the latest exploits of

our own WILLIAM S, MARTIN,
(The audience is to feel free to

boo, hiss and cheer at appropriate

moments, if they so desire.)

What has our Willy been doing?

Not content with spreading

culture among and improving the

lot of the mindless masses by

means of his very own newspaper,

he has taken the drastic step of

going directly to the people. Quite

a jump-from Good Shepherd of

the Golden Age to Patron of the

Arts.

Our BUI is appearing as a

"slave to drink' (oh, type-cast-

ing!) in the Domino Temperance

Association's current pro-

duction, "Ten Nights in a Bar-

Room."

Martin plays (plays? over-

plays) Joe Morgan, a once pros-

perous mill owner who sinks low-

er and lower as he sinks the

"demon rum" down his throat.

His daughter Mary, played by

Mary Swinton, always knows

where to look for him when it

comes time to drag him home
each night

Morgan is led astray to the

paths of teetotal ism by the
eventual death of his 'Little

Mary'. (Handkerchiefs are ob-

tainable from the ushers.)

Morgan, once again, becomes

a prosperous and well-respect-

ed (not to mention well-heeled)

citizen. But as his star goes up

the other members of the dis-

tinguished cast are led to ruin,

Willie Hammond, (excellently

played by Gord Love) is murdered

by gambler Harvey Green; Mrs,

Slade, the wife of the inn-keeper,

is carted off to a lunatic asylum,

undone by the death of Mary

Morgan. Simon Slade is done in

by his own son.

But the rewards are many for

those who give up drinking. Mr.

Romaine, a Temperance philan-

thropist, remains exactly the

same, untouched by the ravages

of ten years' passing. Sample

Swichel, having renounced liquor

in all forms, is fit to be tied to

his sweetheart, Mehitable Cart-

wright.

The cast are uniformly good

but Barbara Hazel (the long-

whining Mrs. Slade) and Dwight

S a n g r e y (loveable bumpkin

Sample Swichel), along with Gord

Love deserve special praise. And
Mr. William Martin, Esq. stole

the show.

Mrs. Rita McGrattan added

greatly to the audience's enjoy-

ment, keeping them occupied

during the Interval - flirting,

waltzing, and perching on knees.

If you've any taste for plays

with morals, for hissing villains,

and for pure hilarity, "Ten Nights

in a Bar-Room" will run again

this Thursday, Friday and Sat-

urday at the Domino Theatre.

Alcohol can only lead to

financial problems, and self-de-

struction.

R. SLAUGHTER
(Kingston Photographic Society)

Depraved Innkeeper, Simon Slade, played to perfection (if

not excess) by John Davies Esq., tempts Ronald Irvine Esq.,

to the evils of drink. Siade's son, Frank, played by Robert
Wallace Esq., looks on. What a poor misguided lad he is.

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come
to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

Do you want to know how to cook exotic and exciting

recipes on small appliances? If so come to Hydro's

"Quick Tricks" demonstration February 13, 8:00 p.m.

K.C.V.I. new Auditorium. Student admission 25*. Prizes

THE MEN'S RESIDENCES

1969-1970 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will

be accepted at the Business Office, Leon-

ard Hall up to and including February

17th, 1969

Application forms may be obtained

from the Desk Clerks' Office, Gordon-

Brockington Hall and the Business Office,

Leonard Hall.

A.S.U.S.

ANNUAL MEETING

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13th

STIRLING THEATRE "C

8:30 P.M.

ANY OLD ASSES CAN COME

K». 11, 12

12:30 - 3:30 p.

r

5 — 8 p.m.

ANNUAL VALENTINE'S

BLOOD DRIVE
GRANT HALL corpuscular cup?

RED CROSS BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

Goes to class with largest

percentage attendance
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A Defense
by DAVE PAKRUL, AMS President

deal with and the existing s.ru« TZ^T* ™ m" St

The expansion ot Queen's (phys cal L f'''"
6 Under -

and although the AMS has nS pro'rZl
of Housing, student participation ^n l! ^

1^ problems

communication wlthin'the 2, comm^nT^ "T'
"*

more in the next year to have at.

Service The Housiag^Z^TuXZ^Z
become increasu,gly financial^ S^'wtth"taTo-0P "SS
Welt Cam

1

our
1

p,

COmInUet0^ i. ™X£West Campus Planning is an area where students should be

need anses to consolidate these planning efforts to LsSe

3S&Z%£L ta succeed^— «"^™-
Athletics and the lack of Athletic Facilities becomes a problem

of Increasing magnitude each year and the AMS should join with
the rest of the University in making this project its top priority
Now that the AMS has set up a commission to examine the
problem of athletics at Queen's, students have a chance to make
strong recommendations for improvement in the report of this
Commission,

Student representation on the Senate has been obtained and
our student senators will be elected this March. Increased
student representation of Senate committees will result in greater
student Involvement in the physical and academic development
of this University although along with these new positions goes
increased responsibility.

Student self-discipline has become a major problem at Queen's
and with the Discipline Committee's report to be presented in
March, a decision must be made either lo strengthen our present
system or disband it entirely. I feel that this matter is perhaps
the most important one that the new executive will face The
system we now have is not only unique, but its merits far outweigh
its disadvantages.

But, perhaps, the greatest problem that will face the new AMS
Executive is the AMS executive itself. We are no longer a small
university, and the Involvement oftheAMShasnot only increased,

but has spread to many diversified areas. The AMS has not

changed enough to consolidate its many efforts. Although the

bureaucracy has increased and become hard to manage, we must
not disband it but rather must organize and unite it Some of the

responsibility must be delegated from the Presidency to"Cabinet"

members of Inner Council and some Outer Council members must
undertake additional AMS duties other than just attending Outer

Council meetings.

an, or,n, LT-; „. ,
" P C f<K»""s t0 ""< e abmt the AMS or student

J,J »
se'ie'al for an ••Opinion' paac. They n-ere nil ghmi completely free

J. by PAUL BARRON

The AMS and Next Year
by HERMAN BAKVIS, Journal Reporter

We have a student government at Queen's
believe it or not which goes by the name of the
Alma Mater Society, It consists of the presidents
of the various faculty societies plus a number of

representatives from these societies roughly in

proportion of to the number of students they re-
present.

In theory the AMS has a number of wide ranging
powers and areas of jurisdiction. Compared to some
of the "sand box" type of governments that other

universities are stuck with Queen's is fairly well
off.

However the potential the AMS has for pro-
viding leadership to the students of Queen's and
for articulating and implementing student demands
has not been used. Items of business which have
a controversial air about them are usually shunted
to one of the numerous committees with which the
AMS is endowed. If this doesn't work then, as a
last resort, an ad is placed in the Journal "to
inform the students". This action places the onus of

making decisions and enacting those decisions on

groups outside the AMS,
Examples can be made of the issues of the open

senate and others in each case where students

decide to act on their own because they fe!t that

the AMS was incapable of acting ontheir proposals.

As a result certain groups like S.-N.U. have sprung

up to take advantage of this power vacuum. It

could be argued that all these proposals like the

Vietnam march concerned only a minority of

students. However most things that the AMS or

for that matter any government does concerns

matters that are of interest only to a minority.

But can the AMS as a whole be held responsible

for the general lack of action on various issues?

Elections for the various positions on the AMS or

held by the faculty societies at different times and

the personages elected to the positions are elected
on an incredible number of different platforms,
ranging this year (In the ASUS rep. at large
elections) from better "year spirit" to longer
library hours.

In other words there is no cohesive, overall
platform let alone a political ideology with which
candidates can identify themselves tothe electorate.
The president of the AMS has no control over the
composition of the AMS and has to work with what-
ever the boors, half-wits and social climbers the
various faculty societies have decided to despatch
to the AMS.

In that case is the AMS doomed to a perpetual

odyssey In the world of bureaucratic trivia?

Possibly. All may not be lost Next year's AMS
outer council will probably include a few people
with some sort of analysis of the university (or
the multiversity, however you look at it). In other
words these people can be classified as being
fairly radical in their political outlook. It is not

so much that these people will be enacting their

proposals but that a dialogue wUl be set up at

AMS meetings with some of the more complacent

reactionaries currently hibernating in the AMS
outer council. This sort of dialectical process
would generate som<i concrete action and a con-
siderable amount of discussion and create more
student interest. If there is anything which charac-

terizes the current AMS outer council it is the bland

acquiescence with which the members accept its

present position.

There are a great many more important things

with which the AMS could concern itself. The
development of course unions, is but one of the
things that comes to mind.

Hopefully next year matters will improve i

;

n
have to, they can't be any worse,

This year has been a "stormy" one and the criticisms of

office frequent. I will not attempt to justify my tenure here, but

it was and still is my sincere hope that even if my tenure as

President has not been a shining star of success, it at least was

not a dismal disaster.

Maybe I'm just too practical for the "Year of the Barricade".

Student Government — Real and Ideal
by WALLY PALMER, past Pres. Sc. '7U

"Should the AMS be granted Club Status?"

The university - wide council should concern
itself mainly with non-academic matter. Course
evaluation could be more effectively handled
by much srmtler bodies of specific interest.

The university - wide, AMS type council should
only be interested in general trends

A student self-governing body has two main
functions. First, it must handle the administra-

by BOB LEAVENS, former Eug, Soc. Jr. AMS Rep.

Student government affects the interest of the quiet

majority of Queen's students in a manner similar to a

bag of wet laundry. Normally dull and necessary, it

achieves sporadic moments of critical scrutinization

when a strange pair of briefs are discovered in the

wash. Controversy generally cools when the briefs are

either tabled, or sent to the Chief Justice of the AMS

court for an interpretation.

One must understand the basis of student government

before anything nasty can be said about it. The system

arose during the passage of time as a method of in-

dividual fulfilment. The self-styled, rounded campus

personality, having served an apprenticeship as either

a) a year president b) a Chief Vigelante or FREC or

c) a journalistic crusader of great causes, needed a

chance at martyrship that only regular Tuesday night

meetings and intermittent Journal coverage could afford.

The executive shows the distinct character of this in-

dividual. The only factor constant from year to year is

the move to impeach the president. Unlike parliament,

jobs, aims and objectives mould around the individuals

and reflect their own personal attitudes.

The democrats argue that this a truly representative

body of campus opinion. I contend, that if It were, no one

would bother showing up for the weekly McLauglin Room

W
Having probed into the character of the AMS the

patriarch of a great and vast network of essential Queen s

student government, how should it be changed or should
it?

I suggested to Neal Matheson, past vice-president and
chief activist of the Engineering Society, that hedissolve
the society and put it into receivership after a heart
warming response of 71 out of 950 eligible engineers
at the first gala election meeting in January. This could
be an interesting experiment with the AMS. Would there
be a grass root revival of student interest in and desire
for, their own government? How wouidthe administration
react without a weekly token benediction from the"stud-
ents"?

Perhaps a more suitable suggestion without the C.U.S.

overtones, would be a re-examination of the physical

workings of the Society. It seems at present, the ex-
ecutives' recipe for involvement is to give a vote and a
seat to those people who show an Inclination towards
the body and belong to some newly created faculty,

school or bridge club.

The Dave Pakrul cure-all is the creation of an Inner

Council of greater scope and an Outer Council, each
member of which has a personalized rubber stamp. Why
not trim the Outer Council back to a manageable size,

say 18 - an optimum size for interaction and production,

with restrained delusions of representation?

There are many sequential ramifications and cor-
related proposals that come from these thoughts; how-
ever, it Is Sunday night and I have to do my laundry.

tive functions of the student community. Also, it must

maintain a framework of order within which students

can live. The governing body must moderate the de-

mands of various groups and individuals and make

changes in the best interest of the student body.

The second main function of studentgovernmentshould

be to better the position of the students. The executive

should be a voice which speaks for all of the students

in a unified manner. They must deal with the university

administration and otherexternalorganizationstofurther

beneficial relations and provide more facilities for

students.

Queen's definitely has a functioning student community

and the Alma Mater Society seems administratively

sound. The AMS has an endless number of committees

which usually do a very capable job of organizing

functions. Problems which arise within the structure

are investigated and hopefully resolved (such as the

committees now dealing with the Athletic Board of

Control, and student self-discipline). The AMS has also

succeeded in bettering the student position.

However, in past years the AMS has been very la*

in initiating new programs and projects to provide these

facilities for the students. For many years now Queen's
has needed a theatre. Although an AMS Building Fund
does exist, much more could have been done. The
housing problem could have and should have been averted

had the AMS become involved in student housing projects

before the problem reached its present seriousness,

although apparently the past executive has made vast

improvements in this area.

Hopefully, the new executive, led by a new President

and Vice-President to be elected on Thursday, will

continue In this non-academic "activist" role. CThe

administrative job will be done no matter who becomes

AMS President, since an effective, functioning organ-

ization already exists,) However, few people have the

drive, foresight, and Initiative needed to complete their

ambitious projects and prevent the occurrence of future

inadequacies.
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Journal: What I would first like to ask you is what the

general role of the AMS should be in the university and
what is the general impression of the AMS that you would

like to create with the students?

Paul: The role that I would like to create with the students

is one of being responsible with all things that concern

students solely and In this respect reflecting students*

views, and where we feel necessary, to carry on a
dialogue.

Journal: Do you favour a consensus. . .would you try to

achieve a consensus on an issue before you decided upon
it or would you try to provide the leadership and the

initiative?

Paul: We would promote on a quite contentious Issue, a
dialogue, and from that achieve a consensus rather than
forcing the Issue, but of course this has to do with
issues that have a time element Definitely the AMS is

going to have to be prepared to make the decision.

Housing of course is the major issue inthis campaign.
Paul's feelings about this centre around persuading
landlords who are currently discriminating against
students to open more units to the student popu'ation
and he awaits the results of the current study of housing
by Jack Hunden and Stan McRoberts.

Of current importance on campus is the growth of

course-unions and other forms of student involvement
in their education. . .

Paul: Generally. . .the AMS must be prepared to
sponsor interdisciplinary course or seminars. , .Course
unions, I believe, are the primary responsibility of the
faculty societies. . .But I don't think the AMS should be
Involved in organizing. . .course unions. If the students
involved in a particular course or department are not
motivated enough to form their own course unions then
I don't see the role of the AMS being one of going and
organizing It for those students.

Newton: As far as education is concerned I think that

this is primarily the duty of the faculty societies and I

think that, as the higher up body, the AMS should try

and see what it can do to make education a more
valuable and rewarding experience, not just sort of a

load or ordeal that you have to go through to get a

degree. . .1 think that the main thing is to make the

link between student and professor closer, especially

in the general BA programme. Certainly this is where

a very large proportion of the students are involved

and the Principal's Committee should be the forum and

we should encourage people to express their views

through this committee.

When asked how they intended to keep in touch with

the student body, Paul's response was quite simply that

they are prepared to go out and get it and to encourage

a dialogue In the various societies through the AMS
representatives, through political clubs, debating unions

and the news media on campus.

After the exciting show put on at Horrorama and such
incidents during the football season as the refusal of the
McGill band to play at Queen's in future seasons, student
discipline and self-disipline are again being discussed on
campus.

Newton: I think that first the AMS court must be re-
organized because this year there was a lot of con-
fusion within the court itself and among the students
as to what they could be charged for and what the
sentences would be. I don't really think the judges knew
to what extent their authority carried. And as far as
the constables are concerned, I think that they need to
be re-organized, and maybe paid a higher rate to make
it worthwhile. They need to be trained, so that when
instances such as Horrorama arise, they knowwhatto do
in case of emergencies.

Journal: hi other words you would like to see a definite

set of rules and regulations for each constable rather

than dependence upon his own ideas.

Paul: Rules and regulations If you like, with at least

one to two training sessions. For instance there are

ways and methods of dealing with people who are drunk,

who are upset or whatever, and I think that these are

known or could be found out and I certainly think that

if people are going to take on the job of AMS constable,

and the authority and the responsibility with it, that they

are going to have to be trained. But of course this takes

time and costs money and we are going to have to be

prepared to do it, but if we believe that we should dis-

cipline ourselves the way we do, then we will have to

be prepared to take the responsibility and pay for it

As Is usual with a Journal reporter, especially after

this last year, the Journal entered the conversation.

Newton: I think that the role ofthe Journal on the campus

should be to inform the campus, to get the students

Involved* and sort of provide an arena or platform

where all students could express their views. Now I

think the danger of the Journal is that the staff can

effectively screen other points of view if they should

disagree (although I am not saying such is the present

case).

The interview ended with a quick summary of the

problems In athletics although the two of them are in

favour of waiting until the current committee studying

the issue reports, and on whose recommendations they

will act Paul spoke generally of a student centre and

the theatre which has been in the works for some years

now, and which was supported by a referendum a couple

of years ago backing the plan for a student subsidy of the

mortgage.

PLATFORM

PAUL - NEWTON
THE ROLE OF THE A.MS.

1. The AM.S. executive must be prepared to lead and to en-
gage in a continuous dialogue with its constituency such that
the rationale behind and the implications and scope of the
decisions to be made are clear and that there are opportwni-
ties to participate in the decisions.

2. The A. M. S. executive must regard confrontation as evi-

dence that it is unwilling to logicize in pressing its case.
Causes that cannot be won by logic will not be won by con-
frontation, especially in the university community.

3. The A. M. S. must be prepared to work with other universi-
ties and community colleges, especially in Ontario, to press
our common interests in housing and student aid.

HOUSING
1. The A. M. S. must act; it must not shy away from stating

clearly the type and location of student housing, the rent to
be paid, and what services are to be provided for each pro-
ject. Expansion of student enrolment can reasonably only be
considered when additional adequate accommodation is

available.

2. The Housing Service must take an active, rather than a
passive, role in soliciting listings from landlords. It should
index the unit's past history and its particulars.

3. A campaign must be launched to persuade Kingston land •

lords that Queen's students are good tennants.
4. The co-operative residence development on Princess Street

Street must be prepared for tender by next September.

EDUCATION
1. A variety of inter-disciplinary seminars and counter-courses
must be initiated by the A. M. S. in topics not covered in the
present curriculum or covered divisionally in it.

2. The A. M. S. must co-operate with the faculty societies to
assist course organizations in their attempts to make educa-
tion more meaningful and less an ordeal necessary to obtain
a degree.

3. Prospective freshmen must be provided unth information
that reflects the spectrum of opinion about life at Queen's
and must be given reasonable opportunity to actually ex-
perience it before registration.

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT
1. Students must be seated on faculty boards. They should com-

prise about one-third of the body of the Senate and of each
faculty board.

2. Students should contest the rectorship. Provision must be
made for election when the rectorship becomes vacant.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE

1. The A. M. S. Court should remain a court of original juris-
diction-^ndthe supreme court of the A. M. S. The A. M. S.
has assumed-She role of promoting the general interests of
the university must be responsible for self-discipline.

2. A. M.S. constables must be trained in crowd control and in
handling pugnacious individuals. Students must police other
students because they relate to them more easily than do
security guards.

ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL
1. Arrange a majority of student representation on the Athle-

tic Board of Control, which is technically a committee of the
A. M. S.

2. Require a budget from the board by March 20 each year for
the following academic year.

STUDENT CENTRE
*'
?
hLA '

M
.',
S

-
mmt ensuTe that the new student centre willoe the vital centre of campus activity, and that it contain a

variety .of commercial, social and cultural facilities.
I. if suitable accommodation is available for a pub and a bank
on campus, establishment of these facilities must not beavotaed until the completion of the new student centre.

THE JOURNAL
1, The Journal must inform students and present the whole
spectrum of student opinion on campus.

Paid PolrHcal AcK.ninrn.nl
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HIRING

Journal: Everyone talks about the housing crisis just
what do you Intend to do to improve the situation?
Griffiths: We've got a series of programmes which we
would like to put into effect and that have been started

^iear
;k !

'm SUPP°rt <° »<> CO""? "ho are
building the high-rise on Princess Street and are trying
to expand as fast as they can into other property areas
By next fall there Is going to be another housing crisis
unless something Is done about it right away We'U be
giving full aupport to the co-op financially and morally
We would like to improve the Housing Service.
McGregor: That Is one area that we are going to have
to very definitely improve. The Housing Service has been
totally inadequate up to this time. The Administration
has promised more money to this service and it is up
to us to see that it is utilized In the best fashion. . .At
the same time we are going to have to lobby the Ad-
miniatratton Into buying new properties and turningthem
over to the Co-op.

Griffiths: There have been a lot of problems with the
Housing Service in the past The listings have been
coming in late, and people come to the Housing Service
only if they have a house instead of the AMS or the
Housing Service going to the people and getting a listing
on the house. What we'd like to see is to get every tenant
who'a living in a house in Kingston to fill out on a sheet
of paper what kind of payment there was, what kind of
landlord there was, what kind of facilities were available
and then keep all these sheets on record with the Housing
Service so that within two or three years you've got a
backlog of these records.

McGregor: The Housing Service is there, they do have

the staff. The way we should be working is to improve
the staff and to give them the money.

Griffiths: The only reason we're there. Is to get student

Ideas and try to help the students implement them.
McGregor: This is the concept of the AMS being a van-
guard organization, We take the role of the leaders and
Initiate the Ideas, gather together a number of students
and have them go off and put these ideas into effect
That's what student government Is all about It requires
the participation of the student body.

A comparison was drawn with Toronto's Rochdale and
Griffiths went on to explain their plana for a series of
counter-courses, not credited, but run by students for
students. Such courses might include elementary law,
the basics of computer science, or for the Engineers,
perhaps a course on how technology affects a society.
"The AMS would be a catalyst, not necessarily running
these counter-courses but directing people Into them."
McGregor and Griffiths would also like to help co-
ordinate course unions and, if needed, help set up new
ones. "We'd like to see the course unions reach out
and get more people Involved because that is the real
core of education."

The two feel very strongly about a new student centre
and mention such ideas as a student pub, a campus bank,
a campus employment centre and other Ideas which have
been recently Implemented on other Canadian campuses.
Such a complex would be similar to that of UBC or
the Univ. of Alberta and Include thelong-awaltedtheatre.

Regarding student self-discipline the two praise the

present system where we do not have the usually present

city police or security guards but would like to form a

commission to hear what the students think.

McGregor: (regarding the Journal). . ."I do not think

that at any time this year there has been a large section

of the campus satisfied with the Journal. Everyone has

thought that there has been room for Improvement
everywhere along the line, but I don't think a lot of these
people realize the problems that putting a newspaper
together entails. One of our problems in student govern-
ment la that we are the publishers of the newspaper and
it Is very difficult, and we are treading on very tenuous
grounds If we control the organization and contentof this
newspaper. Student newspapers are the primary means of
criticizing the student government at the university so
that It would be rather pointless for student government
to control the content of that newspaper. . .Peterm i

feel very definitely that we should work on the basis of
consultation with the Adminlatration rather than con-
frontation. We are extremely lucky to have one of the
most progressive and communicable administrations in
Canada. And Peter and I want to work with these people.

Journal: Suppose the students want confrontation.

McGregor: If we had the full support of the student body

by referendum we would.

Griffiths: We feel that the time Is past for griping about
the AMS and griping about the Idea that nothing Is ever
done. We'd Uke to sort of waken people up and show them
what can be done and try to get them out and Involved.

McGregor: There's been a lot of talk about the Ir-
relevancy of student government at this university and
Peter and I don't agree with this tenor of thought We
think that the AMS can work, It can be relevant, It has
the potential, and we want to make it relevant to the
desires and alms of the students at Queen's.

CREATE:

• STUDENTS' CENTRE to be completed with-

in two years . . . including pub, bank,

and restaurant

• PUB, BANK, and EMPLOYMENT SERVICE to

be established on campus before next

fall

• JUDICIAL SYSTEM and LEGAL CODE revital-

ized to reduce student misconduct.

• NEW HOUSING to serve our needs until the

completion of the high-rise co-op in 1970.

IMPROVE:

• COMMUNICATIONS between student gov-

ernment, the campus, and the administra-

tion

• AMS EFFICIENCY through a strong commit-

tee system and greater student participa-

tion

• HOUSING SERVICE EFFICIENCY to stem the

September rush; aid to the expanding

co-op

• EDUCATIONAL ATMOSPHERE with counter

courses, teach-ins, and effective course

unions

• SECONDARY SPORTS development

VOTE THURS., FEB. 13

WITH EXPERIENCE:

• ROSS McGREGOR (3rd year Hon. Politics)

Senior AMS Rep. for the ASUS 196S-'69
AMS Publications Chairman, Director of

new Communications Department, Dep-
uty Speaker. Editor of award winning
Tricolor '68, editor of weekly AMS Bul-

letin and Forum Chairman of first Frosh
Information Centre 1967 and Mind Brind
Education Production 1969

AMS PRESIDENT

McGregor

• PETER GRIFFITHS (2nd year Hon. Politics)
Executive Vice-President of the Arts and
Science Undergraduate Society 1968,
member of ASUS Budget and Finance,
Orientation, and Student Faculty Com-
mittees.

Announcing Supervisor CFRC, Vigilante
1967 and 1968, active in Drama produc-

AMS VICE-PRESIDENT

GRIFFITHS

Pal4 Political Advertisement
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\^<^Lin(teti'Photo Co.
mmpm—m ^"s. 22B PR tNCESS STREET

' KINGSTON, ONTARIO

/ I \ 546-7676

Any questions about Photography?

Ask us, we are professionals;

Van's Gift & Smoke Centre

ADULT Books — Magazines

8 mm & super 8

Movies

GIFTS - JOKES - POSTERS

open 7 days KDHL Sponsor

TEACHERS

K. H. Lougheed, Arts 42, and W. R. Winslode, secondary

j

school principals from Saull Ste. Marie will be at Queens,

1

tesdcry, Februar/ 18, and Wednesday A.M. February 19

j

-c discuss secondary school teaching in Sault Ste. Marie

|

wit' prospective graduates.

Arrangements for interviews may be made through the

Director of Placemen!, Clark Hall.

Applications For

CLUBROOMS

COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

Will be received

until thursdoy February 13

By Jack Hunden 'the pres'

Clark Hall

544-6667

4
Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

1181 Princess St. p.
No. 2 Hwy Wat Uj

'

|j]
Dial 542 9333 [n

J^=n«=ir=ncriBiESl

4
NEIL SIMON'S, COMEDY HIT

THE ODD
COUPLE

PROD.

By NEIL SIMONS

Proceeds to Helen Tuft's Nursery School

Students $1.50 with ID card

Wed. February 12 Grand Theatre

at 8:30 p.m.

FEB. 11, 12

1J:30 - 3:30 p.m.

* - 8 p.m.

ANNUAL VALENTINE'S

Application, and Bri.h for JOURNAL EDITOR must be submitted to the AMS Office

before 5.00 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. !» Publication. Commit** will conv.n. in an open

meeting to choose the new editor an Monday, February 24 ot 7:00 p.m. in the McLaughlii

Room of the Students' Union

AMS COMMITTEE ON STUDENT DISCIPLINE

Open meeting to receive written ond/or oral presentations on the following topic:

STUDENT POLICING — THE AMS CONSTABLES

Date: Wednesday, February 12 Time: 7:30 p.m.

Flace Chown Hall

The committee would like to heor your views on student self-

discipline at Queen's. This is your opportunity to be heard.

R. FLANNICAN,
Chairman.

Barrie near Princess

K & W BOOKS
15% off on all Textbooks

25% off on all other Books

SALE

546-2746

; lAinvrs U

A "Mini

Course"

can

make ,

your

degree
*

worth

more

Men's Inter-Residence Banquet
Wednesday. February \ith 6:30 p.m.

Leonard Hall Cafeteria

Speaker: Dalton Camp
Reserved Seals Only

Call: Tom Cheung 544-7624

Ray Stemp 544-7738

. DROP THIS COUPON IN THE MAIL . .

The Union Programme Committee announces the
Annual Student Art Show held in the Union

February 24 28th

1st Prize - $25
2nd Prize -$15

3rd Prize -$10

All forms of art welcome

Entries should be submitted to

The Business Office of the Union by February 22nd.

SHAW COLLEGES

f»3\ OF BUSINESS i

open to all faculties

"BITTER GROUNDS
EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS"

main lounge CLARK HALL
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 13th

positions available: 6:45 P.M.
general manager entertainment manager
personnel manager* housing manager
publicity manager food manager*
technical manager secretary manager*

'for special consideration by girls

BLOOD DRIVE
GRANT HALL corpuscular cup?

RED CROSS BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

Goes ta class with largest

percentage attendance
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•LETTERS'

AFTER PAKRUL WHAT?
Where does the AMS go now? Who will we find

to fill the shoes, and indeed the wardrobe, of retiring

President, Dave Pakrul? Who will dare to follow his

footsteps as they slip and slide aimlessly through the

shifting wastes of his mouth. The footing is pretty slip-

pery. But though he lacked verbal agility, Dave was at

least a straight shooier. I think what people will re-

member most about David Pakrul is his hair. He had
style.

Who will stoop fo sully the air thaf Vice-President

Pipe has perfumed with his honeyed mouthings? Who,
from a university, will we find to replace Drey Pipe?

Who will ever forget the tremour that came to his voice

as he artfully extolled the obvious? Who will not re-

member the wit and grace of his tedious rhetoric? A
Cockney friend of mine complained of Andy's hack-

neyed expressions. I think he is too savage in his criti-

cism. Andy always had the gift of saying the right,

thing no matter what the occasion. But then his com-
mand of the spoken word was only matched by the

complexion of his thought. When will the high school

valedictorian graduate?
These are the issues and personalities the. have

shaped the Alma Mater Society for the past four months.

Now the Journal presents a brief sketch of the char-

acters waiting in the wings. Hush! If you listen care-

fully you can hear Iheir breathing. Since thj platforms

are identical, we won't bother discussing them. This

leaves us with the personalities of the Presidential

hopefuls — slim pickings indeed.

Not a great deal is known about either Ed Paul

or Kerry Newton. Therefore it is hard lo say whether
this relative anonimiry will help or hinder their cause.

More is known about Vice-Presidential candidate
Peter Griffiths and his running-mate, Ross McGregor.
Griffiths seems quite a pleasant and likeable chap. We
frankly question the wisdom of his choice of Ross
McGregor to complete the ticket. Not that McGregor
doesn't have the experience and the ability. It's just

that Ross spends most of his time being 'up-tight', to*

use an expression he's rather fond of using. And when
he's not actually heing 'up-tight' he's usually getting
'up-tight'. It doesn'i take much to make Ross McGregor
'up-tight', don't know why this is. Maybe il's the pickle.

But then Peter Griffiths seems to be quite reason-
able sort of guy. Then again, a vote for Griffiths is

a vote for McGregor. Them's the breaks I guess.
Well that's the political round-up for this year.

I suppose we could risk a prediction as to the out-come
of Thursday's election. But why bother? Who care any-
W3y?

-11*11

(fumtB dlmtntal
News fd.tor aie » Binkley C

Executive Editor Shfis Redmond <

Business Manager

Weekend Cathie Acton. Photos- Chi

St in son. Spoils assistant; Lil Maimell, AM
Paul Hi in .- pattie Walker Secret;

nolo assignment :ath»

Marie Harding Design

^cCrealti Graham Ewar

Sub!

Phone $46-5730 idi

is located in the Case

KGINi In Douglas Library.

Pimled by 1000 Islands Puol

year by the Atma Mater
. Unlveolly Founded in 1873. Member of Canadian University

r Society or thp University. Authorized as second class mail
ol postage m cash b* the Post Office Oepaitment. Ottawa

$46 3871 nocat 229 of $98). The loornai Otlice
the Students* Union Telei 026-244 iOOUGIAS

Ltd , Gananoaue.

The' hoirked: Gwen fsomebody says they love her): .

is incredibly efficient; Marcia. who is an angel; zipperec „.
Buff, who typed madly at home; Bi!iy Boy. who did the classifieds
Sandy, who is very fond of chocnate cookies; Ross, who has ai
unflagging sense of humour; George, who is a narcissus' Nancy wh
sneaks in and works so ha J; Lorraine, who gels handled; aiid At
leigh, who is magnificent ( cluallv that may be an understatement)
Special credit to those w.io played Anas and Dominos on Frida"
night. And thanks tor another Sunday dinner courtesy cf M & M
More thanks and a golden plum to Stephan who will soon resembi
a male And final gratitude to R. Slaughter who showed us how if
done.

Extra final gratitude to "Buy-Rite" Batteries.

Attention Plant Lovers I

There are a few of us who look

upon the sprouts of crab grass

that shoot, occasionally, through

the even cornered sidewalks of

our experiences-with a certain

degree of rather splendiferous

joy. And who perceive the un-

naturalness of parking signs

grafted onto trees with an un-

mitigated sadness. A few, at

most, who look on in horrendous

astonishment atacivilizationthat

can split the atom, but cannot to

save itself, find time for a dying

eim tree.

But then again, there is some

small portion of immeasurable if

not unlike stupendous happiness

in the abstract spontenaity of a

child s Ins dog, and his toboggan,

on the lot next door. But the lot

is so small, the hili so short,

and the dog so near the traffic.

To come to point, perhaps the

newly elected executive of the

A.S.U.S., all of whom undoubtedly

and without exception probably

stopped reading this if not some

other letter before now, might

and with ail optimism and un-

founded hope accept the humble
if not pleading suggestion that

some amount of monetary aid be

given to the city of Kingston to be

used to found a large and

gigantically natural and beautiful

place for children and their dogs.

And that some other sum be
used to either-or save the elm
trees-plant new trees, on campus
if not all over.

Rick Freeze

Alex How Could You |

Sir:

I would like to correct a rather

serious error that appeared in the

Queen's Journal Friday, Feb-

ruary 7. Alex Binkley's column

"Ink Spot" quotes Bill Houston

as saying that we organized the

anti-CUS campaign "as a joke".

I would certainly like to deny

this. The time and the money it

took to research and com-
municate "anti-CUS" inform-

ation were spent with the utmost

seriousness.

This' is not to imply that Mr.

Binkley had no grounds for his

statement. Let me explain: Wed-
nesday evening, in the Journal

office, Houston and 1 were en-

gaged in some self-criticism of

certain articles and pamphlets

printed recently which led to the

impression that we, the or-

ganizers of the anti-CUS cam-
paign, were treating the whole

affair "as a joke".

Mr. Binkley, a CIS supporter

who had overheard this conver-

sation while typing his column,
humourously (I thoughtl) asked
if he could quote us as saying
the CUS campaign was a joke.

I pointed out to him that the in-

tentions of the organizers were
serious despite some of the

material published.

It is this denial of the charge
at the time that causes such great
surprise and anger on my part
on reading Mr. Binkley's article.

John Hill

Art's '69

Attention Animal Lovers |

To anyone who felt the same wa^

I did after the concert. . .

The Turtles were loud too,

sometimes. But when you left,

didn't you get the feeling that

somehow you knew them better

as individuals, because they could

play the fool, say just abotr

anything and make you laugh? It

made me feel good to laugh at

the grot"1—they liked it just as

much hs ihe people around you.

Ke'ising: >n Market is some-
thin else.

c-y out today. . .and to-

rn. - a hoping that someone--
maybe the establishment or per-
haps the rest of us— will listen.

But the Market's message got

lost in a great muddle of sound--

maybe that was part of their

message (and somebody please
fill me in if they can see through
this.) 1 couldn't help the feeling

that the whole Market bag would
have been a lot easier to take if

they had passed out the rest of

their speed before the show.

J Sedgewick, Met. '69

Ever Heard Of Harvey's? I

DEAK Sir;

This cam; us has a Student

Union and I presume that its

operation is, as its name sug-

gests, in our own interest. If

so then why is the cat' rinj ro -i-

pany, Heaver Foods, all a

free hand at highway .ry,

facilitated by the mor hich

they hold with l
ho r*oou - .rvices

on campus? With the preparatory
facilities and the wholesale buy-

ing available to them how is it

possible that several so called

"greasy spoons" in this cityt

operating on a much smaller
scale can serve a complete meal
of comparable quality for less

than Beaver Foods?
The fact that sandwiches are

sold for 25 to 40 cents in the
1 'lion at noon hour, and up to

percent less at night, in the
men's residence snack bars

t

bears investigation. The Law
Society charges 25 cents across
the board for their sandwiches
from food machines and still

turns a profit of 5300 a month.

If it is economically feasible

I suggest that the Students Union
food services be taken over by the

University and turned into a non-

profit operation under the dir-

ection of a full time food manager.
Let's face it, Beaver Foods is

in business to make a profit

and when a table spoon of chopped

ham and onion turns a 25 cent

fried egg sandwich into a delect-

able 40 cent western, they are

realizing that profit with ease.

B. Urp

More Static For CFRC I

Dear Sir:

I was listening to C PRC's news
programme this evening (Sunday)

and was a bit taken aback by the

announcer's confusion concern-
ing the hanging of "nine Israelis

in Iraq". I found this disturbing
enough to phone CFRC. "You
mean nine Jows, don't you?"

The not-so-intelligent reply was
"Is there a difference?" A Jew,
in order to be an Israeli, must
have citizenship papers just as a
German, in order to be a
Canadian, must have Canadian
papers. Neither are all Israelis
Jews, nor all Jews Israelis. Jews
are members of areligious nation

"Israel" but the State of Israel

is a political entity, not a re-
ligious one. I am a Canadian,
I'm also a Jew, but not an Israeli.

Is this misconception so wide-
spread? If CFRC can't report
news correctly it shouldn't re-
port at all.

Oskar Hofmann

Je Vous En Prie i

"La Union Generale des
Etudiants de Quebec come out
today for separatism.

.
."

Iravo messieurs les e"diteurs.

Ce communique reflate la medio-
crite du Journal. Le jour ou
U.G.E.Q. searPauteurde paroles
si totlaement contraries auxbuts
ultimes du mouvement in-

dependantiste que'be'eois, alors
seulment, peut-etre que le
Journal de l'Unlversite Queen's
meritera qu' 0n hii porte at-
tention et non que le considers
com me une torche cul de
deuxieme ordre et un porte pa-

role des imbeciles picques par
l'infectation'du "separtisme" et
d'un canadianisme imaginaire?

Une telle citation, non qu'elle
ne so it inattendue en milieu
W.A.S.P., met le doigt sur une
inconsistance qu'on I'habitude de
mettre sur le dos des inde'pen-
datisties: i n d<pe n d an c e ne
signifie pas separation, au
contrarie.

Mais se l'on parle de se-
partisme, ce ne sont pas les

Quecbecois qu'il faut blamer,
mals piutat ces Canadiens-

Anglais qui menacent d'isioer
le Quebec et qui de cette facon
s'en separent.

Messieurs les Canadiens-Ang-
lais (vous aussimesdemoiseiies)
parlez du Quebec et vous vous
perdez dans le de'dale des
emotions que vous ne pouvez
me me pas partager e t qui
certaines occasions, je doutefort
que vous pouvez sentir, parlez
du Quebec et des ses problems
sociaux et vous parlez travers
chapeaux.

Richard Labelle

M. Nolei Und die Vogel singer in deii Baumen.
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No timefor coffee breaks,

or, this is your AMS

By CHRIS REDMOND

The AMS executive meets
once a week to spend your

money and decide what the

students think. This Is a re-

port on what they did during

their meeting last Tuesday
evening.

The AMS met, as usual, at 7

p-m. In the McLaughlin room
In the Union. Present were 32

voting members (counting 3

proxies), half a dozen spec-

tators, tyro reporters, and mid-

dle-aged, pleasant Anne Mc-
Leod business administrator of

the AMS, who at seven o'clock

was walking around the table

putting agendas and motions

In Front of each chair.

The speaker, Stuart Kron-

berg, banged his gavel at

about five after seven and
eventually got order.

SITTMERS
He Introduced the three peo-

ple who were, lh the usual

AMS phrase, "sitting In" for

absent members (the absen-

tees. Including vice-president

Andy Pipe, who had no proxy,

were at a meeting for arts and

science society candidates).

These received a round of ap-

plause, which the executive

renders by pounding palms on

the table.

First on the agenda was

"Minutes of Previous Meet-

ing", but Kronberg decided to

postpone that and called Item

6b Instead. Item 6b was har-

assed returning officer Bob

Buller, reporting on polling

booths for the Thursday refer-

endum, and appealing (to

stony silence) for suggestions

on how to get poll clerks.

Jack Hu»den, engineering

society president. Introduced

his successor, Gary Graham,

who received another round of

desk-banging.

Kronberg declared, "Call

Hem 3ai Petitions". This was

chief justice Ron Flannagan,

mumbling a report about peti-

tions asking that various ques-

tions be on the February 13

referendum. Everyone looked

a little puzzled.

PAKRUL ON THE LEFT
Prompted by AMS president

Dave Pakm I, who sits on his

left, Kronberg catted Item 5b,

m by-law giving the Queen's

Entertainment Agency a mon-

opoly on booking entertain-

ment for all campus events ex-

cept formats and faculty con-

certs. This was proposed by

Gord Deeks, bearded Campus

Events Co-ordmator, and sec-

onded by ptgtelted Sue Ham-
ilton, who sat next to him.

This resolution had been
handed around In mimeograph-
ed form, so most members
had some idea what was being
discussed. Bebs Robson, the
executive's prettiest blonde,

moved an amendment deleting

the exceptions about formals
and concerts. This was sec-

onded by the oldest executive
member budget and finance
chairman Al Maloney. The
discussion grew somewhat
vague, and eventually the

amendment was defeated and
the by-law was approved.
Finally Kronberg got around

to calling for approval of the

minutes—first those of the In-

ner Council meeting the night

before (the Inner Council

handles routine business and
presents its results to the ex-

ecutive) and then of the previ-

ous week's executive meeting,
the famous meeting which was
recessed until Friday to allow
time for nominations.

KROMBERG WAS RIGHT
Kronberg rashly called for

corrections, and Pakrul pre-

sented one: everything that

happened after the meeting
was recessed Tuesday, he said,

was Illegal due to the lack of

a quorum. The debate instant-

ly grew hot— and somewhat
Irrelevant, with several mem-
bers pointing out that one nom-
ination had been submitted
only three minutes after the

meeting was adjourned, so the

adjournment should not have
been made, and so on. Sev-

eral members were vehement
on this and related points.

Finally Kronberg ruled that he
had been right the first time,

and nobody bothered to chal-

lenge him.

The next Item called was 4c,

"Housing development". Pak-
rul moved that the meeting
move Into secret session; this

was immediately carried. At

a secret session anyone who Is

not an executive member (this

Includes reporters) must either

leave or sign a statement that

he will not reveal what took

place. This report therefore

cannot Indicate any of the rea-

sons for the motion whkh was
passed immediately after the

secret session ended. That mo-
tion was "that Outer Council

accept the recommendation of

Inner Council that $20,000 be

mad* available for loan to the

Princess Street Co-op Project".

It would also be illegal to give

any Information about what

the Princess Street Co-op Pro-

ject Is doing or why It needs

twenty thousand dollars of stu-

dent money.

QUESTIONS
Next came the question per-

iod; the two inquiries present-

ed were about the dean of stu-

dent affairs (former principal'

Corry was responsible for in-

venting the job, Pakrul de-

clared) and the damage at

Horror Night. It wasn't the

fault of the AMS constables,

Pakrul pointed out; when they

arrived at Dunning Hall three-

quarters of an hour before

starting time, students and

beer were already In the au-

ditorium.

AH Maloney next presented

the current bills, and moved
that they all be paid except

the Journal printing bills,

which were too large to pay

this week. He alluded to a

financial crisis which had been

discussed during the secret

session (no details can be pub-

lished, of course, since report-

ers had to swear not to divulge

any information). The council

also voted to give the Housing

Development Committee $100

In petty cash; no reason was

mentioned.

Item 4d, Senate Appoint-

ments Committee, was called.

This item was a disorganized

discussion of how students

should be chosen for senate

committees—by the AMS, by

the senate nominating commit-

tee, or something. Eventually

the whole matter was dumped

in the lap of the AMS senate

appointments committee,
which is where It started.

The next Item, Housing Ser-

vice, was called, but the gen-

tleman In charge said he

would report next week In-

stead.

Pakrul then moved second

reading of a by-law recogniz-

ing three representatives of

the new Commerce Society as

members of the executive.

This was passed without de-

bate.

ENTER ROSS
Kronberg called Item 5a,

Constitutional Revisions, and

then looked puzzled, since he

had to present It himself. "In

the absence of the deputy

speaker", he began, and was

interrupted; the deputy speak-

er was present after all.

Slightly flustered, publications

chairman Ross McGregor

came forward to take the

chair.

Kronberg presented the pro-

posed new rules of order,

which had been run off, and

answered a few questions from

people who dkJ not understand

them. He then moved their

acceptance; they were accept-

ed The main point contained

hi them Is that major motions

must be presented In advance
so they can be run off.

McGregor gave the gavel

back to Kronberg and moved
that the AMS set up a com-
mittee to Investigate minor

sports. Many people are up-

set, he explained, because of

the revelations on this subject

published in recent issues of

the Journal. Everyone was
agreeable to having an Inves-

tigation, and, the minutes
state, "Mr. Burns, Information

officer. Is Instructed to adver-

tise for applications of chair-

man of this commission".

COFFEE ANYONE?
Someone suggested a coffee

break, and Kronberg was
about to call It when Pakrul

waved his arm. "Since the

student who has to speak on

this subject has a class In fif-

teen minutes, can we hear this

Item before coffee break?"

The Item was Homecoming
Weekend, on which Hugh Dop-

ham gave a vague preliminary

report, centred chiefly on the

question of whether there

should be a homecoming
queen. He was not sure weth-

er a decision was necessary

immediately or not, and Miss

Robson served notice of mo-

tion for next week (the minu-

tes do not say what the mo-

tion In question is to be).

LET'S NOT
Kronberg attempted to call

for a coffee break at this point.

It being about nine o'clock.

Engineering president Jack
Hunden objected, and the Idea

of a coffee break was out-

voted.

The next Item was Sir

George Williams University.

Wllf Day, who fs not a mem-
ber of the executive (non-

members are, however, allow-

ed to make and second mo-
tions) moved that the AMS en-

dorse the demands of the Sir

George Williams student coun-

cil, which Is presently conduct-

ing a sit-in. An amendment to

delete endorsement of one de-

mand was approved; so was
the main motion.

Day commented, "I would
have suggested a token dona-
tion, but considering the state,

of the treasury ..." Budget

and finance chairman Malon-
ey, on his way out of the room
for a smoke, turned sharply

and looked Intent and concern-
ed There was some laughter.

Dan Burns moved that the

interim chairman of the stu-

dent centre users' committee
be Jack Hunden. (The student

centre is the latest project of

AMS executive members; they

hope to have It within a few
years, and have chosen one of

their number as chairman of

the committee to decide what
should go In It).

Kronberg announced the lo-

cation and time of the next

meeting of Inner council (Mon-

day at 7 p.m. in the AMS of-

fice) and the executive (Tues-

day at 7 p.m. In the Mc-
Laughlin room, as usual).

Pakrul presented a draft of

a possible structure for the

AMS planning committees and

suggested that people think

about It in preparation for dis-

cussion at the next meeting.

He also announced that an

AMS delegate for the convoca-

tion committee Is needed.

Rosemary Loose accepted this

position.

The final Item on the agen-

da was Colour Night. Its con-

vener. Bob Leavens, reported

that plans were proceeding on

the assumption that the refer-

endum would pass and the

AMS would subsidize the din-

ner. Nancy Greene may be

the guest speaker, he said, but

"no final plans can be made
until the results of the referen-

dum are known".

Kronberg adjourned the

meeting about 9:20. (This

may sound like a rather weak

ending, bet that's how AMS
meetings are).

letters cont.— 'James Burnett We Mate Youlll'

Re Mr. James Burnett's "Sloth

In the Valley" (Q.J. Feb. 4) I

think that most of It Is hot air.

We are not told how to behave

or, just so he'll know* 'how long

to hold out on some poor bastard',

or anywhere else for that matter.

Yes, we are supposed to wear

a dress or something else suit-

able to Sunday dinner, 1 out of

20 meals a week, and the reason

for this may be, Mr. Burnett,

that Sunday has been tradition-

ally a special day for afew hund-

red years and it Is not too un-

reasonable that we observe it as

such. At home I would do the

same thing.

But that is so trivial, as is the

point on having 'tobow and scrape

before the Dean of Women*. At

an Informal meeting on Thurs-

day Feb. 6 the Dean showed

some amusement at this state-

ment She explained that we don't

rise In the dining hall for her,

but for the guests of the Head

Table. The men on the inter-

residence committee accepted

this rule, as well as the rule

regarding no smoking In the din-

ing hall. Simple courtesies, Mr.

Burnett, and ones that It might

do the men good to learn. You're

going to face other head tableB

In your life, so why not learn

how to behave now?

And If It really bothers your

equilibrium to be courteous come

to Ban High at 5:00 or 6:05, so

that you'll miss having to stand

for the Head Table. (By the way,

the Head Table was reinstated

at the request of the women re-

sidents.)

Another problem concerning

open residents that was discussed

at the meeting was that of room-

mates. Most of the freshettes

share rooms, and it is Incon-

venient for both girls if one

brings in a boyfriend and the

other doesn't, or if both have

boyfriends In. Compromise Is

more likely if If happens only

Infrequently.

This brings me to my fourth

and main point. The largest ob-

jection to having open res., ac-

cording to the Dean, Is the secur-

ity problems presented by having

men wandering on the floors of

this type of women's res.. Not

men from campus so much as

any 'hook' who could get in If the

res. was completely open. Idont

want an Inmate from Joycevllle

or some drunken slob wandering

through my house. I paid for the

right to live here. In privacy.

Remembering Horroramma, I'm

not sure If the boys around here

We The Serfs

Dear Sir:

We, the 'serfs' of Women's

Residence, wish to inform you

that far from being underthe yoke

of an 'arrogant and Inflexible

administration', we operate

under a democratic and pro-

gressive system of government.

are as responsible as they would

like us to think. I dont partic-

ularly relish the thought of one

of them roaming the halls.

I find the Dean charming, in-

telligent, andvery liberal. Please

try, Mr. Burnett, to understand

that she is willing to listen to all

of us, and is in favour of co-ed

res., but we chose by plebiscite,

after due consideration, to open

the res. only on Sunday.

DIANE KAYE

When we want changes, we make
them! We have just recently

voted on our dress and behaviour

rules In residence. Also,we have

been experimenting with co-etr-

aining and Open House. Our rules

are based on principles of

common courtesy, respect for

others and majority opinion. As
for that poor deprived soul in

Leonard 2
t
who feels that his

masculinity la being com-

promised by direct action of the

Women's Resident admin-

istration, we would like to point

out that our choice of companion

is entirely up to our own taste

and judgment.

MARY ANN HICCS
MARY NBWUT

JANET SIMPSON
JANEY SLACK

LINDA VAJULHRY
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Welcome to the

bushes: part IV
By JOHN MABLE

Sometime in the last century, the

students at Queen's University decided

thai they ought to organise an athletic

program.

Big deal
1 mean, most of the students pro-

bably got a kick out of throwing the

old football around or going down to

the gym and getting a pickup basket-

bail game going. Or something like

that, right ?

So they decided they may as well

do it right. After ail, with a little or-

ganization they could co-ordinate the

scheduling of events, like when three

or four bunches of guys were waiting

to play at the same time. Why start

a fight ? It's not much harder to start

a league. So everybody gets to play

and you can all chip in and hire of-

ficials and let 'friendly' team rivalries

develop, the whole bit.

Just a little bit of organization and

everybody benefits.

Then say a few guys decide they're

pretty good in some sport. They start

a team, play the intramural talents

and win too easily. No competition.

They get discouraged because they

aren't being challenged. They just

need a better league.

Well now, when this type of situa-

tion happens to some guys who hap-

pen to all go to some school like

say. Queen's, it doesn't take much
inspiration for someone to figure out.

,"Hey. man, maybe some guys down
at McGill think they're hot shit. Let's

challenge 'em."

Thus is intercollegiate competition

born.

FRIENDLY LETTER

So a friendly letter of chaMenge is

drafted: Dear McGill student (you

bastards).

This is just to let you know that we
have a team which happens to be
pretty damn good. As a matter of fact,

it's a hell of a lot better than yours.

And we're willing to prove it. So un-

less you're willing to concede now
(which wouldn't surprise us), have
your best boys ready to play next
weekend.

('Signed) Queen's A. M. S.

So off they go, to gloriously repre-

sent Queen's on the field of athletic

combat. The team and two or three

fans hop an east-bound freight (hop-

ing that it isn't to be re-routed to Ot-

tawa) and travel all that way just for

a couple of hours of good hard com-
petition.

Fantastic, you say? Well, mayibe.

Actually that's probably what their

fellow students said about them, too.

"Hey, you hear about those dumm-
ies who hopped the train to Mon^
treal ?"

"What fruits."

"You mean those bastards who beat
us 279-0 in the intramural champion-
Ship last week? I hope they get killed."

CHANGE OF TUNE
Ah, but then the newspaper comes

out the next day. At the top of the
sports page is the headline: QUEEN'S
BEATS McGILL; BEST TEAM IN
EAST.
So those same feltlow students read

that and it suddenly occurs to them.
"Queen's students ? Hey that's me!"
Or some Kingston yokel sees a

Queen's student on the street and says
"Hey, you reafUy tarred old McGill
last Saturday, Didn't ya?"
The spontaneous reaction. "WE sure

did!"

So all of a sudden "those fruits"
become "our boys."
So they arrive home (roll off the

rods as the train slows to avoid a pack

of Sheep at the outer station) and

much to their surprise there are

their fellow classmates waiting bo

congratulate them and ask;

"When do we play Varsity?"

So another letter of challenge is

drafted and off go the boys to play

Varsity. Only this time, their fellow

students all Chip in a few bucks so

that they can ride inside the tram.

"After all, Our Boys are the best.

It's the least we can do."

But this time the headline the next

day reads : VARSITY ROUTS
QUEENS TRAGIC MISMATCH.
Actually, the boys had merely got-

ten hold of a few oases of beer to

make their trip smoother, and then

found that Varsity wanted them to

play as soon as they stepped off the

train. Since they were by that time in

no condition to think, let alone argue,

the boys went out and let themselves

get killed.

TRAVEL HOME
So they travel back into Kingston

to be greeted by their understanding
fellow students. As the train rolls in;

"Don't get off. you bums."
Naturally they're hauled up before

AM.S. court. The prosecution' demands
hanging but the defense pleads mercy
and asks that they merely be tarred

and feathered. The count is tempted
to rule insanity.

But then one player makes the
classic plea, "Wait'H we get 'em on
our own field."

Aha! All is forgiven. But only
temporarily and conditionally. The
team lives on. And will continue to

live, because their fellow students
are now hooked.

Needless to say, the A.M.S. never
did lynch those boys who started the
whole thing, whoever they were and
whatever they played.

This hypothetical nonsense is just
to illustrate what university athletics
is all about, when you get right down
to it.

Students like sports. Why not?
They're healthy and a good competi-
tive outlet, among other things. At
Queen's the students have their own
athletic program. They participate in it

enthusiastically at all levels. They also
pay for it and administrate it them -

selves, through the A. B. of C.

WHY THE A.B. OF C?
Why through the A. B. of C. ?

Apparently, way back when, per-
haps in the days of the above 'boys-
who-started-it-al'l", the University de-
cided that the students weren't doing
such a good job of running their pro-
gram.

So they stepped in and insisted that
an Athletic Board of Control be ap-
pointed. It was to be faculty domin-
ated by a 5-4 raltio ... but the A.M.S.
could make all the appointments.
And that, kiddies, is the way it

has stood ever since.

Except that, over the years, a
strange policy has evolved. Instead
of working tinder the proposition that
the Queen's students athletic pro-
gram is to provide the best possible
outlet for participation and competi-
tion in many sports for a maximum of
students at both intramural and inter-
collegiate levels, the A. B. of C. is
working under the assumption that
Queen'smen want only one thing out
of their athletic programme.
The Vanier Gup.
This is wrong.
But the idea is now firmly entren-

ched. For it to be corrected will take
concerted measures on the part of
those who are really responsible.
The people responsible are the

students of this campus.

10-3 3-2

Not again!
By BRUCE McLEOD

Queen's hookey Gaels suffered two

more defeats this weekend. Friday night,

they were overwhelmed by the Universite

de Montreal Carabine, 10-3, and on Sat-

urday afternoon, they were upset 3-2 by

McGM's opportunistic Redmen.
The results leave the hapless Gaels in

fifth place, four points behind McGill,

with three games to play. McGill has two

games' left. ,

The Redmen took advantage of some
weird calls by the referee to win their

game. Early in the second period, the

Gaels took two interference penalities

within a little more than a minute, and

McGill quickly scored the goal that tied

it at 1-1. Doug Barton had scored the

Gaels' goal on a break in the first period.

In the third. Murray Douglas put the

Gaels ahead again, putting away a beauti-

ful pass from Greg Clark, after Doug
Barton had set up the two-on-one break.

But later in the period, Skip Kerner, the

niowi "is'iiargetic of the McGill forwards,

tied the score, and then, less than a

minute later. Hugh Fisher got another

interference penalty.

SCORE AGAIN
Fourteen seconds later, Jean Dupere

put a rebound past Norm Douglas at

14:22. and the aspect of the game was
reversed. The Gaels pressed furiously for

the win they felt they deserved, as they

had outplayed the Redmen for most of

the game, but just couldn't get the goal.

At 16:59, Rob Beamish scored what ap-

peared to be the tying goal, only to have
it disallowed because the referee had

blown the whistle. With a minute left,

Queen's pulled Douglas for a sixth at-

tacker, but missed tying it.

It is too easy to blame a loss on the
referee. In spite of the officiating, the
Gaels had enough Chances to win this

game, but they missed several good op-

portunities. In the third period, when the
Redmen were shontihanided for the first

time, the Gaels just missed a couple of
times increasing their led of the moment.

LAST CHANCE
Liater, they had their second and fintall

chance at a power play, but couldn't get

it organized. On other occasions, they
had good opportunities, but couldn't fin-

ish them off.

This propensity was obvious in the

previous game, too. Although the Gaels
were not outskated, they were outtshot,

33-48. They came out of the first period
down only 2-1, but three quick goals with-
in three minutes of the second period
sank them, Queen's got their goals from
Bob Kindon, on a perfect, three-way pass-

ing play, beautiful to behold; from veter-

an defeneemen Bob Thompson on a
breakaway; and from Greg Clark on a
twoon-one break. ,

After these two deflating defeats, the
Gaels face a bleak future. Their three
remaining games are at home, this Friday
night against U of Montreal, and then
they finish off their schedule against
Oarfleton and McGdM on the 21st and
22nd. They can only hope to olimb out
of fifth if they win at least two of those

Gaels win, pool loses

Being o coach has drawbacks sometimes, as Gavin
Reed found after his swimmers beat Plattsburg

Although the swimimftng Gaels
have not finished their season,
their pool has. It hosted its

final meet here last Saturday,
against Plattsburg Unfoversdlty

— a meet in which the Gaels
bettered their Yankee compe-
titors for the first time in four
annual encounters.

This accomplishment will

keep a chlorine smile on the
old pal as it houses the swim
team's final preparation for

the O.Q.A.A. championships on
February 21-22. Then after a

few weeks rest, the pool will

meet defeat at the hands of the

contractors.

The Gael victory came at a
good time. Best times posted
show that physically — and
psychologically 'the swim team
is approaching its peak, Tony
Templeton and Doug Noakes
swam their best times in plac-

ing first and second in the 200
breastotroke. Gord Hurd, who
led off two winning relays, swam
his best time in the 200 butter-

fly, but was edged out of fiirst

by Pete Stone, as was Chris
Qffierski in the 200 free style.

"Pillow" Whiteside missed first

by a judges decision in' the
50 free. All the Gaels 'swam
well, and it was an in - depth
combination that led to the de-

feat of Plaittsburg.

Pete Stone, all — conference
ail — American from PLaitbs •

burg, swam to first in the 200
free, 200 fly and 500 free. Jerry
Flex-man added firsts in the 40
and 100 freestyles.
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Gaels drop scoring
battle to McGill

By JOHN MAftlE

Queen's Golden Gaels l>asketball club

roared into Montreal last Friday night for

a crucial O.Q.A.A. Eastern Division game
with McGill.

The Gaels ran, shot, defensed, shuffled,

and Walshed their way to a 52-50 halftime

lead in an incredibly fast paced game.

The two teams are fighting for the sec-

ond play-off spot in the east behind Carle-

ton, who will be in Kingston to play the

Gaels this Friday.

After the intermission, McGill's 6' 8"

center, Nasko Golomeev, came roaring

back at the Gaels. The former starting

center of the Bulgarian National team
scored 16 of McGill's first 20 points in

the second half and in doing so fouled

out both of Queen's 6' 5" rookies, Paul

Howard and Garry Beale.

With all semblance of protection

against this monster sitting on the bench,

the Gaels could only watch helplessly as

Golomeev scored 35 points in the second

half to lead the Redmen to a 105-83 vic-

tory.

Golomeev finished the game with 56,

overshadowing an incredible performance

by the Gaels own Walsh, who scored 37,

23 in the first half.

Walsh was unstoppable all right. And

in the first half with' the whole team

running well, Walsh led the red hot Gaels

as they gunned home those 52 first half
points.

But the defense could net quite cope
with the Redmen, who were not nearly
as hot but didn't have to be as Golomeev
dominated both boards.

In the second half, once the Gaels,
board strength was gone. The Redmen
took complete control of the game. The
confirmation of Golomeev, all-star Pierre
Brodeur, who finished with 25 and for-

ward Steve Fraid, who had 18, was too

much for a team whose bench doesn't

have a player over 6' 2".

Ted Waring of the Gaels played very
well, picking up 19 points and displaying

great leadership as he tried to rally his

waters in the second half.

But the story for Queen's was Walsh,

As he left the court with perhaps three

minutes to go after being called on his

fifth personal, the partisan McGill crowd,

who had been mercilessly on his back all

night, gave him a standing ovation.

The Gaels' play-off hopes are dependi

ent upon their performance in the next

two games, both at home. The league

leading Catrleton Ravens are here this

Friday and one week later, McGill will

be here for the season finale. These

games will decide the Eastern represen-

tatives in the O.Q.A.A. Tournament, Feb-

ruary 28.

Ron Walsh, Queen's AH Star guard

Women's Athletics

McGill triumphs
By ANNE CARSWEU

McGill University girls played

fast and impressive badminton

on Friday and Saturday to win
the Intercollegiate Badminton
Tournament held here.

The championship was decided

between McGill and Western in

the last game of single competi-

tion when Jane Kirkpatrick of the

University of Toronto defeated

Anne Patterson of Western, 12-10

and 11-3. McGill's final score

was 12, while Western had 11

points. In 3rd place was the

University of Toronto with 9

Queen's wins OQAA Nordic title

By PETER BARKER

Queen's skiers, putting on a most

impressive performance of team

skiing during this past weekend,

won the OQAA Nordic champion-

ships at Mt St. Hilaire and now

have a commanding lead for the

four way combined champion-

ships. The final two events, the

Slalom and Giant Slalom will be

held this coming weekend at Mt

.

Sutton, Quebec.

Led by Chip Drury, the team

of Rob Hazen, Peter Barker,

Peter (Morris) Hall, 'Zeeks' Dyer,

and Mike Wren have won the first

combined title for Queen's in

many years. In a test of endur-

ance over a 12 kilometer course

Chip Drury and Rob Hazen plac-

ed 1st and 2nd respectively, fol-

lowed closely by "Hamburger"

Barber and Morris Hall in 5th and

6th places out of 35 competitors

in the cross country.

However, one of the finest per-

formances of the day was put in

by our fifth man in cross country

"Zeeks" Dyer, who due to some

•high stakes' put in a very good

performance ending up 12m over-

all. Meanwhile, schools like Mc-

Gill, U. de M, Laval, U. of T.,

Carletoo and Ottawa were fight-

ing it out for second place in the

The Queen's team, remernber-

ing last year's disasters at the

Mont Ste. Anne jump were more

prepared and ready to meet the

challenge this year. Chip Drury

again put in a strong perform-

ance and managed a 3rd place be-

hind D. MetzeL who won with a

jump of 110 ft Other finishes

were a commendable 6th place

for Dyer, Hull in 12th, Heyen

14th, Wren 15th and Barber in

22nd spot

The best news for the fans were

however, that of more man 60

jumps totalled by the teams over

the past weekend mere was only

one crash and nobody joined

Messrs. Drury, Barker, Hall and

Hazen on the hamburger squad

which originated last year. In

the tallied results Queen's ended

up a arnroendabie 3rd place very

close behind U. de M. and Laval

The actual margin was less than

50 points out of 500.

Overall, the Queen's team

emerged the winners by over 200

points which in any contest is a

fantastic margin and so, with a

few personnel additions, will at-

tempt to win the OQAA 4-way Ski

Championship and bring the tro-

phy to Queen's for the first time

aver. This would be some feat

because Queen's has only had a

four-way team for three years

and our opposition comes from

the Alpine regions of Eastern

Canada wheer the boys practise

right on, or next to, campus-

points, followed by McMaster

with 5, and Queen's and the Uni-

versity of Gueiph with 4 each.

Winners in first singles were

Nedanthi Kennangara of McGill

who won all five of her matches;

Carolyn Schofield of McMaster;

and Jane Gregory, Western, who

placed 1st, 2nd, and 3rd respec-

tively. In second singles, cham-

pion was Debbie Meredith of Mc-

Gill, winning all five of her

matches; 2nd, Jane Kirkpatrick,

U. of T; and 3rd, Anne Patterson,

Western. Doubles competition

was won by the Western team of

Irene Rosen and Celia MacDon-

ald; 2nd, Pat Powell and Kathy

Huff, University of Gueiph; 3rd,

Naomi Ono and Gail Ingraham,

University of Toronto.

Members of the Queen's team

were; first singles, Laurie Milh-

ken; second singles, Annie Fergu-

son; doubles, Carol Marks and

Anne Devonshire; spare and man-

ager, Anne Foster; and coach,

Judy Jarvis,

Badminton infcramurals begin

this Tuesday evening at 7:30 in

the gym. Anyone interested

should contact Cindy Riaoh.

This weekend, Queen's Hockey

Gals are playing in the first part

of the WIAU tournament here.

Let's see some support far our

team. „ , ,

Also this weekend, the Golden

Gals basketball and volleyball

teams are on the road. The sen-

ior basketball team travels to

McGill for the first part of then-

tournament against McGill and

McMaster; the Irrfermediate bas-

ketball team will be playing in

Toronto; and the Intermediate

volleyball team will also be in

Toronto, Good luck to all these
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ART NOUVEAU
February U 10 Morth 2

19th Century France

continues to February 23

at the art centre

LONDRTS
DRUGS LTD

471 PRINCESS

Fr«e pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

A.M.S* Election

Thursday, February 13, 1969

A) President and Vice- President

to elect one of the following teams of candidates:

Ross McGregor - president

Peter Griffiths - vice-lpresident

Ed Paul - president

Kerry Newton - vice-president

B) Referendum

to consider the following question: "Are you in favor of

increasing the per capita grant to the Queen's Journal

from $2.55 to $3.00 to improve the quality of the Journal?"

NOTE: TO BE ABLE TO VOTE YOU MUST PRESENT

YOUR STUDENT CARD AT THE POLL

POLLS WILL BE OPEN AT THE FOLLOWING PLACES

DURING THE TIMES SHOWN:

SIR JOHN A MACDONALD HALL IllOO - 3.00

STUDENT'S UNION 9t00 - 61OO

DUNNING HALL 10.00 . 1,00

ELLIS HALL IOiOO - IrOO

STIRLING HALL lOtOO - liOO

DUPUIS HALL 10:00 - liOO

KINGSTON HALL 10.00 - loo
AN RICH CAFETERIA

11.30 - 1.1S and
S.00 6.15

LEONARD CAFETERIA (TWO POLLS) 11.30 1il5 and

StOO . 6,15

R. F. BULLER
CHIEF RETURNING OFFICER

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING & TAVERN

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS WE CAN SERVE ROM 20600 PEOPLf

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS Visit Our Venetian 'Room
CHARCOAL STEAKS

UM-NG LOUNGE

UOENSH) UN£» LOJOCHOPS CHICKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

PIZZA

daWtaiS]5S?i53
TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
REE CUSTOMER PARKING mmmamm

Tri - color

Scarves

and

Toques

93 Princess St. Telephone 546-6381

Export'A'

REGULAR AND KINGS

Notttt
Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf suppKes, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

FEB. 11, 12

ANNUAL VALENTINE'S
i

c»o*»
»voo»

001HO*
4'

BLOOD DRIVE
CP0® 12.30 - 3:30 pjm.



Sir George:

What Happened . .

.

Montreal (CUP) The occupa-

tion at Sir George Williams Un-
iversity ended violently Tuesday

and left In its death throes over

a million dollars worth of dam-
age, a fire and water gutted

ninth floor of the shcool's Hall

building, 96 arrests and num-
erous injuries to police, students

and by-standers.

Monday night, the whole affair

seemed calm ?nd approaching

satisfactory settlement Tuesday

morning, it exploded wildly out

of control.

The spark to explosion, iron-

ically, was a weekend-long round

of negotiations between the oc-

cupying students and the admin-

istration. By Sunday afternoon,

the negotiators had hammered
out a working proposal andthat's

where the confusion began.

The students' lawyer said he

had been told by his adminis-

tration counterpart that the terms

of the agreement -- acceptance

by the administration of the five

demands set by the occupiers in

return for an end to the occupa-

tions —would be ratified by his

superiors.

The occupiers sensed victory

and arranged a party Sunday

night Maanwhile, the adminis-

tration lawyer took the agree-

ment to principal Douglas Burns

Clarke for signature. Clarke hes-

itated and said he wanted tosleep

on it. The next morning he did

not sign but rather called a

faculty association meeting to

discuss the proposals. Spirits

were still high in the two oc-

cupation centres — the comput-

ing centre and the faculty club

— everyone waited for final vic-

tory.

But the faculty, after a stormy

seven-hour session, rejected the
proposal and replaced it with an-
other one unacceptable to the stu-
dents. The faculty was incensed
over Clarke's morning suspen-
sion of professor Perry Ander-
son, ostensibly for his own pro-
tection.

The faculty had also supported
the old hearing committee and
was not willing to renege on that
support

Their refusal to accept the
negotiated agree ment had tragic
consequences.

When the faculty rejection was
relayed to the students, they
greeted it with stunned resent-
ment Two weeks of frustration
and wearying occupation sharp-
ened into focus. Soma occupiers
cried, others hardened and called
for a close-down of the school.

At that point, the principle of

non-destructiveness still held.

The occupiers decided to seize

the entire building. As a major
portion rushed to lock all the en-
trances a small group headed out

into independent action. They
swarmed into the cafeteria, seiz-

ed chairs and tables and started

barricading all the exits and es-
calators from the fourth floor to

the eleventh.

To get into the cafeteria, they

took axes to the locks, a move
that brought the police in.

About 4 a.m., 50uniformed po-
lice marched into the school. As
they tried to mount the bar-

ricades, they were washed away
by powerful streams from fire

hoses trained on them by the

students.

But realizing the weakness of

their position, the students re-

treated from all areas of the

building into the computer centre.

That was the breaking point
Once they had watered down the

police, they were there to win or
lose, win or lose big.

The police followed them up.

They broke throughth

They broke throughthe barricad-
ed glass doors of the computer
centre and were again met by
jets of water from within.

Two policemen were cut -- it

is unclear whether they were
injured by window glass or fly-

ing bottles, it Is probable that

both were involved.

Realizing they hadn't -the
strength to get in, the police

settled down to a selge. Forty
of them stood outside the centre
in ankle-deep water singing

"Michael Row the Boat Ashore."
The students then started to

smash up the centre.

They tossed IBM cards, print-

outs, papers, research docu-
ments — anything they could find
— out the windows. These were
followed by typewriters, portable

computers, and adding machines.
Nine floors down, the city streets

now cordoned off by police for

three blocks, were thick with

papers. By-standers, at least

1,000 strong in early morning
waded through reams of it

The students then announced

they would destroy the computers
one by one, until the police left

This was at 8 sum. and Clarke

had had enough. He told the police

he "wanted them out of there,

and I don't care how you do it"

The police told him they hadto

wait for the riot squad, Mon-
treal's crack team designed for

crowd control and riot-busting.

The squad arrived at 9:30.

(Continued on page 3)
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And Why . .

.

By Elly Albiom (CUP)

Reporter: "Why didn't you take

the students' demands seriously?"

Faculty Association Executive

member: "You know these West

Indian students — they exagger-

ate, they're expansive. And they

use obscenity, but we've come to

overlook that. They think dif

ferently."

If it wasn't exaggeration, it was
unpredictability, a term the ad-

ministration at Sir George Will-

iams University substituted for

communication as its key crisis

phase.

And it was precisely that state

of mind that precipitated the con-

flict and its tragic consequences.

Of course, there were Immedi-

ate triggers. After two weeks of

occupation, the students were be-

trayed in the last moments. They
expected victory, were told their

demands would be met and then,

in the midst of the victory eu-

phoria, were let down dramati-

cally by a morbid faculty sud-

denly up with a snarl.

The pent-up frustration could

not be contained-though it might

have been had the police not

been called. And the computers,

so carefully guarded from harm

by the students for 14 days, were

smashed beyond repair by their

meticulous guardians.

They would have done their

case better to withdraw quietly,

losers in a weary struggle. They

had the support of the student

body and might have seen their

demands met after a while. But

they responded to power with the

only power they could muster,

destruction.

The anatomy of response is an

intriguing problem but not very

relevant.

Not much more relevant are

the eight months of administra-

tive waffling on the charges a

gainst Pery Anderson. The weak-

ness and hesitancy led naturally

to escalation, demands and fin-

ally occupation. That is a straight-

forward process.

The substantive charges against

Anderson — which now may nev-

er be explicitly defined — may
or may not be valid. Racism is

a difficult attitude to expose on

the subtle individual level. Nu-

ances of speech, treatment of

individuals, deliberate color-blind-

ness may all be indicators. It

is not so much individuals atti-

tudes per se as the societal in-

stitutions that create them that

are important. Pragmatically, in

order to satisfactorily illustrate

institutional racism, an educator

would take an individual and

L
Micholski

"Meanwhile, at Queen's, only one steptuagenarian Commission-
aire stands between students and $2"A million dollars of electric
brum."

GRIFFITHS WINS-
Ross McGregor and Peter Griffiths have been elected as Presi-

dent and Vioe-President of the A.M.S. by a 3 to . 1 margin over
Ed Paul and Kerry Newton.

In a light turn out (23%) McGregor and Griffiths out polled
their opponents 1,267 to 372.

The result Was a surpri&e to no one. There were 202 spoiled
ballots. The Sheep received about 150 votes and History profes-
sor Gerald Tulchinsky received 20 votes from his zealous fol-

lowers.

McGregor carried every polling station on the sweeping vic-

tory.

The Journal referendum which asked for a per capita grant in-

of $.45 carried 1019 to 760.

BUT THE AMS IS BROKE-
By Herman Bakvis

The Ailma Mater Society is just about broke. Bills are un-

paid. Creditors are banging on the door.

So wihat does the A. M. S. discuss? Beauty Queens and beauty
pageants.

Gordon Deeks, alt last Tuesday's A;M.S. meeting made a

motion that the A.M.S. incorporate a beauty pageant as part of

Homecoming Weekend. He noted that this would enable Queen's

to send a beauty queen to the College Bowl Pageant. Last fall

Queen's did not send anyone to this particular extravaganza and

according to Gord Deeks, "most people noticed this." Mr. Deeks

wetnlt on' to stay "we should definitely send a representative to

the College BoWl Beauty Pageant."

Mike WifliMams, in speaking against the motion, noted the

lack of interest among prospective candidates for the last beauty

pageanlt in Waterloo. "This was somewhat indicative of the girls'

interest in this sort of tjhing". he said.

Dave Pakrul, student leader said "I'm personally not in favour

of beauty contests but 1 must support Mr. Deeks in this. It was

very nice to hear the names of the universities being called

out over T.V. at the College Bowl Pageant."

Hugh Popfham, seconder of the motion, elaborated at great

length on the viability of a Homecoming Beauty Pageant. "This

is something serious and not a joke" he said. At this point some

of the more irresponsible elements among the spectators start-

ed giggling

Mr Popham referred back to the memorable beauty pageant

held as part of the Snowball festivities. His eyes took on a far-

off took as he sighed 'Wia!t was a real beau/.y content Onlook-

ers hatf expected .tears to come rolling down his cheeks.

The A.M.S. passed the motion by a narrow margin.

show how he had been molded

by. and was implicitly involved

in, a greater societal process.

That is the dramatic technique.

Whether it is ethically justi-

fiable is questionable. A judg-

ment would involve balancing the

relative weights of the consequen-

ces to the individual model again-

st the possible value of an in-

crease in sensitivity to and a-

wareness of societal racism.

ft is at least doubtful whether

people, in the final analysis were

sensitized to racism. There is no

doubt that a significant number

of white students were — they

joined the occupation and talked

out racism for days. They, how-

ever, would have arrived at the

sensitivity on their own. An enor-

mous number of people never

looked beyond militancy and de-

struction.

Black leaders may have been

satisfied with the outcome, at

least to a certain extent. They

did manage to create » solid,

militant core of blacks. Though

they had little feeling for prop-

erty rights, they did not want

the destruction that resulted.

They knew the strategical impli-

cations of damage and knew

their case would be washed away

in the swirl of shrill outcry.

They simply lost control.

There is no doubt the blacks

were extremely sensitive to rac-

ism. They may have reacted too

quickly, sized up situations too

readily. They were of course, in-

fluenced by the black movement

in America and the emerging one

in Halifax.

But all of this would not have

been sufficient cause for the erup-

(Continued on page 3)
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Jobs, Jobs, where are the jobs?

Summer of Our Discontent .

Professor's censure UNB

Students who found It difficult to obtain summer

employment last summer will find it even harder

this summer.

The prospects for student employment are dim-

mer since last year's low. A number oteconom'c

realities reveal our position:

-approximately 30-40% of Canadian students were

effectively unemployed last summer.

-the overall unemployment rate has shown an

unusual increase during the winter.

-there are no precise figures on student employ-

ment and no plans to handle the summor's rush on

jobs.

The Dominion Bureau of statistics says 74,000

persons between age 6 14-19 were unemployed last

summer. This includes only part of all students

seeking jobs.

In 1967-68 there were 237,000 undergraduates

in Canada {PES): add to all this all graduate stu-

dents and members of community colleges, tech-

nical schools etc, and the increase in this year's

enrollment - there just are not enough jobs.

Manpower has no statistics on students entering

the work force, when, for how long, etc. The gov-

ernment agency claims to have found 17,000 jobs

last year once it had set up special services to

handle the unexpected demand. (This figure includes

such jobs as two or three hours a week cutting

grass.)

Although last year's situation was described as

unusual - it was reported that some 2,700 women

with B.A.'s were unemployed In Toronto alone -

there does not appear to be any more opportuni-

ties opening up in 1969.

Coupled with increasing unemployment figures,

students* summer employment could effectively

disappear.

The job shortage will force students to rely

increasingly on loans and awards to finance their

education. The loans were designed to supplement
student summer earnings. If the amount of part-

time and summer work has been permanently

reduced, a new approach will have to be developed.

After combining the accent on student contri-

butions, the generally low amount available in

awards and the rising cost of living, a significant

number of students may have to defer their edu-

cation. In any case, the goal of the federal-pro-

vincial loans plan - "to ensure that all who are
capable can continue their education" - will not be

fulfilled. Unless a basically differentstance is taken

a number of solutions appear possible:

(1) The loans-awards program be greatly ex-

panded. This entails more money from already hard

pressed government revenues. The money would

have to come from Increased taxes; though not

necessarily from that tax base already overtaxed

- Le. it is possible to increase taxes on a more

equitable basis with the implementation of the

Carter Report and a tax increase to larger cor-

porations.

(2) Implementation of mammoth summer work

projects for students. This could involve a CYC-

style program allowing students to work during the

summsr on various community projects and have

this accredited toward increased financial aid at

university. Again, money is coming from govern-

ment funds, though with an Input of real work on

the part of the student and a contribution from

community and private enterprise.

(3) Operation of universities on a tri~mester

basis. This has certain obvious attractions (more

students in less time; better use ofbasic facilities)

but would require greater expenditure than in-

creased loans and awards. It would greater uni-

versity operating costs and a simultaneous cut-

back on student summer earnings (If they are

available).

(4) Governmental policies aimed at full employ-

ment - the simplest and most obvious solution.

Full employment is possible.

Canadians still lack many of the necessities

of life (housing, food, medical assistance) and they

can be supplied. The unemployed could be engaged

in filling these needs if the government initiated

the proper programs. And full employment poli-

cies, would automatically raise tax revenues.

However, any solution to the present student

unemployment problem will only come after pres-

sure is concentrated on government (federal and

provincial). Demands should centre about sum-
mer employment and loans-awards programs but

should always take into account where the revenue

is going to come from to support the new policies.

Students can no longer afford to alienate that

sector of the population which is presently over-

taxed (those earning under $10,000), and should

concentrate their demands with those aimed at a

more equitable distribution of wealth within so-

ciety.

One thing Is clear: the summer job situation

makes it imperative that students not ignore the

political implications of their present situation

nor be afraid to enter the political arena to act

with others for long overdue governmental action.

Ottawa (CUP)-The executive of the Canadian Association of

University Teachers has proposed that the organization censure

the University of New Brunswick because of its mishandling of

the Strax Affair.

In a press release issued Monday, the CAUT executive said it

will convene a full council meeting of CAUT on March 15 to discuss

the censure.

The statement says CAUT has "repeatedly protested against

the action of the university president (of UNB) and board in sus-

pending Professor (Norman) Strax without any charges or any

provision for an adjudicative hearing". CAUT has asked the UNB
board of Governors for an adjudicative hearing and the board has

not complied.

The censure, should it be imposed, will be the second such

action taken in the 19-year history of the teachers' association.

The first was imposed on Simon Fraser University last spring

for administrative interference in academic affairs. That censure

was lifted this fall.

Censure by CAUT means that all members of the Association

are advised not to accept teaching appointments at the school and

that anyone applying for a job at the school will be advised of the

reasons for censure.

To avoid censure, UNB must set up an arbitration committee

to hear the university charges against Strax. It must also lift the

court order restraining Strax from entering the UNB campus and

must assume all legal fees incurred by Strax in his fight with the

administration because those expenses were incurred as a "result

of the University's failure to proceed inthe normal academic way."

Strax now owes at least $6,000 in legal fees and does not have

sufficient funds to mount an appeal.

Solid Gold Tarns

By Joe Wrightman

Next September, Commerce frosh will be introduced toQueen's
in a Commerce-run orientation. The society decided to organize
its own program at a general meeting January 8th.

The society executive chose an orientation committee on

January 13. Mike Seamark is co-ordlnator with Mary Marshman,

Lynne Lamoire, Gregg Blachford, and Chief Vig Jeff Wright.

This week, the committee is choosing vigs.

Expecting about 150 frosh, the committee will select approx-

imately 25 vigs from Commerce 72. The vigs will be the fresh-

man's principal contact for orientation and initiation. At a later

date the committee will choose 12 or 13 senior students to aid

in course-counsel ling and act as campus advisors.

The committee plans more hazing than the Arts frosh experi-

enced last year, a more elaborate costume, and possibly a chal-

lenge event in which Commerce frosh become Commerce menv

ijaapemnqa
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ARTS 71

ELECTION RESULTS

President Sandy Townsend

V ice President Barb Hatcher

Treasurer John Blakney

Secretary
Cathy Saunders

Male Social
Andrew Duncanson

Female Social Linda Kennedy

Male Constable Dave Boulton

Female Constable Chris Graham

Athletic Stick Bruce Bolster

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14

8 :00 Hockey — U. of Montreal nt

Queen's. Constantine Arena.
8:15 Basketball — Carleton at Queen's.

9:0U "Antigone 1- — Queen's Drama
Dept. Studio Theatre, Old Arts
Building.

9:00 "Ten Nights in a Bar Room".
Domino Theatre. 8 Princess Street.

Bitter Gornuds not open this weekend.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15

1:00 Badminton Finals at Queen's.
Gymnasium.

8:15 Basketball — U. of Montreal at
Queen's Gymnasium.

9:00 "Ten Nights in a Bar Room".
Domino Theatre, 8 Princess Street.

Bitter liioundK uoi o|ien this wvekerid.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16

11 a.m. University Service. Monran
Memorial Chniiel. Preacher:

The University Chaplain.

No Student Supper this weekend.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18

7:0l) and 10:00 "For a Few Dollars
More" with Clint Eastwood. Dun-
ning Hall Auditorium.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19

*:0U Kingston Film Society — "Made
in U.S.A." Ellis Hall.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20

2:30-4:30 nnd 7:00-9:00 Art Hental
and E.schimge Day. Art Centre.

7:0ii and 1U:I)0 -The Pink Panther"
with Peter Sellers. Dunning Hull
Auditorium.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21

9:00 Hockey — Carleton at Queen's.
Constantine Arena.

10-2 Bitter Grounds — The Ire, Jim
Matson and Company.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22

8:00 Hockey — McGill at Queen's.
Constantine Arena.

S:15 Basketball — McGill at Queen's.
Gymnasium.

10-2 Bitter Grounds — The Ire, Jim
Matson and Company.

Teaching

K. H. Lougheed Arts '42, a secondary school principal from

Sault St. Marie will be at Queers Thursday, Feb. 27 to

discuss secondary school teaching in Sault St. Marie with

prospective, graduates. Arrangements forinterviews

may be made through the Director of Placement, Clark Hall

FOR RENT
Three bedroom Apartment Furnished

seventh floor, balcony. swimming
pool. From May to September. 8175 per
month complete. Phone 544-4340.

ATTENTION:
Win

Girl's brown leather cloves the night
of the Turtles Concert. Between Grant
Hall and Broekington House. If found
please call 544-8476.

One dark blue Aquascutum topcoat in

Victoria Hall. Please call 544-S440 or

bring to Victoria Hall front desk. Re-
ward offered.

Philosophy and Politics notes. They're
lousy and not worth keeping but [dense
return to Ann Duncan Ban Righ 644-
8237.

SHIRLEY:
My most humble apologies for Mon-

day night. See you In Vic! A membef
of the Science '71 choral society.

FOR SALE:
1956 Mercedes Bens 300 show room

condition recent English import. Radio,

new tires, more. Best offer over S1.0OD

Ottawa 728-8639 Montreal 697-0946.

Kingston, 544-8580, 544-5034.

Jamaica '69 — Go to sunny Jamaica

for 8 wonderful days after your last

exam. This trip ia organised exclusively

for the college crowd. Inquire about

our "Go now — pay later' plan. Call

544-4340 anytime. Also ask about our

European trips.

Dear Burtch : Please call me as

soon as the football jackets are in

—

only four more weeks to wear it. Cam.

"Sand Pebbles" with Steve McQueen
Wed. Feb. 26—Dunning Hall— 6:00
p.m. and 9:30 1 ! I I

There is an urgent need for Girl

Guide and Brownie leaders in the
Kingston area If interested please
phone Miss Bobble Sparks 644-1683.

HAPPY SAINT VALENTINE'S
DAY TO THE FOUR LITTLE FOXES
AT 190 BARR1E STREET. Why
didn't they tell us you were so small?

From four from four.
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What Happened . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

But they didn't move in until

1 p.m.

Various administrators, think-

ing they could save the compu-
ters, wanted to hold off.

Meanwhile, a huge mob had
gathered in the streets below. The
majority cheered the police
Others, about 400, supported the

students. Fist fights erupted con-
tinually, at least five people were
arrested throughout the day. And
the police, as they moved in to

quell the fights, used billies to

break up knots of people, injur-

ing several.

One police van was set aflame
but the fire was quickly extin-

guished. By 1 p.m. it was clear

the computers were being des-

troyed. The riot squad was given

orders to move in and started

breaking down the barricades.

At that point, the occupiers

smashed the remaining compu-
ters and set fire to the barri-

cades.

Flamas shot out 15 feetandthe

police drew back. The blaze was
visible for three city blocks.

Thick black smoke filled the

corridors and at least five pol-

icemen and firemen were over-

come by smoke and rushed to

hospital.

The students ringed by fire,

stayed in a back room near an

open window. Out in the corridors

newsmen and other students fled

the area to get away from the

smoke, unbearable even two
floors away. Dozens retched in

nausea.

The fire began to move in on

the students. The riot squad man-
aged to put out the fire arid get

the students out before they were
all either burned or overcome by

smoke.

The police seized 96 and kept

them lined up against a wall for

two hours as they put out fires

and awaited instructions.

Only a few of the occupiers

managed to evade arrest.

I
Fas

l,
Eddie .Seller, obviously a physical as well as a political

south-paw, demonstrates the famous "shovel elimination techni-
que on a bank of sensitive vending devices.

At 6 p.m., they were shoved
Into nine paddy wagons and taken
away to be processed. The un-
iversity will press charges a-
gainst all of them - one official
said: "We'll hit them with every
criminal charge possible."
The students have been charged

with conspiracy, arson and mis-
chief. Mischief alone carries a
maximum sentence of life, arson
a maximum of 14 years.

The damage: at least a million
dollars woth of computers. The
centre itself won't be functional
again until next October,

Water damage has wrecked at

least five other floors. Valuable
research projects were destroy-
ed. Animals in psychology ex-
periments on the eleventh floor

all died. Some academic records
and exam marks are forever lost,

96 students now face severe
criminal charges and lengthy

sentences.

The university will be shut

down at least until Monday and

may take months to get back to

normal operation. And of course

the Anderson case may never by

properly handled.

It's a sad story of frustration,

rigidity, weakness, absurdity and
betrayal. An administration

roundly scorned by students for

mishandling the affair finally

cam; to grips with the situation

and lost out to the faculty.

The students, who had taken

such delicate care of the compu-
ters for two weeks, finally des-

troyed them and lost any chance

they may have had of legitimacy.

The faculty, never militant

throughout and at no time the

leaders in the affair, raised its

hackles at the worst possible

time.

And everybody loses — over

a dispute about the composition

of a committee.

BUS SERVICE

NEWS BRIEFS

The proposed out-back of bus service in Kingston may affect

Queen's srtudents more than most. The Public Utilities Com-
mission proposes to stop bus service every night at 9:00 p.m.

For some students living off campus who rely heavily on
the oity bus service, this may present a problem. It could limit

their use of University faci'liities like the recently extended libr-

ary hours, and also hinder many from making use of some of

the city's facilities. It will, for example, make it much more dif-

ficult to get home from such events as movies and concerts. At
'best, it will make them more expensive for some; perhaps even

prohibitively so.

A certain amount of protest has come from various areas of

tile city. Bus drivers have been circulating a petitions complain-

ing that the reduced service wilt mean a hardship for students,

plant employees, nurses, senior citizens and youths who a.'.end

taie functions of various organizations. P.U.C. commissioner

Wallace MacGregor has requested concerned members of the

community to write to him. The offer was made several weeks

ago. This means of communication is also open to Queen's stu-

dents.

MATHERS

Religion and science have been isolated from each other-in

Western Society for the past hundred years but our modern cul-

ture demands that there be more dialogue between these two

human entities says Dr. D. M. Mathers. twWv
Dr. Matters a member of the Queen s ^ulty of Theology

was speaking at Info '69 on- the topic of
^j'^ r reconciling

science" Dr. Mathers spoke about the problems of reconciling

scientific discovers with theological! doctrine.
, ,

The first step, he said, is to bring the two disciphue s ou
t
of

their isolation. He compared the separation re-

ligion to the dichotomy between science and »he humanities

the university.
. modern society does not al-

The stress on communication in moaern sou i

low us to pass up the benifits which would be famed trom an

integration of .the two.
struggle of academic

Dr. Mathers noted that despite the long si™E5«=
f

theologians to preserve their non-sciei,Mic doo nne there has

been a recent increase in dialogue
contm.ue , and

scientific entities; this dialogue, he feeU^wm .

will eventually help to "relthink Church doomne

temporary terms."

I

$.19 DAMAGE AS LAW
By BILL MARTIN
Violence erupted in the basemen of Sir

John A. MacDonald Hall Wednesday, as Law
III students broke into their own coffee lounge.
This action and the subsequent sit-in were ui
protest against an attempted lock-out imposed
by the Law Society Executive.
The situation came to a head Wednesday morn-

ing when an undisclosed number of Law students
found they had been locked out of their lav-
ishly appointed basement coffee lounge. The
twenty-four hour lock-out had been ordered by
the Law Society Executive as a disciplinary
measure.

The Law students had allegedly been messy,
leaving coffee cups about and in general showing
a complete lack of decorum. "They're just a
bunch of animals", squealed bantam George
Bonn, the lone enforcer ofthe unpopular decision.

Irate at this unilateral non-concensus de-
cision, a number of third and final year students
broke through the door and occupied the lounge
containing the sensitive vending machines.
The occupying students have vowed to destroy

the vending machines if anyone ever attempts
to lock them out of anything again, ever.
Bantom George Bonn, the lone enforcer of

the unpopular edict, jumped up and down and
articulated, "You-guys-can't-do-thls-you-guys
-can't-do-this", while holding their attention,
primarily by jumping up and down.

Michalski

STUDENTS RAMPAGE
When these allegations were greeted with

''for cough" and "beat it" (I can't be sure

tl
V6rb)

'
Mr

* Bonn skittered from
the room in search of more helium.

The machines, rented from Browne's Catering
are of the 480 series and are valued at over
$5000. The University rents them 'or almost
$10.00 per day. The machines are kept running
twenty-four hours a day to justify this cost.

The six vending machines are sensitive to
changes In temperature and humidity as well
as changes in coinage. This is especially the
case with the cold drink machine, which won't
operate at full efficiency at temperatures over
120 degrees fahrenheit and the hot drink ma-
chine which becomes sluggish at temperatures
below 30 degrees kelvin.

If force is brought to bear on the students,
the crlbbage boards will be the first to suffer.
The plastic markers will be jammed in the lit-

tle holes and snapped off until the board is

rendered inoperable. If this fails to thwart
unwanted intrusion, then the demonstrators will
go for the change machine and finally as a last
resort, the vending machines.
"The sandwich dispenser will be the first to

go", cackled one student obviously under the In-
fluence of Mao.

And Why • •

(Continued from page I)

Uon. It was more white reaction

that convinced them of racism

than anything else.

When people are told they're

different, they become different.

White radicals were one of the

culpable groups. Their obsequi-

ence, hesitancy to question and

debate with blacks convinced the

blacks of their control. Decisions

in the computing centre were al-

most invariably made by blacks,

debate on strategy involved

blacks. Whites did not parti

cipate until they proved their

worth by an independent occupa

tion of the faculty club.

Administrators were also invol-

ved. Their continual hesitancy

to act because of the "unpredict-

ability" of blacks was disastrous.

They could have handled white

protest—dialogue, compromise, all

legitimate tactics with whites.

But they made it clear from

the beginning that they didn't

know what to expect from the

blacks and acted accordingly.

The stilted politeness, retreat to

downtown hotels, lack of com-

munication all hinged on their

evalution of blacks as something

Different, to be handled Differ-

ently.

And they made no claim to ex-

pertise.

An administration that has

handled students cooly in the past

suddenly lost its firm hand when

dealing with black students.

And the implications of that

were not lost on the blacks.

The faculty played its hand bad-

ly, too. Teachers, perhaps the

best people to sense the mood of

the school, failed utterly. They
were more concerned with An-

derson's suspension and its im-

plication to teaching security

than with evaluating the political

situation and making the best of

it. And spokesmen kept making

unfortunate evaluations of black

students to the media. And. of

course, there were hundreds of:

"I don't care whether he's black,

white, green or pink, I want the

facts".

The media played the affair as

a black-white confrontation —
though in reality it had been turn-

ed to a complex student power,

revolutionary action. The blacks

sensed the news value was in

blackness. Reporters called white

students by their first names and

collared them informally — they

spoke to Mr. Black and asked

politely for interviews.

The blacks then became blacks

—Different from anyone else.

And in doing so, they were fully

aware that they had been forced
,

to. They acknowledged the in-

dividuals were not conscious rac-

ists but saw clearly that the so-

cietal ethic had forced the in-

dividuals to treat them different-

ly from all others.

stitutions or conscious racists

themselves, they might have been
able to work the dispute out.

At that point, they could have
forced many people to re-evaluate

themselves and understand the

conflict with the blacks. They
were able to work with white

radicals, they may have been able

to work—though of course less ef-

fectvely—with white liberals.

As the Differences piled up and

the division was sharpened, the

blacks, though never talking about

it, began to despair. Perhaps,

they thought at heart the racist

aspect of the situation could be

explained away, that it was only

surface dirt.

As the occupation stretched on

and they read signs calling them
niggers, warning them to get back

into their place, they lost hope.

The overt racism coupled with

the not-so-subtle covert racism

convinced them they would not

win.

When the confrontation came,
'they had little to lose—as human
beings.

The destruction was a last stut-

er of impotent rage.

The whites involved were split.

Some were radical people who
Given that institutional racism ^ the while to put the af

fair into political perspective.

In the final analysis, it was

had become an objective reality

and was transmitted to them by

various groups and individuals,

they were unwilling to differenti- !6he attitude of Difference that

ate in any relative sense. killed Sir George. Had [this re-

Had they acknowledged that volt been treated like any onh-

various individuals were blind to era. the tragedy would not have

the manifestations of their uncon- happened,

scious racism but nevertheless Perhaps rthe blacks in the long
were objectively less repugnant run did prove their case. (But

and easier to deal with than the everybody has paid an enor-

deliberately constructed racist in- mous price for that lesson.
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Kingston. Ontario
9:00 a.m.—Holy Communion
11:00 a.m.—Morning Prayer

Preacher—
Rev, Glyn James

7:30 p.m.—Evening Prayer

8:30 p.m.—Coffee Hour

ASH WEDNESDAY
10:30 a.m.—Holy Communion
7:30 p.m.—Midweek service

fiiFamily Life Pro

gram

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Arts '72
Executive -1969-1970

President Draw leverette

Secretary Debbie Gibson

Vic* Pretident Nancy Hot-y

Treasurer Don Campbell

Social Convenor Male Steve Hunter

Female Vicki Gillian

Constable Male lob Publieover

Female Trilha Jackson

Athletic Stick Dove Smith

Our conftratulativn* and sympathy Thr mytterious Clique

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The fines! of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Steve Am*y

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

HONOURS B.A. AND B.Sc

Forms for opplicolion for odmission lo Honours B.A. ond B.Sc.

Programs ore available now in the Arls and Science Office, second

floor, Richardson Hall.

Applications should be submitted before Nta rch 15.

Got any beefs about athletics?

open meeting

Principal's Advisory Committee on Athletics

at Queen's

Where: Third Floor Common Room, S.M.U.

When: 7:30 p.m. Wed. Feb. 26th

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

SPRING REGISTRATION

FOR
SESSION 1969-1970

Honours:

Students in third and fourth years, 1969-70

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by departments)

Place. Department of the major

Students in third year, 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7 and March 10-14, 1969

Hours, 9:00-12:00 a.m. and 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Place: Office of the Assistant Dean, Richardson Hall

Students in third and fourth years 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by department)

Place: School of Physical Education

Students registering as indicated above will be able to change or confirm

their registration in September.

General B.A.:

B.A.P.H.E.:

CARLEBACH IS COMING

TO QUEEN'S

IN A CONCERT OF SONG & SOUL

Sunday evening, February 23, 7:30 p.m.

Dunning Hall

Admission $2.00

1.50 Students

Tickets in advance & at the door. Call 542-501 2 for reserved seats

START THilMqS off

bRilliANTly— wiTrl A

Kinnear D'Esterre

]DiAMONd

Beautiful coordinates in

the latest contemporary
designs in all shapes

and carat weights, each
diamond fully guaran-

teed. What's more, we
tell you the value points

of the stones you
select, assist you in

making a wise choice.
See these and other

bridal duets in our
large collection in all

price ranges.

1 KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

Jewellers 168 Princess St 546-2261 Kingston, Ontario

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Twenty-thousand coming
By ROSEMARY IEESE

So it was September and there you were in your very
own room or maybe your very own apartment and your
friends all came over to look atyour very own new old
desk and your very own new old chair and your very
own new old stuffed animals and you were. . .do you
remember?. . .oh so proud.

Anyways, corns March 1st, the whole university will
be doing much the same thing, throwing a gigantic
Open House for an expected twenty thousand high school
students, their parents, friends, alumni, Kingston
residents, Queen'smen and anybody else who is

curious. Maybe even faculty.

Visitors will shuffle through an information centre
in Grant Hall, pick up brochures and tour guides, and
wend their way to the various buildings, where smaller
information desks will be set up. Refreshments will be

available in many buildings, and babies will be sat in

Gordon House.

Men's and women's residences will be open. . .isn't

that what we've all been asking for?. . .and you'll be
able to lead the old parents through the food lines, the

celebrated Morris Hall Trunk Room, and the great

Green Pasture, Vic Hall.

In John Watson Hall one will be able to see the His-

tory Department's film on French Civilization and hear
views on the recent student revolts in Paris. The
English department will have short lectures on "Pro-
blems facing Canadian Writers Today". The Philos-

ophy department will have displays on research pro-

jects and a film on Bertrand Russell. The Art History

department in the Art Centre (where else?) will dis-

play its current collection of paintings.

In Stirling Hall the Physics department will have

displays and demonstrations in its research labs on

basic and advanced principles of physics, e.g. the Van
der Graaf accelerator and the Foucoult Pendulum.

The New Mathematics building will unfortunately

not be ready for the great day and the Mathematics

department will hold its talks and displays on: archi-

tectural structures, the relation of Math to other

sciences, and research on probability and statistics;

in Carruthers Hall.

In Dunning Hall the Economics department will

have displays on money (at this time of the year it

would be nice for students to refresh their memories
as to what it looks like), and a talk on "Population

and the Pill." The Politics department will have lec-

tures by professors on the "Changing role of Politics"

and "What is Canada?" The Sociology department will

have displays on fashion, law, government, and the

city.

The Psychology department, in Kingston Hall, will

have displays on laboratory animals and what use they

serve, and some of their current research programs.

The language departments, in the same building, will

have the public participating In the regular lab pro-

gram.

In Gordon Hall the Chemistry department will have

displays from its three branches, physical, organic,

and Inorganic. Tours of the labs will be given upon

request Drs. Breck, Wheeler and Shurvelle's demon-

strations on the theme 'Chemistry can be Fun' should

be of special interest, a couple of explosions are
promised.

In Miller Hall the Geology department will display
its various bits of research equipment, e.g. the elec-
tron probe microscope and the X-ray vacuum spec-
troscope. There will also be films on Oceanography
and the Geological Survey of Canada, and displays on
geophysical prospecting equipment, a geology field
camp and petrographic microscopes. The Geography
department in Ontario Hall will have a lecture on
"The Changing Scope of Geography" as well as dis-
plays on geomorphoiogy, and photogrammetry.

In Earl Hall the Biology department will display
its green houses, electron microscopes (wehavetwol)
ultra-centrifuges and closed circuit T.V. used in re-
search and teaching. In the Theology Building the
Nursing Science faculty will show slides on the dif-
ferent aspects of nursing, the relationship between
the Doctor and Nurse, and physical and occupational
therapy. There will also be an exhibit on Nursing
care and how it is applied in Hospitals. In the same
building the Theology department will have films
including "The Inner City" a prize-winning film
on the work of the ghetto churches. There will be
speakers on such topics as "Theology Today" and
"The Church Where the Action Is".

In the faculty of Medicine the Physiology department
will present displays on space physiology, en-
docrinology and the remote monitoring of electro-
cardiograms. One will be able to have his own
cardiogram taken. In the Anatomy building there
will be a display made up of museum pieces and
perhaps parts of the cadavers. The displays of
Histology and Embryology in the New Medical build-

ing are designed to show the difference in structure
in various organs. The department of Microbiology,
in the same building, will have displays on common
germs and viruses, techniques on immunizing against
RH disease in mothers, simple lab tests showing
how to select diseases such as infectious
mononucleosis and other microscopic topics.
In Etherington Hall one will be able to see displays
from Animal Sciences - Neuro-surgery, Cardio-
vascular Surgery, Rehabilitation Medicine, Pediatrics
and Preventative Medicine. A film on the birth of

a baby will be shown every half hour starting at

10:00 in Etherington Auditorium. The Pathology de-
partment in Richardson Building will have displays
on normal hearts and rheumatic hearts; normal and
diseased lungs with emphasis on smoking, cancer
and emphysema; normal stomachs and those with
ulcers developing, and brain tumors. The department
of Pharmachology, in the Craine Building, will

demonstrate the alcoholic breathalizer, the toxic
effects of drugs and the use of animals in drug
experiments.

The above mentioned displays, lectures and movies
are just a sample of what is going on in each de-
partment Open House should be a useful experience
to all our students as well as their visitors in

broadening their outlook and concept of a university.
And you can have a good time too.

Oh boyl
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Le Nid First

LE NID is a cafe-theque at 329
Brock Street, halfway between Division

and Barrie. It is rather unobtrusive on
huge mural on the east wall but the

the outside if one chooses to ignore the

facade conceals all sorts of activity with-

in. The originator, owner and manager,
Joan-anne McElhaw, has created a place

where people can spend the evening re-

laxing.

There are srools at the food-bar in

the back room where you can sit and
chat and a table to play chess. The
front room has tables, too, but its prim-
ary purpose tn life is to provide the.

space for dancing. Upstairs are two
semi-separated rooms filled with big pil-

lows to sit on on the floor and music
spilling from wall-speakers for anybody
who wants to get away from the crowds.

The entire place is decorated with
great taste and originality. The major
focus of attention is the front room. The
extremely unusual ceiling can only be
described as "indescribable". The light-

ing is fascinating— an ultra-violet at one
end of the room makes the posters glow;
as well — coloured spotlights around the
walls brighten and dim in rhythm with
the music.

The music itself varies from folk to
rhythm and blues to the latest rock.
Wednesday night is reserved exclusively
for classical enthusiasts. Le Nid also im-
ports live entertainment as often as pos-
sible.

On March 6th, Joan-anne intends to

hold a Talent Night to encourage little-

known local artists to get up on stage.

If it proves to be a success, she wants
to make it a regular feature.

Le Nid does not exclusively devote,
its resources and interest to music and

f

dancing. Occasionally, an art show is

held on the premises (Bob Blenderman
has an exhibit starting Saturday) and
soon, there will be a boutique opening
in a vacant upstairs room to feature
original made-to-measure women's ap-
parel and male's and female's accessor-
ies.

Membership to Le Nid is $5.00 for
a six-month period for men and $3.00
for women. Non-members pay $1.00 at

the door. The club is open Tuesday to
Sunday inclusive from 9:00 p.m. 'til the
last person decides to leave, but these
hours may be extended when the bouti-
que opens.

You can have soft drinks, coffee or
cider if you're thirsty and sandwiches
or pasTries if you're hungry. The prices
are higher than those usually consider-
ed competitive but not exorbitant.

A large percentage of the members
come stag purely to enjoy the informal
atmosphere, something that induces
couples to return again and again as
well. Le Nid, it seems, has carved it-

self a permanent niche in Kingston's en-
tertainment scene.

The FIRST CHURCH OF ALICE

most recent addition (opened last

ber) io the city's student-oriented

lion of things-to-do. It's set up

discotheque and designed to pro\

night of dancing for the more ene

among us.

Located at 233Vz Princess

(above Colette's) it's the im>

dream-come- true for two former 0
students. Ted Passmore and B'

Wiebe loyed with the idea for (

yc-ar but it was only last sumrn<

Ihe project became feasible, Tl1

found a tunable place and pffx

to combine their talents, ideas a'

genuiiy for a complete overhaul-

tore out partitions, changed a g
into an emergency door and to1 d

vived Ihe place. The only rent

requiring professional assistance^
plumbing - - the rest was done b>

and Ted. Then, they sel out to

a tolal environment.

On one wall is a huge mus

on another, a mural depicting

travels in Wonderland, and anotl

lirely covered with egg cartoiffi

Ihe ceiling, square pink clouds c

glass insulation are suspended,
corner, a genuine stoplight. Thc

control centre is illuminated by

violet light, giving the disc-jo^'

eerie and unreal appearance,
speakers occupy all corners of th^
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Bitter Grounds
Just about three years ago Bitter

Grounds opened on a trial basis. The
idea was so well received that since that
time, beginning in the fall of 1966, it has
been a regular feature on campus. As
most students know, it is located in the
Union Coffee Shop on Friday and Sat-
urday evenings, from ten 'til two.

I he Bitler Grounds is the only cof-
fee house in Kingston which regularly
offers live entertainment. There are
three io four 'sets' throughout the eve-
ning, and the entertainment is varied
and of good quality. Not only is there
the best in campus talent but the
Grounds also brings in high calibre per-
formers from out of town. The style of
music ranges from the smooth jazz style
of The Bill Bosworlh Trio to the folk-
rock sounds of The Breakfast.

The music is complemented by vari-

ous visual effects. The most obvious are
the chequered table-cloths and hurricane
candles on each table. Patterned cur-
rains are hung in front of the partitions
and red, blue and a -variable yellow spot-
light focus on the gold fabric backdrop
and the stage (and the performer!).
The sound system, installed last year by

the Bitter Grounds, has speakers distrib-

uted throughout and provide listeniny

enjoyment for those watching the per-

formance as well as those who prefer

to sit in a back corner and converse. A
recent acquisition, the turntable, now
ensures that music, either live or record-
ed, will play for the entire evening.

The price of entertainment is com-
paratively low—only 75c single or $1.25
per couple. Assorted snacks ( fresh

buns, do-nuts cupcakes, and cheese and
crackers) are available as well as a large

variety of refreshments. Not only are

there six different types of tea but also

coffee and soft-drinks.

The Bitter Grounds is managed and
staffed by students. Although original-

ly founded by the Engineering Society,

the Committee is now open to students
of all faculties. Personnel are contracted
beforehand on a first come, first hired

basis.

Because of its proximity to campus
The Grounds is a great place to visit after

an evening of study at the library or in

residence. Why not drop in next week-
end and ease those exam-time blues?

This is a feature. The first and probably the only feature one
is likely to sec on these pages tltis year. The idea for said feature
was brilliantly conceived way last fall but it was a fairly large

undertaking, not one to inspire tremendous amounts of enthusi-
asm among the creative set. Anyhow, Marcia Barber came into

the Journal office one night and said she wanted to do if. She
even had her own photographer ail lined up. Struck dumb, I

mutely nodded my assent and off she went, promising to return

in two weeks time with the feature. She did — two weeks to

the night, back she came with great reams of written loosetcaf

iu her hand.

It's all about coffee houses and discotheques. It's a very good
feature

.
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Discipline To Chaos
How did the most discipilined student sit-in in

Canadian — if not world — history, turn into the

worst and most unnecessary disaster students here

have ever caused?
The complex nuances and pressures of the ra-

cial question are analyzed fully by Elly Albion on
page one; and this had a lot to do with it.

But in assessing fault, and learning from this

fiasco, we must see what actually happened.

I was there last Sunday.
It was a co-op. The most radical thing students

can do, and hence the most organized and discipi-

lined — although no one will understand that who
equates radicalism (and who can blame such a mis-

judgment, now?) with disorder and violence.

In fact, it was two co-ops, with a common kit-

chen — the faculty lounge kitchen, which was kept

in top condition, stocked with food donated by adult

sympathizers, staffed by an organized committee.

The administration was co-operating too: the

seeming "trespassers" were given passes in and out

of the building while it was locked at night, by
co-operative guards.

Seminars were underway at most times among
the 200-300 students in the two centres; the faculty

lounge and the computer centre.

The faculty lounge was the less organized, but

the first actual break in discipline came Sunday night

when the students were celebrating their apparent
victory.

Not only had the lawyers finished an agreement
apparently acceptable to all parties, but Prof. Ander-
son's threatened return to class next day had been
blocked by the adminitration suspension of him pend-
ing settlement of the dispute.

So some students in the faculty lounge broke
into the liquor cabinets, shoving aside discipline com-
mittee members.

Nothing came of this breakdown, but it was
a bad omen.

Next night, when the stunning news came of
the faculty's veto, some of the faculty lounge people
went wild again. They first broke into locked refrig-

erators to fill their bellies for the work ahead.
They were brought under control and removed,

but guards had alerted police.

As police arrived, the mavericks went wild a-

gain, running loose with fire hoses and smashing
into rooms to get furniture for barricades.

When police cleared out the damaged faculty
lounge, its holders retreated to the still non-violent
computer centre two floors above.

Letting them in was probably a big mistake,-
but the presence of police was a disorganizing factor.

The police then sat outside the barricaded com-
puting centre for long hours while tension mounted
inside and the administrators waffled.

The tide turned: some cool heads had left be-
fore the barricade outside the centre was built, and
hot heads seized control. The threat of damage was
issued, sample damage was begun, and the quiet
minority trapped inside retreated into a back office
and took no further part.

The long-feared coalition of would-be martyrs
to white racism, Maoists, left-Marxists, and assorted
paranoics that any radical demand for justice at-
tracts, had formed — perhaps with the aid of a few
drunks and under circumstances highly conducive
to paranoia.

The game was over: administrators felt all was
lost and ordered police in, knowing the consequences

$2,000,000 damage.
Moral: when 300 students are sitting on a $2 -

000,000 volcano, EVERYBODY has to keep their cool.
Nobody, in the end, had.

Wilf Day
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THE AMS -TSK, TSK, TSKi

Dear Sir,

In the light of the events of the

past few days, we cannot help but

deplete the motion of the AMS
executive in condoning, indeed

agreeing with, the actions of the

students involved in the incidents

at Sir George Williams Univer-
• sity. These students have, in the

first place, obstructed the due

THE JOURNAL - TSK, TSK, TSK i

Editor,

Like many other Queen's stu-

dents, I picked up a copy of the

Journal on Tuesday, expecting

the issue to be devoted, with cus-

tomary bias, to the current

A. M.S. elections and an assess-

ment of the last administration.

However, I think you have

stooped to an all-time low in your

process of law by their mob tac-

tics. In the second place, by
their wilful destruction of private

property, they have not only dam-
aged their cause beyond repair,

but have also shown themselves

to be an unthinking and irrespoiv

sible lot of vandals. It will be a

sad day indeed when we can pas-

sively allow our own student gov-

ernment to abet such conduct.

Regretfully yours,

H. J. REETVELD
J, B. SOCHASKY
ELIZABETH JOHNSON
SUE ETCHER
E. D. GOW
P. H. JOHANSEN
PATRICIA A. ROMANS
JOHN D. GOMERY

editorial. I am completely un-

qualified to judge the effective-

ness of the past President and

Vice-president ofthe Alma Mater
Society. But I oppose the manner

in which you seem to attack their

government. Obtuse as I may be,

I fail to see the connection be-

tween Dave Pakrul's wardrobe

and his competence (or Incom-

petence as you seem to prefer)

as a student leader. I am person-

ally insulted that Queen's stu-

dents must be subjected to this

sort of petty journalism and poor

taste.

JEAN BARKLEY
Arts '72.

MORE OF THE SAME

Sir,

Certainly it is a functional and

moral responsibility of the stu-

dent press to encourage, or to

attempt to encourage, involve-

ment of students in their own

activities. Accordingly, a short

time ago, The Journal recognized

this responsibility by publishing

an editorial which advocated

greater participation by Queen's

students in campus politics.

However your editorial of

Tuesday last came as a violent

and unwelcome surprise. To have

this editorial put before the stu-

dent body on the eve of the AMS
presidential - vice presidential

election is nothing short of a

travesty of ordinary good taste

and amounts to a complete abdi-

cation of responsibility by the

editor(s) of The Journal.

Furthermore the method which

you saw fit to employ in this

perpetration was totally disgust-

ing and smacked of journalism at

its lowest ebb. Almost everyone

is willing to accept a valid criti-

cism of his ideas and political

positions, however an attack di-

rected at an individual and his

mannerisms is totally unwar-

ranted and unacceptable in any

media and particularly in a uni-

versity newspaper.

R.E. FOLLWELL
Law '71

Typist's Comment: This guy uses all the cliche's

AT LAST! AN ENLIGHTENED READER

Dear Sir:

It has become more and more
painfully obvious to both myself

and several other Queen's stu-

dents that those people who run

for any student government posi-

tion are doing so for two reasons;

Firstly it looks good, damn good

in fact on their job application

forms and secondly it givesthem

a chance to practice the verbose,

mundane language and formali-

ties that hinder our national gov-

ernment from speedy parliamen-

tary procedure.

Anyone having read the Journal

reports on AMS or ASUS meet-
ings or attended them in person

is usually disgusted at the length

and waste of time spent in battles

concerning who knows more about

"points of order" or where to

place ashtrays.

Let's face the facts. A position

in our student government is

either a training ground for poli-

tics students or a foot in the

door of some large business firm.

Faced with a fleeting term of

office, partners who Herman
Bakvis describes as ". .boors,

half-wits, and social climbers"

CQ.J. Feb, 11 pg. 7) astudentwho
was only out for the University

(Heaven help us!) would soonfind

himself looking at the same mess
his predecessor had left behind.

The students here are aware of

his situation and they don't like

it. But how can they change it

when there are still a small

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

number of students who are hy-
pocritical enough to say that they
will help the University if they

are elected.

You wonder why so many people
are selected by acclamation or
why there was and, in effect, is

only one candidate for AMSpres-
ident?

It's because our student gov-
ernment benefits only those
people that are involved in it and
that kind of government stinks.

The greater majority of people
here want no part of It so keep
that sheep at the head of your
editorial column. Sheep have al-

ways ranked ahead of stuffy so-
cial climbing wipes in my books!

ZEEKS,

Editor, (re: James Burnett "We
hate You III" Feb. 11)

We do? Miss Kay, were you
really serious in subm'ttingyour
letter? Most girls in residence
must have had a good laugh when
they read it! Your points were,
at best, weak.

1. "We are not told how to be-
have." What, then, are Quiet
Hour Regulations? Pmnotknock-
ing them; they are essential. But
are they notorders on behaviour?
And what about curfews?
2. "We don't rise in the dining
hall for her (the Dean), but for
the guests of the Head Table."
What a laugh! If that is the case,
we should stand up for every stu-

dent who enters. We are at the

Head Table not because of any
great wish to be there, but be-
cause we are invited. In all fair-

ness to Dean Bryce, she really
is "charming, intelligent, and
very liberal", but nevertheless
the meals with the Dean are an
obligation and how many girls

would volunteer to do it more
than once a year?

3. "Compromise is more likely

if it happens only infrequently."
Just the opposite! If the Open
Houses occur regularly, an ag-
reement is much more likely to
be reached by room-mates, i.e.

the girls take turn about week-
ends bringing in their boyfriends
If the Open Houses were irreg-
ular, both girls would want their

THE BIRDS FOR THE BEES I

boyfriends in, in order to take
advantage of the special priv-
ileges. And what about boyfriends
from out-of-town who weren't
always able to come down the
weekend of Open House? And
surely, only a few will want
their boyfriends up every single
week!

4. "The choice, by plebiscite,

after due consideration, to open
the residence only on Sunday".
In case you've forgotten, Miss
Kaye, 51.9% voted for more than
just Sunday, but our ONLY choice
this year was Sunday with various
hours: a/ 2-7 p.m. b/ 2-9 p.m.
c/ 2-10 p.m. By choice only for
Sunday? Come off it!

JOANNE MARTIN

Sorry, but the Baa Lamb, or is it a ram (?) plus Special
Credits had to go this time.

Editor,

For a change, here is a com-
plimentary note. I viewed "The
Birds" this last weekend and
found it to be one of the most
delightful evenings I have spent
in many a long time. The spon-
taneity and enthuslaamofthe cast

cannot be over complimented.
The adaptation of this Greek
Comedy to today's society was
made much more effective by
its humor than the usual bitter-
ness found in other contempor-
ary satires. It is sad that others

cannot use this honey to catch
the flies than the vinegar used
all too often.

Classics Club -thank you again

for a most memorable experi-
ence.

PAM HOFMANN
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TRICOLOR AWARDS
Each year Tricolor Society membership is awarded to a

few graduating students who "maintaining a satisfactory

academic standing during their course, have rendered

valuable and distinguished service to the University in

non-athletic, extra-curricular activities".

CAROLYN CHIDOICKS
Was vice president of the

ASUS last year; this year she
was Freshman Orientation Chair-
man,

PETER EOOISON
Has been instrumental in the

operation of student faculty
committees in the arts and
science faculty.

STEVE GRAHAM
Was president of Science

and second vice-president
the Engineering Society.

of

ROB NELSON
Represented the Law Society

on the AMS executive last year

and ran for AMS president in

the spring of 1968.

LI IVI KASAK
Was president of the Graduate

Student Society in 1966-67.

ROSEMARY LEESE
Has represented the Arts and

Science Undergraduate Society

on the AMS executive for two
years; last year she was publi-

cations chairman and the year
before that she edited Tricolor.

DAVID PAKRUL
7s president of the Alma Ma-

ter Society. He was formerly
budget and finance chairman,
and is a natty dresser.

JOHN PELLETT IER
Is president of the Aescula-

pian Society, and was previously
its vice • president and public
relations officer.

BARRY LEROY
Has been manager of the

Queen's bands for three years;
he was also active in the Com'
merce Society and ivas appoint-
ed to a student senatorship for
this year.

JOHN SEDGEWICK
Was president of Science 68

and has been entertainment
manager and chairman of the
Bitter Grounds Committee.

More Letters

Sir,

I write with reference to the

review of Joseph Strickland's

(sic) Ulysses that disgraced the

pages of the Friday, February 7

edition. I write to accuse your

reviewer of plagiarism. Many of

the ideas in his review were stol-

en from the review by James

Price that appears in the Sum-

mer, 1967 ediiton of Sight and

Sound.

Intellectual integrity is the key-

stone of any academic commun-

ity; such barefaced flaunting of

its elementary principles would

provide reason enough to expose

the review for what it is. But

further inspiration is provided by

your reviewer's annoyingly con-

fident and condescending tone.

At the very least he could have

reflected some sense of propriety

and humility in the reworking of

his pilfered opinions.

The following quotations from

the two reviews are offered as

substantiation for my accusation:

S and S: "the problem with

adapting a work of this scale is

one of selection. Not everyone

in the audience is going to agree

about what goes and what stays",

QJ: "With a book like Ulysses,

the principal problem of adapting
it to the screen is that of choos-

ing what stays and what goes.

Obviously not everybody will be
happy ..."

S and S: "There is, however, a
failure to see Ulysses as a novel
in which the reader is constantly

sensible of the author's pres-

ence".

QJ : 'Throughout the book there

is an enormous literary presence
clearly evident in the frequent

changes of style; the reader is

never aflqwed to forget Joyce".

S and S: 'The sound synchron-

isation is bad . . . The wide screen

camera is static".

QJ: "... the editing and cam-
era work static, the sound track
enough out of synchronisation to

make it seem dubbed".
_ S and S: "To them Ulysses will

seem to be a boring, if dirty ser-
ies of discounted sketches, a land
of egghead Mondo Cane".
OJ: "The continual concentra-

tion on superficial things gives it

the atmosphere of an egghead's
Mondo Cane".
There are other examples, but

surely these will suffice to estab-

lish my point: the opinions pub-

lished in your paper are essen-

tially those that appeared a year
and a half ago in Sight and
Sound Even the order in which
the quotations appear is the same
in both reviews.

This review, by the way, is the

only movie review that has been

printed without a by-line since the

present editors took office. You
owe your readers an explanation.

l. t. r Mcdonald
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r 2W Catty.

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pizza Spaghetti Chicken

542-2632 Free

542-2676 Delivery

Q/aCcntlnt?

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

THE MEN'S RESIDENCES

1969-1970 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will

be accepted at the Business Office, Leon-

ard Hall up to and including February

17th, 1969

Application forms may be obtained

from the Desk Clerks' Office, Gordon-

Brockington Hall and the Business Office,

Leonard Hoi I.

A CLEVER AND WEll-DJtAWN~
ADVfcRTISfcMfcNT Sf DON KfcBJt

security is finding a
jraup of tife-minded
associates.

lack cf security ts

finding out iwi yoH
are jv? ivanled...

jaUrtUj

* afree aui<te lo ifk

% ibenlificaHoy ofreal
• fonesi Bunnies.

flfi

lapinefte skidded,

tea slop, "there _

was a sign inviting
tunny types to join

a club—or at least So
she thought.

now, our luniw <firl

knows when, snePis
wanted.
it is a little harder,
sometimes, te> know
when you aren't.

tllis clwb didn't want
her at all. "but 1 liave

equipment I "She

tat the- little man only
laughed.

comes the dasvpttstank
to the rescue I our
mana&r explained, that
these <;luhs aren't for
rabbits at all—just for

frustrated Auniei-s. he
Su^gpsted that perhaps

she could start her own
bunny club , and, even
arratuSsd a loan, to pay
for pesters and such,.

last we heard , the
line-up was over a
Hock. long.

but we suspect that"
those fellows inay be
a lit disappoint
with the setup,

you see, ri&re tunnies
are for real...

f you're a member of Air Canada's Swing-Air Club, you'll never
have to worry about getting into this predicament. Because
you've got a way to get away in style— for half fare in Economy
Class with Air Canada on a standby basis. Where would you like

to go? Los Angeles? Miami? New York? We'll take you there, or

to almost any city in Canada, any day ot the week. Your Swing-Air
I.D. Card is your key lo travel fun nearly anywhere in North America. If you're
under 22. and you haven'l joined the Swing-Air Club yet, get the details from your
Air Canada campus rep. Or call your
local AirCanada office forinformation.

Swing-Air Club yet, get the details from your

AIR CANADA®
546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111

FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Crucial basketball twin-bill tonight
•y JOHN MABLE ©

Queen's basketball Gaels reach
Ibhe climax of their season to -

might as they toke on the league
leading Oaifeton Ravens in ithe

dungeon ait 8:15.

In a prelimtery game, Queers
Intermediate, pILay an aM important
game with arch rival Queen's Re-
bels in a ibatible for a playoff spot
in <the Kingston Oty League.

The Gaels willfl be depe-nding of
their veterans tonight, super-guard
Ron Walsh and Ted Ward nig, the
veteran forward, who ha soome on
in recent weeks, playing the best
ball] of Ms career.

One week ago, WaOJsfh was pheno-
menal in scoring 37 points in a
losing effort against McGdll in Mon-
treal (Last December, in the first

meeting between Queen's and Car-

leton, Ron was held to one of the

lowest points outputs of his career,

as was Waring, as the Gaels drop-

ped a very dose, ihard fougiht game.

A promising factor is the consid-

eration that big rookies Paul How-
ard and Barry Beale proved amaz-
ingly effective against the Ravens
'last December. Wiluh a full season

now under their belts, there is

hope that they may tonight prove

to be even more effective.

K they need help, they just may
get dt for a change. A very encour-

aging development has been the

recent return of Terry Haggerty
6*4" muscle boy, startling offensive

tackle on the football Gaels and

last year's starting centre on the
basketball squad. Terry will pro-
bably see a good deal of action

tonight.

The Rebels and the Seconds
stand second and third respective-

ly in the Kingston City league and
itondgiht's meeting is a crucial one
as tooth teams battle for the second
land last playoff spot behind Char-
lie Paster's Lakeview Centennials.

A discouraging note for >the Jjiter-

medaiaites has been the recent loss

(through injury of high scoring

swing-mami, Paul Davidson.

But the seconds will still get

points. T.H.E. Eagles well coached
running offense is effectively ex-

ecuted by towering Ross Coils,

"'Mad Dog" Ron Paradis, Doug
"ipeanl" Painter, amd guards Bob
Stock amd John Maible.

iEf the seconds are to win, they
wiiM have to stop high scoring for-

wards Bob White and Pete Harri-

son, as well as fight off the Rebs'

'board strength in Wes Jones, Norm
Jackson, and Bill Hamlin.

The game at 6:15, should be a

fitting preliminary to what promis-

es to be a 'brilliant game of inter-

"col'legiate basketball between Cade-
ton and the Gaels.

Pans are advised to arrive early

as at least 250 Carleton support-

ers are expected.

DOOOOOOODODOOOOOOOOOODOODDDODDOOODOODOOO

VERSATILE

D Glenayr

0Sfa
MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL
R SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe. It

"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"

with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

mach ine - was ha ble

100% English Botany,

with full-fashioned

raglan shoulder, mock-

turtle neckline with

zipper closing, long

sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At good

shops everywhere!

PURE VIRGIN WOOL

Without diisluhcl

f

PIPE SMOKERS!
This could be the Best

Offer you've had all day!
We're sure we have the finest Dutch Aromatic pipe tobacco your

money can buy, and we're willing to send you a pouch (free) to prove

it! So that you'll experience the pleasure of a genuine, great Dutch

tobacco. That's Amphora. Amphora Full Aromatic—in the Red
Pouch, is the extra mild, gentle smoke from Holland. Cool, slow

burning—the constant companion of pipe smokers the world over.

To try the taste of this great Dutch Aromatic—just clip and mail the

coupon below. Please enclose empty pouch of your present IM-

PORTED tobacco.

Just mail this
coupon today!

^PLEASE PRINT

CAREFULLY)

MAIL TO: M.C.F.G. Box 220,
Station F, Toronto, Ontario

IMr./Mrs
Address *

I
City...... Prov......

Yes, I would like a FREE full sized Red Pouch of Amphora Full Aromatic pipe

I
tobacco. I enclose an empty "Trade in" pouch of the

IMPORTED pipe tobacco I have been smoking.

I
My tobacconist is..

His Address

. (This Offer expires March 31, 1969 and it Key pj 0
QJ3

I limited to one Free pouch per person, per address).

QQQQQQQQQQOQQQQOQQQOQQQOQQOQQQQQQOQ

wssaH Wffl WM

I

!

iy No IKS

—
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10% - DISCOUNT - 15%

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie near Princess 5^6-2746

LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

JHronttnat

iotel

Prop. R. Alder

50 Rooms Daily & Weekly
Rates Licensed Under LCBO

Dining Room

Colour T.V. in Beverage

Room Hockey on T.V.

Chan. 13

ENTERTAINMENT IN

BEVERAGE ROOMS

Chalmers Church

Sunday, Feb. 16, 1969

11 a.m. morning worship

Dr. J. M. Sliaw, Professor

Emeritus,

Queen's Theological College

5:30 no student supper

7:30 Evening Worship

Teenagers report with slides

on Christmas trip to Moose

Factory

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry''

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

law As A Career*
1

a discussion of what lawyers do and the process of legal

education in Ontario

HEAR
Professor Jeffrey Jowell

Osgoode Hall Law School

Monday, February 17

second floor conference room. Dunning Hall

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —
Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. —Res. 548-4552

K, C. KENNEDY, C.L.U, —Res. 546-0032

M. T-MMETT ADAM, C.LU. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO. ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1969

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

(Corner Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL fOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS
DINING LOUNGE

CHOPS CHCKEN UCENSIO UNDER LCBO

open from 7 a.m. to i a.m.

& TAVERN
WE CAN SERVE FROM 20-600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian 'Room

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
HUE CUSTOMER PARKING

Great Britain

Two free books on Britain.
One. special lor students: accommodation,
low rales, useful lads. Two, 48 pages
about Britain. Send lo British Travel, PO Box 320.
Terminal A, Toronto. Ontario.

City

i



Mc Arthur College

of Education

Tenders for first-phase construction of McArthur College of Educations permanent quarters on West Campus are expected to be called
by February 28. The architects' sketch above shows the first phase structure [lower right) connected by two enclosed walkways to the sec-
ond phase building [upper left). The walls will be precast, similar to the new Mathematics building. The reflecting pool in front of the
first phase structure [academic building) faces south toward Union Street. The building will include: classrooms: three laboratories-
offices: two lecture theatres seating 90 people each: and a lecture theatre seating 150. Provision has been made to permit the construction
of an additional two floors. The second phase will include a library with a capacity of 100,000 volumes, a double gymnasium with a mov-
able dividing wall, a television studio and offices, and technology areas for transportation, electrical, mechanical'and construction. Con-
struction of the second phase is anticipated to begin in 1970. Estimated cost is approximately $7,000,000.

NUDE, SCREWED & TATTOOED?
Come Wednesday night you may

well be financially raped.

Come Wednesday night, if a quorum
can be found, an A.M.S. general meet-

ing will consider motions to raise the

student interest fee by $20.00.

If these motions are passed, each
student will pay an additional $5.00 for

a compulsory Tricolor, $15.00 for a new
student centre and $.55, "just to make
things even".

A compulsory yearbook fee — in ef-

fect guaranteed sales — would reduce

the likelihood of another financial wipe-

out, such as was pioneered by Ross
McGregor's Tricolor '68.

A student centre fee would help make
Pakrul's projected pleasure palace a

reality.

The half dollar is for laughs.

Outraged by a cavalier disregard for

your interests? Up-tight with an

A.MS. that misrepresents you? Well,

here's your chance to teach these stu-

dent politicians a lesson, or at least find

out what's going on.

The meeting Wednesday night is an

annual meeting which means every

student gets a vote. If you do not like

what's going on you'll have a chance

to change it.

The meeting will be held in Stirling

D at 7:00 p.m.

It's your student body.

McGILL - SIX SENATORS RESIGN
Montreal (CUP)—Six of the eight

student senators on the 62 member Mc-
Gill University resigned their positions

Wednesday saying that their continued

presence would simply be an exercise

in futility.

The move came after a four hour

Senate session Wednesday failed to get

as far as adopting of its agenda. The
wrangle, primarily over an appeal to

Senate by Stanley Gray, lecturer in

Political Science threatened with dis-

missal, finally resolved itself in an ex-

pression of support for Principal H.

Rocke Robertson's decision to take dis-

ciplinary action against Gray.

The students, in a statement re-

leased after the meeting, charged they

ware second class students in the Senate

and said they had been repeatedly in-

sulted throughout their five month term
by members of the body.

The students questioned the good
faith of the Senate and said the Sen-

ators apparently did not have a neces-

sary commitment to the general well

being of the university.

They said that they could no longer

be part of the Senate's "hypocrisy and

reactionary position" and said they

would rejoin the Senate only when the

body showed willingness to debate and
take action "on the issues before the

university".

The six senators were elected on

an activist slate in October. Since then,

Senate has been tied in endless con-

frontation between the students and the

vast majority of the Senators. Votes

normally go 54-8, someimes somewhat

higher.

In the last five months, it has been

apparent that the Senate can not deal

with more than one or two items a

sitting. Ever since the students gain-

ed seats, the Senate has met twice a

month (as opposed to their traditional

monthly meetings) and at times, twice

a week.

The student Senators have consist-

ently accused the Senate of refusing to

deal with substantive issues and pro-

ceeding with irrelevancies.

BISSELL AND RUBIN COMING

Will this be your student body?

Rod Steiger in WTs The Illustrated Man

Several prominent personages are
corning to Queen's next week.

Dr. Claude T. Bissell, President of

the University of Toronto, will be here
next Thursday to give a Dunning Trust
Lecture entitled "Academic Freedom
—the Student Version" in Convocation
Hall at 8:15 pjn.

Jerry Rubin will also be at Quean's

next week. He has been invited here

by the A.S.U.S. other events committee.

Rubin has gained infamy for his action

at the Democratic Party Convention in

Chicago last summer. He also led at

a sit-in at U.B.C. last falL He writes

for the Berkley Barb and is the lead

of the Youth International Party

(Yippes).

I
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MALIGNED
Oh, how maligned are Martin and Mclnfyre.

How undeservedly maligned.
First, there were the skeptics who couldn't con-

ceive of a contenied Journal staff or a Garden of

Eden in the Journal office.

M & M wasted little time creating both. Who
can now question their brilliant contributions to jour-

nalism? With jelly beans, gold stars and love they

turned a Journal staff wracked with strife, rampant
with disconlent and starved for love into the happy,
cohesive, mindless residents of Utopia who have put

out the Journal this campus has come to await bi-

weekly, wondrous in their anticipation.

It wasn't easy, making love to an entire staff.

But then, versatilily has been a by-word in the Gold-
en Age.

So has consistency. Rarely has a newspaper been
so accurate a reflection of its mentors. John Mclntyre,

for instance, writes poorly and is not particularly

good at layout. Bill Martin can't illustrate or take pic-

tures. And neither one is any good with headlines.

That pretty well sums it up.

But the Journal's advertising rate card says that

the Golden Age must end on March 14. What then?
Who can possibly follow such an act?

If you believe History According to John Mcln-
tyre, a Golden Age can only be followed by a Dark
Age. Some amongst us hold out more hope.

After all, M&M followed what had been a sort

of Renaicsiince Period, short and ill fated though, if

was. There may still be a chance for revival.

Or perhaps we could work towards creating an
Age of Reason.

In any case, there can be no chance of con-
tributing the Golden Age. A combination like M&M
doesn't grace one newspaper staff any too often.

They should go down as the best humorist and
illustrator the Journal pvpt misnlacerl.

Cjhtmt a Journal
Editor Bill Marti

Associate Editor John Mclntyie

News Editor Alei Binkler

Eiecutive Editor Ch'is Redmond

Business Manager

Weekend: Cathie Acton. Photos

Stinson. Sports assistant: Liz Maxwell.

Paul Barron Office: Pattie Walker, se^

Mike Seamark Advertising: George Heale.

Martel. Bob Bassett. Pete McCteath,

Copy Editor . Herman Bakvis

Sports Editor lohn Mable

Bill Stilwell

Chris Boon. Photo assignments: Cathy

Arts ano Books- Marte Harding. Design:

igh Tiers. Business assistant:

Oay.
Will

Deus lachm Ross McGregor.

Published twice a

Society of Queen's linn

Press. Editorial opinio,

of the Alma Mater Sot

and for payment ot po

Subscription rate I

Phone 546-5730 Idi

Founded

those of the editor ia

r the University. Authi

ademic year by the Alma Mater

'3 Member of Canadian University

board and not necessarily

ned as second class mail

is locale

KCTN) in

the

-n cash 0y the Post Olfic

)n-students. J5 per year,

or 546-3871 (local 229 or

ot the Students' Union

Oepartm it. Ottav

598). Ihe lournaf Office

Tele* 026-244 (DOUGLAS

by 1000 Islands Publishers. Lid., Gananooue.

LETTER
Pear Sir:

I would like to make a reply

In n letter to the editor appear-

ing 14 February, 19C9 and signed

If. J. Rietveld; J. B. Sockasky,

and others. The letter condemned

the destruction caused by stu-

dents at Sir George Williams Uni-

versity Those who signed the

letter expressed the opinion that

the Sir George students had "ob-

structed the due process of law

by their mob tactics." It was un-

doubtedly a violation of the law

to demolish the University com-

puter (depriving it of "due pro-

cess"?), but it is a pity that Sock-

asky et at. were not equally af-

fronted by the possibility that

racist attitudes and practices

were extant among one. or possib-

ly more of the Sir George Will-

iams staff. It is also interesting

to note that the admi nist ration

was not very concerned about

"due process" when it did not

keep its part of negotiated agree-

ments with the student dissidents.

Sockasky's letter continues by

declaring that "by their (i.e., the

student radicals; wilful destruc-

tion of private property, they
have not only damaged their

cause beyond repair, but have

also shown themselves to be an

unthinking and irresponsible lot

of vandals" It would also be

accurate to say that the Sir Geo.

Williams administration was "un-

thinking and irresponsible" in ii

equivocating, trilling approach to

student charges of staff racism.

At very least it is necessary to

recognize the administration's

role in provoking the outcome of

i he sit-in. l'o be sure, racist char-

ges have been neither proved nor

disproved. But the administra-

tion should have fairly and thor

(Highly investigated the charges of

racism. Had this been done, it

might not now be necessary to

purchase a new computer, and

student radicals might not now be

laced with lengthy prison terms.

Sochasky et a!, neglected to men-

tion any of these other factors.

Evidently, it was sufficient for

them to heap scorn only upon

the shoulders of the students,

who were probably taking ven-

geance Far what they perceived

(Continued on page 4)

OJhurth

9,00 a.m. Holy Communion

11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7.30 p.m. Evening Prayer

8.30 p.m. Coffee Hour
Wed. 7.30 p.m. Family Life
Program
home".

"Values in the

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
SPRING REGISTRATION

FOR
SESSION 1969-1970

Honours: Students in third and fourth years, 1969-70

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by departments)
Place: Department of the major

General B.A.: Students in third year, 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7 and March 10-14, 1969
Hours: 9:00-12:00 a.m. and 2:00-4:00 p.m.

B A P H P ST .°f
.

fiCe
u
0f ,he Assistan

' Dean, Richardson Hall
• Students in third and fourth years 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by school)

t. . , .

Plac9: SchoQl °f Physical and Health Education
Students registering as indicated above will be able to change or confirm

.
their registration in September.

ART NOUVEAU
February I! to Marrh 2

19th Century France

continues to February 23

"A %k hour film accompanying the Art Nouveau exhibition

will be" shown in the Art Centre on Thursday, February 27

at 5 pm.

at the art centre

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

The Centennial Room

28 Tonga St.

Slav* Aa«y
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A Smoker
. . . THEN A Prof.

By Brenda Maybee

"It I were to found a university
I would begin with a smoker.
Then, when more funds were
available, I would add a dor-
m'tory. After that, I would pro-
vide a reading room and a good
library. And eventually, if more
money came, I would go about
finding a professor and some
textbooks."

Sound backwards? Or, on the
contrary, idealistic? Well, if you
really think about it, most of
the deepest thinking and the
greatest mind-flexing In a uni-
versity usually gets done over a
cigarette and a couple of beers
in someone's room. Students get
more out of one all-night bull
session that any number of 8:30's
where they doze to the drone of
some prof's voice.

But what is a university for?
Why do people come here? A
student panel discussion at the
International Centre last Wed-
nesday revealed a lot of inter-
esting viewpoints concerning
these and other questions.
A.S.U.S. president, Ted Parnell
acted as chairman to start the
discussion. The studentpaneiists
were Dan Burns, 3rd year arts,
Peter Eddison, final year arts,
and Al Maloney, in 3rd year
Medicine.

An effort was made to define
the purpose of the university.
Is it "the Place to go" after
high school? Is it merely the
conventional route to the job that
will get you dollars, or is it an
end In itself? Could it ever be
a "sanctuary for human
thought?" Could people ever be
able to como to the university

and choose a course, just to
satisfy their own curiosity?

And what about the idea of
marks and the assessment of
knowledge? Can the professor
judge whether a. student's own
ideas are right or wrong? Be-
cause the student's views differ
from the professor's, does that
mean he is wrong? If not, why
is it so hard for a professor to
get a job in a faculty whose
views are not his own?
As you can see, there were

a lot more questions than
answers. But just to ponder over
them was a stimulating exper-
i ince.

SOLMAN

So here we are
. . . weeks have passed since the Men's

Residence were opened to women . . . Finally life is back

On You Thinkers!

Carlebach

rhere is a unique ccnumpwary expression in ihe compositions
ul Sulouio Cavic-baeh. With striking simplicity Carlebach captures
and communicates the warmth and the wonder, the Intensity, the
immensity, the anguish and the ecstasy or life on many levels,
as he himself has experienced it.

Cailebach's scngs are no ordinary songs. They are now di-

mensional folksongs, sculsongs, flame lit mekdies. They are pray-
ers, are paeans, are poems, are impassioned outpourings of faith,

hope and yearning.

The New York Times music critic commented, after a Carle-

bach performance in New York's Town Mall, on this "enthusi-

astic and affectionate response . . . He has the people with him,"
wrote Robert Shelton. ''He can ask for no more."

A star cf International repute, SUlomo Carlebach has crowded
ccncu't halls in Jerusalem. New York. Czechoslovakia, Paris,

London, Amsterdam and Rome. "The world is my headquarters",

he declares.
~

Carlebach will perform in "A Concert of Song and Soul" on

Sunday evening, February 23, 7:30 p.m. at Dunning Hall, Queen's

University. Admission $2.00. students $1.50, tickets at the door.

HONOURS B.A. AND B.Sc.

Forms for application for admission to Honours B.A. and B.Sc.

Programs are available now in the Arts and Science Office, second

floor, Richardson Holl.

Applications should be submitted before March 15.

Teaching

K. H. Lougheed Arts '42, a secondary school principal from

Sault St. Marie will be af Queen's Thursday, Feb. 27 to

discuss secondary school teaching in Sault St. Marie with

prospective, graduates. Arrangements for i nterviews

may be made through the Director of Placement, Clark Hall

By Morte Harding

Mensa is a minority group.
Which is just as well because
it's also highly segregationist.
Only about 2% of the general
population can join Mensa,
What does this 2% have the

rest of us don't have? A greater
curiosity and a higher I.Q.: to

join Mensa you must have a
rating of 148 on the Cattell scale
of measuring intelligence.

And to ensure that you do in-

deed have the necessary require-
ments, all applicants for
membership In Mensa are put
through a series of I.Q. tests.

The first is done at home on
the honour system and if you do
well enough on it you are en-
titled to undergothe final screen-
ing process of two more tests,

written atone sitting under stand-
ard conditions, at the nearest
Mensa Testing Station.

The first test costs $4.50 to

take; the other two $6.50. Any-
one with a certificate from a
certified psychologistproving
him to be sufficiently smart may
join, but It will still cost him
$4.50.

The final testing session is a
harrowing one according to

George, one of two M's living

in Kingston: "Youdon't have time
to fool around. I lit a cigarette

and blew a page." But the testing

is fair if gruelling. Best two out

of three test results are used and
the applicant's aptitude - whether
literary or mathematical - Is

taken Into consideration to weight

his performance.

Once you're in a world of con-

versation, discussion, and social

gatherings is yours for the price

of the yearly membership fee of

$10. You'll meet a range of

fascinating people willing to

listen to your pet theories,
anxious to point out your fal-

lacies, ready to engage in long

With outsiders, though M's tend

to be somewhat belligerent.

Apart from providing a social

base for an intelligent elite,

Mensa is useful to psychologists

researching intelligence for any

links which may explain the

nature of 'brightness*. M's are

required to fill in research
questionnaires and are available

for studies made by hospitals

and universities.

For bright university students

Mensa is opening Mensa College

next September.

For those who can't afford

them they offer full or partial

waivers on the payment of test-

ing fees. So there's nothing to

stop you from gaining member-
s hip-except your own cap-

abilities]

For the preliminary test write:

Mensa Canada Selection
Agency, 403 Carleton Street,

Toronto 2, Ontario.

March 4-8 THEATRE '69
Eastern Ontario Drama League Festival of three-act plays

March 4 The Hanging Rope — Domino Theatre

March 5 The Caretaker — Ottawa Little Theatre

March 6 A Game Of Heads - Millcreek Players of Odessa

March 7 The Odd Couple - Cornwall Little Theatre

March 8 Antigone - Peterborough Theatre Guild

Individual seats: S1.00 • $2.25 Orond Ih.olr.
Series tickets- S

Bq.t Office Open
S^^ $3.50 C^d $4.00

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FOR THE BOROUGH OF NORTH YORK

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates interested in the teaching profession or wishing

to obtain information regarding teaching opportunities are

minted to visit the North York Board of Education at —

McARTHUR COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Friday, F.b™.ry 28 KINGSTON/ ONTARIO »'°° •»• •« «'«> p.m.

Our large display advertisements will appear regularly in

the Toronto newspapers beginning on Wednesday, February
26.

IF YOU ARE IN TORONTO FOR THE WEEK-ENDS OF MARCH 1 AND 8 INTERVIEWS ARE BEING

Tw "toMer. Don Mills Collegiate Institute
b.a., d. paed. 15 The Donway East, Don Mills
Director of Education

B.A., C. A.

Chairman

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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The Brain —more complex than the moon

By Lorraine Brown

A oomplete understanding ol the brain and its

relationship to 'behavior will require more techno-

logical knowledge 'than will landing on the moon.

Hhis is the feeling ol Dr. Paul Maclean, M.D.,

of the National Institute of Mental Health in Beth-

esda Maryland. Dr. MaoLean was the speaker tor

the second series of the CM. Hincks memorial lec-

tures held last Tuesday and Wednesday at Etlher-

ington Hall. .

The lectureship was founded iby the Ontario

Mental Health Foundation in memory of Clarence

M. Hincks, father of the Oanadian Mental Health

Movement. ...
The first lecture, "Man's Reptilian and Ijunibic

Inheritance", dealt with the most primitive parts

of line 'brain — the reptilian brain and limbic sys-

tem which run on instinct, cause stereo-typed

patterns of 'behavior, and are neurosis-bound by

the primitive superego.

In "Man's Limbic Brain and the Psychoses ,

the second lecture. Dr. MacLean introduced the

hypothesis that sdlerosis of the hippocanupai area

of the brain, which causes limbic epilepsy, may be

connected to schizophrenia and other psychoses.

Symptoms of psychosis - disturbances of emotion,

paranoid symptoms, perceptive disturbances and

depersonalization feelings were explained, and

itheir connections to «he 'limbic system pointed

""or MaoLean also discussed the usefulness of

the drugs such as LSD and psilocybin in treating

psychoties. He admitted his own fear of the drugs,

stating that they are capable of bringing on or-

reversible psychosis by upsetting the metabolism

of the brain.

The 'final ledture, entitled "New Trends m
Man's Evolution" was supplemented by some

rather graphic slides on abnormal procreative

behavior - potential stag movies of the ape under-

eround. The lecture dealt primarily with links be-

tween cerebral pathways and .primitive reproduc

^ThrStires drew professors and doctors from

Ottawa, Toronto, and McGill uniyersit.es, as well

as many professors from Queen's who acted as

chairman and .panelists in the two panels included

^Tta touSel on p^ology of memory was

chaired by Professor Thompson of the Psychology

department and dealt with organic amnesias, re-

cent developments in memory consolidation 'the-

ory, and temporal lobeotomy m man.

Queen's students and nurses filled the auditor

tan and its aisles for the second panel, involving

th7 currently popular subject of sleeping and

drlaS. The four .panelists went deepb'into

the topic of REM (rapid eye movement) sleep a

field in which there is extensive research at

present time, and two of the ™«*
papers on the topic were read to us by the pane-

""ointrary to the finds of recent experiments,

depriving a person of REM sleep does not always

cZTii'itability, anxiety and halluonatiorj

Dreaming occurs almost exclusiyely on the first

stage of REM sleep and the fourth and last stage

involves no dreaming at all.

However one of the panelists pointed out that

froTa -psychological viewpoint REM is
:

«M*d
to dreaming. If dreaming is considered to be the

exprSsmn of things avoided while awake *en

dreaming should be frequent m people who tend to

repress their feelings. Experiments here m King-

sS at K.G H. have proven that these people do

have more REM sleep and that their dreams are

"The" panel ' also presented information on re-

search being carried out on sleep disturbances and

Snum, and how alcholism affects sleeping

patterns.

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

A.V FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
($5 for $10 Value of food)

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Slreel

Save on Young Men's' Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special $6.95.

Phone 546-5555

10% - DISCOUNT - 15"A

University Texts

Paper Bocks — Stationers

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie near Princess

LONDRTS
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up end delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

1 College Relations Director

c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008

Please send me a free Sheraton Student I. D. Card:

We're holding
the cards.

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a

Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.

And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.

Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a

good place.

Sheraton Hotels &Motor Inns
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. A Worldwide Service of itt

ST. ANDREWS

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, AftCT, RMT

SERVICES Of WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

—LETTER
(Continued from page 2)

to be racist equivocation and

duplicity on the part of the ad-

ministration. It is unfortunate that

"property" has taken precedence

over simple humanity in the val-

ue system of some individuals.

Racism is an invidious, de-

structive phenomenon. It de-

stroys the human spirit and de-

prives man of his dignity, in-

deed, his very soul. It has de-

prived the world of an unknown

number of writers, poets, paint-

ers, scientists, doctors; it has

deprived millions; it has thwart-

ed their simplest desires and
goals. It has, in fact, deprived

many of life itself. This has been

the cumulative damage of centur-

ies of racism. The destruction of

a computer seems rather insigni-

ficant by comparison. If racism,

wherever it may appear, is not

rooted out and ruthlessly smash-

ed, then those who are its victims

will do the job themselves without

concern for establishment proper-

ties. The racist attitude is an ir-

rational often violent emotion.

After centuries why is it, that its

victims are expected to respond

to it with "reason" and "respon-

sibility"?

Racism, not property should

have been Sochasky's (et al.

)

greatest concern, yet, they do not

make the lightest mention of it

and its role in provoking the out-

come at Sir George Williams. One

wonders what it is that causes

many to become so concerned,

even obsessed with the concept of

property, and evidently so indif-

ferent to human destruction caus-

ed by racism.

MICHAEL J. CARLEY

Nobody worked this week — except M & M, Charlie and Cathy (when she

wasn't getting phone callB) ChriB. Paul, Alex, Herman. Lorraine. John M.,

John S.. Chris B., and Marte. Special credits to "Oriel and to the deadline-ridden

staff of Tricoicr. This is the last issue before the trreat race is over: we'd better

add rnvlitg tnH & E and tn Lyndn and Ann* who typed Wip other briefs.

Classified Ads.

"Sand Pebbles" with Steve McQueen
Wed. Feb. 26—Dunning Hall— 6:00
p.m. and 9i80 I t 1 I

Jamaica '69 — Go to sunny Jamaica
(or 8 wonderful days after your last

exam. This trip la organized exclusively

for the college crowd. Inquire about
our "Go now — pay later' plan. Gall
644-4840 anytime. Also ask about our
European trip*.

Queen's Drama Guild presents Sean
O'Casey '8 Bedtime Story, under the
direction of Michael CVFarrell March
7, 8. Room 102, Old Arts Bldg., 9 j.m.

Animal would like to wlah all his

profs a happy ''Assignment Week"
(Commonly known aB "Study Week"
or "Reading Week" or more Infrequent-
ly no "ski Week".

(Miss) Tea - Christine van der Vegt
Vijverstr 31,

Leeuwarden (Fr)
The Netherlands
Would like to correspond with a few
Canadian university students.
Anyone interested may write.

LOST:

A brown clipboard at the computer
center Thurs. Feb. 20. If found please

return the two assignments on it to

Terry Graham 546-7647.

1 pair ladles black leather gloves, fur-

lined. Lost between Stirling Hall and
Ban Righ. If found please call 644-8269-

Nancy Jo.

Warm quiet room. Men $10.00 per

week. Close to Queen's Parking Yard.

196 Union.

Large warm room. $10.00 562 John-

son St.

FOR SALE:

Mustang, 2 years old, excellent con-

dition, radio, new snow tires, pood
reason for selling. Contact Mrs. March,
secretary, Classics dept. Ext. 3437 or
home number 542-6904 after 5 pm.

WANTED:

Girl (or boy) to come Wed. Feb. 26

at 7 pm to committee Room 1 in

Union, to serve as secretary on Arts
'70's final executive. No talent required,

just humility or a willingness to learn

it. Any questions ? Call the presi-

dent at 544-1710.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS & TAVERN
CONTINENTAL fOODS WE CAN icftVE FSOM 20-600 PEOPLE

SPEOAUZING IN PIZZAS
Visit Our Venetian 'Room

CHARCOAL STEAKS
DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBOCHOPS CHCKEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING »™"MB c*™

AMS GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday February 26, 1969

7 P.M. STIRLING D

200 Quorum Required

STUDENT SENATOR (2) NOMINATIONS

20 Signatures required in AMS Office by

5 p.m. February 28

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Family Planning
By PATRICE MERRIN

The A.M.S. Education Committee is sponsoring a discussion
on Education m Family Planning" tomorrow at 7:00 p m.A panel of five professional people will provide topical material
Prof. Brian Osbourne of the Ceography Dept. will start things
off with a presentation of the "Population Explosion" and its
political, economic and social implications. The Ortho Pharm
aceutical Company in Toronto is supplying a slide show on the
history of contraception and a commentator from their medical
department. Technical explanation of various methods of birth
control will be presented by Dr. K.G. Millar, a Kingston prac-
titioner. Dr. Nancy Simpson, of the Biology Dept., will provide
enlightenment on the newly arising field of genetic abnormalities
and heredity and their relationship with birth control (this has
to do with such diseases as muscular dystrophy, cystic fibrosis,
etc.). The University Chaplain, Padre Laverty will offer a
"moral look" at Family Planning.

A question period will follow the speakers' short talks— intel-
ligent curiouslty encouraged. All Queen's students and faculty
are welcome. Admission FREE.

News Briefs

Horroramo Aftermath

The first four charges arising

from the Horroarma Show were

presented at the A.M.S. Court

last night.

The first charge for "inter-

fering with the constables" was
laid against Peter Higinson. No

decision was reached.

Peter Jenson was charged with

"throwing a bottle cap at a con-

stable". He was asseseda$20.00

fine but his case will continue.

Donald Berringer pleaded

guilty to interferring with con-

stables." His case will also be

heard at a later date.

Co-op Loon

The student government at

Queen's has agreed to grant a

ifcwenty-tjhousand-dollar loan to

.

help build a co-operative resi-

dence on Princess Street.

Preliminary plans for financ-

ing the project were discussed

in secret session at the AiMS
executive meeting Tuesday
night. No details of the plans

have been released as yet.

Last fall the AMS took an
option to buy a property near

Princess and Division Streets,

and arranged an interest-free

loan of $50,000 from the univer-

sity to help erect a co-op re -

sidence.

The loan will be made from
capital trust funds of the AMS.

Rubins Coming

Computer Charges

The computing centre will
charge for all its services next
year.

At present, most computing
centre services are free, but
charges will be made beginning
July 1, according to a resolution

passed by the university senate
at its January 23 meeting.

Computer use for courses
will be paid for from budgets
of academic departments. Other
use, including the WATFOR
compiler, will have to be paid

for by the individual.

The new system will make it

possible for "needs to be met in

a systematic way", according to

principal John J. Deutsch. It

will a'lso cut down on the ex-

penses of the computing centre.

Amelia Hall-Actress

The Drama Department wants

this announced: On Wednes-

day, Feb. 26th, at 8:00 p.m.

(vou didn't seriously think we'd

be there at 8:00 am?) in the

Studio Theatre (Old Arte Build-

ing), Ameilia Hall - actress (for

your benefit we will omit the

nine inches of credits that fol-

lowed in the original) will give

a talk entitled "My Life in the

Canadian Theatre: 1949-1969".

At 4:00 p.m. in the Studio Thea-

tre she will hold a demonstra-

tion discussion period with read-

ings of scenes from some of the

plays in which she has appeared.

Tune in again Tuesday for

another thrilling installment.

Jerry Rubin is coming to

Queen's. He will be here to-

morrow to speak at Grant Hall

starting at 8:00 p.m.

Rubin, besides leading the

Yippies, conducting sit-ins, dis-

rupting the Chicago Democratic
Convention last summer, oc -

casSona'ly provides John Diefen-

baker with some verbal fodder.

Rubin has won an appeal a-

gainst the U.S. Supreme Court

which has restricted his travels

to ,dhe state of Illinois.

Alex —
It's very important that some

of this (like the first para.) gets

printed in tomorrow's paper.

MARTE.

Dunning Price Upped

Rjay Berry, who runs the Dun-

ning Hall movies, has announced

a price increase of $.25 for the

movies. He says that this is due

to a increase in cost from the

distributors.

PASSMORE

Judy Jarvis, PhE instructress and freelance dancer, .puts her best foot forward.

Nursing Alters Course

By BRENOA MAYBEE and ANN DUNCAN

Queen's School of Nursing will introduce a

new programme next year. In former years, a

student spent her first and final year at Queen's,

and attended a diploma school for three years

in between. It will now be possible to complete

the course entirely at Queen's.

The new programme will be divided into

three parts—one third science and biology, one

third humanities and one third nursing. Dr.

Jean Hill, the Dean of Nursing, showed how the

program would break down the barriers between

the sciences and the humanities in order to

compartmentalize, until a person, for a pro-

fessional, Is merely an organism.

"Whatever occurs to us is different because

It occurs to us", said DeanHllL Theprogramme

will put an emphasis on the understanding and

treatment of the total human being. The students

In the school of nursing have thrown their full

support behind this new programme. Earlier

this year a student-faculty committee was

formed to strengthen communications even

more.

The school of nursing expects 40 new students

in the fall and will expand at a rate of 50

students a year. At the present time there are

86-90 students In Nursing. The faculty will In-

crease from 2 to 7 members as well.
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(Enokp'a

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

5M1 Brock St.

DOWT MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25

All Day — Annual Student Art Ex -

hibilion. Students' Union.

7:00 "Billion Dollar Brain" with

Michael Catne. Dunning Auditor-

ium. 50c.

7:00 AMS Meeting. McLaughlin Km..

Students' Union.
8 :16 "Is American Social Unrest

Threatening Canada?" — Harvard

Debate. Wallace Hall, Students'

Union.

10.-00 "Billion Dollar Brain" wiU
Michael Caine. Dunning Auditor-
ium. 60c

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26

All Day — Annual Student Art Ex -

hibilion. Students' Union.
6:00 "Sand Pebbles" with Steve Mc-

Queen, sponsored by Science 72.
Dunning Auditorium. SOc.

7:00 AMS General Meeting - Stirling

D. Quorum of 200 people needed.

7:00 Film and Discussion on the topic

On the Ides of March, 44 BC,
Julius Caesar, standing on

the steps of the Senate, saw
Brutus approaching. Assuming
his friend would like a refreshing

drink of ice-cold Coca-Cola,

Caesar called out, "Et tu Brute?"
meaning, "You want some, too,

Kiddo?" Unfortunately, Brutus had
flunked Latin, and, thinking he'd
been insulted, immediately slew
Caesar, speaking the immortal
words, "Res melius evinissent

cum Coke," a translation

of which appears below.

itt Cki-CoI, iBd Coke ,i, ict.ilcrcd Had, i

icli identity ont, th. otoducl ol CtKa-Col* LI

would havegone betterwithCote

of Family Planning, Sponsored
by the AMS Education Committee.
Ellis Auditorium.

) Queen's Camera Club Meeting.
Dunning Hall, Km. 104.

0 Athletics Beef-In. An open meet-
ing held by the Principal's Advis-
ory Committee on Athletics 3rd
floor common room. Students'
Union.

} Baha' Is on Campus — Open Dis-
cussion. Rm. 211, Dunning Hall.

1 Drama Department presents Ame-
lia Hall speaking on "Canadian
Theatre: 1049-69". Studio Thea-
tre. Old Arts Building.

I Kingston Film Society — "Mur-
iel". Odeon Theatre.

I Graduate Student General As-
sembly. Stirling Hall B.

' "Sand Pebbles" with Steve Mc-
Queen, sponsored by Science 72.
Dunning Auditorium, GOc,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27

Ail Day — Annual Student Art Ex -

hibition. Students' Union.
10 am-4 pm Graduate Student Society

Election.
2:30 Spanish Department — Lecture

by Dr. Manuel Zapata Odivella
from Colombia. Topic: "La
alienaction en la novels Intinoa-
americana." Co-Ed Lounge. Stu-
dents' Union.

7:30 Spanish Club — Games, Film and
Entertainment. International Cen-
tre (basement).

7:30 ASUS Meeting. Co-Ed Lounge
Students' Union.

S:30 "Submersion of Canadian Cul -

ture"—lecture by Robin Mathews.
Art Centre, Small Gallery.

8:30 "Arms and the Man" Grand
Theatre. 51.50 (students).

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28

All Day — Annual Student Art Ex -

hibition. Students' Union.
8:00 Queen's Sailing Club — Sleigh-

ride Party. S2.00 per couple.
Phone 544-7123.

8 :30 "Arms and the Man" Grand
Theatre. SI. SO (students).

10-2 Bitter Grounds - Bradstreet and
Steel, returning for a second en-
gagement. Students' Union.

SATURDAY, MARCH 1

All Day—Queen's Open House.
8:30 "Arms and the Man" Grand

Theatre. SI. 50 (students).
10-2 Bitter Grounds - Bradstreet and

Steel, returning for a second en-
gagement. Students' Union,

LOST:

Brown leather wallet out of my
gym locker, Thursday, Feb. 13. Fella
keep the money, but please return the
wallet with my I.D. cards I No Ques-
tions asked. Contact: Mac, Gervan, 54
Wellington St., 544-2020.

Jamaica 'G9 — Go to sunny Jamaica
for 8 wonderful days after your last
exam. This trip la organized exclusively
for the college crowd. Inquire about
our "Go now — pay later' plan. Call
544-4340 anytime. Also ask about our
European trips.

Queen's Drama Guild presents Sean
O*Casey's Bedtime Story, under the
direction of Michael O'Farrell March
7. 8, Room 102, Old Arts Bldg., 9 pm.
Also the 200 Story by E. Albee.

call 544-7623.

Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

vgf 1181 Princess St.

1t\ l No. 2 H«ry Wat

HJ^» Dial 542-9331

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE



By DAVE WESTGATE

Well, here we are, once again, with another

episode in the continuing story of Queen's Open

House. When we left the story just before ski

wee. , .er« . ..study week, the Art's and Science

faculty and the Meds faculty were doing battle

with each other over who had the biggest and best

show planned. They're still fighting, but I would say

that Meds and Nursing Science have the edge on the

spectacular but Arts and Science have the market

on the vital and relevant Issues of the day. This

week Law and Engineering do their thing.

Read on!

The Law faculty will contribute a Moot court

to Open House, a trial under real Perry Mason

conditions. They will also have a movie of a real

jury trial and a talk on the relationship between

computers and the law. Professors and students will

be In the lower lounge discussing the Law school

and its courses with the visitors.

The Engineers have promised to give our vlsltons

a real show, gone will be the golden jackets and the

usual image that they hate so much and they'll show

off their Taney lab equipment and techniques used to

discover facts about roads, mines, and large indus-

trial plants.

Engineering Mathematics will be demonstrating

experiments on probability and statistics in Car-

ruthers Hall. Also Included in their program will

be lectures and films on the application of Math-

ematics to other fields of endeavors. The Civil

Engineering department, in Ellis Hall, will have a

great variety of working demonstrations pertaining

to modern construction methods and problems. Visi-

tors are encouraged to tour the hydrollc and stress

testing labs where senior and graduate students will

be conducting typical experiments. The Chemical En-

gineers, in Dupuis Hall, will be displaying lab examples

of distillation and separation experiments.

In Nicol Hall the Mining Engineers will give dis-

plays of the Framing and Streak Camera used to

observe detonation phenomena during a blast. There
will also be a film on the mining operation at Carol

Lake, an iron-ore mine. Also in Nicol Hall the

Metallurgy department will have demonstrations on

plasticity, mechanical metallurgy and the use of

computers in some metallurgical processes. In Miller

Hall the Geologists will display sorm of their fancy

gadgets used to locate ore bodies and future mines.

There will also be apaleontological and minerological

display, and the mineral museum will be open.

In Flem'ng Hall the Electrical department will

have displays pertaining to cormn inications, power
production and transmission and new developments

In electronic circuitry. The Mechanical Engineering

department, in McLaughlin Hall will be demonstrating

the various machines hiding in the basement lab.

These include manufacturing machines, the Rover

gas turbines and diesel and gas turbines.

In Clark Hall the Engineering Society will show off

its facilities including coffee in the upper lounge,

VE3VX, and maybe guided tours of Jackson lounge?

Some activities of a specialized nature are also

planned. The P.C. and Liberal clubs are going to

stage a mock parliament in Ellis Auditorium at

2:15, the Debating Society will precede them there

with a debate at 11:15 on a topic to be announced.
CFRC, Queen's radio, in the basemsnt of Carruthers
Hall will be broadcasting all day and will have tours
of the station. Many other clubs on campus are
planning special programs for the day.

We have managed to procure the National Film
Board film of Queen's for the day and it will be

shown In Sterling Hall. You may even see yourself

on the screen if you were here during frosh week

two years ago during the filming of this epic. The

slide show "Annie goes to Queen's" will also be

back for another run if you missed it at the Art

Centre earlier in the year.

Will 20,000 people actually come to Queen's this

Saturday? Will 6,000 students actually bring Mum
and Dad (and apple pie) and lead them around the

crackling, crumbling Queen's campus for the day'.'

Will Dr. Breck actually level Gordon Hall durini'

the demonstration as rumoured? Will William Davis

(and other assorted V.LP.'s) actually show up for

the extravaganza that we have planned for them .v

the Computing Centre? Will, In fact, anyone show

up at all? Tune In to the Journal this Fridav for th*

next episode in the continuing story at QUEEN'S

OPEN HOUSE.

Better still, come yourself on Saturday. If you

can't come, make sure your friends (parents, dog>

come. If they won't come - you're in bad shape.

After all, what fun would it be if nobody showed

We might see a mass hanging of the Open House

Committee from Grant Hall!
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FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

SPRING REGISTRATION
FOR

SESSION 1969-1970'
Honours: Students in third and fourth years, 1969-70

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by departments)

Place: Department of the major

General B.A.: Students in third year, 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7 and March 10-14, 1969

Hours: 9:00-12:00 a.m. and 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Plare: Office of the Assistant Dean, Richardson Hall

B.A.P.H.E.: Students in third and fourth years 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by school)

Place: School of Physical and Health Education

Students registering as indicated above will be able to change or confirm

their registration in Sentemher ,

THE LAKEHEAD BOARD OF EDUCATION
requires for September, 1969

Certificated Secondary School Teachers for their 10 Secondary Schools

Teachers:

J 8. Commercial
2. History 0 |y|usjc
3. Geography

10; nome Economic.
4. Mathematics j.
5. Science c~.nru
6. Girls Physical Education li AZ?,,",;n„,t
7. Boys' Physical Education

Occupational

1969 Salary Schedule under negotiation

1968-69 Salary Schedule
Minimum Maximum

Category 4 - - _ $ 8,300.00 $13,900.00
Category 3 . 7,800.00 13,000.00

Category 2 _ _ 6,900.00 11,500.00

Category 1 6,600.00 11,100.00

Annual Increment $400 00
Additional Allowances:

Department Head $ 1,500.00
Assistant Department Head _ - 800.00
Ph.D. _ 600.00
M.A 400.00

Experience $400.00 per year after September, 1966, $300.00 prior to this,

all other experience $200.00 per year.

Moving Allowance.
Board pays 50% of P.S-I. and Hospital premiums

Representatives of the Board will arrange a personal interview at
The Placement Office, McArthur College on Friday, February 28 and Satur-
day, March 1.

Applications will be welcomed from persons with a University Degree
and five years in industry.

Please address all applications to: W. J. Peat,

Superintendent of Academic Personnel,
The Lakehead Board of Education,
2135 Sills Street, Fort William, Ontario

D. Morgan, G. P. Dalzell,

Chairman Director of Education

THE HARVARD DEBATE
Queens will defend the resolution:

"resolved that Canada's gravest threat is the danger of social

unrest spilling over the borders of the United States"

WALLACE HALL 8:15 P.M.

TUESDAY THE 25TH

SHORT speeches from the house will be welcome!

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGlj

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONI.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
C$5 for $10 Value of food)

Teaching

K. H. Lougheed Arts '42, a secondary school principal from

Sault St. Marie will be at Queen's Thursday, Feb. 27 to

discuss secondary school teaching in Sault St. Marie with

prospective graduates. Arrangements for i nterviews

may be made through ihe Director of Placement, Clark Hall

LINCOLN COUNTY

BOARD OF EDUCATION
invites applications from

Graduates of the College of Education

Teams of interviewers will be at the College from

9:00 a.m. until 5:C0 p.m. on Friday, February 28.

Rooms assigned will be posted on the notice board

by the College Registrar or Counselling Officer.

About 100 capable young men and women are re-

quired by a modern and progressive system with

twelve secondary schools.

A. ft. Peirie,

Superintendent of Education—Instruction.

P. A. Hamilton,

Director of Education.

Mrs. Jean M: Hunt,

Chairman of the Board

"In the spring a young
man's fancy . .

." goes
the old refrain, and

it's true. If you're plan-

ning to make it official

this spring, now's the

time to come in to see
our glorious selection of

engagement solitaires.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

168 Princess St. 546-2261 Kingston, Ontario
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Oake Pakrul
AMS President

Stuart Kronberg
.
AMS Speaker

Ross McGregor
AMS President-elect
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-
In traditional fashion, his first net

AMS
General Meeting

The annual general meeting of the Alma Mater Society is
the one time when all students can have a direct say in what
the student government does. The main item on the agenda
is a series of constitutional revisions, presented by the Con-
stitutional Revisions Committee, chaired by Stewart Kronberg
Other amendments and changes will also be considered

Every Queen's student (except those grad students who
have yellow student cards) can vote at this meeting.

Besides the "streamlining" amendments proposed by Kron-
• oerg's committee, there may be a proposal on the agenda to
add a total of twenty dollars to the student fee. Five dollars of
this would go to buy a compulsory Tricolor (the yearbook,
which now costs six dollars, but vou don't have to buy one
if you don't want to.) The other fifteen would be a levy to
help finance a new student centre.
Any student can add a motion to the agenda of this general

meeting by giving notice at the joint meeting of the AMS
executive, which takes place Tuesday night at 7 p.m in
Theatres D and E of Sir John A. MacDonald Hall.
The general meeting itself takes place at 1 p.m. Wednesday

night in Stirling D.
The text of Kronberg's amendments, and an explanation of

them, is as follows:
By CHRIS REDMOND

ARTICLE II -Section 2(a)

ADD vill — Nursing Science Society
ADD viii — Nursing Science Society
Constitution of the Tricolor Society

ARTICLE I — Section 3(a) IV

DELETE— "And a representative from the Nursing Science So-
ciety — not in their penultimate year"

ADD after "shall not be In their final year",
and the Vice-President of the Nursing Science Society.

Revisions Regarding Queen's Nursing Science Society

Article I, Section 2(a). This adds the Nursing Science Society to the list of member
societies of the AMS. Another member society not listed In the printed constitution

is (vll) Commerce Society.

Constitution of the Tricolor Society, Article L Section 3 (a) lv. This change puts the

vice-president of the Nursing Sdence Society on the selection committee for Tri-
color Awards, rather than an unspecified "representative" from the society.

Revisions Regarding Constitution of the Women's Athletic Board of Control
ARTICLE III— Section 1(4) -DELETE

SECTION I — new (4) — Three representatives shall be appointed
by the Woman's P.H.E. Alumni Association for a two year
term. Two representatives appointed In one year and then
one representative appointed the following year, to provide
continuous representation of three members.

Article m. Section 1(4). This increasss the representation on the W.A.B. of. C. from the
Woman's PHE Alumnae Association from two to three and provides that their terms
be' staggered.

ARTICLE XV— Section 7

ADD (c) — A fine of up to one hundred ((100.00) dollars shall be
Imposed upon conviction of striking an AMS Constable dur-
ing the performance of his duty.

ARTICLE XVI — Section 1(b)

ADD Subsection (v) — Shall appoint at his discretion a Deputy
Chief of Police who will assist the Chief of Police and will

assume the duties of hie Chief of Police in the event of

the latter being unable to do so.

DELETE last sentence of 1(c)— "They shall be paid— the Chief

of Police".
Section 2— DELETE part (d).

ARTICLE XVI — DELETE Section 4

ADD Mew Section 4—All Remunerations of Chief of Police and
Ms staff shall be reviewed and If necessary, altered, by
Inner Council and the Chief of Police, subject to ratification

by Outer Council. This review shall take place in March
of each year.

ADD Section 5 — The AMS shall cover expenses due to personal

Injuries which are incurred by any A.M.S. Constable while

performing his duty, over and above those expenses covered

by the university health plan.

ADD Section 6— Any event which takes place outside of King-

ston, at which A.M.S. Constables are requested by Ihe A.M.S.

Executive, shall be considered to be an event sponsored

by the A.M.S., thus, empowering the constables with the

full authority of the A.M.S. Constitution.

BY-LAW No. 2 Section 1(a)

DELETE— "for which admission Is charged
1

Section 6— Revise to read- "Organization, sponsoring social

Functions shall be responsible for operating a cloak room

concession.

Revisions Regarding Student Discipline

Article XV, Section 7. This adds a specific penalty to the list of possible penalties the
AMS court can impose.

Article XVI, Section 1 (b). This subsection (v) simply provides for an assistant police
chief.

Article XVI, Section 1(c). Dotation of this sentence is part of a series of amendments
removing from the constitution any specific rales at which constables must be paid.

Article XVI, Section 2(d). This section presently provides for specific Law Constables
for Law Society functions.

Article XVI, Section 4. At present this section specifies rates of payment for constables;
the new section would simply provide a method of setting suitable rates each year.

Article XVI, Section 5, 6. These sections provide additional protection and authority
for constables.

By-law 2, Section 1(a). This change means that even If an event has free admission
constables can be required at it

By-law 2, Section 6. This change requires a cloakroom concession at all social functions
not just dances.

General Revisions
ARTICLE 1 — Section 5 — DELETE— (e)

(b) Is re-lettered as (a) and Is amended to read:

The Committees of the A.M.S. shall et all Hmt. be

— Athletic Beard of Control.

ARTIVLE IV— Section 2(a) vll

AMEND A.M.S. — $6.50

ARTICLE V Section 2(a) — DELETE
New Section 2(a) -The standing J""™'""' SUSLa'Zm^'S,

be established at the discretion of the President subject to

ratification by Outer Council.

ARTICLE VI Section 2(c) - (1) - DELETE
New Section (c) All representatives to the A.M.S. elected or ap-

Printed b? me recognized Faculty/Professional Societies or

VI—Section'^ — DELETE and transfer In whole to become By-

law No. 41.

VI—Section 4— Re-letter as 3.

VI—Section 5 — Re-letter a*4.
ARTICLE Vll -Section 1 - DELETE __fc_

ARTIClTx^TdELETE and transfer in whole to become By-

^7^b'AF^ s«M.,pm
In By-law No. 49. KRONBERG,

Chairman, Sp^k.^Commlt... Cons.ltut.«v.l RevW-u

Article I, Section 5. This change removes the list of permanent committees from the

constitution, and makes ail committees responsible for their actions, not just

permanent committees.

Article IV, Section 2 (a) vlL This increase makes the portion of your student fee which

goes to the AMS increase by 55c. The part of the fee going to the Journal was

Increased 45C In the recent referendum. If this increase passes the student non-

academic fee next year will be $63; if It falls, the fee will be $62.45.

Article V, Section 2(a). This change removes the specific list of standing committees

so they can be changed as need arises.

Article VI, Section 2(c) through 2(1). This removes an elaborate list of com^ttee

chairmen, substituting simply the rule (repeated from the previous article) thai

all society representatives can vote at AMS executive meetings.

Article VI, Section 3. This listof officers the AMS must appoint, and the dates of appoint-

ment is transferred to a by-law so that it can be amended more easliy.

Article VIL Section 1, This cha.age makes Inner Council less rigid - the president can

put anybody on it he wants to.

Article xn. This long article sets out the principles and regulations governing inltiatior

and orientation.
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LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rates

CALL 546-6517

There will be a Meeting of the Senate of Queen's

University on Thursday, 27 February 1969 at 3:30

p.m. in the Collins Room, Richardson Hall. Full

time students and Faculty washing to attend may

apply for tickers at the Office of the Secretary to

the Senate, Main Floor, Richardson Hall on

Wednesday, 26 February between 9 a.m. and

5 p.m.

You're the one they call

independent I

You know your own mind. You like

freedom. That's why you use

Tampax tampons. The modern

tampon thai keeps you free to do

as you please. When you please.

How you please. Every day of

the month.
|

For you there's no worry about

odor. No bulky pods, belts and |

pins. Because Tampax tampons are

internally worn and FTnTTBr
made of soft, absorbent IrTjcfl

surgical cotton. They are LLUIjjJ

completely and easily Uduiwl

disposable. Applicator and all.
|

No. You didn't choose Tampa
tampons because millions of other

women hove. You chose them

becouse they're best for you.

Tampox tampons. The freedom

fighter.

TAMPAX
tampontt

VAN'S
Gift and Smoke /Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes

Open 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

'

\^\<J.iti<len-Photo Co.

IK '

229 PRINCESS STREET
- KINGSTON, ONTARIO

/ | \ 546-7676

Any questions about Photography?

Ask us, we are professionals.

Got any beefs about athletics?

open meeting

Principal's Advisory Committee on Athletics

at Queen's

Where: Third Floor Common Room, S.M.U.

When: 7:30 p.m. Wed. Feb. 26th

Great Britain

Two free books on Britain.
jgjb 0nc special lor Students accommodation,

ales, useful facts. Two, 48 pages
tioui Britain. Send to British Travel, PO Box 320,

lal A, Toronto, Ontario.

"1
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JOURNAL reviews

fevtewe

Jou're Only As Old As You Act

by Stuart Trueman

McClelland A Stuart 153 pp. $5.95

why the publishers of funny books feel they

Ise for publishing something light. But they

obviflt that there is something quite shameful about

y have to point out the philosophical impliea-

quote: "In miking light of human absurdity,

Iso to tell us a great deal about the human

a want to search for statements about the

hum on in You're Only as Old as You Act, go

ahei le rest of us readers will be content with

son needs no searching for laughs.

an's book is a collection of thirty-five dom-

esti s of the type Eric Nicol writes. Familiar

jokf he husband sent to the lingerie salon on an

errand, the problems of attempting to speak

forages, and of course, the man who offers a

;r a smuggled cigarette. But the familiarity,

the knowing somebody who does just that, only

inci humour.

.y as Old as You Act is a very funny, slim-

bot eading for Slack Week or for when you want a

breje type of book that makes good presents, too.

lie Complete Puzzle

reviewed by Marte Hording

The Evidence of Evolution

by Nicholas Hotton 111

lelland & Stewart 153 pp. $5.50

ys when paperbacks are cheap and library

ear heaper, $5.50 seems to me like a lot to

spei

you buy the third in The Smithsonian Library
idence of Evolution, you're getting abargain:
wary and detailed explanation ofthe process
totelligently written, well illustrated with

clia hs, photographs and prints of a quality worth
fra appendix includes a timetable of evolution,

bio evolution theorists and excerpts from Dar-
win 'age of the Beagle, his journal of the trip

tliBl ered ".
, .the most important event of my

life also a" list for further reading including

^oks that are 'one of a series' and meant
for Mi, The Evidence of Evolution is neither

0v£ (for simple childish minds) nor condes-
cefl ;en down; it presupposes the intelligence of

its

;re at sense of excitement aroused by read-

ing this kind. Not just the fascination with the

m)'
Olution but the excitement of filling in the

gap together the jig-saw pieces to fit to

-

iple^ puzzle.
ton Hi's book is well worth $5.50. It's well

e of Evolution - 153 pages of good, interest-

RECORDS
T.J. & the Shondells - Not Worth It.

reviewed by Paul Burke

Tommy James & the Shondells

Crimson and Clover

on the Roulette label

People certainly send the Journal an odd collection of

records to review. Tommy James and the Shondells*

latest album with a multi-coloured semi-psychedelic cover
is no exception. Put out on the strength of their single

"Crimson and Clover" the Shondells hint at a new style

with lots of reverberation and freaky music but fail to

come across with the goods.

Their hit song is far and away their best cut and notably

stretched out to twice its original length. The remaining

eight numbers composed by Tommy and the boys are not

very exciting and not much changed from the days of "I

think we're alone now". Its the sort of record you can

play at a party when nobody is really listening or trying to

dance - pleasant but not distracting. I hope it does not

come as a shock to many of you "In" university types

who were just about to pick up "Crimson and Clover" if

I suggest you put your money to better use. A cost-bene-

fit analysis would show the 45 r.p.m. version to be a bar-

gain.

God Knows
reviewed by Grant Webb

Release the Sunshine

The Folk lords

Allied Records # 11

When I first looked at the cover of this album, it was, I

admit, somewhat intriguing, yet I had a suspicion that the

album was a Canadian product because It had that un-

professional look about It which Canadian albums invar-

iably have. However, undaunted, I opened the jacket and

spun what has to be the year's worst disc.

Not only are the twelve -tracks on the album dull and

drab, but the entire album lacks any originality whatso-

ever. The Folklords, I'm afraid, are just a typically

mediocre folk trio who (God knows how) managed to land

a recording contract and have gone about the business of

producing an album which cannot even be called a good

attempt at folk music.

I listened to all twelve tracks as carefully and as at-

tentively as I could, and believe me, I tried with even

greater patience and openmlndedness to find just one cut

which I could call commendable, or even potentially good.

But alas, such was not to be found in this sadly lacking

collection.

So if you dig the folk scene, and you are thinking that

the Folklords might give you a fresh experience, forget

it! Save your money until an album conus along which

will give you your money's worth. "Release the Sun-

shine" has nothing but a very bad glow, and I suspect

that the group, like the album, Is going absolutely no-

where.

CONCERT
Doug Tries Hard

Louise Parker in concert

reviewed by Doug Gerwin

"Most reviewers don't know what they're writing about,
mainly because they haven't had enough experience - they
don't go to concerts regularly enough. So I never read my
reviews.

"What do you mean by that?" countered an apprentice
reviewer.

"Just what I said" was the solid answer. Thanks.
With all due caution, then, how does one accurately des-

cribe the impression the contralto Louise Parker made last
Monday evening in Dunning Auditorium on a warm but de-
pleted audience (thanks to Reading-Ski Week). How about
Soul-German-Lieder-virtuoso?
Why soul? Because Miss Parker is an American negress

with an unusually rich alto voice which makes her an out-
standing contralto soloist, which is rare. "A beautiful, big,

bell-like and flowing voice," to quote one of her reviews,
(which Miss Parker is supposed not to have read . . .)

Why German Lleder virtuoso? Because that's her spec-
iality, and she interprets them masterfully. Her concert at

Queen's featured only German Ueder - by Bach, Schubert,
Brahms, Hugo Wolf, Gustav Mahler, and Schumann. This
type of program has won her acclaim on tours through South
America, the Middle and the Far East, and of course the

German speaking countries. However, her concert in con-
junction with the Queen's Chamber Music Series was her
first Canadian concert. Another first for Queen's.

In spite of what Miss Parker may think of the value of
printing reports (dare I say reviews?) about her concerts,
one may say without fear of contradiction that she created
many beautiful moments last Monday night, exhibiting a

sensitive feeling for Romantic Lleder, especially with the

five Schubert songs. The exception here might have been
the two Bach pieces, his Kantata No. 76 and "Mein Glau-

biges Herzen." But then Bach was not a Romantic com-
poser. And also the accompanist seemed to play against

her, instead of with her, in these Bach works, leading

Instead of following.

Which brings me to the only criticism of the evening,

namely the accompanist, Lawrence LaGore. At times he

drowned Miss Parker out, at other times he chopped up

her phrasing (a tendency already latent in Miss Parker's

presentation without uneven accompaniment), and at other

times he appeared to stumble over the notes. In fact, this

last tendency was at times so marked that someone asked

me afterwards whether Mr. LaGore was transposing the

accompaniment into another key as he went along. In short

one could tell that Miss Parker and Mr. LaGore are not

steady "copains de ehemin". (This is their first tour to-

gether.)

This Is not to say that Mr. LaGore spoiled the evening;

Miss Parker is too talented to be cut down by an insensi-

tive accompanist. Besides, it is only natural for an audience

to focus on the soloist, and not the accompanist, however

much the latter may try to overcome this handicap. It is the

reviewer who must give the accompanist close to equal

billing. And who listens to the reviewer, right?
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LETTERS'

ONE ATTACKII! I

AND NOW
a word from our sponsor . .

.

The exacting life of the present day, in business,

in pleasure, and in everything that is opposed to ease

and rest, is, it may safely be said, the cause of many

of the ailments subject to man. There was a time when

men could not hurry business, when they had to sit

down and wait for ships and letters that were often a

long time coming. So they were compelled to rest their

energy and curb their industry, and mentally and physi-

cally they were the better for it.

But now-a-days all is hurry. Business is done in

a hurry, meals are bolted in a hurry, exercise, if it is

to be taken at all is taken in a hurry, pleasure is taken

in a hurry, and pursued so hurriedly that it is no plea-

sure. All appliances are made to hurry. The telegraph

supercedes the post, the telephone, the foot messenger.

All office furniture is adapted to hurry. Clerks hurry

because the master hurries, and there is hurry in the air

of the office.

But while the business machinery is running away
up, the human bodies that tend that machinery are run-

ning down. Running down in muscular vigor, in ner-

vous energy, in mental strength. Running down in the

command of sleep, running down in the power to rest,

running down in appetite and in everything else.

At last the crisis comes. The hurried man finds a

clogging of the mental processes, a heavy feeling of

inertia overcomes his desires to be about the matters

that concern him. He cannot sleep at nights, his appe-

tite departs from him, what food he consumes lies like

lead in his stomach. He is filled with pain, his mind is

not clear, he is what he calls out of sorts. He goes home
weary and dejected, with no more interest in anything.

He is very sick and thinks his case is desperate.

What he needs is a course of pills, Parmelee's

Vegetable Pills.

He has worked too hard, he has applied himself

too closely to his business, he has sat too much poring

over business. He is fagged, the works have almost run

down.
Still, pills will serve him, Parmelee's Vegetable Pills.

A pill that will arouse the torpid liver, that will

stimulate the weary muscles of the stomach, that will

compose the nerves, that will restore the digestive ap-

paratus to healthy action, without which there can be
no peace.

There is a lot of hope and happiness in Parmelee's

Vegetable Pills.

They will be found acceptable to the stomach. They
will set immediately to work correcting the disorders

there. They will get in contact with the liver and so

thoroughly cleanse the glands of that organ that they

will no longer prove refractory.

Bill Martin
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Dear Sir:

Over the past four weeks.

Queen's students have been treat-

ed to a series of four articles by

the esteemed sports editor of the

Journal, which purported to ex-

pose the scandalous mismanage-

ment of intercollegiate sports and

monies by the Athletic Board of

Control. Because the articles by

Mr. Mable were completely one-

sided and unaumoritative, it is

necessary that the following facts

be presented for the students con-

sideration:

1) The present athletic program

is the largest in Queen's history.

2) In 1960, Queen's had three

intercollegiate sports on its pro-

gram while today, nine years

later, we have seventeeen.

3) There are excusable reasons

far the large surplus accumulated

in the early sixties.

a) the budget is prepared during

the spring term for the follow-

ing year.

b) the unexpected and unforesee-

able increases in enrollment

during the early 1960*s.

c) healthy football gate receipts.

4) Mr. Mable's belief that the

AB of C has over-emphasized

football to the detriment of the

"minor" sports is completely er-

roneous. While he was quick to

quote figures out of context, he

has failed to consider the growth

of other sports with respect to

football. The budget allotments

for many of the 17 "minor" sports

has tripled in the past five years,

while the football budget has re-

mained relatively the same. Con-

sider the following changes in ac-

tual expenditures from 1964 to

1967: Rugger firom $1,859 to $2,-

136 Harrier from $540 to $1,018,

Track from $1,835 to $4,023, bas-

ketball from $4,539 to $3,098

(sic?) but football from $35,057 to

$30,664 (which is significantly re-

duced by revenue of $25,000)

.

Moreover the sports of judo, ten-

nis, curling, soccer, swimming,

gymnastics, and skiing are pre-

sently on the intercollegiate pro-

gram but were absent in 1964.

5) Budgets are submitted by the

coaches of the various teams each

year, and only streamlining and

essential cuts are made, accom-

panied by proper interchange of

ideas and dialogue.

6) A board such as the AB of

C, responsible for student monies,

must be able to justify increased

expenditures in particular sports,

as well as the creation of new

ones. Consider the following hy-

pothetical example: the Mexican

national Hai Lai champion comes

into post graduate studies at

Queen's. The AB of C, with

Mable as chairman, reasons as

follows: this chap is a Queen's

student, Hai Lai is a very excit-

ing sport, football has expendi-

tures of §30,000 per annum.

Therefore, we shall spend $25,000

in setting up Hai Lai facilities

and budget $5,000 to send this

player to events in Florida and

Mexico, the closest competition.

The result of course is grotesque,

but this is the type of problem

the AB of C is faced with every

year. As a result, it has set down

general principles and guidelines

to assist in evaluating proposed

expenditures. They consider de-

tails like: student interest as par-

ticipants and as spectators, avail-

ability of coaching facilities,

available facilities, availability

and feasibility of intercollegiate

competition^, before spending stu-

dent money. And in some cases,

because of limitations in these

factors, they decide a certain

sport should not be expanded or

created. I believe mis to be a

wise and sensible approach.

7) Hopefully, by 1970, our new

gym complex will be completed.

Badly needed facilities will then

make it possible for even greater

participation in the presently ex-

isting sports (and hence, greater

expenditures will result) and no

doubt, new sports will be intro-

duced into the program. In the

meantime, the growth of sports

other than football will continue

at a rate that is sensible and

feasible under the limitations that

exist.

HEDNO ttti.br Law '71

student member of the
Principal's Advisory
Committee on Athletics

ONE RIPOSTE!!!

i

So we're trying to do this like Chris would do this cause Chris
isn't here and the problem is basically that only Chris knows how
to do this so what do we do? Well, we pat Lorraine on the head
and Gwen Davison, and Arleigh, who can always try, and Marria'
who knows the value of personality, and Ted for his last minute
developments, (do we have the style?), and Gail, because she is
Gail, and Agnes, who thinks she is right beside me, and all the
guys who ran the good race, and with men like that surely the
Golden Age will not perish, but go on forever.

Dear Sir:

I can feel some of the disgust

that Mr. L. T. R. McDonald and

(sic) must have felt in reading

what he calls a "plagarised" re-

view of "Ulysses" in the Journal

of Feb. 7, because I have to de-

fend it. I am offering the ex-

planation of that he demands be-

cause I am the regular movie

reviewer, and he has accused the

writer of that review of "plagar-

ism'*.

The first point that I want to

make is that the article is in no

sense plagarised. Plagarism has

to do with how a thing is said,

not with what is said. An idea,

once published, become public do-

main. A quick look at a high

school dictionary would have

straightened Mr. McDonald out on

that

The explanation is lengthy. The

deadline for the Friday edition

is Wednesday night. On Tuesday,

the Weekend Editor said that as

the weekend section was likely to

be short of copy, would I mind

"putting something together" on

"Ulysses", from some promotion-

al material. I had also told her

that I hadn't seen "Ulysses",

which is a fairly good reason for

not writing a review of it. I

agreed to prepare something for

her to use: my pound of flesh

was mat it not be published un-

der my byline.

The promotional material turn-

ed out, not surprisingly to be

utterly uncritical, so rather than

use it, or have someone else use

it (it was by this time too late

to find someone who had seen

the movie), I read the reviews

of about six of my favorite re-

viewers, remembered what I

could about Strick's earlier mov-

ies, and wrote the article. All

of these reviewers were highly

critical of the movie, and there

was a substantial consensus

among them as to what was

wrong with it.

That was Wednesday night, and

when I returned to the Journal

office, I was told that the Asso-

ciate Editor, who it turns out had

seen the movie and studied the

book, wanted to read the article.

He knew mat I had not seen the

movie. He said that he agreed

with the article. He also said

that he thought that the most im-

portant criticism of the film was

that it lacked an "artistic pres-

ence'', a point that Mr. McDonald

attributes to "Sight and Sound".

I agreed, and added a paragraph

to that effect.

I have already indicated that

one of Mr. McDonald's "substan-

tiations (the artistic presence

line) originated with the Associate

Editor, and not "Sight and

Sound".

Two of the other three "sub-

stantiations'' of plagarism con-

cern such obviously basic points

that any reviewer must deal with

them in writing about any movie

that has been adapted from a

book. To wit: How the novel has

been adapted, and what are the

most important technical critic-

isms.

I want to return to this intel-

lectual honesty bit which Mr. Mc-

Donald feels is at issue. Camus

once said that he had an original

idea about once every 10 years

(Pauline Jewett, my wife, and

Hugo J. Mungletharpe have all

said this, that I know of), and if

Camus gets inspired that infre-

quently, the bulk of the rest of

us must hover above the primor-

dial slime. I don't know where

you get in the scale of creative

things, Mr. L. T. R. McDonald,

but I know roughly where I am,

and I'm close enough to the mias-

mal mist (T. S. Eliot, Steven

Forrester, and Winifred Attle-

brack) to smell it every time the

wind changes. If you are so con-

fident that "intellectual integrity"

means not using what you call

"pilfered" ideas, Mr. McDonald,

how can you possibly have the

gall to write more than one essay

every 10 years? Or are you more

original than Camus? You are

definitely less introspective.

That simplifies the matter

somewhat, but it's closer to the

truth that your opinion about what

is and what is not, intellectual

honesty: if you view were to

prevail, we'd still be arguing

about who first said 2 plus 2

equals 4.

While the bulk of the actual

criticisms of the movie (as op-

posed to those of Strick, whose

work I have seen before) are not

original, neither are they plagar-

ised. Your letter says that "the

opinions published ... (in the

Journal) . . . are essentially those

that appeared a year and a half

ago in "Sight and Sound". "They

are not".

You are correct in as much as

some of the opinions in the ar-

ticle are similar to those in the

"Sight and Sound" review. But

the Journal article contains quote

a few points which are not made
in the "Sight and Sound" review

(or anywhere else, for that mat-

ter), and the "Sight and Sound"

review contains quite a few points

which are not in Journal article.

They are by no means cotermin-

ous, and given that, and the de-

finition (and the sense of) "pla-

garism", your accusation is noth-

ing but malevolant horseshit.

Yours truly,

BRIAN HILL
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OVERSPECIALIZED AND UNDEREDUCATED
There are nearly 1000 graduate jtujfenta at

Queen's studying in tnore than 70 dSerent de-
partments. Since the eighteenth century the
pursuit of knowledge has been rra^jmented into
increasingly nanw disciplines. By concentrat-
fag onmore and more specialized subjects, man
has been able to push back the frontiers of
knowledge but as a consequence he has neglect
ed the interrelationships between disciplines

Many of the graduate programmes are ster-
ile and irrelevant. Often irrelevancy is structur-
ed into the graduate students programme by
supervisors who use their students to do re-
search to follow up ideas interesting to the sup-
ervisor but not to the student. Course work
which deals with minute details and theoretical
exceptions to the rules of the discipline are
often sterile. It is not surprising that there is
a very high drop out rate in graduate schools.

The important research in the future is go
ing to be in the areas between the present dis-
cipline. Knowledge doesn't east only in dis-
ciplines, but has been packaged that way by
man for his own convenience. We are now
learning that the arbitrary divisions of human
knowledge are no longer always helpful, but
often destructive, leading to fragmentation and
producing overspecialists unable to cope with

A POKE IN THE EYE
We live in troubled times. The pages of our

newspapers are scarred with ugly headlines
broadcasting riot and ruin, rapine and riot,

riot and rapine, and ruin and rapine and riot
Indeed, the times seem troubled.

Let us reflect a moment Let us detach our-
Let us reflect a moment Let us detach out-

selves from the brouhaha and outcry about us.

Let us lift our heads above the tumult and
reflect upon the nature of the tumult, above
which we have lifted our heads. We now have
quite a good view of this tumult It is a good
tumult and a tumultuous one.

Now, if you are still with me, let me tell

you of an event of telling significance. It

happened quite a while ago actually. But it

forecast the type of social disruption that we
are witnessing today. As you may haveguessed,

I am speaking of that great catastrophe that

marked our parent's lives, that terrible event

that Is almost synonomous with the 30's. I am
speaking of the Belleville Cheese Riots.

Few people realized that the normally docile

cheeses of the Black Diamond Factory were

getting ready to band together and present

the intransigent management with their
grievances. Even after the delegation of nippy

Cheddars met with the bosses and were cruelly

rebuked, few people even bothered to so much

as raise an eyebrow. Well maybe one person

raised an eyebrow, but I bet she was the only

one.
And then one night It began -the Reign

of Terror -a reign of terror so terrible and

outrageous that cries of outrage and terror

were heard over the brouhaha and outcry.

Suddenly the cheeses were an organized and

militant force. Some say this was the work of

outside agitators, agitating for reform of the

archaic cheese laws. Who knows? Who will

ever know? First the Post OffIce was dynamited,

then a bank, then a church, a school, another

bank, a supermarket, the now- repaired Post

Office, another church, the city hall. By now

the citizens sensed something was amiss.

Then, on the night of October 18, 1932, a

band of militant Cheddars, wearing black arm-

bands and carrying firebrands assembled, un-

lawfully, in front of the city hall. Some came

on foot, some were on horseback, a witness

claimed that one was riding a motorcycle. All

By TOM GOOD AND GLENN MACDONEU

the world around them. To successfully plan
a city involves an understanding of civil engu>-

eering, sociology, architecture, psychology and
economics. We are forcing people into inhuman
conglomerations because we are applying know-
ledge piece-meal according to the disciplines we
have been taught without sufficient awareness
of other consequences.

In the sciences it is obvious that impor-
tant work needs to be done on the common
borders between physics, chemistry, metaiutrgy,

and chemical ertgineerdng. In the social scien-

ces the boundaries are even more artificial and
subjects like economics, psychology, politics and
sociology are all interdependent.

These observations seem obvious enough, but
those who determine the structure of the grad-
uate programme at Queen's have failed to make
ao^ustrnents for them. With the single exception
of the Commonwealth studies programme (and
the proposed studies in urban planning) the

Graduate School has stuck rigidly to the depart-
mental structure. What is needed is a flexible

approach which would allow students to select

any courses they want in any department, sub-

ject to faculty approval. In this way students
could develop their own programmes of inter-

disciplinary study.

-By BILL MARTIN—
were grim and determined. It was a strange
assembly, but mostly determined and grim. It

was, as one observer put It, as ugly and as grim
and as determined a mob of cheeses as had
ever assembled In front of a still-smoking ruin
of a city hall anywhere.
Among the crowd were a number of Lim-

bergers, outside agitators no doubt It looked
like there could be a big stink when the Mayor
and Sheriff arrived on the scene. There was
an impassioned reading of the riot act. The
cheeses stood firm. The minutes ticked by. A
machine-gun was set up. Within thirty brief

minutes, the mandatory half-hour was up. The
Sheriff opened fire. When the smoke cleared,

all that was left of the proud band of cheeses
was a heap of shattered curd. It was a tragic

miscarriage of justice. None of the cheeses
wore a watch.

The Reign of Terror ended that night of the

tasty massacre. The bombings stopped, or at

least became less frequent The remaining
Cheddars returned to their factory. An en-
lightened city council, urged by a stunned

populus, passed legislation which called for

minimum age laws for cheeses, among other

reforms. Life in Belleville returned to normal.

A few years later, the Belleville Klwanis

Club organized a fund drive toerect a monument
to commemrJiate the massacre. The statue they

commissioned is a moving tribute indeed. Many
have compared its delicacy of form with Rodin's

The Kiss. It Is a great statue of a giant cheese,

twelve feet in diamatre, cast in bronze. The
citizens soon came to know it as 'The Great

Cheddar'.

Belleville Is doing quite well now. It suffered

more from the depression than most towns. But

things looked up in the 40's and 50's. And a

pickle factory moved in. In 1962.

A month ago Belleville was In the news
again. Apparently the pickles were staging a

lock-out for better working conditions. No-one

was surprised when the management refused to

be intimidated.

The bombings have started again in Belleville.

Last Monday a bank was destroyed, last Wed-
nesday the city hall went up; last Saturday the

Post Office was rocked by an explosion. Yester-

day a band of masked, waited green vandals

dynamited 'The Great Cheddar.'

Academic Freedom
Dr. Claude Biitell, president, University of Toronto,

will deliver a lecture entitled "Academic Freedom -

the Student Venion" on Ihunday, February 27 at

8:15 p.m. in Convocation Hall, Old Arts Building

Dunning Trurt lecture Seriei 1968-69

10% - DISCOUNT - 15^
University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

HELP'
"Earn between $20-30 per week
loork part time on your Campus
and become a Campus Repre •

sentative for VISA, a student

marketing corporation. No sell-

ing involved.

Contact Visa Sales Centre, 1

Westmount Square, Suite 460,

Montreal, Quebec."

Today's Child
The Queen's Journal is looking for a home for little Agnes

(pictured above). Her background is mixed. In fact, the reason for

her untimely arrival is basically hearsay — some of it malicious.

Little wonder she is shy. However we may venture a guess, after

interviewing eleven passible paternal candidates, that she is of

Chinese, Negro, Italian, Hebrew, Mexican, Japanese, Polish, Puerto
Rican, Irish, Indian and German extraction- Her maternal parent is

a broccoli. Agnes is pictured in a lovely little carriage, in front of

her mother's residence.

In spite of her initial shyness Agnes, responds well to people

once she learns to trust them. After this point, she is an ami-

able companion, who in conversation seems far ahead of her scant

three years. She will become excited when watered and shakes

her leaves in delight.

Agnes is now in good health, although she is still subject to

various scabs and rusts which attack her sensitive bark and

delicate sensors, hi winter she should be kept indoors and at a

temperature of about 90°

Her lack of academic promise and her apparent inability

to play many sports (she is however, an accomplished juggler

and baton twirler and is learning to putt the shot) do not pre-

vent her from enjoying life to the fullest. Any loving couple

with a green thumb should find Agnes a welcome addition to,

their Uvingroom or den.

Protestant parents are being sought.

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dinina

in

The Centennial Room
St«v« Mmwr

28 Yonge St. Prnriitar

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookspyre can supply you

wth all your requirements in Terts for ait

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf suppHes, pens, and

Queen's pennants,
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Donnelly paces Queens Trackmen at T.O.

By BOB UNGWOOD.

Team captain Brian Donnelly

posted track's only victory In the

college section of the Telegram

Maple Leaf Indoor Games on

February 14. Donnelly's time

of 6.5 sec. In the 50 yd. hurdles

out classed the field enabling

him to win by several yards. In

the evening section he placed 5th

in the hurdles in a time of 6.4

sec. The event was won by

Olympic gold msdallst Willie

Davenport in a world recordtime

of 5.8 sec. During both the after-

noon and evening meets Donnelly

had trouble with his starts and

as he predicted his speed had

not yet returned after a recent

illness.

Queen's runners were able to

make a strong showing in the

mile even in the absence of col-

legiate champBillHouston.Brian

Wilson started the race at a

wild pace running the 1st quarter

In 59.7 sec. After 500yds. Wilson

looked so smooth that the fellow

next to me laid two bucks on

Wilson to win. However, at the

half mile he slacked his pace

(considerably). Bruce Elliot took

over Queen's. Looking very

strong in the last half of the

race Elliot passed most of the

pack. His time of 4:37.4 placed

him 5th in a field of Eastern

Canada's best college milers.

Brian MacDonald of Queen's fin-

ished 8th In the same race with

4:41.3 and Wilson was timed in

4:47*6. The race was won by a

Waterloo runner in 4:19.5.

The 600 yd. event saw a battle

between College 440 champ Pou-

let CU.of M.) and Queen's star

440 yd. hurdlerTimBaker, Baker

jumped into the lead and held off

strong bids by Poulet out-

manouvering him on the Garden's

tight corners. With a half lap to

go Poulet slipped by on the

straight to win in a time of

1.14.7 with Baker in 3rd spot

in a time of 1.15.4. Bob Warner

also of Queen's ended up in 4th

with a 1.18.3.

High jumpers Ron Kimberley

and Wayne Savigney were in good

form for the meet both clearing

the bar at 5* 10". Kimberley

placed 5th on virtue of fewer

misses and Savigney landed in

7th spot

In the evening meet Queen's

two mile relay team registered

a time of 8.07 to place 3rd in

the event before the Gardens

capacity crowd of 15,130. The

four man team of Baker, Guppy,

Jones, and Wills were presented

with shoe shine kits (and other

imaginative gifts) for their ef-

fort. It is hoped that these may
add a little more lustre to their

coming performance in Montreal

on February 22.

Brian Donnelly Tim Baker

Hockey Gaels wrap it up with late surge
»y BRUCE McLEOD ^ tw0 defencemen witn lt ^ deked the goa]ie teams could always get In close to get a good shot,

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey team finished off to jam it in. the Gaels' forwards, would often lose the puck. The
their season by winning two of their last three No fam power play, also was often ineffectual simply because
games. Last Weekend, thflv roller! nuor Hie clnTnn_ it had not Kaon mhoarccil

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey team finished off

their season by winning two of their last three
games. Last weekend, they rolled over the slump,
ing U de Montreal Carabins, 6-1 and this weekend
they split back-to-back games, 3-8 to Carleton and
4-2 over McGlll. The Gaels' surge came too late,

however, to catch the more consistent Redmen, who
also beat Montreal last week. The results of the
last three games leave the Gaels in fifth place with
a 5-10 record.

Against Montreal, Queen's was hot and the Cara-
bins were very cold. Mark Edwards led the scoring
for the Gaels with two goals, the others going to
Murray Douglas, Tom Brydon, John Harvey and
Rob Beamish. Norm Douglas' bid for his first
OQAA shutout was spoiled at 5:42 of the third
period, with the score 5-0. Douglas played with-
out a mask for the first time in two years. He
put it back on for last Friday night's game against
Carleton, but this probably can't be said to have
been a factor in the loss. Both teams played very
sloppily defensively, and the Gaels had their chances
but couldn't capitalize on them. They missed no less
than four breakaways. Queen's had a high-scoring
team at the beginning of the season, but as Captain
Bob Thompson expressed it, "Now we couldn't buy
a goal.

Tie Scon
The Gaels had tied the score 3-3 at the end of the

first period, and out-shot the Ravens 12-8, but

Carleton scored two unanswered goals in the second
period and pulled away in the third. Wayne Small
led the Carleton attack with three goals, while
Queen's goals went to Bob Klndon, Mark Edwards,
and Tom Brydon. Brydon's unassisted score was
one of the most amazing goals I've ever seen, and
was the reward of a good deal of extra effort. He
took the puck down the Ice alone, almost lost It at
least four times to at least three different players,
including his own, but somehow ended up behind

No doubt to the dearth of fans, Saturday night's

affair against McGill was rather lacklustre. Those
few who had preferred hockey to basketball were
outshouted for the most part by a small but lusty

group of female hockey players on their way back
to McGill. But the Gaels came through with what
was needed to win. McGill had answered"goals by
Mike Carson, while the Redman were two men
short, and Doug Barton, on one of his patented
swoops around the net, with two goals by Terry
Harron, who was an opportunist on both. In fact,

it seemed to this unbiased observer that the said
Harron had waited In the crease for somo time
until the pass came through to him for the sec-
ond goal, but the referee saw it differently. At any
rate, the Gaels wrapped it up with two goals late in
the second period, one by Mirk Edwards on a
breakaway, on which Tom Brydon should have been
given an assist for knocking down the McGill defence-
man who had the puck, and one by John Harvey on a
rebound. After the game, most oftheteamgathered to
celebrate at a popular nearby drinking fountain, in a
fitting end to the season.

It is not too difficult to analyse the hockey team's
performance this season. Their difficulties were two-
fold: lack of siie on the defence and lack of co-ordina-
tion on the offence. The Gaels only had three players
over 180 pounds, and none of them were defencemen.
Without the size to keep the front of the net clear
of opposing forwards, a lot of goals were scored on
the Gaels on rebounds. They also were not able to
Intimidate the other teams along the boards.

The lack of co-ordination on offence results from
only one thing: not enough proper practice. Time
and time again. Queen's forwards would skate evenly
with their opponents, but lose by wide margins be-
cause, while the well-drilled forwards of other

teams could always get in close to get a good shot,

the Gaels' forwards, would often lose the puck. The
power play, also was often ineffectual simply because
it had not been rehearsed.

Both of these failings stem from the same basic

reason: lack of facilities. This is the second year
that the Gaels have been hampered by not having
their own arena, and it will be at least another
year before the situation is relieved. This has a double

effect on the hockey team. Most obviously, it ham-
pers proper practising - even though the Gaels
have been able to find ice time elsewhere, it Is only

twice a week, at inconvenient hours, an on poor ice.

But there is a more subtle effect, in that the lack of

proper facilities discourages good players from
coming to Queen's and deters them from playing for
the Gaels if they do come here. If you were a good
hockey player, would you want to come to a university

that didn't even have its own arena, and didn't whole-
heartedly support any sport other than football, with
money or with facilities?

There Is Hop*

But there are some encouraging signs. In twoyears
we will have our own arena again, and It will be a
fairly good one. Meanwhile, Coach Bob Carnegie has
initiated a program that will hopefully bring more
good hockey players to Queen's. There is some indi-

cation that some of the players now playing with the
Aces are considering coming out for the Gaels next
year. And the Gaels will only be losing two of this

year's players through graduation, which is one ad-
vantage of having such a rookie-ladenteam as Queen's
had. Next year, those rookies will bereturningto help
make a more experienced team. And I don't mean to

say that any of them have done a bad job. This year's
record is an Improvement over last year's, and
everything that spirit and hard work could do was
done. Next year should see more improvement and,
with luck, a pennant contender, the year after. The
nucleus is there.
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McGill tops Queens
98-97 to put Gaels
out of playoffs
By JOHN MABLE

Queens Golden Gaels basketball team {fobb-
ed their 68-69 season last weekend amidst all

the drama of a boys' adventure novel.

After a classic uphill, come from behind
scoring dbase .throughout the fourth quarter
the Gaels rookie foreward Dave Lefebure stood
at the fouQ line witJh time run out and has team
down by one point.

The McGill Redmen were on. the verge of
eliminating the Gaels from a chance to com
pete in 'the O.QA.A. playoffs. The Gaels need
ed the win in order to force a playoff with Mo
Gild ifor the right to be the Eastern Division's

second representative against the west next
weekend.

With tthe score 90-89, Lefebure stepped to

the line for two shots and dropped an. the first.

The .packed gymnasium shuddered as the parti-

san Queen's crowd went wild with jubilation.

Lefebure's shot climaxed a fantastic team ef-

fort on the part of the Gaels who had come
from 13 points down to catch a red hot McGill

squad, even as three of Queen's top six pQay

ers fouled out in the process.

But the gods weren't smiling on the Gaels
after Lefebure came through in the classic

clutch situation. He missed the second foul

shot.

Over-time. The Gaels scored first on a jump
shot by Ron Walsh from 22 ft. but then the
Redmen ran off eight. That was to close Mc-
Gill's scoring for the night.

But the Gaels weren't through. Peter Evan's,
5' 10" freshman guard who played the game of
his life last Saturday, dropped in two foul
shots. The Gaeb were pressing all over the
court. They got possession again and Barry
Beaile was fouled. He made one of two. The
Gaels were down three. Time was running out.

But .they got possession again. Jim Orozier
swished a 'pressure shot from 20 feet to put
his team down by only one 98-97 with 21 sec-
onds remaining.

McGill called time. When they put the ball

in play they worked it deliberately. They had
it© maintain possession. The Gaels were frantic.

The crowd was going insane. Strong men faint-

ed. Women cried.

The referee's whistle shrieked above the

din. Peter Evans had wisely fouled his man,

who went to the dine. Bonus situation. He miss-

ed.

Gaels Barry Beole goes in for two

Barry Beafle grabbed the rebound, cleared it

quickly and Queen's called time. Four seconds

left. Bedlam and insanity.

There was time for one shot. But it never

got off. The ball went in to Ron Walsh who
dribbled to his right with two men on him,

faked, dribbled to his right some more and was

stilil dribbling to his right as the buzzer sound-

ed. No picks. No screens. He was simply left

stranded with two men on him 30 feet from

the I

It was a disappointing anti-climax to a fan-

tas'fcic game. The entire Queen's iteam had put

in a great effort under tremendous pressure.

Every player was a clutch performer; almost

everyone had their moment of glory.

Peter Evans was on the spot from the open'

ing tap. As for Walsh's baokcourtt compliment,

he was under pressure to .take advantage of the

double coverage McGill was drawing, a compli

ment he earned as a result of a brilliant 27

points performance he turned in at McGill two

weeks ago.

So Evans was given opportunity after op-

portunity and itdme after time he cashed them,

hitting consistently firom 15 -to 20 feet and

flushing the game with 22 points.

Walsh himself was cool as he turned in his

expected competent performance. His team-

mates were playing well and there was no place

for a superman on court so he did not try to be

one. He scored 24 points, passed and defensed

well, picked off a few rebounds; his usual

thing.

Jim Crozier as well was outstanding. In par-

ticular, bis rebounding and defensive work was

brilliant. He was assigned the job of boxing

McGMfe Nasko Golomeev (39 points) away

firom («he defensive boards and he accompliahed

this with great effectiveness all' night.
,

Queens' Ron Walsh, 24, drives on McGill's big centre, Nasko Golomeev

Beef-in
The Principal's Committee on Athletics at Queen's

(i.e. the Administration's statusquo committee) wil

be holding an open meeting to hear

"presentations" from Queen's students on the

general topic of athletics at the university. The

meeting will undoubtedly consider the recent

charges appearing in the Journal that all sports

except football are victimized by unjustified

discrimination.

The development of athletic facilities and athletic

programs will also be under consideration.

This meeting will be held tomorrow evening

(Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. in the third floor

common room of the Students' Union. This is your

chance to make suggestions on any subject

pertaining to sports at Queen's.
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AMS GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday February 26, 1969

7 P.M. STIRLING D

200 Quorum Required

STUDENT SENATOR (2) NOMINATIONS
20 Signatures required in AMS Office by

5 p.m. February 28

Export'X

REGULAR AND KINGS

Made to Measure Pant Sale

Regular to $37.50

now $19.50

2 pairs $37.00

Choose your own style

^^^^ 93 Princess Street

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
Serving

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL fOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHAJKOA1 SIEAXS

CHOPS CHOCEN

& TAVERN
WE CAN SEStfE fUM 20 wo PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian 'Room

DINING LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER ICBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO I A.M.

HUE CUSTOMER PARKING

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987

Graduate Student Society Election

Thursday, February 27, 1969
A) President

to elect one of the following candidates:
Charles Edwards
William Paton

B) AMS Representatives
to elect two of the following candidates
(to be increased to three with possible constitu-
tional amendments):

Michael Cariey
Thomas Good
Glenn Macdonell
Thomas McMillan

NOTE: TO BE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE YOU MUST PRESENT
YOUR STUDENT CARD AT THE POLL

POLLS WILL BE HELD AT THE FOLLOWING PLACES
FROM 10:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.:

Anatomy Building (Common Room)
Douglas Library

Fleming Hall

Gordon Hall

Student's Union (Basement)
Watson Hall (Humanities Building)

HAROLD NAUGLER,
Chief Returning Officer

Queens wins OQAA 4-way

skiing titleforfirst time

By CLAUDE HOOPE

For the first time in 20 years, the Queen's Ski

Team won the O.Q.A.A. four-way ski champion-

ships, held at Mount Sutton in Quebec.

Having won the Nordic Combined the previous

weekend, Queen's entered the final half of the meet

with a seemingly good lead. However, a number of

other schools, including Laval, Guelph, and McGill

have some skiers eitheron the National team or who

were ex-national team members. Queen's realized

that a number of schools couldeasily overtake them,

especially if one of the "Queen's boys" should fall

or have a bad day*

The day before the meet, bad news cam*. Those

brilliant mathematical genii from a certain Mon-

treal university (that might explain part of it) man-

aged to either recalculate or miscalculate the

results of the nordic events of the weekend before.

The new scoring system drastically reduced

Queen's presupposed lead from 210 points to less

than 50. Spirit was low, for Queen's felt they had

been "hosed". Victory seemed impossible.

The first race Friday morning was the Giant

Slalom. The course looked deceptively easy; wit-

ness a few racers who ended up on their heads.

As usual, "Chuck" Drury raced a great race,

placing one tenth of a second behind Rob Roy,

of "Les Espoirs", the now National 'B' team. As

one of his photographer friends said to him after

the race, "if you hadn't insisted on racing on one

ski and leaving the other over your head, you

probably would have won," Figure that one out!

"Morris" Hall, after having bounced up from a

fall because of his well developed posterior, came

eleventh. The most dependable member ofthe team

(after hours) "Le Grand Zeeks" Dyer, raced with

lightning speed, placing 22nd. "Hands" Wren, in a

great rush to reach the bottom, (of the hill) came

24th,

The "Queen's Boys" as a team were only eight

seconds behind Laval, which in team racing is a

very close margin.

The last event, the slalom, was held In the

afternoon. It was a two run slalom on a very dif-

ficult course. To add to the difficulties, the temp-

erature had dropped twenty degrees and the racers

were half frozen.

Much to the boredom of the other schools 9 some-

one from Queen's called "Chuck" dazzled everyone

with two great runs, winning both of them. If we

are allowed to mention other performances on the

team, "Morris" placed sixth, "Zeeks" fifteenth,

Wren seventeenth and Bob Annis eighteenth. The
team came fourth in the event, which was virtually

far better than the team expected to do.

The great performances of all the team members
in all four events were enough to win the four way

championship - but only by six points. Individually

Drury, Hall and Dyer came first, second and third,

in the Skimeister, This is the first time in twenty

years that Queen's has won the O.Q.A.A. skiing title.

See, Queen's play other sports besides that one in

the fall.

!oach?

Gymnasts third in OQAA
Despite the fact that the men's

gymnastic team has been without

a coach for two years now, they

have had a successful season so

far. The Queen's team placed

first in the February 1 Invitation-

al Meet, beating Toronto, McGill

and McMaster.

In the final O.Q.A.A. Meet on
February 15, dominated by U. de
Montreal, Queen's placed third

with a total score of 110.05, 2.0

points behind U. of Toronto. This

is a good result considering the

fact that Toronto, Montreal, La-
val and Ottawa U. are coached by

past and present Canadian Olym-
pic Team members. It is unfor-

tunate that Queen's does not have

a qualified coach as they have
some freshmen (AlRussell.Dun-

can Scott, and Dive Ross) who
have excellent potential as top
O.Q.A.A. gymnasts.

Veteran Tom Murphy placed

6th in parallel bars and side

horse; Gord Ellis was 7th in

vaulting and Doug Ritter came
2nd in parallels, 3rd in vaulting

and placed 7th all-around. Rookie
Dave Ross placed 3rd on the

parallel bars and 13th all-around.

MORE MEETS
Com'ng up on March 7 and 8

are the National Intercollegiate

Invitational Championships at

McMaster. Thefullsix-manteam
will be going. Due to the strength

of the teams out west a team
placing won't be expected but in-

dividual honours are expected
from all members of the team.

Liz Swinton, who was the 1st

all-around Junior in Women's In-

tercollegiate Gymnastic at York
on February 1, will be competing
in the Women's National Inter-
collegiate Invitation Meet also at

McMaster on March 7 and 8. To
date she is paying all expenses
herself, totalling a minimum of
$50.00 including a $20team entry
fee and excluding all transport-

ation costs. The men's team All they need now is support from
hopes to pay this expense from _ A „ . r , „ , ,

it - i- -1 j ,, . the A.B. of C. and Queen's, and a
their limited budget.

Queen's gymnasts are out ofthe

bushes but are still in the rough.

full-time coach 3 hours a day

from September to March!

INTRAMURAL
REPORT

By NEIL LONGHURST

Science '70 still lead; the Bews race with less than a moroth
to go, but Phys. Ed. has made sharp inroads with a 2500 gain
in gymnastics. The gap between First and second place is now
less than 1900 points. Science '71 is now holding third place
with a strong lead over Arts '70, who appear to be faltering.
The overall gymnastics winner was Pete Elwood of P.H.E.

who had won no less than five events. The runnerup was Jim
Archibald of Science *7J. fo'towsil by John Eby of P.H.E.
Klaus Faisst was fourth, leading Sc. '70 to the team runnerup
position.

In water polo, Meds ami Arts '70 emerged first and second
respectively from a three way tie in their section. Playoffs
start this week.
Hockey playoffs are now in progress, In the first game of a

two game total series, Science '70 defeated Law 1 by a score
of 3-1 . Arts '71 holds a slim 2-1 edge over Science '69 going
into the second game of their quarter final.

Science '71 has battled their way into the basketball play-
offs by defeating both Commerce and Arts '71 during the
same evening. They now have the dubious distinction of
meeting P.H.E. in a quarter final match. The series to watch
may well be Arts '70 versus Science '69 as these teams have
been arch rivals for the last two years.
The Science '70 team is apparently the team to watch, as

they have an almost perfect record in league play.
Bews Standings as of February 22nd:

Science '70

iPhyis. Ed.
Science '71

Arts '70

Science '72

Commerce
MacAtftihur
Arts '69

Arts '71

Post Grads
Science '69

Arts '72

Law 1

Law 2 & 3
Pre Meds
Meds
Theology

34675
32165
28852
24792
22238
19209
18399
18253
17147
15992
13296
12304
9064
8276
8147
7164
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March 4-8 THEATRE '69
Eastern Ontario Drama League Festival of three-act plays

March 4 The Hanging Rope - Domino Theatre

March 5 The Caretaker - Ottawa Little Theatre

March 6 A Game Of Heads -Millcreek Players of Odessa

March 7 The Odd Couple - Cornwall Little Theatre

March 8 Antigone - Peterborough Theatre Guild

Orand Th.atr.Individual seats: $1.00 • $2.25 Series tickets: $7 and $8

_ _ Student Series Tickets: $3.50 and $4.00 ^Box Office Open 12:30 - 5 p.m. _^ M '

FALL SOCIAL EVENTS
All campus groups wishing fo sponsor a social function next fall must

fill out an application form in the A.M.S. office by March 20. Applica-

tions received after this date will be considered on a first come first

served basis for any remaining dates. These applications are for: For-

mals, Concerts, Dunning Hall Movies, Grant Hall Dances, etc.

Approved applications may be picked up in the A.M.S. office on March

25.

Gord Deeks, Campus Activities Chairman

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
SPRING REGISTRATION

FOR
SESSION 1969-1970'

Honours: Students in third and fourth years, 1969-70

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by departments)

Place: Department of the major

General B.A.: Students in third year, 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7 and March 10-14, 1969

Hours: 9:00-12:00 a.m. and 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Place: Office of the Assistant Dean, Richardson Hall

B.A.P.H.E.: Students in third and fourth years 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by school)

Place: School of Physical and Health Education
Students registering as indicated above will be able to change or confirm

their registration in September.

MCARTHUR COLLEGE

OF EDUCATION
A meetingfor prospective candidates for

the 1969-70 session, and for students

interested in teaching as a career, will

be held

IN DUNNING

ON MARCH 5

AT 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

$ap]mtittgfl

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2*

BITTER GROUNDS - return engage-

ment of Bradstreet & Steele - 10 p.m. -

2 a. m.

Vaghy String Quartet - Mozart - Bar-

tok - Debussy, Dunning Hall, 8:30 p,m.

Tickets; M.Ou

SATURDAY, MARCH 1

BITTER GROUNDS - more of Brad-

street & Steele - 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

GRANT HALL CONCERT SERIES,

Young Uck Kim, violinist. This concert

rill take place at 8:30 in Grant Hall

(makes sense) tickets: $3.00 & $3.50.

Program will include Beethoven's Son-

ata Op. 12, the Chaconne by Bach, the

Sonata Op. 11, No. 1 by Hlndemith, and

music by Pergolesi, Mozart, Stravinsky,

and Wleniawski.

Theatre Five production, Arms and the

Man, Crant Theatre, 8:30 p.m.. Tickets

$3.00.

Science 71 Year Party, featuring "the

Two Minute Hate", Pollah Hall, 8:00-12.

Protest Parry at Or ad House, 211 Stuart

St, Music by the Chateaux, Grad Stu-

dents & guests. Admission $1.00 per
person, bring your placard.

Science '70 Open Year Party with the

Soul Mine, Burgundy Room, LaSalle Hotel,

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. All proceeds to go

to North Kingston.

Medicine and Honours Physiology - In-

formation for guidance teachers and coun-

selling for prospective students. Physi-

ology Dept. Library, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m

SUNDAY, MARCH 12

Tricolor Autosport Club Ice Trials,

Registration starts at 12:30 near Mem-
orial Centre In Sydenham, For details,

call John Weston 544-6804 or Sandy Fet-

terly 546-9811

Student Supper, MacGillivary Brown
Hall, 216 Barrle St. 50? All weleomu.

MISCELLANEOUS

Dance sponsored by the Cataraqui Canoe

Club of Kingston. Saturday, March 1st,

8:30 - 11:30. $1.50, Loyalist Collegiate

V.L Lew Kirton Soul Revise.

"Live tonight, Friday, at the First

Church of Alice, under the mushroom,
The Spur of the Moment. Also, Anthony

and Bob, formerly guitar accompanists

with Joni Mitchell. On the samn show,

Simon and Garfunkel, Lightfoot, Blood

Sweat and Tears, Creedance Clear-

water, Steppenwolf, Al Kooper, Jlml Hen-

drix, Buddy Miles, Moby Grape, Cream,
John Kay, Stones, Aretha, Beatles, J ants

Joplln, Country Joe, Doors, Jefferson Air-

plane, Texaco Christmas Carollers."

Gaston always gets lots,

Clint Is a fag.

So put on your botts,

And come see our bag.

(Flic, you stupid Hlnglish)

Those people who wish to rent Tuxedos
for Spindullx may do so now at Newman's
Men's Wear for $13.75. Don't delay.

We, Marcella & Natalie Abercromble
wish to announce that we have joined the

ranks of the 'Emancipated Women'. Many
thanks to Queen's Student Health! Tricky
Dickie and Fuzzy Charlie - bewared!

Drama Guild presents Bed Time Story
by Sean O'Casey and The Zoo Story by

Edward Albee, March 7 & 8 at 9 p.m.

Room 102 Old Arts Building. 5 Of

To the four 'lovelies' who sent us the

Saint Valentines Day Greetings - many
thanks. It's too bad you weren't big

enough to accommodate us.

The Four Little Foxes.

Science '70 - Open Year Party. Sat-

urday March 1, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m., Bur-
gundy Room, Hotel LaSalle, Band. The
Soul Mine, $1.00 per couple with your

card, $1.00 per person without ALL PRO-
CEEDS TO GO TO NORTH KINGSTON.

FOR SALE OR RENT OR
SUBLET

A complete Scuba diving outfit, call

544-7768, Crad res. 217.

Apartment to sublet May-Sept. 3 bed-

rooms, completely furnished (TV etc),

five minutes walk from campus. $100.00

per month, cheap, 544-6659. B.B.C. en-

terprises.

Two bedroom apartment In modern
building to sublet May-Sept. Close to

campus. Laundry facilities. Phone 542-

8984 after 5:00.

To sublet M; > -Sept. (or portion thereof)

and lo rent next year, a quiet third floor

apartment, 270 Johnson. One bedroom, two
bunkbeds, living room (potential bedroom)

Furnished for one or twy married, or

males) $95. 546-4411.

Apartment available May 1st, 3 bedroom
centrally located, 542-0704.

Room to rent; contact 371 Johnson or
548-8937.

LOST

Would the kind soul who Inadvertently

took a large confederate flag from the

celling during a party at 552 Frontenac

please return it. It has sentimental value;

I being a confederate from way back. No

questions asked. PS, If you also took the

two dollar bill from the desk, you can re-

turn that too.

Commerce 211 and eeonomVe 220 notes

Feb. 14; If found, call Bruce at 544-7741,

room 513 Brockington House.

Two textbooks, 1 Managerial Finance, 2
Advanced Level Physics, They belong to

C. Corrlgan. Call 546-4860.

One Versalog, Hughes-Owen slide rule

at or near tech supplies on Wed. Feb. 26

approximately 11:00 a,m. Needed badly,

reward. Please call or return to Ian Todd,
Morris Hall, 544-7224.

Could the person who took the birth

certificate out of a brown wallet please

return It to Jim Bout, 242 Leonard,
544-7300. It belongs to a good friend. No
questions asked.

March 8

French Actor and Mime

Pierre VIALA
Dunning Hall Auditorium

8:30 P.M.

Tickets: $.50 available Room 402, Kingston Hall

Social Conveners
If you are planning on a Campus Social func-

Tion next fall, you must obtain your entertainment
through the Queen's Entertainment Agency in accord-
ance with By-law No. 44 of the R.M S

The O.E.R. may be contacted through the A.lvt.S.
office.

GORD DEEKS,

Campus Activities Chairman
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Hearings postponed
Montreal (CUP) Court action arising from th» vi„]=_.

Sir George Williams

T S^?** T 1ClPaI C0Urt Emmett j Mac

SSffi ^ » - « of the

He also refused bail again to eteht of the accused Hpcnitp
appeals and strong protests from defense lawyers. The eteht will
face preliminary hearings on March 5.

STfr
8^™ AT°^d °n tW° m°re P60p!e Wed™sday making

a total of three people freed since their arrest February 11 The
University Counsel, Claude Armand Sheppard, asked for their
release following his announcement that he had no proof to sub
stantiate the conspiracy charges against the two
Another of the accused, Robert Williams, was arrested againWednesday after being released on bail. The immigration de-

partment ordered his detention on charges of illegal entry into
the country.

Two McGill University students arrested in the computer
centre had their preliminary hearings postponed until May 12 to
avoid conflict with their year end examinations.

Professor's protest

Montreal (CUP) The explosive Gray Affair at McGill University
was further complicated Thursday when 100 faculty members made
public a petition sharply critical of administration handling of

the conflict.

In an open letter to the administration, the 100 (of 1,000) faculty

members questioned "The wisdom shown by the administration
of McGill University in relation to the proceedings taken against
Mr. Stanley Gray."'

The staff members scored the administration for failing "to
respond to the evolving principles of University Government,
by which we im an the painfully slow process of the democrati-
zation of the University." They criticized the fact that the ad-

ministrative officers "are not chosen by or accountable to the

University community as a whole."
The result of this selection process, they say, is a set of ad-

ministrators "often unaware of and insensitive to the needs,

opinions and ideas of the staff and the students."

Threats and repressive action only make the situation worse,

the letter said.

Principal H. Rocke Robertson, instigator of dismissal pro-

ceedings against Gray for alleged disruptions of University

business, was not overwhelmed by the letter and said "In a

difficult situation of this sort there are bound to be sharp dif-

ferences of opinion."

He also pointed but that he had received a petition of support

from over 500 faculty members.
Gray has a Friday evening deadline to decide on whether he

will accept an arbitration committee following guidelines es-

tablished by the Canadian Association of University Teachers.

The Political Science lecturer countered with a proposal to

set up a University Community Board but the plan was rejected

by Robertson.

If Gray rejects the C.A.U.T. system, he may be dismissed

outright.

Journal Editorship Deferred

The Queen's Journal is still without an editor.

The AMS executive, following a precedent established last

year, failed to ratify the choice -of its Publications Committee

and has instructed that committee to reconvene.

Ted Parnell's motion, seeking consultation with the Journal

staff and assurances that nominee Mable's tentative staff ar-

rangements were in fact as outlined, was strongly approved

after discussion in secret session.

The debate prior to the closed session was conducted largely

at cross purposes. Acting chairman of the Publications Com-

mittee, Andy Pipe was asked whether to committee had full

Information on the feelings of the Journal staff and answered

that defeat of the committee's choice would destroy the concept

of the committee system.

Ted Parnell countered with the concept that the executive had

to control the committees since it had ultimate control.

As was inevitable Terry O'Hara figured largely in the debate.

With the approval of the four candidates, the editors and Pipe,

a staff voting system was set up which gives an extra vote to

staffers who have worked on eight or more issues since M&M took

over, with a single vote for anyone who has worked on five

Issues.

The vote, to be held Sunday evening and Monday afternoon, will

supplement committee member's individual enquiries. The com-

mittee will go Into closed session for a brief meeting next

Monday evening to search Its soul.

The candidates meanwhile are meeting in closets and back

alleys, closeted with backers and allies and closets, and allies

and backers.

Grad Society Elections

Bill Paton is the new president of the Grad Society. He defeated

Chuck Edwards 142-97.

Tom Good, Tom MacMillian, and Glen MacDonell were elected

A. M.S. representatives. Good received 186 votes, MacMillian 160,

and MacDonell 128.

Commented Tom Good "At least it wasn't a clean sweep for

the fascists."

WHILE THE 'ARTIST' WATCHES Gordon Hines, 25. of Toronto
Out., uiorlcmff on a Ph. D. m information theory at Queen's University haswon a $5,000.00 award for a computer-produced art pieee in an international
competition sponsored by California Computer Products Inc

Horrorama Aftermath BY MARTIN JONES

Eight students, unlucky enough to be caught
by AMS constables during the disorders at Hor-

rorama '6y. appeared before the Alma Mater So-

ciety Ccurt this week. The charges ranged from
tossing a bottle cap at a constable to smashing
the Ellis Hall movie screen with a beer bottle.

In considering the case, the four student

judges were faced with the problem of determin-

ing personal responsibility. Almost all defendants

were admittedly drunk. Now intoxication hardly

exucses an individual for his actions, but alcohol

was allowed into Dunning and Ellis Halls and there

was no attempt made by student constables to

stop the drinking. In fact, Horrorama has be-

come a traditional event for boozing it up. The
organizers can hardly be held blameless for the

destruction which occurred.

The court's decisions in the cases of Chris-

topher Henoch, Dave Songster and R. Brudeaux

were more than fair. The gravity of the charges

could have entailed large fines and possible sus-

pension. Yet Henoch received only a $100 fine

for the beer bottle incident. The prosecution could

not furnish substantial evidence that the bottle ac-

tually did cut the screen. Sangster and Brudeaux,

because of intoxication, received suspended sen-

tences for smashing a washroom window with their

hands.

The remaining five cases involved "interfer-

ing with a constable while in the performance of

his duties", a charge carrying a maximum $20

fine. White the offences were certainly not seri-

ous and in a couple of instances the sentences

may have been a bit severe, the prosecution did

raise the point that a constable's authority must
be respected if he is to perform his duties. It

was primarily on this basis that Peter Jensen was
fined $15 for lobbing a bottle cap at a constable

and Peter Higgins a similar amount for refusing

to leave the auditorium. Don Baranger and Brian

Coville each pleaded guilty and were charged $20.

Douglas Millman received a suspended sentence.

It's unfortunate that the students charged were
not those actually responsible fcr the damage done

to the two auditoriums. But the stupidity, passing

for a 'good-time' at horrorama, can hardly be

shmgged off or condoned. Maybe it can only be

expected

"Bitch In" Produces Results BY JACK SMITH

The chief result of Wednesday's "Batch In" on
athletics was the announcement of the formation
of an Alma Mater Society Commission on Ath-

letics to be headed by Jon Tondeur.
The commission will meet Tuesday and Thurs-

days nights for the next three weeks in committee

room one of the Student's Union and will hear

briefs from all interested persons.

The study will be guided conducted under the

following guidelines:

1. coaching and administration; 2. finances;

3. facilities; 4. student interest; 5. philosophy and
scheduling.
As the meeting Wednesday was intended to

hear complaints and suggestions several beefs

were indeed heard but mostly centred upon the

issues already raised through the Journal or

through direct contact with the Athletic Depart-

ment. The discussion did provide however, a

chance for several complaints to be made explicit,

as well as an opportunity to hear previously un-

registered complaints.

Someone wondered about voMeyball • supposed-

ly there is neither facilities nor competition. An-
other asked about soccer coaching and uniforms

—

this will be studied. The use of the present gym
while construction goes on was also questioned.

No definite knowledge is available because the

contrator will not be here March 2nd as schedul-

ed. .

There seemed to be some optimism that as the

complex develops, more attention wi'Ll be paid to

the A.B.C. policies on secondary sports.

It is hoped that this issue will provide sufficient

interest so that briefs will be presented at the

upcoming meetings and that these meetings will

be attended.

Waterloo Aids SGWU

WATERLOO (CUP) - The
University of Waterloo student

council Monday allocated $10,-

000 bail money to Be forwarded
to students arrested at Sir

George Williams University ear-

lier this month.

The motion passed overwhel-
- mingly and brought loud cheers

and applause from some 250
student spectators.

The council voted the money
and condemned the Canadian
bail system after a Toronto area

student arrested in the computer
centre addressed them.

He said the high bail set in

Montreal courts totalled over

$100,000 and many of the people

arrested could not raise enough
money to bail themselves out.

One student councillor, sum-

ming up the council position,

said: "Li's not the issue whether

the demonstrators were right or

wrong that's in question. It's

our duty as students to help

these kids out of jail."

When one councillor express-

ed fear that money would not

be returned, a student specta-

tor yelled: "We can trust our
brothers at Sir George to return

our funds if we help them."

The Waterloo council decided

months ago to provide bail

for any Waterloo student ar-

rested on any charge. Monday,

it reaffirmed its stand that

the Canadian bail system was
weighted against the poor.

The meeting was the first for

the newly-elected "moderate"
council.

N.D.P. Meeting

Mr. James Renwick. National

President of the New Democra
tic Party, an Ontario M.P.P..

and a candidate for the Presi-

dency of the Ontario wing of

the party last fall, will take

part in a panel discussion about

ithe culture of his party Sunday
night.

There are rumors that Tommy
Douglas will announce tomor-

row whether or not he will be

a candidate for the party lea-

dership. If he decides not to,

Renwick, as Party President,

will be in an important posi-

tion.

The meeting will be held in

the second floor common room

of the Students Union at 8:00

p.m. History Professor George

Rawlyk and city Alderman John

Meister will participate in the

discussion.
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Have you seen

TRUDEAU-MANIA

in Colour?

Are you TIRED of the same old B & W drag?

GO COLOUR FOR *69

with a

19" Electrohoi . "ortable T.V.

Tickets on sale in Union

11=30-1:30 daily.

Winner announced March 14th.

AMS COMMITTEE ON
STUDENT DISCIPLINE

Third Open Meeting
Dole: Monday March 3 Place: Clorr; Hall Time: 7:30 p.n

^piNeTTe

/fappifi ess is fopp/'/iq

post-haste to a *7

post-Box io mail
tnoney to a frieno.

poll-Happiness is
receiving two of
SomelHiHQ'for one
Mrmy/yme post.

Idtre are alternative
fnetdojs of keeping
track ofifoia- money
Krficf it is only
tyorlinj to Mention..

our lapinary compatriot
reacts unpredictably
to prosfress, -we've
found?

like, how she uses
her new True
Chequing, Account.

she sends out cheques
for one cent to her
friends

.

so, naturally, all her
friends .have to write
her back to thank her
for her unexpected
gjenerosiVy.

and then, of course,
we send back all her
cancelled cheques.

3o-

for every letter that
lapinette sends out,
she receives two hack.

it seems to he a very
down-.key way to
attract attention.

it is also a A&xned flpcd
"Kray of iceeping traik
Qfc your disappearino-
doutfh. °

So maybe you would.
appreciate getting
Cheques iacfc, too...

^<w veryou/n
CUsfom autaaratfei

-c
--ues firyen

to keep?

™er4ee)

binlcofmoritrea

prmeess andWrie streets
p.p.krafchtk, manager

open 9.30-5 Monday to Ihuisday. 930-6 fiiday

LONDRTS
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on student prescriptions

and student orders

at student rate*

CALL 546-6517

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, ABCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

QUEEN'S DRAMA
GUILD
PRESENTS

BEDTIME STORY by Sean O'Casey

directed by Michael Farrell

THE ZOO STORY by Edward Albee

directed by Gordon Vogt

March 7, 8 9 p.m.

Room 102 Studio Theatre

Old Arts Building Admission $.50

CHALMERS

Missildine Seminars

with Dr. Hugh Missildine,

Psychiatrist

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

28 Yonge St

The Centennial Room
Stave Amey
Proprietor

Saturdays:

Sunday:

2:30 and 7:30

11:00 a.m.

Macgillivray Brown Hall

216 Barrie St.

"Mutual respect . . . Your

Inner Child of the Past . . ,

The Four of you in Marriage"

S2.00 - Registration

Sunday 5:30 — Student Suppers

Resume

Annual

Baccalaureate

Service

Guest Minister

Rev. Dr. W.D. Wagoner

Director, Boston Theological Institute

Sunday, March 2, 11 a.m. Grant Hall

All members of the university community

are cordially invited

GET OUT OF THE DOGHOUSE!
TAKE HER (ANYBODY) TO

$PONDULIX
With Bob Minns and his Orchestra

March 14, 1969 at the Holiday Inn

9:00 P.M.-2:00 A.M., BUFFET

Tickets: $12.00 per couple

Available: Students Union

11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m. daily

Black Tie or Suit \

SPONSORED BY: COMMERCE SOCIETY

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
^ ~rW I I I I
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POVERTY AND THEPOZO

Live Theatre

Arms and the Man, one of G.B. Shaw's best and best

known comedies, is being presented this Friday and
Saturday evenings at the Grand Theatre. It is the fourth

production of Theatre Five, a new Kingston repertory

group.

The cast includes Queen's students Greg Wanless and

Dave Switzer and Keith Bradley, Technical Assistant for

the Department of Drama.
Tickest cost $3.00; curtain time is 8:30,

Also - next week, from Tuesday (March 4) to Saturday

(March 8) there will be a festival of three-act plays

presented by area little theatre groups. The plays in.

elude "The Hanging Rope", "The Caretaker", A Game
of Heads", The Odd Couple" and "Antigone".

The plays will all be presented in the Grand Theatre

and will be adjudicated in the lobby afterwards by

Marigold Charlesworth, formerly of the Canadian Play-

ers.

Students can buy series tickets for $4.00 and $3.50 but

miist pay regular prices for individual seats - these are

$2.00, $1.75 and $1.00 except for Saturday's play when

prices will be 25C in each category.

All performances are at 8:00 p.m.

A young, nineteen year old South Korean violinist

will give a concert at Queen's Saturday evening, March

1st, at 8:30 p.m. in Grant Hall.

Young Uck Kim Is his namo (and the "Young" will

not be dropped after he exceeds the age of 35 - in Korea

his first name means "forever shining"); he is currently

away on tour from his present home, New York City and

will appear in Kingston as part of the Grant Hall Music

Series.

Kim's programme will include a work by the eight-

teenth century composer Pergolesi, a Beethoven son-

ata, Bach's Chaconne in D Minor, a Hindermith sonata

and smaller works by Mozart, Stravinski and Wieniaski.

His accompanist on tour is the pianist Dukju Kim, the

violinist's sister.

Kim's press releases tell us that he is keen at table

tennis, a movie and concert buff and an avid reader of

books; one of his favorite sets is Ian Fleming's James

Bond series, which Kim read In a week. And we also

read that Kim is rated highly by those who have heard

him.

"A genius, and I don't use that word lightly," says

Leonard Bernstein.

"One of the great talents of the generation," says

orchestral conductor Eugene Ormandy. Reviewers of

Kim's performances appear to support this praise with

their own.

Tickets for Young Uck Kim are on sale at the division

of concerts In the Old Arts building for $3 and $3.50.

Why
By HAYDEN MATTHEWS

What's North Kingston all about? Very roughly,

it's that area you pass through but never notice on

the way to the C.N. station in your Amey's taxi.

It includes low rental housing, complete with high

rent, thanks to us, as well as some pretty shame-

ful poverty that you won't read about in a Chamber

of Commerce brochure.

What's going on there?. . .Lots. Ask any cop.

The youth of the area are of particular concern

to the full tima and volunteer workers of the North

Kingston parish.- The kids, with few readily ac-

cessible recreational facilities and very little

direction or stability from their homes, are on

the streets, and consequently, in trouble. What kind

of trouble? How about solvent sniffing for openers?

Glue is out. Cutex is- in. For example, in a group

of thirteen to sixteen year olds, in Rideau Heights

on a Friday night, It is not unusual to find 30% of

them high on "Q" as It Is fondly called.

With some of the profits realized from the Pozo

Seco Concert, the Engineering Society will be

helping to finance drop-In centres operated at

three locations in the area. The Kids come.

They do what they want, whether it be dance, talk,

play cards or fight, but they DO come. The

centres are staffed by volunteers, some of them

Queen's students. They act sim-iltaneously as ref-

erees, bouncers, councillors, but above all, -
friends.

The project, although supported in part by the

United Church, is virtually penniless. The Engin-

eering Society is anticipating somewhere In the

neighbourhood of $1,000 from the Pozo Seco Con-
cert. . . .they hope. The bulk of this will be used

for the "Summer of Service" programme. In May,

when the Queen's volunteer workers pack it In,

the parish hopes to be in the position to pay room
and board to four full-time workers for the very

busy summer months when the kids are out of

school.

With your help (buying a ticket to the Pozo
Seco Concert) they will be able to keep the drop-

in centres open for the summer.
One must admit that sitting through a Pozo Seco

session is a relatively painless contribution.

Tickets have been on sale all week in the Union.

If you don't pick one up today, you'll be able to at

the House of Sounds and Morton's Record Bar on

Saturday, The concert Is at Grant Hall this Sunday

night starting at 8:30 p.m. It's an extremely worth-

while effort so please make a similar effort.

. . and Who
Now, what about this group you've just been

convinced to go and see?

The name Pozo Seco makes you think automat-

ically, I presume, of the Pozo Seco Singers. Not

quite. At least, they used to be the Pozo Seco Sing-

ers, now they're the Pozo Seco. The difference Is

that then there w,ere three now there are only

two. . >a talented duo, Susan Taylor and Don Wil-

liams.

Susan and Don are two of the original group and

when the third left for no other reason than to re-

turn to the hallowed halls of learning, they dis-

covered that their essential sound was both tight-

ened and solidified by performing as a twosome
to 4o so.

Texas-born Susaa began singing and playing the

guitar at the age of ten and has extended her musi-

cal proficiency to include everything from the

piano to the harmonica. She also composes lyrics

and music ("Forget His Name", Reasons") and

wants to act eventually or write a book, maybe

both.

Don Williams, also from Texas and also an

active songwriter, plays guitar and harmonica. The

Pozo Seco have a long string of hits to their credit

. . /'Time", "I'll Be Gone", "I Can Make It With

You", "Look What You've Done", "Louisiana

Man", "Gotta Come Up With Something" as well

as a couple of albums.

Standing back of the group and providing muchof

the necessary sound are Teddy Irwin on guitar and

Brad Campbell on bass.

They're going to be great . .Sunday night, March

2nd. . .Grant Hall. , .8:30 p.m.
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A §300,000 atom smasher; a.1 economics study of the

impact of the "pill'*; a demonstration of the alcohol

breathalyzer; a moot court in operation; a mock ses-

sion of Canadian parliament: these are only a few

examples of exhibitions which will greet visitors at-

tending Open House '69 at Queen's University on

Saturday, March 1.

The last student-organized Open House at Queen's

was held in 1964, when more than 10,000 persons took

part. Since then, the university's enrolment has

doubled and Open House Committee Convener, Rose-

mary Leese, estimates that "some 20,000 people will

take part in Open House '69".

Open House hours are 10:00 a, m. to 5 p, m. Re-

freshment and rest areas will be provided in most

buildings and meals will be available al I.eonardllall,

Ban Righ and the Students' Memorial Union from

11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Special arrangements have been

made for parking out-of-town busses and visitors'

cars. -y,«*

.

The tours are all self guided. When one enters

Grant Hall one will be able to choose from among the

five general groups; Pure Science, Applied Science,

Humanities and Social Sciences, Health Sciences (med-
icine; and General, areas which will be of interest to

you. Thus, you may walk into any one building at

random and see 15 to 20 displays plus lectures and
slides.

In the general tour one will visit Dupuis Hall

(Computing), and although the public will not be al-

lowed into the computer room itself, students, will be
on hand outside to -answer questions. The students

Union will be open and the public will be able to see
the various recreational areas and the T.V. room,
the study areas and the student art display on the

second floor. Douglas Library will be olf special

interest. Several displays have been set upjusing the

Library's special collections. The Lonie Pierce
collection will be open and one will be able to see
rare Canadian publications; the papers of) Sir John
A. MacDanald. the archives department jwill have
special displays featuring its rare manuscripts, old
Hibles and maps. In the lobby of the Library will be
a display showing the relationship of a Library to
a university. Both its External aspects - to other
and its internal aspects.

The Agnes Etherington Art Centre will be open and
will feature its current art display. In the main gal-
ler\ one will be able to see "Art Nouveau" including
J.E.I!. MacDonald, one of the group of seven, and
there will also be on display selections from their

OPEN
HOUSE

"a 20-30 minute film. The Department of Sociology

will exhibit murals illustrating sociological themes

such as fashions and government. The Department of

Philosophy has planned a Pertrand Russell fit.n, The

Department of History will show a slide presenta-

tion with audio accompaniment on "French Civiliza-

tion". The Department of Mathematics will feature

probability experiments and illustrate the relation-

ship between mathematics and other disciplines.

The Departmant of Physics has planned several dis-

play s including demonstrations of advanced research

in such fields as radioastronomy and nuclear and

molecular physics. The Department of Chemistry

will feature demonstrations illustrating unusual and

humorous aspects of the subject. The Department

of Geological Science will provide displays of geo-
physical prospecting equipment, a geological field

camp, and a special film on oceanography. The
Department of Geography will feature several displays

and a lecture on "The Changing Scope of Geograpliy".
The Department of Biochemistry will have exhibits

of autoradiography, and the use of radioisotopes in

biochemistry, The Department of Pharmacology will

demonstrate the alcoholic breathalyzer and the toxic

effect of drugs. The Department of Psychology will

feature various experiments being carried out at

Queen's, including a study on sleeping and dreaming.
Queen's Theological College will present two lec-

tures, one by Dr. D.M. Mathers entitled "Theology
Today" and the second by Re\. Prien Thrasher on
"The Church Where the Action Is" A color film
"Roadsigns on a Merry-go-round" will also be shown.
The Department of Civil Engineering will conduct

demonstrations on modern construction methods.
Distillation, separation and related experiments will
be conducted by the Department of Chemical Engin-
eering. The Department of Mining Engineering will
have displays of open pit and underground mining
equipment in conjunction with a film "Carol Lake
Open Pit Iron Ore Operation". The Department of

permanent collection featuring Contemporary Cana-
dian artists including Riopelle and Ralph Allen.

The Department of Economics will feature an

economics study of "the Population and the Pill' and

Metallurgical Engineering will demonstrate the use

of computers in metallurgy. The Department of

Electrical Engineering will feature demonstrations

of power production, transmission and new develop-

ments in electronic circuitry. The Department of

Mechanical Engineering will give demonstrations

on techniques in metal work, and in the engine lab-

oratory there will be examples of gas turbine and

diesel and gas combustion engines.

The Faculty of Law will hold a moot court under

simulated trial conditions and will show a film of a

jury trial.

The Department of Microbiology and Immunology

will exhibit examples of common germs and viruses

and demonstrate simple laboratory tests showing

the detection of diseases such as infectious mono-

nucleosis.

The Department of Physiology will have demon-

strations in space physiology and the remote moni-

toring of electrocardiograms among its eight ex-

hibits A film showing the birth of a baby will be

shown every half hour in Etherington Hall The De-
partment of Pathology will display comparisons be-

tween normal and diseased Imiys with emphasis on the.

effects of smoking cigarettes

The student residences will be open to the public

and individual rooms and recreation areas will be
displayed

The Open House Con
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ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Street

Save on Young Men's' Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special S6.95.

Phone 546-5555

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Aii Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

take Out
Phza Spnyhnti Chicken

Free

Delivery

JOHNWAYNE (
KATHARINE ROSS X

THAT 'GRADUATE', Qtf*L J\
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10% - DISCOUNT - 157*

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie near Princess 546-2746
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Out going president David Pak-
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SC. 71 YEAR PARTY
FREE (with year card)

Saturday March 1st

8:00 - 12:00
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"Two Minute Hale"

Polish Hall
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Kingston, Ontorio

°:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:30 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:30 p.m. Coffee Hour
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Pm going
My parents never went to college. Hhey spent a

lot of lime, probably from the time I was 12 or

13, talking to me about college. Now they had

probably never seen even the inside of a college,

but they knew a lot about what it was like. They

told me ehait if 1 went to coMege that, that could

be a place whore 1 would really meet people who
were getting together in quest of knowledge,

people who were interested in knowledge for its

own sake, where I could really broaden myself,

where 1 couild learn a lot about the world, where

1 would make the kind of friendship that I hadnt

been able to make in high school, where, even

though 1 didn't like work in high school, I was told

that, well, college is different, you're really going

to like your work in college. Essentially, in a lot

of ways, college was described to me as being

very, very different from the lives that my par-

ents were leading; very, very different from the

life that I was leading.

College was being held up as in some ways a

v-ery practical Utopia, and so when I went to

school I remember being very, very happy and
walking into a residence and in a somewhat gran-

diose way saying: "WeM, I'm going to really make
it at this place, this is going to be the place where
I'm going to really find myself That old expres-

sion 'finding yourself'. Well I don't know where
it started to go downhill.

make

I remember at first getting my books, running

into the library . . . man, I really loved studying,

studying 5, 6, 7 hours a day, taking copious

notes: I would read 11 pages and somehow take

13 pages of notes. I remember trying very, very

hard to do well and having the sense that this

was going to be the place where I would prove

that I was intellectually, if not superior, at least

talented. But certain problems developed. One of

tihe problems that developed was that 6 or 8

weeks into the school year 1 found out some-

thing, something that took me 4 years to recog- j,

'

ndze. What I found out was that I didn't like to
|

read and write too much,

The "student government" k

a fraud constitutionally mandat-

ed to serve the status quo. It is

given token representation on

some of governing bodies of the

university. It is co-opted by the

administration to lend legiti-

macy to their actions, or (more

likely) inaction. But it's allowed

to run dances and publish the

year book all on its own.

Now for those of you who are coming here 1
hope you like to read a lot, and I hope that you
like to write a lot because that's what college is
you see, Stripped of all the rhetoric: you get your
books, you read them, you listen and you write .

you get some more books, you read them, you
listen and you write. Once in a while you're even
allowed to talk. But the main thing is that you'd
better like books a lot. —

What makes a university

the storehouse of information

^ that can be found elsewhere— it^s»

|P is the social relationships that give**
' knowledge meaning and relevance. 1

if" Yet, what is Queen's? Several
thousand isolated and lonely indiv-
iduals who came en masse to foot-
ball games and try to delude them-
selves into thinking that they are
part of a real community. Drunks
where individuals can come toget-
her without having -to be real peo-

J pie. The sense of frustration and %
hostility that leads to $5,000 worth
of destruction in the Lord Simcoe
Hotel and vandalism in the resid-
ences and Dunning Hall. Queen's
s a city community

It has always been expected that
after four years of raising hell, of
dissenting, of non-conforming, or of
whatever the hell they were doing
that the white student was going to

shape up, he was going to take his

sheep-skin, he was going to move
to suburbia, he was going to move
in the corporation, and he was go-
ing to become a pillar of society —
and heretofore that is precisely

what happened.
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Better Learning Through Better Exams

By Ron Thompson

The Carillon

I want to call for an organized con-

scious campaign of cheating for the spring

examinations.

You see, I used to think that the ex-

amination system should be abolished.

And a suitable protest would be that no

one would write exams. And I did that,

but they still tried to give me a degree.

So I gave up on that type of protest.

Now, I've sold out. All I want to do

is to make the examination system better.

I mean, you know the old schtick: If you

can't beat them et cetera.

I sat down for two weeks all by my-

self in a closet with an armload of books

and candles.

And I thought and read and thought

and read and I didn't sleep much and after

thirteen and a half days I said, "Ahah!"

and I came out and here is what I had

learned.

The examination is supposed to measure

how much you have learned about the sub-

ject material being questioned via the ex-

amination, up until the time you write your

answers.

You would not be able to figure out any

(or at least not very many) of the answers

just by thinking about them in your virgin

head.

So what the society does for you is

give you a place (the university) to learn

in, and books (the library) full of infor-

mation, and people (the teachers) who know

all sorts of goodies that they were examin-

ed on and that they read and were taught.

And if you want to, and are brave or friend-

ly or pretty enough, there aire even other

people around whom you can talk to and

listen to and learn good stuff from.

And if you've really been lucky, the

books you bought were used and written in

(in ink so you were not tempted to erase)

and that was still another person to talk

to, or at least listen to and learn from.

Now as a psychology professor said to

his class while they were writing his Xmas

exam, "Don't guess, because the exams is

rigged and Til find out and it'll cost you".

And mat's reasonable, because the exam

is only supposed to measure what you've

learned and guessing would be cheating.

But if you're not going to cheat, there

are only a few ways to get good marks.

Sleep with the professor (cheating in

more ways than one).

Know ahead of time what's going to be

on the exams (called cheating unless the

profesor hands it out in some form of pro-

test) and even then it becomes a matter

of how well you can write or something

like that.

Guessing what the professor wants to

hear (Cheating - --see above).

Having the exam only on what the

individual student learned from the course

and the reading and his life (but that's not

an exam in the accepted sense).

Having the exam on what all the stu-

dents have learned (impossible).

So I fall back on cheating as the only

way to pass the average exam. But not

everyone wants to cheat, or does it well,

or has a conscience that will let them do

it at all. And anyway the results would

be better if everyone co-operated and did

it together.

So what I propose is that when the

exams are passed around that the examinees

get together and discuss the questions and

decide on the answers. If there are two

or more solutions to one problem, then you

divide up the work load among yourselves.

It would be even better if you convinc-

ed the professor (or maybe a couple of

others who know good things) to come in-

to the discussion, and if you brought your

books and if you sent people out to the lib-

rary for more books, and if someone went
for coffee and cigarettes or whatever makes
you learn.

And if it took too long, like maybe a

week or two and you went home at night

and thought and dreamt about it maybe

discussed it with your parents, that would

be okay because the whole purpose is for

what you write down in the end (or even

in the meanwhile) to indicate what you've

learned about the material under question,

And in the end, all the answers would

be right if they were the answers of every-

one in the class including the teachers, so

that marks would be high.

And high marks are the point of the

thing are they not I've seen that. I've

come back.

Maybe they'd have to move the exam-

ahead a week or two or maybe thirteen

but this seems .to be a perfectly/good way

to write exams.

ill we worked hard enough at it, it

would be a very good way to learn and

everyone could teadh everyone and be a

teacher.

And if everyone were a teacher, then

the students could began to set their own

exams. And to give themselves enough

time they should do it ait the start of the

And that oould be the course. And for

teaching and examining themselves (at

least in part) the students in those classes

couid be exempted from tuition, and that

would make the Canadian Union of Stu-

dents happy.

And some of the radicals would be

happy because this would mean we could

get rid of some of the administrative crap

because all we'd need would be some of

those people to keep exam records—not

collect tuition.

And when they realized that everyone

always got good marks they could do away

with the record-keeping and they wouldn't

need the computer for that and we

wouldn't have to throw it through a win-

dow.

We'd just have parties for everyone

who had been here a few years and had

learned a lot and put flowers around their

necks and call them BA's.

Perils of Permissiveness

By Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey

Director, Selective Service System

When this is read, we shall be approaching
the beginning of another college year. What
can the Selective Service System expect to

meet in problems of deferment this coming
college year?

Some of the problems will be old ones, re-
curring ones, some experienced last year,
and some new this year, particularly in the
area of what has been the graduate school
deferments.

The Selective Service System will con-
tinue to be faced with problems as the re-
flection of the problems faced by those who
administer, teach and presumably learn in

the colleges and universities. In other words
the problems of the presidents, the faculties,
and the students of our education institutions.

It is forseeable that the new legislation in

the several States and the new Congress of
the United States will inquire far more
searchingly into the objectives of educational
institutions, and how these objectives are
related to the funds furnished through a wide
variety of methods for the support of these
institutions. What the results of the inquiries
will be is not certain.

I am convinced that the great majority ofthe
institutional presidents.administrattve offi-
icers faculty members, and students are the
kind of people this country needs and has. Un-
fortunately, through the technical efficiency
of our means of communication, that is not
the kind of college and university presidents,
administrative officers, faculty members,
and students that the public, the silentpublic,
has been hearing about and from. It Is a trad-
gedy that the image of our educational in-
stltuatlons is being created by the few,
loud and irresponsible that they are. There is
a great danger that the silent, long-suffering
members of society wlllplace restrictions on
all for the image created by the few.

From New University, University of Cali-

fornia at Irvine.

The financial support of educational in-

stitutions depends to a very large degree
upon other than those who are enjoying the
privileges and repaying by dissatisfaction

and, even worse, by creating chaos which
deprives the institution of its ability to per-
form the functions for which it Is being sub-
sidized by Nation, state and other sources of
support

Few of the presidents and administrators
have abdicated their responsibility. But some
well-advertised ones have. The great major-
ity of the faculty have accepted their ob-
ligations as leaders, but noisy, irresponsible,
even unlawful ones have not and the press,
the television and the radio have featured the
members of faculties in their shortsighted-
ness, their direct and Indirect efforts to en-
courage lawlessness, and their prostitution
of teaching ethics by such artifices as giving
all students "A" to evade their plain duty to
determine the satisfactory scholarship of the
student.

The outcries from the faculty members,
and even presidents, who certainly should
have known better on reclassification of stu-
dents who openly disobeyed the very laws by
which they were deferred, is an example of
the depths to which control has fallen in the
operation of some institutions. The complete
loss of control which followed could not be
other than inevitable.

The question for the coming year is what
has been learned by administrators, faculty
members, and students. Will the education
institutions be operated by the administra-
tors? If not, there will be a sharp decline
In means for operation from whatever source
they have come. With frequent interference
in operation, how long will students who
want to learn frequent such an institution''
How can the Selective Service System find

a student satisfactorily pursuing a full-time

course when he is prevented from doing so

by others, or he prevents others from doing

so?

Will faculty members who believe that

academic freedom covers disrespect for our

Nation and disobedience of its laws be al-

lowed to continue to prey on students eten

to require them to attack the actions of

government officials at the price of passing

grades

I

I believe there are encouraging indications

that the silent citizens are nearing the end

of their patience and such faculty members
will reform or cease to be subsidized In

their attempts, realized or not, to destroy

the United States we have know and loved.

I cannot help but believe that the root of the

difficulty of rebellious students came dir-

ectly from the affirmative efforts of some of

the faculty members and the negative failure

of others.

The students, regardless of the factors

which are the causes, will be the ones the

Selective Service must deal with In the ma-
jority of the problems. It is certain that Con-
gress will not tolerate the Selective Ser-

vice System deferring students to permitthem
to disrupt educational institutions. Nor do I

believe that Congress will for long provide
funds to educational Institutions to pay fac-

ulty members who incite students to dis-

obey the Selective Service law, or tolerate,

as satisfactory, students who do so. I be-

lieve that there is an implied character and

integrity requirement for a student who is

being trained to be an effective citizen of

the United States. It is Impossible to believe

the State or the Nation Intends to subsidize

any further education of those who fail to

demonstrate either the capactiy orthe desire
to be law-abiding citizens of their State
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•LETTERS-

TO PLAGIARIZE .

AN ESSAY ON CRITICISM

Tis hard to say, if greater want of skill

Appear in writing or in judging ill ;

But, of the two, less dang'rous is>th' offence

To tire our patience, than mislead our sense.

Some few in that, but numbers err in this,

Ten censure wrong for one who writes amiss
;

A fool might once himself alone expose,

Now one in verse makes many more in prose.

'Tis with our judgments as our watches,, none

Go just alike, yet each believes his own.
In Poets as true genius is but rare,

True Taste as seldom is the Critic's share ;

Both must alike from Heaven derive their light,

These born to judge, as well as those to write.

Let such teach others who themselves excel,

And censure freely who have written well.

Authors are partial to their wit, 'tis true,

But are not Critics to their judgment too ?

Yet if we look more closely, we shall find

Most have the seeds of judgment in their mind :

Nature affords at least a glimm 'ring.light

;

The lines, though touched but faintly, are drawn right

But as the slightest sketch, if justly traced,

Is by ill-colouring but the more disgraced.

So by false learning is good sense defaced :

Some are bewildered in the maze of schools,

And some made coxcombs Nature meant but fools.

In search of wit these lose their common sense.

And then turn Critics in their own defence :

Each burns alike, who can, or cannot write,

Or with a Rival's, or an Eunuch's spite.

All fools have still an itching to deride,

And fain would be upon the laughing side.

If Mtvius scribble in Apollo's spite,

The™ are who judge still worse than he can write.
Some have'at first for Wits, then Poets past,

Turned Critics next, and proved plain fools at last.

Some neither can for Wits nor Critics pass,

As heavy mules are neither horse nor ass.

Those half-learned witlings, num'rous in our isle,

As half-formed insects on the banks of Nile
;

Unfinished things, one knows not what to call.

Their generation's so equivocal

:

To tell 'em, would a hundred tongues require,
Or one vain wit's, that might a hundred tire.

But you who seek to give and merit fame,
And justly bear a Critic's noble name,
Be sure yourself and your own reach to know,
How far your genius, taste, and learning go

;

Launch not beyond your depth, but be discreet,
And mark that point where sense and dulness meet.
Nature to all things fixed the limits fit,

.

And wisely curbed proud man's pretending wit.
As on the land while here the ocean gains,

__ . By BRIAN HILL

Editor: Queen's Journal,

Please allow me space to reply

to Brian Hill's defence of his re-

view article of "Ulysses".

The editors of the Queen's Jour-

nal are guilty of three serious

lapses in taste and professional -

integrity:

1. They browbeat poor Mr. Hill

into writing a review of a movie

he had never seen.

2. They published this snobbish

review and left all readers with

the impression that it had been

written by someone who had seen

the movie.

3. Instead of being men enough

to apologize, they published Mr.

Hill's unfortunate letter, in which

(and one hopes that in a saner

moment he will regret it) he chil-

dishly characterized my rather

restrained and sorrowful com-

ments as "malevolent (sic) horse-

shit". The fact that he is able to

spell "horseshit" but not malevol-

ent" must say something about

the general cast and maturity of

his mind.
Whether or not the opinions in

the review aire original with Mr.

Hill seems not to be in question,

for he admits he did not see the

movie and derived his olympian

pronouncements from his six fav-

orite movie magazines (except for

one idea, which he got from his

well-read associate editor). And

yet, Mr. Hill claims he did not

plagiarize. He invites me to

prove this for myself by consult-

ing any "high school dictionary".

Since I do not write for the Jour-

nal, I decided instead to settle

the issue by referring to Webster's

New International Dictionary: To

plagiarize is "to pass off as one's

own the ideas of another, to use

without due credit the ideas of

another". No amount of specious,

pleading is going to convince any

of ycur readers that this isn't ex-

actly what the Journal did with

the review article in question.

Mr. Hill's claim that plagiarism

"has to do with how a thing is

said, not with what is said" is

wishful nonsense; it is part of no

definition of plagiarism that I

have ever encountered. Of course

plagiarism has to do with what is

said! Surely that man is guilty

of plagiarism who publishes as

his own the work of someone else

after merely changing in some
manner "how the thing was said".

Mr. Hill attacks me from rather

shaky ground, does he not, when
he tries to obscure the issue at

hand by asking me how I 'have

the gall to write more than one

essay every 10 years". Mr. Hill,

the plain fact of the matter is

that the difference between your

i-eview and my essays is that

when I use someone else's ideas

I acknowledge the debt.

I ask the readers of the Jour-

nal to note the curious logic

(typical of the entire defence) in

the following bold assertion by
Mr. Hill: "the Journal article

contains quite a few points which

are not made in the "Sight and
Sound" review (or anywhere else,

for that matter). One wonders,

since Mr. Hill never saw the

movie, where in the hell these

"quite a few ideas" came Trom.

But I'm not telling you any-

thing you don't know already, Mr.
Hill. If you thought that what
you were doing was justified, why
did you insist that the editors not

reveal the name of the reviewer

when the article was published?

You must have suspected that

what you did was essentially im-

moral. Why, then, attempt to

defend your patently untenable

position?

As I indicated in my first let-

ter, one of the reasons that I

wrote was because the tone of the

article (not just its pilfered con-

tent) was offensive. The whole
Queen's Journal too often smacks
of the same tone. It's found un-

der "supercilious" in your high
school dictionaries.

l. t. r. Mcdonald
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OR NOT TO PLAGIARIZE ... I

Dear Sir:

I can feel some of the disgust

that Mr. L.T.R. McDonald and

(sic) must have felt in reading

the purported "explanation" in

Tuesday's Journal of a so-called

"plagiarised" review of "Ulys-
ses" in the Journal of Feb. 7.

That anyone would have the nerve

to defend obvious plagiarism is

extraordinary in Itself,

Mr„ Hill (the acknowledged au-

thor of the review) suggests that

plagiarism deals with "how a
thing is said, not with what is

said." My dictionary suggests
that plagiarism concerns "tak-
ing and using another person's
(thoughts, writings, inventions,

or abs.) as one's own" (Concise
Oxford). From this it can be
seen that even the generally ac-
cepted habit ofparaphrasingfalls
under the heading of plagiarism,
the difference lying only in the
clever re-wording by which most
people become convinced the
ideas outlined are actually theirs.

Now If, as Mr. Hill admits, he
did not first view the film, it

follows that he could not have
entertained any notions (i.e. self-

evident notions) of the film's

character. In other words, it

seems that the opinions expres-
sed in his review were either

imaginatively arrived at, or
someone else's.

If they were someone else's,

as Mr. McDonald indicates, this

denotes plagiarism. The oddity

about Mr. Hill's explanation is

that he seems to believe his

ideas originated without being

prompted by the reviews he had
read. In the first place, he did
not see the movie; in the second
place, he did read these reviews
(admittedly); and finally, he did

reach judgments (somehew) that

were printed. It takes an ex-
tremely imaginative (or ex-
tremely lucky) person to arrive

at such consentient opinions with-
out being first influenced in that
direction.

Even If Mr. Hill was totally

convinced, after reading these
reviews, that his opinions were
independently conceived, he
should have still felt (if he styles
himself a true critic) some pangs
of guilt. Honest criticism in-

volves a response which ought
to be one's own, and it is most
difficult to perceive how some-

one could entertain any honest
critical notion about a film he
had not even seen.

While it may be true that

originality Is as infrequently
come by as Camus claimed, an
essence of criticism is not
necessarily that it be original,

but that the critic believe it to

be original, and that if he has

doubts about its originality, he
express them in the form of

acknowledgements.

Mr. Hill's misfortune seems
to have been first, that he did

not see the film and yet con-

sidered himself qualified (no

matter how many reservations)

to discuss it, and second, that he
acceded to the demands of his

editor, who Is probably equally

culpable for suggesting such a
journalistic impropriety.

In the future Mr. Hill could

avoid embarrassing situations by
being in attendance at the film,

eschewing the Impracticalities of

his editor and the judgments

of other critics, and to some
degree, perhaps, by purchasing
a good dictionary.

WILLIAM 3ETTF
Arts '69

IT'S A DIRTY

.

Dear Sir:

Spring thaw comes, and blos-
soming fire-hydrants burst
through their winter blankets.
Dogs and student radicals come
out to play. And as the dog uses
the hydrant as a public conveni-
ence, the iradical (at his conveni-
ence) uses the public as his hy-
drant. From Tokyo to Montreal
the radical showers his solipistic

liberalism upon the great unwash-
ed. The public is so deluged by

PROBLEM... (to say the least) I

radical rhetoric that it is no long-
er able to distinguish between
such micturitions and the clean
drops of spring rain.

To enlighten such a public is a
purely futile gesture; to protect
them from such liberalism seems
a not unworthy task.

In just such a benign spirit the
Queen's Anti Radical Student
Squad has been formed. Against
compromise in the face of illegal
confrontation, AR-SS seeks to pro-

tect the university from destruc-
tion through de-structuring. AR-
SS will absolve the Administration
from the responsibility of repris-
als, public abuse and student
blackmail, taking upon itself the
role of surrogate.

Standing as a prophylactic to
the micturitions of the radicals,
AR-SS will, do its best to protect
the public from the dogs.

Cave canem.
AR-SS

Dear Sir:

The fruits of the final betrayal
of the Western compulsory educa-
tional system are ready for reap-
ing. The first betrayal came
when you were forced to spend a
huge chunk of your childhood in
school; in return you were prom-
ised an education. What did you
learn? Can you honestly say you
learned to think critically or
originally?

After you were no longer re-

quired by law to go to school
what made you stay in the sys-
tem? Was it the pleasure of
learning? The desire to discover
and create? Or was it the prom-
ise of ten thousand a year for the
rest of your life? If it was the
latter, you have just been swind-
led out of your childhood and
your mind.
The value of a degree in the

market-place has been in decline
for several years, and will con-

tinue to do so. Even now there
are those who cannot get jobs
suitable to their interests and
qualifications. The system has
reneged on both the promise of

education and the promise of se-

curity. I've hung my BA over
the toilet.

GLEN BELL

Editor's Note: There's no
shame in a General B.A.
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THE AMS GENERAL MEETING

andS
DaV 'd

,.

Pak
:
ul

' P*** "oSSJSmfftb. agendaand dealt out a meeting. Fifty-five players. A moment of indecision. He smoothed
out his temple hair and gestured with his free cigarette hand swinging

dei Sad t't """V'
.''S 8 Sm°ke tilled ir°°m

'
His hand ™>™>™t stirsclean dead-bored air. He too is bored. And so it goes for an hour or so

theta u'
Procedure is fta»''y »"t. Dave energeticaUy sucks

the last smoke from his butt, then stubs it out. He wipes his hand on the deskHe is tired but runs a clean game.
Someone made a body count. Forty six bodies. They're leaving-the rats
Riverboat Dave, always a gambler, appraised the crowd and guaged its

evanescence. His eyes flickered as they registered the loss. Artfully, he closed
his term of office with a firm hand and passed the gavel to the new AMS
president Ross McGregor.

McGregor accepted this token and the meeting was adjourned.

MEANWHILE NOT SO VERY FAR AWAY .

.

. Y ~ ™s man is He 1135 liberated his soul. He has
hberated his mind. He has liberated his words. He has liberated his clothes.He has liberated faculty duos. He has liberated his hair. He is electric, but hemoves well. He speaks in a soft voice. He comes down from the stage and talks
from the floor. He brushes back his hair from his head band and he laughs
He talks dirty.

He wants the world. He wants it for himself. He wants it for you. He wonts
it for me. He wants it for everybody. He has ambition. And he's generous

He tells his crowd hnw be pissed on the f - king Pentagon. His people tiller
"Oh," says an elderly lady. "Where are the paintings? f came to see paintings"

"What paintings?"

"You know ... the paintings by Rubens"
"He's dead."

"Shhhhhhhh .
."

Now Jerry tells his crowd that the most pressing problem in the Umkd
States today is I -king bad breath. His crowd laughs and he sticks his

"'

in his ear.

Two short-haired gentlemen leave together. One says to the other,
was the main import of his message?"

The crowd was not liberated.

finger
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COMING SOON TO
THE GRAND THEATRE

Another Musical in the great tradition of My Fair Lady,

Oklahoma and Maime!

M&M Enterprises proudly presents

THE CURSE
OF THE HOUSE OF ATREUS!

Thrill to Your favourite Stars

Agamemnon - Robert Young

Cassandra — Kate Smith

Aegisthus - Jimmy Brown

Atreus — Dwayne Hickman

Electro

Orestes

Thoughtful Critics agree

both by Orson Welles

Hum along to your favourite tunes

— Hey Good Lookin' , . .• £ j. . , . ,,meaty production tor discerning palate
Whatcha Gotta Cookin? Time

"light hearted indictment of infanticide"

Newsweek
"a last, cannibalism that really matters"

N.Y. Times

"All of the above" Queen's Journal

Your Cheatin Heart

I Don't Want A Shishkabob Baby

The Curse Of The

House Of Atreus!
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Today's Bridge

WEST

+ K, J, 10, 8

A, K, Q, 10, 2
» K,8

* K,Q,5

North

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Double

Pass

NORTH
Q. 9, 5,3, 2
K

* Q'J.9,7,2
* K, 10, 4

+ 9.7,6

K6

K, 5, 4, 3

J, 8, 6, 3, 2

East

2 4

4 No Trump
5 No Trump

8

Redouble

Opening lead 9 +

South

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

BY DOUG MARTIN

EAST

A, 4

A, K, Q, J, 4, 3

A, 10,

9

A, 9, 7

West

4 4
5 4

4 No Trump
Pass

Pass

TodajOs hand was sent along by my good
friend Ohamles Gonren. Chuck thought that
it might prove interesting to our readers
and I oan't help but agree with him. It
isn't every day that a partnership is given
43 points in high cards with winich to at-
tempt a grand slarn.

Bast opened with a two diamond demand
bid. Following West's four diamond re-
sponse, East .switched to the Blackwood Con-
vention. Perhaps a trifle unusual in this
situation, its use proved fully justified.
West's response revealed that the partner-
Shop held five aces and since West had bid
diamonds, Bast assumed it to be am ad-
ditional ace of diamonds. Continuing in
Blackwood, it was determined that they also

held five Icings. After carefully considering
the situation, East decided on the unipre-

cedeneltd bid of eight diamonds. The room
fell silent. Finally the tension was relieved
by Agnes, pet anna of one of the players,

who started cracking her senors nervouslym the corner. When chastised for this her
sensors crossed panicking the poor tongue
and she had to be led from the room. The
band was then doubled and redoubled.

•Souths lead of the nine of clubs was
taken by Bast's ace. Leading the Queen of
diamonds, Bast was surprised when he drew
out not one but two Kings of diamonds. He
then made three hearts and two spades
good. After winning the king of dubs, he
led another club from the board which he
trumped in bis hand. Quite a routine hand
actually.

The concept of making a grand sflam plus
am overtrick caused quite a stir though
I can't understand why I made nine spadesm a game just last week.

Outside, Agnes had calmed down, her
senors erect. When asked for her opinion,
her only comment was "Pardon?"

Killer Volkswagens at Large

A POKE IN THE EYE
BY BILL MARTIN

We truly live In peaceful and tranquil
times. Just look at all the times about you,
especially those you are wont to live in,

and you will agree. They are both peaceful
and tranquil.

But as your parents will readily tell you,
this was not always the case. In the past
things were different There was great suf-

fering and strife. Just look at the 40's. How
torn with strife they are. Almost every one
of them.

Remember the fighting 40's for a mom-
ent while I prepare to tell you why they

are the fighting 40's. They are called the

fighting 40*s because of that great event

which so marked world history, the second
great struggle of the twentieth Century. I

am of course referring to the Brockville

Dog Food Rebellion.

Brockville was quite a pleasant little town
in the late 3\)'s. And prosperous enough too.

It didn't really need a new dog food fac-

tory. The old one would have done quite

handsomely. But city council voted that

Brockville get a new dog food factory.

Shortly after the decision, the trouble be-

gan. a night-watchman was found strang-

led outside the new Doggy-Chow and Kitty-

Litter plant A witness said that he had seen

a suspicious looking amorphous pile of horse-

meat sneaking off into the shadows. The

police arrested the pile of horsemeat but

couldn't make the murder charge stick.

Then came the petty vandalism. All the

windows in the high school were broken.

Neighbours said that the deed was perpet-

rated by a marauding band of dog and cat

kibbles. No arrests were made.

Finally the dog-food came out into the

open. The Mayor arrived at a meeting of

city council black and blue. He claimed

be had been chased, cornered and beaten

by a 300 pound pile of kibbled dog food. He

had only escaped with his life because a

pack of dogs arrived on the scene and ate

his assailant

He spoke eloquently to the city council

and after reasoned debate they all decided

there was only one thing to do. They met
later that night in the city square with a

group of concerned citizenry. Torches were
lit, rifles, pitchforks, axes and ropes were
distributed. The army of self-appointed vig-

ilantes set off to face the enemy where it

lived.

They were met outside the Doggy-Chow
and Kitty-Litter factory by at least four

tons of horse meat, kibble and cat litter.

The battle lasted until dawn. Time and time
again the citizens threw themselves against

the dog food and were repulsed. After the

ammunition ran out, the hand to pile fight-

ing was fierce, with great losses to both

sides.

The sun rose on a sad scene indeed.

The battle-field was strewn with bodies and

hacked up dog food. The remnants of the

pile fled into the hills. The citizens, now
extremely annoyed, burned the factory to the

ground.

At any rate, peace was restored. The
papers hushed up the story. The casualties

were quickly burled and forgotten. Life re-

turned to normal.

Twenty-five years later and Brockville is

again In the news. Last week the Post Of-

fice was dynamited, and then a bank, then

a school, a church, another bank, a super-

market the newly repaired Post Office, an-

other church, the city hall. The citizens

figure something is up. The only clue Is

the smell of sour cream at each of the

bombings.

Brockville is bracing itself to this new
threat The townsfolk derive Inspiration and

courage from occasional visits to the site

of the Great Dog Food Rebellion. Often, near

dusk, they will go there to sing hymns and

lay wreaths under the commemorative plaque

just by the entrance to the newly erected

cheese factory.

Mechanic missing PASSMORE

Yet another victim has been claimed by Bonnie and
Clyde, two deranged psychopathic Volkswagens. The latest
victim

, Sduntley Redgrave-Yonker was reported missing
from has job Last Monday.

,

^i^H Joumal Photographer, Ted Pasmore, managed to
atertly snap the last known picture of Mr. Redgrave-Yon-
ker. (seen above).
Bonnie and Clyde are a well matched team.
Bonnie pretends she is ailing, making mechanical noises

of the moat sedudtdve nature. She thus renders herself ir-
resistible to passing mechanics. Whale the unsuspecting
Good Samaritan is seeing to Bonnie's needs. Clyde who
has been parked behind, silently creeps up on the hapless
mechanae and devours him with his trunk.

Police remain baffled and refuse to release any informa-
tion. One consltabtle was heard to say that this is the sickest
Chang he had ever heard of.

Leaddng Chinese autwpsyohologist, Hang Ten, claims that
these may not be premeditated murders. "Bonnie may not
be satisfied sexually with Clyde. To compensate she in-
vents ailments to arouse innocent and normally dean-liv-
ing mechanics to tinker with her engine. Clyde, when he
comes upon this, ie fired with jealousy and in a rage slays
Bonnie's surrogate lovers."
Are our streets no longer safe?

Dear Sir:

The other day I woke up to find my house shaking, settling
wheezing and in general breathing heavily. The thermostat
read in the high nineties.

I ran to the window tripping over two annas and waking
seven more. Outside I saw a long black limousine emerge
from the garage across the street It drove up my driveway
and into my garage. Then it withdrew from my garage, backed
across the street back Into the garage of the house opposite
mine. This automobile continued shunting back and forth

between the garage of the house across the street and my
garage going faster and faster while my house heaved about
in an Increasingly greater frenzy.

The car was driving back and forth at an unbelievable rate

and the house was going wild. Then when the excitement and
the movement seemed unbearable, the limousine crashed into
the back wall of my garage.

The house sighed and settled down. After a few moments,
the car, somewhat depleted, withdrew from my garage and
finally slunk back Into the garage across the street

By now It was dawn. My sleep had been ruined. I got

dressed and went down to my garage. The temperature was
still abnormally high and there In the centre of the floor

was a pile of bricks. What do you suggest I do?

Sleepless

Dear Sleepless;

Even in the best planned suburbia these things happen. If

you wish to take this casually, you can arrange your sleeping

and sexual schedule around that of your house,

If, oq the other hand, you are concerned about this I would

see your neighbour. It is as much his responsibility as

yours. You should tell him that if this type of activity is to

continue, he should set about equipping his automobile. Pol-

yethylene car-bags are available upon request at any drug

store. If he will not realize his responsibility I would suggest

you close and lock your garage and tell your neighbour that

his house may look elsewhere to sate its idle lusts.

But since the deed is done, I would suggest that you move
the bricks and wash out the inside of your garage with a

douche of hot soap and water.

Dear Sir:

My pet anna has locked her tip. Poor little Agnes is now
unable to talk

(
sing, whistle, eat or breathe. She's in a bit

of a state. What should I do?
Yours In concern,

Paul Barron-

Dear Paul:

To remedy the situation take Agnes gently by the sensors

and bathe her tip and palate in a strong solution of hydro-

flouric acid. Her locked tip should gradually free itself. Re-

member to hold her delicate sensors with softgloves and don't

cross them whatever you do. Soon she should be back to her

normal self, talking, singing, whistling, eating and breathing.
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC

COUNCIL
Which organizes women's intramurals at Queen's, and coordinates

(he overall athletic program, has •ne position still open. For'

information please phone 548-7450.

ARTS 70

Executive 1969-70

President: Paul Blanchard Vice-President: Sue Russel

Secretary: Joani Ogryzlo Treasurer: Yogi Ptau

Social Convener: Male Murray Girotti

Female Mamie Holloway

Constable: Male Bob Shortt

Female Paula Graham

Athletic Stick: Joe Smillie

Permanent Year Executive nominations (2 nominators) to any

member of present or past executives

Information from Dave Bond (546-7248) or Joani Ogryzlo

(546-9770)

Elections: Friday, March 7

An invitation to view an

Art Exhibition

Markings and Things

MARCH 1-3

iponutred by Hillet Foundation

in conjunction with

Queen'* Open Haute

Hillel House 26 Barrie St.

ThE

EMERAld'CUT

jO.AMONd

Its icy glow and clean-

cut lines set this

engagement diamond

apart from all others.

In a variety of settings,

choose the one to

shape yours and her

future at

KINNEAR

D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St. 546-2261

Kingston

THE LAKEHEAD BOARD OF EDUCATION
requires for September, 1969

Certificated Secondary School Teachers for their 10 Secondary Schools
Teachers:

1. English
2. History 8. Commercial
3. Geography '• Music
4. Mathematics lu- Home Economics
5. Science 11- Art

6. Girls Physical Education 12 ' French

7. Boys' Physical Education 13- Occupational

1969 Salary Schedule under negotiation
1968-69 Salary Schedule

r,»„„ . Minimum

;

-

Category 2 _

Category 1

Maximum
$13,900.00
13,000.00
11,500.00

11,100.00

7,800.00
- 6,900.00

: - 6,600.00
Annual Increment $400.00

Additional Allowances:
Department Head S 1 500 00
Assistant Department Head i

~ ^ 'soo'oo

MA -_
- - ~~- - 600.00

Experience'$400.00 per year after September, 1966, $300.00 ririor^to this
all other experience $200.00 per year.

Moving Allowance.
Board pays 50% of P.S.I, and Hospital premiums

Representahves of the Board will arrange^ a personal interview at

day, M^*,'^ MC*rthur ^"^ on Frî V, FetrTryM a^ fctun

Applications will be welcomed from persons with a University Degree
pi^„ .. ..

and five veart ln industry.
Please address all applications to: W. J. Peat,

Superintendent of Academic Personnel,
The Lakehead Board of Education
2135 Sills Street, Fort William, Ontario

G. P. Daliell,

Director of Education

D. Morgan,
Chairman

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS & TAVERN
CONTINENTAL fOODS we can serve mom 20-600 people

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS
Visit Our Venetian 'Room

CHARCOAL STEAKS
DINING LOUNGE

UCENSED UNDER LOOCHOPS CrtOCEN

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

PIZZA

iej rJ^lj^^^jSj

TAKE OUT SERVICt

Dial 546-4987
HUE CUSTOMER PARKING show.no <wi«

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —
Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. —Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.L.U. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1SG9

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

(Corner Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

OOODOODOOOOOOOOODODOODDODOODDDOOOOODOODO
o o
o
VERSATILE!

Glenayr

MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL
SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrob
"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worst
sheath skirt, "goes gay"
with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and complimentsall your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washable
100% English Botany,
with full-fashioned
raglan shoulder, mock-
turtle neckline with
zipper closing, long
sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At
shops everywhere!

D ®
GQQQQQQQQQOQQQQQQQQQQQQC5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

546 3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert



McGUL

Gray Dismissal
splits Campus
Montreal (CUP) The McGill

University Community has polar-
ized dramatically over the im-
pending dismissal of Political

Science lecturer Stanley Gray.
The next step in the dismissal
process was taken Friday when
Gray accepted arbitration along
the guidelines set by the Canadian
Association of University Tea-
chers (CAUT).

He did win one important con-
cession though - the arbitration

proceedings will be open.
The school's faculty has begun,

for the first time in its history,
to publicly line up with the op-
posing forces. Thursday over
100 faculty members signed an
open letter to Principal H. Rocke
Robertson supporting Gray.
Robertson said that he was not
impressed and expected "sharp
differences of opinion" but tea-
chers supporting his position im-
mediately launched a counter pet-
ition of their own.

Senate Meets
By STU RYAN

The Senate Committee on Ac-

ademic Development presented

to the Senate on Thursday a

preliminary report estimating

that student enrollment would

nearly double in 1975.

Principal Deutsch said that

the figure of 10,000 students

would no doubt be conservative,

as had all previous predictions.

Dr. Deutsch emphasises that

the university must start long

term planning. The problem has

become complex as the uni-

versity population grows.
The planning must take into

consideration student housing and

provision of capital fund for re-

quired space and equipment.

Student Senator John Butters

asked whether further student

housing would be in the massive

barrack style of Victoria Hall.
Dr. Deutsch replied "We will

do what is most satisfactory."
He hoped that the administration

would learn from mistakes.

Dr. Deutsch also stated that

close contact must be kept with

the city government on all mat-

ters of university planning.

Over 600 faculty members
signed that one, condemning dis-
ruption of university business and
affirming confidence in Robert-
son's integrity. Their petition
appeared in the Saturday
Montreal Star complete with
signatures - the ad almost filled
one page.

The 17 dissidents say theywill
prepare position papers support-
ing the right of dissent and dis-
ruption to be delivered to the
arbitration committee. They, as
well, hope to strengthen their
membership to force the MAUT
to disassociate itself from the

administration.

Meanwhile, the McGill Re-
porter, a weekly newspaper
created in the fail by the ad-
ministration to present its view
of the university, turned on its

publishers last weekwithatreat-
ment of the Gray affair rather

unfavourable to the principal.

Indications are that its editor,

—Briefly-----™.

ERRATA

By MARTIN JONES

There were a few mistakes
in the report of the Horrorama
trial.

Cristopher Henoch was origin-

ally charged with hittingthe Ellis

Hall movie screen, not smash-
ing it. His sentence of $100 was
the maximum fine for the offence.

David Sangster and Roger
' Baudoux, not Brudeaux, were
each given $50 fines. Only an
additional $35 was suspended,
payable if either are caught drunk
or drinking at a school function.

Finally it was Bryan Scholes,

not Brian Coville, who pleaded

guilty to Interfering with a con-

stable and received a $20 fine.

I would like to apologize to Mr.

Coville for any embarresment
that this mistake may have

caused.

"Everything the university does

affects the community to a much

greater extent than it did five

years ago."

Harry Thomas, may be forced
out very soon.

A number of student and faculty
groups have declared their sup-
port for Gray, They include stud-
ents and faculty from Sociology,
Anthrapology, Political Science,
English, The Student's Council,
The Philosophy Student's Assoc-
iation and the Militant Teacher's
Sydincate at the neighboring Uni-
versite De Montreal.
The arbitration proceedings

may take up to three weeks to
begin. At first, Robertson and
Gray must find three mutually
acceptable academics from out-
side the university. If they fail,

Robertson and CAUT select one
man who then in turn selects
two others. Each selection pro-
cess takes a week,

Mable gets Staff

By CHRIS REDMOND

After a reconsideration by the

AMS publication committee,
John Mable is still the nominee
for the editorship of next year's

Journal.

The second committee meet-

ing was held last night after a

week of politicking and a staff

vote in which Mable came a
close second. Alex Binkley was
first and Paul Barron third in

the vote.

The committee was instructed

by the AMS last Tuesday night

to reconsider its recom-
mendation after some staff mem-
bers raised doubts about Mable's

ability to attract and keep a

staff.

The committee reaffirmed its

recommendation in a half-hour

meeting last night; it is to be

considered by the AMS executive

meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the

McLaughlin Room.
Mable's application forthe

editorship said he intended to

return to weekly publication ofthe

Journal.

(

Michaiski

Sheelagh Barrables "Id" won first prize in the student art
display. This week she's seeing her psychiatrist . . .

Breathe Easy

The Journal is now a weekly publication. The

three issues remaining will appear on or about Tues-

days, March 11th, 18th and 25th.

Enough is as good as a feast.

"Renwick not upset by Sir George incident"

BY RICK LOCKHEAD

The future of the New Democratic Party

will be determined by its ability to re-

concile its two confllicting traditions of

centralism and populism.

This was the conclusion of a panel con-

sisting of Riverdale M.L.A. and NDP Na-

tional President James Renwick, history

Professor George Rawlyk, and Kingston

Alderman John Meister.

Renwick articulated this "middle ground

problem" by stating that the present NDP

is caught between the influence of demo-

cratic socialism from Europe and England

which tended to be authorization and the

influence of several forms of populism.

Renwick then stated mat this cleavage

can be seen in comparing the Ontario

NDP which was modelled along the cen-

tralist lines of the Saskatchewan NDP

which was largely a product of a popul-

ist movement.

He felt that only with the resolution of

this problem could the NDP engage speci-

fically where it stands on the bistju»

Hons of private ownership and control ot

the means of production.

in Quebec and would abide by the results. Confederation.

He feels that the party needs a more speci- j^^s moderate approach was
fic policy in regards Quebec. ^ ^ students can not work through
Rawlyk men replied that Meister's Que- m system. He cited the ex-

bee forecast was too gloomy since recent m [̂e ^ ^ Ontario College of Art in

Rawlyk offered a more concrete view of

the NDP's future. He maintains that the

"action" in the near future will be in the

provincial sphere since the federal party

faces a leadership contest.

He feels that "the NDP in Ontario in polls gave Rene Levesque's Parti Que- student by using the proper Chan

nels, received only a very minor conces-1971 could become a minority government becois only

with 42 seats". He also foresees a min- i
He interpreted special status to mean^_ 3 representatives on a board of

ority NDP government in Manitoba as I
<ha' Ottawa would bend over backwards

lg He fee[s ^ students are not dis-

well as NDP governments in Saskatehe- to give Quebec a special role. He then
enchanted bourgeodse but like many other

wan and British Columbina. admitted that the NDP's "special status"
segments which are disenchanted with the

On the federal scene, Rawlyk feels that platform in the '68 election may have been
o)d ^ parties,

the NDP needs "a man for all seasons" a noble idea in the long run; out, in me ^ student problem according to Ren-

and will have "to do some soul searching short run, it was a political blunder. ^ js ^ „f the populist tradilion in

for me next 15 to 16 months". Renwick added that no one in the NDP
the NDP that must be resolved with the

Rawlyk predicts that Tommy Douglas wanted
,
to face the problem of defending j^hontarian aspect

will not lead the NDP in the next election, special status. He agreed with Meister

In this connection, he feels that the re- that the party lacked a specific policy in Renwick ended the panel discussion by

cent brilliant articles by Charles Taylor relation to Quebec. referring to the Sir George William's l/ni-

pointed the way the NDP should run policy- The question of student power was also versity computer incident. "I do not get

wise in the future. discussed. Rawlyk feels that the NDP terribly upset because it's property that

The role of the NDP in Quebec was also should not take the student radicals too is being destroyed". There is a certain

a topic. Meister stated that "under the seriously. dynamic that goes on that signifies a

present political set-up . . . separatism was However Renwick disagreed with Meister deeper discontent within the society. The

inevitable". He went on to state that if on the question of Separatism stating that NDP must remain open and sensitive to

he was P-M.. he would hold a plebiscite "the people of Quebec and Ontario want liese dynamic discontents in society".
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•fapprnittgB
TUESDAY, MARCH 4

7:00 "Ths Odd Coup]*" with Jsck Um-
moo and W*lt*r Mstthsu. Dinning

Auditorium. TM

7:00 AMS Meeting. McLaughlin Room,

Students' Union.

£00 Student Wives Club Meeting. Spo-

ken Mrs. Grace Shaw, Cosmeti-

cian. Clark Hail, Science Club-

room*.

10:00 "The Odd Couple" with Jack Lem-

nun and Walts* Mattbau. Dunning

Auditorium. 75c

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5

12-2 Sale c< ARTS 70 Grad Party Tick-

eta In Students' Union.

12:30 Dilton Camp will apeak at Inter-

national Centre.

8:00 Discussion on Chrlatlan Faith.

Theology Building, Seminar Room
206.

8:00 Baha' is on Campus - "Drug*,

Reality and Religion." Dlacuaalon

led fay Michael Maboney. Rm. 12,

Dunning Hall.

THURSDAY, MARCH 6

Commerce Society Elections.

12-2 Sale of ARTS 70 Grad Parry Tick-

ets In Students' Union.

7:00 "In the Heat of the Night" with

Rod Steiger end Sidney Poltler.

Dunning Aud. 75c

7:30 Talk on the "Design of a Chemical

Plant". Dupuls Hall Auditorium.

8:30 THE TRAVELLERS In Concert

Grant Hall. S2.00

10:00 "m the Heat of the Night" with

Rod Steiger and Sidney Poltler.

Dunning Auditorium. 75<

FRIDAY, MARCH 7

12-2 Sale ol ARTS 70 Grad Party Tick-

ets In Students' Union.

8:30 Danzl Woodwind Quintet. Dunning

HaJL 12.50.

9:00 Sean O'Casey'e "Bedtime Story"

under the direction of Michael O'

FarrelL Rm. 102, Old Arts Build-

10-2 Bitter Grounds - Bill Bosworth,
Frank Wheeler and Ian Brown per-
forming together. Also Graclela

Coucada, iolk singer and guitarist

from New York. Last weekend this

term (or Bitter Grounds.

LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up end delivery
on studMt prescriptions

«nd student orders

at student rate*

CALL 546-6517

SATURDAY, MARCH •

9:00 Sean O'Caeey's "Bedtime Story"

under the direction of Michael O'

- FarrelL Rm. 102, Old Arts Build-

10-2 Bitter Grounds - Bill Bosworth,

Frank Wheeler and Ian Brown per-

forming together. Also Graclela

Coucada, folk singer and guitarist

from New York. Lest weekend this

term for Bitter Grounds.

SUNDAY, MARCH 9

5:80 Student supper at MacGlUivray-

Brown Hall on Barrie Street. 50C

FOR SALE
Girl's woven jacket from Greek Island

-Mykonos. Beautiful. Never worn. I need

money. Call 542-7142.
'

ROOMS
The Troika seeks • fine young thing

(females only need apply) who is willing

to swap her culinary talents for 1 (one)

large room with bath for the academic

session 69-70.

Apply to chairman Sheldon at 546-6272

between 6-7 p. m.

One bedroom apartment - walking dis-

tance from campus for May or September

1969. Anyone with Information please call

Brandy Wharton 544-5218.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
We're glad you came beck, BUI. Signed

Jim, Larry and Bud.

M Marc Effrates, Belgian Director of

LS.LS. will be on campus Friday 7th

March to meet Students Interested In the

Jobs abroad programme. Students can

meet M, Effratas In the Students' Union

coffee shop area* throughout the day.

All students are Invited to a general

meeting Room 101, Kingston Hail 2:30-

3:30, See you there.

Queen's Duplicate Bridge Club Is hold-

ing its annual elections Thursday, March
6 at 7 p.m. to be followed by a bridge

column as usual. All members are re-

quested to come out and vote. Look for-

ward to our annual tournament-March 13.

If anyone has taken photos of entertain-

ers at Bitter Grounds In 1968-69 and would

lend them temporarily, please call Lor-

raine at S44-I

frTNtj WONQ
Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

till Princess St.

No. 2 H*> Wat
Did 542-9333

The Queen's Chorus
is presenting a concert: March 9th, 1969

Illis Auditorium

3:00 p.m.

Tickets $.50 (students) and $1.00 (adults)

Available oh House of Sounds

Division of Concerts

and at the door

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. . KINGSTON, ONT.
ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

C$5 for $10 Value of food)

Art* mh Btxent? Inhrcgntimat* ^arkt^

APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS WILL BE

RECEIVED BY WENDY MARSHALL, CHOWN HALL, (544-8046)

NO LATER THAN MARCH 11

1. CONCERTS COMMITTEE - CHAIRMAN

2. ARTS FORMAL COMMITTEE - CO-CHAIRMAN
LAVANA FORMAL COMMITTEE - CO-CHAIRMAN

3. SUZIE-Q-COMMITTEE - CO-CHAIRMAN

4. CULTURAL COMMITTEE - CHAIRMAN

5. BOOK EXCHANGE COMMITTEE - CHAIRMAN

6. JUDICIAL COMMITTEE - CHAIRMAN

7. STUDENT FACULTY COMMITTEE - 6 STUDENT MEMBERS,

1 OF WHOM WILL BE
CHOSEN CHAIRMAN

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
SPRING REGISTRATION

FOR
SESSION 1969-1970

Honours: Students in Ihird and fourth years, 1969-70

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by departments)

Place: Department of the major

General B.A.: Students in third year, 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7 and March 10-14, 1969

Hours: 9:00-12:00 a.m. and 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Place: Office of the Assistant Dean, Richardson Hall
B.A.P.H.E.: Students in third and fourth years 1969-1970

Dates: March 3-7, 1969 (hours arranged by school)

Place: School of Physical and Health Education
Students registering as indicated above will be able to change or confirm

_____ their registration in September.

MCARTHUR COLLEGE

OF EDUCATION
A meetingfor prospective candidates for

the 1969-70 session, and for students

interested in teaching as a career, will

be held

IN DUNNING

ON MARCH 5

AT 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
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Master Debaters Come to Ti<

By Ron Masrine

Is American Social Unrest
Threatening Canada? This was
the resolution of an absorbing
and entertaining debate held in

Wallace Hall, Student's Union
Tuesday night.

The debate was sponsored by
the Queen's Debating Union who
brought to campus two excellent
debaters from Harvard, Greg
Hunter and the eminent Steve
G. Rapp m.
The two Harvard debaters

formed the opposition and pro-
ceeded to antagonize the Queen's
team of Jeff Simpson, the hon-
ourable Prime Minister and
Michael Woogh, the honourable

Minister of Social Unrest.
Highlights of the debate In-

cluded the accusation that Can-
ada was a sponge, that social

unrest was really like a lump
of melting butter and a charge
by the honourable Harvard op-
position that Canada "has al-

ready corruptedourvirginland."
The Government attempted to

show the "violent history" of
America, how greatly Canada is
influenced by the United States
and the subsequent threat of the
"American style" of social un-
rest While accepting the fact
that social unrest is necessary
and desirable for progress the
government stated "We fear the
means not the ideology."

Attacking this stand, the op-

position suggested "social un-
rest has been spreading from
Canada to the U.S." They felt
that the '62-'63 FLQ bombings
in Quebec were subversive in-
fluences "When our country was
a model for non-violence." They
suggested that the Sir George
Williams University com-
puter destruction was "a new
idea in social unrest."

The New Society By Lynn Mackenzie

iSxs: fz sJs oti
s
dieL

a« n-iart

&

^Last Thursday, the new '69-70 executive was elected. It consists

President — Lynn Mackenzie 0 T '71
Vice-President — Linda Mee P. T 71
Secretary Treasurer — Susan Dunn 0 T 71
Socitl - Convenor — Maureen Morrison P T 70A. M. S. Rep. _ Cathie MacLeod P T 70

prKim?
U "der Way

t
Present for the societi"s °™ i™"*40"

VAN'S
Gift and Smoke Centre

10C0 Black and White Coloured Personality and
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes
Open 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

QUEEN'S DRAMA
GUILD
PRESENTS

BEDTIME STORY by Sean O'Casey

directed by Michael Farrell

THE ZOO STORY by Edward Albee

directed by Gordon Vogt

March 7, 8 9 p.m.

Room 102 Studio Theatre

Old Arts Building Admission $.50

107. - DISCOUNT • 15 f.

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. 4 W. BOOKS
Hume near Princess 546 2746

BAHA IS

ON CAMPUS
All interested sfudenfs ore invited

lo an open meeting:

"Drugs, Reality and

Religion"

Speaker: Michael Mahoney

(H,w„reh IWhnirwn.

Quevn* idillrlion Suulin I nit)

Wednesday March 5

81OO p.m.

Dunning Hall,

Roam 12

Carillon Conflict Closing

REGINA (CUP) — The two
months old conflict between
students and administration,
here at the University of Saskat-
chewan has strengthened stu-
dent resolve for an independent
student union.

Friday, well over 50% of the
campus turned out to elect a
slate of student officers commit-
ted to the independent union
and freedom for the Carillon
(student newspaper at Regina)
and precipitant of the Board of
Governor's decision, to stop col-

lecting student, union fees.

Ken Sunquist, a business ad-

ministration student, won the
presidency handily on a "moder-
ate" ticket. The distinction be-
tween moderate and radical in
the election was not great — the
moderates stood for many of
the positions articulated by the
radicals.

Meanwhile negotiations be-
tween the board and student
council seemed close to settle-
ment. Sources say they expect
a final decision by Tthuirsday and
the Board again agrees to collect
student union fees. The Caril-
lon will apparently be patteren-
ed after the Code of Ethics of
the Canadian University Press.

AMS Speaker

wanted for

1969-1970 Session

ipph 1 n.s offi„ t,efurr „„„„ „„„j mh

THE OPPORTUNITY Of A LIFETIME

ALL CLUBS AT QUEEN'S
If you want information about your club in the

Student Handbook
for next fall, contact me at the AMS office (546-3871,

local 443) as soon as possible. Deadline is March 15.

Chris Redmond

Handbook Editor

ABRAMSKY S

259 Princess Slreet

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special S6.95.

Phone 546-5555

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 5444434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Aii Conditioned

TAKE OUT
Pi::n Spaghetti Chicken.

542-2632 Free

542-2676 Delivery

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leal supplies, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

Serif ^uppltPB

PHOTOS BY MICHALSKI AND CLARKE

(take'B

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come

to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT .. . THE "CASK and BASKET"

Made to Measure Pant Sale

Regular to $37.50

n°w $19.50

2 pairs $37.00

Choose your own style

'"^''^^^"'tt Princess Street

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —
Plus High Dividends

it unit pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. —Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.L.U. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OP CANADA

HEAD OFFICE; WATERLOO, ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 18G9

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

(Corner Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

OPEN HOUSE BY GORD LOVE

Gord Love, his wife, Irene Love and his nine

week old child, Michael Love, all graduated

from Queen's in 1966. Here they tell what Open
House meant to them.

We are wheeling our two month old kid

around the campus in his tartan baby carriage.

Two clearly successful graduates sprung from

the loins of a generation much more subject to

the university-equals-success syndrome than

yours you nasty little computer burners. We are

trying to decide what we will possibly see in

this great ugly grey rock collection seventeen

years or so from now that will make us brow-

beat the poor little bugger into submission.

Right now he is unimpressed and throws gently

up.

Item: The weather is very appropriate, W re

admire and remember the lighting man, always

able to come up with a slushstorm before

Christmas, something glorious and yellow with

buds two days before final exams after a solid

week of study week rain Today it is grey to

match the buildings which match the colour of

the mind when it is very tired.

Item: The English department is holding a

day of short speeches and seminars aboutprob-

lems facing Canadian writers. Assuming the

main problem is seminars about problems fac-

ing Canadian writers, we skip the Humanities

building realizing kids traumatize fast and not

wishing one of his early impressions to be

waking up inside a concrete block.

Item: Late in the day demonstrators tend to

sound like recorded announcements. It's pain-

ful to watch a man struggling to rediscover the

urge that sprung him into this subject in the

first place, as his eyes glaze, his vocal chords

shrink and his hands form delicate, impassive

claws.

Item: Jerry Retzer, erstwhile DJ, invites

all us Kingston folk for a rare glimpse of the

wonders amongst us. (The Marie Antoinette

Breadcrumb to you Rosemary) An on the spot

interview reveals a Queen's student who doesn't

know what's happening but assumes it will pass.
Vale.

Item: Special thanks to Steve Whistance-
Smith in the exotic mask room of the Drama
Department Michael (the kid) is impressed as

hell with acting and smiles and gurgles and
wets his pants and mine. I nudge Irene saying:
"Look, he's impressed as hell with acting He
can see what it's all about" She says, "No
he isn't, he's impressed as hell with the way

Steve's turning that girl on with his mask."

I still think he can see what it's all about.

Item: Collected sound lore of authentic bus-

load of Grade Thirteen students: "See that?

Did you see that? That's the most fantastic

pair I've ever seen!" "Pete getting a bottle?"

"He couldn't get in." "Come on", "He couldn't

get in!" "I'm not kidding, they're frying -smok-
ing all the way down - right in the bus!"

"I'm going to my brother's place -anybody

coming?" "Yeahl"

And the throwbacks mentally checking the

competition and realizing that sex appeal here

is not a direct function of a two-hour makeup

job. Some will be ready for the fall.

And the very occasional throw forward bug-

ging hell out of a professor who is thinking

about supper and trying to remember when he

believed every student was like this. Guilt

lurks under all the limestone. Everyone feels

it

Item: In the Journal office: "We try a lot

of stuff but we're always getting censored!"

Next year watch for an expose* of the new

woman and residence rules.

Item: The computer centre: father, 43, fu-

ture bank president (in his wife's dreams);

son, 18, future lawyer (in his father's dreams)

Only action from the eyes: father checking

madly for fire extinguishers, son checking

madly for contemporaries, edging in spirit

into corner as father clears throat and cut to

Item: Wallace Hall: Parents glancing at Irene

holding Michael. Glancing at our fingers. Small

flush of pride appears on our faces. Parents

glance away at tasteful green walls, decide

against full dinner, mentally begin to prepare

counters to daughter's February 1970 "I'm
home. I'm not going back. It's miserable and

I'm not going back." or "Mom? Dad? Uh
guess what?"

Item: From Irene: "God, for one horrible

moment I thought I was back," Me: "But it

was useful horror. '
' Irene: "?" "Me: "It

made the parties and the all night arguments
better and gave a real constructive motive for

the drinking and smoking and loving." Irene:

"There's insight for you." Me: "There's a

college education for you." Michael: "(a small
querulous gurgle meaning that supper's almost
due and since we've got seventeen years or so
why try to isolate all our neuroses? Jerry
Rubin wasn't built in a day.)"

a tender moment of nostalg
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,1k Song, are
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nt Hall this

day
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performing
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sui ^ns, princes,
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| \ Russia, the
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om.
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songs, Tra-

al or orary, sad or
'. loi r

topical poli-

cim all are fair

'It pplies its uni-

idivi ts and polish-

ch s ining the ga-

frcm |a traditional

ftCk songs to Indian and French-
Canadian folk songs to the latest
folk-rock sound, the group shows
the colour, range, depth and
beauty of Canadian music.

The Travellers don't neglect
Canada's neighbours in the com-
munity cf nations and sings songs
from over 20 countries in 14 lan-
guages.

Displaying respect and honesty
towards their material, The Trav-
ellers, with good humour and live-
ly competence, have delighted
audiences of eveiy conceivable
age group through TV, radio,
records, film and the concert
staee. * * *

This Thursday it's the concert

stage at Grant Hall. Tickets are
$2, available at the Ams Office
and the show starts at 8:30.

Jolene Goodier, chairman of the
Student Art Show Committee, has
sent us m the results of the
judging of same.

"ID'' a sculpture by Sheelagh
Barrable won first prize ($15)
Henry Young's "plans for a

church and Viv Ludlow's "Three
Children ", tied for second and re-
ceived $12.50 each.
"Great Rocks", an oil painting

by Bruce Weir and "The Cross"
a string sculpture by Dave Car-

rothers tied for third and won

An extra five dollars was do-
nated and this prize was award-
ed to Gunter Kurz's Just Society.

Starting tonight and running
through to Saturday is Theatre
'69. a festival of 3-act plays pre-
sented by local little theatre
groups. Curtain time for each of

the five plays is 8 p.m. and they
will be adjudicated publicly after-
wards by Marigold Charlsworth,
noted Canadian actress and direc
tor.

Student prices are in force for
a series tickets — $3.50 and $4 for
students - half the regular price.
If you want individual tickets you
must pay the normal price of
$2.00, $1.75 and $1.00 (Saturday
nights tickets are 25f more ex-
Densive in each category).
The plays to be presented are

(in order) "The Hanging Rope"
( Domino Thea tre, Kingston )

,

"The Caretaker" (Ottawa Little

Theatre). "A Game of Heads"
('Millcreek Players. Odessa),
"The Odd Couple" (Cornwall Lit-

tle Theatre), "Antigone" (Peter-

borough Theatre Guild).

All this takes place at the
Grand Theatre on Princess Street.

<0
POZO-
SECO

FT By GRANT WEBB

he f ent still lives

ippa oes),rmoon-

>nly because

(and undoubt-

on) have kept

izo-Seco thing

made their

at Queen's
it may be that

misi fare or naive,

>vo§vorn that they

same as in

n ice here. What
"sing was that

vfi n.iny of them
two can do it

as well as three. What a put-ona

Why I'll bet even one can do it as

well as three!

Now I'm not trying to say that

the group was bad. On the con-
trary, I quite enjoyed some ofthe
simple little things they did in

their simple little way. Like

tuning a guitar at least a dozen

times. Like talking almost as

much as they sang, and saying

absolutely nothing. When they did

sing - in between tuning and talk-

ing - the group did a good job

vocally (they blended amazingly

well), and an adequate job instru-

mentally. Simple, but neat and

crisp,

The trouble with their whole

bag, though, is that it's folk (or

whatever) done the samo way
everybody else does it. Their

repertoire can only be described

as boring. The guy beside me fell

asleep and I was full of envy all

night long. Oh, I almost forgot.

There was exactly one exciting

moment at the beginning of the

programme when the P.A, amp

refused to go on any longer and

died. That was the one occasion

-SOLMAN

when the Pozo-Seco used a little

bit of that professional creativ-

ity they are supposedto have, and

got the audience tosingalongwith

them (i.e,, kill time). Well, as I

said,, that was the clim.ix of the

e^eHing's stunning action, and

everything after that was never

very interesting.

It's amazing to see folkgroups
doing the same act year in and
year out, and getting away with it,

The Pozo-Seco know a lot about
that but then, so do the students

at Queen's.

h e Five

you have a
1

of Theatre
-take it!

fourth playi
fan this past

enJ|^<l Theatre.

is one of

and best

"leatre Five's
.c'^s full of fun

'I imagine)
original. It

a l,?
1

"

11 and amus-
a serious

aff *>ane); I en-

other hun-
*ho made up

Apart from opening-night jitters

the cast performed well. Teresa

Sears as Raina was the typical

Shaw woman — not unintelligent

but rather silly, using her brains

to trap a man; a twit because

she chooses not to think for Her-

self. Miss Sears played her pdrt

with just the right degree of twit-

tering and her high childish, petu-

lant voice was good although

sometimes a little sing-songy.

Keith Bradley was also good as

Sergius Saranoff. a nourishing

cardboard soldier. He had a con-

vincing swagger and handled

comedy lines well. Mairy Swinton

as Louka. the maid, and David

Switzer as Nicola were good; him the show And very g ad we

MfcsSwinton handles herself well were to see him stealing it. .

' on stage but there were times Joan Bray's design was another

when I wasn't convinced either 'high point. Costumes were col

-

wnen i w*u»
>

l
ourtul and the sets were attrac-

by her °
natu^

me
live. The furniture was good-

flirtat.ous side of her nature. ^ g ^
But it was the older and more ^ grand Theatre is perhaps

stage-wise actors who carried the ^ p]ace to stage a produc

play. Norina Gallery as Mrs
tion rf size of Theatre Five's

Petcoff and especially Hywell _ the players looked a trifle lone-

WitJiams as her husband were ex-
Jy OT its large stage and the audi .

cellent. ence rattled around in the nearly

Rnhprtson has all the empty hall.
Gordon ™>ertson n ^

stage presence m tne^ ^ Theatre Five
Nothing can ^ advertised &> yoUrself a favour

STiSf ^rcom^le see what they can do.

There

if not

much

Urcmtenat

Hotel

time

left j]| Prop. R. Alder

to order your

TRICOLOR '69

Queen's yearbook.

It will be ready

50 Rooms Daily & Weekly
Rates Licensed Under LCBO

Dining Room

in October

and can be

ordered

Colour T.V. in Beverage
Room Hockey on T.V.

Chan. 13

in the

Journal office.

Students' Union.

Price: $6.

ENTERTAINMENT IN
BEVERAGE ROOMS

AMS
Student Senator Elections

CANDIDATES Brad Lucas

Brian Scully

Jeff Simpson

Stuart Ryan

TWO TO BE ELECTED

IN ORDER TO VOTE YOU NEED YOUR STUDENT CARD

Curtis Coons

Chief Returning Officer

WrlEN h's

CUSTOM-dESiqNEd

by Kinnear D'Esterre

IT'S ilS A CLASS by iTSElt

Special order designs are one of our
prides. The unusual ring, pin or other

jewel we design to your specifications,
is a unique work of art. Why not come in

and let us show you how we can
custom design a diamond for you.

i KINNEAR D'ESTERRE I

IGS Princess St 54G-2261 Kingston. Ontario
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BETTERS*

A LITTLE BIT CF CULL CN
Last fall we heard briefly of a mysterious group

called the Principal's Committee on Teaching and Learn-
ing (the Harrower Committee, for short), which was
miraculously supposed to take all the silly things out of
undergraduate education here and set up a modern
programme for arts and science.

It was a good idea, and so it was ignored. Re-
portedly it still exists, buried in closed meetings and
verbiage, and perhaps in the third millenium it will

rise again. Maybe. In the meantime there are various
things which need changing, and some of them don't
require mountain-moving to have the change made.

There used to be, for example, something called
the general honours programme; it was like combined
honours, but a student could concentrate in three sub-
jects instead of just two. It had the advantages of
general courses — namely, a broad education without
"tunnel vision" in just one subject; it also had speciali-

zation and the small classes and good professors which
only seem to happen to honour students. Not many
people took it, but it was a good thing.

Not many people took it, and so it was abolished.
Getting rid of it didn't change any paperwork, didn't
change the number of courses which had to be given,
didn't change the number of professors who had to be
hired. It didn't cause any hardship to the administra-
tion, the faculty, the libraries. It didn't hurt anybody
except the students who might have wanted to take
a general course.

Putting the course back would not hurt anybody
either. It requires no changes in the curriculum or in

anything else — just a change in one regulation and a
few paragraphs in the Arts and Science calendar. The
paper clip fund should be able to afford that.

Perhaps when the Harrower Committee reappears
into sunlight it will suggest something like this. Even
better, perhaps it will suggest such sweeping changes
that this one won't matter any more. But in the mean-
time, this little change could be made without causing
the slightest trouble. And it should be.

If the new student senators want to be useful to
the students, this is the sort of thing they should be
working for. Of course the AMS should have been doing
the same thing for years now, but the AMS often has
trouble remembering what it's like to be a student. To
our senators, and the candidates for senatorships;
please, tell the senate about the things the students
want.

BY CHRIS REDMOND
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We must speak by the card, or plagiarism will undo us. Un-
done thits week, yes 1 intended the double entendre, were B C
Keith, man of the hour and hail-deltowHwell-met; Marcia tired
and broadcast; Stefan who took the sheep pic in the last' issue-
Terry CVHara who wasn't here; naughty Nancy; long-lost Lor-
raine; ArJeigh who broke initio print alt Last; Atreais, who fleshed
out Friday's paper; our hero (hy fiat), The Sheep; ftXarte who
is aquatic and curious; the office girl, who came back for a day
<Bi%; Ann (hi); our baby staff; assorted poll clerks, returning
officers and vultures; and the staffers we never saw before whocame in to vole. Notice: we meant that about Marte If youknow the results of the OQAA swimming meet for heaven's sake
tell her. Now let go of my aim. And we may at long last have
a new editor. The battle is over; Che Golden Age draws toward
an- aureate close; and the annas w$El inherit the earth.

KING RAT AND THE MEAN MOVIE MOGULS I

Dear Sir:

The reasons for the 25£ price

increase at the Dunning Hall

movies is that we have had pres-

sure applied to the distributors

from a Theatre chain.

As a result of this pressure the

distributors are raising their

prices of films booked to us.

The main claim by the distribu-

tor is that the chain states we
are in direct competition with

them and tliat we should be pay-

ing commercial rates. They were

not going to allow us to have the

movies The Good, The Bad and

the Ugly, the Devil's Brigade or

any other good movies.

As a result of all this I have

had to cancel all of the March
films. But we were allowed to

rebook a new March schedule.

The only hitch being we had to

pay a much higher price— In-

stead of the 50-75 dollars we now
have to pay 100 to 200 dollars

per film.

March 4—The Odd Couple, Jack

Lemmon and Walter Matthau.

March 6—In the Heat of the

Night, Sidney Poitier and Rod
Steiger

March 11—In Like Flint, James
Cobdern
March 13—One Million Years

B.C., Raquel Welch
March 16—'Planet of the Apes,

Charlton Heston

,
March 20—Guess Who's Coming

to Dinner, Sidney Poitier

March 25— A Man For All Sea-

sons, Paul Scolfield.

March 27—To Sir With Love,

Sidney Poitier

I hope this will clarify this

reason why we are forced to raise

the admission price by 25#.

RAY "RAT" BARRY

THE GOOD, THE GRADS, AND THE UGLY l

3 have raither enjoyed many
recent Journals with quotes

made up by your news reporter

Prince John1

, which have been

both humorous and in character.

The "quote" by me in last Fra-

rnentt of the Graduate Society as

fascists may have been in char-

acter but was most unfortunate.

The election campaign in- the

G. S. S. degenerated into a juve-

nile and ugly smear campaign,
SJN.U. hadt&ng and "Save Our

day\s paper referring to a seg- Xompliters'* leaflet Namecafllinig

by either the conservatives or
the activists is no substitute for
concrete programmes.

TOM GOOD

Ed. Note: Apparently the first

thing power corrupts is one's

sense of humour.

WHO'S AFRAID OF BRIAN HILL AND HIS PET ARD?

Dear Sir:

I am not wont to enter the lists,

but however, I am writing to hope

in public that we need hear no

more on the plagiarismquestion,

Mr. Brian Hill! hoist with his own
petard and riveted firmly to the

barn door by his antagonists, is

in no fit condition to muster any

more defences. The saddest thing

about his Essay on Criticism is

not that he failed to forge Pope,

but that he has not even succeeded

in committing a witticism. As for

his formpr piece, In which he

strove in vain to deny his sins, I

must reluctantly admit that it was
a piece that passeth all under-

standing.

Which readers of the Journal
have the hardihood to endure fur-

ther instalments of this dispute?

Who could take it? Who could bear

more of an if but only whether
considering all the relevant on the
one hand and yet on the other if

only the hows and the wherefores
and so on whereas on still another
has no one the wit to see what is

there for ail to see that since
time immemorial the function of

all as the matter once stood and

by~all subsequent who but would

not as one man rise and in def-

erence to the exigencies though

who but would not doubt for a mo-
ment if all the facts were known
but would not doubt but that words
to that effect implying not thatyou

had not but simply that in factf

exactly what it is that I and so
forth?

Who could want it? Who could

need it? Who could love it? Let
the dust of this issue settle on
the remains of him who stirred

it up in the first place.

GRAHAM DOWDEN,,

WHAT DOES L.T.R. STAND FOR? I

Dear Sir:

It must by now be evident to

even the most obtuse of the sheep

to whom you avowedly address

yourselves, tha tthe editors of the

JOURNAL are filled with cosmic

disdain whenever they cast their

weary eyes on the absurd worlds

of Queen's, Kingston, Ontario,

Canada, contemporary society in

general, etc., etc.

Your readers, apparently, are

brainless bleaters; their efforts

at student government are mean-
ing] ess and comir ; their chosen

leaders are vain, incompetent,

and invariably motivated by sel-

fish interests. Your editorials

and personality columns are pre-

dicated on the assumption that,

given the terms of our puny
existence — academic, economic,

spiritual, sociological, biological,

etc. — positive action leading to

significant results is impossible.

Consequently, the JOURNAL, in

true adolescent fashion, is proud
to reduce any and all and every-

.thing to the level of the absurd.

What I truly have difficulty un-

derstanding is why you bother.

Putting out a paper twice a week
is a lot of work. Since achieve-

ment or influence is impossible in

the blind and nihilistic world you
posit, and since you have by
choice abandoned your preroga-

tive to advise, what motivates you

to labor so mightily, issue after

deadline-haunted issue?

The motive is clearly not pub-

lic. Could it be private? Has the

paper become a liferaft for the

ego of its editors, buoying them
smugly up while they watch the

rest of us drown in their solipsis-

tic sea of futility? Are the JOUR-
NAL'S editors and writers funda-

mentally more interested in con-

vincing each other that they are

jolly fine fellows than they are

in performing any public func-

tion?

Too many articles and news re-

ports are written as if they were
to be read only by other mem-
bers of the staff. Because most
_pf the news to be reported is pre-

judged by the reporter to be
meaningless — see, for example
Bill Martin's highly impressionis-

tic accounts of the AMS General
Meeting and the visit of Jerry

Rubin — the readers are encour-

aged to direct their attention to

how clever and precious the

writer is. We should be interest-

ed in Bill Martin's unique re-

action to the news, not in the

news itself.

Personally, I am not that in-

terested in the personalities and
individual hang-ups of your an-

guished writers. Couldn't they
work out their problems some-
where else?

Maybe someone who believes

that news reports should have
some news in them, and that

editorials should have some con-

tent in them, would be happier
managing the JOURNAL'S af-

fairs. Maybe the incumbent shep-

herds are merely in the wrong
pasture; perhaps they should be
writing poetry for The Quarry.

l. t. R. Mcdonald

A SIDE OF MUTTON IS A THING OF BEAUTY!

Dear Sir:

If you have happened to walk
down university avenue on a clear
day In the last fourteen months,
you may have noticed when you
turned your head through 90
degrees, a grey stone waffle op-
posite grant hall.

Concomitantly, on another
clear day the protuberance of a
stone terralith on arch street
mayjiave grasped your eye.

In the past they have been
taken for Sir George William's
computer center, the Algonquin
national park incinerator, and
Judy LaMarsh's tomb.

They are in fact the new build-
ings on campus.
Their classic lines are rem-

iniscent of a stage of Canadian
architecture known as Camp Bor-
den Baroque, in which their in-

SNEAKINESS IS ITS OWN REWARD I

tensity of beauty and delicate-

ness of form can best be com-
pared to a side of smoked mutton
rolling down the slopes of mount
tre mblant.

Perhaps as important as some
of the ideas which are expressed
at university are the buildings

which surround them. It is sad
that there are so few truly beau-
tiful buildings on campus.

DON RUSKIN.

Dear Sir:

University is difficult?

I have a friend, Mary Smith,
who took course X last year and
got an A in course X. Mary is
financially Impoverished.

I have attended four lectures in

course X and I know that I will
fair course X if I write it. Iam
rich.

Now if I were a sneaky person
I might ask Mary to walk int i

the gym, write my exam and put
my__name on the paper. But I'm

not sneaky. Why would a good
honest person like me think up a
sneaky trick like this? I wonder
*hat dishonest people would do
u a case like this?

CONNIE LAIRD
Arts '69
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and the

RACE

Contrary to what seems obvious, the Uni-
versity Senate is 0f SOme importance. It de-
cides things like who should be head of adepartment, and how many courses you have
to take for a degree, and what percent givesyou a B and whether its time to build a newgeography building.

About fifty people sit on the senate. Most
of them are administrators, deans and other
ex officio people; a little less than half are
faculty members elected by other faculty
members. There are also four student mem-
bers, two of them elected each year. This

year's crop ivill be elected by the student
body on Thursday.

If you are truly fascinated by the idea of
the university senate (or by the question of
who should be head of a department, what
percent gives you a degree, whether it's time
to build a new geography building, et cetera),
you can go to senate meetings, which are held
on the fourth Thursday of every month. (You
have to get tickets the day before.) If you
are only a little bit fascinated, you can vote
for the student senators on Thursday.

There are four candidates. Here is what
they have to say.

student — facility conwnittee on
curriculum reform. At present I
em enrolled in tfimst year law.

I would appreciate your sup
(port.

Academic reform and growth
in a university can only be
achieved through discussion
and objective consideration of
all reasonable altermaJtives. Is-

sues and problems often arise
that were previously unforeseen
Consequently, in electing a stu-
dent to represent you on the
Senate, pMform should not be
as important a consideration
as the selection of a person with
the qualities of experience, ra-
tional judgment, and objec-
tivity.

Tlhis is not to say tfhat there
are no issues with which we
should presently be concerned.
In Mgh t of the recent predic-
tion; in a Senate report, that
Queen's will have 10,000 stu-

dents in 1975, ithere is the very
important problem of the pre-
servation of the student's indivi-

dual identity. How this may be
achieved is an open question
tout 1 would venture to suggest
that we must consider the pos
sibility of a college system or
stronger course affiliation in the
larger faculties. There is also

the question as (bo whether stu

denlt senators should be elected

on a faculty basis. Personally, I

an*, opposed to this idea for I

would hope that a student sit

ting on the Senate would rise

above his faculty orientation and
by establishing communication
with the student — faculty com-
mittees and elected Societies of

each faculty would represent

the opinion of the student body
as a whole.

My experience in student af-

fairs over 'my last four years

at Queen's, has included the

positions of Junior A.M.S. Rep.

(flor the Arts Society, the first

(President of the Arts and

Science Undergraduate Society,

and lavOhairman of a specM

1 am running for student sena-
tor because I feel that the stu-

dent can and should play a tfiar

more active and decisive role

in the affairs of the university.

I feel he should have much
more say in the areas of cur-

riculum, campus planning, and
future orientation of the univer-

sity in our society.

If elected I will press for
more student senators and more
students on the senate commit-
tees. I will also call for openness
of all committees. The present
set-up of committees is set up
so that they will toe open until

something important comes up;
then they close. To me this

smacks of tokenism.

I will press for the adoption

of a general arts programme
for first year which has an
i nrterdiscdpliinary approach to the

problems of society, something
similar to the plan .that is used
at the University of British

Columbia. I will also work for

more student housing. Since the

university will expand to 10,000

by 1975. enough housing must

toe built in order to prevent a

housing crisis itra Kingston. I

will urge that the style of re-

sidences like Victoria Hail! and

those on Leonard Field be aban-

doned for a s'tyle more fit for

human beings. I will urge sup
port for the situdent coop and
the AM.S. Housing Project

It would toe impossible for
any individual to claim to ac-
curately reflect the views of
the student body. The best one
can do is to open as many new
channels of communication as
possible — including a regular
dialogue ifihrough the Journal.

A number of issues have a-
irisen that urgently require ac-
tion. They include — interdis-

ciplinary courses, exam struc-
ture, experimental courses, stu
dent accommodation, and libr-

ary facilities. The MaoPherson
Report should be considered in
the Queen's conltext. With pre-
dicted enrolment figures, the
question of long - term planning
has become crucial. Even more
immediate is the problem of

Jtunnring for the Senate is a
different proposition from run-
rang for the AMS, fa that it's
dififiouttt to make specific policy
Proposals- Onefe responsible
ties are larger than to just the
student body.

There are certain areas of
concern that as Senator I think
should be considered. One is
the size of the Umversilty. The
government is making demands

fragmentation of the university
community — in terms of dis-

ciplines 'and faculties and es-
pecially the student body. Also
demanding action is the tradi-

tional negledt of foreign stu -

dents.

I am in favour of both open-
ness on the part of ithe Admin-
istration and strong student par-
ticipation in the development of
the university community. To
ilhis end. I see the role of stu-
dent senator as twofold — to
inform the student body and to
articulate the student viewpoint
with as forceful a voice as pos-
sible.

on Queen's to expand its enrol-
ment in the next five years andwe have to decide if we can
accommodate large increases in
students. If we have to expand
rapidly, we should be making
«mg range policies to guide
development
Second, there is the problem

of academic reform. Pending
the results of the Principal's
Committee on Teaching and
Learning, there are areas of
'reform to be considered. The
abolition of final exams or at
least their modification, the
problem of the honours courses
and general courses, and the
encouragement of course unions
and departmental committees
are aid areas of concern.

Third, there is the problem
of athHetilcs, which is tied
to long range planning. We
have to be sure that the west
campus will have adequate ath-
letic facilities that cannot be
provided on this part of the
campus.

There are numerous other
areas, but serving on the Senate
involves a certain amount of re-
sponsibility and the ability to

co-operate. It is the forum for
consultation with members of
the faculty and administration,
and we have to be willing as
students to put forth our point
of view with articulation and
precision.

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,

B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT, RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7-30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry"

CKLC

8:15 p.m—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

\\li<jLmtte/i-Pfi(>toCo.
229 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

/ I \ 546-7676

Any questions about Photography?

Ask us, we are professionals.

Social Conveners
If you are planning on a Campus Social func-

tion next fall, you must obtain your entertainment
through the Queen's Entertainment Agency in accord-
ance with By-law No. 44 of the R.M.S.

The O.E.R. may be contacted through the A.M.S.
office.

GORD DEEKS,

Campus Activities Chairman

546 3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Skiers finish

undefeated
One week ago. Queen's ski team won the Southern Ontario

Team Giant Slalom Championships at Colllngwood.

Racing against 140 other competitors, "Morris" Hall beat

the entire field to take the individual crown with a time of

36.1 seconds. Teammate Chip Drury, who won this race last

year, faltered after a most Impressive string of wins, having

only been beaten once In the last five weeks of racing. How-

ever, Drury still managed a close third place finish with a

time of 36.5 seconds. Rounding the Queen's team placings

was "Zeeks" Dyer in eleventh place, "Hands" Wren in

twentieth spot and Pete Barker in thirtieth.

This was the final race of the season for the team and a

fine finish It was, to bring home the Gresvig Trophy, sym-

bolic of the championship, and round out what must be the

best record by any skiing team in Queen's history.

The team has gone undefeated in every team meet this

year and is rated as about the best four-way ski team In

Canada. They, too, are number one.

Queen's wins U de M meet
By (Ot LINGWOOD
Queen's Track team dominated the Senior Men's division at the University of Montreal Invitational

Track Meet two weeks ago. Wins were registered in the mile, 600 yards, shot put, and four by one lap

relay. This was the third consecutive year that the Trackmen have won this meetl

Queen's athletes swept the mile placing 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th. Dave Ellis took the win in a time of

4:36.6. It was an easy race for Ellis! He chose the lead early on In the race, then sauntered back with

the pack (so that Ms snoring would not be so evident) only to jump into the lead again in time to brush

the tape. Ellis was followed by Bruce Elliot (4:38.5) who again looked very strong in the latter portions

of the race. Martin Jones and Rob Mcleod rounded out the effort placing 3rd and 5th respectively.

Susie-Q-Gals
By ANNE CARSWELL

Our Golden Gals teams were busy just before and during reading

week in basketball, volleyball, ice hockey, and indoor archery. In

part I of the WIAU basketball tournament at McGill, Queen's split

their games, defeating McGill 34-27, and losing to McMaster 42-23.

Mac defeated McGill in the third game of the tournament. High

scorer for Queen's in the McMaster game was Brenda Mackie with

8 points.

Bews

Sc' 70 reaches hockey finals
By NEIl LONGHURST

Science 70 took a big step to-

wards winning the Bews this

week by reaching the hockey fin-

als. They defeated Law I in both

games of the semi-final series, by

scores of 3-1 and 2-1. In the

other semi-final, Meds and Arts

'71 are tied 1-1 after the first"

game. Arts '71 is the surprise

of the play-offs, as they had fin-

ished second in their section ana

needed an extra game to defeat

Science '69 in a quarter final.

Meds had far less trouble with

McArthur, winning by scores of

4-1 and 5-0.

Science '70's favoured curling

team did not fare as well as their

hockey team, as Science '71 rink

defeated them in a quarter final

match.

Individual sports could also

prove to be the deciding factor.

Science '70 has several players

left in table tennis, from which

all Phys. Ed. competitors have

been eliminated. Freethrow may
give a slight edge to Phys. Ed.,

while badminton looks to be about

even. The favourites are top-

seeded Brian Wilson of Phys. Ed.,

Ian Shales of Science '70, and

Daryl Browne, also of Science

'70.

Daryl is also in the quarter

finals of handball, partnered by

Joe Janota. They go up against

the Arts '70 team of Doug Lamb
and Tom Wright. Bill Reith and

Jim Smyth of Arts '69 advanced

to the semi-finals last week with

a big win over Dave Beresford

and Jim McKeen of Arts '70.

Game scores were 21-4, 3-21, 3-17.

McKeen is definitely the most im-

proved player on campus this

year; at times during this mater,

he was actually carrying his part-

ner, who was the singles cham-

pion for the last two years. A
second serni-finalist team is Gary
Stevenson and Neil Longhurst,

FALL SOCIAL EVENTS
All campus groups wishing to sponsor o social function next fall must

fill out an application form in the A.M.S. office by March 20.

Applications received after this date will be considered on a first

come first served basis for any remaining dates. These (applications

are for Formats, Concerts, Dunning Hall Movies, Grant Hall

Dances, etc.

Approved applications may be picked up in the A.M.S. office

on March 25

6°"* Peeks, Compm Activities Chairman

who had a comparatively easy

quarter final against Bruce Mc-

Gill and Peter Lloyd of Phys.

Ed.

Phys. Ed's basketball team had

a rougher time than expected

against a surprisingly strong Sci-

ence '71 squad, yet still manag-

ed to pull out two wins, by six

points and four points.

Science '69 wiped Arts '70 right

off the court in their quarter

final. The margins were an

amazing 49 points in the first

game, and an easy 8 points in

the second.

The really tense contest is be-

tween McArthur and Law n and
in. The first game yielded a

bare one point advantage to Mc-
Arthur but midway through the

second game it appeared that

McArthur was going to walk
away.

A great full court press cut
the McArthur lead from ten

points to one point with twenty

seconds left in the game. Un-
fortunately, Rick Van Buskisk of

Law reacted violently after a

whistle, and collected a tech-

nical foul. Dave Sellers stepped

to the line and dropped the ball

in to tie the game. McArthur
had possession of the ball but
were unable to score in the re-

maining time, so the series end-

ed a tie. The extra game will

take place Wednesday at 5:30.

There has been no change in

Bews points since last week;
Science '70 still leads by 1900

points.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
ITALIAN FOODS

CONTINENTAL fOODS
SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAl STEAKS

„ DINING LOUNGE•««« uoNsiDuweuao
OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

& TAVERN
« CAN iEJVE ROW » 600 PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian 'Room

KB CUSTOMER PARKING

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987

Linda Colling had 15 points for

the winners. In the second gams,

Erenda Mackie and Cindy Riach

had 6 points each, while MeGill's

Sue Kelsey had 12= The second

half of the tournament takes place

this weekend in Toronto. Good

luck team!

The Intermediate basketball

team took part in a tournament

in Toronto recently. They tied for

2nd with McGill with three wins

and two losses. Western placed

first with five wins. An interme-

diate volleyball tournament was

held the sam<3 weekend and

Queen's also placed 2nd in this.

The University ofToronto won the

tournament.

In intercollegiate ice hockey,

the Golden Gals finished the sea-

son in fourth place after defeat-

ing McGill 1-0 in the first half

of the tournament, and tying with

Toronto 0-0 in the 2nd half. In

other games, they lost to Guelph

5-0, to McMaster, 2-1 and to

Western 5-1. The University of

Guelph were league champions.

Marg ClossonandHeatherOgle
represented Queen's a, an indoor

archery competition in Toronto
just before reading week. They
shot on a team with three Tor-
onto girls. Winner of the tourna-

ment was the U. of T. team and
one of their members, Linda
Campbell, set a new scoring
record with rounds of 692 and 688.

P.H.E. and Vic 5 tied for first

place in the Intramural volley-
ball competition which ended re-
cently. There is a possibility of

a play-offgame between these two
teams next Tuesday night. Any
girls concerned, please watch for
signs.

In intramural Indoor archery,
19 girls shot at balloons and
regulation targets in the gymna-
sium gallery. High scorer was
Helen Johnston, and runners-up
were Penny Edwards and Nancy
Wilson,

An expert performance of the

mile was staged in the 600 yards

with Queen's runners placing one,

two and three* Tim Baker proved
that he still dominates the Quebec

boards by winning in a time of

1:20.8 one second off his Quebec
indoor record. Unlike Ellis, Ba-
ker had to stay on the alert with

Queensmen Neil Guppy and Bob
Warner finishing 2nd and 3rd res-

pectively both less than one sec-

ond behind.

The field athletics were within

reach of wrapping up all their

events. In high jump Wayne Sav-

igney placed second behind a

University of Montreal athlete

who cleared the bar at 6' 1".

The shot putters both regis-

tered top performances. Bob
Lingwood hurled the 16 pound

ball 48' 11 1/4" to win the

event and better Quebec Indoor

record by an entire inch! The
existing record was set in 196

"

by Julian Clark of Great Britain.

A personal best was registered

by 6* 1", 210 pound shot putter

Burt Van Gent who placed 3rd

with a heave of 41* 3 1/2".

The 50 yard sprint provided

some pieasant surprise s for

Queen's. Joy Hansen grabbed

second place in a time of 5.7

seconds - ve ry respectable

sprinting considering that the

athletes had to give up a good

deal of traction. The U. of M.

does not permit spiked shoes on

its wooden floor. The boys there-

fore have to perform on the slip-

pery surface in running shoes or

bare feet Rob Stinson turned

in a creditable performance pla-

cing third in a time of 5.8 sec.

He also grabbed 4th in the long

jump. The event being won by
Michael Charland (U. de M.) who
represented Canada in the long

jump at the recent Mexico Olym-
pics.

In the 4-by-one lap relay our

"A" team(Eaker, Ellis, Donnelly

and Hansen) garnered first place.

Their superior passing and ex-

cellent running on the unbanked

track gave them the victory. Tht

"B" team finished last, (Their

names were withheld by request)

COME
Eat Out and Dance

at the

401 INN

ARTS '70 GRAD PARTY
Friday March 14, 1969

(Ticket inctudei buffet mpper)

ENTERTAINMENT
by th«

Spectrum and Robin & Doug

7t00 p.n

Tick** on Sol* or th* Union

W»d., Thurt. and Fri., March 5, 6, 7
12:00 - 2:00 p.ff

» $2.75 (with year card) per couple

$3.75 wilhod card



The Campus —
Is It Going
to the Dogs?

8y RUSS REID

Activists, this is your chance to activate. Being
logical members of a supposedly logical institution,
you probably can't see how there could be any
opposition to the Research Animals Act, 1969. (It's
the bill currently before the Ontario Legislature
that will make available to the universities those
animals in pounds that are unclaimed, unwanted
and would otherwise by wastefully destroyed). If

however, you have also taken some interest in the
affairs of the common people, you will realize the
extent of the campaign against this bill that has
been waged by the Ontario Humane Society. With
the support of the popular press (and to this date

expenditures of approximately $120,000) the Society
has made a highly inflammatory appeal to a populace
that is not at all sure what the bill even involves.

It Is unfortunate that the lines have formed roughly
along the same ones that characterized the fluoride

campaign. People have a basic distrust of legisla-

tion that has been "handed down from above", legis-

lation presented by the scientific community that they

don't understand. This is your chance to bridge the gap
and create understanding. First of all, read the bill,

and make sure you understand it fully (copies can
be obtained from the physiology department). Then
explain it to your parents, wives, neighbours, any-

one. After that write your local MLA and/or the

Honourable William Stewart, Minister of Agriculture

for Ontario in care of Queen's Park, Toronto. In-

dicate your support. Believe me, the existence of

the bill and the maintenence and improvement of

health education depend on it.

Your fellow students have already attempted to get

the ball rolling. The petition circulated at Open

House accumulated 1650 signatures. Another petition

at the residential dining areas brought in 700 more

names. Yet another at the Union got over 500 and

is still growing. With such support, you might wonder

why we're so concerned about the bill's passage.

The problem is that the university community re-

presents such a small fraction of the population,

that the numbers represent a relative drop In the

bucket. A senior official In the provincial Depart-

ment of Agi 'Uture claimed that in 28 years of
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Gymnasium

Down

& Out

A tentative starting date for demolition of pants

ng by Tuesday, March 18th. Locks will be removed

ZlZ '" e P*7iB» cannotT rT

Louis Donolo Construction of Montreal has been
awarded a 5.2 million dollar contract for the con-
struction of the new physical education complex.
The complex will be built on the block bounded by
University, Union, Division and Clergy Streets, and
will be integrated with the present gymnasium.

In announcing the contract award, Queen's Principal,
Dr. John J. Deutsch, said preparation of the site'
would commence within the next few days. The first
phase will involve the demolition of part of the rear
of the present gymnasium building. Houses on Clergy
Street which are owned by the University will be
torn down later this month. Completion of the
complex is scheduled for the late spring of 1970.

It will provide tracking facilities for the School
of Physical and Health Education and sports and
recreation areas for students and staff, including
an indoor artificial ice arena.

Dr. Deutsch said construction of the complex
had been given "the highest priority" by the uni-
versity's Board of Trustees.
"For too long the students have had to go without

adequate facilities because the method of financing
didn't provide sufficient funds for projects of this
kind, and because of the urgent need in the past

decade for more academic buildings to cope with
the growing enrolment.

"I am pleased that this project is now going for-
ward. The students have been involved in its planning
from the beginning, and this complex will bear
testimony to the benefits to be had from co-operative
work of students, faculty, and administration.

service, he hadn't seen anything close to the volume
of mail pouring ui in opposition to Bill 73. The
volume is running 10 times as much as that con-
cerned with medicare. Even a town the size of
Napanee has been able to raise a petition of 1500
names, which already just about neutralize our
efforts. In too many towns in Ontario, there are
too few people who are aware of what is really
going on.

Last Friday, some attempt was made to mar-
shall the forces of reason by a delegation of four
medical students from Queen's that travelled to
Toronto to meet with representatives of other uni-
versities. Students from Ottawa U., University of
Toronto, Western, and Veterinary College at Guelph
met in what proved to be an usually productive
meeting. It was only at this meeting that indications

of how serious the shortage of lab animals for
teaching and research became apparent. For instance,
students in their first medical year at the University
of Toronto have been reduced to using rabbits in

physiology labs. Queen's has been fortunate to avoid
such acute problems so far, but for the increasing
demand for the health science students, the great
pinch is not in the too distant future. So activate,
actlvistsl!'
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TUESDAY, MARCH 11

U:K-2:$0 ARTS 70 Grid Party tickets

on sale In the Union.

7:00 "to Like Flint" with James Coburn.

Dinning Hall Auditorium. 75C.

10:00 "In Lu\eFllirt"wIthJamesCoburn.

Dunning Hail Auditorium. 75{.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12

11:30-2:30 ARTS 70 Grad Parly tickets

on sate In the Union.

12:30 Dalton Camp will be at the Inter-

national Centre.

7:00 Queen's Flying Club Meeting -dis-

cussion and election. Donald Gordon

Residence common room.

7:00 Kingston Film Society -'Trouble in

Paradise". Ellis Hall.

7:30 Students' Union Annual Bridge Tour-
nament. Prlies. 75C (students),

$1.50 (non-students) McLaughlin
Km.. Students' Union.

8:00 W.U.S.C. General Meeting. Inter-

national Centre. Everyone welcome.

8:30 A Theatrical -Mollere and Chekhov.

Convocation Hall. 32.00 (non-

students), Sl.no (students).

10:00 "One Million Years B.C." with

Raquel Welch. Dunning Hall

Auditorium. 75C.

THURSDAY, MARCH 13

11:30-2:30 ARTS 70 Grad Party tickets

on sale in the Union. ARTS
70 Permanent Year Executive

Elections in the Union.

7:00 "One Million Years B.C." with

Raquel Welch. Dunning Hall Auditor-

ium. 75,'.

7:30 Queen's Camera Club meeting. Dun-

ning 104.

7:30 Queen's Math Club first annual

meeting - election. 1st floor, John

Watson Hall.

7:30 Young New Democrats - policy dis-

cussion. 2nd floor common room.

Students' Union.

9:00 Kingston Film Society - "Trouble

In Paradise". Ellis Hall.

FRIDAY, MARCH 14

8:30 A Theatrical - Moliere and Chekhov.

Convocation Hall. 92.00 (non-

students), $1.00 (students).

.1:30-2:30 ARTS 70 Grad Party tickets

on sale in the Union.

7:00-1:00 ARTS 70 Grid Party. Buffet

Dinner. Entertainment by The

Spec!rums, and Robin and

Doug. 401 Inn.

8:30 A Theatrical - Moliere andChekhov.

Convocation Hall. $2.00 (non-

students), $1.00 (students).

9:00-2:00 SPONDULIX - Commerce Soc-

iety Formal. Bob Minns and

his Orchestra. $12/couple.

Holiday Inn.

SATURDAY, MARCH 13

8:30 A Theatrical - Moliere and Chekhov.

Convocation Hall. $2.00 (non-

students), $1.00 (students).

SUNDAY, MARCH 16

Blue Chord Coffee House, every Sat-

urday evening 9:00-12:00 p.m. Live enter-

tainment. Admission S0C at the YM-YWCA
5:30 Student Supper - M « e g 1 1 1 1 V r ay-

Crescent.
Brown Hall (216 Barrie SL). 50C.

Required- A tutor for a Grade 9 boy

„ ' In French and Math. Terms are negotiable.
°" ,T±*Z

m 0,°n
- Transport,,!,* provide.. Rk,™ Mr. John

8:30 A Theatrical - Moliere and Chekhov.
.

students), $1.00 (students).

(SHusBifxtb Aba
FOR SALE

1 12 string guitar, very good condition,

reasonable price. Also, 1 Lumex 900

power microscope with slides, mounting

fluid. Call 544-7723 after 6 p.m.

1928 Model A Ford Tudor Best Offer

542-6694.

Suzuki, 1966 150 cc. only 9000 miles,

new tires and brakes. Must sell Im-
mediately to pay rent $200 or best offer.

Call 544-4103 anytime (before I get
evicted). Ash for Rick.

The winners or the Leonard Field Coin

Club draw were Doug May, 215 Leonard

and Dan Macdonald, 215 McNeil House.

Coming soon Is the Bobby Curtola Fan
Club draw. Watch for itl

Forest, 544-1115.

Dear Little Foxes: The problem Is not

with the accommodation- -it's all in the

approach. From Four from Four.

Paxton Quigley: Your "friends" on 2D
are disillusioned and no longer consider

you a genius. You can't even do a simple

first year math problem. Hon do you

expect to keep track of us?

Ron and Larry at 106 1/2 are happy
to announce after a difficult gestation
period of four months, the arrival of
"The Meatball."

LOST

Blue three ring binder with lecture

notes, versalog slide rule, C.LS.C. hand-
book. Anyone who has any Information to

their whereabouts would you please con-
tact Hayon Matthews, 544-5574.

One pair of glasses, tortise shell
frames. If found please contact Richard
Boxer, 544-7056.

A light brown leather coat at Science
'70 year party at LaSalte Hotel, Saturday
March 1st. Please return to S. Hamilton,

Victoria Hall or call 544-8668. Reward
offered.

FOUND
One set of 5 keys on a ring. 2 General

Motors car kBys, 1 house key, at 107
Bagot Apt 3 after a party on March 1st.
Phone 542-6120 for information.

At Science '71 Year Party; sliver ear-
ring clasp and one pendant earring. Claim
from D. Wilson 544-7441.

APARTMENTS TO RENT

May thru August 2bedrooms, $100 per
month, West Street, across from Mac-
donald Park. Mac or Jim 544-2020. Early
evenings.

May lst-Septlst,2bedroomapartment,
top floor of house. Fully furnished with
all kitchen equipment. Television etc. Rem
will be arranged. Phone Mountain and
Fish 548-7320.

3 bedroom duplex to sublet for summer
at $150 per month. Phone Paul at 542-3563.

Good Apartment for this summer. 3 bed-
rooms, big kitchen and living room. Close
to campus (in front of KCVI) May to Sept.

Phone 542-1360.

2 bedroom apartment for rent--begin-
ning May 15-year lease, I 1/4 miles
from campus, off Division. $135 includes
utilities-unfurnished. Call John at
546-6957.

2 bedroom apartment to sublet, to two
girls or two boys May 1st to August 31.
Completely furnished, quiet, close tocam-
pus. Approximately $110 monthly. For
more details phone 544-2719.

WANTED:
A two or three bedroom apartment

furnished or unfurnished. Lease. Take-
over any time. Phone after 6p.m. 544-7723
or 544-7193.

JTronttnat

lotel

Prop. R. Alder

50 Rooms Daily & Weekly
Rates Licensed Under LCBO

Dining Room

Colour T.V. in Beverage
Room Hockey on T.V.

Chan. 13

ENTERTAINMENT JN
BEVERAGE ROOMS

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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• Brian Scully and Jeff Simpson are Queen's newstudent senators. The results of last ThuS/s
Ryan^a

6 Y
'

bimpS°n 504
'
Lucas 454

'
™*

• Five Queen's students are among seventy flvpchosen from across Canada to work on Operations
Crossroads Africa. They are Brure Allin Diana
Ken O'Brien, Ellen Wafther and Andy Whyte.

• The dates for Spring Convocations af Queen'*Have recently been announced: Friday May 23School of Graduate Studies, lheoloqv anri m a.i
College of Education, Saturday May 21 M
ulty of Applied Science, (p.n„ Medicine

' 2 ' ffcsing. Friday May 30; Arts & Science (Honours

S^ulv Mt^ RhySiCa
!

and

• .DuPing the past few weeks, ten universities in-cluding Queen s have withdrawn from CUS The CUS
Executive, concerned about the failure of the Cana-
dian Union of Students, have called for a National
Council meeting in Toronto from March 21-23 atwhich posinon papers on the re-evaluation of CUS
as a national student uivon will be presented Papers
from any interested can be submitted" to the AMS
office by March 18. Cuss CUS? Here's your chance to
change it.

Dunning Trust

The Following letter is self-explanatory:

To the Principal and Vice-Chancellor of

Queen's University,

I desire to establish at Queen's University a per-
manent tribute to your Chancellor, Honourable Charles
A. Dunning, in the hope (hat the inspiration of a life

of public service will help future students to do their
part in service to humanity.

To this end, I am enclosing a cheque for $100,000
payable to "Queen's University Endowment Fund" and
request that the University accept the following obli-

gations with regard thereto:

1. that the donation shall be treated with absolute
confidence as anonymous;

2. That it be called the "Chancellor Dunning Trust";

3 That once in every three years the Trustees of

Queen's University read this letter and decide, in the

light of the then existing conditions, how best the in-

come from the trust may be expended to promote
understanding and appreciation of the supreme im-

portance of the dignity, freedom and responsibility

of the individual person in human society — and

shall publish this memorandum, together with their

decision, in the Students' newspaper.

"Anonymous"
2 October, 1946 Friend of Chancellor Dunning.

In October 1946. the Principal of Queen's University re-
ceived a payment of S100.000 from an anonymous donor for
the establishment of the Dunning Trust together uith the at-

tached letter which is self-explanatory.
The letter was read to the Board on October 1968 and it

was agreed that for the three years including 1968-69 a por-
tion of the income should be used to cover the cost of the
symposium on. "The University and the Ethics of Change"
which was held on November 7. It was also agreed that a
number of distinguished lecturers should be invited to the
University during the year to speak on the theme. "The Di-

mensions of Freedom" and that the general program of hav-

ing a number of lecturers come to Queen's to meet with the

students and to speak on various aspects of the dignity, free-

dom and respo7isibility of the individual in human society

should be continued for 1969-70 and 1970-71.

// you wish any further information concerning the pro-

posed use of the Dunning Trust, will you please get in touch

unth Dr. V. C. Abrahams, Chairman of the Dunning Trust

Committee

<>// like III,- belli tiftn- birth"

Carillon Wrings Out Agreement
HEGINA (CtP)-The fee collection conflict

at the University of Saskatchewan ended Wed-
nesday night when the board of governors
finally agreed to student demands that it con-
tinue to collect student union fees at source.

The agreement, reached between student
council and board negotiators, was ratified by
general meeting of students Thursday and was
expected to be ratified quickly at a board meet-
ing Thursday night

The conflict began December 31 when the
board announced it would no longer collect
union fees in a fairly obvious attempt tothiottle
Us major campus antagonist, the student news-
paper. The Carillon. Ever since then, students
have demanded the board recant and leave The
Carillon alone and slowly built up general
student support for that position. The
negotiations staggered on for over six weeks
as the board waited for student pressure to
subside.

The negotiations themselves kept stumbling
over various issues--at first the question of
openness but later the major problem of The
Carillon. The student negotiators were adamant
throughout that The Carillon be independent

of the university administration and directed
solely by the students. The Carillon has re-
peatedly proved a major source of embarrass-
ment to the board and the provincial govern-
ment.

The agreement itself read as follows:

--The university (administration) will collect

student fees from all students as determined
by the student union.

-Student fees will lie collected along with
tuition fees each semester and only the portion
held in trust by the university for the student
union building will not be paid to the union not
later than one month after collection.

—Each year a majority of students at a
general meeting or a referendum must approve
the fees before they will be collected.

--The Cnion agrees to provide the university
with an audited financial statement within CO
days of the end of the fiscal year.
—The agreement will be in effect for one

year— until August 1970—however, it will con-
tinue from year to year after that unless either
party gives notice of caricellation by March 1.

In an attempt to avoid further confrontation
between the board and students, the parties
agreed to set up a liaison committee to deal
generally with all matters of common interest.
The committee will be composed of five re-
presentatives of the board and twelve student
representatives. It will meet at least twice a
semester and report back to the parent bodies.
And this liaison committee will handle all

disputes involving The Carillon. The Carillon,
it was agreed in the negotiations, will adhere
to the Code of Ethics set by the Canadian
University Press. Any grievance against The
Carillon with respect to performance under
the code will be dealt with by the liaison

committee.

The student victory at the bargaining table

was a clear vindication of the student strategy

to involve the mass of students and the com-
munity in the dispute.

Gibson steps down
Dr, John J. Deutseh, Principal

of Queen's University, has an-
nounced that Professor F.W. Gib-
son has expressed a wish to leave
his position as Vice-Principal
(Academic) to resume full-time

teaching and research. Professor
Gibson was appointed as Vice-
Principal (Academic) for a three
year term which concludes at the

end of August, 1969.

In making the announcement at

Senate, Dr. Deutseh paid tribute

to the effectiveness of Professor
Cibson's work as Vice-Principal,

and members of the Senate ex-
pressed their appreciation of his

accomplishments.

Dr. Deutseh said: "Professor
Gibson took on the appointment
for three years, to undertake
special assignments connected
with the reorganization of the
Senate, the review of the systems
of university government, and
academic planning. Now that
much of this work has been
carried out successfully, Pro-
fessor Gibson wishes to abide by
his original decision to not stand
for reappointment, and to return
to full-time teaching in the De-
partment of History."

1
LINO'S RESTAURANT

Dtutsion & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Aii Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE OUT
Spniihnii Chicken

Free

Delivery

AMS

Application for the po-
sition of CHIEF JUST-
ICE, CHIEF OF POLICE,
& PROSECUTING AT-
TORNEY for the A.M.S.
will be accepted in the
A.M.S. office until Fri-

day, March 14.

ARTS AND SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY

Applications for the following potitioni will be received by

Wendy Marshall, Chown Hall, (544-8046) No later than

March 14

I. Concert* Commit*** — Chairman

i. Art. Formal Committer — Co-chairman
Lavana Formal Committas — Co-chairman

3. Suzio-Q-Committoa — Co-chairman
4. Cultural Committee — Chairman
5. look Exchange Committor, — Chairman
6. Judicial Committoo — Chairman
7. Studtnt Faculty Committoo — 6 Student member*,

t of whom will bo Chairman
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BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

?26 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT.

ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK
C$5 for $l6"Value of food)

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

28 /onge St.

The Centennial Room
SUv* Amay
ProprUtor

Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments..

Loose leaf supplies, pens, and

Queen's pennants,

ODOODODDOOODDOODDOOOOOOODOOOODDODDOODDOO'"

§ VERSATILE!
O
o
O Glenayr

MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL
SWEATERS

This versatile striped
sweater has many roles

in your wardrob_.
"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten
pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"
with a Kitten A-!ine skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with
Kitten pure wool worsted
slims for casual wear,
and compliments al

skirts and slims,

mac h i ne - wash
100% English Bo
with tull-fashii
raglan shoulder, r

turtle neckline
zipper closing,
sleeves, . id Contii

band and cutfs. At
shops everywhere

Wit i H,,.

S. U. B. MEETING
(A.M.S. STUDENT UNION BUILDING COMMITTEE)

Meetings of the Users' ond Finance

Subcommittees: Tues. Mar. II, 7 P.M.

Clarke Hall Committee Rooms

Help the Committee plan the new Union

Bring your ideas and interest

For more info phone Ted Parnell 544-1597

COME AND BE CONSTRUCTIVE

Johnny Carson

can be yours in

Colour
March 1 4th on a

19" Electrohome Portable T.V.

if you get your ticket

Now
on sale in Union

11:30-1:30 Try your

relaxation fhe modern way!

Worth $650

rtUKemiiiic k ITI'KV

OQClQOQaQOOQQCiaCIOQQQQQQCiaQOQ00QOQOQQQQQQg

THE DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

PRESENTS

MOLIERE AND

CHEKHOV:

A THEATRICAL

March 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

8:30 P.M. Convocation Hall

Admission $2.00 Studenfs $] 0Q

Tickets Available Monday through Friday

Drama Department Office Q-oo to 5.O0

Old Arts Building Ext. 3327
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Cooped up? Go Co-op!

By PAUl BARRON - DAVE PETERS

V. J- We're now going on tape
V. Wonderful . . .

J. Hooray ! !

Urn alright, now, about this ... This'll be I can
just see him trying to type up . . . "what is he
saying here ? !

" ... typing tne of ^ ^
flakes coming through . . .

P. You type thus up right in word for word do you?
J. Oh no, no.

V. Oh no. No, you can be sure of that . .

.

J. It's not going in word for word . .

.

V. Journalistic integrity hasn't reached those heights
yet . .

.

P- Did you hear what one of the British said about
Nixon? ... He said . . . TIME Magazine was quot-
ing the British . . . usually the British are very
harsh judges and one of them noted that his syntax
was correct, there was a middle a beginning, there
was a beginning, a middle and an end to his sen-
tences, unlike most recent U.S. presidents.

J. Alright, umh, what were we talking about before
ah well . .

.

V. Did you really defend a paper on housing?
P. Veil, I though it was good.

V. Oh, thank you, I'm going to go and get a copy so
I can read it at the appropriate time.

J. Submit a paper on housing, what's this?

P.. Mike's ... the conference . . . (mumble)
V. So in case there's going to be any dead tape I'll

just start reading

J. Good enough. Alright. Now this project you've got

planned is not part of the Co-op as it exists now.
It's to be entirely separate under the A.M.S.?

V. Well, it's separate at the moment for development
purposes. The Science '44 Co-op is operating under
its original charter, although all the buildings have
just been acquired since last year. We don't have
a charter right now, nor does the AMS for that mat-

ter.

J. Right. Alright, now you plan to put it up at Div-

ision and Princess , . . The land is already taken

came of?

V. Well, we have an option on the land at Princess

and Division which is the old car lot, I think it was
Kingston Chrysler or something. It has a two hun-

dred and two foot frontage on Princess Str.. A por-

tion of it extends tight back to Queen Str. It's an

odd shaped lot, it's of an "L" shape. But there

is enough area to put up a building for four hun-

dred people and those ace our plans right now.

J. Is this building a possible example of what could

be coming in the future too? Like, would this type

of idea continue?
V. Well, I think so. A lot of people are supporting that

right now, I think it is Howard Adelman who has

written on this type of housing, co-op housing, and

he sees it as being housing not only for students,

but for people of the town as well. You see, the

old situation of segregating the students from the

community isn't valid any more. Through co-op

housing you can produce structures for the com-

munity at large.

J. So in other words this could become a prototype

for a whole new range of type of housing for King-

ston.

V. Oh, it could be, but I don't think we'd put that in

one of our top five goals . . .

J. No, but it is a possibility, that is I'm not trying

to say that this is necessarily going to continue but

if this provides a simple answer to the problem

we're going to have with something like four thous-

and more kids coming down here in the next six

years.

P. That's true, except, the experience we've had from

the people we've been dealing with in Toronto, the

C.C.R.I., particularly Howard Adellman, is that the

"perfect" co-op is in a large land space and is

usually down about a hundred and fifty people. So,

one of our more important goals rather than de-

veloping perfect prototypes is. to solve the really

serious housing problem in Kingston.

PHOTOS BY MICHAISK!

V. You see, new what you were saying about this being
a prototype for future development in one sense is
true, because what this does, is eliminate the land-
lord-tenant relationship. Because the people who are
occupying, living in the building at any particular
time are in fact the owners. The operation of a
co-op is pure democratic, the majority rules ,with
no voting by proxy, so that if you turn up and you
vote at the general meetings which are open to all
members of the co-op you can change it— there's
no landlord telling you to do this or that.

Vaughan and Peters went on to describe the plans
for the co-op as they see it now in the preliminary
design stage {architect Irving Grossman of Toronto).
It will be ten or twelve stories high with the first

floor being divided between commercial space, cafe-
teria, music and seminar rooms, co-op offices, etc.

but with no "great expanse of common rooms" which
are so obviously wasted in residence. Apartments will

house about 150 cf the 400 residents with the rest in

house units. One of the ideas involved in this latter

conc( pt is that of vertical integration which would
mean in this case that a ccmplex cf twelve bedrooms
would take up three flcors. On the upper and lower

levels would be six bedrooms and in the middle floor

directly between them will be a living room complex.

The two then began to draw the comparisons be-

tween residence and their proposed scheme:
P. One of the other things that's very important to us

is that this building is going to be different. One
of the goals we're after in this thing is to stop the
sort of living patterns that go cn in a residence, the
phrase Mike uses is a "dcuble-loaded corridor", that

is much like a penal institution . . .

P. Get this phrase, it's Mike's description of resid-
ence life.

J. That is for the O.U.S. (Ontario Union of Students)
paper

. . . "The typical double loaded residence cor-

ridor is reminscent of a maximum security penal in-

stitution. In many cases the residence rules con-

firm this" . . . and so this is what we're avoiding —
the long corridors with rooms off the side so you
can see 200 yards in either direction.

P. We hope we'll start to re-educate Queen's students

in the proper living patterns because they're going

to own this building and the building won't survive;

I mean it won't even live the fifty years we have
to pay for it if people are going to be doing any
damage.

V. You see we've got two things going for us to make
this a decent living and learning environment. One
is the co-op spirit; the residents of the building

will be the owners cf it, they'll be responsible for

the decisions made in it. What they say will be

what happens. Two, we're going to make the archi-

tecture itself as conducive to decent living as we
can. For instance, we don't want these corridors.

They're no good. We don't want the common rooms
down on the first floor, and thirty thousand square

feet each. We think that's wasted. We want living

units,

P This is where the i-eal excitement of being in on
the design stage comes in the building. This is the
sort of problem that the people who come on the

- MICHAEL VAUGHAN
users' committee which will be coming up in the
next couple of weeks ... well this is the real thrill
they'll get out of it. They'll be in on this design
end and working out these various ideas and what
sort of things they feel we should have in the build-
ing; what we've just described is very, very loose.
The real decisions will be made by this users' com-
mittee, chaired by Mike and myself, which will get
the feel of all these various ideas and get involved
in thinking through the building.

P. You have mentioned this committee. I take it then
you want people.

V. We'd like as many people to participate in the de-
sign stage as possible. Anyone who's interested in

one day living in the building or. even if they're
graduating now and they just want to have some ex-

perience in this kind of thing ... but we're very in-

terested in first and second year students . .

.

P. Who will be around to partake in the first two years
of organizing the building and running the experiment.

V. Well I had better explain a little bit about the finan-

cing of the thing — just get 90% of the money for

your project under section 6A of the National Hous-
ing act through C.M.H.C. So that means we've got

to raise 10% of the cost of the building. The cost

of the building will be about two million five, so

we've got to raise about a quarter of a million

dollars. And this is what we've been doing since

September- We've got money from the Board of

Trustees . . . have agreed to a hundred thousand

dollan loan in principle . . . this is pending the ap-

proval of the Finance Committee, that we have a

feasible project and so forth . , . and twenty thous-

and dollars from the A.M.S. We've got re-invest-

ment cn the part of the present landowner and we
expect the same from the building contractor.

P. It's worth mentioning that we're getting absolutely

maximum help from the university . . . everyone is

interested in solving this crisis.

V. Now that we're into the design stage this absurd

wheeling and dealing is over. We're ready to in-

volve people . .

.

J. Well, if somebody wants to get involved in this

type of thing do they get in touch with you?

V. Yes, or just leave their names in the A.M.S. office.

When Grossman comes down with his sketch designs

we'll be calling a meeting and so what people should

do they should call me and find out about it or just

watch for notices.

P. Which brings us to clientele . . . We're interested in

Junior faculty, married or unmarried, . . . married

people of coui-se will be encouraged to come in.

V. No kids.

P. ... in students, old students, younger students, grad-

uate students . . . graduate students are an important

part of what we hope to bring in, who would be

willing to sit in on seminars . . .

V. . . . Now there will be a procedure for Decerning a

resident in this building. First you'll apply to be-

come a member of the college itself . . . say it's

called College X, you'll apply to become a member
of College X, and take part in the seminars and so

forth. Then, after you're a member of it, and you've

shown some interest in co-operative living and so

forth .then you can apply to be a resident. But it's

not automatic. Not everyone who applies can just

move into the thing . . .

V. No
P. At least we might incorporate it as a college.

P. The tilings that we emphasize are the excitement

of the building contributions it will make to the

community, to the university, and to the people who

actually help to put it up in the next year or two.

They'll have a lot to gain in terms of just sheer

learning . . . sheer experience . . . and the creative

spirit that will be involved in it . .

.
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By GRANT WEBB The Travellers

The Travellers came 1o town fast Thursday night planning to
have a good time, and regardless of the sparse crowd whiefli
gathered i-n Grant Ball

I a generous estimate would have been
200 peopQe), they managed 'to put together a fairly entertaining
show. You can't exactly call The Travellers folk purists (what-
ever that Ls). but then I don't imagine that they care very much
about ibeimtg in any one bag, juat as long as they are doing ma-
terial (that they dig themselves).
The Travellers have been kicking around the Canadian music

scene for about sixteen yeans now, and while they look like
they've been around that long, they laughed, joked, and played
with a vitality and eagerness which was very commendable for
a group that's been doing their trick since I was five. The group
is very big on the Canadian identity thing, and it was kind of
gaoovy to see a group exemplifying their belief in Canadian ma-
lerial by actually ringing Canadian songs all night long. Their
version of Cohen's Suaanne ( one of their more serious numbers)
was, without a doubt, -the most compelling and effective number

that they did during the programme, and it was during that song

that you could sound when they really got it together.

But basically The Travellers are not a group with a serious

inuage; they are a "fun" group, and I couldn't help thinking, as

1 sat watching them do their bawdy "no-no" songs, that they

would be a giresl act to caitch in a bar. More than anything else,

The Travellers provided a pleasant relief from the "folksy"

type acts which we ail "dig so much here at Queen's. It was

nice being entertained, instead of just being sung to. ,

In talking with them after the show, they were telling me that

they have a new 26 show series coming up with the C.B.C., and it

seemed all too obvious that they were really counting on the

Show to happen', that they needed this show. The Travellers

were amusing and entertaining, but they certainly aren't going to

set the world on fire, and as far as the gig with the C.B.C. goes,

counting on the C.B.C. is like coumtdng on the rest of the Can-

adian government, and, as you all know, that's not too groovy

at all.

By DOUG GERWIN A Reviewers Pot Pourri

I am late in my assignments this week, so I must beg the
forgiveness of the artists if I combine three of Queen's best con-
certs this year in one review. Since I am not the editor, I

must necessarily be brief, which in, the reader's eye, perhaps,
is not such a cardinal sin.

The Vaghy's

The Vaghy String Quartet gave its last formal concert in

Dunning Hall on Februaiy 28.h (you see now the scope of my
tardinass). They opznea the concert with Mozart's Quartet in

D Miner whose third movement was familiar to regular Anti-

Concert goers. This was not the highlight of the evening, though

well received; some of the solo passages sounded unsure at times,

and the intonation of the first violinist, Dezzo Vaghy in the final

Allegretto was net consisttnlly true. The Quartet spoiled the
mocd of at least two movements semtwhat by pausing for a
long s',< etch cf tuning between movements; this is necessary of

ccmse but they have been more subtle about it in past concerts.

The ProkOviev Quarrel No. 1 which followed could serve as

a good example of the Vaghy Quartet's forte cf tightly-knit en-

semble playing, but the piece was overshadowed by the Debussy
Quartet which concluded the evening. It was flawless, even the

solos, Debussy should have been allowul to rise from the grave
to hear this interpretation. If you think of adjectives associated
with Debussy— crystal-clear, flowing, sparkling, delicate — in

short the picture of sunbeams dancing ( n a deep-blue lake you
are describing the last work of the Vagliy Concert.

Young Uck Kim
On March 1st, one evening later (1 m catching up!) the 22-

year-old South Korean violinist. Young Uck Kim, floored a King-
ston audience with his brilliant technique and vibrant tone. The
program was a little odd, however; the major works came first,

followed by four smaller and lesser works after- intermission.
Usually an artist saves his cherries for the end, {like a child
savouring a sundae): the Vaghy's, for example. ((I don't mean
to insinuate that the Vaghy's are children: young at heart, per-
haps, but not kids).

But not Kim. He began by whipping off Pergolesi's Sonata
No. 12, a piece requiring crystal-like brilliance without too much
depth cf expression. Next followed the Sonata No. 3 by Beethoven,
which requires a more mature approach, and we may have to
wait a few years before Kim pulls that off; in the meantime
we must still marvel at what he has already achieved technically'
and with that under his belt, who knows what subtlety he may
achieve.

Perhaps the highlight of the evening was Bach's Chaconne
in D Minor for unaccompanied violin. Said another violinist in
the audience afterwards, "I have never heard it played that way
before, and I've heard it a thousand times" (in case you're won-
dering, that was meant as praise; after all. one could use the

same quote to describe an interpretation of the Chaconne by a

computer). Since this was a solo piece,' let me add that the ac-

companist, Dukju Kim, young Uck's sister, made a positive con-

tribution, though never overshadowing her brother's work.

The second half of the programme was less exciting: a short

Hindesmith Sonata, a Mozart Rondo (probably Mozart fans loved

it; I don't know, not being one), a Berceuse by Stravinsky (which
must have been well played, because I nearly fell asleep), and
the cause of the violin 'repertoire. Wieniawski's Polonaise Bril

lante. Most every guest violinist has had to crack this nut for

some Conservatory examination (it boggles the mind, from the

point of technique), but to call it an exercise is too mild a term,
I prefer "the rape of the violin".

The Danzi Woodwind Quintet

This Dutch group got its Queen's audience talking long after

the concert last Friday evening in Dunning Auditorium with a
programme that either excited or wrecked nerves. The Quintet,

made up of Frans Vester (flute), Koen van Slogteren (oboe*',
Adrian van Woudenberg (French horn), Piet Honingh (clarinet)]
and Brian Pollard (bassoon), began with what the programme
notes called "a symphony fcr woodwind quintet". They played
very much as a group, especially in the Finale Allegro, and
very crisply, at times even harshly.

Considering this, one should not be surprised that the Quin-
tet likes modern music. This is a correct inference. They end-
ed the first half of the programme with Gtmther Becker's "Ser-
pentina", whose world premiere was presented last year. This
piece forces upon one images of discord, and machines, rf ten-
sion, of conflict. The picture that jarred my brain was a New
York traffic jam in rush hour, with angry cabs (angry because
they're sitting on their horns), a passing Diesel train; a cop
blowing his whistle, but without effect, and scampering, flustered
pedestrians. A gripping walk, an analysis of modern life in sound
and m capsule form; a very real representation — too real, in fact.

As a breather, the Quintet played a light-hearted Quintet by
Franz Danzi, after whom this group is named. Danzi was the
first composer to introduce compositions for a weedwind quintet
The final two pieces were modern by degrees, Samuel Barber's
Summer music" (1956), a sort of tone poem, which was quite

refreshing after a traffic jam. and finally Riccardo MaJpiero's
Musica daCamera" (1959), which was a little closer to Becker's

message, and difficult for me to listen to without hearing the.
Becker.

What is a concert? an escape from our daily lives? Or a
reminder of it- What do people seek by going to a concert? De
pending on your answers to these questions, vou wculd h ue
either preferred the Danzi Quintet evening to the Vaghy and Kim
concerts, or vice versa. The Danzi's evening "told it' as it is"
Perhaps one could coin another cliche for the Vaghy and Kim
Concerts, "they told it as it must become".

A flourhh ofhuril Gitllir Jin

enliven* \tolterA "The Doct

HimnIf-

fy GRANT WEBB

Blood, Sweat and Tears: CoUumbia CS 9720

Rifts

This colleOUom at twelve tunes, which is the .group's debut
album, contains mot only the superb efforts of B. S k T eight
musicians, but none less than twelve strings thrown in for good
measure. It features Al Kooper ( now of Super Session fame) whopenned seven of the album's songs and, true to form, Kooper has
told down some pretty heady licks throughout the album. But
despite Al Kooper's excellence as a blues organist, he doesn'tmake big things happen as a vooalist. Nevertheless, while his
vocal efforts are never memorable, they are quite adequate
when combined with the out of sight horn esction which has
become the trademark of B. S. & T.

The^ album's best cut "I Love You More Than You'U EverKnow is a good example of the type of bines which Kooper,
Bloomfield, and friends are so fond of. The group has also put
.together an interesting arrangement of a NiEsonn tune "With
out Her", and in the last cut on the first side "Just One Smile"
the horn section comes on with a power and quality that iust
has to weave you impressed.

child is Father to the Man Columbia CS 9619

Despite the loss of Al Kooper as the group's organist and
vocalist, and minor oharges in 'the horn section. Blood, Sweat
and tears have found a maturity in their second album which
was 'totally a'bsent in their first. And what a collection this is.

Every cut comes off with tightness, neatness, and ticks that
you won't believe. David Clayton—Thomas (Toronto boy made
good) has the vocal talent which ten Al Koopens could never
give to this group, and somehow everything fits together to
give the album a completeness and union which greats like The
Cream and Hendrix have never been able to achieve. There's no
conflict, no confusion, just some of the most memorable rifts in
contemporary music. The Village Voice says of B. S. & T. "This
is undoubtedly the best band that has ever come out of New
York aty", and after listening to this album, you'll know why.

tJlS^m ^ UT Mles
'
"Robirth, regeneration, andtriumph Blood, Sweat and Tears, Nine musicians - vita and

diverse. Their rich mustoal tapestries will stun you. Brash and
exciting, their music is a wedding of jazz and rook "

&
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A Theatrical Entertainment
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The designer of A THEATRICAL is Les Lawrence who ds incharge of set design for C.B.C._ T.V. His concern in this prS

By DAVID BARLOW

duotion is with creating the stage of a provincial theatre with its
dilapidated facilities. The touring company is run down as well
The costumes are a motley of various periods, designed to sue
gest not only the character being portrayed but also the charac-
ter of the actor himself. The total impression given by the set
costumes and the penforjmances is .that of a dual personality. Sets'
and costumes, neglected and decaying, form a picture full of
incongruities yet fitting together as a diversified whole. Actors
and actresses play characters, yet show themselves, conflicting
contrasting yet melding together.
Sometimes sad, sometimes comic, always entertaining A

THEATRICAL opens Wednesday.
Moliere & Ohefcov: A Theatrical will run from March 12th

(Wed.) through to March lath (Sun) in Convocation Hat at
8:30 each night. Tickets S2.00 (S1.00 for students) and are
available Monday Through Friday, 9-5 in the Drama Department
office in the basement of the Old Arts Building.
The cast members of the three plays are:

Evils of Tobacco
Russ Waller lecturer

Svetlffvidw -

Nikita

Geronite —
Leanxire —
Sganareflile -

Valere
Lucas
Pen-in
Lucirade —
Marti tie —
Jacqueline -

Swansong
Ted Bairstow

— Tim Chapman
* * *

The Doctor in Spite of Himself— Ohris Miller— Rod Pash
Dan Buccos

— Lewis Evans
— Gord Crossfield
— Trnlie MacLeod
— Anne Broom
— Tmke MacLeod

Catherine Agar

Theatre '69
By MARTE HARDING

The Dominion Drama Festival is the indicator of the quality
of real theatre in Canada. And if the other regions in the DDF
are all as healthy as the Eastern Ontario Region then theatre
in Canada, and interest in it, can be said to be at a peak.

An Indication of this is the success of Theatre '69. the three-
act play festival of the Eastern Ontario Drama League. The
twenty-three little theatre groups that make up the E.O.D.L. co-
operate to produce many things which enrich the lives of their
patrons, play productions, seminars, workshops, and a one act
play festival, but the three-act festival is surelv their most im-
portant effort.

Theatre '69 was a success on all levels; there was a good,
if not great, house every evening; there was interest in a num-
ber of types of plays; ranging from classical tragedy (Antigone),
to the Theatre of the Absurd (Pinter's The Caretaker) and Broad-
way comedy (The Odd Couple), and including two Canadian plays.

There was also the very' real success of the plays. We in

the audience were thrilled by some excellent acting, amused by
some very funny lines and bits of success, and treated to some
great visual effects.

And last on my list of successes (far from the least, how-
ever; perhaps the most significant triumph) was the adjudicator,

Marigold Charlesworth. The adjudicator is the key to the suc-

cess of the goals of the festival and a poor one— whether he is

too critical or overly nice — destroys the m od. Miss Charles-

worth was neither. Indeed, she was the best adjudicator in re-

cent years. Always honest, she managed to be both critical

and encouraging and her criticisms and notes were of as much
benefit to the audience as they were to the people actually in-

volved.

This, then, was Theatre '69:

Tuesday: The festival began with the Domino Theatre's

production, The Hanging Rope, by Montreal author Robert Gurik.

An excellent production favoured by Miss Charlesworth for "the

honesty and consistent level of the characterisations; everyone

was involved in the whole. This is extremely admirable".

Her main criticism was that the play "should be more of

a comedy", and the characters more archetypal, bigger and bold-

er. She also felt that the tension did not build properly in the

first act and that the final scene was weak as a result, "... you

should be more shocked than I was".

Wednesday: The Ottawa Little Theatre and the best play

of the whole week. Harold Pinter's The Caretaker. An all-round

good production — sets marvellous, lighting good, pacing swift,

acting drilling.

One of the "great strengths" of the evening was actor John

Keyworth, who played the title role, taking it over just 10 days

before when someone else fell sick.

Thursday: A rather disastrous production cf "A Game of
Heads" which "failed resoundingly", according to Miss Charles-
worth.

"A Game of Heads" was written by Dale Lahey. a teacher
at Ernestown High School and Daniel Buccos. a student here at
Queen's.

Although "now they must learn to swim". The MiJlcreek
Players of Odessa presented a far more interesting play attempt
than other plays in the festival (i.e. Antigone) and were encour-
aged by Miss Charlesworth to go and produce other plays, "a
great step forward from what they have tried and failed at to-

night".

Friday: The audience loved the Cornwall Little Theatre's
entry. The Odd Couple.

In her remarks Miss Charlesworth pointed out that a good
comedian must achieve a delicate balance between getting laughs
for technical reasons and for his portrayal of a real human
being with funny characteristics.

Too much of the time the actors relied on the humour of

Neil Simon's lines and by the end the sense of 'This is a funny-

line, laugh at it* was wearying. The pace was good but the
actors had an unfortunate tendency to throw their lines away.

Saturday: The festival concluded with "Antigone".

The Peterborough Theatre Guild's production was marked
by its excellent visual effects and lacked only performances.
Not that this was that actors' fault — they did their best, but
were overshadowed by the opulence of the costumes, and the

spare, sophisticated set and overwhelmed by the presence of

some very tinny (recorded music and the necessity to wait for

musical cues.

Some very interesting concepts but an emphasis on tech-

nical production meant that few of the actors achieved humanity.

Not so good ,in many ways, as the Drama Dept.'s version.

Saturday was also the night that those precious things, the

awards, were handed out. And they went to:

Set Design—David Brown. The Hanging Rope—Domino, King

ston.

Costumes—Maralin Munro, Antigone—Peterborough Theatre

Guild.

Best Visual Presentation—Antigone.

Best Supporting Actress—Inez Platenius, The Hanging Rope
Best Supporting Actor—Alan Anderson, The Hanging Rope.

Best Actress—no award.

Best Actor—John Keyworth, The Caretaker—Ottawa Little

Theatre

Best Director—The Caretaker, Ottawa Little Theatre

Therese May Award, for distinguished contribution—-Mil Icreek

Players.

Romeo & Juliet By GEORGE BASZTA

Photos by Michalski

For many people. Shakespeare's dialogue is too much to stom-
ach, and rightly so. It was written for another era. Director Fran-

co ( Taming of 'the Shrew) Zefferelli has circumvented this pro-

blem by taking the poetry out of the lines, and making them
flow with the action of ilihe film. Many superfluous lines are

cut out and what remains is pertinent dialogue. The effect is a

masterpiece anyone can understand and appreciate.

Juliet ( Olivia Hussey, age 16) is superb ui ner part of a love-

,torn courageous young girl. Her resoilve to stay true to Romeo
and not marry Paris, despite her nurses' urging marks the high
point of this production before the final, tragic climax. Romeo
(played by 17 year oJJd Leonard Whiting is also excellent; his

scenes wibh the Friar are sensitive and moving, particularly the

scene after he is exiled. The tomb scene is poetic, tragic, cathar-

tic.

The supporting cast is headed by John McEnery, who played

the happy-og-lucky, unwary Mercutio. Pat Heyward, as the

ribald nurse. Milo O'Shea as itlhe understanding friar, and Mich-

eal York as the hot-headed Tybalt accent the strong supporting

•rpretation of director Zefferelli is interesting and diff-

quite logical. For example, the deaths of Mercutio and
xtent Romeo, are shown as partially accidental. Mer-

own as a neurotic troublemaker and loud-mouth.

at it, the piay is a work of art, combining
Uragic plot and ribald humour into a perceptive, aesthetic, touch-

ing drama no one in his right mind should miss.

cast.

cutio

However one looks
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LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS.

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE
ENDLESS.
We were feeling pretty low, so we decided to go outside and kick a dog.

Donald Bar theime

Sure we ail love dogs. And who can blame us
for loving dogs. Dogs are for the most part lovable.

And so we love them, each person loving each dog
in his or her own individual way.

Think of a big sloppy, furry, floppy-eared dumb
faithful old lovable dog. Who could resist loving such
an animal. He depends upon you, so you feed him.
He gets his big paws all muddy and then walks all

over your furniture. But how can you get mad at

such a lovable creature when he turns those big
brown sad eyes your way? You melt. With looks
like that you don't dare if he shits all over the rug.

He's just so lovable.

And he's got this big pink sloppy old dog ton-

gue and you take him for a walk and he pants and
you give him some water and he pants some more
and thanks you by leaping up and putting his big
floppy doggie paws on your shoulders and giving
you a blast of breath so you swear he's just eaten
a septic tank. But you love him just the same.

And he's just the furriest thing, you want to
brush him and pet him forever. And he really likes

that and he smiles at you with his big yellow doggie
teeth. He likes you too. He plays with you and fetches
sticks and balls and the postman and you have to
tell him that fetching the postman is a little no-no.
But he understands and takes your hand fondly in

his mouth and gently champs it and you gladly suffer
the eleven stitches.

And then at night he comes wagging up to you,
the big furry devil and jumps up and puts his floppy
big doggie paws on your chest and licks your face
with that file he keeps in his mouth. And you kiss
him back on his big black cold wet nose and you for-
give his clumsiness as he awkwardly begins to un-
button your shirt with his floppy big doggie paws.
And you hug him because he's such a bad bad dog
and you remove your trousers and romp on the floor
rubbing his big floppy ears and pushing him under
the bed and then you b*ng the living fur off him.
He's such a pal. And what a piece of *ss.

Sure we all love dogs. But let's face it. There
are limits.

M&M

Save The Doggie*. Donate tour Child To Science
- Michalski
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A PAT ON THE BACK

Dear Sir:

It was with great pride that

my husband, and I watched

"Under Attack" Sundaye March

2, 1969, with Queen's being the

University in question.

A SLAP IN THE FACE *^mm
Dear Sir:

While visiting your campus
last Saturday, we were given a

copy of your February 28th issue

of your paper.

With reference to the article on

page 5, entitled "Why", I would
like to inform Hayden Matthews
what 'North Kingston1

is all about.

1 might say I'm a proud re-

sident of this 'poverty stricken*

area? This area can boast of

Engineers, High School Tea-
chers, Queen's Staff and any

vocation you care to mention.
This is a whole new area In the
last few years and has as beauti-

ful and expensive homes found

anywhere. We have three
Churches and three lovely
schools.

hi the past we have watched were an example of students we
several Colleges and heard many do not always hear about
students participate. We are Keep up the good work for
pleased to say they could not yourselves and our City,
compare to Queen's students. In Good Luck,
attire and manner of speech you "Two Interested Kingstonlons"

There are about two large

blocks which have 'low rental'

homes, but to say they have no
recreational facilities, I wonder
if you have ever visited the area.
The city has built a lovely new
arena called 'The Wally Elmer
Arena' and this carries a wide
and varied program. The YMCA
and YWCA also have branchpro-
grams. The United Churchus-
ually provides entertainment
Friday nights.

Also where do you get your
statistics re 30% high on 'Q'

every Friday night. We have many
fine young people and you'd have
to prove this to me.
Granted there are some poor

and many problems among young
people particularly in this area

where the parents seem really
incapable of guiding their young
people, but if 'shameful poverty'
exists I'd like to see it. The
Welfare looks after everyone
pretty well these days although
there are some who choose to
drink it away.

So, Mr. Matthews, the North
end is a very respectable area
and I would like to suggest that
you hop In an Amey's cab and
come out and see for yourself.

However, we do have some
Queen's students out this way who
throw parties until 2.00 and 3.00
in the morning and disturb the

peace.

A Proud Northerner
D.M.S.

A HOLLYWOOD ENDING I

Dear Sir:

Last fall there was consider-

able excitement on campus as
Queen's Cine Guild started pro-
duction of a very ambitious fea-
ture film. A star-studded cast
of talented people was chosen,
Trulie MacLeod to play the lead
role, Morison Bock, Dan Buccos
and Rodney Pash in the male
parts. Cine expert Bill Bateson
under the direction of Peter Har-
court of the Film Department
started shooting.

Then we didn't hear anything
more about it, and some people
asked-what happened? One as-
swer was straightforward
enough-far more time and ef-
fort were required than had been

theme, 'just a lot ofpsychological
mlsh-mash', as someone put it
The men in the cast did not like
it and said so. No one else liked
it very much, or if they did, they
kept very quiet about it It didn't
seem to mean anything,
originally anticipated. The idea
was to be shelved indefinitely,

although there was a possibility
of revival at a later date.

But there were mutterings that
all was not well with the story.
Brain child of Mike Easton, who i

was co-directing with EUie Epp,
it was full of ambiguities and
confusion, admittedly unpolished.
There was no clear-cut central
Now Mike Easton has with-

drawn permanently from the pro-

ject by offering his solution to
the riddle. He finally decided to
marry the leading lady, in this
case, being the girl who'd in-
spired him to write the story in

the first place. And he now
sheepishly admits that he can't
think why it took him 'so pain-
fully longtoreach'suchanobvious
conclusion.

So we are very pleased to an-

nounce the engagement of Malize
Beid (who was for a time on the
library staff at Queen's)to Mich-

ael Easton. They will be married

in June. Trulie MacLeod is the

bridesmaid.

Mike Easton

GRANT'S TOMB I

Dear Sir:

I am inclined to agree with Mr.
Grant Webb, when he suggests, In

his article on the Poio Seco
concert, that he Is musically un-
aware or naive. He is both. He
as well as the guy beside him,'
must have been asleep. The ap-
plause, which obviously didn't
awaken him, speaks for itself.

I found the concert quite en-
joyable. The singing was good,
and the banter served to add to

MORE FLAR i

Sir:

Queen's Journal has done it
againl In rapid succession every

^performer or group of perform-
ers that has given a concert at
Queen's has been systematically
shot down by your intrepid re-
viewers. Congratulations! Grant

the show, not detract from it
The arrangements of some ofthe
older songs were original, and,
I thought, well done. The only
regrettable event was the break-
down of the amp.

We're glad you came. Gram,—
your three dollars has helped the
North Kingston project But your
piece of musical "criticism" in
the last Journal did nobody any
good.

If the folk movement thrives.

it sure as hell isn't because of
the Grant Webbs that are alive
and well on this campus. .

Cam McKechnie

P.S. Grant—it's not a good idea
to go to social functions such as
this when you're so tired. You
missed some good music. Any-
way, I doubt if it costs you three
dollars to sleep at home.

Webb's review of the Pozo-Seco the audience spoke for itself. We,
adds one more notch to your the sheep, liked the Poio-Seco-
rifle-butt It seems curious, in the hell with the shepherds!
light of the obvious enjoyment
shared bytherestofthe audience,
that Mr. Webb found the evening

Sincerely,

"was never very interesting."
J•M•

*"*"
In our opinion the response of

LX
-
Bowes

S.E, Stevenson



RESEARCHAMMALS^ACT
By OSKAR HOFMANN

Euthanasia and experimentation on animals is methical problem dating back to the very da™ 7tanimal domestication. We could «»»»,„ ,

mentation by humans begLThen T^V^L
the scene and could nrevont „- „ to

of animals. Select^ b

™

f^ZZtVT^became more and morei ^
healthier animals (and ptosf to prwlde us withthose products necessary for survival. Today,Znlprovide us with yet another product: Health! Man

* in .'he m t

UenCed
"atUre> " Adamhatl «Sagain the motive was human betterment. Is it un-natural to experiment? Did God not experiment wLAdam was made, does nature not ex^rimen withman's evolution? Have we not experimented in poiw alsconce as well as in economics? Man wouW stinbe on ail fours if some predecessor hadn't experi-

mented with walking on two feet. If experimentation
is unnatural" then thinking is "unnatural" andman s self-awareness vain.
Eut then the ethical problem: experimentation on

livmg matter. From birth to death man experiments-we are targets of ads, explore a new neSboXd
read, write converse, teach a pet some trick,
and even m sleep we experiment as evidenced by
dreams. But there's more: each day animals are
put to death in laboratories with anesthetics and
quite a respectable number are electrocuted or
gassed in pounds with permission of the Humane
Society. Appalling? Measure it against the world we

h
! Vi«c

?
nS. Vietnamese, and Americans dieeach day, Biafra (need I say more), starving India,

overcrowded South America. . .We are no longed
embroiled in a question of absolutes. We must make
a decision: are animals more important than human
life?

The dilemma is that all life is sacred: are there
degrees of sacredness? We must admit that human
life" is special: the Jews recognized this: all laws
are suspended if necessary to save a human life.
No animal should suffer undue pain, and certainly
not at the slaughter, otherwise the meat is unfit

to eat. Do animals have souls? No, says St. Thomas
Aquinas, who lived in an "ignorant" era (he died
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Spare The Dog And Despoil The Child

Special Credits

when Dante was 9 years old). The point is this-
we have a heritage due to religion. It was from
religion that science (natural philosophy) was born
and the two are inseparable in that both strive to
better man's world. The scientist is a priest in his
own right and Is as humane and ethical as the
minister: both heal the mind; the minister heals
the soul, the scientist heals the body.

Don't condemn me for bringing religion into the
arena: if we don't live by it in one way or another
it s of no use. What is life all about?

I give a damn about people living and dying.
Science is here to serve but it needs research to
be useful: can a minister conduct services without
a voice, or a scientist explore without research?
Science helps the expectant mother, the infant, the
adolescent, and it eases the old man's suffering.
None of this would be possible without animal re-
search. Researchers are now in a predicament: they
have questions, they have technique, they have money,
they have facilities, they have time, but they DON'T
have enough animals to supply the thousands of re-
searchers and their projects. Hesult? No answers,
no cures, no new techniques, no new questions:
NOTHING. Meanwhile, across town, animals are
being electrocuted. I submit that the Humane Society
perpetrates cruel and malicious pain on animals in
this form of euthanasia, that they indulge in inhumane
and barbaric 'experimentation' just as the Nazis
did ('research* in vain and to feed some twisted
mind). Research animals receive excellent care
from the professional researcher and death is in-
duced quietly and peacefully with anesthetics, not by
spasms, burnt flesh and pain which the Humane
Society deems humane. What has happenedto sanity?

It is sad how some people value a pet's life above a
human being's. Some people let their children run
about like animals but dress the pooch so it won't
catch cold. It is good to respect an animal as a
living being, but it isn't human. Do you read the
paper. . .40 VC killed in B-52 raid. . .civil rights
leader slain, riot feared. . .man kills wife, self. . .

explosion in Israel hurts 22. . .strafing of Biafran
village kills 5. . .yet, people get upset when it is

proposed that unwanted animals destined for de-
struction should be available for research. As Keelan
said: "I'll never understand man and all his frightful
clans and plans and animated lies." Animals are not
human.

The object of this article is not to goad you into
flooding Parliament with lettersthreateningtoexperi-
ment on Agriculture Minister Stewart if the re-
search bill doesn't pass. That would be unfair as the
Humane Society already has him scheduled for
electrocution (humanely of course). Think about your
welfare, public health, animal research: your life
may be at stake!

Reason works wonders with people who reason.

But there are some people less informed, less
open-minded than we. They know everything there is
to know already and God will provide the rest
(didn't someone once say that God helps those who
help themselves?) This minority wiles away its time
writing letters to Toronto protesting treatment of
animals in labs (which they have never seen), con-
demning researchers (to whom thev entrust them-
selves and their children, but not a stray and un-
wanted animal), and bewail the agonies and in-
dignities the animals suffer (in their imagination,
that is). So this minority wields its power over
the majority suggesting that science experiment on
anyone calling for sanity in animal management.
And the responsible part of the Humane Society
gets a big red face. And the vets sit on their hands
and hold their breaths lest someone ask them some-
thing. And medicine wrings its hands thinking of
next year's students and research. And as usual the
ignorant sacrificial lamb, the public, sits back
amused, unaware that they may have to stake their
life on research in the future (emphysema, heart
disease, vascular disease, transplants, . . .)

In Paradise Lost, Raphael said to Adam "To ask
or search I blame thee not, for Heav'n Is as the
Eook of God before thee set." 'Search' is science.
Research is the life of science. No research means
you can kiss that little girlon the Muscular Dystrophy
poster "good-bye."

This issue, the last produced by this year's
regular staff alone, presents an array of the
core people wtho assembled The Journal twice
each week.

,

CHARLIE "THUG" SCHWIER, whose story
ran 23" too long; who lost the news copy; who
stayed up all night a dozen times; who went to
sleep; who headed the eorcus; who swam in hot
lead and drank printers' ink; who went on
non-sabbaticals; who wrote the copy, laid out
the pages, coddled the printers, caught the girl

and put out The Queen's Journal.
WILF DAY, editor emeritus, who drove to

Gan a million times; who wore a tiger tail; who
slept in composing room and car; who brought
back Chicken Type; who ran two elections;

who put out the paper night after night for a
semester; who politicked, smoked and resigned;

who is engaged to Number One Hanger-On-
Wendy at Sir George.
M AND OTHER M, alias Prince of Darkness

and Prince of Light, who took over in Novem-
ber and spent the year rotting the minds of

the campus with sheep (sacred and otherwise),

gold stars, annas, trees and brocoli in the ontly

period of campus journalism ever to deserve

the name of a Golden Age.
CATHIE ACTON, weekly high point in pulch-

ritude, and eternally knowing about the enter-

tainment scene in the swinging Limestone

City. MURRAY ASPDEN, who was the Jock's

Padre until he selfishly got married.

HERMAN BAKVIS, who is Dutch, likes tulips

and wrote a great many news stories, includ-

ing the thankless AMS beat.

MARCIA BARBER, with the flying hands, al-

ways available and usually availed of. PAUL
BARRON, the Count or sometimes Miscount,

who laid out pages till he reeled; who inter-

viewed, commuted to Gan owned the Journal-

mobile, and ran for editor. ,

ALEX "HAMBURGER" BINKLEY, who did

football, jollied the news staff, answered the

telephone a 'thousand times, and ran for editor.

CHRIS BOON, photographer extraordinary,

sometime oopy-editor and bouncer beyond

belief, winner of the Golden Gloves Award.

LORRAINE BROWN, Supenhelper, typist end

husky-voiced wonder.
NANCY CAHR, naughty but faithful, incon-

spicuous but invaluable — she kept us from

suffocating in a sea of Globe and Mail. ANNfc

CARSWELL, Susie-Q and friend of all.

CAROL CHEPFINS, who is beautiful, types

well and attracts followers from high walks of

life. CHRIS CLARK, who took a great many

good .pictures and usuadfly got 'his name spelled

wrong. TOM GOOD, who associated until Nov-

ember and turned political thereafter.

MARIE HARDING, who worked late, captiv-

ated the Chevron, and others at Toronto, sat

on Chris's desk, flounced, poll-clerked, politick-
ed, telephoned, typed, enchanted, and main-
tained the oasis of the arts pages.
GEORGE HEALE, who has taken a radio-

alarm clock, a beach and several liberties; who
sold ads like they were going out of style and
then found they were; who is a narcissist; who
swore and kept us solvent.
CARYL LAMBERT, faithful telephonist and

pixie. ROSEMARY LEESE, who narrowly
escaped being a dea ex m'achina but was wel-
come anyway because she's nice and can type.
NEIL LONGHURST, Who did iratramurals

and did them well.

JOHN MABLE, who was sports ed at the
beginning and at the end, who does prize-

winning 'layout, and who ran for editor. The
difference is, he won.
JOHN MASKELL, who managed, led the re-

volution, and finally ran for editor. LIZ MAX-
WELL, who is pretty and did sports and types
almost as fast as I do. BRENDA MAYBEE, who
unzipped, wrote features, cleaned up the office

and blushed. BRUCE MCLEOD, faithful hockey
man. STEFAN MICHALSKI, bearded and
phenomenal for his fidelity in the darkroom
and behind the lens.

TERRY O'HARA, jolly Globemaster, weighty

in opinion and faithful in reportage. STUART
RYAN, reporter and aotivist. JOHN SOLMAN,
who was always around or in the darkroom.
BILL STILWELL, who added and subtracted

and balanced and billed in hopes of keeping us

solvent. What's this past tense?

CATHY "MOLL" STINSON, who looked after

the photographers and managed the managing
editor. ARLEIGH TIERS, who isnUa bitch, but

is a secretary (and a damned attractive one)

and the only person who can figure Happen-

ings out.

PATTIE WALKER, who posed as a doll and
who found us typists. DAVE WILSON, a photo-
grapher who always came back for more.
CHRIS REDMOND, who is a sensitive area

but only resigned once; who wrote features
and coped with post offices and telephones;
who started the revolution; who flirted and
brought the mistletoe; who copy-edited and
spelled; who wrote the Special Credits.

Special Credits to 'the 167 other students who
worked on the Journal during this year; the
dozen or so non-students who helped; the Alma
Mater Society, officers and staff; Bo-Flan; Can-

adian University Press and its members; CFRC;
Cunningham, Cunningham and Little; Domino
Theatre, Inc.; Hanson and Edgar; the Inter-

Library Loan Department; ithe Kingston Whig-
Standard; the Lakeview Manor; Public Rela-

tions; Tricolor '69; 1000 Islands Publishers

Ltd., Gananoque; our sources; our readers; and
Agnes.

five contemporary american photographers

TOWARDS A
SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

Exhibition until March 30

at the art centre

Social Conveners
If you are planning on a Campus Sceifl' fjnc-

tion next fall, you must obtain your eritertainmeriJ
through the Queen's Entertainment Agency in accord-
ance with By-law No. 44 of the R.M.S.

offi

The O.E.R. may be contacted through the A M.S.
:e.

GORD DEEKS,

Campus Activities Chairman

Made to Measure Pant Sale

Regular to $37.50

now $19.50

2 pairs $37.00

Choose your own style

93 Princess Street
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fr/KG WOWS
Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

1111 Princes St. r-j

No. 2 Hwy Wot IJJ

Dial 542-9333 fil

Hey-
Just a minute!
Stop and think. Millions

of women are using
Tampax tampons. There
must be a reason.

Maybe it's because

Tampax tampons are so

easy and convenient to

use.

Maybe it's because
they give truly hygienic

internal protection.

Maybe it's because
the satin-smooth con-
tainer-applicator pro-
tects the tampon prior to

use.

Maybe it's because
once the tampon is in

place you never know
it's there.

There are a lot of good
reasons for using
Tampax tampons. So
take that minute. Find
out for yourself.

A POKE IN THE EYE
We all remember the Fabulous Fifties. You remember them.

I remember them. Yes indeed, everyone remembers them. They

sure were fifties all right Every one of them. But were they

really all that fabulous?

I frankly don't think that they were all that fabulous. My eyes

may be jaded but I'm not so sure. I don't think my eyes are

jaded. I wear glasses but they're not rose tinted. So I don't

think the mote is in my eyes.

Face it, very little happened in the Fabulous Fifties. Well,

in all fairness, there was one significant event-an event your

parents remember even if you choose to forget it-an event

which prompted a major Canadian city to restructure its entire

waterfront re-development. I am of course referring to the

Fabulous Toronto Waterfront Cereals Uprising.

Everyone knows just how polluted Toronto harbour is. It's

really bad. The water has a slum mentality. This is where our

story begins.

One night a group of unicellular algae held a rally at a point

just west of where the mighty Don River flushes into Toronto,

Harbour. The gist of their grievance was the sordid condition

of the water.

I think their anxiety was justified. Toronto harbour is no place

to raise children. Put I cannot condone the violent means by

which the algae expressed their discontent.

Two nights later a watchman at the Maple Leaf Mills grain

elevator disappeared. Leaflets were found among the barleys,

oats, rices, wheats, and soya beans stored in the warehouse.

The next day the watchman was found. He was still alive but his

body was covered with tiny bruises. He claimed to have been

beaten by a militant algae formation.

Enraged by this act, a mob of longshoremen carrying torches

went down to the waterfront that night and mercilessly began to

beat up all the algae and crud they could find. The helpless algae

seemed doomed before this vicious retaliation.

Then from high atop the main elevator a blood curdling cry
shattered the stillness of the night. Suddenly the air was full of

Pari III - The Fabulous Fifties By BILL MARTIN

ABRAMSKY S
259 Princess Streel

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularlv $8.95, special S6.95.

Phone 546-5555

/ I \

"9 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

546-7676

Any questions about Photography?
Ask us, we are professionals.

UlLUUlS OF nOUCM

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY B
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD

BARRIE. ONTARIO

militant cereals, some leaping, somedescendingfromtheelevator

on ladders, some swinging from vines, all of them militant.

Imagine for a moment this chilling sight: a magnificently

proportioned barley, a knife between its barred teeth, the moon-

light gleaming off its rippling and well oiled cells, its chaff flowing

out behind it, swinging down from a rooftop on a long rope. What

a sight. Little wonder the longshoremen were so badly beaten.

They were just plain out-classed.

Let us pause here for a moment. Perhaps for some
people this motif is becoming, how shall I put it, a trifle

abstract. I will be the first to_ admit that the concept of

organized antisocial cereals is difficult to accept. But we
live in a fast changing world and everything is changing so

fast we must try to adjust our thinking to this fast changing

world. We are creatures of our environment, no more, no

less.

Twenty-three longshoremen perished that night. And it was
sometime before Torontonians could face breakfast without a

shudder of remorse.

City council soon became alert to the problem and invited the

leaders of the grains and the algae to discuss their problems in

friendly and productive dialogue.

The dialogue that resulted was both friendly and productive. The
waterfront dwellers agreed not to kill or rape or pillage the

citizenry. The city fathers in turn agreed to build recreational

facilities for the cereals and algae.

Today at the foot of Spadina road there is a tiny park--tiny

but well equipped. There are little swings and slides and teeter-

totters. And there is more. As a gesture of good will, city

council built what was then the first fully enclosed stadium in

the world. Nearly a yard long it can seat one hundred thousand

enthusiastic spectators. It is used for football, baseball, soccer;

the Beatles sang there. With such a sports facility, I can't

understand how Toronto lost in its bid for a major league baseball

franchise.

Of course the neighbourhood has deteriorated somewhat re-

cently. The peace is occasionally broken by occasional and often

sordid acts of violence. Just a few days ago a cheese was stabbed,

while it was walking its dog. When it regained consciousness the

assailant was gone. The bloated and belching dog led its wounded
master to a doctor. In fact nothing has gone right since City Hall

voted to rezone a section of the waterfront a year ago to allow

the construction of the new Doggy-Chow and Kitty-Litter factory.

ARTS '72

CELEBRATE ST. PATRICK'S DAY AT A

HORNY BULL SESSION 7:00-9:00 P.M.

MONDAY MARCH 17, 1969

( ttnwinn Itiwm ill Ihnaltl Cartltm Unit

I rhiiniv lo mvft thr \i<ir KriW/irc

f in./ «ii Urir Mum for am year li/ii , „„„.•

In./ ,ien upfar rommUtre, and nmmiller rhmrmra
lad tre're trariau...

FREE COFFEE AND DONUTS!

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
The PUBLICATION COMMITTEE requires two
representatives from the campus at large.

Applications will be accepted in the A.M.S. office

until Friday, March 14.

10% - DISCOUNT - 15f.

University Texts

Paper Rack* _ Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS
iltirrie near I'Thwess 546 2746

FALL SOCIAL EVENTS
All campus groups wishing to sponsor a social function next fall must

fill out an application form in the A.M.S. office by March 20. Applica-

tions received after this date will be considered on a first come first

served basis for any remaining dates. These applications are for: For-

mats, Concerts, Dunning Hall Movies, Grant Hall Dances, etc.

Approved applications may be picked up in the A.M.S. office on March
25.

Gofd Deeki' Campos Activities Chairman

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT. RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP
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Queen's wins
five gold medals
i n Ho 1 1 fox By *ob ungwood

(jueen's was reprcsouM by a five man team at the Halifax Inwtalional meet in .Nova Sec-tia on Saturday.

The athletes walked off with fiv
two of six special a 1

:old medals, two silver, and
(donated by local Breweries ')

Bri

ing th

Open

cll> o...s(ered the first Queen's win of the mea tak-
l"'""' i m a time of 6.4 see. (3/10 see. off bis Canadian
>*»>«»* blnslert mil of fhe Mock and looked like henu^hl approach his record hut hit the ]

hopes for a record time.

Commission wants informati

two hurdles killins: any

W.thtn twenty minutes of Donnelly's victory Dave Bills andTun Baker were do™* ha«le in the tint) yd. event. Ellis embbed
the gold in a time of 1.18.0. Baker was a close second in 1 18 6 ft
was Ellis' first 600 and he had difficulty ropins with Baker's ex-
perience. The performance of these two runners made the race mx>
of the meet's highlights.

After a short res! Ellis returned to win the mile. Dave said he
hoped to run a tactical race however he so completely outclassed
the field he led the pack for all but two of the 11 laps.

Tim Baker made a valiant stab at a sold medal in the 300 metre.
He was matched against one of Canada's best sprinters ( a 9.3 100
yd. man from P.E.I. 1 The Prince Edward Islander runner took the
lead from Baker early in the race. Tim liun" within a few yards of
him for the greater pari of the race and in the last straight made
his move, it was not enough as Baker lost and lost by inohes in the
drive for the tape. Both men had times of 40.0 sec.

Sprinter .lay Hansen registered personal best time of 5.6 in the
SO yd. sprint. Hansen placed fourth in the event with Olympic team
member Mieheal Charland of Montreal winning in 5.5 seconds.

Shot putter Bob Lingewood was moderately disturbed when he
discovered that the meet hadn't supplied proper facilities for his

event. However he look advice of team captain Brian Donnelly and
won the event anyway. Lingewood fouled on all but one throw, but

it was a winner at 45'6".

The last event of the meet saw Queen's mile relay team washed
the track with the Maritime teams. The victory was a tribute to

three of Queen's track greats. Brian Donnelly. Dave Ellis, and Tim
Baker. The meet was the last that uhese athletes will run in Queers
colours a,n unfortunate event as they have amassed 53 gold med-

als for Queen's over the last four years in showing the bright cold

in meets from Edmonton to Halifax! Baker, Hansen, Ellis and Don-

nelly were awarded the Olson trophy for their winnine effort

By JOHN MABLE
The Commission on Secondary

Sports at Queen's moves into
its second week of open hear-
ings as 'they will meet for the
third time tonight in Committee
room owe in tine Student's
Union.

The committee, headed by
Jon Tondeaur, has already ten-
dered briefs from many repre-
sentatives of sports programs at
the men's intercollegiate level.
This week, the scope is expected
to broaden as briefs are expect-
ed from representatives of the
Women's sports programs.

Generally, it has become ap-
parent during the hearings ibhat

a major problem in the sports
program has been a lack of
effective communication from
administration down. Particip-
ants in many programs have
consistently expressed an un-
awareness of resources available
and / or appropiate lines of com-
munication available for airing
problems.

Complaints have ranged from
lack of facilities and equipment
lack of tournaments available
and financing to coaching, the
lack of it or its questionable
quality.

,

An impression gathered from
hearing the many submissions
is that a great percentage of the

problems concern staff mainly cal and Health Education is ing, and coaching -
the lack of it. the body burdened with a great mural and intercolleg

Queen's small School of Physi deal of the work of administrat- programs on campus.

ion

the intra

iate sports

Golden Gals disappointed atUof T
By ANNE CARSWEU

The -bronze Baby" has passed the Golden Gals'
baskatbail loam by for another year. In the second
half ol the WiAU tournament al the University
of Toronto. Queen's senior team lost to Western
and Toronto and defeated Guelph to end the two-
part tournament with a 2-3 record. They placed
.second behind the 3-way tie of Tomnto, Western
find Mc.Masler who had 4-1 records.

In the Queen s-Western ^anie, the score was
io-zi for flu- Western team. Highseorers for
Queen's were Mo Bourn with (i points and Cindy
Kiach with 4.

Queen's soundly defeated Guelph 49-20, led by
tin- 13 points of Mo Bouris and 10 points by

Bren
lo Ti

Mi In Ilk' third Queen's lost

iiLs game. Cindy Riach
'er with 7 points and Ann Richard-
d Willi 5.

:' awards banquet held last Sundav
d the first two levels'

rest and pin. Special
note must be gj\en to throe winners of the highest
award presented by the WAC, the stiver tray. This
is awarded for participation in 10 intra murals, a

member of 3 intercollegiate teams, a C.O.R.-B. of-

ficials' rating, and one year's service on the
WAC. The recipients were Connie Bnthwcll,
Lynne Neill. and Nancy Wilson.

of awards. I he intr,

Bews trophyfor 1969 goes to Science 70
By NEIL LONGHURST are now only 1600 points out of

second place.

In hockey, Arts '71 pulled

Science '70 has virtually wrap what has to be the Cinderella

pod up the Bews trophy. They Act of the season. Not only did

now have a full 6000 point lead they walk all over Meds in the

over Phys. Ed. Science '71 is second half of the semi final,

closing, in on Phys. Ed. they winnine 4-1 but they ran Science

Attention- Politics Oil Students
Prafmmr Huharil I nn l.aan

i, pltnunnl l„ tutnunner llir pilMmitioii tifhit "<'»' nnnk

The Eddie Goodman Story;

A Statistical Analysis of the 1968 ElectionflSJ

,- I'rujwor I (oi l.nnn iriil In- in hb affier. Hnnm 20.1. Interim

nliim Ihihliiig. In pmnnully toMgnpk ,w»r «'/'"'" •/!*» flru t»»
trUtn Van* I llh. 9:30-1 him a m.

K uJJrr nn,l ilnnnl, trill hr »m*l

GALA NIGHT
COLOUR NIGHT

Thursday, March 13th

7:30 P.M. Leonard Hall

There are a limited number of guest tickets available in the A. M.S.

office at $3,15 each.

2. Would all the invited guests please have their replies into the

A.M.S. office by Wednesday.

3. Apologies ares are extended to the Women Athletes for their late

invitations. Without them It would be a drab Colour Night.

'70, who had defeated them dur-

ing the season, right out of the

rink in the final series. The
scores were 4-1 and 3-1. The
Arts '71 team was considered
lucky to make the playoffs,

needing an extra game to de-

feat Science '69. Barely manag-
ing a tie with Meds, they are

now the intramural hockey
cha mpions.

In basketball Law 2 and 3

came from a ten point deficit in

the first half to win going away
against MacArthur.

Science '69, however, proved
far too strong for the Law team,

winning by 22 points in the first

game and slacking the pace

somewhat in the second. In the

semi - finals, Science '69's vic-

tory over Phys, Ed. was surpris-

ingly easy. The margins were 10

points and 8 points. In the sec-

ond game Science '69 had a lead

of up to eighteen points in

the second half.

Skiing has accounted for

much of Science '70 gains in the

last week. The Science '70 team
walked away with the meet. Skip
Eaman demonstrated his speed

off the football field, as he
won the Alpine combined cham-
pionship (Rumor has it that he's

pretty fast elsewhere too). Don
Robtin of Commerce had some
rough luck in this meet. After

winning the slalom event, he

was disqualified in the giant

steTom. Commerce was the meet
runnerup.

In handball, Jim Smyth and
Bill Reith of Arts '69 pulled out
a title in their second attempt
of the year. They defeated Daryl
Browne and Joe Janota by

scores of 21 - 15, 21 - 23,

21 - 12. It is a tribute to the
closeness of competition that
the last six matches of the tour-

nament all went to a third
game. Reith and Smyth broke
through in the third game a-

gainst Bill HowleLt and Al Mc-
Lean of Arts '69. Browne and
Janota wore down Doug Lamb
and Tom Wright of Arts '70 in

a quarter final match. 21 - 12,

21 - 23. 21 - 12. They had five

chances to wrap it up in the
second game, leading 20 - 12, but
a great comeback by the Arts
'70 team forced fche deciding
game.

Next victims were Gary
Stevenson and Neil Longhurst,
also of Arts '70. Here Browne
and Janota had to make the
comeback, after they were down
5-13 in the final game.

A fourteen point run put
tha t game on ice after Longhurst
and Stevenson thought they had
it wrapped up, and panicked
when the game was suddenly
dose again.

Badminton semi - finaJisltis are
Brian Wilson of Phys. Ed., who
mil ptlay Darly Browne. Ian
Kales of Science '70 goes up

against Murray Knowlt's, the

Science '71 athletic stick in the
opposite half.

The free throw finals put

Jim Bradly of Science '69, other-

wise known as 'the machine',

against Ron Munkley of Science

70.

In water polo, Meds coasted to

a 5-4 victory over Arts '70 in

the second 'half of the final.

They had an 81 lead from the

first game. Meds undefeated sea-

son was spoiled only by a 3-2

loss to Commerce in their first

eame of tihp sp.-^nn

The Intramural Athletic Coun-
cil Banquet will be held March
23rd at the LaSalle Hotel.
Tickets are S2.00 / person.

Bews Standings:

Science 70 43608

Phys. Ed. 37689

Science 71 36080

Arts 70 30286

Science 72 26998

Commerce 25063

Arts 71 23031

MacArfihur 22651

Arts 69 19633

Post Grads 18274

Science 69 16475

Arts 72 13466

Law 1 12554

Law 2 & 3 10214

Medicine 9747

Pre - Meds 8605

Theology 8204
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VAN'S
Gift and Smoke /Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes
Open 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SERVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHQtEN

& TAVERN
WE CAN ScB^ ROM 20 bOO PEOPLE

Visit Our Venetian 'Room

0INWG LOUNGE

LICENSED UNDEfi LOO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987

s/
St»ne t6ong£H just

h**ettt demonslmtes
fce cape stie proposes
for Mpenmn<yers.

lapijvette was happily
helping windward
the other day when a
Shocking happening
happened,

she thought about the
impending final exams,

now, there are^
thoughts, and ihere are
«9<W thoughts , iut He
thought of final exams
is in a class by itself.

Iut, just as lapinette
was about to fling
herself off the campus
waterkwer, who should
appeal- beside her but-
her dmpus6m,£i*antijer:

""bad day £jryou , tco

,

eh?"eiunured lappy,

"heavens, no! "he
replied. "I have come
to restrain you from,
this, deed."

which is darned good
proof that our super
managers really care.

but I did not see you
climbing the ladder"
she protested, "you.
truly are super*mager?
you see, any old bank
can nave a aanac&r,
but only a bank of
ftiontreal campusbank
rates a supermanagep.

can
really . .

well, nobody knows
for sure.

tut it's funny that
there is always a
phone booth, somewhere
»ear a canvpusbank.

i our supermanatfers
my/'V? B

&»t£ qfnoxtreaZ

campwsbank
, mmeysiWitg seruice in 1owh

*

princea^andbarrie streets

gao.-^Monday to 'tbSs^, 9-30-6fe,jy,

SNOWBALL APPOINTMENTS

Applications for Snowball

Chairman will be received

in the A.M.S. office until

March 25.

Campus Activities Chairman

rvv
i

546-nil AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE



UBC out of CUS
the national union when the University of British CoTmtovotedWednesday 2946 to 1701 to leave CUS.

Columbia voted

The withdrawal leaves CUS with 21 members, 19 less than it-tad before it. annual congress last summer. There are atout
70 000 students In the 21 universities which are stUll£
Fraser Hodge, Incoming UBC student president, believes the

withdrawal of UBC's 21,000 students means the death of CUSHe said UBC would take the Initiative to form a . of the dls
sident schools which have left CUS and formulate "policy" that is
acceptable to at least the majority of Canadian students

Peter Warrian, CUS president, declined Hodge's obituary "1
don't think the UBC withdrawal spells the end of CUS, it brines
things to a head.

*

"A clear choice is In front of people now if there is to be a
national student union with its organizational base as student unions
with mandatory membership. I think that union will be very much
what CUS in policy and structure has been-possibly somewhat
reformed, but not that dramatically."

"The alternative to that is a voluntary union with individual
membership which would be smaller but with a harder political
line," Warrian said.

Hodge had opposed continuing membership in CUS to work for
change in the national union because "the idea of working for change
from within just doesn't work."
The future of CUS will be decided at a meeting of the union's

National Council in Toronto, March 21-23. A working paper from
the national secretariat has suggested there are three possible
courses for the union: a social democratic union, which is es-
sentially reforming what the union is now; a voluntary union of
radical students; or a service union similar to what CUS was ten
years ago.

Warrian feels "the option of a social democratic union is both
possible and politically appropriate at this time."
He emphasized the point that people overrated CUS's effect on

the student movement: "A lot of people have felt that through
smashing or 'moderating' CUS it is possible to stop or redirect
the radical student movement in Canada. I think that is mistaken.
"There will continue to be disruptions in universities, alienation

of sections of the business community regardless of what CUS
does or does not do because so much of that is not within CUS's
control. In fact, that control does not lie with any one group of

people."

Co-op Meeting
David Peters and Michael Vaughan, the students

involved in the Princess St. high rise co-op, have scheduled
a meeting Wednesday nighf at 7.30 in the Upper Common
Room of the Student's Union to discuss plans for the
building.

Peters and Vaughan worked on the plan along with
Architect Irving Grossman and executive director John
Jordon. They hope that interested students will sit on the
committee which discuss the architect's first draft.

The plan calls for living quarters for some 400 people.
There will be fifty apartments (both single and doub-

le bedroom) which will house about 113. There will also
be residence type accommodation which will house the
rest. This area calls for common rooms and kitchenettes.
This area will be divided in several ways and will house
288 students.

There will also be a cafeteria, a lobby, an office, gen-
eral use rooms, laundry facilities, and parking space.

There are other issues to be discussed at the meeting.
The big problem is trying to determine the suitable mix
of married students, single students and young faculty if

there are desirable. There is also a question of whether
Kingston people should be allowed in or not. Also there

is some interest in operating special groups (like drama
groups) out of the building.
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Summer Jobs

TORONTO (CUP) - Ontario
premier John Robarts, disturbed
by the bleak outlook for students

seeking summer employment,
has said he will send a per-
sonal appeal to 30,000 provincial
employers to "hire a student."

Over 375,000 Ontario students

are expected to be turned loose

on the summer labor market,
compared to 325,000 last year.

Over 50,000 of those seeking jobs
last year were disappointed.

"It is clear that unless sub-
stantially more is donethis sum-
mer to expand employment op-

portunities, at least 60,000 of

our young people could exper-
ience the frustration of a jobless

summer," Robarts said.

He pointed out that if students

are expected to pay part of the

cost of their education, they must
have the opportunity to work.

Officials from the federal de-
partment of manpower and the
Canadian Union of Students have
indicated they expect the student
employment situation to be as
barren in other provinces as it

is in Ontario this summer.

Waterloo

WATERLOO (CUP) -The
library study-in at the University

of Waterloo ended quietly ktte

Wednesday night after Radical

Student Movement leaders de-

cided their point had been made.

The protest, which began noon

Wednesday, was called to dra-

matically point out the lack of

study space and books in the

library.

"We made the point we went

in there to make, now we'll

wait a few days for some action",

said Cyril Levitt, one of the

leaders of the protest.

The student council supported

the sit-in at its meeting Wed-
nesday night despite objections

from student president John
Bergsma who had earlier con-

demned the action. He later re-

fused to sit on a student council-

RSM joint negotiating committee
that will approach the ad-

ministration In an effort to iron

out the dispute. Bergsma said

his conscience prohibited his ap-

proval of confrontation tactics.

The joint committee met fruit-

lessly with administration pre-

sident Howard Petch Thursday

night and another meeting Is

planned for Monday.

Petch has said the problem
has been studied and little further

can be done until the university

is able to find more money.

NOTICE
This is the last reguSar issue

rf the Queen's Journal toils

year. Savour it.

And now a word from the Senate
By JOHN BUTTARS

Student Senator

At the last meeting of Senlate, Pmlnoipal Deutsch,

as Chaikiman of ,tlhe Committee on Academic Devedop-

ment, presented a 'Trelimdiniary Report to Seriate on

Enrolments to 1975/6." Alt that time he said he hoped

that -there woutlti be university-wide discussdion of tine

report. Up ito now, debate in the student sector has

been almost non-existent and the following is design-

ed to indicate some of the data in the report and

some of the areas we ought to be eonieerined with-

in 1962, Queen's together with other Oaiitario Uina-

varsiities and the Provincial Government's Advisory

Committee on University Affairs, undertook to pro-

vide for an expansion of places from 30,000 students

in 1961/2 to approximately 100,000 by 1970/71—<a

threefold expansion. It was projected that Queen's

wouHd expand from 3,280 in 1961/2 to 5,600 in 1070/1.

That target date is 18 months away, yet we have over-

shot it now by more than 1,000.

During the 1960's, the undergraduate

has grown 9.6% each .year. It is suggested in this new
projection that up to 1975/6. undergraduate enrol-

ment will 1 expand at 3.8% per year; thus, Queen's by

1975/6 will have 7,400 undergraduates. Graduate en-

rolment wfl continue to grow at the rapid rate of

about 16% per year, reaching a minimum of 1,800

by 1975/6. With McArthur Coflflege possibly reaching

its projected capacity of 900 by 1975/6, total fuM-

time enro&ment will be about 1,100 students. This

represents an average increase of 5.8% in the next

seven years, whereas the average rate since 1961 has

been 11%.

The report stressed two problem areas—Student

housing and provision of capital funds for required

space and equipment. Attached' to the Committee's

.report was a report on student housing needs to 1975,

written by the Universally Campus POBmmer, Mr. Gra-

imn Andrews. In his repent, Mr. Andrews has at-

<jempted to calculate student housing needs to 1975,

estimating that an additional development will be re-

quired for about 1700 single students and 600 mar-

ried students.

Both these reports are extremely impressive, im-

pressive because their figures are so large that it is

difficult to visualize in any tangible way what

Queen's will be like in 1975. 1 am not even sure what

the correct questions shoufld be when one is faced

with such a report. One thing is certain; we are going

to grow and any moaning about the good old days of

a small university are anachronistic. The following

are a few of the many issues to be dealt worth in the

future.

We as students are going to have to become in-

creasingly sensitive in our relations with Kingston.

We are growing rapidly; Kingston is not. Tensions

have arisen and vM continue to do so. We must do

our pant of minimize these tensions.

Continued on Page 3
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TUESDAY, MARCH 18

"Planet of the Apes", Dunning Hell

Auditorium cancelled: damaged film.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19

7:00 M.R. Goraky, Faculty of Lit, will

be speaking on leases. Stirling Hall

7:30 Meeting ol the Board of the Queen's

University Staff and Employees'

Credit Union. Rm. 210, Kingston

Hall.

Y Knot Chalnge Yore Thlngklng

Y - you, youth, yesman
Chains - usually self - Imposed

- sometines caused by the tyranny

of public opinion

Knot - "ALL OP TIGHT" about your

chains - Why? They're all you've

got to lose

Yore - yesteryear, old-fashioned, author

Harlan, elitist-like Thlngklng -

make your own "thing" king from

now on How? Ask Roy Llnnlg,

C.S., at his Lecture;

Grand Theatre

Thursday, March 20

8:15 p-m.

CAMERA CLUB MEMBERS
Please return darkroom keys by March

26th for $2.00 refund. To: Dave Noltlng

87 Clergy St. W. 6;00-7.30 p.m. Bill

Boyke 343 Morris HalL

80cc Yamaha trail blka, excellent

condition call Mac 544-2020.

Where la It at tbia Thursday? Man or?

No: Its Cal'i stag—Movlaa: 542-1382 for

Hrkata.

Jamaica '69 - Go to sunny Jamaica

for 8 wonderful days after your Last

exam. This trip Is organized exclusively

for the college crowd. Inquire about our

"Go now - pay later plan. Call 544-

4340 anytime. A Isoask about our European
trips.

Maybe, In view of the meeting Thurs-
day March 6th, the new name of the Arts

Vigs should bo "sheep" Instead of "gsels"
Interested rebels should meet at the

computer centre.

An Observer

LOST

At the Health Science Library on Sun-

day March 9 - one beige cost with brown
fur collar - If found please return to

Barb CarveII 544-8451.

One gold fountain pen, Schaeffer's.

Sentimental Value. Phone Shirley 542-

0996.

One pair of brown gloves In or around

210 Colbonw St Family heirloom. No

explanations necessary. Material reward.

Phone Betty 542-0996.

Psychology textbook Introduction to

Psychology HUgard and Atkinson In Ellis

Hall at Mid-term exam. If found please

contact Kevin Nolan 542-6754. Reward-

Queen's Newman Association Election

Results (1969-1970)

President-Paula Bernard (546-7182)

Vice- President-Nancy Mcfcay

Secretary-Mary Ann Griffiths

Treasurer-Ton Gleewon
Social Committee Chairman-Mary Lou
McLean

Intellectual Committee Chat r man-
Marianne McPhall

Publicity Committee Chairman-Anna Dun-
can, Peter Flori.

Winner of the T.V. draw sponsored
by the Commerce Society was ticket no.

1144 Mrs. Ida Haxolton.

8:00 Kingston Film Society -

Game". Ellis Hall.

9:00 Blood Money and P.S.P. FLIC.

Theology Building, Rm. 102. 50*.

THURSDAY, MARCH 20

2:30-4:30 and 7:00-9:00 Art Rental and

Exchange Day. Agnes Etherlng-

ton Art Centre.

7:00 "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?"

with Sidney Poltler, Katharine Hep-

bum, Spencer Tracy. Dunning Hall

Auditorium. 75(.

6:00 Film - "Galapagos". Grant Hall.

$1.00 (students). 32.00 (non-

studen ta)„

8:15 Christian Science Lecture. Grand
Theatre.

9:00 Blood Money and P.S.P. FLIC.
Theology Building, Rm, 102. 50c.

10:00 "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?"

with Sidney Poltler, Katharine

Hepburn, Spencer Tracy. Dunning

Hall Auditorium. 7SC.

FRIDAY, MARCH 21

9:00 Blood Money and P.S.P. FUC.
Theology Building, Rm. 102. 50c.

LOST
One pair black- rimmed prescription

The War sunglasses, somewhere on campus. Des-

perately needed for travelling Incognito

and hiding blood-shot eyes. Worth many
ales. If found, call Allen at 542-3470.

KATHY and ROB MAY
Announce the arrival of Robert Edward;

Honorary Aunts and Uncles Members of

Fourth Year French.

FOR SALE
Suxukl 1966 150cc only 9000 miles, new

tires and brakes $200 or best offer. Call

Rick at 544-4103.

66 Yamaha Big Bear Scrambler 250cc.

Must sell to pay rent $250 or best offer.

Phone 542-8232.

Suzuki 80 Excellent Running condition -

Top speed 60m.p,h. $125. Phone 544-

1661 after 6.00 p.m.

Get high this summer? Join Air Canada
Swing Air Club for half fare anywhere

In North America. Put that in your pipe

and smoke It For full travel information-

Peter Grsham-414 Leonard Hall 544-

7396.

1960 Jaguar Mk-238 Mint Condition

Phone 544-4912.

1926 Model A Tudor for sale. Best

offer 542-6694.

APARTMEWS FOR BEW

Apartment for two ($95 per month)

Sublet May 1 to Aug. 31, 295 William

SL 544-4834.

Furnished Apartment to sublet, May 1-

August 31, 4 bedrooms, 4 piece bathroom,

modem kitchen, garage, 5 mln. from
campus. Kent negotiable. Phone John 548-

Furnlshed Apartment to sublet, May-
Sept On comer of Division and Princess,

excellent condition for 2 people at $80
per month. Phone Peter at 546-3306.

Apartment to Sublet May 1 - Sept 1

181 University 1/2 block from Union
4 beds, fully furnished, fully equipped,
many extras. For more details phone
Peter at 546-2917 or Bruce at 548-

To Sublet: 5 bedroom, furnished, apart-
ment central location. From June 1 to
August 31. Would prefer to rent as a

unit, but combinations considered. Con-
tact 548-3361, Ext 418, 407, 413.

Apartment for rent May to Sept 1 bed-
room downtown call 544-2719 after 6.

Two bedroom apartment across from
MacDonald park furnished $100 May to

Sept call Mac 544-2020.

Beaver Foods is offering cash prizes

$75.00

$50.00

$25.00 each

1st prize

2nd
3rd

5A Pri™
6th
7th

for the best Seven submissions to decorate the new divider in the
Coffee Shop in the Union.

Entries must be done on large size poster paper and handed in
to the Main Office of the Student's Union.

All materials for the final products will be supplied.

BRUNO
Formerly of MarreHoi Beauty

Salon Opens His Own Shop

COIFFURE

FIGARO
BEAUTY SALON

423 Princess St. and Division

Suite 2

PHONE 544-2555

Specializes

in Haircuts

Natta
Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore van supply you

with all your requirements in Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loose leaf supplies, pens, and

Queen's pennants.

OPEN MEETING

to discuss the programme
of the Princess Street Co-op

Wednesday, /March 19th

7:30 P.M.

3rd floor common room
STUDENT UNION

What do Queen's Students want

in their building?

THINK OF A NAME !

!

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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A.M.S. ATHLETIC STICK

APPOINTMENTS

Application for Senior Male Athletie Stick and Junior

Male Athletic Stick will be accepted in the A.M.S.

office until 5 p.m. Thursday March 20.

Campus Activities Commission

SENATE

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Air Conditioned

542-2632

542-2676

TAKE
Pizza Spriuhcil

OUT
Chicken

Free

Delivery

Galapagos
The world famous movie

"Galapagos" will be shown in

Grant Hall Thursday night at
8:00 p.m.

Student admission prices are

$1.00 and adults $2.00.

1
0

0

0

o

Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

1181 Princes St. r-.

No. 2 Hwy West jJJ

Dial 542-9333 (n

ST. ANDREW'S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Princess & Clergy Sts.

Reverend Max V. Putnam,
B.A., Minister

Director of Praise,

Glenn George, ARCT. RMT

SERVICES OF WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—"Radio Ministry"
CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study in the Chapel

THURSDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Choir Rehearsal

COME AND WORSHIP

Continued from Poge I

Housing wifll conitiniue to be
a critical problem. Et mil be
necessary, even m*pera*ive, that
student housing be based on
small living units. Projects like
Victoria Hada and Leonard
field may be acceptable on a
small campus; they are not ac-
ceptable on a large campus.
Thi's is one of the reasons why
the development in the Co-op
has been so important to the
life of Queen's.
The Union wild have to ex-

pand. Students will have to
give serious canisdderation to
a new university center (al-
ready being done by a few),
and we might be advised to
look at such structures as the
new university center (for stu-
dents, faculty and adnuinDBtra-
tion), which has been buiBit alt

the University of Calgary.
The sheer physical problems

inherent Ln two campuses will

have to be met. Not only is this

going to be a problem for the
university- admintijstraltuoni, for
student transportation and so
on, but how are the A.M.S. and
The Journal going to adapt?

JnteLldgenit student analysis

of the fuiture of Queen's is now
required. It is Me in Irjhais

academic year to begin serious

campus-wide dliscussioni but
these projected figures will be
restudied each year and it is

imperative students taike part
in this restudy.

STUDY IN

CUERNAVACA
Learn to speak SPANISH
• Intensive courses, with drills,

supervised labs, and theory
taught by experienced Mexican
teachers.

• $135 per month.

Study in the INSTITUTE FOR
CONTEMPORARY LATIN

AMERICAN STUDIES.
• Examine themes such as "Protest
and its Creative Expression in

Latin America" and "The Role
of Education in Social Change"
in 10 to 30 new courses each
month.

•Access to excellent library.

• $30 per credit.

Live in CUERNAVACA
• Near Mexico City, at 4,500 feet
elevation, with Mexican families

or in dorms or bungalows.
• Approx. $80 per month.

Request catalog from
Registrar — Cidoc W.
Godot, Apdo. 479,
Cuernavaca, Mexico

Ifamttnat

Hotel

Made to Measure Pant Sale

Regular to $37.50

now $19.50

2 pairs $37.00

Choose your own style

Prop. R. Alder

50 Rooms Daily & Weekly
Rates Licensed Under LCBO

Dining Room

Colour T.V. in Beverage

Room Hockey on T.V.

Chan. 13

ENTERTAINMENT JN

BEVERAGE ROOMS

^T/\l| pyn - MICHALSKI

1 wILC I from ,he | ens of Michalski
CAMERA; MAMITA SEKOR DTL, EXPOSURE: 1/1000 f 1.4, FILM. TRI-X PAN

Leases

Are you living in an apart-
ment next year? Are you con-
cerned with leases? Professor
M.R. Gorsky of the Law Faculty
will give a talk on leases and
the legal implications of them
Wednesday night in Stirling B„

Professor Gorsky has done a
lot of research in this field and
recently participated in a study
commission for the Ontario
Government, The commission
prosed some radical changes for
the government in the field of
tenant-landlord relations.

Health

RSsiing medical expenses are
going to cost Queen's students
more money next year.

The health service Charge for

the Queen's infirmary will rise

from $1-2.00 to S18.00.

The_AjM.S. is going to advise

-alH eligible Queen's students to
apply for OMSIP because it

will be cheaper than the Zurich
Plan.

The A.M.S. will also ask the
Zurfch Company to lower its

matnnied rates (which may be
over $100.00) and raise the sing-
le rates.

Also the AM.S will request
itihat the costs for the phiysxxjiogiv

cal testing be lowered.

Gym Notice
A tentative starting date for

demolition of parts of the exist-

ing Gymnasium has been set for

Monday, March 24, 1969. In order
to accommodate the contractor,

all gymnasium facilities will
close at 6:00 p.m. on Thursday,
March 20th for approximately

seven months. All gymnasium
building users are requested to

remove their personal belongings

from the building by Tuesday,
March 18th.

X^<jLMen-PhotoCo.
jl^
-" PRINCESS STREET

/|\
^ KINGSTON, ONTARIO

/ I V 546-7676

Any questions about Photography?

Ask us, we are professionals.

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR

RESTAURANT & IOUNGE

(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT
ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food)

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Princess Slreel

Save on Young Men's Koratron Casual Slacks-

-regularly $8.95, special S 6.95.

Phono 546-5555
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VAN'S
Gift and Smoke Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes

Open 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

five contemporary american photographer*

TOWARDS A
SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

Exhibition until March 30

at the art centre

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —
Plus High Dividends

it mill pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. —Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.LU. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1869

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

(Corner Montreal St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

AMS SERVICES
COMMISSION

Want to help jazz up the Union? Join the Union Programme
Committee. Five students to be appointed.

Concerned about Summer Jobs and Student Aid? Join the

Placement Service and Student Aid Committee. Three to

be appointed.

Please submit applications to the A.M.S. office before
Thursday, March 20, 5 p.m.

ThE

Marquise

DiAMONd

The gracefulness and

elegance of a marquise

diamond—to enhance

the charming girl

who wears it. Let our

diamond experts show
you our collection of

marquise diamonds in

every price angle.

Yours to view, hers to

be charmed at

KINNEAR
D'ESTERRE

JEWELLERS
168 Princess St. 546-2261

Kingston .

HEAR:

Roy J. Lining C.S,
of Chirac, 111.,

leclufe on Ctuistion Science

"Why not think for yourself'

GRAND THEATRE

THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1969

8:15 P.M.

SECOND ANNUAL

INTRAMURAL BANQUET
Awarding of all faculties' - letters

- intramural medallions & lapel pins
-BEWS trophy

- MVP trophy

- Adam & Corlett trophies

See your Athletic Stick for further information and tickets

Place: LaSalle Hotel Price: $1.25

s
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!
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sirloin dinner)

Moliere & Cheknv

Rowdy,boisterous, rob
By MARTE HARDING

The Drama department finished its season on
a high note this past weekend with an excellent
production of three short plays, MOLIERE and
CHEKOV: A THEATRICAL.

First on the bill was Chekov's monologue. The
Evils of Tobacco. In this, the role of the lecturer
was undertaken by Russ Waller who played to
perfection the middle-aged man who is forced by
his wife to give a dissertation on the dangers of
tobacco. Less than half a page of his paper gets
read as the lecturer is diverted by late arrivals
in the audience. Gradually his talk becomes a
mirror in which the audience can see a reflection
of his miserable existence.

Mr. Waller established his character from the
moment he stumbled down the aisle carrying his
lectern, and realized utterly the tragi-ccrnic poten-
tial of the role. And, imperceptibly, behind the
laughs, he brought to life the desolation of a niin-
ed life and the poignancy of the time, when "...
once I was young . . .

".

However the great success of the evening was
MoLiere's farce X THE DOCTOR IN SPITE OF
HIMSELF.

This was, I realized, the first time I had seen
Moliere presented in English and he was just as
funny as my French teachers always insisted. I

had, though, iread English translations of some of
his works — exact, word-for-word cribs— and I

was relieved by the updating process the play had
undergone. The real essence of farce -is the slang-
ing of contemporary foibles.

It is hard to single out Jk,, ,

ers, all the cast was so goodUip-l Bwho canned much of the hhr '

scenes with Catherine Agar £3
lights of the play; it would bel
look Gord Crossfield as a sol
Lucas ,and Trulie MacLeod, (J
relle's domineering wife Mai'
(Could anyone really love
Beautifully done though). BjE thewas good; the time was faulty" ,,ne
being that occasionally sornel* met
thought they had to shout to mJLi s h
Notably Dan Buccos). All inX^ i
rowdy, boisterous, robust prrtrjf

Viv Ludlow's "tapestries''Ma udwas otherwise an intentionally &j run-

The third play, I'm afraid
the standard of the other two
duction technically, with the
adding to the decrepit atmospt
aspect, so important in this
through.

The character of Svetlovidc-
I10

strengthened if we had knowrjhe sa;
that he had not received sixtttft calls

)
quite

i fine

espe<

the hi

not t

j have

stead of realizing it half-way tin ,'play
speeches from famous plays w« ^t spt
es, no hint of former talent, g* fnail

The fault lies, perhaps
and the entailing change in
Moliere.

Books reviewed by Paul

this -

after

ror

The Great Leap Backward
by Robert Green, $4.95

Canada in 2001 A.D., a mach-
ine-age culture, is the subject

for Robert Green's first novel.

And considering that you know
that he is 'dead' as of sentence

one, page one, and thus you know
the ultimate end of the plot, even
though the part of the plot leading

to his death is not revealed until

about page 140, the book manages
to proceed very nicely.

Obviously the plot does not

exactly keep you on the edge of

your seat with suspense. It does

not sweep you into the problems
of a machine age culture, nor dees
it examine it in any detail. There
is no concluding paragraph or
chapter 'labelled' PROFOUND-
PLEASE NOTE WISDOM, and
yes, it is very easy to put this

book down at any time - the only

difference is that you'll be sure
to pick it up in the near future

and continue reading.

Robert Green describes the
scene from the viewpoint of a
rather apathetic, unconcerned
jazz player, Sperling, who ac-
cepts any situation with a mini-
mum of questioning or anger. The
result is ahumourous, whimsical
and strangely frightening trip
through the future when the ma-
chines are in complete control
and the men are like sheep run-
ning from their own creations.

Guns in Paradise
by Fred McClement, $6.95

Fred McClement brings to life

the well-known story of the Em-
den, one of Germany's most suc-
cessful fighting ships in W.W. 1.

His diligent research and well
planned narrative provide a com-
plete background to the war as
seen from the Pacific forces'
point of view. Nor is he content
to merely narrate the events of
the Emden's short life, but des-
cribes in detail, the economic

and political results of the Em-
den's activities and gives a de-
tailed probing of the character

of the captain of the Emden,
Karl von Mueller.

I would unconditionally re-

commend this book but for two
very slight disclaimers. The first

is an over-emphasizing of exact

times, speeds and the like, ex-
cellent examples of the detail and
careful research involved in this

book, but they tend to take away
from the sweep of the entire

work.

Cabinet duriJLeade

Race.

In eompai tman's

temper of 0 strike

as competer iking 1

inner drive

reader to

Just the saftions o

book are

others seem

to offer ani

some, miss i the c

The append! jresent

text of the I iefense

Hellyer wrtf rson

compe

LaMi

t alt!

- an att

hich m

Secondly Mr. McClement has

the irritating habit of using what
I would term the "end-of-chapter

-lead-on-to-the-next" cliche.

Like "They would know of him
soon enough", "It would not be
long before they found out" and
that alltime great. "He didn't

have long to wonder"!

and which

early parts

and the Chrc "e impo)

supplements tvthere

to make his

time.

*?orta!)t u

sh's I

*ment c

Richard 0 ok on

The Distemper of Our Times
by Peter Newman, $10.00

Smallwood: The Unlikely
Revolutionary

by Richard Gwyn, $10.00

Confederation at the
Crossroads

Hopkins, $22.50

Memoirs of a Bird in a
Gilded Cage

by Judy LaMarsh, $7.95

Smallwood

likely revoli

far more si

it here. In s!

background

that first se

a notable fai

was determi ter poli

to help the ^

Gwyn is a

towards SmWjr a to!

accurate at t he n
ages to cep

spirit

foundland * '"er wl

makes the

' casual inter'

The Distemper of Our Times
and Memoirs of a Bird in a
Guilded Cage provide an inter-
esting contrast, one an outsider
looking in and the other an in-
sider looking at the rest of the
inside. Judy LaMarsh has written
a detailed account of her life
in politics and in the process des-
cribes not only what politics is
really like but also what awoman
must go through and what It was
like to be a member of the ill-

fated Truth Squad or to be in the

A footnot' e

Confederate C

which I reco nly ^ a
ference bo« en men
cost is all ffcitlve.

1
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Books reviewed by everybody
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"^y&j run-down

Strong

impact
By ALEX BINKLEY

two. Ta fine pro-

.

the
| especially

*°sphlthe human
his M not come

^dolhave been

The often- neglected hdktxxry of
Canada's West has been treated
in two recent books.
The first written by Frank

•Rasfey, is entitVd The Taming
of ithe Canadian West. It is a
large book whiloh combines an-
anHaaamg edMectiom of plhoto-
©ra^fei vrii'Jh seme very good
prose.

The book starts by recount-
ing the origin of tihe Plains
Indians. Usinig a good selection
of pictures to fu'r- advantage.
'Rasky gives a vivid picture of
Indian life and in particular,
ithe buffalo bunts. As Rasky
points out, the buffalo were de-
partment stores to the Indians
wtd with the coming of the
white men, ithe old way of life

was in danger. The traniiconitiw

enta-1 tuilps, the exploits of Alex-
ander 'MacKenzi e , the great
mapflnakor, and the beginnings
of the fur trade are developed
by Rasky as 'he introduces Mb
readers to .the many dhanaeters
that inhabited our west.

Wifth the opening of the
American West came ManiJfest

Destiny and an awakening inter-

est in 'Upper Canada' in what
she considered her rightful 1

possessions in the North West.
»ten :king in the SetMens began .to enter the ter-

compel the ritory.

Can love

keep
even love

alive?

lulfron

dm Leadership

npar (man's Dis-

of Oi

By BILL MARTIN

Above Ground is a novel about
an invalid boy named Joshua who
grows out of his physical encum-
brances and into emotional en-
cumbrances. It is a nov
love.

The book is divided into three
sections, entitled North. West and
East. The first and third are
lucid, amusing and absorbing.
The second section is confused,
overpopulated and tedious. These
divisions suggest the progress of
Joshua, physically, geographical-
ly and emotionally.

Section North concerns the per-
scna's childhood, his physical in-

jury, prolonged hospitalization
and his tentative sexual group-
ings. It deals as much with Jos-
hua's emotional confinement as
with his physical hospitalization

Forgive

its

confusion
»y JOHN MclNTYRE

I M> nature. Nature Is rag,
What I create is what I must

create.

That I create it is fundamental.
I am both anonymous and very
precious since I belong to all

el abo^t f0Wth whIch is m
- Therefore

I must grow well.

What 1 shape I must shape well
Well.

Well, Shucks.

You see I had this idea, this

idea that maybe the review could I HOuld be better when I was
be made to work like the book, personal, like how I can't stand
Like would talk about Shad- the Jesus bloody awful painting
bolt talking about his palnttaga across the room where I sit
just like Shadbolt talking about writing, but I would become for-
his paintings. Like I would have mallzed again,
examples and beautifully arrang- , -,„„.. „

'

„ ,_.

ed and close to what I salTl J. T, \
p0lm unlver»

would ten you what Shadbolt
meant trying to tell you what ,™ d end witn m example,

Shadbolt meant. I would do It

as 1 began
>^ ^ Shadbolt ends,

like he does it I would move And "* 1 «d ft right you would
from generalitiestospecificsand resP°nd to the review the way
back to generalities... I would 1 responded to the book: you
suggest conclusions. I would woul<l appreciate the vigour of
seem to have a form under some- tne c°ncept and forgive its con-
thine that doesn't seem to have fusion. You would admire, even
a form and maybe really doesn't
I would wax poetic and then wane
didactic about really and reality

when in reality you might really

be wondering whether It all mat-
ters.

though you were getting rather
bored. You would feelthese things
could I but have done it.

But 1 can't get 8 point unlvers
type.

Shucks.

New degree course in music
By DOUG GERWIN

The Music Department is in-

creasing its staff from two to

five this summer In preparation

students; Mus-Bach students will instrument well enough, andthere
probably form the core of these is no fee for membership. Details
groups, but they are open to of this plan have not been worked
anyone who can sing or play an out yet, however.

strikes me

LaMarsh,

saftions of Ms
e tit although

an attempt

d C ok on Joey

>d od the un-

voli deserves
e sf I can give

In s scribes the

nd er of a man
t se stined to be

fai I a man who
rml ter politics

ie N anders, Mr.

Apathetic
Smi or a totally

acfrt he man-
Smallwood
"r of New-
^er which
more than

I rts

The advanlce of the white man
brought ithe inevitable reac-
tion from the natives and the
metis. Treated poorly by the
white man, the natives resorted
to the only method of commun-
ication .that would make the

lefense that white man notice. They rebell-
ion hi 1962 ed. First in 1869, in Manitoba
rtant in the and again <ih 1885, in- the North
rsh's book) West. Rasky again does a good
e important j°D relating the particular

the reader ^v*1*^ especiaflily with the pic-

tures.

an ( hich may to

niss i the point.

;ndi(|>resents the

he

smentofthe

The book oontludes with the

story of the Canadian Pacific

Railroad and the men who conr

structed her.

This book has sitflong impact
on the (reader. iBt also makes
a ^strong case for the greater

use of pictures in history books.

Rasky has let the pictures tell

much of the story,

The second bock is so bad Hit's

a shame to mention it in the

same review as Rasky's book,

"Off the Record: The C.C.F.

in Saskatchewan" is Richard

Higginbottom's contribution to

tOahac'l3an Historiography. It is

a monumentaQ example of the

kdnfl of book that you put down
and igiLakMy niever -pick up again.

There are several good acade-

mic studies of the rise to power
of the first socialist government

in Canada. However Higgiribot- The Taming of the Cana

(bom's (treatment of the ascen-

sion to power of the C.C.F.

_ under Tommy Douglas is so
ecfl <% are _ poor that MoCleEand & Stewart

bod en tnen ^ shouM be ashamed to have

bitive. It is
pubEsihed i*«

0[ theshap- As a supposed journalist, Higgin-

°f the Can- bottcm had the position to reveal

nst "ori
t[,e je_ the human side of the story- At

^vZlng such times it is like listening to an

and the °*<* 111311 talking over msny beers.

With an un- ^ otlt€lp times' it reads like a

political polemdc. However it is

mainly hard to read and more
over not worth reading. All in

ail the book is a bomb.

e final book
Crossroads

b [ft

.°n of the
^.Parlia-

Jnforma-

Ha^n/bottom's motivation for

r-M-SSiTM tor a ne
."LT

si
.

c^ *»
gramme the Bachelor of Musk,
or Mus-Bach ( pronounced
"Muzzback".) The Department
will offer only the first year of

this four year programme next
autumn, but will add an additional

year each fall. The first students,

then, to receive a Mus-Bach will

graduate in 1973. A limit of 25
students has been set for ad-
mission for 1969, but by 1973,

the programme should have a-

bout 125 students.

The courses will be geared to-

ward the needs of future music
teachers. Specialization in one
field of music, which does not

begin until the third year of the

programme, if offered In In-

strumental and Choral musk,
or History and Literature of mu-
sk, or Theory and Composition.

In first and second years, all

Mus-Bach students will take pra-

ctically the same less special-

ized courses. This will give the

younger students a broader span

of study, broader than the spec-

ialized music programs current-

ly offered at Toronto and West-
ern Universities, says Mrs.
Rowe, secretary to Dr. George,

the acting Head of the Queen's
Music Department

Dr. George will remain in his

post next year, but Professor

D.C.M Smith of Toronto Univer-

sity had been appointed as the

head of the Mus-Bach program,

to supervise course instruction

and individual coaching. Each
student will have to master an

Instrument, A) achieve Grade 10

level proficiency on the piano and

B) acquire a working knowledge

and skill on all important sym-
phony instruments.

This instruction is part of the

Mus-Bach program, and fees for

private lessons will be included

in the academic fee. The depart-

ment plans to acquire eight new
pianos In the future and expand

practice facilities.

If all this sounds a little like

a "closed shop" program re-

served entirely for future tea-

chers of music, one may take

heart In the fact that the Music

Department is Initiating a choral

and an instrumental group for

hip? Well maybe.
Section West describes Joshua's

education at a California univer-
sity, his marriage and his more
clearly-defined sexual gropings

.

And the question arises—can love
heal a screwed up childhood?
Well maybe.

Section East and Joshua is in

New York. This section deals
with his cheating on his wife, his

personal apprehensions about
cheating on his wife and his now
full blown sexual gropings. His
father dies. Then, one night,

while Joshua is making love to

his mistress, his mother dies.

And the question pops up — can
love keep loved ones alive? Nope.
Or in fact, can love keep even
love alive? Apparently not.

Above Ground is a richly writ-

ten, rather impressionistic tapes-

try of words. The writing is high-

ly allusive, often pretty, occasion-

ally moving. It will be more pop-

ular with critics than with read-

ers. A pity.

Above Ground
by Jack Ludwig

McClelland & Stewart, $6.95

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
& TAVERNSEBVING

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL fOOOS

SPECIALIZING IN PIZZAS

CHAfiCOA! STEAKS

CHOPS CHICKEN

WE CAN SERVE HO* » soo pecm

Visil Our Venetian 'Room

DINING IOUNGE

LICENSED UNDER LCBO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICt

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING
Dial 546-4987

writing the book is quite

obscure. So is wthiait he sarys.

In considering the contribution

journalists have made to Canadian

History both in a participatory

and recording sense, it is too bad

that Higginbottcm bothered try-

ing.

dian West
by Frank Rasky
McClelland & Stewart $17.50

Off the Record: the CCF in

Saskatchewan
by Richard Higginbottom

McClelland & Stewart $5.95

Xakmm r
YYlan&i

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Slav* Amy

28 Yonge St. Proprietor

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come
to brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON T MISS IT . . . THE "CASK and BASKET"
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OPINION

A WORD TO THE WISE
Gather thistles, expect prickles.

Good ware makes good markets

A favour ill-placed is great waste.

Be slow to promise, but quick to perform.

If we subdue not our passions, they will subdue us.

Never carry two faces under one hood.

Confession of a fault makes half amends for it.

The hand that gives, gathers

Climb not too high unless the fall be greater.

A willing mind makes a light foot.

Catch the bear before you sell his skin.

Change of fortune is the lot of life.

By others faults wise men correct their own.
Birth is much, but breeding is more.

A word before is worth two behind.

Business is the soul of life.

A bird in the hand is a pain in the ass.

As you cast your bread on the waters so shall ye reap

Diseases are the interests paid for pleasures

Knavery may serve a turn, but honesty is best in the end.

Do you mind.
Better to go to bed than to ride in debt.

Better be alone than in bad company.
Content is the true philosopher's stone.

A woman's mind and the winter wind change often.

Fools tie knots and wise men loose them.
Fortune knocks at least once at every man's gate.

Before you marry be sure of a house to tarry.

A word spoken is an arrow let go.

Good counsel never comes amiss.

Drunkeness reduces a man below the standard of a

brute.

Hasty resolutions seldom speed well.

False friends are worse than open enemies.
Little boats must keep near shore.

Ill examples are like contagious diseases.

Great barkers are no biters.

He doubles his gift who gives in time.

Faults are thick where love is thin.

Grasp no more than your hand will hold.

Feather by feather the goose is plucked.
From fame to infamy is a beaten road.
Few take care to live well, but many to live long.
Rule the appetite, and temper the tongue.
Gossiping and lying go hand in hand.
The best of men are but men after all.

Man's best candle is his understanding.
Perfection is the point at which all should aim.
Men apt to promise are apt to forget.

Opportunities neglected are irrecoverable.
One never loses by doing a good turn.
Petulant contentions engender malice.
Patience and time run through the longest day.
Love asks faith and faith asks firmness.

- others
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It is disturbing to observe how biased and

uninformed has been the debate at Queen's con-

cerning the impending legislation, to provide ani-

mals for research purposes. At the one extreme

are emotional pleas of the anti-vivsectionists;

at the other extreme, the emotional harangues

of those who claim that research animals are

required regardless of the costs imposed. It

is certainly time that the issue be critically

analysed in the light of relevant consideration

rather than these essentially dogmatic positions.

Under the present circumstances, animals

are collected by private agencies (the Humane
Societies) and public agencies (the pounds). Li

a number of municipalities — Kingston for ex-

ample—the Humane Society shelter provides a

service to the municipality and is paid for it.

The service is in acting as a pound for animals

collected on behalf of the municipality. The

payment is not a subsidy but merely a pay-

ment for services rendered. For example, in

the case of Kingston, the total expenses of the

Humane Society shelter in 1967 were $13,400

and in 1968 they were $11,500. In each year,

the City of Kingston's contribution was slightly

under $5,400. (The expenses of the Society do

not include a good deal of administrative ex-

penses which are provided free of charge by

volunteer workers). In other municipalities, the

city and the Humane Society may operate sep-

arate pounds, or some arrangement similar to

the one in Kingston may have been worked out.

But in all instances, the essence is a Society

which is engaging in a public service according

to principles in which it believes.

THREE AGENCIES

Bill 73 which is currently before the Ontario

legislature recognizes three agencies — pounds

(including both public and private animal shel-

ters), animal dealers, and research institutions.

On demand, any dealer can obtain an animal

from a pound. The dealer is free to dispose

of the animal as he sees fit. Some provision

is made for the licensing of dealers by the

"Research Animal License Review Board" and
some minimal restrictions are placed on dealer

qualifications (e.g., "has not been convicted of

an offense relating to cruelty, maltreatment or

neglect of animals"). A research facility is

defined as '^remises on which animals are

used in research and includes premises used in

connection therewith for the collecting, assem-
bling, breeding or maintaining of animals and
includes farms on which pregnant mare are kept

for the production of urine". The Government
will appoint inspectors for purposes of enforcing

the provisions of the Act.

Thus the Bill provides for a costly admin-
istrative machinery to enforce the sale of ani-

mals from private and public pounds for the
purpose of research. The basic principle of

government action is that it imposes coercion
on minorities in all cases where unanimity can-
not be secured. Coercion is to be avoided, not
at all costs certainly, but in all cases where
the benefit to society cannot be shown to be
greater than the cost. The fundamental objec-
tion to Bill 73 is that it would force a private
organization, i.e., one supported by private funds,
into a course of action with which it is funda-
mentally opposed. In proposing the BUI, the
government has not demonstrated that this co-
ercion is of unquestionable net benefit to society.

OUTLAWING ACTIVITIES

It is not a question of the Government pro-

viding animals for research; it is a question of

the Government outlawing certain activities. It

is not a question of the Government working
through its own agencies; it is a question of

attempted coercion and blatant interference in

the rights in individuals. It is a question of

whether animals should be turned over to re-

search institutions regardless of the costs of this

action on our society. The cost of this would-
be action is to be measured in terms of the
loss of Freedom to engage in activities which
axe not anti-social. Those who claim that the
only question is one concerned with whether
animals benefit man are blatantly wrong. In
the extreme, who among us would dispute that
wood and timber are beneficial to man, and
indeed, may even save lives? Or who would
question that the product of mining is bene-
ficial? But would we be willing to sacrifice our
entire environment for the sake of the timber
or minerals, destroying wildlife and natural
habitation? Some of us would — undoubtedly.
There are those who function solely on short run

considerations. The timber and mining interests

for example. We have seen denuded country-

side from uncontrolled lumbering and strip

mining (Pennsylvania and British Columbia, for

example). But there are costs to any endeavour

and we must be certain that we are willing

to pay the cost of an action. The cost of the

unnecessary intrusion in the rights of individuals

is simply too great in the case of Bill 73.

Under the proposed Act, no individuals would

be allowed to form societies to shelter animals,

to find homes for them, and if this were not

possible, to dispose of them in a manner which

would cause least suffering. If there are those

in our society who believe in this principle,

then why should they not have the right to

abide by it? If we as a society believe that

animals should be provided for research, then

let the Bill apply only to public pounds. If both

alternatives are available, as individuals we
could choose which alternative is most desir-

able without eliminating the other. After all,

there are only twenty-eight Humane Society Ani-

mal Shelters but there are hundreds of public

pounds in the Province. I personally find it in-

comprehensible that our altruistic researchers

demand the sacrifice of principles which are

basic to a free society in order to meet their

"unquestionable need" for research animals.

ERRONEOUS ARGUMENTS
There have been a number of erroneous

arguments used by proponents of the Bill and
these should be exposed. Some on campus have
claimed that conditions in Humane Societies are
"terrible" and that Humane Societies kill ani-

mals by electrocution, which is not the least

painful way. On the first point, I would sug-

gest that the Humane Society has very high
standards for its shelters. Perhaps the anony-
mous author(s) of the comment confused, as
have so many readers of the Bill, these condi-

tions with the deplorable conditions in many
of the public pounds of the Province! Those
that claim that the Human Society is not using

the least painful means of death are usually

passing a judgment on their own shortcomings
in public relations. Surely they would not claim
that the Humane Society wants to torture ani-

mals. As long as that is the case, then the

reason why they are not using the least pain-

ful means Is a lack of knowledge, which can
be attributed in no small part to our anonymous
scientists, i.e., those beUttling the Society in
this regard.

There are some who claim that people who
are actively engaged in the Humane Society

could better spend their time in the service

of human welfare. I would like to suggest that

these are not mutually exclusive activities. 1/

we have reached the stage where we are so
arrogant that we are willing to stop at no
destruction short of mankind itself, we are in

serious trouble. It is only a small step from
claiming that research is valuable regardless

of the cost in terms of our environment to

claiming that research is valuable regardless

of any cost. After all, the Nazis did not balk

at the thought. And there is the story of the'

apocrophal scientist who only wished that the
Nazis had kept better records!

INVASION OF RIGHTS

This Bill is a serious invasion of the rights

and freedom of individuals. It may be a rela-

tively small matter in the minds of many, but
it represents a dangerous abrogation of prin-

ciple. It implies the discriminatory confisca-

tion of private property. There are many other

features of the Bill with which one should dis-

agree simply on the grounds of probable poli-

tical expediency. For example, the sanctioning

of pregnant mare farms as research institutions

appears only as a ploy to camouflage the re-

portedly outrageous conditions which the Humane
Society has previously brought to the attention

of the courts. The Humane Society has never

intentionally abused the authority of inspection,

etc. which it has had since 1919. I would be
much more willing to leave this type of power
in the hands of an independent private agency,

subject to the courts, than I would in the hands

of a political body subject to lobbies and pres-

sure groups.

Ron W. Crowley

Asst. Professor

Dept. of Economics
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Ellis, Donnelly

win Quebec
»y BO» LINGWOOD

Dave EUis and Brian Donnellv n .. rl „« ....
in the Quebec Senior Indoor cEpionSur? lal sSL™"The 880 yd. run saw Dave EaTrSAtt;
formance of the season, winning in a ffle of 1?5W)

i„ .h
8"^1

JT'JJ?
sucgissfuU>' defended his Quebec title
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« ?

d
'
hurdles

-
He ^tered an easy victory in atime of 6.5 sec.

Donnelly and Ellis then joined forces with Tim Bakerand Jay Hansen to win the medley relays. It was a

S

race until Baker took over. With a lap to go in tte secml

^ ""r^
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f,

rack
- M'S" fished the leg with a ten y^d

her
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ked ~-

Put ^uTS OTOW'^e'ev/,^ ta «- »*
of Prance (W) '

Vent wait to M- Baert

Shales wins
Bews badminton

By NEIL LONGHURST

Science 70 lOpim bawling
team reached the intramural
finals with a convincing 2981-
2631 win over P.H.E. MacArthur
upset defending champions Arts
'69 by a mere seven, points,
2965-2958.

Earn Shales of Science '70

captured the badminton title

with a close 15-8, 16-18, 15-10
win over Brian Wifcom of P.H.E.
Wilson had been down badly in
the second game, but made a
comeback to notch the series.
In the semi-finals, Shales de-
feated Murray Knowles of
Science '71, while Dairy! Browne
of Science '70 bowed out in
a close match to Wilson.

With mo duties to the school off

Phys. Ed., or to coaching inter-

collegiate teams. It was also sug-
gested that first year students
could be made more aware of
the intramural (and Intercol-

legiata ) athletic programs by
inclusion of a section or bro-

chure on sports with the ma-
terial sent to there high schools.

Bews Stan-dings show no
major change from last week,
except that Arts '69 had pulled
sHghtry ahead of Arts '71 with
their cunlfng vitotany. Science
'71 appears to 'be closing in
on PJH.E. but ilt is doubtful if

they can catch up.

AM the teams have now
ibroken the ten thousand point
mark, whale Science '70 will
finish with over 50,000 points.

The intramural Awards Ban-
quet will be held next Sunt
diay,( March 23, at the Da Salle

Hotel. Tickets have been reduc-

ed 'bo SI.25 and are available

from the year Athletic Stacks.

At a meeting of the Commit-
tee on Sports at Queen's last

Wednesday night the athletic

sticks presented several briefs
cm intramural sports. A sugges-
tion was made and agreed by
all abicks, that there shouM be
a Mil time intramurial director

BEWS STANDINGS

Science 70
PHE
Science 71

Arts 70
Science 72
Commerce
MatArthur
Arts 69
Arts 71
Science 69
Post Grads
Law 1

Arts 72
Medicine
'Law II & HI
Pre Meds
TheoJogy

46777

41148
40304

35105

31615

26136

26025
25479

25338

20609
19934

14858

14549
14147

12314
10797

Queen's sixth in

gymnastics
In> the Canadian Inlferooillegi-

ate Gymnastics Chammoinsfo-iips
on March 7 & 8, ithe University
of AlFberte, led by 5 year veter-
an Rich Davidson, and Don
Mickle, oame away wjth top
honours. Queen's team placed a
satisfying sixth of the eleven
teams competing.

Because of the tremendous
strength -and depth of the teams
from Alberta and Montreal,
Queers placed crcjy one ccm-
IKtttOr in the fr.rj.s. The team
championship and all-round
championship were decided
from the preliminaries with the
teams best 3 all-round scores
counting. The 6 best competi-
tors in each event in the pre-
EimCtoaraes advanced to the fin-

als, held the next day, to decide
the event winner;, as is don* in
international competition.
For Queen's Doug Ritter made

the final in the Parallel Bars
and just missed in the Rings.
He was tied for 6th place but
the other competitor was placed
into the finals because of a
better all-round score. In the
finals of the parallel bars his

spe ci'siYiy, he was looking verry

strong until a minor break iost

him a half of a mark and he
placed 5th instead of 3rd or 4th.

Doug also placed 10th in (he

horizontal bar and an excellent
14th all round.

In the vaulting Doug and
Gord Eflis received the same
score to tie for 10th spot Gord
finally hit bis free exercise rou-
tine to place a strong 8th bare-

ly missing the finals. A/mother
veteman. Tom Murphy just got
nosed out in the side-horse
While placing 8th; he also plac-
ed 13th in the rings.

The three first year men
gave a good account of them-
selves but seemed to be a "bit

-under scored. Dave Ross was
disappointed in his side-horse
routine but still managed to

place tenth in Canada. In future
years he should improve and
come on strong in this the
most difficult of all Olympic
events. In the horizontal bar,

Duncan Scott breezed through
a smooth and fluid routine, but
appeared to be mildly under-
scored as he placed lBth. Al-

though Al Russell didn't per-

form extremely well on any
particular apparatus, 'his all

round score was up with that of

EMds and Scott because his per-

formance, as usual, was a
steady one.

the women's section.

Queen's 'had only arte compete
tor and consequently was not
able to compete for the team
title. However this one competi-

tor did extremely well, placing

fourth behind Canada's number
one and number 7 gymnasts.
Miss Liz Swinton, a first year

PjH.E. student advanced to the

finals in three of four women's
events. The first three positions

were always filled by the same
three competitors from UjBjC.

and York. In ithe free exercise,

Liz placed fourth right behind
the girls from the National

Team. 'In the balance beam,
finals, she had an unfortunate

fall which cost her a full mark,
but still managed a 5th place.

In her speciality, the unevene
parallel bars, Liz was looking

very strong and had an excell-

ent chance of placing 3rd when
she lost her grip and felt Thus
she dropped to 5th spot. How-
ever, Liz is congratulated on

her superb performance, a-

gainst two of Canada's National

Team.

The top 6 all round finishers

in both men and women have
a very slight chance of going
to the Student Summer Games
held in Portugal, to participate

in international oompetitioiu

10288 chip Drury collects Jenkins trophy, for top graduating athlete,

Susie-Q-Gals

In the girls swimathon held

in the Queen's pool during the

last couple of months, the P.H.E,

team members complied more

than the number of lengths equiv-

alent to the distance from Kings-

ton to Uananoque. Addy II & m
were second* with Vic D & E

third.

Results of the recent intra-

mural Badminton tournament are

as follows; Singles; Ginny Sle-

mon, Kathy King, Elaine Farrell,

Norma Broadbear, Patty Merrin.

Doubles; Elaine Farrell & Glnny

Slemon, Nancy Mills ARuthHon-

kahiemo.

- MICHALSKI

largest off his many at Colour night

Drury awards
banquet big success

The annual Colour Night presentations last Thursday
were highlighted by an alternating parade of Chip Drury
and the football team, stepping up for awards. Dairy won
or shared with the others on the ski team a total of seven
trophies or plaques. His most important was the Jenkins
Trophy, given to the outstanding contributor to intercollegiate
sports in his graduating year. The football team was pre-
sented with the Yates Cup, the Western Bowl shield and
the College Bowl itself.

Nancy Wilson and Connie BothweU shared the outstand-
ing woman athlete's award, the Alumnae Trophy. The out-
standing freshman athletes were Maureen Bouris and Gord
Hurd.

The speaker for the evening was Sam Koffman of Ot-
tawa- It is suspected that much of the material for his
"speech" (perhaps a better word would be routine) came
from customers at the Belle Claire bar, which Mr. Koffman
happens to own.

10% - DISCOUNT - 15%
University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS

Barrie iienr Princess 546 2746

LONDRTS
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Free pick-up and delivery

on itudent prescriptions

and student orders

at student rate

CALL 546-6517

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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Dirty photo by CLARK

... to sell you a TRICOLOR '69

Sales Week
March 19-26

Union - Ban High - Leonard

11:30-1:30

In the tradition of Canada's finest - - Yours for $6.00

IB!£QLQR'69
.^•'AUhii,;,>i»i;i»it>i!<|iiti;n^ui«((u»)oHiimiHriMii»nniiiViiiii»i.i.
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College Relations Director

c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008

Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:

We're holding
the cards.

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a

Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on

where and when you stay.

And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.

Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a

good place. .

Sheraton Hotels &MotorInns fej
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. A worldwide Service of iit

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS—
Plus High Dividends

it will pay ymi to see or caU

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, BA, C.L.U. —Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.l.U. —Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.LU. —Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM, C.LU. —Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OP CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1889

191 Princess Street

(Comer

Telephone 546-3671

St.)

Branch Manager: R. H. Wildman

Journal Fatty tonight at til* First

House of Agnes (International Cen-

tre) 9:00 p.m.

HOTEL

Best sandwiches, chips and

PIZZA in Town

as well as

The finest of dining

in

The Centennial Room
Stov* Away

28 Yong* St. Proprietor

founded in 1868

OLD WORLD

SHOP

Here you will find rare, luxurious foods from

far away places. Thousands of visitors come
fo brouse in this Gourmet Rendezvous ... an

atmosphere that will bring back memories of

the old world.

59-61 Brock St.

DON'T MISS IT ... THE "CASK and BASKET"

You can have
your French
and fondue too.

This spring or fall spend three groovy weeks learning
French at Eurocentre College in Neuchatel, Switzerland.
What better way to make the most of your vacation?

$479 Montreal-Zurich . . . $529 Toronto-Zurich*. Price
includes air fare, accommodations, meals, tuition fees
and all the French you can learn.

Departure days: May 4, May 25, September 7. September
28, October 19, November 9.

Learn your French in Switzerland this year. It's so much
more fun than learning it at home.

Reservations must be made at least 30 days in advance.

AIR CANADA (S)
For full rfolailc mail «t.n«u-^For full details, mail attached coupon.

Air Canada
P.O. Box 598, Montreal 101, Quebec

Dear Sir:

^SS!SSi^eal - love ,0 have my French-
NAME

ADDRESS
-— APT

CITY

PROVINCE

M.yl.t.lSra.S^leoltoTo'.^.TAppJo,., """*""" °anaaa '

(SlaBBifeft Alia

Mature young woman with eagle; look-
tog (or another mature young female
with almllar hobby.

Young Negro looking for Who* com-
panion; Interested In discipline.

Three young school age children and
working mother urgently need three

bedroom home for May 1 preferably
near First Avenue School or near cam-
pua, Phono 544-1442 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

LOST

Royal Blue Toque (hat) with red and
yellow stripes between Victoria Hall and
library. Pleaae call Janet 544-8363.

Mlaalng or Kidnapped: Hlnton the Gold-
fish. One of the only males allowed to
live In Victoria Hall. Hence we are very
fond of him. Anyone knowing of his where-
abouts please call 544-8741. HEWAUDI
FOR SALE

Official-"! love my wife, but oh you
kid" branding Iron.

'64 Renault Caranelle, hard top, con-
vertible, excellent condition. Call 542-
3080 after 5:30 p.m.

Matched aet of weighted hand axes.
Good for throwing or just hacking around.

FOUND
•

Ladles watch and two pairs of glasses
In Dupuia Hall auditorium. Identify at

Chemical Engineering Business Office,

Fountain pen, Paper Mate, black with

silver top, silver no. 304 nib, with clip

out of left side, containing black drawing
ink, email scratch on top. Found on third
•top of Douglas Library. Call 545-7219
Must Identify. Reward offend.

MISCELLANEOUS

Agnes Anna wishes to announce she has
changed her name to Agnes WInthropAnna
In honour of her newly acquired pair of
dentures. Signed Cora Cona.

Occupancy available from June 1st to
Sept. let for one or two in comfortable
apartment two minutee from campus.
Phone 544-4327 Tor info.

Mineral FetlahlaUAlertllNow available
In limited quantities: Titanium,
Molybdenum, Lithium and rare earths.

Queen's Drama Guild election will be
postponed from Tuesday, March 25 to
sometime the following week. Guild letter
will announce date of new election.

ijapprmnga
Tuesday, March 25

"A Man For All Seasons" show-
ing at Dunning Hall. The Black
Death continues to take a terrible
toll in Blafra.

Wednesday, March 26

Beginning of International
Death Week.

Thursday, March 27

"To Sir With Love" showing
at Dunning Hail. Publication of
Arthur Halley's new smash hit

•pic novel. Washroom!

Friday, March 28
Belsen Open House

Sunday, March 30
Sox and Death lecture entitled
"You can Uke It with you-Ali
of It" by Julian Thanatogenes.

Wednesday, April 2

There will be a tour of the
Alcan Central Plant sponsor-
ed by the Queen's Electrical
and Electronic Instrument-
ation Association. All staff
and faculty are most welcome.
Please contact Mr. D. Walter,
Extension 110, If you are
interested In attending, as
we are limited to 40 people
for this particular tour.

CZECH NONET-Grant Hell
6:30 p.m_ Tickets |X00 and
99.50. Postponed from the
original date of March 29.
Tola will be the first North
American Tour by this dis-
tinguished group from
Ctechoslovakia. "Virtuosi
music lans ,,

-S»liburg. Music
of the 19th and20thcenturlea.

546-3111 CALL-A-CAB 505 Albert
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WOMAN VIOUTFD rv MffFSF'
Authorities Suspect Cheese

"I was violated by a cheese",

says Mrs. Gloria B.

"My day started well enough I

guess. I got up and got Harry to

work. Then I had my usual cup-

pa. I went to do me laundry. It

plies up In the winter you know.
I was finished by noon and I had
a bologna sandwich and sat in

front of the telly. Just a normal
enough day, ya know. Nothing

special. Little did I suspect that

I would be violated by a cheese",

said Mrs. Gloria B. who was later

violated by a cheese.

About 4 p.m., January 15th,

1969, Mrs. Gloria B. went to an-

swer the door to her floor walk-

up apartment in the heart of

downtown Toronto. When she

opened the door she was confront-

ed by a young cheese of medium
age with sideburns selling en-

cyclopedias. Unwisely she let the

cheese into her home. That was
not the only thing that the game
Cheddar entered. It also entered

Mrs. Gloria B. and had relations

with her and then was intimate

with her.

This last act struck her as

gratuitous and after she man-

aged to free herself from her

manacles, chains, and take off her

spurs and drag the phone out

from under the piles of velvet and

egg white she phoned the police.

"I did not want to have intimate

relations with a strange cheese",

sadd Mrs. Gloria B. "If I want-

ed to have intimate relations with

a strange cheese I'm not going to

pick up one off the street", said
Mrs. Gloria B, victim of cheese
assault. "I'll ruddy well go out

and get my own damn cheese.

The nerve. Still ha was young
and he had some pretty fancy

ideas", says Mrs. B. who then

broke into tears of grief, remorse,

and nostalgia

This is the fifty-third assault

since the new year and authorities

fear that a fiend may be on the

loose. The pattern is always the

same. The women are chained,

rubbed with the whites of a dozen

eggs, smothered with velvet and
then violated, tormented with

ping pong balls dipped in ether

then buffed thoroughly with an
orbital sander using velvet in-

stead of sandpaper and then the

cheese has relations with them
and is intimate with them. "By
now the victim Is well acquaint-

ed with me velvet touch", quip

ped Chief of Police Robert S. In

a more serious moment he add-

ed: "I think It is the work of one

cheese not a conspiracy".

City police suspect that a de-

mented cheese violated Mrs. B.

and are on the lookout for one.

They have little to go on although

a mysterious black sedan was

seen illegally parked outside the

B. apartment about the time of

the assault. "It seems mat the

two violations are coincident",

quipped Police Chief Robert S.

In a more serious moment, he

added, "If we get me buggar, we

are going to throw the book at

him",

COPS POSING AS CHEESES!

Cheese similar fo

cheese alleged to have

violated Mrs. Gloria B.

5

Fifty-three women claim to

have been assaulted by cheeses

in Toronto since Jan. 1. Quite

naturally Toronto police believe

some of these so-called victims

actually enticed their assailants

to assault them. "It's become
craze, this being raped by

cheese thing, you know -sort of

like the twist thing a few years

back. Everyone wants to get in

on the act, a lot of these old

bags have no other hobbies, no-

thing better to do," says police

psychologist, Yansey M.

To find these female phonies

out, policemen are now diS'

guising themselves as cheeses

and mingling with and oc-

casionally visiting old women.
The cleverly disguised cop can

sit undetected beside an old lady

on a subway until she makes a

tell-tale suggestive move and

then arrest her. "One old bag

seemed OK until she started to

clean her glasses. She took them
off right In front of me. What a
tease. I would have raped her
but I was dressed kind of funny

In this awkward cheese outfit

Besides, I was on duty," says
plain clothes man Gerome R.

Other officers have not shared
this restraint. Of the fifty-three
assaults so-far, 49 of them have
been made by randy police dis-
guised as cheeses.

Doctors Are Alarmed

and Sickened.

.

.

Cheeses Posing as Cops Posing as Cheeses

Fifty-three women claim to have been

assaulted by cheeses in Toronto since Jan.

1. Of these only four were definitely assaulted

by a cheese. The rest were assaulted by

policemen dressed as cheeses. Police now
fear that cheeses may be taking advantage

of this situation. Last week, the Toronto
police, ever on the alert, arrested 14 cheeses

and charged them all with impersonating an

officer "I think we live in a pretty sick

society'," quiPP^ police chief, Roberts. In

a more serious moment, he added "What

with old ladies wanting to get attacked by

cheeses and cheeses dressed as cops dis-

guised as cheeses so they can attack old

ladles I can't say our streets are safe."

When she was five Miranda C.
was a normal, pretty, blond-
haired little girl. When she was
ten, she was grotesque. Now she
is seventeen and doctors are
both alarmed and sickened,
Miranda C. Is now a mature
female Grouper. "Frankly we
are both alarmed and sickened,"
say a number of leading doctors
upon hearing of the case.

Says Miranda's doctor, Dr.

Melbert H., "In the medicalpro-
fession we would naturally shy

away from classifying Miranda
with such terms as 'fish woman',
'scale face', or 'flipper'."

"But If we are being perfectly

honest these descriptions pretty
well sum up her condition.
Miranda is as close to a fish as *
any human being could possibly

...As Girl Turns

Into Grouper!

be. She could probably fool a
male grouper," he quipped. In

a more serious moment
Miranda's parents added "She
already has. Our little fish-j

woman will be spawning this

autumn."

"At first," continued Dr. H.
we thought her deformity was

the result of shoddy toilet train-
{

ing. But now I must concede
that I'm a little stumped," "But
her little friends still play with

her anyway," quipped Mr. C.

Miranda's father. In a more
serious moment Mrs, C,
Miranda's mother added, "We,
wish they'd stop playing with her.

They all think it's such fun to kick
fish around the streets. But it's

no joke."

The name Miranda means that

which Is to be wondered at Now
she's really got something to

think about

Death of the Week

Arnold Pringle, age 78, beloved

husband of Agnes Pringle, be-

loved father to Mrs. Joan Sardy,

Mr. Alex Pringle and Miss Agnes

Pringle died in his bed last Sun-

day of unnatural causes.
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five contemporary american photographer*

TOWARDS A
SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

Exhibition until April 7

at the art centre

LINO'S RESTAURANT
Division & Princess 544-4434

MARCO POLO ROOM
Licensed & Aii Condi! loned

TAKE OUT
Pi::n Spnyhclli Chicken

542-2632 Free

542-2676 Delivery

Wmm Hreflower 0f tfe student war,

©er con

B.ARCH.

Hiere is one terrible
diSadv.aiita.cS2 -to

i

attending" university.

Siitrwrver -vacation

.

everwoke mentions tflfi "frolic Oftr

e emghH to lappy, iniddle engush 101

.

lapixtHe indulges in

a pre- sea sea surfing
session fWfiicft of course

demonstrates far
determination to plan
aAead in spite of details
Ufa Me /act mt tAere
is no surf within a, feio

/uotdv& htiles-

W&enevci
middle ch^

Sfe Becomes nauseous ^ko
matter what our storyline Vanished, toe joys of-

sayt tt> the contrary. elementary thermody-
namics 2o5 with,
prerequisite calculus
106 partsA and £.

instead,-the -agony of
latour involved in
learning how to tell
Which end. or a surP
as up. and such.

But lapinette isn't"
Worried

.

coolness is an attribute
of hip studentss whose
attributes oat* rabbitic
ami^o always tries to
emulate .thus to prove
her h-ipposity*

you see, lappy h^-s
decided on a summer*
3oi of great and
growing interest-.*

carrot plucker on a
Carrot ra.ich,.

for every ten carrots
she. plucKs, she can
Iseep one.

&t every ten carrots
she gets to keep, she
will eat nine and
sell one.

for every hundred she
Sells, she can realize
eighty -nine cents .which
is V450*f of her fall
tuition

.

So, -&>ur and a Jialf-

Inillion carrots ought-
io wrap it up nicely.

it- might Wrap ra£ up
too 9 or course . but then ,
of course,So might-
middle endlisn. ioi.

laf>/H£He demonstrates uinv
0ar6 for carrot ranc6iH#3
emulating tAe appearance
°f a 9K«*i carrot £aran

.

lapinetk: Hin^s abouta pile,
cf*,soo,ooo carrots:

lank of motitreal

eampustanks
princess andtenrie sheets

ppkrafchik, manager
open 930-5 Monday to lhuiSc%. 930-6fiic%r

ilMVEST yOUR bONUS

ilN A

DIAMOND
brilliant idea, really. Because
diamond never loses its value
so many other things do, goes
giving pleasure, yet is always

worth what you paid for it . , .

at any time.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

Jewellers 168 Princess St 546-2261 Kingston, Ontario

\^<JLiti4eti'Pfioto Co.
jF^™ 22» PRINCESS STREET^ KINGSTON, ONTARIO

/ I \ 546-7676

Any questions about Photography?

Ask us, we are professionals.

HELP!!!

I am a Queen's University studenl

in o foil -growing business and I

need help. If you hove leadership

ability and would like lo earn

EXTRA MONEY during the

summer, phone me—

George L. Greenwood Jr,

(afler 6:00 p.m.)

544-4733

OR

WINBETT ENTERPRISE

546-1003

Men and V omen Wanted

TRICOLOR '69

ALL Tricolor '69 books (unsold tickets and money) MUST

be in by Friday March 28. They can be taken to the A. M.S.

Office, the Journal Office or the Tricolor Office.

546-1111 AMEY'S TAXI 546-1111
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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A Day in the Life

of a Suicide

w. art vou «ur* this Is Hm ftrry to Capri?"

The following is the story of Prinkney Jones, a successful
young suicide. Full to the brim of life, one day fie made his end
smothering himself in half a grapefruit. Tim is his day;

I guess you all know how this is going ito end but Ittl tell it
anyway. Things had not been going so weld recently. Not well at
aH in tact. I had half a mind bo end it all right there — by there
I mean the breakfast .table. So I grabbed my soft-boiled egg
topped it, stuck my nose inLo the joke. Drat! It had been over-
cooked.

That was among the last straws. In a fit of depression I lept
from the -table and -locked myself in the refrigerator. Alone in
t!he dark I had time to review the abysmal! failure that I laugh-
ingly called my life. "Ha, ha," I reflected crouched there in the
cold.

And then I smeHed it. How long had that /been in the frig?
Wnth .trembling — and I freely admit, unwilling hands— I
shoved the bowl of piektted herrings away into -the corner. The
smell persisted. This was unbearable. "I cannot endure being
smothered to death m a refrigerator with a bowl of rancid pick-
led herring'' cried out my tormented soul. I banged my head on
iBhe freezer and it went through.

This was interesting. Whole new opportunities for a more
dignified death unveiled themselves to my ready psyche. There
in the freezer were the ice-cube itrays making ice. I could drown
myseiBf. I inched forward and gently dipped my nose into the
water. But lit was already frozen! to a rage I burst
from the refrigerator and went upstairs for a nap.

I awoke, several hours later, quite refreshed. I showered, put
on new and fresh clothing and went -Bo my study. Here I began to

compose a series of suicide notes. About now my pen ran out of
ink so I began to cut the 'letters to my mote out of old news-
papers. This was painstaking work so I eliminated the quotation
of Lycidas and got down to the nitty-gritty of my note. Within the
'hour I had spelled out "Goodbye world. I hate you."

I itook this downstairs and got out a grapefnuit. I was pretty
desperate or I would have thought olf a more fitting, more flam-

boyant way of death—say stuffing and trussing myself like a
chicken or pfilMs or hanging ... or a saw. I rolled the citrus fruit

along the counter bo get the juices running and then halved it

I calmly ate one half but denied myself sugar. Then quietly,

without a murmur of despair, I pressed my nose and mouth into

the other half. In closing I can assure you that I have no regrets.

iNb molt even one iota of a regret. I still hate the world. In fact

I'm never coming back. So there!
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The Journal Examn Vi

Death, Wheifl!

0.

DIARY

OF A DEATH - I

Itinl Sllid, nwtnrcxcliit. iron born l,ig„.,(. J!ll;(,

Ilr t-iufctfb .SV/if<-m6.T. /%«. FAin is hi, -lurv.

It was a glorious spring day, considering the
time of year and all. The dew was on the grass
the birds were singing, the bees were humming
All that shit So I decided to take my cycle for
a little spin in the country. I have this Harley
Davidson CH 900 motorcycle oyer boxed to an
even grand.

Soon we were moving along real well together
me and my cycle. My bike, garlanded with my
loins, seemed happy as a pig in shit. We together
glancing back the noonday sun. Along about neon
time I was hungry enough to eat the arsehole of
a dead skunk, if I might engage In hyperbole for
a moment.

I'd passed one, a dead skunk, about a mile back
so I had to laugh. Don't ask me why, but I just did
Anyways I stopped by the road, had a whizz in
the bushes and began to seriously knock down a
few cans of draught I had thoughtfully brought
along In my saddle-bags.

I kept at this for about three hours just as

You know, I felt the whole load. Finaliy, around
about four I'd finished the dozen golden gootosso I figured It was time to sling my ass back onthe old bike and head back home/

I was feeling good-real good but my bike wasshaking the pies out of me. So I craZl open the

throttle and let it all hang out. Soon I was doing
the ton and laughing to beat the band. To think,
a belly full of draught moving along at a cool
century. It was beautiful.

I can't remember when I first saw the bridge
abutment, everything seemed to happen at once
First off I lost the bike. My last living memory
was the abrasive crunch as I kissed the concrete
abutment at about one hundred miles an hour

I lay there dead as shit for quite a while before
the cops came. They're never around when you
need them. They found my bike first, still gar-
landed with my lotas. Then one of the alert men
ta the blue spotted me. He followed the path left
by my facial smear on the bridge. The cops came
over and looked at me for a moment. Then one
of them went away to phone an ambulance. The
other was sick. I couldn't blame the poor bastard
I ve been seen looking better.

After about twenty minutes the ambulance came
to pick me up. I remember one little thing that
sort of capped the day. There was this old farmer
who d come along and as I was being lifted Into
the ambulance he leaned down and felt some of
the liquid where I'd been lying. The old bugger
put his finger to his mouth, looked at the cops,and said, "You know boys, that's real draught"

Journal Interviews

Angelus Marti, tlhe would famous
"Angel of Death" is visiting the King-
ston area for a few days this week, as
pant of Ms current world tour. I was
lucky enough to secure an interview
with him Monday afternoon in his

rather austere City HaM apartment.
He greeted me at the door weardaig a
green velours smoking jacket with
matching halo. He seemed relaxed and
in good health. He spoke read% on a
variety of topics —"sex, books, drugs,
the ferment on campus, etc. — and
our interview lasted nearly four hours.
Excerpts are given bellow.

J. Well Mr. Death, perhaps you
could tell our readers a little about
yourself — possibly how you got start-
ed im tshis line of work, what you do
and so on . . .

A. There's realy not too much to
tell. I mean I guess I've always want-
ed to be the angetl1 of death — even
when I was just a little kid in Nortm
York. I remember the day on the front
lawn when I burned my Teddy Bear .

.

. Chat was pnobably the beginning , . .

(At this point Mr. Death became
very sentimental about his early ohiM-
hood and bear and doll burnings. It

seems that he perplexed and then as*
toumded his family by setting ffire to
stuffed bears and doils, first his own

AngelMt

then his bniflien t

friendis — Mlly
strangers. Hftffer
Hon as to w|

J. We dof
could you s

urge?

A. No. No.|

I've thought I
know why,
name. GlindBs str

kind of a duS for

really 1 doii':(No I c

[ think

1 and,

1 was

J. And ftwesent
you sati&fiedBur w

A. Oh yes.m. I rr

.terestinig. I mvel jj

alii kinds of ftp! e -

other day I
j

guy v

ed in a grap And
not hard. Fo m get

ups and diowi ;e any

But almost hen

really poor som
first rate dis a ph
out or a reaH tr. Th
was a goodv. A I lak*

And I don't faffed i

more — or aflfit as n

(at this i Dea
sheepishly pi*' the sti

with which fcbeen u

J. Do you fr'Opintft

student active nt, (

pus unrest flf ?

The 4f D<

"I feel that life without Heath would be

meaningless. But remember thai the tame

applie* far death without life"
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canty Vital Issue . .

.

Mis Thy Sting?

jellMortis

s bnAen those of his

— M'lly of complete
is. HBrffer no explawa-

to wi

doto Lo pry —
u sMou had this

but

i. No.Bthih'k so. I mean
ught I and, no, I don't

dow

was the bear's

struck

a du ' for a bear. But
don't o. I can't answer

id fa ^sent then, are
iisfied ur work?

yes l. I mean it's ki-

J- I
i

vel lots. I meet
s of«t>ple — just the
iy 1 1

guy wJio drown-
grap And the work's
I. Fo >u get the usual

;e anything else,

hen things are
oor : some kind of
e di«a plane wipiftg
rea»r. The bast was

ody.lB I Hke my work,
on't faffed bears any
or anW as many.

lis «§ Death rather
[y pifjffie stuffed bear
ioh t»6en toying.)

/ou Mopinlions on the
ictn^^nt, or on earn-

Aff Death

A. N"o. No, I don't. Maybe that's be-

cause I've been away from school for
so long now. I don't know. But all this

demand for changes, changes, ohanges
doesn't really affect me. I mean in

spite of all the activists nothing ever
changes does it? And besides, I'll get
'em all in the end.

J. Have you ever tried pot or LSD?

(Mr. Death had obviously been ask-

ed this question many times before,
and his answers came quickly and
easily).

A. Oh yes. I tried LSD once , . , But
never again, believe you me. It was
really a bad scene. I had this vision of

being ruthessly pursued and sat upon
by giant wineglasses. It was really hor-

rible. More than that — it scared me
half to death.

And in my business, that's no joke.

But pot's another story. I really like

pot. It smells like stuffed bear stuffing
— especially when it's burning. I take
pot quite often.

(Finally I asked Mr. Death whether
he was not sometimes troubled, being

always unwolicome, always reviled, al-

ways cursed and spate upon).

A. No. And besides it's not true.

There are some real jerks in this

world and I do my part to cut them
down. And as for the rest, well, it's

a living, itsii''t it? And after all, that's

Me.

Photos by Solmon ond Clark

" | 1 I

"It hat am I doing here? Well order* tame

through lhat I uai to be fed up uilh people'

DIARY

OF A DEATH
llttljmtt V. He IMIitdutttttu plant hnv.h

llf tlivtl i/;M«fr/v. Jmuuirv

I truly am unsure just where I should begin this,

the story of my death. I remember lying down on
by bed, I presume to go to sleep. It had been a

very trying day for me, for all of us-I keep potted

plants and they get so randy when Spring peeps

in and smiles at them. They're really such little

devils. I wanted to go to sleepy-land early so I

would be bright and fresh in the morning to water

my potted darlings. I was so looking forward to

waking up, throwing off my eiderdowns, springing

from my bed and standing on my tippy-toes to see

the sun slyly peeping through the skylight at my
nakedness.

But It was not to be. About eleven o'clock my
heart stopped beating. I knew it was about eleven

because I looked at my watch. But it was the only

tiling ticking. Imagine, dear reader, my heart had

stopped. Then my body started to get colder and

colder. I decided then and there that this was

serious and I would go and fetch myself just the

nicest, warmest hot water bottle you could think

of.

But it wasn't to be. My feet, and indeed my
hands, and other extremities too private to con-

template were numb and without feeling. And

then. . .and then I did something most unsavoury.

Well I did not do it of my own volition It just

happened. I do not know quite how or if I should

say this but I began to Involuntarily micturate

in my own bed. I know that seems unspeakable
so I must assure you it was not an act of will.
The worst part of It was that this unseemly

making of water vindicated the writing of that
nasty James Joyce, r had to admit that he was
right. When you pee-pee In your bed first it is
warm and then it was cold, like the rest of me.

I was surely uncomfortable lying there in my
chilling micturate when I realized to my dismay
that my bowels were shifting. This was unwanted.
I tried to rise from my fouling bower but my
leg muscles had ceased in natural function. Un-
fortunately my splinctor muscles followed suit.
Now I really was in a pickle.

I had no recourse but to lie there and endure
this outrageous rebellion from within my own,
dare I say it, large intestine. I thought quite
seriously about weeping right there and then but
I would have looked a sight in the morning. Be-
sides, I had stopped breathing and If I were to
shed womanish tears, I ran the risk of drowning
in them.

About then a drowsy numbness overcame my
senses as if some dull opiate had been poured on
me. I fell into a swoud. I can tell you, I was just

as glad. I'm serious. Some of you may think me
silly but you have not had to face the embarrassment
of dying. I can assure you that It Is the most
mortifying experience I have ever endured.
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STUDY IN

CUERNAVACA
Learn to speak SPANISH
Intensive courses, with drills,

supervised labs, and theory

taught by experienced Mexican
teachers.

• $135 per month.

Study in the INSTITUTE FOR
CONTEMPORARY LATIN

AMERICAN STUDIES.
• Examine themes such as "Protest

and its Creative Expression in

Latin America" and "The Role

of Education in Social Change"
in 10 to 30 new courses each
month.

• Access to excellent library.

• (30 per credit.

Live in CUERNAVACA
• Near Mexico City, at 4,500 feet

elevation, with Mexican families

or in dorms or bungalows.
• Approx. $60 per month.

Request catalog from
Registrar — Cidoc W.
Godot, Apdo. 479,
Cuernavaca, Mexico

Jrtmtetrat

iotel

Prop. R. Alder

50 Rooms Daily Si Weekly
Rates Licensed Under LCBO

Dining Room

Colour T.V. in Beverage
Room Hockey on T.V.

Chan. 13

ENTERTAINMENT IN
BEVERAGE ROOMS

10V. - DISCOUNT - 15*

University Texts

Paper Backs — Stationery

K. & W. BOOKS
Barrie near Princess 546 2746

LONDRY'S
DRUGS LTD.

471 PRINCESS

Fr— pick-up end delivery
«n student prescriptions

end itudM oroWi
•t thaler* rata

CALL 546-6517

1

Kingston's Finest

Chinese Restaurant

,gf 1181 Princess St. r-1

jXU No- 2 Hwy West Uj

in H Dial 542-9333 fij

ABRAMSKY'S
259 Print™ St.

To All Students

We will allow a 10% discount on all merchandise

purchased with presentation of Queen's card

546-5555

BANQUET FACILITIES PHONE 546-9349

SUPERIOR

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
(Since 1919)

Your Host in the Heart of our City

Fully Licensed

226 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON, ONT
ASK FOR YOUR "GOLDEN FIFTY" BOOK

($5 for $10 Value of food)

IP!

Aria mb Btwntt

MnbngmbmU Satiety
The AS.U.S. is pleased to announce that

the following persons, as a result of their

Scholastic Achievements and contributions

to the Society, have been named as re-

cipients of the AS.U.S. Centennial Awards.

Wan Refers

Tiger or lamb:
who makes
the bestCA?

'""in

Men who move in flocks don't make
the best Chartered Accountants.

The CA often hunts for answers

in wild new country. He's constantly

trying to solve problems that have no

pat solutions. He needs conceptual

imagination and conviction—and
guts. He may have to defend his

answers (like a tiger) when he thinks

he's right.

The demand for CAs is growing

fast. Whether they are in indepen-

dent practice or part of the top man-

agement team of a company, they are

taking on increasing responsibility

in financial and business affairs.

Before you decide whether your

answer to our question is "G r-r-r"

or "B a a a" and for more informa-

tion see your placement office, a

local CA, orcontact-

The Institute of
Chartered Accountants ol Ontario.

r>9 Bloor Streel Easl Toronto On-
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— Journal Reviews

Washroom, a novel by Arthur Hailey

THE SWEET FLUSH OF SUCCESS
Washroom, though just released, has shown

indications of being another smash hit for
Arthur Hailey. Following in the fine literary
traditions of Hotel and Airport, Mr. Hailev
ach eves an even greater sense of realism ta
dealing with the operations of an area famUto
to all of us As with his previous works, he
introduces the various components of the plot
explaining their background and then brings them
together for the final tragic climax
A must for geologists. An actual'chronicle of

the Rock Cycle. Follow the minerals from their
fiery beginnings, through the trauma of
metamorphism and weathering. Share with them
the degradation of quarrying and manufacture
resulting in the final material rebirth in the form
of a toilet. You can actually identify with the
minerals, feeling their inner hostilities to their
environment
A must for the biologist. Follow a tree through

cutting and transport, share the embarrassment
of de-barking. Feel the social uncertainty of
those fibres destined for final manufacture into
toilet paper.

A must for the physical chemist. Witness
first hand, the dynamic struggle between two
hydrogen and a single oxygen atom, the fight
for various quantum levels, the final sharing of

I'll Never Forget 1350, a drama
The new Broadway musical smash, "I'll

Never Forget 1350" opened at the Grand Theatre
last Saturday to a packed audience. This play,
a light-hearted song and dance affair, is a fine
musical adaptation of the Black Death. The
transition from history to the stage has been
made effective by the use of a number of readily
available symbols.

Naturally a billion diseased rats couldn't be
brought into the theatre. So the company settled
for a scant one hundred thousand. Some may
say that this is merely a device, but the savage
foaming, dirty and, I might add, disgusting
rodents help recapture the spirit of 1350. The
audience was completely won over. The diseased
rats symbolized sick rats.

This effective use of props was reinforced
by the use of a black curtain, which, in fact,
remained drawn across the procenium for the
first act while the audience fought with the rats.
The first act was flawless - a technical master-
piece.

The second act was marred perhaps by the
fact that it came after the third act and the

An Astonishing Sports Event

Local fans were astounded when it was dis-

closed recently that the worlds' record recently

established by ace Queen's hurdler Don Briarly

was set while the athlete was suffering from a

rare athletic injury, rigor mortis.

"He kept complaining that he felt a little

stiff," commented Queen's track coach, Ralph

Lind.

"We thought he just meant his leg. I figured

it was a pulled ham-string."

The injury was in fact suffered when Briarly,

practicing indoors, went over a hurdle he had

inadvertently left leaning against the gymnasium

wail.

Briarly admitted later he had forgotten his

contact lenses,

Reviewed by Doug Martin

oat^r h°wwattrfeelsatout,he
' lls

m his modern society. Rejoice with him whenhe fuially attains relief.
All the elements having been introduced, thev

are brought together in the washroom of theBay Street Bus Terminal in Toronto. The

"Time-10:53 p.m.. Steady snow continues and
has slowed down traffic in the terminal. The
washroom becomes empty. Cubicle #4 is quiet
except for the steady whine of running water.A faulty float ball connection Is the cause. It
should have been repaired weeks ago
The silence is broken by the entrance of

Oscar, urgency written in his steps. Striding
to #3 he flings open the door, welcoming the
prospect of relief to his strained bowels The
toilet creaks under his weight. Long moments
pass in silence. Then the sound of unravelling
toilet paper followed by the sound of rushing
water. A gasped "Oh my God". The toilet is
clogged and overflowing."

Washroom-definitely a necessary addition to
any library.

reviewed by Bill Martin

third act would have been better if the curtain
had been raised. However once the curtain went
up, the audience was treated to a rare show of
stage technique. Take the lighting for instance.
It was more than adequate. Not only were all
the actors visible throughout the performance,
but also the stage crew, the lighting booth and
the audience.

I'll Never Forget 1350 was played as an
authentic piece, so the actors were dressed in
old clothes and talked funny. One by one they
came out, sang, danced, talked, laughed, were
bitten by rats and died. The audience found the
play delightfully infectious. So much so that at
the end of the production they remained rigid in
their seats, while the overture, which is re-'
corded, played on. Then the Health Authority
burned the theatre to the ground.

All and all it was an effective production of
an interesting history play. The music is not
exactly memorable. Few people will be humming
the hit tunes. But who cares a fig. At last the
decadent Broadway theatre has come up with
a meaningful drama. At last plague that matters.

reviewed by John Mabel

A teammate estimated his speed at impact at

around 30 miles per hour.

Special training consultant Robert J. Reed was
called in to treat Briarly. A specialist in this

type of injury, Reed's treatment included bathing

the injured tissue in a special fluid designed to

maintain muscle tone.

"U'e guarantee a minimumof decomposition,"

he commented.

"It worked great," declared coach Lind.

"I've never seen him look so relaxed before

a race."

When pestered for comment after the historic

event, Briarly refused to answer. His only

reaction apparently was a satisfied, vaguely

eternal smile.

The Agnes Etherington Biennial Chicken Festival revl««< b> ^ Mc&tyre

I didn't know much about chickens when I trundled

over to the Art Centre for the much-touted Biennial

Chicken Festival. I mean, a chicken is just a chicken,

isn't it, eh? The thing with legs that you eat on

alternate Sundays, as opposed to the roast, which has

no legs.

Anyways, I guess I was in for a real surprise. Few

people seem to realize that chickens stand atthe very

helm of the forefronts of those cultural vanguards

which loom on our aesthetic horizons. At least I

had never realized it. But then I guess I never really

looked at chickens before. The festival opened my

eyes.

Like I say, I didn't know much about chickens, but

the things they had there really turned me on. Up-

stairs, in the smaller room there was some kind

of chicken retrospective—mostly old chickens---

some older than others. I especially liked the little

wooden models of wings and flying aids assembled

by Leghorn da Vinci, who was, I guess, the only
Renaissance chicken present. He had drawings of
naked chicken bodies in a full circle— which, apart
from their being naked and all, were really well
drawn. I didn't even know chickens could draw.
Anyways, the other neat stuff in the same room

included huge photos of Medieval Chicken pageant
wagons, small eighteenth-century chicken waistcoats
and cod-pieces, and, getting closer to the modern
age, reversible egg-timers. Don't ever let anyone
tell you chickens aren't smart. I gather there were
slide showings every hour or so on the problems
of research in chicken history assembled by the Art
Centre Staff, but I couldn't hang around. The best,

part of the festival was waiting down in the main'
gallery.

When I got down there, there were folding chairs

set up In the centre and a small stage at the far

end. I started to walk around, taking in the stuff on
the walls. It was really groovy. There was a chicken

holding a tuba with his tail on fire and little drawers
built in his sides. . .which I thought was kind of

advanced for a chicken. There was a chicken behind

that one laying eggs, and another chicken behind

that one laying chickens. There was a third chicken

programming a computer to lay eggs. And there was

a design concept for a chicken that would lay Neutron

stars. 1 mean imagine all that from chickens.

On the far side of the room, squatting, there was

a giant red and green vinyl chicken which someone
had labelled "Chicken" which struck me as a little

pretentious since most everyone could see, surely,

that it was a chicken. And if they couldn't see, they

soon realized, when It got up and proceeded to build

a nest out of the collapsible chairs and eat one of

the attendants who tried In vain to stop it. It was only

then that I saw the other part of the label, namely,

"Man-eating Chicken." I got out before I could re-

view the rest of the exhibit ft was a good exhibit, what

I saw. But I think It may have been a come-on.
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'Selected English Letters.
(sigh . . . the best we've ever had)

THE WONDERFUL WORLD
of sandwiches

Tuns Salad

Peanut Butter and Bf Meat
Licorice

Toasted Bacon and Tomato
Corderoy

Wide Whale

Salami and Clover (over and over) c/q,-

Grilled Cheese

Corn

50c

90c

40c

90c

60c

85c

Roast Beef and Ink ....

Leopard and Tomato

Green Pea

Fried Egg

Tongue

Tongue with Dentures

Turnip and Raisin

Honey Melon

Toasted Western

Brass and Honey

Chocolate Fudge

Fried Egg and Fig

50c

* 45c

„ 75c

80c—. 35c— 50t

80c

70c

40c

55c

95c

75c

—-. 50c

70c
Fried Egg, Fig and Leopard $1 QO
Roast Beef, Almond and Elf Meat $1 20
Smoked Elf Meat and Garlic

'"

$1 40
Smoked Turnip, Ginger, Elf Meat and Leo^rd~ $2.00
Grilled Springer Spaniel .50c
Smoked Salmon, Honey, Elf Meat and pig . $,.5o

Thank You.
it s Been A Pleasure Serving You

(jtomt a Snurnal
Editor

Assocate Editor _ John Mc |„,„t
News Editor _ Ale< Blnkley
E>ec«tive Editor _ Chris Redmond

Business Manager

Bill Martin

Managing Editor Charles Schtvler
Copy Editor _ H,„a„ BM
Sports Editor John mi

*
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s:
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-
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In any minute wanting three pages- cath„Tf?'

"

ho 11 ta

good care of Charlie* Charlie 'tak^,'„T 8UCh

Love am thank, to Lorraine.«d Nancy who^ T r '

you're wonoertul, but thTvel? u
",orlt for

«»lng to cry. Be SgA^JS^^

SHOCKING

.

(Dear Sir;

I am exoessSrtne% shocked at
reacting to the papers that Mr.
Gray lis dead! I wish to God you
may be able to tel' me it its not
true! Yet in this pointful uhber-
Ifealtolpy I must rest some doys!
(None of my acquaintance aire

in Lorfdon. I do not know to
•torn to apply but to you. Alto!
I fear tin vain! Too many cir-

cumstances speak it true! the
detail is exaot; — a second
paper arrived by the same post,
and does not contaadiot it^-
and what is worse, I saw hilm
but four or five days before
I dame hither; he had 1 been to
Kensington for the air. com-
plained of gout fflySing about
Him, of sensations of it in his
stomach, and indeed, thought

hita changed, and that he loofaed
ill — still I had not the least
idea of hlis being iin danger. 1
started up from my dhafiir, when
I read the paragraph—a oan-
non-baB could not have sur-
prised me more! The shook but
ceased, to give to me concern;
and my hopes are too MI found-
ed to mitigate lit If nobody has
due charily to write to me, my
anadety must continue tall the
end of the month, for I shall
set out on my return on the
26th; and unless you receive
this time anougli for your an-
swer to leave London on the
20th, in the evening, I cannot
meet it, till I find it in Arling-
ton Street, whither I beg you
to direct it

If the event is but too true,
pray add to this melancholy ser-
vSce, that of telling me any
circumstances you know of bis
death. Our long, very long
ifiriendship, and his genius, must
endear to me everything that
relates to him. What writing has
he left? Who are bis executors?
I should earnestly wish, if he
has destined anything to the
public, to print it at my press
alt would do me ' honour, and
would give me an opportunity
of expressing what I feel for
hilm. Methinks, as we grow
olldc our only business here is

to adorn the graves of our
friends, or to dig our own.

—MORANCE WAPOLE
1717-1797

DISHEARTENING .

.

Dear SSr:

White, or some of my friends,
or the public papers, by this time
may have informed you of the
terrible calamities mat have fall-

en on our family. I will only
give you the outlines: My poor
dear, dearest sister, in a fit of
insanity, has been the death of
our own mother. I was at hand
only time enough to snatch the
knife out of her grasp. She is
at present in a madhouse, from
whence I fear she must be moved
to an hospital. God has preser-
ved to me my senses; I eat, and
drink, and sleep, and have my
judgment, I believe, very sound

My poor father was slightly
wounded, and I am left to take
care of him and my aunt. Mr.
Norris, of the Bluecoat School,
has been very kind to us, and we
have no other friend; but, thank
God, I am very calm and com-
posed, and able to do the best
that remains to do. Write as re-
ligious a letter as possible, but
no mention of what is gone and
done with. With me "former
things are passed away" and I
have something mare to do than
to feel.

God Almighty have us in His

SICKENING... BUT TOO TRUE

Mention nothing of poetry. I
have destroyed every vestige of
past vanities of that kind. Do as
you please, but if you publish.
Publish mine (I give free leave)
without name or initial, and never
send me a book, I charge you.
Your own judgment will con-

vince you not to take any notice
of this yet to your dear wife. You
look after your family; I have
reason and strength left to take
care of mine. I charge you, don't
thmk of corning to see me. Write
I will not see you if you come
God Almighty love you and all
of us!

CHARLES LAMB 177M8M

Dear Sir;

Yesterday we were let out of
quarantine, during which my
health suffered more from bad
air and the stifled cabin than It

had done the whole voyage. The
fresh air revived me a little,

and I hope I am well enough this
morning to write to you a short
calm letter;—If that can be called
one, In which I am afraid to
speak of what I would falnest
dwell upon. As I have gone this
far into it, I must go on a little;

perhaps it may relieve the load
of wretchedness which presses
upon me. The persuasion that I
shall see her no more will kill
me. My dear Brown, I should
have had her when I was In
health, and I should have re-
mained well. I can bear to die—
I cannot bear to leave her. Oh
Godl God! God! Everything Ihave
In my trunks that reminds me of
her goes through me like a spear.
The silk lining she put In my
traveling cap scalds my head.
My imagination is horribly vivid
about her—I see her—I hear
her. There is nothing In the
world of sufficient Interest to

PEOPLE ARE PIGS I

(Dear Sir;

K gives me great satisfaction
to hear that the pig turned out
so well: they aire such interest-
ing creatures at a certain ageWWt a pity such buds shouldMow out in the maturity of
rat* bacon! You had all some
of the crackling and brain
sauce. Did you remember to
nub it with butter, and gently
dredge it a Utile, just before
the crisis? Did the eyes come
away kindly with no Oedipeao
avulsion? Was the crackling
the colour of the ripe pomigran-
ate? Had you no complement of
'baaed neck of rnuitton before it,

divert me from her a moment
This was the case when I was
in England. 1 cannot recollect,
without shuddering, the time that
I was a prisoner at Hunt's and
used to keep my eyes fixed on
Mapstead all day. Thenthere was
a good hope of seeing her again—
Nowl—0 that I could be burled
near where she livesl lam afraid
to write to her—to receive a
letter from her—to see her hand-
writing would break my heart-
even to hear of her anyhow, to
see her name written, would be
more than I can bear. My dear
Brown, what am I to do? Where
can I look for consolation or
ease? If I had any chance of
recovery, this passion would kill
me. Indeed, through the whole of
my Illness, both at your house
and at Kentish Town, this fever
has never ceased wearing me
out When you write to me, which
you will do immediately, write
to Rome (post restate) If she
is well and happy, put a mark
thus; if

—

Remember me to all. I will
endeavour to bear my miseries

patiently. A person in my state
of health should not have such
miseries to bear. Write a short
note to my sister, saying you
have heard from me. Severn is
very weU. If I were in better
health I would urge your coming
to Rome. I fear there is no one
can give me any comfort Is there
any news ofGeorge? 0 that some-
thing fortunate had ever happened
to me or my brother! then 1
might hope,—but despair Is
forced upon me as a habit My
dear Brown, for my sake, be her
advocate for ever. I cannot say
a word about Naples; I do not
feel at all concerned In the thou-
sand novelties around me. I am
afraid to write to her. I should
like her to know that I do not
forget her. Oh, Brown, I have
coals of fire in my breast It
surprises me that the human
heart is capable of containing
and bearing so much misery.
Was I born for this end? God
bless her, and her mother, and
my sister, and George, and his
wife, and you, and alll.,

John Keats, 1795-1821

to blunt the edge of delicate de-
sire? Did you flesh maiden teeth
in it? Not that I sent the pig,
or can form the remotest guess
what part Owen could play in
the business. I never knew him
give anything away in my life
He would not begin with strang-
ers. I suspect the pig, after an,
was meant for me; but at the
unlucky juncture of time beSmg
absent, the present somehow
went round to HighBate. To
confess an honest truth, a pig
<• one of those things which I
could never think of sending

TeaL widgeon, snipes,

barn-door fow%, ^wka, geese—
your tame villatic things—wel-
sh mutton, collars of brawn,
sturgeon, fresh or pickled, your
Pwt*ar char, Swiss cheeses.
Prerndh pies, early grapes rnnis-
oadlnes, I impart as freely unftomy friends as to myself. They
are but self extended, but par-
don me if 1 stop somewhere.
Where the fine feeling of bene-
volence giveth. a higher smack
than

,
the sensual rarity, theremy friends (or any good man)

may command me; but pigs are
Pigs and I lnysett therein am
nearest to myself.
— CHAKiUES LAMB
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Don't expect to see today's
hand every time you play bridge.
However, the expert bridge
player should be prepared for
every eventuality. To avoid any
confusion which may arise during
the bidding, It might be wise Ifyou
inform your partner that you
"bid McTyair before entering a
match. Readers should already
be familiar with the use of the
McTyall Convention for bidding
voids, however perhaps a brief
review would prove useful. For
hands containing between 13-16
points, bid 1 club or diamond,

17-20 points requires a bid of
1 heart or spade. Responses
are given at the 6 or 7 level in

any suit When holding a void
hand, you can not pass until a
minimum bid of "grand slam"
has been attained. One should
realize that bids of 8 or 9 are
not uncommon when using this

convention. These point counts do
not Include distribution which
adds an additional 12 points to

the hand. This, of course, re-
presents the maximum number
possible. No trump Is never bid
since these hands do have proper
distributlon-ie 3-3-3-4, 4-4-4-5
etc.

+ Votd
* Void
" VoW

Void

North

1 Club

6 Heart*

* Hearts

Void

VoW
VoW
Vox!

South

+ VoW
• Void
V VoW
* VoW

Today's Weather

East

1 Diamond
6 Spado*
7 Spado*

South

1 Heart
7 Clubs
Pass

-f- VoW
o VoW
* VoW
* VoW

1 Spada
1 Diamond*
Pas*

Today's hand presents an ex-
ample of bidding using the "slid-
ing McTyaU". fa essence, each
member of the partnership bids
the other's suit until the correct
level is attained. The bidding
went as outlined.

At this point, an anna with
Poorly fitting dentures entered
the room, This distracted the
play which should come as no
surprise, particularly Ifyou have
ever heard an anna in such a
Plight. The poor dear had
obviously been victimized by one
of the many "fly-by-night" den-
ture outfitters operating in the
city. These unscrupulous people
will take advantage of any tongue
and let's face it, that's not very
hard to do. Since one partner was
an authority on tongue dental

problems and since the hand was
an obvious lay down, it was
decided that to play it would be
needless tedium. Besides, every
second counts when dealing with
a tongue with loose dentures.
Bridge etiquette dictates that the
strength of the offensive team
be taken on faith. Besides, the
defense could see no possible
way to stop the contract

Perhaps you might be able to
pull a similar trick If ever faced
with this hand. Just get a pet
anna with suitably wobbly den-
tures. If you can get used to the
tongue breath, they make Ideal
pets. If this doesn't work I would
suggest setting up a cross ruff
by leading to the void on the
board, trumping, then leading
to the void In your hand. This
usually proves quite effective.

Aries— March 21 lo April 20.

A woman in a red dress and
speaking a foreign tongue with
three eyes is an omen that you
need not worry any longer about
warts. Have nothing to do with
a grey haired man. Especially if

he is a meatloaf fetishist. His
need to dominate you will bring
uphappiness. If contact is un-
avoidable, take care. Watch for
lucky signs, such as the acquisi-
tion of great wealth, or getting
laid. The fraction Vi is unlucky.
Do not do anything by halves.
Incidentally, if the sun rises you
will die.

Taurus— April 21 to May 21.

All vibrations are favourable to

you this week. Don't louse it up.
Love, money, friends may all

come your way if your tendency
to downgrade yourself doesn't in-

terfere. So don't be a prick about
this. Saturday will be favourable.
You win be interred that day. All
your friends and relatives will

wish you a happy voyage to a
strange land No unlucky num-
ber this week.

Gemini— May 22 to June 21.

It is a good sign to dream mat
you are abusing someone else,

instead of yourself. Success

through your own efforts is very
close. So come on. Don't give

up that personal project that you
have been working on for so long.

Hurry up with it because you

have about an hour to live.

Cancer— June 22 to July 22.

Sony, you've got it

Leo— July 23 to August 22.

Watch your health during the

next few days. If you watch it

closely, you will notice that it is

deteriorating. This condition will

gradually worsen until you final-

ly die. Your favourable day is

Wednesday. Your unlucky num-
ber is 9L
Virgo— August 23 to Septem-

ber 22. If you enjoy dancing this

week, go all out. You might as
well. Do not be alarmed when
your uro-genital system falls out.

This is only the beginning. Next
your pancreas will rot out. fri-

day is your favourable day. Avoid
the number 64 and drafts. Do
not defecate this week. It could

be fatal

Libre — September 23 to Octo-

ber 22. If there was ever a time

for you to be frugal, this is it

Do not make impulsive purchases.

Do not buy things you do not

need, such as food or doming.
You will need your money soon

because of an unexpected acci-

dent your demise. Sometime mis
week .a stranger will bring you

good news. Monday is a favour-

able day. Your lucky number is

ficult time if you are especially

patient and calm during the next
four days. Try to make a hand-
same corpse. You owe it to your
dear ones. To dream of a priest

is a favourable sign especially on
Sunday, your favourable day this

week. Your unlucky number is

3a
Capricorn—December 22 to Jan-

uary 20. Abdominal pains may
indicate a serious health problem.
So also may death. Don't delay
in seeing a doctor. Avoid a one
eyed giant Favourable day is

Thursday. Unlucky number is 19.

Aquarius— January 21 to Feb-
ruary 19. Very unfavourable vib-

rations make this a bad time to

pursue financial matters, espec-

ially if involved with investment
or sales. There is no favourable

day for you this week and your
unlucky number 8 is very strong.

This number is the Seismic read-

ing of the earthquake. Stay close

to home and loved ones.

Scorpio— October 23 to Novem-
ber 22. Acorns are a good omen.
So are broccoli. So also are

cheeses. A minor misunderstand-

ing will be responsible for a great

change in your life. Unfortunate-

ly this misunderstanding will oc-

cur between the United States and
The Soviet Union. The resulting

thermonuclear blast will reduce

you and your dear one to atoms.

Your unlucky number is 239.

Sagittarius — November 23 to

December 21. Someone close to

you can be helped through a dif-

Pisces— February 20 to March
20. Avoid the earth's atmosphere
this week. Force yourself. Other-
wise you will be killed. It's as
simple as that actually. A trip

is in the offing and you will meet
a pleasant person. Your favour-

able day is Monday, unlucky
number is 28. You are a dwarf.
Agnes — Everyone is bora un-

der this sign. Go out immediate-
ly and buy a pair of dentures.

Avoid the Conda next door or you
will be shooting the bort with the
best of them Keep your sensors
high and clean and don't whistle

into a wind.

High 3780

Low 3574

The prevailing winds are moving from the East, West, North
and South. At the centre of Kingston these winds are gustlng up
to three hundred mph, feeding the fires. Tomorrow's skies will
be overcast and rain is predicted.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
SCRV1MG

ITALIAN FOODS
CONTINENTAL FOODS

SPEOAUZING IN PIZZAS

CHARCOAL STEAKS

CHOPS CHOCfN

& TAVERN
W6 ON savt FKX 20.600 Kane

Visit Our Venetian •Room

DINING LOUNGE

IKENSED UNDER LOO

OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

REE CUSTOMER PARKING

PIZZA

TAKE OUT SERVICE

Dial 546-4987

VAN'S
Gift and Smoke Centre

1000 Black and White Coloured Personality and
Travel Posters

From $1.00 and up
Pipes-Gifts-Jokes
Open 7 days
KDHL Sponsor

Notto
Students of Queen's:

Your own bookstore can supply you
with all your requirements m Texts for all

faculties and departments.

Loote leaf supplies, pens, and

Queen's pennants

&txvplm

Conveners
If you are planning on a Campus Social func-

tion next fall, you must obtain your entertainment
through the Queen's Entertainment Agency in accord-
ance with By-law No. 44 of the R.M.S.

office^
6 °'E R

'
158 con,acted trough fhe A.M.S.

GORD DEEKS,

Campus Activities Chairman

Made to Measure Pant Sale

Regular to $37.50

now $19.50

2 pairs $37.00

Choose your own style

99 Pnnce$s Street
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ACME WINO SHOES
ACME WINO SHOES

Designed to provide complete pedal protection from concrete, gravel, sewage, rail-

road ties, broken glass and other winos . . . sold in distinguished wine stores everywhere.
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Cuffs 3)6i^n

VARIOUS STEPS MADE POSSIBLE BY THE ACME WINO SHOE:

a;
Cuff sc-api>iqS

•aO o

attempted )

(out too\ piuot)

; (£) (6/ j

A: normal position for stumbling to the wine store
D: for forward flop position, flexible to allow for

various gut sizes.

B, C: right and left tilt-out, respectively
E: ass-backwards prone position
Features—for slightly less cost, any of the five soles

can be "hole-tailored" for discreet butt-
nabbing from sidewalks and gutters.

—soles are 'Interchangeable should wear oc-
cur due to a favorite position (B, C, D, E).

—note: if pants are baggy enough, B, C, D,
E can be cleverly concealed until needed.
See below.

We also stock asbestos socks to enable you to
"get 'em while they're hot".

i the "A shuffle"

—used for transportation to favorite street cor-
ner (note trail left by cuffs).

ii the "A sidestep and shuffle": used primarily for

bumming nickels from passers-by —..feet are in

constant motion to allow no-one to go untried,
position 1: on the alert (note the oval cuff-marks)

2: passer-by noticed
3: shuffle over for the touch
4: passer-by passes by
5: on the alert again

iii the "A-type shufflehop": a delicate manoeuvre
often employed to express joy at having collect-

ed 90tf — more often, however, it Is used In an
attempt to get to the store before 6 (this will
not be seen for the rest of the evening)

Iv (a) reverse A-shuffle
(b) the AE teeter (could also be called AB, AC,

AD teeter) note to novice winos — please do
not attempt any of the BC, CB, OE, ED
teeters as yet — (experience is the best
teacher) you should, however, try the CD,
DB, BE and EB teeters for some variety.

(c) the E-prone position

note cuff-scruffs in (ii) and (iii)

recovery is not shown
v) We have shown here a few of the basic move-
ments in an effort to get you started on the right
foot. For more information consult your local Acme
dealer.

One word of warning: Perhaps the most dif-

ficult movement is the recovery (BA, CA, DA, or
EA) and is seldom mastered by even the most ex-
perienced (even early in the day) so don't get
discouraged if you find Ihe recovery is beyond you.
Instead, work towards the intricate pattern describ-
ed below. It occurred at 10:15 p.m. and covered
an area of about .00000395 square miles.

»A Soul with a bit cf Spirit Underfoot . . .••

by BOB BASSETT










